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ANNEXURE B 

 

CHAPTER 1 

 

BULAWAYO METROPOLITAN 

 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

BULAWAYO MUNICIPALITY 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Colenbrander Avenue and Queens Road, then eastwards along Queens Road 

to its intersection with Alcott Road , then south-eastwards along Alcott Road 

to its intersection with Netherby Drive, then generally south west-wards 

along Netherby Drive to its intersection with Dawlish Avenue, then 

eastwards along Dawlish Avenue to its junction with Orleston Road, then 

south-wards along Orleston Road to its intersection with Harare Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Harare Road to its intersection with George 

Avenue, then generally south wards along George Avenue into Ascot Road, 

then southwards along Ascot Road into Esigodini Road, then southwards 

along Esigodini Road into Phillips Drive, then generally south-westwards 

alonga Phillips Drive into Burns Drive the south-westwards along Burns 

Drive to its intersection with Colerridge Road, then southwards along 

Colerrridge Road to its intersection with Housman Road, then south-

westwards along Housman Road to its intersection with Longfellow Road, 

then north-westwards along Longfellow Road to its intersection with 

Chesterton Road, then south-westwards along Chesterton Road to its 

intersection with Hillside Road, then north-westwards along Hillside Road to 

its intersection with 23rd Avenue, then westwards along 23rd Avenue to its 

intersection with Doncaster Road, then north ards along Doncaster Road to 

its intersection with 15th Avenue, then generally westwards along 15th 

Avenue to its intersection with Lobengula Street, then northwards along 

Lobengula Street to its intersection with Railway Avenue, then westwards 

along Railway Avenue to its intersection with Basch Street, then generally 

northwards along Basch Street to its intersection with proposed Basch 

Street Extension at 3rd Avenue, then proceed northwards along the proposed 

Basch Street Extension to its intersection with Lady Stanley Street, then 

north wards along Lady Stanley Street to its intersection with Collenbrander 

Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along Collenbrander Avenue to its 

intersection with Queens Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

665424.11, 7773463.66; 667457.48, 7773922.56; 667053.26, 7772258.62; 

667245.94, 7772233.13; 667242.88, 7771938.50; 668500.12, 7772447.08; 

668151.23, 7770389.95; 667127.68, 7767978.18; 667117.11, 7767636.76; 

666881.45, 7767505.74; 666779.52, 7767688.67; 666723.85, 7767652.67; 

666456.09, 7768150.33; 665116.48, 7768457.19; 665313.29, 7769753.70; 

665334.65, 7769096.41; 664879.72, 7770002.40; 664768.76, 7770126.35; 

664792.61, 7770209.74; 664464.67, 7770300.17; 665219.32, 7772248.21; 

665203.45, 7772559.29. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north most beacon of 

Woodvale Farm, then south-eastwards along the boundary of Woodvale 

Farm so as to include Joshua M Nkomo Airport to its intersection with 

Mapani Farm, then south-eastwards along the boundary of Mapani Farm so 

as to include it, then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Mapani Farm so as to exclude Lot 1 and 14 of Lower Nondwene, then south-

westwards along the boundary of Mapani Farm to its intersection with Nkayi 

Road , then generally south-westwards along Nkayi Road into Airport Road, 

so as to include Subdivision A of Upper Nondwene, then south-westwards 

along Airport Road to its intersection with the southern boundary of 

Subdivision A of Upper Nondwene, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Upper Nondwene to its intersection with the western boundary 

of Woodville Township so as to exclude it, then generally southwards along 

the western boundary of Woodville Township to its intersection with 

Woodville Park Road, then generally southwards along Woodville Park Road 

to its intersection with Woodville Road , then westwards along Woodville 

Road to its intersection Pettifer Road, then south westwards along Pettifer 

Road to its intersection with Umguza River, then generally north-westwards 

along Umguza River to its intersection with Airport Road, then generally 

southwards along Airport Road into Queens Road, then southwestwards 

long Queens Road to its intersection Collenbrander Avenue, then south 

westwards along Collenbrander Avenue to its intersection with Lady Stanley 

Street, then south wards along Lady Stanley Street to its intersection with 

Old Falls Road, then north-westwards along Old Falls Road to its 

intersection with Ngcebetsha Road, then generally westwards along 

Ngcebetsha Road to its intersection with Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive, then 

generally north-westwards along Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive to its intersection 

with the southern boundary of stand 41355 Barbourfields Township so as to 

include it, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of stand 

41355 Barbourfields Township to its intersection with Bulawayo-Harare 

Railway line, then generally southwards Bulawayo-Harare Railway line to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, then westwards along Luveve Road to its 
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intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, then north-westwards 

along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Drive, then generally north-eastwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with the proposed 40m road, then south-westwards along the 

proposed 40m road to its intersection with Richmond Township so as to 

include it, then northwards along the Richmond Township boundary to its 

intersection with Norwood Tracks, then north-westwards along Norwood 

Tracks boundary to its intersection with the boundary of Norwood 

Township, then northwards along the western boundary of Norwood 

Township so as to include it to its intersection with Umguza View so as to 

include it, then northwards along the western boundary of Umguza View, 

then north-eastwards along Umguza View boundary to its intersection with 

Umguza River at Lower Umguza Dam , then generally south-eastwards along 

Umguza River to its intersection with the western boundary of Aisleby Farm 

so as to include it, then northwards along the boundary of Aisleby Farm to 

its intersection with Good Hope Farm so as to include it, then north-

eastwards along the boundary of Good Hope Farm to its intersection with 

Woodvale Farm, then north-eastwards along Woodvale Farm boundary to 

the north most beacon of Woodvale Farm, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

668197.144, 7792600.71; 671689.66, 7787626.52; 674811.76, 

7786091.94; 672032.44, 7780255.38; 673231.37, 7780267.61; 672338.29, 

7777533.34; 671532.90, 7777641.41; 671017.03, 7776436.37; 670619.43, 

7776418.02; 670592.93, 7776793.19; 670499.13, 7776746.29; 670558.26, 

7776807.46; 670313.59, 7776831.93; 670146.39, 7776789.11; 670036.28, 

7777115.35; 670161.17, 7777311.60; 670153.02, 7777462.48; 670095.92, 

7777507.34; 669973.58, 7777421.70; 669586.18, 7778017.09; 669503.46, 

7778013.16; 667457.48, 7773922.56; 665424.11, 7773463.66; 665203.45, 

7772559.29; 664958.79, 7772992.77; 664699.82, 7773574.30; 663789.52, 

7773297.64; 663505.32, 7773537.28; 663343.20, 7772957.40; 663266.73, 

7772975.33; 662465.34, 7774722.00; 660143.66, 7776392.91; 660951.73, 

7778959.76; 660285.85, 7778516.23; 660201.17, 7778815.18; 658352.11, 

7781676.85; 657853.87, 7784806.79; 659234.51, 7785270.69; 662469.02, 

7782007.65; 662463.57, 7783140.90; 661290.53, 7783954.32; 664556.47, 

7784907.74. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Upper 

Nondwene Farm and the eastern boundary of Woodville North Township, 

then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Woodville North 

Township so as to include it to its intersection with the boundary of 

Subdivision A of Woodville Estate, then eastwards along the boundary of 

Subdivision A of Woodville Estate, then southwards along the boundary of 
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the same, then westwards along the boundary of Subdivision A of Woodville 

Estate into Drayton Street so as to include it, then proceed westwards along 

Drayton Street to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Lot 5 

Woodville Park, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Lot 5 

Woodville Park to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Woodville 

Park so as to include it, then proceed south-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Woodville Park to its intersection with Umguza River, then 

eastwards along Umguza River to its intersection with southern boundary of 

Homestead Farm so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Homestead Farm which is also the Municipal boundary, then 

south-westwards along Marvel Township boundary (Municipal Boundary) so 

as to include it and exclude Willsgrove Farm to its intersection with Isinga 

Township (Glencoe) so as to include it, then south-eastwards along the 

north-eastern boundary of Isinga Township(Glencoe), then proceed south-

westwards along the boundary of Isinga Township (Glencoe) to its 

intersection with Gwanda Road, then generally westwards along Gwanda 

Road to its intersection with George Avenue, then northwards along George 

Avenue to its intersection Harare Road, then south-westwards along Harare 

Road to its intersection with Orleston Road, then northwards along the 

Orleston Road to its intersection with Dawlish Avenue, then westwards 

along Dawlish Avenue to its intersection with Netherby Drive, then generally 

north-eastwards along Netherby Drive to its intersection with Alcott Road, 

then north-westwards along Alcott to its intersection with Queens Road, 

then generally north-eastwards along Queens Road into Airport Road, then 

proceed north-eastwards along airport Road to its intersection with Umguza 

River, then generally south-eastwards along Umguza River to its intersection 

with Pettifer Road , then north-eastwards along Pettifer Road to its 

intersection with Woodville Road, then eastwards along Woodville Road to its 

intersection with Woodville Park Road, then northwards along Woodville 

Park Road to its intersection with the western boundary of Woodville 

Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along the western 

boundary of Woodville Township to its intersection with Upper Nondwene 

Farm so as to exclude it, then eastwards along Upper Nondwene Farm to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of Woodville Township, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

673231.37, 7780267.61; 674429.06, 7780284.96; 673673.14, 7778530.58; 

673938.64, 7778524.503; 673814.05,7778106.26; 673322.54, 7778100.31; 

673380.95, 7776829.84; 672707.46, 7775273.51; 673171.01, 7775521.16; 

675363.36, 7775302.083;672672.54, 7770944.38; 673334.43, 7770361.69; 

672847.16, 7769626.75; 668151.23, 7770389.95; 668500.12, 7772447.08; 

667242.88, 7771938.50; 667245.94, 7772233.13; 667053.26, 7772258.62; 

667166.42, 7773100.72; 667802.84, 7773659.78; 667457.48, 7773922.56; 
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669586.18, 7778017.09; 669973.58, 7777421.70; 670161.17, 7777311.60; 

670036.28, 7777115.35; 670313.59, 7776831.93; 670619.43, 7776418.02; 

671017.03, 7776436.37; 671532.90, 7777641.41; 672338.29, 7777533.34. 

Ward 4  

It is is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Gwanda Road and Ascot Road, then eastwards along Gwanda Road to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of Isinga Township (Glencoe) so as to 

exclude it, then north-eastwards along the Isinga Township (Glencoe) 

boundary to its intersection with Sunninghill Township boundary so as to 

include it, then south-eastwards along Sunninghill Township boundary 

tostand 159 Sunninghill Township so as to include it, then south-westwards 

along the boundary of stand 159 Sunninghill Township to its intersection 

with the boundary of stand 104 Sunninghill Township so as to include it, 

then south-eastwards along the boundary of stand 104 Sunninghill 

Township to its eastern corner, then south-westwards along the boundary of 

stand 104 Sunninghill Township so as to include it to its intersection with 

Peach Road, then south-eastwards along Peach Road to its intersection with 

Heronmere Road, then north-eastwards along Heronmere Road tostand M9 

Sunninghill Township so as to include it, then south-eastwards along the 

boundary of stand M9 Sunninghill Township to the Bulawayo Municipal 

boundary, then south-westwards along the Bulawayo Municipal boundary 

to its intersection with Gwanda Road, then south-eastwards along Gwanda 

Road to its intersection with Umguza River, then generally southwards along 

Umguza River to its intersection with Manningdale Township boundary so 

as to include it, then north-westwards along the Manningdale boundary to 

its intersection with Willsgrove Township boundary so as to include it, then 

southwards along Willsgrove boundary to its intersection with the southern 

boundary of Willgrove Township, then south-westwards along the boundary 

of Willsgrove to its intersection with Waterford Township boundary, then 

southwards along Waterford Township boundary, then proceed south-

westwards along the same to its intersection with Douglasdale Township 

boundary so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along Douglasdale 

Township boundary to its intersection with Matsheumhlope Township, then 

westwards along Matsheumhlope boundary to its intersection with Ntaba 

Moya Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along Ntaba Moya 

Township boundary to its southern beacon, then westwards along Ntaba 

Moya Township boundary to its intersection with Southdale Township so as 

to include it, then generally westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Southdale, Intini and Munda Townships so as to include them to its 

intersection with Douglasdale Road, then generally northwards along 

Douglasdale Road into Burnside Road, then proceed northwards along 

Burnside Road to its intersection with Napier Avenue, then south westwards 

along Napier Avenue to its intersection with Limerick Road, then north-
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westwards along Limerick road to its intersection with Percy Avenue, then 

south-westwards along Percy Avenue to its intersection with Montgomery 

Road, then north-westwards along Montgomery Road to its intersection with 

Cecil Avenue, then south-westwards along Cecil Avenue to its intersection 

with Greystoke Way, then westwards along Greystoke Way to its intersection 

with Matopos Road, then north-wards along Matopos Road to its 

intersection with Lancaster Road , then generally eastwards along Lancaster 

Road to its intersection with Durham Road, then generally north-eastwards 

along Durham road to its intersection with Chesterton Road, then north-

eastwards along Chesterton to its intersection with Longfellow Road, then 

south-eastwards along Longfellow road to its intersection with Housman 

Road, then north-eastwards along Housman Road to its intersection with 

Coleridge Road, then generally northwards along Coleridge Road to its 

intersection with Burns Drive, then north-eastwards along Burns Drive into 

Phillips Drive, then proceed north-eastwards along Phillips Drive into 

Esigodini Road, then northwards along Esigodini Road into Ascot Road, then 

proceed along Ascot Road to its intersection with Gwanda Road, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

668151.23, 7770389.95; 672847.16, 7769626.75; 673334.43, 7770361.69; 

673884.91, 7769907.34; 673933.50, 7769704.24; 673838.98, 7769559.46; 

674585.29, 7769060.47; 675078.75, 7769206.33; 675116.17, 7769065.41; 

674558.77, 7768823.75; 675773.50, 7768062.55; 677089.95, 7765231.37; 

676191.62, 7763301.76; 674836.30, 7764208.95; 674803.37, 7763482.59; 

673987.34, 7763273.34; 674045.23, 7762056.36; 673748.81, 7761745.34; 

672401.80, 7762916.27; 671409.30, 7762916.51; 671011.39, 7762247.48; 

668188.95, 7762215.95; 667781.43, 7762803.61; 667652.93, 7764480.24; 

667693.32, 7765885.75; 666949.77, 7765536.47; 666769.59, 7765857.24; 

666410.98, 7765654.61; 666148.72, 7766124.60; 665768.96, 7766096.05; 

665780.19, 7766961.65; 666427.04, 7766937.17; 666723.85, 7767652.67; 

666779.52, 7767688.67; 666881.45, 7767505.74; 667117.11, 7767636.76; 

667127.68, 7767978.18. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Josiah 

Chinamano Road and 15th Avenue, then south-eastwards along 15th Avenue 

to its intersection with Doncaster Road, then generally southwards along 

Doncaster road to its intersection with 23rd Avenue, then generally south-

eastwards along 23rd Avenue to its intersection with hillside Road, then 

south-eastwards along Hillside Road to its intersection with Durham Road, 
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then generally south westwards along Durham Road to its intersection with 

Lancaster Road, then generally westwards along Lancaster Road to its 

intersection with Matopos Road, then southwards along Matopos Road to its 

intersection with Greystoke Way, then northwards along Greystoke Way to 

its intersection with Cecil Avenue, then north-eastwards along Cecil Avenue 

to its intersection with Montgomery Road, then south-northwards along 

Montgomery Road to its intersection with Percy Avenue, then north-

northwards along Percy Avenue to its intersection with Limerick Road, then 

south-northwards along Limerick Road to its intersection with Napier 

Avenue, then north-northwards along Napier Avenue to its intersection with 

Burnside Road, then southwards along Burnside Road to its intersection 

with the northern boundary of Sauerdale Block (Bulawayo Municipal 

boundary) so as to exclude it, then generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Sauerdale Block and Tshabalala Sanctuary (Bulawayo 

Municipal boundary) so as to exclude it, then southwestwards along the 

western boundary of Tshabalala Sanctuary, then north-westwards along the 

southern boundary of the remainder of Umganin Farm (Bulawayo Municipal 

boundary) so as to include it to its intersection with Subdivision K of Upper 

Rangemore so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along Subdivision K of 

Upper Rangemore to its intersection with Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, 

then generally north-eastwards along Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line to a 

point where an imaginary line is drawn north-westwards into an unnamed 

road at stand 4409 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then north-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Wilmington 

Driveat stand 4396 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then generally 

north-eastwards along Wilmington Drive to its intersection with Macmillan 

Road at stand 4142 Nketa Township (Manondwane Primary School) so as to 

exclude it, then north-westwards along Macmillan Road to its intersection 

with an unnamed road at stand 2786 Nketa Township (Agape College) so as 

to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Siye-Pambili Driveat stand 7525 Nketa Township so as to 

exclude it, then north-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection 

with unnamed stream at stand 2134 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude 

it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Tshabalala Drive ,then south-northwards along Tshabalala Drive to its 

intersection with Goderich Road ,then south-northwards along Goderich 

Road to its intersection with the western boundary of stand 14986 

Donnington West so as to include it, then northwards along the western 

boundarystand 14986 Donnington West Township, then eastwards along 

the northern boundary of stand 14986 Donnington West to its intersection 

with Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, then north-eastwards along 

Bulawayo-Plumtree railway line to its intersection with Birkenhead Road , 

then generally south-eastwards along Birkenhead Road to its intersection 
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with Josiah Chinamano Road , then generally north-eastwards along Josiah 

Chinamano Road to its intersection with 15th Avenue, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

664879.72, 7770002.40; 665313.29, 7769753.70; 665241.88, 7769494.02; 

665334.65, 7769096.41; 665116.48, 7768457.19; 666456.09, 7768150.33; 

666723.85, 7767652.67; 666427.04, 7766937.17; 665780.19, 7766961.65; 

665768.96, 7766096.05; 666148.72, 7766124.60; 666410.98, 7765654.61; 

666769.59, 7765857.24; 666949.77, 7765536.47; 667693.32, 7765885.75; 

667649.40, 7764499.75; 667781.44, 7762806.85; 662241.56, 7763425.24; 

664871.48, 7762832.68; 660933.92, 7759169.18; 656231.28, 7761960.40; 

656429.63, 7762251.18; 659709.82, 7763839.43; 661124.72, 7765898.98; 

661022.25, 7766017.87; 661447.70, 7766174.79; 661498.15, 7766245.86; 

660724.56, 7766699.38; 660852.75, 7766903.91; 660506.32, 7767209.11; 

660277.40, 7767468.42; 660710.88, 7768030.36; 660920.71, 7767910.48; 

661265.48, 7767917.32; 661088.83, 7767937.00; 663630.12, 7768567.40; 

661074.29, 7767834.27. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of two 

unnamed roadsat stand 18164 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, 

then southwards along an unnamed road tostand 17391 Cowdray Park 

Township so as to exclude it, then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 40 metre road at stand 

6975 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then eastwards along the 

unnamed 40m road to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

generally northwards along the unnamed stream to its intersection with an 

imaginary line at stand 15524 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, 

then eastwards along an imaginary line to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream at stand 15565 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then 

generally south-eastwards along the stream into its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 15227 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, 

then southwards along the unnamed road to intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 14628 Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then 

generally eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 14637 Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, 

then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection 

with Cowdray Park Corridor, then generally southwards along Cowdray Park 

Corridor to its intersection with Percy Ibboston Road at stand 6 Cowdray 

Park Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along Percy Ibboston 
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Road to its intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, then 

generally north-westwards along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 18865 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to include it, then north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 18164 Cowdray Park Township, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid Coordinates: 

653657.72, 7780252.71; 655179.00, 7780702.58; 656200.14, 7779280.13; 

656524.01, 7779372.35; 656379.16, 7779709.24; 656794.38, 7779821.66; 

656859.20, 7779698.39; 656967.89, 7779731.49; 657418.85, 7779732.20; 

657447.63, 7779623.66; 659086.09, 7777147.71; 658011.72, 7777105.10; 

655207.37, 7778925.88. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo Spruit and Old Falls Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Old Falls Road to its intersection with the proposed Basch Street extension, 

then southwards along the proposed Basch Street extension to its 

intersection with Basch Street at 3rd Avenue, then southwards along Basch 

Street to its intersection with Railway Avenue, then eastwards along Railway 

Avenue to its intersection with Lobengula Street, then southwards along 

Lobengula Street to its intersection with 15th Avenue, then south-eastwards 

along 15th Avenue to its intersection with Josiah Chinamano Road, then 

generally south-westwards along Josiah Chinamano Road to its intersection 

with Birkenhead Road, then north-westwards along Birkenhead Road to its 

intersection with Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, then south-westwards 

along Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of stand 14986 Donnington West so as to exclude it, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of stand 14986 Donnington West, 

then southwards along the western boundary of stand 14986 Donnington 

West to its intersection with Goderich Road, then north-westwards along 

Goderich to its intersection with Tshabalala Drive, then north-westwards 

along Tshabalala Drive to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Driveat stand 2134 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 1898 Nkulumane so as to exclude it, then north-

eastwards along an unnamed road into the southern boundary of stand 

63041 Tshabalala Township so as to exclude it, into the southern boundary 

of stand 63058 Tshabalala Township (Ihlathi High School) so as to exclude 

it, to its intersection with Nketa Drive then north-westwards along Nketa 
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Drive to its intersection with Imhlotshana Road ,then generally eastwards 

along Imhlotshana Road to its intersection with Gibixhegu Road ,then 

northwards along Gibixhegu Road to its intersection with an unnamed road, 

then westwards along an unnamed road at stand 67531 Sizinda Township 

so as to include it to its intersection with Impitu Road, then northwards 

along Impitu Road to its intersection with Pitipiti Street, then north-

eastwards along Pitipiti Street to its intersection with Mpopoma - Bulawayo 

Main Station Railway line, then northwards along Mpopoma - Bulawayo 

Main Station Railway line to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Thorngrove Sewage Treatment Works so as to include it, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Thorngrove Sewage Treatment Works to its 

intersection with Walbrook Road, then south-eastwards along Walbrook 

Road to its intersection with Bulawayo Spruit, then generally north-

eastwards along Bulawayo Spruit to its intersection with Old Falls Road, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

Coordinates: 

664958.79, 7772992.77; 665203.45, 7772559.29; 665219.32, 7772248.21; 

664464.67, 7770300.17; 664792.61, 7770209.74; 664768.76, 7770126.35; 

664879.72, 7770002.40; 663630.12, 7768567.40; 662341.69, 

7768985.157; 661265.48, 7767917.32; 661088.84, 7767937.00; 

660920.71, 7767910.48; 660710.88, 7768030.36; 660277.40, 7767468.42; 

660030.05, 7767759.78; 660936.05, 7768466.52; 660832.95, 7768785.59; 

660956.77, 7768818.11; 661348.47, 7768781.93; 661335.05, 7769007.69; 

661281.95, 7769005.88; 661265.46, 7769182.82; 661542.31, 7769390.47; 

661379.82, 7769727.75; 661716.95, 7770998.53; 662654.17, 7771373.23; 

662993.00, 7771599.77; 663388.34, 7771685.01; 663467.48; 7771577.54; 

661074.29, 7767834.27. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line and an unnamed stream at stand 

32577 Entumbane Township (Entabeni Primary school) so as to exclude it, 

then generally south-eastwards along Bulawayo -Victoria Falls Railway line 

to its intersection with Luveve Road, then eastwards along Luveve Road to 

its intersection with Bulawayo – Harare Railway Line, then northwards along 

Bulawayo – Harare Railway Line to its intersection withstand 41355 

Barbourfields Township so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards 

alongstand 41355 Barbourfields Township to its intersection with 

Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive, then generally south-eastwards along Ziyaphapha 

Moyo Drive to its intersection with Ngcebetsha Road, then generally north-

eastwards along Ngcebetsha Road to its intersection with Old Falls Road, 

then south-eastwards along Old Falls Road to intersection with Bulawayo 
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Spruit, then generally south-westwards along Bulawayo Spruit to its 

intersection with Walbrook Road, then north-westwards along Walbrook 

Road to its intersection with the northern boundary of Thorngrove Sewage 

Treatment Works so as exclude it, then generally westwards along the 

northern boundary of Thorngrove Sewage Treatment Works to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream, then generally north-westwards along 

an unnamed stream to its intersection with the eastern boundary of stand 

50313 (St Peter & Paul Parish Catholic Church) Mpopoma Township so as to 

exclude it, then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of stand 50313 

Mpopoma Township to its intersection with 39th Road, then north-eastwards 

along 39th Road to its intersection with Gampu Avenue ,then north-

westwards along Gampu Avenue to its intersection with Luveve Road, then 

eastwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with an imaginary line, then 

north-eastwards along an imaginary line into an unnamed road at stand 

33847 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along 

an imaginary line into an unnamed road, then proceed north-eastwards 

along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 

31280 Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 

31289 Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then generally northwards 

along an unnamed road to its intersection with Elibeni Road ,then generally 

eastwards along Elibeni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at 

stand 32036 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then north-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 32015 Entumbane Township so as to ,then north-eastwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with Elibeni Road at stand 32306 

Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along 

Elibeni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 32373 

Entumbane Township so as to include it, then generally northwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 

32391 Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then generally north-

eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Railway line, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

662465.34, 7774722.00; 663266.73, 7772975.33; 663343.20, 7772957.40; 

663505.32, 7773537.28; 663789.52, 7773297.64; 664699.82, 7773574.30; 

664958.79, 7772992.77; 663467.48, 7771577.54; 663388.34, 7771685.01; 

662993.00, 7771599.77; 663388.34, 7771685.01; 663467.48, 7771577.54; 

662993.00, 7771599.77; 662654.17, 7771373.23; 662342.19, 7771699.43; 

661883.90, 7772090.73; 662176.92, 7772472.49; 661239.60, 7773211.40; 

661810.90, 7773105.93; 661904.62, 7773307.69; 661787.41, 7773356.67; 

661989.59, 7773816.70; 661963.15, 7773960.17; 662071.17, 7774245.11; 
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662233.93, 7774252.67; 662082.52, 7774366.23; 662187.39, 7774527.56; 

662207.44, 7774513.86; 662241.50, 7774570.64; 662231.57, 7774640.15; 

662139.30, 7774203.47; 662203.65, 7774216.72. 

Ward 9 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nketa 

Drive and Gampu Road, then south-eastwards along Gampu Road to its 

intersection with 39th Road, then south-westwards along 39th Road to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of stand 50313 Mpopoma Township 

(St Peter & Paul Parish Catholic Church) so as to include it, then south-

westwards alongstand 50313 Mpopoma Township to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream, , then south-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Bulawayo-Harare Railway line at Mpopoma Marshaling 

yard, then south-westwards along Bulawayo-Harare Railway line to its 

intersection with Khami Road ,then westwards along Khami Road to its 

intersection with Nketa Drive ,then generally northwards along Nketa Drive 

to its intersection with Hyde Park Road, then westwards along Hyde Park 

Road to its intersection withstand 56000 Lobengula Township (Pelandaba 

SDA) so as to exclude it, then northwards along the eastern boundary of 

stand 56000 Lobengula Township to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream, then north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to its intersection 

with Staff Seagent Moses Road , then generally south-eastwards along Staff 

Seagent Moses Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive ,then north-

eastwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Gampu Road, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

Coordinates: 

661239.60, 7773211.40; 662176.92, 7772472.49; 661883.90, 7772090.73; 

662342.19, 7771699.43; 661716.96, 7770998.53; 661704.93, 7770962.81; 

660263.94, 7771756.81; 659938.48, 7771868.62; 659265.40, 7771922.97; 

659274.23, 7772088.20; 659825.61, 7772593.52; 660108.22, 7772632.39; 

660356.87, 7772814.90; 660424.26, 7772622.77; 660658.42, 7772545.12; 

660892.88, 7772755.25. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo Victoria Falls Railway Line and unnamed stream that separate 

Emakhandeni Township and Entumbane Township so as to include 

Entumbane Township, then south-eastwards along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls 

Railway line to its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 32770 

Entumbane Township (Entabeni Primary School) so as to include it, then 

south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 323991 Entumbane Township so as to include it, 

then generally southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with 

Elibeni Road at stand 32378 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then 
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north-westwards along Elibeni Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 32306 Entumbane Township, then south-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 32015 

Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Elibeni Road ,then generally south-

westwards along Elibeni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at 

stand 31833 Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then generally 

southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 31289 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then south-

eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 31280 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road into an imaginary line at stand 31184 

Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along an 

imaginary line to its intersection with Luveve Road, then westwards along 

Luveve Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then south-westwards 

along Nketa Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at Insukamini 

Primary school so as to exclude it, then generally north-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Freza Way, then south-westwards 

along Freza Way to its intersection with JC Mtero Road, then north-

westwards along JC Mtero Road to its intersection with an unnamed road, 

then north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with 

Sidudla Beer Garden so as to include it, then northwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with Khutshwa Ncube Street, then north-eastwards 

along Khutshwa Ncube Street to its intersection with Brown Luza Road, 

then northwards along Brown Luza Road into an unnamed road at Lutheran 

Church so as to include it to its intersection with Mbobo Road, then 

generally north-westwards along Mbobo Road to its intersection with Luveve 

Road, then north-westwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream at Mhambi Beer Garden so as to exclude it, then generally 

northwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Railway line, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

660786.63, 7775943.24; 662465.34, 7774722.00; 662231.57, 7774640.15; 

662241.50, 7774570.64; 662207.44, 774513.86; 662187.39, 7774527.56; 

662082.52, 774366.23; 662233.93, 7774252.68; 662203.65, 7774216.72; 

662139.30, 7774203.47; 662071.17, 7774245.11; 661963.15, 7773960.17; 

661989.59, 7773816.70; 661787.41, 7773356.67; 661904.62, 7773307.69; 

661810.86, 7773105.93; 661239.60, 7773211.40; 661021.75, 7772871.23; 

660892.88, 7772755.25; 660581.18, 7773043.69; 660536.45, 7773031.31; 

660516.56, 7773115.45; 660576.63, 7773135.75; 660572.86, 7773171.54; 

660580.61, 7773145.59; 660511.96, 7773100.17; 660680.02, 7773214.87; 
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660582.54, 7773500.32; 660525.56, 7773546.19; 660499.16, 7773784.14; 

660074.46, 7774123.24. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Percy 

Ibboston Road and Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, then south-

eastwards along Bulawayo Victoria Falls Railway line to its intersection with 

an unnamed stream that runs between Emakhandeni Township and 

Entumbane Township so as to include Emakhandeni Township, then 

generally southwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Luveve Road, then north-westwards along Luveve Road to its intersection 

with Siye-Pambili Drive, then generally south-westwards along Siye-Pambili 

Drive to its intersection with Hlonipha Road at stand 57875 New Lobengula 

Township so as to include it, then north-westwards along Hlonipha Road to 

its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 57581 New Lobengula 

Township so as to exclude it, then northwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Esangweni Road, then north-westwards along Esangweni 

Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 575201 New 

Lobengula Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 57876 

New Lobengula Township (Bretheran in Christ Church) so as to include it, 

then south-westwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with 

Inkundla Road ,then north-westwards along Inkundla Road to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, then north-eastwards along Luveve Road to 

its intersection with Huggins Road, then generally north-westwards along 

Huggins Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1236 

Luveve Township so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1235 

Luveve Township so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Kabalanto Road, then north-

eastwards along Kabalanto Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream, then generally north-westwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Bulawayo - Victoria Falls Railway line, then generally 

eastwards along Bulawayo - Victoria Falls Railway line to the intersection 

with Percy Ibboston Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658011.72, 7777105.10; 660786.63, 7775943.24; 660074.46, 7774123.24; 

659524.02, 7774509.19; 659184.75, 7773520.60; 658793.68, 7773713.96; 

658846.84, 7773879.52; 658745.68, 7773835.14; 658470.92, 7774456.71; 

659034.58, 7774660.61; 658388.71, 7775536.80; 658457.44, 7775604.56; 

658353.28, 7775697.17; 658599.59, 7775971.92; 659104.35, 7773614.91; 

659084.22, 7773554.31. 
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Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siye-

Pambili Drive and Luveve Road, then south-eastwards along Luveve Road to 

its intersection with Mbobo Road, then generally southwards along Mbobo 

Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 52006 Njube 

Township so as to exclude it, then generally southwards along an unnamed 

road into Brown Luza Road to its intersection with Khutshwa Ncube Street, 

then south-westwards along Khutshwa Ncube Street to its intersection with 

an unnamed road at stand 52016 Njube Township (Sidudla Beer Garden) so 

as to exclude it, then southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection 

with an unnamed road at stand 52438 Njube Township so as to include it, 

then south-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with JC 

Mtero Road, then southwards along JC Mtero Road to its intersection with 

Freza Way, then eastwards along Freza Way to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 54534 Njube Township so as to exclude it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nketa 

Drive, then south- westwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Staff 

Seagent Moses Road, then generally north-westwards along Staff Seagent 

Moses Road to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then generally 

south-westwards along an unnamed stream to the northern corner of stand 

56000 Lobengula Township (Pelandaba SDA) so as to include it, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of stand 56000 Lobengula 

Township to its intersection with Hyde Park Road, then westwards along 

Hyde Park Road to its intersection with Sizane Road, then northwards along 

Sizane Road to its intersection with Nyembezana Road, then proceed 

westwards along Nyembezana Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili 

Drive, then generally north-eastwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with Jukwa Road, then westwards along Jukwa Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at Inkanyezi Primary School so as to 

include it, then generally north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 57876 New Lobengula 

(Brethren in Christ Church) so as to exclude it, then southwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Esangweni Road then south 

eastwards along Esangweni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 57580 New Lobengula Township so as to include it, then 

southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Hlonipha Road 

then south-eastwards along Hlonipha Road to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Drive, then north-eastwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 
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659524.02, 7774509.19; 660499.16, 7773784.14; 660525.56, 7773546.19; 

660582.54, 7773500.32; 660680.02, 7773214.87; 660572.86, 7773171.54; 

660580.61, 7773145.59; 660576.63, 7773135.75; 660516.56, 7773115.45; 

660511.96, 7773100.17; 660536.45, 7773031.31; 660581.18, 7773043.69; 

660892.88, 7772755.25; 660658.42, 7772545.12; 660424.26, 7772622.77; 

660356.87, 7772814.90; 660108.22, 7772632.39; 659825.61, 7772593.52; 

659274.23, 7772088.20; 659265.40, 7771923.00; 659000.71, 7771893.21; 

658980.41, 7771977.14; 659054.00, 7772250.37; 658664.17, 7772266.68; 

658985.98, 7773135.39; 658369.27, 7773334.49; 658745.68, 7773835.14; 

658846.84, 7773879.52; 658793.68, 7773713.96; 659184.75, 7773520.60; 

659104.35, 7773614.91; 659084.22, 7773554.31. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siye-

Pambili Drive and Nyembezana Road, then eastwards along Nyembezana 

Road to its intersection with Sizane Road at stand 569522 Lobengula 

Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along Sizane Road to its 

intersection with Hyde Park Road, then eastwards along Hyde Park Road to 

its intersection with Nketa Drive, then generally southwards along Nketa 

Drive to its intersection with Khami Road, then eastwards along Khami Road 

to its intersection with Mpopoma-Bulawayo Main Station Railway line, then 

south-wards along Mpopoma-Bulawayo Main Station Railway line to its 

intersection with Bulawayo Kelvin West Railway line, then south-westwards 

along Bulawayo-Kelvin west Railway line to its intersection with Rangemore 

Road, then south-westwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with 

an unnamed stream at stand 63047 Tshabalala Township (Mondela Beer 

Garden), so as to exclude it, then southwards along an unnamed stream to 

its intersection with Tshabalala Drive, then generally southwards along 

Tshabalala Drive to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its intersection with Siye-Pambili 

Drive, then north-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with 

an unnamed stream at stand 16603 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude 

it, then south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

an unnamed road at stand 8502 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, 

then westwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with Zwelethu 

Road, then northwards along Zwelethu Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 8064 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then 

westwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 8074 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then generally 

north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 8067 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then 

north-westwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 8106 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then 

south-westwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an 
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imaginary line at stand 8104 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along an imaginary line to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream at stand 8047 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, 

then north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Mzimkhulu Road at stand 8041 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, 

then north-westwards along Mzimkhulu Road to its intersection with Khami 

Road, then north-eastwards along Khami Road to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Drive, then northwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection 

with Nyembezana Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658664.17, 7772266.68; 659054.00, 7772250.37; 658980.41, 7771977.14; 

659000.71, 7771893.21; 659265.40, 7771923.00; 659938.50, 7771868.62; 

660263.94, 7771756.81; 660176.02, 7770773.46; 661704.93, 7770962.81; 

661379.82, 7769727.75; 659704.50, 7769187.44; 659803.85, 7768934.29; 

659733.25, 7768210.21; 659734.64, 7768109.14; 658770.76, 7769257.31; 

658605.59, 7769079.76; 658360.29, 7769119.11; 658373.69, 7769244.68; 

658274.90, 7769255.57; 658283.19, 7769292.05; 658310.90, 7769324.22; 

658266.53, 7769363.57; 658233.88, 7769331.75; 658194.53, 7769365.24; 

658278.25, 7769446.45; 657844.59, 7769854.99; 658482.41, 7770330.96. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Luveve 

Road and Inkundla Road, then south-eastwards along Inkundla Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 70490 Lobengula Township 

(Lobengula Hall) so as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along 

the unnamed road to its intersection with Jukwa Road, then south-

eastwards along Jukwa Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, 

then south-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with Hyde 

Park Road, then generally westwards along Hyde Park Road to its 

intersection with Matshetshe Street, then north-eastwards along Matshetshe 

Street to its intersection with Godlwayo Street, then eastwards along 

Godlwayo Street to its intersection with Ngundu Road at Magwegwe Library 

so as to exclude it, then northwards along Ngundu Road to its intersection 

with Indiana Road at stand 2670 Magwegwe Township so as to include it, 

then eastwards along Indiana Road to its intersection with Amnyama Street, 

then generally north-westwards along Amnyama Street into Isiphetho Road, 

then northwards along Isiphetho Road to its intersection with Luveve Road, 

then eastwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with Inkundla Road, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid Coordinates: 

658470.92, 7774456.71; 658745.68, 7773835.14; 658369.27, 7773334.49; 

658985.98, 7773135.39; 658664.17, 7772266.68; 658500.48, 7771786.83; 
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657665.73, 7771880.39; 657301.55, 7772170.89; 657560.99, 7772500.17; 

657565.11, 7772829.54; 657686.56, 7772829.54; 657684.56, 7773067.10; 

657961.67, 7773064.59; 657993.07, 7773083.85; 657890.36, 7773253.60; 

657971.50, 7773684.91; 657985.54, 7774361.59. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of a land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Norwood Tracks and unnamed road at stand 11038 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to include it and exclude Norwood Tracks, then south-eastwards along 

Norwood Tracks to its intersection with an imaginary line at Richmond Land 

Fill Site(Ngozi Mine) so as to exclude it, then westwards along an imaginary 

line into an unnamed road at stand 1325 Cowdray Park Township (Cowdray 

Park Secondary School) so as to include it, then westwards along the 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1307 

Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then northwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1490 

Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then westwards along the 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1509 

Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then southwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1681 

Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1680 

Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then northwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 2061 

Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Cowdray Park Corridor, then 

northwards along Cowdray Park Corridor to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 14709 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, 

then westwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 14637 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, 

then westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 15220 Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then 

generally northwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with a 

unnamed stream, then north-westwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with an imaginary line at stand 15563 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to exclude it, then westwards along an imaginary line to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 15524 Cowdray Park 

Township so as to exclude it, then generally southwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with an unnamed road, then westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 16388 

Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then generally north-westwards 

along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 

1739 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, then northwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 18164 
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Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Norwood Tracks and unnamed road 

at stand 11038 Cowdray Park Township, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658352.11, 7781676.85; 655179.00, 7780702.58; 660201.17, 7778815.18; 

658958.54, 7778930.50; 658983.46, 7779200.68; 658803.52, 7779217.16; 

658778.28, 7778943.04; 658705.17, 7778950.81; 658720.38, 7779720.61; 

657447.63, 7779623.69; 657418.85, 7779732.20; 656967.89, 7779731.49; 

656859.20, 7779698.39; 656794.38, 7779821.66; 656379.16, 7779709.24; 

656524.01, 7779372.35; 656200.14, 7779280.13; 655179.00, 7780702.58. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of an 

imaginary line and Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line at stand 26284 

Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then generally south-eastwards 

along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream at stand 9785 Luveve 5 Extension Township, so as to 

exclude it, then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Kabalanto Road, then south-westwards along Kabalanto 

Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1228 Luveve 

Township so as to include it, then south-eastwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1235 Luveve Township so 

as to include it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Huggins Road at stand 1236 Luveve Township so as to 

include it, then south-eastwards along Huggins Road to its intersection with 

Luveve Road, then generally westwards along Luveve Road into proposed 

Luveve Road Extension, then north-westwards along the proposed Luveve 

Road Extension into an imaginary line at stand 6486 Magwegwe North 

Extension Township so as to exclude it to its intersection with an imaginary 

line at stand 9163 Hyde Park Estate so as to exclude it, then north-

eastwards along an imaginary line to its intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria 

Falls Railway line at stand 26284 Cowdray Park Township, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658011.72, 7777105.10; 658599.59, 7775971.92; 658353.28, 7775697.17; 

658457.44, 7775604.56; 658391.13, 7775539.19; 659029.65, 7774661.69; 

655888.95, 7775726.77; 654594.50, 7777366.21; 655207.37, 7778925.88. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Slights 

Farm and Hyde Park Estate, then south-eastwards along the north-eastern 

boundary of Hyde Park Estate to its intersection with Bulawayo -Victoria 

Falls Railway line, then proceed south-eastwards along Bulawayo- Victoria 
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Falls Railway line to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 26284 

Cowdray Park so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along an imaginary 

line to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 9163 Hyde Park 

Estate so as to include it, then south-eastwards along an imaginary line to 

its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 6486 Magwegwe North 

Extension Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along an 

imaginary line to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Magwegwe 

Sewage Ponds so as to include it, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Magwegwe Sewage Ponds into an imaginary line to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 4078 Magwegwe North 

Township so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 4067 Magwegwe North 

Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along an imaginary line into 

the western boundary of stand 5822 Magwegwe West Township (JW 

Mthimkhulu Primary School) so as to exclude it, to its intersection with an 

imaginary line, then south-westwards along an imaginary line to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream, then south-eastwards along an 

unnamed stream to its intersection with Hyde Park Road at Hyde Park-

Intemba Road Roundabout, then westwards along Hyde Park Road to its 

intersection with Ngena Road, then northwards along Ngena Road to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of stand 24478 Pumula Township 

so as to exclude it, then westwards along the northern boundary of stand 

24478 Pumula Township into an imaginary line into an unnamed road at 

stand 5438 Old Pumula Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along 

an unnamed road into an imaginary line at stand 5568 Old Pumula 

Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed road at stand 6024 Old Pumula Township so as to exclude it, then 

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 6039 Pumula Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 6045 

Pumula Township so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along an 

imaginary line to its intersection with the western boundary of stand 25666 

Pumula Township (SDA Church) so as to exclude it, then southwards along 

the western boundary of stand 25666 Pumula Township to its intersection 

with an unnamed road, then southwards along the unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 21256 Pumula South Township 

so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 21232 Pumula South Township 

so as to include it, then southwards along the unnamed road into the 

western boundary of stand 9576 so as to exclude it, then proceed along the 

western boundary of stand 9576 Pumula Township to its intersection with 

the western boundary of stand 20282 Pumula South Township (Dumezweni 

Primary School) so as to exclude it, then proceed southwards along the 
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western boundary of stand 20282 Pumula South Township to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream, then southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Kwesameva River, then generally south-

westwards along Kwesameva River to its intersection with the Municipal 

boundary at Lot 1 of 27A Lower Rangemore (Emthunzini Township) so as to 

exclude it, then westwards along the northern boundary of Lot 1 of 27A 

Lower Rangemore to its intersection with Khami River at Khami Dam so as 

to include it, then generally southwards along Khami River to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of Dunstal (Farm) so as to include 

it, then north-westwards along the southern boundary of Dunstal to its 

intersection with the boundary of Roseburn so as to exclude it, then 

generally north-westwards along Roseburn boundary to its intersection with 

Stonycroft so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Dunstal to its intersection with Subdivision F of Hyde Park Estate so as to 

exclude it, then north-westwards along the eastern boundary of Subdivision 

F of Hyde Park Estate to its intersection with Subdivision K of Hyde Park 

Estate so as to include it, then westwards along the southern boundary of 

Subdivision K of Hyde Park to its intersection with Stonycroft so as to 

exclude it, then north-eastwards along eastern boundary of Stonycroft to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of Subdivision K of Hyde Park 

Estate, then eastwards along the boundary of Subdivision K of Hyde Park 

Estate to its intersection with Slights Farm, then northwards along the 

boundary of Slights Farm (so as to exclude Khami Prison) to its intersection 

with Hyde Park Estate, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

647453.48, 7785560.60; 655207.37, 7778925.88; 654594.50, 7777366.21; 

655888.95, 7775726.77; 655840.50, 7774774.40; 655775.55, 7774664.43; 

655650.95, 7774000.60; 655541.70, 7773850.15; 656074.36, 7772417.49; 

654713.20, 7772448.80; 654722.46, 7772567.14; 653560.05, 7772702.43; 

653337.81, 7772390.27; 653270.81, 7771808.01; 653506.37, 7771787.46; 

653461.16, 7771321.98; 653508.88, 7771067.48; 653472.88, 7771034.83; 

653494.65, 7770751.86; 653612.39, 7770713.62; 653526.46, 7770627.95; 

653520.35, 7770447.53; 652927.67, 7770007.01; 650076.18, 7770481.58; 

650756.94, 7768356.62; 645448.67, 7769370.56; 644591.02, 7771079.05; 

648821.47, 7771306.73; 648166.30, 7773235.13; 646027.06, 7773253.22; 

646685.60, 7775065.74; 647876.23, 7774933.45. 
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Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Intemba Road and Jukwa Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Jukwa Road to its intersection with Amnyama Street, then south-eastwards 

along Amnyama Street to its intersection with Indiana Road at stand 2630 

New Magwegwe Township so as to include it, then westwards along Indiana 

Road to its intersection with Ngundu Road at stand 2670 New Magwegwe 

Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along Ngundu Road to its 

intersection with Godlwayo Street, then westwards along Godlwayo Street to 

its intersection with Matshetshe Street, then generally south-westwards 

along Matshetshe Street to its intersection with Hyde Park Road, then 

generally eastwards along Hyde Park Road to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Drive, then southwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection 

with unnamed stream at stand 1372 Kelvin North Township (Zupco Depot) 

so as to exclude it, then generally westwards along an unnamed stream to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally north-eastwards 

along an unnamed stream to its intersection with an Zithathele Streetat 

stand 924101 Pumula East Township so as to include it, then northwards 

along Zithathele Street to its intersection to its intersection with Zinduna 

Road at stand 9008 Pumula East Township so as to include it, then 

eastwards along an Zinduna Road to its intersection with the eastern 

boundary of stand 21 Pumula Township (St Bernards Seminary) so as to 

exclude it, then northwards along the eastern boundary of stand 21 Pumula 

Township to its intersection with the southern boundary of stand 9257 

Pumula Township (Amhlophe High School) so as to exclude it, then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of stand 9257 Pumula Township 

into an unnamed road to its intersection with Intemba Road at stand 8657 

Pumula East Township so as to include it, then generally north-eastwards 

along Intemba Road to its intersection with Jukwa Road, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

656790.86, 7773740.20; 657907.94, 7773481.13; 657993.07, 7773083.85; 

657684.56, 7773067.10; 657686.56, 7772829.54; 657560.99, 7772500.17; 

657301.55, 7772170.89; 657665.73, 7771880.39; 658500.48, 7771786.83; 

658541.88, 7770912.06; 654378.72, 7771244.12; 655232.86, 7772023.13; 

655234.53, 7772039.04; 655333.32, 7772018.11; 655823.76, 7772172.17; 

656035.72, 7772143.68; 656074.36, 7772417.49. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Intemba Road and Hyde Park Road, then southwards along Intemba Road to 

its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8657 Pumula East 
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Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along an unnamed road into 

the southern boundary of stand 9257 Pumula East Township (Amhlophe 

High School) so as to include it, to its intersection with the eastern 

boundary of stand 21 Pumula East Township (St Bernards Minor Seminary) 

so as to include it, then southwards along the eastern boundary of stand 21 

Pumula East Township to its intersection with Zinduna Road at stand 8993 

Pumula East Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along the 

Zinduna Raod to its intersection with Zithathele Street, then southwards 

along Zithathele Street to its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 

924101 Pumula Township so as to exclude it, then generally south-

westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with an imaginary 

line at the confluence of two unnamed streams, then westwards along an 

imaginary line to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 20055 

Pumula South Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Godlwayo Street, then southwards 

along Godlwayo Street to its intersection with Kwesameva River, then 

generally westwards along Kwesameva River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to 

its intersection with the western boundary of stand 20282 Pumula South 

Township (Dumezweni Primary School) so as to include it, then northwards 

alongstand 20282 Pumula South Township to its intersection withstand 

9575 Pumula South Township (SDA Church) so as to exclude it, then 

northwards along 9575 Pumula South Township, to its intersection with an 

unnamed road, then proceed northwards along the unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 21232 Pumula South Township 

so as to exclude it, then westwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 21256 Pumula South Township 

so as to include it, then northwards along an unnamed road to the western 

boundary of stand 25666 Pumula Township (Old Pumula SDA Church) so 

as to include it, then northwards along the boundary of stand 25666 

Pumula Township to its intersection with an imaginary line, then north-

eastwards along an imaginary line to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 6045 Pumula Township so as to include it , then northwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6039 

Pumula Township so as to include it, then eastwards along an unnamed 

road into an imaginary line at stand 6024 Pumula Township, so as to 

include it ,then eastwards along an imaginary line into an unnamed road at 

stand 5568 Pumula Township, so as to include it, then eastwards along an 

unnamed road into an imaginary line at stand 5438 so as to include it, then 

eastwards along an imaginary line to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of stand 24478 Pumula Township so as to include it, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of stand 24478 Pumula Township to 

its intersection with Ngena Road, then southwards along Ngena Road to its 
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intersection with Hyde Park Road, then generally eastwards along Hyde Park 

Road to its intersection with Intemba Road, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

653560.05, 7772702.43; 654722.46, 7772567.14; 654713.20, 7772448.80; 

656074.36, 7772417.49; 656035.72, 7772143.68; 655344.27, 7772109.28; 

655333.32, 7772018.11; 655234.53, 7772039.04; 655232.86, 7772023.13; 

654378.72, 7771244.12; 653982.51, 7771283.61; 654053.89, 7770782.00; 

653612.39, 7770713.62; 653472.88, 7771034.83; 653508.88, 7771067.48; 

653461.16,7771321.98; 653506.37, 7771787.46; 653270.81, 7771808.010; 

653337.81, 7772390.27; 653494.65, 7770751.86. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Khami 

Road and Mzimkhulu Road, then south-eastwards along Mzimkhulu Road to 

its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 8041 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 8047 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, then south–eastwards along an imaginary line 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8104 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8069 Nkulumane 

Township so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8070 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, then generally south-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8074 

Nkulumane Towship so as to include it, then eastwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with Zwelethu Road, then southwards along 

Zwelethu Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8253 

Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then eastwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 8502 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Driveat stand 16603 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, then south-eastwards along Siye-Pambili Drive 

to its intersection with Rangemore Road, then south-westwards along 

Rangemore Road to its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 7617 

Nkulumane Township (Mtshane Primary School) so as to exclude it, then 

generally south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Shakespear Drive, then north-westwards along Shakespear Drive to its 

intersection with Rangemore Road, then south-westwards along Rangemore 

Road to its intersection with Intemba Road, then south-westwards along 

Intemba Road to its intersection with Zwelibanzi Road, then westwards 

along Zwelibanzi Road to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

generally southwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence with 
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Phekiwe River, then generally westwards along Phekiwe River to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore so as to exclude 

it, then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore to 

its intersection with Khami Road, then generally north-eastwards along 

Khami Road to its intersection with Mzimkhulu Road, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

654859.12, 7766899.28; 656166.19, 7767066.54; 656287.62, 7767442.39; 

656362.92, 7767454.28; 656601.53, 7767962.48; 655887.92, 7768953.65; 

657606.01, 7768318.06; 657888.61, 7767890.61; 657844.59, 7769854.99; 

658278.25, 7769446.45; 658194.53, 7769365.24; 658233.88, 7769331.75; 

658266.53, 7769363.57; 658310.90, 7769324.22; 658283.19, 7769292.05; 

658274.90, 7769255.57; 658373.69, 7769244.68; 658360.29, 7769119.11; 

658605.59, 7769079.76; 658770.76, 7769257.31; 658989.83, 7768998.14; 

658429.69, 7768716.44; 657888.61, 7767890.61; 657606.01, 7768318.06. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mpopoma-Kelvin West Railway line and Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, 

then generally southwards along Bulawayo- Plumtree Railway line to its 

intersection with Pitipiti Street, then south-westwards along Pitipiti Street to 

its intersection with Impitu Road, then southwards along Impitu Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 65731 Sizinda Township so as 

to exclude it, then eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with 

Gibixhegu Road, then southwards along Gibixhegu Road to its intersection 

with Imhlotshana Road, then generally westwards along Imhlotshana Road 

to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then southwards along Nketa Drive to 

its intersection with the southern boundary of stand 63058 Tshabalala 

Township (Ihlathi High School) so as to include it, then south-westwards 

along southern boundary of stand 63058 Tshabalala Township into the 

southern boundary of stand 63041 Tshabalala Township (Lutheran church) 

so as to include it, into an unnamed road to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Drive, then north-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 2034 Nkulumane Township 

(ZRP Tshabalala) so as to exclude it, then northwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Tshabalala Drive, then generally northwards 

along Tshabalala Drive to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

northwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with Rangemore 

Road at stand 63047 Tshabalala Township (Mondela Beer Garden) so as to 

include it, then north-eastwards along Rangemore Road into Mpopoma-

Kelvin West Railway line at Nketa Drive to its intersection with Bulawayo-
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Plumtree Railway line, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

661379.82, 7769727.75; 661542.31, 7769390.47; 661265.46, 7769182.82; 

661281.95, 7769005.88; 661335.05, 7769007.69; 661348.47, 7768781.93; 

660832.95, 7768785.59; 660936.05, 7768466.52; 660030.06, 7767759.78; 

659734.64, 7768109.14; 659803.85, 7768934.29; 659733.25, 7768210.21; 

659704.50, 7769187.44. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Amagogo Road and Siye-Pambili Drive, then south-eastwards along Siye-

Pambili Drive to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then south-westwards 

along Nketa Drive to its intersection with the northern boundary of stand 

1663 Nketa Township (Nketa hall) so as to exclude it, then north-westwards 

along the northern boundary of stand 1663 Nketa township into an 

unnamed road, to its intersection with Nyamahloka Road at stand 1630 

Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along 

Nyamahloka Road to its intersection with Guqula Road, then westwards 

along Guqula Road to its intersection with Mduna Road, then northwards 

along Mduna Road to stand 2077 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along Mduna Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream , then north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection 

with Mqamulazwe Street, then generally north-westwards along 

Mqamulazwe Street to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3711 

Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3694 

Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then generally northwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3661 

Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then eastwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with Nkulumane Driveat stand 3211 Nkulumane 

Township so as to exclude it, then northwards along Nkulumane Drive to its 

intersection with a walk-wayat stand 3177 Nkulumane Township so as to 

exclude it, then south-eastwards along a walk-way to its intersection with 

an unnamed road at stand 3130 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, 

then north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with 

unnamed road at stand 3098 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nkulumane 

Drive at stand 929 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then north-

eastwards along Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 2040 Nkulumane Township (Mabhukudwane Primary School) so as 

to include it, then north-westwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3002 Nkulumane Township so 

as to exclude it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road to its 
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intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3013 Nkulumane Township so 

as to exclude it, then north-westwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 6655 Nkulumane Township 

so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed stream into 

Amagogo Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

659764.94, 7766167.30; 659478.69, 7766325.21; 660506.32, 7767209.11; 

659413.90, 7768483.48; 658595.85, 7767800.43; 658632.06, 7767765.64; 

658722.95, 7767839.49; 658815.26, 7767737.23; 658776.21, 7767701.02; 

658868.52, 7767589.54; 658758.81, 7767495.10; 658624.25, 7767565.04; 

658610.83, 7767449.46; 658516.45, 7767453.21; 658523.26, 7767324.64; 

658356.46, 7767192.85; 659110.44, 7766628.48; 658946.84, 7766334.48; 

659203.24, 7766200.42; 659128.16, 7765909.92; 659311.57, 7765926.43. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Rangemore Road and Siye-Pambili Drive, then south-eastwards along Siye-

Pambili Drive to its intersection with Amagogo Road, then south-westwards 

along Amagogo Road into an unnamed stream to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 6655 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 3012 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then 

north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 3002 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nkulumane 

Driveat stand 3097 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then south-

westwards along Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 3109 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then south-

eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 3098 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with a walk-way at 

stand 3130 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then north-westwards 

along a walk-way to its intersection with Nkulumane Drive at stand 3177 

Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then southwards along 

Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3391 

Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3361 

Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then generally southwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 3724 

Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Mqamulazwe Street at stand 3711 

Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then generally south-eastwards 

along Mqamulazwe Street to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 
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generally south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

the eastern boundary of stand 10738 Nkulumane Township so as to include 

it, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of stand 10738 

Nkulumane Township into the eastern boundary of stand 10553 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, to its intersection with Guqula Road, then 

north-westwards along Guqula Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 10552 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road into an imaginary line to its intersection 

with Phekiwe River, then generally north-westwards along Phekiwe River to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream at stand 14382 Nkulumane 

Township so as to exclude it, then generally northwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Zwelibanzi Road at stand 14088 Nkulumane 

Township (Roman Catholic Church) so as to exclude it, then eastwards 

along Zwelibanzi Road to its intersection with Intemba Road , then generally 

north-eastwards along Intemba Road to its intersection with Rangemore 

Road at stand 3100 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then generally 

north-eastwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with Shakespear 

Drive, then south-eastwards along Shakespear Drive to its intersection with 

an unnamed stream at stand 11581 Nkulumane Township so as to include 

it, then generally north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Rangemore Road at stand 6717 Nkulumane Township 

(Mtshane Primary School) so as to include it, then north-eastwards along 

Rangemore Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658989.83, 7768998.14; 659413.90, 7768483.48; 658595.85, 7767800.43; 

658632.06, 7767765.64; 658722.95, 7767839.49; 658815.26, 7767737.23; 

658776.21, 7767701.02; 658868.52, 7767589.54; 658758.81, 7767495.10; 

658624.25, 7767565.04; 658610.83, 7767449.46; 658516.45, 7767453.21; 

658523.27, 7767324.64; 658356.46, 7767192.85; 659110.44, 7766628.48; 

658946.84, 7766334.48; 658211.37, 7766199.33; 658161.04, 7766093.09; 

658134.82, 7766106.79; 657983.77, 7765838.40; 656166.19, 7767066.54; 

656287.62, 7767442.39; 656362.92, 7767454.28; 656601.53, 7767962.48; 

657606.01, 7768318.06; 657888.61, 7767890.61; 658429.69, 7768716.44. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nketa 

Drive and Siye-Pambili Drive, then south-eastwards along Siye-Pambili 

Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 7525 Nketa 

Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along the unnamed road 

to its intersection with Macmillan Road at stand 3296 Nketa Township so as 
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to include it, then south-eastwards along Macmillan Road to its intersection 

with Willmington Drive at stand 4142 Nketa Township (Manondwane 

Primary School) so as to include it, then generally south-westwards along 

Willmington Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 4396 

Nketa Township so as to include it, then generally south-eastwards along 

unnamed road into an imaginary line, to its intersection with Bulawayo- 

Plumtree Railway line, then generally south-westwards along Bulawayo - 

Plumtree Railway line to its intersection with Phekiwe River, then generally 

north-westwards along Phekiwe River to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 1867 Emganwini Township so as to exclude it, then generally 

north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 5010 Nketa Township so as to include it, then 

north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 4909 Nketa Township so as to include it, then 

north-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 6255 Nketa Township so as to include it, then 

north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 7337 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 7404 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then 

southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 6739 Nketa Township so as to include it, then generally 

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 6849 Nketa Township so as to include, then north-westwards along 

an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6828 

Nketa Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6795 

Nketa Township so as to include it, then north-westwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed stream at stand 6909 

Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then westwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then north-eastwards along 

Nketa Drive to its intersection with Guqula Road, then generally westwards 

along Guqula Road to its intersection with Nyamahloka Road, then generally 

north-eastwards along Nyamahloka Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 1630 Nketa 8 Township so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road into the northern boundary of 

stand 1663 Nketa 8 Township (Nketa Hall) so as to include it, to its 

intersection with Nketa Drive, then generally north-eastwards along Nketa 

Drive to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

659311.56, 7765926.43; 659478.69, 7766325.21; 659764.94, 7766167.30; 

660506.32, 7767209.11; 660852.75, 7766903.91; 660724.56, 7766699.38; 
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661498.15, 7766245.86; 661447.70, 7766174.79; 661022.25, 7766017.87; 

661124.72, 7765898.98; 659709.82, 7763839.43; 659307.93, 7764204.08; 

660086.49, 7765146.88; 660257.39, 7765274.79; 660148.35, 7765508.61; 

659311.57, 7765926.43; 659632.49, 7765693.14; 659728.95, 7765609.26. 

Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of an 

unnamed stream and Mduna Road at stand 2063 Nketa 8 Township so as to 

exclude it, then south-eastwards along Mduna Road tostand 2077 Nketa 8 

Township so as to include it, then generally southwards along Mduna Road 

to its intersection with Guqula Road, then generally eastwards along Guqula 

Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then south-westwards along Nketa 

Drive to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then eastwards along an 

unnamed stream to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6909 

Nketa 9 Township so as to include it, then south-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6861 so as 

to include it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6858 Nketa 9 Township so as 

to include it, then south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 6888 Nketa 9 Township so as 

to include it, then generally eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 7409 Nketa 9 township so as to 

include it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection 

with an unnamed road at stand 7404 Neta 9 Township so as to include it, 

then south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 7337 Nketa 9 Township so as to include it, then 

south-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 6370 Nketa 9 Township so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 6381 Nketa 9 Township so as include it, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 5010 Nketa 9 Township so as to exclude it, then generally south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 1826 Emganwini Township so as to include it, then generally 

north-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nketa 

Drive, then south-westwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with 

Gramps Way, then north-westwards along Gramps Way to its intersection 

with an unnamed road at stand 4703 Emganwini Township so as to exclude 

it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 185 Emganwini Township so as to include it, then 

north-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with the eastern 

boundary of Mbundane Township (Municipal boundary) so as to exclude 

it,at stand 4236 Emganwini Township so as to include it, then north-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Mbundane Township to its 
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intersection with Phekiwe River, then generally north-westwards along 

Phekiwe River to its intersection with an imaginary line, then north-

eastwards along an imaginary line into an unnamed road at stand 10514 

Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, to its intersection with Guqula 

Road at stand 10552 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then south-

eastwards along Guqula Road to its intersection with the eastern boundary 

of stand 10553 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, then north-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of stand 10553 Nkulumane Township 

into the eastern boundary of stand 10738 Nkulumane Township so as to 

exclude it, to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then generally north-

eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with Mduna Road, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid Coordinates: 

657983.77, 7765838.40; 658134.82, 7766106.79; 658161.04, 7766093.09; 

658211.37, 7766199.33; 658946.84, 7766334.48; 659203.24, 7766200.42; 

659128.16, 7765909.92; 659450.05, 7765935.08; 659599.98, 7765865.88; 

659559.14, 7765782.61; 659685.96, 7765717.26; 659868.40, 7765576.76; 

659905.10, 7765634.43; 660148.35, 7765508.61; 660110.60, 7765474.01; 

660257.39, 7765274.79; 660086.49, 7765146.86; 659307.93, 7764204.08; 

658744.83, 7763822.54; 658296.83, 7764428.62; 658044.09, 7764188.46; 

657784.61, 7764444.55; 658093.29, 7764820.34; 657677.00, 7765010.29; 

658018.19, 7765813.79; 659632.49, 7765693.14; 659728.95, 7765609.26. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of two un 

named roads at stand 304 Emganwini Township so as to include stand 304, 

then south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 4545 Emganwini Township so as to include it, then 

south-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Gramps 

Way at stand 4685 Emganwini Township so as to include it, then south-

eastwards along Gramps Way to its intersection with Nketa Drive at stand 

925 Emganwini Township so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along 

Nketa Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1397 

Emganwini Township so as to include it, then generally south-eastwards 

along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 

1826 Emganwini Township so as to exclude it, then generally north-

eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Phekiwe River, 

then generally south-eastwards along Phekiwe River to its intersection with 

Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, then south-westwards along Bulawayo-

Plumtree Railway line to its intersection with the southern most corner of 

Emganwini Township at Subdivision K of Upper Rangemore so as to exclude 

it, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Emganwini 

Township so as to include it and exclude Upper Rangemore, into an 
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unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 304 

Emganwini Township, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

657677.00, 7765010.29; 658093.29, 7764820.34; 657784.61, 7764444.55; 

658044.09, 7764188.46; 658296.83, 7764428.62; 658744.83, 7763822.54; 

658815.03, 7763827.38; 659307.93, 7764204.08; 659709.82, 7763839.43; 

656429.63, 7762251.18. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Godlwayo Road and unnamed road at stand 10212 Pumula South Township 

so as to exclude it, then eastwards along an unnamed road into an 

imaginary line at stand 20055 Pumula South Township so as to include it, 

to its intersection with an unnamed stream, at the confluence of two 

unnamed streams, then generally eastwards along an unnamed stream to 

its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive at stand 13724 Kelvin North (Zupco 

Depot) so as to exclude it, then southwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with Khami Road, then generally south-westwards along Khami 

Road to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Lot 27A Lower 

Rangemore (Municipal Boundary) so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Lot 27A Lower Rangemore to the 

Trigonometrical Beacon 529/S, then north-westwards along the northern 

boundary of Lot 27A Lower Rangemore (Municipal boundary) so as to 

exclude Emthunzini Township to its intersection with Kwesameva River, 

then generally north-eastwards along Kwesameva River to its intersection 

with Godlwayo Road, then northwards along Godlwayo Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 10212 Pumula South 

Township, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid Coordinates: 

654378.72, 7771244.12; 658541.88, 7770912.06; 658482.41, 7770330.96; 

657844.59, 7769854.99; 655887.92, 7768953.65; 655966.20, 7769295.65; 

652927.67, 7770007.01; 653982.51, 7771283.61; 654053.89, 7770782.00; 

653612.40, 7770713.62; 653530.39, 7770467.60. 

Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Cowdray Park Corridor and an unnamed road at stand 4325 Cowdray Park 

Township so as to include it, then eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 2061 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to include it, then southwards along an unnamed road to its 
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intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1680 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to exclude it, then eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1681 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to exclude it, then northwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1510 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to include it, then eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1542 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to include it, then southwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1307 Cowdray Park Township 

so as to exclude it, then eastwards along an unnamed road into an 

imaginary line at stand 925 Cowdray Park Township so as to include it, to 

its intersection with Richmond and Norwood Tracks boundaries so as to 

exclude them, then southwards along the boundary of Richmond to its 

intersection with the proposed 40m road, then north-eastwards along the 

proposed 40m road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, then 

generally southwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, then north-westwards along 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line to its intersection with Percy Ibboston 

Road, then northwards along Percy Ibboston Road to its intersection with 

Cowdray Park Corridor, then generally north-westwards along Cowdray Park 

Corridor to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 4325 Cowdray 

Park Township, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

657447.63, 7779623.69; 658720.38, 7779720.61; 658705.17, 7778950.81; 

658778.28, 7778943.04; 658803.52, 7779217.16; 658983.46, 7779200.68; 

658958.54, 7778930.50; 660201.17, 7778815.18; 660285.85, 7778516.23; 

660951.73, 7778959.76; 660143.66, 7776392.91; 659086.09, 7777147.71; 

659104.12, 7777537.63. 

Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

proposed Luveve Road Extension and an imaginary line,at stand 6486 

Magwegwe North Extension Township so as to include it, then south-

eastwards along the proposed Luveve Road Extension into Luveve Road, to 

its intersection with Isiphetho Road, then southwards along Isiphetho Road 

to its intersection with Jukwa Road, then westwards along Jukwa Road to 

its intersection with Intemba Road, then south-westwards along Intemba 

Road to its intersection with an unnamed stream at Hyde Park - Intemba 

Road roundabout, then generally north-westwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with an imaginary line, then north-eastwards 

along an imaginary line to its intersection with the western boundary of JW 
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Mthimkhulu Primary School so as to include it, then northwards along the 

western boundary of JW Mthimkhulu Primary School I then westwards 

along an imaginary line, into an unnamed road at stand 4067 Magwegwe 

North Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 4078 Magwegwe 

North Township so as to include it, then northwards along an imaginary line 

into the eastern boundary of Magwegwe Sewage Ponds so as to exclude it, 

into an imaginary line to its intersection with proposed Luveve Road 

Extensionat stand 6486 Magwegwe Township, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 657985.54, 

7774361.59; 655888.95, 7775726.77; 657985.54, 7774361.59; 657907.94, 

7773481.13; 656790.86, 7773740.20; 656074.36, 7772417.49; 655541.70, 

7773850.15; 655650.95, 7774000.60; 655775.55, 7774664.43; 655679.10, 

7774144.66; 655840.51, 7774774.40; 655841.46, 7775074.258; 

655842.12, 7775548.10. 
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BULAWAYO NATIONAL ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

  

1. BULAWAYO CENTRAL  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Colenbrander Avenue and Queens Road, then eastwards along Queens Road 

to its intersection with Alcott Road, then south-eastwards along Alcott Road 

to its intersection with Netherby Drive, then generally south-westwards 

along Netherby Drive to its intersection with Dawlish Avenue then eastwards 

along Dawlish Avenue to its intersection with Orleston Road, then 

southwards along Orleston Road to its intersection with Harare Road, then 

north-eastwards along Harare Road to its intersection with George Avenue, 

then generally southwards along George Avenue to its intersection with 

Gwanda Road, then generally eastwards along Gwanda Road to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of Isinga Township (Glencoe) so as to 

exclude it, then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Isinga 

Township (Glencoe) to its intersection with Sunninghill Township boundary 

so as to include it, then south-eastwards along Sunninghill Township 

boundary tostand 159 Sunninghill Township so as to include it, then south-

westwards along the boundary of stand 159 Sunninghill Township to its 

intersection with the boundary of stand 104 Sunninghill Township so as to 

include it, then south-eastwards along the boundary of stand 104 

Sunninghill Township to its eastern corner, then south-westwards along the 

boundary of stand 104 Sunninghill Township so as to include it to its 

intersection with Peach Road, then south-eastwards along Peach Road to its 

intersection with Heronmere Road, then north-eastwards along Heronmere 

Road to the eastern boundary of stand M9 Sunninghill Township so as to 

include it, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of stand M9 

Sunninghill Township, then south-westwards along the southern boundary 

of stands along Heronmere Road (Municipal boundary) to its intersection 

with Gwanda Road, then south-eastwards along Gwanda Road to its 

intersection with Umguza River, then generally southwards along Umguza 

River to its intersection with Manningdale Township boundary so as to 

include it, then north-westwards along the Manningdale boundary to its 

intersection with Willsgrove Township boundary so as to include it, then 

southwards along Willsgrove Township boundary to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Willgrove Township, then south-westwards along the 

boundary of Willsgrove Township to its intersection with Waterford 

Township boundary, then southwards along Waterford Township boundary, 

then south-westwards along the same to its intersection with Douglasdale 

Township boundary so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along 

Douglasdale Township boundary to its intersection with Matsheumhlope 

Township so as to include it, then westwards along Matsheumhlope 
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Township boundary to its intersection with Ntaba Moya Township so as to 

include it, then south-westwards along Ntaba Moya Township boundary to 

its southern beacon, then generally westwards along Ntaba Moya Township 

boundary to its intersection with Southdale Township so as to include it, 

then generally westwards along the southern boundary of Southdale, Intini 

and Munda Townships so as to include them to its intersection with 

Douglasdale Road, then north-westwards along Douglasdale Road into 

Burnside Road, then generally northwards along Burnside Road to its 

intersection with Nappier Avenue, then south-westwards along Nappier 

Avenue to its intersection with Limerick Road, then north-westwards along 

Limerick road to its intersection with Percy Avenue, then south-westwards 

along Percy Avenue to its intersection with Montgomery Road, then north-

westwards along Montgomery Road to its intersection with Cecil Avenue 

then south-westwards along Cecil Avenue to its intersection with Greystoke 

Way, then westwards along Greystoke Way to its intersection with Matopos 

Road, then northwards along Matopos Road to its intersection with 

Lancaster Road then generally eastwards along Lancaster Road to its 

intersection with Durham Road, then generally north-eastwards along 

Durham Road to its intersection with Hillside Road, then north-westwards 

along Hillside Road to its intersection with 23rd Avenue, then generally 

westwards along 23rd Avenue to its intersection with Doncaster Road, then 

generally north wards along Doncaster Road to its intersection with 15th 

Avenue, then generally westwards along 15th Avenue to its intersection with 

Lobengula Street, then northwards along Lobengula Street to its intersection 

with Railway Avenue, then westwards along Railway Avenue to its 

intersection with Basch Street, then generally northwards along Basch 

Street into proposed Basch Street Extension at 3rd Avenue, into Lady 

Stanley Street to its intersection with Collenbrander Avenue then generally 

north-eastwards along Collenbrander Avenue to its intersection with Queens 

Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid Coordinates: 

665424.11, 7773463.66; 667457.48, 7773922.56; 667053.26, 7772258.62; 

667245.94, 7772233.13; 667242.88, 7771938.50; 668500.12, 7772447.08; 

668151.23, 7770389.95; 667127.68, 7767978.18; 667117.11, 7767636.76; 

666881.45, 7767505.74; 666779.52, 7767688.67; 666723.845, 

7767652.669; 666456.09, 7768150.33; 665116.48, 7768457.19; 

665313.29, 7769753.70; 665334.65, 7769096.41; 664879.72, 7770002.40; 

664768.76, 7770126.35; 664792.61, 7770209.74; 664464.67, 7770300.17; 

665219.32, 7772248.21; 665203.45, 7772559.29; 668151.23, 7770389.95; 

672847.16, 7769626.75; 673334.43, 7770361.69; 673884.91, 7769907.34; 

673933.50, 7769704.24; 673838.98, 7769559.46; 674585.29, 7769060.47; 

675078.75, 7769206.33; 675116.17, 7769065.41; 674558.77, 7768823.75; 
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675773.50, 7768062.55; 677089.95, 7765231.37; 676191.62, 7763301.76; 

674836.30, 7764208.95; 674803.37, 7763482.59; 673987.34, 7763273.34; 

674045.23, 7762056.36; 673748.81, 7761745.34; 672401.80, 7762916.27; 

671409.30, 7762916.514; 671011.39, 7762247.48; 668188.95, 

7762215.95; 667781.43, 7762803.61; 667652.93, 7764480.24; 667693.32, 

7765885.75; 666949.77, 7765536.47; 666769.56, 7765857.24; 666410.98, 

7765654.61; 666148.72, 7766124.60; 665768.96, 7766096.05; 665780.19, 

7766961.65; 666427.04, 7766937.17; 666723.85, 7767652.67; 666779.52, 

7767688.67; 666881.45, 7767505.74; 667117.11, 7767636.76; 667127.68, 

7767978.18. 

2. BULAWAYO NORTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north most beacon of 

Woodvale Farm, then south-eastwards along the boundary of Woodvale 

Farm so as to include Joshua M. Nkomo Airport to its intersection with 

Mapani Farm, then south-eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of 

Mapani Farm so as to include it, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Mapani Farm so as to exclude Subdivision 1 and 14 of Lower 

Nondene, then south-westwards along the boundary at Mapani Farm to its 

intersection with Nkayi Road, then generally south-westwards along Nkayi 

Road into Airport Road, so as to include Subdivision A of Upper Nondwene 

Estate, to its intersection with the southern boundary of Upper Nondwene 

so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Upper 

Nondwene to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Woodville 

Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Woodville Township to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of Subdivision A of Woodville Estate so as to include it, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Subdivision A of Woodville Estate, 

then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of the same, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Subdivision A of Woodville Estate 

into Drayton Street, to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Lot 5 

Woodville Park, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Lot 5 

Woodville Park to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Woodville 

Park Township, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Woodville Park Township to its intersection with Umguza River, then 

eastwards along Umguza River into the southern boundary of Homestead 

Farm so as to exclude it, to its intersection with the eastern boundary of 

Marvel Township (Municipal boundary), then south-westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Marvel Township so as to include it, to its intersection 

with Isinga Township (Glencoe), then south-eastwards along the north-

eastern boundary of Isinga Township, then south-westwards along the 

boundary of Isinga Township to its intersection with Gwanda Road, then 

generally westwards along Gwanda Road to its intersection with George 

Avenue, then northwards along George Avenue to its intersection with 
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Harare Road then, south-westwards along Harare Road to its intersection 

with Orleston Road then, northwards along the Orleston Road to its 

intersection with Dawlish Avenue then, westwards along Dawlish Avenue to 

its intersection with Netherby Drive, then generally north-eastwards along 

Netherby Drive to its intersection with Alcott Road, then north-westwards 

along Alcott Road to its intersection with Queens Road, then westwards 

along Queens Road to its intersection with Collenbrander Avenue, then 

south-westwards along Collenbrander Avenue to its intersection with Lady 

Stanley Street, then southwards along Lady Stanley Street to its intersection 

with Old Falls Road, then north-westwards along Old Falls Road to its 

intersection with Ngcebetsha Road, then generally westwards along 

Ngcebetsha Road to its intersection with Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive, then 

generally north-westwards along Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive to its intersection 

with the southern boundary of stand 41355 Barbourfields Township so as to 

include it, then westwards along the southern boundary of stand 41355 

Barbourfields Township to its intersection with Bulawayo-Harare Railway 

Line, then southwards along Bulawayo-Harare Railway Line to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, then westwards along Luveve Road to its 

intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line, then generally 

north-westwards along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line to its 

intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, then generally north-eastwards along 

Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with the proposed 40m road, then 

south-westwards along the proposed 40m road to its intersection with 

Richmond Farm so as to include it, then northwards along the Richmond 

Farm boundary to its intersection with Norwood Tracks boundary, then 

north-westwards along Norwood Tracks boundary to its intersection with the 

boundary of Norwood Township, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Norwood Township so as to include it, into the western 

boundary of Umguza View so as to include it, then north-eastwards along 

Umguza View boundary to its intersection with Umguza River at Lower 

Umguza Dam, then generally south-eastwards along Umguza River to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Aisleby Farm so as to include it, 

then northwards along the western boundary of Aisleby Farm to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Good Hope Farm so as to include 

it, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Good Hope Farm 

into the western boundary of Woodvale Farm to the north most beacon of 

Woodvale Farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

668197.14, 7792600.71; 671689.66, 7787626.52; 674811.76, 7786091.94; 

672032.44, 7780255.38; 673231.37, 7780267.61; 672338.29, 7777533.34; 

671532.90, 7777641.41; 671017.03, 7776436.37; 670619.43, 7776418.02; 
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670592.93, 7776793.19; 670499.13, 7776746.29; 670558.26, 7776807.46; 

670313.59, 7776831.93; 670146.39, 7776789.11; 670036.28, 7777115.35; 

670161.17, 7777311.60; 670153.02, 7777462.48; 670095.92, 7777507.34; 

669973.58, 7777421.70; 669586.18, 7778017.09; 669503.46, 7778013.16; 

667457.48, 7773922.56; 665424.11, 7773463.66; 665203.45, 7772559.29; 

664958.79, 7772992.77; 664699.82, 7773574.31; 663789.52, 7773297.64; 

663505.32, 7773537.28; 663343.20, 7772957.40; 663266.73, 7772975.33; 

662465.34, 7774722.00; 660143.66, 7776392.91; 660951.73, 7778959.76; 

660285.85, 7778516.23; 660201.17, 7778815.18; 658352.11, 7781676.85; 

657853.87, 7784806.79; 659234.51, 7785270.69; 662469.02, 7782007.65; 

662463.57, 7783140.90; 661290.53, 7783954.32; 664556.47, 7784907.74, 

673231.37, 7780267.61; 674429.06, 7780284.96; 673673.14, 7778530.58; 

673938.64, 7778524.50; 673814.05, 7778106.26; 673322.54, 7778100.31; 

673380.95, 7776829.84; 672707.46, 7775273.51; 673171.01, 7775521.16; 

675363.36, 7775302.08; 672672.54, 7770944.38; 673334.43, 7770361.69; 

672847.16, 7769626.75; 668151.23, 7770389.95; 668500.12, 7772447.08; 

667242.88, 7771938.50; 667245.94, 7772233.13; 667053.26, 7772258.62; 

667166.42, 7773100.72; 667802.84, 7773659.78; 667457.48, 7773922.56; 

669586.18, 7778017.09; 669973.58, 7777421.70; 670161.17, 7777311.60; 

670036.28, 7777115.35; 670313.59, 7776831.93; 670619.43, 7776418.02; 

671017.03, 7776436.37; 671532.90,7777641.41; 672338.29,7777533.34. 

3. BULAWAYO SOUTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo Spruit and Old Falls Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Old Falls Road to its intersection with the proposed Basch Street extension, 

then southwards along the proposed Basch Street extension into Basch 

Street at 3rd Avenue, to its intersection with Railway Avenue, then eastwards 

along Railway Avenue to its intersection with Lobengula Street, then 

southwards along Lobengula Street to its intersection with 15th Avenue, 

then generally south-eastwards along 15th Avenue to its intersection with 

Doncaster Road, then generally southwards along Doncaster Road to its 

intersection with 23rd Avenue, then generally south-eastwards along 23rd 

Avenue to its intersection with Hillside Road, then south-eastwards along 

Hillside Road to its intersection with Durham Road, then generally south-

westwards along Durham Road to its intersection with Lancaster Road, then 

generally westwards along Lancaster Road to its intersection with Matopos 
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Road, then southwards along Matopos Road to its intersection with 

Greystoke Way, then eastwards along Greystoke Way to its intersection with 

Cecil Avenue, then north-eastwards along Cecil Avenue to its intersection 

with Montgomery Road, then south-eastwards along Montgomery Road to its 

intersection with Percy Avenue, then north-eastwards along Percy Avenue to 

its intersection with Limerick Road, then south-eastwards along Limerick 

Road to its intersection with Nepier Avenue, then north-eastwards along 

Nepier Avenue to its intersection with Burnside Road, then southwards 

along Burnside Road to its intersection with the northern boundary of 

Sauerdale Block (Bulawayo Municipal boundary) so as to exclude it, then 

generally westwards along the northern boundary of Sauerdale Block and 

Tshabalala Sanctuary (Bulawayo Municipal boundary) so as to exclude it, 

then southwestwards along the western boundary of Tshabalala Sanctuary, 

then north-westwards along the southern boundary of the Remainder of 

Umganin Farm (Bulawayo Municipal boundary) so as to include it, to its 

intersection with Subdivision K of Upper Rangemore so as to exclude it, then 

north-eastwards along Subdivision K of Upper Rangemore to its intersection 

with Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway Line, then generally north-eastwards along 

Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway Line to its intersection with an imaginary line, 

then north-westwards along an imaginary line into an unnamed road at 

stand 4409 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, to its intersection with 

Wilmington Drive at stand 4396 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then 

generally north-eastwards along Wilmington Drive to its intersection with 

Macmillan Road at stand 4142 Nketa Township (Manondwane Primary 

School) so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along Macmillan Road to 

its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 2786 Nketa Township 

(Agape College) so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Driveat stand 7525 Nketa 

Township so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 1898 Nkulumane 

Township so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road 

into the southern boundary of stand 63041 Tshabalala Township so as to 

exclude it, into the southern boundary of stand 63058 Tshabalala Township 

(Ihlathi High School) so as to exclude it, to its intersection with Nketa Drive, 

then north-westwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Imhlotshana 

Road, then eastwards along Imhlotshana Road to its intersection with 

Gibixhegu Road then northwards along Gibixhegu Road to its intersection 

with an unnamed road, then westwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Impitu Road at stand 67531 Sizinda Township so as to 

include it, then northwards along Impitu Road to its intersection with Pitipiti 

Road, then north-eastwards along Pitipiti Road to its intersection with 

Mpopoma-Bulawayo Main Station Railway Line, then generally northwards 

along Mpopoma-Bulawayo Main Station Railway Line to its intersection with 
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an unnamed stream, then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

its intersection with the western boundary of Thorngrove Sewage Treatment 

Works so as to include it, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Thorngrove Sewage Treatment Works to its intersection with Walbrook Road, 

then south-eastwards along Walbrook Road to its intersection with 

Bulawayo Spruit, then generally north-eastwards along Bulawayo Spruit to 

its intersection with Old Falls Road, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

664879.72,7770002.40; 665313.29, 7769753.70; 665241.88, 7769494.016; 

665334.65, 7769096.41; 665116.48, 7768457.19; 666456.09, 7768150.33; 

666723.85, 7767652.67; 666427.04, 7766937.17; 665780.19, 7766961.65; 

665768.96, 7766096.05; 666148.72, 7766124.60; 666410.98, 7765654.64; 

666769.56, 7765857.24; 666949.77, 7765536.47; 667693.32, 7765885.75; 

667649.40, 7764499.75; 667781.44, 7762806.85; 662241.56, 7763425.24; 

664871.48, 7762832.68; 660933.92, 7759169.18; 656231.28, 7761960.40; 

656429.63, 7762251.18; 659709.82, 7763839.43; 661124.72, 7765898.98; 

661022.25, 7766017.87; 661447.70, 7766174.79; 661498.15, 7766245.86; 

660724.56, 7766699.38; 660852.75, 7766903.91; 660506.32, 7767209.11; 

660277.40, 7767468.42; 660710.88, 7768030.36; 660920.71, 7767910.48; 

661265.48, 7767917.32; 661088.84, 7767937.00; 663630.12, 7768567.40; 

661074.29, 7767834.27; 664958.79, 7772992.77; 665203.45, 7772559.29; 

665219.316,7772248.21; 664464.67, 7770300.17; 664792.61, 7770209.74; 

664768.76, 7770126.35; 664879.72, 7770002.40; 663630.12, 7768567.40; 

662341.69, 7768985.16; 661265.48, 7767917.32; 661088.84, 7767937.00; 

660920.71, 7767910.48; 660710.88, 7768030.36; 660277.40, 7767468.42; 

660030.05, 7767759.78; 660936.05, 7768466.52; 660832.95, 7768785.59; 

660956.77, 7768818.11; 661348.47, 7768781.93; 661335.05, 7769007.69; 

661281.95, 7769005.88; 661265.46, 7769182.82; 661542.31, 7769390.47; 

661379.81, 7769727.75; 661716.95, 7770998.53; 662654.17, 7771373.23; 

662993.00, 7771599.77; 663388.34, 7771685.01; 663467.48; 7771577.54; 

661074.29, 7767834.27. 

4. MPOPOMA–MZILIKAZI  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line and an unnamed stream at stand 

32577 Entumbane Township (Entabeni Primary School) so as to exclude it, 
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then generally south-eastwards along Bulawayo -Victoria Falls Railway Line 

to its intersection with Luveve Road, then eastwards along Luveve Road to 

its intersection with Bulawayo – Harare Railway Line, then north-eastwards 

along Bulawayo – Harare Railway Line to its intersection with the southern 

boundary of stand 41355 Barbourfields Township so as to exclude it, then 

south-eastwards along the southern boundary of stand 41355 Barbourfields 

Township to its intersection with Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive, then generally 

south-eastwards along Ziyaphapha Moyo Drive to its intersection with 

Ngcebetsha Road, then generally eastwards along Ngcebetsha Road to its 

intersection with Old Falls Road, then southwards along Old Falls Road to 

its intersection with Bulawayo Spruit, then generally south-westwards along 

Bulawayo Spruit to its intersection with Walbrook Road, then north-

westwards along Walbrook Road to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of Thorngrove Sewage Treatment Works so as exclude it, then 

generally westwards along the northern boundary of Thorngrove Sewage 

Treatment Works to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then generally 

north-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Bulawayo-Harare Railway Line at Mpopoma Marshaling yard then, south-

westwards along Bulawayo-Harare Railway Line to its intersection with 

Khami Road then, westwards along Khami Road to its intersection with 

Nketa Drive then, generally northwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection 

with Hyde Park Road, then, westwards along Hyde Park Road to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of stand 56000 Lobengula Township 

(Pelandaba SDA) so as to exclude it, then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of stand 56000 Lobengula Township to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream, then generally north-eastwards along an unnamed stream 

to its intersection with Staff Seagent Moses Road, then generally south-

eastwards along Staff Seagent Moses Road to its intersection with Nketa 

Drive, then north-eastwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with 

Luveve Road, then eastwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with an 

imaginary line, then, north-eastwards along an imaginary line into an 

unnamed road at stand 33847 Entumbane Township so as to include it, to 

its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 31280 Entumbane 

Township so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 31289 Entumbane 

Township so as to exclude it, then generally north-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with Elibeni Road ,then generally 

eastwards along Elibeni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at 

stand 32036 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then north-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road 

at stand 32015 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then north-

eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Elibeni Road at 

stand 32306 Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then south-
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eastwards along Elibeni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at 

stand 32373 Entumbane Township so as to include it, then generally 

northwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream at stand 32391 Entumbane Township so as to exclude it, then 

generally north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

662465.34, 7774722.00; 663266.73, 7772975.33; 663343.20, 7772957.40; 

663505.32, 7773537.28; 663789.52, 7773297.64; 664699.82, 7773574.30; 

664958.79, 7772992.77; 663467.48, 7771577.54; 663388.34, 7771685.01; 

662993.00, 7771599.77; 663388.34, 7771685.01; 663467.48, 7771577.54; 

662993.00, 7771599.77; 662654.17, 7771373.23; 662342.19, 7771699.43; 

661883.90, 7772090.73; 662176.92, 7772472.49; 661239.40, 7773211.40; 

661810.86, 7773105.93; 661904.62, 7773307.69; 661787.41, 7773356.67; 

661989.59, 7773816.70; 661963.15, 7773960.17; 662071.17, 7774245.11; 

662233.93, 7774252.68; 662082.52, 7774366.23; 662187.39, 7774527.56; 

662207.43, 7774513.86; 662241.50, 7774570.64; 662231.57, 7774640.15; 

662139.30, 7774203.47; 662203.65, 7774216.72; 661239.60, 7773211.40; 

662176.92, 7772472.49; 661883.90, 7772090.73; 662342.19, 7771699.43; 

661716.95, 7770998.53; 661704.93, 7770962.81; 660263.94, 7771756.81; 

659938.48, 7771868.62; 659265.40, 7771922.97; 659274.23, 7772088.20; 

659825.61, 7772593.52; 660108.22, 7772632.39; 660356.87, 7772814.90; 

660424.26, 7772622.77; 660658.42, 7772545.11; 660892.88, 7772755.25. 

5. ENTUMBANE-NJUBE  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo Victoria Falls Railway Line and an unnamed stream that 

demarcates Emakhandeni Township and Entumbane Township so as to 

include Entumbane Township, then south-eastwards along Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Railway Line to its intersection with an unnamed stream at 

stand 32770 Entumbane Township (Entabeni Primary School) so as to 

include it, then generally south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 32391 Entumbane Township so 

as to include it, then generally southwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Elibeni Road at stand 32378 Entumbane Township so as 

to include it, then north-westwards along Elibeni Road to its intersection 

with an unnamed road at stand 32306 Entumbane Township so as to 

include it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection 
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with an unnamed road at stand 32015 Entumbane Township so as to 

exclude it, then south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection 

with Elibeni Road, then generally south-westwards along Elibeni Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 31833 Entumbane Township so 

as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along an unnamed road to 

its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 31289 Entumbane 

Township so as to include it, then south-eastwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 31280 Entumbane 

Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road 

into an imaginary line at stand 31184 Entumbane Township so as to 

exclude it, to its intersection with Luveve Road, then westwards along 

Luveve Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then south-westwards 

along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Staff Seagent Moses Road, then 

generally north-westwards along Staff Seagent Moses Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream, then generally south-westwards 

along an unnamed stream to the northern cornerof stand 56000 Lobengula 

Township (Pelandaba SDA) so as to include it, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of stand 56000 Lobengula Township to its intersection 

with Hyde Park Road, then westwards along Hyde Park Road to its 

intersection with Sizane Road, then northwards along Sizane Road to its 

intersection with Nyembezana Road, then westwards along Nyembezana 

Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, then north-eastwards along 

Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with Jukwa Road, then westwards 

along Jukwa Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at Inkanyezi 

Primary School so as to include it, then generally north-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 57876 

New Lobengula (Brethren in Christ Church) so as to exclude it, then 

southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Esangweni Road 

then south-eastwards along Esangweni Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 57580 New Lobengula so as to include it, then 

southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Hlonipha Road, 

then south-eastwards along Hlonipha Road to its intersection with Siye-

Pambili Drive, then north-eastwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, then south-eastwards along Luveve Road to 

its intersection with an unnamed stream at Mhambi Beer Garden so as to 

include it, then generally north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

660786.63, 7775943.24; 662465.34, 7774722.00; 662231.57, 7774640.15; 

662241.50, 7774570.64; 662207.44, 774513.86; 662187.39, 7774527.56; 

662082.52, 774366.23; 662233.93, 7774252.68; 662203.65, 7774216.72; 
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662139.30, 7774203.47; 662071.17, 7774245.11; 661963.15, 7773960.17; 

661989.59, 7773816.70; 661787.41, 7773356.67; 661904.62, 7773307.69; 

661810.86, 7773105.93; 661239.60, 7773211.40; 661021.75, 7772871.23; 

660892.88, 7772755.25; 660581.18, 7773043.69; 660536.45, 7773031.31; 

660516.56, 7773115.45; 660576.63, 7773135.75; 660572.86, 7773171.54; 

660580.61, 7773145.59; 660511.96, 7773100.17; 660680.02, 7773214.87; 

660582.54, 7773500.32; 660525.56, 7773546.19; 660499.16, 7773784.14; 

660074.46, 7774123.24; 659524.02, 7774509.19; 660499.16, 7773784.14; 

660525.56,7773546.19; 660582.54, 7773500.32; 660680.02, 7773214.868; 

660572.86, 7773171.54; 660580.61, 7773145.59; 660576.63, 7773135.75; 

660516.56, 7773115.45; 660511.96, 7773100.17; 660536.45, 7773031.31; 

660581.18, 7773043.69; 660892.88, 7772755.25; 660658.42, 7772545.12; 

660424.26, 7772622.77; 660356.87, 7772814.90; 660108.22, 7772632.39; 

659825.61, 7772593.52; 659274.23, 7772088.20; 659265.40, 7771922.97; 

659000.71, 7771893.21; 658980.41, 7771977.14; 659054.00, 7772250.37; 

658664.17, 7772266.68; 658985.98, 7773135.39; 658369.27, 7773334.49; 

658745.68, 7773835.14; 658846.84, 7773879.52; 658793.68, 7773713.96; 

659184.75, 7773520.60; 659104.35, 7773614.91; 659084.22, 7773554.31. 

6. PELANDABA-TSHABALALA  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siye-

Pambili Drive and Nyembezana Road, then eastwards along Nyembezana 

Road to its intersection with Sizane Road at stand 569522 Lobengula 

Township so as to exclude it, then southwards along Sizane Road to its 

intersection with Hyde Park Road, then eastwards along Hyde Park Road to 

its intersection with Nketa Drive, then generally southwards along Nketa 

Drive to its intersection with Khami Road, then eastwards along Khami Road 

to its intersection with Mpopoma-Bulawayo Main Station Railway Line, then 

generally southwards along Mpopoma-Bulawayo Main Station Railway Line 

to its intersection with Pitipiti Street, then south-westwards along Pitipiti 

Street to its intersection with Impitu Road, then southwards along Impitu 

Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 65731 Sizinda 

Township so as to exclude it, then eastwards along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Gibixhegu Road, then southwards along Gibixhegu Road to 

its intersection with Imhlotshana Road, then westwards along Imhlotshana 

Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then southwards along Nketa 

Drive to its intersection with the southern boundary of stand 63058 

Tshabalala Township (Ihlathi High School) so as to include it, then south-
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westwards along the southern boundary of stand 63058 Tshabalala 

Township into the southern boundary of stand 63041 Tshabalala Township 

(Lutheran church) so as to include it, into an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, then north-westwards along Siye-

Pambili Drive to its intersection with Rangemore Road, then south-

westwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream at stand 7617 Nkulumane Township (Mtshane Primary School) so as 

to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along an unnamed stream to 

its intersection with Shakespear Drive, then north-westwards along 

Shakespear Drive to its intersection with Rangemore Road, then south-

westwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with Intemba Road, 

then generally south-westwards along Intemba Road to its intersection with 

Zwelibanzi Road, then westwards along Zwelibanzi Road to its intersection 

with an unnamed stream at stand 14088 Nkulumane Township (Roman 

Catholic Church) so as to include it, then generally south-westwards along 

an unnamed stream to its confluence with Phekiwe River, then generally 

westwards along Phekiwe River to its intersection with the eastern boundary 

of Lower Rangemore Estate so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along 

the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore Estate to its intersection with 

Khami Road, then generally north-eastwards along Khami Road to its 

intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, then northwards along Siye-Pambili 

Drive to its intersection with Nyembezana Road, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658664.17, 7772266.68; 659054.00, 7772250.37; 658980.41, 7771977.14; 

659000.71, 7771893.21; 659265.40, 7771922.97; 659938.48, 7771868.62; 

660263.94, 7771756.81; 660176.02, 7770773.46; 661704.93, 7770962.81; 

661379.82, 7769727.75; 659704.50, 7769187.44; 659803.85, 7768934.29; 

659733.25, 7768210.21; 659734.64, 7768109.14; 658770.76, 7769257.31; 

658605.59, 7769079.76; 658360.29, 7769119.11; 658373.69, 7769244.68; 

658274.90, 7769255.57; 658283.19, 7769292.05; 658310.90, 7769324.22; 

658266.53, 7769363.57; 658233.88, 7769331.75; 658194.53, 7769365.24; 

658278.25, 7769446.45; 657844.59, 7769854.99; 658482.41, 7770330.96; 

654859.12, 7766899.28; 656166.19, 7767066.54; 656287.62, 7767442.39; 

656362.92, 7767454.28; 656601.53, 7767962.48; 655887.92, 7768953.65; 

657606.01, 7768318.06; 657888.61, 7767890.61; 657844.59, 7769854.99; 

658278.25, 7769446.45; 658194.53, 7769365.24; 658233.88, 7769331.75; 

658266.53, 7769363.57; 658310.90, 7769324.22; 658283.19, 7769292.05; 
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658274.90, 7769255.57; 658373.69, 7769244.68; 658360.29, 7769119.11; 

658605.59, 7769079.76; 658770.76, 7769257.31; 658989.83, 7768998.14; 

658429.69, 7768716.44; 657888.61, 7767890.61; 657606.01, 7768318.06; 

661379.82, 7769727.75; 661542.31, 7769390.47; 661265.46, 7769182.82; 

661281.95, 7769005.88; 661335.05, 7769007.69; 661348.47, 7768781.93; 

660832.95, 7768785.59; 660936.05, 7768466.52; 660030.05, 7767759.78; 

659734.64, 7768109.14; 659803.85, 7768934.29; 659733.25, 7768210.21; 

659704.50, 7769187.44. 

7. COWDRAY PARK  

It is an area of a land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Norwood Tracks and an unnamed road at stand 11038 Cowdray Park 

Township so as to include it and exclude Norwood Tracks, then south-

eastwards along Norwood Tracks to its intersection with Richmond Farm at 

Richmond Land Fill Site (Ngozi Mine) so as to exclude it, then southwards 

along the boundary of Richmond Farm to its intersection with the proposed 

40m road, then north-eastwards along the proposed 40m road to its 

intersection with Siye - Pambili Drive, then generally southwards along Siye 

- Pambili Drive to its intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line, 

then generally north-westwards along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 18865 Cowdray Park 

Township so as to include it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with Norwood Tracks and an unnamed road at stand 

11038 Cowdray Park Township, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

657447.63, 7779623.69; 658720.38, 7779720.61; 658705.17, 7778950.81; 

658778.28, 7778943.04; 658803.52, 7779217.16; 658983.46, 7779200.68; 

658958.54, 7778930.50; 660201.17, 7778815.18; 660285.85, 7778516.23; 

660951.73,7778959.76; 660143.66, 7776392.91; 659086.092, 7777147.71; 

659104.12, 7777537.63; 658352.11, 7781676.85; 655179.00, 7780702.58; 

660201.17, 7778815.18; 658958.54, 7778930.50; 658983.46, 7779200.68; 

658803.52, 7779217.16; 658778.28, 7778943.04; 658705.17, 7778950.81; 

658720.38, 7779720.61; 657447.63, 7779623.69; 657418.85, 7779732.20; 

656967.89, 7779731.49; 656859.20, 7779698.39; 656794.38, 7779821.66; 

656379.16, 7779709.24; 656524.01, 7779372.35; 656200.14, 7779280.13; 

655179.00, 7780702.58; 653657.72, 7780252.71; 655179.00, 7780702.58; 

656200.14, 7779280.13; 656524.01, 7779372.35; 656379.16, 7779709.24; 
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656794.38, 7779821.66; 656859.20, 7779698.39; 656967.89, 7779731.49; 

657418.85, 7779732.20; 657447.63, 7779623.69; 659086.09, 7777147.71; 

658011.72, 7777105.10; 655207.37, 7778925.88. 

8. EMAKHANDENI - LUVEVE  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of an 

imaginary line and Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line at stand 26284 

Cowdray Park Township so as to exclude it, then generally south-eastwards 

along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway Line to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream that runs between Emakhandeni Township and 

Entumbane Township so as to exclude Entumbane, then generally 

southwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with Luveve Road, 

then north-westwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with Siye - 

Pambili Drive then south-westwards along Siye - Pambili Drive to its 

intersection with Hlonipha Road at stand 57875 New Lobengula Township 

so as to include it, then north-westwards along Hlonipha Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 57581 New Lobengula 

Township so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with Esangweni Road, then north-westwards along 

Esangweni Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 575201 

New Lobengula so as to include it, then northwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 57876 New Lobengula 

Township (Brethren in Christ Church) so as to include it, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Inkundla Road, 

then north-westwards along Inkundla Road to its intersection with Luveve 

Road, then generally westwards along Luveve Road into proposed Luveve 

Road Extension, then north-westwards along the proposed Luveve Road 

Extension into an imaginary line at stand 6486 Magwegwe North Extension 

Township so as to exclude it to its intersection with an imaginary line at 

stand 9163 Hyde Park Estate so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards 

along an imaginary line to its intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls 

Railway line at stand 26284 Cowdray Park Township, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658011.72,7777105.10; 658599.59,7775971.92; 658353.28,7775697.17; 

658457.44,7775604.56; 658391.13,7775539.19; 659029.65,7774661.69; 

655888.95,7775726.77; 654594.50,7777366.21; 655207.37,7778925.88; 

658011.72,7777105.10; 660786.63,7775943.24; 660074.46,7774123.24; 

659524.02,7774509.19; 659184.75,7773520.60; 658793.68,7773713.96; 

658846.84,7773879.52; 658745.68,7773835.14; 658470.92,7774456.71; 

659034.58,7774660.61; 658388.71,7775536.80; 658457.44,7775604.56; 
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658353.28,7775697.17; 658599.59,7775971.92; 659104.35,7773614.91; 

659084.22,7773554.31. 

9. PUMULA  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Slights 

Farm and Hyde Park Estate, then south-eastwards along the north-eastern 

boundary of Hyde Park Estate to its intersection with Bulawayo -Victoria 

Falls Railway Line, then generally south-eastwards along Bulawayo- Victoria 

Falls Railway Line to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 26284 

Cowdray Park so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along an imaginary 

line to its intersection with an imaginary line at the boundary of stand 9163 

Hyde Park Estate so as to include stand 9163, then south-eastwards along 

an imaginary line to its intersection with an imaginary line at stand 6486 

Magwegwe North Extension Township so as to exclude it, then southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Magwegwe Sewage Ponds so as to include it, 

into an imaginary line to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 

4078 Magwegwe North Township so as to exclude stand 4078, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an imaginary line 

at stand 4067 Magwegwe North Township so as to exclude stand 4067, then 

southwards along an imaginary line into the western boundary of stand 

5822 Magwegwe West Township (JW Mthimkhulu Primary School) so as to 

exclude it, to its intersection with an imaginary line, then south-westwards 

along an imaginary line to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

generally south-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

Intemba Road at Hyde Park-Intemba Road Roundabout, then southwards 

along Intemba Road to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 8657 

Pumula East Township so as to exclude it stand 8657, then westwards 

along an unnamed road into the southern boundary of stand 9257 Pumula 

East Township (Amhlophe High School) so as to include stand 9257, to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of stand 21 Pumula East Township 

(St Bernards Minor Seminary) so as to include it, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of stand 21 Pumula East Township to its intersection with 

Zinduna Road at stand 8993 Pumula East Township so as to exclude it, 

then westwards along Zinduna Road to its intersection with Zithathele 

Street, then southwards along Zithathele Street to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream at stand 924101 Pumula Township so as to exclude it, 

then generally south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream, then generally south-eastwards along an 

unnamed stream to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive at stand 13724 

Kelvin North (Zupco Depot) so as to exclude it, then southwards along Siye-

Pambili Drive to its intersection with Khami Road, then generally south-

westwards along Khami Road to its intersection with the eastern boundary 

of Lot 27A Lower Rangemore (Municipal Boundary) so as to exclude it, then 
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north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Lot 27A Lower Rangemore to 

the Trigonometrical Beacon 529/S, then north-westwards along the 

northern boundary of Lot 27A Lower Rangemore (Municipal boundary) so as 

to exclude Emthunzini Township to its intersection with Khami River at 

Khami Dam so as to include it, then generally southwards along Khami 

River to its intersection with the southern boundary of Dunstal Farm so as 

to include it, then north-westwards along the southern boundary of Dunstal 

Farm to its intersection with the boundary of Roseburn Farm so as to 

exclude it, then generally north-westwards along Roseburn Farm boundary 

to its intersection with Stonycroft Farm so as to exclude it, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Dunstal Farm to its intersection with 

Subdivision F of Hyde Park Estate so as to exclude it, then north-westwards 

along the eastern boundary of Subdivision F of Hyde Park Estate to its 

intersection with Subdivision K of Hyde Park Estate so as to include it, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Subdivision K of Hyde Park 

Estate to its intersection with Stonycroft Farm so as to exclude it, then 

north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Stonycroft Farm to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of Subdivision K of Hyde Park 

Estate, then eastwards along the boundary of Subdivision K of Hyde Park 

Estate to its intersection with Slights Farm, then northwards along the 

boundary of Slights Farm (so as to exclude Khami Prison) to its intersection 

with Hyde Park Estate, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

647453.48, 7785560.60; 655207.37, 7778925.88; 654594.50, 7777366.21; 

655888.95, 7775726.77; 655840.50, 7774774.40; 655775.55, 7774664.43; 

655650.95, 7774000.60; 655541.70, 7773850.15; 656074.36, 7772417.49; 

654713.20, 7772448.80; 654722.46, 7772567.14; 653560.05, 7772702.43; 

653337.81, 7772390.27; 653270.81, 7771808.01; 653506.37, 7771787.46; 

653461.16, 7771321.98; 653508.88, 7771067.48; 653472.88, 7771034.83; 

653494.65, 7770751.86; 653612.39, 7770713.62; 653526.46, 7770627.95; 

653520.35, 7770447.53; 652927.67, 7770007.01; 650076.18, 7770481.58; 

650756.94, 7768356.62; 645448.67, 7769370.56; 644591.02, 7771079.05; 

648821.47, 7771306.73; 648166.30, 7773235.13; 646027.06, 7773253.22; 

646685.60, 7775065.74; 647876.23, 7774933.45; 653560.05, 7772702.43; 

654722.46, 7772567.14; 654713.20, 7772448.80; 656074.36, 7772417.49; 

656035.72, 7772143.68; 655344.27, 7772109.28; 655333.32, 7772018.11; 

655234.53, 7772039.04; 655232.86, 7772023.13; 654378.72, 7771244.12; 
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653982.51, 7771283.61; 654053.89, 7770782.00; 653612.39, 7770713.62; 

653472.88, 7771034.83; 653508.88, 7771067.48; 653461.16, 7771321.98; 

653506.37, 7771787.46; 653270.81, 7771808.01; 653337.81, 7772390.27; 

653494.66, 7770751.86; 654378.72, 7771244.12; 658541.88, 7770912.06; 

658482.41, 7770330.96; 657844.59, 7769854.99; 655887.92, 7768953.65; 

655966.20, 7769295.65; 652927.67, 7770007.01; 653982.51, 7771283.61; 

654053.89, 7770782.00; 653612.39, 7770713.62; 653530.39, 7770467.60. 

10. NKULUMANE  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Rangemore Road and Siye-Pambili Drive, then south-eastwards along Siye-

Pambili Drive to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then south-westwards 

along Nketa Drive to its intersection with northern boundary of stand 1663 

Nketa Township (Nketa Hall) so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along 

the northern boundary of stand 1663 Nketa township into an unnamed 

road, to its intersection with Nyamahloka Road at stand 1630 Nketa 

Township so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along Nyamahloka Road 

to its intersection with Guqula Road, then westwards along Guqula Road to 

its intersection with Mduna Road, then northwards along Mduna Road 

tostand 2077 Nketa Township so as to exclude it, then north-westwards 

along Mduna Road to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

generally south-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with 

the eastern boundary of stand 10738 Nkulumane Township so as to include 

it, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of stand 10738 

Nkulumane Township into the eastern boundary of stand 10553 Nkulumane 

Township so as to include it, to its intersection with Guqula Road, then 

north-westwards along Guqula Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand 10552 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road into an imaginary line to its intersection 

with Phekiwe River, then generally north-westwards along Phekiwe River to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream at stand 14382 Nkulumane 

Township so as to exclude it, then generally northwards along an unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Zwelibanzi Road at stand 14088 Nkulumane 

Township (Roman Catholic Church) so as to exclude it, then eastwards 

along Zwelibanzi Road to its intersection with Intemba Road, then generally 

north-eastwards along Intemba Road to its intersection with Rangemore 

Road at stand 3100 Nkulumane Township so as to include it, then generally 

north-eastwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with Shakespear 

Drive, then south-eastwards along Shakespear Drive to its intersection with 

an unnamed stream at stand 11581 Nkulumane Township so as to include 

it, then generally north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Rangemore Road at stand 6717 Nkulumane Township 
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(Mtshane Primary School) so as to include it, then north-eastwards along 

Rangemore Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

658989.83, 7768998.14; 659413.90, 7768483.48; 658595.85, 7767800.43; 

658632.06, 7767765.64; 658722.95, 7767839.49; 658815.26, 7767737.23; 

658776.21, 7767701.02; 658868.52, 7767589.54; 658758.81, 7767495.10; 

658624.25, 7767565.04; 658610.83, 7767449.46; 658516.45, 7767453.21; 

658523.27, 7767324.64; 658356.46, 7767192.85; 659110.44, 7766628.48; 

658946.84, 7766334.48; 658211.37, 7766199.33; 658161.04, 7766093.09; 

658134.82, 7766106.79; 657983.77, 7765838.40; 656166.19, 7767066.54; 

656287.62, 7767442.39; 656362.92, 7767454.28; 656601.53, 7767962.48; 

657606.01, 7768318.06; 657888.61, 7767890.61; 658429.69, 7768716.44; 

659764.94, 7766167.30; 659478.69, 7766325.21; 660506.32, 7767209.11; 

659413.90, 7768483.48; 658595.85, 7767800.43; 658632.06, 7767765.64; 

658722.95, 7767839.49; 658815.26, 7767737.23; 658776.21, 7767701.02; 

658868.52, 7767589.54; 658758.81, 7767495.10; 658624.25, 7767565.04; 

658610.83, 7767449.46; 658516.45, 7767453.21; 658523.27, 7767324.64; 

658356.46, 7767192.85; 659110.44, 7766628.48; 658946.84, 7766334.48; 

659203.24, 7766200.42; 659128.16, 7765909.92; 659311.57, 7765926.43. 

11. NKETA 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nketa 

Drive and Siye-Pambili Drive, then south-eastwards along Siye-Pambili 

Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 7525 Nketa 

Township so as to include it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with Macmillan Road at stand 3296 Nketa Township so as 

to include it, then south-eastwards along Macmillan Road to its intersection 

with Willmington Drive at stand 4142 Nketa Township (Manondwane 

Primary School) so as to include it, then generally south-westwards along 

Willmington Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 4396 

Nketa Township so as to include it, then south-eastwards along an 

unnamed road into an imaginary line, to its intersection with Bulawayo- 

Plumtree Railway Line, then generally south-westwards along Bulawayo - 

Plumtree Railway Line to its intersection with the southern most corner of 

Emganwini Township at Subdivision K of Upper Rangemore so as to exclude 

it, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Emganwini 

Township (Municipal Boundary) so as to include it and exclude Upper 

Rangemore and Mbundane Township to its intersection with Phekiwe River, 
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then generally north-westwards along Phekiwe River to its intersection with 

an imaginary line, then north-eastwards along an imaginary line into an 

unnamed road at stand 10514 Nkulumane Township so as to exclude it, to 

its intersection with Guqula Road at stand 10552 Nkulumane Township so 

as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along Guqula Road to its intersection 

with the eastern boundary of stand 10553 Nkulumane Township so as to 

exclude it, then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of stand 10553 

Nkulumane Township into the eastern boundary of stand 10738 Nkulumane 

Township so as to exclude it, to its intersection with an unnamed stream, 

then generally north-eastwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection 

with Mduna Road, then south-eastwards along Mduna Road tostand 2077 

Nketa 8 Township so as to include it, then generally southwards along 

Mduna Road to its intersection with Guqula Road, then eastwards along 

Guqula Road to its intersection with Nyamahloka Road, then generally 

north-eastwards along Nyamahloka Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road at stand 1630 Nketa 8 Township so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road into the northern boundary of 

stand 1663 Nketa 8 Township (Nketa Hall) so as to include it, to its 

intersection with Nketa Drive, then generally north-eastwards along Nketa 

Drive to its intersection with Siye - Pambili Drive, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid Coordinates: 

659311.57, 7765926.43; 659478.69, 7766325.21; 659764.94, 7766167.30; 

660506.32, 7767209.11; 660852.75, 7766903.91; 660724.56, 7766699.38; 

661498.15, 7766245.86; 661447.70, 7766174.79; 661022.25, 7766017.87; 

661124.72, 7765898.98; 659709.82, 7763839.43; 659307.93, 7764204.08; 

660086.49, 7765146.86; 660257.39, 7765274.79; 660148.35, 7765508.61; 

659311.57, 7765926.43; 659632.49, 7765693.14; 659728.95, 7765609.26; 

657983.77, 7765838.40; 658134.82, 7766106.79; 658161.04, 7766093.09; 

658211.37, 7766199.33; 658946.84, 7766334.48; 659203.24, 7766200.42; 

659128.16, 7765909.92; 659450.05, 7765935.08; 659599.98, 7765865.88; 

659559.14, 7765782.61; 659685.96, 7765717.26; 659868.40, 7765576.76; 

659905.10, 7765634.43; 660148.35, 7765508.61; 660110.60, 7765474.01; 

660257.39, 7765274.79; 660086.49, 7765146.88; 659307.93, 7764204.08; 

658744.83, 7763822.54; 658296.83, 7764428.62; 658044.09, 7764188.46; 

657784.61, 7764444.55; 658093.29, 7764820.34; 657677.00, 7765010.29; 

658018.19, 7765813.79; 659632.49, 7765693.14; 659728.95, 7765609.26; 

657677.00, 7765010.29; 658093.29, 7764820.34; 657784.61, 7764444.55; 
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658044.09, 7764188.46; 658296.83, 7764428.62; 658744.83, 7763822.54; 

658815.03, 7763827.38; 659307.93, 7764204.08; 659709.82, 7763839.43; 

656429.63, 7762251.18. 

12. LOBENGULA–MAGWEGWE  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

proposed Luveve Road Extension and an imaginary line at stand 6486 

Magwegwe North Extension Township so as to include it, then south-

eastwards along the proposed Luveve Road Extension into Luveve Road, 

then generally eastwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with 

Inkundla Road, then south-eastwards along Inkundla Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road at stand 70490 Lobengula Township 

(Lobengula Hall) so as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along 

the unnamed road to its intersection with Jukwa Road, then south-

eastwards along Jukwa Road to its intersection with Siye-Pambili Drive, 

then south-westwards along Siye-Pambili Drive to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream at stand 1372 Kelvin North Township (Zupco Depot) so as 

to exclude it, then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally north-eastwards along 

an unnamed stream to its intersection with Zithathele Street at stand 

924101 Pumula East Township so as to include it, then northwards along 

Zithathele Street to its intersection with Zinduna Road at stand 9008 

Pumula East Township so as to include it, then eastwards along Zinduna 

Road to its intersection with the eastern boundary of stand 21 Pumula 

Township (St Bernards Seminary) so as to exclude it, then northwards along 

the eastern boundary of stand 21 Pumula Township to its intersection with 

the southern boundary of stand 9257 Pumula Township (Amhlophe High 

School) so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the southern boundary of 

stand 9257 Pumula Township into an unnamed road to its intersection with 

Intemba Road at stand 8657 Pumula East Township so as to include it, then 

generally north-eastwards along Intemba Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream at Hyde Park- Intemba Road roundabout, then generally 

north-westwards along an unnamed stream to its intersection with an 

imaginary line, then north-eastwards along an imaginary line to its 

intersection with the western boundary of JW Mthimkhulu Primary School 

so as to include it, then northwards along the western boundary of JW 

Mthimkhulu Primary School into an imaginary line, into an unnamed road 

at stand 4067 Magwegwe North Township so as to include it, then north-

eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with an imaginary line 

at stand 4078 Magwegwe North Township so as to include it, then 

northwards along an imaginary line into the eastern boundary of Magwegwe 

Sewage Ponds so as to exclude it, into an imaginary line to its intersection 

with proposed Luveve Road Extension at stand 6486 Magwegwe Township, 
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the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid Coordinates: 

658470.92, 7774456.71; 658745.68, 7773835.14; 658369.27, 7773334.49; 

658985.98, 7773135.39; 658664.17, 7772266.68; 658500.48, 7771786.83; 

657665.73, 7771880.39; 657301.55, 7772170.89; 657560.99, 7772500.17; 

657565.11, 7772829.54; 657686.56, 7772829.54; 657684.56, 7773067.10; 

657961.67, 7773064.59; 657993.07, 7773083.85; 657890.36, 7773253.60; 

657971.50, 7773684.91; 657985.54, 7774361.59; 656790.86, 7773740.20; 

657907.94, 7773481.13; 657993.07, 7773083.85; 657684.56, 7773067.10; 

657686.56, 7772829.54; 657560.99, 7772500.17; 657301.55, 7772170.89; 

657665.73, 7771880.39; 658500.48, 7771786.83; 658541.88, 7770912.06; 

654378.72, 7771244.12; 655232.86, 7772023.13; 655234.53, 7772039.04; 

655333.32, 7772018.11; 655823.76, 7772172.17; 656035.72, 7772143.68; 

656074.36, 7772417.49; 657985.54, 7774361.59; 655888.95, 7775726.77; 

657985.54, 7774361.59; 657907.94, 7773481.13; 656790.86, 7773740.22; 

656074.36, 7772417.49; 655541.70, 7773850.15; 655650.95, 7774000.60; 

655775.55, 7774664.43; 655679.10, 7774144.66; 655840.50, 7774774.40; 

655841.46, 7775074.26; 655842.12, 7775548.10. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

HARARE METROPOLITAN PROVINCE 

 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

CHITUNGWIZA MUNICIPALITY 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Seke Road 

crosses Manyame River (Harare-Mashonaland East Provincial boundary), 

then generally southwards along Seke Road to where it meets the south 

eastern boundary of St Mary‟s Police Station, then generally south-

westwards along the eastern boundary of St Mary‟s Police Station, to where 

it meets Rufaro Road so as to include St Mary‟s Police Station, then south-

westwards along Rufaro Road to its junction with Hombarume Road, then 

generally north-westwards along Hombarume Road to its junction with 

Mhururu Road, then generally westwards along the Mhururu Road to its 

junction with Yamwisai Road, then northwards along Yamwisai Road to its 

junction with Shandaiwo Road, then generally southwestwards along 

Shandaiwo Road to its junction with Gudza Road, then generally 

northwards along Gudza Road to its junction with Chaminuka Road, then 

north-eastwards along Chaminuka Road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (293432, 8009593) which is on the western boundary of Manyame 

complex shopping mall, then generally north-westwards along the unnamed 

road to where it meets an unnamed stream (293455, 8010163), then 

generally north westwards along the Stream to its confluence with Manyame 

River (292888, 8010638), then generally eastwards along Manyame River to 

where Seke Road crosses it, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

294397.91, 8011114.03; 294502.22, 8010427.39; 293970.19, 8009685.06;  

293961.73, 8009696.48; 293662.53, 8009277.02; 293628.87, 8009354.39; 

293418.07, 8009276.70; 293414.01, 8009293.00; 293216.86, 8009228.45; 

293046.35, 8009257.37; 292995.57, 8009420.94; 293432.70, 8009592.34; 

293455.11, 8010166.20; 292879.12, 8010647.19. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Gombo Road and Chiratidzo Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Chiratidzo Road to its junction with Nyatsime Road then generally north-

eastwards along Nyatsime Road to Its junction with Gwinyai Street, then 
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generally north-eastwards along Gwinyai Street to its junction with an 

unnamed road (292289, 8009127) which is on the northern boundary of 

properties 1886 to 1897, then generally eastwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with Mufemberi Road, then northwards along an imaginary 

line to where it meets Chaminuka Road, then generally eastwards along 

Chaminuka Road to its junction with Ingwe Drive, then generally south-

eastwards along Ingwe Drive to its intersection with Gudza Road, then 

generally south-westwards along Gudza Road to its junction with Kubvumbi 

Drive then south-eastwards along Kubvumbi Drive to its junction with 

Tserai Road, then south-westwards along Tserai Road to where it meets the 

north western boundary of united church of Christ, then south westwards 

along the property boundary of United Church of Christ to where it meets an 

unnamed road (which is adjacent to the southwestern boundary of glad 

tidings church) then generally south-westwards along the unnamed road to 

its junction with New Chitungwiza Road then generally north-westwards 

along new Chitungwiza Road to where it crosses Dumukwa Stream, then 

generally south-eastwards along Dumukwa Stream to where it meets Gombo 

Street then north-eastwards along Gombo Street to its junction with 

Chiratidzo Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

291879.15, 8009062.50; 292084.37, 8008928.77; 292145.81, 8009022.77; 

292287.42, 8009129.87; 292408.10, 8009140.10; 292375.23, 8009230.67; 

292487.08, 8009268.06; 292716.67, 8009342.74; 292801.98, 8009104.88; 

293013.02, 8009035.49; 293153.35, 8008627.06; 292796.07, 8008106.97; 

293163.28, 8007558.152; 293205.76, 8007507.07; 293100.98, 

8007380.63; 293071.88, 8007335.44; 293064.51, 8007351.98; 292906.20, 

8007223.90; 291645.10, 8008671.73. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

north western boundary of Mt Camel Church meets Manyame River 

(291465, 8010244), then generally eastwards along Manyame River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (292888, 8010638), then south-

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed road 

(293455, 8010163) (which connects to Manyame park complex ), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Chaminuka Road then generally westwards along Chaminuka Road to its 

junction with Gudza Road, then generally southwards along Gudza Road to 

its intersection with Ingwe Drive, then generally north-westwards along 

Ingwe Drive to its junction with chaminuka Road, then generally westwards 

along Chaminuka Road to where it meets the western boundary of 
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Chaminuka Primary School, then generally northwards along the school 

boundary so as to include the school to where it meets an unnamed road 

(292417, 8009483), then westwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with an unnamed road (292391, 8009483), then generally north westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with Taseka Road (forward Road), 

then generally eastwards along Taseka Road, to its junction with an 

unnamed road (292414, 8009603) which is adjacent to the western 

boundary of properties 5349 to 9458 Manyame Park then northwards along 

the unnamed road to its junction with Manyame Drive then eastwards along 

Manyame Drive to its junction with an unnamed road (292468, 8009927), 

then northwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (292448, 8010059), then eastwards along the unnamed road to where 

meets the eastern boundary of Manyame park proposed school site (292368, 

8010044), then northwards along the proposed school boundary so as to 

exclude the proposed school , to where it meets the eastern boundary of 

property 7485 Manyame park, then northwards along the property 

boundary so as to exclude the property to where it meets an unnamed road 

(292315, 8010317) then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to 

where it meets the southern boundary of Mt Camel Church (291486, 

8010096), then northwards along the church boundary to where it meets 

Manyame River so as to include the church, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

291471.47, 8010250.79; 292879.12, 8010647.19; 293455.11, 8010166.20; 

293432.70, 8009592.34; 292995.57, 8009420.94; 293046.35, 8009257.37; 

293013.02, 8009035.49; 292716.67, 8009342.74; 292487.08, 8009268.06; 

292414.30, 8009487.22; 292390.93, 8009483.80; 292354.50, 8009579.52; 

292415.86, 8009601.36; 292338.40, 8009900.20; 292465.43, 8009931.58; 

292441.52, 8010061.69; 292364.74, 8010051.04; 292304.21, 8010303.60; 

292284.79, 8010316.30; 291612.10, 8010075.09. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where 

New Chitungwiza Road crosses Manyame River then generally north-

eastwards along Manyame River to where it meets the North western 

boundary of the Mt Carmel Church (291465, 8010244), then generally south 

wards along the church boundary to where it meets an unnamed road 

(291465, 8010244), then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to 

where it meets the eastern boundary of property 7485 Manyame Park then 

southwards along the property boundary to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Manyame Proposed School Site, then southwards along the 

school boundary to where it meets an unnamed road (292368, 8010044) 
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then eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (292448, 8010059), then southwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Manyame Park Drive, then westwards along Manyame Drive to 

its junction with an unnamed road (292339, 8009884), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed road to its junction Taseka ( Forward) Road, 

then westwards along Taseka Road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(292357, 8009566), then southwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed road (292392, 8009483), the eastwards along the 

unnamed road to where it meets the western boundary of Chaminuka 

Primary School,then southwards along the school boundary to where it 

meets Chaminuka Road, then westwards along Chaminuka Road to an 

imaginary line which is adjacent the eastern boundary of property 1899, 

then generally southwards along the boundary of property 1899 so as to 

include the property to where it meets an unnamed road (292408, 

8009140), then generally westwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with Gwinyai Street then generally south-westwards along Gwinyai Street to 

its junction with Nyatsime Road, then generally northwards, westwards 

along Nyatsime Road, to its intersection with Chiratidzo Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Chiratidzo Road to its junction with 

Chaminuka Road, then generally westwards along Chaminuka Road to its 

junction with New Chitungwiza Road, then generally north-westwards along 

New Chitungwiza Road to where New Chitungwiza Road crosses Manyame 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

290627.75, 8009594.50; 291471.47, 8010250.79; 291612.11, 8010075.09; 

292284.79, 8010316.30; 292304.21, 8010303.60; 292364.74, 8010051.04; 

292441.52, 8010061.69; 292465.43, 8009931.58; 292338.40, 8009900.19; 

292415.85, 8009601.35; 292390.93, 8009483.80, 292414.30, 8009487.22; 

292487.08, 8009268.06; 292375.23, 8009230.67; 292408.10, 8009140.09; 

292287.42, 8009129.87; 292238.87, 8009027.08; 292145.81, 8009022.7; 

292209.46, 8009125.30; 291991.94, 8009255.56; 292039.43, 8009333.40; 

291067.43, 8009151.18. 

Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where the 

New Chitungwiza Road meets Chaminuka Road, then generally eastwards 

along Chaminuka Road to its junction with Chiratidzo Road, then generally 

south-westwards along Chiratidzo Road to its junction with Nyatsime Road 

then generally south-eastwards, south-westwards along Nyatsime Road to 

its junction with Chiratidzo Street then north-westwards along Chiratidzo 
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Street to its junction with Gombo Street then south westwards along Gombo 

Street to where it meets Dumukwa Drain, then generally westwards along 

Dumukwa Drain to where Chitungwiza Road crosses it, then generally north 

westwards along New Chitungwiza Road to its junction with Chaminuka 

Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

291067.43, 8009151.18; 292039.43, 8009333.41; 291991.94, 8009255.56; 

292209.46, 8009125.37; 292145.81, 8009022.77; 292084.36, 8008928.77; 

291879.15; 8009062.50; 291645.10, 8008671.73. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Dumukwa 

Drain meets Ingwe Drive then generally south eastwards along Ingwe Drive 

to its junction with Mukomberwa Drive then generally southwards along 

Mukomberwa Drive to its junction with Mboroma Street then generally 

south westwards along Mboroma Street to its junction with Kubvumbi Drive 

then generally northwestwards along Kubvumbi Drive to its Junction with 

Gudza Road, then generally northwards along Gudza Road to where it 

crosses Dumukwa Drain, then northeastwards along Dumukwa Drain to 

where it meets Ingwe Drive, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

293416.16, 8008936.74; 293903.85, 8008577.80; 293690.63, 8008003.67; 

293159.58, 8007548.98; 292796.06, 8008106.97; 293153.35, 8008627.06. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Gudza Road and Shandaiwo Road then generally eastwards along 

Shandaiwo Road to its junction with Yamwisai Street, then southwards 

along Yamwisai Street to its junction with Mhururu Street then generally 

eastwards along Mhururu Street to its junction with Hombarumbe Road, 

then generally south-eastwards along Hombarume Road to its junction with 

Bindu Street then generally north-eastwards along Bindu Street to its 

junction with an Danga Road the generally south eastwards along Danga 

Road to where it meets the southern boundary of SDA church, then south 

east wards along the church boundary and southern boundary of St Marys 

mission to where it meets the western boundary of united Methodist church, 

then south westwards along the church boundary to where it meets Jena 

Way so as to exclude the united Methodist Church, then generally south 

westwards along Jena Way to its junction with Hombarume Road, then 

south eastwards along Hombarume Road to its junction with Mukomberwa 

Drive, then south-westwards along Mukomberwa Drive to its intersection 
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with Ingwe Drive, then generally north-westwards along Ingwe Drive to 

where its meets Dumukwa Drain then south-westwards along Dumukwa 

Drain to where Gudza Road crosses Dumukwa Drain then generally 

northwards along Gudza Road to its junction with Shandaiwo Road, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

293046.35, 8009257.37; 293628.87, 8009354.39; 293662.53, 8009277.02; 

293823.31, 8009159.01; 293958.84, 8009346.50; 294081, 8009258.20; 

294089.91, 8009262.70; 294126.48, 8009239.39; 294115.76, 8009221.36; 

294258.21, 8009120.80; 294117.24, 8008878.40; 293903.85, 8008577.80; 

293416.16, 8008936.74; 293153.35, 8008627.06; 293013.02, 8009035.49. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

an unnamed road (299155, 8006257) which is adjacent to the south eastern 

boundary of Unit N police camp and Mutsau Road, then south-eastwards 

along Mutsau Road to its junction with Taruvinga Road, then generally 

north-eastwards along Taruvinga Road to where it meets an unnamed road 

adjacent to the south western boundary of Seke Teachers College, then 

south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with a Road to 

Velvet Service Station, then north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed Road that goes Seke 5 High School then south-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

which is adjacent to the western boundary of Seke 5 High School, then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road to where the 330kV   power 

line crosses it, then generally eastwards along the power line to where it 

crosses Duri River (Harare-Mashonaland East Provincial Boundary) 

(300562, 8005339), then generally south-westwards along the Duri River to 

where it meets an unnamed road adjacent to the eastern boundary of 

property number 24299 Unit P Extension, then northwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road adjacent to the north-

eastern boundary of property number 24234 Unit P Extension so as to 

exclude property 24299 and include 24234 Unit P Extension, then 

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsau Road, then 

generally northwards along an Mutsau Road to where the 330kV powerline 

crosses it, then westwards along 330kV powerline to where it crosses an 

unnamed road adjacent to the eastern boundary of property number 13038 

Unit N Seke,then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed road which is on the eastern boundary of 

property number 13259 Unit N Chitungwiza, then north-westwards along 

the unnamed road to its junction with a Road which is adjacent to the 
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eastern boundary of Seke 11 Primary School, then north-eastwards along 

the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsau Road, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

299154.92, 8006257.36; 299245.57, 8006152.43; 299447.27, 8006330.76; 

299996.59, 8005690.47; 300075.88, 8005758.99; 300258.37, 8005545.07; 

300195.82, 8005379.45; 300546.75, 8005389.74; 300555.97, 8005298.87; 

300309.42, 8005079.67; 299981.53, 8005004.46; 299957.32, 8005189.60; 

299909.97, 8005188.38; 299875.39, 8005366.36; 298904.87, 8005360.49; 

299112.80, 8005658.35; 298838.57, 8005985.90. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

New Chitungwiza Road crosses an unnamed Stream (294937, 8005543) 

which is on the eastern boundary of Mukanya Lodge, then south-eastwards 

along New Chitungwiza Road to its junction with Mharapara Road, then 

north-eastwards along Mharapara Road to where a 330kV power line 

crosses it (296787, 8005542), then generally south eastwards along the 

330kV Powerline to where it meets an unnamed road (297012, 8005398) 

then south wards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed 

road which is on the southern boundary of unit m preschool, then 

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(297055, 8005166) which is on the western boundary of property 17515 

unit M, then south wards along the unnamed road so as to exclude property 

17515 unit M to its junction with Tafadzwa Road, then eastwards along 

Tafadzwa Road to its junction with an unnamed road (297071, 8004896), 

then generally south wards along the unnamed road to its junction with an 

unnamed road (296998, 8004654), the south eastwards along an imaginary 

line to where it meets duri River, then generally south west wards Duri River 

to where Chirasavana Access Road crosses it, then northwards along 

Chirasavana Access Road to its junction with an unnamed road (296782, 

8004292), then westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an 

named Road (296246, 8004246), then northwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with an unnamed road (296184, 8004444), then generally 

north east wards along the unnamed road to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of AFM Church, then northwards along the church to where it 

meets the southern boundary of Tafadzwa Primary School, then eastwards, 

northwards along the school boundary to where it meets Tafadzwa Road, 

then westwards along Tafadzwa Road to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream, then generally south-westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Nyatsime River, then north westwards along Nyatsime River 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream which is on the western 
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boundary of Mukanya Lodge, then generally north eastwards along the 

Stream to where new Chitungwiza Road crosses it, the starting point.  The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

294935.64, 8005549.40; 295290.67, 8005033.38; 296785.28, 8005545.77; 

297010.69, 8005406.13; 297008.71, 8005171.470; 297055.24, 

8005169.86; 297053.59, 8004896.45; 297071.01, 8004896.85; 297073.55, 

8004710.22; 296996.31, 8004656.21; 297138.89, 8004380.30; 296793.69, 

8004124.50; 296780.84, 8004292.81; 296245.77, 8004247.74; 296183.51, 

8004445.09; 296372.99, 8004496.35; 296385.91, 8004506.92; 296403.52, 

8004890.05; 295982.38, 8004924.78; 295607.90, 8004505.10; 295574.16, 

8004553.22; 294325.75, 8003764.49; 293440.05, 8005002.70. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Seke Road 

meets the eastern boundary of St. Marys Police Station (294502, 80110424), 

then generally south-eastwards along Old Seke Road to its junction with 

Tilcor Road, then generally south-westwards along Tilcor Road to where it 

meets the northen boundary of Chitungwiza Municipal Head office, then 

generally north westwards, south wards along the Head office boundary to 

where it meets Mutsunyarunya Street then generally north westwards along 

Mutsunyarunya Street to its junction with Ingwe Drive then generally north 

eastwards along Ingwe Drive to its junction with Hombarume Road then 

north-westwards along Hombarume Road so as to include the Zengeza 

Municipal office to its junction with Jena Way then generally north 

eastwards along the Jena Way to where it meets the western boundary of 

united Methodist church, then north east wards along the church boundary 

to where it meets the southern boundary of St Marys Mission then generally 

north westwards along the St Marys Mission boundary, SDA church 

boundary Zengeza primary school boundary respectively so as to include 

them to where it meets Bindu Street then generally south westwards along 

Bindu Street to its junction with Hombarume Road then generally north 

westwards along Hombarume to where its junction with Rufaro Road 

generally north-eastwards along Rufaro Road to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of St. Marys Police Station then generally north-eastwards along 

the property boundary to where it meets Seke Road, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

294502.22, 8010427.37; 295544.57, 8009830.37; 295732.84, 8009449.60; 

294985.97, 8008329.75; 294891.99, 8008167.82; 294805.09, 8008226.43; 

294765.39, 8008173.79; 294574.98, 8008364.95; 294720.15, 8008518.98; 
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294434.89, 8008766.64; 294406.29, 8008721.94; 294304.46, 8008793.73; 

294278.67, 8008757.52; 294117.24, 8008878.40; 294258.21, 8009120.83; 

294115.7, 8009221.36; 294126.48, 8009239.39; 294089.91, 8009262.70; 

294081.40, 8009258.20; 293958.84, 8009346.50; 293823.31, 8009159.00; 

293662.53, 8009277.01; 293961.72, 8009696.48; 293970.20, 8009685.07. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Mukomberwa Drive and Hombarume Road then south-eastwards along 

Hombarume Road to its junction with Ingwe Drive, then generally south 

westwards along Ingwe Drive to its junction with Mutsunyarunya Road, then 

generally south-eastwards along Mutsunyarunya Road to where it meets the 

western boundary of the Chitungwiza Municipal Head Office, then north-

eastwards,south eastwards along the property boundary to where it meets 

Tilco Road so as to include the council offices, then generally south-

westwards along Tilco Road to its junction with Kubvumbi Drive, then 

generally westwards along Kubvumbi Drive to its junction with Chikuwa 

Street, then generally south-westwards along Chikuwa Street to its junction 

with Chakanyuka Street, then north-westwards along Chakanyuka Street to 

its intersection with Chiwenga Street, then generally south-westwards,north 

westwards along Chiwenga Road to its junction with Tserai Road then 

north-eastwards along Tserai Road to its junction with Kubvumbi Road, 

then north-westwards along Kubvumbi Drive to its junction with Mboroma 

Road, then north-eastwards along Mboroma Road to its junction with 

Mukomberwa Drive, then north-eastwards along Mukomberwa Road to its 

junction with Hombarume Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

294117.24, 8008878.40; 294278.67, 8008757.53; 294304.46, 8008793.72; 

294406.30, 8008721.94; 294434.84, 8008766.6; 294574.98, 8008364.95; 

294765.3, 8008173.79; 294805.09, 8008226.43; 294891.99, 8008167.82; 

294504.98, 8007211.97; 293438.51, 8007316.24; 293355.49, 8007229.12; 

293286.71, 8007289.80; 293254.25; 8007256.62; 293100.98, 8007380.63; 

293126.52, 8007413.03; 293091.39, 8007440.68; 293159.58, 8007548.98; 

293690.63, 8008003.68. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

New Chitungwiza Road crosses Manyame River, then generally south-

eastwards along New Chitungwiza Road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (292906, 8007223) which is adjacent to the eastern boundary of glad 
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Tidings Church then north-east-wards along the unnamed close to where it 

meets the southern boundary of United Church of Christ,then east wards, 

north eastwards along the church boundary to where it meets Chiwenga 

Road, then generally south eastwards, north-eastwards along Chiwenga 

Road to its junction with Chakanyuka Street, then generally south-

eastwards along Chakanyuka Street to its junction with Chikuwa Street, 

then north-eastwards along Chikuwa Street to its junction with Kubvumbi 

Drive, then generally eastwards along Kubvumbi Drive to its junction with 

Tilco Road, then southwards along Tilco Road to its intersection with new 

Chitungwiza Road, then south-eastwards along New Chitungwiza Road, to 

where it crosses an unnamed stream (294936, 80055448) then generally 

south-westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyatsime 

River (Harare/Mashonaland East boundary) then generally north-westwards 

along the Nyatsime River to its confluence with Manyame River, north-

eastwards along Manyame River to where Chitungwiza Road crosses it, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

290627.75, 8009594.50; 291067.43, 8009151.18; 291645.10; 8008671.73; 

;292906.20, 8007223.90; 293091.39, 8007440.68; 293126.52, 8007413.03; 

293100.98, 8007380.63; 293254.25, 8007256.62, 293286.71, 8007289.80; 

293355.50, 8007229.12; 293438.51, 8007316.24; 294504.98, 8007211.97; 

294156.39, 8006245.34; 294356.87, 8006065.73; 294935.64, 8005549.40; 

293440.05, 8005002.70; 287637.86, 8009044.38. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from the junction of Tilcor 

Road and an unnamed road (294998, 8008325) which is the northern 

boundary of proposed stadium site (Mhurushomana) then generally south 

eastwards along the unnamed road into Tungamirirai Road, then eastwards 

along Tungamirirai Road to its junction with Takawira Street, then generally 

southwards along Takawira Road to where its junction with an unnamed 

road (29555,8007761) on the southern boundary of property 10964 Zengeza 

4 then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Nehanda Road, then generally south westwards along Nehanda Road to its 

junction with Hadzinanhanga Road, then generally south westwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to where Hadzinanhanga crosses an unnamed stream 

(295947, 8007126), (which is the Zengeza 4 and Unit J Boundary), then 

generally south-westwards along the unnamed stream to where New 

Chitungwiza Road crosses, then generally north-westwards along New 

Chitungwiza Road to its intersection with Tilcor Road, then generally north-

eastwards along Tilcorr Road to its junction with an unnamed road,the 
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starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

294985.97, 8008329.75; 295617.13, 8008046.96; 295552.96, 8007761.41; 

295613.94, 8007735.61; 295458.59, 8007504.28; 295946.38, 8007129.15; 

295325.10, 8006644.56, 294356.87, 8006065.73; 294156.39, 8006245.35; 

294504.98, 8007211.97; 294891.99, 8008167.82. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Tilcor and Old Seke Road,then generally south-eastwards along Old Seke 

Road to its intersection with Waterland Road then generally southwards 

along Waterland Road to its junction with Hadzinanhanga Road then 

generally north-westwards along Hadzinanhanga Road to its junction with 

Nehanda Road, then generally north-eastwards along Nehanda Road to its 

junction with an Unnamed road (295614, 8007736) which is adjacent to the 

southern Boundary of stand number 10965 Zengeza 4, then generally north 

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction Takawira Road so as to 

include the property 10965, then generally northwards along Takawira Road 

to its junction with Tungamirai Road, then generally westwards along 

Tungamirai into an unnamed road which is adjacent to the northern 

boundary of the proposed stadium site (mhurushomana), then north 

westwards along an unnamed road to its junction with Tilcor Road, so as 

toexclude the proposed stadium site, then generally north-eastwards along 

Tilcor Road to its junction with Old Seke Road, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295732.84, 8009449.60; 296289.52, 8008721.53; 295946.38, 8007129.15; 

295458.59, 8007504.28; 295613.94, 8007735.61; 295552.96, 8007761.41, 

295617.22, 8008047.49; 294985.97, 8008329.75. 

Ward 15  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Waterland Road and Old Seke Road, then generally eastwards along Old 

Seke Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Nyastime College, the 

generally southwestwards along the college boundary, to where it meets 

Mashonganyika Road so as to include the college, then generally south-

eastwards along Mashonganyika Road to its junction with Chirambahuyo 

Road then north-eastwards along Chirambahuyo Road to its junction with 

Marufurira Road, then generally south-eastwards along Marufurira Road to 

where it crosses a an unnamed stream (297647, 8007309), then generally 

south-westwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets the northern 

boundary of property 22579 Unit D, then eastwards along an imaginary line 

to where it meets an unnamed road which is adjacent to southern boundary 
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of stand numbers 20871-20862, Unit A Extension, then eastwards along the 

unnamed road to where it meets the western boundary of Fungisai Primary 

school then generally southwards, south eastwards, north eastwards along 

the school boundary to where it meets Chikomo Road so as to exclude the 

school, then south eastwards along Chikomo Road to its junction qwith 

Mharapara Road, then generally south-westwards along Mharapara Road to 

its intersection with Hadzinanhanga Road, then generally north-westwards 

along Hadzinanhanga Road to its junction with Chirambahuyo Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Chirambahuyo Road to its junction with 

Shambare Road, then north-westwards along Shambare Road to its junction 

with Chimurenga Road then south-westwards along Chimurenga Road to its 

junction with Hadzinanhanga then north-westwards along Hadzinanhanga 

Road to where its junction Waterland Road, then generally northwards along 

Waterland Road to its intersection with Old Seke Road, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

296289.52, 8008721.53; 297535.75, 8008471.75; 297013.85, 8007713.97; 

297485.94, 8007385.11; 297499.80, 8007405.73; 297646.38, 8007309.84; 

297248.93, 8006785.02; 297651.28, 8006710.44; 297606.83, 8006495.12; 

297698.15, 8006450.73; 297845.53, 8006602.57; 297934.37, 8006517.64; 

297473.62, 8006026.01; 296937.79, 8006447.13; 296834.06, 8006499.07; 

296944.78, 8006718.52; 296469.76, 8006954.55; 296327.98, 8006758.82; 

295946.38, 8007129.15; 296165.76, 8008241.69. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed stream which separates Zengeza 

4 and Unit J (295945, 8007130) then south-eastwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road t its junction with Chimurenga Road, then north-

eastwards along Chimuernga Road to its junction with Shambare Road, 

then south-eastwards along Shambare Road to it junction with 

Chirambahuyo Road, then generally south-westwards along Chirambahuyo 

Road to its junction with Hadzinanhanga Road then south-eastwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to where it crosses a an unnamed stream, which 

separates Unit J and K (296939, 8006442) then generally south-westwards 

along the unnamed stream to where New Chitungwiza Road crosses it, then 

north-westwards along New Chitungwiza Road to where it crosses a an 

unnamed stream (294361, 8006068) which separates Unit J and Zengeza 4), 

then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses it, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  
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295946.38, 8007129.15; 296327.98, 8006758.82; 296469.76, 8006954.55; 

296944.78, 8006718.52; 296834.06, 8006499.07; 296937.79, 8006447.13; 

294935.64, 8005549.40; 294356.87, 8006065.73. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed stream which separates Unit J 

and K (296939, 8006442), then generally south-eastwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to its intersection with Mharapara Road, then 

generally south-westwards along Mharapara Road to its junction with new 

Chitungwiza Road, then north-westwards along New Chitungwiza Road to 

where it crosses an unnamed stream which separates unit J and K, then 

north-eastwards along the unnamed street to where Hadzinanhanga Road 

crosses it, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

296937.79, 8006447.13; 297473.62, 8006026.01; 296785.28, 8005545.76; 

295290.66, 8005033.38; 294935.64, 8005549.40; 296532.36, 8006214.02. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Tafadzwa 

Road meets the eastern boundary of Tafadzwa Primary School,then 

southwards, westwards along the school boundary, so as to include 

Tafadzwa Primary School, to where it meets the eastern boundary of AFM 

Church, then southwards along the church boundary, so as to include the 

church, to where it meets an unnamed road (296391, 8004533) which is on 

the northern boundary of stand number 18999 to 18983, then generally 

westwards along the unnamed road, so as to exclude property number 

18999 to 18983, to its junction with an unnamed road (296184, 8004443) 

which is on the western boundary of property 23382 unit l, then south 

wards along the unnamed road so as to exclude property 23382 unit l to its 

junction with an unnamed road (296247, 8004242) which is on the 

northern boundary of property 23134 Unit L Extension, then east wards 

along the unnamed road, so as to include 23134 Unit L Extension, to its 

junction with Chirasavana Accesss Road, then southwards along 

Chirasavana Access Road to where it crosses Duri River, then generally 

south westwards along duri River (Harare/Mash east provincial boundary) 

to its confluence with Nyatsime River, then generally north wards along 

Nyatsime River to its confluence with an unnamed stream (294326, 

8003763) then generally north eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where Tafadzwa Road crosses it, then generally eastwards along Tafadzwa 

Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Tafadzwa primary, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 
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(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

294325.75, 8003764.49, 295574.16, 8004553.22; 295607.84, 8004505.23; 

295982.38, 8004924.78; 296403.52, 8004890.04; 296385.91, 8004506.92; 

296372.99, 8004496.36; 296183.51, 8004445.09; 296245.77, 8004247.74; 

296780.84, 8004292.81; 296793.69, 8004124.50. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from junction of 

Mharapara Road and Mutsau Road; then south-eastwards along Mutsau 

Road to its junction with an unnamed road adjacent to the eastern 

boundary of UCCZ Seke Church and Unit N Police Camp then south-

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(298449, 8005654), then generally north-westwards along the unnamed 

road to where it meets an unnamed stream (298205, 8005937) then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to where Hadzinanhanga 

Road crosses the Stream then north-westwards along Hadzinananhanga 

Road to its intersection with Mharapara Road then north-eastwards along 

Mharapara Road to its junction with Mutsau Road; the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

298477.57, 8006981.06; 299154.92, 8006257.37; 298838.57, 8005985.90; 

298448.47, 8005655.38; 298204.02, 8005939.44; 297963.97, 8005560.54; 

297473.62, 8006026.00; 297934.37, 8006517.64. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

eastern boundary of Nyatsime College meets Old Seke Road; then generally 

eastwards along Old Seke Road to its junction with an unnamed access 

Road (298675, 8008188) which leads to runyararo Road; then generally 

southwards along the unnamed access Road to its junction with Runyayaro 

Road then westwards along Runyararo Road to its junction with an 

unnamed road adjacent to the eastern boundary of Seke 6 Primary School, 

then southwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (298593, 8007432) on the western boundary of property 2445 Unit B 

so as to exclude the property 2445 unit b; then generally south-westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road that 

connects to Chibuku Stadium then generally north-westwards along the 

unnamed road to where its junction with an unnamed road (298238, 

8007585), on the eastern boundary of property 21904 Unit A, then south-

westwards along the unnamed road to where it meets an unnamed stream 

(297926, 8007365) then generally south westwards along the unnamed 

stream to where Marufurira Road crosses the unnamed stream, then 
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generally north-westwards along Marufurira Road to its junction with 

Chirambahuyo Road, then generally south-wards along Chirambahuyo Road 

to its junction Mashonganyika Road; then north-westwards along 

Mashonganika Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Nyatsime 

College, then generally north-eastwards along the boundary of Nyatsime 

College to where it meets Seke Road, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

297535.75, 8008471.75; 298675.40, 8008192.53; 298619.24, 8008008.73; 

298587.86, 8008008.79; 298590.72, 8007441.75; 298427.11, 8007374.58; 

298236.49, 8007594.60; 297758.47, 8007238.67; 297646.38, 8007309.84; 

297499.80, 8007405.73; 297485.94, 8007385.11; 297013.85, 8007713.97. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Old Seke Road meets Mharapara Road, then south-westwards along 

Mharapara Road to where it meets Chikomo Road, the north-westwards 

along Chikomo Road to where it meets the western boundary of Seke 1 

Primary School; then south-westwards; generally west-wards, northwards 

along the school boundary to where it meets an unnamed road on the 

northern boundary of property number 20923 Unit A Extension, then 

generally westwards along the unnamed road so as to exclude property 

number 20923 Unit A Extension to where it meets the western boundary of 

property number 36858 Unit A Seke; then westwards along an imaginary 

line so as to include property number 36858 Unit A Seke, to where it meets 

an unnamed stream (297248, 8006784), then generally north-eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed road adjacent to 

the south eastern boundary of property number 21926 unit A then north-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with a Road that connects 

Chibuku Stadium; then south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed road (298429,8007369) then generally eastwards 

along the unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed road that is 

adjacent to the eastern boundary of Seke 6 Primary School; then 

northwards along the unnamed road so as exclude the school to its junction 

with Runyararo Road, then eastwards along Runyararo Road to where it 

meets an unnamed access Road that connects Runyararo Road to Seke 

Road; then generally northwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with Old Seke Road, then south-eastwards along Seke Road to its junction 

with Mharapara Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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298675.40, 8008192.53; 299301.70, 8007681.06; 298644.29, 8007123.89; 

298477.57, 8006981.06; 297934.37, 8006517.64; 297845.53, 8006602.57; 

297698.15, 8006450.73; 297606.83, 8006495.12; 297651.28, 8006710.43; 

297248.93, 8006785.00; 297646.38, 8007309.84; 297758.47, 8007238.67; 

298236.49, 8007594.5; 298426.97, 8007374.74; 298509.89, 8007436.93; 

298587.86, 8008008.79; 298619.24, 8008008.73. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

an unnamed road adjacent to the eastern boundary of Velvert Service 

Station and Old Seke Road; then south-eastwards along Old Seke Road to 

where it meets it meets Harare-Mashonaland East Boundary (301398, 

8006246) ; then generally south-westwards along the Harare-Mashonaland 

East Boundary to where it meets 330kV power line; then westwards along 

the 330kV   powerline to where it meets an unnamed road which is adjacent 

to the western boundary of Seke 5 High School; then north-eastwards along 

the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road adjacent to eastern 

boundary of property number 14955 Unit O Seke; then north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with a Road adjacent to the south 

eastern boundary of Seke Teachers College; then generally north-eastwards 

along the unnamed Road to its junction with Seke Road; the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

300667.03, 8006505.05; 301398.94, 8006248.83; 300556.21, 8005299.38; 

300547.60, 8005389.76; 300195.82, 8005379.45; 300258.37, 8005545.06. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

unnamed road adjacent to the south eastern boundary of Seke 11 Primary 

School and unnamed road adjacent to the western boundary of property 

number 12448 Unit N Seke (298839, 8005985) then south-eastwards along 

the unnamed road adjacent to the western boundary of property number 

12448 Unit N Seke ;so as to exclude property number 12448 Unit N Seke ;to 

its junction with an unnamed road on the western boundary of Seke East 

SDA Church; then south-westwards along the unnamed road to where the 

330 kV   power line crosses it; then eastwards along the 330kV  powerline 

Seke to where it crosses Mutsau Road; then generally south-eastwards 

along Mutsau Road to its junction with Hadzinanhanga Road; then generally 

eastwards along Hadzinanhanga Road to its junction with an unnamed road 

; that is adjacent to the western boundary of property 24234 unit p then 

generally south wards along the unnamed road so as to exclude property 

24234 unit p to where it meets Duri River (Harare-Mashonaland East 
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Provincial boundary), then generally westwards along the Duri River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (297970, 8005037), then generally 

north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed 

road (298204, 8005935) which is adjacent to the northern boundary of 

property number 32136 Unit N Seke, then south-eastwards along an 

unnamed road so as to include property number 32136 Unit N Seke to an 

unnamed road adjacent to the north western boundary of Seke 4 High 

School, then north-eastwards along the unnamed road to where it meets an 

unnamed road adjacent to the western boundary of 12448 Unit N Seke,the 

starting point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

298838.57, 8005985.90; 299112.80, 8005658.36; 299101.81, 8005648.94; 

298904.87, 8005360.49, 299875.39, 8005366.36; 299909.99, 8005188.38; 

299957.32, 8005189.60; 299981.53, 8005004.46; 297969.73, 8005040.43; 

297963.96, 8005560.54; 298204.02, 8005939.47; 298448.76, 8005655.04. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Mharapara and Hadzinanhanga Road, then south-eastwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to where Hadinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed 

stream (297964, 8005552), then generally southwards along the Stream to 

its confluence with Duri River which is the Harare-Mashonaland East 

boundary, then generally south-westwards along Duri River to where it 

meets the eastern boundary of property number 23620 Unit L Extension, 

then north-westwards along an imaginary line to where it meets an 

unnamed road(296997, 8004653), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with Tafadzwa Road, then westwards along 

Tafadzwa Road to its junction with an unnamed road (297054, 8004894), 

then Northwards along the unnamed road to its junction with a Road which 

is on the southern boundary of unit m preschool, then westwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road (297010, 8005168) 

then northwards along the unnamed road to where it meets the 330kV 

power line, then north-westwards along the power line to where it meets 

Mharapara Road, then generally north-eastwards along Mharapara Road to 

its intersection with Hadzinanhanga Road, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM 36s) based on modified, 

Clarke, 1880, Spheroid, (SA), coordinates: 

297473.62, 8006026.01; 297963.96, 8005560.54; 297969.73, 8005040.43; 

297138.89, 8004380.30; 296996.32, 8004656.21; 297073.56, 8004710.22; 

297071.01, 8004896.85; 297053.60, 8004896.45; 297055.24, 8005169.86; 

297008.71, 8005171.47; 297010.70, 8005406.13; 296785.28, 8005545.76. 
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Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Mharapara 

Road meets the Harare-Mashonaland East Provincial Boundary, then 

generally south-eastwards, then southwards along Harare-Mashonaland 

East Provincial Boundary to where it crosses Old Seke Road (301399, 

8006241), then north-westwards along Old Seke Road to its junction with 

an unnamed road adjacent to the eastern boundary of Velvert Service 

station so as to include Velvet Servicee Station, then generally south-

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

adjacent to the south western boundary Seke Teachers College sol as to 

include the College, then north-westwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Taruvinga Road, then south-westwards along Taruvinga Road, 

then south westwards along taruvinga Road to its junction with Mutsau 

Road, then north-westwards along Mutsau Road to its junction with 

Mharapara Road, then north-eastwards along Mharapara Road to where it 

meets Harare-Mashonaland East boundary, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

298477.50, 8006981.06; 299301.70, 8007681.06; 299955.00, 8007605.62; 

301590.43, 8006909.65; 301398.93, 8006248.83; 300667.03, 8006505.05; 

300075.89, 8005758.99; 299996.59, 8005690.47; 299447.27, 8006330.76; 

299245.57, 8006152.43; 299154.92, 8006257.37. 
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EPWORTH LOCAL BOARD 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land Bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chiremba 

Road crosses the Hatfield/Epworth Administrative boundary (300748, 

8022559), then generally north-eastwards along the administrative 

boundary to where it meets the Southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm 

(SunWay City) (301634, 8023638) then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary Ventersburg Farm boundary to where it meets Jacha 

River (304270, 8022931) so as to exclude Ventersburg farm, then generally 

South Westwards along Jacha River to where it meets an unnamed road 

(which connects Jacha River to Kirdish Business Centre), (303537, 

8021973), so as to exclude stand number 10 Jacha area, then generally 

westwards along the unnamed road to where it meets the Southern 

boundary of AFM Church so as to include the church, then generally 

Westwards along the AFM Church boundary to where it meets an unnamed 

road (which leads to Jacha Road), then generally Southwards along the 

unnamed road to its Junction with Jacha Road (302292, 8022039), then 

Southwestwards along Jacha Road to its Junction with Mutaiko Road, then 

generally southwards along Mutaiko Road to its junction with Overspill 

Road so as to include Munyuki Shopping Centre, then generally westwards 

along Overspill Road to its junction with Chiremba Road, then generally 

North Westwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with Chiremba Park 

Road, then generally South westwards along the Chiremba Park Road to 

where it crosses the Epworth / Hatfield Administrative Boundary (301257, 

8021200), then generally north-westwards, then northwards along the 

administrative boundary to where Chiremba Road crosses the 

Hatfield/Epworth administrative boundary, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

300748.69, 8022570.30; 301631.89, 8023644.80; 304270.49, 8022937.76; 

303535.50, 8021983.08; 303484.93, 8022029.82; 302763.72, 8022043.48; 

302395.96, 8022580.99; 302303.88, 8022564.82; 302293.07, 8022051.51; 

302075.30, 8021972.24; 302406.08, 8020930.33; 302134.23, 8020908.76; 

301297.94, 8021264.93; 301255.18, 8021209.06; 300550.35, 8021812.91. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Overspill Road crosses Jacha River, then generally southwards along Jacha 

River to where Chiremba Road crosses Jacha River, then generally north-

westwards along Chiremba Road to where Chiremba Road meets the eastern 

boundary of ZAOGA Church then generally south-westwards along the 
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ZAOGA Church boundary to the foot of Domboramwari Hill, then generally 

north-westwards along northern foot boundary of Domboramwari Hill to 

where it meets the Hatfield Estate Block S 

(Bellapaise)/Chitsvachirimurutsoka Farm boundary then north-westwards 

along the boundary to where Chiremba Park Road meets the farm boundary, 

then generally north-eastwards along Chiremba Park Road to its junction 

with Chiremba Road, then generally eastwards along Chiremba Road to its 

junction with Overspill Road, then generally Eastwards along Overspill Road 

to where Overspill Road crosses Jacha River, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

303405.73, 8020862.00; 303898.10, 8019377.11; 303565.54, 8019550.60; 

303501.11, 8019468.50; 303267.42, 8019596.20; 303222.37, 8019571.74; 

301255.18, 8021209.06; 301297.94, 8021264.93; 302134.23, 8020908.76; 

302406.08, 8020930.33. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chiremba 

Road crosses Jacha River then generally southwards along Jacha River to 

where it meets the Harare-Mash East Provincial Administrative boundary 

(304176, 8016709 ), then generally westwards along the administration 

boundary to where it meets the South eastern boundary of tobacco research 

board (at the intersection of Delport Road and Tweentydales Road), then 

generally north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Tobbaco Research 

Board property( Kutsaga Research) so as to exclude Kutsaga Research, to 

the the western foot of Domboramwari Hill (at the North-eastern corner of 

Hatfield Estate Block S (Bellapaise), then generally north-eastwards, then 

south-eastwards along the foot of Domboramwari Hilll to where it meets the 

south eastern boundary of ZAOGA Church, then generally north-eastwards 

along the ZAOGA Church eastern boundary to Chiremba Road so as to 

include ZAOGA Church, then generally south-eastwards along Chiremba 

Road to where Chiremba Road crosses Jacha River, the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

303898.10, 8019377.11; 304165.10, 8016726.70; 302570.44, 8016658.68; 

303286.72, 8019368.65; 303222.36, 8019571.74; 303267.42, 8019596.20; 

303501.12, 8019468.50; 303565.54, 8019550.60. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from an intersection of 

Garan‟anga Road and Adelaide Access Road, then generally eastwards along 

Adelaide access Road to where it meets the northern boundary of Beta 

Bricks premises then south eastwards along the Beta Bricks boundary so as 
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to include Beta Bricks to where it meets the spillway of Ruwa Dam, then 

generally south- westwards along Ruwa River to the north-western 

boundary of Muza property (305451, 8017373), then generally south-

eastwards along the Muza property boundary to where it meets the Harare-

Mashonaland East Provincial boundary so to exclude Muza property 

(305730, 8016805), then generally westwards along the Harare-

Mashonaland East Provincial boundary to the confluence of Ruwa River and 

Jacha River then generally north-westwards along Jacha River to its 

confluence with Sakamuchenje Stream then generally north-eastwards 

along the Sakamuchenje Stream to a where it meets the Chinamano and 

Zinyengere original boundary (304881, 8019150), then generally north-

westwards, then north-eastwards along Chinamano and Zinyengere original 

boundary to where it meets an unnamed road, which is on the southern 

boundaries of properties 27555 to 27557 so as to exclude them (305388, 

8020176), then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with Garan‟anga Road then generally northwards along Garan‟anga Road to 

its intersection with Adelaide Access Road, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

305454.67, 8020224.53; 307123.89, 8020667.00; 308691.83, 8019808.37; 

308298.24, 8018261.52; 306556.48, 8019080.31; 305449.58, 8017401.56; 

305730.98, 8016813.92; 304165.10, 8016726.69; 304284.67, 8018304.09; 

304878.48, 8019153.26; 304827.08, 8019194.97; 304655.15, 8019182.70; 

304517.22, 8019326.00; 304534.84, 8019476.01; 304598.68, 8019504.59; 

304543.53, 8019972.73; 305356.68, 8020044.40; 305389.17, 8020182.32; 

305451.85, 8020181.75. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Mutaiko Road and overspill Road, then generally northwest-wards along 

Mutaiko Road to where it meets Jacha Road, then generally eastwards along 

the Jacha Road to where it meets an unnamed road, (302295, 8022042) to 

Kirdish Business Centre, then generally northwards along the unnamed 

road to where it meets the southern boundary of AFM Church so as to 

exclude the church, then generally eastwards along the church boundary to 

where it meets unnamed road, then generally south-eastwards along 

unnamed road to where it meets Jacha River so as to exclude property 

Number 150 Jacha, then generally south-westwards along Jacha River to 

where an unnamed road crosses it (303322, 8021713) (from Jacha River to 

Goshen Church), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road 

to the Overspill- Chinamano Extension boundary (western boundary of 

Goshen Church) (303435, 8021635) so as to exclude the church, then 
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generally south-eastwards along the Overspill-Chinamano Extension 

boundary so as to exclude Kubatana Primary School to where it meets 

Overspill Road (304496, 8020619), then generally south-eastwards, 

eastwards along Chinamano original and Chinamano Extension boundary 

so as to include Solani Shopping Centre, to where it meets Garan‟anga 

Road, then generally southwards along Garan‟anga Road to where it meets 

with an unnamed road (305454, 8020171) which is on the southern 

boundary of properties 27555 to 27557 so as to include them, then 

westwards along the unnamed road to where it meets Chinamano Extension 

and Zinyengere Original boundary (305385, 8020172), then generally 

southwards, westwards and south westwards along Chinamano Extension 

and Zinyengere Original boundary to where it meets Sakamuchenje Stream 

(304892, 8019142) then generally south-westwards along the 

Sakamuchenje stream to its confluence with Jacha River then generally 

north-westwards along Jacha River to where Overspill Road crosses Jacha 

River then generally westwards along Overspill Road to the junction of 

overspill and Mutaiko Road junction, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

302406.07, 8020930.33; 302075.28, 8021972.24; 302293.06 8022051.49; 

302303.86, 8022564.83; 302395.94, 8022581.05; 303484.93, 8022029.82; 

303535.51, 8021983.07; 303335.74, 8021734.69; 303434.68, 8021642.00; 

303785.22, 8021328.78; 304163.12, 8021005.17; 304108.58, 8020910.10; 

304493.88, 8020628.67; 304563.84, 8020701.29; 304673.88, 8020633.84, 

304612.27, 8020569.62; 304945.37, 8020281.17; 305454.49, 8020224.60; 

305451.79, 8020181.81; 305389.15, 8020182.27; 305356.68, 8020044.40; 

304543.52, 8019972.74; 304598.66, 8019504.55, 304534.88, 8019476.02; 

304517.58, 8019325.58; 304655.07, 8019182.82; 304878.45, 8019153.23; 

304284.67, 8018304.10; 303898.03, 8019377.16; 303405.73, 8020862.00. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Delport 

Road crosses the southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm (304848, 

8022786), then generally south-eastwards along Delport Road to its junction 

with Kubatana Road, then generally south-westwards along Kubatana Road 

to its Junction with an unnamed road (304709, 8021807), which is adjacent 

to eastern boundary of Overspill Shopping Centre, then generally south-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(304808, 8021642), which is on the southern boundary of Overspill Clinic, 

then generally south-westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

an unnamed road (304620, 8021522) which is adjacent to the Southern 
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boundary of Overspill Shopping Centre, then generally southwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with Overspill Road, then generally south-

westwards along Overspill Road to where it meets Chinamano Extension 

and Chinamano Original boundary (304492, 8020617) then generally north-

westwards along the Chinamano Extension and Chinamano Original 

boundary to where it meets an unnamed road (303415, 8021616) which is 

adjacent to the northen boundary of Goshen Church so as to include the 

church, then generally north-westwards along an unnamed road to where it 

meets Jacha River then generally north-eastwards along Jacha River to 

where it meets the southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm (304275, 

8022921) then generally eastwards along Ventersburg Farm boundary to 

where it Delpot Road crosses Ventersburg Farm Boundary, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

304846.26, 8022796.38; 305094.75, 8022038.41; 304702.06, 8021810.86; 

304811.46, 8021650.26, 304618.57, 8021535.35; 304857.27 8020959.16; 

304563.84, 8020701.29; 304493.88, 8020628.67; 304108.58, 8020910.09; 

304163.12, 8021005.17; 303785.22, 8021328.78; 303434.68, 8021642.00 

303335.74, 8021734.69; 303535.51, 8021983.07; 304270.49, 8022937.76. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Delpot Road crosses the southern boundary of Ventersburg farm 

(304848,8022786), then generally eastwards along the farm boundary to 

where it meets Ruwa River (309605, 8021468), then generally south-

westwards along Ruwa River (Harare-Mashonaland East Provincial 

Administrative Boundary), to where it meets the northern boundary of Beta 

Bricks property boundary (308693, 8019979), then generally north 

westwards along the Beta Bricks property boundary, so as to exclude Beta 

Bricks property ,into Adelaide Access Road then generally westwards along 

Adelaide Access Road, to its junction with Overspill Road so as to exclude 

Solani Shopping Centre, then generally north-eastwards along Overspill 

Road to its junction with an unnamed road which leads to Overspill 

Business Centre (304861, 8020959), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to where it meets an unnamed road adjacent to the Southern 

boundary of Overspill Shopping Centre, then generally north-eastwards 

along the unnamed road so as to exclude the shopping centre to its 

intersection with an unnamed road which is adjacent to the Eastern 

boundary of Overspill Shopping Centre then generally north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with Kubatana Road then generally 

north-eastwards along Kubatana Road to its junction with Delpot Road then 
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generally northwards along Delport Road to where it crosses the southern 

boundary of Ventersburg Farm, starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

304846.26, 8022796.38; 309606.59, 8021465.53; 308691.83, 8019808.37; 

307123.90, 8020667.00; 304945.37, 8020281.17; 304612.28, 8020569.62; 

304673.88, 8020633.81; 304563.84, 8020701.29, 304857.27, 8020959.16; 

304618.57, 8021535.35; 304811.46, 8021650.26; 304702.06, 8021810.86; 

305094.75, 8022038.41. 

HARARE MUNICIPALITY 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Amalinda Road crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally south-eastwards 

along Amalinda Road to its junction with Simon Mazorodze Road (Harare-

Masvingo Road), then generally southwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to 

where it meets Manyame River (the Harare Province Administrative 

Boundary), then generally north-westwards along the Manyame River to 

where it meets the south western boundary of Pension Farm, then generally 

north-eastwards along the western boundary of Pension Farm and Churu 

Farm to where it meets Amalinda Road so as to include the Pension farm 

and Churu Farm, then generally south-eastwards, north-eastwards along 

Amalinda Road to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

284643.78, 8017171.92; 286014.36, 8016535.10; 285988.89, 8016268.40; 

284191.20, 8010843.90; 276408.31, 8015461.78; 280226.89, 8017544.87; 

281990.36, 8017512.10; 283237.76, 8017021.90; 283943.71, 8016527.15; 

284540.21, 8017249.94. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) and Connaught Avenue then 

generally southwards along Connaught Avenue to its junction with Angus 

Road and Midlothian Avenue, then generally south-eastwards along 

Midlothian Avenue to its junction with Boundary Road then generally north-

eastwards, south-eastwards along the Boundary Road to its junction with 

Glenara Avenue, then generally southwards along the Glenara Avenue to its 

intersection with Samora Machel Road, then generally south-eastwards 

along Samora Machel Road to its intersection with Rhodesville Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Rhodesville Road to its intersection with 

Cunningham Road then generally south-eastwards along Cunningham Road 
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to its junction with Coronation Avenue, then generally south-westwards 

along Coronation Avenue to its junction with Mutare Road, then generally 

eastwards along Mutare Road to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then 

generally south-westwards along Mukuvisi River to where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, then generally south-westwards 

along Mukuvisi Woodlands boundary to where Blatherwick and Glencoe 

Road meet so as to include Mukuvisi Woodlands, then generally south-

westwards along Glencoe Road to its junction with Chiremba Road, then 

generally eastwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with George Road, 

then south-westwards along George Road to its junction with Joshua Nkomo 

Road (Airport Road) and Cranborne Avenue, then generally south-westwards 

along Cranborne Avenue to its intersection with Seke Road, then generally 

north-westwards along Seke Road to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then 

generally north-eastwards along Mukuvisi River to where Robert Mugabe 

Road crosses the River, then generally westwards along Robert Mugabe 

Road to its junction with Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road), 

then generally north-eastwards along Emmerson Mnangagwa Road 

(Enterprise Road) to where it meets Connaught Avenue, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295857.29, 8029764.85; 295881.15, 8028982.62; 295996.13, 8029102.41; 

296067.11, 8029056.09; 297769.37, 8028547.51; 297792.16, 8028263.84; 

298220.82, 8028061.14; 299797.95, 8029687.44; 300858.92, 8028748.99; 

299149.49, 8026953.54; 301168.51, 8026472.09; 300918.98, 8025596.55; 

298464.20, 8025550.93; 298226.80, 8025153.29; 297826.65, 8024497.67; 

297879.11, 8024458.49; 294863.84, 8022950.87; 293743.73 8025043.11; 

293300.80; 8026209.98; 295252.99, 8027570.69; 294518.68, 8027558.76; 

294590.99, 8028275.19; 295120.97, 8029158.65. 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Harare Road and Cripps Road, then generally south-eastwards along Cripps 

Road to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally southwards along 

Mukuvisi River to where Boshoff Drive crosses the River meets then 

generally westwards along Boshoff Drive to its junction with Waterfalls 

Avenue and an unnamed gravel Road (292327, 8022647) then generally 

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Ardbernnie Road, 

then north-westwards along Ardbernnie Road to its junction with Muchenje 

Drive, then generally westwards along Muchenje Drive to where it meets the 

southern boundary of Mbare West Cemetry then westwards along the 

Cemetry boundary to where it meets Simon Mazorodze Road so as to include 
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the Cemetry, then generally north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze to its 

junction with Dumbujena Street, then generally south-eastwards along 

Dumbujena Street to its junction with Runyararo Road so as to include 

Chitsere Primary, then generally south-westwards along Runyararo Road to 

where its junction with Pazarangu Avenue, then genrally south-eastwards 

along Pazarangu Avenue to its junction with Ayema Avenue then generally 

north-wards along Ayema Avenue to its junction with Rakgajani Avenue, 

then generally eastwards along Rakgajani Avenue to its junction with 

Adbernnie Road, then generally north-westwards along Adbernnie Road to 

its junction with Mbare Road, then generally north-eastwards along Mbare 

Road to its junction with Chaminuka Street and 12th Street then generally 

north-eastwards along 12th Street to its junction with 20th Street then 

generally south-eastwards along 20th Street to its junction with Lundi Road, 

then generally northwards along Lundi Road to its junction with 8th Street, 

then generally eastwards along 8th Street to its junction with Harare Road 

then Generally northwards along Harare Road to its junction with Cripps 

Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

292665.97, 8025090.07; 292832.20, 8024992.31; 292545.85, 8022631.79; 

292069.08, 8022695.02; 290148.12, 8022733.58; 290697.31, 8023607.27; 

290756.31, 8023564.41; 290912.57, 8023811.76; 291160.09, 8023660.41; 

291113.56, 8023580.09; 291669.68, 8023290.89; 291681.28, 8023421.28; 

292008.45; 8023355.80; 291919.78, 8024473.72; 292075.62, 8024559.88; 

292222.40, 8024551.39; 292260.16, 8024593.73; 292317.36, 8024561.23; 

292376.97, 8024750.96; 292598.68, 8024721.13. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Rail-over-

Road flyover with Seke Road, then generally south-eastwards along Seke 

Road to a point where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally south-

westwards along Mukuvisi River to where Cripps Road crosses it, then 

generally north-westwards along Cripps Road to its junction with Harare 

Road, then generally southwards along Harare Road to its junction with 8th 

Street, then generally westwards along 8th Street to its junction with Lundi 

Road then generally southwards along Lundi Road to its junction with 20th 

Street, then generally north-westwards along 20th Street to its junction with 

12th Street, then generally westwards along 12th Street to its junction with 

Chaminuka Street and Mbare Road, then generally south-westwards along 

Mbare Road to its junction with Adbernnie Road, then generally north-

westwards along Adbernnie Road to its junction with Remembrance Drive 

then generally north-eastwards along Remembrance Drive to its junction 
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with Cripps Road and Rotten Row Road, then generally north-westwards 

along Rotten Row Road to the Road-over-rail flyover (Railway line and Rotten 

Row),then generally north-eastwards along the railway line up to the rail-

over-Road flyover with Seke Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

292994.40, 8026863.00; 293300.80, 8026209.98; 292832.20, 8024992.31; 

292598.68, 8024721.13; 292376.97, 8024750.96; 292317.36, 8024561.22; 

292260.15, 8024593.73; 292223.90, 8024551.30; 292075.62, 8024559.88; 

291919.77, 8024473.72; 291707.66, 8024758.25; 292389.95, 8025375.23; 

292084.16, 8025816.34. 

Ward 5  

It an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Quendon 

Road crosses Marimba River, then generally south-eastwards along 

Quendon Road to its junction with West Road, then southwards along West 

Road to where it crosses the Avondale Stream then generally eastwards 

along the Stream to where it meets Cork drain then eastwards along the 

drain to where Prince Edward Road crosses it, then northwards along Prince 

Edward Road to its junction with Cork Road then generally eastwards along 

Cork Road to its junction with Sam Nujoma Street (2nd Street Extension), 

then generally southwards along the Sam Nujoma Street to its intersection 

with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along Josiah 

Tongogara Avenue to its junction with Eighth Street, then generally south-

eastwards along Eighth Street to where it meets Fife Avenue, then generally 

north-eastwards along Fife Avenue to its junction with Pauling Drive, then 

south-eastwards along Pauling Drive to its junction with Emmerson 

Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road), then generally south-westwards along 

Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) to its junction with Robert 

Mugabe Road then generally eastwards along Robert Mugabe Road to where 

it crosses a tributary of Mukuvisi River (295252, 8027569), then generally 

south-westwards along the tributary to its confluence with Mukuvisi 

River,then generally south-westwards along Mukuvisi River to where Seke 

Road crosses it, then generally north-westwards along Seke Road to the rail 

over Road crossing, then generally south-westwards along the railway line to 

a point where it meets Rotten Row Road, then generally north-westwards 

along Rotten Row Road to its junction with Coventry Road, then generally 

south-westwards along Coventry Road its junction with Kambuzuma Road, 

then generally north-westwards along Kambuzuma Road to where it crosses 

an unnamed stream(286862, 8025125), then generally north-westwards 

along the Stream to its confluence with Marimba River, then generally 

north-eastwards along Marimba River to where Quendon Road crosses it, 
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the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

289398.88, 8030935.71, 290792.18, 8030576.07; 290742.68, 8029725.91; 

292812.44, 8030174.02; 293088.22, 8029098.17; 293939.67, 8029325.15; 

294111.87, 8029372.15; 294248.22, 8028863.83; 295108.68, 8029170.04; 

295120.97, 8029158.65; 294589.98, 8028266.42; 294518.68, 8027558.76; 

295252.99, 8027570.69; 293300.80, 8026209.98; 292994.40, 8026862.98, 

292084.16; 8025816.34; 291915.56, 8026140.43; 287548.09, 8024858.34, 

286782.01, 8025135.26; 286613.99, 8025667.23; 288081.26, 8027834.83; 

288302.61, 8028985.93. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Simon Mazorodze and Stoneridge Road, then generally south-eastwards 

along Stoneridge Road to where it crosses an unnamed stream (288737, 

8011243), then generally south-westwards along the Stream to its 

confluence with Manyame River, then generally westwards along Manyame 

River to where Simon Mazorodze Road (Harare-Masvingo Road) crosses 

Manyame River, then generally north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze 

Road to its junction with Stoneridge Road, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

285988.89, 8016269.07; 288457.58, 8013144.65; 288739.06, 8011239.46; 

286851.92, 8010242.63; 286794.27, 8010211.10; 284190.65, 8010843.19. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Rolf Avenue and Harare Drive, then generally south-east wards along Harare 

Drive to its junction with Fallon Avenue, then generally north-westwards 

along Fallon Avenue to its junction with Greengroove Drive and Hampshire 

Road then generally north-westwards along Hampshire Road to its junction 

with Wiltshire Road, then generally north-westwards along Wiltshire Road to 

its junction with Coronation Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 

Coronation Avenue to its junction with Cunningham Road, then north-

westwards along Cunningham Road to its intersection with Rhodesvile 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along Rhodesvile Avenue to its 

intersection with Samora Machel Avenue, then generally north-westwards 

along Samora Machel Avenue to its intersection with Glenara Avenue, then 

generally northwards along Glenara Avenue to its junction with Boundary 

Road, then generally north-westwards, westwards along Boundary Road to 

its junction with Midlothian Avenue, then generally north-westwards along 
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Midlothian Avenue to its junction with Angus Road and Connaught Avenue, 

then generally north-eastwards along Connaught Avenue to where its 

junction with Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road), then generally 

south-westwards along Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) to its 

junction with Pauling Drive, then generally north-westwards along Pauling 

Drive to its junction with Fife Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 

Fife Avenue to its intersection with Eight Street, then north-wards along 

Eighth Street to its junction with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, then generally 

westwards along Josiah Tongogara Avenue to its junction with Borrowdale 

Road (Chancellor Road), then generally north-eastwards along Borrowdale 

Road (Chancellor Road) to its intersection with Churchil Avenue, then 

generally north-westwards along Churchill Avenue to its junction with 

College Road, then generally north-eastwards along College Road to its 

junction with Mt Pleasant Drive and Terviotdale Road then generally north-

eastwards along Terviotdale Road where it meets the northern corner 

boundary of property number 16 Terviotdale (295125, 8033646) then 

generally south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of property number 

16 Terviotdale Road to where it meets Maxwell Road then north-eastwards 

along Maxwell Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Hellenic 

Academy then south-eastwards along the Hellenic Academy boundary to 

where it meets Borrowdale Road and exclude Celebration Church the north-

eastwards along Borrowdale Road to its junction with Whitwell Road then 

generally north-eastwards along Whitwell Road to its junction with 

RidgeWay North and Addington Lane then generally north-eastwards along 

Addington Lane to its junction with Blair Road and Rolf Avenue then 

generally north-eastwards along Rolf Avenue to its junction with Harare 

Drive, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

300496.18, 8034874.35; 301520.00, 8033205.88, 301993.97, 8032043.77; 

303396.00, 8029950.68; 302995.07, 8028446.10; 301978.21, 8028643.89; 

301675.70, 8029062.73; 301285.42, 8029038.07; 301130.37, 8029141.31; 

300858.92, 8028748.99; 298220.82, 8028061.14; 297792.16, 8028263.84; 

297769.37, 8028547.51; 295995.99, 8029102.41; 295881.15, 8028982.62; 

295857.29, 8029764.86; 295120.97, 8029158; 295108.68, 8029170.04; 

294248.22, 8028863.83, 294111.87, 8029372.15; 293939.67, 8029325.15; 

294974.10, 8031803.40; 295120.06, 8033656.13; 295434.98, 8033146.15; 

295563.08, 8033222.05; 295880.47,8032709.72, 295756.27, 8032414.72; 

297340.56, 8033696.91; 298238.31, 8033966.98; 298577.47, 8034268.80, 

299332.36, 8034446.64. 
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Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north most corner of 

Block S of Hatfield Estate Boundary (301258, 8021213) which is located at 

the Harare / Epworth Administration Boundary then generally south-

eastwards, south westwards along the harare / Epworth admin boundary to 

where it meets Twentysdale Road (302586, 8016674), then southwards 

along Twentydales Road to a point where it crosses Ruwa River then 

generally south-westwards along the Ruwa River (Harare Administration 

Boundary) to its confluence with Manyame River at Harava Dam SpillWay, 

then generally westwards along Manyame River (Harare Administration 

Boundary)  to where Seke Road crosses Manyame River then generally 

northwards along Seke Road to its junction with an unnamed road which is 

opposite Chinhamo Trek Service Station (295637, 8015696) then north-

westwards along the unnamed road so as to include Chinhamo Trek Service 

Station to a point where it crosses a unnamed stream (294563, 8016138) 

then generally south-westwards along the unnamed Stream to a point where 

the new Chitungwiza Road crosses it then generally north-westwards along 

the New Chitungwiza Road to a point where it meets the north-western 

boundary of Irvines, then generally north-eastwards along the boundary of 

Irvines into Huxton Road, then north-eastwards along the Huxton Road to 

its junction with 1st Avenue then generally northwards along the 1st Avenue 

to where it meets the northern boundary of Retreat Farm / Retreat Park 

then generally north-eastwards along the boundary of Retreat Farm to 

where it meets Seke Road, then generally northwards along Seke Road to a 

point where it meets the northern boundary of Paramount Signature then 

generally north-eastwards along Paramount Signature boundary into Harare 

Drive then north-eastwards along Harare Drive to where it meets the 

northern boundary of block A Arlingtone estate, then generally 

northeastwards along the estate boundary to where it meets the northern 

boundary of Block S of Hatfield estate then south-eastwards, north-

eastwards along the Hatfield Block S Estate Farm to where it meets the 

Harare Epworth Administration Boundary, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

301255.99, 8021218.14; 303216.59, 8019599.50; 303287.57, 8019380.17; 

302584.31, 8016682.02; 302618.47, 8016546.98, 302644.28, 8015002.33; 

302660.84, 8014561.84; 299455.6, 8010030.70; 294389.86, 8011075.40; 

295645.23, 8015726.95; 293591.01, 8015942.32, 291776.77, 8014432.28; 

290605.17, 8012621.70; 288706.31, 8016059.76; 291550.11, 8017288.46; 

291169.53, 8018875.87; 291939.96, 8019072.65; 293566.18, 8019420.69; 

293575.95, 8019405.12; 294874.05, 8019734.97; 294871.50, 8019770.67; 

295431.78, 8019854.03; 295424.42, 8019927.33; 297236.20, 8020411.31; 
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299961.89, 8021110.70; 300784.65, 8020765.80; 300964.87, 8020986.35; 

301270.56, 8021007.67. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

Harare Mash East Provincial Boundary meets the southern boundary of 

Chishawasha hills surbub (Gletwyn farm), then generally southwards along 

the provincial boundary to where it meets Arcturus Road, then generally 

south-westwards along Arcturus Road to its junction with Sinini Street then 

south-eastwards along Sinini Street to an imaginary line drawn eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Tafara flats to where it to where it meets the 

north eastern boundary of Tafara flats at the Provincial Administrative 

boundary, the generally southwards along the Provincial Administrative 

boundary to where it meets Zvavamupimbira Avenue then westwards along 

Zvavamupimbira Avenue to where it meets an unnamed stream, then south 

wards along crosses an unnamed stream (310329, 8027311), then generally 

north-westwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed 

road (309063, 8027825), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed 

road to its junction with Acturus Road, then generally westwards along 

Acturus Road to its junction with Donnybrook Road, then generally south-

westwards along Donnybrook Road to its junction with Harare-Mutare Road, 

then generally north-westwards along Harare-Mutare Road to where the 

northwestern boundary of Ventersburg Farm ( SunWay city)crosses Harare-

Mutare Road, then generally south-westwards to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of ZIMPHOS Quarry, then northwards along the eastern boundary 

of ZIMPHOS Quarry boundary to where it meets Mukuvisi River (302227, 

8025456), then generally westwards along Mukuvisi River to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream (300921, 8025572) then generally northwards 

along the unnamed stream to where Harare-Mutare Road crosses the 

unnamed stream, then generally westwards along Harare-Mutare Road to its 

junction with Coronation Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along 

Coronation Avenue to its junction with Wiltshire Road, then generally south-

eastwards along Wiltshire Road to its junction with Hampshire Road, then 

generally south-eastwards along Hampshire Road into Fallon Avenue then 

generally eastwards along Fallon Avenue to its junction with Harare Drive, 

then north-eastwards along Harare Drive to where it meets the 330kV 

Powerline,then north-eastwards, northwards along the power line to where it 

meets the southern boundary of Chishawasha Hills Surbub (Gletwyn Farm 

)then generally north-eastwards along the Chishawasha Surbub boundary 

to where it meets the Harare mash east boundary, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

309260.19, 8034413.17; 309968.76, 8032859.96; 308649.94, 8030989.78; 

310759.22, 8028753.61; 310897.45, 8027803.28; 311029.18, 8027539.80; 
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310328.22, 8027318.51;  309062.32, 8027827.04; 309340.99, 8028027.94;  

309332.92, 8028645.01; 308469.20, 8028746.09;  306016.94, 8024696.04;  

305322.19, 8024936.83; 302146.82, 8023910.07; 302089.11, 8024041.58; 

302541.80, 8024595.14; 302447.04, 8024945.75; 302227.99, 8025472.40; 

300918.98, 8025596.55; 301168.51, 8026472.10; 299149.42, 8026953.54; 

301130.39, 8029141.32; 301675.70, 8029062.73; 301978.21, 8028643.9  

302995.07, 8028446.11; 303396.00, 8029950.68; 304993.63, 8030845.01; 

304593.83, 8033234.74; 306291.28, 8034155.96. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Seke Road crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally south-eastwards along 

Seke Road to its intersection with Cranborne Avenue, then generally 

westwards along Cranborne Avenue to its junction with Ceres Avenue then 

generally southwards along Ceres Avenue to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream ,then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Mukuvisi River,then generally south east wards along 

Mukuvisi River to where 6th Avenue crosses it, then south-westwards along 

6th Avenue to where it crosses an unnamed stream (290310, 8019701), 

then generally north-westwards along the Stream to where Simon Mazorodze 

Road crosses it, then north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze to where a 

330kV   power line crosses it, then eastwards along the powerline to a where 

it crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally north eastwards along Mukuvisi 

River to where Seke Road crosses Mukuvisi River, starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

293300.80, 8026209.98; 294863.84, 8022950.87; 294535.05, 8022890.28; 

294525.78, 8022478.42; 290809.12, 8021777.2; 290309.27, 8019704.43; 

288854.03, 8020723.49; 290148.12, 8022733.57; 292069.08, 8022695.02. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Coventry Road and Rotten Row Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Rotten Row into Cripps Road, then south eastwards along crisp Road to its 

intersection with Rememberance Drive, then south-westwards along 

Rememberance Drive to where it meets with Ardbenie Road, then generally 

southwards along Ardbenie Road to its junction with Rakajani Avenue,then 

generally westwards along Rakajani Avenue to its intersection with Ayema 

Avenue, then southwards along Ayema Avenue to its junction with 

Pazarangu Avenue, then generally north-westwards along Pazarangu Avenue 

to its junction with Runyararo Road, then north-eastwards along Runyararo 

Road to its junction with Dombojena Street, then north-westwards along 

Dombojena Street to its junction with Mbirimi Drive then south-westwards 

along Mbirimi Drive to its junction with Vito Street, then north-westwards 

along the Vito Street to its junction with Simon Mazorodze Road, then 
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south-westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to its junction with 

Willowvale Road, then generally south-westwards along Willovale Road to its 

intersection with Harare Drive, then northwards along Harare Drive to its 

junction with Highfield Road then north-eastwards along Highfield Road to 

its junction with Lobengula Road, generally north-westwards along 

Lobengula Road to Lyton Road crosses Lobengula Road, then south-

westwards along Lyton Roads into Kambuzuma Road, then north-westwards 

along Kambuzuma Road to its junction with an unnamed road (287551, 

8024854), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road into 

Coventry Road, then north-eastwards along Coventry Road to its junction 

with Rotten Row, starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

291915.57, 8026140.43; 292084.16, 8025816.34; 292389.95, 8025375.23; 

291707.66, 8024758.25; 292008.45, 8023355.80; 291681.28, 8023421.28; 

291669.68, 8023290.89; 291113.56, 8023580.09; 291160.09, 8023660.41; 

290912.56, 8023811.76; 290756.31,8023564.41; 290697.31, 8023607.27; 

290148.12, 8022733.58; 288936.33, 8022437.89; 288866.81, 8022659.38; 

290136.07, 8023934.74; 289873.74, 8024394.65; 289584.20, 8024580.00; 

289432.83, 8024830.79; 287948.14, 8024205.98; 287548.09, 8024858.34. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Seke Road and an unnamed road (302823, 8019897) opposite the western 

boundary of Chinhamo Trek Service Station, then generally southwards 

along Seke Road so as to exclude the Chinhamano Trek Service Station, to 

where it crosses Manyame River, then generally westwards along Manyame 

River to its confluence with an unnamed stream(286874, 8010212), then 

generally north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

a Stream(292152, 8014883), then generally north-eastwards along the 

Stream to where an unnamed road(294217, 8016298) to Chinhamo Trek 

Service Station crosses it, then south-eastwards along the unnamed road to 

its junction with Seke Road, the Starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295645.23, 8015726.95; 294389.86, 8011075.40; 286851.92, 8010242.63; 

288739.06, 8011239.46; 290605.17, 8012621.70; 294556.72, 8016151.31. 

Ward 13  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Highglen Road and Kambuzuma Road, then generally north-eastwards along 

Kambuzuma Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Kambuzuma 
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High 1, then north-westwards along the school boundary to where it meets a 

Kambuzuma Drive, then south-westwards along Kambuzuma Drive to its 

junction with Makoni Road, then generally north-eastwards along Makoni 

Road to its junction with Kambuzuma Drive, then generally north-eastwards 

along Kambuzunma Drive to its junction with an unnamed road that leads 

to 4th Avenue, then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with 4th Avenue, then southwards along 4th Avenue to its junction 

with Kambuzuma Road then generally eastwards along Kambuzuma Road 

into Lyton Road then south-eastwards, north-eastwards along Lyton Road to 

where it crosses Lobengula Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Lobengula Road to where it meets with Highfield Road, then south-

westwards along Highfield Road into Gleneagles Road, then generally 

westwards along Gleneagles Road to its junction with High Glen Road, then 

north westwards along Highglen Road to its intersection with Kambuzuma 

Road, starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

282970.68, 8023279.50; 284850.89, 8024196.23; 284724.31, 8024383.13; 

284674.94,8024354.52; 284887.36, 8024842.46; 284848.646, 8024908.64; 

285614.40, 8025113.72; 285629.13, 8024517.00; 286782.01, 8025135.26; 

287548.09, 8024858.34; 287948.14, 8024205.98; 289432.83, 8024830.79; 

289584.20, 8024580.00; 289873.74, 8024394.65; 290136.07, 8023934.74; 

288866.81, 8022659.38; 283428.40, 8022114.89; 283295.94, 8022446.92. 

Ward 14  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

4th Avenue and Bulawayo Road, then generally eastwards along 

Bulawayo/Harare Road to where it crosses Avondale Stream (western 

boundary of Longcheng Plaza), then generally south-westwards along 

Avondale Stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream (286620, 

8025650), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where Kambuzuma Road crosses it, then generally south-westwards along 

Kambuzuma Road to where its junction with 4th Avenue, then northwards 

along 4th Avenue to its junction with an unnamed road to Kambuzuma 

Drive, then south-westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Kambuzuma Drive, then south eastwards along Kambuzuma Drive to where 

it meets Makoni Road, then generally south-westwards along Makoni Road 

to its junction with Kambuzuma Drive, then north-eastwards along 

Kambuzuma Drive to the eastern boundary of Kambuzuma High 1, then 

south-eastwards along the school boundary to where it meets Kambuzuma 

Road, then generally south-westwards along Kambuzuma Road to its 

intersection with Highglen Road, then generally north-westwards along 
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Highglen Road to its junction an unnamed road adjacent to the southern 

boundary of Property number 409, Leopold Takawira Cooperative, then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed road so as to exclude the Property 

to its junction with Jumbo Road, then north-eastwards along jumbo Road to 

its intersection with Crowborough Road then generally northwards along 

Crowborough Road to where it crosses Marimba River, then eastwards along 

Marimba River to where a railway crosses it, then north-eastwards along an 

imaginary line to where it meets a 3330kV power line (283820, 8025500), 

then north-eastwards along the power line to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (285385, 8026015), then north-westwards along the Stream to where 

it meets the junction of 2nd Avenue and first Avenue, then north-westwards 

along 1st Avenue to its junction with 3rd Avenue and then north-eastwards 

along 3rd Avenue to its junction with 4th Avenue, then northwards along 

4th Avenue to its junction with Bulawayo/Harare Road, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

286167.27, 8027965.79; 288081.26, 8027834.83; 286782.01, 8025135.26; 

285629.13, 8024517.00; 285614.40, 8025113.72; 284848.64, 8024908.63; 

284887.36, 8024842.45; 284674.94, 8024354.52; 284724.31, 8024383.13; 

284850.89, 8024196.23; 282970.68, 8023279.50; 282456.66, 8024083.58; 

282502.70, 8024122.8; 283001.6, 8024028.03; 283413.60, 8024778.66; 

283324.78, 8025071.52; 283598.05, 8025023.30; 285295.60, 8026357.45; 

284966.85, 8026743.00; 286040.73, 8026983.99. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Kirkman Road crosses unnamed stream (285914, 8029624), then south-

eastwards along Kirkman Road into Princess Road then generally south 

eastwards along Princess Road crosses Avondale Stream, then generally 

southwards along Avondale Stream to where Harare-Bulawayo Road crosses 

it, then generally westwards along Harare-Bulawayo Road to its junction 

with 4th Avenue, then southwards along 4th Avenue to its junction with 3rd 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 3rd Avenue to its junction 

with 1st Avenue, then south-eastwards along 1st Avenue to where it meets a 

Stream (285296, 8026353), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to where the 330kV   power line crosses it, then south westwards 

wards along the powerline to a point where the powerline changes direction 

from south westwards to north westwards (283661,8025474), then south 

westwards along imaginary line to where a railway line crosses Avondale 

Stream, then generally north westwards along Avondale Stream to where 

Highglen Road crosses Avondale Stream, then generally northwards along 

Highglen Road to its junction with Bulawayo/Harare Road, then eastwards 
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along Bulawayo Road to where it crosses an unnamed stream (284136, 

8028321), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where Kirkman Road crosses it, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

285914.31,8029619.94; 286499.97, 8029457.25; 288302.61, 8028985.93; 

288081.26,8027834.83; 286167.270, 8027965.80; 286040.73, 8026983.99; 

284966.85, 8026743.00; 285295.60, 8026357.45; 283598.05, 8025023.30; 

283324.78, 8025071.52; 282370.00, 8025223.75; 281853.94, 8025885.55; 

281793.06, 8026295.28; 281853.45, 8028540.72; 282623.76, 8028440.24; 

284134.65, 8028331.01. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from where Kirkman Road 

crosses unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream, then generally eastwards along 

the unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream to its confluence with another 

unnamed stream (286004, 8032449), then south-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to where Harare Drive crosses it, then north-eastwards 

along Harare Drive to its junction with Stanstead Road, then south-

eastwards along Stanstead Road to its junction Stortford Parade, then north 

eastwards, south-eastwards along Stortford Parade to its junction with 

Sherwood Drive, then generally southwards along Sherwood Drive to its 

intersection with Lauchlen Avenue, then generally westwards, north-

westwards along Lauchlen Avenue to its junction with Felstead Road, then 

generally south westwards along Felstead Road to its junction with Harare 

Drive, then generally southwards along Harare Drive to its junction with 

Kirkman Road, then generally north-westwards along Kirkman Road to 

where it crosses an unnamed Stream, then south-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to where Bulawayo/Harare crosses the Stream (284134, 

8028321), then westwards along Bulawayo/Harare Road to where Bulawayo 

Road crosses over the railway, then north-westwards along the railway line 

to where Dzivarasekwa Road crosses it, then westwards along Dzivarasekwa 

Road to where it meets the southern edge of Dzivarasekwa mountainous 

range (281620, 8030382) then generally northwards along an imaginary line 

to a point where Kirkman Road crosses an unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

281360.21, 8032416.26; 286765.89, 8031918.74; 287086.78, 8032391.11; 

287832.40, 8031881.73; 287956.17, 8031991.27; 288054.50, 8031930.89; 

287968.69, 8030520.80; 287119.46, 8030690.82; 287075.34, 8030653.22; 
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287075.34, 8030653.22; 287098.91, 8030493.87; 287098.91, 8030493.87; 

286534.56, 8030220.35; 286499.97, 8029457.25; 285914.31, 8029619.94; 

284134.65, 8028331.01; 282623.76, 8028440.24; 282153.26, 8030454.29; 

281620.38, 8030392.28. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Harare Drive and Lomagundi Road, then generally south eastwards along 

Lomagundi Road to its intersection with Sam Nujoma, then generally north-

westwards along Sam Nujoma (Second) Road to its intersection with The 

Chase, then eastwards along The Chase Road to its intersection with 

Penndenise Road, then northwards along Pendenise Road to its junction 

with Chatsworthy Road, then generally north-eastwards along Chatsworth 

Road to its junction with Teviotdale Road, then southwards along Teviotdale 

Road into College Road then southwards along college Road to its junction 

with Churchhill Avenue, then south-eastwards along Churchhill Avenue to 

its intersection with Borrowdale Road, then generally south-westwards along 

Borrowdale Road to its junction with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, then 

generally south-westwards along Josiah tongogara Avenue to its intersection 

with Sam Nujoma( second Street), then north-westwards along Sam Nujoma( 

second Street), to its junction with Cork Road, then generally westwards 

along Cork Road to its junction with Prince Edward Street then generally 

north westwards along Prince Edward Street to where it crosses Avondale 

Stream, then generally westwards along Avondale Stream to where Bishop 

Gaul crosses it, then northwards along Bishop Gaul to its junction with 

Quendon Road, then generally westwards along Quendon Road to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (289400, 8030927), then generally south 

westwards along the unnamed stream to where Princess Road crosses it, 

then north westwards along Princess Road to its junction with Harare Drive, 

then northwards along Harare Drive to its junction with Felsetead Road, 

then generally north-eastwards along Felstead Road to its junction with 

Lauchlane Avenue, then south-eastwards along Lauchlane Avenue to its 

intersection with Sherwood Drive,then generally northwards along Sherwood 

Drive to its junction with Stortford Parade, then generally north-westwards, 

south westwards along Stortford Parade to its junction with Stanstead Road, 

then northwestwards along Stanstead Road to its junction with Harare 

Drive, then north-eastwards along Harare Drive to its intersection with 

Lomagundi Drive, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

287662.99, 8034660.50; 292083.12, 8032662.88; 291669.42, 8034175.67; 

292816.58, 8033974.10; 293958.46, 8033872.37; 294003.90, 8034654.25; 
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295386.43, 8034829.94; 294599.12, 8032019.89; 294974.14, 8031803.38 ; 

293939.67, 8029325.15; 293088.22, 8029098.17; 292812.44, 8030174.02; 

290742.68, 8029725.91; 290792.18, 8030576.07; 289398.88, 8030935.71; 

288302.60, 8028985.92; 286499.90, 8029457.19; 286534.56, 8030220.35; 

287098.91, 8030493.88; 287075.34 ,8030653.22; 287119.46, 8030690.82; 

287968.69 8030520.81; 288054.56, 8031930.81; 287909.58, 8031982.64; 

287832.40, 8031881.73; 287086.78, 8032391.11. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the point where 

Borrowdale Road crosses the Harare Mashonaland East Boundary (300121, 

8042526) then generally east wards, south wards along the Harare 

Mashonaland East Boundary to where it meets the southern boundary of 

Chishavasha hills surbub (309255,8034354), then westwards, south 

westwards along the boundary to where it meets a 330kV   powerline, then 

south eastwards,south westwards along the 330kV   powerline to where it 

crosses Harare Drive, then generally northwestwards along harare Drive to 

its junction with Rolf Avenue, then generally southwestwards along Rolf 

Avenue into Addingtone Lane,then generally south westwards along 

Addingtone Lane to its junction with borrowdale Road, then south 

westwards along Borrowdale Road to where it meets the south eastern 

boundary of Helenic Academy,then north eastwards, north-westwards, 

south-westwards along the school boundary to where it meets Maxwell 

Road,then generally northwestwards along an imaginary line to where it 

meets Teviotdale Road (295122, 8033646) then generally northwards along 

Teviotdale Road to its junction with Edinburg Road, then eastwards along 

Edinburg Road to its junction with Borrowdale Road, then north-eastwards 

along Borrowdale Road to its intersection with Harare Drive, then south-

eastwards along Harare Drive to its junction with Charlecote Road, then 

north eastwards along Charlecote Road to its junction with Stratford Drive, 

the generally north-eastwards along Stratford Drive to its junction with St 

Geralds Way then north eastwards along St Geralds Way to its junction with 

Stonechat Lane, then north westwards along Stonechat lane to to its 

junction with Honey bear Lane, then generally north-eastwards along Honey 

Bear Lane to its junction with Carrick Creagh Road, then north westwards 

along Carrick Creagh Road to its junction with Crowhill Road, then north-

eastwards along Crowhill Road to its junction Hawkshead Drive, then 

generally northwards along Hawkshead Drive toits junction with Hedsor 

Drive, then generally south-westwards along Hedsor Drive to its junction 

with Borrowdale Road, then south-westwards along Borrowdale Road to its 

junction with Lichfield Lane, then north-westwards along Lichfield Lane to 

the eastern boundary of POTRAZ Farm, then north-eastwards along the 
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eastern boundary of POTRAZ Farm so as to exclude the farm to where it 

meets Borrowdale Road, then north-eastwards along Borrowdale Road to 

where it meets Harare-Mashonaland East Provincial boundary, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

300118.38, 8042533.40; 300737.11, 8042885.03 ;302618.47, 8042742.36; 

302762.30, 8042410.36; 302616.23, 8042170.18; 303650.06, 8041824.42; 

303621.89, 8042444.86; 303335.55, 8042631.59; 303335.55, 8042631.59; 

303201.57,8043087.58; 303451.84, 8043412.17; 303845.26, 8043204.172; 

303845.28, 8043204.13; 303792.89, 8043069.99; 303845.58, 8042708.62; 

304734.11, 8042303.34; 309258.37, 8034412.17; 304593.20, 8033234.71; 

304993.20,8030844.66; 303395.99, 8029950.68; 301993.931, 8032043.85; 

300496.15, 8034874.25; 298619.83, 8034284.76; 297340.42, 8033697.00; 

295756.28, 8032414.72; 295880.49, 8032709.70; 295563.05, 8033222.04; 

295434.98, 8033146.14; 295120.077, 8033656.13. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Harare 

Mash Central District Administrative boundary meets a Stream adjacent to 

the northern boundary of Hatcliffe Sewer Treatment Ponds (297313, 

8045587), then generally south eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where an unnamed road adjacent to the southern boundary of Hatcliffe 3 

Primary crosses it (298989,8043393), then generally westwards along the 

unnamed road so as to include the school, to where it meets an unnamed 

road which is adjacent the north eastern boundary of Property number 4635 

Hatcliffe Extension, then eastwards along the unnamed Road so as to 

include property 4635 Hatcliffe Extension to its junction with an unnamed 

Road adjacent to the eastern boundary of property 4654 Hatcliffe Extension, 

then southwards along the unnamed Road so as to include property 4654 

Hatcliffe Extension to its junction with an unnamed a Road adjacent to the 

northern boundary of property number 5670 Hatcliffe Extension, then 

westwards along the unnamed road so as to exclude the property 5670 

Hatcliffe Extension to its junction with unnamed a Road adjacent to the 

western boundary of property number 5674 Hatcliffe Extension, then 

southwards, westwards along the unnamed road so as to exclude property 

5674 Hatcliffe Extension to its junction with an unnamed road adjacent to 

the western boundary of property 5575 Hatcliffe Extension, then south 

along the unnamed road to where it meets the western boundary of ZRP 

High School, then southwards along the school boundary so as to include 

the school to where it meets ScamWay Road, then eastwards along 
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ScamWay Road to its junction with Borrowdale/Domboshava Road, then 

south-westwards along Domboshava Road to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Portraz Farm, then south westwards along the farm boundary 

to where it meets Litchfield lane, thn south eastwards along Litchfield lane 

to its junction with borrowdale Road, then north east wards along 

Borrowdale Road to its junction with Hedsor Drive, then generally north 

eastwards along Hedsor Drive to its junction Hawkshead Drive, then 

generally southwards along Hawkshead Drive to its junction with Crowhill 

Road, then south westwards along Crowhill Road to its junction with 

Carrick Creagh Road, then south-eastwards along Carrick Creagh Road to 

its junction with Honey Bear Lane, then generally south-westwards along 

Honey Bear Lane to its junction with Stonechat Lane, then south-eastwards 

along Stonechat lane then generally south east wards along stone chat lane 

to its junction with St Gerads Way, then south-westwards along St Gerads 

Way to its junction with Stratford Drive, then generally south westwards 

along Stratford Drive to its junction with Charlecote Road, then generally 

south westwards along Charlcote Road to its junction with Harare Drive, 

then generally north westwards along Harare Drive to its intersection with 

Borrowdale Road, then generally south-westwards along Borrowdale Road to 

its junction with Edenburgh Road, then westwards along Edenburgh Road 

to its junction with Teviotdale Road, then southwards along Teviotdale Road 

to its junction with Chatsworth Road, then generally westwards along 

Chatsworth Road to its junction Pendennis Road, the Southwards along 

Pendennis to its intersection with The Chase, then generally westwards 

along The Chase to its intersection with Sam Nujoma Street, then generally 

north-westwards, along Sam Nujoma Street to where it meets the south 

eastern boundary of Zimbabwe Defence University(Harare/Mashonaland 

Central Administration Boundary), then generally eastwards, northwards 

along the administration boundary to where the boundary meets an 

unnamed stream adjacent to the northern boundary of Hatcliffe Sewer 

Treatment Ponds, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

290651.06, 8037439.11; 297310.85, 8045598.59; 298988.75, 8043400.80; 

298123.29, 8043445.70; 298323.45, 8043397.23; 298293.67, 8043203.60; 

298225.36, 8043204.03; 298223.74, 8043097.89; 298135.57, 8043098.90;  

298129.40, 8042848.02; 297987.52, 8042836.87; 298008.35, 8042051.88; 

299984.34, 8042075.11; 298817.98, 8039467.92; 299531.61, 8039116.30; 

300404.03, 8039678.05; 300375.32, 8039049.14; 299902.15, 8038724.72; 

300293.30, 8038406.97; 299864.27, 8037738.41; 299687.76, 8037176.72; 

299432.72, 8037019.01; 299252.73, 8036812.31; 298289.41, 8037110.78; 
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297144.62, 8035217.03; 295374.88, 8034951.06; 295386.45, 8034829.94; 

294003.90, 8034654.25; 293958.46, 8033872.37; 291669.24, 8034175.69. 

Ward 20  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Donnybrook 

Drive and Arcturus Road, then south-eastwards along Arcturus Road to its 

junction with an unnamed Road adjacent to the eastern boundary of 

property 12203 Kugarika Kushinga Mabvuku, then southwards, south-

westwards along the Road to where it meets an unnamed stream (309063, 

8027819), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where Zvavamupimbira Avenue crosses it, then generally eastwards along 

Zvavamupimbira Avenue to where it meets the Harare mash east 

administrative boundary, then south eastwards, south westwards along the 

Harare-Mashonaland East administrative boundary to where it meets 

chevaroyi River, then generally northwards along chevaroyi River to where 

Bandanzou Road crosses it, then generally northwestwards along 

Bandanzou Road into Tafara Way, then generally northwestwards along 

Tafara Way to its junction with Hunyani Avenue, then generally 

northwestwards along Hunyani Way to its junction Kariyana Avenue, then 

generally eastwards along Kariyana Avenue to its junction with Chigusa 

Avenue, then generally northwards along Chigusa Avenue to its junction 

with Manresa Way, then generally north-westwards along Manresa Way to 

its junction with Donnybrook Road, then generally northeastwards along 

Donnybrook Road to its junction with Arcturus Road, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

311029.15, 8027539.81; 311555.46, 8025139.72; 308813.01, 8024107.51; 

309097.19, 8026770.86; 308270.43, 8027032.41; 308213.83, 8027271.61; 

308568.52, 8027236.05; 308712.01, 8027903.85; 308199.52, 8028407.50; 

308469.18, 8028746.28; 309331.51, 8028644.40; 309340.95, 8028027.96; 

309062.32, 8027827.04; 310328.23, 8027318.57; 311029.15, 8027539.81. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Donnybrook Drive meets Manresa Way, then generally south-eastwards 

along Manresa Way to its junction with Chigusa Avenue, then south-

westwards along Chigusa Avenue to its junction with Kariyana Avenue, then 

generally west-wards along Kariyana Avenue to its junction with Hunyani 

Avenue, then southwards along Hunyani Avenue to its junction with Tafara 

Way, then generally south-eastwards along Tafara Way to where it crosses 

an unnamed stream (309105, 8026751), then generally southwards along 

the Stream to where Harare-Mutare Road crosses it, then generally south-

eastwards along Harare-Mutare Road to where it meets the Harare-
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Mashonaland East Administration Boundary at the north-eastern corner of 

Ventersburg Farm (310886, 8022144), then south-westwards, westwards 

and south-eastwards along the Ventersburg Farm boundary to where it 

meets Ruwa River, then generally westwards along Ruwa River to where it 

meets the southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm, then generally north-

westwards, north-eastwards along the farm boundary to where it meets the 

Harare-Mutare Road, then south-eastwards along the Harare-Mutare Road 

to its junction with Donnybrook Drive, then generally north-eastwards along 

Donnybrook Drive to where it meets Manresa Way, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

308199.68, 8028407.66; 308711.86, 8027904.00; 308568.41, 8027236.13; 

308213.82, 8027271.61; 308270.43, 8027032.40; 309097.37, 8026770.74; 

308592.54, 8023856.15; 310902.59,8022135.09; 301422.84, 8023740.80; 

302150.52, 8023896.37; 302146.82, 8023910.07; 305322.18, 8024936.85; 

306016.94, 8024696.04; 308199.68, 8028407.66. 

Ward 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Mukuvisi River meets 

the eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands then generally eastwards 

along Mukuvisi River to where it meets the eastern boundary of ZIMPHOS 

property, then generally southwards along the ZIMPHOS boundary so as to 

include ZIMPHOS to the north-eastern corner of the United Theological 

College (Epworth/Harare Administration Boundary‟,) so as to include the 

United Theological College then generally south-westwards, south eastwards 

along the Epworth/Harare Administration Boundary to the eastern most 

corner of Hatfield Estate Block S, then generally south-westwards, 

westwards, south-westwards along the northern boundary of Hatfield Estate 

Block S and Dunstan Farm to where it meets Harare Drive, then generally 

south westwards along Harare Drive to where it meets the northern 

boundary of Paramount Signature then generally westwards along the 

boundary to where it meets Seke Road then generally southwards along 

Seke Road to where it meets the northern boundary of Retreat Farm (Retreat 

Park) then generally south-westwards along the farm boundary to a point 

where it meets Ceres Avenue, then generally northwards along Ceres Avenue 

to its junction  with Cranborne Avenue then generally north-eastwards 

along Cranborne Avenue past its intersection to its junction with Airport 

Road (Joshua Nkomo Road) and George Road, then generally north-

eastwards along George Road to its junction with Chiremba Road, then 

generally north-westwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with 

Glencoe Road then generally north-eastwards along Glencoe Road to a point 

where it meets the south eastern boundary of Mukuvisi woodlands, then 
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generally north-eastwards along the boundary to where it meets Mukuvisi 

River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

297301.59, 8020411.64; 296097.91, 8020091.86; 295424.42, 8019927.33; 

295431.87, 8019853.96; 295139.36, 8019834.44; 294871.50, 8019770.67; 

294814.60, 8020510.28; 294724.89, 8021788.53; 294521.22, 8022199.17; 

294528.26, 8022485.29; 294547.28, 8022818.06; 294535.05, 8022890.28; 

295153.20, 8022997.16; 295808.23, 8023223.18; 295860.55, 8023220.74; 

295896.27, 8023242.88; 295904.94, 8023257.78; 296829.03, 8023694.71; 

297682.00, 8024147.70; 297802.08, 8024309.76; 297878.80, 8024458.79; 

297827.13, 8024497.29; 298226.80, 8025153.30; 298464.20, 8025550.93; 

300919.17, 8025596.41; 30222.99, 8025472.40; 302441.64, 8024957.80; 

302447.04, 8024945.75; 302445.91, 8024931.55; 302551.06, 8024577.61; 

302359.07, 8024133.28; 302303.80, 8024092.64; 302277.48, 8024080.16; 

302277.14, 8024080.11; 302110.87, 8024048.67; 302089.11, 8024041.58; 

302150.57, 8023896.37; 301421.96, 8023740.88; 301879.95, 8023618.99; 

301489.57, 8023225.40; 300938.71, 8023175.55; 300763.95, 8022716.24; 

300563.18, 8021794.48; 301255.99, 8021218.14; 301270.56, 8021007.67; 

300980.45, 8020984.08; 300964.86, 8020986.32; 300784.65, 8020765.80; 

299961.89, 8021110.67;  297344.86, 8020414.83; 297301.59, 8020411.63. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from where Simon Mazorodze 

crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally southwards along Simon Mazorodze 

to where it crosses an unnamed stream (288873, 8020714) then generally 

south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to where 6th Avenue crosses it, 

then north-eastwards along 6th Avenue to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, 

then generally north-eastwards along Mukuvisi River to where Ceres Avenue 

crosses it, then southwards along Ceres Avenue to where it meets the 

northern boundary of Retreat Farm (Retreat Park), then south-westwards, 

southwards along the farm boundary to where it meets First Avenue then 

generally south-eastwards along First Avenue to its junction with Huxton 

Road,then south-westwards along Huxton Road to where it meets the north 

western boundary of Irvines Zimbabwe, then south-westwards along Irvines 

Zimbabwe boundary to where it meets new Chitungwiza Road so as to 

exclude Irvines Zimbabwe, then generally north-westwards along new 

Chitungwiza Road to its intersection with Simon Mazorodze Road then 

generally south-westwards along Simon Mazorodze to where its junction 
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with Amalinda Road, then generally north-westwards along Amalinda Road 

to where Amalinda Road crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally north-

eastwards along Mukuvisi River to where Simon Mazorodze Road crosses 

River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

288930.56, 8020882.49; 288854.03, 8020723.48; 288873.90, 8020682.00; 

290309.26, 8019704.43; 290809.11, 8021777.19; 292031.10, 8021580.37; 

294525.78, 8022478.42; 294874.02, 8019735.03; 293575.92, 8019405.09; 

293566.18, 8019420.8; 291169.49, 8018875.98; 291550.11, 8017288.46; 

288706.30, 8016059.77; 286572.39, 8017457.91; 286014.36, 8016535.11; 

284643.79, 8017171.91; 284796.00, 8017362.72; 287975.67, 8019394.13; 

288817.48, 8020749.41. 

Ward 24  

Area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Willowvale Road and Simon Mazorodze Road, then generally south-

westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to a point where it crosses 

Mukuvisi River then generally south-westwards along Mukuvisi River to a 

point where an imaginary line (287435, 8018665) is drawn north-westwards 

to where it meets 168th Street then generally north-westwards, north-

eastwards along 168th Street to where it meets a 33kV powerline, then 

generally north-westwards along the powerline to where it meets Main Street 

include the properties then north-westwards along the imaginary line to an 

earth Road then north-eastwards along the earth Road to a point where a 

33kV Powerline crosses it then generally north-westwards along the 33kV 

Powerline to where it meets Main Street then generally north-eastwards 

along Main Street to where it crosses an unnamed stream (288272, 

8021684) then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where Willow Road crosses it then generally eastwards along Willow Road to 

its junction with Soutter Road then generally northwards along Soutter 

Road to its junction with Main Street then generally north-eastwards along 

the Main Street to its junction with Harare Drive then generally northwards 

along Harare Drive to its intersection with Willowvale Road then generally 

north-eastwards along Willowvale Road to its junction with Simon 

Mazorodze Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

290148.12, 8022733.59; 288930.56, 8020882.49; 287434.19, 8018669.15; 

287081.96, 8018863.72; 287126.98 8018951.57; 286134.62, 8019479.06; 

286574.49, 8019946.28; 288100.19, 8021541.92; 288140.45, 8021688.17; 
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288285.11, 8021704.15; 288501.03, 8021153.18; 288565.66, 8021172.90; 

288830.70, 8022226.89; 288971.00, 8022264.57; 288936.33, 8022437.89; 

290148.12, 8022733.59. 

Ward 25  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the intersection of 

Willowvale Road and Harare Drive, then generally southwards along Harare 

Drive to where its junction with Main Street then generally westwards along 

Main Street to its junction with Soutter Road, then generally southwards 

along Soutter Road to its junction with Willow Road, then generally 

westwards along Willow Road to where Willow Road crosses an unnamed 

stream (288500, 8021151), then generally north-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to where Main Street crosses it, then generally westwards, 

south-westwards along Main Street to where its junction with Mangwende 

Drive West, then generally north-westwards along Mangwende Drive West to 

its junction with 210th Street, then westwards along 210th Street to where 

its junction with 236th Street, then generally northwards along 236th Street 

to its junction with 224th Street, then north-westwards along 224th Street 

to its junction with Willovale Road, then generally north-eastwards along 

Willowvale Road to its intersection with Harare Drive, the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

288936.33, 8022437.89; 288970.94, 8022264.54; 288830.69, 8022226.87; 

288565.67, 8021172.89; 288500.791, 8021153.82; 288285.10, 

8021704.07; 288140.50, 8021688.17; 286574.49, 8019946.29; 286221.35, 

8020248.66; 285717.65, 8020189.15; 285697.63, 8020807.17; 285397.30, 

8021144.58; 286711.80, 8021984.29. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from the junction of Glen 

Eagles Road and Harare Drive, then southwards along Harare Drive to its 

intersection with Willowvale Road, then generally south-westwards along the 

Willowvale Road to its junction with 224th Street, then generally south-

eastwards along 224th to its junction with 236th Street, then southwards 

along 236th Street to its junction with 210th Street, then generally 

eastwards along 210th Street to its junction with Mangwende Drive West, 

then generally south-eastwards along Mangwende Drive West to its junction 

with Main Street then generally south-westwards along Main Street to its 

junction with High Glen Road, then generally north-westwards along High 

Glen Road to its junction with Gumbe Road, then generally south-westwards 

along Gumbe Road to its junction with Mhondo Crescent, then generally 

eastwards along Mhondo Crescent to its junction with Matobo Crescent, 
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then southwards along Matobo Crescent to its junction with Chikaka Drive, 

then generally westwards along Chikaka Drive to its junction with 

Kunzekweguta Drive, then westwards along an imaginary line (283903, 

8019273) to where it meets an unnamed stream (283584, 8019274) then 

generally northwards along the Stream to where Willowvale Road crosses it, 

then westwards along Willowvale Road to where its junction with an 

unnamed road (283795, 8020348) then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with High Glen Road, then generally north-

westwards along High Glen Road to its junction with Glen Eagles Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Gleneagles Road to where it meets Harare 

Drive, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

288866.81, 8022659.38; 288936.33, 8022437.89; 286711.56, 8021984.56; 

285397.23, 8021144.67; 285697.72, 8020807.26; 285717.59, 8020189.11; 

286243.94, 8020265.06; 286574.49, 8019946.28; 286073.06, 8019437.44; 

284792.57, 8020227.70; 284361.92, 8019317.76; 284164.43, 8019334.81; 

284161.81, 8019279.70; 283585.89, 8019277.47; 283937.00, 8020350.31; 

283794.56, 8020345.51; 283846.86, 8020999.76; 283428.40, 8022114.89; 

288866.81, 8022659.38. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where High Glen 

Road crosses an unnamed stream (285668, 8019741), then generally south-

eastwards along High Glen Road to its junction with Main Street then north-

eastwards along Main Street to a point where a 33 kV power line crosses it 

then generally south-eastwards along the powerline to where it meets 168th 

then generally south-westwards, south-eastwards along 168th Street to 

where a straight line (287277, 8018757) is drawn south-eastwards to where 

it meets Mukuvisi River then generally south-westwards along the Mukuvisi 

River to its confluence with an unnamed stream (284795, 8017358) then 

generally northwards along the Stream to where High Glen Road crosses 

it,the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

285669.19, 8019738.47; 286073.04, 8019437.46; 286134.62, 8019479.06; 

287126.95, 8018951.65; 287081.97, 8018863.73; 287434.13, 8018669.17; 

285942.61, 8017202.60; 285175.98, 8017305.87; 284796.00, 8017362.84; 

284697.98, 8018220.62; 285393.84, 8019301.22. 
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Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Gumbe Road and High Glen Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

High Glen Road to where it crosses an unnamed stream (285668, 8019741), 

then generally south-westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence 

with Mukuvisi River then generally south-westwards, north-westwards along 

Mukuvisi River to where Amalinda Road crosses it then generally south-

westwards, north-westwards along Amalinda Road to its junction with 16th 

Avenue, then north-eastwards along 16th Avenue into 15th Avenue then 

generally north-westwards along 15th Avenue to its junction with Gumbe 

Road, then generally north-eastwards along Gumbe Road to its junction 

with Patrenda Way then north-westwards along Patrenda Way to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (283467, 8018529) then generally northwards 

along the Stream to an imaginary line (283532, 8018734) to the western 

boundary of Glen Norah Flats and Kundai Primary School then eastwards 

along the imaginary line to where it meets an unnamed road (283712, 

8018733) then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road to where 

it meets the western boundary of Kundai Primary school then generally 

north-eastwards,along the boundary to where it meets Kunzekweguta Drive 

then generally south-eastwards along Kunzekweguta Drive to its junction 

with Gumbe Road then generally north-eastwards along Gumbe Road to its 

junction with High Glen Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

284792.57, 8020227.70; 285669.23, 8019738.47; 284797.00,  8017362.72; 

284643.78, 8017171.92; 283964.97,  8016525.23; 283237.76, 8017021.90; 

283516.48, 8017498.26; 283248.01, 8017743.68; 283653.75, 8018317.59; 

283460.93, 8018525.81; 283530.52, 8018738.04; 283724.35, 8018738.18; 

283922.47, 8018936.10; 284109.70, 8018739.30; 284792.57, 8020227.70. 

Ward 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Marimba 

Railway line crosses an unnamed stream (283077, 8022355) then generally 

south-westwards along the Stream to where 2nd Road crosses it, then 

north-westwards along 2nd Road to its junction with Dehwe Road, then 

generally eastwards along Dehwe Road to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (279969, 8020843) then generally north-eastwards along the Stream 

to where Magoda Road crosses the unnamed stream, then generally 

westwards along Magoda Road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(279484, 8021751), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road 

to where it meets the south-eastern boundary of Members in Christ church, 

then generally northwards along the church boundary to where it meets 
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Marimba Road (280088, 8022465), then northwards along the imaginary 

line to where it meets the Marimba railway line, then generally eastwards 

along the Marimba railway line to where it crosses a Stream,the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

283075.71, 8022361.71; 281675.63, 8021173.73; 279861.16, 8020610.47; 

279811.69, 8020645.91; 279969.29, 8020843.35; 279964.59, 8020866.35; 

280265.09, 8021666.04; 279482.10, 8021752.14; 279485.44, 8021788.20; 

280081.35, 8022396.03; 280091.81, 8022511.53; 281780.62, 8022111.76. 

Ward 30  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where High Glen 

Road crosses a railway line, then generally southwards along High Glen 

Road to its intersection with an unnamed road (283850, 8021002), then 

southwards along the unnamed to its junction with Willowvale Road, then 

eastwards along Willowvale Road to where Willowvale Road crosses a 

Stream, then generally south-westwards along the Stream to where a 

powerline crosses the Stream, then westwards along the powerline to where 

the powerline crosses Glen View Way, then generally southwards along Glen 

View Way to its intersection with Patrenda Way, then generally westwards 

along Patrenda Way to its junction 11th Avenue, then northwards along 

11th Avenue to its junction with 1st Drive, then generally eastwards along 

1st Drive to its junction with 12th Avenue, then generally north-westwards 

along 12th Avenue to its junction with Willowvale Road, then generally 

south-westwards along Willowvale Road to an imaginary (281904, 8019949) 

then northwards along the imaginary line to where it meets 106th close then 

generally northwards along 106th Close to its junction with 3rd Road, then 

north-eastwards along 3rd Road to its junction with 19th Street, then 

generally north-eastwards along 19th Street to its junction to where it 169th 

Close, then north-westwards along 169th close to its junction with 2nd 

Road, then generally north-westwards along 2nd Road to its junction with 

Chitowa Road then generally north-westwards along Chitowa Road to where 

it crosses an unnamed stream(281684, 8021175), then generally north-

eastwards along the Stream to where Marimba Railway line crosses the 

Stream, then eastwards along the railway line to where High Glen Road 

crosses the railway line, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 283295.94, 8022446.92;  

283846.86, 8020999.76; 283794.56, 8020345.51; 283937.00, 8020350.31; 

283585.74, 8019370.90; 282881.00, 8019267.98; 283471.83, 8019374.99; 

282807.28, 8018958.62; 282045.00, 8018884.50; 281957.52, 8019340.97; 
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282323.16, 8019408.78; 282147.17, 8020043.11; 281900.33, 8019952.24; 

281877.34, 8019983.19; 281839.26, 8020101.01; 281945.27, 8020140.67; 

281889.77, 8020300.40; 282074.80, 8020483.10; 281890.46, 8020524.75; 

281675.62, 8021173.77; 283075.71, 8022361.74; 283295.94, 8022446.92. 

Ward 31  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Glen View Way 

crosses a 330kV powerline,then generally eastwards along the powerline to 

where to where it crosses an unnamed stream (283615, 8019414) to, then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to an imaginary 

line(283591, 8019279) to Chikaka Drive, then eastwards along the 

imaginary line to where it meets Chikaka Drive, then generally eastwards 

along Chikaka DRiver to where its junction with Mhondo Crescent, then 

generally northwards, eastwards along Mhondo Crescent to its junction with 

Gumbe Road, then generally south-westwards along Gumbe Road to its 

junction with Kunzekweguta Drive, then generally north westwards along 

Kunzekweguta Drive to where it meets the north-eastern boundary of 

Kundai Primary School then generally south-westwards, along Kundai 

Primary School boundary to where it meets an unnamed road (283783, 

8018780) so as to exclude the school, then generally south westwards along 

the unnamed road, then eastwards (283529, 8018738), along an imaginary 

line to where it meets an unnamed stream, then generally south-westwards 

along the Stream to where Patrenda Way crosses the unnamed stream, then 

generally south-eastwards along Patrenda Way to its junction with Gumbe 

Road, then generally south-westwards along Gumbe Road to its junction 

with 15th Avenue, then generally south-eastwards along 15th Avenue into 

16th Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 16th Avenue to its 

junction with Amalinda Road, then generally north-westwards along 

Amalinda Road to its junction with Glenview Way, then generally north-

eastwards along Glenview Way to where it crosses a 330kV   powerline, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

282881.01, 8019267.97; 283585.72, 8019370.87; 283585.90, 8019277.46; 

284161.76, 8019279.71; 284164.43, 8019334.81; 284361.89, 8019317.77; 

284109.70, 8018739.32; 283922.47, 8018936.10; 283724.34, 8018738.20; 

283530.51, 8018738.02; 283460.93, 8018525.81; 283653.73, 8018317.57; 

283248.02, 8017743.68; 283237.78, 8017021.91; 281990.36, 8017512.11; 

282807.26, 8018958.60. 

Ward 32  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Willowvale Road and 12th Avenue, then generally southwards along 12th 
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Avenue to its junction with 1st Drive, then generally westwards along 1st 

Drive to where its junction with 11th Avenue, them generally southwards 

along 11th Avenue to its junction with Patrenda Way, then generally 

eastwards along Patrenda Way to its intersection with Glenview Way, then 

generally south-westwards along Glenview Way to its junction with 

Amalinda Road, then generally westwards along Amalinda Road to where it 

meets the Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial Boundary, then north-

eastwards, north-westwards along the Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial 

Boundary to where the Willowvale Road crosses the provincial boundary, 

then generally north-eastwards along Willowvale Road to its junction with 

12th Avenue, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

282147.17, 8020043.11; 282323.15, 8019408.77; 281957.52, 8019340.96; 

282045.02, 8018884.51; 282807.28, 8018958.62; 281990.35, 8017512.13; 

280226.89, 8017544.86; 281352.65, 8018208.35; 280352.24, 8018806.55; 

281900.33, 8019952.24. 

Ward 33  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chitova 

Road crosses an unnamed stream (281677, 8021176), then generally 

southwards along Chitova Road to its junction with 2nd Road, then 

generally south-eastwards along 2nd Road to its junction with 169th close, 

then generally south-eastwards along 169th Close to its junction with 19th 

Street, then generally south-westwards along 19th Street to its junction with 

3rd Road, then generally south-westwards along 3rd Road to its junction 

with 106th Close, then generally south eastwards along 106th close to an 

imaginary line (281878, 8019984) to Willowvale Road, then south westwards 

along the imaginary line to where it meets Willowvale Road, the generally 

south-westwards along Willowvale Road to where it meets the Harare-

Mashonaland Provincial Boundary, then generally north-westwards along 

the Harare-Mashonaland Provincial Boundary to where it meets an 

unnamed stream (279253, 8019476), then generally north-eastwards along 

the unnamed stream to where Chitova Road crosses the unnamed stream, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

281675.62, 8021173.77; 281890.46, 8020524.75; 282074.80, 8020483.10; 

282090.80, 8020424.49; 281906.14, 8020347.35; 281839.26, 8020101.01; 

281877.34, 8019983.19; 281900.33, 8019952.24; 280352.24, 8018806.55; 

279251.70, 8019475.74; 279861.16, 8020610.47; 281675.62, 8021173.77. 
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Ward 34  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Heany 

Road crosses an unnamed stream (280444, 8025675), then generally south-

westwards along the unnamed stream to an imaginary line (279806, 

8024420) to the north-eastern boundary of Mukurumbira Primary School, 

then generally south-eastwards along the imaginary line to where it meets 

the north eastern boundary of Mukurumbira Primary School, then generally 

south-eastwards along the school boundary to where it meets an unnamed 

road (280068, 8024167), then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction Nzou Avenue, then generally south-westwards 

along Nzou Avenue to its intersection with Nema Street, then generally 

south-eastwards along Nema Street to its junction with Mutamba Drive, 

then generally north-eastwards along Mutamba Drive to its junction with 

Crowborough Way, then generally southwards along Crowborough Way to 

its junction with Musasa Avenue, then generally eastwards along Musasa 

Avenue to its junction with Bubye Way, then generally south-eastwards 

along Bubye Way to its junction with Murara Avenue, then generally south-

westwards along Murara Avenue to its junction with an unnamed road 

(281150,8023163), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with Mutsvanza Street, then generally north-eastwards along 

Mutsvanza Street to its junction with an unnamed road (281250, 8023086), 

then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Mutsubvu Road, then generally south-westwards along Mutsubvu Road to 

where its junction with an unnamed road (281269, 8022886), then generally 

south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mupani 

Avenue, then generally eastwards along Mupani Avenue to its junction with 

an unnamed road(281435, 8022838) then generally south eastwards along 

the unnamed road to its junction with Mhara Way, then generally south-

eastwards along Mhara Way to its intersection with Cheni Street, then 

generally south eastwards along Cheni Street to its junction with 

Bembenene Road, then generally eastwards, southwards along Bembenene 

Road to its junction with Mukumbadzetse Avenue, then generally eastwards 

along Mukumbadzetse Avenue to its junction with Donhodzo Avenue, then 

generally southwards along Donhodzo Avenue to its junction with an 

unnamed road (281809, 8022296), then generally southwards along the 

unnamed road to where it meets a railway line, then generally westwards 

along the railway line to where it meets the Harare/Mashonaland West 

boundary, then generally northwards along the Harare/Mashonaland West 

boundary to where it meets Heany Road, then generally eastwards along 

Heany Road to where it crosses an unnamed stream, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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280436.65, 8025680.48; 279805.11, 8024419.35; 280148.19, 8024093.57; 

279933.57, 8023889.54; 280089.24, 8023721.02; 280240.65, 8023753.68; 

280234.26, 8023577.70; 280726.74, 8023560.32; 280727.46, 8023546.30; 

281407.72, 8023698.47; 281564.57, 8023361.02; 281149.66, 8023162.77; 

281197.18, 8023066.70; 281249.93, 8023088.19; 281329.79, 8022915.77; 

281268.99, 8022887.26; 281316.19, 8022782.12; 281434.35, 8022838.77; 

281581.95, 8022561.34; 281492.68, 8022508.80; 281590.33, 8022379.35; 

281695.67, 8022336.02; 281799.27, 8022341.54; 281823.61, 8022272.13; 

281780.67, 8022111.82; 277098.57, 8022912.84; 277394.85, 8023226.09; 

276861.38, 8025559.52. 

Ward 35  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Simon Mazorodze Road and New Chitungwiza Road, then generally south-

eastwards along New Chitungwiza Road to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (290613, 8012617), then generally south-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to where Stoneridge crosses the Stream, then generally 

north-westwards along Stoneridge Road to its junction with Simon 

Mazorodze Road, then generally north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze 

Road its junction with New Chitungwiza Road, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

286572.40, 8017457.98; 288706.32, 8016059.76; 290605.16, 8012621.71; 

288739.06, 8011239.46; 288457.58, 8013144.64; 287402.62, 8015259.57; 

285988.87, 8016269.05; 285986.82, 8016372.74; 286014.36, 8016535.10; 

286015.17, 8016538.12. 

Ward 36  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Heany Road and High Glen Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

High Glen Road to where it crosses Marimba River, then generally south-

eastwards along Marimba River to where Crowborough Road crosses it, then 

generally southwards along Crowborough Road to an imaginary line 

(283480, 8024556) to an unnamed road (283405, 8024340), then generally 

south westwards along the imaginary line to where it meets the unnamed 

road, then generally south westwards along the unnamed road to an 

imaginary line (283306, 8024103) to an unnamed road (283008, 8024028) 

then generally south westwards along the imaginary line to where it meets 

the unnamed road, then generally north westwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with High Glen Road, then generally south-eastwards along 
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High Glen Road to where it crosses a railway line, then generally south-

westwards along the Railway Line to where it meets an unnamed road 

(281783, 8022114), then generally northwards along the unnamed road to 

its junction with Donhodzo Avenue, then generally northwards along 

Donhodzo Avenue to its junction with Mukumbadzetse Avenue, then 

generally westwards along Mukumbadzetse Avenue to its junction with 

Bembenene Road, then generally northwards, westwards along Bembenene 

Road to its junction with Cheni Street, then generally north westwards along 

Cheni Street to its junction with Mhara Way, then generally north-eastwards 

along Mhara Way to its junction with an unnamed road (281580, 8022562), 

then generally north-westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Mupani Avenue, then generally south-westwards along Mupani Avenue to 

its junction with an unnamed road (281318, 8022787), then generally 

north-westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsubvu 

Road, then generally north-eastwards along Mutsubvu Road to its junction 

with an unnamed road (281328, 8022920), then generally north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsvanzwa Street, then 

generally south westwards along Mutsvanzwa Street to where its junction 

with an unnamed road (281198, 8023066), then generally north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with Murara Avenue, then generally 

north-eastwards along Murara Avenue to its junction with Bubye Way, then 

generally north-westwards along Bubye Way to its junction with Musasa 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along Musasa Avenue to its 

junction with Crowborough Way, then generally northwards along 

Crowborough Way to its junction with Mutamba Drive, then generally south-

westwards along Mutamba Drive to its junction with Nhema Street, then 

generally north-westwards along Nhema Street to its junction with Nzou 

Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along Nzou Avenue to its junction 

with an unnamed road (280134,8024088), then generally north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to where it meets the north eastern boundary of 

Mukurumbira Primary School, then generally north-westwards along the 

school boundary to an imaginary line (279940,8024296) to an unnamed 

stream (279804, 8024419), then generally north-westwards along the 

imaginary line to where it meets the unnamed stream, then generally north 

eastwards along the unnamed stream where Heany Road crosses it, then 

generally eastwards along Heaney Road to its intersection with High Glen 

Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

281853.94, 8025885.55; 282370.00, 8025223.75; 283324.78, 8025071.52; 

283413.60,8024778.67; 283303.57, 8024731.32; 283001.86, 8024028.035; 

282456.67, 8024083.58; 283295.94, 8022446.92; 281780.62, 8022111.77; 
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281823.68, 8022272.15; 281799.29, 8022341.65; 281695.64, 8022336.03; 

281680.47, 8022385.06; 281590.32, 8022379.37;281573.25, 8022417.41; 

281543.45, 8022426.92; 281492.67, 8022508.81; 281581.97, 8022561.34; 

281434.36, 8022838.77; 281316.20, 8022782.12; 281268.99, 8022887.26; 

281329.79, 8022915.77; 281249.93, 8023088.19; 281197.18, 8023066.70; 

281149.67, 8023162.77; 281564.59, 8023361.01; 281407.72, 8023698.47; 

280727.46, 8023546.30; 280726.74, 8023560.32; 280234.26, 8023577.70; 

280240.65, 8023753.68; 280089.24, 8023721.00; 279996.09, 8023880.36; 

279933.57, 8023889.53; 280148.21, 8024093.60; 279805.07, 8024419.38; 

280436.67, 8025680.53; 281853.94, 8025885.55. 

Ward 37  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Harare-Bulawayo Road and High Glen Road, then generally southwards 

along High Glen Road to its junction with an unnamed Road adjacent to the 

south-western boundary of Salvation Army Church, then generally north-

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 1st Road, then 

south-westwards along 1st Road to its junction with 1st Street, then north-

westwards along 1st Street to its junction with 48th Street, then north-

westwards along 48th Street to its junction 1st Street (which connects 

Bulawayo Road to Highglen Road), then south-westwards along 1st Street to 

where it meets the western boundary of Kuwadzana High School, then 

northwards along the school boundary to where it meets 210th Street, then 

generally north-westwards along 210th Street to where it meets an unnamed 

road adjacent to eastern boundary of property 12587 210th Street 

Kuwadzana 6, then north-eastwards along the Road to its junction with an 

named Road adjacent to the north western boundary of hope of glory 

international ministries, then northwards, westwards along the unnamed 

road to its junction with an unnamed earth Road (279586,8028343) which 

leads to Bulawayo Road, then northwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Harare-Bulawayo Road, then generally eastwards along 

Harare-Bulawayo Road to its junction with High Glen Road, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

281853.45, 8028540.72; 281793.07, 8026295.28; 281635.56, 8026363.85; 

281593.82, 8026338.41; 281269.07, 8026509.34; 281016.56, 8027473.27; 

280172.59, 8027227.32; 280108.48, 8027714.81; 279705.73, 8027967.26; 

279735.01, 8028360.52; 279588.40, 8028348.53; 279580.65, 8028530.08. 
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Ward 38  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Bulawayo 

Road crosses unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream then eastwards along 

Bulawayo Road to its junction with an unnamed road (279583, 8028521) 

which leads to Herentals College then southwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with an unnamed road adjacent to the northern boundary of 

Herental College, then east wards,southwards to its junction with 210th 

Street, then south-eastwards along 210th Street to where it meets the 

western boundary of Kuwadzana High School 1, then southwards along the 

western boundary of Kuwadzana High 1 School to where it meets 1st Street 

(which connects Highglen Road to Bulawayo Road), then westwards along 

1st Street to where it meets the western boundary of Kuwadzana 2 Primary 

School, then generally southwards along the school property boundary to 

where it meets the western boundary of Kuwadzana Central Church then, 

southwards along an imaginary line to where it meets an unnamed Road 

that separates Kuwadzana 5 And Paddock area, then westwards along the 

unnamed Road to where it crosses an unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream, 

then generally northwards along unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream to where 

Bulawayo Road crosses it, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

278226.50, 8028535.18; 279580.65, 8028530.08; 279588.41, 8028348.52; 

279735.04, 8028360.59; 279705.71, 8027967.28; 280108.48, 8027714.82;  

280172.59, 8027227.32; 279912.29, 8027233.56; 279915.12, 8027045.50; 

279856.67, 8027049.67; 279857.60, 8026948.88; 279990.35, 8026945.82; 

280041.24, 8026646.52; 278031.19, 8026676.41; 278226.50, 8028535.18. 

Ward 39  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Kirkman Road 

and an unnamed road which is adjacent to the south eastern boundary of 

National Building Society housing Scheme, then generally eastwards along 

Kirkman Road to a point where it crosses unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream 

(at the foot of Dzivarasekwa mountain range) (281361, 8032396), then 

generally southwards along an imaginary line to where it meets 

Dzivarasekwa Road (281619,8030389), then generally westwards along 

Dzivarasekwa Road into Mugabe Street, then generally southwestwards 

along Mugabe Street to its junction with Pasipanodya Street, then south-

eastwards along Pasipanodya Street to its junction with Robert Mugabe 

Way, then generally south-westwards along Robert Mugabe Way to its 

junction with Bulawayo Road, then generally westwards along Bulawayo 

Road to a point where it crosses unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream, then 

generally north-eastwards along unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream to a where 
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it crosses a 330kV   powerline, then eastwards along an imaginary line to 

where it meets the south western boundary of Dzivarasekwa 6 Primary 

School (279457, 80297810) then generally south-eastwards along the school 

boundary to where it meets Mugabe Street then generally north-eastwards 

along Mugabe Street to its junction with Gunyana Street, then north-

westwards along Gunyana Street to its junction with Sunganayi Street, then 

generally north-eastwards along Sunganayi Street to its junction with Soko 

Crescent (278924,8030281) then north westwards along Soko Crescent to 

where it meets the north western boundary of 1342 Soko Street, then north-

eastwards along an imaginary line to where unnamed road (which connects 

Dzivararesekwa 2 to Dzivarasekwa Extension) crosses an unnamed stream 

(Dzivarasekwa) (279990,8031367), then north-westwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed Road adjacent to the north 

eastern boundary of Yemurayi Primary School, then south westwards, 

north-westwards along the unnamed road so as to exclude the school to its 

junction with a Road adjacent to the south eastern boundary of National 

Building Society Houses Scheme, then north-eastwards along the Road to 

its junction with Kirkman Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

279373.62, 8032814.34; 281360.21, 8032416.26; 281620.38, 8030392.28; 

280230.78, 8030325.18; 280654.96, 8029776.12; 279472.03, 8028549.96; 

278226.50, 8028535.18; 278823.18, 8029516.72; 278866.07, 8029506.63; 

279457.19, 8029787.22; 279715.04, 8029624.52; 279912.28, 8029964.53; 

279644.22, 8030124.04; 279815.68, 8030282.22; 279730.08, 8030399.95; 

279989.70, 8031376.55; 279438.54, 8031878.51; 279335.91, 8031795.75; 

278850.29, 8032320.44. 

Ward 40  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Kirkman 

Road meets an unnamed road that separates Nehanda Housing Co-operative 

and National Building Society Houses Scheme then generally south-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

which is on the south eastern boundary of NBS housing scheme, then 

south-westwards to its junction an unnamed road on the north-eastern 

boundary of Kembo Complex, then generally south-eastwards, north-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

that connects Dzivarasekwa Extension to Dzivarasekwa 2, then south east 

wards along the unnamed road to where it crosses an unnamed stream 

(Dzivarasekwa) (279994, 8031365), then generally south westwards along 

an imaginary line to where it meets Soko Street (279731, 8030398), then 

south-eastwards along Soko Street to its junction with Sunganayi Street, 
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then generally south-westwards along Sunganayi Street to its junction with 

Gunyana Street, then south-eastwards along Gunyana Street to its junction 

with Mugabe Road, then generally south-westwards along Mugabe Road to 

where it meets the south western boundary of Dzivarasekwa Primary, then 

generally north westwards along the school boundary so as to include the 

school to where it meets the south eastern boundary of Dzivarasekwa 4 

Primary, then generally south westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

where 330kV   line crosses an unnamed stream (Dzivarasekwa), then south 

westwards along the unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream to where Bulawayo 

Road crosses it, then generally westwards along Bulawayo Road, to where 

Bulawayo Road meets Harare/Mashonaland West Provincial Boundary, then 

generally northwards along the Harare/Mashonaland West Provincial 

Boundary to where it meets Kirkman Road, then generally eastwards along 

Kirkman Road to its junction with an unnamed road that separates 

Nehanda Housing Co-operative and National Building Society Scheme 

Houses, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

278412.23, 8032993.76; 278903.78, 8032367.24; 278850.29, 8032320.44; 

279335.90, 8031795.70; 279438.54, 8031878.54; 279989.70, 8031376.55; 

279730.08, 8030399.95; 279815.69, 8030282.21; 279644.21, 8030124.04; 

279912.31, 8029964.56; 279715.04, 8029624.52; 279457.20, 8029787.22; 

278823.18, 8029516.72; 278226.50, 8028535.18; 276156.99, 8028255.36; 

275536.98, 8029613.34; 276342.27, 8030117.30; 275999.38, 8030562.49; 

276205.00, 8032632.15; 278412.23, 8032993.76. 

Ward 41  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Harare District 

Administrative boundary crosses Old Mazoe Road (282577, 8040054) then 

northwards, south-eastwards to where it meets Sam Nunjoma Street then 

generally southwards along Sam Nunjoma Street Street to its intersection 

with Lomagundi Road then generally north-westwards along Lomagundi 

Road to its intersection with Harare Drive then generally southwards along 

Harare Drive to a where it crosses an unnamed stream (286768, 8031917) 

then generally westwards along the Stream to where Kirkman Road crosses 

it then generally north-westwards along Kirkman Road to where it meets the 

Harare District Administrative Boundary (279377, 8032809), then generally 

north-westwards, north-eastwards, northwards along the Administration 

boundary to where it meets it crosses Old Mazowe Road, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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282561.28, 8040087.86; 282568.57, 8040683.20; 284934.84, 8039716.78; 

287211.96, 8037563.05; 290651.21, 8037439.13; 292083.12 8032662.88; 

287662.76, 8034662.65; 286765.89, 8031918.74; 286118.65, 8032418.86; 

279373.62, 8032814.34; 278295.74, 8034484.94; 282387.77, 8035345.29. 

Ward 42  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

boundary of Glen Forest Memorial Park meets the Harare Mash Central 

Provincial boundary, then eastwards, southwards to where it meets Scam 

Way, then westwards along Scam Way to where it meets the western 

boundary of ZRP High School, then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of ZRP High School into an unnamed road adjacent to western 

boundary of property number 5575 Hatcliffe Extension, then northwards 

along the unnamed road so as to include property number 5575 Hatcliffe 

Extension to its junction with its junction with an unnamed road adjacent 

to the western boundary of property number 5674 Hatcliffe Extension, then 

eastwards, northwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an 

unnamed road adjacent to northern boundary of property number 5670 

Hatcliffe Extension, then eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with an unnamed road adjacent to the western boundary of property 

number 5034,then northwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

an unnamed road adjacent to the western boundary of property number 

4881 to 4896 Hatcliffe Extension, then eastwards, northwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road which is adjacent to 

the northern boundary of 4647 Hacliffe Extension, then generally westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road which is on 

the southern boundary of Hatcliffe 3 Primary School, then eastwards along 

the unnamed road to a point where it crosses an unnamed stream (298989, 

8043399), then generally northwestwards along the unnamed stream to 

where it meets the Harare mash central administrative boundary, then 

north eastwards along the provincial boundary to where it meets the 

southern boundary of Glenforest Memorial Park, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

297471.22, 8046030.55; 300654.80, 8045541.94; 300534.72, 8044065.41; 

299984.38, 8042075.11; 298008.35, 8042051.88; 297987.52, 8042836.86; 

298129.40, 8042848.01; 298135.59, 8043098.90; 298223.73, 8043097.89; 

298225.35, 8043204.00; 298293.79, 8043203.14; 298323.44, 8043397.24; 

298123.29,  8043445.68; 298988.83, 8043400.66; 297310.85, 8045598.59; 

297471.22, 8046030.55. 
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Ward 43  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from a point where Harare-

Mashonaland West Provincial boundary crosses Railway Line (277103, 

8022911), then east wards along the railway line to where a railway line 

crosses a foot path (280142, 8022505)then generally southwestwards along 

an imaginary line to where it meets the eastern boundary of Members in 

Christ Church property (280079, 8022463), then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Members in Christ Church to where it meets 

an unnamed road (280031, 8022357) that leads to Budiriro 5 Current 

Shops, then generally south-westwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Magoda Road, then generally eastwards along Magoda Road to 

where Magoda Road crosses an unnamed stream, then generally south-

westwards along the unnamed stream to where Dehwe Road crosses the 

Stream, then southwestwards along Dehwe Road to its junction with 2nd 

Road, then south-eastwards along 2nd Road to where 2nd Road crosses an 

unnamed stream, then generally south-westwards along the Stream to 

where it meets the Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial boundary (279250, 

8019470), then generally north-westwards, north-eastwards along the 

Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial boundary to where it meets a Railway 

Line, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 277098.47, 8022912.92; 280091.82, 8022511.54; 280081.49, 8022396.07; 

279482.09, 8021752.11; 280265.12, 8021666.01; 279811.68, 8020645.92; 

279861.16, 8020610.47; 279251.70, 8019475.74; 275102.92, 8022056.21; 

277098.47, 8022912.92. 

Ward 44  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Bulawayo 

Road crosses Dzivarasekwa Stream then generally southwards along 

Dzivarasekwa Stream to where an unnamed road crosses the stream 

(278037, 8026670) then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to an 

imaginary line (279875, 8026652) to the south western boundary of 

Kuwadzana 2 Primary School boundary (279858, 8026950), then 

northwards along the imaginary line to the south western boundary of 

Kuwadzana 2 Primary School boundary so as to include the school, then 

generally northwards, eastwards, northwards along the school boundary to 

where it meets 1st Street, then generally eastwards along 1st Street to its 

junction with 48th Street, then generally south-westwards along 48th Street 

to its junction with 1st Street then generally south-eastwards along 1st 

Street to its junction with an unnamed road (281596, 8026340), then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with High Glen 
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Road, then generally southwards along High Glen to its intersection with 

Heany Road, then generally westwards along Heany Road to where it meets 

the Harare- Mashonaland West Provincial boundary, then generally north-

westwards along the Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial boundary to 

where the Bulawayo Road crosses it, then generally eastwards along 

Bulawayo Road to where it crosses Dzivarasekwa Stream, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

278226.50, 8028535.18; 278031.19, 8026676.41; 280041.24, 8026646.52; 

279990.35, 8026945.82; 279857.60, 8026948.88; 279856.67, 8027049.67; 

279915.12, 8027045.50; 279912.29, 8027233.56; 281016.56, 8027473.27; 

281269.07, 8026509.34; 281593.82, 8026338.41; 281635.56, 8026363.85; 

281793.07 8026295.28; 281853.94, 8025885.55; 276861.41, 8025559.53; 

276270.19, 8028279.50. 

Ward 45  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting form a point where the 

junction of Pasipanodya Street and Mugabe Street, then generally north-

eastwards, south-eastwards along Mugabe Street into Dzivarasekwa Road 

then generally east wards along Dzivaraekwa Road to where it crosses the 

railway line then generally southwards along the railway line to where 

Bulawayo Road crosses it, then generally westwards along Harare- 

Bulawayo Road to its junction with Robert Mugabe Way, then generally 

north-eastwards along Robert Mugabe Way to its junction with Pasipanodya 

Street, then north-westwards along Pasipanodya Street to its junction with 

Mugabe Street, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

280230.78, 8030325.18; 281444.08, 8030438.72; 282153.26, 8030454.29; 

282623.76, 8028440.24; 279472.03, 8028549.96; 279471.99, 8028818.04; 

279472.03, 8028549.96; 280654.96, 8029776.12; 280230.78, 8030325.18. 
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HARARE METROPOLITAN PROVINCE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 

CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

1. BUDIRIRO NORTH  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from awhere Heany 

Road crosses an unnamed stream (280444, 8025675), then generally south-

westwards along the unnamed stream to an imaginary line (279806, 

8024420) to the north-eastern boundary of Mukurumbira Primary School, 

then generally south-eastwards along the imaginary line to where it meets 

the north eastern boundary of Mukurumbira Primary School, then generally 

south-eastwards along the school boundary to where it meets an unnamed 

road (280068, 8024167), then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction Nzou Avenue, then generally south-westwards 

along Nzou Avenue to its intersection with Nema Street, then generally 

south-eastwards along Nema street to its junction with Mutamba Drive, 

then generally north-eastwards along Mutamba Drive to its junction with 

Crowborough Way, then generally southwards along Crowborough Way to 

its junction with Musasa Avenue, then generally eastwards along Musasa 

Avenue to its junction with Bubye Way, then generally south-eastwards 

along Bubye Way to its junction with Murara Avenue, then generally south-

westwards along Murara Avenue to its junction with an unnamed road 

(281150, 8023163), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed 

road to its junction with Mutsvanza Street, then generally north-eastwards 

along Mutsvanza Street to its junction with an unnamed road (281250, 

8023086), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Mutsubvu Road, then generally south-westwards along 

Mutsubvu Road to where its junction with an unnamed road (281269, 

8022886), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Mupani Avenue, then generally eastwards along Mupani 

Avenue to its junction with an unnamed road (281435, 8022838) then 

generally south eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Mhara way, then generally south-eastwards along Mhara way to its 

intersection with Cheni street, then generally south eastwards along Cheni 

street to its junction with Bembenene Road, then generally eastwards, 

southwards along Bembenene Road to its junction with Mukumbadzetse 

Avenue,  then generally eastwards along Mukumbadzetse Avenue to its 

junction with Donhodzo Avenue, then generally southwards along Donhodzo 

Avenue to its junction with an unnamed road (281809, 8022296), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road to where it meets a railway 

line, then generally westwards along the railway line to an imaginary line on 

the eastern boundary of Members in Christ Church (280091, 8022507) then 

generally south-westwards along the imaginary line to where it meets an 

unnamed road (280031, 8022357) that leads to Budiriro 5 Current Shops, 
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then generally south-westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Magoda Road, then generally eastwards along Magoda Road to where 

Magoda Road crosses an unnamed stream, then generally south-westwards 

along the unnamed stream to where Dehwe Road crosses the stream, then 

south-westwards along Dehwe Road to its junction with 2nd Road, then 

south-eastwards along 2nd Road to where 2nd Road crosses an unnamed 

stream, then generally south-westwards along the stream to where it meets 

the Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial boundary (279250, 8019470), then 

generally north-westwards, north-eastwards, northwards along the Harare / 

Mashonaland West Provincial boundary to where it meets Heany Road, then 

generally eastwards along Heany Road to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

276861.41, 8025559.53; 280436.67, 8025680.53; 279805.07, 8024419.38; 

280148.21, 8024093.60; 279959.31, 8023982.71; 279933.53, 8023889.58; 

279996.04, 8023880.34; 280089.24, 8023721.01; 280240.65, 8023753.68; 

280234.26, 8023577.71; 281407.67, 8023698.52; 281564.58, 8023361.02; 

281149.66, 8023162.77; 281249.93, 8023088.18; 281329.79, 8022915.77; 

281269.00, 8022887.27; 281316.29, 8022782.56; 281434.35, 8022838.77; 

281581.03,8022563.13; 281492.73, 8022508.89; 281543.107, 8022427.29; 

281573.22, 8022417.47; 281590.28, 8022379.44; 281680.48, 8022385.05; 

281695.66, 8022336.13; 281799.28, 8022341.65; 281823.64, 8022272.22; 

281780.62, 8022111.79; 280091.95, 8022511.47; 279482.10, 8021752.16; 

280265.07, 8021666.00; 279251.61, 8019476.32; 275102.93, 8022056.21; 

277100.47, 8022916.37; 277394.48, 8023226.32. 

2. BUDIRIRO SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Marimba 

Railway line crosses an unnamed stream (283077, 8022355 ) then generally 

south-westwards along the stream to where Chitova Road crosses it 

(281677, 8021176), then generally southwards along Chitova Road to its 

junction with 2nd Road, then generally south-eastwards along 2nd Road to 

its junction with 169th close, then generally south-eastwards along 169th 

Close to its junction with 19th street, then generally south-westwards along 

19th Street to its junction with 3rd Road, then generally south-westwards 

along 3rd Road to its junction with 106th Close, then generally south 

eastwards along 106th close to an imaginary line (281878, 8019984) to 

Willowvale Road, then south-westwards along the imaginary line to where it 

meets Willowvale Road, the generally south-westwards along Willowvale 
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Road to where it meets the Harare-Mashonaland Provincial Boundary, then 

generally north-westwards along the Harare-Mashonaland Provincial 

Boundary to where it meets an unnamed stream (279253, 8019476), then 

generally north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to where 2nd Road 

crosses it, then north-westwards along 2nd Road to its junction with Dehwe 

Road, then generally eastwards along Dehwe Road to where it crosses an 

unnamed stream (279969, 8020843) then generally north-eastwards along 

the stream to where Magoda Road crosses it, then generally westwards along 

Magoda Road to its junction with an unnamed road(279484, 8021751), then 

generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road to where it meets the 

south-eastern boundary of Members in Christ church, then generally 

northwards along the church boundary to where it meets Marimba 

Road(280088, 8022465), then northwards along the imaginary line to where 

it meets the Marimba railway line, then generally eastwards along the 

Marimba railway line to where it crosses a stream,the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

280091.82, 8022511.54; 283075.71, 8022361.74; 281675.62, 8021173.77; 

281890.46, 8020524.78; 282074.72, 8020483.16; 282090.80, 8020424.49; 

281945.27, 8020140.67; 281839.26, 8020101.01; 281900.33, 8019952.24; 

280352.24, 8018806.55; 279251.70, 8019475.74; 280264.96, 8021666.01; 

279482.09, 8021752.11; 280081.48, 8022396.10. 

3. CHITUNGWIZA NORTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Mharapara 

Road meets the Harare- Mashonaland East Boundary, then generally south-

eastwards, south-westwards along Harare- Mashonaland East Boundary 

(Duri river ) to its confluence with an unnamed stream (297970, 8005037), 

then generally north wards along the unnamed stream to where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses the stream then north-westwards along 

Hadzinananhanga Road to its intersection with Mharapara Road, then north 

eastwards along Mharapara Road to where Mharapara Road meets the 

Harare/Mashonaland East Administrative boundary, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295946.38, 8007129.15, 296327.98 8006758.83, 296469.76 8006954.55; 

296944.78, 8006718.52; 296834.06 8006499.07; 297473.62 8006026.01; 

297963.96, 8005560.54; 297969.73 8005040.43; 293440.76, 8004851.98; 

294935.64, 8005549.40.  
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4. CHITUNGWIZA SOUTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed stream which separates Zengeza 

4 and Unit J (295945, 8007130) then south-eastwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road t its junction with Chimurenga Road, then north-

eastwards along Chimuernga Road to its junction with Shambare Road, 

then south-eastwards along Shambare Road to it junction with 

Chirambahuyo Road, then generally south-westwards along Chirambahuyo 

Road to its junction with Hadzinanhanga Road then south-eastwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to where Hadinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed 

stream (297964, 8005552), then generally southwards along the stream to 

its confluence with Duri River which is the Harare-Mashonaland East 

boundary, then generally south-westwards along Duri River to its 

confluence with Nyatsime River, then north westwards along Nyatsime River 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream which is on the western 

boundary of Mukanya Lodge, then generally north eastwards along the 

stream to where New Chitungwiza Road crosses it, then north-westwards 

along New Chitungwiza Road to where it crosses a an unnamed stream 

(294361, 8006068) which separates Unit J and Zengeza 4), then generally 

north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to where Hadzinanhanga Road 

crosses it, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

299301.70, 8007681.06; 301590.43, 8006909.65; 297969.73, 8005040.43; 

297963.96, 8005560.54; 297473.62, 8006026.01. 

5. CHURU 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Amalinda Road crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally south-eastwards 

along Amalinda Road to its junction with Simon Mazorodze Road (Harare-

Masvingo Road), then generally southwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to 

its junction with Stoneridge Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Stoneridge Road to where it crosses an unnamed stream(288737, 8011243), 

then generally south-westwards along the stream to its confluence with 

Manyame River, then generally north-westwards along the Manyame River 

to where it meets the south-western boundary of Pension Farm, then 

generally north-eastwards along the western boundary of Pension Farm and 

Churu Farm to where it meets Amalinda Road so as to include the Pension 

farm and Churu Farm,  then generally south-eastwards, north-eastwards 

along Amalinda Road to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  
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280226.95, 8017544.81; 286014.35, 8016535.10; 285988.90, 8016269.07; 

288738.80, 8011239.77; 286851.92, 8010242.63; 276408.31, 8015461.78, 

6. DZIVARASEKWA 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Kirkman Road 

and an unnamed road which is adjacent to the south eastern boundary of 

National Building Society housing Scheme, then generally eastwards along 

Kirkman Road to a point where it crosses unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream 

(at the foot of Dzivarasekwa mountain range) (281361,8032396), then 

generally southwards along an imaginary line to where it meets 

Dzivarasekwa Road (281619, 8030389), then generally westwards along 

Dzivarasekwa Road into Mugabe Street, then generally southwestwards 

along Mugabe street to its junction with Pasipanodya Street, then south-

eastwards along Pasipanodya Street to its junction with Robert Mugabe 

Way, then generally south-westwards along Robert Mugabe Way to its 

junction with Bulawayo Road, then generally westwards along Bulawayo 

Road, to where it meets Harare/Mashonaland West Provincial Boundary, 

then generally northwards along the Harare/Mashonaland West Provincial 

Boundary to where it meets Kirkman Road, then generally eastwards along 

Kirkman Road to its junction with an unnamed road that separates 

Nehanda Housing Co-operative and National Building Society Scheme 

Houses then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed road which is on the south eastern boundary of 

NBS housing scheme,,then north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Kirkman Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

279472.02, 8028549.96; 276157.00, 8028255.36; 275536.98, 8029613.34; 

276342.27, 8030117.30; 276017.08, 8030472.38; 276092.40, 8031454.77; 

276153.95, 8032126.04; 276205.00, 8032632.15; 278002.94, 8033083.15; 

278412.23, 8032993.76; 278401.82, 8032915.50; 278903.78, 8032367.24; 

279373.62, 8032814.34; 281009.87, 8032596.10; 281360.21, 8032416.26; 

281327.21, 8032242.90; 281620.38, 8030392.28; 280924.30, 8030680.97; 

280230.78, 8030325.18; 280654.96, 8029776.12; 279471.99, 8028818.04; 

279472.03. 

7. EPWORTH NORTH 

It is an area of land Bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chiremba 

Road crosses the Hatfield/Epworth Administrative boundary (300748, 

8022559), then generally north-eastwards along the administrative 

boundary to where it meets the Southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm 

(SunWay City) (301634, 8023638) then generally eastwards along the 

Ventersburg farm boundary to where it meets Ruwa River (309605, 

8021468), then generally south-westwards along Ruwa River (Harare-

Mashonaland East Provincial Administrative Boundary), to where it meets 
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the northern boundary of beta bricks property boundary (308693, 8019979), 

then generally north westwards along the provincial boundary, so as to 

exclude Beta bricks property,into Adelaide Access Road then generally 

westwards along Adelaide Access Road, to its junction with Overspill Road 

so as to exclude Solani Shopping Centre, into Chinamano Extension and 

Chinamano Original boundary (304492, 802 then generally north-westwards 

along the Chinamano Extension and Chinamano Original boundary to 

where it meets an unnamed road (303415, 8021616) which is adjacent to 

the northern boundary of Goshen Church so as to include the church,  then 

generally north-westwards along an unnamed road to where it meets Jacha 

River, then generally north eastwards along Jacha River to where it meets 

an unnamed road (which connects Jacha River to Kirdish Business Centre), 

(303537, 8021973), so as to exclude stand number 10 Jacha area, then 

generally westwards along the unnamed road to where it meets the 

Southern boundary of AFM Church so as to exclude the church, then 

generally Westwards along the AFM Church boundary to where it meets an 

unnamed road (which leads to Jacha Road), then generally Southwards 

along the unnamed road to its Junction with Jacha Road (302292, 

8022039), then Southwestwards along Jacha Road to its Junction with 

Mutaiko Road, then generally southwards along Mutaiko Road to its 

junction with Overspill Road so as to include Munyuki Shopping Centre,  

then generally westwards along Overspill Road to its junction with Chiremba 

Road, then generally North Westwards along Chiremba Road to its junction 

with Chiremba Park Road, then generally South westwards along the 

Chiremba Park Road to where it crosses the Epworth/Hatfield 

Administrative Boundary (301257, 8021200), then generally north-

westwards, northwards along the administrtative boundary to where 

Chiremba Road crosses the Hatfield/Epworth administrative boundary, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

300734.29, 8022581.11; 300938.72, 8023175.56; 301489.59, 8023225.41; 

301879.93, 8023618.98; 309552.25, 8021448.46; 308691.84, 8019808.26; 

307123.89, 8020667.00; 304945.38, 8020281.17; 304612.28, 8020569.61; 

304673.87, 8020633.80; 304563.84, 8020701.24; 304493.77, 8020628.81; 

304108.79, 8020910.35; 304162.90, 8021005.37; 303785.18, 8021328.75; 

303771.01, 8021480.30; 303478.41, 8021474.83; 303434.62, 8021641.98; 

303336.01, 8021734.52; 303535.50, 8021983.04; 303484.98, 8022029.80; 

302395.94, 8022581.16; 302303.71, 8022565.06; 302292.74, 8022051.74; 

302075.20, 8021972.02; 302406.37, 8020930.48; 302134.43, 8020909.17; 

301298.00, 8021264.59; 301255.95, 8021218.20; 300563.14, 8021794.39. 
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8. EPWORTH SOUTH 

It is an area of land Bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chiremba 

Park Road meets the Hatfield Estate Block S 

(Bellapaise)/Chitsvachirimurutsoka Farm boundary, then generally north-

eastwards along Chiremba Park Road to its junction with Chiremba 

Road,then generally eastwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with 

Overspill Road, then generally Eastwards along Overspill Road to its 

junction with Mutaiko Road,then generally northwest-wards along Mutaiko 

Road to where it meets Jacha Road, then generally eastwards along the 

Jacha Road to where it meets an unnamed road, (302295, 8022042) to 

Kirdish Business Centre,then generally northwards along the unnamed road 

to where it meets the southern boundary of AFM Church so as to exclude 

the church, then generally eastwards along the church boundary to where it 

meets Chabata Road, then generally south-eastwards along Chabata Road 

to where it meets Jacha River so as to exclude property Number 150 Jacha, 

then generally south-westwards along Jacha River to where an unnamed 

road crosses it (303322, 8021713) (from Jacha River to Goshen Church), 

then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed road to the Overspill- 

Chinamano Extension boundary (western boundary of Goshen Church) 

(303435, 8021635) so as to exclude the church,  then generally south-

eastwards along the Overspill-Chinamano Extension boundary so as to 

exclude Kubatana Primary School to where it meets Overspill Road (304496, 

8020619), then generally south-eastwards,eastwards along Chinamano 

original and Chinamano Extension boundary so as to include Solani 

Shopping Centre, to where it meets Garan‟anga Road at its intersection with 

Adelaide Access Road, then generally eastwards along Adelaide access Road 

to where it meets the northern boundary of Beta Bricks premises then 

further south eastwards along the Betaa Bricks boundary to where it meets 

Ruwa River then generally south- westwards along Ruwa River to the north-

western boundary of Muza property (305451, 8017373), then generally 

south-eastwards along the Muza property boundary to where it meets the 

Harare-Mashonaland East District Administrative boundary (305730, 

8016805), then generally westwards along the Harare-Mashonaland East 

District Administrative boundary to the confluence of Ruwa River and Jacha 

River then generally north-westwards along Jacha Riverto where Chiremba 

Road crosses it, then generally north-westwards along Chiremba Road to 

where Chiremba Road meets the eastern boundary of ZAOGA Church then 

generally south-westwards along the ZAOGA Church boundary to the foot of 

Domboramwari Hill, then generally north-westwards along northern foot 

boundary of Domboramwari Hill to where it meets the Hatfield Estate Block 

S (Bellapaise)/Chitsvachirimurutsoka Farm boundary then north-westwards 

along the farm boundary to where Chiremba Park Road meets it, the 

starting point This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 
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(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

301255.95, 8021218.20; 301298.00, 8021264.59; 302134.43, 8020909.17; 

302406.37, 8020930.48; 302075.20, 8021972.02; 302292.74, 8022051.74; 

302303.71, 8022565.06; 302395.94, 8022581.16; 303484.98, 8022029.80; 

303535.50, 8021983.04; 303336.01, 8021734.518; 303434.62, 

8021641.98; 303478.40, 8021474.83; 303771.01, 8021480.30; 303785.18, 

8021328.75; 304162.90, 8021005.36; 304108.79, 8020910.35; 304493.77, 

8020628.81; 304563.84, 8020701.24; 304673.87, 8020633.80; 304612.28, 

8020569.61; 304945.38, 8020281.17; 307123.89, 8020667.00; 308691.83, 

8019808.37; 308298.24, 8018261.55; 306556.31, 8019080.38; 305449.39, 

8017401.57; 305731.02, 8016813.95; 304165.31, 8016726.71; 303897.95, 

8019377.09; 303565.55, 8019550.57; 303501.09, 8019468.57. 

9. GLENORAH  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Gumbe Road and High Glen Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

High Glen Road to its junction with Main Street then north-eastwards along 

Main Street to a point where a 33kV power line crosses it then generally 

south-eastwards along the powerline to where it meets 168th then generally 

south-westwards, south-eastwards along 168th Street to where An imaginary 

line(287277, 8018757) is drawn south-eastwards to where it meets 

Mukuvisi River then generally south-westwards along the Mukuvisi river to 

where Amalinda Road crosses it then generally south-westwards, north-

westwards along Amalinda Road to its junction with 16th Avenue, then 

north-eastwards along 16th Avenue into 15th Avenue then generally north-

westwards along 15th Avenue to its junction with Gumbe Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Gumbe Road to its junction with Patrenda 

Way then north-westwards along Patrenda Way to where it crosses an 

unnamed stream(283467, 8018529) then generally northwards along the an 

unnamed stream to an imaginary line(283532, 8018734) to the western 

boundary of Glen Norah Flats and Kundai Primary School then eastwards 

along the imaginary line to where it meets an unnamed Road (283712, 

8018733) then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road to where 

it meets the western boundary of Kundai Primary school then generally 

north-eastwards,along the boundary to where it meets Kunzekweguta Drive 

then generally south-eastwards along Kunzekweguta Drive to its junction 

with Gumbe Road then generally north-eastwards along Gumbe Road to its 

junction with High Glen Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

284792.55, 8020227.70; 286073.06, 8019437.44; 286134.62, 8019479.06; 

287126.90, 8018951.60; 287081.96, 8018863.72; 287434.19, 8018669.15; 

284643.78, 8017171.92; 283237.76, 8017021.90; 283652.58, 8018317.94; 

283461.06, 8018525.81; 283531.09, 8018738.68; 283723.88, 8018738.47; 

283922.47, 8018936.10; 284109.70, 8018739.32. 

10. GLENVIEW NORTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where High Glen 

Road crosses a railway line, then generally southwards along High Glen 

Road to its junction with Glen eagles Road, then generally eastwards along 

Glen eagles Road to its junction with Harare Drive, then southwards along 

Harare Drive to its intersection with Willowvale Road, then generally south-

westwards along the Willowvale Road to its junction with 224th street, then 

generally south-eastwards along 224th to its junction with 236th street, then 

southwards along 236th street to its junction with 210th street, then 

generally eastwards along 210th Street to its junction with Mangwende Drive 

West, then generally south-eastwards along Mangwende Drive West to its 

junction with Main Street then generally south-westwards along Main Street 

to its junction with High Glen Road, then generally north-westwards along 

High Glen Road to its junction with Gumbe Road, then generally south-

westwards along Gumbe Road to its junction with Mhondo Crescent, then 

generally eastwards along Mhondo Crescent to its junction with Matobo 

Crescent, then southwards along Matobo Crescent to its junction with 

Chikaka Drive, then generally westwards along Chikaka Drive to its junction 

with Kunzekweguta Drive, then westwards along an imaginary line (283903, 

8019273) to where it meets an unnamed stream (283584, 8019274) then 

generally northwards along the stream to where a powerline crosses it, then 

westwards along the powerline to where the powerline crosses Glen View 

Way, then generally southwards along Glen View Way to its intersection with 

Patrenda Way, then generally westwards along Patrenda Way to its junction 

11th Avenue, then northwards along 11th Avenue to its junction with 1st 

Drive, then generally eastwards along 1st Drive to its junction with 12th 

Avenue, then generally north-westwards along 12th Avenue to its junction 

with Willowvale Road, then generally south-westwards along Willowvale 

Road to an imaginary (281904, 8019949) then northwards along the 

imaginary line to where it meets 106th close then generally northwards along 

106th Close to its junction with 3rd Road, then north-eastwards along 3rd 

Road to its junction with 19th street, then generally north-eastwards along 

19th street to its junction to where it 169th Close, then north-westwards 

along 169th close to its junction with 2nd Road, then generally north-
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westwards along 2nd Road to its junction with Chitowa Road then generally 

north-westwards along Chitowa Road to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (281684, 8021175), then generally north-eastwards along the stream 

to where Marimba Railway line crosses the stream, then eastwards along the 

railway line to where High Glen Road crosses the railway line, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

283292.06, 8022448.35; 283428.52, 8022115.15; 288866.84, 8022659.26; 

288936.33, 8022437.89; 285397.04, 8021144.49; 285697.04, 8020807.43; 

285717.95, 8020190.07; 286220.69, 8020248.96; 286574.35, 8019946.42; 

286072.95, 8019437.69; 284792.57, 8020227.71; 284361.92, 8019317.77; 

284164.36, 8019334.83; 284161.80, 8019279.70; 283585.91, 8019277.49; 

283585.74, 8019370.89; 282881.01, 8019267.98; 282807.28, 8018958.62; 

282045.00, 8018884.50; 281957.52, 8019340.94; 282323.16, 8019408.78; 

282147.17, 8020043.11; 281900.33, 8019952.24; 281839.26, 8020101.01; 

281945.27, 8020140.67; 282090.80, 8020424.49; 282074.80, 8020483.10; 

281890.46, 8020524.75; 281675.62, 8021173.77; 283075.67, 8022361.84. 

11. GLENVIEW SOUTH. 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Willowvale Road and 12th Avenue, then generally southwards along 12th 

Avenue to its junction with 1st Drive, then generally westwards along 1st 

Drive to where its junction with 11th Avenue, them generally southwards 

along 11th Avenue to its junction with Patrenda Way, then generally 

eastwards along Patrenda Way to its intersection with Glenview Way then 

generally northeastwards along Glenview way to where it meets a 330kV 

powerline,then generally eastwards along the powerline to where to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (283615, 8019414) to, then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to an imaginary line (283591, 

8019279) to Chikaka Drive, then eastwards along the imaginary line to 

where it meets Chikaka Drive, then generally eastwards along Chikaka 

Driver to where its junction with Mhondo Crescent, then generally 

northwards, eastwards along Mhondo Cresent to its junction with Gumbe 

Road, then generally south-westwards along Gumbe Road to its junction 

with Kunzekweguta Drive, then generally north westwards along 

Kunzekweguta Drive to where it meets the north-eastern boundary of 

Kundai Primary School then generally south-westwards, along Kundai 

Primary School boundary to where it meets an unnamed road (283783, 

8018780) so as to exclude the school, then generally south westwards along 

the unnamed road to an imaginary line to an unnamed stream (283529, 
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8018738), then eastwards along the imaginary line to where it meets an 

unnamed stream, then generally south-westwards along the stream to 

where Patrenda Way crosses the unnamed stream, then generally south-

eastwards along Patrenda Ray to its junction with Gumbe Road, then 

generally south-westwards along Gumbe Road to its junction with 15th 

Avenue, then generally south-eastwards along 15th Avenue into 16th Avenue, 

then generally south-westwards along 16th Avenue to its junction with 

Amalinda Road, then generally north-westwards along Amalinda Road to 

where it meets the Harare-Mashonaland West Provincial Boundary, then 

north-eastwards, north-westwards along the Harare-Mashonaland West 

Provincial Boundary to where the Willowvale Road crosses the provincial 

boundary, then generally north-eastwards along Willowvale Road to its 

junction with 12th Avenue, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

282146.25, 8020041.89; 282323.15, 8019408.79; 281957.54, 8019340.92; 

282044.99, 8018884.50; 282807.27, 8018958.65; 282881.00, 8019267.98; 

283585.73, 8019370.90; 283585.89, 8019277.47; 284161.81, 8019279.71; 

284164.42, 8019334.80; 284361.92, 8019317.78; 284108.88, 8018741.68; 

283922.46, 8018936.12; 283724.50, 8018738.40; 283459.83, 8018528.86; 

283652.52, 8018317.49; 283248.26, 8017743.08; 283237.70, 8017022.21; 

280226.89, 8017544.87; 281352.57, 8018208.39; 280352.27, 8018806.59. 

12. HARARE CENTRAL  

It an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Quendon 

Road crosses Avondale River, then generally south-eastwards along 

Quendon Road to its junction with West Road,then southwards along West 

Road to where it crosses the Avondale Stream then generally eastwards 

along the stream to where it meets Cork drain then eastwards along the 

drain to where Prince Edward Road crosses it, then northwards along Prince 

Edward Road to its junction with Cork Road then generally eastwards along 

Cork Road to its junction with Sam Nujoma Street (2nd Street Extension), 

then generally southwards along the Sam Nujoma Street to its intersection 

with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along Josiah 

Tongogara Avenue to its junction with Eighth Street, then generally south-

eastwards along Eighth Street to where it meets Fife Avenue, then generally 

north-eastwards along Fife Avenue to its junction with Pauling Drive, then 

south-eastwards along Pauling Drive to its junction with Emmerson 

Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road), then generally south-westwards along 

Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) to its junction with Robert 

Mugabe Road then generally eastwards along Robert Mugabe Road to where 

it crosses a tributary of Mukuvisi River (295252, 8027569), then generally 
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south-westwards along the tributary to its confluence with Mukuvisi 

River,then generally south-westwards along Mukuvisi River to where Seke 

Road crosses it, then generally north-westwards along Seke Road to the rail 

over Road crossing, then generally south-westwards along the railway line to 

a point where it meets Rotten Row Road, then generally north-westwards 

along Rotten Row Road to its junction with Coventry Road, then generally 

south-westwards along Coventry Road its junction with Kambuzuma Road, 

then generally north-westwards along Kambuzuma Road then generally 

south-westwards along Kambuzuma Road to where its junction with 4th 

Avenue, then northwards along 4th Avenue to its junction with an unnamed 

road to kambuzuma drive, then south-westwardsalong the unnamed road to 

its junction with Kambuzuma Drive, then south eastwards along 

Kambuzuma Drive to where it meets Makoni Road, then generally south-

westwards along Makoni Road to its junction with Kambuzuma Drive, then 

north-eastwards along Kambuzuma Drive to the eastern boundary of 

Kambuzuma High 1, then south-eastwards along the school boundary to 

where it meets Kambuzuma Road, then generally south-westwards along 

Kambuzuma Road to its intersection with Highglen Road, then generally 

north-westwards along Highglen Road to its junction an unnamed road 

adjacent to the southern boundary of Property number 409, Leopold 

Takawira Cooperative, then generally eastwards along the unnamed road so 

as to exclude the Property to its junction with Jumbo Road, then north-

eastwards along jumbo Road to its intersection with crowborough Road 

Road then generally northwards along coroborough Road to where it crosses 

Marimba River, then eastwards along Marimba River to where a railway 

crosses it, then north eatswards along an imaginary line to where it meets a 

330kV power line (283820, 8025500), then north eastwards along the power 

line to where it crosses an unnamed stream (285385, 8026015), then north 

westwards along the stream to where it meets the junction of 2nd Avenue 

and first Avenue, then north-westwards along 1st Avenue to its junction with 

3rd Avenue and then north-eastwards along 3rd Avenue to its junction with 

4th Avenue, then northwards along 4th Avenue to its junction with 

Bulawayo/Harare Road, then eastwards along Bulawayo/Harare Road to 

where it crosses avonadle stream, then generally north-eastwards along 

Avondale River to where Quendon Road crosses it, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

288081.32, 8027835.09; 289399.27, 8030935.04; 290791.68, 8030577.44; 

290742.34, 8029727.36; 292812.332, 8030173.95; 293088.05, 

8029099.27; 294113.43, 8029371.58; 294248.05, 8028863.87; 295108.63, 

8029169.74; 295120.97, 8029158.89; 294520.12, 8027558.97; 295251.77, 
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8027570.44; 294963.40, 8027279.82; 293301.08, 8026210.51; 292994.35, 

8026862.73; 292084.48, 8025816.71; 291915.05, 8026140.14; 287547.63, 

8024859.67; 285631.26, 8024518.52; 285613.41, 8025113.62; 284852.06, 

8024909.64; 284886.23, 8024841.31; 284675.24, 8024354.51; 284725.47, 

8024382.55; 284850.78, 8024196.38; 282970.36, 8023279.67; 282457.87, 

8024082.83; 282503.08, 8024122.52; 283003.34, 8024028.35; 283413.42, 

8024780.10; 283324.86, 8025069.91; 283596.49, 8025026.06; 283756.95, 

8025487.39; 285376.2, 8026025.20; 285295.63, 8026357.19; 284967.05, 

8026744.57; 286036.92, 8026987.31; 286166.44, 8027964.36. 

13. HARARE EAST 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the point where 

Borrowdale Road crosses the Harare-Masheast Provincial Boundary 

(300121, 8042526) then generally east wards,  then generally southwards 

along the provincial boundary to where it meets Arcturus Road, then 

generally south-westwards along Arcturus Road to its junction with Sinini 

Street then south-eastwards along Sinini Street to an imaginary line drawn 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Tafara flats then eastwards along 

the imaginary boundary to where it meets the north eastern boundary of 

Tafara flats at the Provincial Administrative boundary, then generally 

southwards along the Provincial Administrative boundary to where it meets 

Zvavamupimbira Avenue then westwards along Zvavamupimbira Avenue to 

where it meets an unnamed stream the generally south-westwards along 

Zvavamupimbira Avenue to where it crosses an unnamed stream (310329, 

8027311), then generally north-westwards along the unnamed stream to 

where it meets an unnamed road (309063, 8027825), then generally north-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Acturus Road, then 

generally westwards along Acturus Road to its junction with Donnybrook 

Road, then generally south-westwards along Donnybrook Road to its 

junction with Harare-Mutare Road, then generally north-westwards along 

Harare-Mutare Road to where the northwestern boundary of Ventersburg 

farm (Sunway city)crosses it then generally south westwards to where it 

meets the eastern boundary of ZIMPHOS Quarry, then northwards along the 

eastern boundary of ZIMPHOS Quarry boundary to where it meets Mukuvisi 

river (302227, 8025456), then generally westwards along Mukuvisi river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream (300921, 8025572) then generally 

northwards along the unnamed stream to where Harare-Mutare Road 

crosses it, then generally westwards along Harare-Mutare Road to its 

junction with Coronation Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along 

Coronation Avenue to its junction with Wiltshire Road, then generally south-

eastwards along Wiltshire Road to its junction with Hampshire Road, then 
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generally south-eastwards along Hampshire Road into Fallon Avenue then 

generally east wards along Fallon Avenue to its junction with Harare Drive, 

then generally northwestwards along Harare Drive to its junction with Rolf 

Avenue, then generally southwestwards along rolf Avenue into Addingtone 

Lane,then generally south westwards along Addingtone Lane to its junction 

with Borrowdale Road,then south westwards along Borrowdale Road to 

where it meets the south eastern boundary of Helenic Academy, then north 

eastwards, north westwards, south westwards along the school boundary to 

where it meets maxwell Road,then generally northwestwards along an 

imaginary line to where it meets Teviotdale Road (295122, 8033646) then 

generally northwards along Teviotdale Road to its junction with Edinburg 

Road, then eastwards along Edinburg Road to its junction with Borrowdale 

Road, then north-eastwards along Borrowdale Road to its intersection with 

Harare Drive, then south-eastwards along Harare Drive to its junction with 

Charlecote Road, then north eastwards along Charlecote Road to its 

junction with Stratford Drive, the generally north-eastwards along Stratford 

Drive to its junction with St Geralds Way then north eastwards along St 

Geralds Way to its junction with Stonechat Lane, then north westwards 

along Stonechat lane to its junction with Honey bear Lane, then generally 

north-eastwards along Honey Bear Lane to its junction with Carrick Creagh 

Road, then north westwards along Carrick Creagh Road to its junction with 

Crowhill Road, then north-eastwards along Crowhill Road to its junction 

Hawkshead Drive, then generally northwards along Hawkshead Drive toits 

junction with Hedsor Drive, then generally south-westwards along Hedsor 

Drive to its junction with Borrowdale Road, then south-westwards along 

Borrowdale Road to its junction with Lichfield Lane, then north-westwards 

along Lichfield Lane to the eastern boundary of POTRAZ Farm, then north-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of POTRAZ Farm so as to exclude the 

farm to where it meets Borrowdale Road, then north-eastwards along 

Borrowdale Road to where it meets Harare-Mashonaland East Provincial 

boundary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

297339.73, 8033693.36; 295756.28, 8032414.72; 295752.83, 8032473.37; 

295880.49, 8032709.70; 295563.07, 8033222.04; 295434.98, 8033146.14; 

295120.07, 8033656.13;295374.94, 8034951.10; 296701.59, 8035146.491; 

296763.60, 8035130.31; 296777.04, 8035164.07; 297144.62, 8035217.03; 

297236.62, 8035391.20; 298289.41, 8037110.78; 298450.29, 8037009.62; 

299252.77, 8036812.29; 299429.34, 8037016.57; 299432.72, 8037019.00; 

299476.13, 8037280.31; 299496.43, 8037283.49; 299687.75, 8037176.70; 

299979.25, 8037612.25; 299864.26, 8037738.4; 299897.32, 8037764.45; 
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300292.35, 8038405.58; 300293.30, 8038406.96; 299902.15, 8038724.72; 

300375.33, 8039063.41; 300372.40, 8039095.76; 300220.34, 8039127.89; 

300221.29, 8039132.20; 300280.21, 8039177.86; 300335.25, 8039394.70; 

300306.13, 8039414.84; 300404.03, 8039678.04; 300245.30, 8039717.53; 

299816.94, 8039084.94; 299695.67, 8039040.83; 299531.60, 8039116.30; 

299523.35, 8039102.8; 298817.97, 8039467.92; 300110.48, 8042505.02; 

300118.38, 8042533.40; 300147.27, 8042529.26; 300737.10, 8042885.03; 

302618.48, 8042742.35; 302762.29, 8042410.35; 302616.22, 8042170.18; 

303650.06, 8041824.41; 303621.88, 8042444.86; 303335.55, 8042631.58; 

303434.29, 8042940.53; 303201.56, 8043087.5; 303451.84, 8043412.16; 

303845.33, 8043204.15; 303792.75, 8043069.83; 303858.09, 8043020.86; 

303845.60, 8042708.50; 304739.60, 8042303.12; 304295.62, 8041840.54; 

304897.70, 8041454.87; 305360.82, 8042496.62; 306079.57, 8041959.99; 

307187.51, 8042337.42; 308885.61, 8040281.52; 308959.00, 8040346.44 ; 

309612.72, 8040647.38; 310149.57, 8039027.89; 309346.33, 8038708.68; 

309384.65, 8037286.65; 308721.93, 8036476.58; 308686.09, 8031044.52; 

308649.93, 8030989.78; 310065.49, 8029473.93; 310126.07, 8029409.45; 

310759.21, 8028753.61; 310854.68, 8028298.27; 310897.45, 8027803.27; 

311029.18, 8027539.80; 310328.21, 8027318.50; 309062.32, 8027827.03; 

309076.32, 8027834.60 ;309340.99, 8028027.94; 309332.92, 8028645.01; 

308473.01, 8028743.98; 308469.19, 8028746.09; 308337.87, 8028557.16; 

308097.48, 8028268.53; 305322.20, 8024936.83; 305275.32, 8024922.78; 

305264.17, 8024919.44; 304620.29, 8024726.44; 302146.82, 8023910.07; 

302089.11, 8024041.58; 302441.64, 8024957.80; 302251.89, 8025225.51; 

302254.71, 8025297.78; 300918.98, 8025596.54; 301168.51, 8026472.09; 

299149.42, 8026953.54; 299168.54, 8027036.62; 301130.92, 8029140.96; 

301286.18 8029038.31; 301675.69, 8029062.73; 301993.04, 8028639.61; 

302995.07, 8028446.11; 300496.18, 8034874.35; 300393.11, 8034863.32; 

299165.45, 8034280.30; 299099.37, 8034219.04; 298619.93, 8034284.73; 

298237.97, 8033967.36; 298061.71, 8033915.67; 297352.99, 8033694.71; 

297340.53, 8033696.93; 297339.73, 8033693.36. 
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14. HARARE SOUTH  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Simon Mazorodze Road and New Chitungwiza Road, then generally south-

eastwards along New Chitungwiza Road to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (290613, 8012617), then generally north-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream (292152, 

8014883), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where an unnamed road (294217, 8016298) to Chinhamo Trek Service 

Station crosses it, then south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Seke Road then generally southwards along Seke Road so as 

to exclude the Chinhamo Trek Service Station, to where it crosses Manyame 

River, then generally westwards along Manyame River to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream(286874, 8010212), then generally north-eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to where Stoneridge Road crosses it, then 

generally north-westwards along Stoneridge Road to its junction with Simon 

Mazorodze Road, then generally north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze 

Road its junction with New Chitungwiza Road, the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

286572.40, 8017457.97; 290604.91, 8012623.04; 294556.71, 8016151.33; 

295645.24, 8015726.95; 294389.86, 8011075.40; 286851.92, 8010242.63; 

288739.24, 8011239.48; 285988.87, 8016269.06. 

15. HARARE WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where 

Harare/Mashonaland central provincial Administrative boundary crosses 

Old Mazoe Road(282577, 8040054) then northwards, south-eastwards to 

where it meets Sam Nunjoma Street then generally southwards along Sam 

Nunjoma Street street to its intersection with Lomagundi Road then 

generally north-westwards along Lomagundi Road to its intersection with 

Harare Drive then generally southwards along Harare Drive to its junction 

with Stanstead Road, then south-eastwards along Stanstead Road to its 

junction Stortford Parade, then north eastwards, south-eastwards along 

Stortford Parade to its junction with Sherwood Drive, then generally 

southwards along Sherwood Drive to its intersection with Lauchlen Avenue, 

then generally westwards, north-westwards along Lauchlen Avenue to to its 

junction with Felstead Road, then generally south westwards along Felstead 

Road to its junction with Harare Drive, then generally southwards along 

Harare Drive to its junction with Kirkman Road,  then generally north-

westwards along Kirkman Road to where it crosses an unnamed stream, 

then south-westwards along the unnamed stream to where 

Bulawayo/Harare crosses the stream (284134,8028321), then westwards 

along Bulawayo/Harare Road to where Bulawayo Road crosses over the 
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railway, then north-westwards along the railway line to where Dzivarasekwa 

Road crosses it, then westwards along Dzivarasekwa Road to where it meets 

the southern edge of Dzivarasekwa mountainous range (281620, 8030382) 

then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point where Kirkman 

Road crosses an an unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) stream, then generally north-

westwards along Kirkman Road to where it meets the Harare District 

Administrative Boundary (279377, 8032809), then generally north-

westwards, north-eastwards, northwards along the Administration boundary 

to where it meets it crosses Old Mazowe Road, the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

281360.21, 8032416.26; 279373.60, 8032814.33; 278979.31, 8033429.32; 

278295.72, 8034484.97; 282387.77, 8035345.30; 282568.57, 8040683.21; 

287212.02, 8037563.02; 290651.21, 8037439.12; 292075.19, 8032679.99; 

292078.02, 8032673.88; 292083.12, 8032662.88; 292048.69, 8032646.50; 

287662.76, 8034662.64; 287086.78, 8032391.11; 287671.03, 8031991.68; 

287832.40, 8031881.72; 287956.18, 8031991.27; 288054.50, 8031930.89; 

287968.68, 8030520.80; 287119.46, 8030690.82; 287075.34, 8030653.22; 

287098.90, 8030493.87; 286534.56, 8030220.35; 286499.97, 8029457.25; 

285914.31, 8029619.93; 284134.65, 8028331.01; 282634.17, 8028439.47; 

282153.26, 8030454.29; 281620.38, 8030392.27; 281327.21, 8032242.90; 

281360.21, 8032416.26. 

16. HATCLIFFE 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

southern boundary of Glen Forest Memorial Park meets the Harare Mash 

Central Provincial boundary, then eastwards, then southwards into 

Borrowdale/Domboshava Road, then south-westwards along Domboshava 

Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Portraz Farm, then south 

westwards along the farm boundary to where it meets Litchfield lane, thn 

south eastwards along Litchfield lane to its junction with borrowdale Road, 

then north east wards along Borrowdale Road to its junction with Hedsor 

Drive, then generally north eastwards along Hedsor Drive to its junction 

Hawkshead Drive, then generally southwards along Hawkshead Drive to its 

junction with Crowhill Road, then south westwards along Crowhill Road to 

its junction with Carrick Creagh Road, then south-eastwards along Carrick 

Creagh Road to its junction with Honey Bear Lane, then generally south-

westwards along Honey Bear Lane to its junction with Stonechat Lane, then 

south-eastwards along Stonechat lane then generally south east wards 

along stone chat lane to its junction with St Gerads Way, then south-
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westwards along St Gerads Way to its junction with Stratford Drive, then 

generally south westwards along Stratford Drive to its junction with 

Charlecote Road, then generally south westwards along Charlcote Road to 

its junction with Harare Drive, then generally north westwards along Harare 

Drive to its intersection with Borrowdale Road, then generally south-

westwards along Borrowdale Road to its junction with Edenburgh Road, 

then westwards along Edenburgh Road to its junction with Teviotdale Road, 

then southwards along Teviotdale Road to its junction with Chatsworth 

Road, then generally westwards along Chatsworth Road to its junction 

Pendennis Road, the Southwards along Pendennis to its intersection with 

The Chase, then generally westwards along The Chase to its intersection 

with Sam Nujoma Street, then generally north-westwards, along Sam 

Nujoma Street to where it meets the south eastern boundary of Zimbabwe 

Defence University (Harare/Mashonaland Central Administration 

Boundary), then generally eastwards, then northwards along the 

administration boundary to where it meets the southern boundary of 

Glenforest Memorial Park, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

294003.90, 8034654.25; 293958.46, 8033872.37; 292816.58, 8033974.10; 

292816.84, 8033976.66; 292819.39, 8034002.47; 291669.25; 8034175.69; 

290651.21, 8037439.13; 290635.53, 8037591.70; 290589.92, 8038796.79; 

291641.01, 8037403.03; 292232.49, 8038128.59; 292864.74, 8037458.41; 

292865.18, 8037458.02; 296586.01, 8038597.86; 295760.56, 8042949.91; 

295725.70; 8043211.29; 296189.27, 8043941.48; 296831.94; 8044002.53; 

296810.01, 8044247.35; 296816.32, 8044264.17; 297471.22, 8046030.55; 

299779.73, 8045700.44; 300654.80, 8045541.94; 300501.70, 8044214.81; 

300534.72, 8044065.41; 299794.29, 8041413.39; 299733.23, 8041368.12; 

298836.99, 8039505.26; 298817.98, 8039467.92;  299523.35, 8039102.84; 

299531.61, 8039116.31; 299695.68, 8039040.83; 299816.95, 8039084.95; 

300192.11, 8039687.03; 300193.58, 8039688.65; 300404.04, 8039678.05; 

300325.90, 8039565.96; 300278.01, 8039497.59; 300367.42, 8039343.04; 

300221.29, 8039132.20; 300237.99, 8039108.93; 300372.40, 8039095.77; 

300375.39, 8039049.10; 300109.06, 8038855.82; 299902.15, 8038724.72; 

300131.60, 8038537.60; 300293.30, 8038406.96; 300292.35, 8038405.58;  

300154.26, 8038221.78; 300136.34, 8038027.92; 300136.10, 8038026.92; 

299864.26, 8037738.42; 299979.26, 8037612.26; 299687.76, 8037176.73; 
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299495.74; 8037283.78; 299476.13, 8037280.32; 299432.72, 8037019.01; 

299429.35, 8037016.58; 299351.81, 8036960.67; 299351.63, 8036960.51; 

299252.77, 8036812.30; 298948.77, 8036912.14; 298450.29, 8037009.62; 

298289.41, 8037110.78; 297144.62, 8035217.03; 296770.35, 8035152.57; 

296763.60, 8035130.31; 296727.37, 8035140.13; 295374.94, 8034951.10; 

295386.44, 8034829.94; 294143.59, 8034668.59; 294104.80, 8034649.07; 

294003.90, 8034654.25. 

17. HATFIELD  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Mukuvisi River meets 

the eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands then generally eastwards 

along Mukuvisi River to where it meets the eastern boundary of ZIMPHOS 

property, then generally southwards along the ZIMPHOS boundary so as to 

include ZIMPHOS to the north-eastern corner of the United Theological 

College (Epworth/Harare Administration Boundary) so as to include the 

United Theological College then generally south-westwards, south eastwards 

along the Epworth/Harare Administration Boundary to the eastern most 

corner of Hatfield Estate then generally south westwards, westwards, south-

westwards along the northern boundary of Hatfield Estate and Dunstan 

Farm to where it meets Twentydales Road along Twentydales Road to its 

junction with Harare drive, to where it meets the northern boundary of 

Paramount Signature then generally westwards along the boundary to where 

it meets Seke Road then generally southwards along Seke Road to where it 

meets the northern boundary of Retreat Farm (Retreat Park) then south-

westwards, southwards along the farm boundary to where it meets First 

Avenue then generally south-eastwards along First Avenue to its junction 

with Huxton Road, then south-westwards along Huxton Road to where it 

meets the north western boundary of Irvines Zimbabwe, then south-

westwards along Irvines Zimbabwe boundary to where it meets new 

Chitungwiza Road so as to exclude Irvines Zimbabwe, then generally north-

westwards along new Chitungwiza Road to its intersection with Simon 

Mazorodze Road then generally south-westwards along Simon Mazorodze to 

where its junction with Amalinda Road, then generally north-westwards 

along Amalinda Road to where Amalinda Road crosses Mukuvisi River, then 

generally north-eastwards along Mukuvisi River to where Simon Mazorodze 

crosses it, then generally southwards along Simon Mazorodze to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (288873, 8020714) then generally south-

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where 6th Avenue crosses it, then 

north-eastwards along 6th Avenue to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then 

generally north-eastwards along Mukuvisi River to where Ceres Avenue 

crosses it, then generally northwards along Ceres Avenue to its junction  

with Cranborne Avenue then generally north-eastwards along Cranborne 
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Avenue past its intersection to its junction with Airport Road (Joshua 

Nkomo Road) and George Road, then generally north-eastwards along 

George Road to its junction with Chiremba Road, then generally north-

westwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with Glencoe Road then 

generally north-eastwards along Glencoe Road to a point where it meets the 

south eastern boundary of Mukuvisi woodlands, then generally north-

eastwards along the boundary to where it meets Mukuvisi River, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

288930.56, 8020882.49; 288854.03, 8020723.49; 290309.27, 8019704.43; 

290809.12, 8021777.20; 294535.05, 8022890.28; 297879.11, 8024458.49; 

297826.65,8024497.67; 298464.20, 8025550.93; 302227.850, 8025472.58; 

302088.40, 8024042.26, 302150.57, 8023896.37; 301421.96, 8023740.88; 

301879.95, 8023618.99; 301489.58, 8023225.39; 300938.76, 8023175.56; 

300562.86, 8021794.88; 301256.00, 8021218.07; 301269.98, 8021007.71; 

300964.86, 8020986.32; 300784.65, 8020765.80; 299961.89, 8021110.67; 

295424.42, 8019927.33, 295431.86, 8019853.96; 291169.53, 8018875.87; 

291550.10, 8017288.46; 288706.27, 8016059.80; 286572.40, 8017457.98; 

286014.36, 8016535.10; 284643.78, 8017171.92; 288930.56, 8020882.49. 

18. HIGHFIELD 

Area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Willowvale Road and Simon Mazorodze Road, then generally south-

westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to a point where it crosses 

Mukuvisi River then generally south-westwards along Mukuvisi River to a 

point where an imaginary line (287435, 8018665) is drawn north-westwards 

to where it meets 168th Street then generally north-westwards, north-

eastwards along 168th Street to where it meets a 33kV powerline, then 

generally north-westwards along the powerline to where it meets Main Street 

include the properties then north-westwards along the imaginary line to an 

earth Road then north-eastwards along the earth Road to a point where a 

33kV Powerline crosses it then generally north-westwards along the 33kV 

Powerline to where it meets Main Street then generally north-eastwards 

along Main Street to its junction with Mangwende Drive West, then generally 

north-westwards along Mangwende Drive West to its junction with 210th 

Street, then westwards along 210th Street to where its junction with 236th 

Street, then generally northwards along 236th Street to its junction with 

224th Street, then north-westwards along 224th Street to its junction with 

Willovale Road, then generally north-eastwards along Willowvale Road to its 

junction with Simon Mazoredze Road, the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

285398.92, 8021144.78; 288935.16, 8022438.59; 290148.12, 8022733.57; 

289278.91, 8021371.73; 288930.56, 8020882.49; 287434.18, 8018669.15; 

287081.97, 8018863.75; 287126.98, 8018951.57; 286134.62, 8019479.06; 

286574.52, 8019946.31; 286221.37, 8020248.66; 285717.59, 8020189.11;  

285697.70, 8020807.26. 

19. HUNYANI 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north most corner of 

block s of Hatfield Estate boundary (301258, 8021213) which is located at 

the Harare/Epworth Administration Boundary then generally south-

eastwards along the farm boundary to the the western foot of 

Domboramwari Hill (at the North-eastern corner of Hatfield Estate Block S 

(Bellapaise), then generally north-eastwards, south-eastwards along the foot 

of Domboramwari Hilll to where it meets the south easten boundary of 

ZAOGA church, then generally north-eastwards along the ZAOGA Church 

eastern boundary to Chiremba Road, then generally south- eastwards along 

Chiremba Road to where Chiremba Road crosses Jacha River then generally 

southwards along Jacha River to where it meets the Harare-Mash East 

Provincial Administrative boundary (304176, 8016709), then generally 

westwards along the administration boundary to where it meets the south 

eastern boundary of Kutsaga Tobacco Research Board (at the intersection of 

Delport Road and Tweentydales Road), then south-westwards along the 

Harare/Epworth admin boundary to where it meets Twentysdale Road 

(302586, 8016674), then southwards along Twentydales Road to a point 

where it crosses Ruwa River, then generally south-westwards along the 

Ruwa River (Harare Administration Boundary) to its confluence with 

Manyame River at Harava Dam spillway, then generally westwards along 

Manyame River(Harare Administration Boundary) to where Seke Road 

crosses Manyame River then generally northwards along Seke Road to its 

junction with an unnamed road which is opposite Chinhamo Trek Service 

Station (295637, 8015696) then north-westwards along the unnamed so as 

to include Chinhamo Trek Service Station to a point where it crosses an 

unnamed stream (294563,8016138) then generally south-westwards along 

the unnamed stream to a point where the New Chitungwiza Road crosses 

the stream, then generally north-westwards along the New Chitungwiza 

Road to a point where it meets the north-western boundary of Irvines, then 

generally north-eastwards along the boundary of Irvines so as to include 

Irvines into Huxton Road, then north-eastwards along the Huxton Road to 

its junction with 1st Avenue then generally northwards along the 1st Avenue 

to where it meets the northern boundary of Retreat Farm/Retreat Park, then 
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generally north-eastwards along the boundary of Retreat Farm to where it 

meets Seke Road, then generally northwards along Seke Road to a point 

where it meets the northern boundary of Paramount Signature, then 

generally north eastwards along Paramount Signature boundary into Harare 

Drive, then north-eastwards along Harare Drive to where it meets the 

northern boundary of Block A Arlington Estate, then generally north-

eastwards along the estate boundary to where it meets the northern 

boundary of Block S of Hatfield Estate, then south-eastwards, then north 

eastwards along the Hatfield Block S Estate Farm boundary to where it 

meets the Harare Epworth Administration boundary, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

288706.31,8016059.75; 291550.11, 8017288.45; 291169.53, 8018875.874; 

299961.89, 8021110.67, 300784.65, 8020765.80; 300964.86, 8020986.34, 

301001.52, 8020979.65; 301270.56, 8021007.67, 301256.00, 8021218.14; 

303216.59, 8019599.49; 303267.42, 8019596.20; 303501.12, 8019468.50; 

303565.54, 8019550.60; 303898.11, 8019377.11, 304165.10, 8016726.69; 

302584.25, 8016681.89; 302660.84, 8014561.84; 299457.10, 8010028.23; 

295645.23, 8015726.95; 291776.77, 8014432.28; 288706.31, 8016059.76. 

20. KUWADZANA EAST  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting form a point where the 

junction of Pasipanodya Street and Mugabe Street, then generally north-

eastwards, south-eastwards along Mugabe street into Dzivarasekwa Road 

then generally east wards along Dzivaraekwa Road to where it crosses the 

railway line then generally southwards along the railway line to where \ 

Bulawayo Road crosses it, then generally westwards along Harare-Bulawayo 

Road to its Junction with High Glen Road, then generally southwards along 

High Glen Road to its junction with an unnamed Road adjacent to the 

south-western boundary of Salvation Army Church, then generally north-

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 1st Road, then south 

westwards along 1st Road to its junction with1st street,  then north-

westwards along 1st Street to its junction with 48th Street, then north-

westwards along 48th Street to its junction 1st Street (which connects 

Bulawayo Road to Highglen Road), then south-westwards along 1st Street to 

where it meets the western boundary of Kuwadzana High School, then 

northwards along the school boundary to where it meets 210th Street, then 

generally north-westwards along 210th Street to where it meets an unnamed 

road adjacent to eastern boundary of property 12587 210th Street 

Kuwadzana 6, then north-eastwards along the Road to its junction with an 

named Road adjacent to the north western boundary of hope of glory 

international ministries, then northwards, westwards along the unnamed 
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road to its junction with an unnamed earth Road (279586, 8028343) which 

leads to Bulawayo Road, then northwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with Harare-Bulawayo Road, then westwards along Harare-

Bulawayo Road to its junction with Robert Mugabe Way, then generally 

north eastwards along Robert Mugabe Way to its junction with Pasipanodya 

Street, then north-westwards along Pasipanodya Street to its junction with 

Mugabe Street, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

279472.00, 8028549.01; 279466.22, 8028811.29; 280654.90, 8029775.94; 

280230.76, 8030325.19; 280631.66, 8030635.49; 282153.34, 8030453.97; 

282458.79, 8029647.62; 282622.99, 8028441.60; 281852.98, 8028540.28; 

281793.06, 8026295.50; 281636.00, 8026362.81; 281593.61, 8026338.53; 

281269.54, 8026509.10; 281016.09, 8027472.39; 280173.03, 8027228.25; 

280108.58, 8027714.48; 279705.663,8027967.23; 279733.84, 8028359.88; 

279588.25, 8028349.68; 279580.34, 8028530.14. 

21. KUWADZANA WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Bulawayo 

Road crosses unnamed (Dzivarasekwa) Stream then eastwards along 

Bulawayo Road to its junction with an unnamed road (279583, 8028521) 

which leads to Herental College then southwards along the unnamed road to 

its junction with an unnamed road adjacent to the northern boundary of 

Herental College, then east wards,southwards to its junction with 210th 

Street, then south-eastwards along 210th Street to where it meets the 

western boundary of Kuwadzana High School 1, then southwards along the 

western boundary of Kuwadzana High 1 School to where it meets 1st Street ( 

which connects Highglen Road to Bulawayo Road) then generally eastwards 

along 1st street to its junction with 48th street, then generally south 

westwards along 48th street to its junction with 1st street then generally 

south eastwards along 1st street to its junction with an unnamed road 

(281596, 8026340), then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with High Glen Road, then generally southwards along High Glen to 

its intersection with Heany Road,  then generally westwards along Heany 

Road to where it meets the Harare- Mashonaland West Provincial boundary, 

then generally north-westwards along the Harare- Mashonaland West 

Provincial boundary to where the Bulawayo Road crosses it, then generally 

eastwards along Bulawayo Road to where it crosses Dzivarasekwa Stream, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 
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279588.40, 8028348.60; 279588.32, 8028348.62; 279735.04, 8028360.59; 

279754.69, 8028030.60; 279705.67, 8027967.28; 280108.48, 8027714.82; 

280172.59, 8027227.32; 281016.56, 8027473.27; 281268.59, 8026509.74; 

281593.78, 8026338.593;281635.56, 8026363.85; 281793.07, 8026295.28; 

281853.94, 8025885.56; 276861.41, 8025559.53; 276270.19, 8028279.49; 

279580.65, 8028530.08. 

22. MABVUKU-TAFARA 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Donnybrook 

Drive and Arcturus Road, then south-eastwards along Arcturus Road to its 

junction with an unnamed Road adjacent to the eastern boundary of 

property 12203 Kugarika Kushinga Mabvuku, then southwards, south-

westwards along the Road to where it meets an unnamed stream 

(309063,8027819), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed 

stream to where Zvavamupimbira Avenue crosses it, then generally 

eastwards along Zvavamupimbira Avenue to where it meets the Harare 

mash east administrative boundary, then south eastwards, south westwards 

along the Harare mash east administrative boundary to where it meets 

chevaroyi river, then generally southwards along Chevaroyi river to where 

Harare-Mutare Road crosses it, then generally south-eastwards along 

Harare-Mutare Road to where it meets the Harare-Mashonaland East 

Administration Boundary at the north-eastern corner of Ventersburg Farm 

(310886, 8022144), then south-westwards, westwards and south-eastwards 

along the Ventersburg Farm boundary to where it meets Ruwa River, then 

generally westwards along Ruwa River to where it meets the southern 

boundary of Ventersburg Farm, then generally north-westwards, north-

eastwards along the farm boundary to where it meets the Harare-Mutare 

Road, then south-eastwards along the Harare-Mutare Road to its junction 

with Donnybrook Drive, then generally north-eastwards along Donnybrook 

Drive to its junction with Acturus Road, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

301422.59, 8023738.49; 302150.54, 8023896.06; 302146.97, 8023910.13; 

305323.93, 8024935.54; 306017.11, 8024694.85; 306193.89, 8025155.84; 

308470.63, 8028744.49; 309331.42, 8028644.54; 309337.88, 8028028.87; 

309063.86, 8027825.57; 309455.50, 8027701.74; 310328.36, 8027319.03; 

311029.19, 8027539.15; 311554.27, 8025140.88; 308790.70, 8024105.35; 

308592.85, 8023853.78; 310901.71, 8022135.10; 310706.91, 8021994.35; 

310252.04, 8022032.77; 310578.06, 8021536.76; 310564.46, 8021470.81; 

310299.80, 8021450.07; 310279.15, 8021355.22; 301880.35, 8023617.76. 
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23. MBARE 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the rail-over-

Road flyover with Seke Road, then generally south-eastwards along Seke 

Road to a point where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then generally south-

westwards along Mukuvisi River to where Boshoff Drive crosses it then 

generally westwards along Boshoff Drive to its junction with Waterfalls 

Avenue and an unnamed gravel Road (292327, 8022647) then generally 

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Ardbernnie Road, 

then north-westwards along Ardbernnie Road to its junction with Muchenje 

Drive, then generally westwards along Muchenje Drive to where it meets the 

southern boundary of Mbare West Cemetry then westwards along the 

Cemetry boundary to where it meets Simon Mazorodze Road so as to include 

the Cemetry, then generally north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze to its 

junction with Dumbujena Street, then generally south-eastwards along 

Dumbujena Street to its junction with Runyararo Road so as to include 

Chitsere Primary, then generally south-westwards along Runyararo to where 

its junction with Pazarangu Avenue, then genrally south-eastwards along 

Pazarangu Avenue to its junction with Ayema Avenue then generally north-

wards along Ayema Avenue to its junction with Rakajani Avenue, then 

generally eastwards along Rakajani Avenue to its junction with Adbernnie 

Road, then generally north-westwards along Adbernnie Road to its junction 

with Remembrance Drive then generally north-eastwards along 

Remembrance Drive to its junction with Cripps Road and Rotten Row Road, 

then generally north-westwards along Rotten Row Road to the Road-over-rail 

flyover (Railway line and Rotten Row),then generally north-eastwards along 

the railway line up to the rail-over-Road flyover with Seke Road, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

292994.40, 8026862.98; 293300.80, 8026209.99; 292545.84, 8022631.79; 

292430.77, 8022616.42; 292069.08, 8022695.02; 290148.12, 8022733.58; 

290697.31, 8023607.27; 290756.31, 8023564.41; 290912.56, 8023811.76; 

291160.09, 8023660.41; 291113.56, 8023580.09; 291669.68, 8023290.89; 

291681.28, 8023421.28; 291681.28, 8023421.28; 292008.45, 8023355.80; 

291707.67, 8024758.25; 292389.95, 8025375.23; 292084.16, 8025816.34; 

292994.40, 8026862.98. 

24. MOUNT PLEASANT  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Harare Drive and Lomagundi Road, then generally south eastwards along 

Lomagundi Road to its intersection with Sam Nujoma, then generally north-

westwards along Sam Nujoma (Second) Road to its intersection with The 
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Chase, then eastwards along The Chase Road to its intersection with 

Pendenise Road, then northwards along Pendenise Road to its junction with 

Chatsworthy Road, then generally north-eastwards along Chatsworth Road 

to its junction with Teviotdale Road, then southwards along Terviotdale 

Road to where it meets the northern corner boundary of property number 16 

Terviotdale (295125, 8033646) then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of property number 16 Terviotdale to where it meets 

Maxwell Road then north-eastwards along Maxwell Road to where it meets 

the eastern boundary of Hellenic Academy then south-eastwards along the 

Hellenic Academy boundary to where it meets Borrowdale Road and exclude 

Celebration Church the north-eastwards along Borrowdale Road to its 

junction with Whitwell Road then generally north-eastwards along Whitwell 

Road to its junction with Ridgeway North and Addington Lane then generally 

north-eastwards along Addington Lane to its junction with Blair Road and 

Rolf Avenue then generally north-eastwards along Rolf Avenue to its 

junction with Harare Drive then generally south-east wards along Harare 

Drive to its junction with Fallon Avenue, then generally north-westwards 

along Fallon Avenue to its junction with Greengroove Drive and Hampshire 

Road then generally north-westwards along Hampshire Road to its junction 

with Wiltshire Road, then generally north-westwards along Wiltshire Road to 

its junction with Coronation Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 

Coronation Avenue to its junction with Cunningham Road, then north-

westwards along Cunningham Road to its intersection with Rhodesvile 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along Rhodesvile Avenue to its 

intersection with Samora Machel Avenue, then generally north-westwards 

along Samora Machel Avenue to its intersection with Glenara Avenue, then 

generally northwards along Glenara Avenue to its junction with Boundary 

Road, then generally north-westwards, westwards along Boundary Road to 

its junction with Midlothian Avenue, then generally north-westwards along 

Midlothian Avenue to its junction with Angus Road and Connaught Avenue, 

then generally north-eastwards along Connaught Avenue to where its 

junction with Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road), then generally 

south-westwards along Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) to its 

junction with Pauling Drive, then generally north-westwards along Pauling 

Drive to its junction with Fife Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 

Fife Avenue to its intersection with Eight Street, then north-wards along 

Eighth Street to its junction with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, then generally 

south-westwards along Josiah Tongogara Avenue to its intersection with 

Sam Nujoma (second street), then north-westwards along Sam Nujoma( 

second street), to its junction with Cork Road, then generally westwards 

along Cork Road toits junction with Prince Edward Street then generally 

north westwards along Prince Edward Street to where it crosses Avondale 

stream,  then generally westwards along Avondale stream to where Bishop 
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Gaul crosses it, then northwards along Bishop Gaul to its junction with 

Quendon Road, then generally westwards along Quendon Road to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (289400, 8030927), then generally south 

westwards along the unnamed stream to where Princess Road crosses it, 

then north westwards along Princess Road to its junction with Harare Drive, 

then northwards along Harare Drive to its junction with Felsetead Road, 

then generally north-eastwards along Felstead Road to its junction with 

Lauchlane Avenue, then south-eastwards along Lauchlane Avenue to its 

intersection with Sherwood Drive,then generally northwards along Sherwood 

Drive to its junction with Stortford Parade, then generally north-westwards, 

south westwards along Stortford Parade to its junction with Stanstead Road, 

then north-westwards along Stanstead Road to its junction with Harare 

Drive, then north-eastwards along Harare Drive to its intersection with 

Lomagundi Drive, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295881.15, 8028982.62; 295769.44, 8029327.26; 295777.67, 8029332.66; 

295831.26, 8029594.31; 295120.97, 8029158.65; 295108.68, 8029170.04; 

294248.22, 8028863.83; 294118.14, 8029348.77; 294111.87, 8029372.15; 

293088.22, 8029098.17, 292812.44, 8030174.02; 291689.01, 8029936.93; 

291692.90, 8029920.24, 290742.68, 8029725.91; 290761.49, 8030095.50; 

290792.18, 8030576.07; 289036.53, 8030741.26; 288880.58, 8030491.22; 

288651.44, 8029894.69; 288699.17,8029556.85; 288443.35, 8029245.05; 

288387.49, 8029144.95; 288340.07, 8029083.27, 288083.56, 8028977.89; 

287987.62, 8028977.89; 287931.50, 8028977.28; 287833.14, 8029014.70; 

287664.11, 8029073.37; 287283.75, 8029199.01; 286795.22, 8029360.38; 

286519.19, 8029451.55; 286499.97, 8029457.25; 286534.56, 8030220.35; 

286629.53, 8030244.34; 287098.91, 8030493.87; 287075.34, 8030653.22; 

287119.46, 8030690.82; 287502.52; 8030394.67; 287968.69, 8030520.80; 

287841.53, 8031092.91; 288054.50, 8031930.89; 287956.17, 8031991.27; 

287832.40, 8031881.73; 287086.78, 8032391.11; 287492.09, 8033478.72; 

287443.14, 8033703.06; 287644.88, 8034611.49; 287662.76, 8034662.65; 

291928.82, 8032615.47; 292083.12, 8032662.88; 292064.50, 8032724.15; 

292081.21, 8032885.55; 291669.25, 8034175.69; 291866.40, 8034141.55; 

292819.39, 8034002.47; 292816.84, 8033976.66; 292816.58, 8033974.10; 

293958.46, 8033872.37; 294003.90, 8034654.25; 294116.70, 8034653.57; 

295386.44, 8034829.94; 295434.71, 8034274.85; 295434.76, 8034272.86; 
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295341.77, 8034076.42; 295183.96, 8033777.03; 295154.01, 8033720.59; 

295120.08, 8033656.13; 295434.98, 8033146.14; 295563.08, 8033222.05; 

295880.49, 8032709.70; 295756.29, 8032414.72; 297339.73, 8033693.37; 

297340.53, 8033696.93; 297353.00, 8033694.71; 298237.97, 8033967.37; 

298619.94, 8034284.73; 299068.95, 8034209.99; 299332.37, 8034446.64, 

300496.18, 8034874.35; 300536.58, 8034705.77; 300547.21, 8034655.76; 

300577.56, 8034401.70; 300595.00, 8034364.97; 301229.83, 8033925.97; 

301276.71, 8033818.77; 301377.65, 8033547.15; 301520.82, 8033204.29; 

301993.97, 8032043.77; 301996.09, 8032040.43; 302003.94, 8032029.08, 

303378.27, 8030026.78, 303378.29, 8030026.74; 303178.66, 8029043.67; 

303153.42, 8028995.25; 302995.07, 8028446.11; 301978.21, 8028643.89; 

301682.92, 8029033.65; 301286.18, 8029038.32; 301130.92, 8029140.97; 

301130.39, 8029141.32; 300863.96, 8028756.08; 300858.92, 8028748.99; 

300844.08, 8028761.92; 300761.66, 8028834.68; 300100.80, 8029415.52; 

299797.95, 8029687.44; 299518.54, 8029513.51; 298647.38, 8028413.46; 

298630.44, 8028391.95; 298328.48, 8028206.28; 298220.82, 8028061.14; 

298220.82, 8028061.14; 298006.10, 8028210.30; 297889.06, 8028242.68; 

297792.16, 8028263.84; 297769.37, 8028547.51; 296224.18, 8029043.31; 

296067.11, 8029056.09; 295996.13, 8029102.41; 295881.15, 8028982.62. 

25. MUFAKOSE  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Kirkman Road crosses unnamed stream (285914,8029624), then south-

eastwards along Kirkman Road into Princess Road then generally south 

eastwards along Princess Road crosses Avondale stream,  then generally 

southwards along Avondale stream to where Harare-Bulawayo Road crosses 

it, then generally westwards along Harare-Bulawayo Road to its junction 

with 4th Avenue, then southwards along 4th Avenue to to its junction with 3rd 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along 3rd Avenue to its junction 

with 1st Avenue, then south-eastwards along 1st Avenue to where it meets a 

stream( 285296,8026353), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to where the 330kV   power line crosses it, then south 

westwardswards along the powerline to a point where the powerline changes 

direction from south westwards to north westwards( 283661, 8025474), 

then south wetswards along an imaginary line to where a railway line 

crosses an avondale stream, then generally north westwards along Avondale 

stream to where Crowborough Road crosses it, then generally southwards 

along Crowborough Road to an imaginary line (283480, 8024556) to an 
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unnamed road (283405, 8024340), then generally south westwards along 

the imaginary line to where it meets the unnamed road, then generally 

south westwards along the unnamed road to an imaginary line (283306, 

8024103) to an unnamed road (283008, 8024028) then generally south 

westwards along the imaginary line to where it meets the unnamed road, 

then generally north westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

High Glen Road, then generally south-eastwards along High Glen Road to 

where it crosses a railway line, then generally south-westwards along the 

railway line to where it meets an unnamed road (281783, 8022114), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Donhodzo 

Avenue, then generally northwards along Donhodzo Avenue to its junction 

with Mukumbadzetse Avenue, then generally westwards along 

Mukumbadzetse Avenue to its junction with Bembenene Road, then 

generally northwards, westwards along Bembenene Road to its junction with 

Cheni Street, then generally north westwards along Cheni Street to its 

junction with Mhara Way, then generally north-eastwards along Mhara Way 

to its junction with an unnamed raod (281580, 8022562), then generally 

north-westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mupani 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along Mupani Avenue to its 

junction with an unnamed road (281318, 8022787), then generally north-

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsubvu Road, 

then generally north-eastwards along Mutsubvu Road to its junction with an 

unnamed road (281328, 8022920), then generally north-westwards along 

the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsvanzwa Street, then generally 

south westwards along Mutsvanzwa Street to where its junction with an 

unnamed road(281198, 8023066), then generally north-westwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with Murara Avenue, then generally north-

eastwards along Murara Avenue to its junction with Bubye Way, then 

generally north-westwards along Bubye Way to its junction with Musasa 

Avenue, then generally south-westwards along Musasa Avenue to its 

junction with Crowborough Way, then generally northwards along 

Crowborough Way to its junction with Mutamba Drive, then generally south-

westwards along Mutamba Drive to its junction with Nhema Street, then 

generally north-westwards along Nhema Street to its junction with Nzou 

Avenue, then generally north-eastwards along Nzou Avenue to its junction 

with an unnamed road (280134, 8024088), then generally north-westwards 

along the unnamed road to where it meets the north eastern boundary of 

Mukurumbira Primary School, then generally north-westwards along the 

school boundary to an imaginary line (279940, 8024296) to an unnamed 

stream (279804, 8024419), then generally north-westwards along the 

imaginary line to where it meets the unnamed stream, then generally north 

eastwards along the unnamed stream where Heany Road crosses it, then 

generally eastwards along Heaney Road to its intersection with High Glen 
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Road generally northwards along Highglen Road to its junction with 

Bulawayo/Harare Road, then eastwards along Bulawayo Road to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (284136, 8028321), then generally north-

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where Kirkman Road crosses it, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

288302.61, 8028985.93; 288081.26, 8027834.83; 286167.27, 8027965.79; 

286040.73, 8026983.99; 285551.63, 8027014.19;  285359.67, 8027027.30; 

285250.46; 8026988.29; 284966.85, 8026743.00; 284966.85, 8026743.00; 

285295.60; 8026357.45; 285289.50, 8026293.49; 285318.77, 8026197.10; 

285381.88; 8026024.96; 283757.79, 8025486.47; 283587.32, 8025025.19; 

283548.04; 8025021.87; 283539.14, 8025019.15; 283513.04, 8025023.22; 

283413.60; 8024778.66; 281780.62, 8022111.77; 281823.68, 8022272.15; 

281798.45; 8022341.13; 281590.77, 8022378.59; 281542.56, 8022425.69; 

281542.56; 8022425.32; 281491.01, 8022509.88; 281580.76, 8022563.65; 

281433.90; 8022839.57; 281314.48, 8022782.83; 281268.13, 8022887.41; 

281268.99; 8022887.26; 281329.79, 8022915.77; 281249.93, 8023088.19; 

281197.18; 8023066.70; 281149.66, 8023162.77; 281564.58, 8023361.01; 

281407.72; 8023698.47; 280727.63, 8023547.10; 280726.74, 8023560.32; 

280234.26; 8023577.70; 280240.65, 8023753.68; 280089.24,8023721.00; 

279996.09; 8023880.36; 279937.30, 8023887.80; 279958.50, 8023984.60; 

280148.24; 8024093.75; 279805.07, 8024419.38; 280436.67, 8025680.53; 

281853.63; 8025885.43; 281853.63, 8028541.31; 284134.69, 8028331.24; 

285914.31; 8029619.94. 

26. SOUTHERTON  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Coventry Road and Rotten Row Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Rotten Row into Cripps Road, then south eastwards along crisp Road to its 

intersection with Rememberance Drive, then south-westwards along 

Rememberance Drive to where it meets with Ardbenie Road, then generally 

southwards along Ardbenie Road to its junction with Rakajani Avenue,then 

generally westwards along Rakajani Avenue to its intersection with Ayema 

Avenue, then southwards along Ayema Avenue to its junction with 

Pazarangu Avenue, then generally north-westwards along Pazarangu Avenue 

to its junction with Runyararo Road, then north-eastwards along Runyararo 

Road to its junction with Dombojena Street, then north-westwards along 
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Dombojena Street to its junction with Mbirimi Drive then south westwards 

along mbirimi drive to its junction with vito street, then north westwards 

along the vito street to its junction with Simon Mazorodze Road, then south-

westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to its junction with Willowvale 

Road, then generally south-westwards along Willovale Road to its 

intersection with Harare Drive, then northwards along Harare Drive to its 

junction with Gleneagles Road, then generally westwards along Gleneagles 

Road to its junction with High Glen Road, then north westwards along 

Highglen Road to its intersection with Kambuzuma Road, then generally 

north-eastwards along Kambuzuma Road to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Kambuzuma High 1, then north-westwards along the school 

boundary to where it meets a Kambuzuma Drive, then south-westwards 

along Kambuzuma Drive to its junction with Makoni Road, then generally 

north-eastwards along Makoni Road to its junction with Kambuzuma Drive, 

then generally north-eastwards along Kambuzunma Drive to its junction 

with an unnamed road that leads to 4th Avenue, then generally eastwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with 4th Avenue, then southwards 

along 4th Avenue to its junction with Kambuzuma Road then generally 

eastwards along Kambuzuma Road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(287551, 8024854), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road 

into Coventry Road, then north-eastwards along Coventry Road to its 

junction with Rotten Row, starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

282970.21, 8023279.32; 284850.67, 8024195.88; 284724.27, 8024383.18; 

284674.94, 8024354.54; 284887.32, 8024842.47; 284848.64, 8024908.64; 

285614.38, 8025113.71; 285629.30, 8024517.13; 287548.16, 8024858.32; 

289484.88, 8025552.41; 291915.44, 8026140.15; 292389.70, 8025375.46; 

291707.63, 8024758.29; 292008.41, 8023355.96; 291681.27, 8023421.29; 

291669.66, 8023290.91; 291113.57, 8023580.02; 291160.08, 8023660.39; 

290912.58, 8023811.71; 290756.33, 8023564.53; 290697.31, 8023607.27; 

290148.12, 8022733.58; 288936.31, 8022438.10; 288866.89, 8022659.50; 

284201.69, 8022397.42; 283428.41, 8022114.97. 

27. ST MARYS 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Seke Road 

crosses Manyame River, then generally southwards along Seke Road to 

where it meets the south eastern boundary of St Mary‟s Police Station, then 

generally south-westwards along the eastern boundary of St Mary‟s Police 

Station, to where it meets Rufaro Road so as to include St Mary‟s Police 

Station, then south-westwards along Rufaro Road to its junction with 
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Hombarume Road, then generally south-eastwards along Hombarume Road 

to its junction with Bindu Street then generally north-eastwards along 

Bindu Street to its junction with an Danga Road the generally south 

eastwards along Danga Road to where it meets the southern boundary of 

SDA church, then south east wards along the church boundary and 

southern boundary of St Marys mission to where it meets the western 

boundary of united Methodist church, then south westwards along the 

church boundary to where it meets Jena Way so as to exclude the united 

Methodist church, then generally south westwards along Jena Way to its 

junction with Hombarume Road,then south eastwards along Hombarume 

Road to its junction with Mukomberwa Drive, then south-westwards along 

Mukomberwa Drive to its intersection with Ingwe drive, then generally 

north-westwards along Ingwe Drive to where its meets Dumukwa drain then 

south-westwards along Dumukwa drain to where Gudza Road crosses 

Dumukwa drain then generally northwards along Gudza Road to its 

intersection with Ingwe Drive, then generally north-westwards along Ingwe 

Drive to its junction with Chaminuka Road, then generally westwards along 

Chaminuka Road to an imaginary line which is adjacent the eastern 

boundary of property 1899, then generally southwards along the boundary 

of property 1899 so as to include the property to where it meets an 

unnamed road (292408, 8009140), then generally westwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with Gwinyai street then generally south-

westwards along Gwinyai street to its junction with Nyatsime Road, then 

south westwards along Nyatsime Road to its junction with Chiratidzo street 

then north-westwards along Chiratidzo street to its junction with Gombo 

street then south westwards along Gombo street to where it meets 

Dumukwa Drain, then generally westwards along Dumukwa Drain to where 

Chitungwiza Road crosses it, then generally north westwards along New 

Chitungwiza Road to where it crosses Manyame River, then generally north 

eastwards along Manyame River to where Seke Road crosses Manyame 

River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

294397.91,8011114.03; 294502.22, 8010427.40; 293970.20, 8009685.07; 

293961.73, 8009696.48; 293662.53, 8009277.02; 293822.22, 8009159.81; 

293958.84; 8009346.50; 294081.40, 8009258.20; 294089.91, 8009262.70; 

294126.48, 8009239.39; 294115.76, 8009221.36; 294258.21, 8009120.83, 

294151.68, 8008938.30; 293903.85, 8008577.80; 293416.16, 8008936.74; 

293153.35; 8008627.06; 293013.02, 8009035.49; 292716.67, 8009342.74; 

292375.23, 8009230.67; 292408.10, 8009140.09; 292287.42, 8009129.87; 

292238.87, 8009027.08, 292145.81,8009022.77; 292084.36, 8008928.77; 
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291879.15, 8009062.50; 291645.10, 8008671.73; 291067.43, 8009151.18; 

290627.75, 8009594.50. 

28. SUNNINGDALE  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Emmerson Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) and Connaught Avenue then 

generally southwards along Connaught Avenue to its junction with Angus 

Road and Midlothian Avenue, then generally south-eastwards along 

Midlothian Avenue to its junction with Boundary Road then generally north-

eastwards, south-eastwards along the Boundary Road to its junction with 

Glenara Avenue, then generally southwards along the Glenara Avenue to its 

intersection with Samora Machel Road, then generally south-eastwards 

along Samora Machel Road to its intersection with Rhodesville Road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Rhodesville Road to its intersection with 

Cunningham Road then generally south-eastwards along Cunningham Road 

to its junction with Coronation Avenue, then generally south-westwards 

along Coronation Avenue to its junction with Mutare Road, then generally 

eastwards along Mutare Road to where it crosses Mukuvisi River, then 

generally south-westwards along Mukuvisi River to where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, then generally south-westwards 

along Mukuvisi Woodlands boundary to where Blatherwick and Glencoe 

Road meet so as to include Mukuvisi Woodlands, then generally south-

westwards along Glencoe Road to its junction with Chiremba Road,  then 

generally eastwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with George Road, 

then south-westwards along George Road to its junction with Joshua Nkomo 

Road (Airport Road) and Cranborne Avenue, then generally south-westwards 

along Cranborne Avenue to its junction with Ceres Avenue then generally 

southwards along Ceres Avenue to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream,then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with mukuvisi, then generally south east wards along mukuvisi 

river to where 6th Avenue crosses it, then south-westwards along 6th Avenue 

to where it crosses an unnamed stream (290310, 8019701), then generally 

north-westwards along the stream to where Simon Mazorodze Road crosses 

it, then north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze to where a 330kV   power 

line crosses it, then eastwards along the powerline to a where it crosses 

Mukuvisi River, then generally north eastwards along Mukuvisi River to 

where Robert Mugabe Road crosses the river, then generally westwards 

along Robert Mugabe Road to its junction with Emmerson Mnangagwa Road 

(Enterprise Road), then generally north-eastwards along Emmerson 

Mnangagwa Road (Enterprise Road) to where it meets Connaught Avenue, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 
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295857.10, 8029759.37; 295881.57, 8028982.55; 295995.80, 8029101.54; 

297769.73, 8028544.00; 297792.17, 8028261.83; 298221.88, 8028059.21; 

299796.59, 8029689.00; 300853.88, 8028753.42; 299191.80, 8027118.19; 

299149.60, 8026953.78; 301167.79, 8026472.73; 300920.30, 8025596.99; 

298465.08, 8025546.67; 297825.95, 8024495.50; 297878.65, 8024457.60; 

295905.50, 8023257.02; 294535.28, 8022889.01; 294525.50, 8022478.08; 

290805.5, 8021771.4; 290309.45, 8019704.06; 288853.89, 8020724.12; 

290148.31, 8022734.15; 292545.47, 8022631.83; 292857.05, 8025957.60; 

293301.72, 8026209.17; 294676.87, 8026996.87; 295252.77, 8027570.22; 

294518.62, 8027559.17; 295120.86, 8029158.27. 

29. ZENGEZA EAST 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Tilcor and Old Seke Road, then generally south-eastwards along Old Seke 

Road to its junction with Mharapara Road then south-westwards along 

Mharapara Road to its intersection with Hadzinanhanga Road, then 

generally north-westwards along Hadzinanhanga Road to its junction with 

Chirambahuyo Road, then generally north-eastwards along Chirambahuyo 

Road to its junction with Shambare Road, then north-westwards along 

Shambare Road to its junction with Chimurenga Road then south-

westwards along Chimurenga Road to its junction with Hadzinanhanga 

Road then north-westwards along Hadzinanhanga Road to where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed stream (295947, 8007126), 

(which is the Zengeza 4 and Unit J Boundary) then generally south-

westwards along the unnamed stream to where New Chitungwiza Road 

crosses,then generally north-westwards along New Chitungwiza Road to its 

intersection with Tilcor Road, then generally north-eastwards along Tilcor 

Road to its junction with Old Seke Road,the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295732.84, 8009449.60; 299301.70, 8007681.06; 297473.62, 8006026.01; 

296834.06, 8006499.07; 296944.78, 8006718.52; 296469.76, 8006954.55; 

296327.98, 8006758.83; 295946.38, 8007129.15; 294356.87, 8006065.73; 

294156.39, 8006245.35. 

30. ZENGEZA WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Seke Road 

meets the eastern boundary of St. Marys Police Station (294502,80110424), 

then generally south-eastwards along old Seke Road to its junction with 

Tilcor Road, then generally south-westwards along Tilcor Road to its 
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intersection with New Chitungwiza Road, then south-eastwards along New 

Chitungwiza Road, to where it crosses an unnamed stream (294936, 

8005544) then generally south-westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Nyatsime River (Harare/Mashonaland East boundary) then 

generally north-westwards along the Nyatsime River to its confluence with 

Manyame River, north-eastwards along Manyame River to where 

Chitungwiza Road crosses Manyame River, then generally south eastwards 

along new Chiitungwiza Road to where it crosses Dumukwa Stream, then 

generally south-eastwards along Dumukwa Stream to where it meets Gombo 

Street then north-eastwards along Gombo Street to its junction with 

Chiratidzo Road, then generally south-eastwards along Chiratidzo Road to 

where it meets Nyatsime Road then generally north-eastwards along 

Nyatsime Road to where it meets Gwinyai Street, then generally north-

eastwards along Gwinyai Street to its junction with an unnamed road 

(292289, 8009127) which is on the northern boundary of properties 1886 to 

1897, then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Mufemberi Road, then northwards along an imaginary line to where it meets 

Chaminuka Road, then generally eastwards along Chaminuka Road to its 

junction with Ingwe Drive, then generally south-eastwards along Ingwe 

Drive to its intersection with Gudza Road, then generally south-westwards 

along Gudza Road to where it crosses Dumukwa Drain, then 

northeastwards along Dumukwa Drain to where it meets Ingwe Drive, then 

south eastwards along Ingwe drive to its junction with Mukomberwa Drive, 

then generally northeast wards along Mukomberwa Drive to its junction 

with Hombarume, then north-westwards along Hombarume Road to its 

junction with Jena way then generally north eastwards along the Jena Road 

to where it meets the western boundary of united Methodist church, then 

north east wards along the church boundary to where it meets the southern 

boundary of St Marys Mission then generally north westwards along the St 

Marys Mission boundary, SDA church boundary Zengeza Primary School 

boundary respectively so as to include them to where it meets to where it 

meets Bindu street then generally south westwards along Bindu street to its 

Junction with Hombarume Road then generally north westwards along 

Hombarume Road  to where its junction with Rufaro Road generally north-

eastwards along Rufaro Road to where it meets the eastern boundary of St. 

Marys Police Station then generally north-eastwards along the property 

boundary to where it meets Seke Road so as to exclude the police station, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

294502.22, 8010427.40; 295544.57, 8009830.34; 295732.84, 8009449.60; 

294156.39, 8006245.35; 294356.87, 8006065.73; 294935.64, 8005549.40; 
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293440.05, 8005002.70; 287637.86, 8009044.38; 290627.75, 8009594.50; 

291645.10, 8008671.73; 291879.15, 8009062.50; 292084.36, 8008928.77; 

292145.81, 8009022.77; 292287.42, 8009129.87; 292408.10, 8009140.09; 

292375.23, 8009230.67; 292716.67, 8009342.74; 293153.35, 8008627.06; 

293416.16, 8008936.74; 293903.85, 8008577.80; 294258.21, 8009120.83; 

294115.76, 8009221.36; 294126.48, 8009239.39; 294089.91, 8009262.70; 

294081.40, 8009258.20; 293958.84, 8009346.50; 293823.31, 8009159.01; 

293662.53, 8009277.02. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

MANICALAND PROVINCE  

 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

BUHERA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

eastern boundary of the Lancashire division farm (which is also Chivhu 

Buhera District boundary) meets Mwerahari river (322561,7882436), then 

generally eastwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Chunga 

river (Chiriga) (339955,7881368), then westwards along Chunga river 

(Chiriga) so as to exclude Chiriga dip tank and Gwebu Business centre to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (the Gwebu-Chinyadza road junction) 

(328429,7876721), then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with a stream (327250,7879225), then generally westwards 

along the stream to where the Gwebu Damba road (328290,7876501) 

crosses the stream, then generally westwards along the Gwebu Damba road 

to its junction with a track (323993,7877473), then southwards along the 

track so as to exclude Munyaradzi School  and include Chikawakawa 

(Chigavakava) Business Centre to its intersection with a track 

(324724,7873718), then generally westwards along the track to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (322688,7871990), then generally southwards 

along the stream to the foot of Gwirambira mountain (321585 ,7869938), 

then generally westwards across Gwirambira mountain to the source of an 

unnamed stream (318830 ,7868211), then generally southwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyazvidzi river (318903,7867541), 

then generally westwards along Nyazvidzi river to where it meets the 

sourthen boundary of Lancashire division farm fence (309727,7872394), 

then eastwards along the farm fence, then northwards to where the Chivhu 

Nyazura highway (321382,7878142) crosses the farm boundary, then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Lancashire Division farm to 

where it meets Mwerahari river (322561,7882436), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

322561, 7882436; 339955, 7881368; 328429, 7876721; 327250, 7879225; 

328290, 7876501; 323993, 7877473; 323450, 7876163; 324724, 7873718; 
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322688, 7871990; 321585, 7869938; 318830, 7868211; 318903, 7867541; 

309727, 7872394; 321382, 7878142; 322561, 7882436. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

an unnamed stream with Mukove river (395581,7853888), then generally 

eastwards along Mukove river to where an unnamed track (398268, 

7853888) crosses the river, then generally southwards along the track to its 

junction with Gwama road (398972,7851508), then generally westwards 

along Gwama road to its junction with a track (398633,7850244), then 

generally eastwards along the track to its intersection with Machiragwama 

road (401830,7846858), then generally southwards along Machiragwama 

road to its junction with a track (405501,7845099), then generally 

southwards along the track to where it crosses Rure river 

(405514,7842756), then generally eastwards along Rure river to its 

confluence with Nyahono river (408288,7841939), then generally westwards 

along Nyahono river so as to include Munyonho village, Charambira 

Business Centre, Makwenjere mountain crossing Birchneough road 

(391085,7836531), then generally westwards to a point where Rure river 

meets a track (388398,78377657), then generally west ward along the track 

to where it crosses an unnamed stream, then generally westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence Rundewe river (384801,7839592) so as to 

exclude Unyadza mountain, then generally northwards along Rundewe river 

to where it the meets open fields (3869896,78411602 ), then generally 

eastwards to a point where the line meets a track, then generally 

northwards along the track to open fields at the foot of Musasa mountain 

(388533,7842267), then generally northwards across open fields to a point it 

meets a track (389291,7844120), then generally north wards along that 

track to a point on the track near a borehole  (390413,7846592) so as to 

include the borehole, then generally westwards along the track to a point 

where the track meets an unnamed stream (389103,7846895), then north 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where a track (390198,7847983) 

crosses the stream, then generally eastwards to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (390877,7848189), then generally northwards along the 

stream to its confluence with with Mukove river the starting point 

(395581,7853888). The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

395581, 7853888; 398268, 78538888; 398972, 7851508; 398633, 

7850244; 392300, 7846413; 401830, 7846858; 405501, 7845099; 405514, 

7842756; 408288, 7841939; 391085, 7836531; 388398, 78377657; 

384801, 7839592; 3869896, 78411602; 388533, 7842267; 389291, 
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7844120; 390413, 7846592; 389103, 7846895; 390198, 7847983; 390877, 

7848189; 395581, 7853888. 

Ward 3 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chunga (Chiriga) river and an unnamed stream (334628,7878565), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream where a track crosses the 

unnamed stream, then generally southwards along the track to where it 

crosses Nyamangura river (336852,7875397), then generally eastwards 

along Nyamangura river to where Nyamangura river crosses the 

Madenderumbe mountain ranges (341059,7876718), then generally south 

westwards along Dandaware mountain crest to where it meets Nyamatonora 

river (332998,7870590), then generally southwards along Nyamatonora river 

to its confluence of Nyamatonhora river and Chitsikisa river 

(331727,7867486), then generally westwards along Chitsikisa river so as to 

exclude Nerutanga dip tank (326627,7871776) to where a track crosses 

Chitsikisa river (324699,7873824), then generally westwards along the track 

to where the track crosses an unnamed stream (323942,7872444), then 

generally northwards along the track to its junction with Damba Gwebu 

road (324836,7875564), then generally eastwards along the road to where 

the road crosses an unnamed stream (326942,7878159), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with a stream 

(326942,7878159), then generally east wards along the stream to its 

confluence with Chunga river (328592,7876834), then generally northwards 

along Chunga river (Chiriga) to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(334628,7878565), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

334628, 7878565; 336852, 7875397; 341059, 7876718; 332998, 7870590; 

331727, 7867486; 326627, 7871776; 324699, 7873824; 323942, 7872444; 

324836, 7875564; 326942, 7878159; 326942, 7878159; 328592, 7876834; 

334628, 7878565. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of the Nyazura Chivhu highway with a track (324512,7870281), then 

generally eastwards along the track to where it crosses Chitsikisa river 

(325813,7874448), then generally southwards along Chitsikisa river to its 

confluence with Nyamatonhora river, then generally south east wards along 

Chitsikisa river to where a track crosses the stream (336182,7861192), then 

generally southwards along the track to its intersects with a track 

(337611,7858910), then generally northwards along the track to where it 

crosses Nzombe river, then generally southwards along Nzombe river to 
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where a track (339344,7860626) crosses the river, then generally eastwards 

along the track to its intersection with the Chivhu-Nyazura highway 

(339907,7860857), then generally eastwards along the highway to where it 

meets an unnamed stream (340854,7859808), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyazvidzi river 

(340674,7857220) (Manicaland-Masvingo Provincial Boundary), then 

generally northwestwards along Nyazvidzi river (the Provincial boundary) to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream (319328,7868134), then generally 

northwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets the western side of 

Gwirambira mountain, then eastwards along the foot of Gwirambira 

mountain (320538,7869160) to where it meets an unnamed stream 

(322718,7871742), then generally northwards along the unnamed stream so 

as to include Chapungu school to a point a track intersects with Chivhu-

Nyazura highway (324512,7870281), the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

324512, 7870281; 325813, 7874448; 336182, 7861192; 337611, 7858910; 

339344, 7860626; 339907, 7860857; 340854, 7859808; 340674, 7857220; 

319328, 7868134; 320538, 7869160; 322718, 7871742; 324512, 7870281. 

Ward 5 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwerahari river and Chunga river (339929,7881083), then generally 

eastwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Nyaurungu river 

(351275,7871335), then generally westwards along Nyaurungu river to its 

confluence with Nguruve river (346461,7868400), then generally 

southwards along Nguruve river to where it meets a road that connects 

Makumbe mission with Chivhu-Nyazura road (342250,7863636), then 

generally southwards across the Chivhu-Nyazura road (341684,7861962), 

then generally southwards to a point where it meets Chivhu-Nyazura tarred 

road (340886,7860045), then generally westwards along Chivhu-Nyazura 

road to where the road crosses Nzombe river (338890,7860287), then 

generally westwards to a point where the road meets the track 

(339974,7861085), then generally westwards along the track to a point 

where it meets Nzombe river (338913,7860876), then generally northwards 

along Nzombe river to where a track crosses Nzombe river (338980, 

78614336), then generally southwards along the track to where it meets a 

track (337652,7859114) (331786,7867976), then generally north westwards 

along the track, to where the track crosses Chitsikisa river 

(335973,7861219), then generally north westwards along Chitsikisa river to 

its confluence with Nyamatonhora river, then generally northwards along 

Nyamatonhora river where an unnamed track crosses the river (Dandaware 

mountain range), then generally southwards, then generally northeast 
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wards along the Dandaware mountain crest to where it meets Nyamangura 

river (340843,7877301), then generally south westwards along Nyamangura 

river to the foot hill of Marabwe mountain (336859,7875647), then generally 

north westwards along the foot hill of Marabwe mountain to where it meets 

an unnamed road (336663,7875956), then generally westwards,then 

generally northwards along the track to to where it crosses a tributary of 

Chunga river (334671,7878449), then northwards along the un named 

tributary to its confluence with Chunga river, then generally north east 

wards along Chunga river to its confluence with Mwerahari river ,the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

339929, 7881083; 351275, 7871335; 346461, 7868400; 342250, 7863636; 

341684, 7861962; 340886, 7860045; 338890, 7860287; 339974, 7861085; 

338913, 7860876; 338980, 78614336; 337652, 7859114; 331786, 

7867976; 335973, 7861219; 334233, 7868527; 340843, 7877301; 336859, 

7875647; 336663, 7875956; 334663, 7877689; 334671, 7878449. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at 

Marovanyati dam and open fields (352923,7868535), then generally 

southwards across open fields (353553,7866788) to Nyazura chivhu 

highway (354076,7865308), then generally southwards along the high way 

to a point on Mharadzano Business Centre (Marenga Business Centre) 

(351260,7861532) the source of Zvipanga river so as to include Mharadzano 

business centre then generally southwards along Zvipanga stream to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (349803,7855093) so as to exclude 

Murairwa dip tank then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to 

its source in open feilds then westwards across open fields to a point it 

meets Nyazvidzi river (345222,7854482), then generally westwards along 

Nyazvidzi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(340818,7857756), then  generally north wards along the unnamed stream 

to a point where it meets Nyazura Chivhu highway in open fields 

(340886,7860021), then northwards across open fields so as to include a 

points on coordinate (341220,7860514;34831,7862114;342238,7862605) to 

a point it crosses Makumbe road (3422499,7863630) to a point at Nguruve 

river (342551,7863978), then generally east wards along the river to its 

confluence with Nyaurungu (346486,7868119), then generally north wards 

along Nyaurungu river so as to exclude Makumbe mission to Marovanyati 

dam and open fields the starting point (352923,7868535). The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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352923, 7868535; 353553, 7866788; 354076, 7865308; 351260, 7861532; 

349803, 7855093; 345222, 7854482; 340818, 7857756; 340886, 7860021; 

341220, 7860514; 34831, 7862114; 342238, 7862605; 3422499, 7863630; 

342551, 7863978; 346486, 7868119; 352923, 7868535. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of the Murambinda-Mugwenhi road with a track (353608,7875824), then 

generally eastwards along the track so as to exclude Munyimi village to 

where it crosses an unnamed stream (357977,7877069 ), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream so as to include Gwakava village and 

exclude Mavaire village to its confluence with a stream (360359,7874898), 

then generally southwards along the stream so as to include Mutendera, 

Kachembere and Gona villages to its confluence with Mavhaire river 

(359774,7874707), then generally southwards along Mavhaire river to its 

confluence with Mwerahari river (362178,7868455), then generally 

westwards along Mwerahari river to a point on Mwerahari old 

bridge(359134,7869244), then generally southwards along the tarred road to 

its junction with the Nyazura-chivhu highway (Chani Business.Centre) 

(357292,7868152), then generally northwards along the Nyazura – Chivhu 

high way to where it crosses the Mwerahari river (357680,7869454), then 

generally westwards,then generally north wards along Mwerahari river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (351063,7874898 ), then generally 

north wards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the stream 

(351022,7875350), then generally eastwards along the track so as to 

exclude Ngombeyarara primary school and include Gudo village to its 

intersection with the Murambinda –Mugwenhi road (353608, 7875824), the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

353608, 7875824; 357977, 7877069; 360359, 7874898; 359774, 7874707; 

362178, 7868455; 359134, 7869244; 357292, 7868152; 357680, 7869454; 

353273, 7868284; 351063, 7874898; 351022, 7875350; 353608, 7875824. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the Mash 

East Provincial boundary meets Rwenje river (351642,7897247), then 

generally east wards along Rwenje river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (360499, 7893089 ), then generally southwards along the stream to 

the foot of the mountain to its source (3660441,7890234), then further 

eastwards to a point which is the source of another unnamed stream 

(360992, 7889978), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Handana river (362219,7889293), then generally 
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southwards along Handana river to where a track crosses the river 

(360503,7887900), then generally southwards along the track to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (368158,7881152 ), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Hande river 

(361422,7885477), then generally eastwards along Hande river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (365688,7884370), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the 

unnamed stream (365928,7882930), then generally southwards along the 

track to its intersection with a track (366355,7881889), then generally 

northwards, then generally southwards along the track to where it crosses 

an unnamed stream (368302,7881259), then generally southwards along 

the unnamed stream to its confluence with Murove river then generally 

westwards along Murove river to where a track crosses the river 

(351804,7890371), then generally north wards along the track to a point the 

Mash East Provincial boundary intersects with Rwenje river the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

351642, 7897247; 360499, 7893089; 3660441, 7890234; 360992, 

7889978; 362219, 7889293; 360503, 7887900; 368158, 7881152; 361422, 

7885477; 365688, 7884370; 365928, 7882930; 366355, 7881889; 366986, 

7884005; 367804, 7884068; 368302, 7881259; 351804, 7890371. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Rwenje river and Save (365253,7896020), then generally eastwards along 

Save river to its confluence with Hande river (374936,7890164), then 

generally westwards along Hande river  to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (363296,7884999), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

stream to where a track crosses the unnamed stream (360615,7887704), 

then generally north wards along the track to where the track crosses 

Handana river (363396,7889303 ), then generally northwards along 

Handana river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(362225,7889304), then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to 

the source of the unnamed stream on a mountain (360695,7889985), then 

generally northwards along the mountain to the source of an unnamed 

stream (360353,7890318), then generally north wards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Rwenje river (362216,7893688), then generally 

east wards along Rwenje river to its confluence with Save river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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365253, 7896020; 374936, 7890164; 363296, 7884999; 360615, 7887704; 

363396, 7889303; 362225, 7889304; 360695, 7889985; 360353, 7890318; 

362216, 7893688. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Nyazura –

Chivhu highway crosses Hande river (369478,7887980, )then generally east 

wards along Hande river to its confluence with Sabi (Save)river 

(374875,7890103), then generally southwards along Save river to its 

confluence with Chibuzi river (378223,7887596), then generally southwards 

along Chibuzi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(37332,7878807), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Murove river (374108,7873838), then generally north 

wards along Murove river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(368158,7881152 ), then generally north wards along the unnamed stream 

to where a track crosses the unnamed stream (368209,7882196), then 

generally north wards,then generally southwards along the track to its 

intersection with an unnamed track (366372,7881917), then generally north 

wards along the unnamed track to where the unnamed track crosses an 

unnamed stream (365857,7883122,), then generally north wards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Hande river (365674,7884340), then 

generally east wards along Hande to where the Nyazura-Chivhu high way 

crosses Hande river the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

369478, 7887980; 374875, 7890103; 378223, 7887596; 37332, 7878807; 

374108, 7873838; 368158, 7881152; 368209, 7882196; 366986, 7884005; 

367804, 7884068; 366372, 7881917; 365857, 7883122; 365674, 7884340. 

Ward 11  

It is area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chibuzi and Save rivers (378309,7887433), then generally eastwards along 

Save river to where the road to Ganyu Business Centre crosses Save river 

(386810,7885054), then generally southwards along the road from Ganyu 

Business Centre to its junction with Rupfunde road (387825,7881447), then 

generally southwards along Rupfunde road to its intersection with a track 

(385652,7880006), then generally southwards along the track to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (381666,7873083), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with  Watikanwa stream 

(381223,7869537), then generally southwards along Watikanwa stream to 

its confluence with Mwerahari river (382004,7833876), then generally 

westwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Mukono river 

(380820,7868244), then generally southwards along Mukono river so as to 
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include DDF camp and Nyashanu police post to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (373181,7875651), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed stream so as to include Mavuka village,Tembere mountain and 

Ndongwe primary school to its confluence with Chishambamvura river 

(373820,7869249), then generally northwards along Chishambamvura river 

to its confluence of with Mwerahari rivers (376347,7871009), then generally 

eastwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Murove river 

(377285,7871119), then generally northwards along Murove river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (371548,7880834 ), then generally 

northwards along the unnamed stream crossing, to its confluence with a 

stream, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream 

(371551,7881206) to its confluence with Chibuzi river, then generally 

eastwards along Chibuzi river to its confluence with Save river the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

378309, 7887433; 386810, 7885054; 387825, 7881447; 385652, 7880006; 

381666, 7873083; 381223, 7869537; 382004, 7833876; 380820, 7868244; 

373181, 7875651; 373820, 7869249; 376347, 7871009; 377285, 7871119; 

371548, 7880834; 373875, 7883864; 371551, 7881206. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Ganyu 

road crosses Save river (387332,7885652), then generally eastwards along 

Save river to its confluence with Mwerihari river (398619,7869129), then 

generally westwards along Mwerihari river to its confluence with Warikanwa 

river (382038,7868362) so as to include Mberikunashe village and exclude 

Nyashanu mission, then generally northwards along Warikanwa stream to 

where Bhidhiri road cross the stream (382126,7873951) so as to include 

Chaibva (Mavangwe school), then generally northwards along the road to its 

junction with Rupfunde road (386561,7881005), then generally eastwards 

along Rupfunde road its junction with Ganyu road (387859,7881432), then 

generally northwards along Ganyu road to where the road crosses Save river 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

387332, 7885652; 382038, 7868362; 382126, 7873951; 386561, 7881005. 

387859, 7881432. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Murove and Chikukurume rivers (362586,7880010), then southwards along 

Murove river to its confluence with Mwerahari river (377124,7871222) so as 
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to include Masocha school and Chakotama dip tank, then generally 

westwards along  Mwerahari river to its confluence with Mavhaire river 

(362219,7868202), then generally northwards along Mavhaire river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (359859,7875924) so as to include 

Mavhaire Business Centre and exclude Kachembere village, then generally 

northwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Chikukurume 

(360919,7878133) so to include Chimhau and Rusere villages, then 

generally eastwards along Chikukurume stream to its confluence with 

Murove river the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

362586, 7880010; 377124, 7871222; 362219, 7868202; 359859, 7875924; 

360919, 7878133. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where 

Murambinda old road crosses Mwerahari river (350079,7860564), then 

generally southwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Gave river 

(364962,7868133), then generally southwards along Gave river to its 

confluence with Nyamasahwa stream (363229,7866459), then generally 

westwards along Nyamasahwa river to where a track crosses it 

(357744,7863562), then generally westwards along the track to its 

intersection with Nyazura Chivhu road at Mharadzano (Marenga Business 

Centre) (351277,7863241) so as to exclude Marenga Business Centre then 

generally northwards along Nyazura – Chivhu road, then north eastwards 

along an imaginary line (354107,7865301) to where it meets Mwerahari river 

(353263,7868176), then generally eastwards along Mwerahari river where 

the Chivhu – Nyazura highway Mwerahari river (357664,7869417), then 

generally southwards along the Chivhu- Nyazura highway to its junction 

with Murambinda old road, then generally east wards along Murambinda 

old road to where Murambinda old road crosses Mwerahari river the starting 

point . The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

350079, 7860564; 364962, 7868133; 363229, 7866459; 357744, 7863562; 

351277, 7863241; 354107, 7865301; 353263, 7868176; 357664, 7869417. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Gavi river and Mwerahari river (365016,7868239), then generally eastwards 

along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Chishambamvura river 

(376246,7870726) so as to include Kwarire school and Kwarire village then 

generally southwards along Chishambamvura river to where a track crosses 
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the river (374098,7869163) so as to exclude Ndongwe primary school, then 

generally southwards along the track to where the track crosses Mukono 

river (375628,7863820) so as to exclude Tembere mountain and Mavuka 

village, then generally westwards along Mukono river to where a track 

crosses Mukono river (368732,7858393) so as to include Tsongorera and 

Mutunha villages, then generally northwards ,then generally west wards, 

then generally north wards along the track its intersection with an unnamed 

track (366735,7860687), then north wards along the unnamed track to a 

point along the track (367020,7861519), then generally westwards across 

open fields (365495,7862081), to where it crosses Gavi river 

(362261,7861860) so as to exclude Kunze village,), then generally 

southwards along Gavi river to where Bedza road crosses Gavi river 

(358542,7856372), then generally westwards along Bedza road to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (355945,7855895), then generally westwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Zvipanga river 

(352361,7853882), then generally northwards along Zvipanga river to where 

a track crosses Zvipanga river at Mharadzano Business centre 

(351658,7861287), then generally east wards along the track to where it 

crosses Nyamasahwa river, then generally north wards along Nyamasahwa 

river to its confluence with Gavi river (363167,7866507), then generally 

north wards along Gavi river to its confluence with Mwerahari river the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

365016, 7868239; 376246, 7870726; 374098, 7869163; 375628, 7863820; 

368732, 7858393; 368498, 7859671; 367146, 7859243; 366735, 7860687; 

367020, 7861519; 365495, 7862081; 362261, 7861860; 358542, 7856372; 

355945, 7855895; 352361, 7853882; 351658, 7861287; 363167, 7866507. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Mudanda 

shopping centre along the Buhera Murambinda road (3648591, 78575958), 

then generally southwards along the Murambinda Birchneough road, then 

generally southwest along an imaginary line (366932, 7852851) to where it 

meets Nyazvidzi river (360620, 7847436) so as to include Bika secondary 

school, then northwestwards along Nyazvidzi river to a point along the 

Nyazvidzi river (345207, 7854749), then generally eastwards towards Bedza 

mountain to Murambinda Buhera road (356985, 7855860) so as to include 

Bedza mountain,then generally eastwards along the Murambinda Buhera 

road to Mudanda shopping centre, the starting point.The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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3648591, 78575958; 366932, 7852851; 360620, 7847436; 345207, 

7854749; 356985, 7855860. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the exit point of 

Nyahono river from Nguwe dam (404714,7839684), then generally east 

wards along Nyahono river to its confluence with Save river 

(415667,7841715), then generally southwards along Save river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (419182,7828536 ), then generally 

westwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the 

unnamed stram (409676,7825462 ), then generally southwards along the 

track to its intersection with Chapanduka road (409200,7824446), then 

generally westwards along the road to its junction with a track 

(404079,7828409 ), then generally westwards along the track to where it 

crosses Murambwi river (401338,7827530 ), then generally eastwards along 

Murambwi river to a where a track crosses the river (407614,7834183 ), 

then generally northwards along the track to its intersection with 

Muzokomba road (406612,7835862), then generally westwards along 

Muzokomba road to its junction with a track (403504,7836231), then 

generally north wards along the track to where it meets the exit point of 

Nyahono river from Nguwe dam, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

404714, 7839684; 415667, 7841715; 419182, 7828536; 409676, 7825462; 

409200, 7824446; 404079, 7828409; 401338, 7827530; 407614, 7834183; 

406612, 7835862; 403504, 7836231. 

Ward 18 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where a track 

crosses Mwerahari river (390508, 7870219), then generally southwards 

along the track to its intersection with an unnamed track (394427, 

7863475), then genrally southwestwards along the unnamed track to where 

it crosses an unnamed stream (382651,7857114), then generally southwest 

along the unnamed stream to where Buhera Murambinda road crosses the 

unnamed stream (366125,7854689), then genrally westwards along the 

Buhera Murambinda road to a point along the said road (358600,7856549), 

then generally northeast wards towards bedza road to point (367104, 

7861631), then generally southwards to an unnamed stream (368666, 

7858608), then generally northeast eastwards along the unnamed streamed 

to its confluence with Mwerahari river so as to include Nyashanu Mission 

Hospital, then eastwards along Mwerahari to a point where Mwerahari river 

meets a track (390508, 7870219), the starting point. The area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

390508, 7870219; 394427, 7863475; 382651, 7857114; 366125, 7854689; 

358600, 7856549; 367104, 7861631; 368666, 7858608; 390508, 7870219. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Fadzamoyo 

Business centre (Sosten BC) along Murambinda road, then generally north 

wards along Murambinda road to where it crosses an unnamed stream 

(367246,7875403), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream 

where a track crosses the unnamed stream (368357,7856224), then 

generally southwards along the track to its junction with Vhiriri road, then 

generally eastwards along a track to Mangoma village so as to exclude it 

then generally southwards along the track to Chadzire river then  generally 

westwards along Chadzire river to Birchenough road then generally 

southwards along Bangure road then generally eastwards across open fields 

(366446,7844647) to an unnamed stream (372401,7839689), then generally 

along the unnamed stream to Nyamhunga stream (374141,7838626), then 

generally southwards along Nyamhunga stream to its confluence with 

Nyazvidzi river then generally westwards along Nyazvidzi river to its 

confluence with Mutondoshuru stream then generally northwards along 

Mutondoshuru stream then across open fields (364830,7850738) to 

Fadzamoyo BC (Sosten) the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

367246:7875403; 368357, 7856224; 366446, 7844647; 372401, 7839689; 

374141, 7838626; 364830, 7850738. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save river and Mwerahari river (398635,7869135), then generally 

southwards along Save river to its confluence with Mukove river 

(406505,7854435), then generally westwards along Mukove river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (390925,7851619 ), then generally 

north wards along the unnamed stream to where a track (388922,7854332) 

crosses the unnamed stream, generally northwards along the track to its 

junction with Betera road (387870,7854613), then generally northwards 

along the track to its junction with an unnamed track (389067,7857560), 

then generally eastwards along the track to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (390027,7857219), then generally northwards along the stream to its 

confluence with Chadzire river (391285,7860400), then generally east wards 

along Chadzire river to its cinfluence with an unnamed stream 

(394382,7863315), then generally north wards along the stream to where 
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Sungura road crosses the stream, then generally westwards along Sungura 

road to its junction with a track (391561,7865622), then generally north 

wards along the track to where it crosses Mwerahari river 

(390480,7870034), then generally eastwards along Mwerahari river to its 

confluence with Save river the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

398635, 7869135; 406505, 7854435; 390925, 7851619; 388922, 7854332; 

387870, 7854613; 389067, 7857560; 390027, 7857219; 391285, 7860400; 

394382, 7863315; 391561, 7865622; 390480, 7870034. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Dzapasi road 

crosses Mukove river, then generally southwards along the road to its 

junction with a track (383006,7847808), then generally eastwards along the 

track to an unnamed stream (383500,7847254), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the unnamed stream 

(383431,7846412), then generally southwards along the track to its junction 

with a track (380576,7842459), then generally westwards along the track to 

where it meets an unnamed track (380531,7843389), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed track to where the unnamed track crosses 

an unnamed stream, then generally southwards along the unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Murwira river, then generally southwards along 

Murwira river to its confluence with Mainzo river (382950,7830111), then 

generally southwards along Mainzo river to its confluence with Nyazvidzi 

river (380288,7822799), then generally northwards along Nyazvidzi river to 

its confluence with Nyamhunga river (373116,7832736), then generally 

northwards along Nyamhunga river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (374168,7838299), then generally westwards along the unnamed 

stream to the open fields (3693017843147), then generally northwestwards 

across open fields to where it meets Bangure road (366439,7844671), then 

generally northwards along Bangure road to a track adjacent to the  

Manhuru Business Centre (368891,7849190),  then generally southwards 

along the track to where it crosses Nyamhunga river (369340,7848615), 

then southwards along Nyamhunga river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (374576,7842931), then generally north wards along the unnamed 

stream to where a track crosses the unnamed stream (377631,7847735), 

then generally east wards along the track to a point where it crosses Mukove 

river, then generally east wards along Mukove river to where Dzapasi road 

crosses Mukove river the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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383006, 7847808; 383500, 7847254; 383431, 7846412; 380576, 7842459; 

380531, 7843389; 382950, 7830111; 380288, 7822799; 373116, 7832736; 

374168, 7838299; 3693017843147; 366439, 7844671; 368891, 7849190; 

369340, 7848615; 374576, 7842931; 377631, 7847735. 

Ward 22  

It is anarea of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mukove river and an unnamed stream (394886,7852768 ), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the 

unnamed stream (38914,7846907), then generally westwards along the 

track to where it crosses an unnamed stream (390216,7847988 ), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses 

the unnamed stream (389100,7846903) so as to include the adjacent 

borehole,  then generally eastwards along the track to its intersection with 

an unnamed track (390380,7846444), then generally southwards along the 

unnamed track to the open fields (389503,7845499), then generally 

southwards across open fields to where they meet the intersection of tracks 

at the foot of Musasa mountain (388529,7842224), then generally 

southwards along the track adjacent to the eastern foot of Musasa mountain 

to where its junction with an unnamed track (387711,7840919), then 

generally westwards along the unnamed track to where the unnamed track 

crosses Rundewe stream (386330,7841092), then generally southwards 

along Rundewe stream to where Mainzo road crosses Rundewe river 

(384791,7839548), then generally eastwards along the road to its 

intersection with a track (385381,7839075), then generally southwards 

along the track to where it crosses an unnamed stream (384262,7836045), 

then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Mainzo river (384243,7835538), then generally southwards along Mainzo 

river to its confluence with Murwira river (382924,7830106), then generally 

north wards along Murwira river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(378353,7840975), then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to 

where a track crosses the unnamed stream (380510,7841691), then 

generally northwards along the track to its intersection with an unnamed 

track, then generally east wards along the unnamed track to its junction 

with a track (381895,7843642), then generally northwards along the track 

to where it crosses an unnamed stream (382199,7844722), then generally 

northwards along the stream to where a track crosses the unnamed stream 

(383397,7847581), then generally westwards along the track to its junction 

with Dzapasi road (382793,7847254), then generally northwards along the 

road to where Dzapasi road crosses Mukove river, then generally eastwards 

along Mukove river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 
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(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

394886, 7852768; 38914, 7846907; 390216, 7847988; 389100, 7846903; 

390380, 7846444; 389503, 7845499; 389758, 7844669; 389828, 7844400; 

389273, 7843925; 388529, 7842224; 387711, 7840919; 386330, 7841092; 

384791, 7839548; 385381, 7839075; 384262, 7836045; 384243, 7835538; 

382924, 7830106; 378353, 7840975; 380510, 7841691; 381895, 7843642; 

382199, 7844722; 383397, 7847581; 382793, 7847254. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mukove and Sabi (Save) river (406496,7854371), then generally southwards 

along Save river to its confluence with Nyahono river (415805,7841292), 

then generally westwards along Nyahono river to its confluence with Rure 

river (408248,7841648), then generally westwards along Rure river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (405668,7842647) in an open field, 

then generally northwards across the open fields to where thet meet 

Machiragwama road (405575,7843913), then generally northwards along 

the road to its junction with a track at the foot of  Chimwanaine mountain 

(401828,7846751), then generally northwards along the track where the 

track crosses an unnamed stream (399037,7850391), then generally 

northwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the 

unnamed stream (398654,7850814), then generally north wards along the 

track to where the track crosses Mukove river (398970,7851644), then 

generally eastwards along Mukove river to its confluence with Sabi (Save) 

river the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

406496, 7854371; 415805, 7841292; 408248, 7841648; 405668, 7842647; 

405575, 7843913; 401828, 7846751; 399037, 7850391; 398654, 7850814; 

398970, 7851644. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mainzo river and an unnamed stream at Mainzo dip (385525,7838887), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed stream to where the road to 

Mainzo dip crosses an unnamed stream (385396,7839076), then generally 

east wards along the road to its junction with a track (388059,7837939), 

then generally eastwards along the track to where the track crosses 

Nyahono river (388390,7837687), then generally east wards along Nyahono 

river to where it meets the the open fields (390226,7836505), then generally 

southwards across open fields to where they meet Zvekare road 
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(389073,7834983), then generally southwards across the open fields so as 

to include Muzokomba primary school, then generally southwards across 

the open fields to where they meet the Murambinda-Birchenough bridge 

road (390271,7832189), then generally southwards along the Murambinda-

Birchenough bridge road to where it crosses an unnamed stream 

(393128,7826247), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Nyazvidzi river (384949,7818692), then generally 

westwards along Nyazvidzi river to its confluence with Mainzo river 

(380308,7822772), then generally northwards along the river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream at Mainzo dip tank, the starting point 

(385525,7838887). The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

385525, 7838887; 385396, 7839076; 388059, 7837939; 388390, 7837687; 

390226, 7836505; 389073, 7834983; 388961, 7833700; 390271, 7832189; 

393128, 7826247; 384949, 7818692; 380308, 7822772; 385525, 7838887. 

Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a track adjacent 

to the Nguwe dam(404424,7839639), then generally southwards along the 

track to its junction with Muzokomba road (405538,7836007), then 

generally eastwards along the road to its junction with an unnamed track 

(406558,7835913), then generally southwards along the unnamed track 

where the unnamed track crosses Murambwi river (407710,7832619), then 

generally westwards along Murambwi river to the open space on 

Birchinough road (393773,7825458), then generally north wards across 

open fields to the Zvekare road (388607,7834615) so as to exclude 

Muzokamba primary and include Muzokomba Business Centre, then 

generally north wards across open fields to where they meet Nyahono river 

(390208,7836465), then generally eastwards along Nyahono river to where a 

track adjacent to Nguwe dam crosses the stream, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

404424, 7839639; 405538, 7836007; 406558, 7835913; 407710, 7832619; 

393773, 7825458; 388607, 7834615; 390208, 7836465. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyazvidzi river and an unnamed stream (385342,7819312 ), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the unnamed 

stream (392947,7824421), then generally southwards along the track to 

where the track crosses an unnamed stream (399299,7815749), then 

generally southwards along the stream to where a track crosses the stream 
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(396719,7820042), then generally southwards along the track to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (397330,7817072), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Dumbinikwana stream 

(399988,7813799), then generally southwards along the stream to its 

confluence with Nyarushanga river (402737,7812092), then generally 

southwards along the river to its confluence with Devure river 

(401199,7803123), then generally westwards along Devure river to its 

confluence with Nyazvidzi river, then generally north wards along Nyazvidzi 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

385342, 7819312; 392947, 7824421; 399299, 7815749; 396719, 7820042; 

397330, 7817072; 399988, 7813799; 402737, 7812092; 401199, 7803123. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

unnamed streams east of Undze mountain (388521,7827242), then 

generally southwards along the stream to where the the road to Barura 

School crosses the stream (399510,7825124), then generally southwards 

along the road to where the road crosses an unnamed stream 

(402540,7822528), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Nyamashanga river (408319,7819158), then generally 

east wards along Nyamashanga river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (411922,7817882), then generally southwards along the stream to 

its confluence with a stream in the open fields, then generally southwards 

along the stream to its confluence with Mamombe stream 

(410584,7810830). then generally southwards along the Mamombe stream 

to its confluence with Tuturuku(410570,7807582) ,then generally north 

wards along the river to its confluence with Shirivare stream 

(407992,7810983), then generally westwards along Shirivare river to where 

a track crosses the river (405378,7811908), then generally westwards along 

the track to where the track crosses an unnamed stream (404284,7811284), 

then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyarushanga river (403146,7807798), then generally northwards along 

Nyarushanga river to its confluence with Dumbinikwa river 

(402773,7811959), then generally northwards along Dumbinikwa to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream in Dumbinikwa dam, then generally 

northwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the 

unnamed river (396734,7817836), then north wards along the track to 

where the track crosses Nyarushanga river (396618,7819827), then 

generally north wards along Nyarushanga river to where a track crosses 

Nyarushanga river (393615,7823175), then north wards along the track 

where it crosses the confluence of two unnamed streams(393751,7825478), 
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then generally east wards along the unnamed stream to its confluents with 

an unnamed stream east of Undze mountain the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

388521, 7827242; 399510, 7825124; 402540, 7822528; 408319, 7819158; 

411922, 7817882; 410584, 7810830; 410570, 7807582; 407992, 7810983; 

405378, 7811908; 404284, 7811284; 403146, 7807798; 402773, 7811959; 

396734, 7817836; 396618, 7819827; 393615, 7823175; 393751, 7825478. 

Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of an 

unnamed stream and Save river (421206,7828984), then generally 

southwards along Save river to  its confluence with Nyamashanga river 

(425189,7820450) river, then generally westwards along Nyamashanga river 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream (408266,7818403), then generally 

westwards along the unnamed stream to where a road to Nzvere dip tank 

crosses the stream (402540,7822619), then generally north wards along the 

road to where the road crosses an unnamed stream (399422,7825443), then 

generally north wards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Murambwi river (398579,7826936), then generally east wards along 

Murambwi river to where a track crosses Murambwi river 

(399289,7827862), then generally east wards along the track to its junction 

with Chapanduka road (405305,7825864), then generally east wards along 

the road to its junction with a track (408845,7824554), then generally 

northwards along the track to where the track crosses an unnamed stream 

(410538,7826561), then generally east wards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Save river the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

421206, 7828984; 425189, 7820450; 408266, 7818403; 402540, 7822619; 

399422, 7825443; 398579, 7826936; 399289, 7827862; 405305, 7825864; 

408845, 7824554; 410538, 7826561. 

Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where a track 

crosses Nyamashanga river (418207,7817533), then generally southwards 

along the track to its junction with the Murambinda-Birchneough bridge 

road (418637,7816980) so as to exclude Gotongwe dip tank, then generally 

southwards along the road to its intersection with Dory mine road 

(418910,7813357), then eastwards along Dory mine road where the road 

crosses Mangwande river (423771,7812280), then generally southwards 

along Mangwande river to its confluence with Bonde river 

(423940,7801718), then generally northwards along Bonde river to its 
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confluence with an unnamed stream (403887, 7809060 ), then generally 

westwards along the unnamed stream to where the Bircheneough bridge 

road crosses the unnamed stream (405057,7811940), then generally 

southwards along the road to where the road crosses an unnamed 

stream407753,7811835), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Devure river (421059,7793565), then generally 

westwards along Devure river to its confluence with Nyarushanga river 

(401210,7803207), then generally northwards along Nyarushanga river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream (407753,7811835), then generally 

north wards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses the 

unnamed river (404387,7811650), then generally east wards along the track 

to where the track crosses Shirivare stream (407723,7811720), then 

generally eastwards along the stream to its confluence with Tuturuku river 

(408167,7810995), then generally southwards along Tuturuku river to its 

confluence with Mamonde stream (410452,7817775), then generally 

northwards along Mamonde stream to where a point where the Gotomwe dip 

tank road crosses Mamonde stream (411286,7812300), then generally 

northwards along the stream to the open fields which is the source of 

Mamonde stream, then generally northwards across the open fields to where 

they meet Nyamashanga river (411824,7817670), then generally eastwards 

along Nyamashanga river to where a track crosses Nyamashanga river 

(418207,7817533), the starting point . The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

418207, 7817533; 418637, 7816980; 418910, 7813357; 423771, 7812280; 

423940, 7801718; 403887, 7809060; 405057, 7811940; 407753, 7811835; 

421059, 7793565; 401210, 7803207; 407753, 7811835; 404387, 7811650; 

407723, 7811720; 408167, 7810995; 410452, 7817775; 411286, 7812300; 

411824, 7817670; 418207, 7817533. 

Ward 30  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamashanga and Save rivers (425163,7820426), then generally 

southwards along Save river to its confluence with Bonde river 

(431136,7792787), then generally northwards along Bonde to its confluence 

with Mangwande river (423922,7801694), then generally northwards along 

Mangwande river to where the Dory mine road crosses Mangwande river 

(423769,7812296), then generally westwards along the road to its junction 

with Chapanduka road (418844,7813421), then generally northwards along 

Chapanduka road to its junction with Chabata road (418988,786849), then 

generally westwards along that road to its junction with a track 

(418621,7816976), then generally northwards along the track to where the 
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track crosses Nyamashanga river (417769,7818819), then generally 

eastwards along Nyamashanga river to its confluence with Save river the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

425163, 7820426; 431136, 7792787; 423922, 7801694; 423769, 7812296; 

418844, 7813421; 418988, 786849; 418621, 7816976; 417769, 7818819. 

 

Ward 31  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the Mash 

East provincial boundary crosses Murove river (351799,7890473), then 

generally east wards along Murove river to its confluence with Chikukurume 

stream (362556,7880030), then generally southwards along Chikukurume 

stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream (359789,7875749), then 

generally westwards  along the unnamed stream to its confluence with a 

stream (356338,7976909), then generally westwards along the stream to 

where a track crosses the unnamed stream (355925,7876303), then 

generally westwards along the track to where it crosses an unnamed stream 

(350990,7875316), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Mwerahari river (350604,7874022), then generally 

northwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Popoteke river 

(Mash East provincial boundary) (344836,7879660), then  north eastwards 

along the Mash East provincial boundary to where it crosses Murove river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

351799, 7890473; 362556, 7880030; 359789, 7875749; 356338, 7976909; 

355925, 7876303; 353678, 78755020; 350990, 7875316; 350604, 

7874022; 344836, 7879660; 351799, 7890473. 

Ward 32  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from where a track starts at 

Chitohwe dam(369086,7856593), then generally eastwards along the track 

to its intersection with an unnamed track (373149,7857789) just before 

Hatinahama so as to include Wedzenenga villages, then generally 

southwards along the track to its intersection with Mabvuregudo road 

(373317,7857572), then generally east wards along Mabvuregudo road to 

where Mabvuregudo road crosses an unnamed stream (378806,7858808), 

then generally southwards along thae unnamed stream to its confluence 

with Chadzire river (382649,7856895) so as to exclude Nzvimbe mountain 

and Mugumbate village, then generally eastwards along Chadzire river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (391301,7860389), then generally 
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southwards along the unnamed stream to where a track crosses an 

unnamed stream (390041,7857242), then generally westwards along the 

track to its intersection with an unnamed  track (389061,78575655), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed track crossing Betera road 

(387881,7854608) to where it crosses an unnamed stream 

(389014,7854087), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Mukove river (3900985,7851647), then generally 

westwards along Mukove river to where a track crosses Mukove river 

(378665,7847813), then generally westwards along the track to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (377625,7847753), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyamhunga river 

(374574,7842922), then generally northwards along Nyamhunga stream to 

where Bangure road crosses Nyamhunga stream (368876,7849221), then 

generally northwards along Bangure road to its where it crosses Chadzire 

river at the Birchinough bridge(369013,7849593), then generally eastwards 

along Chadzire river to where a track crosses Chadzire river 

(373461,7852239), then generally westwards along the track to where it 

crosses an unnamed stream (367473,7855266), then generally east wards 

along the unnamed stream to where the unnamed stream meets a track 

starting from Chitohwe dam, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

369086, 7856593; 373149, 7857789; 373317, 7857572; 378806, 7858808; 

382649, 7856895; 391301, 7860389; 390041, 7857242; 389061, 

78575655; 387881, 7854608; 389014, 7854087; 3900985, 7851647; 

378665, 7847813; 377625, 7847753; 374574, 7842922; 368876, 7849221; 

369013, 7849593; 373461, 7852239; 367473, 7855266. 

Ward 33  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

an unnamed stream and Bonde river (424003,7801998), then generally 

southwards along Bonde river so as to include Nemadzimbe and Kudziwa 

villages to its confluence with Save river (431134,7792772), then generally 

southwards along Save river to its confluence with Devure river, then 

generally westwards along Devure river crossing Mutare Masvingo highway 

(421705,7793015) to its confluence with an unnamed stream (which is also 

the Manicaland and Masvingo Provincial boundary) (421058,7793578), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed stream to where the Murambinda 

Birchenough road crosses the unnamed (422862,7798346) so as to exclude 

Waka mountain, to a point Murambinda Birchneough road meets an 

unnamed stream which is also a tributary to Bonde river (421097,7802272), 

then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 
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Bonde river the starting point (424003,7801998). The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

424003, 7801998; 431134, 7792772; 421705, 7793015; 421058, 7793578; 

422862, 7798346; 421097, 7802272; 424003, 7801998. 
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CHIMANIMANI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from an International 

beacon Zimbabwe/Mozambique border, BB49A (477368,7855460), then 

generally southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boarder to where it 

meets the southern property boundary of Hendriksdal so as to include it, 

then generally south westwards along the southern property boundary of 

Hendriksdal to where it meets the eastern property boundary of 

Camperdown (477489,7820363), then generally north westwards along the 

eastern property boundary of Camperdown to the southern most property 

boundary of Goeie Hoop (476230,7822693), then northeastwards along the 

western property boundary of Goeie Hoop so as to include it up to the 

southwestern property boundary of Moodies Nek (477319,7826451), then 

south eastwards along the southern property boundary of Moodies Nek up 

to the western property boundary of Tank Nek(479979,7824934), then 

northeastwards along the western property boundary of Tank Nek so as to 

include it to the southern property boundary of Leopards 

Den(480798,7827181), then north westward along the following property 

boundaries Leopards Den,Kronstad Estate and Athene Estate up to a the 

North western property boundary of Athen Estate(475987,7834014), then 

North eastwards along the north western property boundary up to the 

Lusthof Ranch (480066,7835880), then northwards along the Lusthof 

Ranch up to the Umvumvu river (479941,7838531), then generally 

westwards along Umvumvumvu river to the western boundary of Quagas 

Hoek property (471394,7839066) so as to exclude it then southwards along 

the western boundary of Quagas Hoek property boundary so as to exclude 

Guhune mountain range to the summit 1017/S5472 then south west along 

Ruwaka property boundary (471260,7837254) into Ruwaka river then 

generally northwards along Ruwaka River to its confluence with 

Umvumvumvu river then east wards along umvumvu river to the property 

boundary of Springwoods West property so as to include it then northwards 

along the Spring woods West Pentridge property boundary up to the 

southern Cronley estate property boundary (470876,7843306), then 

westtwards along the Cronley estate property boundary so as to include it to 

the Inyarupara southern property boundary then northwest along 

Inyarupara property boundary so as to include it into Muwengezi river then 

generally north eastwards along Muwengezi river to Marapara property 

boundary (468377,7850055), then north eastwards along the Marapara 

property boundary so as to include it up to north east beacon (6350), then 

along the eastern property boundary of Nyamutumba property boundary so 

as to exclude it to beacon 449A, the starting point.The area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

477368, 7855460; 476725, 7853851; 476641, 7848611; 482141, 7846335; 

482838, 7846763; 483762, 7845589; 483739, 7840461; 484076, 7840437; 

485183, 7838631; 484311, 7832490; 483849, 7831977; 485045, 7830640; 

483833, 7828801; 483916, 7826633; 482465, 7824835; 483103, 7824050; 

477489, 7820363; 476230, 7822693; 477319, 7826451; 479979, 7824934; 

480798, 7827181; 475987, 7834014; 480066, 7835880; 479941, 7838531; 

471394, 7839066; 471260, 7837254; 470876, 7843306; 468377, 7850055. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Odzi river and Wengezi river, then generally eastwards along Wengezi river 

to where Wengezi river meets the northern farm boundary of Lisnacloon, 

then generally south east wards along the Lisnacloon farm boundary so as 

to include Lisnacloon farm to where the farm boundary meets the northern 

farm boundary of  Mcandrews, then generally eastwards along the 

Mcandews farm boundary so as to include Mcandrews farm to where the 

Macandrews farm boundary meets the Sprindwoods West Pentridge western 

farm boundary,then generally south westwards along the Springgwoods 

West Pentridge so as to include Springwoods West Pentridge into 

Umvumvumvu river, then generally eastwards along Umvumvumvu river to 

its confluence with Odzi river, then generally northwards along Odzi river to 

its confluence with Wengezi river, the starting ponit (461651,7839622). The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

461651, 7839622. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Odzi river and Umvumvumu river, then generally eastwards along 

Umvumvumvu river to its confluence with Chiramba river, then generally 

southwards along Chiramba river to the western boundary of Lime cliffs, 

then generally south westwards along the eastern boundary of Lime Cliff 

farm boundary to a point (457437, 7831698) along Lime Cliff farm boundary 

then generally eastwards along the foot hill of Shanguna andChirango 

mountain range, to a point where it meets Chiyire river (452259, 7829454), 

then generally eastwards along Chiyire river to its confluence with Odzi 

river, then generally northeast wards along Odzi river to its confluence with 

Umvumvu river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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457437, 7831698 and452259, 7829454. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Umvumvumvu River and Ruwako River, then generally southwards along 

Ruwako river to where Ruwako river meets the northern farm boundary of 

Ruwaka farm, then generally southwestwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Ruwaka so as to exclude Ruwaka farm to the eastern boundary 

of grasslands and Ruwaka farm, then generally eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of grasslands so as to exclude grasslands to the 

peak of Mutsago mountain UTM coordinates (trig beacon1014/S), then 

generally north westwards along the farm boundary of Lime Cliff farm 

boundary to where the farm boundary meets Chiramba river,then generally 

northwards along Chiramba river to its confluence with Umvumvumvu river, 

then generally eastwards along Umvumvu river to its confluence with 

Ruwaka river, the starting point. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Odzi and Chiyire rivers, then generally eastwards along Chiyire river to the 

peak of Shanguna mountain summit, then generally southwards along the 

foot hills of Shanguna and Dokotoko mountain range to where the mountain 

ranges meet Nyanyadzi river (449536,7818316), then generally westwards 

along Nyanyadzi river to its confluence with Odzi river ,then generally 

northwards along Odzi river to its confluence with Chiyire river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

449536, 7818316. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Rusitu 

River meets the northern most corner of Onrust farm boundary 

(472703,7788590), then generally eastwards along Onrust farm boundary, 

Heathfield, Red star northern farm boundaries to where `the red star 

northen farm boundary meets the eastern farm boundary of Heathfield,  

then generally southeastwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Heathfield to where it meets the northern farm boundary of Albany, then 

generally north eastwards along the farm boundaries of Albany up to the 

western farm boundary of Inyabamba (481370,7790124). then generally 

northwards along the western farm boundary of Inyabamba to where it 

meets the northern farm boundary of Inyabamba (481308,7791034), then 

generally eastwards along the northern farm boundary to where it meets 

Nyahode River (483102,7791025), then generally southwards along Nyahode 

River to where Nyahode river meets the southern farm boundary of 
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Sunnyside farm (483290,7786446), then generally westwards along the farm 

boundary to where it meet the northern most corner of northern farm 

boundary of Brightside (481540,7785839), then generally southwestwards 

along the western farm boundary of Uitikyk so as to include it up to the 

southern farm boundary of Uitkyk (483450,7782134), then generally 

southwestwards along the farm boundaries of Uitkyk, 1A Voorspoed 

properties to the eastern boundary of Sterkstroom (472622,7778716), then  

generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Sterkstroom farm 

boundaries to where it meets the confluence of Rusitu and Chihonde River 

which is also the a point in the westwern property boundary of 1A 

Voorspoed (473096,7781858), then generally northwards along the 

Voorspoed and Heathfield property boundaries so as to include Heathfield 

and Voorspoed, then westwards along an imaginary line (472944,7788423), 

to Rusitu river (472703,7788590), then generally north wards along Rusitu 

River to where Rusitu River meets the northern most point of Onrust farm 

boundary (472703,7788590), the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

472703, 7788590; 481370, 7790124; 481308, 7791034; 483102, 7791025; 

483290, 7786446; 481540, 7785839; 483450, 7782134; 472622, 7778716; 

473096, 7781858; 472944, 7788423; 472703, 7788590; 472703, 7788590. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

western farm boundry of Quaggas Hoek farm meets Umvumvumvu river 

(471446,7839121), then generally eastwards along Umvumvumvu river to 

where the river meets the eastern farm boundary of Ostend 

(479973,7838554), then generally southwards along the Ostend farm 

boundary so as to include it to where the farm boundary meets the southern 

property boundary of Ostend and Lusthof range (480122,7835805), then 

generally south westwards along the southern property boundary of Ostend 

so as to include Ostend and Table mountain to where the farm boundary 

meets the western farm boundary of Athene Estate and Quaggas Hoek 

(475988,7834029) so as to exclude Athene Estate, then generally south east 

wards along the Athene Estate farm boundary to the south western property 

boundary of Kronstad Estate and Pietershoek A (476796,7829449) so as to 

include Pietershoek A, then generally southeast wards along the sourthen 

boundary of Kronstad Estate farm to where the boundary meets the south 

eastern property boundary of Leopard‟s Den and Tank nek farm so as to 

include Moodies Nek (479648,7828030), then generally northwestwards 

along the south eastern farm boundary of Hendriksdal to where it meets the 

northern property boundary of Moodies Nek and Pietershoek A 

(479719,7827423), then generally north westwards to trig beacon 1020/S at 
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the peak of Mukwemepo mountain, then westwards to trig beacon 1023/S 

on the peak of Chisazurwi mountain so as to exclude Grey stone and 

Pasture farm boundaries, then generally southwards to a point (463762, 

7823766) at the crest of an unnamed mountain range, then genrally 

westwards to the peak of Dokotoko mountain range (448131, 7818579) so 

as to exclude Moosgwe farm, then generally northwards along the foot hills 

of Dokotokoto and Shanguna mountain range, to where it meets Lime Cliff 

farm boundary (457386,7831745), then generally north east wards to trig 

beacon 1014/S on Mutsago mountain so as to exclude Chiramba primary 

school, then generally east wards along the northen farm boundary of 

grasslandsand Ruwaka farm to trig beacon 1017/S on Guhune mountain, 

then generally northwards along western boundary of Quagus Hoek farm to 

where it meets Umvumvu river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

471446, 7839121; 479973, 7838554; 480122, 7835805; 475988, 7834029; 

476796, 7829449; 479648, 7828030; 479719, 7827423; 463762, 7823766; 

448131, 7818579; 457386, 7831745. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyanyadzi and Odzi river, then generally eastwards along Nyanyadzi river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally southwards along 

the unnamed stream to the source of the unnamed stream on Dziyanike 

range of mountains, then into the tributary of Chikwizi river and unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Chikwizi river (4561776,7808540), then 

generally westwards along Chikwizi river to its confluence with Save river, 

then generally northwards along Save river to its confluence with and Odzi 

river, then generally north wards along Odzi river to the confluence of Odzi 

and Nyanyadzi river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

4561776, 7808540. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from it where an 

unnamed mountain range meets the sourthen boundary of westend farm 

and northen boundary of Moosgwe farm boundar (456078,7823382), then 

generally eastwards along the western farm boundary of Moosgwe 

farm,Shinja west farm and Nyanyadzi farm so as to exclude them to where 

the farm boundary meets the confluence of Mhakwe river and Nyanyadzi 

river, then generally southwards along Mhakwe river to its confluence with 

Chikwizi river, then generally westwards along Chikwizi river to its 
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confluence with Mhakwe river (456084,7810018), then generally westwards 

along the river to its confluence with Chikwizi river (455990,7809974), then 

generally westwards along Chikwizi river to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary (450440,780134), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

river to where it meets the crest of Dziyanike mountain range 

(451678,7811285), then generally northwards along the mountain range to 

the source of of an unnamed tributary of Nyanyadzi river,then generally 

northwards along the unnamed tributary of Nyanyadzi river to its confluence 

with Nyanyadzi river, then generally westwards along Nyanyadzi river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary then generally westwards along the 

unnamed tributary to the peak of unnamed mountain range, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed mountain range to where it meets the 

sourthen boundary of westend farm and northen boundary of Moosgwe farm 

boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

456078, 7823382; 456084, 7810018; 455990, 7809974; 450440, 780134; 

451678, 7811285. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from beacon BB65A at 

Mawarani mountains, then generally southwards along Zimbabwe 

Mozambique border to beacon BB69E then generally westwards through 

Nyangoma mountain range then crossing Haroni river to a point at the cliffs 

of Outward Bound mountain then generally southwards to northeastern 

boundary of outward bound so as to exclude outward bound then 

westwards to a hilltop adjacent to Nyanhunzi river then westwards to a 

point of the farm boundary of Lindley East then westwards so as to exclude 

Belmmond A and Lindley West to a point where Lindley West meets the 

southern boundary of Melsetter Eland Sanctuary then generally northwards 

to the top of Nyamuzure (Pork Pie hill) with beacon 500/s 6520 so as to 

exclude,Westwards along the boundary of Melsetter Eland Sanctuary so as 

to exclude then south westwards to a point of the property boundary of 

Broadlands then Northwest along the property boundary of Everglades so as 

to include then Northwards along the boundary of Sawerombi West then 

westwards so as to include Nyashama to a point at the top of Nzou 

mountain with beacon 501/s 5727 so as to exclude then Northeastwards 

along the boundary of Umchakata to Sawerombi Western farm boundary 

then northwards along the property boundary of Umchakata so as to 

exclude then northeastwards along the property boundary of Welgegund 

Estate then generally westward along the Welgegund farm boundary to the 

top of a Mountain range then generally northwards along the property 

boundary of Glacier, Rietvlei, Weltevreden, Verlos so as to include them to a 
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point through beacon BB59A then eastwards along the Mozambique-

Zimbabwe border to beacon BB65A, the starting point. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the top of a 

Takwira mountain range at the western boundary of Belmont farm 

boundary (492727,7813315), then generally southwards along the western 

farm boundary of Belmont A to where it meets the eastern farm boundary of 

Belmont Valley (492982,7809449), then generally south westwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Belmont Valley to where it meets the southern 

farm boundary of Belmont Valley (491212,7806655), then generally south 

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Belmont to the northwest 

farm boundary of Lion Hills Forest Land, then generally southwestwards 

along the Lionhills Forest Land farm boundary to where it meets the western 

farm boundary of Lionhills Forest Land (485519,7803415), then generally 

southwards along the south western farm boundary of Lionhills Forest Land 

so as to exclude to where the farm boundary meets Chipuzhe River, then 

generally south westwards along Chipuzhe river to its confluence with 

Nyahode river (Chituri), then generally westwards along Nyahode river to its 

confluence with Mutambagwari river, then generally northwards along the 

western farm boundary of the State land which is adjacent to Nyahode river 

to the confluence of Nyahode river and Nyamarirwe river, then generally 

north east wards along the north western farm boundary of the State land 

which is adjacent to Nyamarirwe river up to where it meets the western farm 

boundary of the State Land (483066,7802335), then generally northwards 

along the western farm boundary of the State Land up to the north most 

property boundary of the State Land (482352,7805022), then generally 

north east wards along the northen most farm boundary of the State land 

which is along the Takwira Mountain Range to western farm boundary of 

Belmont (487360,7807691), then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Belmont up to the western farm boundary of Lindley west 

(487896,7809066), then northwards along the westen farm boundary of 

Lindley west to where the farm boundary meets the southern farm boundary 

of Lindley North (487699,7811337), then generally east wards along the 

southern farm boundary of Lindley North to where the farm boundary meets 

the eastern farm boundary of Lindley North (491256,7811775), then 

generally northwards along the eastern farm boundary of Lindely North to 

where it meets the southern farm boundary of Lindley East 

(491337,7812261), then generally north east wards along the Lindley East 

south eastern farm boundary to where it meets the top of a Takwira 

mountain range at the western boundary of Belmont farm boundary 

(492727,7813315), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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492727, 7813315; 492982, 7809449; 491212, 7806655; 485519, 7803415; 

483066, 7802335; 482352, 7805022; 487360, 7807691; 487896, 7809066; 

487699, 7811337; 491256, 7811775. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from International 

beacon BB70(Zimbabwe-Mozambique boarder), then generally south east 

wards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boarder to an internartional beacon 

BB71(506376,7813509), then generally southwards along the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique boarder to where the boarder meets Makurupini river, then 

generally southwards along Makurupini river to its confluence with Haroni 

river, then generally westwards along Haroni river to where it meets the 

southern boundary of Chimanimani national park (501600,7786778) and 

Hayfield B estate, then generally westwards along the southern boundaries 

of Hayfield B estate to where it meets Vimba road (498027,7786888), then 

generally southwards along Vimba road to where it meets Hayfield A 

southern farm boundary (497608,7785672), then generally westwards along 

the Hayfield B southern farm boundary to where it meets Nzuzu stream, 

then generally northwards along Nzuzu stream to where it meets Tarka 

forest farm boundary then generally north westwards along the Tarka forest 

farm boundary to Glencore forest and Bonny Eagle farm boundaries 

(493310,7787631), then generally westwards along the following farm 

boundaries Glencoe Forest,Stronachavie and Bonny Eagle to where the 

boundary meets Nyahode river, then generally northwards along Nyahode 

river so as to include Bonny Eagle to where it meets the western boundary 

of the following properties so as to include them Mermaids Grotto, 

Springvale, hillside ,Chisengu forest, Lions Hills ,Welgelegen, 

Vooruitzicht,then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of the 

following properties, Vooruitzicht, Outward Bound so as to include them to 

where the boundary meet Tessa stream upstream, then generally eastwards 

to Zimbabwe –Mozambique boarder International beacon BB70,the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

506376, 7813509; 501600, 7786778; 498027, 7786888; 497608, 7785672; 

493310, 7787631. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the sources of 

Chipuzhe stream (485739,7800405), then generally southwards along the 

farm boundary of Chisengu Forest to where the farm boundary meets the 

western farm boundary of State land (486342,7795093), then generally 

south eastwards along the State land farm boundary to where it meets the 
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Springvale farm boundary (489511,7793817), then generally south 

westwards along Spring vale ,Mermaids Grotto and Nzuzu farm boundaries 

so as to exclude them, then  south westwards along the farm boundary to 

where it meets Nyahode river (483556,7788729), then generally northwards 

along Nyahode river to where it meets the northern farm boundary of 

Inyabamba farm so as to exclude Inyabamba farm, then generally westwards 

along the northen farm boundary of Inyabamba farm to where it meets the 

Western most boundary of Inyabamba farm, then generally southwards 

along Inyabamba farm boundary to where it meets Albany farm boundary, 

then generally South westwards along the farm boundary of Albany so as to 

exclude it to where it meets Kasipiti farm, then generally northwards, then 

westwards along the farm boundary of Kasipiti farm so as to include it, to 

where it meets the eastern boundary of Heathfield so as to exclude then 

northwards so as to include the Well to the southernmost part of 

Redstar,then generally westwards along the farm boundary of Redstar so as 

to include Kwinje village, then generally westward along the farm of 

Deysbrook then eastwards along the farm boundary of Perversity to the 

confluence of Mutambagwari and Nyahode river, then generally eastwards 

along Nyahode river to its confluence with Chipuzhe stream, then generally 

northwards along Chipuzhe stream to its source, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

485739, 7800405; 486342, 7795093; 489511, 7793817; 483556, 7788729. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

southern property boundary of Umchakata meets with the north western 

farm boundary of Nyashama (475550,7814236), then south east wards 

along the following property boundaries,Nyashama,Sawerombi and 

Everglades to the eastern farm boundary of Blands Folly so as to include 

them, then southwards along Blands Folly farm boundary to where it meets 

the Cambridge Estate eastern farm boundary, then generally southwards 

along the Cambridge Estate farm boundary to where it meets the northern 

farm boundary of Heathfield farm, then generally westwards along the farm 

boundaries of Hearthfield ,Onrust and Cecilton farms so as to exclude them 

to the south western farm boundary of Lemon Kopje (467202,7793314), 

then generally north east wards along the following farm boundaries Lemon 

Kopje, Thornton, and Cambridge Estate so as to include them to where the 

boundary meets the southern farm boundary of The Drifts, then generally 

north east wards along the following farm boundaries: The Drift and 

Umchakata so as to exclude them to the intersection of the Umchakata and 

Nyashama property boundaries ,the starting point. The area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

475550, 7814236; 467202, 7793314. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Beacon 6043 

then eastwards along the northern property boundary of Melsetter Eland 

Sanctuary (Chimanimani) to the southern property boundary of Sawerombe 

(Bedale), then generally southwards along Melsetter Eland Sanctuary-

Chimanimani National Park boundary so as to include it, then southwards 

along the western boundary of Lindley West so as to exclude Lindley West 

then southwest along the property boundary of Belmont as to exclude 

Belmont, then generally south-westwards along Takawira mountain so as to 

include Ngangu/Melsetter Township to the eastern boarder of Cambridge 

estate then northwards along the following properties Cambridge, Brands 

folly, Broadlands, Everglades so as to exclude them, then generally 

northwards along the Everglades property boundary to beacon 6043, the 

starting point. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the top of a 

mountain range on the eastern side of the seminary(473363,7803924), then 

southwards along Zaaplaats farm boundary to where the farm boundary 

meet the Thornton farm boundary (473337,7800226), then generally south 

westwards along Thornton farm boundaries to where it meets the Misty Hill 

farm boundary (469887,7796705), then generally south east wards along 

the Misty hill farm boundary so as to exclude Misty Hill and Lemen Kop 

junction to where it meets the sourthen farm boundary of Misty hill, then 

generally south westwards along the western boundary of Lemon Kopje to 

where it meets the Cecilton farm boundary, then generally eastwards along 

the boundary of Cecilton so as to include it, then generally southvwards to 

where it meets Rusitu River, then generally southvwards along Rusitu river 

where it meets the northern boundary of Merrywaters, then generally 

eastwards along Merrywaters boundary, then generally westwards along 

Merrywaters so as include to where it meets the confluence of Rusitu river 

and Chihonde river, then generally northwards along Chihonde river to 

where it meets the northen farm boundary of Dororecht so as to exclude 

Dororecht farm, then generally westwards along the farm boundary of 

Crystal Creek [next to Lusilver] to the Western most point of Crystal Creek 

farm so as to exclude Moutainview, Braband, Christina, Dororecht, then 

generally south westwards along the farm boundary of Moodies Rest, 

Tradow to the western most point of Tradow a hilltop and a river source, 

then generally northwards along the farm boundary of Highlands so as to 

exclude Museve school, then generally westwards to the western farm 
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boundary of Rookwood farm boundary, then generally westwards along farm 

boundaries of Rookwood and Brackenbury so as to include them, then 

crossing Tanganda and Nyamutye Rivers to the western boundary of 

Brackenbury farm, then generally north eastwards along zebra property 

boundary to the intersection of Changadzi river with Zebra property 

boundary to where it meets the point (458818,7798669), then generally 

north wards, then west wards, then southwards, then north westwards 

along the footpath to where it meets an unnamed stream (457094,7801332), 

then generally north eastwards to Murote river, then generally eastwards 

along the foothills of Muwangemanga mountain, then generally southwards 

along Mhakwe river upstream to the northern most point of Gwendingwe 

property boundary, then generally north eastwards along the boundaries of 

Brooklyn, Ashbourne so as to include them, then generally eastwards along 

the boundary of Ashbourne to a beacon 5316 crossing Biriwiri river and 

Mutare Chimanimani road including the Seminary to a point on the top of a 

mountain range on the eastern side of the Seminary ,the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

473363, 7803924; 473337, 7800226; 469887, 7796705; 458818, 7798669; 

457094, 7801332. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Biriiri-

Nyamusundu gravel road meets the property boundary of Nyamusundu 

Biriwiri Purchase land, then generally southwards to the northern most 

point of Cambridge farm boundary (470864,7811670), then generally south 

east wards so as to include Nyamusundu Primary School along the farm 

boundary of Cambridge to where it meets Willow grove farm boundary 

(473310,7803815), then generally westwards along the northen farm 

boundary of Willow Grove farm crossing Mutare-Chimanimani road and 

Biriwiri river excluding St Charles Seminary through beacon 5316 to where 

it meets the peak of an unnamed mountain range on the northen farm 

boundary of Ashbourne farm (465682,7802933) so as to exclude Ashbourne 

farm, then generally south westwards along the farm boundary of 

Ashbourne, Brooklyn to the western boundary of Brooklyn farm, then 

generally south westwards to where it meets Mhakwe river, then generally 

north east wards along Mhakwe river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream, then northwards to Runhenga mountain range, then eastwards to 

Mutare Chimanimani road then northwards along Mutare Chimanimani 

road so as to include Biriiri Mission, Teterere and Saurombe adjacent to the 

confluence of Biriwiri river and an unnamed stream, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an intersection of 

Biriiri-Nyamusundu gravel road and the farm boundary of Nyamusundu 
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Biriwiri Purchase land, starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

470864, 7811670; 473310, 7803815; 465682, 7802933. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

most point of the Grey Stone farm boundary (462839,7829193), then 

generally eastwards to the northern farm boundary of the Bouldridge 

(469016,7828478), then generally south east wards along the farm 

boundary of Bouldridge so as to include it, then generally southwards along 

the farm boundaries of Wandercom, Camberdon Riverage 

(478023,7817356), then generally south westwards along the north western 

boundary of Welgegund Estate, then generally southwards along Welgegund 

farm boundary so as to exclude it, then generally south westwards along the 

following farm boundaries Nyashama, Cambridge(470864,7811706), then 

northwestwards along the southwestern farm boundary of the drift farm to 

where it meets Muuyu-Mhakwe gravel road so as to exclude Biriiri Mission 

and Saurombe business centre, then generally westwards along the Muuyu-

Mhakwe gravel road to Biriiri river then into Chimanimani-Mutare road, 

then generally southwards along Chimanimani-Mutare road to a point 

(468419,7807892), then generally westwards along a straight line to an 

unnamed stream up to a point (466704,7807655), then generally 

southwards to the top of Runhenga Mountain(465838,7807106), then 

generally westwards along an unnamed track up to a point 

(464388,7805736), then generally southwards along Mhakwe river to the 

crest of Muwangemanga, then generally westwards along an unnamed 

stream to a point (459058,7802305), then generally north wards along the 

cliffs of Muwangemanga mountains, then generally westwards to a point 

adjacent to Gaza Business Center (458311,780776) so as to include it, then 

generally westwards along an unnamed river through an unnamed dam 

(457271,7807724) to its sources so as to exclude Nyeredzawanda dam to the 

sources of an unnamed stream (455744,7807376), then generally north 

wards along the stream to Mhakwe gravel road, then generally north wards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Matanho river, then 

generally eastwards along Matanho river to its confluence with Mhakwe river 

so as to include Mhakwe Business Center, then generally northwards along 

Mhakwe River to its confluence with Nyanyadzi river so as to exclude 

Zimunda School, then generally westwards along the property boundary of 

Shinja West thereby crossing Shinja river to the western most point of 

Moosgwe farm boundary then eastwards along Moosgwe farm boundary to 

the western boundary of Oxenholme Estate, then generally northwards 

along the farm boundaries of Oxenholme Estate and Graystone to the 
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northern most point of Graystone farm boundary, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

462839, 7829193; 469016, 7828478; 478023, 7817356; 470864, 7811706; 

468419, 7807892; 466704, 7807655; 465838, 7807106; 464388, 7805736; 

459058, 7802305; 458311, 780776; 457271, 7807724; 455744, 7807376. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

unnamed gravel roads (457837,7809551), then generally south westwards 

along an unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(455383,7807406), then generally eastwards along the margin of 

Nyeredzawanda village to Mhakwe business centre so as to exclude Mhakwe 

Business centre, then generally southwards to Muwangemanga mountain 

range so as to exclude it, then generally south westwards along the margin 

of Makambiru mountain range so as to include to a point 

(456815,7800854), then generally southwards along to a point with 

(457727,7799076), then generally eastwards to an unnamed stream 

(4592002,7799830), then generally southwards along an unnamed track to 

Changazi river downstream, then generally westwards along Changazi river 

to its confluence with Bangwe river then proceed southwestwards along 

Changazi river to where it meets an unnamed old tarred road, then generally 

north wards along the western boundary of Dzitiro village so as to include it, 

then to Dzitiro river upstream,  then north east wards along Dzitiro river to 

its sources, then northwards along western boundary of Masorodane 

mountain range, Makura mountain range so as to include them, then 

proceed northwards to Chikwizi river upstream, then generally north east 

wards along Chikwizi river to the junction of unnamed gravel roads 

(457837,7809552) ,the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

457837,7809551;455383,7807406;456815,7800854;457727,7799076;4592

002,7799830;457837,7809552. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chikwizi and Rukowe rivers, then generally southwards along Rukowe river 

to Maniwa stream source, then southwest along a track road to Gudyanga-

Changazi road, then generally southwards along Gudyanga-Changazi road 

to an unnamed stream, then generally westwards to a trackroad across 

Murote gravel road to old tarred road, then generally southwards along the 

old tarred road to its intersection with Changazi river so as to exclude 

Dzitiro village, then generally north westwards along Changazi river to its 
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confluence with Save river, then generally north wards along Save river to its 

confluence with Chikwizi river, then eastwards along Chikwizi river, the 

starting point. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Mutsangazi river and the eastern boundary of Stronachavie farm 

boundary (489987,7786079), then generally southwards along Mutsangazi 

river to its confluence with Rusitu river, then generally westwards along 

Rusitu river to its confluence with Nyahode river, then generally north wards 

along Uitkyk eastern farm boundary which is adjacent to Nyahode river so 

as to include Nyahode river to the western and southern boundary of Bonny 

eagle (481508,7785929), then generally east wards along the southern 

boundaries of the following farm so as to exclude them, Sunnyside bonny 

eagle, Nzuzu, Stronachavie to Mutsangazi river, the starting point.The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

489987, 7786079; 481508, 7785929. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Mutsangazi river and the eastern boundary of Stronachavie property 

boundary, then generally north eastwards along the boundary of Glencloe 

forest land so as to exclude it up to southern property boundary of Tarka 

Forest, then generally south east wards along Tarka forest land property 

boundary to where it meets Nzuzu stream, then generally southwards along 

Nzuzu stream to where it meets the Vimba village boundary,  then generally 

eastwards along Vimba village boundary to where it meets Vimba road, then 

generally northwards along Vimba road to where it meets Hayfield B 

property (497988,7786855), then generally eastwards along the property 

boundary of Hayfield B, Chimanimani national parks so as to exclude them 

to where the boundary meets Haroni river, then generally south east wards 

along Haroni river downstream to where it meets the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique border to beacon BB75,then generally westwards along Rusitu 

river to its confluence Mutsangazi river, then generally northwards along 

Mutsangazi river to the eastern most point of Stronachavie property, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 497988, 7786855. 

Ward 23 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Rusitu 

river meets the Zimbabwe –Mozambique boarder at an International beacon 

BB76, then generally south east wards along the border to beacon BB77, 

then generally westwards to BB78, then south westwards to BB78A, then 
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eastwards to BB79, then northwards to BB80, then south westwards along 

the Zimbabwe-Mozambique border to where it meets the eastern boundary 

of Knutsford property, then generally north westwards along the eastern 

property boundary of Knutsford so as to exclude it to where it meets Chipita 

river, then generally northwards along Chipita river to its confluence with 

Rusitu river, then generally along Rusitu river so as to exclude Ndima 

Secondary, then generally eastwards along Rusitu river to Zimbabwe-

Mozambique boarder at an international beacon BB76,the starting point. 
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CHIPINGE TOWN COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the trigonometric 

beacon 831/S, 1241.7 where the Telecel booster is located, then generally 

south-eastwards along the south-west boundary of Schaap Plaats (Torato 

compound) farm crossing Nyaukari stream to where it meets the south-west 

boundary of Mooiplaats farm (460550,7768951) so as to exclude Scahap 

Plaats (Torato compound) farm and include Pagomo Schools 

(459864,7769743), then generally eastwards along the southern boundary 

of Mooiplaats farm to where it meets the major tributary of Nyaukari stream 

(461098;7768896) so as to include Gaza E residential area, then generally 

southwards along Nyaukari stream major tributary to the confluence of 

Nyaukari stream major tributary and Nyaukari river (460986,7768043) so 

as to exclude Gaza O residential stands, then generally north-westwards 

along Nyaukari river to where it meets the Gaza E/Town gravel road so as to 

include Gaza E stands, then generally southwards along GazaE/Town gravel 

road to its junction with 1st Avenue road, then generally westwards along 1st 

avenue road to its intersection with the Chipinge/Mutare highway so as to 

include Golf course houses and Chipinge Country club, then generally 

northwards along the Chipinge/Mutare highway to where it meets the 

southern boundary of Retreat farm (459133,7769794) so as to include ZESA 

Transformers, then generally east wards along the southern boundary of 

Retreat Farm to the trigonometric beacon 831/S, 1241.7 where the Telecel 

booster is located, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

460550, 7768951; 459864, 7769743; 461098, 7768896; 460986, 7768043; 

459133, 7769794. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting where Nyaukari 

stream major tributaries meets the southern boundary of Mooiplaats farm 

(9461093,7768899), then generally eastwards along the southern boundary 

of Mooiplaats farm to where it meets an unnamed gravel road 

(461539,7768838) adjacent to reservoir tanks, then generally southwards 

along the gravel road to stand number 2210 (461520,7768732) so as to 

exclude reservoir tanks, stand number 2211 Gaza O and stand 2210 Gaza O 

and include stand number 1906 Gaza O (461498,7768729), then generally 

eastwards along an unnamed gravel road (461569,7768717) to stand 

number 2098 so as to exclude stand number 2185 Gaza O, then generally 

southwards along an unnamed gravel road (461567,7768671) to stand 
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number 2160 so as to exclude stand number 2160 Gaza O, then generally 

eastwards along an unnamed gravel road (461590,7768577) to stand 

number 2131 so as to exclude stand number 2147 Gaza O, then generally 

southwards along an unnamed gravel road (461740,7768531) to Chinheya 

business centre/Gaza O business centre tarred road so as to exclude ZBS 

stands, then generally eastwards along the Chinheya-Gaza O business 

centre tarred road so as to include Gaza O community centre, then generally 

southwards along an unnamed gravel road (461750,7768263) so as to 

exclude Gaza O Primary school, then generally south east wards crossing 

Chinheya - town tarred road to the tributary of Nyaukari stream 

(461879,7767769) proceeding along the Nyaukari stream tributary to the 

confluence of Nyaukari stream and the said tributary (461648,7767286) so 

as to include the lite industry area, then generally north westwards along 

Nyaukari stream to the confluence of Nyaukari stream and the said major 

tributary (460991,7768046), then generally north wards along the major 

tributary of Nyaukari stream to where it meets the major tributary of 

Nyaukari stream and Southern boundary of Mooiplaats farm 

(9461093,7768899), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

9461093, 7768899; 461539, 7768838; 461520, 7768732; 461498, 

7768729; 461569, 7768717; 461567, 7768671; 461590, 7768577; 461740, 

7768531; 461750, 7768263; 461879, 7767769; 461648, 7767286; 460991, 

7768046; 9461093, 7768899. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

boundary of the Gaza O reservoir tanks meets the southern boundary of 

Mooiplaats farm (461540,7768838), then generally east wards along the 

southern boundary of Mooiplaats farm to where it meets the western 

boundary of Lushof farm (462215,7768712) so as to include Gaza reservoir 

tanks, Assemblies of God Church and Gaza O extension houses, then 

generally southwards along the western boundary of Lushof farm to stand 

no 2742 (462297,7768398) (agricura house), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed gravel road (462195,7768390) so as to exclude stand 

numbers 2743, 1484, NHF houses and an elephant house to Chinheya 

business centre/ Gaza O business centre tarred road, then generally 

southwards between stand number 1501 and ZBS stands to stand number 

1509 so as to include ZBS stands, then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed gravel road (462035,7768062) so as to exclude stand number 

1509 and TM houses, including proposed recreational area ) to its junction 

with the Chinheya/ town tarred road, then generally westwards along the 
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Chinheya/ town tarred road to its intersection (462013,7767949), then 

generally south westwards into Nyaukari stream tributary 

(461874,7767782) to a water pump house, then generally north crossing 

Chinheya/town tarred road to an unnamed wide gravel road 

(461800,7767893), then proceeding along an unnamed gravel road so as to 

include Gaza O primary school and exclude Gaza O stands proceeding 

northwards along the western property boundary of Gaza O Primary school 

to Chinheya/ Gaza O community centre tarred road, then westwards along 

Chinheya business centre to  Gaza O community centre tarred road to the 

intersection (461704,7768294) so as to exclude Gaza O community centre, 

then northwards along the unnamed wide gravel road (461729,7768458) 

between Gaza O stands and ZBS stands to stand number 2147 Gaza O so 

as to exclude stand number 2131 Gaza O, then generally westwards along 

the unnamed gravel road (461629,7768560) to stand number 2160 Gaza O 

so as to exclude stand number 2146 Gaza O, then northwards along the 

unnamed gravel road (461568;7768662) to stand number 2206 Gaza O so 

as to exclude stand number 2098 Gaza O, then westwards along the 

unnamed gravel road (461543,7768724) to stand number 2210 Gaza O so 

as to exclude stand number 2100, then northwards from the southern 

boundary of Mooiplaats farm (461540,7768838) and Gaza O reservoir tanks, 

the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

461540, 7768838; 462215, 7768712; 462297, 7768398; 462195, 7768390; 

462035, 7768062; 462013, 7767949; 461874, 7767782; 461800, 7767893; 

461704, 7768294; 461729, 7768458; 461629, 7768560; 461568, 7768662; 

461543, 7768724; 461540, 7768838. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

property boundary of stand number 2742 (462297,7768403) (Agricura 

house) and western boundary of Lushof farm, then generally southwards 

along the western boundary of Lushof farm to where it meets the western 

boundary of Town council maintenance workshop, then generally westwards 

along the northern boundary of Gaza Stadium proceeding along an 

unnamed gravel road (462363;7767306) to stand number 8/793 New 

Stands so as to exclude Gaza Stadium, Gaza Community Hall and stand 

number 9/797 New stands, then generally north wards along the unnamed 

gravel road (462190,7767355) to stand number 20/686 New stand so as to 

exclude stand number 21/665, then westwards along the unnamed gravel 

road (462019,77675040 to stand number 5080(Gaza in-fill stands) so as to 

include Zaoga Church and exclude stand number 356LC Gaza, then south-
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westwards along a footpath (461849,7767421) to the confluence of Nyaukari 

stream and Magitare stream (461648,7767286), then generally north wards 

along Magitare stream to where it meets Chinheya/town tarred road, then 

generally east wards along Chinheya/town tarred road its intersection with 

an unnamed gravel road (462014,7767945), then generally northwards 

along the unnamed gravel road (462063,7768043) so as to include TM 

houses and stand number 1509 to stand number 1509‟s southwest corner 

property boundary, then generally north east wards between stands number 

1501 and ZBS stands so as to exclude ZBS stands to Chinheya business 

centre/ Gaza O business centre tarred road, then generally north east wards 

along an unnamed gravel road to the southeast corner of stand number 

2742 property boundary (462297,7768403) and western boundary Lushof 

farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

462297, 7768403; 462363, 7767306; 462190, 7767355; 461849, 7767421; 

461648, 7767286; 462014, 7767945; 462063, 7768043; 462297, 7768403. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

southern boundary of Retreat Farm meets the Chipinge-Mutare highway 

(Main Street) (458712,7769659), then generally southwards along the 

Chipinge-Mutare (Main Street) highway to its intersection with 1st avenue so 

as to exclude ZESA power station, Gonye and Musimbo complexes, then 

generally eastwards along 1st avenue to its junction with 5th avenue so as to 

exclude Chipinge country club and Golf course houses, then generally 

northwards along Gaza E/Town gravel road to where the road meets 

Nyaukari stream, then generally south-eastwards along Nyaukari stream to 

where 7th Avenue extension crosses the stream so as to exclude Gaza high 

density suburbs, then generally westwards along 7th Avenue extension to 

where it meets the northeast boundary of the Chipinge General Hospital, 

then generally north-westwards along the eastern boundary of Chipinge 

General Hospital where it meets 8th avenue so as to include Chipinge 

District hospital and Goldfields shopping Mall so as to exclude Medium 

density stands, then generally eastwards along the unnamed gravel 

(460960,7766448) road to Chipinge High school to where it meets the 

western boundary of Chipinge High and eastern boundary of Chipinge 

Junior School, then generally southwards along the western boundary of 

Chipinge High School to where it meets the northern boundary of the 

aerodrome, then generally westwards along the northern boundary of the 

Aerodrome to 33 brigade Army camp, then generally southwards along a 

gravel road to the Army Camp to the western boundary of 33 batallion 

brigade Army Camp so as to exclude Aerodrome and the army camp, then 
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generally southwards along the western boundary of the Army camp to 

where it meets Buwesimike stream (460616,7764769), then generally 

northwards along Buwesinike stream to where the Mt Selinda-Chipinge 

Town tarred road crosses the stream so as to exclude the Ministry of 

Transport, then generally northwards along Buwesimike stream to the 

southern boundary of Retreat farm so as to include the ultra-low density 

stands, Chipinge CBD, low density stands and Cropate Macademia factory 

(458713,776969), then eastwards along the southern boundary of Retreat 

farm to the meeting point of the southern boundary of Retreat Farm and 

Chipinge-Mutare highway (Main Street) (458712,7769659), the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

458712, 7769659; 460960, 7766448; 460616, 7764769; 458713, 776969; 

458712, 7769659. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

western boundary of Kenilworth farm meets the southern boundary of 

Gronvlei farm (464700,7768542), then generally south-westwards along the 

western boundary of Kenilworth farm to where it meets the Nyamahumba 

stream (464294,7767731) so as to exclude part of Kenilworth farm, then 

generally southwards along Nyamahumba stream to where it meets the 

southern boundary of Retvlei farm (466172,7765254) so as to exclude 

Remainder of Lot 1 of Retvlei farm, then generally westwards along southern 

boundary of Retvlei farm to where it meets the eastern boundary of The Nest 

farm (463930,7765378) so as to exclude Petrosville farm and Stilmeer farm, 

then generally north-westwards along the eastern boundary of the Nest farm 

to the meeting point of Retvlei, Nest, Lushof and Kenilworth farm 

(463744,7766245) so as to exclude the Nest farm, then generally south-

westwards along the northern boundary Nest farm to where it meets the 

northern boundary of Homefields farm (463158,7765872) so as to exclude 

the Nest farm, then generally westwards along the northern boundary of 

Homefields farm to where it meets Nyaukari stream (462572,7765905) so as 

to exclude Homefields farm, then generally north-westwards along Nyaukari 

stream to its confluence with Magitare stream (461651,7767285) so as to 

exclude sewer ponds, then generally north-eastwards along a footpath 

(461851,7767423) to stand number 356LC Gaza so as to exclude stand 

number 5018 (gaza in-fill stands), then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed gravel road (462011,7767502) to stand number 21/665 New 

stands so as to exclude ZAOGA church and stand number 20/686, then 

southwards along an unnamed gravel road (462162,7767436) to stand 

number 9/972 New stands, so as to exclude stand number 8/793 New 
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stands, then eastwards along an unnamed gravel road to the western 

boundary of Gaza Stadium so as to exclude AFM church and include Gaza 

Community Hall, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Gaza stadium to the western boundary of Lushof farm so as to exclude 

Chitima business centre and Chipinge Town Council maintenance workshop 

(462639,7767393), then northwards along western boundary of Lushof farm 

to southern boundary of Mooiplaats farm so as to exclude Gaza High School, 

Matione Primary school and Gaza O extension houses, then eastwards along 

the southern boundary of Mooiplaats farm to where the western boundary of 

Kenilworth farm meets the southern boundary of Gronvlei farm 

(464700,7768542),the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

464700, 7768542; 464294, 7767731; 466172, 7765254; 463930, 7765378; 

463744, 7766245; 463158, 7765872; 462572, 7765905; 461651, 7767285; 

461851, 7767423; 462011, 7767502; 462162, 7767436; 462639, 7767393; 

464700, 7768542. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the north 

easten boundary of Chipinge District Hospital meets 7th avenue,then 

generally eastwards along 7th avenue to where it meets Nyaukari stream, 

then generally south-eastwards along Nyaukari stream to where it meets the 

northern boundary of Homefields Farm (462584,7765913) (Rana Farm), 

then generally east wards along northern boundary of Homefields farm 

(Rana Farm) to where it meets the western boundary of The Nest farm 

(463161,7765863) so as to exclude Gaza A stands, then generally south-

eastwards along Homefields farm (Rana Farm) to the Chipinga Mountain 

trigonometrical beacon 825/s, 1118.9 so as to exclude the Nest farm, then 

generally westwards along the southern boundary of Government 

experimental farm to where it meets the Madziwa/Chipinge town tarred road 

so as to include Madziwa Primary school, the generally north-westwards 

along Madziwa-Chipinge Town tarred road to its junction with the Mt 

Selinda-Chipinge tarred road so as to exclude Chipinge Extension farm, 

then generally northwards along the Mt Selinda-Chipinge town tarred road 

to Buwesinike stream so as to include Ministry of transport houses, then 

generally south-eastwards along Buwesinike stream to where it meets the 

western boundary of Army Camp, then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Army Camp to where it meets a gravel road to Army 

Camp (460231,7765352), then generally westwards along the unnamed 

gravel road (460400,7765177) to Army Camp to where it meets the western 

boundary of Aerodrome, then northwards along Town to Army camp road to 
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northern boundary of aerodrome (460661,7764715), then generally north-

east wards along the Met department property boundary to Chipinge High 

School western boundary, then generally north-eastwards along the 

Chipinge High School western boundary to Chipinge Junior School to 

Medium density gravel road (461069,7765603) so as to exclude Chipinge 

Junior School, then westwards along Chipinge Junior school to Medium 

density road to eastern boundary of Chipinge General Hospital, then north-

eastwards along eastern boundary of Chipinge District Hospital so as to 

exclude the Chipinge General Hospital to where 7th avenue meets the north 

east boundary of Chipinge District Hospital, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

462584,7765913;463161,7765863;460231,7765352;460400,7765177;4606

61, 7764715;461069, 7765603. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

southern boundary of Retreat farm meets Buwesimike stream 

(458773,7769581), then generally south-wards along Buwesinike stream to 

where it crosses the Mt Selinda road-Chipinge Town tarred road 

(460229,7765364), then generally southwards along the Chipinge- Mt 

Selinda tarred road to where it meets the northern boundary of Chipinge 

extension farm (460885,7763483), then generally north-westwards along the 

Chipinge Extension farm to trigonometric beacon 136/T, 1171,8 so as to 

exclude Chipinge extension farm, then generally southwards along Chipinge 

Extension to where it meets the northern boundary of Glendalough 

boundary (459459,7763334), then generally north westwards along 

northern boundary of Glendalough farm to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Nafferton farm (453143,7764497) so as to include St Kelvin and 

Terry farms, then generally north eastwards along the western boundary of 

St Kelvin farm through trigonometrical beacon 1103/S, 1303.9 to the 

southern boundary of Whittington Valley farm (455509,7769048) so as to 

exclude Nafferton farm and Mbire Primary School, then generally north east 

wards along the southern boundary of Whittington Valley farm to where it 

meets the southern boundary of Retreat farm and Buwesimike stream 

(458773,7769581), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

458773, 7769581; 460229, 7765364; 460885, 7763483; 459459, 7763334; 

453143, 7764497; 455509, 7769048; 458773, 7769581. 
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CHIPINGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save river and Changadzi river, then generally eastwards along Changadzi 

River (Chipinge Chimanimani district boundary), to the western boundary of 

Zebra farm (458224,7797872) so as to include Uchena mountain and the 

homestead of Paul Mahembe, then generally southwards along the western 

boundary of Zebra farm to Nyarutsumbe mountain (456678,7795507), then 

westwards along the crest of Nyarutsumbe mountain to Chiungoni 

mountain peak, then generally westwards along Chiungoni mountain crest 

to the foothills to the eastern side of Gondo mountain ,then generally 

southwards along the foothills of Gondo mountain to Nyaruwashe mountain 

foothills, so as to include Gondo mountain, then westwards along 

Nyaruwashe mountain foothills to Ukona Mountain, then generally 

westwards along Ukona mountain crest passing its foothills to Birchenough- 

bridge-Chipinge wide tarred road ,cutting across the tarred road at the small 

bridge of an unnamed stream, then generally westwards along an unnamed 

stream crossing the 132kv power line, to its confluence with Nyunga river, 

then generally northwards to an unnamed footpath so as to exclude Nyunga 

Primary School to an unnamed footpath (436499,7785012), then 

northwards along an unnamed footpath to Kwenjere stream 

(436562,7791517), then generally westwards along Kwenjere stream to its 

confluence with Save river,then generally northwards along Save river to its 

confluence with Changadzi River the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate:  

458224, 7797872; 456678, 7795507; 436499, 7785012; 436562, 7791517. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a footpath on the 

North eastern side of Gondo Mountain (446723,77905603), then generally 

eastwards along Gondo foothills passing Bangwe river to Nyarutsumbe 

Mountain, then generally eastwards along the Nyarutsumbe mountain crest 

to the western boundary of Zebra Farm (456681,7795513), then generally 

southwestwards along the western boundary of Zebra Farm to where it 

meets the western boundary of Brackenburg farm (455980,7794203), then 

generally south eastwards along the western boundary of Brackenburg farm 

to the western boundary of Highlands farm (4625347788742) so as to 

include Museye Primary school, then south westwards along the western 

Highlands farm boundary to New Years‟s Gift Eastern boundary (457816, 

7780376), then south eastwards along New Year‟s Gift eastern boundary so 

as to exclude Tradouw and Bestonia Farm to Glenview Farm boundary 
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(460326,7777077), then southwestwards along Glenview farm boundary, to 

the northern boundary of Ombersly farm (4565151,7773475) so as to 

include Woodlands farm, then generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Ombersly Farm to Chipinge Safari Game Park boundary 

(451983,7772545) so as to include Buffles drift farm, then generally north 

westwards along the Chipinge Safari Game Park boundary which cuts 

across the Chipinge /Birchenough tarred road to the western boundary of 

Wenela Farm (443374,7775799), then generally north westwards along the 

western Wenela farm boundary to Tanganda river (443455,7776931), then 

generally eastwards along Tanganda river to Bufflesdrift farm 

fence(449038,7776711) so as to include Drie Span Berg, then north 

eastwards along Bufflesdrift farm boundary to New Year‟s Gift‟s western 

boundary, then generally north eastwards along the New Year Gift Estate 

boundary to the north western corner of New Year Gift Estate(Trig 

1099S,1308,6)  boundary,then northwards along the crest of an unnamed 

mountain to Chituuta river (453798,778153), then generally westwards 

along Chituuta River to its confluence with Birirano river (450894,7780956), 

then generally northwards along Chinyamadzviti mountain crest to its peak 

at Trig(1097/S,1665J), then further northwards to a footpath 

(454683,7789057), then generally north west along Chinyamadzviti 

mountain crest to an unnamed footpath on the northern side of Gondo 

mountain (446723,77905603), the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

446723, 77905603; 456681, 7795513; 455980, 7794203; 4625347788742; 

457816, 7780376; 460326, 7777077; 4565151, 7773475; 451983, 

7772545; 443374, 7775799; 443455, 7776931; 449038, 7776711; 453798, 

778153; 450894, 7780956; 454683, 7789057; 446723, 77905603. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

save and Kwenjere stream, then eastwards along Kwenjere stream to an 

unnamed footpath so as to include Goko Primary and Secondary schools, 

then generally southwards along the unnamed footpath adjacent to the 132 

Kv powerline to where it meets an unnamed stream, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed 

footpath so as to include Nyunga Primary School, then generally south 

westwards along the unnamed footpath to the foothills of Mt Rudd, then 

southwards along the crest of Mt Rudd to Rumwe mountain, then generally 

southwards along Rumwe Mountain crest to Chidarada Mountain ,then 

generally southwards along Chidarada mountain crest to Chinyamugano 

stream, then south east wards along Chinyamugano stream to its 
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confluence with Tanganda river so as to exclude Chitohwe and Chinyinyi 

Mountains and so as to include Nyamure Primary School, then generally 

eastwards along Tanganda river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then generally south eastwards along an unnamed stream to where the 

Tanganda /Chiredzi wide tarred road  crosses the stream so as to include 

Mwazoonei Mukosana‟s homestead and so as to exclude Phillip 

Maundukuse‟s Homestead, then generally westwards along the Tanganda-

Chiredzi wide tarred road passing Mutema turn off to where it crosses an 

unnamed stream at an irrigation canal bridge, then generally northwards 

along the unmamed stream to its confluence with Tanganda river, then 

generally westwards along Tanganda river to its confluence with Save river, 

then northwards along Save river to its confluence with Kwenjere stream, 

the starting point. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Northern 

foothill of Gondo Mountain(4446733,7790556), then generally eastwards 

along the foothills of Gondo mountain to Chinyamadzviti-Chinyadzamapofu 

mountain, then generally eastwards along the Chinyadzamadzviti mountain 

crest to where it meets an unnamed foot path (454719,7789018), then 

generally south westwards along Chinyamadzviti mountain crest passing 

(Trig 1097/S,1665J) to where it meets Birirano river, then generally 

southwestwards along Birirano river to its confluence with Chituuta River, 

then generally eastwards along Chituuta river to where it meets an 

unnamed mountain range, then generally southwards along the crest of the 

unnamed mountain range to its peak at Trig(1099/S, 1308.6) which is the 

Northern boundary of New Year‟s Gift Estate so as to exclude Ngaoni Toti 

Primary School and include Nengwani village, then Southwestwards along 

the Western boundary of New Year Gift Estate to Tanganda River so as to 

exclude New year‟s Gift Estate, then generally westwards along Tanganda 

River to where it meets the Wenela Farm north western boundary ,then 

generally southwards along Wenela Western boundary to a Network 

Trasmitter, then westwards along an unnamed footpath downhill to 

Chipinge-Checheche junction,then generally westwards along Tanganda-

Ngundu wide tarred road to where it crosses an unnamed stream so as to 

include Phillip Maundukuse's homestead and exclude Mukosana 

Mwazonei‟s homestead, then generally northwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Tanganda River, then generally westwards 

along Tanganda river to its confluence with Chinyamugano stream, then 

north westwards along Chinyamugano stream passing through the western 

foothills of Chitohwe and Chinyinyi mountains to Chidarada mountains so 

as to exclude Nyamure Primary School and so as to include Chitohwe and 

Chinyinyi mountains, then generally north wards along Chidarada 

mountain crest to Rumwe Mountain, then generally northwards along 
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Rumwe Mountain crest to Mt Rudd, then generally north eastwards along 

the foothills of Mt Rudd, to where it meets an unnamed stream so as to 

exclude Nyunga Primary School and Nyunga business Centre, then generally 

eastwards along an unnamed stream passing the 132kv powerline to where 

the Chipinge -Birchenough Bridge wide tarred road crosses the stream, then 

generally eastwards crossing the tarred road at an unnamed stream small 

bridge, then generally north eastwards along the northern side of Ukona 

Mountain, then generally east wards along Ukona Mountain crest to the 

foothills of Nyaruwashe mountain so as to exclude Gondo Mountain, then 

generally eastwards along Nyaruwashe Mountain foothill to the northern 

foothills of Gondo Mountain ,the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

4446733, 7790556; 454719, 7789018. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save and Tanganda river, then generally eastwards along Tanganda river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally southwards along 

the unnamed stream to where the Tanganda Chiredzi wide tarred road 

crosses the stream, then generally eastwards along the wide tarred road to 

its junction with Chipinge Birchenough Bridge tarred road, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed footpath uphill passing a network transmitter 

to the junction of Wenela Farm western boundary and Chipinge Safari game 

Park, then generally south eastwards along Chipinge Safari Game Park 

boundary to Ombersly Farm so as to exclude Ombersly farm ,then generally 

southwards along Chipinge Safari game boundary so as to exclude Nafferton 

Farm and Redwood farm to where the boundary meets Nyamuvava river, 

then generally south westwards along Nyamuvava river to its confluence 

with Chipanda river, then generally south eastwards along Chipanda river, 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally southwards along 

the unnamed stream to where it meets an an unnamed mountain range, 

then generally southwards along the crest of the unnamed range to where it 

meets an unnamed footpath, then generally westwards along the unnamed 

footpath to where it crosses an unnamed stream, then generally westwards 

along the unnamed stream passing the Tanganda-Chiredzi tarred road at a 

small bridge (436601,7742377) through the fields, then north westwards 

along the same unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyautsa River, then 

generally north westwards along the unnamed Nyautsa tributary so as to 

exclude Musapingura Diptank to where it meets the southern farm 

boundary of Taguta farm, then generally westwards along Taguta farm fence 

to where it meets Save river, then generally northwards along Save river to 

its confluence with Tanganda River, the starting point.The area is bounded 
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by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

436601, 7742377. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from north eastern corner of 

New Year‟s Gift Estate boundary, then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Highlands farm so as to exclude Highlands farm to 

where it meets the Silverstreams Farm boundary, then generally eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Silverstream Farm passing the Joppa-

Chimanimani tarred road so as to exclude Silverstreams farm, to Crystral 

Creek farm boundary, then generally eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Crystal creek farm so as to exclude Crystal creek farm to where 

it meets Rusitu River, then generally southwards along Rusitu river to where 

it meets the north western boundary of Voorspof farm (473311,7782097), 

then generally southwards along the western boundary of Voorspof farm so 

as to exclude Voorspof Farm, to where it meets the northern boundary of 

Booskloof farm boundary then generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Booskloof farm so as to include Sterksroom farm and exclude 

Boosklof farm to Clearwater Estate eastern boundary, then generally north 

westwards, then generally south west wards, then generally south eastwards 

along Clearwater Farm boundary to where it meets the north eastern 

boundary of Gronvlei farm (468383,7774557), then generally westwards, the 

south westwards, then generally south east wards along Gronvlei farm 

boundary so as to exclude Gronvlei farm to where it meets the southern 

boundary of Mooiplaats farm (463410,7768912), then generally westwards 

along the southern boundary of Mooiplaats farm so as to include Mooiplats 

farm to where it meets the south eastern boundary of Schaap plaats farm, 

then generally north westwards along Schaap plaats farm boundary to 

where it meets the south eastern cboundary of Retreat farm, then generally 

westwards along the southern boundary of retreat farm passing the Mutare-

Chipinge tarred road to the north eastern boundary of St kelvin farm 

(458519,7768155), then generally southwards, then generally westwards, 

then generally southwards along the St Kelvin eastern farm boundary to 

where it meets the northern boundary of Glendalough farm 

(453186,776529), then generally westwards along the northern boundary of 

Glendalough farm so as to exclude Glendalough farm to the eastern 

boundary of Nafferton Farm,then generally south westwards along the 

Nafferton Farm boundary, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Nafferton Farm so as to include Nafferton Farm to where it 

meets the Chipinge Safari game park eastern boundary (452511,7762586), 

then generally north east wards along the Chipinge Safari game park 

boundary to where it meets the Woodlands farm boundary 
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(452090,7772544), then generally north east wards along the southern 

boundary of Woodlands Farm so as to exclude woodlands farm to where it 

meets the Bestonia western farm boundary (460293,7776930) so as to 

include Bestonia farm, then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of Bestonia farm to where it meets the Tradouw farm boundary 

(457753,778048), then fgenerally northwards along the Tradouw farm 

boundaryto the north eastern boundary of New Year‟s Gift Estate, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

473311, 7782097; 468383, 7774557; 463410, 7768912; 458519, 7768155; 

453186, 776529; 452511, 7762586; 452090, 7772544; 460293, 7776930; 

457753, 778048. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

corner of Clearwater Estate, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Clearwater Estate to the northern boundary of Booskloof farm 

so as to exclude Boosklof farm, then generally southwards along the eastern 

clearwater estate boundary to Lettisille farm, then generally southwards 

along Lettisville farm, to laughing waters farm, then generally southwards 

along the eastern laughing waters farm boundary so as to include laughing 

waters and Lettisville farm (473917,7775195) to the northern boundary of 

Concordia farm boundary (475894,7769588), then generally westwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Concordia farm to canterbury farm, 

then enerally westwards along the northern Canterbury farm boundary so 

as to include Chivhunze Primary School to New castle farm, then generally 

westwards along the southern New castle farm boundary to Gronvlei farm, 

then generally westwards along the Gronvlei southern farm boundary, to 

Mooiplats eastern farm boundary, then generally northwards along the 

western Gronvlei farm boundary so as to include Gronvlei farm and Singizi 

Primary and Secondary Shools and so as to exclude Mooiplaats farm to 

Vleiplaats southern farm boundary (462379,7773688), then generally 

eastwards along the southern Vleiplaats farm boundary so as to exclude 

vleiplaats farm to Daura mountain on the western boundary of clearwater 

estate (Trig 54/P,1290.5), then generally north westwards along the western 

boundary of Clearwater estate to its north western corner 

(465830,7778370), then generally north east wards along the northern Clear 

Water estate boundary to its north eastern corner, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

473917, 7775195; 475894, 7769588; 462379, 7773688; 465830, 7778370. 
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Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 
western corner of Booskloof farm (472151,7778742), then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Voorspoed farm to the western 
boundary of Randfontein farm (478271,7780342), then generally 

southwards along the western boundary of Randfontein farm so as to 
exclude Paidamoyo Primary School, Clinic and Business centre to the north 
western corner of Vermont Farm, then generally south eastwards along the 

western boundary of Vermont farm so as to exclude vermont farm passing 
Chipita River to the south western corner of Vermont farm 
(481330,7770144), then generally eastwards along the southern boundary 

of Vermont farm to the south eastern corner of Vermont farm on the 
Mozambique-Zimbabwe international boundary, then generally southwards 

along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to the north 
eastern corner of Eastleigh farm (Beacon BB88A), then westwards along the 
northern boundary of Eastleigh farm so as to exclude Eastleigh farm to 

Southdown Estate A boundary, then generally northwards, then generally 
westwards, then generally southwards along the Southdown Estate 
boundaryy so as to exclude Southdown Estate A and Shakavanhu Primary 

School, to Ratelshoek Estate boundary, then generally south westwards 
along the southern boundary of Ratelshoek Estate to where it meets Budzi 

River, then generally north westwards along Budzi River to where it meets 
the western boundary of Woodbine farm, then generally northwards along 
the western boundary of Woodbine farm so as to include Woodbine farm to 

where it meets the southern boundary of Woodstock, then generally 
eastwards along the southern boundary of Woodstock farm so as to exclude 

Woodstock farm, then generally northwards along the eastern Woodstock 
farm boundary to Canterbury Southern boundary, then generally 
northwards along the eastern Canterbury farm boundary so as to exclude 

Canterbury farm to Laughing Waters farm boundary, then generally 
eastwards, then generally northwards along the boundary of Laughing 
Waters,so as to exclude Laughing Waters and include Morgenson farm to 

Clearwater Estate Southern corner, then generally northwards along the 
eastern estate boundary of Clearwater estate so as to exclude clear water 

Estate to Booskloof Northern farm boundary, the starting point. The area is 
bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

472151, 7778742; 478271, 7780342; 481330, 7770144. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Rusitu river and Chipita river, then generally southwards along Chipita river 

to where it meets the Knutford farm boundary (484559,779734), then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Knutsford farm to the 

north eastern corner of Fern Creek farm, then generally north eastwards 

along the northern Fern Creek farm boundary so as to include Mayfield and 

Fern Creek farms to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary 

(BB80B), then generally southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 
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international boundary to the south eastern corner of Vermont farm (BB83), 

then generally westwards along the southern boundary of Vermont Farm to 

the south eastern corner of Vermont farm, then generally northwards along 

the western boundary of Vermont farm to the south western corner of 

Mayfield farm ,then generally north wards along the western boundary of 

Mayfield farm so as to include Paidmoyo Primary, Mafumise Secondary and 

Paidemoyo clinic to Knutsford south western farm boundary, then generally 

northwards along the western boundary of Knutsford farm to its northern 

boundary (478296,7780347) which is also the Chimanimani-Chipinge 

District boundary, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Knutford farm to where the boundary meets Rusitu river,then generally 

eastwards along Rusitu river so as to include Ndiyadzo Business Centre to 

its confluence with Chipita river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

484559, 779734; 478296, 7780347.  

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

the north western corner of Kenilworth farm and the southern boundary of 

Gronvlei farm (463401,7768933), then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Gronvlei farm so as to exclude Gronvlei farm to 

Kroomklof northern farm boundary, then generally eastwards along 

Kroomlof northern farm boundary so as to include Kroomklof farm 

boundary to the north eastern corner of Canterbury farm, then generally 

southwards along Canterbury farm (475172,7769457) so as to exclude 

Gomondoni and Concordia farms to Woodstock farm boundary, then 

generally south eastwards, then generally southwards, then generally 

westwards along Woodstock farm boundary crossing Mwara river so as to 

exclude Woodbine farm and include Woodstock farm to the north Eastern 

boundary of Dingle Dell farm, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Dingle Dell farm to where it meets Budzi river, then generally 

westwards along Budzi river to where it meets Chipinge West Annexe farm 

boundary, then generally westwards along the Chipinge West Annexe 

southern farm boundary crossing Chiriga river so as to include Chipinge 

West Annexe farm to Glendalough southern farm boundary so as to exclude 

Chiriga Primary and Clinic ,then generally north westwards along 

Glendalough farm boundary so as to exclude Glengary farm to the junction 

of eastern boundary of Redwood farm and south western corner of 

Glendalough farm, then generally northwards along the western boundary of 

Glendalough farm to south western boundary of St Kelvin farm, then 

generally eastwards along the southern boundary of St Kelvin farm 

boundary so as to exclude St kelvin and Terry farm to Chipinge government 
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experiment farm, then generally northwards along Chipinge Government 

experiment to where it meets the Homefields farm south eastern boundary, 

then generally northwards along the eastern homefields farm boundary so 

as to exclude Homefields farm to the junction of Lushof, Homefields and the 

Nest farm, then generally north eastwards along the Nest northern farm 

boundary to Kennilworth farm boundary, then generally southwards, then 

generally eastwards along Kenilworth farm boundary to where it meets 

Nyamahumba river, then generally northwards along Nyamahumba river to 

where it meets the western boundary of Kenilworth farm so as to exclude 

Lushof farm, then generally north eastwards along the western Kenilworth 

farm boundary to the southern boundary of Gronvlei farm, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

463401, 7768933; 475172, 7769457. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save River and an unnamed stream (422557,7714655), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed 

footpath (430179,7715562) so as to include Chisavanye Primary School, 

Chisavanye village and Tafuka village, then generally southwards along the 

unnamed footpath east of Chisavanye Primary School to its junction with an 

unnamed footpath east of Ukoto mountain (428506,7712105), then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed footpath crossing Chiredzi-

Checheche tarred road north of Bitcon shopping centre(429733,7711698), 

then f generally eastwards along the unnamed footpath crossing the 

Madhuku-Manzvire wide gravel road (432620,7711563) north of Madhuku 

Business Centre to an unnamed stream (435408,7708440), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed track 

road so as to include Madhuku Secondary School and so as to exclude 

Mariya Diptank, then generally south westwards along the unnamed track 

road passing Musvazvi River and Rimayi-Manzvire wide gravel road to 

Rimayi-Checheche wide gravel road (430813,7702842), then generally 

westwards along Rimayi-Checheche gravel road to where road meets the 

western boundary of Mahachi Pri School so as to include Mahachi shopping 

centre and Mahachi Primary School, then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Mahachi Primary School to where the boundary meets 

the southern boundary of the proposed Police Stand, then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of the proposed police stand to 

Makwambeni School narrow gravel road, then generally northwards, then 

generally eastwards along the Makwambeni School narrow gravel road so as 

to include Makwambeni School and so as to exclude Jehovha‟s Witness 
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Church building to its Junction with an unnamed narrow gravel road, then 

generally westwards along the unnamed gravel road so as to exclude 

Pahushamwari lodge and include Parrogate to the Chiredzi-Tanganda tarred 

road, then generally northwards along the tarred road to its Junction with a 

narrow gravel road west of parrogate, then generally westwards along the 

narrow gravel road so as to exclude phase 5 residential area to Save River 

(417652,7704776), then generally northwards along Save river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, the starting point.The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

422557, 7714655; 430179, 7715562; 428506, 7712105; 429733, 7711698; 

432620, 7711563; 435408, 7708440; 430813, 7702842; 417652, 7704776. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the eastern 

boundary of redwood farm and its intersection with Glendalough farm 

boundary (452407,7761905), then generally southwards along the western 

boundary of Glendalough farm to its south western corner, then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Glendalough farm to Chipinge 

West Annexe farm ,then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Chipinge West Annexure farm boundary so as to include Chiriga Primary 

School, Business Centre and Delfontein farm to Budzi river, then generally 

south eastwards along Budzi river to Ypres south eastern boundary, then 

eastwards along Budzi river to the south eastern corner of Mirror farm 

(468459,77570142), then generally south westwards along the southern 

boundary of Mirror farm to the south eastern corner of Wolverdraai farm 

(465547,7752448), then generally westwards along the southern boundary 

of Wolverdraai farm to the north eastern corner of Daisy hill farm 

(459776,7752588) so as to include Wolverdraai farm, then generally 

southwards along the eastern Daisy hill farm boundary to the north eastern 

corner of Umsasa farm (462134,7745868) so as to include daisy hill farm 

and green valley farm and so as to exclude Grassflats farm, Lizia farm and 

Vreide of Smithfield farm, then generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Umsasa farm to the eastern boundary of West Riding farm 

(457404,7746512), then generally south westwards along the eastern 

boundary of West riding farm to the south eastern corner of Nyaututu farm 

(455814,7741012), then generally westwards along the southern boundary 

of Nyaututu farm to the south western corner of Nyaututu farm 

(451954,7740900), then generally northeast wards along the western 

boundary of Nyaututu farm to the south western corner of Lungile farm 

(454132,7747957) so as to include Nyaututu farm and West riding farm, 

then north eastwards along the western Lungile farm boundary to the south 

eastern corner of Torword farm (455313,7749151) so as to include Lungile 
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farm and exclude Eureka estate, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Torwood and Geluk farms to the southern boundary of Holland 

farm (454753,7751014), then southwestwards along the southern boundary 

of Holland farm so as to include Holland farm to the south eastern corner of 

Horus A (450678,7748667), then north westwards along the southern 

boundary of Horus A to its junction with the eastern boundary of Chipinge 

Safari Game Park farm (446558,7750642), so as to include Horus A farm, 

then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Chipinge Safari 

game to the junction of Chipinge Safari with the north western corner of 

Redwood farm (446650,7760830) so as to include Isis and Redwood farms, 

then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of redwood farm so 

as to exclude Nafferton farm to the junction of Nafferton farm with the 

western boundary of Glendalough farm,the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

452407, 7761905; 468459, 77570142; 465547, 7752448; 459776, 

7752588; 462134, 7745868; 457404, 7746512; 455814, 7741012; 451954, 

7740900; 454132, 7747957; 455313, 7749151; 454753, 7751014; 450678, 

7748667; 446558, 7750642; 446650, 7760830. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersectionof 

the north eastern boundary of Mirror farm and Budzi river 

(468376,7757274), then generally eastwards along Budzi river passing the 

confluence of Budzi river with Nyamahumba river to the confluence of Budzi 

river and Mazongoro stream at the western Devon farm boundary 

(471995,7758087), then generally southwards along the western Devon farm 

boundary to the source of Mazongoro stream (473759,7755490),which is 

also the source of Kugweerwa stream so as to include Stirling A farm and so 

as to exclude Devon farm, then generally south westwards along Kugweerwa 

stream to the confluence of kugweremwa streams with Nyamadzi stream, 

then generally southwards along Nyamadzi stream to the southern 

boundary of Stirling farm so as to include Muqabaniso village and so as to 

exclude Mabeure village, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Stirling farm to Marodzi mountain (Trig 281P,1234.1), then 

northwards along the foothills of Marodzi mountain to Umzila farm 

boundary then southwards along Umzila farm boundary to the eastern 

boundary of Stillfontein farm, then southwards and westwards along the 

farm boundary of Stillfontein to Smithfield farm (466983,7748577), then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Smithfield farm so as to include 

Smithfield farm passing the Chipinge-Mt Silinda tarred road to Elandsberg 

farm boundary, then generally northwards along Elandsberg eastern farm 
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boundary (462442,7745136) to the south eastern corner of 

Greenvalley(462161,7745845), then generally northwards along Greenvalley 

eastern farm to Flenters Estate, then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Flenters Estate so as to exclude Green valley farm and include 

Grassflats farm, Green valley secondary school and grassflats Primary 

School to Daisyhill farm, then generally northwards along Daisyhill farm 

eastern boundary to the south western corner of Wolverdraai farm, then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Wolverdraai farm to the south 

western corner of Mirror farm (465489,7752466), then generally north 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Mirror farm so as to exclude 

Mirror farm and include Leitie Swan farm to Budzi river, the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

468376, 7757274; 471995, 7758087; 473759, 7755490; 466983, 7748577; 

462442, 7745136; 462161, 7745845; 465489, 7752466. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of north 

western boundary of Devon farm and the confluence of Budzi River and 

Mazongoro stream (472576,7758657), then generally northwards, then 

generally, then generally north eastwards, then generally south eastwards 

along Budzi River so as to include Devon farm, Rosylyn farm and Fallowfield 

farm to Ratelshoek Estate southern boundary (479957,7755769), then 

generally north eastwards along the southern boundary of Ratelshoek Estate 

to the south western corner of Southdown Estate A(481945,7757627) so as 

to exclude Ratelshoek A, then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of Southdown Estate A boundary so as to include Shakavanhu 

Primary School, Southdown Estate A, then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Southdown Estate A to the north western corner of 

Eastleigh farm boundary, then generally eastwards along the northern 

Eastleigh farm boundary so as to include Eastleigh farm to the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary (BB88A), then generally southwards 

along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to Chiredza River 

(477094,7744795), then generally south eastwards along Chiredza River to 

the eastern boundary of Ngungunyana forest (472897,7743584), then 

generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Ngungunyana forest so 

as to exclude Ngungunyana forest to Marodzi mountain (Trig 281/P,1234.1), 

on the south western boundary of Stirling farm, then eastwards along 

Stirling farm southern boundary so as to exclude Stirling farm to Nyamadzi 

River (475931,7749954), then generally northwards along Nyamadzi River to 

its confluence with Kugweerwa stream, then generally northwards along 

Kugweerwa stream to its source at Devon farm western boundary 
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(473470,7755940), which is also the source of Mazongoro stream then 

further northwards along the western boundary of Devon farm to Budzi 

River, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

472576, 7758657; 479957, 7755769; 481945, 7757627; 477094, 7744795; 

472897, 7743584; 475931, 7749954; 473470, 7755940. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western boundary of Jersey Tea Estate(465448,7733178), then generally 

southwards along the western Jersey tea estate boundary so as to exclude 

Jersey Tea estate to Chimbuyi Beacon on the Zimbabwe- Mozambique 

international boundary (BB98), then generally westwards and 

southwestwards along the Zimbabwe- Mozambique international boundary 

so as to include Gwenzi small scale commercial farms, Muzite small scale 

commercial farms and Muzite communal area to Musirizwi River (BB100), 

then generally northwards along Musirizwi River to the southern boundary 

of Umzilizwe farm (451327,7731676) Musirizwi old resettlement scheme) so 

as to include Mugondi communal area, Mugondi Primary School and 

Mugondi Bussiness Centre, then generally eastwards along the old 

(resettlement scheme‟s southern boundary to Hoghwe farm, then generally 

eastwards along southern Hoghwe farm boundary to Sable home farm 

boundary, then generally north eastwards along Sable home to western 

Farhill farm boundary (460605,7731792), then northwards along the 

western farhill farm boundary to its most northen corner (459975,7733464), 

then southwards along the eastern farhill farm boundary to Elizabethville 

Farm boundary so as to include Farhill farm, then generally northwards, 

then generally,then generally north east wards, the generally southeast 

wards along Elizabethville farm boundary passing the wide gravel road to 

Chief Gwenzi residence to another gravel road from Small Deel -Jersey so as 

to exclude small deel and sannies rust farm and include Elizabethville farm, 

then north east wards along the northern boundary of Jersey Tea estate to 

the north western corner of Jersey Estate, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

465448, 7733178; 451327, 7731676; 460605, 7731792; 459975, 7733464. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Vergenoeg 

farm and Horus A farm (447923,7749589), then generally southwards along 

Vergenoeg western farm boundary cutting across Makungu mountain ,and 

along the old veterinary fence so as to exclude Rebai School and include 

Chipangara business centre to the western farm boundary of Chikore farm, 
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then generally southwestwards along an unnamed mountain range so as to 

exclude Chikore ruins to an unnamed stream (458453,7734758), then 

generally westwards along the unnamed stream passing the Chiredzi-

Checheche tarred road at an unnamed small bridge(436323,7735065), then 

generally westwards along the unnamed stream so as to exclude Mbeure 

Primary School and include Dumisayi Diptank to the confluence of Nyautsa 

river with Nyautsa river (430752,7737309), then generally northwards along 

Nyautsa River to where the river meets an unnamed footpath 

(431289,7741084), then generally westwards along the unnamed footpath 

passing its junction with Maronga-Chibuwe wide gravel road 

(427559,7742953) to where the gravel road crosses Save River 

(425812,7742864), then generally northwards along Save river to Taguta 

farm boundary (426447,7745484), then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Taguta farm to where it meets an unnamed tributary 

of Nyautsa river so as to exclude Taguta Farm (430465,7745060), then 

generally south eastwards along the unnamed Nyautsa tributary so as to 

include Musapingura Dip tank to its confluence with Nyautsa River 

(431844,7743305), then generally south eastwards along the unnamed 

stream through the fields passing the Chiredzi/Tanganda tarred road at an 

unnamed small bridge (436562,7741763) to the source of the unnamed 

stream in an unnamed mountain range, then generally northwards along 

the unnamed mountain range crest to the foothills of the unnamed 

mountain passing the Gadhaufe gravel road (437381,7742096) to Chipanda 

stream (438108,7743999), then generally north westwards along Chipanda 

stream to its confluence with Nyamuvava River (437183,7744510), then 

generally eastwards along Nyamuvava River to the south western boundary 

of Horus A farm, then south eastwards along horus A farm boundary to its 

junction with Vorgenoeg farm boundary the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

447923, 7749589; 458453, 7734758; 436323, 7735065; 430752, 7737309; 

431289, 7741084; 427559, 7742953; 425812, 7742864; 426447, 7745484; 

430465, 7745060; 431844, 7743305; 436562, 7741763; 437381, 7742096; 

438108, 7743999; 437183, 7744510. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chipinge 

Safari Game Park,Vergenoeg farm and Horus A farm (442934,7746126), 

then generally south eastwards along the southern boundary of Horus A 

farm so as to exclude Horus A farm to Eureka estate(447836,7749462), then 

generally north eastwards along the northern boundary of Eureka Estate so 

as to include Eureka Estate to the North eastern corner of Geluk farm 
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(456344,7752363), then generally southwards along the western boundary 

of Geluk farm so as to exclude Geluk and Torwood farms to the south 

western corner of Torwood farm (456034,7748696), then generally south 

westwards along the western boundary of Lungile farm so as to exclude 

Lungile farm to the North western corner of Nyaututu farm 

(454136,77478921), then generally southwards along the western boundary 

of Nyaututu so as to exclude Nyaututu farm to Tafara-Pfidza narrow gravel 

road (451955,7740793), then generally eastwards along the gravel road to 

the north eastern corner of Dabukei farm (453799,7739737, then generally 

south westwards along Dabukei farm eastern boundary so as to include 

Dabukei farm to the north eastern corner of Nyagadza farm 

(449000,7734771), then generally southwards,then generally north 

westwards, then generally northwards along Nyagadza farm boundary so as 

to exclude Tuzuka Primary School to the south western corner of Chikore 

Mission farm (442980,7736965), then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Chikore farm to Makungu mountain, then generally 

north wards along Makungu mountain crest to the junction of Vergenoeg 

farm, Chipinge Safari game Park and Horus A Farm ,the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

442934, 7746126; 447836, 7749462; 456344, 7752363; 456034, 7748696; 

454136, 77478921; 451955, 7740793; 453799, 7739737; 449000, 

7734771; 442980, 7736965. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of Umsasa farm boundary and the south western corner of 

Greenvalley farm (457448,7746458), then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Greenvalley farm so as to exclude green valley farm to 

Smithfield western farm boundary (462120,7745844), then generally south 

eastwards along the western boundary of Smithfield farm to the south 

western corner of Smithfield farm, then generally eastwards along the farm 

boundary to the north western corner of Hotburg farm (463692,7745495), 

then generally southwards along the western Hotburg farm boundary so as 

to exclude Hotburg farm to the northern boundary of Chinyaduma purchase 

land (465151,7740916), then generally westwards along the northen 

boundary of Chinyaduma purchase land to the north eastern corner of 

Greymur farm (464030,7740598), then generally southwards, then 

eastwards, then westwards along Greymur farm boundary to the eastern 

boundary of Elandsburg farm (461492,7737466), then generally south 

westwards along the eastern boundary of Elandsburg farm to the eastern 

boundary of Sable home farm so as to include Elandsburg, Greymur and so 

as to exclude Chinyaduma purchase land ,then generally southwards along 
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the eastern boundary of sable home farm to the north eastern corner of 

Farhill farm (461022,7731923), then generally north westwards along the 

northern boundary of Farhill farm to the north west corner of Farhill farm 

boundary, then south eastwards along the western boundary of Farhill farm 

so as to exclude Farhill farm to the south eastern corner of Sable home farm 

(460607,7731730), then generally westwards along the southern boundary 

of Sable home farm so as to include Sable home farm to the south eastern 

corner of Hoghwe farm, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Hoghwe farm to Umzwelizwe (Old Resettlement Scheme) farm 

boundary, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of 

Umzwelizwe farm passing Musirizwi river to the eastern Nyagadza Old 

Resettlement Scheme farm boundary (448365,7731691), then generally 

northwards along the eastern Nyagadza Old Resettlement Scheme farm 

boundary so as to exclude Nyagadza Old Resettlement Scheme farm to the 

southern point of Dabukei farm boundary, then north eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Dabukei farm to Chinaa-Tafara gravel road, then 

generally northwestwards along the gravel road to the south western corner 

of Nyaututu farm (451958,7740957), then eastwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Nyaututu farm so as to exclude Nyaututu farm to the 

south western corner of Umsasa farm boundary (458410,7742355), then 

generally north eastwards along the western boundary of Umsasa farm so as 

to exclude West Riding farm to the south western corner of Greenvalley 

farm, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

457448, 7746458; 462120, 7745844; 463692, 7745495; 465151, 7740916; 

464030, 7740598; 461492, 7737466; 461022, 7731923; 460607, 7731730; 

448365, 7731691; 451958, 7740957; 458410, 7742355. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the summit of 

Marodzi mountain which is situated at the south western corner of Sterling 

farm (Trig 281/P,1234.41), then generally south eastwards, then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Umzila Estate to Chiredza River 

(472897,7743540) so as to include Ngungunyana forest, then generally 

eastwards along chiredza river to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary (477106,7744802), then generally southwards along the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to Chimbuyi Beacon (BB96), 

then generally northwards along the western boundary of Jersey Tea estate 

to the southern boundary of Small deel farm (465478,7733191), then 

generally north westwards along the southern boundary of Small deel farm 

to the junction with the northen boundary of Elizabeth farm 

(461045,7731963), then generally southwestwards along the western 
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boundary of elizabeth farm to its jucntion with the northen boundary of 

fairhill farm,so as to exclude Mundanda small scale farms, Mundanda Pri 

School, Nhambayi farm and Elizabethville farm, then generally northwards 

along the western boundary of Merino farm to the summit of Mapungani 

mountain then north eastwards along the northwestern boundary of Merino 

farm to a point on the eastern boundary of Greymar farm 

(464919,74777378) so as to include plot 63, then generally northwards 

along the sourthen boundary of Chinyaduma, then generally eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Chinyaduma small scale farms to south 

western corner of Hotburg farm, then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Hotburg farm to the southern boundary of Smithfield 

farm, then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Smithfield 

farm, then generally east wards along the northern boundary of 

Ngungunyana farm to the intersection of the northen boundary of 

ngungunyane farm with the south western corner of Umzila farm so as to 

include Hortberg, Ngungunyana and Chimana primary schools, then 

generally north east ,along the western boundary of Umzila Estate to the 

western boundary of Stirling farm, then south eastwards along the western 

Stirling farm boundary to Marodzi mountain peak, the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

472897, 7743540; 477106, 7744802; 465478, 7733191; 461045, 7731963; 

464919, 74777378. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Save river 

is crossed by an unnamed foot path (452796,7742896), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed footpath passing Chibuwe-Maronga wide 

gravel road (427553,7742976) to where it meets Nyautsa river 

(431228,7741696), then generally southwards along Nyautsa river to the 

confluence of Nyautsa river and an unnamed stream (430754,7737301), 

then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to the confluence of the 

unnamed stream with another unnamed stream west of Dumisayi Diptank, 

then generally southwestwards along the unnamed stream to where it meets 

an unnamed footpath (433134,7734180), then generally south eastwards 

along the unnamed footpath to communal lands and Musikavanhu 

communal lands boundary (436107,7732428) so as to exclude Mbeure 

Primary School and Business centre, then generally south westwards along 

the Ndowoyo communal lands boundary to an unnamed footpath 

(433591,7730085), then generally westwards along an unnamed track to the 

junction of the unnamed track with another unnamed trackroad 

(429528,7732175), then generally westwards along the unnamed track road 

to where it meets an unnamed stream so as to include Ndunduma Primary 
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School and so as to exclude Masimbe Secondary School, then further 

westwards along an unnamed stream to the confluence of the unnamed 

stream with Save river (425700,7732859) so as to include Dakate Business 

Centre, then northwards along Save river to where an unnamed footh path 

crosses the river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

452796, 7742896; 427553, 7742976; 431228, 7741696; 430754, 7737301; 

433134, 7734180; 436107, 7732428; 433591, 7730085; 429528, 7732175; 

425700, 7732859. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the foothills of an 

unnamed mountain on the western boundary of Chikore farm 

(443853,7739158), then generally southwards along Chikore farm boundary 

to Nyagadza Old Resettlement Scheme north western corner 

(443068,7737053) ,then generally southwards along Nyagadza Old 

Resettlement Scheme‟s western boundary to the south eastern corner of 

Nyagadza old Resettlement Scheme (447110,7728071) so as to exclude 

Nyagadza old Resettlement Scheme and include Sabi purchase land small 

scale farms, then generally north wards along Nyagadza old resetlement 

scheme to the south western corner Umzwelizwe farm (4482299,7731378), 

then eastwards along Umzwelezwe southern farm boundary to Musirizwi 

river (451343,7731642), then generally southwards along Musirizwi river to 

its confluence with Nyagadza river, then generally southwards along 

Musirizwi river to its confluence with Mwangazi river, then generally 

westwards along Mwangazi river to where it meets an unnamed track road 

(441956,7726112), then generally southwestwards along the unnamed track 

road passing its junction with Chiredzi-Tanganda tarred road 

(434448,7723409) to the boundary of Musikavanhu communal land and 

Ndowoyo communal (429713,7726497) so as to include Chibunji mountain 

and Chibunji (Rimbi) Business Centre, then generally north eastwards along 

the Ndowoyo communal lands boundary to where it meets an unnamed 

footpath (430324,7727068), then generally north westwards along the 

unnamed footpath to where it meets an unnamed stream, then generally 

south east wards ,then north eastwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with a stream west of Dumisayi Diptank, then generally 

eastwards along the stream to where it meets the Ndowoyo communal lands 

boundary so as to exclude Dumisayi Dip tank and so as to include Mbeure 

Primary School, Mbeure Business centre and Manyezu Pri School, then 

generally north east wards along the Ndowoyo communal lands boundary to 

where it meets the western boundary of Chikore mission farm 

(443853,7739158), the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

443853, 7739158; 443068, 7737053; 447110, 7728071; 4482299, 

7731378; 451343, 7731642; 441956, 7726112; 434448, 7723409; 429713, 

7726497; 430324, 7727068; 443853, 7739158. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save River and an unnamed stream (425617,7732656), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to Dakate dam stream so as to 

exclude Dakate Business Centre, then generally eastwards along an 

unnamed footpath so as to include Masimbe Secondary School and Primary 

School and so as to exclude Ndunduma Primary School to where the path 

meets the Ndowoyo communal lands boundary (433813,7730221), then 

generally south westwards along the Ndowoyo communal lands boundary 

crossing Rimbi/Chiso sale pen narrow gravel road (430107,7726829) to 

where the boundary meets an unnamed footpath, then generally eastwards 

along the unnamed footpath crossing Tanganda-Chiredzi tarred road at a 

point north of Matezwa Business Centre(434792,7723993) to Matsuro 

mountain range so as to include Matezwa Business Centre and Matezwa 

Primary School, then generally southwards along the crest of Matsuro 

mountain range to a footpath in Matsuro foothills (435286,7709667), then 

generally westwards along the unnamed footpath crossing the Chiredzi-

Tanganda tarred road (429706,7711684), then generally westwards along 

the unnamed footpath to the junction of the unnamed foot path with 

another unnamed footpath east of Ukoto Hill (426755,771841), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed footpath to where it meets an 

unnamed stream, then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to 

the confluence of the unnamed stream and Save river (422579,7714650), 

then northwards along Save River to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate:  

425617, 7732656; 433813, 7730221; 430107, 7726829; 434792, 7723993; 

435286, 7709667; 429706, 7711684; 426755, 771841; 422579, 7714650. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the crossing 

point of Mwangazi River into Mozambique, (BB100), then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boarder to 

Tambarara river (447985,7702041), then generally north westwards along 

Tambarara river to its confluence with an unnamed stream south of Mariya 

Primary School so as to include Zamuchiya Primary School and Zamuchiya 
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clinic, then generally north westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Musvazvi river, then generally 

northwards along Musvazvi River to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to the Mariya 

Diptank track road,then generally northwards along Mariya Dip tank track 

road tank so as to include Mariya dip tank to Matsuro mountain range, then 

generally northwards along Matsuro mountain crest to a footpath in the 

foothills of Matsuro mountain, then generally westwards along the unnamed 

footpath north of Matezwa Business Centre to the Tanganda-Chiredzi tarred 

road (435482,7725661) at a point north of Matezwa Business Centre to the 

boundary of Musikavanhu tribal trust land and Ndowoyo communal land 

boundary to an unnamed footpath, then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed footpath passing between Chibunji and Matsuro mountain range 

so as to include Matsuro mountain range and exclude Chibunji mountain 

range to Mwangazi river, then generally eastwards along Mwangazi river to 

where the boundary meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

447985, 7702041; 435482, 7725661. 

 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Save River and an unnamed footpath north of Phase 5 residential area 

(443853,7739158), then generally eastwards along the unnamed footpath to 

its Junction with the Chiredzi-Tanganda tarred road opposite Parrogate 

(419447,7704344), then generally southwards along the Chiredzi-Tanganda 

tarred road to its Junction with a narrow gravel road north of 

Pahushamwari Lodge, then generally eastwards along the narrow gravel 

road to its Junction with Makwambeni School narrow gravel road so as to 

exclude Parrogate and so as to include Puhushamwari lodge, then generally 

westwards, the southwards along the Makwambeni School narrow gravel to 

its junction with the narrow gravel road east of proposed police stand road 

so as to include Jehovha‟s witness church building and so as to exclude 

Makwambeni School, then generally westwards along the narrow gravel road 

to the southern boundary of the proposed police stand, then generally 

westwards along the southern boundary of the proposed police stand to the 

north western corner of Mahachi Primary School, so as to include the 

proposed police stand, then generally southwards along the western 

boundary of Mahachi Primary School to the Checheche-Rimai wide gravel 

road so as to include Checheche Secondary School, then generally 
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eastwards along the Checheche-Rimayi wide gravel road so as to exclude 

Mahachi Primary School and Mahachi Business centre to Gwizangwe bridge, 

then generally westwards along Gwizangwe river crossing the Chiredzi-

Tanganda tarred road at Gwizangwe bridge to its confluence with Save river, 

then generally northwards along Save river to where an unnamed footpath 

north of phase 5 residential crosses Save river (443853,7739158), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

443853, 7739158; 419447, 7704344; 443853, 7739158. 

Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where of Mariya 

Dip tank track road south of Mariya Dip tank crosses an unnamed stream 

(435969,7708677), then generally south eastwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Musvazvi River, then generally south east 

wards along Musvazvi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Tambarara River,then generally south eastwards along Tambarara river to 

where it meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary 

(448006,7702133) so as to exclude Mariya Primary School, then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to 

where it meets Murongwezi river (449195,7693471), then generally 

westwards along Murongwezi river to the confluence of Murongwezi river 

and an unnamed stream (444285,7691597), then generally westwards along 

the unnamed stream to where an unnamed footpath crosses the stream 

(440195,7693833), then generally westwards along the unnamed footpath to 

where it meets Musvazvi river (433257,7697006), then generally north 

eastwards along Musvazvi river to where an unnamed trackroad  crosses the 

river, then generally north westwards along the unnamed trackroad to its 

junction with the Rimayi-Checheche wide gravel road ,then generally 

eastwards along Rimayi-Checheche wide gravel road to its intersection with 

an unnamed trackroad, then generally north eastwards along the unnamed 

trackroad to where it meets Musvazvi tributary, then generally northwards 

along Musvazvi tributary to where the Mariya Dip tank Track road crosses 

the tributary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

435969, 7708677; 448006, 7702133; 449195, 7693471; 444285, 7691597; 

440195, 7693833; 433257, 7697006. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting where an unnamed 

footpath crosses Gwizangwe stream, then generally north eastwards along 
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Gwizangwe stream to Gwizangwe bridge on the Rimai-Checheche wide gravel 

road, then generally eastwards along the Rimai-Checheche wide gravel road 

to a track road, then generally north east,then generally south east wards 

along the trackroad passing the Rimai-Checheche wide gravel road to where 

the road crosses Musvazvi river, then generally southwards along Musvazvi 

river to its confluence with Chikonwe river so as to include 

Chinyamukwakwa Clinic, Business centre and Primary School, then 

generally north westwards along Chikonwe river to where an unnamed 

footpath crosses the river, then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

footpath to the south western corner of Chisumbanje irrigation scheme 

boundary, then generally northwards along the Chisumbanje irrigation 

Scheme fence to a footpath east of the Zinwa plant so as to include Katanga 

secondary School, then generally eastwards along the unnamed footpath so 

as to exclude Konjana village and include Matikwa village and School to the 

meeting point of Matekwa village with Gwizangwe stream positioned on (Lat 

-20.76984000, long 32.25453667), the starting point. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save River and Moyowebongo River (412355,7688927), then generally 

eastwards along Moyowebongo river crossing Chiredzi-Tanganda tarred road 

at Moyowebongo bridge (413223,7688939) to where an unknown footpath 

(415470,7688592) crosses the river, then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed footpath to where the path crosses Chikonwe River 

(419707,7688445), then generally south eastwards along Chikonwe river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream and Musvazvi River 

(428400,7678724) ,then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to 

where an unnamed footpath crosses the stream, then generally westwards 

along the unnamed footpath to where the foothpath crosses an unknown 

stream (418170,7678806), then generally south eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its junction with an unnamed track road, then generally 

southwards along the trackroad east of Mutandahwe clinic to its junction 

with Mutandahwe-Maparadze gravel road so as to include Mutandahwe 

School, clinic and business centre, then generally southwards along the 

gavel road to the southern foothills of Mutandahwe mountain, then 

generally westwards along Mutandahwe foothills to were it meets Save River 

(418279,7669644), then generally northwards along Save River to its 

confluence with Moyowebongo River, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

412355, 7688927; 413223, 7688939; 415470, 7688592; 419707, 7688445; 

428400, 7678724; 418170, 7678806; 418279, 7669644. 
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Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where an 

unnamed footpath crosses Musvazvi River (432475,7693810), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed footpath to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (441234,7691186), then generally north eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Murongwezi River, then generally 

eastwards along Murongwezi River to where it meets the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary (449195,7693467), then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to 

Honde River (442148,7672980), then generally north westwards along 

Honde River to its confluence with an unnamed stream (440427,7677401), 

then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to where an unnamed 

footpath crosses the unnamed stream, then generally westwards along the 

unnamed footpath to where the footpath crosses Musvazvi River 

(428436,7678714), then generally north eastwards along Musvazvi River so 

as to exclude Chinyamukwakwa Primary School, clinic and business centre, 

to where an unnamed footpath crosses the river, the starting point.The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

432475, 7693810; 441234, 7691186; 449195, 7693467; 442148, 7672980; 

440427, 7677401; 428436, 7678714. 

Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where an 

unnamed foot path crosses Musvazvi River (428174,7678727), then 

generally eastwards along an unnamed footpath to where it crosses an 

unnamed stream (435148,7678103), then generally south eastwards along 

the unnamed stream to the confluence of the unnamed stream with Honde 

River (440517,7677273), then generally south eastwards along Honde river 

to the Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary (442134,7672972), 

then generally southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary to its confluence with Save River, then generally northwards along 

Save River to the foothills of Mutandahwe mountain (418293,7669652), then 

generally eastwards along Mutandahwe mountain foothills to Mutandahwe-

Maparadze gravel (421229,7672642) ,then generally northwards along the 

gravel road to the junction of the gravel road with an unnamed trackroad 

southeast of Mutandahwe clinic (418133,7676643), then generally 

northwards along the unnamed trackroad to where it crosses an unnamed 

stream (417673,7677706) so as to exclude Mutandahwe clinic, Business 

centre and Primary School, then generally north eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Chikonwe river, then generally 

eastwards along Chikonwe river to the confluence of Chikonwe river with 

Musvazvi river where an unnamed foot path crosses Musvazvi river, the 
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starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

428174, 7678727; 435148, 7678103; 440517, 7677273; 442134, 7672972; 

418293, 7669652; 421229, 7672642; 418133, 7676643; 417673, 7677706. 

Ward 30  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Gwizangwe stream and Save river, then generally eastwards along 

Gwizangwe stream to a foot path positioned on, (Lat -20.76984000, long 

32.25453667), then generally south westwards along the unnamed footpath 

so as to include Konjana village and exclude Matikwa village passing the 

eastern side of Zinwa works so as to include the Zinwa works to the western 

Chisumbanje irrigation Scheme boundary, then generally southwards along 

the western Chisumbanje irrigation Scheme fence to where it meets an 

unnamed footpath so as to exclude Katanga secondary, then generally 

westwards along the unnamed footpath to where the foot path crosses 

Mwoyowebongo river, then generally westwards along Mwoyowebongo river 

passing the Chiredzi-Checheche tarred road at Mwoyowebongo bridge, then 

generally westwards along Mwoyowebongo stream to its confluence with 

Save river, then generally northwards along Save river to its confluence with 

Gwizangwe stream, the starting point.   
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MAKONI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyangadzi and Inyangombe river on the Makoni-Nyanga District 

boundary,then generally southwards along Inyangombe river to the 

confluence of Inyangombe and an unnamed stream (454064.8,8027767.9), 

then generally south westwards along the unnamed stream to where a foot 

path crosses the stream (452480.6,8026887.8), then generally westwards 

along the footpath to where the footpath crosses an unnamed stream 

(446917.4,8024821.9), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

stream to the confluence of the stream with an unnamed stream 

(446771.9,8025642.8), then generally westwards along the unnamed stream 

to where an unnamed road crosses the stream (446285.09,8025680.14), 

then generally northwards along the unnamed road to where the road 

crosses Mwarazi river (448402.9,8034159,4), then generally south-

eastwards along Mwarazi river to where Mwarazi meets the southern 

boundary of Chikore communal lands, then generally north-westwards 

along the boundary of Chikore Communal Lands to the summit of 

Dakatome mountain (441817.2,8040291.2), then generally south-westwards 

along the unnamed road so as to exclude Kenya extension to where the 

boundary meets the western boundary of Palm-Tree farm, then generally 

north-westwards along western boundary of Palm-Tree farm to where it 

meets an unnamed road, then generally northwards along the unnamed 

road to where the road crosses Nyangadzi river, then generally north-

eastwards along Nyangadzi river to the confluence with Inyangombe on the 

Makoni-Nyanga District boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

454064.8, 8027767.9; 452480.6, 8026887.8; 446917.4, 8024821.9; 

446771.9, 8025642.8; 446285.09, 8025680.14; 448402.9, 8034159,4; 

441817.2, 8040291.2. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyangadzi river and an unnamed stream (432989.75,8043897.77), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to where an unnamed road 

crosses the stream (433463.84,8041507.89), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed road to where it meets the western boundary of Palm-

Tree farm, then generally south-eastwards along the western boundary of 

Palm-Tree farm to where the boundary meets an unnamed road 

(43.3859.1,8034659.0), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed 
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road to where it meets the peak of Dakatome mountain 

(441824.6,8040256.2), then generally south-eastwards along the western 

boundary of Chikoore Communal Lands to where the boundary meets 

Mwarazi River,then generally north-westwards along Mwarazi River to where 

the river meets the eastern boundary of farm 9A of Tanda, then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of farm (s) 9A and 10 of Tanda, then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of 11A of Tanda to where 

the boundary meets Nyahowe River, then generally southwards along 

Nyahowe River to where the river meets the eastern boundary of farm 69 of 

Tanda, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of farm 49 of 

Tanda, then south-westwards along the southern boundaries of farm 45 and 

68 of Tanda to where the boundary meets Mwarazi River,then generally 

northwards along Mwarazi River to its confluence with Nyamukamani River 

(427024.1,8018990.8), then generally westwards along Nyamukamani river 

its confluence with Nyakarudzi River, then north-westwards along 

Nyakarudzi River to where the river meets the eastern boundary of 

Connaught Estate farm, then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Connaught Estate and Chikore properties to where the 

boundary meets Nyangadzi River, then generally north-eastwards along 

Nyangadzi River its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(432989.75,8043897.77), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

432989.75, 8043897.77; 433463.84, 8041507.89; 43.3859.1, 8034659.0; 

441824.6, 8040256.2; 427024.1, 8018990.8; 432989.75, 8043897.77. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwarazi River and Mutunguru River (436978.33,8027234.02), then 

generally southwards along Mutunguru river to where an unnamed 

foothpath crosses the river (446403.7,8025058.1), then generally eastwards, 

then generally northwards,then generally southwards along the footpath so 

as to exclude Dewerwi dip tank and include Dewerwi Primary School to the 

intersection of the foot path with a foot path (445942.4,8023949.8), then 

generally southwards along the footpath to where the foot path crosses 

Nyamutambara river (444145.62,8011195.02), then generally eastwards 

along the river to where the river meets the northern boundary of Rathcline 

farm (448148.2,8011326.7), then generally south westwards along the 

southern boundary of Tanda Communal Land to where the boundary meets 

Mwarazi River (428991.64,8005341.16), then generally northwards along 

Mwarazi river to where the river meets the southern boundary of farm 68 of 

Tanda (427532.9,8011508.0), then generally north-eastwards along the 

southern of properties boundary of 69 and 45 of Tanda then eastwards 
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along the southern boundary of farm 49 of Tanda,then generally northwards 

along the eastern farm boundary 69 of Tanda to where the boundary meets 

Honje River (433903.68,8014915.03), then generally northwards along 

Honje River to its confluence with Nyahove River, then generally northwards 

along Nyahove River to where the river meets the northern boundary of farm 

11 A of Tanda, then generally westwards along the northern boundary of 

farm of 11A of Tanda,then north-westwards along the eastern boundaries of 

farm (s) 10 and 9A of Tanda to where the boundary meets Mwarazi River, 

then generally eastwards along Mwarazi River to its confluence with 

Mutunguru River the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

436978.33, 8027234.02; 446403.7, 8025058.1; 444879.9, 8024644.1; 

446212.1, 8025090.3; 445942.4, 8023949.8; 444145.62, 8011195.02; 

448148.2, 8011326.7; 428991.64, 8005341.16; 427532.9, 8011508.0; 

434227.0, 8013424.1; 433903.68, 8014915.03; 434584.3, 8021870. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamkamani River and Mwarazi River (427016.9,8018957.5), then generally 

southwards along Mwarazi River to where Mwarazi meets the northern 

boundary of Nyogeni farm, then generally westwards along the northern 

boundaries Nyogeni and Nyamangura farm (s) to where the boundary meets 

the western boundaries of Chinika to a point (413060,7992538), then north-

westwards along the western farm boundary of Senzachena so as to include 

it to a point (421324,7994122), then generally north-eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Mandisha so exclude it to a point (413891,7996121), 

then northwards along the western boundaries of properties of Weltervede, 

Rensdale so as to include them farm (s) to a point (414212,7999295,), then 

generally north-westwards along the northern boundary of Maruma farm so 

as to exclude it to a point the boundary meets Nyamukomani River 

(413142.1,7999874.0), then generally northwards along Nyamkomani River 

to its confluence with Mwarazi River (427016.98018957.5), the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

427016.9, 8018957.5; 413060, 7992538; 421324, 7994122; 413891, 

7996121; 414212, 7999295; 413142.1, 7999874.0; 427016.9, 8018957.5. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

most boundary of Kanjuru farm, then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Weya Communal Land farm to where the boundary 
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meets Nyamkomani river (416372.7,8008389.6), then generally southwards 

along Nyamkomani river to where the river meets the northern boundary of 

Nelspruit farm so as to exclude it, then generally north-westwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Tynwald and Nelspruit farm (s) so as to exclude it to 

where the boundary meets Nyangadzi River, then generally northwards 

along Nyangadzi River to a point (4090612.6,8004221.6), then generally 

westwards to where river meets an unnamed main road 

(4043398.4,8007255.8), then generally westwards along the unnamed main 

road to the top northern corner of St Benedict‟s Extension, then north-

westwards along the northern boundaries of St Benedict‟s Extension, 

Wenselydale extension and Firmandale farm (s) so as to exclude them to 

where the boundary meets Mafuri River, then generally eastwards along 

Mafuri River to its confluence with Nyagadzi river then generally northwards 

along Nyagadzi river along the District boundary to where the boundary 

meets the north-most corner boundary of Kanjuru farm, the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

416372.7, 8008389.6; 4090612.6, 8004221.6; 4043398.4, 8007255.8. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the top northern 

boundary of Firmandale farm, then generally eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Wensleydale Estate Extension to the peak of Magura Mountain 

beacon (294/S,1455.6), then generally south-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of St Benedict‟s Extension farm to where the boundary meets an 

unnamed road (404493,8007443), then generally north-eastwards along the 

unnamed road to a point (408972.1,8008047.7), then generally eastwards to 

boundary to where it meets the Inyangadzi river (409932.0,8007729.3), then 

generally southwards along Nyangadzi river to a where the river meets the 

northern farm boundary of Ussherforde farm, then generally north 

westwards along the northern boundary of Ussherforde farm so as to 

exclude it to a point (407324,8005612), then generally southwestwards 

along the northern boundary of Usherforde to a point (405522,8003990), 

then generally south westwards along the southern boundary of St 

Benedict‟s so as to include it to where the boundary meets the eastern 

boundary of Wensleydale North Estate, then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Wensleydale north farm to where the boundary meets 

the western boundary of Galloway estate so as to include it, then generally 

north eastwards along the eastern western boundary of Galloway Estate to a 

point (404957.58002360.7), then generally north-westwards along the 

western boundary of Galloway Estate to a point the boundary meets the 

northern boundary of Galloway Estate, then generally eastwards along the 
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northern boundary of Galloway Estate to a point (405402.9,8002845.9), 

then generally north-eastwards along the northern boundary of Galloway 

Estate to a point (405871.2,8003237.9), then generally southwards along 

the northern boundary of Galloway Estate to a point (405992.2,8002501.3), 

then generally north eastwards along the northern boundary of Galloway 

Estate to a point (406957.2,8003251.6), then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Galloway Estate to where the boundary meets 

Nyangadzi river (409142.7,8003351.6), then generally southwards along 

Nyangadzi river to where the river meets the western boundary of Bonzino 

then south-westwards along the eastern boundaries of Bonzino and 

Nyangadzi farm (s)so as to exclude them to where the boundary meets the 

peak of Goni Mountain beacon 290/S 1495.7, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Kopje Alleen farm so as to exclude it a point 

(398996.6,7993421.8), then generally southward eastwards along the 

western boundaries of Kopje Alleen, to a point (400239.7,7991411.9), then 

generally southwards along the western boundary of Virginia farm so as to 

exclude it to a point (399672.2,7988899.3), then generally eastwards along 

the southern farm boundary of Virginia to where the boundary meets the 

northern boundary of Spitz Kopp so as to exclude it (402649.0,7989024.0), 

then generally southwards along the western boundary of Spitz Kopp to 

where it meets the northern boundary of Eagles-Nest farm so as to exclude 

it ,then generally northwestwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Eagles Nest to point the boundary meets the western boundary of Fairfield 

Estate farm, then northwards along the western boundary of Fairfield Estate 

to a point (396589.7,8990223.7), then generally northwestwards to a point 

(393284.4.7991167.9), then generally northwards to a point it meets Mafuri 

river (391400,8000241), then generally northwards along Mafuri river to 

where the river meets the top northern boundary of Firmandale farm, the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

404493, 8007443; 408972.1, 8008047.7; 409932.0, 8007729.3; 407324, 

8005612; 405522, 8003990; 404957.5, 8002360.7; 405402.9, 8002845.9; 

405871.2, 8003237.9; 405992.2, 8002501.3; 406957.2, 8003251.6; 

409142.7, 8003351.6; 398996.6, 7993421.8 ;400239.7, 7991411.9; 

399672.2, 7988899.3; 402649.0, 7989024.0; 396589.7, 8990223.7; 

393284.4, 7991167.9; 391400, 8000241. 

 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north most 

corner of Ussherforde farm (404105.6,8004531.6), then generally south-
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eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Ussherforde, Tynwald, Nelspruit 

and Maruma farm (s) so as to include them to a point 

(414225.9,7998992.0), then southwards along the western boundary of 

Rensdale farm so as to exclude it to a point (413935.3, 7996143.0), then 

generally south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Mandisha farm so 

as to include it to a point (411257,7994184), then generally south-

eastwards along the western farm boundary of Senzachena farm so as to 

exclude it to a point (413060.1,7992576.6), then generally southwards along 

the western farm boundary of Chinyika farm so as to exclude it to a point 

(412401.5,7990461.7) where the boundary meets the southern farm 

boundary of Chinyika farm to where it meets Mwarazi river 

(416313.3,7989637.2), then generally southwards along Mwarazi river to a 

point (406047,798149.6), then generally north-westwards to a point the 

boundary meets the southern boundary of Bosrand farm 

(405360,798223.6), then generally westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Bosrand to where the boundary meets the eastern farm 

boundary of Yorkshire so as to exclude it, then generally north-westwards 

along the western boundary of Bosrand and Spitzkop farm so as to include 

them to where the boundary meets the western farm boundary of Spitzkop 

(401122,7985152), then generally northwards along the western farm 

boundaries of Spitzkop to where the boundary meets the southern farm 

boundary of Virginia (402665,7989004), the generally westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Virginia to where the boundary meets the 

eastern farm boundary of Fairfield so as to exclude it (399691,7988938), 

then generally northwards along the western farm boundary of Fairfield to 

where the boundary meets the southern farm boundary of Kopple Allen so 

as to include it (400227, 7991500), then generally north-westwards along 

the western farm boundary of Kopple Allen to where the boundary meets the 

northern farm boundary of Kopple Allen so as to include it, then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Kopple Allen to where the 

boundary meets the trig 290/S on Goni mountain, then generally 

northwards along the western farm boundaries of Nyagadzi and Bonzino so 

as to include them to where the boundary meets Nyangadzi river, then 

generally northwards along Nyangadzi river to a point 

(409138.8,8008378.4), then generally westwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Galloway Estate so as to exclude it to a point 

(406022.4,8002524.3), then generally northwards along the northern 

boundary of Galloway Estate farm to a point (405904.0,8003205.9), then 

generally south-westwards along the northern farm boundary of Galloway 

Estate so as to exclude it to a point (405374.4,8002837.8), then generally 

westwards along the northern farm boundary of Galloway Estate to a point 

(404799.6,8002839.7), then generally south-eastwards along the northern 

farm boundary of Galloway Estate to a point (404995.2,8002647.9), then 
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south-westwards along the northern farm boundary of Galloway Estate to 

where it meets the eastern farm boundary Wensleydale North estate farm 

(403999.3,8001194.6), then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Wensleydale North estate farm to where the boundary meets 

the southern boundary of St Benedict‟s so as to exclude it 

(404143.2,8004854.0), then generally south-eastwards along the southern 

farm boundary of St Benedict‟s to a point (405506.0,8003995.3), then 

generally north-eastwards along the southern farm boundary of St 

Benedict‟s to where it meets the north most corner of Ussherforde farm, the 

starting point (404105.6,8004531.6). The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

404105.6, 8004531.6; 414225.9, 7998992.0; 413935.3, 7996143.0; 

411257, 7994184; 413060.1, 7992576.6; 412401.5, 7990461.7; 416313.3, 

7989637.2; 406047, 798149.6; 405360, 798223.6; 401122, 7985152; 

402665, 7989004; 399691, 7988938; 400227, 7991500; 409138.8, 

8008378.4; 406022.4, 8002524.3; 405904.0, 8003205.9; 405374.4, 

8002837.8; 404799.6, 8002839.7; 404995.2, 8002647.9; 403999.3, 

8001194.6; 404143.2, 8004854.0; 405506.0, 8003995.3; 404105.6, 

8004531.6. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwarazi and Mukovi river (427624.5,8002174.9), then generally southwards 

along Mukovi river to a point (427553.2,7988188.0), then generally 

southwards to where the boundary meets the eastern boundary of Uitkyk 

farm so as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Uitkyk and Farm 9 farm to where the boundary meets beacon 

366/S at Radze mountain, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Farm 9, Nyamasinga farm (s) to a point 

(416699.4,7981890.8), then generally southwards along the western farm 

boundary of Matika and Munanza to where the boundary meets the 

southern farm boundary of Magaragada so as to include it 

(415540.4,7977880.5), then generally north-westwards along the western 

farm boundary of Maringowe so as to include it to where the boundary 

meets the southern foot of Maringowe mountain (410274.1,7982105.2), then 

generally southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Riversdale so as to 

include it to where the boundary meets the southern farm boundary of 

Riversdale so as to include it (409143.7, 7979302.3), then generally north-

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Riversdale to where the 

boundary meets the Mwarazi river (40576.6,7981360.9), then generally 
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northwards along Mwarazi river to the confluence of Mwarazi with Mukovi 

river, the starting point (427624.5,8002174.9). The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

427624.5, 8002174.9; 427553.2, 7988188.0; 416699.4, 7981890.8; 

415540.4, 7977880.5; 410274.1, 7982105.2; 409143.7, 7979302.3; 

40576.6, 7981360.9; 427624.5, 8002174.9. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwarazi and Chikongwazi river (428988.4,8005327.4), then generally 

northwards along Mwarazi river to where Mwarazi meets the southern farm 

boundary of Tanda Communal Land so as to include it (428983,8005420), 

then generally eastwards along the southern farm boundary of Tanda 

Communal Land to a point the boundary meets an unnamed footpath 

(44803.7,8011110.1), then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed 

footpath to a point the boundary meets an unnamed stream 

(448860.5,8008190.0), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream 

to stream‟s confluence with Inyangombe River (453980.8,8005990.3), then 

generally southwards along Inyangombe river to its confluence with 

Chinyika river (436547.0,7988575.2), then generally southwards along 

Chinyika river to a point Chinyika meets an unnamed stream 

(436550.6,7988579.1), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

stream to a point (4395987.6,7989383.2), the westwards to a point 

(433610.9,7989387.7), then generally northwards to a point 

(433569.6,7998032.5), then generally westwards to a point the boundary 

meets Mukovi river (427798.51,7998200.75), then generally northwards 

along Mukovi river to the confluence with Mwarazi river,then generally 

generally northwards along Mwarazi river to the confluence with 

Chikongwazi river (428988.4,8005327.4), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

428988.4, 8005327.4; 428983, 8005420; 44803.7, 8011110.1; 448860.5, 

8008190.0; 453980.8, 8005990.3; 436547.0, 7988575.2; 436550.6, 

7988579.1; 4395987.6, 7989383.2; 433610.9, 7989387.7; 433569.6, 

7998032.5; 427798.51, 7998200.75; 428988.4, 8005327.4. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in 

Mukovi river (428988.4, 8005327.4), then generally eastwards to where thr 

tiver meets Farm 12 farm boundary (433563.9, 7998032.7), then generally 

southwards to a point (433609.10,7989386.42), then generally eastwards to 

where the boundary meets an unnamed stream (435907.9,7989323.5), then 
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generally eastwards along the unnamed stream its confluence with Chinyika 

river, then generally southwards along Chinyika river to where the river 

meets the eastern farm boundary of Cheira, then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Cheira and Cheira Source farm (s) so as to 

include them to a point (441613.2,7974420.9), then generally south-

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Cheira Source so as to 

include it to a point it meets the southern farm boundary of Lesapi Source, 

then westwards along the southern boundaries of Lesapi Source to a point 

the boundary meets the southern farm boundary of Glenanby 

(434497.1,7973092.0) so as to include it, then south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Glenanby so as to include it to a point the 

boundary meets the western farm boundary of Glenanby 

(431544.0,7970476.8), then north-westwards along the western farm of 

boundary of Glenanby to a point the boundary meets the western farm 

boundary of Inyagura so as to include it to a point (430022.3,7972877.7), 

then northwards along the western farm boundary of Inyagura and 

Merryvale so as to include them to a point the boundary meets the northern 

boundary of Merryvale, then north-westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Inyati Kop farm to a point (427804.85,7976721.72), then 

generally westwards along the southern farm boundary of Inyati Kop to a 

point the boundary meets the western farm boundary of Inyathi Kop so a as 

to include it (425665.1,7975995.1), then generally north-westwards along 

the western farm boundary of Inyathi Kop so as to include to appoint the 

boundary meets a trig 366/S on Radze mountain, then northwards along 

the eastern boundaries of Farm 9 and Uitkyk farm (s) so as to exclude them 

to a point the boundary meets Mukovi river (427770.1,7987962.3), then 

generally north wards along Mukovi river to a point in Mukovi river 

(428988.4, 8005327.4), the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

428988.4, 8005327.4; 433563.9, 7998032.7; 433609.10, 7989386.42; 

435907.9, 7989323.5; 441613.2, 7974420.9; 434497.1, 7973092.0; 

431544.0, 7970476.8; 430022.3, 7972877.7; 427804.85, 7976721.72; 

425665.1, 7975995.1; 427770.1, 7987962.3. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at trig 

366/S on Radze Mountain, then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Tierkloof so as to include it, then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Mkooi Gorge to a point 

(430450.8,7975683.8), then south-eastwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Silverdale so as to include it to a point the boundary meets 
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Rusape river (431227.9,7971061.0), then generally southwards along 

Rusape river to a point the boundary meets the western farm boundary of 

Lesapi Valley so as to exclude it, then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Lesapi Valley farm to a point the boundary meets the 

southern boundary of Lesapi Dale farm, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Lesapi Dale farm to a point it meets Rusape river 

(425666.0,7964579.4), then generally northwards along Rusape river to a 

point the boundary meets the southern boundary of Early Mo farm so as to 

include it, then north-westwards along the western boundary of Early Mo 

farm to a point it meets Chinungu river, then generally southwards along 

Chinungu river to a point it meets the northern farm boundary of St Faiths 

Purchase Land, then south-eastwards along the western farm boundary of 

St Faiths Purchase Land to a point the boundary meets an unnamed stream 

(418910.81,7962242.20), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Rusape river, then generally westwards along 

Rusape river to its confluence with unnamed stream (416457.5,7957126.4), 

then generally northwards along the said unnamed stream to a point the 

stream meets an unnamed road (415340.80,7959008.5), then generally 

northwards along the unnamed road to a point the road meets Chimbi river 

(412636.66,7959947.28), then generally northwards along Chimbi river to a 

point (411020.1,7968425.1), then eastwards to a point 

(411919.81,7968367.27), then northwards along the western farm boundary 

of Farm 24A of Lawrencedale Estate to a point the boundary meets the 

northern farm boundary of Farm 24A of Lawrencedale Estate then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Farm 24A of Lawrencedale Estate 

so as to include it to a point it meets eastern farm boundary so as to exclude 

it (416370.2,7972488.0), then north-westwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Kelvin to a point (4148847.3,7975952.8), then south-westwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Kelvin so as to exclude it to a point it 

meets the eastern farm boundary of York-Shire Estate 

(412203.885,7973632.035), then north-westwards along the eastern farm 

boundaries of York-Shire Estate so as to exclude it to a point the boundary 

meets the southern farm boundary of Riversdale, then north-eastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Riversdale to a point (410223,7982387) the 

south-eastwards along the western boundary of Maringowe and Magaragada 

farm (s) so as to exclude them, then north-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Magaragada to a point (416690.2,7981925.3), then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Matika and Tierkloof to a 

trig 366/S on Radze mountain, the starting point.The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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430450.8, 7975683.8; 431227.9, 7971061.0; 425666.0, 7964579.4; 

418910.81, 7962242.20; 416457.5, 7957126.4; 415340.80, 7959008.5; 

412636.66, 7959947.28; 411020.1, 7968425.1; 411919.81, 7968367.27; 

416370.2, 7972488.0; 4148847.3, 7975952.8; 412203.885, 7973632.035; 

410223, 7982387; 416690.2, 7981925.3. 

Ward 12  

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the southern 

boundary of Emerald farm (399809.3, 7962141.9), then south-eastwards 

along the southern farm boundary of Emerald so as to exclude it to a point 

it meets Mezi river (401543.1, 7961523.9), then generally southwards along 

Mezi river to a point the river meets the northern farm boundary of 

Harrisonville so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along the northern 

farm boundary of Harrisonville so as to exclude it to a point the boundary 

meets the western farm boundary of Harrisonville (398969.0,7958095.5), 

then south-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Harrisonville to a 

point (400491.3,7953728.3) its meets western farm boundary of Recondite 

so as to exclude it, then westwards to a point (398330.7,7963704.1) the 

boundary meets a road then southwards along the said road to a point 

(397071.7, 7950132.8) the boundary meets an unnamed footpath, then 

south-eastwards along the unnamed footpath to a point the path crosses an 

unnamed stream (396645.5,7948096.5), then generally south-westwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Mezi river, then 

southwards along Mezi River to tits confluence with Macheke river, then 

generally northwards along Macheke river to a point (381953.9,7954062.5) 

to a point the boundary meets the southern farm boundary of The Willows, 

then generally eastwards along the southern farm boundary of The Willows 

to a point the boundary meets the western farm boundary of Lesbury 

(386117.7,7953501.4) so as to exclude it, then generally southwards along 

the western farm boundary of Lesbury to where it meets the southern farm 

boundary of Lesbury Farm (386111.2,7951657.6), then generally south-

eastwards along the southern farm boundary if Lesbury to a point the 

boundary meets the eastern farm boundary of Lesbury so as to exclude it 

(388886.1,7950890.8), then generally north-westwards along the eastern 

farm boundary of Lesbury farm to a point it meets the western boundary of 

Chiduku Communal Land (388200.9,7953819.5), then generally north-

eastwards along the western farm boundary of Chiduku Communal Land 

and Leuwpoort so as to include them to a point the boundary meets on the 

southern farm boundary of Netzewa Mayvale (393906.1,7959018.9), then 

generally south-eastwards along the southern boundary of Netzewa Mayvale 

and Highfield farm (s) so as to exclude (396494.2,7958250.5), then north-

eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Highfield to a point 
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(399720.6,7960415.5), then northwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Highfields to a point the boundary meets the southern farm boundary of 

Emerald farm (399809.3, 7962141.9),), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

399809.3, 7962141.9; 401543.1, 7961523.9; 400491.3,7953728.3; 

398330.7, 7963704.1; 397071.7, 7950132.8; 396645.5,7948096.5; 

381953.9, 7954062.5; 386117.7, 7953501.4; 386111.2,7951657.6; 

388886.1, 7950890.8; 388200.9, 7953819.5; 393906.1,7959018.9; 

396494.2, 7958250.5; 399720.6, 7960415.5; 399809.3, 7962141.9. 

Ward 13  

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on Macheke river 

(377906.2,7962219.0), then generally southwards along Macheke river to 

where the river meets the northern farm boundary of The Willows Farm,then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of The Willows Farm farm 

to a point the boundary meets the eastern farm boundary of The Willows 

Farm so as to include it, then generally southwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of The Willows Farm to a point the boundary meets the southern 

boundary of The Willow Farm, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of The Willows Farm farm to where the boundary meets Macheke 

river (381984.0,7954040.2), then generally southwards along Macheke river 

to the confluence with Chamarema river, then generally southwards along 

Chamarema river to a point the river meets an unnamed footpath 

(387638.0,7944862.8), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

footpath to where it crosses Ngowe river, then generally northwards along 

Ngowe river to a point it meets an unnamed footpath (380629.7,7948580.7), 

then generally northwards along the unnamed footpath to where the 

footpath meets an unnamed road, then generally southwards along the 

unnamed road to a point (380193.9,7948787.7), then north-westwards to a 

point (379619.7,7946059.3), then south westwards to a point the boundary 

meets Chisawana river (374575,7944218), then generally westwards along 

Chisawana river to a point the boundary meets the eastern boundary of 

Chisawana farm so as to include Chasawana, then generally north-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Chisawana farm to a point the 

boundary meets the southern farm boundary of Nyakurwi Estate, then 

generally north-eastwards along the southern farm boundary of Nyakurwi 

Estate so as to exclude it to where it meets the eastern farm boundary of 

Nyakurwi Estate so as to exclude it to where it meets the western boundary 

of Dowa Purchase Land on the summit of Chinyamabona mountain 

(368112.1,7949734.7), then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of Dowa Purchase Land to a point (365055.3,7952736.9), then 
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generally north-eastwards along the western boundary of Dowa Purchase 

Land to a point it meets Elands Laagte Extension (367988.8,7954342.8), 

then generally north-eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Elands 

Laagte Extension to a point it meets the northern farm boundary of Dowa 

Purchase Land (369238.7960066), then generally north-eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Dowa Purchase Land to where it meets Macheke 

river (377906.2,7962219.0), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

377906.2, 7962219.0; 381984.0, 7954040.2; 387638.0, 7944862.8; 

380629.7, 7948580.7; 380193.9, 7948787.7; 379619.7, 7946059.3; 

374575, 7944218; 368112.1, 7949734.7; 365055.3, 7952736.9; 367988.8, 

7954342.8; 369238, 7960066; 377906.2, 7962219.0. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point starting 

in an unnamed stream (3806681.4,794612.2), then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Ngowe river 

(383378.3,7944671.6), then generally southwards along Ngowe river where 

an unnamed footpath crosses the river (383910.8,7941132.5), then 

generally westwards along the footpath to where the footpath meets an 

unnamed road (377097.7,7940973.0), then generally southwards along the 

unnamed road to a point (375907.0,7937736.5), then generally southwards 

to a point (380191.4,7935078.8) the boundary meets an unnamed stream, 

then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Chikunzwi river, then generally southwards along Chikunzwi river to its 

confluence with Ruzawi river, then generally northwards along Ruzawi river 

to its confluence with Chizawana river, then generally northwards along 

Chizawana river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(372901.2,7947350.6), then generally southwards along the said unnamed 

stream to a point (374614.0,7944213.6), then generally north-eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Mangoma river, then 

generally southwards along Mangoma river to where an unnamed road 

crosses the river (379618.0,7946069.4), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to where it crosses a stream (3806681.4,794612.2), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

3806681.4, 794612.2; 383378.3, 7944671.6; 383910.8, 7941132.5; 

377097.7, 7940973.0; 375907.0, 7937736.5; 380191.4, 7935078.8; 

372901.2, 7947350.6; 374614.0, 7944213.6; 379618.0, 7946069.4; 

3806681.4, 794612.2. 
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Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where an 

unnamed crosses Mvuranhema river (399290.2, 7940945.9), then generally 

southwards along Mvuranhema river to its confluence with Rusape river, 

then generally southwards along Rusape river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (399360.4,7937356.4), then generally northwards along 

the unnamed stream to a point the stream meets a footpath 

(400305.1,7938085.4), then generally eastwards along the footpath to where 

the path crosses an unnamed stream (403758.9,7938526.3), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyamuguri 

river, then generally southwards along Nyamuguri river to its confluence 

with Rusape river, then generally southwards along Rusape river to its 

confluence with Macheke river (396453.8,7929894.3), then generally 

southwards along Macheke river to its confluence with Mutombwa river,then 

generally northwards along Mutombwa river to where an unnamed road 

crosses the river (389787.2,7933528.3), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to the junction of the road with an unnamed road 

(390665.39,7934724.58), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

road to its junction with an unnamed footpath (388776.2,7988864.2), then 

generally eastwards along the footpath to where the footpath crosses 

Nyamatsanga river (391528.9,7939239.1), then generally southwards along 

Nyamatsanga river to its confluence with Macheke river, then generally 

northwards along Macheke river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(396087.2,7939750.3), then generally eastwards along unnamed stream to a 

point the stream meets a footpath (396546.6,7939883.9), then generally 

eastwards along the footpath to its junction with an unnamed road 

(398427.2,7939798.8), then generally northwards along the unnamed road 

to where the road crosses Mvuranhema river (399290.2, 7940945.9), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

399290.2, 7940945.9; 399360.4, 7937356.4; 400305.1, 7938085.4; 

403758.9, 7938526.3; 396453.8, 7929894.3; 389787.2, 7933528.3; 

390665.39, 7934724.58; 388776.2, 7988864.2; 391528.9, 7939239.1; 

396087.2, 7939750.3; 396546.6, 7939883.9; 398427.2, 7939798.8; 

399290.2, 7940945.9. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point (400542, 

795358) to the western boundary of Recondite farm, then generally 

southwards along the western farm boundaries of Recondite and Lesapi 

Falls so as to exclude them to a point (403487.7,7947164.3) the boundary 
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meets the northern boundary of Rusape Dam Servitude so as to exclude it, 

then generally southwards along Rusape river to a point on the bridge 

(401533.4, 7941338.3), then generally south-eastwards to a point 

(403460.9,7939746.2), then north-eastwards to a point the boundary meets 

the eastern farm boundary of Rockingstone so as to exclude it on the peak of 

Runyange Hill (4048666.7,7941429.1), then south-eastwards along the 

western farm boundary of Tiny Extension so as to exclude it to a point on 

the peak of Tikwiri mountain (406979.1,7937258.1), then southwards along 

the western boundary of Tiny Extension to a point the boundary meets 

Nyamapembere river (407245.6,7935035.1), then generally westwards along 

Nyamapembere river to its confluence with Nyamuguri river 

(403336.9,7934421.2), then generally northwards along Nyamuguri river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally northwards along an 

unnamed stream to a point the stream meets a footpath 

(403784.2,7938572.6), then generally northwards along the footpath to a 

point the path meets another footpath (402119.4,7939406.1), then generally 

southwards along the footpath to a point it meets an unnamed stream 

(400302.1,7938099.9), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Rusape river, the generally northwards along 

Rusape River to its confluence with Mvuranhema river, then generally 

northwards along Mvuranhema to a point it meets an unnamed road 

(399279.5,7940963.4), then generally southwards along the unnamed road 

to a point the road meets a footpath (398409.0,7939818.1), then generally 

westwards along the footpath to a point it meets an unnamed stream 

(396545.0,793961.6), then generally westwards along the unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Macheke river, then generally northwards along 

Macheke river to its confluence with Mezi river, then northwards along Mezi 

river to its confluence with Chiunda river, then generally northwards along 

Chiunda river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally 

northwards along an unnamed stream to a point the stream meets a 

footpath (396728.1,7948274.9), then generally northwards along the 

footpath to a point it intersects with an unnamed road 

(397065.4,7950138.0), then generally northwards along the unnamed road 

to a point (398329,7953720.2), then eastwards to a point the boundary 

meets the western farm boundary of Recondite so as to exclude it to a point 

(400542, 795358), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

400542, 795358; 403487.7, 7947164.3; 401533.4, 7941338.3; 403460.9, 

7939746.2; 4048666.7, 7941429.1 ;406979.1, 7937258.1; 407245.6, 

7935035.1; 403336.9, 7934421.2; 403784.2, 7938572.6; 402119.4, 

7939406.1; 400302.1, 7938099.9; 399279.5, 7940963.4; 398409.0, 
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7939818.1; 396545.0, 793961.6; 396728.1, 7948274.9; 397065.4, 

7950138.0; 398329, 7953720.2; 400542, 795358. 

 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from trig 186/S on 

Chirimutsitu mountain, then generally south-eastwards along the southern 

boundary of the Devils Pass farm so as to exclude it to a point the boundary 

meets an unnamed stream (426168.5,7935389.0), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to a point the boundary meets the 

northern farm boundary of Zunidza, then generally southwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Zunidza to a point (429249.0,7929377.4) where 

Zunidza farm boundary meets the northern boundary of Valhalla so as to 

include it, then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Valhalla to a point (431064.2,7928946.2), then south-westwards to a point 

the boundary meets the eastern farm boundary of Tsungwezi Source 

(424122.2,7925349.2), then generally south-westwards along the eastern 

farm boundaries of Tsungwezi Source and Tsungwezi Ridge so as to include 

them to a point the boundary meets the southern boundary of Tsungwezi 

Ridge (420798.1,7922243.2), then generally north-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Tsungwezi Ridge so as to include it to a point the 

boundary meets the southern farm boundary of Meiron on the peak of 

Matukashari mountain (416345.9,7923772.3), then south-westwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Uitkyk Annexe to a point the boundary meets 

a railway line (415240.9,7920594.6), then generally southwards along the 

railway line to a point the boundary meets an unnamed stream 

(416984.8,7970440.9), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Tsungwezi river, then generally southwards 

along Tsungwezi river to a point the boundary meets the southern farm 

boundary of Sisal Vale so as to exclude it (415991.24,7909572.07), then 

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Plumpton so as to include 

it to a point it meets Kayerezi river (412485.1,7909341.6), then generally 

northwards along Kayerezi river to a point it meets an unnamed road 

(411846.38,7909688.65), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

road to a point the boundary meets the southern farm boundary of Big Tree 

so as to include it (411028.4,7911014.7), then south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Big-Tree to a point it meets the western farm 

boundary of Big Tree (407433.9,7910364.1), then north-westwards along 

the western farm boundary of Big Tree to a point the boundary meets the 

southern farm boundary of Chigati on the peak of Marongudze mountain, 

then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Chigati to a point 

the boundary meets the western farm boundary of Kairidzi so as to include 

it (409327.6,7914905.4), then northwards along western farm boundary of 
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Kairidzi to where it meets the western farm boundary of Nyawa 

(409440.3,7916514.7), then generally north-westwards along the western 

farm boundary of Nyawa to a point the boundary meets the southern farm 

boundary of Vergenoeg (408509.6,7917969.9), then generally north-

eastwards along the southern farm boundary of Vergenoeg to a point it 

meets the western farm boundary of Uitkyk Annexe (412309.1,7919842.6), 

then northwards along the western farm boundary of Uitkyk Annexe to a 

point the boundary meets northern farm boundary of Everton so as to 

exclude it (412935.6,7924682.8), then westwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Everton to a point it the western farm boundary of Paines Plot 

so as to exclude it (411724.6,792486.2), then generally north-eastwards 

along the southern farm boundary of Paines Plot to a point the boundary 

meets a railway line (413048.1,7925651.5), then generally northwards along 

the railway line to a point it meets Inyazura river (412973.68,7927366.89), 

then generally northwards along Inyazura river to a point Inyazura meets 

the western farm boundary of Dunholm so as to exclude it 

(414919.6,7929901.5, then south-eastwards along the western boundary of 

Dunholm A to a point (416483.7,7927644.4) to a point the boundary meets 

the western farm boundary of Hangklip, then northwards along the western 

farm boundary of Hangklip to a point the boundary meets the western farm 

boundary of Gorubi Springs (417272.2,7931464.8), then generally south-

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Hangklip to a point 

(418864.8,7929967.3), then generally north-eastwards along the northern 

farm boundary of Hangklip to a point (419852.12,7930789.83), then south-

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Hangklip to a point it meets 

the western farm boundary of Tablelands so as to include it 

(420589.6,7929652.1), then generally northwards along western farm 

boundary to a point on the southern farm boundary of Meyerton so as to 

include it (420922.3,7931552.6), then north-westwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Meyerton to a point (420087.7,7931718.5) the boundary 

meets the western farm boundary of Meyerton, then generally northwards 

along the western farm boundary of Meyerton to a trig 186/S on the summit 

of Chirimutsitu mountain, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

426168.5, 7935389.0; 429249.0, 7929377.4; 431064.2, 7928946.2; 

424122.2, 7925349.2; 420798.1, 7922243.2; 416345.9, 

7923772.3;415240.9, 7920594.6; 416984.8, 7970440.9; 415991.24, 

7909572.07; 412485.1, 7909341.6; 411846.38, 7909688.65; 411028.4, 

7911014.7; 407433.9, 7910364.1; 409327.6, 7914905.4; 409440.3, 

7916514.7; 408509.6, 7917969.9; 412309.1, 7919842.6; 412935.6, 
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7924682.8; 411724.6, 792486.2; 413048.1, 7925651.5; 412973.68, 

7927366.89; 414919.6, 7929901.5; 416483.7, 7927644.4; 417272.2, 

7931464.8; 418864.8, 7929967.3; 419852.12, 7930789.83; 420922.3, 

7931552.6; 420087.7, 7931718.5. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point trig 47/P 

on the peak of Zonga mountain, then generally north-eastwards to a point it 

intersects with two unnamed footpath (425131.83, 794603.33), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed footpath to a point the footpath 

meets Zurura river (426336.5,7944443.6) ,then generally southwards along 

Zurura river to its confluence with Chipokotoke river, then generally 

southwards along Chipokotoke river to a point (430117.9,7940953.9), then 

generally southwards to a point Chipokoteke meets Mutorahuku river 

(435968.9,7937983.4), then generally southwards along Mutorahuku to the 

confluence with Inyamazura river, then generally southwards along 

Inyamazura to a point the river meets the eastern boundary of Lowlands 

farm (433421.75,7931899.13), then generally south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Lowlands to where the boundary meets the 

southern farm boundary of Ruati so as to include it (431071.9,7928909.3), 

then generally north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Ruati 

to a point the boundary meets the western farm boundary of Ruati 

(429275.0,7929351.9), then generally northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Ruati to where the boundary meets an unnamed stream 

(429076.2,7933774.3), then generally northwards along the unnamed 

stream to where the stream meets the southern boundary of the Devils Pass 

farm so as to include it, then south-westwards along the southern boundary 

of the Devils Pass to a point the boundary meets on the trig 186/S on the 

peak of Chirimutsitu mountain, then generally north-eastwards along the 

western farm boundary of the Devils Pass to where the boundary meets the 

eastern farm boundary of Adam A (422167.8,793674.2), then generally 

north-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Adam A so as to 

exclude it to where the boundary meets an unnamed stream 

(421226.0,7939832.6), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Inyazura river, then generally north-westwards 

along the western farm boundary Nooitgedacht to where the boundary meets 

the northern farm boundary of Nooitgedacht (417540.9,7940158.3), then 

north-eastwards along the northern farm boundary to where the boundary 

meets the western farm boundary of Castle Zonga Estate 

(420280.2,7941601.2), then generally north-westwards along the north-

western boundary of Castle Zonga Estate to a point the boundary meets the 

northern farm boundary of Castle Zonga Estate, then generally north-
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eastwards along the western farm boundary of Castle Zonga Estate to where 

the boundary meets the northern farm boundary of Castle Zonga Estate 

(420250.1,7943120.3), then generally north-eastwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Gibraltar so as to exclude the farm to trig 47/P on the 

peak of Zonga mountain, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

425131.83, 794603.33; 426336.5, 7944443.6; 430117.9, 7940953.9; 

435968.9, 7937983.4; 433421.75, 7931899.13; 431071.9, 7928909.3; 

429275.0, 7929351.9; 429076.2, 7933774.3; 422167.8, 793674.2; 

421226.0, 7939832.6; 417540.9, 7940158.3; 420280.2, 7941601.2; 

420250.1, 7943120.3. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in 

Rusape river (417780.2,7957604.9), then generally south-eastwards along 

the eastern boundaries of St Faith purchase land and Zonga purchase land 

farm (s) to the peak of Huhura mountain (429500.7,7948131.7), then 

generally southwards to where the boundary meets Chipokotoke river 

(429362.9,7947302.1), then generally southwards along Chipokoteke river 

to its confluence with Zurura river, then generally northwards along Zurura 

river to where the river meets an unnamed footpath (426345.9,7944443.3), 

then generally northwards to where the boundary meets the southern 

boundary of Zonga purchase land farm, then generally south-westwards to 

where it meets the southern farm boundary of Gibraltar so as to include it, 

then generally north-westwards along the western farm boundary of 

Gibraltar to where it meets Nyamapembere river (419973.9,7944351.7), then 

generally southwards along Nyamapembere river to where the river meets 

the western boundary of Tiny Extension farm (407228.2,7935053.5), then 

generally northwards along the western farm boundary of Tiny Extension as 

to include it to a point the boundary meets the northern farm boundary of 

Mount Tikwiri, then north-eastwards along the nothern farm boundary of 

Mount Tikwiri to a point the boundary meets trig 281/T then north-

westwards along the western boundaries of Muonde and Castle Kop farm (s) 

to a point the boundary meets in Rusape river, then eastwards along Rusape 

river to a point in Rusape river (417780.2,7957604.9), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

417780.2, 7957604.9; 429500.7, 7948131.7; 429362.9, 7947302.1; 

426345.9, 7944443.3; 419973.9, 7944351.7; 407228.2, 7935053.5; 

417780.2, 7957604.9. 
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Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

boundary of Invercargill farm (434957.3,7972715.3), then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Invercargill farm to a point the 

boundary meets the western boundary of Otagu farm (439208.2,7972199.9), 

then generally north-eastwards along the southern farm boundary of Otagu 

so as to exclude it to a point (44089809,7968183.8) the boundary meets the 

western farm boundary of Harewood so as to exclude it, then generally 

southwards along the western boundary of Harewood to a point 

(441419.6,7965315.9) the boundary meets the southern boundary of 

Katsipiti then generally south-westwards along the southern farm 

boundaries of Katsipiti, Wick, Timaru to a point it meets Rusape-Nyanga 

road, then generally southwards along Rusape-Nyanga road to a point it 

meets the western boundary of The Chase Farm so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along the western farm boundaries of Prospect and Makoni 

Kop to a point it meets Rusape River (417859.0,7957473.0), then generally 

northwards to a point the boundary meets the western boundary St Faiths 

purchased land (418929.4,7962297.9), then generally north-westwards 

along the western farm boundary of St Faith to a point 

(416527.3,7963795.6), then generally eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary St Faiths purchased land to a point the boundary meets to a point 

it meets Chinungu river (425360.4,7964621.5), then generally northwards 

along Chinungu river to a point it meets the northern boundary of Lesapi 

Peninsula farm (426077.6,7967011.1), then generally south-eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Lesapi Peninsula to a point it meets in 

Rusape river, then generally southwards along Rusape River to a point it 

meets the northern boundary of Lesapi Drift farm (425974.5,7963912.6), 

then generally south-eastwards along the northern boundary of Lesapi Drift 

to a point the boundary meets the northern farm boundary of Lekkewater 

(426696.6,7962824.4) so as to include it, then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Lekkewater to a point (429713.4,7963993.8) to a 

point the boundary meets the western farm boundary of Lesapi Valley then 

north-westwards along the western farm boundary of Lesapi Valley so as to 

include it to a point it meets in Rusape river (428701.9,7966453.1), then 

generally east wards along Rusape river to a point (431598.7,7970557.7), 

then generally south-eastwards to a point it meets the western farm 

boundary of Dunedin (431988.2,7969981.9), then generally north-eastwards 

along the western boundary of Dunedin farm to where the boundary meets 

the northern boundary of Invercargill farm (434957.3,7972715.3), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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434957.3, 7972715.3; 439208.2, 7972199.9; 44089809, 7968183.8; 

441419.6, 7965315.9; 417859.0, 7957473.0; 418929.4, 7962297.9; 

416527.3, 7963795.6; 425360.4, 7964621.5; 426077.6, 7967011.1; 

425974.5, 7963912.6; 426696.6, 7962824.4; 429713.4, 7963993.8; 

428701.9, 7966453.1; 431598.7, 7970557.7; 431988.2, 7969981.9; 

434957.3, 7972715.3. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

boundary of Makoni Communal Land farm (441421.0,7965256.3), then 

generally south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Makoni 

Communal Land farm to a trig 375/S on Chiwira mountain, then south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Makoni Communal Land farm to a 

point the boundary meets Mubvumira river (445989,7951505), then 

generally southwards along Mubvumira river to its confluence with 

Nyatanda river, then generally northwards along Nyatanda river to a point 

(438891.4,7946300.3), then generally westwards to a point in Chipokoteke 

river (429837.7, 7945900.4), then generally northwards along Chipokoteke 

river to a point the boundary meets the peak of Huhura Mountain, then 

north westwards along the southern boundary of The Chase farm so as to 

include it to a point along the Rusape-Nyanga road (428669.0,7959607), 

then generally eastwards along Rusape-Nyanga road to a point on the 

northern boundary of Makoni Communal land farm (441421.0,7965256.3), 

the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

441421.0, 7965256.3; 445989, 7951505; 438891.4, 7946300.3; 429837.7, 

7945900.4; 428669.0, 7959607; 441421.0, 7965256.3. 

Ward 22  

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Nyatanda river 

(438893.6,7946310.3), then generally southwards along Nyatanda river to 

its confluence with Mubvumira river, then generally southwards along 

Mubvumira river to a point it meets an unnamed footpath 

(439883.3,7941830.2), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

footpath to a point footpath meets Nyamatanda river (439609.9,7935529.1), 

then generally northwards along Nyamatanda river to a point the boundary 

meets an unnamed stream, then generally westwards along the unnamed 

stream to a point it meets Mutorahuka river, then generally northwards 

along Mutorahuku to a point (429880.7,7941964.7) where it meets 

Chipokotoke river, then generally northwards along Chipokoteke river to a 

point (429818.8, 7945891.6), then generally eastwards to a point the 
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boundary meets Nyatanda river (438893.6,7946310.3), the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

438893.6, 7946310.3; 439883.3, 7941830.2; 439609.9, 7935529.1; 

429880.7, 7941964.7; 429818.8, 7945891.6; 438893.6, 7946310.3. 

Ward 23  

It is an area 0f land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamatanda and an unnamed stream (440789.3,7943001.1), then generally 

southwards along Nyamatanda river to its confluence with Odzi river, then 

generally southwards along Odzi river to where Odzi river meets the 

northern boundary of Osbourne farm, then westwards along the nothern 

boundaries of Osbourne and Amberwell farm (s) so as to exclude them to a 

point the boundary meets the western boundary of Makoni communal lands 

so as to include it them north-westwards along the south western boundary 

of Makoni Communal lands to a point (441783.6,7927672.1), then generally 

southwestwards along the northern boundary of Amberwell so as to exclude 

it to a point the boundary meets Inyamazura river, then generally 

northwards along lnyamazura river to a point the river meets the northern 

boundary of Wilderness Estate (436282.9,7828456.7), then generally 

westwards along the northern boundary of wilderness estate so as to 

exclude it to a point the boundary meets the western boundary of Lee farm 

then northwards along the western boundary of Lee farm so as to include it 

to a point at the peak of a hill(432021.6,7929273.5), then generally 

westwards along the northern boundary of Delamore so as to exclude it to a 

point (431048.57929175.8), then north-eastwards along the farm boundary 

of low lands to a point the boundary meets Inyamazura river 

(433416.8,7932181.9), then generally westwards along Inyamazura river to 

its confluence with Mutorahuku river, then generally northwards along 

Mutorahuka river to a point (435985.9,7937978.6), then generally 

eastwards to a point the boundary meets Nyamatanda river 

(437656.0,7937563.6), then generally southwards along Nyamatanda river 

to where an unnamed foot path crosses the river (4395.2,7935542.3), then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an 

unnamed road (440392.9,7936169.4), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to a point it meets a footpath (439564.4,7937698.5), then 

generally northwards along the footpath on the eastern foot of Gwidza 

mountain and Mawonga hills to where it meets Nyatanda river and an 

unnamed stream (440789.3,7943001.1), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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440789.3, 7943001.1; 441783.6, 7927672.1; 436282.9, 7828456.7; 

432021.6, 7929273.5; 431048.5, 7929175.8; 433416.8, 7932181.9; 

435985.9, 7937978.6; 437656.0, 7937563.6; 4395.2, 7935542.3; 440392.9, 

7936169.4; 439564.4, 7937698.5; 440789.3, 7943001.1. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Ruzawi river and Chikunzwi river, then generally eastwards along 

Chikunzwi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(375845,7933124), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

where an unnamed footpath crosses the stream (379880.9,7934548.3), then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed footpath to where the foot path 

crosses Ngowe river, then generally northwards along Ngowe river to a point 

(385067.3,7935758.1), then generally eastwards to a point the boundary 

meets the northern foot of Dendeura mountain (386998.8,7936746.4), then 

generally southwards to a point the boundary meets Mutombwa river, then 

generally southwards along Mutombwa river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (393168,7927159), then generally westwards along the 

unnamed stream to a point (390300.8,7927387.7), then westwards so as to 

pass through the summit of Charamba mountain (662/s ) to where it meets 

Ngowe river (384910.6,7927662.4), then generally southwards along Ngowe 

river to its confluence with Ruzawi river, then generally northwards along 

Ruzawi river to its confluence with Chikunzwi river, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

375845, 7933124; 379880.9, 7934548.3; 385067.3, 7935758.1; 386998.8, 

7936746.4; 393168, 7927159; 390300.8, 7927387.7; 384910.6, 7927662.4. 

Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

confluence of Mutombwa river and an unnamed stream, then southwards 

along Mutombwa river to its confluence with Macheke river, then north-

eastwards along Mucheke river to a point where it meets an unnamed 

footpath (394914.5,7921556.4), then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed footpath to a point (396369.7), then generally south westwards to 

a point it meets an unnamed footpath, then westwards to a point it meets 

an unnamed stream, then southwards along the stream to its confluence 

with Inyamazura river, then generally north-westwards along Inyamazura 

river to a point (396877.0), then generally southwards a point (394612.4, 

7915915.5), then generally south-westwards to a point the boundary meets 

an unnamed stream, then further south-westwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Macheke river,then generally south westwards 

along Macheke river to its confluence of Ruzawi river, then north-westwards 
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along Ruzawi river to its confluence with Ngowe river, then generally north-

eastwards along Ngowe river to where it meets the foot of Charamba 

mountain, then generally eastwards to a point the boundary meets 

Charamba mountain beacon (661/S 1348-7), then generally eastwards to a 

point the boundary meets an unnamed stream, the northwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Mutombwa, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

394914.5, 7921556.4; 396369.7; 396877.0; 394612.4, 7915915.5. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where 

Nyamapembere river meets the western boundary of Tiny Farm farm, then 

generally southwards along the western boundary of Tiny Farm, Cotleigh 

Farm and Charlton Farm farm (s) so as to exclude them to where the 

boundary meets Inyazura river, then generally westwards along Inyazura 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream (397918.6,7921908.7), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed stream to where an unnamed 

footpath crosses the stram(398648.6,7924524.4), then generally eastwards 

to a point it meets an unnamed footpath (400520.3,7925921.1), then 

generally westwards along the unnamed footpath to a point the footpath 

meets Macheke river, then generally eastwards along the river to its 

confluence with Rusape river, then generally eastwards along Rusape river 

to its confluence with Nyamapembere river, then generally eastwards along 

Nyamapembere river to a point on the western boundary of Tiny Farm farm 

,the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

397918.6, 7921908.7; 398648.6, 7924524.4; 400520.3, 7925921.1. 

Ward 27  

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from where Inyazura river 

meets the eastern boundary of Constantia Annexxe farm 

(408923.0,7925570.0), then generally south-eastwards along the eastern 

farm boundary of Constantia Annexxe so as to include it to where the 

boundary meets the northern boundary of Everton farm 

(409555.7,7924803.5), then generally eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Everton farm to where the boundary meets the eastern 

boundary of Everton farm (412878.7,7924188.6), then southwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Everton to a point (412265.8,7919742.0) it meets 

the northern farm boundary of Nyawa, then generally south-westwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Nyawa to a point it meets the eastern 

farm boundary of Nyamidzi (408510.4,7918050.7), then generally south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Nyamidzi to the peak of 
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Marongodze mountain, then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of Nyamidzi farm to where the boundary meets Nyamidzi river 

(405951.3,7950947.7), then generally north-westwards to where the 

boundary meets an unnamed footpath (405429.5,7916298.8), then generally 

westwards along the unnamed footpath to a point the footpath meets 

Nyamatendera river (402232.2,7916577.8), then generally northwards along 

Nyamatendera river to a point (402608.4,7919695.5), then generally 

northwards to a point it meets Inyazura river (401225.7,7921873.0), then 

generally northwards along Inyazura river to a point the river meets the 

eastern boundary of Constantia Annexxe farm (408923.0,7925570.0), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

408923.0, 7925570.0; 409555.7, 7924803.5; 412878.7, 7924188.6; 

412265.8, 7919742.0; 408510.4, 7918050.7; 405951.3, 7950947.7; 

405429.5, 7916298.8; 402232.2, 7916577.8; 402608.4, 7919695.5; 

401225.7, 7921873.0; 408923.0, 7925570.0. 

Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point 

(396930.9,7917176.5), then generally south eastwards to where the 

boundary meets Nyamatendera river, then generally southwards along 

Nyamatendera river to where the river meets the northern boundary of 

Romsley Estate farm, then generally north-westwards along the northern 

boundary of Romsley Estate farm to where the boundary meets the peak of 

Jawi mountain beacon (678/S 1201-1), then generally north westwards to 

the peak of Pfundira mountain, then generally north-westwards to the 

confluence Macheke river and Ruzawi river, then generally northwards along 

Macheke river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(391924.6,7914911.1), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream 

to a point it meets the foot of Nhure mountain, then eastwards to a point 

(396930.9,7917176.5), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

396930.9, 7917176.5; 391924.6, 7914911.1; 396930.9, 7917176.5. 

Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of an 

unnamed stream and Inyazura river, then generally eastwards along 

Inyazura river to the foot of Denzva mountain, then generally south-

eastwards along the foot of Denzva mountain so as to include it to a point 

where it meets Nyamatendera river, then generally southwards along 

Nyamatendera river to point where the river meets an unnamed footpath, 
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then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed footpath to where it 

meets the western boundary of Inyamidzi farm farm (406062.4,7915812.2), 

then generally southwards along the western boundary of Inyamidzi farm to 

the summit of Marongudze mountain, then generally southwards along the 

western boundary of Big Tree, Chikobvore and Chinota range farm so as to 

exclude them to where the boundary meets the northern boundary of 

Ruwawa farm, then generally westwards along the boundary to where the 

farm boundary meets Nyamidzi river, then generally westwards along 

Nyamidzi river to its confluence with Nyamatendera river, then generally 

northwards along Nyamatendera river to where an unnamed road crosses 

the river, then generally north-westwards along an unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed road so as to exclude Mutungagore mountain, 

then generally northwestwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

an unnamed footpath, then generally northwards to a point the road meets 

an unnamed stream, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Inyazura river, the starting point.The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

406062.4, 7915812.2; 32.04499, -18.85418. 

Ward 30  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the 

northern boundary of Chinota Range meets an unnamed road 

(411036.17,7911087.73), then generally south eastwards to a point it meets 

Kaiyerezi River (411898.7,7909969.7), then generally southwards along 

Kaiyerezi river to its confluence with Tsungwezi river, then generally 

southwards along Tsungwezi river to a point it meets the northern Boundary 

of Romsley Estate so as to exclude it then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Romsley Estate to the peak of Chiromo mountain 

(400962.789,8151), then northwards along the western boundary of 

Chiromo farm to northern boundary of Romsley Estate farm, then generally 

westwards along the nothern boundary of Romsley Estate farm to a point 

the boundary meets Nyamidzi river, then generally eastwards along 

Nyamidzi river to a point it meets an unnamed footpath, then eastwards to a 

point it meets western boundary of Chinota Ranch to a point the boundary 

meets the northern boundary if Chinota Range (407424.1,7910294.3), then 

eastwards along the range to where the range meets an unnamed road, the 

starting point (411036.17,7911087.73) . The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

411036.17, 7911087.73; 411898.7, 7909969.7; 400962.789, 815; 

407424.1, 7910294.3; 411036.17, 7911087.73.  
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Ward 31  

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Macheke and Ruzawi river,then generally south-eastwards to a point it 

meets at on the peak of Fundira mountain, then generally south-eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Romsley to a point the boundary meets the 

peak of Jawi mountain beacon 678/s 1201-1, then generally south-

eastwards along the northern boundary of Romsley Estate to a point it 

meets the eastern boundary of Romsley Estate farm to the peak of Chiromo 

mountain, then generally south east wards along the northern boundary of 

Romsley Estate farm to where the boundary meets Tsungwezi river, then 

generally southwards along Tsungwezi river to its confluence with Sabi 

(Save) river, then north generally north westwards along Sabi river to its 

confluence with Macheke then generally north westwards along Macheke 

river to its confluence with Ruzawi river, the starting point. 

Ward 32  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

northern farm boundary of Eagles Nest (392473,7987883), then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Eagles Nest so as to include 

(366882,7986843), then generally south eastwards to a point 

(40119,7984817), then generally south-eastwards along the northern farm 

boundaries of Yorkshire so as to include it to a point (403245,7983437), 

then generally south eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Yorkshire to a point (403740,7981765), then generally eastwards to a point 

(405274,7981999) ,then generally south eastwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Riversdale so as to exclude it to a point (409124.9,7978979.9), 

then generally south eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Yorkshire estate to where it meets the northern farm boundary of Kelvin so 

as to include it (412209,7973870), then generally north-eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Kelvin so as to include it to a point 

(414831,7975861), then generally south eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Kelvin so as to include it to a point (416369,7972463), then 

generally south westwards along the southern farm of Halsted so as to 

include it a point (414990,7971812), then generally westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Halsted to where the boundary meets beacon 

363/S on Ruwanda mountain ,then north-westwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Padeswood and Headlands to a point (398048,7976391), 

then generally south-westwards along the southern boundary of Bormu to a 

point where the boundary meets the southern foot hill of Chinyoka 

mountain (391394,793978), then generally northwards along the western 

farm boundary of Bormu so as to include it to a point (390787,7978161), 

then generally westwards along the southern farm boundary of Lovedale and 

Groenvlei so as to include them to where the boundary meets Nyamera 

river,then generally north eastwards along the western farm boundary 
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Groenvlei and Lovedale so as to include them to a point 

(3893817.1,7980550.2), then generally eastwards along the northen farm 

boundary of Lovedale so as to include it to a point it meets the western farm 

boundary of Sandilboom C (391278.1,7980205.6), then generally 

northwestwards along the western farm boundary of Sandilboom D to a 

point (390818.3,7981323.4), then generally westwards to appoint 

(389568.8,79811349.6), then generally northwards to a point 

(389566.6,7981807.9), then generally eastwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Lakewanspruit to a point (391681.2,7981554.), then generally 

north eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Lakewanspruitand 

Sundilboom A so as to exclude them to a point (393493,7983330), then 

generally northwestwards to a point on the northern farm boundary of 

Eagles Nest (392473,7987883), the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

392473, 7987883; 366882, 7986843; 40119, 7984817; 403245, 7983437; 

403740, 7981765; 405274, 7981999; 409124.9, 7978979.9; 412209, 

7973870; 414831, 7975861; 416369, 7972463; 414990, 7971812; 398048, 

7976391; 391394, 793978; 390787, 7978161; 3893817.1, 7980550.2; 

391278.1, 7980205.6; 390818.3, 7981323.4; 389568.8, 79811349.6; 

389566.6, 7981807.9; 391681.2, 7981554; 393493, 7983330; 392473 

,7987883. 

Ward 33  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where 

Nyamapembere river meets the western boundary of Gibraltar farm 

(419939,7944274), then generally southwards along the western boundaries 

of Gibraltar so as to exclude it to at the summit of castle Zonga mountain 

(420293,7943427), then generally south-westwards along the western 

boundary of Castle Zonga estate to a point (419791,7942260), then 

generally south-eastwards along the south-western farm boundary of Castle 

Zonga estate so as to exclude it to a point (420258,7941605), then generally 

south-westwards along the northern boundary of Nooitgedacht so as to 

exclude it to a point (417687,7940022), then south-eastwards to a point it 

meets Inyazura river, then generally north-eastwards to a point the 

boundary meets a point on the eastern of Adam (421192.8,7939836.1), then 

generally south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Adam Farm so as 

to include it to a point (422106,7936853), then generally south-westwards 

to a beacon 186/S, then generally southwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Gorubi springs so as to include to a point (420625,7929915) 

,then generally north-westwards to a point (419835,7930828), then 

generally south-westwards to a point (418846,7930055), then generally 
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north-westwards to a point (417234,7931507), then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Duhdem so as to include to a point 

(416549,7927873), then generally north-westwards to a point it meets 

Inyazura river, then generally southwards along Inyazura river to a point it 

meets railway line, then generally northwards along the railway line to a 

point it meets the southern boundary of Paines Plot (412998.9,7925891.2) 

,then generally south-westwards along the southern boundary of Paines Plot 

so as to include to a point (411769.1,7925020.0), then generally westwards 

to a point (409607.2,7925269.9), then generally north-eastwards to where it 

meets Inyazura river, then generally westwards along Inyazura river to a 

point (407458,7925039), then generally northwards to where it meets 

Nyamapembere river, then generally eastwards along Nyamapembere river to 

where it meets the western boundary of Gibraltar farm (419939,7944274), 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

419939, 7944274; 420293, 7943427; 419791, 7942260; 420258, 7941605; 

417687, 7940022; 421192.8, 7939836.1; 422106, 7936853; 420625, 

7929915; 419835, 7930828; 418846, 7930055; 417234, 7931507; 416549, 

7927873; 412998.9, 7925891.2; 411769.1, 7925020.0; 409607.2, 

7925269.9; 407458, 7925039; 419939, 7944274. 

Ward 34  

It is an area land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point 

(383512.5,7993791.1) on the southern farm boundary of Timber mills so as 

to exclude it, then generally eastwards along the southern boundaries of 

Timber mills and change range 1 so as to exclude them to a point 

(392771,7993564), then generally southwards to a point (393293,7991214), 

then generally eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Fairfield 11 

to a point (396673,7990112), then generally southwards along the western 

farm boundary of Fairfield 6 to a point (396982,7986754), then generally 

westwards along the southern boundary of Fairfield 11 so as to include it to 

a point (392593,7987558), then generally southwards along the western 

farm boundary of Eagles nest so as to exclude it to a point 

(393503,7983400), then generally south-westwards along the south-eastern 

boundary of Sandilboom so as to include it to a point (391786,798173), then 

generally westwards along the southern farm boundary of Lakewanspruit so 

as to include it to a point (389578,7981669), then generally southwards to a 

point (389591,7981398, then eastwards to a point (390857,7981168), then 

south-eastwards to a point (391121,7980321), then generally westwards to 

a point (389208,7980321), then generally south-westwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of De Rust so as to include it to a point 
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(387623,7977789), then generally westwards along the southern boundary 

of De Rust so as to include it to a point (384789,79878146), then generally 

north-eastwards along the western farm boundary Thabor so as to include it 

to a point (388763,7985251), then north-westwards along the southern 

boundary of 21 Fairfield estate to a point (384711,7986709), then north-

eastwards along the western boundary of 21 Fairfield estate to a point 

(386402, 7988801), then generally north-westwards to a point 

(385527,7990425), then generally westwards to a point (383277,7990491), 

then generally northwards along the westen farm boundary of 18 Fairfield 

estate to a point (383512.5,7993791.1) on the southern farm boundary of 

Timber mills, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

383512.5, 7993791.1; 392771, 7993564; 393293, 7991214; 396673, 

7990112; 396982, 7986754; 392593, 7987558; 393503, 7983400; 391786, 

798173; 389578, 7981669; 389591, 7981398; 390857, 7981168; 391121, 

7980321; 389208, 7980321; 387623, 7977789; 384789, 79878146; 

388763, 7985251; 384711, 7986709; 386402, 7988801; 385527, 7990425; 

383277, 7990491; 383512.5, 7993791.1. 

Ward 35  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point 

(421274.3,8034358.5) where Nyangadzi river meets the eastern boundary of 

Goedemoed farm then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Goedemoed so as to include it to a point (423726.4,8029536.9), then 

generally south westwards to a point (421980.3,8025073.4), then generally 

south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Connaught Estate so as to 

include it to where the boundary meets Nyakarudzi river, then generally 

westwards along Nyakarudzi river to its confluence with Nyamukamani 

river,then generally southwards along Nyamukamani river to where the river 

meets the western boundary of Sterkstroom (416394.9,8008266.5), then 

generally south westwards along the western farm boundary of Sterkstroom 

and Virginia so as to include them to where the boundary meets Nyangadzi 

river, then generally northwards along Nyangadzi river on the district 

boundary to a point (421274.3,8034358.5) where the river meets the eastern 

boundary of Goedemoed, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

421274.3, 8034358.5; 423726.4, 8029536.9; 421980.3, 8025073.4; 

416394.9, 8008266.5; 421274.3, 8034358.5. 
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Ward 36  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Inyangombe and Nyashatu stream, then generally south eastwards along 

Inyangombe river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(453978.7,8006042.8), then generally westwards along the unnamed stream 

to where an unnamed footpath crosses the stream, then generally 

northwards along the footpath to a point (9447937,8010919), then generally 

westwards to where the boundary meets a footpath (443807.3,8011692.2), 

then generally northwards along the unnamed footpath to where the 

footpath crosses an unnamed stream (445190.1,8023027.3), then generally 

north wards along the unnamed stream to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Dewerwi school (446599.8,8025052.0), then generally 

westwards to a point it meets Mutunguru river (438558.4,8024151,5), then 

generally northwards along Mutunguru to its confluence with Mwarazi river, 

then generally eastwards along Mwarazi river to where the boundary meets 

an unnamed road, then generally southwards to a point 

(446193.4,8025362.6), then generally eastwards along an unnamed footpath 

to as to exclude Dewerwi dip tank to where the footpath meets Nyashatu 

stream, then generally eastwards along Nyashatu river to its confluence with 

Inyangombe river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

453978.7, 8006042.8; 9447937, 8010919; 443807.3, 8011692.2; 445190.1, 

8023027.3; 446599.8, 8025052.0; 438558.4, 8024151,5; 446193.4, 

8025362.6. 

Ward 37  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the Harare 

Mutare high way crosses Macheke river, then generally eastwards along the 

Southern boundary of Murray field and Timber mills to a point the boundary 

meets the western boundary of farm 18 of Fairfield Estate, then generally 

northwards along the said boundary of Fairfield Estate to a point the 

boundary meets the northern boundary of farm 20 of Fairfield Estate then 

eastwards along the farm boundary of 20 Fairfield estate of as to include it, 

then generally south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of the said farm 

to a point the boundary meets the western boundary of 21 Fairfield estate so 

as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along the western 

boundary of 21 Fairfield to a point the boundary meets the farm beacon of 

properties 20,21,22 (384569.1,7986990.6), then generally eastwards along 

the northern boundary of farm 22 Fairfield estate so as to include it to a 

point the boundary meets a farm beacon of Moria, Thabor ,22 Fairfield 

estate (388796.4,7985494.5), then generally south-westwards along the 

western boundary of Thabor and De Rust so as to exclude them to a point 
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on the farm beacon of 26,28,woodlands and De Rust, then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of woodlands, the falls and 

Onbzerust so as to include them to a point (390792.2,7978287.9), then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Onze Rust so as to 

include it to a point it meets the Southern boundary of Onze Rust, then 

generally westwards along the southern boundary of Onze Rust to where the 

boundary meets farm beacon of 8 and 5 of Lawrencedale estate and 

Onzerust (389606.6,7973360.7), then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of farm 5 and 6 Lawrencedale so as to include them to a 

point the boundary meets the north western boundary of Edendale, then 

generally south westwards along the northwestern of Edendale as to exclude 

it to a point (390164.8,796641.2), then generally south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Edendale, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of the said farm to a point (396443.4,7966340.6), then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Netzewa so as to include it to a 

point the boundary meets the southern boundary of Netzewa Mayvale to a 

point (393977.7,7958896.8), then generally southwestwards along the farm 

boundary of Lesbury so as to include it to a point (388874.5,7951120.8), 

then generally westwards along the southern boundary of Lesbury to a point 

(386109.9,7951952.0), then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of Lesbury to a point (385748.5,7957660.1), then generally 

southwestwards along the southern boundary of Urmstom so as to include 

it to where the boundary meets Mucheke river, then generally northwards 

along Mucheke river to where the Harare Mutare highway crosses Mucheke 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

384569.1, 7986990.6; 388796.4, 7985494.5; 390792.2, 7978287.9; 

389606.6, 7973360.7; 390164.8, 796641.2; 396443.4, 7966340.6; 

393977.7, 7958896.8; 388874.5, 7951120.8; 386109.9, 7951952.0; 

385748.5, 7957660.1. 

Ward 38  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

summit of Ruanda hill beacon 363/s 1679-6, then generally eastwards 

along the northern boundary of 23 Lawrenceadale Estate farm to a point 

(411649.4,7971990.4), then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Farm 24A Lawrenceadale Estate so as to exclude it to a point it 

meets Chimbi river (410992.5,7968424.0), then generally southwards along 

Chimbi river to a point river meets an unnamed road, then generally 

southwards along the unnamed road to a point the road meets an unnamed 

stream (415720.3,7958965.0), then generally southwards along the 
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unnamed stream to its confluence with Rusape river, then generally 

westwards along Rusape river to a point the river meets the northern shores 

of Rusape dam,then along the northern shores of Rusape dam to a point 

(403849.4,7947551.1, then generally north-westwards along the western 

boundary of Lesapi Falls farm, Harrisonvile and Recondite so as to include 

the farms to a point (398794.0,7957628.9), then generally north-eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Harrisonvile to a point it meets Mezi river, 

then generally northwards along Mezzi river to a point it meets the southern 

boundary of emerald (401702.5,7961277.1), then generally north-westwards 

along southern boundary so as to include it to a point (399727,7961877.7), 

then generally south-westwards along the eastern boundary of emerald to a 

point (396506.72,7958263.05), then generally south-westwards to a point 

(395973.8,7958526.4), then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Netzewa so as to exclude it to a point (396481.2,7966312.0), 

then generally south-westwards, north-westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Edendale so as to include it to a point (390098.6,7966442.4), 

then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Edendale to a 

point (391957.3,7967554.1), then generally north-westwards along the 

western boundaries of Virginia so as to include it to a point 

(389691.4,7972996.6), then generally north-eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of 10 Lawrencedale Estate to the peak of Ruanda hill beacon 

363, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

411649.4, 7971990.4; 410992.5, 7968424.0; 415720.3, 7958965.0; 

403849.4, 7947551.1, 398794.0, 7957628.9; 401702.5, 7961277.1; 

399727, 7961877.7; 396506.72, 7958263.05; 395973.8, 7958526.4; 

396481.2, 7966312.0; 390098.6, 7966442.4; 391957.3, 7967554.1; 

389691.4, 7972996.6. 

Ward 39  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chamarema river and Macheke river, then generally eastwards along 

Macheke river to a point on its confluence with Nyamatsanga river, then 

generally northwards along Nyamatsanga river to a point the river meets an 

unnamed footpath, then generally westwards along the unnamed footpath to 

a point it meets an unnamed road (388801.3,7938853.9), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed footpath to where the footpath crosses 

Mutombwa river (389797.4,7933805.5), then generally northwards along 

Mutombwa river to a point (388772.8,7935456.9), then generally 

northwards to where the boundary meets the northern foot of Dendeura 

mountain (386957.5,7936758.5), then generally westwards to where it 
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meets Ngowe river, then generally southwards along Ngowe river to a point 

(384955.9,7931646.8), then generally westwards to a point the river meets 

an unnamed footpath, then generally westwards along the unnamed 

footpath to where the boundary meets an unnamed footpath 

(379873.4,7934537.5), then generally northwards to a point 

(380214.88,7935053.07), then general north westwards to a point 

(3759.7,7937922.0), then generally northwards to where the boundary 

meets Chikunzwi river (378574.9,7941753.1), then generally east wards so 

as to include Mutendebvure school along the unnamed footpath to a point 

(383854.9,7941670.2), then generally northwards along an unnamed 

footpath to where the footpath crosses Chamarema river, then generally 

northwards along Chamarema river to its confluence with Macheke river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

388801.3, 7938853.9; 389797.4, 7933805.5; 388772.8, 7935456.9; 

386957.5, 7936758.5; 384955.9, 7931646.8; 379873.4, 7934537.5; 

380214.88, 7935053.07; 378574.9, 7941753.1; 383854.9, 7941670.2. 
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RUSAPE TOWN COUNCIL  

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Chaminuka road and the Harare-Mutare road (4076613,7950182), then 

generally south-eastwards along the Harare-Mutare road to its junction with 

an unnamed dust road 407782,7949431 so as to include stands 7446-7448 

to its junction with an unnamed road 407685,7949340, then generally 

south-eastwards along the unnamed road so as to include stands 1397-

1415 to its junction with the Rusape-Wedza Road then south-westwards 

along the Rusape-Wedza Road to its junction with the Old Tsanazaguru 

road, then generally northwards along the Old Tsanzaguru road so as to 

exclude UVE Shopping centre to the junction of the Old Tsanzaguru road 

with an unnamed road 407605,7948408, then generally northwards along 

an unnamed road so as to exclude Garakai Hlalani Khule houses to a point 

on the junction with another unnamed road 407500.2,7948854.7, then 

generally westwards along the unnamed road to a point 

407444.5,7948835.3, then generally southwards to a point on the northern 

boundary of stand number 1884 of NHF Houses, then generally westwards 

along the northern boundary of stands 1883-1818 and 1821 to a point the 

boundary meets an unnamed road, then generally north-westwards along 

an unnamed road so as to exclude stands 1567-1548 and1555-1364 to a 

point it meets Vengere road, then generally northwards along Vengere road 

to a point on its junction with Chaminuka road, then generally northeast 

wards along Chaminuka road to its junction with the Harare- Mutare road, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 356 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

4076613, 7950182; 407782, 7949431; 407685, 7949340; 407605, 

7948408; 407500.2, 7948854.7; 407444.5, 7948835.3. 

Ward 2  

It as area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

confluence of Rusape River and an unnamed stream, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to a point the stream meets Diana‟s 

Vow road, then generally southwards along Diana Vow road so as to include 

stand numbers 2641-97 to its junction with Rusape–Nyanga road, then 

generally westwards along Rusape Nyanga road to its junction with Mutare-

Harare road, then generally southward along Mutare-Harare Road so as to 

include stand 365 to its junction with Chaminuka Road, then generally 

westwards along Chaminuka Road to its junction with Vengere Road, then 

generally southwards along Vengere Road to the junction of Vengere road 
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with an unnamed dust Road (406886.6,7949199.2), then generally north 

westwards along the unnamed dust road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (406833.98,7949262.13), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road so as to exclude stands 409 to 402,878 and 309 to the 

junction of the unnamed road with a  road (406988.4,7949522.8), then 

generally westwards along the  road so as to include stands 9,76,269 and 

220 to the junction of the road with Chiduku Road, then generally 

northwards along Chiduku Road so as include stand 217-211 to a point 

where the road meets the northern boundary of Chiduku Cottage Industries, 

then generally westwards along the northern boundary of Chiduku Cottage 

industry to a point the boundary meets an unnamed stream 

(406549.1,7949989.8), then generally westwards along the unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Rusape River, then generally northwards along 

Rusape river to its confluence with an unmanned stream, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

406886.6, 7949199.2; 406833.98, 7949262.13; 406988.4, 7949522.8; 

406549.1, 7949989.8. 

Ward 3  

It as area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Rusape River and an unnamed stream, then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to a point (406553,7949987), then generally southeast 

wards along the northern boundaries of Chiduku cottage industries so as to 

include them to a point the boundary meets Chiduku road 

(406721.4,7949886.3), then generally southwestwards along Chiduku road 

to a point it meets an unnamed road (406623.98,7949764.78), then 

generally southeast wards along the unnamed road so as to include stands 

4006,375-309 to a point of the junction with another unnamed road 

(406987,79419526), then generally southwards along the unnamed road so 

to include stands 309-409 to its junction with another unnamed dust road 

(406833.9,7949262.2), then generally south eastwards along the dust road 

to its junction with Vengere road, then generally southwestwards along 

Vengere road so as to include Kuture Shopping Centre and stands (1046-

1043) to its junction with an unnamed road (406795.4,7949035.8), then 

generally westwards along the road to a point the road meets Rusape river, 

then generally northwards along Rusape river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (406553,7949987), the starting point.The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

406553, 7949987; 406721.4, 7949886.3; 406623.98, 7949764.78; 406987, 

79419526; 406833.9, 7949262.2; 406795.4, 7949035.8; 406553, 7949987. 
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Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Rusape river and an unnamed stream (407748,7952402), then generally 

north wards along Rusape River so as to include Crocodile Motel to a point 

(408683.9,7953078.8), then generally southwards along the western farm 

boundaries of Castle Kop and Muhonde to a point where the bounadry 

meets an unnamed stream so as to include Old Magamba Stand Numbers 

2333 to 2454 (411036,7948454), then generally westwards along the said 

unnamed stream to a point the stream meets the Harare-Mutare road 

(408653, 7948524), then generally northwards along Harare-Mutare road to 

a point the road meets an unnamed stream (408484,7948816), then 

generally north wards along the said unnamed stream to a point 

(409356.9,7949870.7) so as to exclude Mabvazuva Clinic, then generally 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Mabvazuva primary school so 

as to exclude the school to a point the boundary meets an unnamed dust 

road, then generally northwards along the unnamed dust road to its 

junction with heroes road, then generally eastwards along heroes road to its 

junction with an unnamed road (409193,7950228), then generally 

northwards along an unnamed road to its junction with Jacaranda Drive, 

then generally westwards along Jacaranda drive to its junction with another 

unnamed road (409043,7950501), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with Rusape-Nyanga road, then generally 

northwards across Rusape-Nyanga road to a point the road meets Nyanga 

Drive, then generally eastwards along Nyanga drive, north-westwards along 

Nyanga drive to a point on the junction with an unnamed road, then 

generally northwards along an unnamed road so as to include stands 1458-

1452 to a point on the junction with another unnamed road 

(409222.3,7951473.9), then generally westwards along an unnamed road to 

its junction with Off Nyanga Drive, then generally northwards along Off 

Nyanga Drive to where the road crosses an unnamed stream, then generally 

northwestwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence with Rusape 

River, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA)coordinate: 

407748, 7952402; 408683.9, 7953078.8; 411036, 7948454; 408653, 

7948524; 408484, 7948816; 409356.9, 7949870.7; 409193, 7950228; 

409043, 7950501; 409222.3, 7951473.9. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where an 

unnamed dust road crosses Rusape river (405688,7949099), then generally 

eastwards along the said unnamed dust road so as to include Rujeko 

primary school to its junction with an unnamed dust road 
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(406441,7949123), then generally Southwards along an unnamed dust road 

to its junction with an unnamed dust road (406458.4,7948949.0), then 

eastwards along the unnamed dust road to its junction with an unnamed 

dust road (406593.5,7948930.0), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed dust road to a point the road meets the northern farm boundary 

of stand VE1210 (Zaoga church) (406596.6,7948947.9), then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of stand VE 1210 and 1209 to 

a point on Vengere road (406728.7,7948924.6), then generally southwards 

along Vengere road so as to exclude metro peach to its junction with an 

unnamed dust road (406662.1,7948541.8), then generally eastwards along 

the unnamed dust road so as to exclude stands 1783-1786 and include UVE 

Shopping Centre to its junction with old Tsanzaguru road 

(407600,7948409), then generally southwards along Old Tsanzaguru road to 

a point the road meets an unnamed stream (407407,7947938) on the shores 

of Rusape Dam,then generally westwards along the shores of Rusape Dam 

to a point on the mouth of Rusape River (405942,7948258), then generally 

northwards along Rusape river to where an unnamed dust road crosses the 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

405688, 7949099; 406441, 7949123; 406458.4, 7948949.0; 406593.5, 

7948930.0; 406596.6, 7948947.9; 406728.7, 7948924.6; 406662.1, 

7948541.8; 407600, 7948409; 407407, 7947938; 405942, 7948258. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Vengere Road and an unnamed road (406832.1,7949095.0), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed road so as to include stands 1355,1552 and 

1567 to a point where the road meets the northern boundary of stand 1821 

(407317.0,7948785.8), then generally eastwards along the northern 

boundary of stands 1880-1884 so as to include them to a point 

(407442.9,7948773.9), then generally northwards to a point where the 

boundary meets an unnamed dust road (407445.3,7948835.3), then 

generally north-eastwards along the unnamed dust road to the junction with 

Old Tsanzaguru road, then generally southwards along Old Tsanzaguru road 

so as to include stands 3454-3474 to its junction with an unnamed road 

407600.5,7948405.8, then generally westwards along the unnamed road so 

as to include stands 1853-1839,1820-1809,1796-1783,1546-1537 to its 

junction with Vengere Road, then generally northwards along Vengere Road 

so as to exclude stands 1263-1267,1232,1332,118,1183-1187 and 1209 to 

a point on the eastern boundary of stand 1209 (406727,7948928), then 

generally westwards along the northern boundary of stands 1209 and 1210 

to a point the boundary meets an unnamed dust road (406600.7,7948945.2) 
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,then generally southwards to a point (406600.7,7948931.1), then generally 

westwards along an unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed road 

(406456.6,7948950.7) , then generally northwards along the unnamed road 

to so as to exclude Rujeko primary school to a point (406472.9,7949073.4), 

then generally north-westwards along the north-eastern boundary of Rujeko 

primary school to where the boundary meets the unnamed road 

(406408.0,7949129.8), then generally eastwards along the unnamed road so 

as to exclude stands 1018,1017,976-965 and 1046 to its junction with 

Vengere road, then generally northwards to along Vengere road to its 

junction with an unnamed road, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

406832.1, 7949095.0; 407317.0, 7948785.8; 407442.9, 7948773.9; 

407445.3, 7948835.3; 407600.5, 7948405.8; 406727, 7948928; 406600.7, 

7948945.2; 406600.7, 7948931.1; 406456.6, 7948950.7; 406472.9, 

7949073.4; 406408.0, 7949129.8. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Rusape river and an unnamed road (403135,7942780), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed 

dust road so as to exclude Mega Market business Centre 

(404282.3,7941866.3), then generally southwards along the unnamed dust 

road on the eastern boundary of Tsanzaguru primary and high school to a 

point on the southern boundary of Rusape town council (403046.06, 

7940054.34), then generally north westwards along the southern boundary 

of Rusape town council to a point the boundary meets Rusape river, then 

generally northwards along Rusape river to a point on the bridge on Rusape 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

403135, 7942780; 404282.3, 7941866.3; 403046.06, 7940054.34. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

heroes road and an unnamed road (409120.80, 7950213,37), then generally 

southwards along an unnamed road so as to include stands 755-761 to a 

point on the northern boundary of Mabvazuva primary school, then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Mabvazuva primary 

school to a point it meets an unnamed stream (409372.5,7949875.5), then 

generally southwards along an unnamed stream to a point it meets Harare-

Mutare Road, then southwards along Harare-Mutare road to a point the 

road meets an unnamed stream, then generally southwestwards along an 
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unnamed stream to a point it meets old Tsanzaguru road (407407,7947917), 

then generally northward along old Tsanzaguru road to a point the road 

meets Rusape-Wedza, then generally north-eastwards along Rusape-Wedza 

road to a point the road meets an unnamed road (408179,7948818), then 

generally north-westwards along the unnamed road so as to include stands 

1401-1444 to its junction with another unnamed road 

(407684.5,7949346.6), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed 

road to its junction with the Harare-Mutare Road, then generally south-

eastwards along Harare-Mutare road so as to include stands 264-259 and 

Vengere High School to a point the boundary meets the eastern boundary of 

Vengere high school, then generally north-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Vengere high to a point the boundary meets Chingaira road, 

then northwards along Chingaira road so as to include Makoni country club 

to a point on the junction with Mabvazuva road, then generally eastwards 

along Mabvazuva road so as to include stands 904-882 to a point on the 

junction with heroes road then eastwards along heroes road to its junction 

with an unnamed road (409120.80, 7950213.37), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

409120.80, 7950213.37; 409160, 7949913; 409372.5, 7949875.5; 408179, 

7948818; 407684.5, 7949346.6; 409120.80, 7950213.37. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Mutare 

road crosses an unnamed stream (408481.9,7948816.9), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to point the stream meets the eastern 

boundary of Rusape town council (411025,7948436), then generally south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Rusape town council to trig beacon 

281/T, then generally south-westwards along the south eastern boundary of 

Rusape town council to a point (403476.8, 7939690.6), then generally 

north-westward along the south western boundary of Rusape town council 

to a point the boundary meets a foot path (403043,7940052), then north 

eastward along the foot path to a point the footpath meets an unnamed road 

(403367, 7940613), then generally north eastwards along the unnamed road 

so as to exclude tsanzaguru primary and tsanzaguru high school to its 

intersection with an unnamed road (404402.2,7941746.1) so as to exclude 

the church, then generally north eastward along an unnamed road to its 

intersection with Rusape river,then generally northwards along Rusape river 

to a point on southern shore of Rusape dam, then generally eastwards along 

the western shores of Rusape dam to a point on the mouth of an unnamed 

stream, then eastwards along the unnamed stream to where the Harare-

Mutare Road crosses the unnamed stream,the starting point.The area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

408481.9, 7948816.9; 411025, 7948436; 403476.8, 7939690.6; 403043, 

7940052; 403367, 7940613; 404402.2, 7941746.1. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Diana Vow 

(North Road) crosses an unnamed stream (408554.6, 7951937.2), then 

generally South-eastwards along the unnamed stream to a point the stream 

meets the Off Nyanga drive, then generally southwards along the Off Nyanga 

road to its junction with an unnamed road (409116.9,7951481.6), then 

generally eastwards along an unnamed road so as to include stands 1478 

and 1465 to its junction with an unnamed road (409224.6,7951474.1), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road to the road‟s junction with 

Nyanga drive, then generally south-eastwards,  then westwards along 

Nyanga drive to a point 408991.9,7950971.3, then generally southwards 

across Rusape-Nyanga road to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road so as to include stands 

555,502,571,581,582,598 to its junction with Jacaranda drive, then 

eastwards along jacaranda drive to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road to its junction with heroes 

road, then generally westwards along heroes road into Mabvazuva road its 

junction with Chingaira street, then generally south-eastwards along 

Chingaira street to the point Chingaira meets an unnamed road, then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road so as to include stand 

number 306 (Vengere high) to the junction of the unnamed road and the 

Harare-Mutare road, then generally northwestwards along the Harare-

Mutare road to its junction with the Rusape-Nyanga road, then generally 

eastwards along the Rusape-Nyanga road to its junction with Diana Vow 

(North Road), then generally northwards along Diana Vow road to a point 

the road crosses an unnamed stream, starting Point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 408554.6, 

7951937.2; 409116.9, 7951481.6; 409224.6, 7951474.1; 408991.9, 

7950971.3. 
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MUTARE MUNICIPALITY  

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where a 

power line crosses Jelf road adjacent to Stand 9603 Garikai Phase 2, then 

generally southwards along Jelf road up to its junction with an unnamed 

dust road (459731,7900606), then generally eastwards along the said dust 

road up to its junction with another unnamed road (460337.4,7900335.9) 

adjacent to St Joseph‟s Jehovah‟s Witness church so as to include St 

Joseph‟s Jehovah‟s Witness church then, eastwards along the said 

unnamed road up to a stream so as to exclude St Joseph‟s cemetery, then 

generally southwards along the said stream to its confluence with Sakubva 

river, then further southwards along Sakubva river to its confluence with 

another stream so as to include Natview Park, then generally northwards 

along the said stream to a point where the it meets a power line 

(458943.6,7900767.6) adjacent to Stand 3113 Hobhouse Township so as to 

exclude Stand 3113 Hobhouse Township, then eastwards along the said 

power line to Jelf road, the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

459731, 7900606; 460337.4, 7900335.9; 458943.6, 7900767.6. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Sakubva river and Nyakamete stream, then generally eastwards along 

Nyakamete stream to Chimanimani road then generally south westwards 

along Chimanimani road up to Holy Name church, then generally 

northwards along an unnamed dust road so as to exclude Holy Name 

church to Chineta road, then generally north eastwards along Chineta road 

up to an unnamed tarred road (462971.4,7900009.8), then generally 

northwards along the said unnamed tarred road so as to exclude Rufaro 

shops to its junction with another unnamed road (462924.4,7900095.9), 

then generally westwards along an unnamed road to Wanamati Avenue, 

then northwards along Wanamati Avenue so as to exclude the Sakubva 

water tanks, then generally westwards along an imaginary line passing 

Murapa Avenue to Sakubva river, then generally eastwards along Sakubva 

river to its confluence with Nyakamete stream, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

462971.4, 7900009.8; 462924.4, 7900095.9. 
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Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Ollyn Avenue and an unnamed dust road (462358,7900321) adjacent to Full 

Gospel Church so as to exclude Full Gospel Church, then generally 

eastwards following the said unnamed dust road to its junction with 

Wanamati Avenue, then generally southwards along Wanamati Avenue to 

the southern boundary of Grace Tabernacle church so as to include Grace 

Tabernacle church, then generally eastwards along an unnamed dust road 

to its junction with an unnamed road (462717,7900021) so as to include 

Sakubva Block yard, then eastwards along another unnamed road so as to 

include Rufaro shops (462920, 7900083), then eastwards following an 

unnamed tarred road to its junction with Chineta road, then generally 

southwards along Chineta road to its junction with an unnamed dust road 

(462952.5,7899997.5), then generally eastwards along the said unnamed 

dust road so as to exclude Avenues to Chimanimani road 

(463055.9,7899792.7 then generally southwards along Chimanimani road to 

its junction with St Hellen‟s Drive so as to exclude CSC, then southwards to 

the peak of an unnamed hill (461111, 7897993), then westwards along the 

Dangamvura mountain range to Sakubva river, then generally northwards 

along Sakubva river to St Joseph‟s cemetery (460810.3,7900087.2) so as to 

exclude St Joseph‟s cemetery to its confluence with an unamed stream, then 

generally eastwards along an unnamed stream to the eastern boundary of 

Mutanda Primary School, then generally northwards along Ollyn Avenue to 

the southern boundary of Chisamba grounds so as to exclude Chisamba 

grounds, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Chisamba 

Grounds to an unnamed road, then generally southwards along the said 

unnamed road to its intersection with Mazhambe road, then generally 

eastwards along Mazhambe road to Ollyn Avenue, then generally 

northwards along Ollyn Avenue across Musa Road up to an unnamed road, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

462358, 7900321; 462717, 7900021; 462920, 7900083; 462952.5, 

7899997.5; 463055.9, 7899792.7; 461111, 7897993; 460810.3, 7900087.2. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

an unnamed dust road and Ollyn Avenue, then generally southwards along 

Ollyn Avenue up to its junction with Mazhambe road, then generally 

westwards along Mazhambe road to a junction (461706.5,7899780.2) after 

Sakubva Beit Hall, then generally northwards along an unnamed road to 

House Number 140 Old Chisamba (461687.7,7899889.8) so as to include it, 

then generally westwards along the northern boundary of House Number 
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140 Old Chisamba towards the southern boundary of Chisamba grounds to 

Ollyn Avenue, then generally southwards along Ollyn Avenue to a stream 

(461543.7,899519), then generally westwards along the said stream up to 

Sakubva sewage works, then north eastwards so as to include the Sakubva 

Sewage Works (460895, 789996), then generally eastwards towards 

Chisamba Singles to the Chisamba Primary School southern boundary so as 

to exclude it then further eastwards along the Chisamba Primary eastern 

boundary up to Ollyn Avenue then generally northwards along Ollyn Avenue 

to its junction with Musa road then generally eastwards along Musa road to 

its junction with an unnamed road (461868.6,7900191.2), then generally 

southwards along the said unnamed road to another junction with an 

unnamed road (461889.3,7900118.0), then generally eastwards along an 

unnamed road to a junction with another unnamed road 

(461970.7,7900146.6), then northwards along an unnamed road to its 

junction with an unnamed road (461942,7900270) so as to exclude New 

Dangare, then generally eastwards along an unnamed road up to Ollyn 

Avenue, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

461706.5, 7899780.2; 461687.7, 7899889.8; 461543, 7899519; 460895, 

789996; 461868.6, 7900191.2; 461889.3, 7900118.0; 461970.7, 

7900146.6; 461942, 7900270. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the World Bank 

road bridge crossing Sakubva river (462252,7900989) to Sakubva water 

tanks so as to include them to its intersection with Wanamati road, then 

generally southwards following Wanamati road to its junction with an 

unnamed dust road adjacent to UCCZ church so as to include UCCZ 

church, then generally westwards along the said unnamed dust road across 

Ollyn Avenue to a junction adjacent to New Dangare (461944,7900271) so 

as to include New Dangare, then southwards along an unnamed dust road 

across Musa road to a junction (461977,7900138), then westwards along an 

unnamed dust road toits junction with an unnamed dust road 

(461869,7900176), then northwards along an unnamed dust road up to 

Musa road, then westwards along Musa road to Ollyn Avenue, then 

southwards along Ollyn Avenue to the Chisamba Primary southern 

boundary so as to include Chisamba Primary, then generally westwards 

along the said boundary up to its western boundary then westwards so as to 

exclude the Sakubva sewage works to a stream (460895,7899967), then 

generally westwards along the said stream up to Sakubva river 

(460830,7900044), then generally northwards along Sakubva river to World 

bank road bridge, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

462252, 7900989; 461944, 7900271; 461977, 7900138; 461869, 7900176; 

460895, 7899967; 460830, 7900044. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from point where the 

Magamba Drive crosses an unnamed stream (460940.8,7902589.7) adjacent 

to the western boundary of Murahwa Primary School so as to exclude 

Murahwa Primary School, then generally southwards along the said stream 

so as to include the TM shops to the Harare-Mutare railway line 

(460841,7901292), then eastwards following the Harare Mutare railway line 

across World bank road to Nyapfumbi stream (462528,7901092), then 

generally southwards along Nyapfumbi stream to its confluence with 

Sakubva river (462428,7901004), then generally westwards along Sakubva 

river to a stream adjacent to St Joseph‟s cemetery (460368,7900080) so as 

to include St Joseph‟s cemetery, then northwards along the said stream to 

an unnamed dust road adjacent to Stand 6625 St Joseph‟s so as to exclude 

Stand 6625 St Joseph‟s, then generally westwards along the said dust road 

up to its junction with another unnamed dust road, then generally 

northwards along the said dust road to its junction with Jelf road, then 

generally northwards along Jelf road to its junction with Magamba road, 

then generally eastwards along Magamba Drive where it crosses an 

unnamed stream (460940.8,7902589.7) adjacent to Murahwa Primary 

School, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

460940.8, 7902589.7; 460841, 7901292; 462528, 7901092; 462428, 

7901004; 460368, 7900080; 460940.8, 7902589.7. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the telephone 

base stations on the Dangamvura mountain (457654,7899225), then 

generally southwards to Mutare School of Preaching‟s eastern boundary to 

Musikavanhu road, then generally westwards along the said road to its 

junction with an unnamed tarred road (457440.0,7898823.9), then 

generally westwards along the said unnamed tarred road to „A‟ bus stop 

(456989.8,7898715.1) so as to include „A‟ bus stop, then southwards along 

the tarred road up to Baptist church so as to include the church, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Baptist church to an unamed 

dust road, then southwards along an unnamed dust road to a junction with 

another unnamed dust road (457115.1,7 898522.8), then generally 

eastwards following the said dust road to an unnamed tarred road adjacent 
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to stand number 758 Dangamvura Township so as to exclude stand number 

758 Dangamvura Township (457360.1,7898377.2), then generally 

southwards along the said tarred road to its  junction with another 

unnamed tarred road adjacent to Methodist Church so as to exclude 

Methodist Church we, then generally eastwards along an unnamed tarred 

road to Dangamvura Complex, further to Nyamauru stream then 

southwards along Nyamauru stream to Sakubva river, then southwards 

along the said Sakubva river to the western municipal boundary, then 

generally northwards along the said municipal boundary so as to include 

Gimboki Barracks, then westwards along the municipal boundary to the 

Feruka Refinery‟s southern boundary to its intersection with Sakubva river, 

then generally eastwards across Sakubva river  to telephone base stations 

on the Dangamvura mountain, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

457654, 7899225; 457440.0, 7898823.9; 456989.8, 7898715.1; 457115.1, 

7898522.8; 457360.1, 7898377.2. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

Dangamvura mountain peak (459172.0,7898789.9), then generally 

southwards along a depression to Musikavanhu road (458961.3,7898079.2) 

so as to include Day Saints Church and Dangamvura Area 13 to an 

unnamed dust road so as to exclude AFM church (458402.2, 7897629.6) to 

its intersection with Nyamauru stream (457781,7897460), then generally 

south westwards along the said Nyamauru stream to where the tarred road 

crosses it (the Dangamvura Complex), then generally westwards along the 

said tarred road up to a junction adjacent to Methodist Church so as to 

include Methodist Church, then generally northwards along a tarred road 

up to Stand 758 Dangamvura Township so as to include Stand 758 

Dangamvura Township, then generally westwards along an unnamed dust 

road to the Baptist Church so as to exclude Baptist Church, then 

northwards along the Baptist Church eastern boundary to its northern 

boundary, then westwards along the said northern boundary to a tarred 

road, then generally northwards along the said tarred road up to „A‟ bus stop 

so as to include „A‟ bus stop, then generally eastwards along the same tarred 

road to Musikavanhu road then eastwards along Musikavanhu road to the 

Mutare School of Preaching eastern boundary then northwards along the 

said eastern boundary towards its northern boundary, then northwards 

towards the Dangamvura Mountain Range peak, then eastwards along the 

Dangamvura mountain range to the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:: 
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459172.0, 7898789.9; 458961.3, 7898079.2; 458402.2, 7897629.6; 

457781, 7897460. 

Ward 9  

lt is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

Dangamvura mountain peak (460210,7898493), then generally southwards 

to the junction of Musikavanhu road and Blessing Makunike road, then 

southwards along Blessing Makunike road to an unnamed stream adjacent 

to St Marys Methodist church (458127.2,7896423.1) so as to include St 

Marys Methodist church, then westwards along the said unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Nyamauru stream (459720,7897236), then westwards 

along Nyamauru stream to its confluence with another unnamed stream 

(457788, 7897446), then generally northwards along the said stream so as 

to exclude Mangenje shops to Musikavanhu road (458961.3,7898079.2), 

then northwards towards the Dangamvura mountain range peak 

(459513,7898661), then generally eastwards along the Dangamvura 

mountain range peak, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

460210, 7898493; 458127.2, 7896423.1; 459720, 7897236; 457788, 

7897446; 458961.3, 7898079.2; 459513, 7898661. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Fifth Avenue intersects with Nyapfumbi stream (465171,7902508), then 

generally eastwards along Fifth Avenue up to its intersection with Fourth 

street, then generally southwards along the said Fourth street to its 

intersection with C Avenue, then generally eastwards along C Avenue 

towards the Aloe park, then generally southwards along the Aloe park 

western boundary so as to exclude Aloe park to Bridge road, then generally 

eastwards along Bridge road to its junction with Park Road, then south 

westwards along Park road up to its intersection with Vumba road then 

south westwards along St Helen‟s Drive to Nyakamete stream 

(464302.3,7899296.6), then generally eastwards along Nyakamete stream so 

as to exclude Mutare Board and Paper Mills to Vumba road, then generally 

south eastwards along Vumba road to the southern municipal boundary, 

then westwards along the southern municipal boundary across 

Chimanimani road to Stand 19462 Dangamvura Township (Mai Maria 

village) western boundary so as to include Stand 19462 Dangamvura 

Township (Mai Maria village), then generally north eastwards towards Stand 

26815 Dangamvura Township (Hill view) so as to include stand number 

26815 Dangamvura Township (Hill view) to Musikavanhu road adjacent to 

the Dangamvura water tanks so as to include them, then northwards to the 
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peak of the Dangamvura mountain range (460174,7898487), then 

eastwards along the Dangamvura mountain range across Chimanimani road 

to a mountain peak (461114,7897984), then generally northwards to its 

intersection with Chimanimani road, then north-eastwards along 

Chimanimani road so as to include CSC up to Nyakamete stream adjacent 

to Moffat Hall, then generally westwards along Nyakamete stream to its 

confluence with Sakubva river (463302,7900893), then westwards along 

Sakubva River to its confluence with Nyapfumbi stream (462446,7900980), 

then northwards following Nyapfumbi stream, then generally northwards 

into Dawson street (463555, 7901500), to its intersection with an unnamed 

tarred road adjacent to Stand 851 Umtali Township, then generally 

northwards along the said tarred road  to its junction with Simon Mazorodze 

road, then generally eastwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its 

intersection with Chimoio Avenue, then generally northwards along Chimoio 

Avenue so as to exclude Coca cola sales depot (464079,7901903), then 

generally eastwards along the western boundaries of Stands 831, 838A and 

838B Umtali Township (464240,7901973) so as to include them, then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Stand 2796 Umtali 

Township into Hosgood Avenue to its junction with Simon Mazorodze road, 

then generally northwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its intersection 

with C Avenue, then generally eastwards along C Avenue to Nyapfumbi 

stream adjacent to Mutare Hall so as to exclude Mutare Hall, then generally 

northwards along the said Nyapfumbi stream to to Fifth Avenue, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

465171, 7902508; 464302.3, 7899296.6; 460174, 7898487; 461114, 

7897984; 463302, 7900893; 462446, 7900980; 463555, 7901500; 464079, 

7901903; 464240, 7901973. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at peak of 

the Cecil Kopje mountain (468251,7906158), then generally southwards 

along the eastern municipal boundary (International Boundary) so as to 

exclude Lowlands farms (468159,7896590), then generally westwards along 

the same municipal boundary so as to include Prince of Wales View 

(467232,7897028), then generally westwards along the Vumba road to 

Nyakamete stream, then westwards along the said Nyakamete stream to St 

Helen‟s Drive, then north-eastwards to its intersection with Vumba road, 

then north eastwards along Park road to its junction with Bridge road, then 

generally westwards along Bridge road to the western boundary of Aloe park 

(465073,7901141), then northeastwards along the said Aloe park western 

boundary to C Avenue, then generally westwards along C Avenue to its 
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intersection with Fourth street, then north eastwards along Fourth street to 

its intersection with Fifth Avenue, then generally westwards to where it 

crosses Nyapfumbi stream (465161,7902547), then generally northwards 

following Nyapfumbi stream to the western property boundary of Hillside 

Golf Course further to Umsasa Drive, then north westwards along Umsasa 

Drive to Murambi Drive, then south westwards along Murambi Drive to its 

intersection with Robert Mugabe Road, then southwards along Robert 

Mugabe Road to the northern boundary of the Victoria Chitepo Hospital 

(464607,7903591), then westwards along the northern Victoria Chitepo 

Hospital to the hospital hill peak (463992,7903014), then north westwards 

up to an unnamed stream adjacent to Stand 3838 Umtali Township 

(Hospital Hill) so as to include Stand 3838 Umtali Township (Hospital Hill), 

then generally northwards along the said stream to Magamba road, then 

eastwards along Magamba road to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, 

then generally northwestwards along Robert Mugabe road towards 

Christmas pass so as to exclude Christmas pass water tanks to the northern 

municipal boundary, then generally eastwards along the northern municipal 

boundary towards the international boundary the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

468251, 7906158; 468159, 7896590; 467232, 7897028; 464846, 7899062; 

465073, 7901141; 465161, 7902547; 464607, 7903591; 463992, 7903014. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where 

the northern municipal boundary and Robert Mugabe road meets, then 

south eastwards along Robert Mugabe road towards the CBD to its junction 

with Magamba road, then westwards along Magamba road to a depression 

adjacent to Stand 2200 Umtali Township, Fairbridge Park (463737,7903807) 

so as to exclude it, then south westwards along the said depression to Stand 

3838 Umtali Township (Hospital Hill) so as to exclude it (463854,7903223), 

then south eastwards to hospital hill peak, then generally eastwards along 

the northern Victoria Chitepo Hospital property boundary to Robert Mugabe 

road, then north westwards along Robert Mugabe road to its intersection 

with Murambi Drive, then north eastwards along Murambi Drive to its 

junction with Umsasa Drvie adjacent to the western property boundary of 

Hillside Golf Course, then generally southwards along Umsasa Drive to 

Nyapfumbi stream, then southwards along Nyapfumbi stream up to C 

Avenue then north westwards along C Avenue up to its junction with Simon 

Mazorodze road then generally westwards along Simon Mazorodze road up 

to its junction with Hosgood Avenue then north westwards along the said 

Hosgood Avenue then along the northern boundary of Stand 2796 Umtali 
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Township so as to exclude Stand 2796 Umtali Township, then generally 

westwards along the western boundary of Stands 831,848A, and 848B 

Umtali Township up to Chimoio Avenue, then south westwards along 

Chimoio Avenue to its junction with Simon Mazorodze road, then generally 

westwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its junction with an unnamed 

tarred road so as to include stand 851 Umtali Township, then south 

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Riverside Avenue, 

then westwards along Riverside Avenue to a stream (463608,7901497), then 

across the said stream into Dawson Street, then south westwards along 

Dawson Street to Nyapfumbi stream (463386, 7901299), then generally 

southwards along Nyapfumbi stream to the Harare-Mutare railway line, then 

westwards along railway line up to World bank dust road, then generally 

northwards along the said World bank road to a point (462230,7901420), 

then north eastwards towards the Yeovil Cemetery so as to include Yeovil 

Sewerage Works up to a stream (462806,7901618), then north westwards 

towards Simon Mazorodze road so as to include the Yeovil cemetery then 

north westwards along Bonda road to its junction with Makoni Drive, then 

north eastwards along Makoni Drive to stand 1613 Chikanga Township so 

as to exclude stand 1613 Chikanga Township, then generally north 

westwards so as to include stand 7724 Westlea across Aerodrome road, then 

north westwards along a stream up to Magamba road 

(462195.8,7903291.4), then westwards along Magamba road so as include 

Herbert Chitepo Barracks, then along the Herbert Chitepo Barracks western 

boundary, then north westwards towards Murahwa Mountain to the 

northern municipal boundary, then generally eastwards along the northern 

municipal boundary up to its intersection with Robert Mugabe road the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

463737, 7903807; 463854, 7903223; 463608, 7901497; 463386, 7901299; 

462230, 7901420; 462806, 7901618; 462195.8, 7903291.4. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

Christmas pass mountain range peak (457459,7904456) along the northern 

municipal boundary, then generally southwards towards Murahwa 

mountain up to Magamba road so as to exclude the Herbert Chitepo 

Barracks, then generally westwards along Magamba road up to the railway 

line, then generally eastwards along the railway line up to a stream adjacent 

to stand 9208 Chikanga Township (Dreamhouse) (458807,7901261)so as to 

exclude to stand 9208 Chikanga Township (Dreamhouse), then generally 

southwards along the said stream up to a power line so as to include the 

Hobhouse hill (458945,7900757), then westwards along the said power line 
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to an unnamed tarred road, then westwards along the said tarred road to a 

stream adjacent to Hobhouse Shop (457359,7900957.7) so as to include 

Hobhouse Shop, then generally southwards along the said stream to its 

confluence with Sakubva river, then southwards along Sakubva river across 

Feruka road to a point adjacent to Dangamvura filling station 

(456438.4,7899594.4) so as to exclude Dangamvura cemetery, then 

generally westwards up to the western municipal boundary along the 

Feruka oil refinery western property boundary, then generally northwards 

along the western municipal boundary to the Harare-Mutare railway line, 

then generally eastwards along the Harare Mutare railway line (municipal 

boundary) up to Plot 14 Weirmouth so as to include Plot 14 Weirmouth, 

then generally northwards along the municipal boundary towards the 

mountain range peak, then generally eastwards along the municipal 

boundary to starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

457459, 7904456; 458807, 7901261; 458945, 7900757; 457359, 

7900957.7; 456438.4, 7899594.4. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Magamba road adjacent to Stand 115 Chikanga Township 

(462195.8,7903291.4) so as to include the said stand, then south eastwards 

along a stream up to Aerodrome road, then south eastwards so as to include 

Seventh Day Adventist Church up to Makoni road adjacent to Stand 1613 

Chikanga Township so as to include Stand 1613 Chikanga Township, then 

south westwards along Makoni road up to its junction with Bonda road, 

then south eastwards along Bonda road so as to exclude Yeovil cemetery to 

an unnamed stream (462804,7901634), then generally westwards so as to 

exclude the Yeovil Sewerage Works to World bank road, then north 

westwards along the World Bank road to Stand 1413 Chikanga Township 

then north westwards along a power line towards Aerodrome road to 

Magamba road so as to include Stand 1062 Chikanga Township 

(461471.7,7902761.4), then generally eastwards along Magamba road to 

Stand 115 Chikanga Township, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

462195.8, 7903291.4; 462804, 7901634; 461471.7, 7902761.4. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamauru stream and an unnamed stream adjacent to Stand 2799 

Dangamvura Township (457480.4,7897704.4) so as to exclude the said 

Stand, then generally eastwards along Nyamauru stream up to its 
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confluence with another unnamed stream adjacent to stand 5250 

Dangamvura (Area 3) (457779.3,7897468.6), then generally eastwards up to 

Stand 18246 Dangamvura (Area 3) (458038.0,7896835.1) so as to include 

Stand 18246 Dangamvura (Area 3), then generally westwards to a tarred 

road going towards Dangamvura Complex (457896.0,7896813.9), then 

generally westwards along the said tarred road to a junction adjacent to 

Dangamvura Complex so as to include Dangamvura Complex, then south 

westwards along an unnamed tarred road up to a stream adjacent to Stand 

5622 Dangamvura Township (456991,7896811) so as to include Stand 5622 

Dangamvura Township, then generally eastwards along the said stream to a 

point adjacent to ZAOGA Area 3 Church (457339,7896427), then generally 

westwards into an unnamed dust road on the southern boundary of ZAOGA 

church so as to include ZAOGA church, then westwards along the said dust 

road up to Stand 5434 Dangamvura Township, then southwards so as to 

exclude Federation Phase 1 up to an unnamed hill (457227,7895621) so as 

to exclude the unnamed road, then south westwards along the southern 

municipal boundary up a hill (454137,7893801), then westwards along the 

western municipal boundary to Sakubva River, then northwards along 

Sakubva River to its confluence with Nyamauru stream, then eastwards 

along the Nyamauru stream up to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(457806,7897425), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

457480.4, 7897704.4; 457779.3, 7897468.6; 458038.0, 7896835.1; 

457896.0, 7896813.9; 456991, 7896811; 457339, 7896427; 456976, 

7896415; 457227, 7895621; 454137, 7893801; 457806, 7897425. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point adjacent 

to Stand 100 Chikanga Township along Magamba road (461476,7902716) 

so as to exclude Stand 100 Chikanga Township, then south eastwards along 

a power line to Aerodrome road, then south eastwards towards World Bank 

road across an unnamed stream to the Harare-Mutare railway line so as to 

exclude the Yeovil Sewerage Works, then generally westwards along the 

Harare-Mutare railway line across the unnamed stream to another unnamed 

stream adjacent to Stand 3157 Chikanga 2 Township (460854,7901267) so 

as to include Stand 3157 Chikanga 2 Township, then generally northwards 

along the said stream across Bongahara road to a point where the stream 

meets with Magamba road on the western boundary of Murahwa Primary 

School (460942,7902588) so as to include Murahwa Primary School, then 

eastwards along Magamba road up to Stand 486 Chikanga Township, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

461476, 7902716; 460854, 7901267; 460942, 7902588. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where an 

unnamed stream meets with a power line adjacent to Stand 3113 Hobhouse 

Township (458945.6,7900771.6) so as to include Stand 3113 Hobhouse 

Township, then southwards along the said stream to its confluence with 

Sakubva river (458915.7,7899450.4), then generally westwards along 

Sakubva river to its confluence with an unnamed stream adjacent to Plot 20 

Weirmouth Township (457038.4,7900200.7) so as to exclude Plot 20 

Weirmouth Township, then generally northwards along the said stream to a 

point it meets with an unnamed tarred road adjacent to United Methodist 

Church (457359.2,7900960.5) so as to exclude United Methodist Church, 

then eastwards along the said unnamed tarred road to Stand 3069 

Hobhouse Township so as to include Stand 3069 Hobhouse Township, then 

eastwards along the power line up to a point it meets with a unnamed 

stream (458945.6,7900771.6), the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

458945.6, 7900771.6; 458915.7, 7899450.4; 457038.4, 7900200.7; 

457359.2, 7900960.5; 458945.6, 7900771.6. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

Dangamvura mountain peak (460171.8,789849.1), then generally 

southwards up to Musikavanhu road adjacent to Dangamvura water tanks 

so as to exclude them, then southwards towards Stand 9319 Dangamvura 

Township so as to include Stand 9319 Dangamvura Township, then south 

westwards across Nyamauru stream along the eastern boundary of Stand 

8316 Dangamvura Township so as to include Stand 8316 Dangamvura 

Township, to the southern municipal boundary so as to exclude Mai Maria 

Village (458986, 7895696), then generally westwards along the southern 

municipal boundary towards a hill so as to include the Dangamvura Area 3 

water tanks (457219,7895679), then north westwards towards Area 3 

Extension into an unnamed dust road on the southern boundary of Stand 

5434 Dangamvura Township (456978.6,7896473.1) so as to exclude Stand 

5434 Dangamvura Township, then eastwards along the said dust road up to 

an unnamed stream adjacent to ZAOGA church (457342.1,7896472.8) so as 

to exclude ZAOGA church, then generally westwards along the said stream 

to a point it meets with an unnamed tarred road (456984,7896835), then 

north eastwards along the said tarred road up to its junction with another 

unnamed tarred road adjacent to Stand 4840 Dangamvura Township (Area 
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3) so as to include Stand 4840 Dangamvura Township (Area 3), then south 

eastwards along the said unnamed tarred road up to its junction with 

another unnamed tarred road adjacent to Remainder of stand 5373 

Dangamvura Township so as to exclude Remainder of stand 5373 

Dangamvura Township (457895.2,7896814.4), then eastwards along the 

said unnamed tarred road towards Stand 18426 Dangamvura Township so 

as to exclude Stand 18426 Dangamvura Township, then eastwards along to 

an unnamed stream then southwards along the said unnamed stream up to 

a point the stream meets with Blessing Makunike road then north 

eastwards along Blessing Makunike road up to its junction with 

Musikavanhu road then to the Dangamvura mountain range peak 

(460171.8,789849.1), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

460171.8, 789849.1; 458986, 7895696; 457219, 7895679; 456978.6, 

7896473.1; 457342.1, 7896472.8; 456984, 7896835; 457895.2, 7896814.4; 

460171.8, 789849.1. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Magamba Road and Jelf road, then generally southwards along Jelf road 

adjacent to the Harare-Mutare railway line up to a point where a power line 

crosses the said Jelf road adjacent Stand 9565 Chikanga Township (Dream 

house) (459747,7900726) so as to include Stand 9565 Chikanga Township 

(Dream house), then generally westwards along the power line up to an 

unnamed stream adjacent to Stand 9019 Mutare Township (Garikai 2) 

(458943.7,7900767.0) so as to exclude Stand 9019 Mutare Township 

(Garikai 2), then northwards along the said stream to a point it meets with 

the Harare- Mutare railway line, then generally westwards along the said 

Harare-Mutare railway line to a point the railway line meets with Magamba 

road, then eastwards along Magamba road to its junction with Jelf road, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

459747, 7900726; 458943.7, 7900767.0. 
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MUTARE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the common 

beacon of Valhalla, Ruati, Lowlands and Lee farms so as to exclude them 

(430951,7929283), then generally eastwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties; Delamore, the northern and north eastern boundaries 

of Wilderness and game valley, the north eastern boundaries of Nyamajura 

resettlement across Odzi river so as to include them to the peak of Mt Jenya 

(449469,7925201), then southwards to a point on Odzi river (445992, 

7923231), then along the Odzi river to the northen boundary of Alma 

properties so as to exclude it (439651,7911557), then generally westwards 

so as to exclude the following properties Alma, Rus En Vrede, Good Hope 

and Willows (426401,7912430), then generally northwards so as to include 

the following properties Zaahoek, Gwinanzira Rebeuni, Tobruk, 

Gazala,Merrilees, to a point on peak of unnamed mountain 

(424127,7925558), then generally eastwards following the northern 

boundary of Merrilees and western boundary of Delamore so as to include 

them to the common beacon of Valhalla, Ruati, Lowlands and Lee farms 

(430951,792283), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

430951, 7929283; 449469, 7925201; 445992, 7923231; 439651, 7911557; 

426401, 7912430; 424127, 7925558; 430951, 792283. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of the northern boundary of Corona Farm and Tsungwezi river 

(410175,7897987) so as to include it, then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to the peak of Achnashie mountain (416647,7894186), then 

generally southwards so as to include the following properties Blairnairn, 

Rashipangu, Ardrostan 1 to a point the intersection of the eastern boundary 

of Adraston 1 and the northern boundary of Rothnic property so as to 

exclude Rothnic property (421586,78887922), then generally westwards 

along the northern boundary of Hazeldene and Dindiri properties so as to 

exclude them to a point on Rashipangu mountain summit 

(415776,7886959), then generally southwards to a point on Dindiri 

mountain summit (413095,7885331), then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to the intersection of an unnamed road and the eastern 

boundary of Makasi property (4091484, 8814828), then generally 

southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with another 

unnamed road in Zimbali farm (407245,7878973), then generally 
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southwards to a point on Mwenji mountain summit (408307,7877846), then 

generally southwards along the northern boundary of Mukuni Purchase 

Area so as exclude it to the confluence of Save and Mwerihari rivers 

(398624,7869365), then generally northwards along Save river its 

confluence with Tsungwizi river (398462,7880346), then generally 

northwards along Tsungwizi river to the intersection of Tsungwizi river and 

the northern boundary of Corona farm so as to include it (410175, 7897987 

),the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

410175, 7897987; 416647, 7894186; 421586, 78887922; 415776, 

7886959; 413095, 7885331; 4091484, 8814828; 407245, 7878973; 

408307, 7877846; 398624, 7869365; 398462, 7880346; 410175, 7897987. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Odzi river and the southern boundary of Odzi Township so as to exclude 

it (436133,7902608), then generally eastwards so as to exclude the following 

properties Cairndhu Estate, State land, Chikwasi, State land, Mt Wolsley 

Estate, Battery Spruit Extension (453452,7904273), then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Newmara so as to include it 

(454393,7902270), then generally westwards along the railway line, the 

nothern boundary of Kentucky and Orange Grove so as to exclude them 

(449832,7901837), then generally southwards to a point on an unnamed 

road (450022,7900085), then generally westwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with Grand Reef Aerodrome road (443205,7900628), then 

generally westwards along a footpath up to an unnamed stream 

(440348,7901012), then westwards along an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Odzi river (435862,7900737), then southwards along Odzi 

river to the northern boundary of Mapembi Estate so as to exclude it 

(437044, 7895218), then southwards to a point on an unnamed hill 

(435761,7891914), then generally southwards to a point on Mapembe 

mountain summit which is a point of intersection between Dandarasika 

farm and Mapembe Estate so as to exclude them (433754,7890526), then 

generally westwards along the northern boundary of Dandarasika farm so as 

to exclude it to the summit of an unnamed hill (429471,7891919), then 

generally northwards along Horley Estate so as to exclude Horley Estate to a 

point on Chishamba river (428509,7892641), then generally northwards 

along Chishamba river to the western boundary of Agency number 1 

(430668,78944047) so as to include it, then generally northwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Woolwich, Guides so as to exclude them 

(428324,7899133), then generally westwards along the northen boundary of 

State Land and None Go By (423584,7898950), then generally northwards 
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along the western boundaries of the following properties Ellavale, Ryesholm, 

Umwaouku, to a point of intersection between Whitgift and Have farm so as 

to include them (424782,7908733), then generally south westwards to an 

unnamed hill at the intersection of Rooi Laagte and Carolina Extension so 

as to exclude them (422070,7907019), then generally northwards so as to 

exclude the following properties Rooi Laagte, Sisal Vale to a point of 

intersection between Tiverton and Sisal Vale (420939,7911524), then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line so as to include the southern 

part of Tiverton to a point on railway line (421732, 7913982), then generally 

southwards so as to include the following properties Leeukuil, Willows to a 

point of intersection with Mwahuku river (429610, 7909602), then generally 

southwards alongthe western boundary of Rutsenza farm so as to exclude it 

up to Rutsenza mountain (429669,7905142), then generally south 

eastwards along State Land boundary and western boundary of Odzi 

Township Reserve so as to exclude them to a point of intersection of Odzi 

river and the southern boundary of Odzi Township so as to exclude it 

(436133,7902608), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

436133, 7902608; 453452, 7904273; 454393, 7902270; 449832, 7901837; 

450022, 7900085; 443205, 7900628; 440348, 7901012; 435862, 7900737; 

437044, 7895218; 435761, 7891914; 433754, 7890526; 429471, 7891919; 

428509, 7892641; 430668, 78944047; 428324, 7899133; 423584, 

7898950; 422070, 7907019; 420939, 7911524; 421732, 7913982; 

429610,7909602; 429669, 7905142; 436133, 7902608. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Mapembe Estate and Riverside properties intersect along Odzi river 

(437040,7895230), then southwards along Odzi river to its confluence with 

Nyagundi river (442546,7886360), then generally westwards along the 

southern boundary of Maninga to a point on Chiwenda mountain summit so 

as to include it (438854,7884046), then generally westwardsalong the 

southern boundary of Marareli and Samwambeia to a point on Nyagundi 

river so as to include them (435186,7883115), then generally westwards 

along Nyagundi river to a point on an unnamed road (429829,7881494), 

then westwards along Nyamwina river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (420372,7878639), then northwards along an unnamed stream to a 

point on Tinya river (419955,7880761), then northwards along Tinya river to 

a point on the southern boundary of Hazeldene property so as to exclude it 

(421410,7885070), then generally eastwards along the southern boundaries 

of Rothinick and Inyamando up to the intersection of Inyamando and 
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Helena properties so as to exclude them (428373,78870770), then generally 

eastwards along the western and southern boundary of Helena property up 

to its intersection with Gwawawa property so as to exclude them 

(431576,7886514), then generally eastwards along an unnamed stream 

following it to the confluence of another unnamed stream 

(433715,7887479), then generally southwards to a point at the foot of 

Shawambiri mountain so as to exclude it (434685,7886088), then generally 

northwards to a point along the northen boundary of Maraleli and Usuka 

stream (437070, 7888194), then generally northwards along Usuka river to 

the western boundary of Mapembi estate so as to include it 

(434957,7891337) to a point of intersection between Mapembe Estate and 

Riverside properties along Odzi river (437040,7895230), the starting point . 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

437040, 7895230; 442546, 7886360; 438854, 7884046; 435186, 7883115; 

429829, 7881494; 420372, 7878639; 419955, 7880761; 421410, 7885070; 

428373, 78870770; 431576, 7886514; 433715, 7887479; 434685, 

7886088; 437070, 7888194; 434957, 7891337; 437040, 7895230. 

 Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Odzi river and an unnamed stream (437044,7895218), then generally 

eastwards along an unnamed stream to a point on a footpath (440348, 

7901012), then easwards along a foot path to its intersection with Grand 

Reef Aerodrome road and an unnamed gravel road (443173,7900896), then 

generally eastwards and unnamed road to its intersection with another an 

unnamed road (447016,7900621), then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on the the western boundary of Orange Grove 

property (450052,7900088) so as to exclude it, then generally southwards 

along the western boundary of Orange Grove and Woodlands to Nyahambi 

river (450225,7898805), then along Nyahambi river to a point on the eastern 

boundary of Woodlands so as to include it, then generally southwards to a 

point on the eastern boundary of the Grove so as to exclude an unnamed 

mountain (453665,7897069)then generally westwards to Sheni mountain 

summit(448955,7895590), then generally southwards through an unnamed 

gravel road, an imaginary line to an unnamed mountain summit within 

Dora Tribal Trust Land so as to exclude it (446871,7890784), then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Killridge property so as to include 

it (447307,7889692), then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Killridge so as to include it to Odzi river (44258,7886372), then 

generally northwards along Odzi river to a a point on its confluence with an 
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unnamed stream (437044,7895218),the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 

South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

437044, 7895218; 440348, 7901012; 443173, 7900896; 447016, 7900621; 

450052, 7900088; 450225, 7898805; 453665, 7897069; 448955, 7895590; 

446871, 7890784; 447307, 7889692; 44258, 7886372; 437044, 7895218. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Chemakuti mountain summit which is the eastern boundary of Zimunya 

Township so as to exclude it (462221,7887528), then generally eastwards to 

a point of intersection of Gombakomba road and Jecha stream so as to 

exclude Gombakomba Primary School (464194,78874980), then generally 

southwards to Jecha stream to its confluence with Mupudzi river 

(464894,7885946), then generally southwards along Mupudzi river to its 

confluence with Mutengezi river (463337,7882411), then generally 

southwardsalong Mutengezi river to a point of intersection with Howth farm 

so as to exclude it (467822,7879835), then generally southwards to a point 

of intersection between Howth, Burma and Makore properties so as to 

exclude them (467810,7878900), then generally southtwards to Nyarupara 

mountain summit so as to exclude Makore property (464304,7875188), then 

generally northwards to a point on the intersection of Chimanimani road 

and the southern boundary of Zimunya Township so as to exclude Zimunya 

township (459344,7884839), then generally eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Zimunya Township so as to exclude it to a point on Dangare 

School so as to include it (462720, 7885975), then generally northwards 

along the eastern boundary of Zimunya Township so as to exclude it to a 

point on Chemakuti mountain summit (462221, 7887528), the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

462221, 7887528; 464194, 78874980; 464894, 7885946; 463337, 

7882411; 467822, 7879835; 467810, 7878900; 464304, 7875188; 459344, 

7884839; 462720, 7885975; 462221, 7887528. 

Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point of 

intersection of Norseland and Globe Rock properties so as to exclude them 

(480458, 7884342), then generally eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Monkfield property so as to include it to a point on the intersection of 

Valhala and Nahoon properties so as to exclude Vahlalla estate (484683, 

7884786), then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Valhala 

Estate so as to exclude it up to the district boundary (486176,7883371), 
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thengenerally southwards along the district boundary to a point on 

Chidazembe mountain summit (477360,7859901), then generally 

northwards along Banti forest area so as to include it up to point on 

Chinyamunda mountain summit(475800, 7866284), then generally 

westwardsalong the northern boundaries of Chitora C and Clydesdale so as 

to exclude them up to a point on Buwesinike mountain summit 

(467860,7868341), then generally northwards along an imaginary line up to 

the confluence of Murare river and an unnamed stream 

(467677,7869827)then eastwards along Murare river to its confluence with 

unnamed stream (468884,7870130), then generally northwards along an 

unnamed stream up to a point at Ndorwe mountain foot and a beacon of the 

southern boundary of Makore property so as to exclude it (769302, 

7874018), then generally north along the western boundary of Vooruitsig 

property so as to include it up to the intersection of Makore, Burma and 

Howth so as to include Burma property (467821,7878890), then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundaries of the following properties Howth, 

Greendale, Eggardon Hill so as to exclude them (480910,7880301), then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point on Nyabanda 

mountain summit (481478,7881393), then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Monkfield property so as to include it to a line drawn 

from a point of intersection of Norseland and Globe Rock properties 

(480458,7884342), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

480458, 7884342; 484683, 7884786; 486176, 7883371; 477360, 7859901; 

475800, 7866284; 467860, 7868341; 467677, 7869827; 468884, 7870130; 

769302, 7874018; 467821, 7878890; 480910, 7880301; 481478, 7881393; 

480458, 7884342. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Tsungwesi Source, Tableland Rupako and Merriless properties so as to 

exclude them (4242149,7925584), then generally southwardsalong the 

eastern boundaries of the following properties Mount Shalom,Oukar,Heimat, 

Leeukuil Extension so as to include them (421485,7914038), then generally 

westwardsalong the southern boundary of Leeukul Extension up to the 

railway line (421495,7914033), then generally southwards following an 

imaginary line up to the intersection of the northern boundary of Sisal Vale 

and eastern boundaryof Tiverton properties so as to include them 

(420858,7911839)then generally southwards along the eastern boundaries 

of Sisal Vale and Rooi Laagte so as to include them up to a point on an 

unnamed hill (422048,7907016), then generally eastwards along the 
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southern boundary of Whitgift so as to exclude it up to its intersection with 

railway line south of Pounsley Siding (424751,7908715), then generally 

southwards to a point on the top of an unnamed hill (424102,7906776), 

then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Carolina 

Extension property so as to include it to a point on the summit of an 

unnamed hill (425645,7904725), then generally westwards along the 

western boundary of Ryesholm farm so as to exclude it to a point on 

Marabada Mountain summit (422440,7902225, then generally westwards to 

Chimedza river to its confluence with Sungwezi River (413447,7901708), 

then along Sungwizi river northwards to its confluence with Kayeredzi River 

(414094,7906610), then along Kayeredzi river northwards to a point on the 

southern boundary of Plumpton so as to exclude it (411973,7909763), then 

generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Plumpton to a point at 

Sungwizi river (416162,7909790) then northwards along Sungwizi river up 

to the intersection of Haileitbury and Uitkyk properties so as to include 

Geluk Estate (415205,7920710), then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Geluk Estate and Kokstad so as to include them to a 

point on Mutukashari Mountain summit (416297,7923763), then generally 

eastwards along the northen boundary of Kokstad property up to its 

intersection with Mt Shalom property so as to include them 

(421008,7922203), then generally northwards to a line drawn from the 

intersection of Tsungwesi Source, Tableland Rupako and Merriless 

properties (4242149,7925584), the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

4242149, 7925584; 421485, 7914038; 421495, 7914033; 420858, 

7911839; 422048, 7907016; 424751, 7908715; 424102, 7906776; 425645, 

7904725; 422440, 7902225; 413447, 7901708; 414094, 7906610; 411973, 

7909763; 416162, 7909790; 415205, 7920710; 416297, 7923763; 421008, 

7922203; 4242149, 7925584. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of the northern boundary of Hazeldene and Rothnic properties so as to 

include Hazeldene (420640,787168), then generally southwards along the 

eastern and southern boundary of Hazeldene so as to include it to a point 

on Chisikama river (420415,7884015), then southwards along Tinya river to 

a point on Nyamwina river (420391,7878638), then westwards along 

Nyamwina river to its confluence with Chishamba river (423502,7879652), 

then generally southwards along Chishamba river to a an unnamed road 

(424942,7876753), then generally southwards to Mulosi river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream east of Chirinda mountain 
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(420471,7874364), then generally southwards along an imaginary line to a 

point at Chiwiridzana river (416789,7871450), then generally westwards 

along an imaginary line to the point on Nauretene hill summit (411187, 

7872689), then to Makuni river (409528,7871925), then southwards along 

Makuni riverto its confluence with Save river (404229,7861926), then along 

Save river northwards to its confluence with Mwerihari river 

(398618,7869389), then generally eastwards along the southern boundaries 

of the following properties Condo A, Mt Zinowi A, Zimbali so as to exclude 

them to a point on Mwenji mountain summit (408313,7877869), then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point of intersection with 

an unnamed roads (407275,7878947), then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on Rashipangu mountain summit 

(415746,7886967), then generally eastwards so as to include Dindiri 

property and Hazeldene (420640,787168), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

420640, 787168; 420415, 7884015; 420391, 7878638; 423502, 7879652; 

424942, 7876753; 420471, 7874364; 416789, 7871450; 411187, 7872689; 

409528, 7871925; 404229, 7861926; 398618, 7869389; 408313, 7877869; 

407275, 7878947; 415746, 7886967; 420640, 787168. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

the Nyamwina river and Nyamakava river (425711,7880599), then 

southwards up the Nyamakava river to a point on Nyaruhwe mountain 

summit (430681,7875781), then generally southwardsalong an imaginary 

line to a point on Shangara river (430289, 7873519), then westwards along 

Shangara river to its confluence with a tributary west of Makaha mountain 

foot so as to exclude it (431880,7872623), then generally southwards to a 

point on Mabvure mountain summit (431203,7870968), then along an 

imaginary line to a point on Bokisi mountain (429524,7869345), then 

generally southwards along an imaginary line to a point between Utete and 

Chinyamatede hills (429406,7868052), then generally southwards to 

Nyamashatu river to its confluence with Chikadzi river (423379,7865295), 

then up to Chikadzi river to a point on Chiwiridzana river 

(420318,7871499), then down the Chiwiridzana river up to its confluence 

with an unnamed river (416822,7871440), then northwards along an 

unnamed river to a point on the Mulosi river so as to exclude Musiyadanga 

and Chirindo hills (420465,7874354), then up the Mulosi river to a point on 

Chishamba river so as to exclude Uchena business centre 

(425048,7876601), then northwards along Chishamba river to its confluence 
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with Nyamwina river (423540, 7879637), then up the Nyamwina 

rivereastwards to a line drawn from the confluence of the Nyamwina river 

and Nyamakava river (425711,7880599), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

425711, 7880599; 430681, 7875781; 430289, 7873519; 431880, 7872623; 

431203, 7870968; 429524, 7869345; 429406, 7868052; 423379, 7865295; 

420318, 7871499; 416822, 7871440; 420465, 7874354; 425048, 7876601; 

423540, 7879637; 425711, 7880599. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point of 

intersection of Nyagundi riverand the southern boundary of Shawambiri so 

as to exclude it (435184,7884073), then generally eastwards to Zvituri hill, 

Chiwenda Hill up to its junction with an unnamed stream so as to exclude 

Wild Park (440982,7885023)thengenerally southwards to Zimunya hills, 

Chinyawenge hills to a point at Nyamasasi river (439591,7875240)then 

southwards along the Nyamasasi riverup to its confluence with Mukuku 

River (439738,7871803), then westwards along the Mukuku river up to its 

confluence with Shangara River (436340,7872557), then along Shangara 

river westwardsto a point between Nyaruhwe mountain and Bvumbura 

mountain so as to exclude Bvumbura mountain (430288,7873526)then 

generally northwards to a point on Nyaruhwe mountain summit 

(430670,7875769), then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on the upper course of Nyamakava river (427981,7878398), then 

generally westwards along Nyamkava river up to its confluence with 

Nyamwina river (425709,7880567), then westwards along the Nyamwina 

riverto Nyagundi river to a line drawn from a point of intersection between 

Nyagundi river and the southern boundary of Shawambiri so as to exclude it 

(435184,7884073), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

435184, 7884073; 440982, 7885023; 439591, 7875240; 439738, 7871803; 

436340, 7872557; 430288, 7873526; 430670, 7875769; 427981, 7878398; 

425709, 7880567; 435184, 7884073. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point of 

intersection between the southern boundary of Wild Park area and Odzi 

river so as to exclude Maninga mountain and Wild Park Area 

(442931,7886208), then southwards along Odzi River up to its confluence 

with Nyamaire river (4455413,7869418), then generally northwards along 
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Nyamaire river to its confluence with Mutigwide river (444319,7870637), 

then northwards along Mutigwide river to a point on the Nyamasasi river 

(439623,7875282), then northwards along the Nyamasasi river so as to 

exclude Chinyawenge hill up to a point on an unnamed stream 

(440735,7880986), then southwards to a point on the southern boundary of 

Wild Park area so as to exclude it (441023, 7885036), then generally 

eastwards to a point of intersection between the southern boundary of Wild 

Park area and Odzi river so as to exclude Maninga mountain and Wild Park 

Area (442931,7886208), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 18880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

442931, 7886208; 4455413, 7869418; 444319, 7870637; 439623, 

7875282; 440735, 7880986; 441023, 788503; 442931, 7886208. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at the 

peak of Chito mountain which is the intersection of Rowa Township Reserve 

and Zimunya Township so as to exclude them (456928,78884970), then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Rowa West Purchase 

Area so as to include farm numbers 28, 25, 30, 31, 33, 32, 34, 174, 177, 

182,190 and 194 to a point on an unnamed stream and the northern 

boundary of Chinyauhwera purchase area so as to exclude it 

(453990,7868573), then generally westwards along an unnamed stream to 

the beacon of the southern and western boundary of plot 50 Chinyauhwera 

purchase land so as to include it (452991,7869580), then generally 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point on Nyawhuni river 

(450511,7868333), then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on Gwenzi mountain (448919, 7873617), then generally westwards to 

a point on Odzi river so as to include plot 202 and State land 

(447313,7873783), then along Odzi River northwardsto the southern 

boundary of Dora communal lands so as to exclude it (446226,7883471), 

then generally eastwards to a point on Mandambiri mountain summit 

(448508,7885459), then generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on Mawewe mountain summit (453179,7886850), then eastwards so 

as to include Mawewe, Mbitu, and Chiito mountains and exclude Dora 

Tribal trust Land up to a point on the northern boundary of Zimunya 

Township so as to exclude it (458360, 7889112), then generally westwards 

along the northen boundary of Zimunya township so as to exclude it to a 

point at the peak of Chito mountain which is the intersection of Rowa 

Township Reserve and Zimunya Township so as to exclude them 

(456928,78884970),the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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456928, 78884970; 453990, 7868573; 452991, 7869580; 450511, 

7868333; 448919, 7873617; 447313, 7873783; 446226, 7883471; 448508, 

7885459; 453179, 7886850; 458360, 7889112; 456928, 78884970. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of 

Chiito hill(456928, 78884970), then generally southwards so as to exclude 

Zimunya Township and Zimunya Tribal Trust Land to Nyarupara mountain 

peak (464312, 7875174), then generally westwards along an imaginaly line 

to a point on the upper course of an unnamed stream (462813,7875029), 

then along the southern boundary of Plot 85 up to a point of its intersection 

with a gravel road (462133,7875209), then generally south along the eastern 

and the southern boundary of Plot 232 up to a point on Mupudzi river 

(460698,7874779), then southwards along Mupudzi river up to its the 

confluence of Mupudzi river and unnamed stream (456874,7866449), then 

generally northwards along the same boundary so as to include farm 

numbers 43to 47 (453995,7868565), then generally northwards along 

western boundaries of the following properties farm 47, 35, 9, 8, 7and 6 so 

as to include them (454812,7872364), then generally northwards so as to 

exclude the following farms 13, 14, 194 to 189, 185, 184, 182, 181 to177, 

174 to 171, 38, 32, 34, 33, 30, 26, 25, 28, 36, Rowa Tribal Trust Land 2 and 

including the following farms 18, 19, 40, 43, 46,and Rowa training centre up 

to a line drawn from the Tip of Chiito hill (456928,78884970),the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

456928, 78884970; 464312, 7875174; 462813, 7875029; 462133, 

7875209; 460698, 7874779; 456874, 7866449; 453995, 7868565; 454812, 

7872364; 456928, 78884970. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Jecha and Mupudzi rivers (464892,7885952), then eastwards along 

Nyachowa stream up to its confluence with Nyamambira river 

(466444,7886398), then northwards along Nyamambira river up to the 

intersection of the northern and western boundaries of Howth farm (468011, 

7884361), then generally southwards along the western boundary of Howrth 

farm so as to exclude it up to Mutengezi river (467855,7879821), then 

westwards along Mutengezi river up to its confluence with Mupudzi river 

(463338,7882393), then northwards along Mupudzi river up to its 

confluence with Jecha stream (464892,7885952), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection 
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(UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

464892, 7885952; 466444, 7886398; 468011, 7884361; 467855, 7879821; 

463338, 7882393; 464892, 7885952. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Nauretene hill 

(411156,  7872682), then generally eastwards along an imaginary line up to 

the confluence of Murozvi river and Chiwiridsana river (416822,7871450), 

then generally eastwards through the confluence of unnamed stream and 

Chiwiridsana stream to the foot of Jiradema mountain so as to include it 

(420181,7871203), then generally southwards following Chikukumadziwa 

river to the confluence with Chempungu river southwards up to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (417919,7861557), then generally 

westwards up to Bumapuma mountain (415769,7861654), then generally 

westwards along Nyamungu stream to its confluence with Save river 

(408290,7853658), then generally northwards along Save river up to its 

confluence with Mukuni river (404248,7861951), then generally northwards 

along Mukuni river to its confluence with an unnamed stream south of 

Dombomahonde hill so as to exclude it (409543,7871888), then generally 

north eastwards along an imaginary line to Nauretene hill (411156,7872682) 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

411156, 7872682; 416822, 7871450; 420181, 7871203; 417919, 7861557; 

415769, 7861654; 408290, 7853658; 404248, 7861951; 409543, 7871888; 

411156, 7872682. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Chikadzi river (420311,7871526), then southwaardsup to its confluence 

with Muroti river (423229,7865337), then northwards along Muroti river to 

its confluence with Nyamashatu river (424311,7865988), then eastwards 

along Nyamashatu river up to Bokosi mountain peak (429536,7869342), 

then generally southwards along an imaginary line to a point on the foot of 

Nyangwiro hill so as to exclude it (431416,7868955), then along an 

imaginary line so as to excludeShawambiri Business centre,Tanga Hill, 

Munyoro Business Centre to the intersection of an unammed road and 

Muchacha river so as to include Bakorenhema mountain (433590,7863657), 

then northwards along Muchacha stream up to a point on Shawambiri 

business centre (431328,7866899), then generally westwards to Chipoka 

river following it to its confluence with Chemupungu river 

(418049,7859245), then along Chemupungu river, then along 
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Chikukumadziwa river northwards to a line drawn from the source of 

Chikadzi river southwards to its confluence with Muroti river 

(420311,7871526), the starting point . The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

420311, 7871526; 423229, 7865337; 424311, 7865988; 429536, 7869342; 

431416, 7868955; 433590, 7863657; 431328, 7866899; 418049, 7859245; 

420311, 7871526. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Mutigwide river (440744,7876339), then eastwards along Mutigwide river up 

to its confluence with Nyamaire river (444324,7870640), then eastwards 

along Nyamaire river up to its confluence with Odzi river, then southwards 

along Odzi River up to its confluence with Nyahowa River (443932,7864196), 

then westwardsalong Nyahowa river up to its confluence with Mutimba river 

and an unnaned stream (439187,7863584), then northwards along an 

unnamed stream up to a point on Muchisi Business centre so as to include 

it (436391,7868539), then generally westwards along an imaginary line up 

to the northern foot of Utserenga hill so as to exclude it (435265,7868226), 

then generally northwards along an imaginary line drawn towards Matanda 

river (435769,7870454), then westwards along Matanda river up to a point 

on Nyamamvura river (430618,7870400), then generally northwards along 

an imaginary line up to the confluence of Shangara river and an unnamed 

stream (431867,7872613), then along Shangara and Mukuku rivers 

eastwards up to its confluence with Nyamasasi river (439741,7871800), 

then generally northwards following Nyamasasi river up to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream (439608, 7875306), then generally northwards to 

a point on Mutigwide river (440744, 7876339), the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

440744, 7876339; 444324, 7870640; 445426, 7869420; 443932, 7864196; 

439187, 7863584; 436391, 7868539; 435265, 7868226; 435769, 7870454; 

430618, 7870400; 431867, 7872613; 439741, 7871800; 439608, 7875306; 

440744, 7876339. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Bokosi mountain 

summit (429534,7869345), then generally along an imaginary line to a point 

on Nyamamvura river (430611,7870388), then eastwards Nyamamvura river 

to its confluence with Matanda river (432790,7870319), then generally 

eastwards along Matanda river to its confluence with an unanamed stream 
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(435776,7870474), then generally southwards to a point on the foot of 

Tserenga mountain (435261,7868217), then generally eastwards to Muchisi 

bussiness centre so as to exclude it (436344, 7868579), then generally 

southwards along an unnamed stream up to its intersection with Nyahowa 

river (439438, 7863521), then eastwards along Nyahowa river upto the 

confluence with Odzi river (443963,7864212), then eastwards along Odzi 

riverup to its confluence with Nyarigodo river (444795,7859864), then 

northwards along Nyagodo river up to Bambazonke shopping centre 

(432808,7860255), then generally southwards along Mutsago road up to the 

intersection with an unnamed road (432306,7858581), then generally 

westwards along an imaginary line up to Chinyaruvi hill peak (431046, 

7859741), then along an imaginary line up to the intersection of two 

unnamed streams north of Baramhanya dam so as to exclude it (428602, 

7860020), then northwards along an unnamed stream up to its confluence 

with Mvuramachena river (427843,7861621), then along Mvuramachena 

river northwards to its confluence with Chipoka river (428923,7863720), 

then along Chipoka river northwards to a point at Shawambiri business 

centre so as to exclude it (431313,7866888), then generally southwards to 

Muchacha river eastwards to a point of intersection between Muchacha river 

and unnamed road (433561,7863407), then generally northwards along an 

unnamed road to a point at Munyoro business centre so as to include it and 

exclude Bakorenhema mountain (434315,7865018), then generally 

northwards along an imaginary line so as to exclude Bokorenhema school, 

Shavambiri Bussiness centre to a line drawn from Bokisi mountain 

summit(429534,7869345), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

429534, 7869345; 430611, 7870388; 432790, 7870319; 435776, 7870474; 

435261, 7868217; 436344, 7868579; 439438, 7863521 ; 443963, 7864212 

;444795, 7859864; 432808, 7860255; 432306, 7858581; 431046, 7859741 

;428602, 7860020; 427843, 7861621; 428923, 7863720; 431313, 7866888 

;433561, 7863407; 434315, 7865018; 429534, 7869345. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Dangare mountain summit at the intersection of subdivision of Dora, Fern 

Valley and the Rhine (463239, 7891420) so as to exclude them, then 

generally southwards so as to exclude The Rhine property to a point on 

Muduma mountain summit (468272,7888316), then generally southwards 

to a point on Hwangura mountain summit (469746, 7884330), then 

generally northwards up to a point on Nyamambira river (468030,7884352), 

then westwardsalong Nyamambira river up to its confluence with Nyachowa 
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river (466448,7886394), then westwardsalong Nyachowa river up to its 

confluence with Jecha stream (464911,7885943), then northwards along 

Jecha stream to a point of intersection between two unnamed road so as 

include Gombakomba School (464191,7887506 ), then westwards to a point 

on Chemakuti mountain summit so as to exclude Zimunya Township 

(462217, 7887542), then generally northwards along the eastern boundary 

of Zimunya Township so as to exclude it to a point of intersection between 

the eastern boundary and southern boundary of Zimunya township and 

Subdivision D of Dora so as to exclude them (461326,7890304), then 

generally eastwards along southern boundary of Subdivision D of Dora to a 

point on Dangare mountain summit at the intersection of subdivision of 

Dora, Fern Valley and the Rhine so as to exclude them (463239,7891420), 

the starting point . The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

463239, 7891420; 468272, 7888316; 469746, 7884330; 468030, 7884352; 

466448, 7886394; 464911, 7885943; 464191, 7887506; 462217, 7887542; 

461326, 7890304; 463239, 7891420. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a beacon at 

Nyarupara Mountain Summit so as to exclude Chishakwe, Howth and 

Burma properties (467750,7878699), then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Makore property up to a point of intersection between 

Vooruitsig property and an unnamed stream so as to include Makore 

property (469207, 7873949), then generally southwards along an unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Murare river (468889,7870140), then 

westwards along Murare river and the eastern boundaries of the following 

properties Clydesdale, 6, 7, 8 to a point on Ngoya Mountain summit 

(464807,7864082) the generally southwards along an imaginary lineto a 

point on Chitora river (463743, 7861906), then generally westwards along 

the northern boundaries of Ranelia and Tyrone properties so as to exclude 

them up to a point on Mupudzi River (454772,7863334), then northwards 

along Mupudzi river so as to exclude the following properties 232, 85, 86, 

87, and 88 to a point on Nyarupara Mountain Summit (467750,7878699), 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

467750, 7878699; 469207, 7873949; 468889, 7870140; 464807, 7864082; 

463743, 7861906; 454772, 7863334; 467750, 7878699. 
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Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a beacon on 

Buwesunike Mountain Summit (467863, 7868343), then generally 

eastwards along an imaginary line so as to include the following properties 

Clydesdale, Chetora C, and Buttler North to beacon BB47 at the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary (477367,7859905), then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of the following properties so as to 

include them, Engwa farm, Andes, Berthloold Folly, Wengezi,Whips Cross 

and Inyaruparu farm (463603,7844230), then generally westwards along the 

Muwengezi river up to its confluence with the Odzi river (448344,7842523), 

then northwards along the Odzi river up to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of Devon farm so as to include it (449491, 7850618), then 

generally eastwards along an imaginary line up to Rimiti hill 

(454785,7850708), then generally northwards up to a point on Chari hill 

(456421,7851693), then generally northwards direct to a point on Mutare 

Chimanimani road near Chimhenga hill so as to include it 

(455770,7858378), then generally westwards direct to the top of 

Chinyamureza hill (444833,7864822), then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary lineup to a point on the foot of an unnamed hill near Chitora river 

(463764,7861897) then generally northwards along the eastern boundaries 

of Clydesdale 7 and 8 so as to exclude them up to a beacon on Buwesunike 

mountain summit (467863,7868343), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

467863, 7868343; 477367, 7859905; 463603, 7844230; 448344, 7842523; 

449491, 7850618; 454785, 7850708; 456421, 7851693; 455770, 7858378; 

44833, 7864822; 463764, 7861897; 467863, 7868343. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Muroti and Chempungu rivers (418050,7859236), then northwards along 

Muroti river up to its confluence with Chipoka river (420779,7860086),then 

eastwards along the Chipoka river to its confluence with Mvuramachena 

river (427835,7861614), then generally southwards along unnamed stream 

to a point on Bambazonke road (428487,7860155), then generally eastwards 

to a point on St Andrews road (432345,7858555), then generally westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point on the uppercourse of an unnamed 

stream (430879,7858443), then generally southwards to an unnamed 

stream westwards to its confluence with another unnamed stream (426713, 

7855720), then along an unnamed stream to Nyamanyimo river westwards 

to its confluence with North Tsungwezi (419138,7849744),then generally 

northwards along an imaginary line to a point on Mbondomi river 
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(419039,7851605), then along Mbondomi river westwards to its confluence 

with Muroti river (413193,7849952),then northwards along Muroti river to 

its confluence with Chempungu (418050,7859236) the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

418050, 7859236; 420779, 7860086; 427835, 7861614; 428487, 7860155; 

432345, 7858555; 430879, 7858443; 426713, 7855720; 419138, 7849744; 

419039, 7851605; 413193, 7849952; 418050, 7859236. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point of 

intersection of Nyamanyimo river and unnamed road (425164,7854207), 

then generally southwards along the said unnamed road so as to exclude 

Chikwarahwe hill, Chipoti hill and include Amba mountain to a point of 

intersection with Mangure river (431660,7848931),then southwards along 

Mangure river up to a point on its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(433670,7845055),then northwards along an unnamed stream up to a point 

on Mukwada road (430104,7845005),then generally southwards to an 

unnamed tributary to a point of its confluence with Tsungwezi river 

(429559, 7843928),then northwards along Tsungwezi river so as to include 

Chapungu Dam up to a point on Chinyamatukwe mountain summit 

(428608, 7845314),then generally westwards along an imaginary line so as 

to include Sandura mountain to a point on Chikotoko river, then westwards 

along Chikotoko river to its confluence with Save river (418291, 7839189), 

then northwards along Save river up to its confluence with Muroti river 

(412360, 7847925),then up Muroti river to its confluence with Mbondomi 

river (413164, 7849931),then up Mbondomi river to a point on its 

confluence with an unnamed stream so as to include Chapeyama School 

(419045, 7851592), then southwards along an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with North Tsungwezi river (419162, 7849758),then northwards 

along North Tsungwezi to its confluence with Nyamanyimo river (419720, 

7850602),then along Nyamanyimo river northwards to up Sungwizi river to 

its confluence with Nyamanyimo river up Nyamanyimo river tofrom a point 

of intersection of Nyamanyimo river and unnamed road (425164, 

7854207),the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

425164, 7854207; 431660, 7848931; 433670, 7845055; 430104, 7845005; 

429559, 7843928; 428608, 7845314; 418291, 7839189; 412360, 7847925; 

413164, 7849931; 419045, 7851592; 419162, 7849758; 419720, 7850602; 

425164, 7854207. 
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Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyarugudo River and Odzi river (444804,7859858),then eastwards along 

Odzi river upto its confluence with Nyamasoko river (448553,7852585),then 

westwards along Nyamasoko river upto its confluence with Nyamadzire river 

(438290,7851230), then westwards along Nyadzire river up to a point on its 

upper course so as to exclude Daure School (433032,7850979),then 

generally westwards along an imaginary line to a point on Mutsago road 

(430108, 7852151),then generally southwards to Mungure river to a point of 

intersection between Mungure river and an unnamed river 

(431671,7848926), then generally northwards along the said unnamed road 

up to a point of intersection with Nyamanyimo river (425139,7854184),then 

northwards along Nyamanyimo river up to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (426711,7855724),then northwards along the said an unnamed 

stream so as to include Chiparahwe Hill and Maranke Tribal Trust 

(430027,7856008),then generally northwards along an imaginary line up to 

a point on an unnamed road (430957,7858470),then generally eastwards 

along an unnamed road to a point on Bambazonke-Mutsago road 

(432313,7858579),then generally northwards along the said road to 

Bambazonke Business Centre (432864,7860286),then generally eastwards 

along an imaginary line to a point on the uppercource of Nyarugodo river 

(433602,7860125),then westwards along Nyarugodo river to its confluence 

with Odzi river (444804,7859858),the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

444804, 7859858; 448553, 7852585; 438290, 7851230; 433032, 7850979; 

430108, 7852151; 431671, 7848926; 425139, 7854184; 426711, 7855724; 

430027, 7856008; 430957, 7858470; 432313, 7858579; 432864, 7860286; 

433602, 7860125; 444804, 7859858. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at a point on the 

intersection of Odzi river and the southern boundary of Chinyamureza 

property(443549,7865610),then generally eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Stewarton property so as to exclude it up to the intersection of 

the property with Chimanimani road (455886,7858252),then generally 

southwards along an imaginary line up to a point on Chari mountain peak 

(456414,7851693),then generally westwards along the Stateland boundary 

property so as to exclude it up to the intersection of StatelandUmvumbu 

and Chirindashire properties (454786,7850704),then generally westwards 

along the northern boundary of Umvumbu property so as to exclude it up to 

a point on Odzi river (449512,7850604),then northwards along Odzi river up 
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to a line drawn at a point on the intersection of Odzi river and the southern 

boundary of Chinyamureza(443549,7865610),the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

443549, 7865610; 455886, 7858252; 456414, 7851693; 454786, 7850704; 

449512, 7850604; 443549, 7865610. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chempungu river and an unnamed stream (417918,78615720 ),then 

southwards along Chempungu river to its confluence with Muroti river 

(418049,7859237),then generally southwards along Muroti river up to its 

confluence with Save river (412367,7847885),then northwards along Save 

river up to its confluence with Nyamungu river (408301,7853658),then 

northwards along Nyamungu river up to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream east of Rupakwe hill so as to exclude it (412593,7861482), then 

generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on Bumapuma 

mountain summit (415786,7861658), then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line up to the peak of Chinyamakumba hill (416261,7861089), 

then generally eastwards along an imaginary line south of Shenetengana hill 

so as to exclude it up to a line drawn from the confluence of Chempungu 

river and an unnamed stream (417918,78615720), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

417918, 78615720; 418049, 7859237; 412367, 7847885; 408301, 

7853658; 412593, 7861482; 415786, 7861658; 416261, 7861089; 417918, 

78615720. 

Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

the Odzi river and Nyamasoko river (448545,7852579), then southwards 

along Odzi river up to its confluence with Dinhe river (447041,7836476), 

then westwards along Dinhe river up to its confluence with unnamed 

tributary (441480,7837858), then generally northwards along an unnamed 

stream tributary to appoint on an unnamed road (441284,7838195), then 

generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on an unnamed 

Dinhe tributary (443207, 7838815), then generally nothwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on an unnamed road (443569,7839373), then 

generally northwards along an unnamed road to a point on Mangure river 

(442722,78411508), then westwards along Mungure river to a point of 

intersection with Mutsago road near St Andrews School so as to exclude it 
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(430091,7852153), then generally eastwards along an imaginary line up to a 

point on Zawe mountain foot so as to exclude it and include Daure School 

(432440,7851652), then along an imaginary line up to the source of 

Nyadzire river (433443,7850581), then eastwardsup to its confluence with 

Nyamusoko river (438331,7851290), then eastwards along Nyamusoko river 

to the confluence with Odzi river (448545,7852579), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

448545, 7852579; 447041, 7836476; 441480, 7837858; 441284, 7838195; 

443207, 7838815; 443569, 7839373; 442722, 78411508; 430091, 

7852153; 432440, 7851652; 433443, 7850581; 438331, 7851290; 448545, 

7852579. 

Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mangure and an unnamed stream west of Makwejere hill so as to include it 

(433669,7845057), then eastwards along Mangure river up to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream (442716,7841511), then generally southwards 

along Chikara Primary School road up to its intersection with an unnamed 

road (443554,7839356), then generally westwards along an imaginary line 

up to a point on Dinhe river (441365,7838046), then generally eastwards 

along Dinhe river flowing eastwards up to a point of its confluence with Odzi 

river (447032,7836467), then southwards along Odzi river up to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream near Hot Springs so as to exclude it 

(443798,7828661), then eastwards along an unnamed stream up to a point 

on Mapande mountain summit so as to include it (441170,7830044), then 

generally westwards along an imaginary line up to a point on Maswiswi 

mountain summit (439128,7831308), then generally southwards to an 

unnamend stream to its counfluence with Chisawi river (436626,7828914), 

then generally northwards along Chisawi river to Rombe-Chishingwi School 

so as to include it following Rombe river northwards to a point on its upper 

course (433282,7836508), then to a point at South Tsungwesi River so as to 

exclude Zvadudu hill (429699,7837549), then generally northwards along 

South Tsungwezi to its confluence with an unnamed tributary south of 

Chapungu dam so as to exclude it (429567,7843919), then generally east 

along an imaginary line to the source of an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Mangure river (433669,7845057), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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433669, 7845057; 442716, 7841511; 443554, 7839356; 441365, 7838046; 

447032, 7836467; 443798, 7828661; 441170, 7830044; 439128, 7831308; 

436626, 7828914; 433282, 7836508; 429699, 7837549; 429567, 7843919; 

433669, 7845057. 

Ward 30  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Chapungu 

Dam so as to exclude it(428621, 7845306), then southwards along South 

Tsungwezi River up to a point west of Zvadudu Hill so as to include it 

(429696, 7837541), then generally east along an imaginary line to a point on 

the northern part of Zvidudu Mountain foot (432203, 78377720), then to an 

unnamed stream southwards to its confluence with Chiuve river (434584, 

7835030), then southwards along Chiuve river so as to include Rombe dam 

and exclude Rombe school to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(436612, 7828936), then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on Maswiswi mountain summit (439133, 7831312), then generally 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on an unnamed stream 

(441285,7830040), then eastwards along an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Odzi river / district boundary (443790, 7828651), then 

generally southwards along Odzi river which is the district boundary upto 

its confluence with Save river (436070, 7813473), then northwards along 

Save river which is the district boundary up to its confluence with 

Chikotoko river (418279, 7839184), then eastwards along Chikotoko river to 

a point on its upper course between Sandura mountain and Sika mountain 

so as to exclude Sandura mountain, then generally eastwards so as to 

include Chinyamatukwe mountain to a line drawn from the Chapungu Dam 

so as to exclude it (428621, 7845306), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

428621, 7845306; 429696, 7837541; 432203, 78377720; 434584, 

7835030; 436612, 7828936; 439133, 7831312; 441285, 7830040; 443790, 

7828651; 436070, 7813473; 418279, 7839184; 428621, 7845306. 

Ward 31  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Chenyamatsine 

mountain summit bounded by Beestkraal and Nyamatsine properties so as 

to exclude them (434945, 7914538), then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Rus En Vrede so as to include them to a point on the 

peak of an unnamed hill so as to exclude Odzi Rapids (434690, 7912529), 

then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Alma so as to 

include it to a point along Odzi river (439654, 7911549), then southwards 

along Odzi river up to the southern boundary of Odzi Township Reserve so 
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as to include it (436126, 7902591), then generally westwards to a beacon on 

the intersection of Sheerbrook Estate and Odzi Township Reserve so a s to 

exclude Sheerbrook Estate (434464, 7902641), then northwards along the 

western boundary of Odzi Township Reserve up to a point on Mwenji 

mountain summit (433416, 7905397), then northwards along State Land 

boundary so as to exclude it up to Rustenza Mountain (429630, 

7905201),then generally northwards along western boundary of Rutsenza 

farm, Goodhope and Rus En Vrede so as to include them to Chenyamatsine 

mountain summit (434945, 7914538), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

434945, 7914538; 434690, 7912529; 439654, 7911549; 436126, 7902591; 

434464, 7902641; 433416, 7905397; 429630, 7905201; 434945, 7914538. 

Ward 32 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point of 

intersection of the northern and the eastern boundaries of Zimunya 

Township so as to include it (461323, 7890315), then along the western 

Cadastral boundary of Gombakomba communal land so as to exclude it to a 

point at Dangare School so as to exclude it (462727, 7885972), then 

generally westwards along the southern boundary of Zimunya Township to a 

point at the Mutare-Masvingo road so as to include Zimunya Township area 

(459340, 7884846), then generally northwards up to a point on Chiito 

Mountain summit (456922, 7888510), then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Zimunya Township to a point of intersection of the 

northern and the eastern boundaries of Zimunya Township so as to include 

it (461323, 7890315), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

461323, 7890315; 462727, 7885972; 459340, 7884846; 456922, 7888510; 

461323, 7890315. 

Ward 33  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of an 

unnamed mountain along the eastern border of Zimbabwe and Mozambique 

which is the district boundary north of Forbes border post (468992, 

7900246), then generally southwards along the district boundary to beacon 

BB32 on an unnamed mountain summit (470239, 7896415), then generally 

eastwards along the same national border through the following beacons 

BB33A, BB34A, BB34B, to BB36 (483240, 7898159), then generally 

southwards along the same district / national border to beacon BB40 on 

Makoni mountain summit (486164, 7883367), then generally westwards so 
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as to include the following properties Valhalla, Globe rock, Norseland, 

Eggardon, Greendale, and Howth properties to a point of intersection of 

Burma, Vooruitsig and Makore properties so as to exclude them (467820, 

7878903), then generalIy northwards so as to include the following 

properties Howth, Chigodora,The Rhine to a point on the summit of Dangare 

hill (463228, 7891429), then generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Gombakomba communal area and Zimunya Township so as to 

exclude them to a point of intersection between the southern and western 

boundaries of Subdivision F of Sun Valley so as to include it (459041, 

7889381), then generally northwards along cadastral boundary of Sun 

Valley to a beacon on the intersection of the southern and eastern 

boundaries of Gimboki and Dora Tribal Trust Land so as to exclude them 

(456520, 7895203), then generally eastwards to a beacon on Ndoroman 

mountain summit (457207, 7895668), then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of State Land, Triang, the southern boundary of Fern 

Valley and Fern Hill so as to exclude them to a point of intersection between 

the southern boundary Fern Hill and Mutare-Burma valley tared road 

(467416, 7894078), then generally northwards along Mutare-Burma Valley 

road to a point of intersection between the said road and the southern 

boundary of Umtali township so as to exclude it (467190, 7897064), then 

generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Umtali Township so as 

to include Impala Arms Hotel (468159, 7896626), then generally nothwards 

along the eastern boundary of Umtali Township so as to exclude it to a point 

on the peak of an unnamed mountain along the eastern border of Zimbabwe 

and Mozambique which is the district boundary north of Forbes border post 

(468992, 7900246),the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

468992, 7900246; 470239, 7896415; 483240, 7898159; 486164, 7883367; 

467820, 7878903; 463228, 7891429; 459041, 7889381; 456520, 7895203; 

457207, 7895668; 467416, 7894078; 467190, 7897064; 468159, 7896626; 

468992, 7900246. 

Ward 34  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Marabada mountain summit(422418, 7902250), then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Carolina so as to include it up to a point of 

the intersection of Virginia, Carolina, Non Go By and Braidwood properties 

so as to include them (423601, 7898948), then generally eastwards along 

the northern boundary of None Go By property up to an unnamed hill 

summit so as to exclude Ellavale property (426393, 7900615), then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of State land up to a point 
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of intersection between State Land and Guides property so as to include 

them (428326, 7900524), then generally southwards along the eastern 

cadastral boundary of Guides to a point on the summit of an unnamed hill 

so as to exclude Bray farm (430292, 7895867), then generally southwards 

so as to include Woolwich farm to a point on Chisamba river (430755, 

7893959), then westwards along Chishamba river up to a point on the 

eastern cadastral boundary of Horley estate so as to include it (428641, 

7892549), then generally eastwards so as to include Inyamando and Danda 

Rasika properties to a beacon on Mapembe mountain (433755, 7890535), 

then generally eastwards to a point on Usuka stream (434954, 7891357), 

then southwards along Usuka stream up to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream so as to exclude Marareli mountain (437084, 7888183), then 

westwards along the said unnamed stream so as to include Samwambeia 

mountain and Gwawawa mountain up to a point on the western boundary 

of Helena farm so as to include it (431595, 7886512), then generally 

westwards to a beacon on the intersection of Riftswood and Crystal Creed so 

as to exclude, then and include Helena farm(429617, 7885500), then 

generally northwards to a beacon on an unnamed mountain summit so as 

to exclude Riftswood and Madzadza farms (428370, 7887054), then 

generally westwards so as to include Inyamando and Rothnic Farms to a 

point of intersection with the eastern boundary of Hazeldene property so as 

to exclude it (421418, 7885071), then generally northwards so as to include 

the following properties Rothnic, Ardrostan, Archnashe, Mtanda A and 

Alpha to a point of intersection between the western boundary of Alpha and 

Tsungwizi river (410103, 7897923), then along Tsungwezi River northwards 

to its confluence with Chimedza river (413477, 7901717), then generally 

eastwards along Chimedza river eastwardsto a point on Marabada mountain 

summit (422418, 7902250), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

422418, 7902250; 423601, 7898948; 426393, 7900615; 428326, 7900524; 

430292, 7895867; 430755, 7893959; 428641, 7892549; 433755, 7890535; 

434954, 7891357; 437084, 7888183; 431595, 7886512; 429617, 7885500; 

428370, 7887054; 421418, 7885071; 410103, 7897923; 413477, 7901717; 

422418, 7902250. 

Ward 35  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at the 

foot of an unnamed hill along the eastern cadastral boundary of The Grove 

farm so as to include it (453671, 7897082), then generally southwards up to 

a beacon on Chirowakamwe mountain summit so as to exclude Gimboki 

area (454127, 7893862), then generally eastwards along the southern 
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boundary of Gimboki to its beacon with the western boundary of Sun Valley 

so as to exclude them (456557, 7895208), then generally southwards along 

thw western cadastral boundary of Sun Valley property so as to exclude it to 

a beacon of the northern boundary of Zimunya Township so as to exclude 

them (459069, 7889385), then generalluy westwards along the northern 

boundary of Zimunya Township to a point on the foot of Chiito mountain so 

as to exclude them (458346, 7889105), then generally westwards along an 

imaginary line so as to exclude Chiito, Mbitu and Mawewe mountains to a 

point on Mawewe mountain summit(453165, 7886801), then generally 

westwards along an imaginary line so as to exclude Rowa Tribal Trust Land 

(2) to a beacon on Mandamiri mountain simmit (448494, 7885482), then 

generally southwards along the northern boundary ofRowa Tribal Trust 

Land (2) so as to exclude it to a point along Odzi river (446231, 7883495), 

then generally northwards along Odzi river to a point on the southern 

Cadastral boundary of Killridge so as to exclude it (442541, 7886359), then 

generally northwards so as to exclude Killridge property to a point on the 

foot of an unnamed mountain near Dora river (447333, 7889661), then 

generally eastwards so as to exclude Gunguruhwe mountain, then generally 

northwards to Sheni mountain summit, then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on the summit of an unnamed mountain so as to 

exclude Dora Tribal Trust Land (446873, 7890808), then generally 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on an unnamed road so as to 

include Gunguruhwe mountain (449761, 7892565), then generally 

northwards along the said road to a point on Sheni mountain foot so as to 

exclude Matika school (448932, 7893567), then generally northwards along 

an imaginary line to a point in Sheni mountain summit (448969, 7895609), 

then generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point at the foot of an 

unnamed hill along the eastern cadastral boundary of The Grove farm so as 

to include it (453671, 7897082) it, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 

South (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

453671, 7897082; 454127, 7893862; 456557, 7895208; 459069, 7889385; 

458346, 7889105; 453165, 7886801; 448494, 7885482; 446231, 7883495; 

442541, 7886359; 447333, 7889661; 446873, 7890808; 449761, 7892565; 

448932, 7893567; 448969, 7895609; 453671, 7897082. 

Ward 36  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Odzi river and northern boundary of plot 27 so as to include it (447288, 

7873782), then generally eastwards so as to include the following properties 

State land plot 27 and 32 of Chinyauhwera Tribal Trust Land (448923, 

7873608), then generally southwards to a point on the peak of Maruru 
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mountain so as to include Mwadewekunze Primary School (449782, 

7869189), then ferther southwards along an imaginary line to a point on 

Nyahuni river (450495, 7868331), then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a beacon between plot 48 and 47 on the southern 

boundary so as to exclude them (454129, 7868833), then generally 

eastwards so as to exclude plot 47, 46, 45, 44, 43,to a point an unnamed 

tributary southwards to its confluence with Mupudzi river (457073, 

7866442), then southwards along Mupudzi river up to the southern 

boundary of Chinyauhwera Tribal Trust Land so as to include it (454749, 

7863302), then generally westwards along the southern boundary of 

Chinyauhwera Tribal Trust Land up to the peak of Nyamureza hill (444577, 

7864862), then along an imaginary line up to Odzi river (443547, 7865610), 

then northwards along Odzi river up to the intersection of Odzi river and 

northern boundary of plot 27 so as to include it (447288, 7873782), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator Projection (UTM) Zone 36 South (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

447288, 7873782; 448923, 7873608; 449782, 7869189; 450495, 7868331; 

454129, 7868833; 457073, 7866442; 454749, 7863302; 444577, 7864862; 

443547, 7865610; 447288, 7873782. 
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MUTASA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Nyamukombe river where Aberfoyle property boundary crosses the river 

(498764, 7977241), then generally southwards along Nyamukombe river to 

its confluence with Pungwe river, generally westwards along Pungwe river to 

its confluence with Nyadowa stream(497028, 7966364), then generally 

northwards along Nyadowa stream to its source on Mapokana range 

(498804, 7970341), then generally northwards along the crest of Mapokana 

range to the source of Nyamasanga stream (498832,7970048)then generally 

north-westwards along Nyamasanga stream to the corner of Aberfoyle 

property boundary (496584, 7970893) inside (Nyawamba dam), then 

northeastwards along the same boundary to another eastern corner of 

Aberfoyle estate property boundary (498686,7971808), then northwards 

along the (Aberfoyle) estate boundary up to Nyamukombe river , the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

498764, 7977241; 497028, 7966364; 498804, 7970341; 498832, 7970048; 

496584, 7970893; 498686, 7971808. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyanga/Mutasa district boundary and Chipote Resettlement farm 

boundary (499018,7983179), south-eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary to the eastern corner of Aberfoyle estate farm boundary 

(498683,7971808) so as to exclude Mubata village, then further south -

westwards to the confluence of Nyawamba dam(496577,7970886), and 

Nyamasanga stream then generally south-eastwards along Nyamasanga 

stream to its source on the crest of Mapokana range (498828,7970041), so 

as to exclude Makwenzi and Zuze villages, then generally southwards along 

the crest of Mapokana hill to the source of Nyadowa stream 

(498398,7968263), then generally south-westwards along Nyadowa stream 

to its confluence with Pungwe river, generally westwards along Pungwe river 

to its confluence with Nyamhingura river (494632,7966828), then generally 

north westwards along the Nyamhingura so as to include Zindi Primary 

School,Zindi business centre and Mugayi, Dutira villages to its intersection 

with the southern boundary of Aberfoyle (490985,7968412), then 

southwestwards along the southern farm boundary of Aberfoyle at 

intersection with Nyanga/ Mutasa district boundary (490621,7968248), 

then generally north-eastwards along the boundary to its intersection with 
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Chipote Resettlement boundary , the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

499018, 7983179; 498683, 7971808; 496577, 7970886; 498828, 7970041; 

498398, 7968263; 494632, 7966828; 490985, 7968412; 490621, 7968248. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Aberfoyle plantation property boundary and Nyamhingura river 

(490996,7968759), then generally south-eastwards along Nyamhingura river 

to its confluence with Pungwe river, then generally south-westwards along 

Pungwe river to its intersection with Mutasa/ Nyanga district boundary on 

Nyanga range (483033, 7965349), then generally north-eastwards along the 

district boundary to its intersection with Aberfoyle estate farm boundary 

(490608.7, 7968589.4), then eastwards along the property boundary to its 

intersection with Nyamhingura river ,the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

490996, 7968759; 483033, 7965349; 490608.7, 7968589.4. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Pungwe and Muombedzi river on the Zimbabwe / Mozambique boundary, 

then generally southwards along Muombedzi river to its source on the crest 

of Zeramira mountain range (503068, 7962463), then generally southwards 

along the Zimbabwe / Mozambique international boundary to a point where 

it meets Honde river (498127, 7955397), then generally westwards along 

Honde river to its confluence with Marirangwe river on the international 

boundary, then generally north westwards along Marirangwe river to a point 

at the foot of Mandeya mountain (492665, 7961197), then generally north 

eastwards along the cliff to the peak of Mandeya mountain (492838, 

7961488) and source of Muzinga river, then generally south eastwards along 

Muzinga river to its confluence with Pungwe river, then further eastwards 

along Pungwe river to its confluence with Muombezi river on the Zimbabwe 

/Mozambique international boundary ,the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

503068, 7962463; 498127, 7955397; 492665, 7961197; 492838, 7961488. 

Ward 5  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 
Mutasa/Nyanga district administrative boundary and Pungwe river 

(483138,7964733), then generally south-eastwards along Pungwe river to its 
confluence with Murara stream, then generally southwards along Murara 

stream to its source on Mandeya hills (490715,7958899) and its intersection 
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with a track road, then generally eastwards along the track road past its 
intersection with Mutambadaka stream, to its junction with Marirangwe 

river (492553, 7959340), then generally south-eastwards along Marirangwe 
river to its confluence with Honde river (495674, 7956198) Zimbabwe / 

Mozambique international boundary, then generally south-westwards along 
Honde river to its confluence with Ruda river, then generally north 
westwards along Ruda river to the intersection with Mutasa / Nyanga 

district boundary, then northwards along the district boundary to a point 
(480157, 7963362) where the boundary takes a north-eastwards direction 
up to its intersection with Pungwe river ,the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

483138, 7964733; 490715, 7958899; 492553, 7959340; 495674, 7956198; 

480157, 7963362. 

Ward 6  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary with Ruda river (480420, 7958058), 
then generally eastwards along Ruda river to its confluence with an 
unnamed stream (482848795, 7956974),then generally westwards along the 

stream to its intersection with a track road (483174, 7956890), then 
westwards along the track road to its intersection with a track road (482942, 
7956867), then generally southwards along the track road to its intersection 

with another track road (482959, 7956221), then generally south-westwards 
along the track road to its intersection with an unnamed stream (482651, 

7956076), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to its 
confluence with Nyamahwani stream, then further southwards along 
Nyamahwani stream to its intersection with Mutare / Hauna tarred road 

(4483601, 7954351), then generally north eastwards along Mutare / Hauna 
tarred road to its intersection with Hauna / Kostern gravel road, then south- 
eastwards along the gravel road to its intersection with a foot path(484245, 

7954069), then eastwards along the footpath to its intersection with 
Nyamataka stream (swamp) so as to include Nyagope homestead (484648, 

7954191), then eastwards along Nyamataka stream to its confluence with 
Ruda river, then generally eastwards along Ruda river to its confluence with 
Honde river, then generally south westwards along Honde river to its 

confluence with Nyamakanga stream, then generally northwards along 
Nyamakanga stream to its confluence with Muwozi stream, then generally 

westwards along Muwozi stream to the intersection with Nyanga/Mutasa 
district boundary(473947, 7954681),then generally south eastwards along 
the district boundary to a point where it intersects with Mutarazi falls 

(479120, 7952952), then generally northwards along the district boundary 
to its intersection with Ruda river , the starting point. The area is bounded 
by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
480420, 7958058; 482848795, 7956974; 483174, 7956890; 482942, 

7956867; 482959, 7956221; 482651, 7956076; 4483601, 7954351; 

484245, 7954069; 484648, 7954191; 473947, 795468; 479120, 7952952. 
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Ward 7  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary and Muwozi stream (473916, 
7954717), then generally eastwards along Muwozi stream to its confluence 

with Nyamakanga stream, then generally eastwards along Nyamakanga 
stream to its confluence with Honde river, then generally south-westwards 
along Honde river to its confluence with Nyamiwonga stream,then generally 

westwards along Nyamiwonga stream to its intersection with Changamire / 
Munyuku hill range, then generally eastwards along Changamire / 
Munyuku range to the peak of Changamire / Munyuku mountain, then 

generally eastwards along the cliff of Munyuku range to the source of 
Chikari stream (472413.0,7947854.1), then north eastwards along Chikari 

stream to its confluence with Dinda river so as to include Kwambana village 
and exclude Magosvongwe and Mabika homesteads, then generally north-
westwards along Dinda stream to its confluence with Doroweza stream,then 

further north-westwards along Doroweza to its confluence with 
Nyakashesha stream, then generally westwards along Nyakashesha stream 

to its intersection with Mutasa / Nyanga district boundary on Rukonde hill 
(471552, 7950070), then generally north-eastwards along the district 
boundary , the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 
modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
473916, 7954717; 472413.0, 7947854.1; 471552, 7950070. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 
Honde and Ngarura rivers, then generally southwards along Ngarura river to 

its intersection with Stapleford property boundary (483033, 7937269), then 
generally west along Stapleford property boundary to the source of Dziwa 
stream (481200, 7937424), then north westwards along Dziwa stream to its 

confluence with Mupenga river, then northwards along Mupenga river to its 
confluence with Turumu stream, then generally south westwards along 

Turumu stream to a point Turumu stream intersects with Mupotedzi / 
Ngwende village boundary (477431, 7943628), then north westwards from a 
point on Turumu stream (4777434, 7943577) to a point on Nyamashato 

stream(476800, 7943852) so as to include Mupotedzi village and exclude 
Ngwende village then generally northwards along Nyamashato stream to its 
confluence with Honde river, then generally northwards along Honde river to 

its confluence with Ngarura river ,the starting point. The area is bounded by 
the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
483033, 7937269; 481200, 7937424; 477431, 7943628; 4777434, 

7943577; 476800, 7943852. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 
Honde River and Ngarura River and the Zimbabwe / Mozambique 
international boundary (486864, 795232), then generally southwards along 

the international boundary to its junction with the north eastern property, 
boundary of Staple Ford estate (490458, 7944399), then generally south-
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westwards along Stapleford Estate farm boundary to its intersection with 
Ngarura River (483036, 7937269), then generally northwards along Ngarura 

River to its confluence with Honde River and its intersection with the 
Zimbabwe / Mozambique international boundary , the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 
36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
486864, 795232; 490458, 7944399; 483036, 7937269. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 
Honde river and Nyamashato stream, then generally south-eastwards along 

Nyamashato stream to a point (476787, 7943797) then eastwards to a point 
on Turumu stream (4777434, 7943577) so as to include Ngwende village 
and exclude Mupotedzi village, then generally north-eastwards along 

Turumu to its confluence with Mupenga river, then generally southwards 
along Mupenga river to its confluence with Dziwa stream(478361, 7943253), 
further south-eastwards along Dziwa stream to its junction with Staple Ford 

property boundary, then north-westwards along the farm boundary to the 
peak of Ruunji mountain then north-westwards from the peak of Ruunji 

mountain beacon number 1954, then generally northwards along the foot 
Hills of Ruunji to Masanga hill (468562, 7941247), then north-westwards 
from Masanga hill to a point on an unnamed stream from Masanga Hills 

(468400, 7941260), then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to 
its confluence with Honde river (467828, 7941362), then generally north-
eastwards along Honde river to its confluence with Nyamashato , the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
476787, 7943797; 4777434, 7943577; 478361, 7943253; 468562, 

7941247; 468400, 7941260; 467828, 7941362. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 
of Mutasa/ Nyanga district boundary and Odzi river (461388, 7950569), 
then generally eastwards along Nyanga / Mutasa district boundary to its 

intersection with Nyanga / Mutare tarred road (463579.9, 7949191.6), then 
generally southwards along Nyanga / Mutare tarred to its intersection with 
Hata stream, then eastwards along Hata stream to its intersection with a 

track road (464636.2, 7948032.5), then southwards along the track road to 
its intersection with Tsawa stream so as to exclude Nyagura and Musimhi 

homestead, then generally southwards along the track road so as to exclude 
Tupiri homestead, then generally south westwards along the track road to 
Chirwaminga stream (463816, 7945787), then southwards along 

Chirwaminga stream (so as to include Pafiwa Secondary School), to its 
confluence with Odzi river, then northwards along Odzi river to its 

intersection with Nyanga/Mutasa district boundary, the starting point. The 
area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 
36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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461388, 7950569; 463579.9, 7949191.6; 464636.2, 7948032.5; 463816, 

7945787. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the the peak of 
Bonda mountain (455893,7963524), then generally south-eastwards along 
Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary (Bonda mission property boundary) to its 

intersection with Britania farm property boundary(457932,7960538), then 
generally south-westwards along Bonda / Nyamazi estate property 
boundaries to its intersection with Bonda mission western property 

boundary (455268,7957674), then generally south-eastwards along 
Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary to its intersection with the peak of Poza 

mountain (456663,7955301), then generally south-eastwards along the 
Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary to the foothill of Poza mountain and 
source of an unnamed stream (457921,7954285), then generally south-

westwards along the stream to its confluence with Nyadera river, then south 
westwards along Nyadera river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

and foothills of Papara mountain range(455996,7949040), further north 
westwards then south-westwards to intersect with Dora 
river(451603,7950934),then generally northwards along Dora river to its 

source, and the foothills of Nzanza mountain range(450790,7952702) then 
generally westwards along the foot of Nzanza range to its intersection with 
Triashill property boundary(449138,7952714), then generally north-

eastwards along the property boundary of Triashill mission to the peak of an 
unnamed mountain (450279,7954300), generally north-westwards along the 

property boundary to its intersection with Nyagambu, Kakona and Nyahowa 
streams, then generally north-eastwards along Nyahowa stream to its 
intersection with a track road to Mbaza(452738,7958200), then generally 

north along the track road to its intersection with Bonda/Magadzire gravel 
road(452278.9,7959160.2) then south-westwards along the 
Bonda/Magadzire gravel road to its intersection with a track 

road(452249.8,7959149.8)), then generally northwards along Nyagambu 
stream to its intersection with Mutasa/Nyanga district administrative 

boundary (451992,7961431) then eastwards along the Mutasa/Nyanga 
district boundary to the peak of Nyambambu mountain(453024,7961420) 
then northeastwards to the peak of Bonda mountain, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 
36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

455893, 7963524; 457932, 7960538; 455268, 7957674; 456663, 7955301; 

457921, 7954285; 455996, 7949040; 451603, 7950934; 450790, 7952702; 

449138, 7952714; 450279, 7954300; 452738, 7958200; 452278.9, 

7959160.2; 452249.8, 7959149.8; 451992, 7961431; 453024, 7961420. 

Ward 13  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyagambu river with the Nyanga/Mutasa district 
boundary(451992,7961431), then generally southwards along Nyagambu 
river to its intersection with a track road (451613, 7958863), then generally 
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eastwards along the track road to its intersection with Bonda/Magadzire 
gravel road(452044, 7958775), then north-eastwards along 

Bonda/Magadzire gravel road to its intersection with a track road to Mbaza 
Primary School(452648, 7958022), then generally southwards along the 

track road to its intersection with Nyahowa stream(452416, 7957126) then 
south-westwards along Nyahowa to its confluence with Nyagambu and 
Kakona stream, then generally south-weswardst along Kakona stream to its 

confluence with Mubvumira river, then generally southwards along 
Mubvumira river to its intersection with Mutasa/Makoni district 
boundary(445901,7951906), then north-westwards along the district 

boundary to the peak of Chiwira mountain(438993,7956482), then generally 
northwards along the district boundary of Mutasa/Makoni to the peak of an 

unnamed mountain (441460,7965543) then generally north-eastwards 
along the southern boundary of Harewood Estate, which is the district 
boundary of Mutasa/Nyanga(445361,7967040), then generally eastwards 

along the district boundary of Mutasa/Nyanga to the intersection of 
Harewood Estate Fox Fock and state land property 

boundaries(445361,7967040), then southwards along Stateland and 
Kenban estate property boundary to the peak of Dora hill(446406,7961509), 
then eastwards along the Mutare/Nyanga district bouindary to its 

intersection with Nyagambu river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 
the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 
on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

451992, 7961431; 451613, 7958863; 452044, 7958775; 452648, 7958022; 

452416, 7957126; 445901, 7951906; 438993, 7956482; 441460, 7965543; 

445361, 7967040; 445361, 7967040; 446406, 7961509. 

Ward 14  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyagambu river and Nyahowa streams(449279,7956000) then north-
eastwards along Nyahowa streams to its intersection with Triashill Mission 

property boundary then generally south-eastwards to the peak of an 
unknown mountain(12) then generally south-westwards along the Triashill 
property boundary to the peak of Dumbwi mountain (447951,7950668) then 

generally westwards along Dubwi/Nyusero/Rutungagore range the source of 
Chinhanu stream (448727,7944125), then south-eastwards along Chinhanu 
stream to its confluence with Dora river, then northwards along Dora to its 

confluence with Nyadera river then southwards along Nyadera river to its 
confluence with Odzi river, then generally southwards along Odzi to Osborne 

Dam (446280,7927890) and its confluence with Nyatande river which is also 
the Mutasa / Makoni district boundary, then generally northwards along 
Nyatande river to its confluence with Mubvumira river, then generally north-

eastwards along Mubvumira river to its confluence with Kakona stream then 
generally north-eastwards along Kakona stream to its confluence with 

Nyagambu, Kakona, Nyahowa streams, then generally eastwards along 
Nyahowa to its confluence with Nyagambu river, the starting point. The area 
is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
449279, 7956000; 447951, 7950668; 448727, 7944125; 446280, 7927890. 
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Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of 

Dumbwi mountain and the southern corner of Triashill Mission Property 

boundary(447953.3,7950722.9), then north-eastwards along Triashill 

Mission property boundary to the foot of Nzunza mountain 

(449134.3,7952727.5), then generally eastwards along the foothills of 

Nzunza mountain to the source of Dora river (450227.8,7953129.1), then 

generally southwards along Dora river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (451598,7950972) then south-eastwards along an unnamed stream 

to its source on the foot of Papara mountain to the source of an unnamed 

stream (454951,7950471) then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyadera river(456028,7949093), 

then generally northwards along Nyadera river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream(456970.5,7951789.3) then north-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its intersection with Nyamazi farm boundary which is 

also the Mutasa/Nyanga district property boundary (457919,7954276) then 

south-eastwards along the Nyamazi farm boundary to its intersection with 

Odzi river (461394,7950978), then generally southwards along Odzi River to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream (459676.3,7946321.7), then 

generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its source on Gondo 

mountain range (457945,7945797) then southwards along Gondo mountain 

range to the source of an unnamed stream (456485,7941988), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Odzi 

river (457357,7939443), so as to exclude Tsawa and Zinyembe villages, then 

generally south westwards along Odzi river to its confluence with Dora river, 

then generally northwards along Dora river to its confluence with an 

Chinhanu stream (450285.5,7942966.6),then generally north-westwards 

along Chinhanu stream to its source on Rutungagore, Nyusero and Dumbwi 

mountain range (448730,7944093), then generally northwards along the 

range crest to the peak of Dumbwi mountain, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

447953.3,7950722.9; 449134.3, 7952727.5; 450227.8, 7953129.1; 451598, 

7950972; 454951, 7950471; 456028, 7949093; 456970.5, 7951789.3; 

457919, 7954276; 461394, 7950978; 459676.3, 7946321.7; 457945, 

7945797; 456485, 7941988 ;457357, 7939443; 450285.5, 7942966.6; 

448730, 7944093. 

Ward 16  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

corner of farm Number 99 (Gorogodo property boundary) on the crest of 
Matengambiri (452314,7932094) then generally southwards along the crest 

of Matengambiri range to the source of an unnamed stream 
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(452560,7931362), then generally south-eastwards along an unnamed 
stream to its intersection with a footpath (453425,7930881), then generally 

south-eastwards along a foot path to a point where it intersects with 33Kv 
power line (454224,7928446),then generally southwards along the power 

line to where it meets a footpath (454839,7925196), then generally 
southwards along the footpath to its intersection with a Zongoro/Manhede 
track road (454936,7923985) so as to exclude Ndorikanda village and 

include Dangarembwa village, then southwards along the Zongoro/Manhede 
track road to the foot of Gonde hill (455083,7923311), then generally south- 
eastwards along the Gonde foothill to its intersection with Zongoro 

river,then generally south-eastwards along Zongoro river to its confluence 
with Koodsooberg property boundary (448873,7919323),then north-

westwards along Koodosberg property boundary to the peak of an unnamed 
hill on Jenya range(448460,7920470), then northwards to the crest of 
mount Jenya range (Mutasa/Makoni) (449517,79250337) then westwards 

along Mutasa/Makoni district boundary to a point inside (Osborne 
dam)(445956,7925239), then north-eastwards inside Osborne dam, to farm 

number 99 property boundary (Gorogodo farm) (451264,7932124), then 
generally south-eastwards along the property boundary of farm number 99 
and the crest of Matengambiri mountain, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
452314, 7932094; 452560, 7931362; 453425, 7930881; 454224, 7928446; 

454839, 7925196; 454936, 7923985; 455083, 7923311; 456098, 7922779; 

448873, 7919323; 448460, 7920470; 449517, 79250337; 445956, 

7925239; 451264, 7932124. 

Ward 17  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from confluence of an 
unnamed stream and Odzi River (459675.2,7946332.6) then generally 

southwards along Odzi river to its confluence with Chirwamhinga stream, 
then generally eastwards along Chirwamhinga stream to its intersection 

with Kukwanisa Vocational Training Centre (VTC)property boundary 
(462690.3,7943139.1), then generally south-eastwards along southern 
boundary of Kukwanisa VTC property boundary to a point on the crest of 

Mazimauya mountain range (464326,7942101), then generally southwards 
to the southern peak of Mazimauya mountain range, then south-westwards 

down Mazimauya mountain cliff to its intersection with Nyamatsanga river 
(462510,7939693) then generally north eastwards along Nyamatsanga river 
to its confluence with Honde river, then generally southwards along Honde 

river to its intersection with northern boundary of Nyakatsapa farm property 
boundary (462321.8,7933575.8) so as to include Marira village and 
Watsomba, then south-westwards along farm number 35 property boundary 

(460805.7,7931831.6)) so as to include it its intersection with source of 
Musewe stream (460874.8,7932183.1), then generally north-westwards 

along Musewe stream to its intersection with Mutare/ Nyanga tarred road 
(459228.4,7932885.2), then generally southwards along Mutare/ Nyanga 
road to its junction with Chihaka/ Dada gravel road (458954.2,7932465.9). 
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Then generally westwards along the Dada/Chihaka gravel road to its 
junction with Watsomba/ Sherukuru gravel road (457967.9,7933813.0), 

then generally north-westwards along Sherukuru /Watsomba road to its 
junction with Osborne road (455796.5,7935620.0) so as to exclude Tsonzo 

rural hospital, Govhingo and Vhumbunu Villages, then south-westwards 
along Osborne dam gravel road to its intersection with Kohwa 
stream,(454274.7,7934734.3) then generally westwards along Kohwa stream 

to where it meets an imaginary line (453981.6,7932606.8) then south-
westwards to Nyamatsiru hill(453147,7932331),then south-westwards to its 
intersection with farm number 100 and 99 property bounderies, then 

generally southwards along the property boundary of farm number 100 and 
99 so as to include farm 100 and exclude farm 101, then further westwards 

along the property boundary to its intersection with Odzi river,(Osborne 
dam) (451292.8,7932621.3), then generally northwards along Odzi river to 
its confluence with an unnamed stream(457371,7939440) which flows from 

Gondo mountain range, then generally north-westwards along the unnamed 
stream to the peak of Gondo mountain range (456405,7941947) so as to 

include Zinyembe village,Zinyembe Primary School and Tsawa village, then 
generally northwards along Gondo mountain range to its intersection with a 
footpath(458276,7946399), then eastwards along the footpath to a point of 

intersection with an unnamed stream(458634.0,7946652.4)) that flows into 
Odzi river then generally south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to its 
confluence with Odzi river (459677.5,7946327.7) so as to include Zinyembe 

village, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
459675.2, 7946332.6; 462690.3, 7943139.1; 464326, 7942101; 462510, 

7939693; 462321.8, 7933575.8; 460805.7, 7931831.6; 460874.8, 

7932183.1; 459228.4, 7932885.2; 458954.2, 7932465.9; 457967.9, 

7933813.0; 455796.5, 7935620.0; 454274.7, 7934734.3; 453981.6, 

7932606.8; 453147, 7932331; 451292.8, 7932621.3; 457371, 7939440; 

456405, 7941947; 458276, 7946399; 458634.0, 7946652.4; 459677.5, 

7946327.7. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of 
Panga mountain ((490426,7944787) then southwards along 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary to the peak of 
Gomorenyangani mountain (473589,792020265), then generally north-
westwards along Sheba (Maugara ) property boundary( so as to include 

Maugara and exclude Mabonda resettlement to its intersection with Odzani 
river(468422,7925331), then generally south-westwards along Odzani river 

to its intersection with Northbank Inyashuti resettlement (Western 
boundary)(464221,7922681), then northwards along Nyashuti resettlement 
boundary so as to exclude Mapara village and Mapara primary school to the 

peak of Nyashuti Mountain range (465120.7,7930572.6) and southern 
corner of Nyakatsapa,then generally south-westwards along the range to the 
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southern corner of Nyakatsapa school farm boundary(463286,7930030) so 
as to include Nyakatsapa schools, then generally north-westwards along 

Nyakatsapa farm boundary to its intersection with farm number 32 property 
boundary(461230,7933346) then generally eastwards along farm number 32 

property boundary to the peak of Nyaruhwe hill and Athene farm 
boundary(463481,7933861), then generally north-eastwards along Athens 
farm boundary to its intersection with Stanley farm boundary then 

northwards along Stanley farm boundary(464911,7934672), then generally 
south-eastwards along Stanley farm boundary, to its intersection with 
Dilkusha farm property boundary(465444,7934317), then north-eastwards 

along Dilkusha/Stanely property boundary to its intersection with 
Summerfield(466808,7935326), then south-eastwards along Summerfield to 

its intersection with Msaka property boundary (469653,7932659),then 
north-eastwards along Msaka to the northern corner of Mkondwe property 
boundary (471088,7934515)then southwards along Mkondwe property 

boundary to the peak of Rupango hill(470905,7933222), then generally 
eastwards along Odzani plots to its intersection with Simla farm property 

boundary (472097,7933217), then north-eastwards along Simla and Charity 
farm property boundaries to the peak of Mt Ruunji(474932,7936990), then 
generally north-eastwards along Stapleford estate boundary to the peak of 

Panga mountain and Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary ,the 
starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
490426, 7944787; 473589, 792020265; 468422, 7925331; 464221, 

7922681; 465120.7, 7930572.6; 463286, 7930030; 461230, 7933346; 

463481, 7933861; 464911, 7934672; 465444, 7934317; 466808, 7935326; 

469653, 7932659; 471088, 7934515; 470905, 7933222; 472097, 7933217; 

474932, 7936990. 

Ward 19  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 
Honde River and unnamed stream (467820.7,7941679.0) then eastwards 

along the stream to the foot of Masanga hill(469045.3,7941413.9)), then 
eastwards up to the peak of Masanga hill (469253,7941362), to where an 
imaginary line is drawn from the peak of Masanga hill to Mount Ruunji 

peak, (474924,7937042) so as to include Jombe, Nyabadza and Mponda 
villages, then generally south-westwards along Stappleford Estate farm 

boundary to the intersection of Stappleford and Sheba Estate property 
boundaries (473626,7934696) then south-westwards along Sheba property 
boundary to its intersection to farm number 1 (472098,7933195), then 

westwards to the property boundary of farm number 1,2,3 and 34 property 
boundaries (470910,7933257), further northwards to the property boundary 

of Mkondwe farm(471101,7934559) then westwards along Mkondwe farm 
property boundary to its intersection with Summerfield farm property 
boundary(470210,7934231),then southwards along Mkondwe property 

boundary (470622,7933646), then south-westwards along Summerfield 
property boundary (469710,7933227), then south-eastwards along 
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Summerfield property boundary(469953,7933034), then further south-
westwards along Summerfield (469659,7932726), then generally north-

westwards along Summerfield property boundary to its intersection with 
Stanley farm property boundary so as to include Stanley farm and exclude 

Dilkusha farm(466799,7935083) then generally south-westwards along 
Stanely farm property boundaries to its intersection with Anthens farm 
property boundary(465477,7934099) then northwards along Anthens farm 

property boundary (464909,7934741), then south-westwards along Anthens 
property boundary to its intersection with Nyakatsapa farm property 
boundary (463455,7933869), which is also the peak of Nyaruhwe hill, then 

westwards along Nyakatsapa farm property boundary to its intersection with 
Honde river(462336,7933612), then north-eastwards along Honde river , the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 
Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

467820.7, 7941679.0; 469045.3, 7941413.9; 469253, 7941362; 474924, 

7937042; 473626, 7934696; 472098, 7933195; 470910, 7933257; 470210, 

7934231; 470622, 7933646; 469710, 7933227; 469953, 7933034; 469659, 

7932726; 466799, 7935083; 465477, 7934099; 464909, 7934741; 463455, 

7933869; 462336, 7933612. 

Ward 20  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Y-junction of 

Sherukuru,Osborne dam and Watsomba road, then south-eastwards along 
Sherukuru/Watsomba gravel road to its junction with Vumbunu track road 

at Govhingo business centre (456418,7933583), then northwards along 
Sherukuru/ Watsomba road to Govhingo graveyard (456775,7934348), then 
generally eastwards along Sherukuru/Watsomba road to include Tsonzo 

Rural Hospital, Govhingo and Vhumbunu villages, to the junction of 
Sherukuru/Watsomba road and Dada/Chihaka track 

road(457968,7933812), then south-eastwards along Dada/Chihaka to its 
junction with Mutare/Nyanga road(458953,7932463), then northwards 
along Mutare/Nyanga highway to its intersection with Musewe river 

(459234,7932875), then north-eastwards along Musewe river to its 
intersection with Watsomba/Mutasa Primary track road (460921,7932043), 
then southwards along Watsomba Mtasa primary track road to the property 

boundary of farm number 35 (460808,7931839), then north-eastwards 
along farm number 35 property boundary to its intersection with 

Nyakatsapa farm property boundary(461801,7932556), then south-
eastwards along Nyakatsapa Mission farm property boundary at the foot of 
Muparudza hills(463291,7930026), then eastwards along Nyakatsapa 

Mission farm property boundary to the peak of Nyashuti mountain 
(465106,7930525), then generally southwards along Nyashuti resettlement 

boundary to the peak of Nhuri hill, then generally north-westwards to the 
peak of Nyamudziwa mountain, then westwards and north-westwards along 
the crest of Chirowarowa range(460959,7926179), to an unnamed stream 

which is at the foot of Bingaguru mountain(460370,7926726), then 
northwards along the unnamed river to a point along the foot of Bingaguru 
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mountain(460385,7927297), then generally north-westwards along an 
imaginary line to its intersection with Zongoro river(459361,7927724), then 

westwards along an imaginary line to the peak of Rwatsumbu mountain 
(458486,7927802), then further westwards along the imaginary line to its 

intersection with Mutare/Nyanga highway (457684,7927922), then further 
westwards along the imaginary line to the mobile network booster crest of 
Jenya mountain range (46503,7928109), then further south-westwards 

along the imaginary line to its intersection with the 33Kv power line and 
Jenya mountain range (454342,7927757), then further westwards along 
Jenya mountain range so as to exclude Ndorikanda and Dangarembwa 

villages and include Vumbunu village to its intersection with farm 99 and 
100 (Gorogodo) farm property boundary so as to exclude Gorogodo farm 

number 99 and 100, then generally north-eastwards along Gorogodo and 
farm number 100 property bounderies to Tomu,Chidapakati and 
Nyamatsiru hills, to an imaginary line drawn from Nyamatsiru hills( 

452321,7932066) that meets with Kohwa stream (453981.6,7932606.8), 
then generally northwards along Kohwa stream to its intersection with Mt 

Jenya gravel road ,(454274.7,7934734.3), then north-eastwards along 
Osborne dam gravel road to its Y-junction with Sherukuru Watsomba gravel 
road , the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 
1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
456418, 7933583; 456775, 7934348; 457968, 7933812; 458953, 7932463; 

459234, 7932875; 460921, 7932043; 460808, 7931839; 461801, 7932556; 

463291, 7930026; 465106, 7930525; 460959, 7926179; 460370, 7926726; 

460385, 7927297; 459361, 7927724; 458486, 7927802; 457684, 7927922; 

46503, 7928109; 454342, 7927757; 452321, 7932066; 453981.6, 

7932606.8; 454274.7, 7934734.3. 

Ward 21  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Odzani river and the property boundary of Wye Estate 
(460146,7922014)to the peak of Chawv mountain (460110,7920401), then 
further south-eastwards along Savillen Estate boundary to the peak of 

Chinyanzunda mountain (461751,7917732), to the intersection with En 
Anavante farm property boundary, then south along En Avant resettlement 

property boundary to the peak of Tsvingwe mountain (461234,7915268), 
then eastwards along St Augustines Mission property boundary to its 
intersection with Tsambe river (462791,7914709) then southwards along 

Tsambe river to its confluence with an unnamed stream(462641,7912425) 
then north-westwards along the unnamed stream to Tsvingwe clinic / Africa 
University gravel road so as to exclude Tsvingwe 

clinic(462048.23,7912662.53),then westwards along the gravel road to its 
intersection with Fairview estate property boundary (460675.0,7912460.0) 

so as to include Fairview estate,further south-westwards along the property 
boundary to its intersection with Africa University property boundary 
(459122.2,7911315.8),then generally north-westwards along Africa 
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University and Fairview property boundary to its intersection with En 
Avante property boundary (458413, 7912874) so as to exclude Woodlands, 

then generally south-westwards along Woodlands farm boundary to its 
intersection with Hartzel Estate property boundary (457704, 7912384), then 

generally north-westwards along Hartzel / Enavante property boundaries to 
its intersection with Cidimu property boundary (456445, 7913371), then 
generally westwards along Hartzel property boundary to its intersection with 

Mutare/Nyanga tarred road (456166.7,7913288.1), then generally 
northwards along Mutare/Nyanga tarred road to its intersection with Odzani 
river, then generally eastwards along Odzani river to its intersection with 

Wyle estate property boundary , the starting point.The area is bounded by 
the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
460146, 7922014; 460110, 7920401; 461751, 7917732; 461234, 7915268; 

462791, 7914709; 462641, 7912425; 462048.23, 7912662.53; 460675.0, 

7912460.0; 459122.2, 7911315.8; 458413, 7912874; 457704, 7912384; 

456445, 7913371; 456166.7, 7913288.1. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 
of Inodzi extension (Gwaradzimba farm), Savillian property farm boundaries 
and Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary (470116.7, 7914706.1), 

then generally southwards along the boundary up to its intersection with 
Mutare/Mutasa district boundary (472757.9,7907485.7), then generally 

westwards along the boundary to its intersection with Alphaeton property 
boundary (459003, 7905170), then generally northwards along Alphaeton 
and Greater Sisal property boundaries to the intersection with Greater 

Ferndale property boundary (459673, 7907450), then further northwards 
along Greater Ferndale property boundary to its intersection with Ngambi 
Estate boundary(457729, 7909400), then generally eastwards along Greater 

Ferndale/Ngambi estate property boundary so as to exclude Africa 
University, then generally northwards along Ngambi estate property 

boundary to its intersection with Fairview south property 
boundary(459122.5,7911315.6), then generally south-eastwards along 
Fairview estate boundary to its intersection with Africa University / 

Tsvingwe clinic gravel road (460676.1, 7912460.5), then generally eastwards 
along Africa University/Tsvingwe clinic gravel road to its intersection with 

an unnamed stream (462048.7, 7912652.1), further eastwards along the 
unnamed stream to its confluence with Tsambe river (462654.2, 
7912485.3), then generally southwards along Tsambe river to its confluence 

with Mutare river, then generally southwards along Tsambe river to its 
confluence with Mutare river, then generally eastwards along Eastlyn 
property boundary to Penhalonga/Mutare road (464035, 7911415) ,then 

generally northwards along Penhalonga/Mutare road to its intersection with 
Tryconnell property boundary (453975, 7911693), then generally north-

eastwards along Tryconnell property boundary to its intersection with 
Nyaronga Manor property boundary (468127, 7912030), then generally 
northwards along Nyaronga Manor property boundary to its intersection 
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with Nyagari property boundary (467561.8, 7914613.5), then generally 
eastwards along Nyagari property boundary to its intersection with 

Mozambique/Zimbabwe international boundary so as to include Inodzi 
extension , starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 
1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
470116.7, 7914706.1; 472757.9, 7907485.7; 459003, 7905170; 459673, 

7907450; 457729, 7909400; 459122.5, 7911315.6; 460676.1, 7912460.5; 

462048.7, 7912652.1; 462654.2, 7912485.3; 464035, 7911415; 453975, 

7911693; 468127, 7912030; 467561.8, 7914613.5. 

Ward 23  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 
of Flintell/Odzani junction estate boundaries(448855, 7919661) and Odzani 

river,then generally eastwards along Odzani river to its bridge intersection 
with Nyanga Mutare tarred road, then generally southwards along 

Nyanga/Mutare tarred road to its intersection with Hartzel estate property 
boundary (456164, 7913350), then north-eastwards along Hartzel estate 
property boundary to its intersection with Cidimu property boundary, then 

generally south eastwards along Hartzel property boundary to its 
intersection with Woodlands property boundary (457712, 7912427), then 
generally north-eastwards along Woodlands property boundary to its 

intersection with Fairview estate property boundary (458424, 7912883), 
then generally southwards along Fairview property boundary to its 

intersection with Africa University property boundary(458677, 7911961), 
then further southwards along Africa University property boundary (Ngambi 
estate ) to its intersection with Greater Ferndale property boundary (459758, 

7909689), then generally westwards along Greater Ferndale property 
boundary to its intersection with greater Sisal property boundary 
(457757,7909340), then generally south eastwards along Greater Sisal 

property boundary to its intersection with Alphaeton property boundary 
(459686, 7907399), then generally southwards along Alphaeton property 

boundary to its intersection with Mutasa / Mutare district boundary 
(459001,7905109), then generally westwards along Mutare / Mutasa district 
boundary to the peak of Nyachikanga mountain (intersection with Irene 

property boundary) (453556, 7904394), then generally northwards along 
Irene and Greater Sisal property boundaries so as to include Greater Sisal 

and Irene estate to its intersection with Mutare river (455155, 7909238), 
then generally north eastwards along Mutare river to its bridge intersection 
with Nyanga / Mutare tarred road / Hartzel Mission property boundary 

(457070, 7910111), then generally north westwards along Old Mutare 
property boundary to the crest of the Chin‟ando hill (455273, 7911026),then 
generally northwards along Old Mutare property boundary to the peak of 

Chiremba mountain range, then generally south westwards along Chiremba 
mountain range, then southwest down to its intersection with Mutengezi 

stream and a track road, up to its intersection with Premier/Grange and 
Five streams property boundaries, then generally north eastwards along the 
property boundaries to Mount Dangare (450691,7914647) and intersection 
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of Five Streams, Odzani Junction estate, Kelly‟s Park, then generally north-
westwards along Kelly‟s Park Odzani Junction Estate property boundary to 

its junction with Odzani river , starting point.The area is bounded by the 
following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
448855, 7919661; 456164, 7913350; 457712, 7912427; 458424, 7912883; 

458677, 7911961; 459758, 7909689; 457757, 7909340; 459686, 7907399; 

459001, 7905109; 453556, 7904394; 455155, 7909238; 457070, 7910111; 

455273, 7911026; 450691, 7914647. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 
Zongoro river and foot of Bingaguru mountain range(459361,7927744), then 
southwards along an unnamed stream to the foot of Chirowarowa mountain 

range(460362,7926680), then generally eastwards along Chirowarowa 
mountain range to the peak of Nhuri hill and junction with Nyashuti 

resettlement property boundary(464459,7925926), then southwards along 
Nyashuti property boundary to its intersection with Odzani 
River(464215,7922701), then generally westwards along Odzani to its 

confluence with Zongoro river, then generally northwards along Zongoro 
river to the foot of Gonde hill, then north-westwards along the foothill to its 
junction with Manhede/Zongoro trackroad (455076.2,7923652.1), then 

generally northwards along Zongoro/Manhede track road to its junction 
with a footpath, further northwards along the footpath to its junction with 

33Kv power line (454840,7925530), so as to exclude Dangarembwa village 
and include Ndorikanda Village, generally northwards along the power line 
to the crest of Jenya-Matengambiri mountain range,then eastwards along 

the range to the crest of Rwatsumbu mountain range, further eastwards 
along Rwatsumbu range to the intersection of Zongoro river and the foot of 
Bingaguru mountain, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 
the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

459361, 7927744; 460362, 7926680; 464459, 7925926; 464215, 7922701; 

455076.2, 7923652.1; 454840, 7925530. 

Ward 25  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of Mt 

Jenya (449519,7925354) and koodoesberg extension farm boundary, then 
generally southwards along Koodesberg extension property boundary to its 
bridge intersection with Odzani river(448848,7919690),then south-

eastwards along Odzani junction estate boundary to the peak of Dangare 
hill(450699,7914640) and intersection with Odzani junction estate 
boundary and Five Streams estate boundary (448700,7913176),then south-

westwards along Five Streams property boundary to its intersection with 
Premier estate/Grange and Five streams property boundaries, then south-

eastwards along the property boundaries to the peak of an unnamed hill so 
as to intersect with a track road and Mutengezi stream, then generally 
eastwards along the range to the Peak of Chiremba Mountain, then 
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southwards along Chiremba to the peak of hospital hill so as to exclude 
Hartzell primary and secondary schools and hospital. Then generally south -

eastwards to the peak of an unknown hill, then south-eastwards along the 
hill to the intersection of Mutare/Nyanga highway and Mutare River (bridge), 

then generally westwards along Mutare River to its intersection with Greater 
Sisal property boundary, then generally southwards along Magamba 
Vocational Training Centre and Irene property boundary to the peak of 

Nyachikanga mountain range (453554,7904401), then generally westwards 
along the Nyachikanga range to the peak of Mutanda range, generally 
westwards along Mutanda range and Mutasa / Mutare district boundary Mt 

Wosely, Chikwasi and Cairndhu to its intersection with Odzi River 
(436335,7903151), then generally northwards along Odzi river to its 

intersection with Osborne dam property boundary(445985,7923169), then 
north-eastwards along/Koodoosberg property boundaries to its intersection 
of the peak of Mount Jenya , starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 
the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

449519, 7925354; 448848, 7919690; 450699, 7914640; 448700, 7913176; 

453554, 7904401; 436335, 7903151; 445985, 7923169. 

Ward 26  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 
of Penhalonga/Shamhu road, Odzani river and Drenan property 

boundary(468354.7,7925356.6),then south-eastwards along Drennan estate 
property boundary to its intersection with Epsum Mabonda resttlement 

property bounderies(471132,7923235),then further south- eastwards along 
the same boundary to its intersection with Zimbabwe / Mozambique 
boundary (Gomorengani )(473588,7920399),then generally south-westwards 

along the international boundary to its intersection with Snuta mountain 
(468909.26,7916989.93)),then generally south-eastwards along the 
international boundary to its intersection with Nyagari/Nyaronga Manor 

property boundary (4701167.76,7914078.56), then generally westwards 
along Nyaronga Manor/Nyagari property boundary to its junction with 

Sangwemi and State land and Zame and St Augustines Mission property 
boundary(465252.8,7915391.8), then south-westwards along St Augustines 
mission property boundary to the peak of Tsvingwe hills and junction with 

Enavante, Fairview estate and Penhalonga property boundaries 
(461239,7915291),then generally northwards along St Augustines Mission 

and En Avant resettlement property boundary to the peak of Chinyanzunda 
mountain (461777,7917753) and intersection with En Avant and Savillian 
estate property boundaries,then generally northwestwards along Savillian 

estate/En Avant and Wye Estate property boundaries past the peak of 
Chove mountain (460101,7920413) to its junction with Odzani river 
(460138.8,7922083.2) so as to exclude Wye estate and En Avant and 

include Savillian estate,then generally northwards along Odzani river to its 
intersection with Penhalonga/Shamhu road/Odzani river and Drenan 

property boundaries , starting point. The area is bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 
modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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468354.7, 7925356.6; 471132, 7923235; 473588, 7920399; 468909.26, 

7916989.93; 4701167.76, 7914078.56; 465252.8, 7915391.8; 461239, 

7915291; 461777, 7917753; 460101, 7920413; 460138.8, 7922083.2. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 
of Nyagari and Nyaronga Manor property 
bounderies(467561.7,7914620.0),then southwards along Nyaronga Manor 

property boundary to its intersection with Tryconel property boundary 
(468130,7912014) so as to exclude Nyaronga Manor and include Elim 

Mission,then westwards along Tryconel property boundary to its intersection 
with Penhalonga/Mutare tarred road and Imbeza valley river 
(464032,7911720), the generally southwards along the road to its 

intersection with Eastlynn property boundary (464033.87,7911435.23), 
then generally westwards along Eastlynn property boundary to its 
intersection with Mutare river (462591.9,7911586.9), then generally 

northwards along Mutare river to its confluence with Tsambe river, then 
northwards along Tsambe river to its intersection with St Augustine Mission 

property boundary (Tsambe hills)(462772.87,7914800.18), then generally 
eastwards along St Augustine property boundary to its intersection with 
Zame/Sangwemi property boundaries (465252.5,7915392.5), further 

eastwards along Zame/Nyagari property boundary to its intersection with 
Nyaronga Manor property boundary , the starting point. The area is 
bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
467561.7, 7914620.0; 468130, 7912014; 464032, 7911720; 464033.87, 

7911435.23; 462591.9, 7911586.9; 462772.87, 7914800.18; 465252.5, 

7915392.5. 

Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 
of Nyanga/Mutasa District boundary and Rwera river 

(Zimbabwe/Mozambique) international boundary (501087,7988407), then 
generally southwards along Rwera river to its confluence with Pungwe river, 
then generally southwards along Pungwe river (Zimbabwe/Mozambique 

international boundary) to its confluence with Nyamukombe river, then 
generally North westwards along Nyamukombe river to its intersection with 

Aberfoyle tea Estate property boundary(498767,7977204), then northwards 
along Aberfoyle tea estate property boundary to its intersection with 
Mutasa/Mutasa administrative boundary(498893,7984078), further 

northwards along Nyanga/Mutasa administrative boundary so as to exclude 
Nyamagaya river to a point (498856.0,7988525.7), then generally eastwards 
along Mutasa/Nyanga administrative boundary to its intersection with 

Rwera river , the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 
Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
501087, 7988407; 498767, 7977204; 498893, 7984078; 498856.0, 

7988525.7. 
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Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyakashesha stream and Mutasa /Nyanga district boundary (Rukonde 

hills) (471545.9,7950415.0),then generally south-eastwards along 

Nyakashesha stream to its confluence with Doroweza stream, then further 

south-eastwards along Doroweza to its confluence with Dinda stream, then 

south-eastwards along Dinda stream to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (473485.66,7948421.39), then generally north-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to the peak on Tonono hill range, then north-westwards 

along hill range to its intersection with an unnamed stream (472601.5, 

7948270.9) so as to exclude Kwambana village, generally eastwards along 

the stream to its confluence with Honde river,generally north westwards 

along Honde river to its confluence with Nyamatsanga stream, then 

generally westwards along Nyamatsanga stream to its intersection with 

Mazimauya mountain,north-eastwards along the mountain range to 

Kukwanisa property boundary,then north-westwards along the property 

boundary to Chirwaminga stream,generally northwards along the stream to 

its source and a track road north of Tupiri homestead (463828.9, 

7947247.6), then generally north-eastwards along the track so as to include 

Tupiri homestead, further northwards along the track road across Tsangwa 

stream into Hata stream, then generally westwards along Hata to its 

intersection with Mutasa / Nyanga tarred road, then generally northwards 

along Mutasa / Nyanga tarred road to its intersection with Mutasa / Nyanga 

district boundary (463579.9, 7949191.6), then generally south-eastwards 

along Mutasa / Nyanga district boundary to point where it intersects with 

Duru river (468532.8, 7948049.8), then south-eastwards along the 

boundary to a point (469724.8, 7947377.0), then north-eastwards along the 

boundary to its intersection with Nyakashesha stream , the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

471545.9, 7950415.0; 473485.66, 7948421.39; 472601.5, 7948270.9; 

463828.9, 7947247.6; 463579.9, 7949191.6; 468532.8, 7948049.8; 

469724.8, 7947377.0. 

Ward 30  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 
Nyamhingura and Pungwe river, then generally south-eastwards along 

Pungwe river to its confluence with Muzinga river, then south-westwards 
along Muzinga river to its source (492564,7959780) and its intersection with 
a track road, then westwards along the track road to its intersection with 

Murara river (490551,7959208), then north-westwards along Murara river 
to its confluence with Pungwe river,then north-eastwards along Pungwe 

river to its confluence with Nyamhingura river, the starting point. The area 
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is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

492564, 7959780; 490551, 7959208. 

Ward 31  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

an unnamed stream and Ruda river (484811,7958834), then generally 

south-eastwards along Ruda river to its confluence with Nyamataka stream, 

then generally westwards along the stream to its source(swamps)( (so as to 

include,Ruda Police camp, Hauna air strip, to its intersection with a foot 

path, then further westwards along the foot path to its intersection with 

Korstein -Hauna gravel road (484128.2,7954495.1) so as to exclude Nyagope 

Homestead, then generally north-westwards along the gravel road to is 

intersection with Mutare-Hauna tarred road(483945.7,7954603.3), then 

generally westwards along the tarred road to its bridge intersection with 

Nyamahwani stream (483578.4,7954728.0), then generally northwards 

along Nyamahwani stream to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream(483348,7955356), then generally north-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its intersection with a track road (48252,7955533) so as 

to include Nyatsanza Primary School then generally northwards along the 

track road to Ruda -Buwu road so as to include Hauna water reservoirs, 

then generally eastwards along the track road to its intersection with an 

unnamed Stream( 483941,7957751), then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Ruda River (484811,7958834), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

484811, 7958834; 484128.2, 7954495.1; 483945.7, 7954603.3; 483578.4, 

7954728.0; 483348, 7955356; 48252, 7955533; 483941, 7957751; 484811, 

7958834. 
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NYANGA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Rwenya river to where it meets with Zimbabwe Mozambique International  

boundary (499359.3;8093281.5), then southwards along the Zimbabwe 

Mozambique International boundary to the peak of Mhanda 

mountain),(499801;8086907) then south-eastwards to the peak of Nyakuyo 

mountain (Beacon BP XXXI)(505252;8082897), then generally south-

westwards along Gairezi River (505612;8082537), then generally southwards 

along Gairezi river to the Confluence of Gaerezi river and Nyakasikana river 

(496424.7;8067730.2) then north-westwards along Nyakasikana river to its 

source on the peak of Magombenyi mountain (489660.6;8074221.2), then 

north-westwards through the summit of Sitwe mountain point 

(485560.9;8075798.9) to an unnamed Chitondongwe tributary ( 

484668.9;8076196.9), then generally westwards along the unnamed 

tributary into Chitondongwe river (484390.0;8076072.0) then generally 

northwards along Chitondongwe River to its confluence with Nyautarezi 

River (482873.3;8080238.5) ,then northwards along Nyautarezi River to its 

confluence with Rwenya River then generally eastwards along Rwenya River 

to a point where it meets with Zimbabwe Mozambique International 

boundary (499359.3;8093281.5), the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

499359.3, 8093281.5; 499801, 8086907; 505252, 8082897; 505612, 

8082537; 496424.7, 8067730.2; 489660.6, 8074221.2; 485560.9, 

8075798.9; 484668.9, 8076196.9; 484390.0, 8076072.0; 482873.3, 

8080238.5; 499359.3, 8093281.5. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Rwenya river and Nyautarezi river (483305,8085288), then southwards 

along Nyautarezi River to its confluence with Chitondongwe river 

(482882,8080231), then southwards along Chitondongwe to a point 

(483759,8077529) then generally westwards to the summit of unnamed 

mountain range (482865,8076663), then generally southwards along the 

summit of unnamed mountain range (482661,8071828), then generally 

southwards along the mountain range to a point on the the summit of 

Nyazingwe mountain (481336,8067307), then southwards to a point 

(480194,8065672), then generally westwards to Nyamatubu river 

(479166,8065651), then southwards along Nyamatubu river  to a point 

where it meets Ruwangwe/Fombe Road at point (480078,8061514) then 

westwards along Ruwangwe/Fombe Road to a point (478579,8060282), then 
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generally northwards through the summit of an unnamed mountain to a 

point (478457,8061200), then generally north wards to the source of 

unnamed Nyamatubu tributary at the foot of unnamed mountain range then 

generally southwards along the foot of unnamed mountain to a point 

(365050.1,1981556), then generally westwards along the foot of unnamed 

mountain to a point (478007.7,8063155.6), then generally northwards into 

Nyatusanga river (477664,8063397), then generally northwards along 

Nyatusanga river to a point (477870,8067688), then generally westwards to 

a point (475249,8067697) then westwards to a point (473451,8068230) then 

northwards to a point on Rwenya river (473462.8,8076373,4), then generally 

eastwards along Rwenya river to its confluence with Nyautarezi river 

(483305,8085288), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

483305, 8085288; 482882, 8080231; 483759, 8077529; 482865, 8076663; 

482661, 8071828; 481336, 8067307; 480194, 8065672; 479166, 8065651; 

480078, 8061514; 478579, 8060282; 478457, 8061200; 365050.1, 

1981556; 478007.7, 8063155.6; 477664, 8063397; 477870, 8067688; 

475249, 8067697; 473451, 8068230; 473462.8, 8076373,4; 483305, 

8085288. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyakasikana river and Gairezi river (496512.0;8067767.0), then southwards 

along Gairezi river to its confluence with Matisi river (496817;8062598), 

then generally westwards along Matisi river to its confluence with Garavata 

river (494983;8061872), then generally north westwards along Garavata 

river to a point (4935423;803447)), then westwards through the peak of 

Chivende mountain to a point (492351;8063316), then generally westwards 

along the unnamed mountain to a point (489556;8063156) on the summit of 

the unnamed mountain then southwards to the summit of an unnamed 

mountain range (485004;8057108), then northwards along the summit of 

the mountain range to a point (483981;8058407), then northwards to an 

unnamed stream (481178;8060569) then northwards along the stream to a 

point where it meets a hill (481109;8060858), then northwards along the 

eastern foot of the hill to a point it meets Nyanga Fombe road then generally 

eastwards across Nyanga/Fombe road to a point where it meets Nyamatubu 

river (480078;8061514), then northwards along Nyamatubu river to point 

(479166,8065651), then generally eastwards to a point (480194,8065,672) 

then northwards to the summit of Nyazingwe mountain range point 

(481336,8067307), then northwards to a point (482661,8071828) on the 

summit of an unnamed mountain range then generally eastwards to a point 

along Chitondongwe river point (483759,8077529), then generally 

southwards along Chitondongwe river to its confluence with an unnamed 
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tributary point (484390,80786072), then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed tributary to a point (484668.9,8076196.9), then generally south-

eastwards through the summit of Sitwe mountain point 

(485560.9,8075798,9) to the source of Nyakasikana river at a point on 

Magombenyi mountain (489660.6,8074221.2), then south-eastwards along 

Nyakasikana river to its confluence with Gairezi river point 

(496512.0,8067767.0) ,the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

496512.0, 8067767.0; 496817, 8062598; 494983, 8061872; 4935423, 

803447; 492351, 8063316; 489556, 8063156; 485004, 8057108; 483981, 

8058407; 481178, 8060569; 481109, 8060858; 480078, 8061514; 

479166,8065651; 480194, 8065,672; 481336, 8067307; 482661, 8071828; 

483759, 8077529; 484390, 80786072; 484668.9, 8076196.9; 485560.9, 

8075798.9; 489660.6, 8074221.2; 496512.0, 8067767.0. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Nyaruchena river point (472264,8064690) then southwards along 

Nyaruchena river to a point (474729,8060529), then northwards through 

the peak of unnamed hill point (475511,8061034) to a point 

(476223,8062153) between two unnamed hills, then generally eastwards to 

a point on an unnamed stream at the foot of unnamed hill 

(478041,80663068), then generally northwards through a point 

(4777770,8062022) on Nyatusanga river, then generally northwards along 

the foot of an unnamed hill to a point on the common boundary of ward 2 

and 4 point (478007.7,8063155.6) then(478229,8063438), then southwards 

along the peak of an unnamed hill (478788,8060722) to Ruwangwe/Fombe 

road (478631,8060315) then generally eastwards along Ruwangwe/Fombe 

road to a point (481305,8062161), then generally southwards through point 

(481227,8060450) and (482683,8059758) on the peak of an unnamed hill 

then further southwards along the mountain range to a point 

(486248,8054841)on an unnamed hill, then further southwards to a point 

on Matisi river (487426,8053735), then generally southwards along Matisi 

river to its confluence with Musurudzi river point (484343,8050181), then 

generally westwards along Musurudzi river to a point (477085,8049763) on 

the summit of Chigura mountain range, then northwards through the 

source of Munjanja River point (476695.849842), then along Munjanja river 

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary point (475793,8053194) then 

further northwards along Ruangwe range to its peak point 

(471446,8064575), then eastwards to a point (471894,8064435) the source 

of an unnamed Nyaruchena tributary, then generally eastwards along 

unnamed Nyaruchena tributary to its confluence with Nyaruchena river 

(472264,8064690), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

472264, 8064690; 474729, 8060529; 475511, 8061034; 476223, 8062153; 

478041, 80663068; 4777770, 8062022; 478007.7, 8063155.6; 478229, 

8063438; 478631, 8060315; 481305, 8062161; 481227, 8060450; 482683, 

8059758; 486248, 8054841; 487426, 8053735; 484343, 8050181; 477085, 

8049763; 475793, 8053194; 471446, 8064575; 471894, 8064435; 472264, 

8064690. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Matisi and Gairezi river (496817,8062598) on the Zimbabwe-Mazombique 

international boundary, then generally southwards along Gairezi river 

(international boundary) to a point (505456,8054107)), then south-

westwards across Majenjere mountain range to a point (503730,8053479) 

then generally south-eastwards (493973,8049830) to a point along 

Nyamaropa/Chiso road point (493689,8049686), then generally southwards 

along Nyamaropa/Chiso road to a point where it meets the north-eastern 

boundary of Saunyama Communal land (494628,8044970), then 

northwards to the peak of Makori mountain along the eastern boundary of 

Saunyama communal land where it meets Matizi land and St Swithins to a 

point (493565,8045955), then westwards along the northern boundary of 

Saunyama communal land to a point (491218,8045327) where it meets with 

an unnamed tributary of Matisi river, then northwards along the unnamed 

tributary to the confluence with Matisi river (488563,8055276), then 

generally southwards along Matisi river to a point (487425,8053761), then 

westwards across the peak of an unnamed mountain range to a point( 

485820,8057059), then northwards to a point (488227,8062256) then 

eastwards through Chivende mountain to point (49350,8063473) where it 

meets Garavata river then southwards along Garavata river to its confluence 

with Matisi river to a point (495007,8061850), then eastwards along Matisi 

river to its confluence with Gairezi river on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary (496817,8062598), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

496817, 8062598; 505456, 8054107; 503730, 8053479; 493973, 8049830; 

493689, 8049686; 494628, 8044970; 493565, 8045955; 491218, 8045327; 

488563, 8055276; 487425, 8053761; 485820, 8057059; 488227, 8062256; 

49350, 8063473; 495007, 8061850; 496817, 8062598. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a confluence of 

Matisi and Nyatsanza river (487264.8,8053711.4), then generally eastwards 

along Matisi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(488563,8055276), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 
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a point (491218,8045327) where it meets the northern boundary of 

Saunyama communal land, then south-westwards along the northern 

boundary of Saunyama communal land to a point (488728,8044743) on 

Manhoro mountain range, then southwards along Manhoro mountain range 

to a point(489221,8043791 ), then south-westwards to a point 

(488544,8043410) on Marembgwe mountain range then north-westwards 

along the mountain range through points (486088,8044783) and 

(485774,8045358) to (485245,8045654), then generally westwards through 

points (484598,8045340) to point (484024,8045452) along Munga river then 

generally westwards along Munga river to a point (482278,8043154) where it 

meets the northern boundary of Saunyama communal land, then westwards 

along northern boundary of Saunyama communal land to point 

(472762,8040856), then eastwards along Nyabunje range through point 

(472866,8041291) to a point (473889,8041978), then generally northwards 

through points (473274,8042546) where it meets an unnamed stream then 

further northwards along the unnamed stream to the source Nyamudira 

river point (470790,8044402) then to the peak of an unnamed mountain 

(470673,8045875) to Fusira river point (470956 ,8046399), then generally 

northwards along Fusira river to its confluence with an unnamed river 

(471209,8048572) then eastwards through the summit of Chigura mountain 

point (475372,8049103) to Musurudzi river (476485,8049296) then 

generally eastwards along Musurudzi river to its confluence with Matisi river 

(484395,8050140), then generally northwards along Matisi river to its 

confluence with Nyatsanza river (487264.8,8053711.4) the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

487264.8, 8053711.4; 488563, 8055276; 491218, 8045327; 488728, 

8044743; 489221, 8043791; 488544, 8043410; 486088, 8044783; 485774, 

8045358; 485245, 8045654; 484598, 8045340; 484024, 8045452; 482278, 

8043154; 472762, 8040856; 472866, 8041291; 473889, 8041978; 473274, 

8042546; 470790, 8044402; 470673, 8045875; 470956, 8046399; 471209, 

8048572; 475372, 8049103; 476485, 8049296; 484395, 8050140; 

487264.8, 8053711.4. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Rwenya and Nyamudira river point (456775,8056381), then south-

eastwards along Nyamudira river to a point where it meets Nyanga/ 

Ruwangwe road (467668,8046489) the generally northwards along Nyanga/ 

Ruwangwe road to a point where it meets an unnamed tributary of Fusira 

river (468705,8047997), then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

tributary of Fusira to its confluence with Fusira river (471209,8048572), 

then southwards along Fusira river to a point (470956,806399) then 
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westwards to the peak of unnamed mountain (470673,8045874), then 

southwards to the source of Nyamudira river (470790,8044402) then further 

southwards to an unnamed river (472369,8043057), then along the 

unnamed river to point (47327,8042546) then further southwards to a point 

on Nyabunje mountain range (473889,804178), then westwards through 

(472866,8041291) to a point (472762,8040856) where it meets the northern 

boundary of Saunyama Tribal Trust land, then westwards along Saunyama 

Tribal Trust land boundary to the peak of Nyabunje mountain 

(469367,8040036) then southwards along the western boundary of 

Saunyama Tribal Trust land to a point (469772,8038223), then generally 

westwards through point (467564,8037740) to a point where it meets 

Nyanga/ Ruwangwe road (465219,8035561), then generally westwards 

along Nyanga/ Ruwangwe road to a point where it meets an unnamed 

stream (462724,8034511), then south westwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with another unnamed stream (461415,8031548) 

then generally northwards along the unnamed stream (460541,8033002), 

then generally westwards to its confluence with Nyamombe river 

(453369,8031463), then generally northwards along Nyamombe river to its 

confluence with Mwarazi river (451036,8038493) then further northwards 

along Nyamombe river to its confluence with Nyagadzi river 

(455383,8053402) then further northwards along Rwenya river to its 

confluence with Nyamudira river (456775,8056381), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

456775, 8056381; 467668, 8046489; 468705, 8047997; 471209, 8048572; 

470956, 806399; 470673, 8045874; 470790, 8044402; 472369, 8043057; 

47327, 8042546; 473889, 804178; 472866, 8041291; 472762, 8040856; 

469367, 8040036; 469772, 8038223; 467564, 8037740; 465219, 8035561; 

462724, 8034511; 461415 ,8031548; 460541, 8033002; 453369, 8031463; 

451036, 8038493; 455383, 8053402; 456775, 8056381. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamombe river and an unnamed stream (453369,8031483), then 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to its source (459655,8032976) then 

further eastwards to the source of unnamed stream (4600986,8033182), 

then generally southwards along the Nyamutoro river to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream (461415.80334511) then eastwards along the unnamed 

stream to a point where it meets Nyanga/ Ruwangwe road then further 

eastwards along Nyanga/ Ruwangwe road (465219.8035561), then generally 

eastwards through a point (467568.8037740) where it meets the western 

boundary of Saunyama Tribal Trust land (469772., then southwards along 

the western boundary of Saunyama Communal Land and Nyangui Forest to 
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the peak of Nyangui Forest Beacon (35/P2223 (471577,8023497) then 

further southwards along the western boundary of Nyangui forest land to a 

point (471119,8021747), then westwards along the southern boundary 

Zimbiti Communal land through (466483,8021244) to the peak of Goni 

mountain (461768,8021246), then north-westwards through the peak of 

Chitura mountain (457682,8023150) to Nyamombe river 

(456445.4,8023763.55) then generally northwards along Nyamombe river to 

its confluence with an unnamed river (453369,8031483), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

453369, 8031483; 459655, 8032976; 4600986, 8033182; 

461415.80334511; 465219.8035561; 467568.8037740; 469772.8038223; 

471577, 8023497; 471119, 8021747; 466483, 8021244; 461768, 8021246; 

457682, 8023150; 456445.4, 8023763.55; 453369, 8031483. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

northern boundary of Saunyama Communal (Communal) land where the 

boundary meets with Manhoro mountain range (489251,804481), then 

southwards along Manhoro mountain range through (490785,8042477) to 

(489788,8038236) then eastwards through (492293,8037802) where it 

meets Nyadowa road to (495034,8035299) on Nyakomba mountain range 

then generally southwards along Nyakomba mountain range through 

(494784,8034931), (494804,8033632), (494348,8032078) to 

(493585,803369), then southwards through point (491815,8029305),along 

the watershed on Nyakomba mountain range to the confluence of 

Tsambanina river and its unnamed tributary, south westwards on a 

mountain to point (489771,8027641) on a mountain, then generally 

northwards along unnamed mountain range to a point (488644,8031588) 

then westwards through points (488166,8031414) to (480071,8031178), 

(486987,8031112), (486320,8031764) to (483667,8030896), then 

northwards through points (482375,8032426) to a point where it meets a 

tributary of Matisi river and a track(483341,80351237) then generally 

westwards along the track to a point (480529,8036652), then generally 

north wards along Nyadirwe river to a point where it meets Nyadire 

river(479782,8038201) then westwards along the sourthen boundary of 

Saunyama Communal land to a point (4690795,8038166) where it meets 

western boundary of Saunyama Communal Communal land, then 

northwards to the peak of Nyabunje mountain (469413,8040056) then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Saunyama Communal 

Communal land to a point where it meets Munga river (482278,8045154) 

then further eastwards along Munga river up to a point it meets a track to a 

point (484024,8045452), then eastwards to Marembgwe mountain range 
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through the summit of Marembwe mountains points (484598,8045340) to 

(485245,8045654), then south eastwards along Marembgwe mountain range 

through points (485774,8045358) and (486088,8044783) to 

(488544,8043410), then north eastwards to the summit of Manhoro 

mountain range a point (489221,8043791) on Manhoro mountain range 

then northwards to point (488738,8044730) where it meets the northern 

boundary of Saunyama Communal (Communal) land then eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Saunyama Communal (Communal) land on 

Manhoro mountain range (489251,804481), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

489251, 804481; 490785, 8042477; 489788, 8038236; 492293, 8037802; 

495034, 8035299; 494784, 8034931; 494804, 8033632; 494348, 8032078; 

493585, 803369; 491815, 8029305; 489771, 8027641; 488644, 8031588; 

488166, 8031414; 480071, 8031178; 486987, 8031112; 486320, 8031764; 

483667, 8030896; 482375, 8032426; 483341, 80351237; 480529, 

8036652; 479782, 8038201; 4690795, 8038166; 469413, 8040056; 

482278, 8045154; 484024, 8045452; 484598, 8045340; 485245, 8045654; 

485774, 8045358; 486088, 8044783; 488544, 8043410; 489221, 8043791; 

488738, 8044730; 489251, 804481. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Gairezi River on the Zimbabwe/Mozambique boundary (505456,8054107)  

then generally southwards along Gairezi river to a point (500666,8038609), 

then generally westwards through points (499267,8038079) to 

(495042,8035345), then generally northwards to a point 494348,8032078 

where the boundary meets Nyadowa road then generally westwards to 

(4897248038145) on Manhoro mountain range then northwards along 

Manhoro mountain range through point (490785,8042477) to a point where 

the mountain range meets the northern boundary of Saunyama communal 

Land (489251,804481), then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Saunyama communal land to the peak of Makori mountain where the 

boundaries of the following properties meet; Saunyama Communal Land,St 

Swithins, and Matizi (493565,8045955), then generally south east wards 

along the north eastern boundary of Saunyama Communal Land to a point 

(494631,8044956) where the boundary meets Nyamaropa /Chisvo road then 

generally northwards along Nyamaropa /Chisvo road to a point 

(493823,8049657), then north east wards through Majenjeri mountain 

range (503730,8053479) to a point along Gairezi river the international 

boundary (505456,8054107), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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505456, 8054107; 500666, 8038609; 499267, 8038079; 495042, 8035345; 

494348, 8032078; 4897248038145; 490785, 8042477; 489251, 804481; 

493565, 8045955; 494631, 8044956; 493823, 8049657; 503730, 8053479; 

505456, 8054107. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Gairezi river Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary 

(500666,8038609), then generally southwards along Gairezi river to its 

confluence with an unnamed river (496229,8026908), then generally 

northwards along the unnamed tributary to a point (495160,8027452) then 

northwards to the peak of Nyakomba mountain range to a point 

(493518.3,8028890.3), then northwards along the mountain range to a 

point (493497,8031176), then generally north-eastwards along the 

mountain range to a point (499267,8038079) on Gairezi river the 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

500666, 8038609; 496229, 8026908; 495160, 8027452; 493518.3, 

8028890.3; 493497, 8031176; 499267, 8038079. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Nyakomba 

mountain range (493575,8030268), then southwards through point 

(494205,8028100) to the source of an unnamed Gairezi tributary 

(495160,8027452), then further southwards along an unnamed Gairezi 

tributary to its confluence with Gairezi river (496229,8026908) then 

southwards along Gairezi river to its confluence with Marozi river 

(495251,8020083) then westwards along Marozi river to a point 

(489057,8019506), then northwards through points (488810,8020774) and 

(487982,802093) to (488281,8021198) a point on an unnamed stream, then 

further northwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyaruwaka river (488857,8024887), then generally eastwards along 

Nyaruwaka river to a point (489832,8025623), then southwards along an 

unnamed mountain range to a point (490328,8024368) then eastwards 

through point (49216.1,8025066) to a point (493024,8025929), a confluence 

of Nyaruwaka and an unnamed stream, then northwards along the 

unnamed stream to a point (492160,8029587), then generally eastwards to 

a point on Nyakomba mountain range (493575,8030268), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate 

494205, 8028100; 495160, 8027452; 496229, 8026908; 495251, 8020083; 

489057, 8019506; 488810, 8020774; 487982, 802093; 488281, 8021198; 
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488857, 8024887; 489832, 8025623; 490328, 8024368; 49216.1, 8025066; 

493024, 8025929; 492160, 8029587; 493575, 8030268. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

confluence of Tsambanena river and its unnamed tributary 

(491815,8029305), then southwards to the source of an unnamed 

Nyaruwaka tributary (492364,8028734), then generally southwards along 

the unnamed Nyaruwaka tributary to its confluence with Nyaruwaka river 

(493024,8025929), then westwards through point (492161,8025066) to 

(490328,8024368) on an unnamed mountain range then northwards to 

Nyaruwaka river (489832,8025623), then generally westwards along 

Nyaruwaka river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(488857,8024887), then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to 

(488189,8023988), then westwards to point (484423,8024098) then 

generally southwards along Marozi river to it confluence with Nyatungu river 

(486593,8020898), then generally westwards along Nyatungu river to a 

point where it meets the eastern boundary of Nyangui forest land 

(478589,8019196) then northwards along the eastern boundary of Nyangui 

Forest through points (480236,8021021), (478044,8021482) to 

(476181,8024615), then eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Chirimanyimo to a point where it meets Nyaruwaka river, then generally 

northwards along Nyaruwaka river to a point (482545,8030651) then 

northwards to a point (482375,8032426), then southwards to point 

(483667,8030896),then eastwards through points (486320,8031764), 

(486987,8031112), (480071,8031178) (488166,8031414) to 

(488644,8031588) then generally southwards along an unnamed mountain 

range to point (489771,8027641), then northwards to the confluence of 

Tsambanena river and its unnamed tributary (491815,80293305), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

491815, 8029305; 492364, 8028734; 493024, 8025929; 492161, 8025066; 

490328, 8024368; 489832, 8025623; 488857, 8024887; 488189, 8023988; 

484423, 8024098; 486593, 8020898; 478589, 8019196; 480236, 8021021; 

478044, 8021482; 476181, 8024615; 482545, 8030651; 482375, 8032426; 

483667, 8030896; 486320, 8031764; 486987, 8031112; 480071, 8031178; 

488166, 8031414; 488644, 8031588; 489771, 8027641; 491815, 

80293305. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Marozi and Gairezi rivers (495249,8020062), then generally southwards 

along Gairezi river to the confluence of Gairezi river and Nyanhambwe river 

(494237,8013288), then westwards along Nyanhambwe river to its 
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confluence with an unnamed stream (488924,8010433), then northwards 

along unnamed stream to a point (488643,8011399), then westwards 

through points (488192,8011710) (488685,8011791) and (487131,8012532) 

to the peak of Nyatsunzuru mountain (485890,8011905) then northwards to 

a point (483265,8018419) on Domboremanyawa mountain, then generally 

north-eastwards to Nyatungu river then eastwards along Nyatungu river to 

its confluence with Marozi river(486593,8020898), then northwards along 

Marozi river to a point (484439,8022544) then eastwards to a point 

(487995,8023935), then southwards along a road into Marozi river 

(489025,8019395) then eastwards along Marozi river to its confluence with 

Gairezi river (495249,8020062),the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

495249, 8020062; 494237, 8013288; 488924, 8010433; 488643, 8011399; 

488192, 8011710; 488685, 8011791; 487131, 8012532; 485890, 8011905; 

483265, 8018419; 486593, 8020898; 484439, 8022544; 487995, 8023935; 

489025, 8019395; 495249, 8020062. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyanhambwe river and Gairezi river(494255,8013327), then southwards 

along Gairezi river to a point (495146,8004611) where the river meets the 

northern boundary of Gairezi Range so as to exclude it, then westwards to 

(487350,8002718) then generally westwards along Nyatsunzuru range to the 

source of Nyanhambwe river (484313,8005002), then generally southwards 

along Nyatsunzuru mountain range to a point on an unnamed tributary of 

Nyanhambwe river (482794,8003325), then westwards to a point where it 

meets Nyanhambwe river(481706,800357) then generally northwards along 

Nyanhambwe river to a point (485962,8009830), then north westwards 

along Nyatsunzuru mountain range to the peak of Nyatsunzuru mountain 

range (485890,8011905), then generally eastwards to a point 

(487131,8012532) to a point on an unnamed river (488643,8011399) then 

southwards to the confluence with Nyanhabwe river (488924,8010433), then 

generally eastwards along Nyanhambwe river to its confluence with Gairezi 

river (494255,8013327), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

494255, 8013327; 495146, 8004611; 487350, 8002718; 484313, 8005002; 

482794, 8003325; 481706, 800357; 485962, 8009830; 485890, 8011905; 

487131, 8012532; 488643, 8011399; 488924, 8010433; 494255, 8013327. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamombe and an unnamed river (454943.8,8008802.9), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed river to a point where it meets Charamba/ 
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Nyamatsa road (457949,8005240), then further southwards along 

Charamba/Nyamatsa road to a point where it meets with an unnamed 

tributary of Ramapako river (459882,8003160), then further southwards 

along the unnamed tributary of Ramapako to its confluence with Ramapako 

river(456889.7,8000580.4) then westwards along Ramapako to its 

confluence with Nyamombe river (455989,8000636), then southwards along 

Nyamombe river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

(457592,7994825) then further southwards along the unnamed river to its 

source (455424,7992708) then westwards through points (454500,5991941) 

,(453118,7991367), (447758,7989455),(446994,7989484) to the peak of an 

unnamed hill (439531,7987994), then southwards along the Eastern 

boundary of Inyati Block to a point(438512,7979312 where the following 

property boundaries meet Inyati Block Cheira,Mount Dombo and 

Bannockburn North then southwestwards along the southern boundary of 

Inyati block to point(435004,7977658), then northwards along the western 

boundary of Inyati block through point (434714,7981904) 

,(434532,7983042) to point where it meets Chinyika river (435202,7984991) 

then further northwards along Chinyika river to its confluence with 

Nyamombe river (453727,8004667), then further northwards along 

Nyamombe river to its confluence with an unnamed river 

(454943.8,8008802.9), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

454943.8, 8008802.9; 457949, 8005240; 459882, 8003160; 456889.7, 

8000580.4; 455989, 8000636; 457592, 7994825; 455424, 7992708; 

454500, 5991941; 453118, 7991367; 447758, 7989455; 446994, 7989484; 

439531, 7987994; 438512, 7979312; 435004, 7977658; 434714, 7981904; 

434532, 7983042; 435202, 7984991; 453727, 8004667 and 454943.8, 

8008802.9. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamombe river and an unnamed tributary point (4564412,8023794.6) 

then south-eastwards through the peak of Chitura mountain 

(457670,8023063) to Goni mountain point (461768,8021246), then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Zimbiti communal land through 

point (466483,8021244) to the western boundary of Nyangui forest point 

(471119,8021747), then southwards along the western boundary of Nyangui 

forest land so as to exclude it to a point where the western boundary of 

Nyangui forest meets Mwenje river point (472218.3,8017832.5), then 

generally westwards along Mwenje river to where it meets the western 

boundary of State land point (466035.3,8017181.6), then southwards along 

the western boundary of State land so as to exclude it to a point 

(466538,8006980), then westwards into an unnamed river point 
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(463251.8,8006378.8), then generally northwards along an unnamed river 

to its confluence with Nyamombe river point (457161.8,8014093.0) then 

generally northwards along Nyamombe river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary  (4564412,8023794.6), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

4564412, 8023794.6; 457670, 8023063; 461768, 8021246; 466483, 

8021244; 471119, 8021747; 472218.3, 8017832.5; 466035.3, 8017181.6; 

466538, 8006980; 463251.8, 8006378.8; 457161.8, 8014093.0 and 

4564412, 8023794.6. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamombe river and an unnamed river (457161.8,8014093.0), then 

generally southwards along an unnamed river to a point (463245,8006366) 

then eastwards to a point (463479,8006419), then generally southwards 

through point (465518,8003315) to (468383,8002251), then southwards 

along the eastern boundary of State land to a point (469408,7992658) so as 

to include it, then southwards along the southeastern boundary of State 

land to a point where State land and Nyahukwa property boundaries meet 

(465289,7990962), then generally westwards to a point where it meets 

Ngarwi river (464858,7990766), then generally westwards along Ngarawi 

river to its confluence with Nyamombe river (461016,7990751), then 

generally westwards along Nyamombe to point (458746,7990731), then 

northwards along Nyamombe river to its confluence with Ramapako river 

(455951,8000594) then westwards along Ramapako  river to point 

(456888,8000520), then northeastwards to a point (459854,800312) into 

Nyamatsa road, then northwards along Nyamatsa road to point 

(457299,8005924) which is an unnamed tributary of Nyamombe river, then 

generally northwards along the unnamed tributary of Nyamombe river to 

point (454921,8008802) then further northwards along Nyamobe river to its 

confluence with an unnamed river (457161.8,8014093.0), the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

457161.8, 8014093.0; 463245, 8006366; 463479, 8006419; 465518, 

8003315; 468383, 8002251; 469408, 7992658; 465289, 7990962; 464858, 

7990766; 461016, 7990751; 458746, 7990731; 455951, 8000594; 456888, 

8000520; 459854, 800312; 457299, 8005924; 454921, 8008802 and 

457161.8, 8014093.0. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point 

(468337,8002223) where the following properties boundaries meet ,State 

land ,Zimbiti Communal land and Nyanga communal land, then generally 
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eastwards along the southern boundary of State land and Steerkstrom 

through points (470917,8002014) to a point (474796,8001795) where it 

meets the western boundary of Nyangui forest, then generally southwards to 

the peak of Rukotso mountain beacon 518/S9 475453,7999553), then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Inyanga Tribal Trust 

land to a point where it meets Biya River (475206,7991978), then generally 

westwards along Biya river to its confluence with Peta river 

(4702057,79919177), then generally northwards along Peta River to a point 

(470653,7992386), then generally westwards to a point where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Yahokwe (469480,7993022)then northwards along 

eastern boundary of Yahokwe through points (4703460,7995660) to a point 

where it meets Nyanga –Ruwangwe gravel road(470962,79964110,6), then 

generally northwards along Nyanga –Ruwangwe road to a point where it 

meets the northern boundary of Yahokwe (470198,7998400), then 

north/westwards along the northern boundary of Yahokwe to a point 

(469830,7998639) where the following properties meet Yahokwe and 

Nyajezi, then northwards along the north-eastern boundary of Nyajezi and 

State land to a point (468337,8002223) where the following property 

boundaries meet,  land, Zimbiti Communal land and Nyanga communal 

land, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

468337, 8002223; 470917, 8002014; 474796, 8001795; 475453, 7999553; 

475206, 7991978; 4702057, 79919177; 470653, 7992386; 469480, 

7993022; 4703460, 7995660; 470962, 79964110, 6; 470198, 7998400; 

469830, 7998639 and 468337, 8002223. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Gairezi River meets with the southern boundary of Nyamaropa tribal trust 

land (495180,8004707), then generally southwards along Gairezi River to 

(496563,7999617) a confluence of Gairezi River and Jora River ,then 

generally westwards),  along Gairezi River to its confluence with Tsanga 

River (493830,7996610then further westwards along Tsanga river to a point 

(484194,7994845), a confluence of Tsanga River with an unnamed tributary 

,then generally westwards along the unnamed tributary to point 

(481965,7993635) then further westwards to a point where it meets the 

southern boundary of Killarney Estate, then northwest along to a point 

where it meets with the eastern boundary of Nyanga Tribal Trust land 

(475343,7995518), then northwards along the eastern boundary of Nyanga 

Tribal Trust Land to a point on the peak of Rukotso mountain 

(4754777,7999493), then further northwards along an unnamed tributary 

to point (475522,7999852), then generally eastwards along Nyanhambwe 

River to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Nyangui Forest land 
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(480380,8003781) then southwards along the western boundary of Nyangui 

Forest land to a point (480909,80033121), then generally eastwards to a 

point where it meets the unnamed tributary of Nyanhambwe 

(482812,8003245), then north eastwards along Nyatsunzuru mountain 

range (484315,8004984), then southeastwards along Nyatsunzuru 

mountain range then eastwards to a point where it meets the southern 

boundary of Nyamaropa Tribal Trust Land (487388,8002644) then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Nyamaropa Tribal Trust Land to 

a point where Gairezi river meets with the southern boundary of Nyamaropa 

Tribal Trust Land(495180,8004707), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

495180,8004707; 496563,7999617; 493830,7996610; 484194,7994845; 

481965,7993635; 475343,7995518; 4754777,7999493; 475522,7999852; 

480380,8003781; 480909,80033121; 482812,8003245; 484315,8004984; 

487388,8002644; 495180,8004707. 

Ward 21  

It is an area bounded by a line starting from the confluence of Gairezi River 

and Jora river (496553,7999560), then southwards along Jora River to point 

(499943,7991841) then southwards along Mozambique Zimbabwean 

international boundary to the peak of Nyanga Beacon BBD 

(501004,7988222), then westwards to the eastern boundary of Nyamagaya 

range (498897,7988253) then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Nyamagaya range to point (498913,7984899) the summit of Isuwe mountain 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Nyamagaya range point 

(496117,7984712) so as to include it then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Inyanga Block (490531,7984246) so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along the northern boundary of Kwaraguza to point 

(483822,7987643) so as to exclude it then northwards to a point 

(485913,7989910) and then north-westwards along the western boundary of 

Boyakura so as to include it to a point where the boundary meets Tsanga 

river (486675,7995370), then generally eastwards along Tsanga river to its 

confluence with Gairezi river (493833,7996599) then Genarally northwards 

along Gairezi river to its confluence with Jora river (496553,7999560), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

496553, 7999560; 499943, 7991841; 501004, 7988222; 498897, 7988253; 

498913, 7984899; 496117, 7984712; 490531, 7984246; 483822, 7987643; 

485913, 7989910; 486675, 7995370; 493833, 7996599and 496553, 

7999560. 
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Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Biya River and Peta River(47069592,7993022), then eastwards along Biya 

River to a point where the boundary meets the eastern boundary of Nyanga 

Tribal Trust Land (475206,7991987, then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Nyanga Tribal Trust Land to the peak of Chera mountain 

(4752424,7989469), then south west along the south eastern boundary of 

Nyanga Tribal Trust Land to a point where it meets an unnamed stream 

(473855,7988145), then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to 

a point where the boundary also meets an unnamed stream 

(472763,7988537), then southwards along the unnamed stream to a point 

where it meet Nyanga /Ruwangwe road (472743,7987573), then westward 

to the peak of unnamed mountain (470816,798701), then westwards to the 

peak of an unnamed mountain (470626,7986409), then southwards along 

the peak of unnamed mountain range into Nyarerwe River (470675,7986389 

then eastward along Nyarerwe River to a point where it meets with Nyanga 

valley boundary (471685,7986110), then south-westwards to a point 

(469806.5,7984292.6) where the following properties boundaries meet 

Nyanga valley ,State land ,Wicklow and Warren dale and Nyanga communal 

land then northwards along the boundary of State land through points 

(466538,7987856) ,(466237,7989) and point( 464959,7990888) where the 

boundary meets with the southern boundary of Zewa, then north-eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Zewa to a point (465284,7991084) where 

the following properties meet Zewa and Yahokwa then northwards along the 

eastern boundary of Yahokwa to a point where it meets with a track 

(469480,799022), then southwards along the track to Peta river to a point 

where the boundary meets with Peta river (4702057,79919177), then 

generally southwards along Peta river to its confluence with Biya 

(47069592,7993022),the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

47069592, 7993022; 475206, 7991987; 4752424, 7989469; 473855, 

7988145; 472763, 7988537; 472743, 7987573; 470816, 798701; 470626, 

7986409; 470675, 7986389; 471685, 7986110; 469806.5, 7984292.6; 

466538, 7987856; 466237, 7989; 464959, 7990888; 465284, 7991084; 

469480, 799022; 4702057, 79919177; 47069592, 7993022. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamombe River and unnamed river (457592,7994825), then southwards 

along Nyamombe river to the confluence with Ngarawi river then eastwards 

along Ngarawi river to the intersection with the south eastern boundary of 

State land to a point (465480,7990674), then southwards through points ( 

466237,7989451 ,466538,7987856) to (469806.5,7984292.6) where the 
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following farm boundaries meet; Nyanga valley ,State land ,Wicklow and 

Warren dale and Nyanga communal land, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Warrendale through point (465508,7983796) to a 

point 460281,7979520) where the following farm boundaries meet; Glen 

spey Oakvale, Southfields and Sophiendale Estate, then northwards along 

the eastern boundary of Southfields to a point where the boundary meets 

Chidya river (459101,7982523), then south-westwards along Chidya River to 

a point (452634,7977693), then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

the following farms State land and Barrydene to a point (453677,7974431) 

where the following properties boundaries meet Burnaby ,Rodel township 2, 

Brondusbury park and Barydene, then south-westwards along the south 

eastern boundary of Barydene to a point where the following farms meet 

Barydene ,10A Rodel,Donack and state land, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Donack to a point (451427,7969884), then westwards 

along the northern boundary of Fairhaven so as to exclude it to a point 

(448266,7969515) Beacon 379/S, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Donack so as to include it (447685,7971772) then westwards 

along the boundary of Foxrock township through points 

(447338,7971448),(447501,7970886) (447407,7970605) 

,(449446916,7971023) to a point (446201,7970616) along an unnamed 

tributary of Chidya river, then southwards along unnamed tributary of 

Chidya river to a point where the following properties boundaries meet 

Foxrock Township,Foxrock and State land (447309,7968660), then south-

westwards along the south-eastern boundary of Foxrock to a point 

(445351,7967022), then generally south-eastwards on the southern 

boundary of Harewood to a point (441434,7965572) so as to include it then 

northwards along the northern boundary of Harewood to a point 

(440921,7968383) then westwards along the southern boundary of Otago 

(437603,7967162) then northwards along the western boundary of Otago to 

a point(439198,7972470) where the following properties boundaries meet 

Chiera source ,Silveira Otago Invercagill and Lesapi source then north-

eastwards along the south-western boundary of Chiera source to a point 

(442313,7974402) so as to exclude it, then northwest along the north-

eastern boundary of Chiera source to a point (438822,7977316) then 

northwards to a point (438503,797327) at the peak of an unnamed hill 

where the following properties meet Chiera Mt 

Dombo,Heartswoods,Banockburn North, then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Inyati to an unnamed hill (43956,7988009) then eastwards 

through points (447002,7989501) ,(447761,7989520),(450376,7991200) 

,(453118,7991387) ,(454386,7991661) to the source of an unnamed 

Nyamombe tributary (455401,7992647) then further northwards along the 

unnamed tributary of Nyamombe river to its confluence with Nyamombe 

River (457592,7994825 ) ,the starting point. 
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The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

457592, 7994825; 465480, 7990674; 466237, 7989451; 466538, 7987856; 

469806.5, 7984292.6; 465508, 7983796; 460281, 7979520; 459101, 

7982523; 452634, 7977693; 453677, 7974431; 451427, 7969884; 448266, 

7969515; 447685, 7971772; 447338, 7971448; 447501, 7970886; 447407, 

7970605; 449446916, 7971023; 446201, 7970616; 447309, 7968660; 

445351, 7967022; 441434, 7965572; 440921, 7968383; 437603, 7967162; 

439198, 7972470; 442313, 7974402; 438822, 7977316; 43956, 7988009; 

447002, 7989501; 447761, 7989520; 450376, 7991200; 453118, 7991387; 

454386, 7991661; 455401, 7992647 and 457592, 7994825. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point (45 

9090,79822509) where western boundary of sophiendale estate meets with 

Chidya River, then generally southwards along the western boundary of the 

following farms Sophindale Estate ,Glen Spey ,York and Cotsworld and 

Chinaka ,Susurumba so as to exclude them to the peak of Manyoli 

Mountain (461986,7966972) then further southwards along the eastern 

boundary of State land to where it meets with Ragon lodge and 

Chinyamudzura private lodge then northwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Chinyamudzura private game reserve (461372,7963689), then 

generally south westwards along the north western boundary of 

Chinyamudzura private game reserve and Taturikai (459914,79621660), 

then north westwards along the north eastern boundary of Hubberholm to a 

point (457709,7964513) then south westwards through Bonda 

(455869,7963441) to the peak of Nyambambu (453008,7961325) then 

westwards to peak of Dera mountain (446405,7961467) then northwards to 

a point where the following farm boundaries meet Harewood, State land, 

Foxrock and St Triashill then north eastwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Foxrock to a point where it meets with an unnamed tributary of 

Chidya River, then northwards along the unnamed tributary of Chidya river 

to a point (446212,7970592), then north eastwards along the boundary of 

Foxrock Township to a point (446912,7971030), where it meets with the 

boundary Donnach (447694,7971777), then southwards along the western 

boundary of Donach Ruins (379/S)(448277,7969516), then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Donach to a point 

(451422,7969869), then northwards along the eastern boundary of Donach 

to a point where the following farms meet Donach ,10 A Rodel, Barydene 

and State land (449424,7972582), then north eastwards along the south 

eastern boundary of Barydene to a point where the following meet 

Brondesbury park ,Rodel township 2 ,Bunnarby and Barydene, then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Barydene and State land to a 
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point where the bondary meets with Chidya river (452637,7977686), then 

generally northwards to a point where the boundary meets the south-

western boundary of Sophiedale Estate(45 9090,79822509), the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

459090, 79822509; 461986, 7966972; 461574, 7964907; 461767, 

79642701; 461512, 7963336; 461372, 7963689; 459914, 79621660; 

457709, 7964513; 455869, 7963441; 453008, 7961325; 446405, 7961467; 

446212, 7970592; 446912, 7971030; 447416, 7970603; 447491, 7970928; 

447337, 7971448; 447694, 7971777; 448277, 7969516; 451422, 7969869; 

449424, 7972582; 452637, 7977686; 45 9090, 79822509. 

Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at point on Tsanga 

river where it meet with the south-western boundary of Gairezi range 

(486683,7995402 ), then generally south-eastwards through point 

(488543,7993572) on plot number to a point (488883,7993039), then south-

westwards through point (488672,7992872) to the north western beacon of 

Kwaraguza (483847,7987708) then south-eastwards along the north-eastern 

boundary of Kwaraguza (490538,7984324) the international boundary then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Mataka to where it meets with 

western boundary of Holdenby communal land (498919,7984906) then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Holdenby to a point 

(495955,7981879), on Dzunzwa mountain range (494297,7974920) to a 

point(493882,973293) where it meet the boundary of tea plantation then 

westwards along the tea plantation boundary to a point where the following 

properties meet (492014,7972600) Abfoyle plantation ,Nyanga block then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Abfoyle plantation to a point 

(489865,7976231) then westwards along the northern boundary of Abfoyle 

to a point (487374,7975303), then southwards along the western boundary 

of Abfoyle through point (489286,7972031) to (490591,7968537) so as to 

exclude it then south-westwards along the northern boundary of Holden 

Communal land to a point (480137,7963875), then southwards along the 

western boundary of Holdenby through points (480562,7959243) to a point 

(479032,7953294) then westwards along the southern boundary of Mutarazi 

falls National parks to (473572,7955020), then northwards along then 

south-western boundary of Chingamwe estate through points (fire tower 

382/5)(474654,7956138), then northwards along Pamushana to a point 

(479064,7961290) then north-westwards along the north-eastern boundary 

of Pungwe falls and Nyamwanza to a point (4780299,7962448), then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Nyamwanza to a point where the 

following properties meet Romneydale, Nyamwanza, Sanyanga‟s garden, 

Nyanga national park and Erin forest reserve, Pungwe source ,Bideford to a 
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point (476104,7975510), then westwards along the northern boundary of 

Bideford (474234,7976033) then southwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties,Bideford,Placefell and Erin forest land to the peak of 

Manyoli mountain then northwards along the eastern boundary of Liverpool, 

Merton, Derry, Cedar peak, Mayberk,Ockvale to where the following farm 

boundaries meet,Ocknale, Glen Spey Sophiendale East South Fields 

(460383,7979524), then north eastwards along the south eastern boundary 

of Sophiendae Estate through (462532,798`81708) to(465520,7983731) then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Warredale (469860,7984117) 

then north-eastwards along the north western boundary of Inyanga valley to 

a point where it meets with Dombo road (470436,7984897)then eastwards 

along Dombo road to a point (470725,7984780)then southwards to a point 

(470707,7984628) then eastwards to a point (47159,7983437) then 

southwards to a point (471415,7981603) then eastwards to a 

point(473173,7984182), then northwards through the peak of an unnamed 

mountain (474437,7986470) to the peak of Chera mountain 

(475215,47989393), then northwards along the eastern boundary of 

Inyanga Communal land to a point (475300,7995616) then south-eastwards 

along the boundary of Killary Estate to a point(478657,7993544), then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of little Conemara 

(478872,7992295) then eastwards to a point (481513,799328) then north-

eastwards to a [point where it meets an unnamed Tsanga 

tributary(481857,7993668) then eastwards along the unnamed tributary to 

its confluence with Tsanga river (483661,7993717), then generally 

eastwards along Tsanga river to a point where it meets with the south-

western boundary of Gairezi range (486683,7995402), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

486683, 7995402; 488543, 7993572; 488883, 7993039; 488672, 7992872; 

483847, 7987708; 490538, 7984324; 498919, 7984906; 495955, 7981879; 

494297, 7974920; 493882, 973293; 492014, 7972600; 489865, 7976231; 

487374, 7975303; 489286, 7972031; 490591, 7968537; 480137, 7963875; 

480562, 7959243; 479032, 7953294; 473572, 7955020; 474654, 7956138; 

479064, 7961290; 4780299, 7962448; 476104, 7975510; 474234, 

7976033; 460383, 7979524; 462532, 798`81708; 465520, 7983731; 

469860, 7984117; 470436, 7984897; 470725, 7984780; 470707, 7984628; 

47159, 7983437; 471415, 7981603; 473173, 7984182; 474437, 7986470; 

475215, 47989393; 475300, 7995616; 478657, 7993544; 478872, 

7992295; 481513, 799328; 481857, 7993668; 483661, 7993717; 486683, 

7995402. 
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Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Manyoli 

mountain peak (377/S)(4620002,7966978) then north-eastwards along the 

north western boundaries of the following properties, Erin forest 

reserve,Placefell, Bidford ,to a point (47420,&976167) then eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Bideford to a point (476042,7975653) then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Bideford (476329,7973699) 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of the following Pungwe 

source,and Erin to a point where the following properties meet Sanyanga 

garden ,Ramneyday ,Nyamwanza and Rhodes Nyanga National Park then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Nyamwanza to a point where the 

following properties meet Nyamwanza,Pungwe falls, and Rhodes Nyanga 

National Park (477514,7962021) then north-eastwards along the north 

western boundary of Pungwe falls to a point (478026,7962477) then south-

eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of Pungwe falls to a point 

(479050,7961315) then southwards along the eastern boundary Pamushana 

to a point (479060,7958269) then generally south-westwards along the 

south eastern boundaries of the following properties ,Chingamwe estate 

,Frobisher ,Inyawari and Rupanga to a point (468957,7946189) then 

westwards to a point (468023,7946480) then northwards to a point 

(467896,7947787) then westwards to a point (4655665,7947037),then 

northwards to a point (464341,794923), then westwards to 

(463178,7949293), then northwards to a point along Odzi river to a point 

where the river meets with the south western boundaries of Chipazi then 

northwest to a point (458997,7953334),the peak of an unnamed mountain 

and (456712,7955136) ,the peak of Poza mountain to point 

(455280,7957613) where the following properties meet ,Albany ,Nyamazi, 

and Manyika communal land then north-eastwards along the south eastern 

boundary of Albany to a point (457908,7960496), then north-westwards 

along the south-western boundary of Hubberholm to the peak of Bonda 

mountain then northeast wards along the north western boundary of 

Hubberholm (457712,7964514), then southeast to a point where the 

following properties meet plot 34 ,Hubberholm ,Taturikai and State land 

(459915,79612140)then north eastwards along the north western boundary 

of Taturikai and Chinyamudzura private game reserve (461363,7963709) 

then southwards to a point where the following properties meet ,state land 

plot 4A,Chinyamudzura private game reserve ,Ragon lodge, then generally 

northwards along the western boundary of Ragon lodge to a point 

(461761,7964201), then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of 

State land through point(461584,7964907) to the peak of Manyoli mountain 

(377/S(462002,7966978) ,the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 
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4620002, 7966978; 476042, 7975653; 476329, 7973699; 477514, 

7962021; 478026, 7962477; 479050, 7961315; 479060, 7958269; 468957, 

7946189; 468023, 7946480; 467896, 7947787; 4655665, 7947037; 

464341, 794923; 463178, 7949293; 458997, 7953334 ;456712, 7955136; 

455280, 7957613; 457908, 7960496; 457712, 7964514; 459915, 

79612140; 461363, 7963709; 461761, 7964201; 461584, 7964907; 

462002, 7966978. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Rwenya River meets with the foot of Mangondo mountain range (4734 

6.8,8076373.4), then generally southwards along Mangondo mountain 

range to point (47345121,8068230) then eastwards to a point (475249 

,8067613) then eastwards to point (477870,8067688), then southwards 

along Nyatusanga River to a point ( 477664,8063397) then southwards to a 

point on the foot of an unnamed mountain (478041,80663068) then 

southwards along the foot of the unnamed mountain to a point where the 

boundary meets Nyatusanga River (477771,8062027), then generally 

westwards through the foot of an unnamed mountain (476081,8062021), 

then generally southwards through the peak of an unnamed mountain 

(475515,8061020), then generally eastwards to a point where it meet 

Chifambe road (474871,8060677) then generally westward along 

Nyaruchena River to a point (472332,8064299) where it meets the 

confluence of Nyaruchena River and an unnamed tributary then westward 

to point (471743,8064005), then southwards along Ruwangwe mountain 

range to where the boundary meets with Nyanga–Ruwangwe 

road(474371,8056114), then generally southwards to where the boundary 

meets Manjanja River (4757545,8053288), then generally southwards along 

Manjanja River to the unnamed tributary of Manjanja 

River(47467643,8050387), then generally southwards to point 

(477088,8048756) where the boundary meets the unnamed tributary of 

Musurudzi River ,then westwards through the peak of Chigura mountain 

range then generally westwards to a point where the boundary meets 

Nyanga /Ruwangwe Road (468785,8048276), then southwards along 

Nyanga /Ruwangwe road to where the boundary meets Nyamudira River 

(467654,8046507), then generally westward along Nyamudira river to the 

confluence of Nyamudira River and Rwenya River (456779,8056336), then 

generally northwards along Rwenya River to where it meets the foot of 

Mangondo mountain range (473462.8,8076373.4 ,the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

473468, 8076373.4; 47345121, 8068230; 475249,8067613; 477870, 

8067688; 477664, 8063397; 478041, 80663068; 477771, 8062027; 
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476081, 8062021; 475515, 8061020; 474871, 8060677; 472332, 8064299; 

471743, 8064005; 474371, 8056114; 4757545, 8053288; 47467643, 

8050387; 477088, 8048756; 468785, 8048276; 467654, 8046507; 456779, 

8056336: 473462.8, 8076373.4. 

Ward 28  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from point 

(469795,8038166) along the western boundary of Saunyama Tribal Trust 

(communal) land then eastwards to Nyadorwe River (479782,8038201), then 

generally southwards along Nyadorwe River to a point (480529,8036652) 

then  eastwards to point (483341,80351237), then southwards through 

point (482375,8032426) along Nyaruwaka river, then generally westwards 

along Nyaruwaka river to a point where it meets with the south eastern 

boundary of Chirimanyimo (479522,8025399) then westward along the 

southern boundary of Chirimanyimo to a point where it meets Nyangui 

forest land (476181,8024615) then southwards along the eastern boundary 

of Nyangui forest land to a point (478044,8021482), where the boundary 

meets Nyatungu River, then generally eastwards along Nyatungu River to 

point (485091,8020820) then south-westwards to Domboremanyara 

mountain through point (483265,8018419), then southwards to the peak of 

Nyatsunzuru mountain (485890,8011905), then generally southwards to a 

point (486052,8010641) at the source of an unnamed Nyanhambwe River 

tributary then southwards along the unnamed Nyanhambwe tributary to its 

confluence with Nyanhambwe River (485931,8009794), then generally 

southwards along Nyanhambwe river to point (481779,8003468) the 

confluence of Nyanhambwe and an unnamed tributary,then westwards to a 

point (481411,8003355) to the eastern boundary of Nyangui forest 

(480865,8003163), then north-westwards along the north eastern boundary 

of Nyangui forest to a point (480352,8003820) where the boundary meets 

Nyanhambwe River, then generally westward along Nyanhamabwe River to 

the peak of Rukotso mountain (518/S) (475452,7999525), then generally 

northwards along the western boundary of Nyangui forest land to a point 

(474799,8001721), Nyanga mountain ,(472955,8015182) peak of Nyangui 

mountain range (35/S)(471592,8023472) to (471455,8025469), then 

generally northwards along the western boundary of Saunyama communal 

land to the starting point (469795,8038166). The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

469795, 8038166; 479782, 8038201; 480529, 8036652; 483341, 

80351237; 482375, 8032426; 479522, 8025399; 476181, 8024615; 

478044, 8021482; 485091, 8020820; 483265, 8018419; 485890, 8011905; 

486052, 8010641; 485931, 8009794; 481779, 8003468; 481411, 8003355; 

480865, 8003163; 480352, 8003820; 475452, 7999525; 474799, 8001721; 
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472955, 8015182; 471592, 8023472; 471455, 8025469 and 469795, 

8038166. 

Ward 29  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point 

(474261,7985656) where the western boundary of Rhodes/Nyanga National 

park meets with Nyarerwe River, then generally southwards through the 

peak of Demera mountain (473914,7984176), then generally westwards to a 

point (471410,7981640) so as to include Nyangani Park Extension, then 

northwards to (471410,7981640) so as to include  (4711516,7983432) then 

westwards (470774,7984635)then northwards to a point where the 

boundary meets Dombo road to a point where it meets with the north 

western boundary of Nyanga Township then north eastward along Nyarerwe 

River to the confluence with an unnamed stream (471935,7985934) then 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its source (472018,7985679), 

then generally southwards along the foot of Nyamaka mountain to a point 

(472062,7985566), then generally eastwards along the southern boundary 

of stand number 1198 to a point (472099,7985589) where the southern 

boundary of stand 1198 meet with an unnamed road to a point 

(472108,7985625) so as to exclude stands 201,202,and 205, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed road to the intersection with unnamed 

Nyamhuka 1 access road (472157,7985638), then generally southwards 

along Nyamhuka 1 access road through point (472251,7985347), to the 

intersection with Nyanga –Ruwangwe road to a point where it meets with 

Nyarerwe river on point (472537,7985504)so as to include stands 

,Nyamhuka 1stands ,Rochdale, then eastwards along Nyarerwe River so as 

to include Bepe Park area to a point where it meet with the western 

boundary of Rhodes/ Nyanga National Park (474261,7985656), the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

474261, 7985656; 473914, 7984176; 471410, 7981640; 471410, 7981640; 

4711516, 7983432; 470774, 7984635; 471935, 7985934; 472018, 

7985679; 472062, 7985566; 472099, 7985589; 472108, 7985625; 472157, 

7985638; 472251, 7985347 ;472537, 7985504 and 474261, 7985656. 

Ward 30  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the western 

boundary of Nyangui forest where the boundary meets with Mwenje River 

(472213,8017668), then generally southwards along the western boundary 

of Nyangui forest land through point (472955,8015182) on Nyanga 

mountain to point (474799,8001721), then generally westwards along the 

southern boundary of the following properties,Sterkstroon, State land and 

Zimbiti communal land to a point (470911,8001954) then northwards to a 

point (463938,8005856), then eastwards to the western boundary of State 
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land (466540,8006752), then northwards along the western boundary of the 

following properties,State land ,cream of Tartar kopjes, Mount pleasant so 

as to include them, then generally northwards along the western boundary 

of State land to a point where it meet Mwenje river (466027,8017104), then 

generally eastwards along Mwenje river to a point where it meets with the 

western boundary of Nyangui forest (472213,8017668), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

472213, 8017668; 472955, 8015182; 474799, 8001721; 470911, 8001954; 

463938, 8005856; 466540, 8006752; 466027, 8017104; 472213, 8017668. 

Ward 31  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from starting from the peak of 

Chera mountain (475222,7989389), then generally southwards along the 

western boundary of Rhodes/Inyanga National Park to where the boundary 

meets with Nyarerwe River (474261,7985656), then generally westwards 

along Nyarerwe River to a point where the river meets Nyanga/Ruwangwe 

road (472537,7985504), then generally southwards along 

Nyanga/Ruwangwe road to a point (472251,7985015) where it intersects 

with an unnamed Nyamhuka access road, then generally northwards along 

the unnamed Nyamhuka access road to a point (472266,7985010) where 

the road intersects with an unnamed road, then generally westwards along 

an unnamed road to a point (472108,7985625) then southwards to the 

southern boundary of stand number 119 point (472099,785589) then 

westwards long the southern boundary of stand number 1198 to the foot of 

Nyamaka mountain (472062,7985566), then northwards along the foot of 

Nyamaka mountain to the source of an unnamed stream (472018,7985679), 

then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyarerwe river (471935,798593) along Nyarerwe river to a 

point(470618,7986356), then generally northwards to the peak of an 

unnamed mountain through (470676,7986545) to (470781,7987033) so as 

to include stand numbers: 1 – 41; 201-272; 35,37-41;50;132-134;284;305-

310;317-321,372-376; 1-28 ,30-34 ,274-283 ,303 and 304; 1-2830-34, 274-

283 ,303 and 304, 303-310, 303-310; OGI-OG12, 1149and 1191-1198, then 

generally eastwards through points (471343,7987353), (472357,7987366) to 

a point where Nyanga-Ruwangwe road meet with an unnamed river ( 

472742,7987533), then generally northwards long an unnamed river thus 

the western boundary of Mangondoza town ship,to its confluence with an 

unnamed river (the northern boundary of Mangondoza township) 

(472734,7988570), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream 

(boundary of Mangondoza township) (473859,7988114), then north-

eastwards to the peak of Chera mountain (475222,70989389), the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 
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(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 

475222, 7989389 ;474261, 7985656; 472537, 7985504; 472251, 7985015; 

472266, 7985010; 472108, 7985625; 472099, 785589; 472062, 7985566; 

472018, 7985679; 471935, 798593; 470618, 7986356; 470676, 7986545; 

470781, 7987033; 471343, 7987353; 472357, 7987366; 472742, 7987533; 

472734, 7988570; 473859, 7988114; 475222, 70989389. 
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MANICALAND NATIONAL ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

 

1. BUHERA SOUTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save and Nyamashanga rivers (415667,7841715), then generally south 

eastwards along Save river to its confluence with Odzi river, then generally 

southwards along Save river to its confluence with Devure river 

(431027,7788767), then generally north westwards along Devure river which 

is also Mutare /Masvingo provincial boundary to its confluence with 

Nyazvidzi river (392242,7808267), then generally north eastwards along 

Nyazvidzi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream (393135, 

7824568), then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to a point 

where it intersects Murambinda-Birchenough road, then generally 

northwards along Murambinda-Birchenough road to a point where it 

intersects with Nyamashanga river then generally eastwards along 

Nyamashanga river to its confluence with Save river, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

415667, 7841715; 431027, 7788767; 392242, 7808267; 393135, 7824568. 

2. BUHERA CENTRAL  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save and Mwerahari rivers (398635,7869135), then generally south east 

wards along Save river to its confluence with Nyamashanga river, then 

generally westwards along Nyamashanga river to Murambinda-Birchenough 

road then generally southwards along Murambinda Birchenough road to a 

point where it intersects an unnamed stream ( 393128,7826247), then 

generally south westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyazvidzi river(384949,7818692), then generally westwards along Nyazvidzi 

river to its confluence with Devure river then generally north westwards 

along Devure river (Manicaland/ Masvingo Provincial boundary) to its 

confluence with Mutondoshuro stream, then generally north east wards 

along Mutondoshuro stream to a point where it intersects with Murambinda 

–Birchenough road ( 367048,7852966), then northwestwards along 

Murambinda-Birchenough road to a point where it intersects with an 

unnamed stream (366131,7854822) (a tributary to Mutondoshuro), then 

northeastwards along the unnamed stream so as to include Vhiriri shopping 

centre to a point where it intersects a track from Chitohwe 

dam(382660,7857123), then generally northeastwards along the track to a 

point where the track joins another track (394434,7863559), then generally 

northwestwards along the track to Mwerahari river, then generally 

eastwards along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Save river, the 
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starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

398635, 7869135; 393128, 7826247; 384949, 7818692; 367048, 7852966; 

366131, 7854822; 382660, 7857123; 394434, 7863559. 

3. BUHERA WEST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

eastern Lancashire division farm property boundary crosses Mwerahari river 

(322561,7882436), then generally eastwards along Mwerahari river to a 

point where the river intersects with a track (390530,7870259) then 

generally southwards along the track to a point where the track joins 

another track (394464,7863470), then generally westwards along the track 

to a point the track intersects with an unnamed stream (382705,7856434) 

then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to a point where the 

stream intersects Murambinda-Birchenough road, then generally 

southwards along Murambinda-Birchenough road to an unnamed stream 

(367028,7852347), then generally south westwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Nyazvidzi river (360736,7847708), then 

generally northwestwards along Nyazvidzi river to a point on the southern 

Lancashire division farm boundary (309727,7872394), then generally 

northwards along the Chivhu/ Buhera district boundaries to Mwerahari 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

322561, 7882436; 390530,7870259; 394464,7863470; 382705,7856434; 

367028,7852347; 360736,7847708; 309727,7872394. 

4. BUHERA NORTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where 

the Manicaland/Mashonaland East Provincial boundary intersects with 

Rwenje river ( 351642,7897247 ), then generally eastwards along Rwenje 

river to its confluence with Save river (365253,7896020), then generally 

southwards along Save river to its confluence with Mwerihari river 

(398619,7869129), then generally westwards along Mwerihari river to its 

confluence with Pokoteke river(344836,7879660), then generally north 

eastwards along the Manicaland/Mashonaland East provincial boundary to 

a point where it intersects with Rwenje river, the starting 

point(351799,7890473). The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

351642, 7897247; 365253, 7896020; 398619, 7869129; 344836, 7879660; 

351799, 7890473. 
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5. CHIMANIMANI WEST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Zimbabwe/ 

Mozambique international beacon, BB49A (477368,7855460), then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boarder to International 

beacon BB59A(483103,7824050) then south westwards along the southern 

property boundary of Hendriksdal farm to the eastern property boundary of 

Camperdown farm (477489,7820363), then generally south eastwards along 

the southern property boundary of Hendriksdal farm to the eastern property 

boundary of Camperdown farm (477489,7820363), then generally south 

westwards along the north western property boundary of Welgegund Estate 

then generally southwards along Welgegund property boundary so as to 

exclude it then southwestwards along the following property boundaries 

Nyashama farm, Cambridge farm (470864,7811706), then generally north 

westwards along the south western property boundary of the Drift farm to 

Muuyu-Mhakwe gravel road so as to exclude Biriri Mission and Saurombe 

business centre then generally westwards along the Muuyu-Mhakwe gravel 

road to a point where the gravel road meets with Biriri river, then generally 

westwards along Biriri river to its confluence with Changazi river then 

generally south westwards along Changazi river to its confluence with Save 

river then generally northwards along Save river to its confluence with Odzi 

river, then northwards along Odzi river to a point on Mutare-Chimanimani 

road near Chimhenga hill so as to include Chimhenga hill ( 

455770,7858378), then generally westwards direct to the top of 

Chinyamureza hill (444833,7864822), then generally westwards along the 

Stateland boundary property so as to exclude it to the intersection of 

Stateland/Umvumbu farm and Chirindashire farm ( 454786,7850704), then 

generally westwards along the northern boundary of Umvumbu farm so as 

to exclude it to a point on Odzi river (449512,7850604), then eastwards to 

the peak of Nyamureza hill then eastwards from the peak of Nyamureza hill 

(444577,7864862) along the southern boundary of Chinyauhwera 

Communal land to the eastern boundaries of Clydesdale 7 and 8 so as to 

exclude them to a beacon on Buwesunike mountain summit 

(467863,7868343) then generally southwards along the Clydesdale, Chetora 

C, and Buttler North farms to beacon BB49A at the Zimbabwe /Mozambique 

international boundary (477367,7859905), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

477368, 7855460; 483103, 7824050; 477489, 7820363; 477489, 7820363; 

470864, 7811706; 455770, 7858378; 444833, 7864822; 454786, 7850704; 

449512, 7850604; 444577, 7864862; 467863, 7868343; 477367, 7859905. 
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6. CHIMANIMANI EAST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Zimbabwe/ 

Mozambique international beacon BB65A (497510, 7826223) along 

Mawarani mountains, then generally southwards along Zimbabwe- 

Mozambique border to beacon BB80 (486350, 7775183) the confluence of 

Harone and Rusitu rivers, then generally westwards along Rusitu river to 

the Western most point of Crystal Creek farm so as to exclude Moutainview, 

Braband and Christina farms, then generally south westwards along the 

farm boundary of Moodies Rest, Tradow farm to the western most point of 

Tradow then northwards along the farm boundary of Highlands so as to 

exclude Museve school, then generally westwards to Rookwood property 

boundary, then north eastwards along property boundaries of Rookwood 

and Brackenbury so as to include them then crossing Tanganda and 

Nyamutye Rivers to the western point of Brackenbury property, then north 

eastwards along zebra farm boundary to a point it meets with Changadzi 

river and a gravel road ( 458818, 7798669) then further north eastwards 

along the Muuyu-Mhakwe gravel road to Biriri river so as to exclude Biriri 

Mission and Saurombe business centre to a point (468577, 7807813), then 

generally eastwards along the Welgegund farm boundary to the top of a 

Mountain range then generally northwards along the farm boundaries of 

Glacier, Rietvlei, Weltevreden, Verlos so as to include them to a point 

through beacon BB59A (483365, 7823809) then eastwards along 

Mozambique Zimbabwe border to beacon BB65A, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)coordinate: 

497510, 7826223; 486350, 7775183; 458818, 7798669; 468577, 7807813; 

483365, 7823809. 

7. CHIPINGE WEST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the western 

property boundary of Zebra farm on Nyarutsumbe 

mountain(456678,7795507), then generally westwards along the crest of 

Nyarutsumbe mountain to Chiungoni mountain peak, then south westwards 

along Chiungoni mountain crest to the foothills of Gondo mountain to a 

point ( 446614, 7790107), then generally south westwards along the 

foothills of Gondo mountain to Chinyamadzviti/Chinyadzamapofu 

mountain, then eastwards along Chinyadzamadzviti mountain crest to an 

unnamed foot path (454719,7789018),then generally southwards along 

Chinyadzamadzviti mountain crest passing (Trig 1097/S,1665J) to Birirano 

river, then eastwards along Birirano river to its confluence with Chituta 

River, then generally south westwards along Chituta river to a point on an 

unnamed mountain range (453808, 7781475), then southwards along the 

crest of the unnamed mountain range to its peak at Trig(1099/S, 1308.6) 
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which is to the Northern boundary of New Year‟s Gift Estate so as to exclude 

Ngaoni Toti Primary School and include Nengwani village, then generally 

south westwards along the western boundary of New Year Gift Estate to 

Tanganda River so as to exclude New year‟s Gift Estate, then generally 

westwards along Tanganda River toWenela Farm‟s north western corner , 

then generally south eastwards along Wenela western boundary to a 

Network Transmitter, then westwards along an unnamed footpath downhill 

to Chipinge-Checheche junction then generally south eastwards along the 

western Wenela farm boundary (443374,7775799) then south eastwards 

along Chipinge Safari Game Park boundary to a point (445457, 7773179), 

then generally north eastwards along Chipinge Safari Game Park boundary 

to Ombersly Farm (447633,7775578) then south eastwards to another point 

(452097,7772100) to exclude Ombersly farm ,then south westwards along 

Chipinge Safari game boundary so as to exclude Nafferton Farm and 

Redwood farm to a point on Nyamuvava river (447112, 7760995) then 

southwestwards along Nyamuvava river to its confluence with Chipanda 

river, then north eastwards along Chipanda river, to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (448210, 7732444), then eastwards to a point along an 

unnamed river (451465, 7732044), then generally southwards along the 

unnamed river to the Zimbabwe /Mozambique international border 

(448786,7722074), then generally southwards along the international 

border to a point (447875, 7702376) where it intersects Tambarara river, 

then generally north westwards along Tambarara river to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream south of Mariya Primary School so as to include 

Zamuchiya Primary School and Zamuchiya clinic, then north westwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then 

generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Musvazvi river, then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Save river(422579,7714650), then generally north wards 

along Save River (Masvingo /Manicaland provincial boundary) to its 

confluence with Changadzi river, then generally eastwards along Changadzi 

river to its confluence with Biriri river, then generally eastwards along Biriri 

river to the western property boundary of Zebra farm on Nyarutsumbe 

mountain(456678,7795507), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

456678, 7795507; 446614, 7790107; 454719, 7789018; 453808, 7781475; 

443374, 7775799; 445457, 7773179; 447633, 7775578); 452097, 7772100; 

447112, 7760995; 448210, 7732444; 451465, 7732044; 448786, 7722074; 

447875, 7702376; 422579, 7714650; 456678, 7795507. 
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8. CHIPINGE EAST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

the north western corner of Kenilworth farm and the southern boundary of 

Gronvlei farm (463401,7768933), then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Gronvlei farm so as to exclude it (473788, 7768596) 

to Kroomklof northern farm boundary then eastwards along Kroomlof 

northern farm boundary so as to include Kroomklof farm boundary to the 

north eastern corner of Canterbury farm (475238, 7769080), then generally 

southwards along Canterbury farm(475172,7769457) so as to exclude 

Gomondoni and Concordia farms to Woodstock farm boundary, then 

generally south eastwards, southwards and westwards along Woodstock 

farm boundary crossing Mwara river so as to exclude Woodbine farm and 

include Woodstock farm to the north Eastern corner of Dingle Dell farm, 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of Dingle Dell farm to Budzi 

river (472348, 7759814), then generally south eastwards along Budzi River 

so as to include Devon farm, Rosylyn farm and Fallowfield farm to 

Ratelshoek Estate southern boundary(479957,7755769), then generally 

north eastwards along the southern boundary of Ratelshoek Estate to the 

south western corner of Southdown Estate A(481945,7757627) so as to 

exclude Ratelshoek A, then northwards along the western boundary of 

Southdown Estate A boundary so as to include Shakavanhu Primary School, 

Southdown Estate A, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Southdown Estate A to the north western corner of Eastleigh farm 

boundary, then generally eastwards along the northern Eastleigh farm 

boundary so as to include Eastleigh farm to the Zimbabwe/Mozambique 

international boundary(BB88A) (486794, 7762528) then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary so as 

to include Gwenzi small scale commercial farms, Muzite small scale 

commercial farms and Muzite communal area to Musirizwi River(BB100) 

(448961, 7721383), then generally northwards along Musirizwi River to the 

southern boundary of Umzwelizwe farm(451327,7731676) Musirizwi old 

resettlement scheme) so as to include Mugondi communal area, Mugondi 

Primary School and Mugondi Business Centre, then generally westwards 

along the southern boundary of Umzwelizwe farm passing Musirizwi river to 

the eastern Nyagadza Old Resettlement Scheme farm 

boundary(448365,7731691), then generally south westwards along Dabukei 

farm eastern boundary so as to include Dabukei farm to the north eastern 

corner of Nyagadza farm(449000,7734771), to the south western corner of 

Chikore Mission farm (442980,7736965), then generally northwards along 

the western boundary of Chikore farm to Makungu mountain, then generally 

north wards along Makungu mountain crest to the junction of Vergenoeg 

farm, Chipinge Safari game Park and Horus A Farm, then generally north 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Horus A to its junction with the 
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eastern boundary of Chipinge Safari Game Park farm(446558,7750642), so 

as to include Horus A farm, then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Chipinge Safari game to its junction with the north western 

corner of Redwood farm(446650,7760830) so as to include Isis and Redwood 

farms, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Redwood 

farm so as to exclude Nafferton farm to its junction with the western 

boundary of Glendalough farm (452590, 7762132), then generally 

northwards along Glendalough farm boundary so as to exclude Glengarry 

farm to the junction of eastern boundary of Redwood farm and south 

western corner of Glendalough farm, then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Glendalough farm to south western boundary of St 

Kelvin farm, then generally eastwards along southern St Kelvin farm 

boundary so as to exclude St kelvin and Terry farm to Chipinge government 

experiment farm, then generally northwards along Chipinge Government 

experiment to Homefields farm south eastern corner, then further 

northwards along the eastern Homefields farm boundary so as to exclude 

Homefields farm to the junction of Lushof, Homefields and the Nest farms, 

then north eastwards along the Nest northern farm boundary to 

Kennilworth farm boundary, then south eastwards along Kenilworth farm 

boundary to Nyamahumba river, then generally northwards along 

Nyamahumba river so as to include part of Kenilworth farm to the western 

boundary of Kenilworth farm so as to exclude Lushof farm, then northwards 

along the western Kenilworth farm boundary to the southern boundary of 

Gronvlei farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

463401, 7768933; 473788, 7768596; 475238, 7769080; 475172, 7769457; 

472348, 7759814; 479957, 7755769; 481945, 7757627; 486794, 7762528; 

448961, 7721383; 451327, 7731676; 448365, 7731691; 449000, 7734771; 

442980, 7736965; 446558, 7750642; 446650, 7760830; 452590, 7762132). 

9. CHIPINGE CENTRAL  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Nyarutsumbe mountain crest to the western boundary of Zebra 

Farm(456681,7795513), then generally south eastwards along the western 

boundary of Zebra Farm to the western boundary of Brackenburg 

farm(455980,7794203), then generally south westwards along the southern 

boundary of Woodlands Farm so as to exclude Woodlands farm to Bestonia 

farm western property boundary(460293,7776930) so as to include Bestonia 

farm, then northwards along the western boundary of Bestonia farm to 

Tradouw farm boundary(457753,778048), then further northwards along 

Tradouw farm boundary to the north eastern corner of New Year‟s Gift 

Estate then eastwards along the southern boundary of Highlands farm so as 
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to exclude Highlands farm, to Silver stream Farm boundary, then generally 

southwards along the southern boundary of Silver stream Farm passing the 

Joppa/ Chimanimani tarred road so as to exclude Silver stream farm, to 

Crystal Creek farm boundary, then generally eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Crystal creek farm so as to exclude Crystal creek farm then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Knutsford farm to Rusitu river, 

then generally eastwards along Rusitu river so as to include Ndiyadzo 

Business Centre to its confluence with Chipita river then generally 

southwards along Chipita river to Knutsford farm 

boundary(484559,779734), then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Knutsford farm to the north eastern corner of Fern Creek farm, 

then north eastwards along the northern Fern Creek farm boundary so as to 

include Mayfield and Fern Creek farms to the Zimbabwe/Mozambique 

international boundary(BB80B) (486621, 7776725) then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary to the 

north eastern corner of Eastleigh farm( Beacon BB88A) (486807, 7762551) 

,then westwards along the northern boundary of Eastleigh farm so as to 

exclude Eastleigh farm to Southdown Estate A boundary, then generally 

southwards along the Southdown Estate boundary so as to exclude 

Southdown Estate A and Shakavanhu Primary School, to Ratelshoek Estate 

boundary, then south westwards along the southern boundary of 

Ratelshoek Estate to Fallowfield A farm boundary, then north westwards 

along Fallowfield A farm to Devon farm, then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Devon farm so as to exclude Devon farm to Budzi river, then 

generally westwards along Budzi river to the western boundary of Woodbine 

farm, then northwards along the western boundary of Woodbine farm so as 

to include Woodbine farm to the southern boundary of Woodstock, then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Woodstock farm so as to exclude 

Woodstock farm, then north westwards along the eastern Woodstock farm 

boundary to Canterbury northern boundary, then northwards along the 

eastern Canterbury farm boundary so as to exclude Canterbury farm to 

Laughing Waters farm boundary to a point (475986, 7769312) then 

westwards then northwards and westwards along Kenilworth farm boundary 

to Nyamahumba river, then generally southwards along Nyamahumba river 

so as to include a small portion of Kenilworth farm to the western boundary 

of Kenilworth farm so as to exclude Lushof farm, then generally south 

westwards along the western Kenilworth farm boundary to the southern 

boundary of Gronvlei farm then further southwards along the eastern 

Homefields farm boundary so as to exclude Homefields farm to the junction 

of Lushof, Homefields and the Nest farm, then southwards from Homefileds 

to Chipinge Government experiment, then westwards along southern St 

Kelvin farm boundary so as to exclude St kelvin and Terry farm towards 

Chipinge Safaris to a point (446698, 7761285), then northwards along 
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Chipinge Safari game boundary so as to exclude Nafferton Farm and 

Redwood farm to Nyamuvava river, then generally north westwards along 

Chipinge Safari Game Park boundary to Ombersly Farm so as to exclude 

Ombersly farm, then generally north westwards along Chipinge Safari Game 

Park boundary which cuts across the Chipinge /Birchenough tarred road 

thrice then generally north westwards along the western Wenela farm 

boundary (443374,7775799), then generally eastwards along an unnamed 

footpath downhill to Chipinge-Checheche junction, then generally 

northwards along Wenela Western boundary to a Network Transmitter, then 

generally eastwards along Tanganda River toWenela Farm north western 

corner,then north eastwards along the western boundary of New Year Gift 

Estate to Tanganda River so as to exclude New year‟s Gift Estate, then 

generally northwards along the crest of the unnamed mountain range to its 

peak at Trig(1099/S, 1308.6) which is to the northern boundary of New 

Year‟s Gift Estate so as to include Ngaoni Toti Primary School and include 

Nengwani village, then generally westwards along Chituuta river to a 

unnamed mountain range then further north east wards along Birirano river 

to its confluence with Chituuta River, then along Chinyadzamadzviti 

mountain crest passing (Trig 1097/S,1665J) to an unnamed foot path 

(454719,7789018), then generally eastwards along the foothills of Gondo 

mountain to Chinyamadzviti/Chinyadzamapofu mountain (451132, 

7794879) then eastwards to along Chiungoni mountain crest to the foothills 

(452545, 7793986), then generally eastwards along the crest of 

Nyarutsumbe mountain to the western boundary of Zebra farm 

(456678,7795507), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)coordinate: 

456681, 7795513; 455980, 7794203; 460293, 7776930; 457753, 778048; 

484559, 779734; 486621, 7776725; 486807, 7762551; 475986, 7769312; 

446698, 7761285; 443374, 7775799; 454719, 7789018; 451132, 7794879; 

452545, 7793986; 456678, 7795507. 
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10. CHIPINGE SOUTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save River and an unnamed stream(422557,7714655), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to an unnamed 

footpath(430179,7715562) so as to include Chisavanye Primary School, 

Chisavanye village and Tafuka village, then generally southwards along the 

unnamed footpath east of Chisavanye Primary School to its junction with 

another unnamed footpath east of Ukoto mountain(428506,7712105), then 

generally eastwards along the unnamed footpath crossing 

Chiredzi/Checheche tarred road north of Bitcon shopping 

centre(429733,7711698), then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

footpath crossing the Madhuku/Manzvire wide gravel 

road(432620,7711563) north of Madhuku Business Centre to an unnamed 

stream(435408,7708440), then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to an unnamed track road so as to include Madhuku Secondary 

School and so as to exclude Mariya Dip tank, then south eastwards along an 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Musvazvi River, then further south 

east wards along Musvazvi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Tambarara 

River, then generally eastwards along Tambarara river to the 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary (448006,7702133) so as to 

exclude Mariya Primary School, then southwards along the 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary to Save River 

(442134,7672972), then generally northwards along Save River (the 

Manicaland/ Masvingo provincial boundary) to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (422647, 7714585), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

422557, 7714655; 430179, 7715562; 428506, 7712105; 429733, 7711698; 

432620, 7711563; 435408, 7708440; 448006, 7702133; 442134, 7672972; 

422647, 7714585. 

11. MAKONI SOUTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at trig 

47/P on the peak of Zonga mountain, then generally eastwards to a point it 

meets Nyamatanda river(437656.0,7937563.6) then generally southwards 

along Nyamatanda river to its confluence with Odzi river, then southwards 

along Odzi river to the northern boundary of Osborne property, then 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Osborne and Amberwell 

property(s) so as to exclude them to a point it meets the western boundary 

of Makoni communal lands so as to include it, then north-westwards along 

the south western boundary of Makoni Communal lands to a point 

(441783.6,7927672.1), then south-westwards along the northern boundary 
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of Amberwell so as to exclude it its junction with Inyamazura river, then 

generally southwards along Inyamazura river to its intersection with the 

northern boundary of Wilderness Estate (436282.9,7828456.7), then 

westwards along the northern boundary of wilderness estate so as to 

exclude its junction with the western boundary of Lee farm then south-

westwards to a point it meets the eastern property boundary of Tsungwezi 

Source (424122.2,7925349.2), then southwards along the eastern property 

boundaries of Tsungwezi Source and Tsungwezi Ridge so as to include them 

to a point it joins the southern boundary of Tsungwezi Ridge 

(420798.1,7922243.2), then westwards along the southern property 

boundary of Tsungwezi Ridge so as to include it to a point it meets the 

southern property boundary of Meiron on the peak of Matukashari 

mountain (416345.9,7923772.3), then southwards along the eastern 

property boundary of Uitkyk Annexe to a point it joins a railway line 

(415240.9,7920594.6) then generally southwards along the railway line to a 

point it intersects an unnamed stream (416984.8,7970440.9), then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Tsungwezi 

river, then generally southwards along Tsungwezi river to a point it 

intersects the southern property boundary of Sisal Vale so as to exclude it 

(415991.24,7909572.07), then eastwards along the southern property 

boundary of Plumpton so as to include it to a point it crosses Kaiyerezi river 

(412485.1,7909341.6) then generally southwards along Kaiyerezi river to its 

confluence with Sungwizi river, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of the following properties Mount Shalom,Oukar,Heimat, 

Leeukuil Extension so as to include them ( 421485,7914038), then south 

westwards along the northern boundary of Mukuni Purchase Area so as 

exclude it to the confluence of Save and Mwerihari rivers ( 398624,7869365) 

then generally north westwards along Save river (Mutare/ Buhera district 

Boundary) to its confluence with Mucheke river, then north eastwards along 

Mucheke river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream(391924.6,7914911.1), then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

stream to the foot of Nhure mountain, then eastwards along an imaginary 

line to a point (396930.9,7917176.5), then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line to a dust road going to Mavhudzi High School, then 

westwards along the dust road to Gwangwadza growth point to a junction 

with an unnamed dust road, then north westwards along the unnamed dust 

road to a point it intersects with the Inyazura river (395584, 7922318) then 

generally north-eastwards along Inyazura river, then north eastwards to the 

peak of an unnamed hill(422214, 7944854), then north eastwards to a point 

on the dust road to Nyarwizi Secondary School, then generally southwards 

along the dust road to a point trig 47/P on the peak of Zonga mountain, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

437656.0, 7937563.6; 441783.6, 7927672.1; 436282.9, 7828456.7; 

424122.2, 7925349.2; 420798.1, 7922243.2; 416345.9, 7923772.3; 

415240.9, 7920594.6; 416984.8, 7970440.9; 415991.24, 7909572.07; 

412485.1, 7909341.6; 421485, 7914038; 398624, 7869365; 391924.6, 

7914911.1; 396930.9, 7917176.5; 395584, 7922318; 422214, 7944854. 

12. MAKONI CENTRAL  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the top most 

northern corner of Makoni Communal Land property (441421.0,7965256.3), 

then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Makoni Communal 

Land property to a trig 375/S on Chiwira mountain (438288, 7957191), 

then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Makoni Communal 

Land property to a point it meets Mubvumira river (445989,7951505), then 

generally southwards along Mubvumira river to a point it crosses a footpath 

(439883.3,7941830.2), then generally southwards along the footpath to a 

point it intersects Nyamatanda river (439609.9,7935529.1), then generally 

north westwards along Nyamatanda river to a point it intersects an 

unnamed stream, then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to a 

point it intersects Mutorahuku river (429414, 7943082), then north 

westwards along Mutorahuku river to its confluence with Nyamapembere 

river (425158, 7946091), then generally north westwards along 

Nyamapembere river to a point along the river (407338, 7935285), were an 

imaginary line is drawn north westwards to the peak of Tikwiri mountain 

(406987, 7937513) then north westwards to Chikomo mountain (404931, 

7941578) then south westwards to a point (403564, 7939869) so as to 

include Tsanzaguru, then generally north westwards to a point along 

Rusape river (40155, 7941637), then north eastwards along Rusape river so 

as to include Rusape dam to the northern part of Rusape dam (404481, 

7949279), then eastwards along the northern part of Rusape dam to a point 

(405938, 7948546), then generally north eastwards along Rusape river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (418035, 7957622) so as to include St 

Faith‟s High School, then generally south eastwards along the said stream 

across Rusape- Nyanga road so as to include Nyabadza shopping centre to a 

point (425122, 7950915) then northwards to a point along Rusape Nyanga 

road (424928,7951959), then generally north eastwards along the Rusape-

Nyanga road to a point (438316, 7964326) ,then generally north eastwards 

towards the southern property boundary of Kriste Mambo Secondary School 

to the top most northern corner of Makoni Communal Land property 

(441421.0,7965256.3), the starting point. The area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

441421.0, 7965256.3 ; 438288, 7957191; 445989, 7951505; 439883.3, 

7941830.2; 439609.9, 7935529.1; 429414, 7943082; 425158, 7946091; 

407338, 7935285; 406987, 7937513; 404931, 7941578; 403564, 7939869; 

40155, 7941637; 404481, 7949279; 405938, 7948546; 418035, 7957622; 

425122, 7950915; 424928, 7951959; 438316, 7964326; 441421.0, 

7965256.3. 

13. MAKONI NORTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyangadzi and Inyangombe river, then southwards along Inyangombe river 

to its confluence with Chinyika river, then generally southwards along 

Chinyika river to its confluence with an unnamed stream (436513.7, 

7988726.0) then along the stream to a point it intersects the eastern 

property boundary of Cheira Source farm, then southwards along Cheira 

Source property boundary to a point it meets Cheira source boundary 

(438796, 7977045), then south-east wards along the eastern property 

boundary of Cheira source farm to a point its meets the southern property 

boundary of Cheira Source farm (445061,7974400), then south-westwards 

along the southern property boundary of Cheira Source farm to a point it 

joins the northern property boundary of Invercargill so as to exclude it then 

westwards along the property boundary of Invercargill to a point 

(434463.1,7973069.8) then southwestwards along the southern property 

boundary of Glenanby so as to include it to a point it joins the eastern 

property boundary of Silverdale (431570.3, 7970435.7) then 

northwestwards along the eastern property boundary of Silverdale so as to 

exclude it to a point (430030.3, 7972839.7), then generally north wards 

along the western property boundaries of Inyagura and Merryvale farms to a 

point where it meets the southern boundary of Inyati kop (430445.0, 

7975669.6), then generally southwards along Mwarazi River to a point 

where it meets the northern boundary of Nyogen farm, then generally 

westwards along the northern boundaries Nyogen and Nyamangura farms to 

a point it meets the western boundaries of Chinika to a point 

(413060,7992538), then generally north-westwards along the western 

property boundary of Senzachena so as to include it to a 

point(421324,7994122), then generally north-eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Mandisha so as to exclude it to a point(413891,7996121), then 

generally northwards along the western boundaries of properties of 

Weltervede, Rensdale so as to include them to a point (414212,7999295), 

then generally south-westwards along the northern boundary of Maruma 

property so as to exclude it to a point it meets Nyamukomani River 
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(413142.1,7999874.0), then generally westwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Tynwald and Nelspruit farms so as to exclude them to a point 

where it meets Nyangadzi River, then generally north eastwards along the 

Manicaland /Mashonaland East provincial boundary to the confluence of 

Nyangadzi and Inyangombe river (448381.1,8033879.5), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 
436513.7, 7988726.0; 438796, 7977045; 445061, 7974400; 434463.1, 

7973069.8; 431570.3, 7970435.7; 430030.3, 7972839.7; 430445.0, 

7975669.6; 413060, 7992538; 421324, 7994122; 413891, 7996121; 

414212, 7999295; 413142.1, 7999874.0; 448381.1, 8033879.5. 

14. HEADLANDS  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mafuri River with Nyagadzi river (399468, 8008402), then generally 

eastwards along Mafuri river to the top southern corner of St Benedict‟s 

Extension, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Usherforde, Tynwald, Nelspruit and Maruma farms so as to include them to 

a point (414225.9,7998992.0), then generally southwards along the western 

boundary of Rensdale property so as to exclude it to a point (413935.3, 

7996143.0), then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Mandisha 

farm so as to include it to a point (411257,7994184), then generally south-

eastwards along western property boundary of Senzachena farm so as to 

exclude it to a point (413060.1,7992576.6), then generally southwards along 

the western property boundary of Chinyika farm so as to exclude it to a 

point (412401.5,7990461.7) where it intersects Mwarazi river 

(416313.3,7989637.2), then generally south eastwards along Mwarazi river 

to a point (416383, 7988954) then generally northwards along Mwarazi river 

to its confluence with Mukovi river (427624.5,8002174.9), then southwards 

along Mukovi river to a point (427553.2,7988188.0) where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Uitkyk property so as to exclude it, then south-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Uitkyk and Farm 9 to a point at 

beacon 366/S at Radze mountain (423772, 7981711), then generally 

southwards to a point at the top most corner of Invercargill property 

boundary (434957.3,7972715.3), then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Invercargill property to a point it joins the western 

boundary of Otagu property (439208.2,7972199.9), then north-eastwards 

along the southern property boundary of Otagu so as to exclude it to a point 

(44089809,7968183.8) where it intersects the western property boundary of 

Harewood farm so as to exclude it then southwards along the western 

boundary of Harewood farm to a point (441419.6,7965315.9) where it joins 

the southern boundary of Katsipiti, then south-westwards along the 

southern property boundaries of Katsipiti, Wick, Timaru to a point where it 
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meets Rusape-Nyanga road, then generally south-westwards along Rusape-

Nyanga road to its junction with the western boundary of The Chase Farm 

so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the western property 

boundaries of Prospect and Makoni Kop to a point where it joins Rusape 

River (417859.0,7957473.0), then generally south westwards along Rusape 

river to a point on the western side of Rusape dam (403883, 7947759), then 

generally north-eastwards along the western boundary of Lesapi Falls 

property, Harrisonvile and Recondite so as to include them to a point 

(400649, 7953594) then westwards to a point (398330.7,7963704.1) where 

it meets a road then southwards along the said road to a point (397071.7, 

7950132.8) where it meets an unnamed footpath, then south-eastwards 

along the unnamed footpath to a point where it meets an unnamed stream 

(396645.5,7948096.5) then generally southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Mezi river, then southwards along Mezi River 

to its confluence with Mucheke river, then north westwards along Mucheke 

river to a point (381953.9,7954062.5) where it meets the southern property 

boundary of The Willows, then generally eastwards along the southern 

property boundary of The Willows to a point where it meets the western 

property boundary of Lesbury (386117.7,7953501.4) so as to include it, 

then northwards along the western property boundary of Lesbury to a point 

where it meets the southern property boundary of Lesbury Farm 

(386111.2,7951657.6), then generally south-westwards along the southern 

property boundary of Lesbury to a point where it meets Mucheke river then 

north westwards along Mucheke river to a point where it meets with 

Manicaland/Mashonaland East provincial boundary then northwards along 

the Manicaland/ Mashonaland East provincial boundary to a point where it 

meets the Harare-Mutare highway, then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of Timbermills and Change Range 1 to a point where it 

meets Mafuri river (391400,8000241), then generally northwards along 

Mafuri river to its confluence with Nyagadzi river (399468, 8008402), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

399468, 8008402; 414225.9, 7998992.0; 413935.3, 7996143.0; 411257, 

7994184; 413060.1, 7992576.6; 412401.5, 7990461.7; 416313.3, 

7989637.2; 416383, 7988954; 427624.5, 8002174.9; 427553.2, 7988188.0; 

423772, 7981711; 434957.3, 7972715.3; 439208.2, 7972199.9; 44089809, 

7968183.8; 441419.6, 7965315.9; 417859.0, 7957473.0; 403883, 7947759; 

400649, 7953594; 398330.7, 7963704.1; 397071.7, 7950132.8; 

396645.5,7948096.5; 381953.9, 7954062.5; 386117.7, 7953501.4; 

386111.2, 7951657.6; 391400, 8000241; 399468, 8008402. 
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15. MAKONI WEST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Mucheke river (377906.2,7962219.0), then generally south eastwards along 

Mucheke river to a point it meets the northern property boundary of The 

Willows Farm,then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of The 

Willows Farm property, then generally eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary to its eastern property boundary then southwards along the 

eastern property boundary of The Willows Farm to its southern property 

boundary then westwards along the southern boundary of The Willows Farm 

to a point where it intersects Mucheke river (381984.0,7954040.2), then 

generally south eastwards along Mucheke river to its confluence with 

Chamarema river, then generally northwards along Chamarema river to its 

confluence with Mezi river, then generally northwards along Mezi river to its 

confluence with Chiunda river, then generally northwards along Chiunda 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally northwards 

along an unnamed stream to a point where it meets a footpath 

(396728.1,7948274.9), then generally northwards along the footpath to a 

point it intersects with an unnamed road (397065.4,7950138.0), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed road to a point 

(398329,7953720.2), then eastwards to a point where it meets the western 

property boundary of Recondite farm so as to exclude it then southwards 

along the western property boundaries of Recondite and Lesapi Falls so as 

to exclude them to a point (403487.7,7947164.3) where it meets the 

northern boundary of Rusape Dam Servitude so as to exclude it, then 

generally southwards along Rusape river to a point on the bridge (401533.4, 

7941338.3), then generally south-eastwards along Tsanzaguru southern 

property boundary so as to exclude it to a point (403460.9,7939746.2), then 

north-eastwards along Tsanzaguru eastern property boundary to a 

point(404904,7941614) to Tiny Extension farm boundary, then generally 

south-eastwards along the western property boundary of Tiny Extension 

farm so as to exclude it to a point on the peak of Tikwiri mountain 

(406979.1,7937258.1) then southwards along the western boundary of Tiny 

Extension farm to a point it meets Nyamapembere river 

(407245.6,7935035.1), then generally south westwards along 

Nyamapembere river to its confluence with Nyamuguri river 

(403336.9,7934421.2), then generally southwards along the western 

boundary of Tiny Farm, Cotleigh Farm and Charlton Farm property(s) so as 

to exclude them to a point where they meet Inyazura river, then generally 

westwards along Inyazura river to its confluence with Mucheke river, then 

generally south westwards along Mucheke river to its confluence with 

Ruzawi river, then generally north-westwards along Ruzawi river to its 

confluence with Chizawana river,then further north westwards along 

Chizawana river to the Manicaland/Mashonaland East provincial boundary 
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(365132, 7952897), then generally north eastwards along the provincial 

boundary to Mucheke river (377906.2,7962219.0)the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinate: 

377906.2, 7962219.0; 381984.0, 7954040.2; 397065.4, 7950138.0; 

398329, 7953720.2; 403487.7, 7947164.3; 401533.4, 7941338.3; 

403460.9, 7939746.2; 404904, 7941614; 406979.1, 7937258.1; 407245.6, 

7935035.1; 403336.9, 7934421.2; 365132, 7952897; 377906.2, 7962219.0. 

16. CHIKANGA CONSTITUENCY  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Magamba road close to stand 115 Chikanga Township (462195.8, 

7903291.4) so as to include stand 115 Chikanga Township, then generally 

south eastwards along a stream to Aerodrome road then south eastwards so 

as to include Seventh Day Adventist Church to Makoni road close to Stand 

1613 Chikanga Township so as to include Stand 1613 Chikanga Township 

then south westwards along Makoni road to its junction with Bonda road 

then south eastwards along Bonda road so as to exclude Yeovil cemetery to 

an unnamed stream (462804, 7901634), then generally westwards so as to 

exclude the Yeovil Sewerage Works to World bank road then generally south 

eastwards along Harare/ Mutare railway line then further eastwards along 

the Harare/Mutare railway line to Sakubva river (462556, 7901057), then 

generally south westwards along Sakubva river to its confluence with 

another stream so as to include Natview Park (459011, 7899345), then 

generally northwards along the said unnamed stream to the Harare/Mutare 

railway line, then generally northwest along the railway line to Magamba 

road then eastwards along Magamba road to a point close to stand 115 

Chikanga Township, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

462195.8, 7903291.4; 462804, 7901634; 462556, 7901057; 459011, 

7899345. 

17. DANGAMVURA  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

Christmas pass mountain range peak (457459,7904456) along the northern 

municipal boundary, then generally southwards towards Murahwa 

mountain to Magamba road so as to exclude the Herbert Chitepo Barracks, 

then generally westwards along Magamba road to the railway line, then 

generally eastwards along the railway line to a stream close to stand 9208 

Chikanga Township (Dreamhouse) (458807,7901261)so as to exclude stand 

9208 Chikanga Township (Dreamhouse), then generally southwards along 

the said stream to a power line so as to include the Hobhouse hill 

(458945,7900757), then generally westwards along the said power line to an 

unnamed tarred road to a stream close to Stand 5230 Hobhouse 
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(457359,7900957.7) so as to include it, then generally southwards along the 

said stream to its confluence with Sakubva river, then generally southwards 

along Sakubva river across Feruka road to a point close to Dangamvura 

filling station (456438.4,7899594.4) so as to exclude Dangamvura cemetery 

then generally eastwards to the Dangamvura mountain range peak, then 

generally eastwards along the Dangamvura mountain range to a point 

(460195, 7898414) then generally southwards to Musikavanhu road close to 

Dangamvura water tanks so as to exclude them then south westwards 

across Nyamauru stream along the eastern boundary of Stand 8316 

Dangamvura Township so as to include Stand 8316 Dangamvura Township 

to the southern municipal boundary so as to exclude Mai Maria Village 

(458986,7895696), then generally westwards along the southern municipal 

boundary towards a hill so as to include the Dangamvura Area 3 water 

tanks (457219,7895679), then generally southwestwards along the southern 

municipal boundary to Sheni hill (454098, 7984127), then generally 

northwards along the western municipal boundary so as to include Gimboki 

Barracks, then generally westwards along the municipal boundary, then 

generally northwards along the Feruka Refinery‟s western boundary to the 

railway line, then generally eastwards along the railway line (municipal 

boundary) to Plot 14 Weirmouth(454438,7902376) so as to include Plot 14 

Weirmouth then generally northwards along the municipal boundary 

towards the mountain range peak, then generally eastwards along the 

municipal boundary to a point on the Christmas pass mountain range peak 

(457459,7904456) the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

457459, 7904456; 458807, 7901261; 458945, 7900757; 457359, 

7900957.7; 456438.4, 7899594.4; 460195, 7898414; 458986, 7895696; 

457219, 7895679; 454098, 7984127; 454438, 7902376; 457459, 7904456. 

18. MUTARE CENTRAL  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Fifth Avenue meets with Nyapfumbi stream (465171,7902508), then 

generally eastwards along Fifth Avenue to intersection with Fourth street, 

then generally southwards along Fourth street to its intersection with C 

Avenue then generally eastwards along C avenue to the boundary of Aloe 

park, then generally southwards along the Aloe Park western boundary so 

as to exclude Aloe Park to Bridge road then generally eastwards along Bridge 

road to its junction with Park Road, then generally south westwards along 

Park road to its intersection with Vumba road then further south westwards 

along St Helen‟s Drive to Nyakamete stream (464302.3,7899296.6), then 

generally eastwards along Nyakamete stream so as to exclude Mutare Board 

and Paper Mills to Vumba road, then generally south eastwards along 
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Vumba road to the southern municipal boundary then westwards along the 

southern municipal boundary across Chimanimani road to property 19462 

Dangamvura Township (Mai Maria village) so as to include it, then generally 

north eastwards towards Stand 26815 Dangamvura Township (Hill view) so 

as to include Stand 26815 Dangamvura Township (Hill view) to 

Musikavanhu road close to the Dangamvura water tanks so as to include 

them then northwards towards the peak of the Dangamvura mountain range 

(460174,7898487), then generally westwards along the Dangamvura 

mountain range to Sakubva river (456445, 7899577), then generally 

northwards along Sakubva river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(457039.2, 7900197.1) then northwards along the said stream to a tarred 

road (457361.3, 7900957.7), then generally eastwards along the tarred road 

to a stream close to the Hobhouse hill (458945,7900757), then generally 

southwards along the said stream to Sakubva river ((459011, 7899345), 

then generally north eastwards along Sakubva river to its confluence with 

Nyapfumbi stream (462446,7900980), then generally northeastwards along 

Nyapfumbi stream then generally northwards along Nyapfumbi to its 

intersection with Dawson street (463555,7901500), then generally 

eastwards across a stream into Riverside Avenue to its junction with an 

unnamed tarred road close to Stand 851 Umtali Township, then generally 

northwards along the said tarred road to its junction with Simon Mazorodze 

road, then generally eastwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its junction 

with Chimoio Avenue, then generally north eastwards along Chimoio Avenue 

so as to exclude Coca cola sales depot (464079,7901903), then generally 

eastwards along the western boundary of stands 831,838A and 838B Umtali 

Township (464240,7901973) so as to include them, then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of stand 2796 Umtali Township into 

Hosgood Avenue to its junction with Simon Mazorodze road then generally 

northwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its junction with C Avenue, then 

generally eastwards along C Avenue to Nyapfumbi stream close to Mutare 

Hall so as to exclude Mutare Hall, then generally northwards along the said 

Nyapfumbi stream to a point it meets with Fifth Avenue (465171,7902508), 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

465171, 7902508; 464302.3, 7899296.6; 460174, 7898487; 456445, 

7899577; 457039.2, 7900197.1; 457361.3, 7900957.7; 458945, 7900757; 

459011, 7899345; 462446, 7900980; 463555, 7901500; 464079, 7901903; 

464240, 7901973; 465171, 7902508. 
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19. MUTARE SOUTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of an 

unnamed mountain along the eastern border of Zimbabwe and Mozambique 

which is the district and international boundary north of Forbes border post 

(468992,7900246) then generally southwards along the eastern border of 

Zimbabwe and Mozambique to a point (477620,7858628), then generally 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Chitora C and Clydesdale so as 

to exclude them to a point on Buwesinike mountain summit ( 

467860,7868341), then generally southwards along an unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Murare river (468889,7870140), then generally 

westwards along Murare river to its confluence with Chitora river 

(463743,7861906), then generally westwards along Chitora river to its 

confluence with Mupudzi river, then westwards to a point on Mupudzi River 

( 454772,7863334) then further westwards along the southern boundary of 

Chinyauhwera Communal Land to the peak of Nyamureza hill 

(444577,7864862) to point on Odzi river (443547,7865610) then northwards 

along Odzi river to a point where Odzi river intersects with the northern 

boundary of plot 27 so as to include it (447288,7873782)to a point on the 

southern cadastral boundary of Killridge so as to exclude it ( 442541, 

7886359), then generally north westwards so as to exclude Killridge 

property to a point on the foot of an unnamed mountain near Dora river 

(447333, 7889661), then generally north eastwards so as to exclude 

Gunguruhwe mountain, then generally northwards to Sheni mountain 

summit then north eastwards to a point on the summit of an unnamed 

mountain so as to exclude Dora Tribal Trust Land (446873, 7890808), then 

generally eastwards to a point on an unnamed road so as to include 

Gunguruhwe mountain (449761, 7892565), then generally northwards 

along the said road to a point on Sheni mountain foot so as to exclude 

Matika school (448932, 7893567), then generally northwards to a point on 

Sheni mountain summit (448969, 7895609), then generally eastwards to a 

point at the foot of an unnamed hill along the eastern cadastral boundary of 

The Grove farm so as to include it (453671, 7897082), then generally 

southwards along the Orange Groove farm eastern property boundary 

across Sakubva river to Sheni mountain (454095, 7893873), then generally 

eastwards along the Mutare Rural/Mutare Municipality boundary to a hill 

(460711, 7895981), then generally south eastwards towards Chimanimani 

road to Dora river (461455.1, 7894702.7), then generally north eastwards 

along Dora river to a point (461681,7895017), then generally eastwards 

along the Mutare district boundary to Vumba road (467405,7894350), then 

generally northwards along the Vumba road to a point (467205,7897353), 

then eastwards to a point (461681,7895017), then generally northwards 

along the eastern Mutare district boundary so as to exclude Umtali 
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Township to a point on the peak of an unnamed mountain along the eastern 

border of Zimbabwe and Mozambique (468992,7900246), the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinate: 
468992, 7900246; 477620, 7858628; 467860, 7868341; 468889, 7870140; 

463743, 7861906; 454772, 7863334; 444577, 7864862; 443547, 7865610; 

447288, 7873782; 442541,  7886359; 447333,  7889661; 446873,  

7890808; 449761,  7892565; 448932,  7893567; 448969,  7895609; 

453671,  7897082; 454095,  7893873; 460711,  7895981; 461455.1,  

7894702.7; 461681,  7895017; 467405,  7894350; 467205,  7897353; 

461681,  7895017; 468992, 7900246. 

20. MUTARE WEST  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Mutigwide river (440744,7876339) then eastwards along Mutigwide river to 

its confluence with Nyamaire river (444324,7870640), then generally south 

eastwards along Nyamaire river to its confluence with Odzi river 

(445426,7869420), then generally southwards along Odzi river to its 

confluence with Save river (436070,7813473), then generally north 

westwards along Save river (Mutare/ Buhera District boundary) to its 

confluence with Mukuni river (404248,7861951), then generally northwards 

along Mukuni river to its confluence with an unnamed stream south of 

Dombomahonde hill so as to exclude Dombomahonde hill, then generally 

north eastwards along the stream to Nauretene hill (411156,7872682), then 

northwards to Chikadzi river (420311,7871526), then generally southwards 

along Chikadzi river to its confluence with Muroti river (423229,7865337), 

then generally northwards along Muroti river to its confluence with 

Nyamashato river (424311,7865988), then generally eastwards along 

Nyamashato river to its confluence with Nyamasasi river (439741,7871800), 

then generally northwards along Nyamasasi river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream( 439608,7875306), then generally north eastwards to a 

point on Mutigwide river(440744,7876339), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

440744, 7876339; 444324, 7870640; 445426, 7869420; 436070, 7813473; 

404248, 7861951; 411156, 7872682; 420311, 7871526; 423229, 7865337; 

424311, 7865988; 439741, 7871800; 439608, 7875306; 440744, 7876339. 

21. MUTARE NORTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the beacon of 

Valhalla, Ruati, Lowlands and Lee farms so as to exclude them 
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(430951,7929283), then generally eastwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them, Delamore, the northern and 

north eastern boundaries of Wilderness and game valley; the north eastern 

boundaries of Nyamajura resettlement across Odzi river to the peak of Mt 

Jenya (449469,7925201), then generally southwards to a point on Odzi 

river( 445992,7923231), then generally southwards along Odzi river to a 

point close to Buhera road and Odzi road junction (436262, 7903038) which 

is the foot of the Nyachikanga mountain range then eastwards along the 

Nyachikanga mountain range (northern Mutare district boundary) to a point 

(453645, 7903894) then generally southwards along the eastern Mutare 

district boundary towards the Harare-Mutare railway line so as to include 

Hillandale to the Harare-Mutare railway line (454426, 7902528), then 

westwards along the Harare-Mutare railway line to Feruka refinery western 

property boundary (449824,7902116), then generally southwards along the 

western property boundary of Feruka refinery then generally eastwards 

along the Mutare district boundary to a point (452851,7900165), then 

generally southwards along the eastern Mutare district boundary towards 

Orange Groove (453663, 7897374), then generally westwards along the 

western boundary of Orange Grove and Woodlands farms to Nyahambi river 

( 450225,7898805), then along Nyahambi river to a point on the eastern 

boundary of Woodlands farm so as to include Woodlands farm, then 

generally southwards to a point on the eastern boundary of the Groove so as 

to exclude an unnamed mountain (453665,7897069), then generally south 

westwards to Sheni mountain summit( 448955,7895590), then southwards 

to a point on Dora river (447431,7889421) then south westwards along Dora 

river to its confluence with Odzi river (442539, 7886631), then generally 

southwards along Odzi river to its confluence with Nyamaire river 

(4455413,7869418), then generally northwards along Nyamaire river to its 

confluence with Mutigwide river (444319,7870637), then generally 

northwards along Mutigwide river to a point on the Nyamasasi river 

(439623,7875282), then generally southwards along the Nyamasasi river to 

its confluence with Mukuku river (445425, 7869464), then westwards along 

Mukuku river to its confluence with an unnamed stream (431867,7872613), 

then generally southwards along Mukuku river to its confluence with 

Nyamashatu river (429536,7869342), then generally westwards along 

Nyamashatu river to its confluence with Mukuni river (409543,7871888), 

then generally south westwards along Mukuni river to Save river (404200, 

7862115), then generally north westwards along Save river (Mutare/Buhera 

District boundary) to its confluence with Mwerihari river, which is the 

southern boundary of Mukuni Purchase ( 398624,7869365) then north 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Mukuni Purchase Area  so as 

include it to a point on Mwenji mountain summit (408307,7877846), then 

generally north westwards to a point on a gravel road (407983,7878472), 
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then generally northwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with 

another unnamed road (415796, 7886945), then generally north westwards 

to a junction with an unnamed road , then generally north eastwards along 

the unnamed road to a point (4409220,7882108) on Hazeldene and Dindiri 

farm boundary then north eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Hazeldene and Dindiri farms then north eastwards so as to include 

Blairnairn, Rashipangu,Ardrostan farms and the northern boundary of 

Rothnic farm so as to exclude Rothnic farm (410341, 7897738), then 

generally north westwards to a point on Tsungwizi river (416660,7893231), 

then generally northwards to the intersection of the northern boundary of 

Sisal Vale and eastern boundary of Tiverton farms so as to include them 

(420858,7911839) then eastwards along the southern boundary of Leeukul 

Extension to the Mutare-Harare railway line, then generally northwards 

along the eastern boundaries of the following properties Mount 

Shalom,Oukar,Heimat, Leeukuil Extension towards Mutare-Harare road so 

as to exclude the following properties Cairndhu Estate ,State 

Land,Chikwasi, State Land,Mt Wolsley Estate ,Battery Spruit Extension 

(453452,7904273), then generally northwards so as to include 

Zaahoek,GwinanziraReuben, Tobruk,Gazaland, Merrilees farms to a point 

on peak of unnamed mountain (424127,7925558), then generally eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Merrilees and western boundary of 

Delamore so as to include them to the beacon of Valhalla, Ruati, Lowlands 

and Lee farms (430951,792283) the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

430951, 7929283 ; 449469, 7925201; 445992, 7923231; 436262,  

7903038; 453645,  7903894; 454426,  7902528; 449824,  7902116; 

452851,  7900165; 453663,  7897374; 450225, 7898805; 453665, 

7897069; 448955, 7895590; 447431, 7889421; 442539,  7886631; 

4455413, 7869418; 444319, 7870637; 439623, 7875282; 445425,  

7869464; 431867, 7872613; 429536, 7869342; 409543, 7871888; 404200,  

7862115; 398624, 7869365; 408307, 7877846; 407983, 7878472; 415796,  

7886945; 4409220, 7882108; 410341,  7897738; 416660, 7893231; 

420858, 7911839; 453452, 7904273; 424127,  7925558 and 430951, 

792283. 

2. MUTASA NORTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyanga/Mutasa District boundary and Rwera river 

(Zimbabwe/Mozambique) international boundary (501087,7988407), then 

generally southwards along the (Zimbabwe/Mozambique international 
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boundary to a point it intersects Honde river (498127, 7955397), then 

generally westwards along Honde river to its confluence with Marirangwe 

river on the international boundary, then generally south westwards along 

the northern property boundary of Stapleford Estate to a point it joins 

Ngarura River (483036, 7937269) and an unnamed stream, then generally 

westwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence with Honde river 

(467828, 7941362), then generally north westwards along Honde river to its 

confluence with Nyamiwonga river (467793, 7941222), then generally north 

westwards along Nyamiwonga stream to its intersection with 

Changamire/Munyuku hill range, then generally eastwards along 

Changamire/Munyuku range to the peak of Changamire/ Munyuku 

mountain, then generally eastwards along the cliff of Munyuku range to the 

source of an Chikari stream (472413.0,7947854.1), then generally 

eastwards to its confluence with Dinda river so as to include Kwambana 

village and exclude Magosvongwe village and Mabika homesteads, then 

generally north westwards along Dinda river to its confluence with Doroweza 

stream, then generally north westwards along Doroweza to its confluence 

with Nyakashesha stream, then generally westwards along Nyakashesha 

stream to its intersection with Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary on 

Rukonde hill (471552, 7950070), then north eastwards to Pungwe river so 

as to include the Pungwe Gorge View (476303, 7963034) then north 

westwards along the Pungwe river so as to include Zindi Primary 

School,Zindi business centre and Mugayi, Dutira villages to a point it meets 

the southern boundary of Aberfoyle (490985,7968412), then generally north 

eastwards along the Aberfoyle estate so as to include it to Rwera river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

501087, 7988407; 498127, 7955397; 483036, 7937269; 467828, 7941362; 

467793, 7941222; 472413.0, 7947854.1; 471552, 7950070; 476303, 

7963034; 490985, 7968412.  

23. MUTASA CENTRAL  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Nyagambu river where the river intersects with the Nyanga/Mutasa district 

boundary(451992,7961431), then generally southwards along Nyagambu 

river to a point it intersects with a track (451613, 7958863), then eastwards 

along the track to its intersection with Bonda/Magadzire gravel 

road(452044, 7958775), then generally north eastwards along Nyagambu 

stream to its intersection with Mutasa/Nyanga district administrative 

boundary (451992,7961431) then south eastwards along the 

Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary to the peak of Nyambambu 

mountain(453024,7961420), then generally south eastwards along 
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Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary so as to include Bonda mission property 

to its intersection with Britania farm property boundary(457932,7960538), 

then generally south westwards along Bonda/Nyamazi estate property 

boundaries to its intersection with Bonda mission western property 

boundary (455268,7957674), then generally south eastwards along 

Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary to its intersection with the peak of Poza 

mountain (456663,7955301), then generally south eastwards along the 

Mutasa/Nyanga district boundary to the foothill of Poza mountain and 

source of an unnamed stream (457921,7954285), then south east along the 

property boundary across the Odzi river (461394,7950978) to the Rupango 

hill (462593, 7949473) then generally eastwards along Nyanga/Mutasa 

district boundary to a point it intersects with Duru river (468525, 7947662), 

then generally north eastwards along Duru river to its confluence with 

Nyakashesha stream, then generally south eastwards along Nyakashesha 

stream to its confluence with Doroweza stream, then generally south 

eastwards along Doroweza stream to its confluence with Dinda stream, then 

south eastwards along Dinda stream to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (473485.66,7948421.39), then generally south westwards along the 

unnamed stream to the peak on Tonono hill range, then generally north 

westwards along Tonono hill range to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream so as to exclude Kwambana village, then generally south eastwards 

along the stream to its confluence with Honde river,then generally south 

westwards along Honde river to its confluence with Nyamatsanga 

stream,then generally south eastwards along the said stream to the foot of 

Masanga hill(469045.3,7941413.9)), then generally eastwards to the peak of 

Masanga hill (469253,7941362), then from the peak of Masanga hill to 

Mount Ruunji peak, (474924,7937042) so as to include Jombe, Nyabadza 

and Mponda villages, then generally south westwards along Stapleford 

Estate to the intersection of Stapleford and Sheba Estate property 

boundaries(473626,7934696) so as to exclude them then further southwest 

along Sheba property boundary to its intersection with farm number 1 

(472098,7933195), then generally westwards to the property boundary of 

farm number 1,2,3 and 34 property boundaries (470910,7933257), then 

southwards along Nyashuti property boundary to its intersection with 

Odzani River(464215,7922701), then generally westwards along Odzani river 

to a point it meets with Koodsooberg property boundary (448873,7919323), 

then north westwards along Koodsooberg property boundary to the peak of 

an unnamed hill(448460,7920470), then northwards to the top of mount 

Jenya range (Mutasa/Makoni) (449517,79250337), then generally 

westwards along Mutasa/Makoni district boundary to a point inside 

(Osborne dam)(445956,7925239), then northwards across Osborne dam to 

farm number 99 property boundary (Gorogodo farm) (451264,7932124) to 

the confluence of Odzi river and Nyatande river, then generally north 
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eastwards along Nyatande river to its confluence with Mubvumira river, then 

generally north east along Mubvumira river to its confluence with Kakona 

stream then north west along the district boundary to the peak of Chiwira 

mountain(438993,7956482), then generally northwards along the district 

boundary of Mutasa/Makoni to the peak of an unnamed mountain 

(441460,7965543), then generally north eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Harewood Estate, which is the district boundary of 

Mutasa/Nyanga(445361,7967040), then generally eastwards along the 

district boundary of Mutasa/Nyanga to the intersection of Harewood Estate 

Fox and State land property boundaries(445361,7967040), then generally 

southwards along Stateland and Kenban estate property boundary to the 

peak of Dora hill(446406,7961509), then generally north eastwards to 

Nyagambu river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

451992, 7961431; 451613, 7958863; 452044,  7958775; 451992, 7961431; 

453024, 7961420; 457932, 7960538; 455268, 7957674; 456663, 7955301; 

457921, 7954285; 461394, 7950978; 462593,  7949473; 468525,  

7947662; 473485.66, 7948421.39; 469045.3, 7941413.9; 469253, 

7941362; 474924, 7937042; 470910, 7933257; 464215, 7922701; 448873, 

7919323; 448460, 7920470; 449517, 79250337; 445956, 7925239; 

451264, 7932124; 438993, 7956482; 441460, 7965543; 445361, 7967040; 

445361, 7967040; 446406, 7961509. 

24. MUTASA SOUTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of 

Panga mountain (490426,7944787) on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary, then generally southwards along Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary to a point on the Cecil Kopje mountain 

range (468251,7906158), then generally southwards along the eastern 

municipal boundary (international boundary) so as to exclude Lowlands 

farms (468159,7896590) then generally westwards along the same 

municipal boundary so as to include Prince of Wales View to Vumba road 

(467232,7897028), then generally westwards along the Vumba road to 

Nyakamete stream (464846,7899062), then westwards along the said 

Nyakamete stream to St Helen‟s Drive, then generally north eastwards to its 

intersection with Vumba road, then generally north eastwards along Park 

road to its junction with Bridge road, then generally westwards along Bridge 

road to the western boundary of Aloe park (465073,7901141), then north 

eastwards along the said Aloe park western boundary to C Avenue, then 

generally westwards along C Avenue to its intersection with Fourth street, 
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,then generally north eastwards along Fourth street to its intersection with 

Fifth Avenue, then generally westwards to Nyapfumbi stream 

(465161,7902547), then generally southwards along the said Nyapfumbi 

stream to C Avenue, then generally north westwards along C Avenue to its 

junction with Simon Mazorodze road, then generally southwards along 

Simon Mazorodze road to its junction with Hosgood Avenue, then north 

westwards along the said Hosgood Avenue to the northern boundary of 

Stand 2796 Umtali Township so as to exclude Stand 2796 Umtali Township, 

then generally westwards along the western boundary of stands 

831,848A,and 848B Umtali Township to Chimoio Avenue, then south 

westwards along Chimoio Avenue to its junction with Simon Mazorodze 

road, then generally westwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its junction 

with an unnamed tarred road so as to include Stand 851 Umtali Township, 

then south westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Riverside 

Avenue then westwards along Riverside Avenue across the said stream into 

Dawson Street, then south westwards along Dawson Street to Nyapfumbi 

stream (463386,7901299), then generally southwards along Nyapfumbi 

stream to the railway line then westwards along railway line to World bank 

gravel road then generally northwards along World bank road to a point 

(462230,7901420) then north eastwards towards the Yeovil Cemetery so as 

to include Yeovil Sewerage Works to a stream (462806,7901618) then north 

westwards towards Simon Mazorodze road so as to include the Yeovil 

cemetery, then generally further north westwards along Bonda road to its 

junction with Makoni Drive, then generally north eastwards along Makoni 

Drive to Stand 1613 Chikanga Township so as to exclude Stand 1613 

Chikanga Township, then generally north westwards so as to include Stand 

7724 Westlea across Aerodrome road, then generally north westwards along 

a stream to Magamba road (462195.8, 7903291.4), then generally 

westwards along Magamba road so as to include Herbert Chitepo Barracks 

then north westwards along the Herbert Chitepo Barracks western 

boundary, then generally north westwards towards Murahwa Mountain to 

the northern Mutare municipal boundary at Nyachikanga mountain range 

then generally westwards along Nyachikanga range to a point it meets with 

Odzi River (436335,7903151), then generally northwards along Odzi river to 

its intersection with Osborne dam property boundary(445985,7923169), 

then northeastwards along Koodoosberg property boundaries to the peak of 

Mount Jenya, then generally southwards towards Odzani river to a point it 

meets with Koodsooberg property boundary (448873,7919323), then 

generally eastwards along Odzani river to its confluence with Zongoro river, 

then northwards along Nyashuti property boundary to Nyashuti 

resettlement property boundary(464459,7925926) to an unnamed stream, 

then generally northwards along an unnamed stream to the foot of 

Chirowarowa mountain range(460362,7926680), then generally northwards 
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along Nyashuti resettlement boundary to the peak of Nhuri hill, then 

westwards along Nyakatsapa Mission farm property boundary to the peak of 

Nyashuti mountain (465106,7930525), then generally northwest along 

Nyakatsapa Mission farm property boundary at the foot of Muparudza 

hills(463291,7930026), then generally northeast along Summerfield to a 

point (461281, 7932987), then generally northeast along Summerfield 

property boundary (469710,7933227), then further north along Mkondwe 

property boundary (470622,7933646), then generally eastwards along 

Mkondwe farm property boundary to its intersection with Summerfield farm 

property boundary(470210,7934231),then generally south to the property 

boundary of Mkondwe farm(471101,7934559), then generally eastwards to 

the property boundary of farm number 1,2,3 and 34 property boundaries 

(470910,7933257) then north west along Sheba property boundary to its 

intersection with farm number 1 (472098,7933195) then generally 

eastwards along Stapleford Estate to its intersection with Sheba Estate 

property boundaries(473626,7934696) to Mount Ruunji peak, 

(474924,7937042) so as to include Jombe, Nyabadza and Mponda villages 

,then generally eastwards to the peak of Mount Runji (469253,7941362), 

then generally north eastwards along Stapleford estate boundary to the peak 

of Panga mountain ((490426,7944787), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

490426, 7944787; 468251, 7906158; 468159, 7896590; 467232, 7897028; 

464846, 7899062; 465073, 7901141; 465161, 7902547; 463386, 7901299; 

462230, 7901420; 462806, 7901618; 462195.8,  7903291.4; 436335, 

7903151; 445985, 7923169; 448873, 7919323; 464459, 7925926; 460362, 

7926680; 465106, 7930525; 463291, 7930026; 461281,  7932987; 469710, 

7933227; 470622, 7933646; 470210, 7934231; 471101, 7934559; 470910, 

7933257; 472098, 7933195; 473626, 7934696; 474924, 7937042; 469253, 

7941362 and 490426, 7944787.  

25. NYANGA NORTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Gairezi (Rwenya) river where it meets with Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

International boundary (499359.3;8093281.5), then southwards along the 

Zimbabwe -Mozambique International boundary to the peak of Mhanda 

Mountain (Beacon,(499801;8086907), then south-eastwards to the peak of 

Nyakuyo Mountain (Beacon BP) (505252;8082897), then generally 

southwards to Gairezi River (505612;8082537), then generally southwards 

along Gairezi river to its confluence with Nyanhambwe River then generally 

westwards along Nyanhambwe river to a point (486127, 8010892), then 
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north-westwards along an unnamed river to its confluence with Gairezi 

river, then northwards along Gairezi river to its confluence with an 

unnamed river, then north-westwards along the unnamed river to an 

unnamed mountain range, then westwards along the mountain range to 

Murozi river then westwards to the confluence of Murozi river with Nyatunga 

river, then northwards along Nyatunga river to the eastern boundary of 

Nyangui forest so as to exclude Nyangui forest, then generally north-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Nyangui Forest to an unnamed 

hill, then eastwards along an unnamed range to the unsurveyed line and 

eastwards along the surveyed line to an unnamed 

tributary(483333,8035500) of Nyaruwaka river, then north westwards along 

an unnamed river to its confluence with Nyaruwaka river,then westwards 

along an unnamed mountain range then northwards through points 

(482375,8032426) to (483341,80351237), then generally westwards to a 

point (480529,8036652), then generally north wards along Nyadirwe river to 

a point (479782,8038201), then westwards to point (4690795,8038166) 

where it meets western boundary of Saunyama Communal land then 

westwards along Saunyama Communal land boundary to the peak of 

Nyabunje mountain, then southwards along the western boundary of 

Saunyama Communal land to a point (469772,8038223), then generally 

westwards through (467564,8037740) to a point where the line meets 

Nyanga -Ruwangwe Road (465219,8035561) then northwards along Nyanga- 

Ruwangwe road to point where Nyanga- Ruwangwe road meets an unnamed 

stream (462724,8034511), then north eastwards along the unnamed stream 

to its confluence with another unnamed stream (461415,8031548), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyamombe river (453369,8031463), then generally northwards along 

Nyamombe river to its confluence with Nyangadzi river (455435,8053331), 

then northwards along Nyangadzi river to its confluence with Rwenya river, 

then northwards along Gairezi (Rwenya) River to a point where it meets with 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique International boundary (499359.3;8093281.5), the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

499359.3, 8093281.5; 499801, 8086907; 505252, 8082897; 505612, 

8082537; 486127,  8010892; 483333, 8035500; 482375, 8032426; 483341, 

80351237; 480529, 8036652; 479782, 8038201; 4690795, 8038166; 

469772, 8038223; 467564, 8037740; 465219, 8035561; 462724, 8034511; 

461415, 8031548; 453369, 8031463; 455435, 8053331; 499359.3, 

8093281.5. 
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26. NYANGA SOUTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

western boundary of SaunyamaCommunal Land (469791, 8037829), then 

south eastwards along the eastern boundaryof Nyangui Forest to a point 

(478222, 8021735) along Nyatungu river, then generally eastwards along 

Nyatungu river to a point (480063, 8020975), then south westwards then 

south eastwards along mountain range to the peak of Nyatsunzuru 

mountain to a point (478806, 8019075), then generally southwards to 

Nyanhambwe river to a point (485922,8011346), then generally eastwards 

along Nyanhambwe river to its confluence with Gairezi river, then 

southwards along Gairezi river to a point (501147, 7988649), then 

westwards to the eastern boundary of Nyamagaya range, then northwards 

along the eastern boundary of Nyamagaya range to a point (501293, 

7988240), then generally south westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Nyamagaya range so as to exclude Nyamagaya range to the peak of Memba 

Mountain, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Nyamagaya 

ranch to a point (498912, 7984017) on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary, then generally southwards along the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary to Aberfoyle plantations soas to exclude 

Aberfoyle plantations, then westwards along the Aberfoyle western 

boundary, then southwards along the Nyanga/Mutasa southern district 

boundary to a point where the district boundary crosses Nyanga –Mutare 

tarred road (463768,7949310), then north westwards towards Nyamazi to a 

point (455293,7957481), then generally north eastwards along northern 

boundary of Chokwa Farm so as to excludeChokwa Farm to the summit of 

the unnamed hill, then north-westwards along the northern boundary of 

Bonda mission to the summit of Yambambu hill, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Manyika communal land, then westwards along the 

eastern boundary of St Triashill mission so as to exclude St Triashill mission 

to the intersection of Fox Rock, Harewood farms and State land so as to 

exclude Fox Rox and Harewood farms and include the latter then south 

westwards along the Nyagambu a point (441519,7965181), then generally 

north wards along the western boundary of Otago to the south western 

boundary of Mount Dombo, then generally south westwards to the property 

boundary of Bannockburn, then north eastwards along the western 

boundary of Bannockburn North to its intersection with Nyanga-Mutasa 

boundary, then generally south-westwards along the Nyanga-Mutasa 

boundary, then northwards along Nyanga-Mutasa boundary to Chinyika 

river, then north westwards to the peak of Chitura Mountain 

(457682,8023150) to Nyamombe river (456445.4,8023763.55), then 

generally northwards along Nyamombe river to the western boundary of 

Saunyama Communal Land (469791, 8037829) the starting point. The area 
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is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinate: 

469791, 8037829; 478222, 8021735; 480063, 8020975; 478806, 8019075; 

485922, 8011346; 501147, 7988649; 501293, 7988240; 498912, 7984017; 

463768, 7949310); 455293, 7957481; 441519, 7965181; 457682, 8023150; 

456445.4, 8023763.55; 469791, 8037829. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

MASHONALAND CENTRAL 

 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

BINDURA MUNICIPALITY 

 

Ward 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the south 

western Corner of Greenhill Farm, then north eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Greenhill Farm, so as to exclude the farm to a point it meets 

with Bindura - Mt Darwin Road, then south-westwards along Bindura-Mt 

Darwin Road to its junction with Bindura University road, then generally 

eastwards along Bindura University Road, to its junction with Flamboyant 

Road, then south-westwards along Flamboyant Road to its junction with 

Oak Road, then southwards so as to exclude stand number 1083, 1020, and 

Piki Shopping Centre to its junction with Shashi road so as to include stand 

number 1024, 1025, 1026, and exclude stand number 1047 and 1046 then 

westwards along Shashi Road to its junction with Mt Darwin Road, then 

north westwards along Matepatepa Road to the south western corner of 

Greenhill Farm, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

321288.27, 8088093; 3323490, 8087456.81; 323460.47, 8086969; 

40724182.78, 8088999.01; 322526.37, 8086835.58; 322517.80, 

8086839.47; 322225.94, 8087306.53; 322108.68, 8087421.06; 321288.95, 

8087806.53; 321288.27, 8088093.92 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

southwestern corner of Greenhill Farm and Matepatepa Bindura Road, then 

generally south eastwards along Matepatepa Bindura Road to its junction 

with Bindura-Mt Darwin Road so as to include Bindura Prison and ZRP 

camps to the Bindura –Mt Darwin Road intersection with Matepatepa and 

Shashi Roads, then generally northwards and then Eastwards along Shashi 

Road so as to include stand number 304, 305, 306, 307, 340 and excludes 

354, 355, 356, to its junction with Oak Road ,then northwards along Oak 

Road so as to include stand numbers 1016, 1047, 1046, 1045, and excludes 
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stand number 1025, 1026, 1042, to its junction with Flamboyant Road, 

then north-eastwards along Flamboyant Road so as to include 1083, 1084, 

1092 and exclude 1122-1126 to its junction with Bindura University road, 

then westwards to its junction with Bindura-Mt Darwin Road, then north 

eastwards along Mt Darwin Road to a point on Clever Hill Farm boundary 

,then eastwards along the cleverhill farm boundary to the north western 

corner of State Land Farm boundary to a point on Bindura-Shamva Road, 

then westwards along Bindura-Shamva Road so as to include Heroes Acre, 

Zaoga church, swimming pool and ZOU, then westwards so as to exclude 

Nandi Villas flats, Council offices and Showground to the south western 

corner of stand number 486 on the Sandazi Farm boundary ,then 

northwards along the Sandazi (Freda Rebecca mine), so as to exclude it,and 

then to the south western Corner of Greenhill Farm, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

321290.88, 8087806.46; 321686.27, 8087757.26; 322542.92, 8086834.02; 

322622.59, 8086914.01; 323693.57, 8087961.85; 323709.92, 8088048.10; 

322672.62, 8085826.20; 322608.55, 8085853.97; 321293.18, 8085991.40; 

321290.88, 8087806.46. 

Ward 3 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the 

intersection of an unnamed road and Nyamapandula stream, then 

eastwards along the dust road, then southwards to the road junction at 

the north western corner of the Community hall stand, then 

southwards along a dust road so as to exclude Chiwaridzo 2 shopping 

centre, to its junction with a dust road, then eastwards along the 15m 

wide road so as to exclude Chiwaridzo 2 shopping centre to the 

Brockdale Farm boundary, then southwards along the Brockdale Farm 

boundary to the north eastern corner of Garikai Primary School stand 

so as to exclude Brockdale Farm, then westwards along this school 

stand boundary so as to exclude it, then further westwards along the 

dust road so as to include Garikai Shopping Centre to its junction with 

yet another dust road, then northwards along a dust road to Wild Dog 

Valley C boundary, then north eastwards along the northern Wild Dog 

Valley C to the south western corner of stand 4914, then northwards 

along this stand boundary to the north western corner of stand 4919 so 

as to include them, then northwards along the Chiwaridzo 2 Primary 

School (Pama China) western boundary to its north western corner, 

then northwards to the north-western corner of Jehovah‟ Witness 

church, then northwards along this church boundary to the 

intersection of a dust road and Nyamapandula Stream, the starting 
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point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

325629.01, 8082543.86; 325548.57, 8082622.46; 325422.80, 8083204.70; 

325744.68, 8083252.01; 326472.69, 8083075.49; 326661.06, 8082268, 22; 

325341.34, 8082408.32; 325629.01, 8082543.86 

Ward 4 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point 321293, 

8085992, where Harare road intersects with the western boundary of 

Bindura township reserve, then eastwards along the Harare-Shamva Road 

so as to include the Showground, Bindura Municipality offices, Nandi Villas 

flats, NSSA Complex to the intersection of Nyamapandula Stream with 

Harare-Shamva road, then southwards along Nyamapandula Stream to a 

point 323732, 8085435 where it meets the ward 5 boundary, then 

westwards along the said property boundary (ward boundary) so as to 

include Ziscosteel and Chipadze stadium to the junction of Artherstone 

Road and the Light Industry Road, then southwards along the Artherstone 

Road so as to include Red Cross and, Chipindura Secondary school to the 

south eastern corner of the Ministry of Transport Deport on the Artherstone 

Farm boundary, then westwards along the farm boundary so as to include 

Ministry of Transport Deport and Bindura University to the south western 

corner of the Bindura Township Reserve, then northwards along the 

Bindura Town Reserve western boundary so as to exclude Ballantrae 

Estates, Burnside Farm to a point it meets Harare-Shamva Road, the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

321318.23,8085993.41; 321448.12,  8085999.07; 322470.89,  8085955.86; 

322554.71,8085885.22; 323856.16,  8084483.60; 323649.71,  8084502.21; 

321301.41,8082742.71; 321299.39,  8083469.64; 321293.18,  8085991.40; 

321318.23,  8085993.41 

Ward 5 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of the Bindura-Shamva Road rail level crossing, then southwards along an 

imaginary line to the junction of Musvosvi Street and Dandazi Road, then 

southwards along Musvosvi Street to the junction of Musvosvi and 

Mandebvu Roads, then eastwards along Mandebvu Road to a roundabout on 

Chipadze Street, then eastwards along Chapungu Road to its junction with 

Chipindura Road, then southwards along Chipindura Road so as to include 

Chipadze Beerhall, AFM Church and ZanuPF offices to its junction with 

Chaminuka Road, then south-westwards straight to the Artherstone Farm 
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boundary, then north westwards along the Artherstone Farm boundary to 

the Artherstone Road so as to exclude Chipindura Secondary school to the 

junction with Light Industry Road, then eastwards along the Light Industry 

Road to a point it intersects with the Nyamapandula Stream so as to exclude 

Chipadze Stadium, then northwards along the Nyamapandula Stream to 

Bindura-Shamva Road, then eastwards along Bindura-Shamva Road to the 

rail level crossing, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

323814.02, 8085230.03; 323916.29, 8084735.89; 324013.40, 8084665.16; 

324057.81, 8084679.73; 324164.88, 8083950.34; 324162.12, 8083946.51; 

323856.16, 8084483.60; 323770.44, 8084907.65; 323731.71, 8085435.19; 

323814.02, 8085230.03 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Bindura-Shamva 

Road at 324431,78:80855252,21, then southwards along an imaginary line 

crossing the buffer area between Bindura-Shamva Road to the junction of 

Ndoda Hondo and Simon Chinyere Roads, proceeding southwards along 

Simon Chinyere Road to its junction Solomon Ngoni Crescent, then 

generally eastwards along Solomon Ngoni to its junction with Simon 

Chinyere Road, then southwards along Simon Chinyere Road crossing 

Sarudzai Vhareta Road to the southern corner of stand number 2784 so as 

to include it, then southeast along the powerline 33kv to its intersection 

with Nyati Street, so as to include Chipindura Primary School, then 

southwards along Nyati Street to its junction with Chaminuka Road ,then 

westwards along Chaminuka Road to its junction with Chipindura Road 

,then northwards along Chipindura road so as to exclude AFM Church and 

Chipadze Beerhall to its junction with Chapungu Road, then westwards 

along Chapungu Road to its junction with Dandazi Road ,then further 

northwards along the Dandazi Road crossing the buffer area between 

Dandazi Road and Bindura-Shamva Road to a point where it meets 

Bindura-Shamva Road, then eastwards along Bindura-Shamva Road to a 

point 324431,78:80855252,21, the starting point.The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

324233.03, 8084049.99; 324207.54, 8084496.28; 324366.32, 8084968.55; 

324434.44, 8084951.44; 324593.99, 8084452.65; 324590.85, 8084420.34; 

324617.60, 8083958.42; 324508.63, 8083907.65, 324164.88, 8083950.34; 

324233.03, 8084049, 99. 
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Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyati 

Road with the 33kv, power line then southwards along the powerline to the 

north eastern corner of Chipadze Secondary School at Mutohwe Road so as 

to include it, then southwards along Mutohwe Road to its junction with 

Chiwaridzo Road so as to exclude SOS Children‟s Village, then southwards 

along Chiwaridzo Road to the property boundary of Muslim Church, then 

westwards along Mukuyu Road to its junction with Mubvewe Road, then 

southwards along Mubvewe Road so as to exclude the Muslim Church and 

Hermann Gmeinner Primary School, then southwards along the boundary of 

stand number 1310 so as to include it, and exclude stand 3906 proceeding 

southwestwards to Nyamapandula Stream, then to the bridge at 

Mupandenyama road, then southeast wards along the boundaries of stands 

3457, 3456, 3436, 3435, 3434, 3222 to northwest corner of stand 3231 on 

the Artherstone farm boundary then north westwards along the Artherstone 

Farm boundary, then westwards along the Artherstone Farm boundary so 

as to exclude it to the southern corner of stand number 8068 Chipindura 

Suburb, then a straight line is drawn from this point up its intersection with 

the junction of Chaminuka and Chipindura roads then eastwards along 

Chaminuka Road to its junction with Nyati Road then northwards along 

Nyati Road to its intersection with the 33kv powerline, the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

325338.42, 8084257.96; 325309.93, 8084123.49; 325249.94, 8083695,66; 

325219.31, 8083679.54; 325138.89, 8083354.91; 325106.71, 8083386.35; 

324438.06, 8083797.08; 324437.84, 8083797.52; 324448.32, 8083896.93; 

324508.63, 8083907.65; 324593.99, 8084452.65; 325338.42, 8084257, 96. 

Ward 8 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Bindura-

Shamva Road and Chiwaridzo Road junction, then southwards along 

Chiwaridzo Road to the south eastern Corner of the Glad Tidings Church so 

as to exclude Brookdale administration offices to the powerline (33KV), then 

Westwards along the powerline to the Eastern corner of SOS Children‟s 

Home then South West wards along the SOS Children‟s Home boundary to 

the northwestern corner of stand number 1668 so as to exclude it and 

include stand number 1667, then generally southwards along Muvanga 

Street to Chiwaridzo Road, then Westwards along Chiwaridzo Road so as to 

include the shopping centre, to Mutohwe Road junction ,then eastwards 

along Mutohwe Road to the powerline so as to exclude Chipadze High 

School, then westwards along the powerline to the south-western Corner of 
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stand number 2785, then northwards along the eastern boundary of stand 

number 2785 so as to include it to Simon Chinyere and Solomon Ngoni 

Road junction so as to exclude stand number 2507, then westwards along 

Solomon Ngoni Crescent to a point (324465/8084738UTM) so as to include 

stand number 2704, then northwards to a point 324467/8084883UTM) so 

as to include stand number 2654, then eastwards to a point 

(324593/8084910UTM) so as to include stand number 2740 ,then 

Northwards to Ndodahondo and Simon Chinyere Road junction 

(324595/8085009UTM), then generally eastwards along the Bindura-

Shamva road to the Chiwaridzo Road junction, the starting point. 326169, 

62; 8084372,907. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

326204.61, 8084223.15; 325598.26, 8084078.66; 325646.61, 8083933.80; 

324412.40, 8084497.54; 324434.59, 8084567.96; 324290.56, 8084750.23; 

324344.43, 8084760.60; 326125.25; 8084416.25, 326169.62; 8084372.90. 

Ward 9 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where a road to 

Mpandenyama Shopping Centre crosses Nyamapandula Stream, then 

eastwards along the said stream to its intersection with an unnamed road so 

as to exclude stand number 3906, 3915, 3912, 4090, then southwards 

along ward12 boundary to the north western corner of Chiwaridzo 2 Primary 

School so as to exclude Jehova‟s Witness church ,then further southwards 

along the western boundary of Chiwaridzo primary school to a unnamed 

road, then eastwards along the unnamed road to the north western corner 

of stand number 4919, then southwards so as to exclude stand number 

4919 to the south western corner of stand 4914 on the Wild Dog Valley C 

boundary so as to exclude it, then westwards along the Wild Dog Valley C 

farm boundary to north western corner stand 7222 ,then southwards along 

the road to the north western corner of church stand 6901 on the junction 

of two unnamed roads, then eastwards so as to exclude stand number 6901 

to its junction with another road ,then eastwards to the south western 

corner of stand number 6940, then westwards to the north western corner 

of stand 7105 ,then southwards to the intersection of two unnamed roads so 

as to exclude stands 6997, 6998, 6999, then eastwards to the Brockdale 

Farm boundary, then southwards along the Brockdale Farm boundary up 

southeastern corner of Garikai Primary School stand on the Wild Dog Valley 

C Farm boundary ,then westwards along the Wild Dog Valley C boundary to 

the southwestern corner of Wild Dog Valley C ,then northwards along Wild 

dog Valley C-Atherstone farm boundary so as to include Garikai Secondary 

School and Chiwaridzo 2 Secondary schools to the northwestern corner 

stand of 3231 and generally eastwards to the bridge on the road to 
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Mpandenyama shopping centre crossing Nyamapandula Stream so as to 

include stands 3222, 3434 and 3457, the starting point.The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

324689.99, 8083607.05; 324799.74, 8083567.22; 325019.95, 8083403.73; 

325065.51, 8083406.38; 325214.12, 8083353.28; 325282.05, 8083338.86; 

325450.04, 8082950.09; 325505.30, 8082617.56; 324540.43, 8083593.70; 

324689.99, 8083607.05. 

Ward 10 

It is an area of land bounded by line drawn starting from the south-western 

Corner of the service station on Chiwaridzo Road, then Eastwards along 

Chiwaridzo Road so as to exclude the Service Station and Shopping Centre 

to Muvanga Road junction then northwards along Muvanga Road to the 

Southern boundary of SOS Children‟s Home so as to exclude stand number 

1667 and include stand number 1668, then eastwards along the SOS 

Children‟s Home southern boundary to the powerline (33KV), then 

eastwards along the powerline to the south eastern corner of the Glad 

Tidings Church on the Brokedale Farm boundary then Southwards along 

the Brokedale Farm boundary, to the south-eastern corner of Herman 

Gmeinner Secondary School then westwards along the Herman Gmeinner 

School boundary to the South western corner of Herman Gmeiner Primary 

School on Mubvewe Street then northwards along Mubvewe street to the 

North western Corner of the Islamic Church on Mukuyu Road then 

eastwards along Mukuyu Road to its junction with Chiwaridzo Road then 

Northwards along Chiwaridzo Road to the south-estern Corner of the Service 

Station, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

326204.61,8084223.15;326326.85,8083699.86;325206.21,8083478.94;325

234.62,8083621.91;325265.61,8083728.66;325244.28,8083801.22;325598

.26,8084078.66;325771.04,8084132.23;325961.04,8084081.46;326204.61,

8084223.15. 

Ward 11  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the road junction of 

Bindura-Shamva Road and Chipadze Street, proceeding eastwards along 

Bindura-Shamva Road road to a point where a straight line is drawn to 

Dandazi Street ,then southwards so as to include stand number 2424 at its 

bend, then southwards to the road junction with Chiundu Street then along 

Dandazi Street so as to exclude Marian Primary School durawall (ward 

boundary ) to Chipungu street, then westwards along Chipungu street to a 
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roundabout on Chipadze street proceeding northwards, then westwards 

along Mawere street so as to exclude Tendayi Hall to its junction with 

Musvosvi Street ,then northwards along now a dust road from Musvosvi 

street to where it meets Bindura-Shamva Road, then eastwards along 

Bindura -Shamva Road to its junction with Chipadze Street, the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

323731.71, 8085435.19; 323901.19, 8085309.21; 324155.23, 8085191.04; 

324358.64, 8085137.04; 324191.81, 8084968.01; 324202.34, 8084803.28; 

324097.98, 8084644.30; 324082.20, 8084698, 85; 323814.02, 8085230.03; 

323731.71, 8085435.19. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the western 

corner of stand 3906, then eastwards so as to exclude Herman Gmeiner 

Primary and Secondary schools to the Brockdale Farm boundary, then 

generally southwards along the western boundary of Brockdale Farm to the 

junction with a road that leads to the Chiwaridzo 2 Shopping Centre ,then 

westwards along this road to the south western corner of Chiwaridzo 2 

Shopping Centre carpark so as to include it ,then northwards to junction of 

two unnamed roads adjacent to the Community hall stand, then a straight 

line is drawn from here northwards to the another unnamed road, then 

westwards to the south western corner of stand 4090, then generally 

northwards so as to include stands 4070, 3915, 3922, and exclude stand 

1310 to the north western corner of stand 3906, the starting point 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

326326.85, 8083699.86; 326472.69, 8083075.49; 325744.68, 8083252.01; 

325422.80, 8083204.70; 325282.05, 8083338.86; 325214.12, 8083353.28; 

325278.71, 8083469.19; 326326.85, 8083699.86. 
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BINDURA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of A Audrey Farm on A Audrey Farm ( Sub Division) on Ruya 

river, then eastwards along the northern boundary of A Audrey Farm (Sub 

Division)  to Munzi River so as to include A Audrey Farm (Sub Division), 

then southwards along Munzi River to the north eastern corner of Walton 

Farm, then generally westwards along the Walton Farm boundary to the 

summit of a hill at the northern corner of Lilstock Farm, then southwards 

along the Walton Farm boundary to the summit of a hill where the Benwell 

and Crewkern Farms meet, then northeast along the Walton farm boundary 

to the summit of Karengenya Hill, then eastwards along the Walton Farm 

boundary to the north-eastern corner of Banwell Farm so as to include it, 

then southeast wards along the Banwell Farm boundary to the top of a hill 

at the south eastern corner of Banwell Farm where it meets Dankery farm 

boundary to a hill on the south eastern corner of Dankery Farm so as to 

include it and exclude Butleigh Farm, then generally westwards along the 

Dankery Farm boundary to the point where it meets the Felton Farm 

boundary so as to exclude Butcombe B Farm, then northwest along the 

Dankery Farm boundary to Dimitra Farm boundary so as to include 

Dankery Farm then southwest along the Dimitra Farm boundary to the top 

of a hill on a point it meets the corner of Hinton Farm and Felton Farm 

boundaries so as to exclude Felton Farm, then northwestwards along Hinton 

Farm to the north eastern corner of Hinton farm so as to include Dimitra 

Farm and exclude Hinton, then eastwards along the Hinton Farm boundary 

to Ruya River then, generally northwards along Ruya River (Bindura-

Mazowe district boundary) to the north western corner of A Audrey Farm 

(Sub Division), the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

316441.14, 8139339.66; 318489.09,8139074. 63; 318456. 89, 8139039. 

52; 318061.59, 8131811.34; 314388.35, 8131372.31; 315468.04, 

8126514.02; 316619.72, 8127885.10; 317497.21, 8127885.08; 318797.50, 

8119408.70; 316140.03, 81180166.10; 312979.32, 8118078.68; 

311535.69, 8121641.87; 309743.61, 8121430.05. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Munzi River on the northern boundary of Audrey A Farm meet, then 

eastwards along the Audrey A farm boundary to a point on the Ruya Ranch 

Farm boundary, then south westwards along the Ruya Ranch boundary so 

as to include Audrey A and exclude Ruya Ranch Farm to the western corner 
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of Ruya Ranch Farm, then southeast wards along Ruya Ranch Farm 

boundary to a point it meets Katanya Farm boundary so as to include Tara 

Farm, then northeast along the Katanya Farm boundary to its north western 

corner, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Katanya Farm to its 

north eastern corner, then generally southwards along the Katanya Farm 

boundary so as to include it, then to Azikara eastern boundary, then 

generally south wards along the Azikara Terragwai Farm boundary to the 

south eastern corner of Teragwai Farm so as to include it and exclude 

Madziwa communal land, then generally eastwards along the Kerry Farm 

boundary, to the summit of Chiumburukwa Hill on the south eastern corner 

of Kerry Farm, then westwards along the southern boundaries of Kerry 

Farm, Frinton Farm and Butley Farm to the south western corner of Butley 

Farm on Dondori Mountain Peak, then northwest wards along the Butley 

Farm boundary to a point it meets the Banwell Farm boundary on top of an 

unnamed hill, then further northwest wards along the Banwell Farm 

boundary to the north eastern corner of Banwell farm so as to exclude it, 

then westwards along Banwell Farm to the summit of Karengenya Hill, then 

south west wards along the Banwell Farm boundary to the north eastern 

Corner of Crewken Farm which is the meeting point of Walton, Chumbere 

and Crewken Farm boundaries, then north west wards along the Walton 

farm boundary to the summit of a hill on the north western corner of Walton 

Farm so as to include it and exclude Lilstock Farm, then eastwards along 

the Walton farm boundary to Munzi River, then generally northwards along 

Munzi River to the northern boundary of Audrey A Farm, the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

318456.90, 8139039.52; 326490.65, 8137997.44; 324351.75, 8135639.14; 

325229.25, 8132842.13; 328026.30, 8137778.03; 329850.33, 8137580.87; 

327470.51, 8119084.76; 318797.49, 8119408.70; 317497.21, 

81277884.99; 316619.72, 8127885.09; 315468.00, 8126514.00; 

314388.38, 8131372.10; 318061.60, 8131811.34 

Ward 3 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of Hinton Farm on Ruya River, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Hinton Farm to the Dimitra Farm boundary, then 

southwards along the Dimitra farm boundary to the Felton Farm boundary 

so as to include Hinton Farm and exclude Dimitra Farm, then northeast 

wards along the Felton Farm boundary to the Dankery Farm boundary so as 

to exclude Dimitra Farm, then southeast wards along the Felton Farm 

boundary to the eastern corner of Dorper Farm so as to include it and 

exclude Butcombe B Farm, then southwest wards along the Dorper Farm 
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boundary to the northern corner of Gatumba Farm, then southeastwards 

along the Gatumba Farm boundary to the eastern corner of Morioto Farm, 

then south westwards along the Morioto Farm boundary so as to exclude 

Bourtonvalle Estate B boundary to the northern corner of Bourtonvalle 

Estate B so as to include Gatumba Farm, then generally southwest along 

the Bourtonvalle Farm boundary to the south eastern corner of Argyle Park 

farm, then generally west wards along the Argyle Park Farm boundary to the 

northern corner of Mikona Farm so as to include Argyle Park farm on the 

Rosetta Rust Farm boundary, then southwards along the Rosetta Rust Farm 

boundary so as to exclude Mikona and Hedleywood Estate to the southern 

corner of Rosetta Rust Farm, then westwards along the Dundrey Farm 

boundary so as to include it and exclude Chelvey Farm to Mutungatora Hill, 

then west wards along the Michena Farm boundary so as to exclude 

Brockley Farm then to the Bindura-Mazowe district boundary on the south 

western corner of Chemukute Farm, then northeast wards along the 

Chomukute Farm boundary to a point it meets an unnamed stream on 

(305267.71 ; 8111118.27), then generally northwards along the stream to its 

confluence with Ruya river, then northwards along Ruya River so as to 

include Lagnaha Maparu and Hinton Farms to the north western corner of 

Hinton Farm, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA)coordinates: 

309743.58, 8121430.04; 311535.66, 8121640.87; 312979.32, 8118078.69; 

314788.14, 8118919.82; 317919.11, 8116709.26; 316988.18, 8115374.91; 

319467.26, 8111784.03; 317822.17, 8110708.52; 315742.52, 8113511.99; 

314873.45, 8111749.73; 313942.22, 8111998.01; 313973.31, 

81110197.67; 314314.70, 8110011.49. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

corner of Umpfurudzi Estate boundary at a point on Umpfurudzi River. then 

south westerwards along the Umpfurudzi Estate boundary to the north 

western corner of Shashi Estate so as to exclude the Derries, then generally 

southeastwards along the Derries Farm boundary to the north eastern 

corner of Shashi estate, then generally southwest along Shashi Estate 

boundary to the south western corner of State land, then eastwards along 

the State land boundary to the north eastern corner of the No-man‟s land, 

then southwards along the No-man‟s land boundary to the south western 

corner of Umpfurudzi Range, then westwards along the No-man‟s land farm 

boundary so as to include it, to the north eastern corner of Mountain View 

farm, then south westwards along the Mountain View Farm boundary so as 

to exclude Glencain farm to the south eastern corner of Mountain View 
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Farm ,then westwards along the Mountain View Farm boundary crossing 

the Bindura-Mt Darwin Road to the Retreat Farm boundary, then north 

westwards to the summit of Murungunda Hill, then westwards along the 

Trefasis Farm boundary so as to include Retreat Farm, then westwards 

along the Trefusis farm boundary crossing Nyamanyuru River to the 

Guttingwood Farm boundary to the south western corner of Guttingwood 

Farm, then north eastwards along the Guttingwood Farm boundary so as to 

include it and exclude Sydenham Estate to the summit of Bidiamba Hill on 

the north eastern corner of Craigside Farm so as to exclude it, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Trefusis Farm to the Cornia Farm 

boundary, then northeast wards along the Cornia Farm boundary to Chonde 

River so as to include Cornia and Bodele Farm, then generally northwards 

along Chonde river to a point it meets the Tarlington Farm boundary so as 

to exclude Bosrand Farm, then eastwards along the Tarlington Farm 

boundary to the south eastern corner of Tarlington Farm, then north 

westwards along the Tarlington Farm boundary so as to exclude it and to 

include Harlingham Farm to the north eastern corner of Umpfurudzi Estate 

on Umpfurudzi River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

8098624.32, 321003.71; 8098500.86, 317516.56; 8098120.39, 317187.32; 

8098120.39, 320038.64; 8102133.99, 321702.21; 81033860.55, 322589.37 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

corner of Butcombe A Farm on Chiumburukwa Hill, then southwest along 

Butcombe A Farm boundary (Bindura-Shamva District Boundary) to the 

south eastern corner of Butcombe A Farm, then generally south westwards 

along the Chinhenga Farm boundary to a point it meets Umpfurudzi 

River(323770,8114679), then south eastwards along Umpfurudzi River to a 

point it meets Harlingham Farm boundary so as to exclude Madziwa 

Communal Land, then generally south westwards along Harlingham Farm 

boundary to its south western corner so as to include Tarlington Farm, then 

westwards along the Tarlington Farm boundary to Chonde River, then 

generally southwards along Chonde River to Bodele western Farm boundary, 

then generally south wards along the Bodele Farm Boundary to the south 

eastern corner of Bosrand so as to include it and exclude Cornia Farm to the 

northern boundary of Trefussis Farm, then westwards to the north western 

corner of Trefussis Farm on Bindiyamba Hill, then southwards along the 

Trefussis Farm boundary to the Summit of a hill (319926.00 ; 8101881.87) 

on the south eastern corner of Craigside Farm, then westwards along the 

southern Craigside Farm boundary so as to include it and exclude 

Sydneham Estate to the south western corner of Craigside Farm on the 
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Benridge Estate boundary, then south eastwards along the Benridge Estate 

boundary to its south eastern corner, then south west wards along the 

Benridge eastern boundary so as to include it ,and exclude Moneyouin 

Farm, then north eastwards along Beinridge Estate boundary to the 

Hedleywood Estate boundary so as to include it and exclude Rosetta Rust 

Farm to the northern corner of Hedleywood Estate on the Micona Farm 

boundary, then westwards along the Micona Farm boundary to the eastern 

boundary of Roseta Rust Farm to the north western corner of Micona Farm 

so as to include it, then eastwards along the Argyle Park Farm boundary 

Eastwards so as exclude Argyle Park Farm to ,then south eastern Corner of 

Argyle Farm, then north east along Argyle Park Farm boundary to the 

northern corner of Bourton Vale Estate B Farm so as to exclude Gatumba 

Farm, then south eastwards along the Button Vale Estate B Boundary to the 

south western corner of Masuri Sana Number 1, then north westwards 

along the Masuri Sana Farm boundary so as to exclude Moriyoto and 

Gatumba farm to the eastern boundary of Dorper Farm, then generally 

northwards along the Dorper Farm boundary to the south western corner of 

Butcomber B Farm so as to include Chinhenga Farm and exclude Dopper 

Farm, then northwest along the Dorper Farm boundary to the south eastern 

corner of Dunkerry Farm, then generally eastwards along the Dunkery Farm 

boundary crossing the summit of Dondori mountain on the southern 

boundary of Buttler Farm, then eastwards along the southern boundaries of  

Buttler, Frinton and Kerry Farms as to exclude them, then eastwards to the 

north eastern corner of Butcombe A Farm on Chiumburukwa Hill, the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

316708.80, 810611.80; 308656.20, 8101026.50; 313945.30, 8112002.60; 

315742.55, 8113511.94; 318536.40, 8110843.10; 319467.31, 8111784.12; 

316988.50, 8115375.00; 317919.03, 8116709.34; 316140.24, 8110017.44; 

316737.18, 8118991.08; 319239.00, 8119498.32. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of Otterburn Farm, then northeast wards along the 

Otterburn Farm boundary to the Burnside Farm boundary, then 

southeastwards along the Burnside farm boundary to the north eastern 

corner of Burnside farm, then southwards along the Burnside Farm 

boundary to the Balantrae Estate boundary, then westwards along the 

Balantrae Estate boundary to the Bindura-Manhenga road so as to include 

Burnside Estate (Chihuri farm), then generally southwestwards along the 

Bindura-Manhenga road to the south western corner of Trojan mine 
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property, then northwestwards along the Trojan Mine and Otterburn Farm 

boundaries ,then westwards along the southern boundary of Otterburn 

Farm to the point it meets the Brinkburn Farm boundary as to exclude it, 

then northwestwards along the Brinkburn Farm boundary to the north 

western corner of Otterburn Farm, the starting point.The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

314512.20, 8083914.32; 318437.20, 8085187.41; 321295.67, 8084535.78; 

321297.87, 8083469.60; 320148.12, 8083369.67; 319992.66, 8083436.29; 

319933.44, 8083562.13; 319663.25, 8083580.64; 319533.70, 8083495.51; 

319039.58, 8082945.87; 315524.82, 8082889.42; 314633.20, 8083759.70 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of Stateland so as to exclude Bindura Township Reserve, 

then north east along the stateland boundary to the northern boundary of 

Barassie Farm, then further north eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Barassie Farm to Mazowe River, then generally eastwards along Mazowe 

River to where it meets the eastern boundary of Chipadze Estate (the 

Shamva-Bindura districts boundary), then generally southwards along the 

said district boundary to the south eastern corner of Chiwaridza Farm so as 

to include Kudu Vlei and Chiwaridza Farm ,then generally westwards along 

this said district boundary to the south western corner of Chiwaridza farm, 

then south west along the said district boundary to Pote River so as to 

include Avilion Farm and exclude the Bend Farm, then westwards along 

Pote River to its confluence with Nyaure River, then generally north 

westwards along Pote River to the south western corner of Kippendale Farm, 

then north west along the Kippendale Farm boundary to the south western 

corner of Wild Dog Valley C Farm so as to exclude Atherstone Farm, then 

generally north east along the Kippendale Farm boundary to the Brookdale 

Farm boundary, then northwards along the Brockdale Farm boundary so as 

to proceed straight to the railway line so as to include Brockdale Farm and 

exclude Wild dog Valley Farm, then north westwards along the railway line 

to the south western corner of State Land, then northwards along the State 

Land boundary so as to include it and exclude Bindura Township Reserve to 

the north western corner of State Land, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based 

on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

326723.17, 8082443.27; 326163.13, 8084840.35; 326118.74, 8084883.68; 

325138.25, 8085157.18; 324623.55, 8085369.34; 324359.76, 8085436.11. 

Ward 8  
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It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

corner of Bonny A Farm on the confluence of Pote and Inyauri River, then 

generally eastwards along Pote River to the north eastern corner of 

Woodlands Farm on the Bindura –Shamva district boundary, then southeast 

wards along the Woodlands Farm boundary to the south eastern corner of 

Woodlands Farm so as to include it, then westwards along the Woodlands 

Farm boundary to the south western corner of Woodlands Farm where it 

meets Arcadia farm boundary, then south eastwards along the Arcadia Farm 

Boundary (Bindura-Shamva District boundary) to a point where it meets the 

Hereford Estate boundary in so as to include Arcadia Farm, then eastwards 

along Hereford Farm Boundary (the said District Boundary) to Ceres A Farm 

boundary, then southeast along the Hereford/Ceres Farm boundary(along 

the 33kv powerline), then generally south westwards along the Hereford 

Farm boundary, then generally south eastwards along the said district 

boundary so as to include Hereford Estate and Nyamambara Farms and 

exclude Ceres A, the Poort and Bythorn Farms, to the south eastern corner 

of Rusikana Farm, then westwards along the southern boundary of 

Rusikana, Ruwanga Farms to the south western Corner of Ruwanga Farm 

so as to exclude Musana Communal Lands, then north eastwards along 

Ruwanga Farm boundary to the north eastern corner of EaglesCliff Farm so 

as to include Ruwanga, Bemberero and Eagles Cliff Farms and exclude 

Musana Primary School, then generally northwards along the Burnside 

Farm boundary to the north western corner of Glamorgen Farm so as to 

exclude Musana communal Lands,then northwards along the Veil Farm 

boundary to north eastern corner of Bonny A Farm on the confluence of Pote 

and Inyaure River, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

330945.58, 8077733.60; 8070585.79, 337861.69, 8069756.25; 336349.21, 

8063626.43; 327423.25, 8062904.95; 329683.69, 8067928.60; 328978.38, 

8073152.13; 328469.09, 8078534.35. 

Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Pote and Nyauri Rivers, at Bonny A Farm Boundary, then southwards along 

the western boundary of Bonny A Farm so as to exclude it, to the edge of 

Tsimbaremombe mountain, then southwards along the Western boundary of 

The Vale Farm so as to exclude it, to the peak of a unnamed hill (328999.67 

; 8073198.16), then south eastwards along the western boundaries of 

Glamorgan and Burnside Farms so as to exclude them, then south 

westwards along the western boundary of Eagles Cliff and Bemberero farms 

so as to the peak of Mupembi hill so as to exclude them ,then westwards to 

a point on the verge of Murembe mountain ,the source of Mutowa River, 
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then generally northwards along Mutowa river to a point (324856,8075058), 

whre an imaginary line is drawn westwards to a point where it meets Nyauri 

river(3219848075290), then northwads to a point it meets Mushambanyama 

river, then generally northwards along Mushambanyama river to its 

confluence with Pote river,then generally eastwards along Pote river to its 

confluence with Nyauri river,the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

322617.10, 8080164.18; 328469.04, 8078534.30; 330026.20, 8070103.66; 

329683.69, 8067928.60; 326204.14, 8068316.44; 325113.48, 8070459.96; 

324350.02, 8075256.31; 321998.10, 8075258.22. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the bridge on 

Pote River on Bindura-Manhenga Road ,then eastwards along Pote River to 

Hildadale Farm boundary, then northwest along the Hildadale Farm 

boundary to the Bindura-Manhenga Road so as to exclude Lilburn Farm, 

then northeast along Bindura-Manhenga Road to the northern corner of 

Ballantrae Estate so as to exclude Trojan Mine, then eastwards along the 

Ballantrae Estate to the northeastern corner of Ballantrae Estate so as to 

exclude Burnside Farm, then southwards along the Ballantrae Estate 

boundary to the Hildadale and Kingstone Farm boundaries, then generally 

eastwards along the Kingstone Farm boundary to the north eastern corner 

of Atherstone Farm boundary so as to include it, then south eastwards 

along the Atherstone Farm boundary to the south western corner of Wild 

Dog Valley C, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Wild Dog 

Valley C so as to exclude Chiwaridzo 2 township to a point it meets a dust 

main road which leads into the Garikai Township, then southwards along 

the dust main road to its junction with another dust road leading to Garikai 

Shopping Centre ,then eastwards along this same road so as to exclude 

Garikai Shopping Centre to a point it meets the Brockdale Farm boundary, 

then generally southwards along this boundary to the south eastern corner 

of Wild Dog Valley C Farm, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Wild Dog Valley C Farm so as to include it and exclude 

Kippendale Farm to a point it meets the Atherstone Farm boundary, then 

generally south wards along the Atherstone Farm boundary to a point it 

meets Pote River ,then westwards along Pote River to the south eastern 

corner of Hildadale farm at the confluence of Pote River and 

Musambanyama River (322617.10;8080164.18), then southwards along 

Musambanyama River to its source (322532.20), then further southwards 

from this point to a source of another unnamed stream (322520.60 

;8077498.40) to its confluence with Nyaure River, then westwards along 

Nyaure River to its confluence with an unnamed stream(322463.97 ; 
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8076397.78), then generally northwest wards along this said stream to 

Muonwe Road (318766.76 ; 8076532.34),  then generally westwards along 

Muonwe Road so as to exclude Manhenga and include Mutandiri Village to 

an unnamed stream (314666.15 ; 8076482.84), then southwest along the 

said stream to its confluence with Serere River ,then westwards along Serere 

River to its confluence with Mutorahwanga River ,then generally south-

westwards along Mutorahwanga River to a point (314666.16 ; 8076483.21) 

,then south westwards to the foot of Chakasara mountain ,then north-

westwards to a gravel road ,then northwestwards to Monwe mountain, then 

north east to a point on a gravel road (315774.68 :8075287.22) so as to 

include Maravanyika Village, then northwards along a gravel road to an 

unnamed stream, then northwards along the unnamed stream to the base of 

Wakapenya Hill ,then further north to the summit of Wakapenya Hill ,then 

northwards to a point on the Chigiji Road,(312769.61 : 8076206,35) ,then 

northwards along the said stream (312389.80 ; 8078996.20) to its 

confluence with Pote River so as to include Nyanhehwe Village, then 

eastwards along Pote River to the bridge on Bindura- Manhenga Road, the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

8080376.77; 322442.94, 8076557.04; 314666.12, 8076471.72; 315774.68, 

8075287.20; 314946.65, 8074001.70; 310311.26, 8075356.30; 312770.07, 

8076206.25; 312586.50, 8079503.56; 318053.59, 8080390.80 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northeastern 

corner of Rocky Spruit Farm on the Mazowe-Bindura district boundary, then 

Eastwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Tsambe River so as to 

include Avondour, Thrums, Erin, Pimento, Insingizi Estate, Sengere North 

and Pednor Farms, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Pednor 

Farm to Sandazi Farm (Freda Rebecca Mine) eastern boundary, then to the 

south-eastern corner of Long Acres, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Long Acres Farm to the north-western corner of Otterburn 

Farm so as to exclude it, then south-east along the Western boundary of 

Otterburn Farm to the south western corner of Otterburn farm, then 

eastwards along Otterburn Farm, boundary to Trojan Mine boundary, then 

south-eastwards along the Trojan Mineboundary,then south-east along the 

Trojan mine boundary to the Bindura-Manhenga Road then eastwards along 

the Bindura-Manhenga Road, to the north-western corner of Hildadale Farm 

so as to exclude it, then southwards along the western boundary of 

Hildadale Farm to Pote River, then westwards along Pote River to the 

Bindura-Mazowe district boundary, then northwards along the said district 

boundary to the north-western corner of Rocky Spruit Farm on the Mazowe- 
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Bindura district boundary, the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

300114.48, 8084704.50; 300215.94, 8084704.67; 301434.65, 8084241.04; 

318983.72, 8093014.47; 321295.63, 8084535.80; 314512.20, 8083914.58; 

318053.45, 8080390.75; 303217.58, 8074799.64. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Pote and Mhunguza rivers, then southwards along Mhunguza river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (312630.40 ; 8079560.70), then south 

westwards along this stream to its source(Mashayamvura hill), then south 

eastwards along the peak of Momwe mountain range to the foot of 

Changarapa mountain as to exclude Maravanyika village,then south 

eastwards along the foot of Garawabikirwa and Kaziro mountains to an 

intersection with Nyamatsatse river,then southestwards along Nyamatsatse 

river to its source(Zhenje mountain),then generally southwards along the 

foot of Zhenje mountain to a point where it meets an unnamed stream its 

confluence with Chipokoteke,then generally south westwards along 

Chipokoteke river to a point where it meets with the Bindura- Goromonzi 

district boundary,then generally south westwards along Bindura-Goromonzi 

district boundary to a point where it meets Pote River,then generally north 

eastwards to its confluence with Mhunguza river,the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

312586.49, 8079503.57; 312740.81, 8076182.31; 310311.26, 8075356.30; 

314946.65, 8074011.69; 319664.25, 8066027.08; 302243.39, 8070446.56 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the summit of 

Marize mountain (316735.94,8077246.19), then generally southwards to a 

point it meets Muonwe Manhenga road (316906.42,8076767.77), then 

eastwards along Muonwe Manhenga as to cross Manhenga- Bindura road, 

then further eastwards so as to include Manhega township to a point on an 

unnamed stream (320207.14,8077343.68), then southeastwards along this 

said stream to its confluence with Inyauri river, then southwards along 

Inyauri river to a point (321987.30,8075102.26), then eastwards to a point 

it meets Mutowa river ,then south wards along Mutowa river to point it 

meets a dust road (324950.66 ,8072576.63) ,then south westwards to a 

point (323387.31,8066775.02), then westwards to a point it meets Inyauri 

river (320526,8067233.33), then southwards along Inyauri river to its 

confluence with Chipokoteke river ,then westwards along Chipokoteke river 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream ,then northwards along the said 
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stream to its source (ie Jhenje mountain),then northwestwards along the 

foot of Jhenje and Kaziro mountains to a point on the foot of Garaubikirwe 

mountain (315774.09,8072345.22), then north westwards along the western 

foot of Changarapa mountain then northwestwards along an 

unnamed.stream to an intersection of Muono-Manhenga road,then 

northeastwards to the summit of Marize hill, starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based 

on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

314946.65, 8074001.70; 314666.14, 8076482.84; 322438.01, 

80766557.08; 321998.10, 8075258.22; 324350.02, 8075256.31; 

324867.81, 8075034.00; 324950.66, 8072576.63; 324467.81, 8072280.48; 

323387.32, 806675.02; 322074.17, 8066769.37; 320526.75, 8067233.27; 

320185.37, 8065998.30; 319664.25, 8066027.08. 

Ward 14  
It is area of land bound by line drawn starting from Mutova river 

(324958,8072487 ), then southwards along Mutova river, then eastwards to 

Mujigwi river, then generally southeast along Mujigwi river to the foot of 

Murembe mountain (325559.40,8069140.88), then south eastwards to the 

north eastern corner of Bemberero farm on the boundary with Musana 

communal land, then southwards along the western boundaries of 

Bemberero and Ruwanga farms to the south western corner of Ruwanga 

farm, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Ruwanga farm to an 

unnamed stream so as to include Nengara village and exclude Ruwanga 

village to its source with, then westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(323468,8060443) so as to include Kaseke village,then general westwards 

along an unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyauri river( Bindura –

Goromonzi) boundary ,then northwards along the said district boundary to 

the confluence of Nyaure and Chipopoteke rivers, then northwards along 

Nyaure River to a point 3205068067155,then eastwards to the top of 

Dungwe hill,then generally northwards to a point along Mutowa river 

(324958,8072487),the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

320185.37, 8065998.31; 320526.74, 8067233.29; 323387.31, 8066775.02; 

324950.66, 8075576.63; 325956.74, 8068464.61; 329683.69, 8067928.60; 

327423.24, 8062904.9; 328551.64  

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Inyaure and Nyaungwe rivers north of Mudzimundiringe Mountain on the 

Bindura-Goromonzi district boundary, then generally eastwards along 
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Nyaungwe River to its confluence with unnamed stream north of Nzvere 

village so as to include Samvura, Kachere, Chidziwa, Charumbira, Hwata, 

Matange, and Nzvere villages, then south eastwards along the said unnamed 

stream to the gravel road junction southwest of Madondo Tinarwo village, 

then generally southwards along the gravel road so as to exclude Zonde 

village Masiiwa, Majero, and James Ndoro Villages Guhwa dip south of 

unnamed stream along Double Spruit river so as to exclude Guhwa Dip, 

Chiveri, Gwata and Jonas villages, then further westwards along the gravel 

road so as to include Rusero ,Kapapiro, Samvura and Motsi Villages so as to 

exclude Chipuriro, Mushawatu and Marimo villages to the said district 

boundary on Inyaure River, then North along Inyaure river to the confluence 

of Inyaure and Nyaungwe rivers North of Mudzimundiringe Mountain, the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

319435.11, 8062102.45; 319713.60, 8061438.83; 328445.29, 8061220.49; 

331766.32, 8060480.09; 332989.66, 8060019.34; 331470.72, 8058028.52; 

331838.05, 8057507.00; 331830.38, 8057483.92; 330698.46, 8057438.80; 

331516.22, 8054862.85; 324761.54 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

boundary of Ruwanga farm at a point (328551.66 ; 8062977.64) near the 

south eastern beacon of Ruwanga farm, then eastwards along the said 

boundary so as to exclude Ruwanga, Rusikana, Bythorn and Mumugwi 

farms of Shamva district, to Umwindisi/Mubvinzi river (Bindura-Shamva 

district boundary), then southwest along Umwindisi /Mubvinzi river to the 

south eastern corner of said district boundary, then generally northwards 

along the said district boundary to a point it meets the north eastern corner 

of Frascati farm, then generally northwest wards along the Frascati farm 

boundary to the northern corner of Frascati farm so as to exclude it to the 

summit of Rutope hill, then generally southwest wards to the junction of 

Chindotwe -Harare –Shamva road, then northwest along the Chindotwe road 

so as to exclude Chindotwe village to a bridge (334679.63 ; 8057552.61), 

then north eastwards along this unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Mundotwe river, then generally westwards along Mundotwe river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (331838.05 ; 8057507.00), then north 

westwards along the stream to a point (331474.81 ; 8058026.00) so as to 

exclude Rukainga, Mvere, Musekwa villages so as to include Mavunga and 

Madzima villages and exclude Nhedega and Nengare villages to a point 

(332989.66; 8060019.34), then generally northwestwards to a point it meets 

an unnamed stream (328445.30 ; 8061220.50), then northwards along the 

said stream to a point ( 328551.66 ; 8062977.64) at the southern boundary 

of Ruwanga farm boundary, the starting point.The area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

8057717.28, 336031.89; 8057383.64, 334679.63; 8057552.61; 336051.31; 

8059818.36; 331838.14, 8057507.06; 331470.72, 8058028.52; 332989.60, 

8060026.87; 328445.29, 8061220.49; 328551.64, 8062977.66. 

Ward 17  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the gravel road 

northwest of Chavambonga Hill on the District boundary (Inyaure river), 

then eastwards along the gravel road to its intersection with another road 

north of Chavambonga Mountain, then southeast along the Mountain Ranch 

so as to include Marimo Village to a point (323761.45 ; 8055336.30) south 

of Samvura and Motsi villages, then eastwards along the gravel road to a 

point it meets Double Spruit river (324765.49 ; 8055078.02) south of Rusere 

Kapapiro village so as to exclude it and to include Mushawatu and 

Chipuriro villages, then southeast along a straight line to the Bindura-

Goromonzi district boundary(325449.01 ; 8051263.20) (the Western 

boundary of Saratoga Farm), then southwest along the Saratoga Farm 

boundary to the summit of Mwanga Hill so as to exclude Saratoga and Bally 

Vaughan Farms at the northwestern corner of the state land, then 

northwest along the state land boundary to the northern corner of the State 

land North of Mudzungairi hills so as to include Simao village, then 

southwest along State land boundary (district boundary) to Svisva Hills 

South of Chinara Village so as to include it, then generally westwards along 

the said district boundary to Nyamasanga River, then generally northwards 

along Nyamasanga River to its confluence with Chigarira and Munwahuku 

streams,then northwards along Chigariro stream to its source ,then an 

imaginary line to cross Nzirawa–Nyava dust road to a point where it meets 

Mukonowenzou river, then northwards along Mukonowenzou River to its 

confluence with Nyaure River so as to include Nzirawa, Machemenyeme, and 

Shangwa, Nawanga and Chikoore villages to the gravel road northwest of 

Chavambonga Hill on the said District boundary (Inyaure river), the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

318767.69, 8060240.08; 321145.50, 8058480.52; 322662.38, 8057935.22; 

322961, 8057988.40; 323426.39, 8058003.71; 323488.04, 8058371.35; 

324185.26, 8058248.28; 324192.10, 8057052.69; 323555.15, 8056164.24; 

323761.45, 8055336.29. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mundotwe river and an unnamed stream (336273.40 ; 8055716.89), then 

south westwards along the stream where it crosses Chindotwe School gravel 
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road, then eastwards along the gravel road crossing the Harare-Shamva 

road, then a straight line is drawn to the Mashonaland Central-

Mashonaland East Provincial boundaries (on Rutope Hill), then South-

westwards along the Provincial boundary to the summit of Mwanga hill to 

the northern most corner of Bally Vaughan farm so as to include Guhwa 

B.C. and excludes Frascati, Marsala and Saratoga farms, then north 

westwards along the Stateland Farm so as to exclude it at a 

point(325449.01;8051263.21), then northwards along a dust road to a point 

where it meets the Double Spruit stream (324784.20;8055146.40) ,then 

eastwards along the Double Spruit river to a point (332230.23; 8055177.28) 

so as to include the following villages: Hungwa, Mandizvidza, 

Mashambanhaka, then north westwards to a point it meets Mundotwe Coral 

Spruit river, then north eastwards along this river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream(336273.40 ; 8055716.89), the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based 

on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

336273.40, 8059716.88; 334679.64, 8057551.61; 336031.89, 8057383.64; 

327543.32, 8050315.57; 325445.06, 805433.09; 324761.54, 8055247.63; 

331516.23, 8054862.84; 330698.46, 8057438.79. 

Ward 19 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of Brockley Farm on the Bindura- Mazowe district boundary, 

then southeast along the Brockley Farm boundary to Mutungatora Hill on 

the north eastern corner of Brockley Farm where it meets the Dundry Farm 

boundary so as to include Brockely and Chelvey Farm and exclude 

Chomukute and Dundry Farm to the north eastern corner of Chelvey Farm 

on the Benridge Estate boundary, then south westwards along the Chelvey 

Farm boundary to the south western corner of Benridge Estate so as to 

exclude it, then generally westwards along the Benridge Gate Estate 

boundary to the south eastern corner of Benridge Gate, then northwest 

along the Benridge Estate boundary to the south western corner of Craigside 

farm, then eastwards along the Craigside Farm boundary so as to exclude it 

and include Sydneyham Estate, then generally south east wards along the 

Foothills Farm boundary so as to exclude Selwood Farm and include 

Foothills Farm to Tsambe River, then generally westwards along Tsambe 

river to north eastern corner of Irenedale A Farm, then southwest along 

Irenedale Farm boundary to the said district boundary so as to include 

Dunmaglass Farm and exclude Irenedale A Farm, then northwards along 

the district farm boundary to the southern boundary of Duntarvia A Farm 

boundary, then generally southwest along the Duntarvia Farm boundary to 

its south-western corner on the district boundary, then generally 

northwards along the district boundary to the North-western corner of 
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Brockley Farm on the district Boundary, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based 

on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

8108864.68; 312557.13, 8104579.74; 308655.96, 8101025.86; 310723  

302169.29.74, 8100227.76; 320009.66, 8102090.25; 317170.14, 

8098121.54; 319277.17, 8095894.40; 318160.06, 8093495.08; 302166.12, 

8092944.65. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Selwood Farm, then eastwards along the Selwood Farm 

boundary to the north-eastern corner of Zvakwana Farm so as to include 

Selwood and Zvakwana Farms, then generally eastwards along the Retreat 

and Mountain View southern boundaries so as to include Nan Terra and 

Avoca Farms and exclude Retreat and Mountain View Farms, then northeast 

along the Glencairn Farm boundary to the north western corner of 

Glencairn Farm ,then westwards along the Glencairn Farm boundary to the 

north eastern corner of Vergenoed Farm (on the Bindura-Shamva district 

boundary) so as to exclude Noman‟s land farm and include Vergenoed Farm, 

then southwards along the said district boundary which is the eastern 

boundary of Vergnoeg Farm to Mazowe River, then generally Westwards 

along Mazowe River to the northern corner of Barassie farm so as to include 

Avoca Farm to the Stella Farm boundary, then Westwards along the 

southern boundaries of Stella, Melfort, Cleverhill south and Greenhill 

Farms, then northwest along the Greenhill Farm boundary to Mazowe River 

so as to exclude Pednor Farm, then westwards along Mazowe River to its 

confluence with Tsambe River ,then generally northwards along Tsambe 

River to the Foothills Farm boundary, then generally northwards along 

Foothills Farm boundary to the north western corner of Selwood Farm, the 

starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

zone) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

317170.14, 8098121.54; 321003.71, 8098542.01; 322526.45; 8098624.32; 

325777.70, 8098377.41; 328740.87, 8096772.36; 333676.41, 8095456.92; 

334646.86, 8075512.02, 339998.76, 8097347.90; 340023.96, 8089916.43; 

339867.58, 8089969.71; 339921.85, 8090403.90; 337425.27, 8089806.89; 

337464.49. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

western corner of Irenendale A Farm on the Bindura–Mazowe district 

boundary, then north eastwards along the Irenedale A Farm boundary to 
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Tsambe River ,then generally eastwards along Tsambe River to its 

confluence with Mazowe River, then generally southwards along Mazowe 

river to a point where it meets Riverview Farm boundary, then westwards 

along the Riverview Farm boundary to the Withington Farm boundary, then 

generally westwards along the southern boundaries of Willowdeen and 

Monodeen Farms to the south-eastern corner of Jesmond Dean Estate on a 

point (311915.30 ; 80809719.50), then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Simoona Estate to a point it meets Mazowe River, then 

generally westwards along Mazowe River to the south-western corner of 

Geluk Farm on the said district boundary, then north wards along the 

district boundary so as to include Geluk, Irenedale and Irenedale A Farms to 

the north western corner of Irenedale A Farm, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone) based 

on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

302166.12, 8092944.65; 318983.85, 8093014.78; 301431.61, 8084241.07. 
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GURUVE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where  

the western end of Nyavuti Farm boundary and the Guruve-Muzarabani 

District boundary meet, then generally eastwards along the said district 

boundary to a point where it meets with the south western boundary of 

Mabubu Farm, so as to exclude Nyamanetsi Game Park, then generally 

northwestwards along the western boundaries of Mabubu, Taikoo, Tiaseka 

and Bluegrass Farms, so as to include them, to a point where the south 

western boundary of Bluegrass Farm meets the north western boundary of 

Andrea Farm, so as to exclude Andrea Farm, then generally north eastwards 

along Bluegrass Farm boundary, to a point where it meets the western 

boundary of Nyavuti Farm so as to include it, then northwards along the 

north western boundary of Nyavuti Farm, then generally north eastwards 

along Nyavuti Farm boundary to a point where it meets the Guruve- 

Muzarabani District boundary, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

272327, 8159987; 274119, 8159275; 280855, 8159347; 283273, 8157540; 

283970, 8153457; 281979; 8147369; 280044, 8144012; 266651, 8153095; 

269973, 8155819; 268906, 8157376 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 
eastern boundary of Nyamuseve farm meets Negomo-Nyagumbo road, then 

generally southwards along Nyamuseve Farm boundary so as to include it, 
to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Makombi Farm, then 

generally south eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Makombi, 
Mapeto, Majuba, Flame -Lily and Nyalugwe Farms so as to include them, to 
a point where the eastern boundary of Nyalugwe farm meets Dande River, 

then generally westwards along Dande River to a point where it meets the 
western boundary of Worthington Farm, so as to include Worthington, 
Maidavaile, Dunaverty, Meringen and Nyamanji Farms, then generally 

eastwards along Worthington Farm boundary to a point where it meets the 
western boundary of Rushpeak Farm, then generally northwards along 

Rushpeak and Mazooma Farm boundaries so as to include them, to a point 
where Mazooma farm boundary meets the north eastern boundaries of 
Celaviendra A and Nyamuseve Farms so as to exclude Celaviendra A Farm, 

then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Nyamuseve Farm 
to a point it meets Bakasa Tribal Trustlands, then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Nyamuseve Farm to a point it meets the 
Negomo-Nyagumbo Road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 
following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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258623, 8171589; 259727, 8167748; 261984, 8164707; 262212, 8160135; 

258907, 8257126; 255771, 8158090; 253922, 8158534; 251306, 8156628, 

251178, 815906; 249185, 8158792; 248064, 8160069; 251105, 8164549; 

251745, 8168838; 254946, 8171463. 

Ward 3  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Impinge River and Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm boundary meet, then 

generally southwards along Impinge River to its confluence with Chipfeni 

River, then generally north-eastwards along the said river to a point where it 

meets Guruve-Kachuta Road UTM coordinates (24821S,8154813S, then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line to appoint where it meets 

Matazu River, then generally northwards along Matazu River to its 

confluence with Dande River, then south eastwards along Dande River to its 

confluence with Mukuva River, then generally southwards along Mukuva 

River to a point UTM Coordinates (250876E,815372S), then eastwards along 

an imaginary line to where it meets Shinje River, then generally south 

eastwards along Shinje River to its confluence with Mupagove River, then 

generally southwards along Mupagove River to a point UTM coordinates 

(253969E, 8153954S), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a 

unnamed dust road, then generally south westwards along the unnamed 

dust road to a river near Mutsoni Village, then westwards along the said 

river its confluence with Impinge River to where it meets Nyakapupu Small 

Scale Farm boundary, then generally south westwards along Nyakapupu 

Small Scale Farm boundary to a point where it meets Maware River, then 

generally north westwards along Maware River to a point UTM coordinates 

(237586E,8136331S), then north westwards to a point where it meets 

Maguti Farm boundary UTM coordinates (236780E, 8136715S), then north 

eastwards along Maguti Farm boundary so as to exclude it, to a point where 

Berrys Post Farm and Nyakapupu Small Scale boundary meet, then north 

westwards along Berrys Post Farm boundary so as to exclude Berry Post 

Farm, to a point where it meets Hunyani River, then generally northwards 

along the said river to a point where it meet Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm 

boundary, then north eastwards along the said boundary, to a point where it 

meets Impinge River, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator(UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid(SA) coordinates: 

241115, 8168206; 242423, 8159273; 243220, 8156244, 247588, 8152683; 

248084, 8159981; 250877, 8154020; 253867, 8154952; 254133, 8154716; 

248873, 8147586; 239719, 8134176; 234582, 8145554; 234910, 8154292; 

239047, 8163501. 
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Ward 4 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Dande River and Impinge River, then generally south eastwards along 

Dande River to its confluence with Matazwu River, then generally southwest 

wards along Matazwu River to its confluence with Chipfeni River, then 

generally southwestwards along Chipfeni River to its confluence with 

Impinge River, then generally northwest wards along Impinge River  to its 

confluence with Dande River, the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

241188, 8168556; 244867, 8168328; 248059, 8160058; 246674, 8152939; 

242000, 8158337; 241592, 8163785; 241129; 8168264. 

Ward 5  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Dande river and Mukuva river, then generally eastwards along Dande river 

to a point where it meets with the Guruve-Mvurwi road, then generally 

southwards along Guruve-Mvurwi road to a point where it meets with the 

Chivavaya-Guruve District Hospital Road, then along generally south wards 

Chivavaya-Guruve Hospital Road to a point where it meets with Airstrip 

road, then generally eastwards along Airstrip road to a point where it meets 

with the Guruve-Mvurwi Road, then generally southwards along Guruve-

Mvurwi road to a point where it meets a vlei UTM Coordinates 

(253770,8154882), then generally westwards along this vlei to a point where 

it meets with Shinje river (253785,8155448), then northwards along Shinje 

river to a point where it meets with the Guruve-Kachuta Road, then 

generally westwards along Guruve-Kachuta road to a point where it meets 

with Mukuva River, then northwards along Mukuva river to its confluence 

with Dande river, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid(SA) coordinates: 

249194, 8158802; 251246, 8159324; 251141, 8156808; 253936, 8158559, 

253607, 8155426; 250859, 8154040; 249880, 8157235. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Dande river 

bridge on Guruve-Mahuwe Road, then generally southeastwards along 

Dande river to its confluence with Kanwahuku stream, then south-

eastwards along Kanwahuku stream to a point where it meets with a vlei 

UTM Coordinates (263051,8152457), then generally westwards along a vlei 

to a point where it meets with Shinje river (259775,8151426), then generally 

northwestwards along Shinje river to where it meets with a vlei, then 

generally northeastwards along a vlei to a point where it meets with the 

Mvurwi-Guruve road, then generally northwards along the Mvurwi-Guruve 
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road to a point where it meets with Airstrip gravel road, then generally 

westwards along Airstrip gravel Road to a point where it meets with Guruve 

District Hospital-Chivavaya road, then follows the Guruve Hospital-

Chivavaya Road to a point where it meets with Mvurwi-Guruve road, then 

along Mvurwi-Guruve road to Dande River bridge, the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid(SA) coordinates:  

253918, 8158604; 260280, 8157186; 262920, 8153394; 261536, 8152099; 

259757, 8151507; 257224, 8152620; 255971, 8153507; 254144, 8154742; 

253767, 8155497; 254674, 8156925; 254461, 8157317. 

Ward 7  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mupagove and Shinje rivers, then generally eastwards along Shinje river to 

its confluence with Hwangwa river, then generally southwards along 

Hwangwa river to its confluence with Impinge river, then generally 

northwestwards along Impinge river to where it meets with the Museka-

Shinje gravel road so as to include Ruwinga Hills, then generally eastwards 

along Museka-Shinje gravel road to a point where it meets with Mupagove 

river, then generally northwards along Mupagove river to its confluence with 

Shinje river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

254129, 8154718; 255951, 8154309; 259748, 8151420; 260711, 8149409; 

255645, 8144343; 258039, 8143430; 255674, 8143545; 254530, 8142075; 

251964, 8143300; 250354, 8146213; 250661, 8151327; 253151, 8153374. 

Ward 8 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Dande river and Kanwahuku stream, then generally southwards along 

Kanwahuku stream to a point where it meets with Guruve-Mvurwi road, 

then across Guruve-Mvurwi road into Kamvuma stream, then generally 

southwards along Kamvuma stream to its confluence with Shinje River, then 

generally south eastwards along Shinje river to a point where it meets with 

the north western boundary of Gurungwe farm, then generally southwest 

wards along Gurungwe, Chikonyora and Impinge Farm boundaries so as to 

exclude them, to a point where it meets Impinge-Shinje road, then generally 

northwest wards along Impinge-Shinje road to where it meets Nyaruwe 

River, then generally westwards along Nyaruwe River to its confluence with 

Hwangwa River, then generally northwards along Hwangwa River to its 

confluence with Shinje River, then northwards along Shinje River to where it 

meets a vlei from Guruve-Mvurwi, then generally eastwards along a vlei to 

Muzika store on the Guruve-Mvurwi road (256526,8143425), then across 
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Guruve-Mvurwi road eastwards into a vlei to where it meets Dande river, 

then generally southwards along Dande river to its confluence with 

Kanwahuku stream, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

263071, 81526682; 263773, 8151654; 263004, 8146953; 266051, 

8143089; 262533, 8139359; 260735, 8143348; 255871, 8143839; 256596, 

8146232; 260663, 8149409; 259750, 8151452; 260615, 8152002; 262127, 

8152365. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Nyamasaki 

River meets Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm boundary, then generally 

eastwards along Nyamasaki River to a point where it meets with 

Marumahoko–Mudhidho link, then northeast wards along the Marumahoko-

Mudhindo link road up to where it meets Muraswi river, then generally 

southwards along Muraswi river to a point where it meets with 

Muchinganwa Mountain range, then then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line through Muchucha and Matira homesteads so as to include 

them to a point it meets Kayoma river UTM Coordinate (249714,8129846), 

then generally westwards along Kayoma river to its confluence with Mavare 

river, then generally north-westwards along Mavare River to a point where it 

meets with Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm boundary, then generally north-

eastwards along Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm boundary so as to exclude 

Nyakapupu farms to a point where it meets with Nyamasaki River, the 

starting point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid(SA) 

coordinates:  

240648, 8136026; 244637, 8135747; 248828, 8138391; 248905, 8134286; 

251913, 8134824; 251519, 8133411; 249558, 8131960; 250029, 8130133; 

248068, 8129355; 242628, 8131162; 239648, 8134103. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mwembezi River and Impinge River, then generally south eastwards along 

Impinge River to a point where it meets with Chagadama-Chigwida gravel 

road, then generally southwestwards along Chagadama-Chigwida gravel 

road to a point where it meets with Mwembezi river, then generally south-

eastwards along Mwembezi River to its confluence with Murasvi River, then 

generally southwards along Murasvi River to a point where it meets with 

Mudhindo-Chiwako road, then generally south-westwards along Mudhindo-

Chiwako road to a point where it meets with Nyamasaki river, then generally 

westwards along Nyamasaki River up to where it meets with the eastern 

boundary of Plot 60 of Nyakapupu Small Scale Farms, then generally north-
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eastwards along the Nyakapupu Small Scale Farms boundary to the 

confluence of Impinge River and Mwembezi River, the starting point.The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid(SA) coordinates:  

248837, 8147669; 250337, 8146198; 251894, 8143315; 250106, 8141017; 

251808, 8137451; 251837, 8134923; 248885, 8134231; 248765, 8138446; 

244622, 8135764; 240643, 8135995; 246160, 8144963. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Impinge river meets Chagadama-Chigwida gravel road, then generally 

southeast wards along Impinge river to its confluence with Hwangwa River, 

then generally north eastwards along Hwangwa River to its confluence with 

Nyarowe River, then generally eastwards along Nyarowe river to a point 

where it meets with Shayabvudzi-Chikwenya road (260703, 8143417), then 

generally southwards along Shayabvudzi- Chikwenya road to a point where 

it meets western boundary of Chikonyora farm boundary, then south-

westwards along the western boundaries of Chikonyora and Kazilo farms to 

a point where it meets with Mwembezi river, then generally north westwards 

along Mwembezi river to a point where it meets with Chagadama-Chigwida 

gravel road, then generally north-eastwards along Chagadama-Chigwida 

gravel road to a point where it meets with Impinge River, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

251892, 8143300; 254497, 8142060; 258039, 8143185; 260654, 8143387; 

262384, 8141551; 262567, 8139321; 259683, 8135754; 255569, 8136360; 

251858, 8137523; 250109, 8141070; 251387, 8142464. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the meeting 

point Mwembezi River and Marumahoko-Mudhindo road (251812,8137497), 

then generally eastwards along Mwembezi River to a point where it meets 

with western boundary of Disi Estate, then generally south westwards along 

Disi Estate boundary to a point where it meets Mavare River so as to 

exclude Disi Estate, then generally westwards along Mavare River to its 

confluence with Kayoma river, then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line UTM Coordinate (249714,8129846), to pass through Matira 

and Muchucha homesteads so as to exclude them to Muraswi River, then 

generally northeastwards along Muraswi river to a point where it meets with 

Mudhindo-Marumahoko road, then generally northwards along Mudhindo-

Marumahoko road to a point where it meets with Mwembezi river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

251812, 8137497; 253898, 8137064; 257417, 8135541; 259671, 8135848, 

255023, 8129038; 248419, 8128384; 249400, 8129706, 249462, 8132018; 

251803, 8134935; 251981, 8136675. 

Ward 13  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Mavare River meets the western boundary corner of Mt Fatigue Farm so as 

to include it, then generally eastwards along Mavare River to a point where it 

meets with the western boundary of Disi Estate Farm boundary, then 

generally southwards along the western boundaries of Disi Estate, Birkdale 

Estate, Norwe of Birkdale farm so as to exclude them but to include 

Rusumbi farm, Prangamere farm, Lot 1 and Lot 2 of Mswite farm to where it 

meets with south eastern corner of Delken farm boundary, then generally 

south-westwards along Delken farm boundary so as to include it to a point 

where it meets with the Guruve-Zvimba District Boundary, then generally 

northwest wards along the Guruve-Zvimba District Boundary to 

Mutorashangu River so as to include Eastwick Park, Nyadopi, Matimba and 

Kelstone range farms, then generally northwards along Mutorashangu River 

to its confluence with Muswite river, then along Muswite River to a point 

where it meets southwestern corner boundary of Mt Fatigue Farm, so as to 

exclude Brookfields Farm, then then generally northeastwards along the 

westwern boundary of Mt Fatigue farm boundary to a point where it meets 

with Mavare River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

248357, 8128497; 252096, 8129002; 255023, 8129117; 254374, 8127218; 

253985, 8119471; 255739, 8118392; 257623, 8115652; 254326, 8113634; 

248847, 8113922; 248004, 8116438; 242447, 8114400, 239107, 8121480; 

247746, 8122234; 247102, 8126820. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Guruve-Mazowe District boundary and Chikonyora farm boundary 

(272941,8140282) meet, then generally southwards along Guruve-Mazowe 

District boundary to a point it meets the boundary of Norwe farm UTM 

(257577;8114987), then generally north-eastwards so as to exclude Delken 

farm but to include Norwe farm, Birkdale Estate, Disi Estate, Kazilo farm 

and Chikonyora farm to a point where it meets with the northern boundary 

of Chikonyora farm (264400,8141334), then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Chikonyora farm to a point where it meets with Guruve-Mazowe 

District boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

272941, 8140282; 269962, 8132404; 264694, 8125325; 261599, 8117885; 

259388, 8112559; 255552, 8116587; 254053, 811948; 254360, 8127238; 

259699, 8135872; 264464, 8141518; 269927, 8140806. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Guruve-Zvimba District Boundary meets the northern boundary of Berrys 

Post farm (234423,8145795), then generally southeastwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Berrys Post and Muguti farms to a point where it 

meets Mavare River, then generally south eastwards along Mavare River to a 

point where it meet the eastern boundary of Velvekia farm 

(246103,8130121), then generally southwards along Velvekia farm boundary 

to where it meets the eastern boundary of Brookfields farm boundary, then 

generally southwards along Brookfields farm boundary so as to include it, 

then southwards along Brookfields farm boundary where it meets Nyarahwe 

River (243831,8120994), then south-westwards along Nyarahwe river to its 

confluence with Mswite River, then generally northwestwards along Mswite 

River to a point where it meets Guruve-Zvimba District boundary, then 

generally northwards along the District boundary to where it meets the 

northern boundary of Berrys Post Farm, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

234423, 8145795; 238980, 8140585; 239640, 8134164; 247112, 8126723; 

247775, 8122244; 242604, 8121292; 237413, 8123292; 235918, 8133870; 

234611, 8136675; 232366, 8140909; 233525, 814004. 

Ward 16  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Manyame River (Hunyani) and Mazunga-Achipende River, then generally 

southeast wards along Mazunga-Achipende river up to its  junction with a 

vlei, then generally eastwards along the vlei to a point where it meets with 

Chikodzongere river, then generally eastwards along Chikodzongere river to 

its confluence with Dande river, then generally southwards along Dande 

river to its confluence with Kachuta river, then generally southwards along 

Kachuta river to a vlei, then generally westwards along the vlei to a point 

where it meets with Mazunga-Achipende river (233525,8169323), then 

generally southwards along Mazunga-Achipende river to a point where it 

meets with Nyakapupu farm boundary, then generally southwards along 

Nyakapupu farm boundary so as to exclude it to a point where it meets with 

Kemazongororo road, then generally westwards along Kemazongororo road 

to a point where it meetswith Bvochora river at Chiruka Dam, then generally 
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northwest wards along Bvochora river to its confluence with Manyame river, 

then generally northeastwards along Manyame (Hunyani) river to its 

confluence with Mazunga-Achipende river, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator(UTM zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid(SA) coordinates:  

223554, 8178045; 228514, 8176372; 233609, 8170797; 234176, 8172758; 

238655, 8172047; 233561, 8169528; 236637, 8164741; 239155, 8163472; 

237156, 8159204; 232820, 8161088; 231561, 8164904, 225919, 8166529; 

223900, 8167913. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Bakasa-Mahuwe road and the eastern end of Manovi farm boundary, then 

generally southeast wards along the eastern boundaries of Manovi, Bonheim 

and Camperdown farms so as to include them to a point where it meets with 

the northern boundaries of Nyamuseve so as to exclude Nyamuseve Farm, 

then generally south westwards along the southern boundaries of Gota Hill, 

Celaviendra A and Rungudzi Farms so as to include them to a point where it 

meets with Dande River, then generally northwards along Dande river to a 

point where it meets with the northern boundary of Gota farm, then 

generally northeastwards along Gota farm boundary to a point where it 

meets with western boundary Manovi farms, then generally north eastwards 

along Manovi Farm boundary to a point where it meets with Bakasa-

Mahuwe road, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator(UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid(SA) coordinates:  

253524, 8182906; 253639, 8179715; 257522, 8178292; 258791, 8171410; 

253639, 8170795; 250755, 8168334; 249602, 8171525; 247179, 8170718, 

246641, 8172294; 240489, 8169910; 238643, 8172948; 237374, 8178408; 

238874, 8180292; 2444488, 8179061; 248525, 8178946; 249717, 

8182137. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Kachuta and Dande Rivers, then generally southwards along Dande river to 

a point where it meets with the north western boundary of Nyabani farm 

boundary, then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Nyabani and Akleyanne farms to a point where it meets with Rungudzi farm 

boundary so as to exclude it but include Nyabani and Okleyanne Farms, 

then generally southeastwards along Okleyanne farm boundary to a point 

where it meets with the north western corner of Brooklands farm boundary, 

then generally northeast wards along Brooklands farm boundary so as to 
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include Brooklands farm to a point where it meets with Nyamupfuta farm 

boundary at Nyamupfuta Dam, then generally north eastwards to a point 

where  Nyamupfuta and Mazooma farm boundaries meet, so as to exclude 

Mazooma and Rushpeak Farms to a point where it meets with Worthington 

farm boundary so as to include Nyamupfuta farm and exclude Worthington 

Farm, then generally westwards along Worthington Farm boundary to a 

point where it meets with Dande River, so as to include Elhandama Farm 

,then generally north westwards along Dande river to its confluence with 

Impinge river, then generally southwards along Impinge river to a point 

where it meets with Nyakapupu Farm boundary so as to exclude Nyakapupu 

Farms to a point where it meets with Mazunga-Achipende River, then 

generally north west wards along Mazunga- Achipende River to its junction 

with a vlei UTM Coordinate (233556,8168959), then generally north 

eastwards along the vlei to a point where it meets with Kachuta river, then 

generally eastwards along Kachuta river to its confluence with Dande river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

238737, 8172143; 240323, 8170196; 246617, 8172643; 247064, 8170994; 

249587, 8171931; 250202, 8170816; 251760, 8168778; 251048, 8164414; 

246204, 8163376; 244800, 8168163, 241224, 8168413, 239033, 8163472, 

233515, 8169293, 236158, 8171859. 

Ward 19 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Guruve-

Mbire District boundary meets Kadzi river, then generally southeast wards 

along the Guruve-Mbire District Boundary to a point it meets Utete River 

(Guruve-Muzarabani District boundary) then generally south westwards to a 

point it meets Nyarasviswi Hills on the farm boundary of Redlichen, then 

generally northwestwards along Redlichen farm boundary so as to exclude it 

to a point where it meets with Makombi farm boundary so as to exclude 

Makombi Farm, then generally northwards along the boundaries of 

Makombi,  Camperdown and Bonheim farms to a point where it meets with 

Gongwakadzi river so as to exclude the mentioned farms, then generally 

eastwards along Gongwakadzi river to its confluence with Kadzi river, then 

generally northwards along Kadzi River to a point where it meets with 

Guruve-Mbire District boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

260467, 8185076; 264225, 8183978; 266066, 8181561; 265751, 8179487; 

266972,8174032; 267866, 8169043; 266499,8163794; 262038,8167774; 
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258626, 8171710; 257559,8178727; 254786,8179621; 261683,8181683; 

260392, 8184574. 

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Guruve-

Mbire District boundary and Kadzi river meets, then generally southwards 

along Kadzi River to its confluence with Gongwakadzi river, then generally 

southwestwards along Gongwakadzi River to a point where it meets with 

Manovi farm boundary, so as to exclude it, then generally northwestwards 

along Manovi farm boundary to a point where it meets with Gota farm 

boundary, then southwestwards along Gota Farm boundary to a point where 

it meets with Dande river, then generally northwards along Dande river to a 

point where it meets with Guruve-Mbire District Boundary, then generally 

eastwards along the District boundary to a point where it meets with Kadzi 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

260438, 8185073; 261683, 8181675; 254791, 8179622; 253764, 8182838; 

249828, 8182362; 248550, 8179329; 238537, 8180885; 234806, 8189837; 

238086, 8188897; 246120, 8188128; 248687, 8185595; 256872, 8186249. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

eastern boundary of Redlichen farm meets the District boundary (Guruve-

Muzarabani) so as to include Redlichen farm, then generally south 

eastwards along the District boundary (Guruve-Muzarabani) to a point 

where it meets with Siyalima Farm boundary so as to include Siyalima farm, 

then generally southwestwards along Siyalima Farm boundary to a point 

where it meets with Andrea Farm boundary so as to include them, then 

generally southwards along Andrea Farm boundary to a point where it 

meets with Dande River, then generally northwest wards along Dande river 

to a point where it meets with Bome Farm boundary, then generally 

northwest wards along the western boundaries of Bome, Nanital, Redlichen 

and Wooma Farms to a point where it meets with Makombi farm boundary, 

so as to include the mentioned farms but exclude Makombi farm, then 

generally southeastwards along the northern boundaries of Wooma and 

Redlichen farms to a point where the eastern boundary of Redlichen farm 

boundary and Guruve-Muzarabani District boundary meet, the starting 

point The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator(UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid(SA) 

coordinates:  

266520, 8163825; 269005, 8163532; 272336, 8160072; 268923, 8157390; 

266616, 8153516; 264752, 8153545; 2762911, 8153655; 258845, 
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8157212; 262195, 8160149; 260907, 8160860; 262087, 8163402; 262061, 

8164834; 259019, 8165427; 259704, 8167794; 262016, 8167797; 267495, 

8165715. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Kanwahuku and Dande river, then generally eastwards along Dande river to 

a point where it meets with Gurungwe Estate boundary, then generally 

southeast wards along Gurungwe Estate boundary to a point where it meets 

with Nyamanetsi game park boundary, then generally southeast wards to a 

point where it meets with the District boundary (Guruve-Mazowe), then 

southwestwards along the District Boundary to a point where it meets with 

Gurungwe Estate Boundary, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Gurungwe Estate to a point where it meets with Gurungwe 

Farm boundary, then generally north wards along Gurungwe farm boundary 

to a point where it meets with Shinje river, then northwestwards along 

Shinje river to its confluence with Kamvuma stream, then northeastwards 

along Kamvuma stream to a point where it meets with Guruve-Mvurwi road, 

then across the Guruve-Mvurwi road to Kanwahuku stream, then generally 

northwards along Kanwahuku stream to its confluence with Dande river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

262931, 8153645; 264758, 8153553; 266685, 8152419; 276932, 8146757; 

280018, 8143998; 272947, 8140288; 265118, 8141562; 265029, 8141504; 

266067, 8143181, 264356, 8144998; 262311, 8148620; 262561, 8150609; 

263816, 8151748; 263048, 8152797. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Manyame river and Bvochora river at the Guruve-Makonde District 

Boundary, then generally southeast wards along Bvochora river to a point 

where it meets with Kemazongororo road at Chiruka Dam, then generally 

westwards along Kemazongororo road to a point where it meets with 

Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm boundary so as to exclude it, then southwest 

wards along the western boundary of Nyakapupu Small Scale Farm, so as to 

exclude it, to a point where it meets with Manyame River (the Guruve-

Makonde District Boundary), then generally northeast wards along 

Manyame river (the Guruve-Makonde District boundary) to its confluence 

with Bvochora river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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221063, 8168877; 223858, 8167925; 232326, 8161191; 232519, 8164963; 

237109,8159344; 234869,8154339; 233072,8154730; 222168,8159203; 

220261,8165887; 220541, 8168376. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Dande river meets Mavhuradonha Mountain range (the Guruve-Mbire 

district boundary), then generally southwards along Dande river to its 

confluence with Chikodzongere River, then generally westwards along 

Chikodzongere River to its  junction with a vlei, then generally westwards 

along the vlei to a point where it meets with Mazunga-Achipende river 

(233242,8170843), then generally northwestwards along Mazunga-

Achipende river to its confluence with Manyame river at the Guruve-Mbire 

district boundary, then generally northwards along Manyame river to a point 

where it meets with Mavhuradonha Mountain range (the Guruve-Mbire 

district boundary), then generally eastwards along the Mavhuradonha 

Mountain range to a point where it meets with Dande river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

224331, 8191830; 226377, 819087; 236302, 8186806; 238542, 8180884; 

239275, 8174348; 233094, 8171387; 223792, 8178477; 223012, 8180844; 

224259, 8182226, 225475, 8187072; 224305, 8192097; 226354, 8190857; 

233141, 8190386. 
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MVURWI TOWN COUNCIL  

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Umvukwe North farm on the Musengezi river which is also 

the Mvurwi Town boundary, then south-eastwards along the Umvukwe 

North farm boundary to the Mvurwi-Guruve road, then southwards along 

the Guruve-Mvurwi road up to Rufaro road,then eastwards along Rufaro 

road to Mvurwi road, then southwards along Mvurwi road, to the Mvurwi-

Mutorashanga road, then south-west along the Mvurwi-Mutorashanga road 

to its intersection with the Coolderry farm boundary, then north-west along 

the Coolderry farm boundary up to Musengezi river, then northwards along 

Musengezi river to the north-western corner of Umvukwe North farm, the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

267479.16, 8118195.18; 269426.20, 8115294.23; 270099.79, 8117196.40; 

268835, 8114912.26; 270394.63, 8116596.94; 266219.35, 8116322.97; 

270430.24, 8116296.11; 266718.54, 8116687.01; 270574.59, 8115903.55; 

267092.74, 8117441.03. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of the land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Eastwolds (of Umvukwe Flats) farm on Musengezi river, 

then eastwards along the Eastwolds farm boundary up to the Mvurwi-

Guruve road, then southwards along the Guruve-Mvurwi road up to the D-

Section road, then eastwards along the D-Section road up to the junction of 

Majawi and Mvurwi road, then southwards along Mvurwi road up to Rufaro 

road, then westwards along Rufaro road up to the Mvurwi-Guruve road, 

then northwards along the Mvurwi-Guruve road up to Umvukwe North farm 

boundary, then north-west along the Umvukwe North farm boundary up to 

Musengezi river, then northwards along Musengezi river to the north-

western corner of Eastwolds farm, the starting point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

270098.77, 8120846.10; 270102.84, 8116594.91; 269890.08, 8118819.25, 

267479.16, 8118195.18; 270091.93, 8117323.86; 267861.76, 8119075.93; 

270185.43, 8117269.44; 268271.04, 8119861.96; 270246.60, 8117185.50, 

268999.56; 8120769.32. 
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Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Mvurwi-Guruve road and the Mvurwi Town boundary, then eastwards 

along the town boundary to Pembi farm road then southwards up to the 

intersection of Majawi and Mbizi road, then southwards along Mbizi road to 

the south-eastern corner of the playing field, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of the playing field up to Mvurwi road so as to include it, 

then northwards along Mvurwi road up to its junction with Majawi and D-

Section road, then generally westwards along D-Section road up to Mvurwi-

Guruve road, then northwards along Mvurwi-Guruve road to the 

intersection of Mvurwi-Guruve road and Mvurwi Town boundary, the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

270393.98, 8116596.94; 269916.41, 8118433.30; 270246.60, 8117185.50; 

270085.71, 8120765.97; 270210.84, 8117217.61; 270098.77, 8120846.10; 

270185.43, 8117269.44; 271129.32, 8120387.89; 270091.93, 8117323.86; 

271004.02, 8116676.68. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Mbizi and Shumba road, then eastwards along Shumba road up to Ealing 

road, then northwards along Ealing road up to the north-western corner of 

the Clinic then eastwards along the clinic boundary so as to include it, then 

southwards along the clinic boundary up to the 12m road, then eastwards 

along the 12m road up to the 10m road, then southwards along the 10m 

road so as to include stand number 1131 and exclude stand number 1116 

up to Shumba road junction, then eastwards along Shumba road up to the 

northern corner of Lot 9A, then south-west along the boundary of Lot 9A so 

as to exclude it up to the Mvurwi-Centenary road, then westwards along 

Mvurwi-Centenary road up to the south-eastern corner of Lot 3, then 

northwards along the northern boundaries of Lot 3, the Anglican church, 

then southwards along the Anglican church boundary, then northwest along 

church road up to the north-eastern corner of stand number 12, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of stand number 12–18, 36, then 

southwards along the western boundary of stand number 36, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of stand number 59 to 67 on 

Mvurwi road, then northwards along Mvurwi road up to the south-western 

corner of the playing field, then northwards along the eastern boundary of 

the playing field so as to exclude it up to the junction of Mbizi and Shumba 

road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

271001.39, 8116765.80; 271672.62, 8116495.13; 271482.27, 8116670.73; 

271491.95, 8116384.05; 271752.40, 8116654.31; 271016.92, 8116076.18; 

271719.47, 8116577.72; 270430.19, 8116296.10; 271708.77, 8116520.57; 

271001.39, 8116765.80. 

Ward 5  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at the 

intersection of the Mvurwi Town boundary and Pembi road, then eastwards 

along the Mvurwi Town boundary up to the Mvurwi-Centenary road, then 

south-east along the Mvurwi-Centenary road up to the south-eastern corner 

of Lot 9A, then northwards along the Lot 9A boundary to the northern 

corner of Lot 9A on Shumba road, then westwards along Shumba road to 

the 10m road, then northwards along the 10m road so as to include stand 

number 1116 up to the 12m road, then westwards along the 12m road up to 

the south-eastern corner of the clinic, then northwards along the clinic 

boundary to the north-eastern corner of the clinic, then westwards along the 

clinic boundary so as to excluded it up to Ealing road, then southwards 

along Ealing road, up to Mbizi road, then northwards along Mbizi road up to 

Majawi road junction then northwards to a point on the intersection of 

Mvurwi Town boundary and Pembi road, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

271709.94, 8116519.86; 271129.32, 8120387.89; 271706.09, 8116532.24; 

273346.99, 8119671.77; 271730.33, 8116607.99; 275234.55, 8118319.43; 

271751.23, 8116667.22; 274205.46, 8117939.64; 271485.42, 8116760.78; 

272666.70, 8117181.54. 

Ward 6 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Coolderry 

Estate boundary on the Mvurwi-Mutorashanga road, then northwards along 

Mvurwi road up to the north-western corner of stand number 67, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of stand number 67up to the north-

eastern corner of stand number 59, then northwards to the north-western 

corner of stand number 36, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

stand number 36, 18 up to 12 on Church road, then along Anglican church 

boundary so as to include the Hall on the Mvurwi-Centenary road, then 

north-east along Lot 9A boundary up to the northern corner of Lot 9A, then 

southwards along the Lot9A boundary so as to include it up to the Mvurwi-

Centenary road, then Eastwards along the Mvurwi-Mutorashanga road up to 

the Mvurwi Town boundary on the Mvurwi-Centenary road, then generally 

southwards along the Mvurwi Town boundary up to Pembi River which is 

also the Town boundary, then generally southwards along Pembi river up to 
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the Coolderry Estate boundary, then North East along the Coolderry Estate 

boundary up to the north-eastern corner of Coolderry Estate, then north-

west along the Coolderry Estate boundary to the Mvurwi-Mutorashanga 

road, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

270574.59, 8115903.55; 274925.35, 8115682.40; 272165.09, 8116821.56; 

274627.48, 8115734.91; 273286.76, 8117571.90; 273742.94, 8115056.57; 

275442.57, 8118367.11; 272319.10, 8114230.44; 275433.30, 8116163.50; 

269874.88, 8113139.60. 
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MAZOWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Rumanje hill on 

the north-eastern corner of Rumanje farm, then northeastwards along the 

District boundary to Dunduru river so as to exclude Chipiri, Goromokwa 

and Kenwith farms, then southwards along Dunduru river up to the 

northern boundary of Madzamba village so as to exclude it, then westwards 

along an unnamed stream north of Munongerwa and Godobi villages so as 

to exclude them crossing the 33KV power line up to an unnamed stream, 

then southwards through the summit of Bare mountain to the confluence of 

Munwahuku river and an unnamed stream, then south-west along 

Munwahuku river to the confluence of Munwahuku river and an unknown 

stream north of Kanyepi village so as to exclude it, then westwards to the 

boundary of Four streams farm so as to include Zivange village and exclude 

Chitonzva hill, then north-eastwards along the boundary of Four streams 

farm up to the south-eastern corner of Rumanje farm, then westwards along 

the southern boundary of Rumanje farm to the Chipanza farm boundary 

then south-west along the Chipanza and Govette farm boundary to the 

south-eastern corner of Govette farm so as to include them, then north-west 

along the southern boundary of Govette farm to Musengezi river so as to 

exclude Birthday farm, then generally north-east along Musengezi river to 

the north-western corner of Chipanza farm, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Chipanza farm up to Rumanje hill on the north-

eastern corner of Rumanje farm, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

298942.06, 8130591.06; 283355.32, 8134052.96; 294772.85, 8129026.54; 

284302.60, 8135386.26; 281127.92, 8131953.58; 294655.14, 8137306.05; 

281725.96, 8133108.05; 306839.88, 8139189.74; 282594.57, 8132975.58; 

304935.55, 8135860.47; 302636.81, 8133658.7. 

Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Dunduru river 

crosses the Mazowe/Muzarabani District boundary, then Eastwards along 

the District boundary to the summit of Chaona mountain on the 

Mazowe/Mount Darwin District boundary then south west along the District 

boundary so as to exclude Chaona Estate, then Eastwards up to Ruya river, 

then generally southwards along Ruya river to its confluence with Monera 

river, then generally westwards along Monera river to its confluence with 

Dunduru river, then Northwards along Dunduru river up to where it crosses 

the Mazowe/Muzarabani District boundary, the starting point.This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

305156.69, 8140547.57; 304977.36, 8134166.89; 312381.15, 8133804.50; 

304376.32, 8136698.00; 311223.41, 8133427.24; 307115.77, 8138462.15; 

308646.01, 8132834.60; 306683.71, 8139595.75; 305796.02, 8132369.50; 

305156.69, 8140547.57. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Ruya river and Monera river, then southwestwards along Ruya river which 

is also the Mazowe /Bindura District boundary up to its confluence with 

Chiraire river, then generally westwards along Chiraire river up to the 

confluence of Chiraire river and Nyahoko stream south west of Matienga 

village so as to include it, then generally northwest along the Munwahuku 

stream so as to include Kudziburira, Mavhunga and Maravanyika villages 

up to the summit of Bare mountain crossing Monera river up to the north-

western corner of Godobi village, then eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Bare clinic, Godobi, Munongerwa and Madzamba villages so 

as to include them, then southwards along the Eastern boundary of 

Madzamba village up to Monera river then Eastwards along Monera river to 

its confluence with Ruya river, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

312411.03, 8133763.82; 300575.63, 8128500.12; 311129.48, 8130849.28; 

298983.92, 8130715.54; 307216.85, 8126627.02; 303533.71, 8133692.57; 

304946.43, 125862.55; 307481.53, 8132726.46; 303409.59, 8125980.54; 

312411.03, 8133763.82. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the boundary of 

Four streams farm north of Chitonzva hill, then eastwards to Munwahuku 

so as to include Chingwana and Kanyepi villages and Zivange village, then 

north-east along Munwahuku river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream, then generally southwards along the unnamed stream to include 

Dzimwe Training Centre, then eastwards to a point between Dzimwe hill and 

an unnamed hill to the source of an unnamed stream, then south-eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed river north-

west of Makakatsi Mountain, then south-eastwards along the unnamed river 

to Chiraire river, then south-west along Chiraire river up to the Forrester 

Estate “A” farm boundary then north-east along the farm boundary to the 

south-eastern corner of Forrester B farm, then north-west along the 

southern boundary of Forrester “B” farm so as to include Forrester E 
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Primary School and to exclude Elsinora farm to the south-western corner of 

Forrester “B” farm on the Sarimba farm boundary, then north-west along 

Sarimba farm boundary to the summit of a hill where Donje, Blagdon and 

Sarimba farms meet, then eastwards along the Sarimba farm boundary to 

Mamunga Hill so as to exclude Blagdon and Elgin farms, then eastwards 

along the Elgin/Forrester Estate B” farm boundary to the north-eastern 

corner of Forrester “B” farm so as to include it and exclude Elgin and Four 

Streams farms, then northwards along the Four Streams farm boundary to a 

point north of Chitonzva hill, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

300813.85, 8123441.65; 291347.93, 8120164.68; 299268.34, 8122823.24; 

284872.23, 8127044.52; 297480.13, 8122071.03; 297243.81, 8128931.93; 

295388.78, 8120884.22; 300213.45, 8129085.73; 293611.81, 8120592.54; 

303523.44, 8125916.09. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chiraire and Ruya river, then southwards along Ruya river which is also the 

Mazowe/Bindura District boundary to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream on the southwestern corner of Maparu farm so as to exclude it, then 

northwest along Munwahuku stream up to its confluence with Nyangura 

river, then northwards along Nyangura river up to its confluence with 

Chiraire river, then eastwards along Chiraire river to its confluence with 

Ruya river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

308231.99, 8127649.95; 302249.56, 8118648.02310190.44, 8120293.50; 

300991.75, 8119418.81; 308058.71, 8116139.30; 300639.65, 8122274.43; 

305852.25, 8115730.57; 302431.39, 8124698.92; 304358.83, 8117234.92; 

308231.99, 8127649.95. 

Ward 6 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chiraire and Nyangura rivers, then generally southwards along Nyangura 

river to its confluence with Dzomutizo river, then westwards along 

Dzomutizo river to a bridge on the Nzvimbo-Bare road then southwards 

along the Nzvimbo-Bare road, then south-westwards so as to include 

Mutsvairo village then westwards across Nharira hill to the Nzvimbo-

Rusenza road, then generally southwards along the Nzvimbo-Rusenza road 

up to Manwanzou river, then westwards along Mwananzou river up to the 

boundary of Frogmore Extension farm, then north-eastwards along the 
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Frogmore Extension farm boundary crossing an unnamed stream up to 

Chiraire river so as to exclude Forrester “A” farm, then eastwards along 

Chiraire river up to its confluence with Nyangura river, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
298906.45, 8116028.61; 292851.16, 8112979.71; 296605.20, 8116092.59; 

290473.40, 8111748.53; 295218.40, 8114133.70; 290557.29, 8120369.05; 

294806.45, 8112849.00; 297327.14, 8121909.92; 293509.84, 8112586.75; 

300462.04, 8120373.25.  

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Munwahuku stream and Nyangura river so as to exclude Jaji village, then 

generally south-eastwards along Munwahuku stream to Mukodzongi-Ruwiza 

road, then further southeastwards along Duna stream to Ruya river which is 

also the Mazowe-Bindura District boundary, then south-westwards along 

Ruya river up to the south-western corner of Lagnaha farm so as to exclude 

it, then south-west along the district boundary at the foot of Twana hill so 

as to exclude Dunaverty, Chomukuti and Brockley farms, then generally 

north-westwards along an unnamed tributary of Ruya river, then 

northwards along Ruya river to its confluence with Munwanzou river, then 

northwards to a gravel road so as to include Chisuvi village up to an 

unnamed stream, then generally northwards along Munwahuku stream to 

its confluence with Nyangura river, the starting point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

300605.29, 8120476.10; 298751.01, 8114108.84303417.02, 8118120.71; 

298878.88, 8117182.06; 306124.74, 8115534.21; 299411.29, 8118756.05; 

301643.58, 8108710.76; 300407.86, 8120304.57; 298313.11, 8110225.36; 

300605.29, 8120476.10. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Frogmore 

Extension farm boundary where it meets Manwanzou river, then eastwards 

along Mwananzou river to Nzvimbo-Rusenza road, then northwards along 

the road to a point north of Chombira hill, then eastwards through Nharira 

hill to the road then, north-east along the road to Dzomutizo river, then 

eastwards along Dzomutizo river to its confluence with Duna stream, then 

southwards along Duna stream to the source of Duna stream so as to 

exclude Chisuvi village, then south-westwards along a gravel road up to the 

source of an unnamed stream south-west of Chisuvi village, then 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Ruya river, 
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then generally south-westwards along Ruya river up to Frogmore farm 

boundary then north-east along the Frogmore farm boundary up to 

Munwanzou river on the Frogmore Extension farm boundary, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

287554.95, 8111050.45; 297440.52, 8110055.4; 292529.25, 8112723.74; 

295268.85, 8108089.59; 293973.85, 8112605.53; 293143.00, 8106787.36; 

295493.84, 8114619.62; 292219.48, 8106751.65; 298652.59, 8115918.89; 

291223.59, 8106906.36. 

Ward 9 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Ruya river 

crosses the Frogmore farm boundary, then generally eastwards along Ruya 

river to its intersection with Glendale-Nzvimbo tarred road, then southwards 

along the tarred road so as to include Rosa Business Centre up to the foot of 

Nyota Mountain, then westwards to a gravel road south-west of Majome 

Primary School to Kagoronga stream to its confluence with Savi river, then 

westwards along Savi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream to 

Arda farm so as to exclude Mandaza village, then north-east along the Arda 

farm boundary so as to exclude Hasfa and Frogmore to where Ruya river 

crosses the Frogmore farm boundary, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

292083.46, 8106671.34; 284296.72, 8099974.91; 292280.62, 8104209.11; 

287258.53, 8107643.81; 287595.76, 8099721.12; 289259.60, 8107823.44;  

286467.81, 8100064.03; 290508.63, 8107224.86; 285360.99, 8100212.72; 

292083.46, 8106671.34.  

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Ruya river bridge 

north of Rosa Business Centre on the Glendale-Nzvimbo tarred road, then 

generally north-eastwards along Ruya river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream east of Kodzwa village so as to exclude it, then 

southeastwards along the unnamed stream to its source so as to exclude 

Katena village, then crossing the Shutu-Belrock road to the source of 

another unnamed stream, then generally south-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to the District boundary, then southwards along the 

District boundary up to where it meets Changa river so as to exclude 

Brockley and Makori farms, then north-west along Changa river to the 

eastern boundary of Kamoto village so as to include it, then south-

westwards along the western boundary of Chinhema village so as to exclude 
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it, then south-westwards along the south-eastern foot of Mutarangoma 

Mountain so as to include it, then westwards to an unnamed stream then 

generally westwards to the Glendale-Nzvimbo tarred road on the foot of 

Nyota mountain, then northwards along the Glendale-Nzvimbo road so as to 

exclude Rosa Business Centre to the Ruya river bridge, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

301780.29, 8108518.48; 292164.11, 8105657.11; 299556.13, 8102567.27; 

292771.65, 8106643.70; 297103.36, 8103655.74; 294870.36, 8107710.62;  

295480.65, 8101324.35; 296927.13, 8109438.46; 292857.43, 8101154.18; 

301780.29, 8108518.48. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Savi river 

tributary on the eastern boundary of Arda farm so as to exclude it, then 

north-east along the Savi tributary to its confluence with Savi river then 

eastwards along Savi river to the northern boundary of Mwenje dam, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Moores Grant and Ndiri East 

Estate so as to exclude them, then north-east along the eastern boundary of 

Banff and Skytekke farms so as to exclude them up to the Savi river 

tributary on the eastern boundary of Arda farm, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

287937.62, 8099629.66; 289119.62, 8092875.16; 288412.49, 8098273.77; 

284703.35, 8091621.87; 288634.51, 8097104.69; 285232.29, 8100217.58; 

288697.26, 8095956.99; 286496.45, 8100145.13; 288908.24, 8094182.29; 

287937.62, 8099629.66. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Savi river and an unnamed stream south of Garwe village, then generally 

eastwards crossing the earth road south of Tinenhurike hill to the Glendale-

Nzvimbo road to the summit of Nyota Mountain (trigonomical beacon 

1559.8), then north-westwards and eastwards along Nyota mountain to an 

unnamed river and then southwards through the eastern foot of Dambo 

mountain so as to include it, then south-east so as to include Dambo Clinic 

and Kanyemba dip tank, then generally southwards past Chakanyuka 

village and Kanyemba School so as to exclude, them then to the northern 

boundary of Muripfumbi farm, then westwards along the boundary of 

Veronica and Villa Franca farms so as to exclude them up to the confluence 

of Mwenje and Savi river then northwards along Savi river to its confluence 
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with an unnamed stream, the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

287937.62, 8099629.66, 288612.83; 8096594.83; 295532.28, 8098144.63; 

288476.12, 8098263.03; 296046.34, 8095645.15; 290258.04, 8099970.08; 

289172.88, 8093013.19; 293789.87, 8100954.31; 288876.78, 8094479.84; 

295299.24, 8100850.02. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the bridge on 

Changa river south of Muringai Business Centre, then generally 

southeastwards along Changa river to the district boundary to the south 

western corner of Ashwell farm so as to exclude it, then southwards along 

the district boundary to the south-western corner of Duntarie farm so as to 

exclude it, then westwards along the northern boundary of Moorfields, Bally 

Hooly and Muripfumbi farms so as to exclude, them to a point about 300m 

from Muriwo river then generally north-east to Kanyemba road to Kanyemba 

Secondary School, then generally northwards along an unnamed stream so 

as to exclude Dambo Clinic, then east of Dambo Mountain to the source of 

an unnamed stream then along the unnamed stream to Changa river, then 

generally south-eastwards along Changa river to the bridge south of 

Muringai Business Centre, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

300108.62, 8100447.66; 296632.10, 8103215.33; 295683.67, 8095283.14; 

298416.30, 8103727.26; 295866.61, 8097238.86; 299754.43, 8101607.33; 

295578.84, 8099629.78; 299998.40, 8100873.74; 295580.59, 8101568.75; 

300108.62, 8100447.66. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of 22A Moores Grant farm, then eastwards along the farm 

boundaries of Moores Grant, Pasidya to the north-eastern corner of Revelle 

farm so as to exclude Chiweshe Communal land, then southwards along 

Mazowe-Bindura District boundary up to Mazowe river, then generally 

westwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with Mwenje river, then 

westwards along Mwenje river to its confluence with Murodzi river, then 

generally northwards along Mwenje river to the north-eastern corner of 

Satchel farm, then west along the Satchel farm boundary so as to exclude it 

up to the north-eastern corner of Ardura farm, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Ardura farm to the south-western corner of Glendale 

Estate so as to include it and exclude Ardura farm, then southwards along 
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the boundary of Ardura Extension Subdivision C of 22A Moores Grant, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Subdivision C of Moores Grant to 

its south-western corner, then northwards along the western boundary of 

Subdivision C of Moores Grant and 22A Moores Grant farm to the north-

western corner of 22A Moores Grant farm, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

285610.42, 8091267.69; 296277.67, 8084313.78; 301089.07,  8084107.76; 

295663.43,8085488.37; 300005.74, 8084300.55; 295438.81, 8086292.25; 

298292.83,8085252.66; 294351.59, 8086206.19; 297113.30, 8084832.41; 

290552.54,  8087502.96. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

eastern corner of Highwood farm on the southern boundary of Potlock farm, 

then eastwards along Potlock farm boundary to the south-eastern corner of 

Potlock A farm so as to exclude it and include Amandas Township Reserve 

then southwest along the Amandas Township Reserve to the railway line, 

then generally southwards along the Amandas Estate boundary so as to 

include the Post Office and ZRP and exclude Amandas Estate and Rockwood 

farm, then westwards on the southern boundary of GMB silos and then 

northwards along the GMB silos boundary, Concession Hospital so as to 

include them, then westwards along the Concession Hospital boundary to 

the state land boundary, then southwest along the state land boundary to 

the north-eastern corner of Duncombe farm, then south-west along the 

Duncombe farm boundary up to the north-eastern corner of Somerset on 

the foot of Manda hill, then westwards along the Somerset farm boundary 

up to Murodzi river so as to exclude Somerset farm, then generally north-

eastwards along Murodzi river up to the north-western corner of Highwood 

farm, then eastwards along Highwood farm boundary to the north-eastern 

corner of Highwood farm, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

280216.7, 8080555.92; 281420.82, 8076302.99; 283411.77, 8078342.82; 

277445.17, 8075872.45; 282098.13, 8076070.01; 278209.74, 8076860.12; 

281383.97, 8075656.72; 278687.60, 8078007.09; 281280.16, 8076128.33; 

279038.02, 8078867.32. 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Satchel farm, then north-eastwards along the Satchel 

farm boundary to Mwenje river, then southwards along Mwenje river to its 

confluence with Murodzi river, then generally eastwards along Mwenje river 
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to its confluence with Mazowe river, then southwards along Mazowe river to 

the north-eastern corner of Lot 4 of Glendale (Fox), then westwards along 

the northern boundary of Lot 4 of Glendale to the southern corner of 

Glengrey farm (Major Brown) so as to include it, then southwards along the 

western boundary of the golf course up to the north-eastern corner of 

Westvile so as to exclude it, then westwards along the Old Westview 

boundary to the north-western corner of Old Westvile, then southwards 

along the Old Westvile boundary to the Glendale-Concession road so as to 

include Protea farm, then south wards along Sally Mugabe road so as to 

include Brawlands farm, then south wards along Chiremba road to a point it 

meets a gravel road UTM (293485E, 8028957S), then east wards along a 

gravel road to a point it meets another gravel road UTM (29358287E; 

8078967,10S), then south wards along the said gravel road to another 

gravel road UTM (293598,10E; 8078787,04S), then west wards along the 

gravel road to Chiremba road, then north wards along Chiremba road to a 

point it meets the clinic boundary, then west wards along the said boundary 

to the foot of an unnamed hill UTM (293308,25E; 8078844,94S), then west 

wards along the Glendale township boundary to the south-western corner of 

Taalnet Secondary School on the Harare-Bindura road, then generally 

north-east along the Harare-Bindura road to the northern corner of Farm ID 

of Glendale, then eastwards along the farm boundary to Mazowe river, then 

generally south-west along Mazowe river to the south-eastern corner of 

Farm 1 of Glendale so as to exclude it, then westwards along the boundary 

of Farm 1 Glendale to the boundary of Farm 13A of Glendale then 

southwards along the boundary of Farm 13A of Glendale to the north-

eastern corner of Granite farm, then northwest along the Granite farm 

boundary so as to exclude it to the north-eastern boundary of Amandas 

Estate, then northwards along the Amandas Estate boundary to the south-

western corner of Auchendinny farm so as to include it, then southwards 

along the Potlock A farm boundary to the south-eastern corner of Potlock A 

then north-west along the Potlcok A boundary to Garamapudzi river, then 

north along Murodzi river to the Southwell farm boundary then north-

westwards along the Southwell farm boundary to Garamapudzi river, then 

eastwards along Garamapudzi river to its confluence with Murodzi river, 

then eastwards along Murodzi river to the southern corner of Heyshot farm, 

then north-west along the Kilmer-Heyshot boundary up to the corner of 

Craigengower and Kilmer farms then northwards up to the north-western 

corner of Satchel farm, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

296343.18, 8084223.67; 286571.00, 8081979.51; 284359.72, 8078545.16; 

288201.85, 8082470.31; 280065.92, 8085304.19; 290040.25, 8082273.08; 
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282754.47, 8083633.55; 291827.25, 8082971.86; 285000.28, 8082821.12; 

295134.34, 8086382.08. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Cotco road (Sally 

Mugabe) junction on the Glendale-Concession road, then eastwards along 

the Glendale-Concession road to a point on the road south-west of stand 

number 97 of old Westview suburb, then northwards along the Glendale 

township boundary so as to include stand number 97 up to the north-

western corner of stand number 90, then eastwards along a gravel road so 

as to include stand number 90 to its junction with 30m West Road then 

northeastwards along 30m West Road to its junction with Road 1033 then, 

nortwards along the Western boundary of Glendale District Club to the 

stream on the Glendale - Chiweshe Road then northwest along the stream to 

Mwenje River then generally eastwards along Mwenje River to its confluence 

with Mazowe River, then generally southwards along Mazowe River to the 

southwestern corner of Lot 4 of Glendale to the Harare-Bindura road, then 

northeast along the Harare-Bindura Road up to the railway-road level 

crossing, then westwards along the railway line to the Glendale-Chiweshe 

Road, then southwards along the Glendale-Chiweshe Road to the 

southeastern corner of the old sewer ponds, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of the old sewer ponds to Shumba Road, then 

northwestwards along Shumba Road up to the northwesterncorner of stand 

number 1355 then southwards up to stand number 1378 so as to exclude 

it, then further south along the western boundary of Tsungubvi Primary 

school up to stand number 3094 on Freedom Road so as to exclude it, then 

westwards along Freedom Road so as to include Tsungubvi Primary school 

to its junction with Sally Mugabe Road so as to exclude Sisk Residential 

area and include Cotco up to the Glendale - Concession Road, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

293814.76, 8078189.67; 297623.08, 8084728.31; 294365.98, 8079010.77; 

296905.88, 8083354.29; 292529.22, 8080066.20; 296301.60, 8082158.70; 

296343.18, 8084223.67; 296507.79, 8080915.16; 296888.30, 8084856.08; 

296230.47, 8079104.33. 

Ward 18 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwenje and Mazowe rivers, then eastwards along Mazowe river to the 

Mazowe-Bindura District boundary then southwards along the district 

boundary to the south-eastern corner of Brecon farm, then generally 

westwards along the southern boundaries of Brecon and Watchfield farms to 
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the south-western corner of Watchfield farm, then generally northwards 

along the western boundaries of Watchfield, Kandy, Volynia, Bandari, 

Inyatsi farms so as to include them up to the southern corner of Clifton 

farm, then north-west along the Clifton farm boundary to Mazowe river, 

then south-westwards along Mazowe river to the south-eastern corner of 

Lawrencedale farm then generally westwards along the Lawrencedale farm 

boundary so as to exclude Georgia West to the Granite farm boundary, then 

north-eastwards along the Lawrencedale farm boundary so as to exclude 

Granite farm up to the north-western corner of Farm 12 Glendale, then 

eastwards along the Farm 12 boundary to Mazowe river, then generally 

north-eastwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with Mwenje river, the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

289100.15, 8075275.25; 303243.90, 8073596.35; 296795.59, 8080708.58; 

302474.62, 8071429.30; 297031.45, 8083406.13; 303068.35, 8069446.18; 

299073.22, 8085242.96; 301961.18, 8068071.93; 299881.22, 8083814.14; 

300341.04, 8067329.41. 

Ward 19  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn staring from the north-western 

corner of Bretten farm, then north-east along the Bretten farm boundary up 

to the south western corner of Lawrencedale farm so as to exclude Granite 

farm and include Georgia West, then south-east along Georgia West farm 

boundary to Mazowe river, then northwards along Mazowe river to the 

south-western corner of Clifton farm so as to exclude Lawrencedale and 

Farm 1 Glendale, then south-east along the Clifton farm boundary so as to 

exclude it to the north-eastern corner of Bloomfield farm so as to include it, 

then southwards along the Bloomfield farm boundary so as to exclude 

Inyatsi, Bandary, Iron Duke, Volynia and Kandy farms, then south-west 

along the Maggies Dale-Watchfield farm boundary to the southwestern 

corner of Watchfield farm so as to exclude it, then east along the Watchfield 

farm boundary up to the southern boundary of Brecon farm, then north-

eastwards along the Brecon farm boundary to the Mazowe-Bindura District 

boundary, then generally southwards along the district boundary to the 

south-eastern corner of Valeria farm, then south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Valeria farm so as to include it up to Mazowe river, 

then northwards along Mazowe river to the southern shore of the dam on 

the north-eastern corner of University College Dairy farm, then north-west 

along the University College Dairy farm boundary to Iron Mask mountain 

range, then north-eastwards along the Iron Mask mountain range to the 

north-western corner of Mazowe dam on Smithfield farm, then northwards 

along Mazowe river to its confluence with Nemhara river, then south-west 
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along the Yarrowdale farm boundary so as to exclude Lenon Pool The 

Willows Plot uto the south-eastern corner of Yarrowdale farm, then north-

west along the Yarrowdale farm boundary to the south-western corner of 

Yarrowdale farm, then generally north-eastwards along the Yarrowdale 

boundary up to the north-western corner of Bretten farm, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

284989.19, 8059761.97; 299256.34, 8063559.33; 286714.00, 8064661.73; 

299226.08, 8062328.49; 292109.40, 8073075.25; 300374.05, 8061584.34; 

296244.43, 8073981.22; 288820.26, 8056655.28; 300598.08, 8066047.83; 

287582.03, 8058646.07. 

Ward 20  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Thetford farm on Mazowe river, then westwards along the 

Thetford farm boundary up to the district boundary (Mazowe/Goromonzi) so 

as to exclude Valeria farm, then southwards along the District/Provincial 

boundary( Mazowe/Mashonaland East) up to the south-eastern corner of 

Calgary farm, then westwards along the Calgary farm boundary to the 

southern boundary of Oldbury farm to the southern corner of Eskbank 

farms, then generally northwards along the Eskbank farm boundary to the 

northern corner of Chitamba farm, then westwards along the Mugutu farm 

boundary so as to exclude it up to the south-eastern corner of Maryvale 

farm on the Harare-Bindura road, then generally northwards along the 

Maryvale farm boundary to the western corner of Hidden Valley farm on the 

Harare-Bindura road, then generally eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Hidden Valley to the north-eastern corner of Hidden Valley on 

the Christon Bank boundary, then northwards to the north-western corner 

of Blue Hills, then generally eastwards along the Blue Hills property 

boundary to Mazowe river, then northwards along Mazowe river to the 

north-western corner of Thetford farm, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295675.90, 8043481.66; 289073.07, 8056067.97; 286615.83, 8049666.69; 

294157.80, 8056615.89; 289485.91, 8055293.69; 294113.75, 8052351.23; 

289299.38, 8055627.51; 294983.09, 8049208.28; 289112.91, 8055934.43; 

2 95675.90, 8043481.66. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

corner of Berea Extension farm on the District -Provincial boundary then 
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northwards along the Berea Extension farm boundary to the north-western 

corner of Berea Extension farm, then eastwards along the farm boundary so 

as to include it up to the Netherfield farm boundary, then north-east along 

the Netherfield farm boundary so as to include it then southwards along the 

Netherland farm boundary to southern corner of Tavydale farm so as to 

exclude it, then north-east along the Tavydale/Belford Estate boundary to 

the northern corner of Belford Estate 2 north-east of Belbownie School so as 

to include it and eastwards along the northern boundaries of Belford Estate 

Number 2 and Bellevue farm so as to exclude Evingah and Ascot Vale farms 

to the north-eastern corner of Bellevue farm on the Umsasa farm boundary 

then northwards along the western boundary of Umsasa farm up to the 

northern corner of Umsasa farm, then north-eastwards along the Umsasa 

farm boundary to the north-eastern corner of Mbebi Jersey farm, then 

southwest along the eastern boundaries of MbebiJersey, Springvale, 

Passarford Stockade, Mayfield and Gwebi farm on the District/Provincial 

boundary then generally north-westwards along the District/Provincial 

boundary to the southern corner of Berea Extension farm, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

284585.35, 8059277.53; 268847.07, 8046660.06; 279935.97, 8053232.77; 

263603.64, 8054719.88; 279253.57, 8050299.53; 267310.09, 8060012.35; 

277424.19, 8043882.04; 273560.03, 8061682.07; 271315.5, 8047139.91; 

24585.35, 8059277.53. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of The Great Riversdale farm on Murodzi river, then 

eastwards along The Great Riversdale boundary so as to exclude Somerset 

farm to the south-eastern corner of Somerset farm, then northwards along 

the Somerset boundary up to the north-eastern corner of Somerset farm so 

as to exclude it, then north-eastwards across Manda hill to a point south-

west of Concession Hospital then eastwards along the Concession Hospital 

boundary to the hospital access road up to the Concession-GMB road, then 

southwards to the south-western corner of GMB then eastwards along GMB 

depot boundary to its south-eastern corner then northwards along the 

boundaries of GMB, Dunstan and the Railway station so as to exclude them 

and to include Robbie compound, Muchenje farm, Rockwood compound, 

Kembo Plot to the north-western corner of Amandas Township Reserve so as 

to exclude it and to include Amandas Estate to the north-western corner of 

Amandas Estate, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Amandas 

Estate to its north-eastern corner so as to exclude Auchendinny Estate, then 
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southwards along the Amandas Estate boundary to the south-western 

corner of Farm 13 of Glendale on the granite farm boundary, then north-

west along the Granite farm boundary to its northern corner so as to 

exclude it and include Amandas Estate, then southwards along the 

Amandas Estate boundary to the south-eastern corner of Summerdale farm 

so as to exclude Bretten farm and generally south-westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Normadale farm to the southern corner of Thurlows 

Plot on the Yarrowdale farm boundary so as to exclude it, then northwards 

along the western boundary of Thurlows Plot to a stream south of Whitefield 

farm then westwards along the stream to the Foyle Estate boundary, then 

north-west along the Foyle Estate boundary so as to exclude it and include 

Whitefield farm to northern corner of Foyle Estate, then south-west along 

the Foyle Estate boundary so as to include Jumbo Reserve, then generally 

northwards along the eastern boundaries of Farm number 9 and Francesca 

farms so as to exclude them and include Jumbo Mine up to the boundary of 

Tegwani farm so as to exclude it and to include The great Riversdale 

crossing Jumbo dam to the south-western corner of The Great Riversdale 

farm, then northwards along the western boundary of The Great Riversdale 

farm to the north-western corner of The Great Riversdale farm, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

283403.59, 8078670.40; 277019.56, 8067084.11; 284884.14, 8078521.53; 

274375.41, 8067275.28; 283725.82, 8074968.78; 275954.51, 8071040.21; 

282502.27, 8065787.47; 281419.40, 8076355.79; 279942.49, 8066352.78; 

281297.27, 8075970.64. 

Ward 23 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Barwick „A‟ farm on the District-Provincial boundary, then 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of Barwick „A‟, Cairnsmore Estate, 

Gruinard and Barwick Estate F so as to include them, then south-

westwards along the Barwick Estate boundary to the southern corner of 

Lazy 7 so as to exclude Howick Ridge Extension, then eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of Howickridge Extension and Cranham Extension so 

as to include Leuwsrust to the eastern corner of Leuwsrust farm, then 

south-westwards along the Leuwsrust farm boundary to the western corner 

of Glen Devon farm so as to exclude it, then south-east along the Glen 

Devon farm boundary crossing Watakai river up to the eastern corner of 

Klein Kopjies farm on the Oudekraal farm boundary, then south along the 

eastern boundaries of Oudekraal and Netherfield C and B farms to the 

corner of Netherland B farm, then westwards along the southern boundaries 

of Netherfield “B”, MooiLeegte so as to include them, then south-east along 

Sandown farm boundary so as to include it and exclude Berea Extension, 
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then westwards along the District-Provincial boundary so as to include 

Sandown, Sandringham Estate, Yate and Marshfield farms, then northwards 

along the District-Provincial boundary up to the north-western corner of 

Barwick A farm, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

276229.68, 8067771.25; 247391.38, 8066180.93; 275264.20, 8064076.42; 

246856.64, 8078733.44; 268939.65, 8061621.24; 260198.60, 8072489.11; 

261423.17, 8057676.51; 276797.69, 8072864.61; 246447.21, 8058073.82; 

274590.49, 8068933.49. 

Ward 24  

1t is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Ruorka Ranch, then south-east wards along the northern 

boundaries of Ruorka Ranch, California, Horta Estate, Three Sisters and 

Musorodoni farm so as to include them, then southwards through 

Musorodoni Mountain, then south-east wards to the eastern corner of 

Mountain Home farm, then south-westwards along the boundary of 

Mountain Home farm to its south-eastern corner so as to include it, then 

north-west along the Mountain Home farm boundary to ID Barwick Estate 

boundary south-west along the ID Barwick Estate boundary to the south-

eastern corner of ID Barwick Estate, then westwards along the southern 

boundaries of ID Barwick and Wychwood farms on the Provincial boundary 

so as to include them northwards along the Provincial boundary up to the 

north western corner of Ruorka Ranch, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

269795.67, 8093449.43; 249282.46, 8084533.39; 271165.44, 8086378.95l; 

252136.05, 8091618.22; 270234.12, 8084089.71; 257330.49, 8101906.82; 

270050.37, 8083531.89; 260168.00, 8099857.71; 266654.18, 8083460.30; 

269795.67, 8093449.43. 

Ward 25  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Blighty farm, then north-eastwards along the Blighty farm 

boundary to the Frogmore farm boundary, then generally south-east along 

the Frogmore farm boundary to Chiweshe communal land boundary so as to 

exclude Frogmore farm and include Blight, Petra and Hasfa farm 

boundaries, then south-west along Hasfa/Chiweshe communal lands 

boundary up to the southern corner of Banff so as to include it, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Banff farm to the north-western 

corner of Ndiri Estate so as to exclude it, then general southwards along the 
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eastern boundaries of Ndiri up to the northern boundary of Ndiri South, 

then westwards along the northern boundary of Ndiri to the eastern 

boundary of the Meadows state, then southwards along the western 

boundary of Ndiri South and Managaz (Zanadu) up to Garamapudzi river so 

as to exclude them, then generally westwards along Garamapudzi river on 

the Rivers farm boundary to the south-western corner of the Rivers farm 

proceed north-west along Rivers farm boundary to the summit of Musorodon 

mountain then north-east along the Rivers farm boundary crossing Tsatse 

river to the south-western corner of Musorodoni farm so as to exclude it, 

then north-west along Musorodoni farm boundary to the north-western 

corner of Nhangura farm then north-east along Nhangura farm to the 

summit of Makumbiri mountain so as to include Nhangura, Ethel Grange 

and Belavista farm, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Maori farm up to Sawi river, then generally northwards along Sawi river 

up to the south-eastern corner of Wendiri farm, then north up to 

Musonedi/Nzvimbo road so as to include Copley School to the northern 

boundary of Machere farm to the north-western corner of Blighty farm, the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

285608.96, 8105027.77; 274491.94, 8083279.24; 275255.90, 8083812.43; 

273919.10, 8083014.50; 275060.33, 8083728.35; 273427.09, 8083199.70; 

274841.50, 8083525.33; 273273.07, 8083483.97; 274659.47, 8083428.56; 

278288.91, 8100782.31. 

Ward 26  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Pembi Chase 

farm boundary on the eastern shore of Hyde dam, then eastwards along the 

Pembi Chase farm boundary to the northern boundary of Blanco and Vigila 

farms so as to include them up to the north-eastern corner of Vigila farm, 

then southwards along the eastern boundaries of Vigila and Mandindindi 

farms to the southern corner of Mandindindi farm on Ruya river, then 

north-west along the southern boundary of Mandindindi farm to the summit 

of a hill on the south-eastern corner of Pembi Chase farm, then generally 

westwards along the southern boundaries of Pembi Chase and Chidziva 

farms to the Mvurwi-Concession road, then southwards along the Chidziva-

Mondynes farm boundary so as to exclude Brotherton and Whaddon Chase 

farms to the south-eastern corner of Braadjule farm north-west along the 

Braadjule farm boundary to Musengezi river, then northwards along 

Musengezi river to the north-eastern corner of Rhimbick farm so as to 

exclude it, then north-west along Rhimbick farm boundary to the district 

boundary, then northwards along the district boundary to the north-western 
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corner of Stockwell farm then south-east along the Stockwell farm boundary 

to Musengezi river, then generally south-west along Musengezi river up to 

the tributary of Musengezi river in Umvekwe north farm, then generally 

south-eastwards along the stream to the Cooldery Estate boundary then 

eastwards along Cooldery farm boundary to the north-eastern corner of 

Cooldery farm so as to include it, then southwards along the Cooldery farm 

boundary to Pembi river, then generally north-eastwards along Pembi river 

so as to exclude Pembi dam and Hyde dam on the Pembi Chase farm 

boundary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

266805.89, 8128700.42; 274331.43, 8115169.35; 271829.51, 8123795.86; 

275198.91, 8116075.46; 269227.09, 8121543.99; 278918.02, 8108893.87; 

267308.53, 8117977.95; 273768.89, 8110524.19; 271186.66, 8113062.89; 

258902.14, 8109961.72. 

Ward 27  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

eastern corner of Four Streams farm on the Chiweshe Communal land 

boundary, then southwards along the southern boundaries of Four Streams 

and Elgin farms to Mamunga hill where Blagidon East, Sarimba and Elgin 

farms meet, then south-westwards along the northern boundary of Sarimba 

summit of a hill on the north-western corner of Sarimba, then south-east 

along the western boundary of Sarimba up to a hill on the southern corner 

of Sarimba up to a hill on the southern corner of Sarimba, then eastwards 

along the Forrester B farm boundary to the south-eastern corner of 

Forrester B farm on the Chiweshe communal boundary, then generally 

south-westwards along the eastern boundaries of Elsinora, Forrester A, 

Forrester Estate A and Frogmore Extension up to the south-eastern corner 

of Frogmore south-west along Frogmore boundary to the Petra farm 

boundary so as to exclude Hasfa farm, then generally north-west along the 

north-eastern boundaries of Petra and Blighty farms so as to exclude them, 

then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Mandindindi farm 

and Vigila farm so as to exclude it, then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Forrester Estate A, Sandown (Forrester F), Donje and 

Birthday farms to the north-western corner of Birthday farm on Musengezi 

river, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Birthday, Blagdon, 

Elgin and Ruwongore farms to the north-western corner of Ruwongore farm 

so as to exclude Govete Ranch, Chipanza, then eastwards along the 

Ruwongore farm boundary so as to exclude Rumanje farm up to the north-

eastern corner of Four Streams, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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281072.61, 8131906.35; 278798.76, 8127086.13; 284872.23, 8127044.52; 

279381.61, 8128419.97; 283484.01, 8104187.97; 280281.88, 8129256.95;  

279879.87, 8110487.78; 280732.98, 8130691.64; 281813.19, 8124261.47; 

281072.61, 8131906.35. 

Ward 28  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Thornpark Estate, then eastwards along the Thornpark 

Estate boundary to the north-eastern corner of Teviotdale on the district 

boundary so as to include Thornpark Estate and Teviotdale farms, then 

southwards along the district boundary to the north-eastern corner of 

Pomona so as to include Wingate Golf Course and exclude Hatcliffe South 

Extension, then westwards the district boundary up to the south-western 

corner of Zizalisari B, then southwards along the Zizalisari boundary (the 

district boundary) to the south eastern corner of Zizalisari so as to exclude 

state land then westwards along the district/provincial boundary to the 

south-western corner of Thornpark Estate then generally northwards to the 

north-western corner of Thornpark Estate, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

288250.7, 8042139.46; 292845.16, 8037477.73, 294726.98, 8042992.22; 

291910.60, 8037782.93, 295715.25, 8043399.48; 290668.06, 8037664.32, 

296137.31, 8041239.44; 287881.35, 8037762.67296596.72, 8038768.04; 

287464.24, 8037763.58. 

Ward 29  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Edmonston farm on the district boundary, then eastwards 

along the district boundary so as to include Edmonston and Barrock farm to 

the north-eastern corner of Barrock on Musengezi river, then southwards 

along Musengezi river to the south-western corner of Donje farm so as to 

exclude it, then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Donje 

farm so as to include The Pines up to the north-eastern corner of The Pines 

then south-west along the eastern boundary of The Pines and Chigudu 

farms to the south-western corner of Sandown (Forrester F) so as to exclude 

it, then eastwards along the Sandown (Forrester F) boundary to the north-

eastern corner of Arrowan farm, then south-west along the Arrowan farm 

boundary to the summit of Nhowe hill where Pembi and Egdon farms meet, 

then east along the Egdon farm boundary to the north-eastern corner of 

Egdon and generally southwards along the Egdon and Pembi Falls farm 

boundary up to the eastern corner of Pernath farm so as to include it to the 

Vigilla farm boundary, then westwards to the northern boundary of Blanco 

and Pembi Chase farms so as to exclude them then westwards along the 
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northern boundary of Pembi Chase farm up to Hyde dam, then generally 

north-east along the eastern shore of Hyde dam up to the Spill way, then 

northwards along Pembi river to the south Vukwe farm, then north-west 

along the south-western boundary of Vukwe farm to the south-eastern 

corner of Pembi B farm, then north-west along the boundary of Pembi B so 

as to include it and exclude Pembi A to the south-eastern corner of Usaka 

Estate to Musengezi river so as to exclude Umvukwe Flats up to Musengezi 

river up to the north-eastern corner of Stockwell farm, then generally north-

westwards along the Stockwell farm boundary so as to exclude it to the 

district boundary, then north-east along the district boundary up to the 

north-western corner of Edmonston farm, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

275410.39, 8116070.02; 283564.61, 8134379.78; 270372.62, 8122318.00; 

282462.70, 8133061.00; 272991.96, 8124440.49; 281244.27, 8132069.03; 

272970.25, 8139946.53; 280562.08, 8130280.58; 279590.99, 8128319.00. 

Ward 30  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Rhimbick farm on the Provincial-District boundary, then 

south-east along the northern boundary of Rhimbick farm up to Musengezi 

river, then south wards along Musengezi river up to the northern boundary 

of Omeath H farm up to the south-western corner of Whaddon Chase farm 

so as to include Omeath K the north wards along the western boundaries of 

Whaddon Chase and Brotherton farms so as to include them, then 

eastwards along the Brotherton farm boundary through the northern 

boundaries of Hariana Estate to Mandindindi farm boundary, then generally 

south-eastwards along the Mandindindi farm boundary to Ruya river, then 

south-west along Ruya river to its confluence with an unnamed stream west 

of Copley Primary School so as to exclude it, then southwards along the 

Wendiri farm boundary to the south-western corner of Kartu farm on Savi 

river so as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along the Ruia 

Ranch “A” and Macumbiri farms so as to include them to the Musorodoni 

farm boundary, then generally north-westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Macumbiri, Omeath and Chiwira farms up to the Provincial 

boundary, then northwards along the Provincial boundary up to the north-

western corner of Rhimbick farm, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

278061.34, 8101792.33; 276927.54, 8106870.04; 278218.37, 8100836.68; 

276600.59, 8106124.38; 266582.01, 8096883.25; 277065.10, 8104092.04; 
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278103.18, 8107922.92; 277502.57, 8103299.05; 77394.09, 8107307.90; 

278061.34, 8101792.33. 

Ward 31  
It is area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

corner of Howick Vale Estate proceed south-east along Howick Vale Estate 

northern boundary up to the north-east beacon of Howick Vale Estate then 

proceed north-eastwards along the western boundary of Rocky mountain 

farm up to it‟s a point it meet The Rivers farm so as to exclude it, then 

south-eastwards along The Rock mountain farm up to Garamapudzi river, 

then eastwards along Garamapudzi river up to the north-west boundary of 

Southwell farm so as to include UmvuradonaRamahori farms, then 

southwards along the western boundary of Southwell farm up to the 

southern of Southwell farm, then south-eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Southwell up to Murodzi river thensouthward along Murodzi 

river up to the north-west corner of Somerset so as to include Kachere, 

Sunnyside A and Devondale farms proceed eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Somerset farm up to Manda Hill so as to include it then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Somerset up to the south-east 

beacon of Somerset, then westwards along the southern boundary of 

Somerset farm, Manyewe Estate so as to include them, then proceed 

southwards along Burley Bottom and Glen Devon eastern boundaries up to 

south most corner of Glen Devon farm, then north-westwards along Glen 

Devon western boundary so as to include it, then north-eastward along Glen 

Devon boundary up to the eastern corner of Leuwsrust farm, then north-

west along Leuwsrust farm boundary so as to exclude it to the south-west 

corner of Howickridge Extension, then north-eastwards along the western 

boundaries of Howick Ridge Extension, Howick Extension, Howick Vale 

Estate up to the north-western corner of Howick Vale Estate, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

278549.99, 8084931.71; 274995.49, 8083687.34; 278815.03, 8078485.00; 

275984.38, 8083646.39; 265058.99, 8080592.75; 276770.84, 8083798.03; 

273399.51, 8083251.54; 277217.65, 8083835.79; 274504.77, 8083292.78; 

277824.21, 8084338.71. 

Ward 32  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Ndiri South extension farm, then south-eastwards along 

Ndiri South extension boundary to the Wormwood farm boundary, then 

northwards along Wormwood Estate farm boundary to the north-western 

corner of Wormwood Estate so as to include it to the south-eastern corner of 
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Ndiri B, then north-west along the Ndiri Estate farm boundary so as to 

include it to the north-western corner of Ndiri Estate on the Chiweshe 

communal land boundary then east along the northern boundaries of Ndiri 

east Estate and Mooresgrant farm so as to include them and exclude 

Chiweshe communal land to the north-eastern corner of Mooresgrant, then 

genrally southwards along the Mooresgrant farm boundary to the 

southwestern corner of 22A Mooresgrant C farm so as to include 

Mooresgrant A, then eastwards along Mooresgrant C farm boundary to the 

Ardura farm boundary then north to the north-western corner of Ardura 

farm, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Ardura farm 

to the north-eastern corner of Ardura farm, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Ardura farm so as to include it to the north-eastern 

corner of Craignegower farm, then eastwards along Kilmer farm boundary 

up to Heyshot farm boundary then south-east along Heyshot farm boundary 

up to Murodzi river, then generally westward along Murodzi river up to its 

confluence with Garamapudzi river, then north-west along Garamapudzi 

river up to the south-western corner of Managas farm, then north-east along 

the western boundaries Managas and Ndiri South farm up to the north-

western corner of Ndiri South farm, the starting point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

282059.62, 8091532.59; 285080.91, 8082757.10; 290909.04, 8082636.46; 

283284.75, 8083488.83; 288947.55, 8082284.40; 280815.32, 8084822.79; 

287793.49, 8082020.92; 279219.45, 8084914.01; 286449.92, 8082253.12; 

277217.65, 8083835.79. 

 Ward 33  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the railway-road 

level crossing on the Glendale –Chiweshe road, then south-eastwards along 

the railway line to the railway-road crossing on the Harare-Bindura road, 

then south-westwards along the Harare-Bindura road up to the south-

western corner of Taal Net Secondary School, then north-westwards along 

the western boundary of Taal-Net Secondary School (Glendale township 

boundary) so as to exclude Brawlands farm to the foot of an unnamed hill 

UTM (293194.17; 8078203.90), then generally north eastwards along the 

foot of a hill to a point it meets Tsungubvi Clinic southern boundary, then 

east wards along the said boundary to a point it meets Chiremba road, then 

south wards along the said road to a point it meets a gravel road UTM 

(2934485.06, 8078786.12), then generally north wards along the gravel road 

so as to include house number 643, then west wards along the gravel road 

to Chiremba road, then generally north wards along Chiremba road to a 

point it meets Sally Mugabe road, then eastwards along Sally Mugabe road 

to its junction with Freedom road, then southeast along Freedom road to the 
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southeastern corner of Tsungubvi Primary School, then northwards along 

Tsungubvi Primary school boundary so as to exclude it to the northeastern 

corner up to Shumba road, then southeastwards along Shumba road to the 

southern corner of the old sewer ponds then northeast along a foot path to 

the south-eastern corner of the old sewer ponds on the Glendale-Chiweshe 

road, then northwards along the Glendale-Chiweshe road to the railway - 

road level crossing, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

293127.66, 8079148.44; 293953.03, 8078253.18; 294463.84, 8079274.16; 

293775.22, 8078168.57; 294468.41, 8079579.15; 293622.16, 8078094.84;  

294768.25, 8078423.80; 293464.12, 8078020.84; 294218.16, 8078432.17; 

293198.79, 8078244.10. 

Ward 34  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Belford Estate, then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Belford Estate to the north-eastern corner of Belford Estate so 

as to exclude Pentland, then northwards along the Pentland western 

boundary to Marasauta river on the north-western corner of The Great 

Riversdale farm, then generally south-east along the farm boundary of The 

Great Riversdale farm so as to include it and exclude Purley farm and 

generally westwards along the northern boundaries of The Great Riversdale, 

Tegwani and Francesca farms so as to include them and exclude Jumbo 

Mine and generally eastwards along Jumbo Mine boundary to the railway 

line, then generally southwards along the Jumbo Mine boundary up to the 

southern corner of Jumbo Reserve so as to include Francesca and Farm 

number 9A, then north-east along the Jumbo Mine Reserve to the northern 

corner of Foyle Estate, then generally south-eastwards along the Foyle 

Estate boundary so as to include it and exclude Whitfield and Welbeck 

Township up to the Iron Mask boundary to the south-western corner of Iron 

Mask farm so as to exclude it and include Foyle Estate then north-west 

along the southern boundary of Foyle farm to the Ascot Vale farm boundary, 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of Ascot Vale farm up to the 

south-eastern corner of Ascot Vale farm so as to exclude Umsasa A farm, 

then north-west along the southern boundaries of Ascot Vale and Evingar 

farms so as to include them and exclude Belford Estate Number 3 to the 

south-western corner of Evingar, then south-west along the Tavydale farm 

boundary to the southern corner of Tavydale on Mvurwi hill, then 

northwards along the Tavydale farm boundary to the north-western corner 

of Belford Estate, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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283569.79, 8065379.21; 286239.89, 8062238.85; 286922.72, 8065813.07; 

275032.02, 8061248.02; 286731.33, 8064926.38; 275351.53, 8063683.45;  

286494.94, 8063939.82; 276446.13, 8067530.16; 285958.00, 8063347.95; 

280101.78, 8066097.90. 

Ward 35  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

corner of University Dairy farm, then south-eastwards to Dusura river then 

northwards into Mazowe dam, then south-eastwards along Mazowe river to 

the south-eastern corner of Spelonken Estate, then south-westwards along 

the southern boundary of Spelonken farm up south-western corner of this 

farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Henderson farm, then 

proceed westwards along the southern boundary of Henderson farm up to 

the northern western corner of Hidden Valley, then southwards along 

Bindura/Harare highway to the point where it touches Mugutu farm 

boundary, then eastwards along Mugutu farm boundary to the north-

eastern corner of Mugutu farm, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Mugutu farm up to the north-eastern corner of Komani farm, 

then generally south-west along Komani farm boundary to the 

Mazowe/Zvimba boundary then north-west along Mazowe/Zvimba district 

boundary to the south-western corner of Bendauch farm, then northwards 

along the western boundary of Bendauch farm up to north-western corner of 

Bendauch farm, then westwards along the southern boundary of Mugutu 

farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Selby farm, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Selby farm up to south-western 

corner of Selby farm, then northwards along Selby, Dunbury, Boundsgreen, 

Pearson Resettlement so as to include them, then north-east along Iron 

Mask mountain up to the northern corner of University Dairy farm, which is 

the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

289073.07, 8056067.97; 286785.99, 8057906.44; 289472.84, 8055427.29; 

286933.73, 8057591.71; 287044.64, 8038135.54; 287211.86, 8058313.47; 

278714.68, 8043090.53; 288021.00, 8058123.50; 280076.65, 8052769.04; 

288247.03, 8057349.48.  
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MBIRE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 
Ward 1 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Zambezi River meets the Mozambique –Zimbabwe international boundary, 

then generally southwards along the Mozambique –Zimbabwe international 

boundary to a point where it meets with Angwa River, then generally south-

westwards along Angwa River to its its confluence with Manyima River, then 

generally northwest wards along Manyima River to a point where it meets 

with the southern boundary of Dande Safari Area, then generally westwards 

along the Dande Safari Area boundary to a point where it meets with the 

Hurungwe-Mbire district boundary, then generally northeast wards along 

the boundary to a point where it meets with Zambezi River, then generally 

eastwards along Zambezi River to a point where it meets with the 

Mozambique –Zimbabwe international boundary, the starting point.This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

223904.71, 8282271204.60; 224140.45, 8229242.71; 215212.40, 

8222974.37; 206600.46, 8228110.08; 184502.87, 8228017.65; 214665.21, 

8256751.13; 209275.39, 8262252.48; 209118.81, 8268617.79. 

Ward 2 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Manyame River meets the Zimbabwe–Mozambique international boundary, 

then generally southwards along Manyame River to its confluence with 

Mbayo River, then generally westwards along Mbayo River to a point where 

it meets with the Mazambara–Kanongo Road, then generally southwards 

along the Mazambara–Kanongo Road to a point where it meets the 

Mushumbi-Kanyemba Road, then generally southwards along the 

Mushumbi – Kanyemba Road to a point where it meets with the 

Mazambara–Masoka Road, then generally southwest wards along the 

Mazambara-Masoka to a point where it meets with Gwase River, then 

generally westwards along Gwase River to its confluence with Mururuzi 

River, then generally northwards along Mururuzi River to its confluence with 

Angwa River, then generally northeastwards along Angwa River to a point 

where it meets with the Zimbabwe – Mozambique international boundary, 

then generally eastwards along the Zimbabwe – Mozambique international 

boundary to a point where it meets with Manyame River ,the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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238108.76, 8228968.79; 244503.95, 8222267.69; 238647.55, 8215988.11; 

226295.61, 821775.99; 224531.88, 8203060.35; 218155.74, 8202259.40; 

225298.45, 8229135.25. 

Ward 3  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Eastern Gwase River and Manyame River, then generally southwards along 

Eastern Gwase River to its its confluence with Bwazi River, then generally 

southwards along Bwazi River to a point where it meets Tsetse Fly Control 

Game Fence, then generally northwestwards along the Tsetse Fly Control 

Game Fence to a point where it meets Mahuwe –Kanyemba Road, then 

generally northwards along the Mahuwe-Kanyemba Road to a point where it 

meets Mazambara –Kanongo Road, then generally eastwards along the 

Mazambara-Kanongo Road to a point where it meets Mbayo River, then 

generally eastwards along Mbayo River to its confluence with Manyame 

River, then generally northwards along This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (Manyame River to its 

confluence with Eastern Gwase River ,the starting point.s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

244350.81, 8221623.79; 240139.54, 8214710.37; 250601.65, 8207491.28; 

237615.68, 8210971.41; 22674.75, 8213096.96; 227925.20, 8218438.34; 

239121.27, 8215750.15.  

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Karemwe River meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, 

then generally southeast wards along Karemwe River to its confluence with 

Kasuka River, then generally southeast wards along Kasuka River to its 

confluence with Kadzi River, then generally southwest wards along Kadzi 

River to a point where it meets with Bhinya Road, then generally 

southwards along Bhinya Road to a point where it meets with the National 

Park Game Fence, then generally westwards along the National Park Game 

Fence to a point where it meets with the Chombe-Sundi Road at Gwaze Fly 

Gate, then generally northwards along Chombe –Sundi Road to a point 

where it meets with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, 

then generally eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boundary to a 

point where it meets with Karemwe River, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

270006.63, 8229974.85; 280941.24, 8220964.75; 270097.73, 8199712.00; 

258290.92, 8202817.08; 267129.34, 8229701.38. 
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Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Kopo and Musengezi Rivers at the Mbire-Muzarabani district boundary, 

then generally southwards along Musengezi River to its confluence with 

Kazhuga River, then generally northeast wards along Kazhuga River to its 

confluence with Kopo River, then generally westwards along Kopo River to 

its confluence with Kadzi River, then generally northwards along Kadzi River 

to its confluence with Musengezi River at Caborra-Bassa Lake, then 

generally south eastwards along Musengezi River to its confluence with Kopo 

River, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

193882.92, 8225989.18; 193934.07, 8216099.55; 190660.42, 8213628.30; 

185467.45, 8213676.60; 189106.33, 8221359.53; 182663.90, 8221024.41; 

181964.68, 8226463.99; 185875.17, 8228701.66; 191318.05, 8227880.80. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from a point where Tsetse Fly 

Control Game Fence meets Kadzi River, then generally eastwards along 

Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence to a point where it meets with Bhinya Road 

at Musengezi Fly Gate, then generally southwards along Bhinya Road to a 

point where it meets with Chidyambwizhu Road, then generally northwards 

along Chidyambwizhu Road so as to include Kwainona village to a point 

where it meets with Utete River, then generally southwest wards along Utete 

River to a point where it meets the Guruve-Mbire district boundary (at the 

peak of Mavhuradonha mountain range), then southwest wards along the 

district boundary to a point where it meets with Kadzi River, then generally 

northwards along Kadzi River to its confluence with Katonho River, then 

generally northwards along Katonho River to its confluence with Kadzi River, 

then north east wards along Kadzi River to a point where it meets with 

Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

269756.67, 8199608.78; 270592.89, 8194315.26; 264316.14, 8183665.22; 

260468.14, 8184763.22; 262274.85, 8187606.05; 259760.66, 8186603.04; 

266348.10, 8201399.10. 

Ward 7  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Dande River meets Njanike Road, then generally southeast wards along 

Njanike Road to a point where it meets with Mahuwe–Kanyemba Road, then 

generally southwards along the Mahuwe–Kanyemba Road to a point where it 

meets with Mahuwe–Chitsungo Road, then generally northwest wards along 

Mahuwe–Chitsungo Road to a point where it meets with Hambe River, then 
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generally southwards along Hambe River to a point where it meets with 

Mavhuradonha mountain range at its peak, then generally westwards along 

the peak of Mavhuradonha mountain range to a point where it meets with 

Gangura River, then generally northwards along Gangura River to a point 

where it meets with Mahuwe–Chitsungo Road, then generally westwards 

along the Mahuwe–Chitsungo Road to a point where it meets with Karai 

River, then generally northwards along Karai River to its confluence with 

Dande River, then generally northwards along the Dande River to a point 

where it meets with Njanike Road, the starting Point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

266348.10, 8201399.10; 257280.79, 8189809.13; 252968.75, 8192096.46; 

253040.30, 8185809.01; 250318.36, 8185534.25; 249075.37, 8192295.45; 

239960.64, 8191944.80; 238365.83, 8206385.55. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Dande and Karai Rivers, then generally southwards along Karai River to a 

point where it meets with Mahuwe–Chitsungo Road, then generally 

eastwards along Mahuwe–Chitsungo Road to a point where it meets with 

Gangura River, then generally southwards along Gangura River to a point 

where it meets with Mavhuradonha mountain range at its peak, then 

generally westwards along the peak of Mavhuradonha mountain range to a 

point where it meets with Chivichegora River, then generally northwards 

along Chivichegora River to a point where it meets with Sikande-Chitsungo 

Road, then generally eastwards along the Sikande-Chitsungo Road to a 

point where it meets with Dande River, then generally northwards along 

Dande River to its confluence with Karai River ,the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

240167.00, 8204968.76; 240166.78, 8191692.61; 249086.18, 8192284.50; 

250060.64, 8185641.99; 228768.71, 8190102.87; 233153.17, 8198716.10; 

236144.34, 8198984.97; 239431.16, 8204958.91.  

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Mahuwe–Kanyemba Road meets Hambe River old channel, then generally 

southwards along Hambe River old channel to its confluence with Dande 

River, then generally southwards along Dande River to a point where it 

meets with ARDA-Neshangwe Road, then generally north westward along 

ARDA–Neshangwe Road to a point where it meets with Manyame River, then 

generally northeast wards along Manyame River to a point where it meets 

with Muchekayawa Road, then north westwards along Muchekayawa Road 

to a point where it meets the Mahuwe–Kanyemba Road, then generally 
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eastwards along Mahuwe-Kanyemba Road to a point where it meets Hambe 

River old channel, the starting Point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

239246.84, 8210570.09; 238516.89, 8206276.64; 236206.48, 8200037.56; 

230726.12, 8205617.66; 234249.93, 8207919.38; 235106.12, 8207896.51; 

234821.62, 8211967.59. 

Ward 10  
It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from the a point where 

ARDA-Neshangwe Road meets Dande River, then generally south westwards 

along the Dande River to a point where it meets Chivichegora River, then 

generally south westwards along Chivichegora River to a point where it 

meets the peak of Mavhuradonha mountain range (Mbire-Guruve District 

boundary), then generally westwards along the peak of Mavhuradonha 

mountain range to a point where it meets Manyame River, then generally 

north eastwards along Manyame River to a point where it meets ARDA-

Neshangwe Road, then generally south eastwards along ARDA-Neshangwe 

Road to a point where it meets Dande River, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

236206.48, 8200037.56; 236295.24, 8198887.14; 228554.24, 8190155.56; 

224503.39, 8191765.52; 223223.23, 8196588.23; 226724.97, 8198769.45; 

226186.06, 8202516.47; 230726.12, 8205617.66.  

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Angwa and Mururuzi Rivers, then generally southwards along Mururuzi 

River to its confluence with Gwase River, then generally southwards along 

Gwase River to a point where it meets Mavhuradonha mountain range at its 

peak, then generally south westwards along Mavhuradonha mountain range 

peak to a point where it meets with Mbire-Hurungwe District boundary, 

then generally northwards along the Mbire-Hurungwe District boundary to a 

point where it meets with the Dande Safari Area boundary, then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Dande Safari Area to a point 

where it meets Manyima River, then generally south eastwards along 

Manyima River to its confluence with Angwa River, then generally eastwards 

along Angwa River to its confluence with Mururuzi River, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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222029.44, 8223347.76; 218338.99, 8202151.03; 201919.72, 8198057.25; 

188957.78, 8184363.45; 185197.21; 8185638.30; 194149.96, 8210575.89; 

184791.31, 8228830.31; 206359.13, 8228800.05. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the a point where 

Chombe-Sundi Road and the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary meet, then generally southwards along the Chombe-Sundi Road to 

a point where it meets with the Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence at Gwase fly 

gate, then generally north westwards along Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence 

to a point it meets Pfurukwa River, then generally north westwards along 

Pfurukwa River to its confluence with Bwazi River, then generally north 

eastwards along Bwazi River to its confluence with Eastern Gwase River, 

then generally northwest wards along Eastern Gwase River to its confluence 

with Manyame River, then generally northwards along Manyame River to a 

point where it meets with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary, then generally eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary to a point where it meets with Chombe-Sundi Road, 

the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

267140.86, 8229624.01; 257606.88, 8200850.05; 240334.75, 8214491.24; 

244670.48, 8218970.40; 243011.18, 8223601.10; 238938.28, 8223996.35; 

238878.37, 8229088.56. 

Ward 13 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary meets Kopo River, then 

generally southeast wards along Kopo River to its confluence with Kazhuga 

River, then generally southwards along Kazhuga River to its confluence with 

Musengezi River, then generally south westwards along Musengezi River to 

its confluence with Sapa River, then generally south westwards along Sapa 

River to a point it meets Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence, then generally 

westwards along the Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence to a point where it 

meets Bhinya Road at Musengezi Fly Gate, then generally north eastwards 

along Bhinya Road to a point where it meets with Kadzi River, then generally 

northeast wards along Kadzi River to its confluence with Karemwe River, 

then generally northwest wards along Karemwe River to a point where it 

meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then generally 

eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to a 

point where it meets Kopo River, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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270239.62, 8199436.76; 281468.31, 8220693.25; 270350.24, 8229878.78; 

276773.47, 8229944.20; 288494.55, 8224524.74; 296438.24, 8221942.89; 

293837.60, 8213949.96. 

Ward 14  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Musengezi and Sapa Rivers, then generally southeast wards along 

Musengezi River to its confluence with Utete River, then generally southwest 

wards along Utete River to a point it meets Chidyambwizhu Road, then 

generally northwards along Chidyambwizhu Road so as to exclude 

Kwainona village to its a point where it meets Bhinya Road, then generally 

northwards along Bhinya Road to a point where it meets Tsetse Fly Control 

Game Fence at Musengezi Fly Gate, then generally eastwards along Tsetse 

Fly Control Game Fence to a point it meets Sapa River, then generally 

northeast wards along Sapa River to its confluence with Musengezi Rivers, 

the starting pointThis area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

284236.89, 8207903.12; 281913.32, 8198515.99; 270867.52, 8194628.10; 

269680.32, 8199751.88; 278362.68, 8200749.37; 281959.53, 8205677.94.  

Ward 15  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Mahuwe River meets Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence, then generally south 

westwards along Mahuwe River to its confluence with Katonho River, then 

generally southeast wards along Katonho River to its confluence with Kadzi 

River, then generally southwest wards along Kadzi River to its a point where 

it meets Mavhuradonha mountain range at its peak, then generally 

westwards along the peak of Mavhuradonha mountain range to a point 

where it meets Hambe River then generally northwards along Hambe River 

to a point where it meets Mahuwe-Chitsungo Road, then generally southeast 

wards along Mahuwe –Chitsungo Road to a point where it meets Mahuwe-

Mushumbi Road, then generally northwards along Mahuwe-Mushumbi Road 

to a point where it meets with Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence, then 

generally eastwards along Tsetse Fly Control Game Fence to a point where it 

meets Mahuwe River, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

266387.91, 8201676.27; 259707.78, 8194574.24; 260423.69, 8184917.71; 

253478.52, 8185802.93; 253048.98, 8192562.35; 257303.89, 8189654.40; 

256751.01, 8200884.83; 260339.88, 8203216.01.  
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Ward 16  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Mazambara-Masoka Road meets Mahuwe-Kanyemba Road (at Chapoto fly 

gate), then generally eastwards along Mahuwe-Kanyemba Road to a point 

where it meets Muchekayawa Road, then generally southeast wards along 

Muchekayawa Road to a point where it meets with Manyame River, then 

generally southwest wards along Manyame River to a point where it meets 

Mavhuradonha mountain range at its peak, then generally westwards along 

Mavhuradonha mountain range at its peak to a point where it meets Gwase 

River, then generally northeast wards along Gwase River to a point where it 

meets Mazambara-Masoka Road, then generally northwards along 

Mazambara-Masoka Road to a point where it meets w Mahuwe-Kanyemba 

Road (at Chapoto fly gate), the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

240201.63, 8204934.84; 239950.88, 8191867.18; 249052.07, 8192461.25; 

250091.80; 8185719.84; 217654.12, 8178311.70; 232939.72, 8198680.27; 

236294.70, 8198931.42; 239516.73, 8204959.93.  

Ward 17 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Mahuwe-Mushumbi Road meets Hambe River old channel, then generally 

southeast wards along Mahuwe-Mushumbi Road to a point where it meets 

Njanike Road, then generally westwards along Njanike Road to a point where 

it meets Nyagonye-Sikande Road, then generally westwards along Nyagonye-

Sikande Road to a point where it meets Dande River, then generally 

northwards along Dande River to its confluence with Hambe River old 

channel, then generally northwards along Hambe River old channel to a 

point where it meets Mahuwe-Mushumbi Road, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

243580.71, 8211440.34; 256599.83, 8201015.99; 238386.43, 8206452.23; 

239277.49, 8210692.24; 241886.21, 8211774.81. 
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PFURA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Musingwa 

and Kasuro rivers then north eastwards along Musingwa river to a point 

UTM coordinates (343732,8196452) then south eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (351994,8194046) then generally southwards 

along an imaginary line to a point in Musingwa river at UTM 

(350035,8184166), then generally westwards along Musingwa river to its 

confluence with Kapanda river, then generally westwards along Kapanda 

river to a point UTM (342642,8182526), then south westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (339810,8181432) where it meets Mt Darwin-

Muzarabani District boundary, then north westwards along the said district 

boundary to a point UTM (335326,8191366), then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to Kasuro river UTM (340803,8194251), then north 

eastwards along Kasuro river to its confluence with Musingwa river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

342783.27, 8161993.62; 351883.59, 8165356.80; 353868.08, 

8165582.317; 352154.20, 8163357.27; 352379.71, 8162154.55; 

352094.06, 8160771.42; 351492.70, 8159673.93; 348816.64, 8159027.47; 

346411.19, 8155314.06; 44281.37, 8157522.81; 342783.27, 8161993.62; 

342783.27, 8161993.62. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyarandi and Mukumbura rivers, then eastwards along Mukumbura river 

(Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary) to a point UTM (365853, 

8205930), then generally south westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point (348177,8200005), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point in Mukumbura river UTM (355100,8209422), then eastwards 

Mukumbura river to its confluence with Nyarandi river, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA 

coordinates: 

359413.52, 8198406.78; 355786.66, 8209298.50; 357959.70, 8209548.03; 

359206.43, 8209066.41; 360623.33, 8208798.49; 361885.89, 8208823.84; 

363241.61, 8208378.1; 364076.81 8207664.26; 364882.69, 8207588.35; 

364825.39, 8206496.41; 359413.52, 8198406.78. 
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Ward 3  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in 

Mukumbura river UTM (371670, 8201429), then generally south eastwards 

along the said river (Zimbabwe-Mozambique International boundary) to a 

point UTM coordinates (383547,8186776), then north westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (371069,8194236), then generally northwards 

along an imaginary line to a point UTM (372080,8196054), generally north 

wards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (371670,8201429) in 

Mukumbura river, the starting point.1This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

383480.48, 8186896.60; 373481.96, 8200300.70; 374504.87, 8198680.94; 

374504.87, 8198680.94; 377250.46, 8196621.78; 380266.56, 8195242.40; 

381740.48, 8194414.41; 383016.96, 8192299.42; 383272.71, 8190825.43; 

383661.48, 8188958; 24383480.48, 8186896.60. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mukumbura river and its tributary at UTM (365854,8205860), then 

eastwards along Mukumbura river to a point UTM (371670,8201429), then 

generally south westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(371083,8194185), then westwards along an imaginary line to Musingwa 

river UTM (343662,8196509), then generally northwards along Musingwa 

river to a point UTM (342587,8199467), then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (362739,8199423), then northwards along an 

imaginary line to Mukumbura tributary UTM (365902,8205674), then 

northwards along the tributary to its confluence with Mukumbura river, at 

UTM (365854,8205860), the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

371623.83, 8201545.26; 371472.83, 8200908.44; 366424.24, 8205639.25; 

367059.97, 8205491.42; 367671.57, 8205463.25; 368747.48, 8204669.38; 

369537.24, 8204279.85; 369717.77, 8203292.37; 370618.54, 8202753.21; 

371519.77, 8202198.85; 371623.83, 8201545.26. 

Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point UTM (352901, 

8193763), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(370322,8193981), then south westwards along an imaginary line to the top 

of the Mavhuradonha mountain to a point UTM (362859,8183192), then 

westwards along the said mountain to Kapanda river UTM coordinates 

(342307E 8182519S), then generally north eastwards along Kapanda river 
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to its confluence with Musingwa river, then generally eastwards along 

Musingwa river to a point UTM (350056,8184172), then northwards along a 

Musingwa tributary to a point UTM (352901,8193763), then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (352901,8193763), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

370276.18, 8193973.69; 358820.17, 8182675.15; 343257.80, 8182892.77; 

344340.25, 8183504.15; 345452.77, 8184115.54; 346134.32; 8184716.90; 

346244.57, 8185438.53; 347056.41, 8184867.24; 348680.08, 8184606.65; 

351686.89, 8185729.19; 370276.18, 8193973.69. 

Ward 6  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Fusiri river 

UTM (342081,8172484) then north eastwards along the said river to a point 

UTM (344170,8173255), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (345715,8172196), then south westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point UTM (348328,8172636), then generally south westwards 

along an imaginary line to a stream UTM (348653,8172204), then generally 

westwards along the said stream to a point UTM (347183,8170426), then 

generally south westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(346382,8169940), then westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(342912,8162045), then generally south westwards along an imaginary line 

to an unnamed dam, then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (344330,8166898), then generally eastwards along a straight line 

to an unnamed stream UTM (352314,8167207), then generally south 

eastwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed stream UTM (352991, 

8166205), then south westwards along the unnamed stream to a point UTM 

(351709,8165191), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

UTM (342876,8162023), then north wards along an imaginary line to Fusire 

river UTM (342081,8172484), the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

348328.09, 8172657.64; 347228.39 8170406.31; 342729.81, 8168623.63; 

344297.13, 8166876.84; 352710.46, 8166018.30; 342697.78, 8162514.11; 

341194.38, 8166202.47; 339954.07 8170619.97; 341031.51, 8172043.2; 

342063.85, 8172464.15; 348328.09, 8172657.64. 

Ward 7  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at St Albert‟s 

Mission property boundary (Muzarabani-Mt Darwin district boundary) UTM 

(317391,8177758) then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 
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UTM (317788,8178873) then south eastwards along an imaginary boundary 

to the peak of Mavhuradonha mountain range UTM (324086E 8180312S), 

then generally south eastwards along an imaginary line to Chomaturi river 

UTM (328223,8178699), then generally south wards along the said river to a 

point to a point UTM (329026,8176027), then generally south westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point where it meets Karuyana river UTM 

(323843,8173568), then north westwards along the said river to 

Muzarabani-Mt Darwin district boundary UTM (317335,8177332), then 

north eastwards along the said district boundary to a point UTM (317391, 

8177758), the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

328454.87, 8178661.89; 323379.83, 8173937.82; 322406.21, 8173975.07; 

321863.05, 8174280.58; 321490.05, 8174612.28; 320932.47, 8175056.66; 

320113.15, 8175210.97; 319404.92, 8175841.11; 318393.52, 8176192.08; 

326367.00, 8178773.53; 326367.01, 8178773.53; 328454.87, 8178661.89 

Ward 8  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Musingwa 
river UTM (352984,8182277) then generally south eastwards along the said 

river to a point UTM (356684,8177738), then generally south westwards to 
Sohwe mountain trig beacon 833/S, then south westwards along an 
imaginary line to Nyandiro dam UTM (345822,8172210), then generally 

north westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (339704, 8181411) 
so as to include Chimwaya mountain, then north eastwards along an 
imaginary line to a point where it meets Kapanda river UTM 

(342432,8182550) then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point in 
Musingwa river UTM (352984,8182277), the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 
south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 
352967.41, 8182283.25; 353003.62, 8181284.12; 353214.10, 8180893.24; 

354266.48, 8180061.35; 354958.05, 8179590.29; 355599.50, 8179119.22; 

356090.62, 8178467.75; 356675.30, 8177694.76; 347622.69, 8172348.89; 

344004.49, 8173431.34; 340944.02, 8177479.16; 352967.41, 8182283.25. 

Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Chidzanya 

river UTM (353762,8175230), then south-eastwards along the said river to a 

point UTM (354546,8174359) so as to include Chidzanya dam, then 

generally south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (355622, 

8174182), then generally southwards along an imaginary line to a stream 

UTM (355088,8169882), then generally south westwards along the said 

stream to a point UTM (352314,8167184), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to a stream UTM (344400,8166904), then generally north 

westwards along the said stream to a point UTM (342958,8169103), then 
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north eastwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed stream UTM 

(343882,8170050), then generally eastwards along the said unnamed 

stream to a point UTM (346452,8169946), then generally north eastwards 

along an imaginary line to a stream UTM (347208,8170417), then generally 

north eastwards along the said stream to a point UTM (348441,8172644), 

then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point in Chidzanya river 

UTM (353762,8175230), the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

352234.32, 8167165.66; 343746.77, 8167175.94; 343052.84, 8167893.80; 

342945.16, 8169508.99; 344823.56, 8170011.49; 347348.03, 8170478.09; 

348400.89, 8171674.53; 350759.79, 8173722.00; 355521.83, 8173640.56; 

354815.23, 8170603.68; 353537.33, 8168453.82; 352234.32, 8167165.66. 

Ward 10  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point UTM 

(356785,8177787), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(368799,8178130), then generally south east wards along an imaginary line 

to a point it meets Chiswiti river UTM (369548,8177614), then generally 

south eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Nyabote river, 

then generally westwards along Nyabote river to a point UTM (370002E 

8175035S), then south westwards along a tributary of Nyabote river to a 

point UTM (368005,8173502), then westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (354272,8173419) so as to include Donga dam, then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line to Sohwe mountain beacon 833/S, then 

north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (356785,8177787), 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

368686.17, 8178127.37; 372628.07 8176533.36; 374893.20, 8175440.89; 

376105.95, 8174769.37; 375083.63, 8174308.32; 373259.50, 8174699.21; 

371254.96, 8175480.98; 370332.87, 8175160.25; 369561.12, 8173696.94; 

368117.85, 8173496.49; 357323.41, 8173757.08; 363468.57, 8177540.65; 

368686.17, 8178127.37. 

Ward 11  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Musingwa 

river UTM (353048,8182318), then eastwards along Mavhuradonha 

mountain range to a point UTM (371766,8183011) on Mavhuradonha range, 

then south eastwards along an imaginary line to Donga river UTM 

(373573,8179310, then generally southwards along the said river to a point 

UTM (373646,8179335), then westwards along an imaginary line to 
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Musingwa river UTM (356765,8177721), then generally north westwards 

along the said river to a point UTM coordinates (353048E 8182318S), the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

356675.30, 8177694.76; 356090.62, 8178467.75; 355599.50, 8179119.22; 

354958.05, 8179590.29; 354266.48, 8180061.35; 353214.10, 8180893.24; 

353003.62, 8181284.12; 352967.41, 8182283.25; 362540.60, 8183156.24; 

373345.94, 8180968.41; 373586.49, 8179755.66; 356675.30, 8177694.76. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in 

Chipokoteke river UTM (364374,8173416), then eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point where it meets a tributary of Serere river UTM 

(368056,8173528), generally eastwards along the said tributary to its 

confluence with Serere river, then generally northwards along the said river 

to its confluence with Nyabote river, then generally eastwards along the said 

river to a point UTM coordinates (373952,8174617), then southwards along 

an imaginary line to an unnamed river UTM (373684,8172273), then 

generally southwards along the said river to a point UTM (373707,8166153), 

then south westwards along an imaginary line to a track UTM 

(369083,8164392), then generally north westwards along the said track to 

the peak of a hill (trig beacon 118/S), then north westwards along an 

imaginary line to Chipokoteke dam UTM (363563,8170333), then north 

eastwards along Chipokoteke river to a point UTM (364374,8173416), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

373902.19, 8174612.85; 372758.74, 8170764.74; 372375.88, 8168611.16; 

370631.05, 8164514.9; 365277.05, 8168547.35; 363474.43, 8170429.74; 

366534.27, 8173536.58; 368117.85, 8173496.49; 369821.71, 8174659.12; 

371164.75, 8175450.91; 373902.19, 8174612.85. 

Ward 13  

An area of land bounded by the line drawn starting from a point in Donga 

river UTM (358830,8173552), then eastwards along an imaginary to 

Chipokoteke river UTM (364422,8173397), then generally southwards along 

the said river to Chipokoteke dam (363563,8170333), then south eastwards 

along an imaginary line to a point on a hill UTM (365866,8166232), then 

westwards along an imaginary line to a stream UTM (352269,8166758), 

then generally north eastwards along the said stream to a point UTM 

(354760,8171136), then north wards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 
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(355619,8174186), then east wards along an imaginary line to a point in 

Donga river UTM (358830,8173552), the starting point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

364360.06, 8173400.08; 363697.76, 8171004.03; 364351.81, 8169648.07; 

365277.05, 8168547.35; 365519.47, 8166093.47; 359415.65, 8165973.20; 

359415.65, 8165973.20; 353071.28, 8166093.47; 352274.47, 8167326.26; 

353537.33, 8168453.82; 354634.82, 8171295.25; 364360.06, 8173400.08. 

Ward 14  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of Nyambuti 

Mountains Trig beacon 848/S; 1104, then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a stream UTM (374321,8160588), then generally east 

wards along the said stream to its confluence with Ruya river, then generally 

south west wards along the said river to its tributary, UTM 

(366256,8155400), then generally north westwards along the said tributary 

to a point UTM (362969,8160056), then eastwards along an imaginary line 

to the peak of a hill (trig beacon 1054, then south eastwards to the peak of 

Nyambuti mountains trig beacon 848/S; 1104, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

362850.80, 8160051.75; 376509.36, 8161057.06; 379155.35,8161410.36; 

375757.66, 8158704.24; 372420.10 8157170.76; 370420.57, 8155261.44; 

368030.16, 8155592.19; 365835.18, 8155945.49; 364331.78, 8156817.46; 

364632.46, 8158260.73; 363279.40 8158892.16, 362850.80, 8160051.75. 

Ward 15  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point UTM 

coordinates (356350,8166072) then eastwards along an imaginary line to to 

a tributary of Ruya river UTM (360144,8165896), generally then southwards 

along the said tributary river to its confluence with Ruya river, then 

generally westwards along Ruya river to its confluence with Karoyi river, 

then generally north westwards along the said river to a point UTM 

(354344E 8157206S), then northwards along an imaginary line to a point 

UTM coordinates (356350,8166072), the starting point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

363279.40; 8158892.16; 361174.63, 8161914.00; 362647.97; 8159839.31; 

363700.35, 8158441.14; 364121.30; 8157283.52; 365579.61, 8156291.27; 

365699.88; 8155366.68; 362467.56, 8154299.26; 357235.71; 8154675.11; 

354213.87, 8157178.28; 356574.21; 8164003.74; 363279.40, 8158892.16. 
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Ward 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Karoyi 

river UTM coordinates (353979,8166038), then eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (356326,8166075), then southwards along an 

imaginary line to meet Karoyi river then UTM (354547,8157242), then 

generally south eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Ruya 

river then, generally westwards along Ruya river to its confluence with 

Karuyana river, then generally north westwards along the said river to its 

intersection with Mt Darwin-Mukunbura road, then generally northwards 

along the said road to its intersection with Karoi river, then generally 

northwards along the said river to a point UTM (353979,8166038), the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

 356297.27, 8166068.89; 356634.35, 8161132.23; 354529.58, 8156366.44; 

352966.04, 8153622.73; 347208.00, 8152631.73; 345784.7, 8154516.00; 

348816.64, 8159027.47; 351943.72, 8159779.17; 352334.61, 8161793.73; 

352469.92, 8163537.68; 352893.78, 8166182.22; 356297.27, 8166068.89. 

Ward 17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a tributary of Karoyi 

river UTM (352901,8166181), then eastwards along an imaginary line to to 

Karoyi river UTM (353945,8166044), then generally southwards along the 

said river to its intersection with Mukumbura-Mt Darwin road, then 

generally south westwards along the said road to its intersection with 

Karuyana river, then generally northwards along the said river to a point 

UTM, (343003,8159339), then northwards along an imaginary line to a point 

UTM (342836,8162019), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

tributary of Karoyi river UTM (351756,8165158), then generally north 

eastwards along the said tributary to a point UTM (352901,8166181), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

342783.27, 8161993.62; 351883.59, 8165356.80; 353868.08, 8165582.31; 

352154.20, 8163357.27; 352379.71, 8162154.55; 352094.06, 8160771.42; 

351492.70, 8159673.93; 348816.64, 8159027.47; 346411.19, 8155314.06; 

344281.37, 8157522.81; 342783.27 8161993.62; 342783.27, 8161993.62 

Ward 18  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Karuyana river UTM 

(323884E 8173547S), then generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point where it meets a tributary of Karuyana river, the generally south 

eastwards along the said tributary to its confluence with Karuyana river, 
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then south eastwards along the said river to a point where it meets the 

boundary of Swan Lake Farm, then south westwards along Swan Lake, 

Alban, Largo farms and Pondorosa estate boundaries to a point where it 

meets Karuyana river so as to exclude them, generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Ridgerence Farm, then south westwards along the said 

farm boundary, then westwards along Ridgerence, Fiesta, Crownland farm 

boundary so as to include Ridgerence and Fiesta farms and exclude 

Crownland farm to a point where the said boundary meets Binga river, then 

generally north westwards along the said river so as to include Casamia 

farm and exclude Panorama farm, then north westwards along Mutwa estate 

–Stoltzvill boundary so as to include Stoltzvill farm and exclude Mutwa 

estate to a point where it meets Stanmore Farm boundary, then generally 

north wards along the said farm boundary to a point where it meets 

Jutland, Ruiana and Don Hope farm boundary so as to include Don Hope 

farm and exclude Jutland and Ruiana Farms, then northwards along the 

said farm boundary to a point where it meets karuyana river UTM 

(323884,8173547), the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

331241.28, 8170899.36; 332935.68, 8164358.29; 335912.42, 8163857.16; 

338658.64, 8163035.29; 337273.00, 8160279.05; 335982.58, 8161053.31 

329936.38, 8161218.68; 326799.28, 8163634.15 324494.06, 8165187.67; 

328648.47, 8173727.01; 330713.14, 8171010.86; 331241.28, 8170899.36 

 Ward 19  
A land area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Binga 

river UTM coordinates (320521,8167348) then generally south eastwards 

along Binga river to its confluence with Mutwa river, then generally south 

eastwards along Mutwa to its confluence with Mupudzi river, then 

westwards along Mupudzi river to a point UTM coordinates (323085, 

8154235), then south westwards along the farm boundaries of Bretten, 

Sherwood, Riodora farms so as to exclude Bretten and Riodora Farms and 

include Sherwood farm to a point where the boundary meets Tsatsi river, 

then generally north westwards along the said river to a point UTM 

(313603,8154872) then north westwards along the western, northern and 

eastern boundaries of Everton farm so as to include it to a point where it 

meets the north eastern boundary of Sherwood farm, then north eastwards 

along Sherwood farm, Nieuveld and Runyararo farms boundary to where it 

meets Mutwa river UTM (320555,8160632), then generally north westwards 

along the said river to a point UTM (317272,8164234), then north eastwards 

along the Mutwa estate-Stanmore farm boundary so as exclude Stanmore 

farm and include Mutwa estate to a point where it meets Binga river UTM 

(320521,8167348), the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

329450.55, 8153780.56; 317718.11, 8152293.89; 316269.50, 8151473.33; 

315408.3516, 8152817.726; 313544.65, 8154904.33; 320411.8176, 

8162294.14; 318646.19, 8162736.88; 317517.3986, 8164095.491; 

327190.16, 8163784.49; 329327.5088, 8158324.63; 329487.87, 

8153864.52; 329450.555, 8153780.566. 

Ward 20 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Karuyana 

river UTM (331264,8170850) then generally eastwards along the said river 

to its confluence with Fusire river then, generally north eastwards along 

Fusire river to a point UTM (339863,8170622), then southwards along 

Nyamhandi range to a point in Karuyana river UTM (344846,8156948), then 

generally south eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Ruya 

river, then generally westwards along Ruya river to its confluence with 

Mutwa river, then generally north westwards along Mutwa river to its 

confluence with Binga river, then generally northwards along Binga river to 

a point UTM coordinates (328975,8161642), then generally eastwards along 

an imaginary line to an unnamed dame, then eastwards along a stream to a 

point UTM (337841,8159920), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point where it meets a foot path UTM (339450,8160033), then generally 

north eastwards along the said track to a point where it meets Karuyana 

River UTM (339963,8161649), then north westwards along Karuyana river 

to its confluence with its tributary UTM(339551,8161963), then north 

westwards along the said tributary to a point where it meets a foot path 

UTM (330717,8166892), then generally northwards along the said track to a 

point UTM (330950,8168277), then generally north wards along an 

imaginary line to a stream UTM (330623,8169729), then north eastwards 

along the said stream to its confluence with Karuyana river UTM 

(331264,8170850), starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

339867.17, 8170580.476; 340753.38, 8149885.518; 330409.96, 

8151880.03; 330189.46, 8156580.681; 329327.50, 8160880.41; 

336832.00, 8160524.61; 337405.80, 8163095.43; 337405.80, 8163095.43; 

332827.93; 8171171.22; 336375.97; 8170599.93; 339673.43; 8170038.66; 

339867.17, 8170580.476. 
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Ward 21  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Tiringindi and Mupfuri rivers, then south-eastwards along Mupfuri river to a 

point UTM (348511,8144058), then westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (343194,8145903) then northwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM coordinates (343023,8144712), then northwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM coordinates (342916,8146375), then 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (347135,8146515), then 

generally south eastwards along an imaginary line to Tiringindi dam, then 

generally eastwards along Tiringindi river to its confluence with Mupfure 

river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

352483.06, 8143111.06; 346604.75, 8144415.33; 349284.76, 8143841.05; 

351358.57, 8143266.76; 352650.72, 8142760.27; 352913.93, 8142154.08; 

353153.22, 8142130.15; 353416.43, 8141858.96; 353807.27, 8141484.08; 

354230.00, 8141021.46; 354557.03, 8140646.57; 352483.06, 8143111.06. 

Ward 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Ruya and Bemberi rivers then eastwards along Ruya Range farm boundary 

to a point where it meets Mutondwe river UTM (333334,8143649), then 

generally south westwards along Mutundwe river to its confluence with 

Mutundu river, then generally southwards along Mutundu river to a point 

UTM (330366,8137389) on the southern boundary of Ruya Range farm, 

then westwards along the south western, north western, north eastern, and 

southern boundaries of Ruya Range farm to a point where it meets Ruya 

river UTM (316660,8139174), then generally north eastwards along Ruya 

river to its confluence with Bembere river, the starting point.  

333273.42, 8143685.03; 331873.27, 8141812.23; 331071.45, 8140860.07; 

330440.02, 8139316.58; 330545.26, 8137968.52; 316839.22, 8140303.81; 

318883.85, 8141155.74; 321229.16, 8142889.67; 323634.6, 8144398.09; 

324626.86, 8145510.61; 331191.73, 8143596.27; 333273.42, 8143685.03. 

Ward 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Ruya river 

UTM (342575,8150055), then generally north eastwards along Ruya river to 

its confluence with its tributary at a point UTM (349771,8152355), then 

south westwards along the said tributary to a point UTM (349103,8150266), 

then south wards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(348042,8146816), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

UTM (343023,8146379), then northwards along an imaginary line to Ruya 
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river UTM ( 342714,8150066), then generally north eastwards along Ruya 

river to a point UTM (342575,8150055), the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA 

coordinates: 
348070.98, 8148789.07; 347912.85 8147478.20; 346349.51, 8146329.62; 

343228.99, 8147079.16; 342397.10, 8149224.02; 342958.37, 8150266.38; 

344301.42, 8150927.87; 345844.91, 8152050.42; 347167.91, 8152471.37; 

348576.10, 8152269.66; 349635.71, 8151498.2; 348070.98, 8148789.07. 

Ward 24  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Karoi and Ruya Rivers, then eastwards along Ruya River to its confluence 

with its tributary UTM (361435,8154289), then south-westwards along the 

said tributary to a point UTM (358279,8151358), then south- eastwards to a 

point in Rushinga- Mount Darwin Road UTM (357706,8146916), then 

south-westwards along Rushinga –Mount Darwin Road to a point UTM 

(352465,8143086), then north-westwards along a stream to a point in 

Mupfuri River, then generally northwards along Mupfuri River to a point 

UTM (351854,8148633), then generally north westwards along an imaginary 

line to a tributary of Mupfure river UTM (348106,8148815), then generally 

westwards along the said tributary to a tributary of Ruya river UTM 

(348129,8148813), then generally north wards along the said tributary to its 

confluence with Ruya river, then generally eastwards along Ruya to its 

confluence with Karoi river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

354244.78, 8145330.20; 351581.90, 8147892.96; 348295.71, 8148339.63; 

349412.37, 8151179.16; 355010.67, 8154254.16; 360753.68, 8154554.84; 

360047.08, 8153246.88; 358739.11, 8152029.12; 358393.33, 8149879.25; 

357446.19, 8147564.01; 354915.96, 8146078.37. 

Ward 25 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

boundaries of plot 101 and 102 meet Ruya River, then eastwards along 

boundaries of the said plots so as to exclude plot number 101, then 

southwards along boundaries of 101, 105, 106, 113, 197, 198, 196, 115, 

122, 131, 129, 138, 29, 39 so as to include them and exclude 103, 104, 

107, 112, 195, 124, 125, 136, 145, 140, 28, 27, 26, then westwards along 

the said farm boundaries to a stream UTM (35735,8147205), then generally 

generally northwards along the said stream to its confluence with Ruya 

River, then generally eastwards along Ruya River to where it meets the 

boundaries of plots 101 and 102, the starting pointThis area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

361418.40, 8154354.43; 365248.86, 8155081.03; 368841.99, 8155802.66; 

371112.14, 8155321.57; 371608.26, 8154013.61; 369413.29, 8145444.21; 

358152.79, 8146752.17; 358393.33, 8149879.25; 358393.33, 8149879.25; 

359145.03, 8152750.75; 361418.40, 8154354.43. 

Ward 26  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mvuramachena stream and Mupfure River, then generally southwards along 

Mupfure River to its confluence with Tiringindi river, then generally west-

wards along Tiringindi river to Tiringindi Dam, then generally north-

westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (347062,8146480), then 

north eastwards along an imaginary line to Mt Darwin-Mukumbura road 

UTM (348209,8146850), then generally northwards along the said road to a 

point where it intersects Mvuramachena stream, then eastwards along the 

said stream to its confluence with Mupfuri River, the starting point.This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

361418.40, 8154354.43; 350592.85, 8145851.05; 348550.94, 8145659.62; 

347242.85, 8146584.86; 347753.32, 8148116.29; 348295.71, 8148339.63; 

350816.19, 148403.44; 351869.05, 8148212.01; 351550.00, 8147063.439; 

353081.43, 8145819.15; 354222.03, 8145296.70. 

Ward 27  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Ruya river 

UTM (380449,8165192), then generally southwards along the said river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, UTM (379173,8161439), then 

westwards along the said stream to a point UTM (374128,8160465), then 

westwards along an imaginary line to the peak of Nyambuti mountain (trig 

beacon 846/S), then westwards along an imaginary line to the peak of a hill 

UTM(369354,8160726), then south westwards along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed stream UTM (362885,8160074), then generally north westwards 

along the said stream to a point UTM (360123,8165872), then eastwards 

along Chibarachinemanyika range to the peak of a mountain UTM (365884,  

8166241), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(369021,8164365), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(373754,8166162), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to Ruya 

river UTM (380449,8165192), the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates): 
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379161.14, 8161418.09; 377366.30, 8160951.83; 375020.99, 8160906.72; 

362850.80, 8160051.75; 362166.88, 8160816.52; 360287.62, 8163041.56; 

360257.55, 8165161.36; 362587.83, 8165822.86; 369007.37, 8164379.59; 

378674.26, 8164995.98; 380658.76, 8163454.99. 

Ward 28  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Mupfuri 

river UTM (347098,8141697), then generally southwards along a stream to 

Mukumbura –Harare Road, then generally southwards along the said road 

to a point on the Arcadia and Arcadia Extension boundary UTM 

(347827,8188827), then generally south-eastwards along the said boundary 

so as to include Arcadia Extension and exclude Arcadia farm to Mukaradzi 

river UTM (351146,139780), then generally eastwards along the said River 

to a point UTM (364638,8139751), then generally south-eastwards along an 

imaginary line to Mushaki River UTM (365554,8136894), then generally 

eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Gwetera River, then 

generally south-westwards along Gwetera River to a point on Chiruma farm 

boundary (Mt Darwin-Shamva district boundary) UTM (355611,8129832), 

then north-westwards along the said district boundary to the peak of Mount 

Darwin mountain trigonometrical beacorn 24/P:, then south-westwards 

along Muskham and Thebus farm boundaries so as to include the farms, 

then north-westwards along Thebus, Fura and Labelle Esperance farm 

boundaries to Mupfuri River so as to include the said farms, then north-

eastwards along the said river to a point UTM (347098,8141697), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

344724.46, 8141246.74; 360227.48, 8140579.44; 367232.57, 8135986.43; 

367224.35, 8133981.03; 365608.62, 8133196.59; 363501.29, 8132620.74; 

361862.60, 8131166.01; 360322.38, 8130091.25; 358309.35, 8130171.70; 

356684.68, 8129861.10. 

Ward 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

Northern corner of farm 610 meets Ruya River, then South Eastwards along 

the boundary of 610, 611, 613, 616, 578, 577, 576, 529, to a point where 

boundary of farm 538 meets Mukotwe River UTM (396775, 8149023) (Mt 

Darwin-Rushinga district boundary), then generally Southwards along the 

said river to its confluence with Mazoe River, then generally South west 

wards along Mazoe river to its confluence with Gwetera River, then generally 

westwards along the said river to its confluence with Mtshaki River, then 

westwards along Mtshaki river to a point UTM (365503,8136886), then 

north westwards along an imaginary line to Mukaradzi River UTM (364567, 
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8139639), then westwards along the said river to a point UTM 

(362933,8139948), then north eastwards along the boundary of plot number 

153 and 154 so as to exclude plot 153 and include 154 to a point it meets 

plot145 boundary so as to include plot 145, then northwards along the 

boundaries of plots 145, 137, 132, 125, 123, 193, 195, 199, 112, 110, 108, 

107, 104, 103, 101 so as to include the said plots to Ruya river UTM 

(371523,8155486), then generally north westwards along Ruya river to a 

point where it meets the Northern corner of farm 610, the starting point.This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

371514.00, 8155570.48; 397284.75, 8146528.53; 398826.26, 8142180.46; 

394979.79, 8138013.48; 388103.84, 8138895.04; 382813.01, 8139563.40; 

379739.13, 8139761.54; 375844.54, 8138472.86; 372159.36, 8137143.31; 

369538.58, 8136377.98; 371623.29, 8155486.95. 

Ward 30  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mutuwa and Mupunzi rivers, then generally southwards along Mutuwa river 

to its confluence with Ruya river, then generally eastwards along Ruya river 

to a point UTM (336337,8149793), then south eastwards along an imaginary 

line to a point UTM (332834,8143382), then generally south easwards along 

an imaginary line to a point in Ruya river UTM (326485,8145641), then 

generally westwards along the said river to a point UTM (316526,8139123), 

then westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (313877,8139479) 

on the Mazowe-Mt Darwin district boundary, then north eastwards along 

the said district boundary to Dora river, then generally north westwards 

along the said river to its confluence with Tsatsi river, then generally 

northwards along Tsatse river to where it meets the boundary of Riodola 

farm, then north east wards along Riodola, Bretten farm boundaries so as to 

include the said farms to Mupunzi river UTM (323246,8154262), then 

generally eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Mutuwa river, 

the starting point .This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

336331.93, 8149875.14; 320808.21, 8142147.99; 321349.90, 8147333.80; 

320420.59, 8148209.83; 320019.60, 8149535.13; 318558.17, 8150189.64; 

317725.88, 8150134.36; 316972.56, 8150690.91; 317799.06, 8151697.35; 

328144.83, 8153393.46; 335220.85, 8150326.51. 

Ward 31 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mukumbura and Gombashamba rivers, then generally eastwards along 
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Mukumbura river to its confluence with Murongwe river, then generally 

south eastwards along Murongwe river to a point UTM (344183E 

8205426S), then south westwards along an imaginary line to point in 

Musingwa river UTM (342000,8201699), then generally southwards along 

Musingwa river to a point UTM (343127,8195997), then south westwards 

along an imaginary line to where it meets the Mt Darwin-Muzarabani district 

boundary UTM (335324,8191360), then north westwards along the said 

district boundary to Gomboshamba river, then westwards along the said 

river to its confluence with Mukumbura river, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

340385.13, 8211940.08; 336434.54, 8191905.11; 334825.50, 8204740.57; 

334202.56, 8207412.55; 333318.12, 8209640.98; 332093.94, 8212505.67; 

334401.00, 8213342.97; 335101.64, 8213209.79; 336928.15, 8213192.63; 

340333.93, 8211927.49. 

Ward 32 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mukumbura and Murongwe rivers, then eastwards along Mukumbura river 

(Zimbabwe-Mozambique boundary) to a point UTM (365048,8209425), then 

generally south westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(348078,8199921) then westwards along an imaginary line to a point where 

it meets Musingwa river UTM (342543,8199447), then generally northwards 

along Musingwa river to a point UTM (341713,8201716), then north east 

wards along an imaginary line to a point in Murongwe river UTM (343121, 

8203614), then generally north westwards along Murongwe river to its 

confluence with Mukumbura river, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

354321.58, 8207931.9; 340421.54, 8211952.03; 341987.08, 8211875.91; 

343654.81, 8211306.97; 345351.32, 8211267.63; 346247.71, 8210335.18; 

347621.46, 8210815.17; 350468.01, 8210489.46; 352101.28, 8210360.09; 

353809.94, 8210673.40; 354321.58, 8207931.90. 

Ward 33  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary UTM (383566,8186919), 

then generally eastwards along the said international boundary to a point 

where it meets Ruya river UTM (399667,8182245), then generally south 

westwards along Ruya river to its confluence with Munguza river, then 

generally westwards along Munguza river to a point UTM (386567,8180318), 

then north westwards along an imaginary line to a point where it meets 

Mukumbura river UTM (382295,8180752), then generally westwards along 
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the said river to a point UTM (378637,8180630), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to where it meets a track UTM (377209,8181181), then 

generally north westwards along the said track to a point UTM (374793, 

8182964), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(380274,81870870), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary UTM (383566, 

8186919), the starting.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

391886.96, 8178858.27; 380231.54; 8180727.86; 383784.34, 8186778.26; 

397328.98; 8182152.41; 399335.72, 8181610.19; 398584.58; 8180077.25; 

397988.59, 8179868.09; 397205.41; 8179537.64; 395506.31, 8178965.42; 

393275.58; 8178867.31; 392141.77; 8179018.12. 

 Ward 34  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point UTM 

(371091E 8194224S), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point in Kanorungwe range of mountains UTM (380142,8184967), then 

south westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (376288,8182917), 

then westwards along an imaginary line to Mavhuradonha range UTM 

(362704,8183149), then westwards along the said mountain range to a 

point UTM (362955,8183214), then generally north eastwards along the said 

range to a point UTM (371091,8194224), the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

362664.42, 8183153.92; 366370.15; 8189407.52; 366991.55, 8191592.47; 

369537.32, 8192875.37; 371007.77, 8194141.12; 371103.99, 8194205.26; 

376764.81, 8189747.17; 380181.79, 8187851.35; 380116.40, 8184952.31; 

376267.69, 8182899.66; 362664.42, 8183153.92. 

Ward 35 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of Mafindu 

mountain range UTM (322202,8178594), then generally eastwards along the 

said range to Chimwaya mountain UTM (341002,8177461), then generally 

south eastwards along Chimwaya mountains to a point it meets Fusire river 

UTM (344186,8173265), then generally south westwards along the said river 

to its confluence with Karuyana river, then generally westwards along 

karuyana river to a point UTM (327684,8174616), then north eastwards 

along an imaginary line to a point where it meets Chomaturi river UTM 

(329001,8176072), then generally north westwards along the said river to a 

Mafindu mountain range UTM (328449,8178720), then generally eastwards 

along the said mountain range to its peak UTM (322202,8178594), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

344174.07, 8173274.33; 340324.91, 8170790.36; 338270.26, 8168194.48; 

337097.60, 8170329.31; 335714.47, 8171451.86; 333890.34, 8170980.79; 

331845.71, 8171331.58; 330232.05, 8171030.90; 327631.43, 8174585.19; 

331172.96, 8178642.66; 338467.01, 8178368.41. 

Ward 36 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Fusi and Ruya Rivers, then generally eastwards along Ruya River to a point 

UTM (340679E 8149935S), then generally south-eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point where it meets Mupfuri River UTM 

(344796,8141415), then south-westwards along the said river to a point 

UTM (340111,8136333), then westwards along an imaginary to a point 

where it meets Mutundu River UTM (330515,8137793), then generally 

northwards along Mutundu River to its confluence with Mutondwe River, 

then generally north-eastwards along Mutondwe River to a point UTM 

(333324,8143743), then generally north-eastwards along an imaginary line 

to a point in Ruya River UTM (336751,8149811), then generally eastwards 

along the said river to its confluence with Fusi River, the starting point.This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

342274.91, 8149227.41; 344692.30, 8141401.30; 343534.68, 8140138.44; 

342933.32, 8139091.07; 341720.57, 8138073.76; 330280.82, 8137371.55; 

330515.19, 8139066.01; 331011.32, 8140504.27; 331422.25, 8141451.41; 

333657.31, 8142774.41; 338388.02, 8149985.74. 

Ward 37  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Mavhuradonha Mountain Range UTM (374785,8182912), then south 

eastwards along the mountain range to a point where it meets Mukumbura 

river UTM (378995,8180490), then generally eastwards along the said river 

to its confluence with Munguza river, then generally south eastwards along 

Munguza river to its confluence with Ruya river, then generally south 

westwards along Ruya river to its confluence with Donga river, then 

generally north westwards along Donga river to a point on the foot of a 

mountain UTM (373362,8181292), then north westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on the peak of Mavhuradonha Mountain range 

UTM (371696,818297), then eastwards along the said mountain range to a 

point UTM (374785,8182912) on Mavhuradonha mountain range, the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 
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386448.31, 8172437.01; 377846.14, 8174052.75; 373616.56, 8179444.96; 

388861.08, 8180256.80; 391999.51, 8178113.10; 390958.82, 8177121.24; 

390894.14, 8176172.67; 390326.89, 8175468.07; 389522.76, 8175152.71; 

387664.75, 8174349.31; 86472.09, 8172497.66. 

Ward 38 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Donga 

river UTM (373581,8179297), then generally southwards along the said river 

to its confluence with Ruya river, then generally southwards along the said 

river to a point UTM (380449,8165193), then westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point where it meets an unnamed stream UTM (373678, 8166166), 

then generally northwards along the said unnamed stream to a point UTM 

(373690,8172426), then northwards along an imaginary line to a point 

where it meets Nyabote river UTM (373914,8174584), then generally 

eastwards along Nyabote river to its confluence with Chiswiti river, then 

generally north westwards along Chiswiti river to a point UTM (369544, 

8177594), then north westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(368716,8178142), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 

in Donga river UTM (373581,8179297), the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

373693.05, 8166099.58; 375725.08, 8175190.32; 377164.59, 8176267.76; 

382667.05, 8173240.91; 386600.19, 8172005.85; 386600.19, 8172005.85; 

388785.021, 8170695.70; 387428.05, 8170148.33; 385246.06, 

8170022.14; 384521.07, 8169149.88; 376749.90, 8165251.56. 

Ward 39 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mupfure and Nygoma Rivers, then generally south westwards along Nygoma 

River to its confluence with Mukaradzi river, then generally westwards along 

Mukaradzi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream UTM (354123E, 

8139150S), then generally north westwards along the said unnamed stream 

to a point where it meets the boundary of Arcadia farm so as to exclude 

Arcadia extension, then generally north westwards along Arcadia farm 

boundary to a point where it meets Bindura-Mukumbura road, then 

generally northwards along the said road to a point where it meets a stream 

UTM (347893,8139455), then generally northwards along the said stream to 

its confluence with Mupfure River, then generally eastwards along Mupfure 

River to its Confluence with Nygoma river, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 
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373693.05, 8166099.58; 375725.08, 8175190.32; 377164.59, 8176267.76; 

38266.05, 8173240.91; 386600.19, 8172005.85; 387739.29, 8171275.91; 

388785.02, 8170695.70; 387428.05, 8170148.33; 385246.06, 8170022.14; 

384521.07, 8169149.88; 376749.90, 8165251.56. 

Ward 40  
An area of land bounded by line drawn starting from a point on the eastern 

boundary of farm number 28 UTM (361061,8146121), then southwards 

along boundaries of farms 140, 143, 144, 146, 153 to a point where it meets 

Mukaradzi River so as to exclude farms 139, 138, 137, 145,155, 154, then 

generally west along Mukaradzi River to its confluence with Nyangoma 

River, then generally North westwards along Nyangoma River to a point 

where it meets the Mt Darwin-Rushinga road, then north westwards along 

the said road to a point where it meets a track UTM (357784,8146984), then 

south eastwards along the said track to a point where it meets the northern 

corner of plot number 25, then eastwards aloloong the boundary of plot 26, 

then south eastwards along the boundary of farm 27 to a point on the 

eastern boundary of farm number 28 UTM (361061,8146121), the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA 

coordinates: 

355303.55, 8140080.92; 352132.26, 8143845.03; 359039.79, 8146466.52; 

362572.80, 8143940.80; 362917.01 8139931.58; 362502.6421, 

8140424.09; 361460.28, 8140308.82; 360558.23, 8140604.49; 358874.42, 

8140574.43; 357205.64; 8140188.55; 355812.49, 8140278.76. 
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MUZARABANI RDC 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a lin,drawn starting from th,confluenc,of Hoya 

and Musengezi rivers, then generally south-eastwards along Hoya river to a 

point UTM (311695,8211031), then south-westwards along an imaginary 

lin,to a point where it meets Musingwa river UTM (311706,8210973), then 

generally northwards along the said river to its confluenc,with Musengezi 

river, then north-eastwards along Musengezi river to its confluenc,with Hoya 

river, th,starting point.This area is bounded by th,following Universal 

Transvers,Mercator (UTM) zon,36 south (S), based on th,modified 

Clark,1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

308174.49, 8213392.46; 301018.99, 8210335.61; 300798.04, 8211467.45; 

300934.53, 8212754.83; 300085.06, 8214295.60; 299430.36, 8215347.13 

298590.55, 8217309.44; 300333.89, 8217210.61; 305256.87, 8214928.21; 

308174.49, 8213392.46. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a lin,drawn starting from th,confluenc,of 

Mukumbura and Chiond, rivers, then generally southwards along 

Chiond,river to a point where it meets Mt Darwin-Muazarabani District 

boundary UTM (335848,8202795), then southwards along Mt Darwin-

Muzarabani District boundary to a point it meets Kaitano-Hoya road, then 

generally westwards along th,said road to a point where it meets Hoya river, 

then generally north westwards wards along th,said river to a point UTM 

(314325,8202089), then north-eastwards along an imaginary lin,to 

th,confluenc,of Mukumbura and Chiond,rivers, th,starting point.This area is 

bounded by th,following Universal Transvers,Mercator (UTM) zone,36 south 

(S), based on th,modified Clark,1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

321026.15, 8206000.84; 332636.55, 8211538.49; 333065.54,8210036.46; 

333486.52, 8209387.94, 333986.41, 8207648.186; 334776.34, 

8205914.81; 334879.32, 8204548.86; 335494.02, 8203309.82 318634.53, 

8194236.819; 321026.15, 8206000.84. 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Hoya river 

UTM (311695,8211031), then generally southwards along Hoya river to its 

confluence with Nzoumvunda river, then generally southwards along 

Nzoumvunda river to a point where it meets Hoya-Muzarabani road, then 

westwards along the said road to a point where it meets Musingwa river and 

a footpath, then generally north eastwards along the footpath to a point 

where it meets Binya road then northwards along Binya road to a point 

UTM(304694,8199812), then westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

where it meets Utete river UTM (296560,8199719), then generally north-
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eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Musingwa river, then 

northwards along Musingwa river to a point UTM (300534,8208713), then 

north-eastwards along an imaginary line to a point in Hoya river UTM 

(311695,8211031), the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

311706.36, 8210320.96; 311143.79, 8198623.84; 312113.38, 8196002.38; 

296480.70, 8199694.87; 298804.79, 8201855.41; 299426.77, 8202592.21;  

300521.24, 8204279.97; 300052.83, 8205579.35; 300461.46, 8207852.66; 

311706.3617, 8210320.96. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Musingwa and Musengezi rivers, then generally southwards along Musingwa 

river to its confluence with Utete river, then generally south-westwards 

along Utete river to a point UTM (296507, 82000015), then westwards along 

an imaginary line to a point in Kadzurure river UTM (289943, 82000013), 

then generally northwards along Kadzurure river to its confluence with 

Musengezi river, then generally north-eastwards along Musengezi river to its 

confluence with Musingwa river, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

293407.74, 8214576.67; 298561.85, 8215075.78; 300221.05, 

8207396.228; 298847.10, 8201718.777; 296819.45, 8200431.44; 

288201.19, 8201964.48; 288403.55, 8206260.968; 288594.02, 

8208678.31, 290607.65, 8211945.37; 293407.74, 8214576.67. 

Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Musengezi and Kadzirure rivers, then generally southwards along Kadzirure 

river to a point UTM (291750, 8191241), then westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point where it meets a footpath UTM (288801 81909860), then 

generally westwards along the said footpath to a point where it meets 

Musengezi river UTM (284910,8190546), then generally northwards along 

Musengezi river to its confluence with Kadzirure river, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA 

coordinates: 

283448.94, 8203860.42; 288391.34, 8206196.75; 289920.37, 8199088.25; 

291895.72, 8195947.40 291423.19, 8192031.82; 284285.12, 8192926.55; 

281665.57, 8197129.50; 282013.96, 8198968.89; 282972.05, 8201831.96; 

283448.94, 8203860.42. 
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Ward 6 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Musengezi and Utete rivers, then generally southwards along Musengezi 

river to a point where it meets the foot of Mavhuradonha mountain range, 

then westwards along the foot of Mavhuradonha range to a point where it 

meets Utete river, then generally north-eastwards along Utete river 

(Muzarabani-Mbire District boundary) to its confluence with Musengezi 

river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

270570.12, 8194971.87; 275774.23, 8195321.75; 280661.20, 8197816.26; 

282987.15, 8195185.91, 285085.45, 8189895.88; 285512.21, 8185534.60; 

265471.06, 8187740.21; 267055.9262, 8189493.74; 268729.24, 

8192701.52; 270570.12, 8194971.87 

Ward 7  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Muvamba river meets a footpath UTM (308023,8218417), then generally 

south-eastwards along Muvamba river to a point UTM (324904,8208959), 

then south-westwards along an imaginary to a point in Hoya river UTM 

(313268,8201233), then generally north-westwards along Hoya river to a 

point where it meets a footpath UTM (304784,8215936), then generally 

north-eastwards along the said footpath to a point where it meets Muvamba 

river UTM (308023,8218417), the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

313088.40, 8202949.38; 311552.80, 8211395.99; 308174.49, 8213392.46; 

309662.41, 8217358.83; 312545.91, 8215586.40; 315427.57, 8213133.11; 

316915.43, 8212183.80; 319973.31, 8210604.65; 323387.18, 8210495.12; 

313088.40, 8202949.38 

Ward 8 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Muzarabani-Hoya road UTM (288842, 8191275), then eastwards along the 

said road to a point where it meets Kadzurure river, then generally 

southwards along the said river to the foot of Mavhuradonha mountain 

range, then westwards along the foot of Mavhuradonha range to a point 

where it meets Musengezi river, then generally northwards along Musengezi 

river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary UTM (284859,8190528), 

then north-eastwards along the said tributary to a point where it meets a 

footpath UTM (286225,8191017), then further south-eastwards along the 

footpath to a point where it meets Muzarabani-Hoya road UTM (288842, 

8191275), the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

285161.87, 8188728.58; 285237.28, 8188741.617; 290674.56, 

8188865.58; 290599.79, 8188491.74, 285794.53, 8184741.49; 285183.84, 

8186424.33; 285172.41, 8186445.47; 285127.12, 8186519.96; 284947.36, 

8188657.82; 285161.87, 8188728.58 

Ward 9  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Musingwa 

river meets the foot of Mavhuradonha range, then south-westwards along an 

imaginary line to the peak of Banirembizi range UTM (295192,8179212), 

then south-eastwards along an imaginary line UTM (297664,8172413), then 

generally north eastwards along Alfa farm boundary so as to include it, to a 

point where it meets Alfa farm-Mavhuradonha farm boundary, then 

southwards along the said boundary so as to exclude Mavhuradonha farm 

to a point where it meets Alfa farm-Charmwood-Mavhuradonha farm 

boundary, then eastwards along Charmwood-Mavhuradonha farm boundary 

to a point where it meets Mavhuradonha-Maclear-Charmwood farm 

boundary so as to exclude Mavhuradonha and Maclear farms, then 

southwards along Charmwood farm boundary so as to exclude Whistle Field 

Farm, then generally westwards along Charmwood-Hereford farm boundary 

to a point to a point where it meets Musengezi river so as to exclude 

Hereford farm, then generally north-westwards along the said river to a 

point where it meets Mavhuradonha mountain range, then eastwards along 

the foot of Mavhuradonha mountain range to a point where it meets 

Musingwa river, the starting point.  

Ward 10  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Nzoumvunda 

river meets the foot of Mavhuradonha range, then eastwards along 

Mavhuradonha mountain range to a point UTM(339808,8180643), then 

generally southwards to a point where it meets Mavhuradonha wilderness 

game reserve boundary, then generally westwards along the said boundary 

to a point UTM (317232,8177414), then generally south-eastwards along 

Karuyana river to a point where it meets Dundee and The Range farm 

boundary so as to exclude Dundee Farm and include St Alberts Mission and 

The Range Farm, to a point where the said boundary meets Dundee-

Kingstone Deveril Farm boundary, then south-eastwards along the said 

boundary so as to include Kingstone Deveril Farm, then south westwards 

along Kingston Deveril-Jutland farm boundary so as to exclude Jutland 

Farm, then north westwards along Kistone-Deveril-Westbury farm boundary 

so as to exclude Westbury farm, then south-westwards along Westbury-

Greswolde Farm boundary to a point where it meets Mutwa river so as to 

include Greswolde farm, then generally northwards along Mutwa river to a 
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point where it meets Mavhuradonha wilderness game reserve boundary, 

then north-eastwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets 

Mavhuradonha mountain range, then generally northwards along 

Mavhuradonha mountain range to a point where it meets a tributary UTM 

(313395,8183784), then eastwards along the foot of Mavhuradonha range to 

a point where it meets Nzoumvunda river, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

315851.02, 8183769.78; 320876.80, 8182650.00; 322688.75, 8182226.55; 

331032.05; 8180901.04; 334568.47, 8180755.557; 317798.90, 

8177101.37; 314339.44, 8183768.381; 314366.35, 8183769.276; 

315193.57. 8183710.94; 315851.02, 8183769.78 

Ward 11  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Musengezi river meets Hereford farm boundary, then generally eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Hereford farm, to a point where it meets 

Whistle Field-Charmwood farm boundary so as to exclude Charmwood farm, 

then generally eastwards along Whistle field-Maclear farm boundary so as to 

exclude Maclear farm, then generally south eastwards along Whistle Field 

and Mutua-Chalton farms boundary so as to exclude Mutua and Chalton 

Farms, the generally south westwards along Chiripiro-Sable Heights farms 

and Shady Acres-Welcome farms boundary so as to exclude Shady Acres 

and Welcome Farms and include Chiripiro and Sable heights farms, then 

generally westwards along Sable Heights-Vhuka farms and Kooroora-

Dunbarton farms boundary to Musengezi river so as to exclude Kooroora 

and Dunbarton farms and include Vhuka farm, then generally northwards 

along Musengezi river to a point where it meets Hereford farm boundary, the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

304544.39, 8167880.79; 309568.76, 8166335.19; 296375.68, 8163013.49; 

295939.24, 8164340.51; 295901.85, 8165105.033; 295855.48, 

8165893.37; 295941.67, 8165943.56; 295026.43, 8166723.61; 304541.58, 

8167620.618; 304544.3976, 8167880.796. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the southern 

boundary of Chalton farm meets Mutua river then generally south-

eastwards along the said river to a point where it meets Kwarate and 

Runyararo farm boundary so as to exclude Avalon and Stanmore farms and 

Mutwa Estate and include Chikale, Lushof and Glengyle farms, then south-

westwards along Runyararo-Kwarati farm boundary so as to exclude 

Runyararo farm and include Kwarati Farm, then south-eastwards along Eryl 
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estate and Runyararo farm boundary to a point where the said boundary 

meets Nieuveld farm boundary so as to include Eryl estate, then south-

westwards along Nieuveld farm and Eryl estate boundary so as to exclude 

Nieuveld farm to a point where it meets Glasala farm and Eryl estate 

boundary, then north-westwards along the said boundary so as to exclude 

Glasala and Everton farms, then south-westwards along the Everton-

Dunsbury farm boundary so as to include Dunsbury farm, then generally 

south eastwards along the western boundaries of Everton and Glasala 

farms, then generally westwards along Novadoma and Ashford-Nyangawni 

farms so as to include Novadoma and exclude Ashford and Nyangawni 

farms, then generally northwards along Novadoma, Rockwood, Satsi vale, 

Welcome and Shady Acres farm boundaries so as to include them and 

exclude Lochnagar farm, Mshawa, Kooroora, Sable Hieghts and Chiripiro 

farms, then north eastwards along the southern boundary of Chalton Farm 

boundary to a point where it meets Mutwa river, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

318746.99, 8155024.71; 316480.38, 8158597.85; 314619.59, 8166598.07; 

316508.08, 8165591.98; 316221.14, 8164022.30; 317485.18, 8163731.19; 

318822.56, 8162549.45; 318324.40, 8158367.32; 307273.63, 8153430.98; 

307273.75, 8153425.83. 

Ward 13  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Giwonde farm and Mount Parnis farm boundary meet Musengezi river, then 

generally southwards along Musengezi river to a point where Sharon farm, 

Fifth Chapter and Silverstroom farm boundary meet Musengezi river, then 

south-eastwards along Silverstroom and Fifth Chapter farm boundary to a 

point where the said boundary meets Maddalo estate and Gatu Township 

boundary, so as to exclude Gatu township, then north-eastwards along 

Maddalo farm and Gatu Township boundary to a point where the boundary 

meets Mwonga farm boundary, then north-eastwards along Mwonga farm 

and Gatu Township boundary so as to include Mwonga, then south-

eastwards along the nortn eastern boundary of Mwonga farm, then south 

westwards along the boundary of Mwonga and Tzora farm to where it meets 

Dora river so as to exclude Tzoro farm, then generally southwards along 

Dora river to a point where it meets Goromokwa-Chipiri farm boundary so 

as to include Elan Vannin farm and Chirunje hill and so as to exclude 

Goromokwa farm, then generally north-westwards along Ellan Vannin, 

Kilkeran, Silverstroom farms boundaries to Musengezi river, so as to include 

them and exclude Chipiri, Tekwane and Bedwood farms then generally 

southwards along the said river to a point where it meets Nyadevi extension 

and Strathaid farm boundary, then generally westwards along the said 
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boundary to a point where it meets Muzarabani-Guruve boundary so as to 

exclude Nyadevi extension and include Strathaid and Roch Ridge farms, 

then generally northwards along the Muzarabani-Guruve District boundary 

to a point where it meets Umvukwesi Range, then generally eastwards along 

Always-Thossachs and Mt Pendis-Giwonde farm boundary to a point where 

it meets Musengezi river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

294302.19, 8155396.11; 293994.86, 8154896.64; 293764.36, 8154128.23; 

293111.27, 8153590.33; 300473.35, 8145923.41; 300173.18, 8145683.27; 

291144.67, 8146262.60; 289154.13, 8146391.46; 285173.05, 8157492.34; 

294302.19, 8155396.11. 

Ward 14  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Nyangwani, 

Novadoma and Ashford farm boundaries meet, then south-westwards along 

Nyangwani-Ashford farm boundary to a point where it meets Ashford-

Nyamanetsa farm boundary so as to exclude Ashford farm and include 

Nyangwani farm, then eastwards along Ashford-Nyamanetsa farm boundary 

to a point where it meets Nyamanetsa-Makwrabeti farm boundary so as to 

include Nyamanetsa farm, then southwards along the said boundary to a 

point where it meets Dora river, then generally westwards along the said 

river to a point where it meets Oban farm and Chaona Estate boundary, 

then southwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets the 

Muzarabani-Mazowe District boundary so as to exclude Chaona estate and 

include Oban farm, then south-westwards along the said district boundary 

to a point where it meets Mazowe district boundary, Chipiri and Goromokwa 

farms boundary, then generally northwards along Goromokwa-Chipiri farm 

boundary to a point where the said boundary meets Dora river, then 

generally north eastwards along the said river to a point where it meets 

Mwonga and Tzoro farm boundary so as to exclude Mwonga farm, then 

further north-eastwards along the western boundaries of Tzoro, Marapara 

and Kamawari Park farms so as to include them to a point where it meets 

the soutnern boundary of Novadoma and Kamawari Park farms, Then 

eastwards along the said farm boundary to a point where it meets 

Novadoma, Nyangwani and Ashford farm boundary, the starting point.This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

311763.41, 8146723.94; 311716.34, 8146657.44; 311223.67, 8146220.06; 

311176.61, 8146153.34; 310230.16, 8146192.36; 299948.05, 8145623.24; 

300398.31, 8145848.36; 307917.56, 8148654.95; 312059.90, 8148579.91; 

311763.41, 8146723.94. 
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Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where Eureka 

farm, Fifth Chapter farm and Gatu township boundaries meet, then south-

eastwards along Gatu Township and Eureka farm boundary to a point 

where Eureka farm, Gatu township and Mwonga farm boundary meet so as 

to excluded Eureka farm, then south-westwards along Gatu township and 

Mwonga farm boundary to a point where Mwonga farm, Gatu township and 

Maddalo estate meet so as to exclude Mwonga farm, then generally north 

westwards along Gatu township and Madalo estate boundary to a point 

where Gatu Township, Maddalo, Silverstroom farm boundary meet so as to 

exclude Maddalo estate, then north-eastwards along Gatu township and 

Fifth Chapter farm boundary to a point where, Eureka and Fifth Chapter 

farms and Gatu township boundary meet, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

300457.19, 8147485.87; 300364.74, 8147453.64; 299750.07, 8148029.95; 

299442.73, 8147645.74; 297675.55, 8149528.37; 297703.83, 8149563.48; 

297703.83, 8149563.48; 298789.64, 8150911.52; 301465.31, 8148691.78; 

301465.31, 8148691.78. 

Ward 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 
Birdwood, Straithaid and Nyadevi farm extension boundaries meet 

Musengezi river, then generally north-eastwards along Musengezi river to a 
point where it meets Birdwood and Silverstroom farm boundary so as to 
exclude Straithaid and include Birdwood farms, then generally south 

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Birdwood, Tekwani and Chipiri 
farms to a point where it meets Mazowe-Muzarabani district boundary so as 
to include Tekwane and Chipiri farms, then south westwards along the said 

district boundary to a point where it meets the western boundary of 
Mtorazeni farm, then generally north eastwards along the western 

boundaries of Mutorazeni and Aranbira farms to a point where it meets 
Msengezi river so as to include Mutorazeni and Aranbira farms, then 
generally north eastwards along Musengezi river to a point where it meets 

Birdwood, Straithaid and Nyadevi farm boundaries, the starting point.This 
area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 
294641.78, 8137241.93; 284742.15, 8135734.63; 286304.14, 8138894.23; 

288727.51, 8140383.05, 288666.07, 8143365.67; 288882.43, 8143798.39; 

288900.46, 8144934.28; 291874.59, 8147492.07, 292028.25, 

8148145.226; 294641.78, 8137241.93. 

Ward 17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Hoya river 

UTM(314317E 8201792S), then generally south-eastwards along Hoya river 

to a point where it meets the Muzarabani-Mt Darwin district boundary, then 
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generally south westwards along the said boundary to the foot of 

Mavhuradonha range UTM (324458E 8187470S), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point where it meets Nzoumvunda river UTM (315739E 

8186571S), then generally north-wards along Nzoumvunda river to a point 

UTM(311031 8199847), then north-eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point in Hoya river UTM(314317 8201792), the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

314385.37, 8187395.82; 314356.81, 8187449.14; 312763.93, 8193763.52; 

312768.29, 8193878.33; 312144.22, 8195995.67; 312105.62, 8196009.84; 

311500.40, 8197653.95; 311422.82, 8199037.32, 314469.27, 8187303.35; 

314385.37, 8187395.82. 

Ward 18  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where Hoya-

Kaitano road meets Hoya river, then generally eastwards along Hoya-

Kaitano road to a point where it meets Muzarabani-Mt Darwin district 

boundary, then south eastwards along the said boundary to a point where it 

meets Mavhuradonha mountain range, then generally westwards along 

Mavhuradonha mountain range to a point where it meets Nzoumvunda 

river, then generally northwards along Nzoumvunda river to an unnamed 

river UTM(315696,8186586), then north-east wards along an imaginary line 

to to a point where it meets hoya river UTM (322489,8190792), then 

generally north westwardsalong Hoya river to a point where it meets Hoya-

Kaitano road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

338715.31, 8180558.95; 325059.49, 8181669.59; 324623.94, 8181752.39; 

315353.27, 8184283.74; 315560.86, 8186034.11; 315598.71, 8186130.06; 

322365.54, 8190825.26; 332332.67, 8183415.79; 330467.16, 8185601.32; 

329507.76, 8186987.26. 

Ward 19  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Kadzurure 

river UTM (289960, 8200073), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point where it meets Binya road UTM (305001,8199831), then generally 

southwards along Binya road to a point where it meets Muzarabani-Hoya 

road, then generally westwards along Muzarabani-Hoya road to a point 

where it meets Whitete river, then generally southwards along Whitete river 

to a point where it meets Mavhuradonha range UTM (302590,8183107), 

then generally westwards along the foot of Mavhuradonha range to a point 

where it meets Kadzurure river, then generally northwards along Kadzurure 

river to a point UTM (289960,8200073), the starting point.This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

295163.43, 8183733.25; 294779.53, 8183568.70; 291468.28, 8191787.96; 

291227.26, 8197398.47; 291148.34, 8197480.40; 301258.86, 8196280.38; 

299759.67, 8196604.95; 297614.28, 8190320.22; 292261.60, 8187959.25; 

292261.60, 8187959.25. 

Ward 20  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Banirembizi peak 

(trig beacon 272/P) in Mavhuradonha range then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point where it meets UTM (305733,8183137) a track, 

then generally eastwards along the track to a point where it meets Matoro 

farm boundary, then generally south westwards along Matoro, Maclear and 

Mavhuradona farm boundaries so as to exclude them to the south western 

boundary of Mavhuradonha farm, then generally southwards along the said 

boundary to a point UTM (298138,8172461), then north-westwards along an 

imaginary line to Banirembizi peak (trig beacon 272/P) in Mavhuradonha 

range, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

306461.93, 8175682.23; 302085.71, 8176563.09; 301630.42, 8180687.87; 

308003.73, 8183801.18; 308141.037, 8183820.33; 312711.94, 

8183855.07; 313165.72, 8182016.96; 310106.32, 8178245.66; 308996.52, 

8175678.80; 306461.93, 8175682.23. 

Ward 21 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern most 

point of Mavhuradonha farm at beacon 1392, then south-eastwards along 

the northern boundaries of Mavhuradonha, Maclear and Matoro farms so as 

to include them to a point where it meets a track UTM (309208,8175527) 

then generally north eastwards along the said track to a point UTM ( 

310583,8178535), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 

UTM ( 313218,8182004), then southwards along an imaginary line to the 

peak of a mountain (trig beacon 786/X) then generally south eastwards 

along a track to a point where it meets to Drumada farm boundary, then 

south westwards along the said farm boundary to a point where it meets 

Drumada-Matoro farm boundary, then southwards along the said boundary 

to a point where it meets Mutwa river, then generally southwards along the 

said river to a point where it meets Mutua, Matoro farm boundary, then 

south westwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Maclear farm, then southwards along the said 

boundary to a point where it meets the north eastern boundary of Whistle 

Field farm, then westwards along the said boundary to the peak of Runga 
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hills trig 790/S, then north westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Charmwood farm so as to exclude it, then westwards along the northen 

boundary of Charmwood farm to a point where it meets the western 

boundary of Mavhuradonha farm, then northwards along Alterna and 

Mavhuradonha farm boundaries so as to include them to a point where the 

said boundary meets the northen boundary of state land and 

Mavhuradonha farm, then north eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Mavhuradonha farm to the northern most point of Mavhuradonha farm at 

beacon a point trig beacon 1392, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

309091.84, 8175549.43; 308737.79, 8176393.71; 308390.55, 8177013.29; 

308976.09, 8177680.54; 311179.21, 8173070.14; 311306.66, 8172847.07; 

307447.62, 8171376.06; 307101.0, 8169386.66; 302885.21, 8176456.48; 

309091.84, 8175549.43. 

Ward 22  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Nyangwani farm boundary meets Kamorarira river, then generally eastwards 

along Kamorarira river to its confluence with Tsatsi river, then generally 

southwards along Tsatsi river to its confluence with Dora river so as to 

include Dundwe and Worlds view farms, then generally south eastwards 

along Dora river to a point where it meets the Mazowe Muzarabani district 

boundary, thengenerally south westwards along the said boundary to a 

point where it meets the western boundary of Chaona estate, then 

northwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets Dora river, 

then generally eastwards along the said river to a point where it meets 

Nyamanetsa and Makwarabeti farm boundary, then northwards along 

Nyamanetsa-Makwarabeti farm boundary to a point where it meets 

Nyamanetsa-Ashford farm boundary so as to include Makwarabeti and 

exclude Nyamanetsa farms, eastwards along Ashford-Nyamanetsa farm 

boundary to a point where it meets Ashford-Nyangawin farm boundary, then 

north eastwards along the said boundary to a point it meets Kamorarira 

river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

317243.20, 8143082.15; 309995.51, 8146414.06; 311807.65, 8146317.68; 

316388.53, 8151423.00; 316431.28, 8151424.26; 317564.18, 8151316.59; 

320309.04, 8148751.88; 320462.42, 8148243.17; 320462.73, 8148232.43; 

317243.20, 8143082.15. 
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Ward 23 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Zimbabwe- 

Mozambique international boundary UTM (297416,8230631S) then north 

eastwards along the said international boundary to a point where it meets 

Mukumbura river UTM (301408,8231541) then generally eastwards along 

Mukumbura river to a point UTM (312307,8229599), then south westwards 

along an imaginary line to where it intersect Hoya-Mukumbura road UTM 

(311428,8226334), then south westwards along a track to where it meets 

Hoya river UTM (304638,8215954), then generally north westwards along 

Hoya river to its confluence with Musengezi river, then generally northwards 

along Musengezi river to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international border 

UTM (295382,8228298), then generally north eastwards along the said 

international border to a point UTM (297416,8230631), the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA 

coordinates: 

300991.70, 8224560.91; 299354.78, 8224285.60; 300399.15, 8227283.69; 

297882.70, 8227789.21; 295567.97, 8228552.67; 302429.55, 8231519.7; 

310929.37, 8229949.00; 300824.52, 8217423.24, 300214.89, 8222065.99; 

300991.70, 8224560.91. 

Ward 24  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point UTM 

(312307, 8229599) in Mukumbura river then generally south eastwards 

along the said river (Zimbabwe-Mozambique border) to a point UTM 

(332306E, 8212975S), then south westwards along an imaginary line to 

Muvamba river UTM (325444,8209019), then generally north westwards 

along the said river to its intersection with a track UTM (308147,8218471), 

then generally north eastwards along the track to its intersection with Hoya-

Mukumbura road UTM (311499,8226348), then northwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (312307,8229599) in Mukumbura river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (SA coordinates: 

314405.26, 8214377.07; 311732.57, 8227443.32; 316420.58, 8229428.9; 

319634.76, 8227923.78; 327378.60, 8219251.19; 329217.89, 8216274.58; 

332325.77, 8215120.83; 320219.77, 8210485.99; 316404.26, 8212585.43; 

314405.26, 8214377.07. 

Ward 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in the 

northern boundary of Dundee farm where it meets Karuana river, then 

south-eastwards along Karuana river to a point where it meets Ruiana farm 

boundary then, south-westwards along Ruiana, Jutland and Stanmore 
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farms boundary so as to include them to a point it meets Mutuwa river, then 

generally north-westwards along Mutua river to a point where it meets the 

southern boundary of Chalton farm, then south-westwards along Chalton 

farm boundary so as to include it, then north westwards along Chalton and 

Mutua farm boundary to the northen boundary of Mutua farm, then north 

east wards along the said boundary to a point where it meets Mutua river, 

then generally southwards along Mutua river to a point where it meets 

Westbury farm boundary, then north-eastwards along Westbury farm 

boundary to a point where it meets Kingstone Deveril farm boundary so as 

to exclude it, then south eastwards along the said boundary to a point 

where it meets Jutland farm boundary, then north eastwards along the said 

boundary to a point where it meets the western boundary of Dundee, then 

generally north westwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets 

Karuyana river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

316621.48, 8170477.21; 319735.72, 8175633.81; 321344.65 8174843.49; 

321490.35, 8174601.77; 321258.59, 8168131.77; 320866.71, 8167754.37; 

316888.93, 8164398.91; 314780.60, 8166196.25; 314758.64, 8166217.20; 

316621.48, 8170477.21. 

Ward 26  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Sable Heights 

and Kooroora farm boundary meet the western boundary of Welkom farm, 

then southwards along Kooroora farm and Satsi Vale farm boundary to 

where it meets Rockhood farm and Mashava Estate boundary so as to 

exclude Satsi Vale farm, then eastwards along Rockhood and Satsi Vale 

farm boundary, then south-westwards along Lochnagar farm and Kamawari 

farm boundary, Dendere-Marapara farm boundary, Dendere-Tzoro farm 

boundary up to a point where Tzoro-Dendere-Mwonga farm boundaries 

meet, then north-westwards along Dendere-Mwonga farm boundary so as to 

exclude Mwonga farm and include Dendere farm, then south-westwards 

along Eureka and Mwonga farm boundary, then north-westwards along 

Eureka farm and Gatu Township boundary to a point where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Fifth Chapter farm, then south-westwards along Fifth 

Chapter farm and Gatu Township boundary so as to exclude Gatu 

Township, then north-westwards along Silverstroom Farm and Fifth Chapter 

farm boundary to a point where it meets Musengezi river so as to exclude 

Silverstroom farm, then generally northwards along Musengezi river to a 

point where it meets the northen boundary of Dunbarton farm so as to 

include it, then eastwards along Dunbarton and Vuka farm boundary up to 

a point where it meets the western boundary of Sable Heights farm, then 

southwards along Dunbarton and Sable Heights farm boundary to a point 
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where it meets Muzarabani-Centenary highway, then eastwards along 

Kooroora and Sable Heights farm boundary to a point where it meets the 

western boundary of Welkom farm, the starting point.This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

307544.23, 8154892.78; 303783.85, 8147722.58; 294435.87, 8156949.99; 

295954.83, 8159065.75; 296790.23, 8160540.50; 295993.90, 8161756.91; 

305409.04, 8160471.23; 308033.91, 8160593.01; 307958.11, 8159961.36; 

307544.23, 8154892.78. 

Ward 27  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Hoya-Muzarabani road and Nzoumvunda river, then southwards along 

Nzoumvunda river to a point where it meets the foot of Mavhuradonha 

range, then generally westwards along the foot of the range to where it meets 

Whitete river, then generally northwards along Whitete river to its 

intersection with Hoya-Muzarabani road, then eastwards along the said road 

to its intersection with Nzoumvunda river, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

305143.36, 8183201.38; 305082.28, 8183199.72; 297109.97, 8194346.66; 

313291.75, 8193510.95; 313280.92, 8193415.79; 313704.65, 8189447.94; 

315534.82, 8185992.94; 315495.55, 8185951.21; 305680.41, 8183155.08; 

305143.36, 8183201.38. 

Ward 28  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Musengezi 

river and Aranbira B extension boundary meet, then westwards along 

Musengezi river to its confluence with Mutorazvinhu river, then southwards 

along Mutorazvinhu river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then 

westwards along the stream to a point where the said stream meets 

Mutorazeni and Chipanza farm boundary so as to exclude Mutorazeni and 

include Chipanza farms, then westwards along the Chipanza-Mutorazeni 

farm boundary to a point where it meets a track UTM (287079, 8139909), 

then along the track to where it meets Musengezi river, then southwards 

along Musengezi river to where it meets Munera and Barrock farm 

boundary, then north-westwards along Munera-Barrock farm boundary to a 

point where it meets Guruve district boundary so as to exclude Barrock 

farm to the pick of Nyamunyetsi range, then further north-eastwards along 

Chidikamwedzi farm and Mabubu farm, then northwards along Mabubu 

farm and Nyadevi extension boundary to a point where it meets the 

southern boundary of Tengenenge farm, then eastwards along Nyadevi 

extension and Strathaird farm boundary to a point where it meets 

Musengezi river and Aranbira B extension boundary, the starting point.This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

282297.01, 8145942.59; 291161.53, 814578; 288846.37, 8145276.85; 

289856.05, 8141274.19; 289429.74, 8141054.07; 288883.56, 8140663.94; 

283563.58, 8138749.99; 284933.86, 8137019.11; 278505.36, 8137424.98; 

282297.0, 8145942.59. 

Ward 29 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Utete river 

meets the foot of Mavhuradonha range, then generally eastwards along the 

foot of Mavhuradonha range to a point where it meets Musengezi river, then 

generally southwards along Musengezi river to a point where the said river 

meets Giwonde and Mt Panis farm boundary, then westwards along 

Giwonde-Mt Panis farm boundary to Always-Trossachs farm boundary so as 

to include Giwonde and Trossachs farms, then westwards along Always-

Trossachs farm boundary to a point where it meets Guruve-Muzarabani 

district boundary, then northwards along the said boundary to where Utete 

river meets the foot of Mavhuradonha range, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates:This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

275040.77, 8185298.74; 281174.21, 8184678.35; 286847.95, 8180857.52; 

290673.81, 8172871.14; 294030.67, 8168099.71; 296603.58, 8160934.11; 

265246.08, 8178489.51; 274724.34, 8185387.33; 274909.90, 8185338.34; 

275040.77, 8185298.74. 
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RUSHINGA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Nyabawa River intersects with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique Border UTM 

(467074,8166187), then south eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

Border to a point it intersects with Mazowe River, then generally south 

westwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Nyamakuni River, then 

generally northwards along Nyamakuni River to a point UTM 

(454879,8160423), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 

UTM (460650,8162281), then north eastwards along an imaginary line the 

peak of Nyamatokwe mountain, then north eastwards along Nyamatokwe 

mountain range to a point UTM (463358,8165394), then northwards to 

along an imaginary line to a point where it meets the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique Border UTM (463574,8167830), then south eastwards along 

the Zimbabwe-Mozambique Border to its intersection with Nyabawa River, 

the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

474072.04, 8153374.46; 473388.50, 8152666.07; 471519.64, 8150974.18; 

468987.98, 8150396.45; 463481.00, 8150909.32; 459750.97, 8149840.61; 

452035.27, 8151947.74; 462494.04; 8165318.44; 460791.01, 8159367.92; 

474072.04, 8153374.46. 

Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where Kahira 

River intersects with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, 

then southwards along Kahira River to a point UTM (421121, 8178175), 

then eastwards along an imaginary line to point it meets Nyagwiti river UTM 

(427324,8174071), then generally southwards along the said river to a point 

UTM (427394, 8172732), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (426111,8171591), then westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (414975,8172139), then northwards along an imaginary line to a 

point where it meets a foot path UTM (415028,8178169), then generally 

north west wards along the said foot path to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary UTM (411324,8182707), then eastwards along the 

Zimbabwe- Mozambique international Boundary to its intersection with 

Kahira River, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

474072.04, 8153374.46; 461437.77, 8150662.20; 452238.03, 8152150.51; 

452319.13, 8154948.78; 458300.82, 8161405.55; 460596.06, 8162723.15; 
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459689.48, 8163856.10; 463358.05, 8165445.06; 460791.01, 8159367.92; 

474072.04, 8153374.46. 

Ward 3  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where a foot 

track and Rushinga-Mukosa road intersect UTM (445724,8165326), then 

generally north eastwards along the said road to a point it intersects with a 

stream UTM (448715,8166054), then generally south eastwards along the 

said stream to a point UTM (450485,8163746), then south eastwards along 

the foot of Matate, Nyanhokwe and Tsimburwe Hills, to a stream UTM 

(454534,8162640), then generally south westwards along the said stream to 

its confluence with Nyamakuni river, then generally southwards along 

Nyamakuni River to its confluence with Mazowe River, then generally south 

westwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Bopoma River, then 

generally north westwards along Bopoma River to its confluence with 

Matonhora River, then generally north eastwards along Matonhora River to 

a point it meets a foot track UTM (441702,816475), then generally 

northwards along the foot track to a point where it meets Rushinga-Mukosa 

road, then generally north eastwards along Rushinga-Mukosa road to a 

point where it intersect with a foot track UTM (445735,8165318), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA): 

445118.70, 8165015.00; 440222.98, 8155193.48; 440221.68, 8155541.43; 

440497.38, 8155858.62; 440600.66, 8156138.93; 440438.39, 8157161.08; 

443310.05, 8162564.86; 444100.94, 8164699.14; 444399.25, 8165120.29; 

445118.70, 8165015.00; 445118.70, 8165015.00. 

Ward 4  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chimombgwe and Bopoma Rivers, then generally south eastwards along 

Bopoma River to its confluence with Mazowe River, then generally south 

westwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Tsvinje River, then 

generally north westwards along Tsvinje River to point UTM 

(432377,8161570), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to the 

confluence of Chimombgwe and Bopoma rivers, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

432562.03, 8157014.18; 432351.51, 8157501.59; 432244.58, 8158265.08; 

431131.08, 8159809.22; 430820.41, 8160273.44; 432357.80, 8161565.30; 

436968.54, 8152110.39; 433922.62, 8153529.34; 433195.56, 8156468.69; 

432562.03, 8157014.18; 432562.03, 8157014.18. 
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Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Nyagwiti 

River (North of Katoni Hill) UTM (424611,8170023), then eastwards along an 

imaginary line to Nyabanda river (430174,8170018), then generally south 

eastwards along Nyabanda River so as to include Bopoma dam to a foot 

track UTM (432237,8165535), then north eastwards along the said foot 

track to Chimombgwe River UTM (433791,8165622), then generally south 

wards along the said River to its confluence with Bopoma River UTM 

9434322,8163252), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a 

tributary of Kangwena river UTM (432352,8161548), then generally south 

eastwards along the said tributary to a point UTM (430406,8160468), then 

north westwards along an imaginary line to the peak of Mukonde Hill (trig 

beacon 277/P), then south westwards along an imaginary line to Murowa 

River UTM (422346,8161253), then generally north westwards along the 

said river to a point UTM (420210,8166143), northwards along an imaginary 

line to a to point UTM (419563,8168419), then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to Nyagwiti River (North of Katoni Hill) UTM 

(424611,8170023), the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) :  

432435.01; 8165672.67; 434791.58, 8163833.71; 430672.62; 8160658.31; 

426981.92, 8162881.56; 422895.00; 8163477.92; 432131.26, 8165567.43; 

432160.03; 8165509.89; 432248.35, 8165539.33; 432435.01; 8165672.67; 

432435.01; 8165672.67; 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Kamire 

River UTM (417254,8168959S), then south eastwards along an imaginary 

line to a point UTM (419503,168415), then south eastwards along an 

imaginary line to Murowa river UTM (420273,8166146), then generally 

south eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Katswanga River, 

then generally north westwards along Katswanga river to a point UTM 

(411346,8164443), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to 

Kasenzi-Mukonde road UTM (415102,8167585), then north eastwards along 

the said road to a point in Kamire River UTM (417254,8168959), the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

421936.70, 8158929.176; 421481.35, 8159850.345; 417702.89, 

8160628.115; 414633.49, 8166872.059; 414770.69, 8167166.908; 

415027.18, 8167523.585; 422229.09, 8158966.976; 420971.19, 

8160385.504; 416398.17, 8166136.738; 416398.17, 8166136.738; 

421936.70, 8158929.176. 
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Ward 7  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Kariwara 

river UTM (417283,8174016), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (426142,8171486), then south westwards along an imaginary 

line to a foot track (420893,8168476), then generally south westwards along 

the said foot path to Mukonde-Kasenzi Road, then generally south 

westwards along the said road to a point it meets a foot track UTM 

(415066,8167574), then generally southwards along the said foot track to a 

point it meets stream UTM (414615,8166669), then generally north 

westwards along the said stream to a point UTM (412385,8169381), then 

north westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (411505,8171983), 

then eastwards along an imaginary to a point UTM (417283,8174016) in 

Kariwara River, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)  

419734.39, 8172012.91; 418170.59, 8170799.27; 415635.44, 8168022.25; 

414886.70, 8167373.16; 414622.66, 8166833.73; 412963.39, 8168565.32; 

411325.27, 8171490.48; 411259.82, 8171550.18; 411200.85, 8171748.31; 

419168.97, 8173422.76; 419734.39, 8172012.91. 

Ward 8  
An area of land bounded by a line starting from the confluence of Sirichiri 

and Mudzi rivers, then generally eastwards along a tributary of Mudzi river 

to its source, then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(414584,8166621), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a foot 

track UTM (414345,8165982), then north westwards along the foot track to 

sirichiri river UTM (404339,8167309), then generally north eastwards along 

the said river to its confluence with Mudzi river, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

404740.67, 8165530.82; 404595.81, 8168307.52; 407913.86, 8169558.88; 

413257.02, 8167612.46; 413285.81, 8167538.34; 413521.07, 8167323.21; 

414468.72, 8166349.95; 412223.97, 8164640.54; 405711.47, 8164719.37; 

404740.67, 8165530.82; 404740.67, 8165530.82.  

Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where Ruya 

river meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International boundary, then 

eastwards along the said international boundary to a point where it meets a 

stream UTM (411259,8182694), then generally southwards along the said 

stream to a point where it meets a road UTM (410634,8180200), then 

generally north eastwards along the said road to a point UTM 

(415030,8178011), then southwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(415174,8172068), then westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 
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(411683,8172065), then south wards along an imaginary line to Sirichiri 

river UTM (412419,8169368), then westwards along Sirichiri river, to a point 

UTM (406827,8169533), then north westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (405818,8170050), then westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM (400688,8170022), then north westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point in ruya river UTM (396366,8179190), then generally north 

eastwards along Ruya river to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International 

Boundary, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA): 

399893.83, 8173449.55; 397834.38, 8179835.059; 410628.73, 

8180037.43; 410911.90, 8175373.802; 411813.51, 8170960.53; 

410642.40, 8169654.68; 400153.49, 8170798.97; 402449.27, 8179713.57; 

410109.18, 8175094.21; 410110.35, 8175093.18; 399893.83, 8173449.55. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of a foot 

track and Maname-Rushinga road UTM (405909,8170011), then south 

westwards along the said road to a point where it meets Rushinga-

Chimhanda road, then south eastwards along the said road to a point where 

it meets a foot track UTM (404778, 8165571), then south westwards along 

the foot track to a point where it meets a stream UTM (402176,8164827), 

then south westwards along an imaginary line to a point where it meets a 

track (400742,8163731), then westwards along the track to Chimhanda – 

Rushinga road UTM (397857,8163762), then southwards along the said 

road to a point where it meets a track UTM (397706,8163176), then general 

north westwards along the track to a point UTM (394247,8165642), then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(394510,8166985), then eastwards along an imaginary line to Bungwe River 

UTM (400910,8167013), then generally northwards along Bungwe River to a 

point UTM (400653, 8170007), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point where a foot track meets Maname-Rushinga road UTM 

(405909,8170011), the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

397602.37, 8163812.89; 394221.30, 8165569.67; 400801.92, 8167725.89; 

395522.81, 8164419.66; 395538.05, 8164415.5; 395773.39, 8164391.96; 

395522.81, 8164419.66, 397602.37, 8163812.89.  

Ward 11 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyanikiti and Dokwe rivers, then eastwards along Nyanikiti river to a point 

UTM (393561,8170176), then southwards along the foot of Kapishe 

mountain so as to exclude it to a point in Dokwe river, then generally south-
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westwards along Dokwe river to its confluence with madiki river, then south 

westwards along madiki river to a point UTM (394400,8165733), then south 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point on the Mt Darwin-Rushinga 

district boundary UTM (390016,8161725), then north-westwards along the 

said district boundaries to a point in Ruya river UTM (383433,8168737), 

then generally north eastwards along the said river to its confluence with 

Dokwe river, then generally eastwards along Dokwe river to its confluence 

with Nyanikiti river, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)  

389959.77, 8161715.30; 384943.39, 8169492.51; 385615.23, 8170452.32; 

387323.98, 8170234.31; 391958.37, 8170366.02; 392242.34, 8170277.72; 

392667.39, 8170507.11; 394778.37, 8166541.63; 391178.23, 8162635.16; 

394014.88, 8169004.49; 89959.77, 8161715.30. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a foot track UTM  

(394221E 8165648S), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on Chimhanda-Rushinga road UTM (397709,8163140), then south 

wards along an imaginary line to the north eastern beacon of Rushinga 

Service Center UTM (397689,8162446), then westwards to the north 

western beacon of Rushinga Service Centre UTM (394446,8162449), then 

southwards along an imaginary line to Rushinga-Mt Darwin road UTM 

(394279,8159964), then westwards along the said road to at point UTM 

(393342,8159998), southwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM 

(393400,8157271) on the Mt Darwin-Rushinga district boundary, then 

generally north west wards along the said district boundary to a point on the 

eastern boundary of farm 571 UTM (390119,8161729), then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a foot track (394221,8165648), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA)  

397699.20, 8163152.03; 391940.53, 8163665.50; 393269.42, 8164665.12; 

393868.89, 8165282.52; 393929.22, 8165335.49; 393976.59, 8165400.34; 

394060.31, 8165492.15; 394168.01, 8165609.97; 394191.89, 8165636.09; 

397699.20, 8163152.03; 397699.20, 8163152.03. 

Ward 13  
An area of land bounded by the line drawn starting from a point on the 

Chimhanda –Rushinga road UTM (404744,8165495), then generally south 

eastwards along the said road to Nyadedzi river UTM (406259,8164259), 

then generally south eastwards along the said river to a point UTM 
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(407624,8161896), then southwards along an imaginary line to Rushinga-

Chimhanda road UTM (407383,8161345), then generally east wards along 

the said road to a poin UTM (407825,8160991), then south westwards along 

an imaginary line so as to exclude Chimhanda council offices and residences 

and include Nyamvumbi Dam to the confluence of Runwa river and Mwera 

river, then south west wards along Mwera river to a point UTM 

(402782,8157565), then south westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

in Maguwo River UTM (400369,8156426) so as to exclude Maguwo Dam, 

then generally north westwards along Maguwo River to its confluence with 

Nyamakampa River, then northwards along an imaginary line to a point on 

Rushinga-Chimhanda road UTM (397809,8163750), then north eastwards 

along an imaginary line to a point on Chimhanda –Rushinga road UTM 

(404744,8165495),to the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) :  

402480.22, 8164756.37; 405804.34, 8164610.47; 407492.79, 8161952.90; 

402893.90, 8157638.29; 399591.15, 8157411.98; 399564.21, 8157448.36; 

399483.44, 8157570.13; 399387.34, 8157754.13; 399301.66, 8157988.62; 

402480.22, 8164756.37; 402480.22, 8164756.37. 

Ward 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

Chimhanda-Rushinga road UTM (393276,8159969), then eastwards along 

the said road to Nyamakamba river UTM( 397802,8159659), then generally 

southwards along the said river to a point UTM (397759,8158953), then 

south eastwards along an imaginary line to Maguwo river UTM 

(398591,8158619), then generally south eastwards along the said river to a 

point UTM (405889,8154189), the southwards along an imaginary line to a 

point a tributary of Maguwo river UTM (405675,8152530), then westwards 

along the said tributary to a point UTM (402011,8151918), then westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point on Mt Darwin-Rushinga district boundary 

UTM (396792,8151707), then northwards along the said district boundary 

to a point UTM ((393397,8157293), then northwards along an imaginary line 

to a point where it meets Rushinga-Chimhanda road, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

401181.02, 8154989.517; 403355.12, 8153531.17; 403985.90, 

8153459.67; 404899.07, 8153801.24; 397713.28, 8159257.67; 397766.77, 

8158910.18; 398989.77, 8158225.47; 399683.59, 8157303.09; 400112.80, 

8156695.24; 401181.02, 8154989.51, 401181.02, 8154989.51. 
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Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Nyadedzi 

river UTM (407592,8161809), then south-eastwards along the said river to a 

point UTM (410076,8158609), then generally south westwards along the 

said tributary to its confluence with Runwa river, then generally south 

eastwards along the said river to a point UTM (410576,8152046), then 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (405748,8152091), then 

north wards along an imaginary line to a point in Maguwo river UTM 

(405797,8154183), then generally north westwards along the said river to a 

point UTM (400327,8156395), then north eastwards along an imaginary line 

to a tributary of runwa river, then generally north eastwards along the said 

tributary to its confluence with runway river, UTM (404845,8158232), then 

north eastwards along an imaginary line to Chimhada-Rushinga road so as 

to include Chimhanda council offices and residence, then generally west 

wards along the said road to a point UTM (407430,8161330), the generally 

north westwards along a path to its intersection with Nyadedzi river UTM 

(407592,8161809), the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

405659.59, 8152070.22; 405647.83, 8154174.35; 403646.58, 8153469.09; 

402068.81, 8153673.21; 401690.30, 8153718.71; 401543.76, 8154187.61; 

401300.82, 8154565.44; 401195.60, 8155225.94; 409265.83, 8160477.57; 

409930.17, 8158738.11; 405659.59, 8152070.22. 

Ward 16 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyadedzi and Kasanga Rivers, then generally eastwards along Nyadedzi 

River to its intersection with Rusambo Mazowe Bidge road, then south 

eastwards along the said road to its intersection with a footpath, then south 

wards along the said foot path to a point UTM ( 415521,81500445), then 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (413854,8148663) in 

Mwera river, then generally southwards along Mwera river to its confluence 

with Mazowe River, then generally south westwards along Mazowe River to a 

point UTM (409251,8143784), then north westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point UTM (405705,8152065), then eastwards along an imaginary 

line to a point in Mwera River UTMb(410508,8152031), then generally 

northwards along Mwera River to a confluence with un unnamed tributary 

UTM (407852,8155602), then generally north eastwards along the said 

tributary to its confluence with Nyadedzi River, then generally eastwards 

along Nyadedzi River to its confluence with Kasanga River, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 
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413802.61, 8148649.24; 413834.7, 8145743.33; 405767.27, 8147254.98; 

408521.51, 8154732.60; 408360.26, 8154963.59; 408250.79, 8155448.06; 

407784.91, 815477.14; 408738.86, 8156587.68; 410137.44, 8158597.03; 

413802.61, 8148649.24. 

Ward 17 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Katswanga 

river UTM (411318, 8164450) then generally south eastwards along the said 

river to its confluence with Murowa River, then generally south wards along 

Murowa River to a point UTM (42480,8155999), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM (416648,8156055), then south westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point where it meets a track UTM 

(415668,8152034), then generally north westwards along the said track to 

its intersection with Mazowe Bridge –Rusambo road, (415261,8152820), 

then north westwards along the said road to a point it meets Nyadedzi river, 

then generally westwards along Nyadedzi river to a point UTM (406515, 

8163861), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point in Katswanga 

River UTM (411318,8164450), the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

415619.54, 8152034.86; 413107.36, 8155080.21; 412516.26, 8156496.77; 

412725.52, 8157422.59; 413534.35, 8158400.86; 412502.41, 8158466.68; 

411059.55, 8158739.53; 409847.81, 8159449.85; 406416.90, 8163824.16; 

415619.54, 8152034.86. 

Ward 18  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Murowa 

river UTM (424850E 8156021S), then generally south westwards along 

Murowa river to its confluence with Mazowe river, then generally south 

westwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with Mwera river, then 

generally northwards along Mwera river to a point UTM (413853, 8148579), 

then northwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (415065, 8150561), 

then north eastwards along an imaginary line to Murowa river UTM 

(424850,8156021), the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

415646.81, 8152034.66; 427252.93, 8154514.92; 430897.25, 8152144.05; 

429549.26, 8148782.42; 427116.68, 8148735.14; 425022.12, 8148290.81; 

422238.89, 8147955.38; 420912.08, 8146438.02; 417921.92, 8144488.09; 

415646.81, 8152034.66. 
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Ward 19  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at the base of Mukonde 

mountain (427055,8162831), then south eastwards along an imaginary line 

to a point UTM (430431,8160465) in Tsvinje river, then generally south 

eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Mazowe river, then 

generally south westwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with 

Murowa river, then generally north westwards along Murowa river to a point 

given by (422349,8161209), then north eastwards along an imaginary line to 

the base of Mukonde mountain UTM (427055,8162831), the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

429962.74, 8160712.97; 432308.43, 8158137.61; 433537.22, 8154999.96; 

433896.41, 8154108.11; 434809.47, 8152511.35; 431360.14, 8151846.06; 

428102.59, 8154640.62; 421687.33, 8158039.05; 422257.99, 8158968.29; 

429962.74, 8160712.97. 

Ward 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Hwenjere river and the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then 

south eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary 

to a point (463535,8167856), then southwards along an imaginary line to 

the base of Chirambaunje Mountain so as to exclude it, then westwards 

along the Nyamatokwe mountain range to a point (459593,8164247), then 

south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (460365,8161996), 

then south westwards along an imaginary line to a point on the tributary of 

Nyamakuni River given by UTM (454828,8160435), then generally 

northwards along the said river to a point UTM (454732, 8162348), then 

north westwards along an imaginary line to a point on Mukosa-Rushinga 

road, then generally south westwards along the said road to a point UTM 

(446223,8165765), then north westwards along an imaginary line to a 

Hwenjere river UTM (440220,8172902), then generally north eastwards 

along the said river its intersection with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary, the starting point.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) : 

453179.95, 8164039.57; 440458.92, 8174052.95; 442278.91, 8175618.17; 

442523.94, 8176101.41; 445480.20, 8175856.97; 463250.78, 8166542.12; 

462292.15, 8165294.63; 459790.32; 8164513.33; 459607.27; 8164069.91; 

458672.2, 8169535.48. 
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Ward 21  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting a point UTM 

(440422,8172846), then south eastwards along an imaginary line to point 

on a gravel road UTM ( 446286,8165690) then generally south westwards 

along the said gravel road to a point UTM (443790,6164529), then south 

west wards along an imaginary line to the confluence of Matonhora and 

Bopoma rivers, then north westwards along Bopoma river to its confluence 

with Chimombwe river, generally north westwards along the said river to 

Gonzo-Nyatsato road UTM (433749,8165747), then north eastwards along 

an imaginary line to the peak of Chirwe hill, then north eastwards along a 

tributary of Hwenjere river to its confluence with Hwenjere river, then north 

eastwards along the said river to appoint UTM (440422,8172846), the 

starting point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) : 

443630.12, 8163702.05; 434831.56, 8163908.07; 442608.09, 8176279.98; 

442232.23, 8175555.21; 441432.23, 8174967.46; 440608.13, 8174277.28; 

440499.15, 8173474.89; 439878.82, 8172445.92; 439285.32, 8171461.71; 

443630.12, 8163702.05. 

Ward 22  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary intersect with Kahira river, 

then south eastwards along the said international boundary to where it 

intersects with Hwenjere river, then generally south westwards along the 

said river to its confluence with its tributary, then generally southwards 

along the said tributary to the peak of Chirwe hill, then south westwards 

along an imaginary line to Chimombgwe river UTM (433785,8165745), then 

north westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (430267,8170014), 

then westwards along an imaginary line to a point UTM (424589,8170032), 

then north east wards along an imaginary line to a point (428113,8173425), 

then westwards along an imaginary line to Kahira river UTM 

(421083,8174876), then generally north west wards along the said river to a 

point where it intersects with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

390836.09, 8176064.17; 391824.34, 8178367.71; 400981.05, 8168409.82; 

393408.98, 8170194.25; 392183.73, 8170197.42; 390531.22, 8170681.88; 

389853.95, 8170697.34; 389359.12, 8170635.93; 387444.27, 8171369.08; 

390836.09, 8176064.17. 
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Ward 23  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at a point in Ruya river 

UTM (396361,8179187), then southwards along an imaginary line to 

Bungwe river UTM (400368,8171056), then generally southwards along the 

said river to a point (400914,8166985), then westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point (394530,8166991), then north wards along an imaginary line 

to Nyanikiti river UTM (39349,8170210), then generally westwards along the 

said river to its confluence with Ruya river, then generally north eastwards 

along ruya river to a point (396361,8179187), the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)  

424517.80, 8169995.73; 417499.57, 8169262.36; 419138.17, 8173270.95; 

419728.45, 8174377.22; 420318.49, 8176198.86; 420747.27, 8177840.09; 

421970.92, 8179610.22; 421572.31, 8180936.53; 421249.35, 8182410.03; 

427537.57, 8174012.85. 

Ward 24  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at the north eastern 

beacon of Rushinga Service Centre UTM (397689,8162446), then 

southwards along an imaginary line to the south eastern beacon of the said 

service centre UTM (397868,8159668), then west wards along an imaginary 

line to the south western beacon of the said service centre UTM 

(394438,8159754), then northwards along an imaginary line to the north 

western beacon of the said service centre UTM (394446,81624492) then 

eastwards along an imaginary line to the north easten beacon, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

397732.15, 8159654.09; 407162.89, 8162025.60; 403556.67, 8157969.91; 

403380.56, 8157698.14. 

Ward 25  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at a point on the Mt 

Darwin-Rushinga district boundary UTM (397063,8151721), then eastwards 

along an imaginary line to an unnamed river UTM (401853, 8151913), then 

generally eastwards along the said river to a point (405734,8152538S) then 

southwards along an imaginary line to a point in Mazowe River at UTM 

(409344,8151913), then generally westwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Mukotwe river (Mt Darwin-Rushinga district boundary), 

then northwards along the said boundary to a point on the Mt Darwin-

Rushinga district boundary UTM (397063,8151721), the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA):  

396874.30, 8150000.56; 404380.33, 8141666.94; 400371.56, 8141799.10; 

398937.55, 8142016.02; 398684.77, 8142862.80; 398782.55, 8144253.33; 
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398029.24, 8145009.52; 397186.37, 8146769.71; 397273.53, 8148007.49; 

396874.30, 8150000.56. 
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CHAMINUKA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from north eastern 

corner of Katanya farm, then generally eastwards along Mazowe Agricultural 

Estates Farm boundary to where it meets an unnamed stream, then 

generally southeastwards along an unnamed stream so as to exclude 

Tsakare mountain to its confluence with Mufuri River, then generally 

southwards to Kaziro Mountain peak, then south-westwards along Kaziro 

Mountain range to Kaziro Dip so as to exclude it, then generally southwards 

along Mufuri River to its confluence with Nyamaruru river, then generally 

south-westwards along Nyamaruru river to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Terragwaai Farm (District Boundary), then generally 

northwards along Terragwaai farm, Azikara Estate and Katanya Farm 

boundaries to its north-eastern corner, the starting point.The area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 32958, 8137584; 334743, 8137052; 337598, 8130985; 335233, 8129039; 

327653, 8127310. 

Ward 2 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where 

Mazowe Agricultural Estates southern boundary meets with Mufuri River, 

then generally south-eastwards along Labelle Esperance and Thebus farm 

boundaries to the southern corner of Thebus farm so as to exclude them 

and include Chikonye, Goora and Mufutumari villages, then southwards 

along an unnamed gravel road from Thebus Farm to where it meets 

Chindunduma road, then generally westwards along Zvisokwe river to a 

point where it meets Bindura-Mt Darwin road, then generally westwards so 

as to exclude Muchenje Mountain and Kaziro Primary School to Kaziro 

Mountain peak, then north-westwards so as to include Tsakare mountain, 

then generally northwards along an unnamed stream to where it meets 

Mazowe Agricural Estates southern boundary, then generally eastwards 

along the Mazowe Agricultural Estate Farm boundary to where it meets with 

Mufuri River, the starting point.The area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

334743, 8137052; 3340063, 8136486; 340314, 8136623; 340266, 

8136772; 345679, 8129557; 343623, 8126358; 337548, 8131005. 

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

corner of Thebus Farm, then north-eastwards along Thebus Farm, and 

Muskham Farm boundary to Mt Darwin Mountain peak ,then south-

westwards along Chiruma Farm boundary so as to exclude it, to a point 
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where Chiruma, Thebus and Puckridge farm boundaries meet so as to 

include Puckridge farm, then south-eastwards along Chiruma Farm 

boundary to where it meets Gwetera River, then north easwards along 

Charuma farm boundary to a point where it meets Gwetera river, then 

southwards along Puck Ridge Farm boundary so as to include it and 

exclude the Lions Lodge to the southern corner of Lions Lodge and Puck 

Ridge farms, then south-westwards along the Puck ridge Farm boundary so 

as to exclude Kemphaven Farm, then generally south-westwards along the 

northern Kemphaven Farm boundary to a point where it meets the 

communal lands boundary,then generally southwestwards along 

Kemphaven boundary to where it meets Kakovakemuganhu River, then 

generally westwards along Kakovakemuganhu river to its confluence with 

Zvisokwe stream, then generally northwestwards along Zvisokwe stream to 

where it meets Chindunduma and an unnamed gravel road from Thebus 

Farm road, then generally northwards along the gravel road so as to exclude 

Zvisokwe Dam and Dip Tank to the southern corner of Thebus Farm, the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

345679, 8129557; 347433, 8132217; 352239, 8136013; 352275, 8135933; 

350159, 8130174; 353033, 8128621; 355155, 8129624; 354845, 8126289; 

348230, 8125252; 348043, 8124776; 343694, 8126502. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Kaziro Mountain 

peak, then generally south-east to Muchenje Mountain so as to include it, 

then eastwards to Bindura-Mt Darwin road, then generally southwards to 

where it meets Chindunduma road and an unnamed gravel road from 

Thebus Farm, then southwards along the gravel road to where it meets 

Kakovakemuganhu river then southwards along Kakovakemuganhu River to 

its confluence with Gwetera River, then westwards along Gwetera River to its 

confluence with Mufuri River, then generally north-westwards along Mufuri 

river to where it meets Bindura-Mt Darwin road, then northwards along 

Mufuri river to its confluence with Nyamaruru river, then generally 

northwards along Mufuri River to its confluence with an unnamed stream at 

Kaziro dip tank so as to include it, then generally north eastwards to Kaziro 

Mountain Peak, the starting point.The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

337538, 8131004; 338511, 8127515; 342898, 8126919; 342675, 8126352; 

343632, 8126353; 342256, 8123882; 345116, 8121328; 3445040, 

8119951; 341462, 8119707; 3396760, 8122627; 338064, 8125128; 

338191, 8125253; 335236, 8129040. 
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Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Chindunduma-Madziva Mine road meet an unnamed gravel road from 

Thebus Farm, then generally south-eastwards to a point where it meets 

Zvisokwe Stream, then eastwards along Zvisokwe stream to its confluence 

with Kakovakemuganhu River, then eastwards along Kakovakemuganhu 

River to where it meets Kemphaven Farm boundary, then southwards along 

Kemphaven Farm boundary to the north-western corner of Paridon Farm 

boundary so as to exclude Kemphaven Farm and include Paridon Farm to 

the north-eastern corner of Paridon Farm, then generally south-eastwards 

along Odenferra Farm and State land boundary so as to include Odenferra 

and State land and exclude Glen dry and Septem Farms to the south-

eastern corner of Septem Farm, then southwards along the State land to 

where it meets the north-eastern corner of Darien Farm boundary, then 

north-westwards along Darien Farm boundary so as to exclude Darien Farm 

and include State land to the northern corner of Darien Farm, then 

westwards to the north-eastern corner of Denda Farm, then southwards 

along Denda boundary so as to include it to the southern corner of Denda 

Farm and then north west along Denda Farm boundary to the north-

western corner of Denda Farm and then northwards along Denda Farm 

boundary to where it meets unnamed stream from Denda Dam, then 

generally south westwards along the unnamed stream from Denda Dam to 

its confluence with Kakovakomuganhu stream then north-eastwards along 

Kakovakomuganhu to where it meets a gravel road from Thebus Farm, then 

generally northwards along the unnamed gravel road to where it meets 

Chindunduma and Madziva Mine road, the starting point. The area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

338064, 8125128; 347707, 8123931; 353786, 8122358; 353784, 8122335; 

360372, 8119139; 359793, 8117464; 359567, 81117356; 359324, 

8117576; 358382, 8117310; 356298, 8118427; 351746, 8119016; 350384, 

8115529; 346761, 8117463; 346870, 8119955; 344487, 8119914; 345086, 

8121345; 342212, 8123850; 343724, 8126479. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Maruva River and Solomio eastern Farm boundary (District Boundary) 

meets, then generally eastwards along the boundary so as to include 

Chidabwe Dip and Chidabwe mountain to an unnamed stream, then 

generally south-eastwards along an unnamed stream so as to exclude 

Dangarembizi, Matsikwa and Barwa villages, then to its confluence with 

Nyaukunda River, then generally southwards to Bradley 2 School, then 

generally south-eastwards along an unnamed stream so as to exclude 

Mutamirepi to where it meets Bindura- Mt Darwin Road, then generally 
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southwards along Mt Darwin Bindura Road to where it meets Umpfurudzi- 

Kasimbwi road, then generally south-westwards along Umpfurudzi Road to 

where it meets Butcombe road, then generally westwards along Butcombe 

road to where it meets the eastern boundary of Butcombe A farm, then 

north east along Butcombe A, Kerry Farm and Solomio Farm boundariesto 

where it meets Solomio Farm and Maruva stream, the starting point. 

The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 
Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

326990, 8124259; 330885, 8123008; 331827, 8120407; 334110, 8119927; 

332593, 8118446; 332909, 8117210; 333716, 8116668; 332399, 8114273; 

331382, 8114467; 331825, 8116209; 329288, 8116188; 328834, 8115637; 

328558, 8115836; 329845, 8117133; 329702, 8117143; 329605, 8117414. 

Ward 7  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mufuri River and Gwetera River, then generally south-westwards to the peak 

of Haramba Mountain, then southwards along Madziva Communal Land 

boundary to Chidembo School, then westwards to Kasimbwi dip tank so as 

to exclude it, then generally northwards along an unnamed stream to where 

it meets Umpfurudzi gravel road, then eastwards along the Umpfurudzi 

gravel road to where it meets Bindura-Mt Darwin Road, then generally 

northwards along Bindura-Mt Darwin Road to an unnamed stream so as to 

include Makamba and Mutosore villages, then generally westwards to the 

confluence of Nyarukunda River and unnamed stream so as to exclude 

Bradley 2 School, then generally northwards along Nyarukunda River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then northeastwards so as to exclude 

Dangarembizi, Matsikwa, Barwa, and Chimombe villages so as to include 

Musiiwa, then generally eastwards to Bindura-Mt Darwin Road so as to 

exclude Gotora Dam, then eastwards so as to exclude Mavhunga, Shoni and 

Zvomuya villages and include Gandanhamo and Chigombe villages to the 

confluence of Gwetera and Mufuri river, the starting point.The area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

340923, 8119796; 336928, 8116271; 336886, 8116274; 335971, 8113160; 

336022, 8112977; 335994, 8112897; 333695, 8113007; 331693, 8112896; 

335996, 8112896; 335996, 8112896; 331691, 8113708; 332400, 8114272; 

333698, 8119725; 335089, 8119437; 337502, 8120655. 

Ward 8  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Butcombe road and Butcombe A Farm Boundary ( Bindura Shamva district 

boundary) meets, then eastwards along the Butcombe road to where it 

meets Nyarugwe River, then generally south westwards along Nyarugwe 
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River to where it meets Mupfurudzi road, then generally eastwards along 

Mupfurudzi road to where it meets an unnamed stream UTM (), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream up to Kasimbwi Dip Tank, 

then generally eastwards to Chidembo School so as to exclude it, then 

generally southwards to where it meets Mupfurudzi River and the north-

eastern corner of the Derries Farm, then generally westwards along 

Mupfurudzi River (District boundary) to the south eastern corner of 

Umpfurudzi Estate so as to exclude it, then generally westwards along 

Mupfurudzi River so as to exclude Umpfurudzi Estate, Chiver 1 and 

Hurlingham, Tarlington Farms up to the southern corner of Butcombe A 

Farm, then generally north-eastwards along Butcombe A Farm boundary to 

it meets Butcombe Road, the starting point.The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

326832, 8118386; 327459, 8117966; 327982, 8118001; 328625, 8117811; 

328999, 8117219; 329608, 8117415, 329843, 811716; 329843, 811716; 

329843, 8117116; 328562, 8115829; 328832, 8115639; 329366, 8116185; 

330194, 8116208; 330314, 8115783; 331394, 8114467; 332371, 8114260; 

331705, 8113697; 335998, 8112895; 333339, 8109539; 333417, 8109641; 

324567, 8115892. 

Ward 9  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of 

Haramba Mountain, then generally southeastwards along an unnamed 

stream, to its confluence with Chinzvinzvi River, then south eastwards along 

Chinzvinzvi River to its confluence with Mupfurudzi River, then south 

westwards along Mupfurudzi River to the north western corner of Farm 

No.12, then southwards along Farm No. 12 Farm boundary so as to exclude 

it,to the south eastern corner of Stone Lea Farm, then generally north west 

along Stone Lea Farm boundary so as to include it, to its western corner on 

the Derries Farm, then generally south west along the Derries Farm 

Boundary, to its southern boundary, then generally north-eastwards along 

the Derries Farm boundary so as to include it, to where it meets with Bodele 

Farm, then northeastwards along Bodele Farm boundary, Umfurudsi Estate 

to Mupfurudzi River, then generally eastwards along Mupfurudzi River, to a 

point (333804,8109592), then northeastward along an imaginary line to the 

peak of Haramba mountain so as to include Chidembo School and 

Nyamasanga dip, the starting point.The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

336886, 8116275; 336928, 8116270; 337398, 8116046; 342476, 8111395; 

342431, 8111298; 342091, 8111296; 341355, 8110714; 341160, 8110713; 
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340966, 8110762; 340966 ,81105193; 340870, 8110325; 338436, 

8109204; 338146, 8109203; 338139, 8109064; 337989, 8109203; 337785, 

8104400; 336281, 8105507; 334335, 8106269; 333779, 8104880; 330795, 

8106153.  

Ward 10  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Gwetera 

River meets with Denda Farm boundary, then generally south-westwards 

along the western boundary of Denda Farm and State Land to Mupfurudzi 

River, then generally westwards along the River to Eben Dam wall, then 

southwards along Farm No. 9 boundary and the eastern boundary of Farm 

No.1 to the south eastern corner of Farm number 1 boundary, then 

generally north westwards along Farm number 1 boundary so as to include 

it to its south western corner, then generally northwards along Farm No.1 

boundary to Mupfurudzi River, then generally eastwards along Mupfurudzi 

River to Eben Dam so as to include it, then generally north westwards along 

Chinzvinzvi River to Haramba mountain peak then northeast wards to 

Gwetera River so as to include Dikitira dam and Dikitira dip and exclude 

Kariwo and Bvumbe villages, then generally eastwards along Gwetera River 

to its intersection with the western boundary of Denda Farm, the starting 

point.The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

346849, 8119939; 346547, 8111991;346591, 8111932; 346124,8 111979; 

346075, 8111831; 345735, 8111928; 346075, 8111831; 345735, 8111928; 

344347, 8111394; 344504, 8105978; 341547, 8106826; 341310, 8111297; 

341355, 8110714; 342423, 8111295; 342477, 8111393; 336940, 8116267; 

341105, 8119884. 

Ward 11  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the eastern 

beacon of Lot 6 Farm of Umpfurudzi Ranch, then eastwards along the 

Umpfurudzi Ranch Lots 6,5,4,3,2 to Eben Dam gravel road on the southern 

boundary of Lot 2, then southwards along the Eben Dam gravel road to 

Madziva Mine Chakonda tarred road then south westwards along the tarred 

road to where it meets with Zvirungurira River, then eastwards along 

Zvirungurira River to its confluence with Bushu River, then southwards 

along the Bushu River to Bushu Dam so as to exclude Bushu dip tank, then 

generally southwards to the range of Zambayamba mountain range, then 

westwards along the mountain range to Zambayamba mountain peak then 

northwards to Gubube Mountain peak, then northwards along a dust road 

to a point where it meets a stream UMT (346641,8101373) then 

northwestwards along the stream to a point where it meets Nyahuyo river 
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UMT(345246,8102233) then generally north eastwards along Nyahuyo river 

to its confluence with Zvirungurira River, then generally north westwards 

along Zvirungurira River, to a point where it meets unnamed stream UMT 

(347522,8107063) then northwards where it meets Umfurudzi farm 

boundary, then eastwards along lots 6,5,4,3 and 2, the starting point.The 

area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

347486, 8107289; 351873, 8107174; 351311, 8105572; 352426, 8105274; 

349269, 5099334; 349147, 8099246; 347498, 8099668; 347466, 8099659; 

346016, 8102409; 346644, 8104639; 3481226, 8105723; 348014, 

8106239; 347496, 8107170. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Eben Dam gravel road and the southern boundary of Lot 2 of Umpfurudzi 

Ranch meets, then eastwards along the Umpfurudzi Ranch boundary to the 

south eastern corner of Lot 1, then southwards along the Principe and 

Beaulieu Farm boundaries so as to exclude them to Mungani Mountain 

Range then generally northwards along Mungani mountain range peaks to 

where it meets Bushu River, then generally north eastwards along Bushu 

River so as to include Bushu Dam to its confluence with Zvirungurira River, 

then generally westwards along Zvirungurira River to where it meets 

Chakonda Madziva Mine tarred road, then north eastwards along the tarred 

road toa point where it meets Eben Dam gravel road then to the southern 

boundary of Lot 2 of Umpfurudzi Ranch, the starting point.The area is 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

351873, 8107174 357282, 810703 ;355956, 8098415; 355228, 8098469; 

353301, 8099032; 352893, 8097957; 352880, 8097955; 351151, 8098404; 

351355, 8098848; 349291, 8099302; 349269, 8099335; 347354, 8100513; 

346474, 8102338; 346034, 8102403; 3466364, 8104635; 348125, 

8105722; 348014, 8106238; 348085, 8106488; 347493, 8106488. 

Ward 13  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at the 

peak of Mungani mountain, then eastwards along Beaulieu Farm boundary, 

then generally southwards along the Beaulieu Farm boundary to where it 

meets Chipoli Estate Farm boundary so as to exclude it, then eastwards 

along the Chipoli Estate boundary to Mazowe River, then generally south 

wards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Nyagui River, then 

generally westwards along Mazowe River to the southeast of Chipoli 2 estate 

Farm boundary, then generally northwards along Chipoli Estate 2 Farm 
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boundary so as to include it and exclude Lot 1 of Chipoli Estate, to the 

eastern corner of Lot 1, then westwards along Chipoli Estate Farm boundary 

to the south western corner of Chipoli Estate, then generally northwards 

along the Chipoli Estate Farm boundary,to its north-western corner so as to 

exclude Glendalough A Farm, then generally westwards along Glendalough 

A, Lions Den and Wonder Valley Farm boundaries to the northwestern 

comer of Wonder Valley Farm, then generally northwards along Freugh 

Farm boundary to the peak of Zambayamba mountain range, then generally 

south eastwards along Zambayamba mountain range so as to exclude 

Chipadze Dip and Bushu Dam and include Chomasorodzwa and Chishapa 

Dip ,then generally eastwards along the mountain range to Mungari 

Mountain peak, the starting point.The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

344092, 8099213; 347496, 8099970; 349148, 8099244; 349268, 8099333 ; 

351360, 8098843; 351155, 8098398; 352893, 8097957; 353300, 8099032 ; 

354980, 8099023; 355232, 8098461; 355959, 8098417; 355900, 8096483; 

360283, 8097561; 360332, 8097867; 361338, 8097925; 364539, 8097078; 

364178, 8096315; 364288, 8096151; 363782, 8095864; 363488, 8096012; 

363073, 8095760; 361893, 8099591; 362374, 8094832; 361992, 8093718; 

360157, 8092725; 360124, 8093969; 354533, 8093347; 353998, 8094745; 

355025, 8095345; 354129, 8095913; 351907, 8095225; 344252, 8096470. 

Ward 14  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Lions 

Lodge western Farm boundary meets Gwetera River, then generally 

northeastwards along Gwetera River to where it meets Umpfurudzi safari 

area, then generally south wards along Umpfurudzi Safari area boundary, to 

where it meets Ruanga river, then generally westward along Ruanga river to 

where it meets the eastern boundary of Darien Farm, then generally 

northwards along Darien Farm and State Land boundaries, to the south 

eastern corner of Septem Farm, then generally north-westwards along 

Septem, Glendry and Kemphaven Farm boundaries so as to include them,to 

the south western corner of Kemphaven Farm boundary, then generally 

north east wards along Kemphaven Farm boundary to the north western 

corner of Kemphaven Farm, then generally north east wards along 

Kemphaven and Glendry Farm boundaries, to the south western corner of 

Lions lodge Farm boundary, then north wards along Lions Lodge Farm 

boundary so as to include it, to a point where Lions Lodge Farm boundary 

meets Gwetera River, the starting point. The area is bound by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

367436, 8136307; 367620, 8135854; 369011, 8128903; 366767, 8124424; 

365588, 8123556; 363196, 8117217; 359793, 8117462; 360367, 8119142; 

347709, 8123932; 348220, 8125263; 354838, 8126334; 355160, 8129624.  

Ward 15  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

north western corner of Farm No.12 meets Mupfurudzi River,then generally 

north eastwards along Mupfurudzi River to the north eastern corner of Lot 

10 of Umpfurudzi Range, then southwards to a point where Farm number 

11 and Freugh Farm boundary meet, then south eastwards to trigonometri 

beacon 40/S, then nortwards along lot 1 boundary so as to exclude it, to a 

point where lot 1 meets lot 8 and 9, then eastwards along the boundaries of 

lot 8,7 and 6 to a point UTM( 347489,8107498) then southwards along an 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Zvirungurira river, then generally 

southwards along Zvirungurira river to its confluence with Nyahuyo river, 

then southward along Nyahuyo river to a point where it meets 

Zvambayamba mountain range, then westwards along Zvambayamba range 

to a point where it meets the eastern side of Freugh farm boundary, then 

southwards to a point where it meets a mountain range to a point where it 

meets the southern corner of frugh farm boundary, then along trhe 

southern boundary of Freugh farm, Umfurudzi range so as to include them 

to a point where Umfurudzi range and Nomansland boundary meet, then 

nortwards along the western boundary of Umfurudzi range to a point where 

Suikerbossie farm and the state land boundary meet so as to include them, 

then westwards along the state land boundary to a point where Nomansland 

farm, Shashi estate and the state land boundary meet, then north eastwards 

along the state land boundary to a point where it meets Derries farm and 

Stoney Lea farm boundaries meet so as to exclude them, then southeast 

wards along Stoney Lea farm boundary to a point where it meets farm 

number 12 and Suikerbossie meet, then northward along farm number 12 

boundary to a point where it meets Mupfurudzi river, the starting point. The 

area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 341316, 8110704; 341547, 8106826; 344487, 8105972; 344588, 8107365; 

347486, 8107589; 346009, 8102399; 347466, 8099659; 344092, 8099211; 

344228, 8096495; 337668, 8097433; 339998, 8097347; 332151, 8100298; 

337752, 810425; 333778, 814879; 334337, 816272; 336287, 815504; 

337785, 8104400; 337988, 8109203; 338140, 8109065; 338145, 8109206; 

338436, 8109206; 340869, 8110323; 340966, 8110761. 
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Ward 16  
It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

south-western corner of Denda Farm so as to exclude it, then south 

eastwards along Denda Farm boundary to the southern corner, then 

generally northeast along Denda Farm boundary to its eastern corner, then 

generally eastwards along the State Land and Darien Farm boundaries so as 

to include them, then to the north eastern corner of Darien Farm, then 

generally southwards along Darien Farm boundary to the northwest corner 

of the State Land, then eastwards along an unnamed stream to the north 

eastern corner of the State Land on the western corner of Umpfurudzi Safari 

Area, then generally northwards along the Umpfurudzi Safari Area to where 

it meets Gwetera River, then generally eastwards along Gwetera River, to its 

confluence with Mazowe River, then generally southwestwards along 

Mazowe River, to the eastern boundary of Chipoli Estate 1 so as to exclude 

it, then westwards to the south western corner of Umpfurudzi Safari Area, 

then generally northwards along Umpfurudzi Safari area boundary so as to 

include it,to Mupfurudzi River, then generally westwards along Mupfurudzi 

River to the south western boundary of the State land, then northwards 

along the State Land boundary so as to include it to the south western 

corner of Denda Farm, the starting point.The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

346718, 8117482; 350358, 8115496; 351736, 8119015; 351794, 8118907; 

351736, 8119015; 351794, 8118907; 356289, 811844; 358375, 8117288; 

359328, 8117581; 359567, 8117348; 360190, 8117365; 363168, 8117222; 

369057, 8128868; 367430, 8136416; 394277, 8137715; 360326, 8097877; 

360274, 8098816; 365159, 8102124; 363911, 8106844; 346614, 8111899. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Caledon Farm then eastwards along the Caldon Farm, 

Wonder Valley, Lions Den, Glendalough A boundaries so as to include them 

to the eastern corner of Glendalough A Farm and generally south-eastwards 

along Glendalough A and Wolley Estate Farm boundaries so as to include 

them to Mazowe River and then westwards along Mazowe River to the south 

western corner of Caledon Farm and then northwards along Caledon Farm 

boundary to the north western corner of Caledon Farm, the starting 

point.The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

339998, 8097103; 349775, 8096060; 351910, 8095233; 354113, 8095922; 

355038, 8095355; 353981, 8094754; 355863, 8089782; 340023, 8089916. 
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Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

north western corner of Sunray Farm meets Mazowe River, generally 

eastwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with Pote River, then 

generally southwards along Pote River to the south western corner of The 

Bend Farm on Pote River, then north eastwards along Bindura Shamva 

district boundary to the north western corner of Sunray Farm on Mazowe 

River, the starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

337420, 8089844; 338782, 8089643; 347817, 8090223; 347564, 8089840; 

347485, 8089396; 347679, 8089053; 347435, 8088763; 346073, 8088374; 

345878, 8088520; 345635, 8088520; 344322, 8087936; 337426, 8080318; 

330945, 8077733; 333379, 8083752; 336409, 8084121. 

Ward 19  
It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Chipoli Estate boundary and Mazowe river meet, then generally south wards 

along Mazowe river to its confluence with Nyagui River, then southeastwards 

along Nyagui river to the northern part of Mondesir Farm, then generally 

south westwards along Mondesir Farm boundary so as to exclude it to 

where it meets the western boundary of Dillon farm, then generally 

northwestwards along Dillon farm‟s western boundary to where it meets 

Mazowe river, then generally south westwards along Mazowe river to the 

north western corner of New Brixton Farm, then generally southwards along 

the New Brixton Farm boundary so as to exclude it and include New Brixton 

Extension, to the southern boundary of New Brixton farm, then south 

westwards along Med reserve Farm so as to include it, to the southern 

boundary of Med reserve so as to include it, then north eastwards along Med 

Reserve and Cadogan Farm, to a point where they meet Mushambanyama 

River, then eastwards along Mushambanyama River to its confluence with 

Mazowe river, then generally eastwards along Mazowe River to where it 

meets the Wolley Estate boundary, then generally northwards along Wolley 

estate farm boundary so as to exclude it and include Molly valley and 

Chipoli Estate 1, to a point where it meets Chipoli Estate, then generally 

eastwards along Chipoli Estate Farm boundary so as to include Chipoli 

Estate 1 and exclude Chipoli Estate II, to a point where Chipoli Estate 

boundary meets the confluence of and Mazowe river and Nyagui river, the 

starting point.The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  
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364283, 8096152; 364992, 8095324; 364165, 8090627; 359812, 8088379; 

359131, 8091317; 357051, 8088791; 355785, 8087874; 357044, 8085973; 

356777, 8085532; 354490, 8084509; 352078, 8089768; 353400, 8090583; 

355870, 8089785; 354533, 8093321; 363790, 8095861. 

Ward 20  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

corner of Trio Farm and Pote River then south-eastwards along Burnleigh 

Farm boundary to a point where it meets the northern corner of the State 

Land boundary so as to exclude the Case Estate Farm and include the State 

Land, then generally southwards along the State Land boundary to the 

southern corner of Coryton Farm so as to exclude it and then north-

eastwards along Coryton Farm boundary and Walwyn Estate Farm 

boundary to the northern corner of Walwyn Estate Farm boundary so as to 

include it, then southwards along Walwyn Estate boundary then south-

eastwards along Robinhood Farm boundary so as to include it and exclude 

Rutherdale Estate to its eastern corner, then south-westwards along 

Robinhood Farm boundary so as to exclude Zombie Farm to its southern 

corner then generally south-eastwards along Murgwi Estate Farm boundary 

so as to include it to its eastern corner and then south-westwards along 

Murgwi Estate Farm boundary and Palmgroove Annexe Farm boundary so 

as to include it and exclude Palmgroove Estate to the south-western corner 

of Palmgroove Annexe Farm then northwards along Palmgroove Annexe, 

Ceres and Ceres A Farm boundaries so as to include them and exclude 

Woodlands Estate farm to the northern corner of Hereford Estate Farm on 

the Bindura-Shamva District boundary, then westwards along the district 

boundary to south-western corner of Trio of Burnleigh Farm and then 

north-westwards along the Bindura-Shamva district boundary to the north-

western corner of Trio of Burnleigh Farm so as to include it and exclude 

Acadia Farm and then north-eastwards along the Shamva-Bindura district 

boundary to the northern corner of Burnleigh Farm so as to exclude 

Woodlands then northwards along the Bindura-Shamva district boundary to 

Pote River and generally northwards along Pote River up to the point where 

it meets the northern corner of Trio Farm, the starting point. The area is 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

339990, 8082606; 340548, 8082048; 342448, 8082482; 343360, 8079965; 

346235, 8081089; 345535, 8078477; 347597, 8077508; 345865, 8075522; 

347066, 8073399; 339941, 8069496; 338339, 8075744; 336241, 8075166; 

335516, 8077789; 337826, 8078468; 337455, 8080309. 
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Ward 21  
It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the northern corner 

of Mondesir Farm and Nyagui River, then generally southwards along 

Nyagui River to its confluence with Umvindsi River, then generally 

southwest along Umvindsi River to the south eastern boundary of 

Mumhurwi Farm, then westwards along Mumhurwi and Bythorn Farm 

boundaries to the south-western corner of Bythorn Farm, then northwards 

along Bythorn, the Poort and Woodlands Estate Farm boundaries so as to 

include them, to the north western corner of Woodlands Estate Farm, then 

north eastwards along Woodlands Estate Farm boundary to the northern 

corner of Woodlands Farm, then southwards along Woodlands Farm 

boundary to the southern corner of Ceres Farm so as to exclude it, then 

eastwards along Palmgroove Estate and Nyamadomba Farm Boundaries to 

the north eastern corner of Nyamadomba Farm, then northwards along 

Zombie Farm boundary so as to include it, to the north western corner of 

Zombie Farm, then north eastwards along the following Farm boundaries, 

Zombie, Chewarika, Grahamsdale, Mondesir, to the northern corner of 

Mondesir Farm and Nyagui River, the starting point.The area is bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

364991, 8095325; 353762, 8072186; 336349, 8063626; 337865, 8069749; 

336578, 8070585; 337801, 8072992; 337363, 8074250; 338563, 8074827; 

339959, 8069484; 347069, 8073419; 345880, 8075508; 350289, 8082367; 

356774, 8085326, 355778, 8087921; 357035, 8088795; 359148, 8091315; 

359906, 8088380; 364170, 8090625. 

 Ward 22  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Tipperary Estate, Myross Farm boundaries and Shamva Chakonda road 

meet, then to a point (349171,8087472) southeastwards on the Hexagon 

Extension Farm boundary then southwards along the Farm boundary to a 

point (349144,8086575) on the north eastern corner of Shamva Mine B, 

then westwards along Shamva Mine B and Samva Farm boundaries to 

where it meets Harare – Shamva road, then generally north-eastwards along 

Harare- Shamva road to a point where Tipperary Estate, Myross Farm 

boundaries and Chakonda road meet, the starting point.The area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

347997, 8088366; 349175, 8087306; 349148, 8087279; 349148, 8086641; 

347535, 8086449; 347463, 8086489; 347294, 8086404; 347718, 8087295; 

347888, 8088270. 
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Ward 23  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mazowe and Pote Rivers then generally eastwards along Mazowe River to its 

intersection with Tipperary Farm western boundary, then generally 

southwest along Tipperary Farm boundary to its intersection with Madziwa-

Shamva road, then generally southeast along Tipperary Estate Farm 

boundary to the northern corner of Hexagon Extension so as to include 

Roman Catholic church and exclude Tippaz Bar and Garikai, then 

southwards along Hexagon Extension so as Wadzanai Secondary and 

Wadzanai Primary Schools to its intersection with Chimanikire road, follow 

Chimanikire road generally westwards so as to include Eastermark to its 

intersection with Shamva Madziva road, generally southwest along 

Chakonda-Shamva road up to its junction with the northern boundary of 

Shamva Farm, then generally south-westwards along Samva Farm boundary 

to the intersection of Lodore, Windermere and Shamva Farm Boundaries, 

then generally northwest along Lodore Farm boundary to its junction with 

Pote River, then generally northeast along Pote River to its confluence with 

Mazowe River, the starting point.The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

348439, 8090177; 348028, 8088855; 349391, 887657; 349175, 8087306; 

347996, 8088366; 347584, 8087044; 345693, 8086543; 344279, 8087872; 

344322, 8087936; 347819, 8092222. 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mazowe River and Clear water stream, then generally south-westwards 

along Panmure Farm boundary so as to exclude it, to the western corner of 

Panmure estate, then to the north-eastern corner of Hexagon Extension so 

as to exclude it, then northwards along the northern Hexagon boundary of 

Hexagon extension to its north-western corner ,then generally north-

westwards to where it meets the western boundary of Tipperary Farm so as 

to exclude Wadzanai Primary, Wadzanai High School, Roman Catholic 

Church, and Eastermark and then to include Garikai, then north eastwards 

along the Tipperary Farm‟s western boundary so as to include it towhere it 

meets Mazowe River then ,generally eastwards along Mazowe River to the 

confluence of Mazowe River and Clear water stream, the starting point.The 

area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

350950, 8090685; 349801, 8089909; 350833, 8088383; 351206, 8088245; 

350830, 8087089; 343767, 8087728; 348028, 8088855. 
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Ward 25  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mupfuri and Nyamaruru Rivers, then generally south eastwards along 

Mupfuri River, to its confluence with Gotora River, then generally south 

wards along Gotora River, to its confluence with an unnamed River, then 

generally southwestwards to a confluence of Nyarukunda and unnamed 

stream (334435,8123022), then westwards to a point (331421,8122742) on 

a gravel road, then generally northwards along the gravel road to a 

point(330772,8123248) so as to exclude Chidabwe village, then westwards 

to point (3327023,8124412) on the eastern boundary of Solomio Farm, 

(Bindura Shamva district Boundary), then northwards along Solomio Farm 

and Terragwai Farm boundaries to Nyamaruru River, then eastwards along 

Nyamaruru River to its confluence with Mupfuri River, the starting point 

.The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 335682, 8129202; 338056, 8125132; 338054, 8125132; 334107, 8119928; 

330898, 8123013; 326990, 8124259; 327647, 8127311.  

 Ward 26  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where of Mupfuri 

River and Mt Darwin road, then eastwards along the road to a point 

(339668,8122807) then southeastwards so as to include Madziva Council 

hall, to a point (341456,8119875) on Gwetera River then southwestwards 

along Gwetera river to a point (337492,8120809) on Mt Darwin Bindura 

road so as to include Mutumba Secondary school, then southwestwards to a 

point (335079,8119604) then southwestwards to an unnamed river 

(333870,8119896) then north east to the confluence of Gotora river and 

Mupfuri River, then south eastwards along Mupfuri River to where it meets 

Mt Darwin Bindura road,the starting point.The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 340036, 8123456; 339679, 8122644; 341460, 8119710; 340925, 8119794; 

337501, 8120670; 335082, 8119440; 333874, 8119732; 337868, 8122860; 

338051, 8125131; 339956, 8123417. 

Ward 27  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

western corner of Lot 8 of Umpfurudzi Range Farm on Mupfurudzi River so 

as to exclude Eben Dam, then generally eastwards along Mupfurudzi River 

to the north eastern corner of Lot 1 of Beaulieu Farm and then southwards 

along Lot 1 and Lot 2 of Beaulieu Farm boundaries so as to include them to 

the south-eastern corner of Lot 2 of Beaulieu Farm, then generally south 

westwards along Lot 2 of Beaulieu farm to the south western corner of 
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Beaulieu Farm, then generally northwards along Beaulieu Farm, Lot 1 of 

Beaulieu and Principe to the south eastern corner of Lot 1 of Umpfurudzi 

Range Farm, then westwards along Lot 1 to Lot 8 of Umpfurudzi Range so 

as to include them to the south western corner of Lot 8 of Umpfurudzi 

Range,then northwards along Lot 8 of Umpfurudzi Range to the north 

western corner of Lot 8 of Umpfurudzi Range on Mupfurudzi River, the 

starting point.The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

344344, 8111395; 363910, 8106846; 363803, 8106519; 365159, 8102124; 

360282, 8097563; 355897, 8096483; 357282, 810703; 344588, 8107365. 

Ward 28 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

boundaries of Lodore, Windemer and Samva Farms meet, then north 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Samva Farm to the north eastern 

corner of Samva Farm, then southwards along Samva Farm boundary to the 

southern corner of Shamva Mine to the southern boundary of Shamva Mine, 

then northern corner of Didsbury so as to include it, then along the 

southern boundary of Richlands Farm so as to exclude it to the north-

eastern corner of Maxton Farm so as to include it, then generally south-

westwards along Maxton Estate and Rutherdale Estate boundaries so as to 

include Rutherdale Estate, then generally westwards along Robinhood, 

Walwyn Estate, the State Land and The Carse Estate farm boundaries to 

where it meets Pote River, then generally north eastwards along Pote River 

to the northern corner of Lodore Farm, then generally southeastwards along 

Lodore Farm to where Lodore, Windemer and Samva Farms boundaries 

meet, the starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 347585, 8087043; 347294, 8086404; 347535, 8086449; 346857, 8084266; 

347553, 8084142; 350512, 8085607; 350524, 8082388; 347570, 8077507; 

345527, 8078486; 346265, 8081090; 343360, 8079965; 342443, 8082486; 

340548, 8082049; 339909, 8082607; 340475, 8082713; 344286, 8087870; 

345693, 8086543. 

Ward 29  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mazowe and Mushambanyama Rivers then southwestwards along 

Mushambanyama River to the north western corner of Cadogan Farm so as 

to exclude Cadogan Farm, then south eastwards along the western 

boundary of Cadogan Farm to the south eastern corner of Richlands Farm, 

then southwestwards along the Richlands Farm boundary so as to include 
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Richlands Farm to the south western corner of Richlands Farm, then north 

wards along the Richlands Farm boundary to the north eastern corner of 

Didsbury Farm, then westwards along the Didsbury Farm, then south 

westwards along Didsbury, Maxton Estate, and Nawada Farms so as to 

exclude them, to the north western corner of Nawada Farm, then generally 

northwards along Samva South and Samva Farm boundaries to the north 

eastern corner of Samva Farm, then east wards along Shamva mine B Farm 

to its north eastern corner on Hexagon Extension Farm boundary, then 

northwards along Hexagon Extension Farm boundary to the north western 

corner of Hexagon Extension Farm, then eastwards along Hexagon Farm 

boundary so as to include it,to its eastern corner, then generally northwards 

along Tipperary Estate‟s eastern boundary so as to exclude it, to where it 

meets Mazowe River, then generally eastwards along Mazowe River Sto its 

confluence with Mushambanyama River, the starting point. 

The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

353226, 8090475; 352077, 8089768; 352082, 8089767; 354488, 8084510; 

350324, 8082881; 350512, 88085607; 348276, 8084189; 346857, 

8084266; 347535, 8086449; 349150, 8086411; 349392, 8087659; 349801, 

8089909; 350950, 8090686. 
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MASHONALAND CENTRAL NATIONAL ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY 

BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

  

1. BINDURA NORTH CONSTITUENCY  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at a point where Ruya 

River and A Audrey farm boundary meets, then eastwards along the Bindura 

- Mount Darwin District boundary to a point where the western corner of the 

Ruia Ranch boundary meets the district boundary, then south westwards 

along Ruia Ranch Farm boundary, so as to exclude it to a point where the A 

Audrey boundary and Tarra Farm boundary meet, then north westwards 

along the south eastern boundary of Tarra Farm to a point where it meets 

the boundary of Minto Farm, then north westwards along boundaries of 

Minto and Katanya Farms to a point where Ruia Ranch and Katanya farm 

boundaries meet, then south eastwards along the district boundary of 

Bindura -Mount Darwin to a point where boundaries of Mazowe Agricultural 

Estates and Katanya Farms meet, UTM coordinates (329957E 8137864S), 

then generally south westwards along the boundaries of Katanya, Minto, 

Azikara Estates, Terragwaai and Solomio Farms to the South Western 

corner of Terragwaai so as to include them, then South Eastwards along the 

property boundary of Kerry Farm to the peak of Chiumburukwa Mountains 

Trigonometrical beacon 21/S, then South westwards along the Batcombe 

Farm boundary to the South Western corner of the said farm boundary, 

then further south eastwards to a point it meets Mufurudzi River, (323949E 

8115706S), then south eastwards along the said river to a point on the 

south eastern corner of Umfurudzi Estate farm boundary, then south 

westwards along the said boundary to a point where the boundary of 

Umfurudzi Estates, Derry, and Shashi Estates meet, then south eastwards 

along the boundaries of the Derry and Shashi Estates to a point they meet 

the boundary of state land, then South westwards to a point where the 

boundaries of Shashi Estates, Nomansland Farm and state land meet, then 

Eastwards along the boundaries of Nomansland Farm and State land to a 

point coordinate (337738E 8100266S), then South wards along the 

boundaries of Nomasland and Umfuridzi Ranch, then eastward along the 

range of mountains so as to exclude Trigonometrical Beacon 36/S to a point 

where the boundary of Vergenoeg, Umfurudzi Ranch and Stateland meet, 

then southwards along the boundaries of Vergenoeg and Caldon farms, 

further southwards along the said boundary to a point in Mazowe river UTM 

coordinates (340003 E 8089787S), then generally westwards along the said 

river to a point coordinates (328733E 8090806S), then South Westwards 

along the property boundaries of Melfort, Barassie, State Land and 

Cleverhill South so as to exclude state land and Barassie to a point on the 

south eastern corner of Cleverhill South farm boundary UTM coordinates, 
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(324173E 8089040S), then southwards along property boundary of Bindura 

Township Reserve and State land so as to exclude Kimbin Mountain 

Trigonometrical beacon 25/S to a point in Bindura/Shamva Road, UTM 

coordinates (324325E 8085486S), then South Eastwards along the said 

road to a point coordinate (326165E 8084745S), then South Eastwards 

along the property boundaries of Broke dale and Wild Dog Valley, then 

Westwards along Broke dale and Kipperdale farm boundaries to a point 

coordinates (325737E 8082048S), then North westwards along Artherstone 

boundary and Wild Dog Valley to a point where Kingstone, Hildadale and 

Ballantrae estates meet, then northwards along the property boundaries of 

Burnside and Bindura Township Reserve to a point where the said boundary 

and Greenhill farm meets, then north westwards to a point in Tsambe River 

UTM coordinate (318456E, 8093304S), then North Westwards to where 

property boundaries of Foothills, Selwood and Ledbury meet, then north 

eastwards along property boundary of Guttingwood, Ledbury Extension and 

Sydenham estates so as to exclude Ledbury Extension and Sydenham 

Estates, then westwards to where the property boundaries of Sydenham and 

Cragside meet, then south eastwards to the peak of a mountain UTM 

coordinates (316651E 8101441S), then south westwards along property 

boundaries of Ledbury, Sidberry and Moneyquin so as to exclude them to a 

point on the property boundary of Benridge Gate farm and Chelvey, then 

north eastwards along the property boundary of Chelvey and Benridge to the 

peak of Mudyandapamhidza mountain Trigonometrical Beacon 15/S, then 

westwards along property boundary of Dundry passing through 

Mutungatora Mountain, the property boundary of Chomkuti farm to a point 

in Twana Mountain Trigonometrical Beacon 9/S, then north eastwards 

along the property boundary of Chomkuti so as to include it to a point it 

meets a tributary of Ruya River UTM coordinates (305233E 8111184S), then 

along the said tributary to its confluence with Ruya River, then North 

Eastwards along the said River to its confluence with Chiraire River, then 

North Estwards along Ruya River to a point where A Audrey farm boundary 

meet Ruya River, the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

 329553, 8119079; 33360, 8109299; 337894, 8100282; 339778, 8089839, 

328724, 8090705; 326432, 8082555, 318587, 8083201; 319758, 8101708, 

308807, 8100944; 314155, 8111663. 

2. BINDURA SOUTH 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of Twana 

hills Trigonometrical beacon 9/S, then south eastwards along Brocklay and 

Chelvel so as to include them to the peak of Modyandapamhidza Mountain 

Trigonometrical Beacon 15/S, then south westwards along the property 
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boundary of Benridge estate and Benridge gate so as to include them, to a 

point on the south western corner of Benridge Gate farm, then eastwards 

along the property boundary of Moneyquin, Sydberry and Ledbury farms to 

the point where the property boundaries of Sydenham Estates, Ledbury and 

Benridge Estates meet, then northwestwards along the Benridge Estates and 

Sydenham Estate boundary to a point it meets Craigside and Benridge 

Estates boundaries so as to exclude them, then south eastwards along the 

property boundaries of Craigside and Sydenham to the peak of a hill where 

property boundaries of Guttingwood and Craigside meet, then south 

westwards along property boundaries of Guttingwood and Ledbury 

Extension so as to exclude Guttingwood to a point where property 

boundaries of Ledbury Extension, Selwood, Foothill, Malvern and Ledbury 

farms meet, then south eastwards along property boundaries of Foothills 

and Selwood to a point in Tsambe River UTM coordinates 318456E 

8093304S, then south eastwards along property boundaries of Conway and 

Pednor to the peak of a mountain Trigonometrical beacon 45/S, then south 

eastwards along the property boundaries of Athlone to a point where 

property boundaries of Kingstone, Hildadale, Ballantrae and Bindura 

Township Reserve meet, then north eastwards along the property boundary 

of Kingstone and Athlone farms so as to include them to a point coordinates 

344432E 8083816S, then further south eastwards to a point coordinates 

325531E 8082067S, then eastwards along the property boundary of Wild 

Dog Valley and Kipperdale so as to exclude it to a point coordinates 

326637E 8082665S, then further eastwards along the said property 

boundary to a point coordinates 326642E 8082353S, then north westwards 

along property boundary of Wild Dog Valley to a point in Shamva/Bindura 

Road, then north westwards along the said road to a point Coordinate, 

324341E 8085513S, then worthwards along property boundaries of Bindura 

Township Reserve to where the said boundary meets the property boundary 

of Cleverhill South UTM coordinates 324194E 8099029S, then North 

Eastwards to a point in Mazowe River where the property boundaries of 

Melfort and Barassie meet, then eastwards along the said river to a point 

coordinates 337458E 8089706S, then southwards passing through 

Chipadze hill Trigonometrical Beacon 29/S, along the property boundaries 

of Kood Vlei, Chiwaridzo to where the property boundaries of Chiwaridzo 

and Usaramo meet, then South West to the peak of a mountain where 

Arundel, Chiwaridzo, The Bend and Avilion meet so as to exclude The Bend, 

then South Westwards along Avilion and Arcadia farm boundaries to a point 

in Pote River, 330982E 8077635S, then south eastwards along Pote River to 

the north eastern corner of Woodland farm, then southwards along the 

property boundaries of Woodlands and Burnside so as to exclude Burnside 

to a point it meets Arcadia farm boundary, then along Arcadia farm 

boundary and Heroford Estates, Nyamambara and Bython so as to exclude 
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Bython and Woodland to the peak of a mountain UTM coordinates 336329E 

8063453S, then north eastwards to a point on Umwindisi River, UTM 

coordinate 341668E 8064469S, then South Westwards along Umwindisi 

River to its junction with the property boundary of Frascati farm, then north 

westwards to the peak of Rutope Mountains, then south westwards so as to 

exclude Rutope Dip-Tank along the property boundary of Frascati, Marsala 

and Saratoga so as to exclude them to a point where the property boundary 

of Bally Vaughan and State land meet, then Northwards along the property 

boundary of state land to a point it meets the property boundary of Swiswa 

UTM coordinates 320504E 8048531S, then westwards along the said 

boundary and Munenge Estate boundary to a point in Nyamasanga River, 

generally northwards to the confluence of Nyamasanga and Chigariro, then 

further northwards along Chigariro River to its source, then further 

northwards to Mukonowenzou River, then Northwards along the said river to 

its confluence with Inyauri River, then north eastwards along the said river 

to its confluence with Chipopokete River, then westwards along the said 

river to a point coordinate 313102E 8067435S, then westwards along the 

Bindura/Goromonzi District boundary to a point in Pote River, then north 

eastwards along the said river to a point in Pote River UTM coordinates 

303423E 8074822S, then north westwards to the GlenDivis, Trigonometrical 

beacon 351/T, then north westwards along property boundaries of 

Dalnagreine estates so as to exclude it to a point it meets Mazowe River 

coordinates 299812E 8084137S, then eastwards along Mazowe River to a 

point coordinate 301461E 8084111S, then northwards along property, 

boundaries of Geluk, Ireniedale, Reveillie and Duntavie A to a point where it 

meet Changa River, then north westwards along the said river to a point 

coordinate 300120E 8110026S, northeastwards passing the peak Makore 

Mountain to the peak of Twana Mountain Trigonometrical beacon 9/S, the 

starting point.The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

 313289, 8094373; .321338, 888209; 328572, 8079193; 327757, 8063147; 

341816, 8064318; 327858, 8050259; 317059, 8054436; 320217, 8065999; 

302286, 8070584; 300554, 8084440; 302337, 8093303 

3. GURUVE NORTH 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at the intersection of 

Dande River and Mavhuradona Mountain Range UTM coordinate (234819E 

8189573S), then generally eastwards along the Guruve/Muzarabani District 

Boundaries to a point coordinates (267876E 8168768S) so as to include 

Nyapfuti Hills, then southeastwards along the said boundary so as to 

exclude Bwazi Hills to a point coordinates (293714E 8179234S), then 

southwestwards along the Guruve/Muzarabani District boundaries to 
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Nyarasuswi Mountains UTM coordinates (265466E 8162245S) so as to 

exclude Red Lichen farm, then generally North Eastwards along 

Guruve/Muzarabani District boundaries to a point coordinate (269035E 

8163190S) so as to include Tingwa Raphia Palm Botanical Reserve, then 

Southwestwards along the said boundary to a point coordinate (272296E 

8159786S) then further southwestwards to UTM coordinates (268960E 

8157140S) then southeastwards to the south eastern Corner of Andrea and 

Baradzanwa farm boundaries UTM coordinates (269954E 8155588S) then 

southwestwards along the said boundary so as to include Chemureza School 

to the corner of Andrea and Baradzanwa farm boundaries, then southwards 

along Guruve/Muzarabani District Boundary to a point in Dande River UTM 

coordinate (266666E 8151869S), then generally north westwards along the 

said river to its confluence with Mutazu River coordinates 248005E 

8159764S) then Southwards along Mutazu River to a point coordinate 

(248234E 8155179S), then generally Southeastwards to a point in Chipfeni 

River UTM coordinate (248537E 8154156S), Southwestwards along the said 

river to its confluence with Mupingi River so as to exclude Museke Dip-tank, 

then generally North Westwards along Mupingi River to a point coordinate 

(241111E 8167936S), then Southwestwards along property boundaries of 

plots 1, 2, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, Nyakapupu farm and 101 so as to exclude 

them to a point on Manyame River, then generally North Westwards along 

Manyame-Hunyani River to a point coordinates 224355E 8191799S, then 

generally Eastwards along Mavhuradona Mountain Range (Guruve-Mbire) 

District Boundary to its intersection with Ruya River, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

324029.56, 8083660.22; 331802.87, 8091114.63; 324517.60, 8113832.71; 

327090.98, 8112710.74; 330315.07, 8112562.79; 332305.88, 8110786.77; 

305993.36, 8112135.56; 309775.51, 8117268.52; 308578.35, 8123396.14; 

311909.23, 8131494.58; 319103.62, 8135156.81 

4. GURUVE SOUTH 
An area of land bounded by the line drawn starting on a point in Mupingi 

River, then South Eastwards along Mupingi River to its confluence with 

Chipfeni River, so as to exclude Museke Dip-Tank, then North Eastwards 

along Chipfeni River to a point coordinate 248234E 8155179S, then further 

northwards to the source of Mutazu River to its confluence with Dande 

River, then south eastwards along the said river to its confluence with 

Mukiwa River, then generally southwards along the said river to a point 

coordinate 250901E 8153777S, then generally eastwards to a point in 

Shinje River UTM coordinate 253896E 8154681, then generally south 

eastwards along the said river so as to include Shinje Business Centre to a 

point coordinate 259804E 8151232S, the generally eastwards to the 
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confluence of Dande and Kanwahuku Rivers UTM coordinate 263095E 

8152499S, then generally northwards along Dande River to a point 

coordinate 266664E 8152117S, then northwards to the corner of Andrea 

and Baradzanwa farms so as to exclude Chokuveza School, then along the 

said boundary to the north eastern Corner of Andrea and Baradzanwa farm 

boundaries, then north westwards to property boundaries of Nyamuti, 

Siyalima and Pen Rose farms meat the peak of Nyachitemba Mountains, 

then along the property boundaries of Chivhuti, Camsasa, Ternanog farms 

so as to include them to a point where property boundaries of Ternanog and 

Trossachs meet at the peak of a mountain, then south eastwards along the 

boundary of Ternanog and Mangondo Estates so as to include them and 

exclude Maware Raphia Palm Botanical Reserve to a point it meets the 

property boundary of Maware Estates, Tengenenge, and Rockie Ridge 

Farms, then south westwards along property boundaries of Tengenenge and 

Rockie Ridge so as to exclude Rockie Ridge Farm, to a point where property 

boundaries of Chidikamwedzi and Nyamuyetsi North meet at the peak of a 

mountain, then South Westwards to the peak of Nyamanetsi Mountain 

Trigonometrical Beacon 625/S, then Southwards along the property 

boundaries of Gurungwe Estates and Sulugulu so as to exclude Sulugulu, 

to a point where property boundaries of Edmonstone, Sulugulu and 

Chikonyora Farms meet so as to exclude Stock burry, to a point where the 

said property boundaries, Pembi Junction and Galloway meets so as to 

exclude Galloway and Pembi Junction, then further southwards along the 

property boundary of Stock well, Ealing, East wolds, Umvukwe North, 

Coolddery Estates and Dahwye as to exclude them to a point where Dahwye, 

Braid Jule and state land meet, then generally westwards along the 

boundaries of Delken, Eastwick Park and Kelstone Range to a point where 

Kelstone Range boundary and State land meet so as to exclude Mbagazewa 

Mountain Trigonometrical Beacon, 418/s, then south westwards to a point 

coordinate (242059E 8113136S), then westwards along the property 

boundaries of Morning Star and Rufaro so as to exclude Rufaro farm to a 

point it meets Mutorashanga River, UTM coordinate (238882E 8112968S), 

then generally North along Mutorashanga River to its confluence with 

Musitwe River, then further Northwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Hunyani River, then North Eastwards along the said river to 

a point coordinate (234868E 8154049S), then further North Eastwards 

along the Guruve District Boundary to a point in Mupingi River UTM 

coordinate (241158E 8167995S), the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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231743, 8141974; 241137, 8167719; 248237, 8159830; 263081, 8153735; 

284236, 8155313; 272834, 8140181; 263941, 8122275; 248882, 8113535; 

235830, 8127488; 235974, 8135018 

5. MAZOWE NORTH  
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the north 

eastern corner boundary of Chiweshe Tribal Trust Land meets the southern 

earstern corner boundary of Chaona Estates, so as to exclude Chaona 

Estates, then south westwards along Chiweshe Tribal Trust Land boundary 

to a point it meets Ruya River, then generally south westwards along Ruya 

River to its confluence with Chiraire Rivers, then generally southwards along 

Chiraire River to its confluence with Nyangure River ,then generally 

southwards along Nyangure River to UTM Coordinate (299034,8118309) 

then southwards along an imaginary line to an unnmaed stream at UTM 

Coordinate (298766,8116926), then generally southwest wards along an 

unnamed stream to a point where it meets a gravel road at UTM Coordinate 

(296428,8116037) then generally westwards along the gravel road to a point 

it intersects Manwanzou River at UTM Coordinate (292045,8111733) then 

generally westwards along Manwanzou River to a point where it meets the 

north eastern corner boundary of Hasea Farm, so as to exclude it, then 

generally westwards along farm boundaries of Hasea, Petra,Blightly, Hariana 

Estate, Cairo, Brotherton, Wadon Chase, Jannela and Rhimbick Farms, so 

as to exclude them, to the point where the north western corner boundary of 

Rhimbick meets Umvukwe Range, then generally northwards along the peak 

of Umvukwe Range, to a point where it meets the south western corner 

boundary of Sulugulu Farm ,then north eastwards along the farm 

boundaries of Sulugulu, Munera, Mutorazeni, Chipiri, Goromanikwa, 

Kenwith, Oban and Chaona Estates, so as to exclude them, to a point where 

the southern eastern corner boundary of Chaona Estate meets with the 

north eastern corner boundary of Chiweshe Tribal Trust Lands, the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM zone 36s)based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

272626, 8139925; 294311, 8136946; 317658, 8142904; 303456, 8125237; 

267591, 8110758; 263226, 8104515; 272349, 8110758; 258539, 8109857; 

266599, 8126701; 273458, 8139648 

6. MAZOWE SOUTH 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the north 

west corner boundary of 22A Moores Grant Farm ,meets Mwenje River then 

generally eastwards along the farm boundaries of 22A Moores Grant, 

Muripumbi, Bale Rock and Reveille farms, so as to include them ,to a point 

where the north eastern corner boundary of Reveille Farm meets with north 

western corner boundary of Irenedale Farm, so as to exclude it, then 
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generally southwards along farm boundaries of Irenedale, Geluk, 

Rockspruit, Reitbok, Wolfhill and Glen Davies Farms, so as to exclude them 

to a point where the south western corner boundary of Glen Davies meet 

with Pote River, then generally southwards along Pote River to a point where 

it meets the south eastern corner of Surtic Farm boundary ,then generally 

west wards along the boundary of Surtic Farm, so as to include it, to a point 

where it meets Rusimbi Mountain on Valeria Farm Boundary, then generally 

southwards along the farm boundaries of Valeria, Thetford, St Gera, 

Lowdale, Calgary, Forest view and Highton Farms so as to include them ,to a 

point where it meets the Provincial boundary of Harare Metropolitan and 

Mashonaland Central, then generally westwards along the said provincial 

boundary, to a point where the boundary meets the south Eastern corner of 

Komani Farm, then generally northwards along the Farm boundaries of 

Komani, Glenara, Mgutu, Marivedale and Great B Hidden Valley Farm, so as 

to exclude them, to a point where the north eastern boundary of Great B 

Hidden Valley meets Blue Hills at beacon 120/T ,then northwards along the 

peak of Blue Hills to a point where it meets the southern boundary of 

Spelonken Estate ,then generally eastwards along the boundary of 

Spelonken Estate, to a point where it meets Mazowe River, then north 

eastwards along the farm boundaries of Spelonken Estate, Henderson 

College, Iron Mask, Fayle Estate, Nomadale, Sommerdale, Rockwood Farm, 

Amandas Estate, Amandas township Reserve, Highwood, Fochabers, Sillry 

and Ramahori, so as to exclude them ,to a point where the North Corner of 

Ramahoni Farm meets Garamapudzi River, then generally eastwards along 

Garamapudzi River to its confluence with Murodzi River at Murodzi dam, 

then generally eastwards along Murodzi River to a point it meets the 

southern boundary of Kilmer Farm ,then northwards along the farm 

boundaries of Kilmer, Craighogower, Ardura, Rowan Flat, Sable Peak and 

22A Moores Grant Farm, so as to exclude them, to a point where it meets 

Mwenje River, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

302555, 809346; 303179, 8076603; 299230, 8058659; 294934, 8049168; 

296381, 8038499; 285997, 8062054; 284819, 8077919; 279208, 8084293; 

285997, 8081775; 287870, 8068636. 

7. MAZOWE CENTRAL 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of northern boundary of A Audrey farm and Ruya river, then eastwards 

along A Audrey farm to its intersection with Munzi river then generally 

southwards along Munzi River to a point where it meets the south eastern 

boundary of Little Audrey farm, then generally south westwards along the 

farm boundaries of little Audrey, Lil stack. Chombere, Crewkenge and 

Banwell Farms so as to include them, to a point where the northeastern 
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corner boundary of Banwell farm meets Kavengenya mountains then 

generally southwards along the farm boundaries of Banwell, Dunkerry, 

Dorper, Gutumba, Moriyoto, Argyle Park, Rosetta Rust, Chelvey, Moneyowi, 

Seambury, Ledburry, Sydenham estate, Ledburry extension and foothills 

Farms, so as to include them, to the southeastern corner boundary of 

Foothill Farm meet Tsambe river, then generally eastwards along Tsambe 

river ,to a point where it meets the southern boundary of Malvern Farm, 

then generally westwards along the farm boundaries of Malvern, Jesmond 

Dean Estate, Blenwell, Rietpan, Dummaglas and Duntarve A Farms, so as to 

include them ,to a point where the south western corner boundary meets 

the south eastern corner boundary of Chiweshe Communal Area, then 

generally westwards along Chiweshe Communal area so as to include it, to a 

point where it meets Ndire mountain, then generally northwards along 

Chiweshe Communal area boundary  to appoint where it meets Manwanzou 

River, then generally eastwards along the said river to a point it meets a 

gravel road at UTM Coordinates (292045,8111733), then generally north 

eastwards along the gravel road to a point it intersects with a stream at UTM 

Coordinate (296428,8116037) ,then generally northeast wards along an 

unnamed stream to a point (298766,8116926) ,then generally northwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyangura River at UTM 

Coordinate (299034,811309), through an imaginary line, then generally 

north eastwards along the said river to its confluence with Chiraire River, 

then generally north eastwards along Chiraire River to its confluence with 

Ruya River, then generally north eastwards along Ruya River to a point it 

meets the northern boundary of A Audrey Farm, then generally eastwards 

along Audrey Farm boundary to a point it meets Munzi River, the starting 

point 

318628, 8139053; 317866, 8116785; 320014, 8101682; 317860, 8093299; 

296943, 8093092; 282187, 8091845; 287591, 8010204; 300615, 8119556; 

310175, 8130295. 

8. MAZOWE WEST 
It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the north 

western boundary of Rhimbick farm meets the south western boundary of 

Mondyness farm, so as to exclude Mondyness Farm and include Rhimbick 

Farm, then generally eastwards along the farm boundaries of Rhimbick 

,Jannella, Whaddon Chase, Brotherton, Cairo, Hariana estate, Blighty, Petra 

and Hasea, so as to include them, to a point where the northern boundary 

of Hasea meets the foot of Dawa mountain, then generally southwards along 

farm boundaries of Hasea, Arda, Sryetekke, Banff, Ndiri estates, 

Mooresgrant, Sable Peak, Roan Flats, Ardura, Craigengower and Kilmer, so 

as to include them, to the point where the southern boundary of Kilmer 

farm meets Murodzi river, then generally westwards along Murodzi river to 
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its confluence with Garamapudzi at Umrodzi dam, then generally westwards 

along Garamapudzi river to a point where the northern corner of Ramahori 

farm meets Garamapudzi river, then generally south eastwards along farm 

boundaries of Ramahori, Sillery, Fachabers, Highwood, Amandas Township 

reserve, Amandas estate, Rockwood farm, Summerdale, Normadale, Foyle 

estate, lron Mask, Henderson College, Spelonken estate to the point where 

the southern boundary of Spelonken estate meets Mazowe River, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Spelonken estate to a point it 

meets the peak of Blue Hills beacon 120/T, then southwards along the peak 

of Blue Hills mountains to a point it meets the northern corner boundary of 

Great B Farm then generally southwards along farm boundaries of Great B, 

Hidden Valley, Maryvale, Mgutu, Glenara and Komani so as to include them, 

to a point where the south eastern corner boundary of Komani meets Gwebi 

River or Harare/Mashonaland Central provincial boundary, then generally 

northwestwards along Gwebi River which is the provincial boundary ( 

Mashonaland Central/Harare ) to a point where it meets Bendauch farm 

boundary, then generally northwards along Bendauch farm boundary to a 

point where it meets Mgutu farm, then westwards along Mgutu farm 

boundary to a point where it meets Selby, Patterson, then southwards along 

Selby farm so as to exclude Mt Hampden, Sandhurst andd Maconi farms, to 

a point where it meets Gwebi river, then generally norhwestwards along 

Seby Gwebiwood, Sigaro farms to a trigonometric beacon 151/T, then 

southwestwards along Nalire farm boundary to a point where it meets the 

northwestern corner of Gwebi Agricultural farm, then northwestwards along 

Nalire, Ballineety farm boundary to a point where the Lilly, Syston farm and 

Ballineety farm meet so as to include Ballineety farm, then northeastwards 

along Ballineety and Mackay farm to a trig beacon 246/S, then westwards 

along Sundown farm, Sandringham farm and Marshfield farm boundary so 

as to include them then northwards along Marshfield, Greenhithe, Mooi 

river, Barwick farm, Wychwood, Barwick estate, Ruorkranch so as to 

include them, then to the north   western boundary of Rhimbick farm 

Rhimbick farm boundary meets the southern corner boundary of 

Mondyness meets, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

285374, 8104661; 291609, 8062977; 296462, 8061361; 289115, 8054988; 

286967, 8038083; 264313, 8057135; 247266, 8078889; 251288, 8693230; 

259532, 8169927. 

9. MOUNT DARWIN NORTH 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at the confluence of 

Mukumbura and Chionde Rivers, then generally eastwards along 

Mukumbura River (Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary) to the 
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junction of Mukumbura River and the Zimbabwe/Mozambique boundary, 

then southeastwards along the said boundary to a point it meets Ruya 

River, then south westwards along the said river to it confluence with 

Munguza River, then westwards along the said river to its source, then 

further westwards to a point in Mukumbura River, then generally along the 

said river to its confluence with a stream, then westwards along the said 

stream to a point it meets Mukumbura/ Mount Darwin Road, then North 

westwards along the said road to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

westwards along the crest of Mavhuradona Mountains passing through the 

peak of Sungwa hill, to where it meets Kapanda River, then north westwards 

along the Muzarabani/Mount Darwin District Boundary to the peak of Binya 

Trigonometrical Beacon, 274/P, then north eastwards along the said 

Boundary to a point it meets Chionde River, then Generally north westwards 

along the said river to its confluence with Mukumbura River, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

331815, 8212950; 353205; 8211005; 371169, 8202856; 399319, 8182115; 

373484, 8179383; 356678, 8177855; 339686, 8181466; 335287, 8191421; 

335704, 8202856; 383948, 8186004 

10. MOUNT DARWIN EAST 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

district boundary of Muzarabani/Mt Darwin districts meet Mavhuradonha 

Mountain Ranges, then generally eastwards along the Mavhuradonha Range 

to a point where it meets Musingwa river to its confluence with Nyamusoro 

river UTM (36444E;8177515S), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point UTM(373541;8179300S), then generally northwestwards along an 

unnamed stream to a point UTM(371678E;8182976 S) on Mavhuradonha 

Mountain ranges, then westwards along Mavhuradonha range to a point it 

meets Mt Darwin-Mukumbura Road, then generally south-eastwards along 

Mukumbura-Mt Darwin road to a point where it meets Mukumbura river 

UTM(377146:81807063S), then generally eastwards along the said river to a 

point where it meets a tributary of Muguza river to its confluence with Ruya 

river, then generally north-eastwards along Ruya river to where it meets 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique International boundary, then eastwards along the 

said international boundary to a point it intersects an unnamed river UTM 

(411223E;8182670S), then generally southwards along the unnamed river 

to a point where a game fence at UTM (410604 E;8180243S), then generally 

south eastwards along the game fence to a point (414988E;8178113S), then 

along an imaginary line to a point (415002E ;8171994S), then westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point (4107711E;8171983S), on Nyambiti river, 

then south eastwards along Nyambiti river to its confluence with Sirichiri 

river to a point (406792E; 8169526S), then north westwards along an 
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imaginary line to a point (406483E; 8169989S), then, westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point UTM(49991E ;8169992S) on Bungwe river, then 

generally southwards along the imaginary line to a point it meets Dokwe 

river UTM (394559E‟8166973S), then south westwards along the imaginary 

line to a point (389928E;8161757S) on farm number 577,578, 616,615,613, 

611 and 610 to a point where the northeast corner boundary of 610 meets 

Ruya river, then generally south westwards along Ruya river to its 

confluence with Karoyi river, then generally north westwards along Karoyi 

river to a point it meets a gravel road on a bridge UTM(353442E;8157282S), 

then generally northwards along the gravel road to a point along the gravel 

road to a point (355826E;81865711S) so as to include Chahwanda Clinic, 

Chahwanda Secondary School and Chahwanda DDF, then westwards along 

a footpath to a point where it meets Chidzvanya River, then generally 

northwards along Chidzvanya river to a point it meets a footpath UTM 

(352500E;8167431S), then westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(344298E;8166876S) so as to include Dotito, Growth Point and Dotito 

Primary School, so as to exclude Dotito Secondary School, then generally 

northwards along an unnamed stream to a point (343375E;8170033S), then 

generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point it meets a dam UTM 

(3469906E ;8170092S) so as to include the dam, then generally north 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to a point (348028E;817297S), then 

generally north westwards along an imaginary line to a point where it meets 

the Mt Darwin –Muzarabani district boundary.This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 

339747, 8181425; 353045, 8182344; 368656, 8178156; 382357, 8180801; 

387830, 8174630; 380631, 8162986; 370566, 8155235; 355212, 8154464; 

356240. 8166108; 344008, 8173491 

11. MOUNT DARWIN WEST 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Dotito-St Alberts road meet the Mt Darwin-Muzarabani District boundary, 

then generally eastwards along the Mt Darwin Muzarabani district boundary 

to a point at the summit of Chimwaya Mountain, then generally south 

eastwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed stream at UTM 

Coordinates (341813,8176034) then generally south eastwards from an 

unnamed stream to an unnamed stream from Nyandiro Dam UTM 

Coordinates (344650,8172862) then generally south eastwards along an 

unnamed stream from Nyandiro Dam, to an unnamed stream UTM 

Coordinates (345642,8172215), then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary line to an unnamed stream UTM Coordinates(348287,8172633), 

then generally south eastwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence 

with an uunanmed stream UTM Coordinate(347125,8170324), then 
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generally westwards along an imaginary line to a point where an unnamed 

stream intersects with a track from Kazai school UTM Coordinate 

(343898,8170003), then generally south westwards along an imaginary line 

to an unnamed dam UTM Coordinate (343640,8167200) then generally 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point where it meets Karoi tributary 

UTM Coordinate (352214,8167115) then eastwards along an imaginary line, 

from Karoi tributary to Chibara Chinamanyika mountain so as to exclude it, 

then generally southwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed road 

UTM Coordinate (356546,8159280), then south westwards along a gravel 

road to a point it meets Karoi River UTM Coordinate (354224,8157152), 

then generally southwards along Karoi River to its confluence with Ruya 

River, then generally south westwards along Ruya River to a point 

Coordinate (336345,8149839) then generally south westwards along an 

imaginary line to Shamva-Mt Darwin road UTM Coordinate 

(333862,8144108) then south westwards along the Shamva-Mount Darwin 

road to where it meets an unnamed road UTM Coordinate 

(333442,8143803), then south westwards along an imaginary line from the 

unnamed road to where it meets Mukondwe River, then generally south 

westwards along Mukondwe River to its confluence with Mutundu River, 

then generally southwards along Mutundu River to where it meets Mt 

Darwin-Bindura district boundary, then south westwards along an 

imaginary line to Katanga Eastern Farm boundary, then southwestwards 

along the eastern boundary of Katanya, Munto, Azikana Estate, Teragwaal, 

Solomio, and Kerry so as to include them, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of Kerry, Frinton, and Butleigh Farms, so as to include 

them, then northwards along the property boundaries of Butleigh, and 

Cowley so as to include them to a point where it meets the southern 

boundary of Karengenya Farm boundary, then generally westwards along 

the southern boundary of Karengenya Farm to its south western corner 

boundary, then generally north westwards along the western boundaries of 

Karengenya and Walton farms to the north western corner of Walton Farms 

to the north western corner of Walton Farm boundary, then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Walton Farm to where it meets 

Munzi river, then generally north eastwards to a point where it meets the Mt 

Darwin-Bindura district boundary, then generally westwards long the Mt 

Darwin-Bindura district boundary to a point where it meets an unnamed 

road UTM Coordinate (313947,8139882), then generally north eastwards 

along an unnamed road to a point it meets the south eastern corner of 

Chaona Estate Farm Boundary, then generally eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Chaon Estate, Chitsongo Farm, and Lions Cave farm, to 

appoint where it meets Dora River, then generally noerth westwards along 

Dora River to its confluence with Tsatsi River, then generally north 

westwards along Tsatsi River to the North western corner of Everton Farm 
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boundary, the generally north eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Everton Farm to its north eastern corner so as to include it, then generally 

south eastwards along the eastern boundary of Everton and Glaslla Farm so 

as to include them, to where Glaslla Farm boundary meets Sherwood Farm 

boundary, then generally north eastwards along Sherwood Farm boundary 

to a point where it meets the south western corner of Runyararo Farm 

boundary, then north westwards along the western boundary of Runyararo 

Farm, then north eastwards along the northern boundary of Runyararo 

Farm so as to include it to a point where it meets Mutuwa River, then north 

westwards to a point where it meets the western corner of Mutwa Estate 

boundary, then north westwards along the north boundary of Mutwa, so as 

to include it to a point where it meets the south western corner of Donhop 

Farm Boundary then generally north eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Donhop to a point wher it meets Karuyana River, the generally 

north westwards along Karuyana River to a point where it meets the 

Muzarabani-Mt Darwin District boundary, then north eastwards along the 

district boundary to a point where it meets Dotito-St Alberts road, the 

starting point. 

313994, 8139663; 312651, 8156623; 317349, 8164371; 323938, 8180294; 

348219, 8172668; 356821, 8162296; 342240. 8149424; 330161, 8137466; 

313933, 8139663; 316434, 8158514 

12. MOUNT DARWIN SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Karuyana and Ruya Rivers, then generally eastwards along Ruya river to 

where it meets the north eastern corner of Plot 610, then generally 

southwards along eastern boundaries of Plots 610, 611, 618, 615, 616, 578, 

577, 576, 575, 529, 528, 524, 521, 551, 550,549, and 548 so as to include 

them to where Gwagwava Road meets Mukotwe River, then southwards 

along Mukotwe River to its confluence with Mazowe River, then generally 

southwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Gwetera River, then 

westwards along Gwetera River to a point where it meets northeastern 

corner of Purkridge Farm, then southwards along Purkridge farm boundary 

to a point it meets the south western corner boundary of Lions Lodge farm, 

so as to exclude it, then generally westwards along the southern boundary 

of Purkridge farm to a point where it meets the Shamva /Madziva Mine 

road, then generally westwards along the said road to a point where it meets 

the Harare-Mukumbura highway UTM (342524E; 8126367 S), then north 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point on the southern boundary of 

Mazowe Agricultural Estate UTM (334773 E; 8136883S) so as to include 

it,then westwards along Mazowe Agricultural Estate to a point where it 

meets Mutundu River, then generally northwards along Mutundu River to 

its confluence with Mutondwe River, then generally north eastwards along 

Mutondwe River to a point where it meets Mt Darwin 10 Kilometre Road, 
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then north eastwards along an imaginary straight line to a point where it 

meets Ruya River then generally north westwards along Ruya River to its 

confluence with Karuyana River, the starting point. 

383374, 8168528; 390746, 8156416; 396174, 8156740; 397794, 8139376; 

372516, 8137378; 396972, 8124794; 335440, 8150124; 375597, 815860 

13.  MBIRE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Zambezi River and Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary, then 

generally southwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets 

Musengezi River, then further southwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Utete River, then generally south westwards along Utete 

River to a point where it meets Mavhuradonha mountain range, then 

westwards along the said mountain range to a point where it meets 

Mashonaland West Provincial boundary, then northwards along the said 

boundary to where it meets Zambia/Zimbabwe international boundary, then 

eastwards along the said boundary to where it meets 

Mozambique/Zimbabwe international boundary, the starting point.This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA coordinates: 

223904.71, 8282271204.60; 224140.45, 8229242.71; 215212.40, 

8222974.37; 206600.46, 8228110.08; 184502.87, 8228017.65; 214665.21, 

8256751.13; 209275.39, 8262252.48; 209118.81, 8268617.79 

14. MUZARABANI NORTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting on a point where 

Mukumbura River meets Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary, 

the generally eastwards along Mukumbura River to its confluence with 

Chionde River, then south eastwards along the said river to a point of 

intersection with the Game fence on the Mount Darwin District boundary, 

then southwards along the said fence to Binya hills Trigonometrical beacon 

274/P, then south eastwards along the game fence (Mount Darwin District 

Boundary) to where it meets the foot of Mavhuradonha Mountain range, 

then westwards along said mountain range to where it meets Utete River, 

then generally north eastwards along the said river to its confluence with 

Musengezi River, then generally northwards along Musengezi River to its 

junction with the Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary at lake 

Carbora Bassa, then generally northeastwards along the said boundary to 

where it intersects Mukumbura river, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA coordinates: 
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265121, 818649; 284183, 8208576; 300813, 8218830; 305546, 8231319; 

328552, 8218436; 332430, 8197994; 339857, 8180706; 315142, 8183994; 

312259, 8183270; 281423, 8184387 

15. MUZARABANI SOUTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Utete River 

at the foot of Mavhuradonha Mountains, then westwards along the said 

mountain range to a point coordinate (339808E 8180643S) then 

Southwards to a point Coordinate (339851E 8180010S), then south 

eastwards to Mavhuradonha Wilderness Game Reserve, then north 

westwards along the said boundary to point UTM coordinates (317232E 

8177414S) so as to include St. Albert‟s Mission, then South Westwards 

along Karuyana River to a point it meets property boundaries of Ruiana 

Farm, then south westwards along property boundaries of Ruiana, Jutland 

and Stanmore farms so as to include them to a point it meets Mutuwa River, 

then generally south eastwards along the said river to a point it meets 

property boundary of Kwarate farm, then south westwards along property 

boundaries of Kwarate, Eryl Estates and Dunsberry farms to where it meets 

Tsatse River, the generally southwards along the said river to a point it 

meets Dora River, then generally southwards along the said river to where it 

meets property boundaries of Lions Cave farm, then south westwards along 

the said boundary, Chitsongo, Chaona, Oban and Goromokwa, Chipiri, 

Gurazen, and Sulugulu to the peak of Mvukwe Range, then eastwards to the 

peak of Nyamanetsi Mountains, Trigonometrical Beacon 62E/S, then 

Northwards along the said range (boundary of Muzarabani and Guruve 

Districts) to a point it meets Utete River, then generally northwards along 

the said river to the foot of Mavhuradona Mountain Range, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 south (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

265543, 8162450; 264635, 8186182; 285904, 8183977; 313332, 8183783; 

340890, 8177688; 323642, 8173408; 320919, 8162126; 321113, 8147341; 

309896, 8141959; 282856, 8151816 

16. RUSHINGA 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Ruya River meets Zimbabwe –Mozambique International boundary, then 

generally south eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International 

boundary to a point it meets the Rushinga –Mudzi District Boundary, then 

generally southwards along the district boundary to where it meets Mazowe 

River, then generally westwards along Mazowe River, to its confluence with 

Mukotwe River, then generally north westwards along Mukotwe River to a 

point at the foot of Zhunje Mountain at UTM (396743E ,8151690S) then 

generally northwards to a point on the foot hill at Trigonometrical beacon 

station 945/s, then generally westwards to a point at UTM 
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(395029,8156471), then generally north westwards to a point at UTM 

(395029,8156471), then generally south westwards to a point at UTM 

(393333E,8157216), then generally south westwards to a point it meets 

boundary of plot 518 of Chesa so as to exclude it, then generally north 

westwards along boundaries of plots 521,524,528,529,575,576 and 577 so 

as to exclude them, then generally north eastwards to a point at UTM 

(394510E ;8166985S), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point it 

meets Bungwe River at UTM (400910E,8167013S), then generally 

northwards along Bungwe River to a point where it meets the Southern part 

of Masaso Tribal Trust Land to a point it meets Sirichiri River, then 

generally south eastwards along Sichiri River to a point at UTM (412338E 

;8169365S), then generally northwards to a point at UTM(41150E; 

8171972S), then generally eastwards to a point at UTM (414996E 

8172005S), then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point at 

UTM(414983E, 8178017S), then generally south westwards to a point 

stream at UTM (415143E 817017S), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed stream so as to exclude Nyamasiti and Nyamasoto mountains to a 

point it meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International boundary, then 

generally eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International 

boundary to a point it meets Ruya River, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

411029, 8181944; 442013, 8177112; 464166, 8167096; 473358, 8152248; 

448140, 8152720; 422805, 8148006; 399709, 8142350; 390282, 8162265;  

406543, 8170278; 415381, 8177230. 

17. SHAMVA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the peak of Kaoko 

hill where property boundaries of Madziwa Tribal Trust Lands and Mazowe 

Agricultural Estates meet, then south eastwards along the said boundary to 

a point in Mufurudzi river UTM coordinates 340288E 8136608S, then south 

eastwards the property boundaries of La Belle Experance (Chaminuka 

Technical College) Fura, Thebus, farms so as to exclude them to the south 

corner of Thebus, then north eastwards along the property boundaries of 

Thebus and Muskham to the peak of Mount Darwin trig. Beacon 24/P, then 

south westwards along the property boundarie of state land, Chiruma, to 

the peak of a mountain UTM coordinate 349922E 8130260s, then south 

eastwards along property boundary of Parkridge to a point in Gwetera river 

UTM coordinate 352923E 8128601S, then north eastwards along the 

property boundary of Parkridge to a point in Gwetera River, UTM coordinate 

355184E 8129691S then generally eastwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Mazowe River, then southwards along Mazowe River a point 

UTM coordinates (364519E 8096692S, then along the property boundaries 
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of Chipoli Estates and Dillon farms, to the south western corner of Beauleu 

farm, then along the said property boundary to a point where property 

boundaries of Princepe, Bushu Tribal Trust Land and Umfurudzi Ranch 

Farms meet, then Westwards along property boundaries of Bushu Tribal 

Trust Land and Umfurudzi Ranch farms to a point in Zvirungurira River, 

UTM coordinate 344636E, 8107546S then southwards to a peak of a hill 

trig. Beacon 40/S, then north westwards along property boundaries of 

Freugh, Umfurudzi Ranch to a point where the said boundaries meet the 

property boundary of farm number 11, then generally northwards to a point 

in Eben Dam UTM coordinates (341317E 8110703S), then along Mufurudzi 

River to a point coordinates (338074E 8109243S ), then southwards to a 

point where State land, Stoney Lea and Farm number 12 meet, then north 

westwards along the property boundaries of Stoney Lea and The Derries 

farms to northwestern corner of The Derries Farm, then along property 

boundaries of Umfurudzi Estate to a point in Mufurudzi River UTM 

coordinate ( 333404E 8109509S) then north westwards along the said river 

to a point where property boundaries of Batcombe and Musuri Sana number 

1, then north eastwards along the property of Batcombe A and to the peak of 

Chiumburukwa Mountain tri. 21/S, then northwards along property 

boundaries of Kerry, Solomio, Terragwaai, Azikara and Katanya farms so as 

to exclude them to the peak of Kaoko hill where property boundaries of 

Madziwa Tribal Trust Lands and Mazowe Agricultural Estates meet, the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

330008, 8136972; 347291, 8129758; 394316, 8137583; 384239, 8115964; 

377216, 8103200; 355963, 8096971; 332268, 8100513; 324084, 8114926 

18. SHAMVA SOUTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mazowe and Nyagui Rivers, then generally southwards along Mazowe River, 

the district boundary of Shamva and Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe (UMP) to a 

point where it meets the southern boundary of Rusikana Farm, then 

generally south westwards along Rusikana and Ruanga Farm boundaries to 

the south western corner of Ruanga Farm boundary, then generally 

northwards along Ruwanga, Bemberero, Eaglescliffee, Burnside, 

Glamogram, The Vale, BonneA, Kippendale, Brockdale Farms and state land 

so as to include them, to a point where it meets Shamva Bindura Road at 

UMT (324000E;8089041 S) then generally north eastwards along State Land 

and Barassie farms, so as to include them, to a point where it meets Mazowe 

River, then generally eastwards along Mazowe River to a point where 

intersects with the southwestern boundary of Caledon Farm, then 

northwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets south-eastern 
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corner of Umfurudzi Ranch boundary so as to exclude Umfurudzi Ranch, 

then eastwards along Caledon farm boundary to a point where it meets the 

peak of Zambayamba mountain Range, then generally eastwards along the 

said range to a point it meets unnamed stream UTM coordinates 

(348812E;8099520S), then generally north wards along the stream to a 

point it intersect with Zvirungurira River at UTM coordinates 

(352353E;8105467S, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream 

to a point where it meets the boundary of Mufurudzi Ranch UTM (347590 E; 

81075065 S) so as to exclude it, then eastwards along Mupfurudzi ranch 

boundary to a point where it meets Princepe Farm boundary, so as to 

exclude Princepe Farm, then generally southwards along the boundaries of 

Princepe and Beaulieu Farms to a point where it meets the boundary of 

Chipoli Estate, so as to include it. Then generally eastwards to a point where 

it meets Mazowe River, then generally southwards along Mazowe River to its 

confluence with Nyagui River, the starting point. The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

351994, 8107322; 357307, 8107017; 356024, 8096604, 367628, 8088604; 

327993, 8062832; 329084, 8089459; 339871, 8089978; 344146, 8099169. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

MASHONALAND EAST PROVINCE 

 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

CHIKOMBA RURAL COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern most 

beacon of Paronge farm, conciding with the district administrative 

boundary, then eastwards, to the eastern beacon of Paronge farm, then 

generally south along the eastern boundary of paronge farm to the 

northwestern beacon of Glynn farm, then northeastwards along the 

northern boundary of Gylynn farm, so as to include Gylynn farm and 

exclude Glenae farm, to the northeastern beacon of Glynn farm, then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Buucknall farm to its 

northeastern beacon so as to exclude Goede hoop, then southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Bucknall farm to where it meets the northern 

boundary of sunnyside, then generally south-eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of sunnyside, Vergenoeg and Alpha farm to where it meets the 

western boundary of Cloutsham, (which is the district. Administrative 

boundary), so as to include the mentioned farms, then southwestwards 

along the western boundary of Cloutsham so as to exclude, Cloutsham to 

where it meets eastern boundary of Potluck, then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Potluck farm to where it meets Sabi River 

then generally southeastwards along Sabi River to were it meets the 

northern boundary of farm 677 of Gandami purchase area, then westwards 

along the northern boundary of Gandami purchase area so as to exclude it, 

then to the west beacon of the Stateland northwest of Gandami purchase 

area, then generally eastwards to a point on Munyati river along the eastern 

boundary of Wheatlands farm so as to include it and exclude Gandami 

purchase area, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of 

Wheatlands farm to the inner southern beacon of Wheatlands farm to a 

point at Nyachungwe river, then southwestward along Nyachungwe river to 

its confluence with Munyati river, then in the same direction along Munyati 

river to the southeastern beacon of the Beach farm so as to include 

Riversdale estate farm, Dorasdale, Kwesfontein farm and exclude Wiltshire 

purchase area then generally northwards along the eastern boundaries of 

the following properties, the Beach, Kopjealleen, Ruchfontein, Dongerhoek 

so as to exclude them, then generally northwards along the western 
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boundary of the following properties Harvieston and Phillipsdale farms so as 

to include them, then northeastwards along the northwestern boundaries of 

the following properties Phillipsdale and Wallace so as to include them and 

exclude Calais, then generally north westwards along the boundary of 

Dunkirk so as to include it, then generally east along the northern boundary 

of Dunkirk farm so as to inclue it as well as Ngesi, Mexio and Paronge 

farms, then generally eastwards to the northmost beacon of Paronge farm, 

which is the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

289597, 7960277; 292836, 7961088; 294909, 7958879; 294510, 7957845; 

294818, 7957771; 312203, 7950237; 310734, 7943184; 318280, 7940116; 

276695, 7924980; 275905, 7929331; 283789, 7950573. 

Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northeastern 

beacon of farm 677 at a point on Save river, then generally southeastwards 

along Save river so as to include farms 676, 659, 658 to the northeast 

beacon of farm 655, so as to include  it, then generally southwestwards 

along the southeastern boundaries of farms 654, 653, 652 and 651, so as to 

include them, to were it meets the north eastern boundary of farm 650, then 

generally southeastwards along the northeastern boundaries of farms 

650,523, so as to include the following farms 650, 523, to the southeastern 

beacon of farm 524, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundaries of farms 524,518 and Stateland to the southeastern beacon of 

farm 507, then south westwards, so as to include farms 508, 509, 497 to 

the southeastern beacon of 496A, then generally southwestwards along an 

imaginary line cutting across Mboe river, then along the Stateland to the 

northeastern beacon of farm 324, then southwestwards so as to include 

farms 324 and 325 to the northern beacon of farm 313, then generally 

southeastwards, so as to include farms 301 and 295, to the eastern beacon 

of farm 296 at point on an unnamed tributary, then generally southwards 

along the tributary so as to include farms 218, 282 to 288, 346, 349, 350 

and 143 to the northeastern boundary of farm 144 so as to include it, then 

generally southeast ,so as to include farms 145, 149, 150, 72, 71 and 70, to 

the south eastern beacon of farm 48 at a point on the source of Mwerahari 

river, then southwards along Mwerahari river to the southeastern beacon of 

farm 27, then generally westwards along the southern boundaries of farms 

27, 26, 17, 16, 15 and 3 to the southwestern beacon of farm 2, then 

generally northwards so as to exclude farms Airdrie Hill, Glentovol and 

Ulster to the southwestern beacon of farm 123 to a point on Sebakwe river, 

then generally northeastwards along Sebakwe river to the northwestern 

beacon of farm 122, then generally eastwards along the boundary of 
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Allandale farm, so as to exclude it and include farms 120, 121, 118, 114, 

22, 23 and 24, to the southwestern boundary of farm 26, then 

northeastwards so as to include 29, 31, 37, 38, 41, 50 and 54 to the 

western beacon of farm 55, then north eastwards, so as to include farms 56, 

57and 58, to the northwestern beacon of farm 59, then generally 

northwards so as to include the Stateland and farm 846 to the northern 

beacon of farm 844, to the north beacon of farm 839, so as to exclude it and 

include farms 843, 841 and 840, then westwards to a point on Munyati 

river, then westwards along Munyati river to the southwestern beacon of 

farm 835, then generally north eastwards, so as to include 835, 891, the 

Stateland, 828, 827 and 824 to the western beacon of the Stateland 821, 

then generally north eastwards, so as to include farms 821, 819, 817, 816, 

784, 783 760, 759, 710, 705, 680, and 678, to the northeastern beacon of 

farm 677 at point on Save river, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

318279, 7940122; 321179, 7937971; 321434, 7936070; 315777, 7915595; 

309229, 7909633; 307062, 7897013; 297347, 7894623; 298141, 7900899; 

291624, 7901322; 293022, 7904367; 297229, 7903517; 298065, 7907425; 

294403, 7908172; 295650, 7910390; 292709, 7920930; 294531, 7922034; 

290144, 7930743; 290808, 7936663; 297395, 7939085. 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of farm 656 at a point on Save river conciding with the Chikomba-Wedza 

district boundary, then generally eastwards along Save river to its 

confluence with Taombera river, then generally westwards along Taombera 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally westwards 

along an unnamed stream to its confluence with unnamed stream, then 

generally northwards along an unnamed stream to a point 

(334790,7925656), then westwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(331914,7926486) on Makungurubwe river, so as to exclude Rutanhira 

business centre, then generally northwestwards along Makungurubwe river 

to its confluence with Mboe river, then generally westwards along Mboe river 

to the eastern boundary of Farm 1220, then generally southwards along the 

boundary to the southeastern beacon of Farm 153, so as include the 

following Farms 611, 608, 607, 602, 601, 224, 210, 208,207, 192, 191, 178, 

177, 162 and 161, then generally westwards ,so as to include Farm 152, to 

the southwestern beacon of Farm 151, then generally northwest to the 

northern beacon of farm 656, so as to include the following Farms 156, 

157,168, 169, 170, 280 275, 274, 272, 271, 263, 262, 252, 1249, 1261, 
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1265, 1268, 323, 320, Stateland, 510A, 513, 516, 517, 526, 255, 649, 648 

and 647, to a point on Save river the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

321372, 7938121; 326123, 7937332; 328664, 7934648; 332726, 7931025; 

338475, 7927511; 339463, 7924120; 335650, 7923722; 335331, 7924085; 

334796, 7925865; 332499, 7926358; 331914, 7926484; 332415, 7927809; 

328819, 7928922; 327804, 7928020; 325168, 7906517; 320494, 7905348; 

320321, 7905888; 315796, 7915593; 316027, 7917080; 311125, 7920527; 

315629, 7925667; 314700, 7926251; 321170, 793964. 

Ward 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Munyati river and Honeyspruit river on the southwestern beacon of Farm 

1011 so as to exclude it, then generally eastwards along Hampshire farm 

boundaries to the eastern beacon of Wittendale farm, so as to include it, 

then generally eastwards along Wilderness extension farm boundary to the 

southeastern beacon of Just In Time farm, so as include it as well as 

Mountain View and excluding Chivhu town, then generally southeastwards 

along Singlethorne B farm boundary to the southeastern beacon of 

Constantia Estate Game Reserve, then generally southwards along the 

Game Resrve boundary, then southwards along Mapanidale farm boundary 

to a point on Sebakwe river, then westwards along Sebakwe river to the 

southern beacon of Belviorspinney farm, at the Chikomba-Chirumhanzu 

administrative boundary, then generally northwards to the beacon of 

Kleinfontain farm at point on Munyati river so as to include Belviorspinney, 

Uitzight, Eldorado, Camel Laargt, then generally north eastwards along 

Munyati river to its confluence with Honeyspruit river on the southwestern 

beacon of farm 1011, which is the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

270773, 7911760; 278108, 7911457; 277089, 7905788; 276320, 7901348; 

272571, 7896916; 277024, 7893460; 273687, 7890491; 274137, 7898769; 

277027, 7905817; 278040, 7911386. 

Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southwestern beacon of 

Farm number 1023 along farm boundaries of 1337, 55 and 54 to the 

southern beacon of Farm 53, so as to exclude the farms and including 

Manyene Communal Lands, then southwards along the boundary of 

Manyene communal lands and Mtoro farms to northwestern beacon of farm 

27 coinciding with a track so as to exclude the farm, then westwards along 
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the track to its junction with another track (289136,7913084), so as to 

include All Saints School and exclude Machingauta village, then northwards 

along the track to a point (287660,7913588) on tributary, then generaly 

westwards along the tributary to its confluence with Chambara river, then 

westwards along Chambara river to its intersection with the southeastern 

boundary of Farm 934 so as to exclude it and Farm 930, then northwards 

along their boundaries to the south western beacon of Farm 1023, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

290106, 7923984; 295064, 7917326; 295642, 7910397; 289140, 7913076; 

287536, 7913678; 284636, 7915013; 285843, 7919517. 

Ward 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Farm 935 on Chambara river, so as to exclude it, then eastwards along 

Chambara river up to a foot path from Manyene clinic, then eastwards along 

the foot path up to a track from Chambara business centre, at a point 

(289136,7913084), then southwestwards along the road, so as to exclude All 

Saints School and Chambara Dip and include Gondo and Ishe Munyoro 

Villages, up to the western beacon of Farm 27, so as to exclude it .Then 

generally southwestwards so as to exclude Farms 26-22, then generally 

eastwards to the southern boundary of Farm 21,then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Allendale farm, so as to exclude Farms 94, 

96, 97 and 109 to the southwestern beacon of Farm 107, so as to exclude it, 

then generally westwards so as to exclude Farms 1216, 118, 120 and 1346 

up to the northwest beacon of Farm 122 at a point on Sebakwe river, then 

generally southwards along Sebakwe river to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Ulster farm, then westward up to the southern beacon 

of Ulster farm, then eastwards along the southeastern boundary of 

Girliesdale farm to its sourthen beacon, then Southeast wards along the 

Northeastern boundary of Glenroda farm, then southwards, so as to include 

the following farms Glenroda, Roadway and Highway, then westwards, so as 

to exclude Gnoucchie farm, then generally northwards, so as to include 

Redman farm, then generally southwestwards, so as to include Moreson, 

Dagbreek, Sternrust and Muwonde farms, then generally northwest, so as to 

include Belleview and exclude Chivhu urban, then generally northwestwards 

along the Harare highway, so as to include Tantallon farm up to its northen 

beacon, then generally westwards along the boundary of Wilderness E 

xtension to its southern beacon, then generally northeastwards, then 

northwestwards along the farm boundary, then generally northwards, so as 

to include Honeyspruit and Muhle farm, to the southeast beacon of Farm 

951, then generally eastwards, so as to exclude Hampshire farms and 
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include Hope farm, to the southern beacon of Farm 944, so as to exclude it; 

then generally northwards, so as to exclude Farm 943, to the northern 

beacon of Farm 935 on Chambara river our starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

284641, 7915002; 289135, 7913077; 289190, 7912594; 290018, 7911427; 

293242, 7910423; 294158, 7910884; 294590, 7910528; 295629, 7910387; 

294432, 7908140; 298063, 7907411; 297203, 7903482; 293075, 7904327; 

290786, 789447; 288944, 7895879; 289529, 7889150; 286961, 7889616; 

284079, 7893381; 281890, 7890559; 280450, 7893594; 281106, 7893572; 

281136, 7894348; 280041, 7894667; 280199, 7896036; 279953, 7896052; 

279998, 7896703; 279800, 7896734; 280529, 7897803; 279248, 7898866; 

278168, 7902329; 277085, 7905802; 278098, 7911366; 283970, 7910277; 

284718, 7915055. 

Ward 7  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Glen Connor farm on the district boundary, then generally southeast 

conciding with the district boundary up to the eastern boundaryof Manese 

Poort farm, then northeast along the boundary of Manese Poort then 

southeast along the same farm boundary, to the most northeastern beacon 

of Lelleza farm, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Vlakfontein estate, then to the beacon of Mount Featherstone farm, so as to 

exclude it and include Versailles, to the eastern beacon of Fairview farm on 

Munyati River. Then along Munyati River generally southwestwards to the 

southwestern beacon of De la quellerie farm, the district boundary 

incorporating Penny Feather, Francia and Crystal farms, then generally 

northwestwards, then northwards along Elminie farm boundary to the 

southern beacon of Dampan farm so as to include it, then generally 

southwestwards to the southeastern beacon of Sable flats farm on Munyati 

river, then northwestwards to the northwestern beacon of Sable flat 

extension, then northeastwards along the farm boundary up to the 

northwestern corner of Chesben farm, so as to include it, then generally 

northwards, so as to include Tradou Estate, Sterkstroom, Mannesi nood and 

Abercorna Range Extension, Lelleza, Manese poor, to the northern beacon of 

Glen Connor farm on the district boundary our starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

251080, 7930831; 253681, 7924330; 259705, 7922466; 268286, 7926454; 

271494, 7917005; 256953, 7902960; 255777, 7904642; 244498, 7904190; 
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242374, 7905566; 245202, 7907885; 242591, 7911016; 242650, 7917431; 

247044, 7918709; 248052, 7925459; 246746, 7930790; 247161, 7931007; 

250116, 7928144.  

Ward 8  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern beacon 

of Rooiport Estate, so as to exclude it , then generally southeast up to the 

western beacon of Inkosi farm boundary, then generally northeast along the 

Inkosi farm boundary, then southeast along the same farm boundary up to 

the northwest beacon of Gnoucchie, then eastwards along the same farm 

boundary and then southwards to the northeastern beacon of Ochiltree, 

then southwards along the eastern boundaries of the following farms Kildon 

and Gungubu to the north east beacon of Farm 282 so as to exclude it, then 

westwards, so as to include Gungubu and Seacombe farm, to the 

northeastern beacon of Maria‟s home farm, then southwestwards along the 

eastern boundary of Maria‟s home farm to the southeastern corner of Ruby 

farm (at the district boundary), then westwards, then southwards, so as to 

exclude Markdale farm up to the southeastern beacon of Hilton farm, so as 

to include it, then generally westwards, so as to include Vroegeveld farm, to 

the southwestern beacon of Greenland farm on a point on Washbank river 

conciding with the district boundary, then northwestwards to the southern 

beacon of Samenkomst farm, then on  the northwestern beacon of 

Samenkomst farm on Sabakwe river, then generally northeastwards along 

Sebakwe river so as to include Belvoir, Swaart River Junction and 

Bosbokhoek farms to the southern beacon of Mapanidale, so as to exclude 

it, then generally northeastwards along Mapanidale farm boundary up to the 

southern beacon of Singlethorn B farm, then northeastwards, so as to 

include Swaartfontein and Vergenoeg farms up to northeastern beacon of 

Vergenoeg on Rooipoort West farm boundary on point coordinate (278657, 

7893539), then generally southeastwards along the western boundary of 

Rooiport Estate up to the southern beacon of Rooiport Estate, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

278591, 7893694; 280130, 7890533; 281466, 7890170; 284087, 7893364; 

286964, 7889661; 289575, 7889184; 295814, 7891476; 295299, 7880291; 

283088, 7881448; 281460, 7876667; 278415, 7876603; 278110, 7876023; 

280138, 7870883; 276145, 7869074; 269452, 7870323; 269461, 7870338; 

260507, 7883059; 261856, 7877739; 276145, 7869069; 269454, 7870321; 

261844, 7877744; 260492, 7883074; 271290, 7886208; 278611, 7893713; 

280117, 7890558; 281443, 7890188; 287044, 7889561. 
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Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Harare-Masvingo highway and the unnamed tributary to a tarred road that 

leads to Dirozvi complex, then eastwards along the dust road to the western 

beacon of Steyn rust farm on the Marondamashanu road, then generally 

southwards, so as to exclude Steyns rust farm, Goedgedag and Dagbreek, to 

southeastern corner of Rooipoort estate, so as to include it and exclude 

Moreson farm, then westwards, then northwestwards along the boundary of 

Rooipoort estate to the north eastern beacon of Vegnoeg farm on point 

coordinate (278657, 7893539), then southwestwards along the Vergenoeg 

and Swaartfontein northern boundaries, so as to exclude them, to the 

western boundary of Singlethorn B farm, then northeastwards, then 

northwestwards along the Singlethorn farm to the southern beacon of Just 

In Time, then northeast so as to exclude Just In Time to Kudubu stream, 

then generally eastwards, then southeastwards along Kudubu stream to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary, then generally northeastwards along 

the unnamed tributary to where a tarred road that leads to Dirozvi complex 

crosses it, then generally eastwards along that tarred road up to the 

intersection of Harare-Masvingo highway, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

274305, 7898940; 275054, 7898485; 278488, 7897128; 279595, 7896422; 

279819, 7896729; 279996, 7896687; 279974, 7896051; 280215, 7896005; 

280031, 7894604; 281163, 7894296; 280031, 7894604; 281163, 7894296; 

281152, 7893537; 280459, 7893505; 281970, 7890487; 280172, 7890400; 

278590, 7893575; 275913, 7892145; 277051, 7893445; 272576, 7896853; 

274337, 7898781; 275074, 7898364; 278498, 7897064; 279516, 7896322. 

Ward 10  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Kudubu river with an unnamed stream from Chivhu primary school 

(275080, 7898383), then eastwards along the unnamed stream to its source 

which is adjacent to Chivhu primary school (277789, 7897491), so as to 

include Skyview and Charuma residential areas and so as to exclude M 

Extension, I Section and D Section residential areas, then southwards along 

an imaginary line to a point adjacent to Goodhope school on Kudubu river 

(278125, 7896523), then generally westwards, then northwestwards along 

Kudubu river to its confluence with an unnamed stream from Chivhu 

primary school, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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275057, 7898443; 277643, 7897696; 2777751, 7897236; 277873, 

7897201; 278125, 7896524; 275703, 7896347; 274964, 7897667. 

Ward 11  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern beacon 

of Bellevue farm on the Harare-Masvingo Highway, then generally south 

eastwards along the farm boundary to the western beacon of Steynrust farm 

on the junction of Marondamashanu road and a road from Dirozvi complex, 

then generally south westwards along Marondamashanu road to its 

intersection with Harare-Masvingo Highway and a tarred road from Chivhu 

Township, then generally westwards, then northwards along the tarred road 

to Council sub offices stand number 321, then generally northwards on a 

road from Seventh Day Church (278226, 7897525), then generally 

eastwards along a road up to stand number 364, so as to exclude it and 

include Seventhday church, then northwards so as to include stands 

809,811 up to 1958, then northwestwards up to stand numbers 909 , 911, 

913 and UAA Church, so as to exclude them, up to an unnamed road 

(278487, 7898174), then southwards up to its junction with a tarred road 

from Philgen service station at stand number 1595, then generally 

eastwards along the tarred road excluding the cemetery and UAA orphanage 

to its junction with Harare-Masvingo Highway, then northwards  up to the 

southern beacon of Bellevue farm on the Harare-Masvingo highway, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

279257, 7898827; 280517, 7897768; 279585, 7896406; 278848, 7896994; 

278242, 7897492; 278540, 7897673; 2784936, 7898162; 278583, 

7898031; 279020, 7898031; 279261, 7898844. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Buckenhill farm, then generally eastwards to Harare-Masvingo highway 

(279532, 7901904), then generally southwards along the Harare-Masvingo 

highway to Philgen filling station to its intersection with a tarred road from 

UAA orphanage, then generally southwestwards along the tarred road to its 

junction with a road on the southeastern corner of UAA orphanage, then 

westwards along the road to its junction with a road from ZINWA tanks at 

UAA Church, so as to include stands 909,911 and 913, then generally 

southwards along the road to stand number 364, so as to include it and 

exclude stands 809, 811 and Seventhday church, then westwards along the 

said road to its junction with a tarred road from Dirozvi complex at Chivhu 

hall, then generally southwards along the tarred road so as to include 

Chivhu Hotel to a bridge on an unnamed tributary , then southwestwards  
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along the tributary to its confluence with Kudubu river, then generally 

westwards along Kudubu stream to a point adjacent to Goodhope School 

(278114, 7896553), then northwards along an imaginary line to the source 

of an unnamed tributary adjacent to Chivhu primary school (275080, 

7898383), then northwards and then westwards along the unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Kudubu stream, then westwards along 

Kudubu stream to its junction with the western boundary of Just In Time 

farm boundary, then generally northwards along the western boundary of 

the said farm to the northern beacon of Buckenhill farm, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

278122, 7902311; 278542, 7897697; 279521, 7901888; 278235, 7897518; 

279020, 7898040; 278506, 7897077; 278584, 7898040; 278120, 7896545; 

278488, 7898180; 277856, 7897230; 277785, 7897546; 277754, 7897265; 

277320, 789822; 275054, 789439; 274339, 789888; 276246, 7901202; 

278153, 7902285. 

Ward 13  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northeastern 

beacon of Calais farm on the district boundary so as to include it, then 

southeastwards, then eastwards then southwards up to the southeastern 

beacon of Calais farm, then generally southwestwards along the Calais farm 

to the northern beacon of Uitkyk farm, then southeastwards, then 

southwestwards so as to include it , then generally southwest along the farm 

boundary, then generally southeastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Uitkyk, Donkerhoek, Kopje alleen and Rusfontein farms to the southern 

beacon of The Beach on Munyati river, then generally northeastwards along 

Munyati river to its confluence with Nyachungwe river, so as to incude the 

following Farms 976, 975, 974, 915, 913 and 904 to the northern beacon of 

Farm 902 on Nyachungwe river, then southeastwards to the northern 

beacon of Farm 901 on Munyati river, then eastwards, so as to include 

Farms 901,and 887, to the eastern beacon of Farm 838 on Munyati river 

,then generally southwards along the farm boundary of the said farm 

iterecting with Nyamakande river, so as to include Farms 839, 850 and 847 

up to the northern corner of farm 56 ,then northwestwards up to the 

souther beacon of farm 857, then generally southwestwards, so as to 

exclude Manyene Communal Land and include Farms 862, 864, 887, 

868,929, 934,935 and 943, intersecting Chambara river to the northern 

beacon of Hopeview farm, so as exclude it, then eastwards, so as to exclude 

Woodview, Hope Farm, Wiltshire Farms and Witterndale farm up to the 

northern beacon of Crocodile farm on Munyati river, so as to exclude it, then 

generally northwards along Munyati river to the southern boundary of 
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Slangfontein Estate on Munyati river, then generally northwards along the 

western boundaries Slangfontein and Mount Featherstone Estate to the 

southern beacon of Opal farm, then southeastwards, then northwestwards 

so as to include Klpheuval, Strijd poort and Wonderkroon farms up to the 

southwestern beacon of Concordia farm so as to include it, then 

northwestwards so as to include Bordeaux, Mooi laagte and Uithoek farms 

to the northern beacon of Koedoe port, then southeastwards, then 

eastwards along the boundaries of Arbiedrus and Ashton farms, to the 

southern boundary of Basalt farm, then generally northhwards along the 

western boundary of Knockholt, up to the northwestern boundary of Annex 

Knockholt farm on Ngezi river, then northeastwards along Ngezi river so as 

to include farms Rainbow, Kuruman, Christiana Estate up to the 

northeastern beacon of Calais farm, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

275473, 7944553; 276306, 7943210; 277155, 7943795; 279696, 7942962; 

275535, 7939847; 279108, 7936719; 279964, 7933037; 278886, 7932569; 

275939, 7929145; 276763, 7924789; 285339, 7930900; 285968, 7931661; 

290051, 7930582; 293619, 7930461; 295134, 7927279; 295795, 7927400; 

294516, 7921996; 292682, 7920687; 290107, 7923976; 285839, 7919517; 

283998, 7910178; 270711, 7911763; 27890, 7917342; 267203, 7932907; 

267021, 7933935; 265184, 7933522; 264944, 7935820; 262201, 7935389; 

262365, 7937556; 264920, 7938749; 275479, 794538; 276313, 7943192; 

277153, 7943788; 275759, 7945974; 276169, 7946587; 280097, 7946961; 

283792, 7950444;  286815, 7948537;  291431, 7949150; 289735, 

7960180. 

Ward 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southeastern 

beacon of Farm 9, then generally southwestwards to southern boundary of 

farm 10 Lancashire (318804, 7886450), then along an imaginary line 

eastwards towards the district boundary (322853: 7886534), then along the 

district boundary southwards; so as to include Nharira tribal trust land and 

exclude Mudzamiri and Chapwanya schools, to the southeastern beacon of 

Farm 95, then westwards along the farm boundaries conciding with the 

district boundary cutting across Nyamatsanga river, Nyazvidzi river and 

Umvumfu river, so as to include southern boundaries of following Farms 91, 

165, 173,74,212,231, and 236 to the southern beacon of farm 329, then 

generally northwards along western boundaries of Lancshire Farms so as to 

include farms 329,341.349,477,370 and 372 to the northern beacon of 
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Farm 379, then generally eastwards along the Lanchashire farms, so as to 

include them and exclude Gungubu to the northen beacon of Farm 278 on 

Nyazvidzi river, then southwards along Nyazvidzi up to southeast beacon of 

Farm 267 on Nyazvidzi river, then generally eastwards to the southeastern 

corner of Farm 211 so as to include Farms 206, 207 and 210, then 

northwards to the northeastern beacon of Farm 119, then generally 

northeastwards along northen farm boundaries of Lancshire farms so as to 

include Farms 120,55,36,2,3 and 5 to the southeastern beacon of Farm 9, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

321000, 7889000; 321043, 7888875; 318808, 7886429; 322861, 7886497; 

324355, 7881644; 320934, 7880917; 321809, 7873911; 289954, 7869794; 

288600, 7873099; 289510, 7880662; 295283, 7880318; 297970, 7881243; 

299538, 7879865; 300184, 7878097; 303397, 7878977; 303519, 7883119; 

321005, 7889024. 

Ward 15  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northwestern 

beacon of Ulster farm on Sebakwe river,then generally eastwards along the 

northen boundary of Glentovol farm up to the northmost beacon of Airdrie 

Farm, so as to exclude Farms 121, 119,117 and 105, then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Airdie farm (297267,789409 on 

Nyamatsanga river, then southeast along Nyamatsanga river up to northen 

boundary of Farm 122, so as to exclude Assis Mission, then generaly 

westward along the northen boundaries of Lancshire Farms up to the 

northeast beacon of Farm 119 ,then generally southwards along western 

boundaries of farms 119,128 and 130 up to south west beacon of farm 211, 

then generally east alongthe northen boundaries of Farms 210, 209 and 207 

up to north east beacon of Farm 206 on Nyazvidzi river, then generally 

northwest wards, along the same river up to the north east boundary of 

Farm 279 on Nyazvidzi river, then eastwards along the boundary of the 

same farm up to the north west beacon of Farm 281, so as to exclude it, 

then generally northwards on eastern boundaries of following farms 

Gungubu,Kildon and Ochiltree up to the northern most beacon of 

Gnoucchie farm, so as to exclude them, then generally westwards along the 

northen boundary of the same farm to the southern most beacon of 

Stockdale farm, so as to include it, then northwards, then northwestwards 

(290722,7898375) on Sebakwe river, then northwards, along Sebakwe river 

up to the northwestern beacon of Ulster farm on Sebakwe river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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291642, 7901523; 298139, 7900880; 297276, 7894067; 305695, 7883825; 

303521, 7883107; 303310, 7878971; 300100, 7878096; 297963, 7881235; 

295292, 7880317; 296495, 7888739; 295823, 7891404; 289604, 7889161; 

291080, 7894362; 288986, 7895936; 289549, 7898276; 290762, 7898453; 

291635, 7901515. 

Ward 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southeastern 

beacon of Farm 27 on an unnamed tributary, then southwards along the 

tributary up to its confluence with Mwerahari river, then generally 

southeastwards along Mwerahari river to its junction with a road from 

Daramombe Mission, then southwards along this road, so as to include 

Chafa Primary School to its junction with a foot path (308372, 7890669), 

then southwards along the footpath to a point (308419, 7889695), then 

westwards along an imaginary line (308428,7889695), so as to exclude 

Chivese dam, up to a road from Nhidza Primary School on a footpath 

(306011, 7889617), then southwards along a footpath up to an unnamed 

tributary of on point (304011, 7886276), then the southwards along this 

tributary to its confluence with Nyamatsanga River, then northwards along 

Nyamatsanga River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary so as to 

exclude Holy Apostle School, then northwestwards along the unnamed 

tributary to the eastern boundary of Spurwing farm, so as to exclude it, then 

northwards up to the southern boundary of Wiltshire Estate A Farms, then 

northeastwards, so as to exclude it together with Farms 16, 77 and 26 up to 

the southeastern beacon of Farm 27 on an unnamed tributary, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

297305, 7894603; 307094, 7897006; 308224, 7895338;  315232, 7894286; 

314067, 7892445; 308410, 7889682; 304535, 7885332; 298453, 7894286; 

307070, 7896966; 314065, 7892427; 313798, 7891648; 312846, 7891422; 

311979, 7890927; 310757, 7890637; 308375, 7890672; 306009, 7889616; 

308418, 7889695; 304755, 7886257; 304874, 7886043; 304737, 7885831; 

304530, 7885333; 297263, 7894120; 297333, 7894615. 

Ward 17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southwestern 

beacon of Farm 262 on the confluence of unnamed tributaries, then 

southeastwards along the western boundaries of Farms 263, 

271,272,275,280 and 170, so as to exclude them, then southwards so as to 

exclude Farms 169,168,157and 156 to the northwestern beacon of farm 

155, so as to exclude it, then soutwards along an unnamed road (320301, 
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7905847), then generally southwestwards along an unnamed road to a point 

(319260, 7905012), then southwestwards along an imaginary line to road at 

a point 318496, 7905012, then generally southwestwards, then north, then 

west, then southwest along the said road to its intersection with Nyahoni 

River (314576, 790258), then generally northwestwards along Nyahoni river 

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then generally westwards 

along the tributary to the eastern boundary of Farm 72, then generally 

northeastwards along the eastern farm boundaries of Farm, 150, 149, 145 

,143, 349 and 288, on the source of an unnamed tributary, then 

northeastwards along the Farm boundaries of 287, 286, 285, 284, 283, 282 

359, 286 and 285 up to the southwestern beacon of Farm 262, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

315799, 7915583; 319259, 7905013; 318496, 7904091; 315287, 7903394; 

308776, 7905056; 310191, 7908400; 313187, 7913365; 315780, 7915587; 

318753, 7910887; 318199, 7910816; 320306, 7905854; 316329, 7904033; 

314579, 7902616; 312306, 7903855; 308783, 7905050; 309352, 7909683. 

Ward 18  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Eastern beacon 

of Farm number 210 on an unnamed tributary of Nyahoni river (308541, 

7904267), then southeastwards, along along the tributary to its confluence 

with Nyahoni River, then generally southeastwards along Nyahoni river to its 

intersection with an unnamed road (314339, 7899218). Then southwards 

along the unnamed road, so as to exclude Nyahoni Primary School to a point 

(314357, 7899222), then eastwards along an imaginary line to its junction 

with Nyahoni river, then southeastwards along Nyahoni river to the northern 

beacon of Daramombe farm on Mwerahari river, so as to include Nharira 

Tribal trust Land, then generally northwards, along Mwerahari river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary (307564, 789575), so as to exclude 

Mwerahari causeway and include Daramombe Range, then generally 

northwards along the tributary, so as exclude farms 27,32, 42 ,44,48 to its 

source (307079, 7902966) on the eastern boundary of Farm number 70, 

then northeastwards along the eastern boundary of Farm 70 to the eastern 

beacon of Farm 210 on the unnamed tributary, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

308764, 7905050; 314339, 7899218; 315790, 7899187; 318492, 7899011; 

323361, 7890471; 322476, 7888942; 308778, 7905041; 312297, 7903857; 

314577, 7902608; 314340, 7899279; 318483, 7899004; 319958, 7896967; 
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322540, 7889297; 322496, 7889528; 321585, 7889203; 307073, 7896992; 

308782, 7905022. 

Ward 19  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwerahari and Sachipiri rivers, then southeastwards to the boundary of 

Daramombe farm (321573, 7889226), then eastwards up to the northeast 

beacon of Daramombe farm, so as to include it, then southwards along 

eastern boundary of Daramombe farm (322853, 7886534), then along an 

imaginary line westwards to the eastern boundary of Farm 10 (318800, 

7886462), so as to exclude it, then generally northeastwards to the northern 

beacon of farm number 9, then generally southwestwards, so as to exclude 

Lanchshire farms 7, 6, 5, 3, 1, 56 up to the northwestern beacon of farm 55 

on Nyamatsanga river, then generally northwestwards along Nyamatsanga 

river up to its confluence with an unnamed tributary (304532, 7885342), 

then generally northeastwards along the unnamed tributary to an unnamed 

road (304751, 7886276), then northeastwards along the unnamed road from 

Nhidza primary school (306013, 7889616), then along an imaginary line 

including Chivese dam to a dust road at a point (308426, 7889697) along an 

imaginary line (307707, 7889682; 306670, 7889645), then northwards 

following the unnamed road to an unnamed road from Nharira business 

centre (308421, 7890655), then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

road to Chafa Primary School, so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with Mwerahari river, then southeastwards 

along Mwerahari river to its confluence with Sachipiri rivers, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

322853, 7886534; 304532, 788534; 2304751, 7886276; 306013, 7889616; 

308426, 7889697; 307707,  7889682; 306670, 7889645; 322489, 7889537; 

315161, 7893033; 314213, 7892859; 308388, 7890661; 304538, 7885339; 

314065, 7892407; 321590, 7889189; 322492, 7889513; 322842, 7886520; 

318792, 7886466; 3191100, 7886707; 319103, 7887070; 321042, 

7888906; 321001, 7889026; 305698, 7883847; 304532, 7885337; 304868, 

7886071; 306015, 7889604; 308401, 7889676, 308377/7890662, 

314070/7892435. 

Ward 20  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyokanhete river and an unnamed tributary (330157, 7900649), then, 

eastwards, then southwards along the river to its confluence with Dzidze 

River (331632, 7899460), then southeastwards along Dzidze river to the 

district boundary on its confluence with Mwerahari river, so as exclude 
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Gwee Mountains, St Helen School so as to include Chamusukute village and 

Dombotombo Mountains, then westwards along Mwerahari river to the 

northeastern beacon of Daramome farm, then northwards along 

Daramombe farm boundary into the road from Nharira business centre 

(322533, 7889305), then northeastwards along the said road to its junction 

with Nyahoni river, then generally northwestwards along Nyahoni river 

(319954, 7896980), so as to exclude Makumbe Dip tank, then eastwards 

along an imaginary line (324047, 78898416, 328345, 7899922; 329590, 

7900358), so as to exclude Zwimagona Range to its confluence with 

Nyokanhete and an unnamed tributary at a point coordinate (330157, 

7900649), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

330157, 7900649; 332585, 7895258; 335994, 7888067; 332299, 7885648 

322542, 7889011; 322523, 7889342; 323338, 7890484; 324047, 

78898416; 328345, 7899922; 329590, 7900358. 

Ward 21  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from southern beacon of 

Farm 161 on Magangara river, then eastwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Dzidze river, then southeastwards to its confluence with 

Nyokanhete river, then northwards, then westwards to a point (330393, 

7900639), then generally southwards along an imaginary line (325268, 

7898844) to Nyahoni river (318481, 7899013), then generally northwards to 

a point coordinate (320696, 789891, then along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed road (314339, 7899281), then northwards along the unnamed 

road crossing Nyahoni river, then eastwards along the unnamed road to a 

point (318496, 7904112), then northeastwards along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed road (319254, 7905011), to the northwestern beacon of Farm 151, 

then southwards, then eastwards along Farm 151 boundary to the 

southeastern beacon of Farm 153, then northwards along the said farm 

boundary to the southern beacon of Farm 161 on Magangara river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

320312, 7905011; 3251717, 7906522; 328285, 7908979; 332117, 

7901495; 331628, 7899470; 331423, 7899418; 30996, 7900913; 325004, 

7898753; 319953, 7896981; 318469, 7899021; 314328, 7899288. 

Ward 22  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of an 

unnamed tributary and Taombera river (337791, 7922971), then generally 

South westwards along Taombera river to its junction with Gwenda farm 
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boundary (336076, 7921618), then eastwards along Gwenda farm boundary 

to the eastern beacon of the said farm so as to exclude it, then eastwards 

along an imaginary line to unamed tributary, then eastwards along the same 

tributary to its confluence with Chinwavaenzi river, then southwards along 

Chinwavaenzi river to its source (338404, 7913828), then westwards along 

an imaginary line to Chikunzwi river (336567, 7912594), then along 

Chikunzwi river, then generally southwards along an imaginary line 

(335119, 7912675; 334762, 7912739; 334457, 791801; 331173, 7912889; 

331016, 7911971) to Chipakata river, then southeastwards along the road 

(32992, 7909207), then southwards, then southwest wards along 

Magangara river to the eastern beacon of Farm 161, then northwards so as 

to exclude Farms 162, 171 and 198 to Stateland boundary on road from 

Rutanhira Primary School, then northeastwards along the said road to a 

point (332221, 7922160), then eastwards along an imaginary line to the 

source of unnamed tributary (337791, 7922971), then eastwards along the 

unnamed tributary to its confluence with Taombera river, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

337895, 7923203; 337314, 7922647; 337239, 7922306; 336437, 7921734; 

339582, 7919531; 340674, 7919590; 340945, 7919596; 343410, 7918807; 

341231, 7916962; 340815, 7915898; 339794; 7915552; 338384, 7913812; 

336526, 7912510; 336092, 7912546; 335702, 7910802; 334795, 7907970; 

331174, 7912882; 331494, 7910545; 332256, 7922164; 335860, 7923739. 

Ward 23  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southern 

boundary of Farm 614 on Mboe river so as to exclude Farm 614, then 

generally eastwards along Mboe river to its confluence with Makungurubwe 

river, then southwards along Mboe river (331915, 7926485), then eastwards 

along an imaginary line (334756, 792580) so as to include Rutanhira 

Bussines Centre, to an unnamed tributary, then southwards along the 

unnamed tributary (335642, 7923714), then southwestwards along the 

unnamed tributary to where is meets a road (332217, 7922160), then 

southwards along the road to the southeastern boundary of Farm 191 so as 

to exclude it, then generally northwards, so as to exclude the following farms 

207, 208, 210, 224 and 601, to the southern boundary of Farm 614, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

327785, 7927997; 332430, 7927809; 331911, 7926483; 334754, 7925878; 

335646, 7923711; 332221, 7922160; 326284, 7915777. 
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Ward 24  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save and Taombera rivers on Chikomba-Wedza district boundary, then 

generally eastwards along Save river up to its confluence with Chimwavaenzi 

river, then southwards along Chimwavaenzi river to its confluence with 

Rwohomba river, then southwards along Rwohomba river to its source, so as 

to include Nhangabwe hills (343223, 7914084) and exclude Chamakungwa 

hills (342906, 7912841), then southwards along an imaginary line to 

Gwavava village (343247, 7913529), then southwards along an imaginary to 

the verge of Jerehanga mountain, so as to include it (342973, 7912976; 

41582, 7911940 ), then eastwards along an imaginary line to a footpath 

(344433, 7911471), then southwards along the foot path, then 

southeastwards to the verge of Homa hills, then westwards, then 

southwards along the same foot path (344150, 7907651), then westwards 

along an imaginary line to the confluence of Chikunzvi and Chipakata rivers 

(342241, 7907683; 339896, 7967731; 334264, 7907842), then 

northwestwards along Chikunzvi river to a footpath (334752, 7910087), 

then generally northeastwards along the footpath to the southern boundary 

of Gwenda farm, then eastwards along Gwenda farm boundary, then 

northwestwards to Taombera river, then northwards along Taombera river to 

its confluence with Save river on the Chikomba-Wedza district boundary, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

343223, 7914084; 342906, 7912841; 343247, 7913529; 342973, 7912976; 

341582, 7911940; 344433, 7911471; 344150, 7907651; 342241, 7907683; 

339896, 7967731; 334264, 7907842; 334752, 7910087. 

Ward 25  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting at the intersection of 

Chikunzvi river and a footpath (336078, 7912531), then generally 

southwestwards along the footpath to an unnamed tributary (334763, 

7910067), then southwards along the tributary to its confluence with 

Chipakata river (334240, 7907821), then eastwards along an imaginary so 

as to include Mutoredzanwa and Manyere Primary schools (342241, 

79076836 and 339896, 7967731) to the verge of Homa hills on an unnamed 

road 344178, 7907655), then southwards to an unnamed stream, then 

southwards along the unnamed stream to point (345642, 7905670), then 

southwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed road (346020, 

7903782), then southwestwards to the confluence of Rwenje river and 

unnamed tributary, so as to include Store and Tsati hills, then westwards 

along the said tributary to its source (339061, 7900215), then westwards 

along an imaginary line to a foothpath (337494, 7900363), then southwards 
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along the footpath (337363, 7899407), then along an unnamed stream 

(336637, 7899410), then northwestwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(336011, 79899839), then westwards across Gwee hills, so as to include 

Mudawarima Primary school, to the confluence of Chipakata and Magangara 

rivers on the verge of Gwee mountains, then generally northwest along 

Magangara river to its junction with an unnamed road (328875, 7907446), 

then northwestwards along the road to its junction with Chipakata river 

(331511, 7910535), then northwards along Chipakata river to its source 

(330935, 7912216), so as to exclude Domboremavara Primary school, then 

eastwards along an imaginary line to the source of Chikunzvi river, so as to 

exclude Chikanya village and include Mafukidze village, then eastwards 

along Chikunzvi river to its intersection with a footpath (336078, 7912531), 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

336078, 7912531; 334763, 7910067; 334240, 7907821; 342241, 

79076836; 339896, 7967731; 344178, 7907655; 345642, 7905670; 

346020, 7903782; 339061, 7900215; 328875, 7907446; 331511, 7910535; 

330935, 7912216. 

Ward 26  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on Dzidze 

river (331637, 7899620) on the verge of Gwee mountain, so as to include 

Madyangove villages and Trigonometrical beacon 896/S and exclude 

Mudawarima school, then generally eastwards to the source of an unnamed 

tributary, then eastwards along Rwenje river to a point (341923, 7888496), 

then along a footpath to a road from Mutengwa prmary school, then 

southwards along the said road so as to exclude Mutengwa Primary school, 

to a road from Chisaira Primary school to an unnamed tributary, then 

westwards along the unnamed tributary, then westwards along the said 

tributary, then generally southwards, so as to include Pokoteke dip tank, 

then westwards to Chirokwe river (341923 , 7888496), then southwestwards 

along the footpath to its intersection with Mapfiri river (340742 , 7886390), 

then northwestwards along Mapfiri river to its confluence with unnamed 

stream (33009, 7888455), then southwestwards along an imaginary to 

Mwerahari river, then generally northwards to the confluence of Dzidze and 

Nyamatsanga rivers, then northwards on the verge of Gwee mountain along 

Dzidze river (331637, 7899620), the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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331637, 7899620; 332140, 7901509; 336161, 7899818; 337902, 7900478; 

345539, 7900099; 344486, 7895063; 343741, 7894832; 343460, 7891179; 

340306, 7891061; 341898, 7888484; 322522, 7889310; 319955, 7896979. 

Ward 27  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Rwenje river 

(348692, 7898633), then southwards along Rwenje river, then eastwards to 

its confluence with Rundi river, then generally southwards, then 

southeastwards along the district boundary so as to exclude Makono, 

Shonhiwa, Magarasadza, Chitsuku villages and Maoko and Ndawana 

schools to the confluence of Pokoteke and Mwerahari rivers on the district 

boundary, then generally west, then northwestwards along Mwerahari river 

to the northern verge of Chizvere mountains on the district boundary 

(337524, 7885828), then eastwards along an imaginary line to Mapfiri river 

(339920,7887621), then southeastwards along Mapfiri river to a footpath 

(340753, 7886404), then northwards along the foothpath, to Chirokwe river 

(341905, 7888502), then generally northwestwards along Chirokwe river to 

its junction with a road from Pokoteke Business centre, then eastwards 

along the road to where it meets a road from Mhari secondary school, then 

generally southeastwards along the road, so as to include Pokoteke business 

centre up to its junction with Pokoteke river, then northwards along the 

river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary (343340, 7893243), then 

eastwards along the tributary to its source at a point coordinate (343770, 

7893404), then eastwards along an imaginary line to Murove river at a point 

coordinate (345015, 7893419), then northwards along Murowe river to an 

unnamed tributary (345182, 7895464), then eastwards along an imaginary 

line to an unnamed tributary (346848, 789626), then northeastwards along 

unnamed tributary (348692, 7898633), the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

348692, 7898633; 337524, 7885828; 339920, 7887621; 340753, 7886404; 

341905, 7888502; 343340, 7893243; 343770, 7893404; 345015, 7893419; 

345182, 7895464; 346848, 789626; 348692, 7898633.  

Ward 28  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern verge of 

Homa hills (315449, 1890249), then eastwards so as to exclude Chisangano 

Primary and Jeche primary schools to an unnamed road near Jeche primary 

school (3159058,1889996, 315904, 1890941) and (314974, 1888388), then 

generally eastwards to its junction with a road from Matove Primary school, 

then southwards along the said road so as to exclude Matove business 

centre to its junction with a road from Dembwa primary school, then 

generally southwards along this road to its junction with Rwenje river, then 
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generally northwards along Rwenje river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (348690, 7898646), then southwestwards along the unnamed 

stream to a point (346848, 7895626), then westwards along an imaginary 

line to a source of unnamed tributary (345182, 7895464), then northwards 

along Murove river so as to exclude Chisaira Primary school to the source of 

Murove river, then northwards along the road from Mutengwa Primary 

school so as to include it, then along the said road from Mutengwa Primary 

school to its junction with Rwenje river (345534 , 790013), then westwards 

along Rwenje river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary (345938 , 

790105), then northwards along the unnamed tributary to its junction with 

unnamed road, to its junction with an unnamed stream, then 

northwestwards along the  unnamed stream to its junction with an 

unnamed road, then northwestwards along the road to its intersection with 

unnamed stream (344886 , 7902717), then northeastwards along the 

unnamed road to a point (346004 , 7903947), then northwards along an 

imaginary line to its junction with an unnamed stream (345728, 79050390, 

then northwards along the stream so as to include Chinyamukororo hills 

(345636 , 7905352), then northwards along an imaginary line to a foothpath 

on the source of unnamed stream, then generally northeastwards along a 

footpath to the northern verge of Homa hills on coordinate (315449 , 

1890249), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

315449, 1890249; 315905,81889996; 315904, 1890941; 314974,1888388; 

348690, 7898646; 346848, 7895626; 345182, 7895464; 345534, 790013; 

345938, 7901052; 343503, 790084; 344198, 7901240; 344886, 7902717; 

346004, 7903947; 345538;  7904532; 345728, 7905039; 345636, 7905352; 

345644, 7905667; 344320, 790744.  

Ward 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save and Chimwavaenzi rivers on the district boundary, then generally 

southwestwards along Save river to its junction with a footpath (316625, 

1889746) then southwards along a footpath, so as to include Dengedza and 

Dembgwe mountains, to its junction with a road, south of Matove business 

centre, then southwards along the road to its junction with a an unnamed 

road from Jeche Primary school, then westwards along the road, so as to 

include Jeche Primary school and Chisangano Primary School, to a road on 

the verge of Homa hills (346593, 7909665), then northwards along the road 

crossing Chinyika river so as to include Chamakungwa hills and exclude 

Nhangabwe hills to Rwohomba river, then northwards along Rwohomba 

river to its confluence with Chimwavaenzi river, then northwards along 
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Chimwavaenzi river to its confluence with Save river on the district 

boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 316625, 1889746; 316200, 1878885; 3159058, 

1889996; 315904, 1890941; 314974, 1888388; 316623, 1889781; 316631, 

1890624; 316499, 189226; 316425, 1892421; 316247, 1891770. 

Ward 30  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Save river and a foot path (316625, 1889746), then generally 

southeastwards along Save river to its confluence with Rwenje river so as to 

exclude Ziyambe Purchase Lands and include Matove Primary School, 

Mazodza Mountain Range and Mushipe Primary School, then westwards 

along Rwenje river on the district boundary so as to exclude the following 

villages Chitsunge, Parwaringa,Nganga,Tazviwana and Makono and to 

include Rwenje Dip tank and St Cecelia Primary School to its junction with 

a road from Svinurai Primary School (351761, 7897342), then generally 

northwards along the Svinurai road to its junction with a road from Matove 

business centre so as to include Mutungagore Mountain range, Dembgwe 

Range, Dembwe Primary, then generally eastwards along the road from 

Matove to Matove business centre so as to include it, then northeastwards 

along the said road to its junction with a footpath (316430,1892451), then 

generally northwards along the foot path to Save river (316625, 1889746), 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

359016, 7910402; 317196, 1902606; 315910, 1901495; 315940, 1895785; 

316378, 1895713; 316430, 189244; 316482, 1890726. 
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GOROMONZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in Pote 

River, coordinate (302274, 8070279), then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point in Nyanhombo River at coordinate (309069, 

8068041), so as to include Chonza Bussiness center, then generally 

southwards up steam Nyanhombo River to the foot of Chijane Mountain at 

coordinate (309927, 8066245), then generally south eastwards along an 

imaginary line to the source of an unnamed tributary of Nyamhombo River 

at coordinate (310062, 8065917), then generally south westwards along an 

unnamed tributary to its confluence with unnamed stream at coordinates 

(309423, 8065484), then generally southwest along an imaginary line to the 

source of unnamed stream, then southwest along the unnamed tributary to 

its confluence with unnamed tributary at coordinate (308369, 8064686), 

then generally west along an unnamed tributary to its confluence with Mau 

River, at coordinate (308139, 8064693), then generally south east, then 

south west, along an unnamed tributary to its source at coodianate 

(307529, 8063417), then generally south, then southwest to the confluence 

of unnamed tributary and Mapfeni river at coodinante (307028, 8062691), 

then generally west to the apex of Chidabwe Hill at coordinate (306685, 

8062514), then generally south west, along an imaginary line to its junction 

with an unnamed tributary at coodiate (306017, 806180), then generally 

westwards upsteam unnamed tributary to its confluence with unnaned 

tributaries point (305660, 8061776), then generally westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on Munyawiri Parirewa Road at a coodiate 

(305414, 8061746), then generally west along an imaginaery to the apex of 

Chimanda Hill at coodiante (305254, 8061686), then generally south to the 

source of unnamed tributary at coordinate (305059, 8061223), then 

southwest downsteam the unnamed tributary to its confluence with 

Masikandoro River at coordinate (304841, 8060697), then generally 

southeast, south, southeast upsteam Masiandoro River to its confluence 

with unnamed tributary at coordinate (305176, 8060123), then generally 

south along Musikandoro River to its confluence with unnamed tributary 

(305119, 8059614),then generally south upsteam Musikandoro River to a 

point on Mutonda Parirewa Road at coordinante (304807, 8058606), so as to 

include Mutonda School, then generally south along Musikandoro River to 

its confluence with unnamed tributary at a coordinate (304614, 8056361), 

so as to include Mutonda Village and exclude Parirewa School, then 

generally south, then southwest along unnamed tributary to its source at 

coordinate (303281, 8055841), then generally southwest along an unnamed 

trek to its junction with Molife Mutonda Road at a coordinate 

(303025,8055486), then northwards along Mutonda Molife Road to a point 
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on the road at coordinate (302765, 8057019), then generally west along an 

imaginary line to a point in Pote River at coordinate (300787, 8057020), 

then westwards along an imaginary line to the north most beacon of Elpidha 

boundary, then along the north eastern boundary of Elphidha Farm to its 

northeast becon, so as to exclude Runhanga Dip,runhanga rock painting, 

then along the eastern boundary of Elpidha to its becon on the apex of 

Chinanga Hill at a coordinate , then northwest boundary Elphida Farm to 

becon on the apex of Masumbi Hill, so as to exclude Elphida Farm ,then 

generally Northwest along the northeastern boundary of Balkhiza farm to its 

beacon on the apex Rusumbi Hill, so as to include Pote School, then 

generally eastwards along southern boundary of Surtic Farm to its becon in 

an unnamed tributary, then generally north along an unnamed tributary to 

its confluence with Nyamarombe River at coordinate (299905, 8060028), 

then generally northeast, northwest downsteam Nyamarombe River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary at coordinate (300172, 8061865), 

then generally north , northwest along Nyamarombe River to its confluence 

with Chivaura River at coordinate  a point in Nyamaromba River at 

coordinate (297432, 8059437), then along an imaginary lie to a point in an 

unnamed tributary at coordinate (299723, 8059521), so as to include Pote 

Dip and exclude Chidambo School, then northwards down steam unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Nyamarombe River, coordinate (299898, 

8060029), then generally north along Nyamarombe River to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary at coordinate (300173, 8061834), then 

downsteam Nyamaromba River to its confluence with an unnamed River at 

coordinate (300190, 8062041), then generally west along Nyamarombe River 

to its confluence with Chivaura River, then generally eastwards, 

westeastwards along Nyamarombe River to its confluence with Pote River on 

coordinate , then generally northeast along Pote River to its confluence with 

Masikandoro River at coordinate , then northeast, northwest along Pote 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

302274, 8070279; 309069, 8068041;  309927, 8066245; 310062, 8065917; 

309423, 8065484; 308369, 8064686; 308139, 8064693; 307529, 8063417; 

307028, 8062691; 306685, 8062514; 306017, 8061809; 305660, 8061776; 

305414, 8061746; 305254, 8061686; 304841, 8060697; 305176, 8060123; 

305119, 8059614; 304807, 8058606; 304614, 8056361; 303281, 8055841; 

303025, 8055486; 302765; 8057019; 300787,  8057020; 299905, 8060028; 

300172, 8061865; 297432, 8059437; 299723, 8059521; 299898, 8060029; 

300173, 8061834; 300190, 8062041. 
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Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point in 

Masukandoro River 309071, 8068042, then generally southeastwards along 

the disctrict boundary to the summit of Makowe Hill at point coordinate 

(311830, 8067134), then north eastwards to a point in Chipopoteke River at 

point coordinate (313071, 8067428), then generally eastwards along 

Chipokoteke River to its confluence with Inyauri River on coordinate point 

(320335, 8065868), then generally southwards along Inyauri River so as 

include Cheza Business Centre, Cheza Primary school and Makumbe High 

School, to a point at the foot of Mashere hill in Nyauri River on co-ordinate 

(318291, 8058028) so as to include it, then generally westwards along an 

imaginary line crossing Nyaruangwe River to the foot of Ngomakurira Hill at 

point at coordinate (313952, 805800), then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line to the summit of Musungwa and Chigiji Hill to a point in 

Nyaruwauge river at co-ordinate (313957, 8060584), then north westwards 

along Nyaruangwe River up its confluence with an unnamed tributary to a 

point (313681, 8060732), then north westwards along an unnamed 

tributary to a point at Chinamhora and Makumbe Road junction at co-

ordinate (313279, 8061761), then generally southwards along Harare 

Makumbe Road, so as to cross a tributary of Nyaruagwe River to the 

intersection of the said road and Nyaruangwe River at point coordinate 

(312356, 8060024), then generally south westwards along the said River to 

its source at coordinate point (310647, 8058715), then south wards along 

an imaginary line to a point on Chinamhora/ Mutake Road at point 

coordinate (309252, 8057767), then generally westwards along the said road 

to a point at to its junction with Jingo Road at coordinate (308870, 805781), 

then generally northwards along Chinamora Jingo Road to a point (308895, 

8059002), then westwards along an imaginary line to point in Mapfeni River 

at coodinate 308670, 8059004, then north westwards along an imaginary 

line to the foot of Maro Hill at coordinate point (308060, 8059736), then 

northwards, north westwards, westwards, southwestwards along the foot of 

Maro Hill to point (307052, 8059031) on Maro Hill, then southwards along 

an imaginary line to point (306956, 8058747), then generally westwards 

along an imaginary line crossing the Parirewa Nyakudya Road to point in 

Masikandoro River at coordinate (304802, 8058623), then northwards along 

the said river so as to include Nyakudya Primary School, Mau Dip Tank,  

Chapungu Hill,  to its confluence with Chipokotoke River, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

309071, 8068042; 311830,  8067134; 313071, 8067428; 320335, 8065868; 

318291, 8058028; 313952, 8058007; 313957, 8060584; 313681, 8060732; 

313279, 8061761; 312356, 8060024; 309252, 8057767; 308870, 805781; 
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308895, 8059002; 308670, 8059004; 308060, 8059736; 307052, 8059031; 

306956, 8058747; 304802, 8058623.  

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at an 

unnamed tributary of Nyaruange River with its junction with Makumbe/ 

Harare road at coodiante (313271, 8061764), then southeastwards along 

along an unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyaruangwe River at point 

coordinate (313681, 8060732), then eastwards, then southwards along 

along the said river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary at 

coordinate point (313950, 8060567), then southwards along in imaginary 

line through the apex of Chigiji and Musungwa to the eastern foot of 

Ngomakurira Hill at point (313951, 8058005), so as to include it, then 

eastwards along an imaginary line to point (318289, 8058023) in Nyauri 

River, then generally southwards going along Inyauri River to its confluence 

with Mukonowenzou River at point (317512, 8048445), then southwards 

along Munokonowenzou River to point 318008, 8050315, then southwards 

along an imaginary line to point (318005, 8049958), in Chigariro River, then 

southwards along the said river to its confluence with Mumwahuku River at 

coordinate point (317608, 8049285), then southwards along Nyamasanga 

River to a point coordinate (317512, 8048445), in Nyamasanga River on the 

northern boundary of Munhenga Estate, so as to include Nyaure Clinic and 

Ezekia Guti Primary School, then south westwards along the northern 

boundary of Munhenga to the apex of Denda Hill at coordinate (316549, 

8048190), then north westwards along the same boundary to point (314311, 

8048705), then westwards along the northern boundary of Chibuti farm to 

the apex of Chibvuti Hill at coordinate (310441, 8048538), then north 

westwards along the northern boundary of Roman Farm to a point (310193, 

8048606), then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(310280, 8048751), then northwards another imaginary line to the source of 

an unnamed tributary of Inyauri River point (310250, 8049020), then 

northwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence with Inyauri 

River point (310322, 8050338), then generally northward, northeastwards 

along along the said river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary at 

coordinate point (310753, 8050781), then northwards along the unnamed 

tributary to a point (310731, 8051680), then northeastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point in Mwenda River at coordinate point (311410, 

8052791), then generally northwards along along Mwenda River to a point 

(309637, 8057534), then generally north westwards along an imaginary line 

to a point (309252, 8057768), on Parirewa Mutake Road, then generally 

north eastwards along an imaginary line into the source of Nyaruangwe 

River at (310647, 8058715), then north eastwards along along the said River 

to its junction with Harare Makumbe Road (312354, 8060024), then 
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northwards along the said road to its junction with an unnamed tributary of 

Nyaruangwe river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

313271, 8061764; 313681, 8060732; 313950, 8060567; 313951, 8058005; 

318289, 8058023; 317512, 8048445; 318008, 8050315; 318005, 8049958; 

317608, 8049285; 317512, 8048445; 316549, 8048190; 314311, 8048705; 

310441, 8048538; 310193, 8048606; 310250, 8049020; 310322, 8050338; 

310753, 8050781; 310731, 8051680; 311410, 8052791; 309637, 8057534; 

309252, 8057768; 310647, 8058715; 312354, 8060024. 

Ward 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

junction of Harare Domboshava Road and Domboshava Curves Road on 

coordinate 304953, 8052799, then eastwards along Domboshava Curves 

Road to a point 306825, 8052419, so as to exclude Mashayamvura Hill, 

then southwards along an imaginary line to the eastern foot of Domboshava 

Hill, at coordinate point 306661, 8051067, then eastwards along Inyauri 

River to its confluence with unnamed tributary at coordinate point 3099912, 

8050045, then south westwards along the unnamed tributary to its junction 

with an unnamed trek at coodinate point 309675, 8049721, then 

southwards along the unnamed trek to its junction with an unnamed road 

at coordinate point 309630, 8049354, then south eastwards along the said 

road to a point 310280, 8048751, then southwards along an imaginary line 

to point 310193, 8048606 on the northern boundary of Rumani Farm, so as 

to include Gutsa village, Ngedza Hill, then generally westwards along the 

northern boundary of the along farms, Rumani Farm, Killarney Farm, 

Sundrey Farm and Geogic Farm to a point 303276, 8050483 on 

Domboshava Harare Road, then generally northwards along the said road to 

its junction with Domboshava Training Centre Road, so as to include 

Zimbiru Business Center, then generally westwards along the said road to a 

point 303322, 8050682, then northwards along an imaginary line to a point 

303425, 8051066 on an unknown trek, then northwards along the said trek 

to its junction to unnamed road leading Domboshava Training Centre at 

coodinate point 303939, 8052081, then north eastwards along an imaginary 

line to a point 304109, 8052232, then south eastwards along an imaginary 

line to a point 304140, 8052180 on Harare Domboshava Road, then 

generally north eastwards along the said road to its junction with 

Domboshava Curves Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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304953, 8052799; 306825, 8052419; 306661, 8051067; 3099912, 

8050045; 309675, 8049721; 309630, 8049354; 310280, 8048751; 310193, 

8048606; 303276, 8050483; 303322, 8050682; 303425, 8051066; 303939, 

8052081; 304109, 8052232; 304140, 8052180.  

Ward 5 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

the bounderies of Elphida Farm and Elphida Extension at point 300537, 

8057019, then generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on 

MolifePote Road at coodinate 302774, 8057014, then southwards along the 

said road to its junction with an unnamed road at coordinate point 303026, 

8055481, then generally northwards along the said road to its junction with 

an unnamed tributary of Masukandoro River at coordinate point 303289, 

8055841, then generally eastwards along along the said triburaty to 

confluence with Musikandoro River at coordinate 304610, 8056351, then 

southwards along along Musikandoro River to its confluence with an 

unknown tributary, then south east wards along the unknown tributary to 

its junction with an unnamed road at point coordinate 305182, 8054427, 

then southwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with an 

unnamed trek at point coordinate 305308, 8054199, then eastwards along 

an unnamed trek to its junction Domboshava Harare road at point 

coordinate 306331, 805425, so as to exclude Murape Dip Tank and AFM 

Domboshava Assemblies, then generally south westwards along the said 

road to a point 3061348054075, then eastwards along an imaginary line to 

a point 307721, 8054031, then generally southwards along an imaginary 

line to a point on Domboshava curves Road at coordinate 307061, 

808052480, then generally westwards along the said road to its junction 

with Harare Domboshava Road at coordinate point 304953, 8052800, then 

generally southwards along Harare Domboshava Road to a point 304140, 

8052180, then generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point 

304104, 8052232, then generally southwards along an imaginary line to a 

junction of unnamed road and unnamed trek at coordinate 303940, 

8052080, then southwards along the unnamed trek to a point 303425, 

8051068, then southwards along an imaginary line to point at Domboshava 

Training Center Road at point coordinate 303323, 8050681, then eastwards 

along the said road to its junction with Harare Domboshava Road at point 

303359, 8050660, then southwards along Harare Domboshava Road to a 

point on the northern boundary of Geogic Farm at point 303275, 8050482, 

so a to include Molife Primary School, Runhanga Business center, Mungate 

Hall, Domboshava Training Center, then generally north westwards along 

the said boundary to a point 301442, 8050977, then generally southwards 

along the western boundary of Riet Poort to a point 300250, 8049859, then 
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generally westewards along sub division 1 of Lichfield to a point 298880, 

8050188, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Elphida Farm to a 

point on the boundaries of Elphida Farm and Elphida Extensions, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

300537, 8057019; 302774, 8057014; 303026, 8055481; 303289, 8055841; 

304610, 8056351; 305182, 8054427; 305308, 8054199; 306331, 805425; 

306134, 8054075; 307721, 8054031; 307061, 808052480; 304140, 

8052180; 304104, 8052232; 303940, 8052080; 303323, 8050681; 303359, 

8050660; 303275, 8050482. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

apex of Rusumbi Hill to on co-ordinate 294440, 8059314, going south 

eastwards along the north eastern boundary of Balkiza farm to the apex of 

Masumbi Hill 297501, 8056089, then north eastwards along the northern 

boundary Elphida to the apex of Chinanga Hill at coordinate 300667, 

8057549, the south eastwards along the eastern boundary of Elpidha to 

point 3011160, 8057217, then generally south westwards along the 

southern boundary of Elpidha Extension, so as to include it, to point 

300537, 8057017, then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Elpidha, so as to include it, to point 298879, 8050192, then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of subdivision 1 of Lichfield to a 

point 300249, 8049859, then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Riet Poort to a point 301441,  8050974, so as to include it, then 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of Riet Poort, Georgic , Sunray and 

Killarney Farms to a point 309115, 8048895, then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Killarney, so as to include it, to point at 

coordinate 307291, 8047032, then eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Acorn Farm to the apex of Rumani Hill at coordinate point 308584, 

8046629, then southwards along the western boundary of Echo Farm, so as 

to exclude it, to a point 306642, 8044018, then south eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of sub division J of Borrowdale to a point 307163, 

8042640, so as to include it, then westwards along northern boundary of 

subdivision M of Lunar, so as to exclude it, to a point 306069, 8042269, 

then generally north westwards along the southern boundary of J of 

Borrawdalle , so as to include Crowhill PrimarySchool, to a point 303864,  

8043493, then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Makomo 

of Windyridge Estate of Borrowdale Estate and subdivision GA of Windyridge 

Estate of Borrowdale Estate, so as to include them, to point 303310, 

8042906, then generally north westwards along the same boundary to a 
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point 302816, 8043282, generally southwards along the north western 

boundary of Gurlyn Barton, so as to exclude it, to point 302603, 8043007, 

then generally westwards along the southern boundaries of Guildford Estate 

and Mary Down Estate, so as to include then, to point on Harare 

Domboshava Road on coordinate 300124, 8042846, then northwards along 

the said road to a point 300461, 8044231, then generally northwards along 

the eastern boundary of a State Land to point 300647, 8045872, so as to 

exclude it, then westwards along northern boundary of the said State land 

to point 297471, 8046380, then southwards along the eastern boundaries of 

plot 17 of Welston Farm, Buckland estate, so as to include them, to a point 

295699, 8043509, then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of 

Calgary Farm so a s to exclude it, to point 293430, 8048446, then 

northeastwards along the southern boundary of Lowdale to a point 294904, 

8049293, then north westwards along the western boundary of The 

Willesden Farm to point at coordinate 293320, 8051 and 546, then south 

eastwards along the said farm to point 293986, 8051305, then northwards 

along the western boundary of the said farm, so as to include it and the 

western boundary of Balkiza to the apex of Rusumbi Hill, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

294440, 8059314; 297501, 8056089; 300667, 8057549; 300537, 8057017; 

298879, 8050192; 300249, 8049859; 301441, 8050974; 307291, 8047032; 

308584, 8046629; 306642, 8044018; 306069, 8042269; 303864,  8043493; 

303310, 8042906; 302816, 8043282; 302603, 8043007; 300461, 8044231; 

300647, 8045872; 293430, 8048446; 294904, 8049293. 

Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from the apex of Rutope hill 

co-ordinate 336408, 8057487, then south eastwards along eastern 

boundary of Frascati Farm to its junction with Umwindis River co-ordinate 

337451, 8055224, then generally south eastwards upsteam Umwindisi River 

to its confluence with Double Spirit River on coordinate 337244, 8055118, 

then south westwards upsteam Umwindis river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributoryon coordinate 336723, 8054191, so as to include Rutope 

Dip and Franscati Farm, then southwest wards along Umwindisi River to its 

confluence with Marsale River on coordinate point 334745, 8051114, then 

southwest wards upsteam Umwindisi River to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary on point coordinate 333779, 8050052, so as to include 

Marsale and Saratoga Farms and, then south westwards along Umwindisi 

River to its junction with Juru Saratoga Road on coordinate 331730, 

8048398, then south westwards downsteam Umwindisi River to its 
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confluence with Domvongwe River on coordinate 328393, 8046172, so as to 

include Chipundza Farm and to exclude Rots Der Eeue Farm, then south 

west wards up steam Umwindisi River to its confluence with Munhenga 

River on coordinate 327699, 8045616, then north west wards along south 

western boundary of Bally Vaughan to its junction with Harare Shamva 

Road on coordinate 325584, 8046638, then south westwards along the 

Harare Shamva Road to its junction with south western boundary of Mount 

Shanon Farm on coordinate 32385, 8045376, then north westwards along 

the said boundary to a point on coordinate 323785, 8045865, then south 

westwards along the north western boundary of Mount Shanon Farm to a 

point on coordinate 322094, 804125, so as to include Chipunza and New 

Gregory Farm and exclude Mount Shanon Farm, then south eastwards 

along the western boundary of Enwanrigg Botanical Gardens to the apex of 

an unnamed Hill at coordinate 322453, 8041326, then south eastwards 

along the western boundary of Tyron Estate to its junction with Umwindisi 

River on coordinate 321140, 8039334, then westwards along Umwindisi 

River to its junction with the southern boundary of the Springs Farm, so as 

to include The Groove Farm and to exclude Pagejo Ra Rubi Farm, then 

south westwards along the southern boundary of The Springs to its junction 

with Harare Shamva Road on point coordinate 310106, 8039293, then north 

westwards along western boundary of Hunter Hill A to its junction with 

Umwindisi River on coordinate point 309763, 8040895, then north 

westwards along the western boundary of Chakoma, so as to include 

Chakoma and Mpata Farm and to exclude Luna Farm, then north 

westwards along the said boundary to the apex of an unnamed Hill on 

coordinate 307169, 8042596, then north westwards along the western 

boundary of Echo Farm to the apex of an unnamed Hill on coordinate 

306641, 804398,then north eastwards along the same boundary to the apex 

of Rumani Hill on coordinate 308582, 8046617, then north eastwards along 

the western boundary of Rumani Farm to its junction with Munhenga River 

on coordinate 308873, 8043610, then north eastwards along the same 

boundary to its junction with the northern boundary of Rumani Farm on 

coordinate 309118, 8048882, then eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Rumani Farm to the apex of Chibvuti Hill at coordinate 310431, 8048515, 

then eastwards along the northern boundary of Chibvuti Farm to the apex of 

an unnamed Hill at coordinate 314288, 8048694, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Munhenga Estate to the apex of Denda Hillat 

coordinate 316551, 8048164, then eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Svisva Farm to the apex of an unnamed Hil at coordinate 32307, 

8052399, then south east wards along the northeastern boundary of State 

lad to the apex of Mwanga Hill at coordinate 327526, 8050212, then north 

east wards along the north western boundaries of Saratoga Farm, Marsala 

Farm and Frascati Farm to the apex of Rutope Hill, the starting point. This 
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area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

336408, 8057487; 337451, 8055224; 337244, 8055118; 336723, 8054191; 

334745, 8051114; 333779, 8050052; 331730, 8048398; 328393, 8046172; 

327699, 8045616; 325584, 8046638; 32385, 8045376; 323785, 8045865; 

322453, 8041326; 321140, 8039334; 310106, 8039293; 309763, 8040895; 

307169, 8042596; 306641, 804398; 308582, 8046617; 308873, 8043610; 

309118, 8048882; 310431, 8048515; 314288, 8048694; 316551, 8048164; 

32307, 8052399; 327526, 8050212. 

Ward 8  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Harare Makumbe Road and an unnamed track at coordinate 306326, 

8054242, going generally south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 

in an unnamed tributary of Mwenda River at point coodinate 307827, 

8056007, then north eastwards along an unnamed tributary to its 

confluence with Mwenda River at coodinate point 308332, 8056449, then 

generally north eastwards along Mwenda river to the foot of an unnamed 

Hill on coordinate 311407, 8052789, then south westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point in an unnamed tributary on coordinate 310758, 

8051684, then southwards along an unnamed tributary to its source at 

coordinate point 310250, 8049019, then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on an unnamed trek at point coodinate 310277, 

8048746, then north westwards along an unnamed track to a point on the 

source of an unnamed tributary on coordinate 309637, 8049525, then 

northwards along an unnamed tributary to its confluence with Inyauri River 

on coordinate 309911, 805004, then north west, westwards along Inyauri 

River to its confluence with an unnamed River at coordinate 308758, 

8050092, then generally northwest along Inyauri River to a point on the 

southern foot of Domboshava Hill on coordinate 306663, 8051064, then 

northwards along an imaginary line to a point on an unnamed track at 

coordinate 306827, 8052405, then north eastwards along an unnamed treck 

to its junction with Mungate Domboshava Caves Road and another 

unnamed trek on coordinate 307061; 8052472, then north eastwards along 

an imaginary line to a point on an unnamed track on coordinate 307717, 

8034013, so as to include Marenji Hill and Nyamande Primary School, then 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point on Harare Makumbe Road 

coordinate 306131, 8054057, then northeastwards along Harare Makumbe 

Road to a point on its junction with an unnamed trek at coodinate 306326, 

8054258, then generally westwards along an unnamed trek, so as to include 

Murape Dip tank, AFM Domboshawa Assemblies, to its intersection with an 

unnamed track coodinate 305308, 8054199, then generally northwards 
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along an unnamed track to a point in an unnamed tributary at coodinate 

305183, 8054424, then generally westwards along an unnamed tributary to 

its confluence with Musikandoro River, then generally northwards along 

along the said river to a point in Musukandoro River at coodiante 304640, 

8056401, the generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point to the 

intersection of Harare Makumbe Road and Unnamed trek, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

309773, 8056896; 311407, 8052789; 310758, 8051684; 310315, 8050319; 

310245, 8049030; 310281, 8048746; 309637, 8049525; 309911, 805004; 

308758, 8050092; 306663, 8051064; 306827, 8052405307061.8052472; 

307717, 8034013; 306131, 8054057; 306326, 8054242; 305903, 8054192,  

305180, 8054417; 304062, 8054963; 304643, 8056392; 307825, 8056008 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Harare Arcturus Road co-ordinate 311838, 8030124,so as to exclude St 

Patricks cottage and Silveira House, then south eastwards along the said 

road to point co-ordinate 312218, 8029609, then southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on an unnamed river co-ordinate 312139, 8028028 

and then north east along of the said river to a point co-ordinate 313349, 

8028572 on 33kv electric power line along generally southwards along the 

said power line to co-ordinate 313021, 8026529, then south west direction 

along an imaginary line to point co-ordinate 312777, 8026361, along an 

imaginary line south east to co-ordinate312863, 8026228, then generally 

south west along an imaginary line to a point it intersect an unnamed track 

on co-ordinate 312195, 8025697, then south to point co-ordinate 312195, 

8025500 on the intersection with an unnamed Road, thenwestwards to the 

eastern boundary of Tafara on co-ordinate 311546, 8025571 to exclude 

Sebastopol and Dispute, then generally northwards along eastern boundary 

of Tafara, so as to exclude Tafara, Donnybrook and Mabvuku to a point on 

the 33kv electric power line co-ordinate 310774, 8029067, then northwards 

along the southern boundary of Silveira house and St Patricks cottage, so as 

to exclude them, then northwards along the said boundary to a point at 

Harare/ Acturus Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

310743, 8029064; 311844, 8030125; 312218, 8029549; 312100, 8027890; 

312218, 8029549; 312339, 8027994; 312519, 8027932; 312860, 8028053; 

312860, 8028053; 312190, 8025496; 313189, 8028413; 313052, 8026538; 
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312777, 8026358; 312865, 8026223; 312380, 8025865; 312213, 8025702; 

311537, 8025559. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of landbounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

confluence of Inyagui River and Umwindisi River on coodinates 352485, 

8071080, then south east along Inyagui River to its confluence with 

Shavanhowe River on coodinates 348690, so as to include Inyagui Primary 

School and Dzvete store, then south along to its confluence with 

Chomuchenje River on coodiate 345858, 8052470, so as to include St 

Francis Bhosha Primary School, St Alois Primary School and St Judes 

Primary School, then south west along Chomuchenje River to a point on 

coordinate 342822, 8051649, then north west wards along an imaginary 

line to a point on coordinate 340595, 8053424, so as to include Chauruka 

Village, Nhau village and Mavaza village, then southwestwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on coordinate 339998, 8052208, then westwards 

on an imaginary line to a point in an unnamaed tributary at coordinate 

339961, 8052223, then westwards along an unnamed tributary to a point 

coordinate 339774, 8052263, then westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point in unnamed tributary on point coordinate 337695, 8053082, then 

northwest along an unnamed tributary to its confluence with Umwindisi 

River oncoodinate 336722, 8054119, then north along Umwindisi River to 

its confluence with Ndumba River on coordinate 343520, 8066483, then 

North East Umwindisi River to its confluence with Mudzi River on coordinate 

349478, 8069069, so as to include Mabvudzi Primary School, Gwamura 

Bussiness center, Chipangura Primary School and St Francis Bhosha 

Schools, then NorthEast along Umwindisi River to its confluence with 

Inyagui River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

352485, 8071080; 348690, 8058919; 345858, 8052470; 342822, 8051649; 

340595, 8053424; 339998, 8052208; 339961, 8052223; 339774, 8052263; 

337695, 8053082; 336722, 8054119; 343520, 8066483; 349478, 8069069. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

confluence of Umwindisi River and unnamed tributary at point coordinate 

336756, 8054139, going south east along an unnamed tributary to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream at point coordinate 337702, 8053055, 

then southeastwards along an imaginary line to a point at the confluence of 

unnamed tributaries at coordinate 339998, 8052203, then northeastwards 

along an imaginary line to a point at coordinate 340592, 8053438, then 

southeastwards along an imaginary line to a point in a source of an 
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unnamed tributary at coordinate 342529, 8051963, then southeast along an 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Chomuchenje River at coordinate 

342897, 8051700, then eastwards along Chomuchenje River to its 

confluence with Inyagui River atcoodinate 345849, 8052452, then 

southwards along Inyagui River to its junction with Harare Mutoko Road at 

coordinate 344143, 8045380, so as to include Mukombami village, Inyagui 

Dip, Kowoyo and Dirima village, then southwards along Inyagui River to a 

point on coodianate 344117, 8045298, then westwards along an imaginary 

line to a point on coordinate 343951, 8045296, then southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point at Harare Mutoko Old Road at coordinate 338984, 

8045328, then westwards along an imaginary line to a oint at Harare 

Mutoko Road at coordinate 337006, 8044015, then generally northwards 

along the boundary of the along properties, Oribi, Stockhom, Ivanhoe to the 

eastern beacon of lot 1 of Strathlone, then generally north westwards along 

the boundary of the said Farm and RE of Strathlone Farm to a point in 

Umwindisi River, so as to exclude them, at coordinate point 334109, 

8050183,then generally northwards along Umwindisi river to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

345849, 8052452; 344143, 8045380; 344117, 8045298; 343951, 8045296; 

338984, 8045328; 337006, 8044015; 334132, 8050114; 336756,  8054139; 

337702, 8053055; 339998, 8052203; 340592, 8053438; 342529, 8051963; 

334109, 8050183. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from a point at old Mutoko 

Road at coodinate point 338972, 8045328, then eastwards, then 

southwards, then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point in Inyagui 

River at coordinate 344121, 8045263, then southwards along Inyagui River 

to its confluence with Nora River at coordinate 343060, 8035841, so as to 

include Nyamuchengwa village, Mutoko village and Kahanda village, then 

southwest, along Nora River to its confluence with Chinyika River at 

coordinate 341612, 8032104, then westwards along Chinyika River to a 

point in Chinyika River at coordinate 337765, 8031260, then generally then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Chinyika Farm, Vuta Farm, 

Mashonakop Farm, Neptune Farm, Colga Farm and Oribi Farm to a point at 

Harare Mutoko Road at coordinate 337008, 8044021, so as to include 

Mwanza village and St Jonhs School and exclude Mashonakop and Oribi 

Farms, then eastwards along Mutoko Harare Road to a point at coordinate 

338975, 8044230, then northwards along an imaginary line to a point at on 

Old Mutoko Road, so as to exclude Juru Growth Point, and to include 
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Gosha village, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

344121, 8045263; 343060, 8035841; 341612, 8032104; 337765, 8031260;  

337008, 8044021; 338975, 8044230; 338972, 8045328. 

Ward 13  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point co-

ordinate 334145, 8050192 in Umwindisi River, then southeastwards along 

the northeastern boundary of Strathlone Farm, so as to include it to a point 

co-ordinate 336475, 8048834, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of the along properties Ivanhoe, Stockholm and Oribi Farms, 

Mashona kop Chinyika Farm to a point in Chinyika River at coodinate 

337769, 8031283, then generally westwards along the said River , so a s to 

exclude Belvedore Farm, to a point coodinate 334757, 8031454, then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Belmont Fam to a point 

on the northern boundary of Liwonde Estate on coodinate 3347134, 

8026165, then generally westwards along the northern boundary of Liwonde 

Estate to a point 333218, 8026367, then south westwards along the north 

eastern boundary of Chinyika Farm, so as to include Belmont Farm, 

Belleview Farm, to a point 328623, 8028322, then generally north 

westwards along the north eastern boundary of Chinyika Communal land to 

point 328193, 8029355, then north westwards, so as to cross Chinyika 

River, along the southern boundaries of Grazly and Guernsey Farms, so as 

to include them, to a point 324847, 8031812, then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Gilnockie to point 323550, 8028363, then 

generally north westwards along the southern boundary of the said farm, so 

as to include it, to point coordinate 319041, 8030566, then north eastwards 

along the western boundary of the said farm to point at coodinate 321432, 

8032294, then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Ruargo 

A Farm, then northwards along the eastern boundary of the same farm, so 

as to exclude it, to point 322908, 8034070, then generally north westwards 

along the southern boundary of Learig farm, so as to include it, then 

generally south westwards along the north western boundary of Acturus 

Farm, to point 320734, 8033930, then generally north westwards along the 

north eastern boundary of Cromlet to point at coodinate 319183, 8035720, 

so as to exclude them, then north eastwards along the northern boundaries 

of Pleasant Valley, B of Learig to point coodinate 323163, 8037913, then 

generally south eastwards along the northern boundary of B of Learig to a 

point Mutenje River, coodinate point 323224, 8037781, then generally 

eastwards, northwards along the said River to a point 323912, 8038069, 

then generally north westwards along the southern boundary of Remari 

estate to point 322957, 8038346, then generally southwestwards along the 
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said boundary to point 321287, 8037960, then north westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Kilmuir Annex, so as to exclude it, to point 320793,  

8038816, then north eastwards along the eastern boundary of Umritur 

Farm, so a s to exclude it, to point 322460, 8041355, then northwards along 

the eastern boundaries of Enwanrigg Botanical Gardens, so as to cross 

Harare Shamva Roa to a point coodinate 322089, 8045137, so as to include 

it, then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of New Gregory to 

a coodinate point at 323785, 8045495, then south eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Mt Shanon to a point on Shamva Road at coodinate 

323879, 8045387, then generally eastwards along Harare shamva Road to a 

point 325596, 8046663, then south eastwards along the eastern boundary 

of MT Shanon to a point in Umwindisi River at coodinate 327706, 8045628, 

then generally northwards along the said River to a point in Umndiwisi 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

334145, 8050192; 336475, 8048834; 337769, 8031283; 334757, 8031454; 

3347134, 8026165; 333218, 8026367; 328623, 8028322; 328193, 

8029355; 324847, 8031812; 323550, 8028363; 319041, 8030566; 321432, 

8032294; 322908, 8034070; 320734, 8033930; 319183, 8035720; 323163, 

8037913; 323224, 8037781; 323912, 8038069; 322957, 8038346; 321287, 

8037960; 320793, 8038816; 322460, 8041355; 322089, 8045137; 323785, 

8045495; 323879, 8045387; 325596, 8046663; 327706, 8045628. 

Ward 14  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

beacon of Caledonia Farm on Coodinate 312865, 8031099, then 

southeastwards along the northern boundary of Caledonia Farm to a point 

in an unnamed strem so as to exclude Father Hartman‟s farm, Chishawasha 

B and Gardiner, then westwards, then southwestwards along the unnamed 

tributary, so as to include the along properties stands number 

29309,299264, 29283-29267, 29248-29266, 29113-29109,28820-

28864,28729-28132,37381-37407, 37517-37518, 37742-37736 to a bridge 

on an unnamed Road, then westwards along the said raod, so as to exclude 

the along properties stands 34623-34786,38136, 34785-34738, 34737, 

34688, 34670-34687 to its junction with another unnamed road, then 

northwards along an unnamed road to its junction with Mapfeni River on 

coordinate 313350, 8028537, then southwestwards along the River to were 

a 33kv powerline crosses it at coordinate 312089, 8027939, then generally 

northwards along the servitude to Harare /Acturus Road , then 

northwestwards along the same Road, so as to exclude Atlatic Academy to a 

point at coordinate 311799, 803117 on the northwestern boundary of 
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Caledonia Farm, then northeastwards along the said boundary so as to 

exclude Chishawasha, to a point on the northern beacon of Caledonia, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 312865, 8031099, 313350, 8028537, 311799,803117. 

Ward 15  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on co-

ordinate 314788, 8041009 in Umwindisi River, then generally eastwards 

along the river to a point in Umwindisi River 321142, 8039341, so as to 

include 7B of the Craig and the Criag Estate and to exclude Insha Allah 

Annex, Tyrone Estate and Remari Estate, then south westwards along the 

eastern boundary of subdivision of Qilmuir to a point 320796, 80388, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Qilmuir Annex to a point 321287, 

8037962, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Byrne View to 

point 322962,  8038345, then further eastwards to point in Mutenje River at 

coordinate 323914, 8038067, so as to include C Kilmur Annex , Kilmur and 

Byrne View, then generally westwards along Mutenje River to a point 

323224, 8037781, then northwards along the eastern boundary of B of 

Lerigg to point 323164, 8037912, then south westwards along the northern 

boundary of B of Lerigg and Pleasant Valley to point 319181, 8035725, then 

south eastwards along the eastern boundary of Crommlet to a point 320731, 

8033932, then north eastwards along the north westwern boundary of 

Arcturus mine to a point 321539, 8034618, then south eastwards along the 

north eastern boundary of Acturus Mine, so as to include it, to a point 

322912, 8034064, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Ruwago 

A to point 322649, 8032120, then generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Gilnockie, 321430, 8032304, so a s to exclude it, then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Chishawasha B to point 315427, 

8028612, so as to include it, then north westwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Calidonia to point 312860, 8031106, then south westwards 

along the north western boundary of Caledonia to a point 310740, 8029065, 

then north westwards along the eastern boundary of Mandresa at coodinate 

point 308370, 8030690, then north eastwards eastern boundary Glenbervie 

Farm to point 310411, 8031993, then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Chishawasha Communal Land, so as to include Arcturus 

Primary School, Proton Primary, Chishawasha Primary, St Peter Claver, 

Valleydale Growers, St Joseph”s Primary, St Ignatius college, so as to cross 

Harare Mutoko Road to a point 309311, 8039005, then generally north 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Stuhm to a point in Umwindisi 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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314788, 8041009; 321142, 8039341; 320796, 80388; 321287, 8037962; 

322962, 8038345; 323914, 8038067; 323224, 8037781; 323164, 8037912; 

319181, 8035725; 320731, 8033932; 321539, 8034618; 322912, 8034064; 

322649, 8032120; 321430, 8032304; 315427, 8028612; 312860, 8031106; 

310740, 8029065; 308370, 8030690; 310411, 8031993; 309311, 8039005 

Ward 16  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on co-

ordinate 324846, 8031817, then generally south eastwards along the north 

eastern boundary of Chinyika communal to a point 328193, 8029354, then 

generally southwards along the said boundary to point 328622, 8028321, 

then generally south eastwards along the boundary to a point in an 

unnamed stream at coordinate 329708, 8027861, then generally westwards, 

then southwards along the unnamed stream, then southwards along the 

said stream to point 328664, 8026383, then generally south westwards 

along an unnamed trek to a point in an unnamed stream at coordinate 

328272, 8026329, then generally north westwards along an imaginary line 

to the center of Goromonzi Rural centre / Arcturus Road at point 327912, 

8026576, then westwards along the same imaginary line to point 327607, 

8026574, then generally south westwards along an imaginary line to point 

327300, 8026457, the generally south wards along an imaginary line to a 

point in an unnamed stream, coodinate 327191, 8026115, then generally 

along anunnamed stream to its junction with an unnamed road at 

coordinate point 327012, 8026146, then generally south eastwards along 

the said road to its junction with an unnamed trek at coordinate point 

327343, 8025820, then southwards along the said unnamed trek to its 

junction with an unnamed tributary of Chinyika River, then generally 

westwards, then northwards along along the said tributary to its confluence 

with Chinyika River coordinate point 325232, 8027298, then generally 

westwards along Chinyika river to a point 323430, 8026982, then generally 

southwards along an imaginary line to point 323533, 8026073, then south 

westwards along the northern boundary of Bains Hope Farm, so as to 

exclude it, to trigonometrical beacon 53/s coordinate point 321142, 

8023939, then generally north westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Garner Farms so as to cross Chinyika River to point 329883, 8026132, then 

generally northwards along the western boundary of Chinyika Communal 

Land, so as to include the along properties, Mapfeni Primary, Chinyika 

School, Chinyika Dip tank and Chinyika Clinic, to point coordinate 319044, 

8030536, then generally south eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Gilnockie to point 323556, 8028365, so as to include Mutandagavi Hill, then 

northwards along the eastern the boundary of Gilnockie Farm to a point on 

coordinate 324846, 8031817, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 
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along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

324846, 8031817; 328193, 8029354; 328622, 8028321; 329708, 8027861; 

328664, 8026383; 328272, 8026329; 327912, 8026576; 327607, 8026574; 

327300, 8026457; 327191, 8026115; 327012, 8026146; 327343, 8025820; 

325232, 8027298; 323430, 8026982; 323533, 8026073; 321142., 8023939; 

329883, 8026132; 319044, 8030536; 323556, 8028365. 

Ward 17  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point in an 

unnamed stream on the southern boundary of Belleview Farm coordinate 

329708, 8027862, then generally south eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Belleview Farm and Belmont Farm to a point on Musuwo Hill 

at coordinate point 333218,  8026369, then generally south westwards 

along the northern of Warrendall 1 Farm, so as to exclude Warrendale 1 

Farm, Goromonzi Sport Club, Maru 2 Store, to a point in Nyamasanga River 

coordinate 326820, 804361, then generally south westwards along along the 

said River to an unnamed Dam to a point in Nyamasanga River coordinate 

325800, 8023172, then generally north westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Bains Hope Farm, so as to include Goromonzi High School, 

Goromonzi Committee Primary school to a point 323534, 8026073, then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line to a point in Chinyika River, 

coordinate 323430, 8026981, then generally eastwards along Chinyika River 

to its confluence with another unnamed tributary point coordinate 325232, 

8027298, then generally south westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary at point coordinate 324922, 

8026732, then generally southwards, south eastwards along along the 

unnamed tributary to to its junction with an unnamed trek at point 327200, 

8025261, then northwards along the unnamed trek to its junction with an 

unnamed road point 327345, 8025818, then generally north westwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed Chinyika River 

tributary 327012, 8026146, then generally eastwards along along the 

unnamed tributary to point in the same tributary coordinate 327191, 

8026115, then generally northwards along an imaginary line to point 

327299, 8026457, then north eastwards along the same imaginary line to 

point 327606, 8026574, then generally eastwards along an imaginary line to 

a on Goromonzi/Acturus Road at coordinate 327913, 8026576, then 

generally eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 328012, 8026557, 

then generally south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on an 

unnamed trek, point 328267, 8026358, then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point at the junction of an unnamed stream and an 

unnamed road point coordinate 328272, 8026329, then generally eastwards 
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along the unnamed trek to its junction with another unnamed stream at 

point 328696, 8026393, then generally northwards along along the 

unnamed stream, so as to include Goromonzi Police Station, Goromonzi 

Post Office, DA boardroom, Goromonzi Musonza Primary School, Goromonzi 

Rural Service Center, Nyamasanga Business Center, to a point in an 

unnamed stream the southern boundary of Beleview Farm, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates. 

329708, 8027862; 333218,  8026369; 326820, 804361; 325800, 8023172; 

323534, 8026073; 325232, 8027298; 324922, 8026732; 327200, 8025261; 

327345, 8025818; 327012, 8026146; 327191, 8026115; 327299, 8026457; 

327913, 8026576; 328012, 8026557; 328267, 8026358; 328272, 8026329; 

328696, 8026393. 

Ward 18  

It is an area of land bounded by a line starting from a point at the 

confluence of Nora River and Inyagui River on coordinate 343068, 8035847, 

then southeastwards along Inyagui River to its confluence with 

Munwahumba River on coordinate 344296, 8032052, then southwards 

along Inyagui River to its confluence Nyagurwi River on coordinate 345863, 

8025186, so as to include Villages then, Inyagui River to its junction with 

commercial farming areas on coordinate 346844, 8014808, then northwest 

wards along the southern boundary of Shangure small scale commercial 

farming areas on coordinate 346844, 8014808, then northwestwards along 

the southern boundary of Shangure Farms to its junction with Nyagurwi 

River on coordinate 342921, 8017310, then north westwards along the same 

boundary to its junction with Nra River on coordinate 336820, 8018898, so 

as to include Shangure Schols, Mamvura Store Nyambanji Primary School 

and exclude Glenroy Primary School, then north eastwards along Nora River 

to its junction with the southern boundary of Glad Rivere Farm on 

coordinate 339371, 8022475, then westwards, north westwards along the 

southern boundary of Glad Rivere Farm to its junction with western 

boundary of Glad Rivere Farm, then northwards along the western boundary 

of Glad Rivere Farm to its junction with southern boundary of Rochestre 

Farm on coordinate 338036, 8025589, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Rochester Farm to a point on coordinate 338915, 802559, then 

northwards along the eastern of Rochester, then northwards along the 

eastern boundary of Rochester Farm to its junction with Chinyika River on 

coordinate 339500, 8031851, then eastwards along Chinyika River to its 

confluence with Nora River at coordinate 341604, 8032110, then 

northwards along Nora River to its confluence with Inyagui River, the 
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starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

343068, 8035847; 344296, 8032052; 345863, 8025186; 346844, 8014808; 

346844, 8014808; 342921.8017310; 336820, 8018898; 339371, 8022475; 

338036, 8025589; 338915, 802559; 341604, 8032110. 

Ward 19  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point the foot 

of Maro Hill to coordinate 308065, 8059722, going southeastwards along an 

imaginary line to apoint in an unnamed tributary on coordinate 308573, 

8059119, then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on Mau-

Parirewa Primary Road 308892, 8058998, then southwards along Mau-

Parirewa Road to its junction with Parirewa-Mutaki Road on coordinate 

308884, 8057810, then eastwards along Parirewa-Mutaki Road to a point 

coordinate 309256, 8057724, so as to include Parirewa Business Centre and 

Chehamba Hill and, then southwards along an imaginary line to the source 

of an unnamed tributary on coordinate 309639, 8057522, then along an 

unnamed tributary to its confluence with Mwenda River on coordinate 

309777, 8056883, then north westwards,then westwards along Mwenda 

River to a point on coordinate 307832, 8056008, then westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point in Masikandoro River, so as to cross 

Harare/Domboshava Road, on coordinate 304643, 80566392, then 

northwards along Masikandoro River, so as to cross Mutondo / Parirewa 

Road to a point coordinate 304803, 8058623, then eastwards along an 

imaginary, so as to cross Parirewa/ Nyakudya Road, point coordinate 

306952, 8058744, then northwards along an imaginary line to the foot of 

Maro Hill, the strating point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

308065, 8059722; 308573, 8059119; 308892, 8058998; 308884, 8057810; 

309256, 8057724; 309639, 8057522; 309777, 8056883; 307832, 8056008; 

304643, 80566392; 304803, 8058623; 306952, 8058744,  

Ward 20  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

junction of Chinyika River and the north eastern beacon of Rochester Farm 

on coordinate 339499, 8031852, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Rochester Farm to the northern beacon of Glad Rivere, then 

westwards along the northwestern boundary of Gald Rivere to its beacon 

with Liwond Farm, then southwards along the western boundary of Glad 

Rivere to its north western beacon, then south east to the north western 

beacon of Glad Rivere, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Glad 
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Rivere to its beacon in Nora River on coordinate 339367, 80224668, then 

southwestwards along Nora River to its junction with the southern boundary 

of Shangure small csale farm on coordinate 336827, 8018899, so as to 

exclude Liwonde Farm, Masun Estate and Goromonzi Estate, then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Shangwe small scale farms to its 

junction with Chinyika River on coordinate 346846, 8014795, then 

southwestwards along Chinyika River to its junction with the southwestern 

boundary of Enter Rios Farm on coordinate 341107, 8012004, then 

generally, southeastwards, southeast along the said beacon to its junction 

with Nyambuya River on coordinate 343931, 8010113, then south along 

Nyambuya River to the southern beacon of Entre Rios in Nyambuya River at 

coordinate 341912, 8007894, then northwestwards along the southern 

boundary of Enter Rios Farm to the apex of an unnamed Hill at coordinate 

339946, 8009285, so as to include Enter Rios Primary School, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Forres Farm to its northeastern 

beacon with Weardale Farm, then South westwards along the eastearn 

boundary of Leicester Farm to its beacon with Surrey Estate, then south 

west along the eastern boundary of Surrey Estate to its beacon on the 

Harare Mutare Road on coordinate 331608, 7994548, then northwestwards 

along the said road to the western beacon of Netherwood Farm, so as to 

include Surrey Estate, Bromey Park Estate, Randhurst Grange Estate and 

Melfort Estate, then north west to the beacon of subdivision B of Melfort 

Estate, then northwards along westrn boundary of Matopi Farm to its 

beacon with subdivision G of Stellagallen and Riversedge to the apex of an 

unnamed Hill on coordinate 326927, 8009861, then northwards along the 

eastern boundary of Sellair Farm to the apex of an unnamed Hill on 

coordinate 328118, 8016937, then northwestwards to the beacon of 

Borderland Farm so as to exclude it and include Strathmore Farm, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Strathmore to apex of an 

unnamed Hill on coordinate 333240, 8018166, then northwards along the 

eastern boundary of Boderland Estate and Bohes Estate to the apex of an 

unnamend Hill, then northeastwards along the western boundary of 

Lowonde Estate to the apex of Musuwo Hill on coordinate 333462, 8025768, 

then northwestwards to its beacon with Belmont Farm, then eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Belmont Farm to a point at coordinate 

334714, 8026127, so as to include Liwonde Estate, then northwards along 

the western boundary of Belvedore to its junction with Chinyika River on 

coordinate 334766, 8031442, then eastwards along Chinyika River to its 

junction with the eastern beacon of Rochester Farm, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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339499, 8031852; 339367, 80224668; 336827, 8018899; 346846, 

8014795; 341107, 8012004; 343931, 8010113; 341912, 8007894; 339946, 

8009285; 331608, 7994548; 326927, 8009861; 328118, 8016937; 333240, 

8018166; 333462, 8025768; 334714, 8026127; 334766, 8031442. 

Ward 21  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

two unnamed roads at coordinate 31329, 8027138, then generally 

eastwards of the unnamed Road to its junction with the southern boundary 

of Open Space Stand Number 26427 on coordinate 314489, 8026921, so as 

to exclude it, then generally southwest along an unnamed road so as to 

include the along properties stand numbers 19341-19313, 20162-20165, 

20169-20170, 20216-20215, and 18409-18401, to the Tafara –Caledonia 

Road, ten generally southwards along the said road to the southern 

boundary of Caledonia, so as to exclude the along properties, 30032-30033, 

18370-18369, 18336, 18264-18244, and 18214-18205, then generally 

westwards along the said boundary to its junction with an unnamed Road 

on coordinate 312185, 8025448, so as to exclude Sebastopol, then 

northwards along the said road to a point on coordinate 312193, 8025101, 

then northeastwards along the said road u to its junction with the 

Harare/Caledonia Road, then northwestwards along the said road to its 

junction with an unnamed road on coordinate 312193, 8025701, then 

northeastwards along the unnamed road to a point at coordinate 313012, 

8026529, then northwards along the said road, so as to include the along 

properties, 38143, 33994-33991, 34021-34025, 34198-34209, 34386-

34388 and 34411,38140,38145, 34509, 34534, 34561,34515, 34615,and 

34687, then northwards along the said road to its junction with another 

road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

31329, 8027138; 314489, 8026921; 312185, 8025448; 312193, 8025701; 

313012, 8026529. 

Ward 22  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on 

Harare Mutare Road on co-ordinate 319474.8015965, going generally 

southwards along the Harare Marondera road so as to include the along 

properties, the Paddock, Eureka, Dana B Melfort siding, Melfort Estate, 

Ardlussa, Rudale, Great Bromley Estate to a point 330918, 7994914, then 

generally south westwards along the north western boundary of Mimosa, so 

as to exclude it, to point 329417, 7993496, then south eastwards along the 

sourthern boundary of Mimosa Farm to point 330710, 7992819, then 

southwards along the western boundary of Musi Farm to a point in 
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Manyame River at coodinate 330061, 7991555,  then generally north 

westwards along Manyame River,  soa to include the along properties, Dana 

B, Broomely Country Club, St Michael‟s Primary school, Dunstan Primary 

School, to a point in Manyame River coodinate 303216, 8009375, then 

north eastwards along the western boundary of Harvesdales Farm to point 

305266, 8013427, then south westwards along the northern boundary of 

the along farms, Mels Hope, Harvesdales Farms to point 307750, 8012515, 

so as to include them, then generally northwards along the western 

boundary of Buena Vista Farm to point 308706, 8014114, then generally 

south westwards along the north eastern boundary of the said farm so a s to 

include it, to a point 312082, 8011143, then generally north eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Banana Grove, so as to include it to a point 

315418, 8013029, then north wards along the western boundary of Lisheen 

Estate to point, 315614, 8014932, then eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Lisheen Estate and Ndibiriri A Farms, so as to include them, 

to point 318586, 8015216, then north eastwards along the north western 

boundary of The Paddock Farm to a point on Harare Mutare Road, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

319474, 8015965; 330918, 7994914; 329417, 7993496; 330710, 7992819; 

330061, 7991555; 303216, 8009375; 305266, 8013427; 307750, 8012515; 

308706, 8014114; 312082, 8011143; 315418, 8013029; 315614, 8014932; 

318586, 8015216. 

Ward 23  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of an unnamed stream and the northern boundery of Caledonia at 

coordinate 315856, 8028122, then southeastwards along the said boundary 

to a point on on coordinate 319125, 8024788, so as to exclude Gardiner 

Plots, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of Caledonia 

to the Tafara / Caledonia Road, so a s to exclude the along properties Mzuri 

Sana, Waverley, Tarisa and Tara Township, then generally northwards along 

the said Road to its junction with an unnamed Raod at coordinate 313818, 

8025795 , so as to include the along properties stands numbers 18205-

18214, 18244,18264, 18336, 18369-18370 and 30033-30032, then 

generally northwards the unnamed Road to a bridge on an unnamed stream 

, then along unnamed stream, so as to exclude the along properties, stands 

number 18401-184009, 20215-20216, 28715-28709, 29113,2777-2887, 

29266-29283, to its confluence with another stream, then to the 

intersection with Caledonia northeastern boundary, the strating point. This 
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area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

315856, 8028122; 319125, 8024788 

Ward 24  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Setonleigh Road and the Harare / Mutare Road at coordinate 315934, 

8020834, then generally eastwards, then southwards along the Harare 

Mutare Road, so as to include Ruwa Country Club, Pinelands, Springfield 

and Mayfair, to Nora Siding at coordinate 319472, 8015962, then generally 

south westwards along the eastern boundaries of Mayfair and southern 

boundary Lisheen Extension to point 315615, 8014935, then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary Koppies to point 315418, 8013033, 

then south westwards along the south eastern boundary of Koppies to point 

312083, 8011135, then north westwards along the northern boundary of 

Buna Vista, so a sto exclude it to pont 308704, 8014112, then southwards 

along the western boundary of Buna Vista to point 307748, 8012515, then 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Harvesdale and Neles Hope 

Farm at point 305263, 8013424, so as to exclude them, then southwards 

along the western boundary of Iddesleigh Farm to a point in Manyame River, 

coordinate 303216, 8009375, so a s to include it, then generally westwards 

along the named River to its confluence with Ruwa River point, 299447, 

8010361, then generally northwards along along Ruwa river to a point 

coordinate 300543, 8012203, then generally north westwards along the 

southern boundary of Little Over Farm to point 300367, 8012326, then 

generally northwards along eastern boundary of the said farm, point 

300362, 8012841, then south eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Little Over to a point Ruwa River coordinate 300384, 8012582, so as to 

include LittleOver, Rockie Farm A, then generally northwards along the said 

River, so as to cross, Twentydales Road, to point in Ruwa River on the 

western boundary of subdivision A Lyndhurst coordinate point 303469, 

8014831, then generally northwards along the western boundary of 

Lyndhurst Farm to the intersection of Delport Road and Twentydales Road, 

at point coodiante 302583,  80169900, then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Lyndhurst A, so as to cross Ruwa River, to point 

305594, 8017168, then generally northwards along the western boundary of 

subdivision S of New Mexico Farm to a point in Ruwa River, coordinate 

305344, 8017684, then generally eastwards, then northwards along along 

the said River to its confluence with Shavaroyi River, coordinate 306539, 

8090335, then generally eastwards, northwards along along Ruwa River, so 

as to include Ramondale Primary School, Cranmborne Clinic, Muza Store, 

Rock Haven, College to a point in Ruwa River at the eastern boundary of 

Glen Wood coordinate 308308, 8019025, then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Hofnoor, so as to exclude it, to a point 310379, 
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8018324, then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of 

Hofnooree to a point 310547, 8018662 , then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Bolders to a point in ChirembaRoad point 311615, 

8018241, then southwards along the said Road to its intersection with 

Chimwavaroyi River coordinate point 311396, 8017965, then generally 

eastwards along the said River, crossing through an unnamed Dam, to a 

point in Chimwavaroyi River on the southern boundary of sub division J of 

Galloway, coordinate point 313720, 8018789, then generally westwards 

along the said boundary to a point 313411, 8018851, then northwards 

along the eastern boundary of J of Galloway Estate to point 313810, 

8020233, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Arthelney Farm to point 314823, 8020527, so as to include them, then 

southwards along the western boundary of Sebassa, Lot 3 and Lot 3 of 

subdivision of Galway,to a point 316051, 8018787,so as to include them, 

then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Lot 1 of e of 

Galway Estate to a point on a railway line point coordinate 316504, 

8019140, then generally north eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Lot 1 of E of Galway Estate to the junction of Harare Mutare Railways line 

and Setonleigh Road point 315561, 8020285, then northwards along 

Setonleigh Road to its junction with Harare Mutare Road, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:. 

315934, 8020834; 319472, 8015962; 315615, 8014935; 315418, 8013033; 

312083, 8011135; 308704, 8014112; 307748, 8012515; 305263, 8013424; 

303216, 8009375; 299447, 8010361; 300543, 8012203; 300367, 8012326; 

300362, 8012841; 300384, 8012582; 303469, 8014831; 302583,  

80169900; 306539, 8090335; 308308, 8019025; 310547, 8018662; 

311615, 8018241; 311396, 8017965; 313720, 8018789; 313411.8018851; 

313810, 8020233; 314823, 8020527; 316051, 8018787; 315561, 8020285. 

Ward 25  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

northern most beacon of RE of Garner Farm at coordinate point 319046, 

8030566, then southwards along eastern boundary of Garner to a point 

319887, 8026139, so as to exclude Mapfeni Primary school, then south 

eastwards so as to cross Chinyika River to a trigonometrically beacon 53/s. 

321139,  8023932 so as to include S/D 19B of James Farm, Subdivision A 

of James Farm, then north eastwards along the northern boundary of Bines 

Hope Farm to a point 323534, 8026076, then south eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Baines hope so as to cross Goromonzi Harare Road to 

point in unnamed tributary at coordinate 325800, 8023172, then north 
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eastwards along the said tributary to a point 326819, 8024360, so as to 

exclude Goromonzi High school, then north eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Warrendale no 1 Farm to a point 333218, 8026368, then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Warrendall number 1 to 

the apex of Musuwo Hill at coordinate 333448, 8025789, so as to exclude 

Liwonde Estate, then west wards along the northern boundary of Liwonde 

Estate to a point 331243, 8023516, then generally south eastwards along 

the eastern boundary of Bohes Estate and Borderland Estate, so as to 

include them to a point 3332345, 8018190, then generally westwards along 

the southern boundary of Borderland Farm to a point 327518, 8019334, 

then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Sellair Farm, so as 

to include it to a point 328119, 8016945, then generally south westwards 

along the western boundary of Sanga Farm to a point 326929, 8009878,  

then generally north eastwards along the northern boundary of Matopi A 

Farm to point 325315, 8010661, so as to exclude it, then southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Monokera Farm to a point 325127, 8009497, so as 

to include it, then noth westwards along the southern boundary of 

Monokera to point 323328, 8010103, then geerally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Woodwards of Melfort to a point 323505, 8009415, the 

north westwards along the southern bounderies of Woodwards of Melfort to 

a point 322753, 8009686, then south westwards along the same boundary 

to a point 322147, 8009423, then northwards along the western boundary 

of Melfort B along Mutare Harare Road so as to include properties Melfort B, 

Jamaica Training Center, Hatidane Primary, St Vincent Primary School, 

Ruwa Primary School, Mashonganyika Farm to a point coordinate 314852, 

8021130, then generally northwards along the Fairview road to point 

315819, 8024250, then westwards along the southern boundary of Tarisa 

Farm so a to include it to point 315151, 8024315, then northwards along 

the western boundary of Tarisa Farm, then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of the said farm to point 319148, 8024815, so a to include the 

along properties, Waverly Farm, Ariel Primary School, Greensyke of 

Sebastopol, Muzurisana Farm, then generally north westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Caledonia, so as to cross tributary of Mapfeni River, 

Mapfeni River, to a point coordinate 315430, 8028612, generally 

northeastwards along the southern boundary of Chishawasha B Farm to a 

point on the northern most beacon of RE of Garner, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 

319046, 8030566; 319887, 8026139 ; 321139, 8023932; 323534, 8026076; 

325800.8023172; 326819, 8024360; 333218, 8026368; 333448, 8025789; 

331243, 8023516; 3332345, 8018190; 327518, 8019334; 328119, 

8016945; 325315, 8010661; 323328, 8010103; 323505, 8009415; 322753, 
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8009686; 314852, 8021130; 315819, 8024250; 315151, 8024315; 319148, 

8024815; 315430, 8028612. 
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MANYAME RURAL DISTRICT 

 

Ward 1 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the 

intersection of Manyame River with the Harare/Wedza Road on the bridge, 

then along Manyame river to its confluence with an unnamed stream so as 

to include Charigwati, Savanhu and Mhonda villages and exclude Draycott, 

Rocky and Woodford Green farms, then along the unnamed stream to its 

intersection with a road from Chinhanga village so as to include Mhundwa 

village and exclude Chinhanga village, then southwards along the road 

which also thens the western boundary of ZAOGA Church, so as to exclude 

it, to the point where it intersects the 33KV power line, then westwards 

along the ZESA power line to the northen beacon of Chitungwiza water 

tanks property, then southwards along the western side of the durawall to 

were it meets the Harare/Wedza Road which is also on the 

Chitungwiza/Seke District boundary, so as to exclude the water tanks and 

include Nzira Apostolic Church Shrine, then generally westwards along the 

Harare/Wedza Road to its intersection with Manyame River on the bridge so 

as to include Guzha Business Centre and exclude Zuva Service Station, Unit 

B and H suburbs, Nyatsime College, Zengeza 4 suburb and St. Marys Police 

Station, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on 

an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates:  

294416, 8011412; 300342, 8009820; 300765, 8007267; 299588, 

8007963.9; 299439.7, 8007830.6.  

Ward 2 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Manyame river and unnamed stream on the southwestern boundary of 

Xanadu farm which is also Seke/Goromonzi district boundary, then along 

Manyame river to its confluence with an unnamed stream so as to include 

Dema Phase 3 Medium Density suburb and Dema Commercial area and 

exclude Xanadu Estate and Glen Avon farms, then along the unnamed 

stream to its junction with a tarred road to Dema Service Centre, then 

generally southwestwards along the tarred road to its junction with 

Harare/Wedza road, so as to include ZINWA Offices and Dema ZRP Station 

and exclude Musoko village, then southwestwards along Harare/Wedza road 

to the 43km peg which is the junction of Harare/Wedza road with an 

unnamed road, so as to include Huni and Mudimu villages and exclude 

Marikopo Primary and Secondary Schools, then generally southwards along 

the road to its intersection with Madedzungwi river so as to include Zefania, 

Mukarati, Mutendera villages, Mandedza High School and exclude Nyere 

village and Chirimamhunga Business Centre, then along Madedzungwi river 
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to its intersection with an unnamed road so as to include Ditima village and 

exclude Mandaza village, then northwards along the road to its intersection 

with Dema, Gombe and Chirimamhunga roads, so as to include Rubatika 

village and exclude Nhapi and Chipere village, then generally eastwards 

along the Dema, Gombe and Chirimamhunga road to its intersection with 

Zesa Poweline, then northwards along the Zesa Powerline to a point 

(309067, 8000887), then eastwards along the imaginary line to a common 

intersection of Harare/Wedza road and a small tarred road, then along the 

tarred road to Kunaka Hospital entrance, so as to include Kunaka Hospital, 

Mutendara and Mujoma villages, Dema High Density suburb and Dema 

Medium Density phase 2 suburb and Dema Medium Density phase 1 

suburb and exclude Chipere, Chigumbu, Makwangwaidze, Munemo and 

Chitate villages, then generally northwards along the western boundary wall 

of the hospital to the northeastern beacon of stand number 1095 of Dema 

phase 3 suburb, so as to include it, then eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of stand number 1095 along a road to the northeastern beacon of 

stand number 1458, so as to include it, then southeastwards along the 

same track through an open space to stand number 1466, so as to include 

it, then southwards along the same track to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream, so as to include Dema Phase 3 medium density suburb 

and exclude Mutsvairo and Mubobo villages, then along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Manyame river, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates:  

311130, 8001701; 311579, 8000859; 312387, 8001294; 312389.5, 

8001288.6; 312431, 8000477; 312250, 7999996; 312378, 7999839; 

311638, 7999673; 311303, 7999422; 312320, 7998062; 312198, 7997482; 

304542, 7996194; 305472, 8000315; 308988, 7999853; 309056, 8000899.  

Ward 3 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence 

of an unnamed Stream with Manyame River which is also the 

Seke/Goromonzi district boundary, so as to exclude Dema Business Centre 

and include Musoko village, then along Manyame River to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream on the southern boundary of Ardlussa farm, so as 

to include Pfumisi, Bwoni, Masawi, Musungo, Machaka and Chikandamina 

villages and exclude Glen Avon, Chwood East and Ardlussa farms, then 

along the unnamed stream to its intersection with the Harare/Wedza road, 

so as to include Jonga and Kahari villages and exclude Sundayi, Makombe, 

Munongoverwa, Kuora, Hakata villages, then eastwards along the 

Harare/Wedza road to its intersection with an unnamed road, so as to 

exclude Kandava School and include Machingauta village, then southwards 
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along the road to its junction with a road to Charakupa Business Centre, 

then generally southwards along the Marondera School road to its 

intersection with Nyarusheshi River, so as to include Mandaza village and 

exclude Charakupa Business Centre, Mushonga and Kandava villages, then 

along Nyarusheshi River as it meanders to its intersection with a road so as 

to include Manyenga, Mbefura and Chigodza villages and exclude Chihota 

Communal Area, then generally northwards along the road to its junction 

with the Harare/Wedza road, so as to include Mutoodzwa Business Centre, 

Maswitwa, Kahanda and Ndamuka villages and exclude Murambinda 

Business Centre, Tsikwa, Chamunorwa and Chisvo villages, then westwards 

along the Harare/Wedza road to its junction with a tarred road that passes 

through Dema Business Centre, so as to exclude Mudebhe and Huni villages 

and include Marikopo Primary and Secondary Schools and Musoko village, 

then eastwards along the same tarred road into a an unnamed stream, then 

along to its confluence with Manyame River, so as to exclude Dema ZRP 

Station, ZINWA and Dema Business Centre, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates:  

312354, 7999807; 323278, 7994524; 322086, 7988141; 319980, 7989682; 

315615, 7991891; 315715, 7995501; 311297, 7999423. 

Ward 4 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence 

of an unnamed stream with Manyame river which is also the 

Seke/Goromonzi District boundary, so as to exclude Chikandamina village 

and include Sundayi Makombe village, then along Manyame River to its 

junction with Mabhauwa/Mukarati link road so as to include 

Munongoverwa, Sabawu and Chitekedza villages and Mabhauwa Business 

Centre and exclude Aldussa farm and the Great Bromley Estate, then 

southwestwards along the link road on the district boundary to its junction 

with Harare/Wedza road so as to include Chitekedza, Murwira, Muchena 

and Manhanha villages, then generally southwards along the Harare/Wedza 

road to the Southwestern beacon of Larkhill Estate, so as to exclude it and 

include Armadale Park and Hedon Estate, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of Hedon Estate to the Northeasten becon of Stow A 

farm, then southeastwards along the eastern boundary of Stow A farm to its 

eastern beacon on the Harare/ Wedza road, so as to include Stow A farm 

and exclude Stow C farm, then generally southwards to the south eastern 

beacon of Stow A farm so as to exclude Stow Estate, then westwards along 

the southern boundary of Stow A farm to its South Western beacon, so as to 

exclude Waddilove, then generally northwards along the Western boundaries 

of Stow A farm and Hedan Estate to its junction with Nyarusheshi river so 

as to exclude Chiota communal then along Nyarusheshi river to its 
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intersection with the Marondera School/ Charakupa road, so as to include 

Muregerera, Chimugwemba, Mushangwe, Kapasura villages and exclude 

Chihota communal area, then generally northwards along the road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road, then up the unnamed road to its 

junction with the Harare/Wedza road, so as to include Kandava, Mushonga, 

Charakupa village, clinic and Charakupa business centre , Musiyamwa and 

Murwira villages and exclude Machingauta Manyenga,villages then north 

westwards along the Harare/Wedza road to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream so as to include Kuora, Zhakata, Tinarwo and Murwira 

villages, then along to its confluence with Manyame river, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with 

coordinates: 

323278, 7994524; 331462, 7990821; 331724, 7985617; 330494, 7985548; 

330432, 7984450; 330725, 7983083; 326863, 7983376; 327655, 7986459; 

322086, 7988141. 

Ward 5 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence 

of Manyame River and an unnamed stream which is also the Seke/Harare 

district boundary, then along Manyame river an unnamed stream, so as to 

include Mangwende, Rubatika, Zimunhu, Mhindurwa/Mushaninga, 

Chinamano, Mutsvairo and Mubobo villages, then up the unnamed stream 

to its intersection with a road so as to exclude Dema phase 3 residential 

area, then along the road through an open space to the northeastern beacon 

of stand number 1548 so as to exclude it, then northwestwards, westwards 

along the road to the northeastern beacon of stand number 1095 so as to 

exclude it and include Mutsvairo village, then along the northern boundary 

wall of Kunaka hospital to the northwestern beacon of Kunaka hospital, so 

as to exclude it, then southwards along the western boundary wall of the 

hospital to its junction with a tarred road from Dema growth point at the 

entrance of Kunaka hospital, then westwards along the tarred road to its 

junction with the Harare/Wedza road, so as to exclude the hospital and Old 

Council Offices and include Seke Rural Home Based Care Centre, then along 

the Harare/Wedza road to its junction with Besa Primary School road so as 

to exclude Chitate, Chakwizira, Murape and Chanakira villages and include 

Chinamano, Mubaiwa, Munatsi, Muzorori, Jaure, Mhundurwa Mushaninga, 

Makosvo and Besa villages, then generally northwards along Besa Primary 

School road to its junction with a road to the left, then generally northwards 

along the road to its junction with an unnamed stream, so as to include 

Chopera village, the playing field and exclude Tugwete and Zin‟anga villages, 

then along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Manyame River, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 

1950 datum with coordinates: 

305671, 8008168; 312392, 8001310; 311568, 8000842; 311131, 8001651; 

310660, 8001445; 310669.5, 8001175.5; 310741.3, 8001104.1; 310558.8, 

8001082.3; 308278, 8004056; 305277, 8005763. 

Ward 6 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the 43km peg 

on the Harare/Wedza road then, south-eastwards along the road to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream, so as to include Nyere, Mudebe 

villages and Murambinda Business Centre and exclude Marikopo, Pfumisi, 

Chakahwata and Ndamuka villages then along to its confluence with 

Nyarushesha river which coincides with the district boundary, so as to 

include Tsikwa, Chamunorwa and Chisvo villages and exclude Kahanda and 

Mutowodzwa villages and Mutowodzwa Business Centre, then along 

Nyarushesha river (along the district boundary) to its confluence with 

Nyatsime river, so as to include Ndoro, Muchando, Bapu, Kwaramba and 

Dzumbunu villages and Zhangira Business Centre, so as to exclude Chihota 

Communal area then along Nyatsime river to the, southeastern beacon of 

the formerly Guzha farm, so as to include Chatukuta ,Chinyani and 

Chounda villages and exclude Chihota Communal land then westwards 

along the district boundary to the, southeastern beacon of Guildford farm, 

so as to include Tichana village and exclude Chihota Communal land then 

generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Guildford farm to the, 

southwestern beacon of Mutuozekwe farm, so as to exclude them and 

include Seke Communal land then north-eastwards along the, southern 

boundary of Mutuozekwe farm to its junction with Nyatsime river, so as to 

include Kahiya village and Dizha Business Centre then along Nyatsime river 

to its confluence with Madedzungwi river, so as to include Goreraza, Tsikwa 

and Chigumbu villages and exclude Mutuozekwe farm then along 

Madedzungwi river to its intersection with an unnamed road, so as to 

include Mandaza, Chirimamhunga, Juma, Nyere villages and exclude 

Ditima, Mukarati, Mutendera, Zefania, Mudimu and Huni villages then 

northwards along the unnamed road to the 43km peg, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with 

coordinates: 

312334, 7998044; 315716, 7995523; 315623, 7991923; 304827, 7992191; 

300428, 7991617; 300010, 7992584; 304072, 7994281; 303355, 7995816; 

304578, 7996216; 312172, 7997495. 
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Ward 7  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Musikandoro river and Harare/Wedza Road, then, southeastwards along 

Harare/Wedza road to its common intersection with an unnamed road and a 

small tarred road to Kunaka Hospital, so as to include Murape Primary and 

Secondary Schools, Chakwizira, Chitate villages and exclude Mundurwa and 

Mushaninga villages, then westwards along the imaginary line in a vlei to 

Zesa Powerline, then along Zesa line to its junction with Gombe, Dema and 

Chirimamhunga road, so as to exclude zhanje villages, then generally 

westwards,, southwards along Chirimamhunga/Gombe road to its 

intersection with Madedzungwi river, so as to exclude Rubatika and Ditima 

villages and include Munemo, Makwangwaidze, Chigumbu, Nhapi, Chipere 

and Chinyere villages, then along Madedzungwi river to its confluence with 

Nyatsime river, so as to include Chiwade village and exclude Chitsvedemo, 

Tsikwa, Chigumbu and Goreraza villages, then along Nyatsime river to its 

confluence with Masikandoro river, so as to include Chitsvedemo Primary 

School, Kachidza Business Centre, Maponga, Chidhanana, Mandizha 

villages and Mungate Business Centre and exclude Mtuozekwe, Melilot and 

Harlech farms, then along Matsikandoro river to its junction with 

Harare/Wedza road, so as to include Gombe village, Gombe Business 

Centre, Makawu, Munyoro, Maumbe, Chirimba villages, Madamombe 

Primary School, Madamombe Business Centre and Murape Primary and 

Secondary Schools, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

308234, 8004085; 310549, 8001089; 309074, 800893; 308980, 7999869; 

306865, 800409; 305482, 8000322; 304546, 7996222; 303326, 7995798; 

298762, 7999673; 300122, 8001454; 304038, 8002721. 

Ward 8  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north 

most beacon of Ziko homestead on Harare/Wedza then generally eastwards,, 

southwards along the Harare/Wedza road to its junction with Masikandoro 

river, so as to include Murisa Business Centre, Murisa and Chanakira 

villages and exclude Besa and Jaure villages then along Masikandoro river 

to its intersection with a road to Mapfuti Business Centre, so as to include 

Mundoga and Chikambi villages and exclude Murape Primary and 

Secondary Schools, Madamombe Business Centre, Madamombe and 

Chirimba villages, then northwestwards, then northeastwards along 

Murisa/Mapfuti road to its intersection with 132kv powerline, so as to 

include Jena village, Jonasi Secondary School and exclude Magodhi Village, 

Jonasi Primary School, Jonasi Clinic, then westwards along the Zesa 

Powerline to its junction with an imaginary line, then northwards along the 
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imaginary line flanking the western property boundary of Ziko Homestead to 

its junction with the Hrare/Wedza, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the 

Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

302578, 8006534; 305280, 8005741; 308272, 8004056; 304035, 8002724; 

302306, 8004047; 303255, 8005688; 302525, 8005713. 

Ward 9 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of an 

unnamed road with Nyatsime River on the Seke/Chitungwiza district 

boundary, then along Nyatsime River to the northern beacon of Dunnotar 

farm, so as to include Nyatsime Phase 5 and exclude Nyatsime phase 7 and 

phase 6 of Chitungwiza, then generally, southwestwards along the, southern 

boundary of Breamer farm to stand number 8177 of Nyatsime phase 4, so 

as to include it and exclude stand number 8176 of Nyatsime phase 3, then 

generally northwards and westwards along the, southern boundary of 

Nyatsime phase 4 to a road on the northwestern end of a dam, so as to 

exclude it, then northwestwards along the road and include phase 5, then 

generally northwards along the road to stand number 12962 of Nyatsime 

phase 2, so as to exclude it and include Nyatsime phase 5 stand number 

12857–12886 and exclude stand numbers 4294,4266–7, 

4199,4200,3752,3698, then westwards along the northern boundary of 

Nyatsime phase 1 to stand number 660 of Nyatsime phase 1, so as to 

exclude it, then generally northwards along the western boundary of 

Nyatsime phase 5 flanked by a road which heads to Nyatsime river, then 

northeastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with Nyatsime 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on 

an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

288637, 8007860; 289074, 8007694; 289073, 8007551; 289166, 8007462; 

289208, 8007462; 289372, 8007684; 289506, 8007568; 289734, 8007593; 

290023, 8007760; 291941, 8006259; 290035, 8005223; 289945, 8005651; 

289872, 8006100; 289967, 8006154; 289928, 8006236; 289784, 8006163; 

289678, 8006388; 289405, 8006295; 289148, 8007209.7; 289126, 

8007237; 288396.7, 8006708.9; 288447, 8006981; 288352, 8006969; 

287983, 8006769; 288402, 8007389; 288401, 8007541. 

Ward 10 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the 

northwestern beacon of Unadale farm on Manyame river, thus coinciding 

with the Seke/Harare district boundary, then along Manyame river to its 

confluence with Nyatsime river, so as to include Unadale, Chitsanza, 
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Dartmor, Gilston, Kimcote and Longlands Lot 2 farms, then along Nyatsime 

river to its junction with unnamed road separating phase 5 and 2 of 

Nyatsime, then generally, southwards along road to stand number 4809, so 

as to include it, then northeastwards, and generally, southwards along the 

road on the common boundary of Nyatsime phase 2 and 5 to the 

northeastern corner of a dam, so as to exclude it and include stand 

numbers 3682,3698,3699,3752, 4115 – 4119, 4155 – 4116, 4199, 4200, 

4294 -4530,47-28-4744 and 4746 and exclude 5559, then generally, south 

westwards along Nyatsime phase 2, southern boundary to stand 

number2665 on eastern boundary of Imbgwa farm on Charter road, so as to 

include it, then northwestwards along the eastern boundary of Imbgwa farm 

to the common beacon of Longlands , Breamar and Imbgwa farm then, 

southwestward along, southern boundary of Kimcote and Gilstone farms to 

the, southwestern beacon of Gilston farm, then generally northwards along 

the western boundary of Gilston farm to the northern beacon of Cannock 

farm, so as to exclude it, then, southwestwards along, southern boundary of 

Dartmor farm to the common beacon of Suum cique, Chitsanza and 

Dartmor farms, then westwards, northwards, westwards,, southwards and 

northwestwards along the common boundary of Ardino Estate and Suum 

Cique farm, so as to exclude Ardino Estate and include Suum cique farm to 

the, southwestern beacon of Suumcique farm, then north westwards along 

the western boundary of Suum cique farm to its northeastern beacon, so as 

to exclude Tollingtong Park farm, then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Suum Cique A farm to the common beacon of Cholo, Unadale 

and Suum Cique farms,, so as to exclude Cholo and Ellerdale farms, then 

northeastwards along the eastern boundary of Cholo farm to the 

northwestern beacon of Unadale farm, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

277902, 8013446; 288660, 8007880; 289148, 8007209.7; 289126, 

8007237; 288396, 8006708; 288447, 8006981; 288352, 8006969; 287983, 

8006769; 288402, 8007389; 288401, 8007541;  288881, 8005820; 288890, 

8005755; 289062, 8005672; 288951, 8005518; 288798, 8005583; 288156, 

8005560; 287909, 8005412; 287574, 8006125; 283705, 8003622; 282750, 

8003379; 281565, 8007504; 278894, 8005395; 277090, 8005310; 276991, 

8005791; 276572, 8005716; 276610, 8004992; 275312, 8005229; 272947, 

8010596; 276292, 8010652. 

Ward 11  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

beacon of Carolina farm, then southwards, then eastwards, then northwards 
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along the northern boundaries of Carolina, Elladale and Cholo farms to the 

northeastern beacon of Cholo farm on Seke/Harare district boundary, so as 

to include Caroline, Elladale and Cholo farm and exclude Amalinda and 

Longford farms, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of Cholo farm 

to its, southeastern beacon, so as to include it and exclude Unadale farm, 

then westwards along the northern boundary of Suum cuique A farm to its 

northwestern beacon, so as to exclude Bharabhara abd Suum cuique A 

farms, then, southwards along eastern boundary of Tollington Park to its, 

southeastern beacon then eastwards, northwards, eastwards and, 

southwards along the northern boundaries of Ardino Estate and Cannock 

farms to the northern beacon of Cannock farm, then, southwards to the, 

southeastern beacon of Cannock farm, then eastwards to the common 

beacon of Luthrie, Gilston, Kimcote and Imbgwa farms, so as to include 

Ardino Estate, Cannock and Luthrie and exclude Gilston, Kimcote and 

Imbgwa farms, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of Luthrie to 

its junction with Mutsike river, then along Mutsike river to the, southern 

beacon of Killet farms, so as to include Ellerton and Killet farms and exclude 

Boronia, Harwen, Jefferston and Stilton farms, then northwestwards along 

the, southern boundary of Killet farm to its, southwestern beacon, so as to 

include it and exclude Houmoed farm, then generally northwards along the 

eastern boundary of Iridor farm to the common beacon of Ellerton and Iridor 

farms, then, southwestwards along the northern boundary of Iridor farm to 

the common beacon of Excelsior, Iridor, Mewstone, Ealing farms on 

Nyachidze river, so as to exclude, Iridor and Nyachidze farms and include 

Excelsior, Lanak, Mewstone farms, then along Nyachidze river to the 

common beacon of Canterbury, Fresnaye and Mnaku farms, then 

northwestwards along the northern boundary of Fresnaye to its 

northwestern beacon, so as to include Ealing, Canterbury, Sefton farms and 

exclude Mnaku and Fresnaye farm, then, southwards to th common beacon 

of Moreless, Scots bank, Kenombo and farm 54 of Marirangwe Purchase 

Area, so as to include Marirangwe Purchase Area, then westwards along the 

northern boundaries of Kenombo and Cupar farms, so as to exclude them, 

to the northwestern beacon of Cupar farm on Marirangwe river, then along 

Marirangwe river ,the Seke/Mhondoro district boundary to its confluence 

with Swiswa River, so as to exclude Mhondoro Communal Lands, then along 

Swiswa River to the western beacon of farm 41 of Marirangwe North 

Purchase Area, then northeastwards along the western boundary of farm 41 

and Duiker farm to the common beacon of Duiker, Brechin, Carolina and 

Cecil farms, then generally northwards, northeastwards along the western 

boundary of Caroline to its northern beacon, so as to include Duiker, 

Brechin, Carolina farms and exclude Glendale, Sherwood, Cecil, Maine and 

Carolina Extension, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

270173, 8017347; 271247, 8014670; 271527, 8014720; 271552, 8016143; 

271883, 8016455; 271596, 8016936; 273037, 8016761; 273431, 8017079; 

273805, 8016823; 273711, 8016511; 274441, 8015931; 274729, 8016230, 

277902, 8013446; 283705, 8003622; 282750, 8003379; 281565, 8007504; 

278894, 8005395; 277090, 8005310; 276991, 8005791; 276572, 8005716; 

276610, 8004992; 275312, 8005229; 272947, 8010596; 276292, 8010652; 

284388, 7995520; 282441, 7992200; 278772, 7995644; 279371, 7998116; 

272332, 7994022; 268039, 7995170; 267290, 7990353; 263496, 7989704; 

264108, 8006065; 268838, 8010621; 267914, 8014352. 

Ward 12 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

beacon of Dunnotar farm on Nyatsime river and the Chitungwiza/Seke 

district boundary, then along Nyatsime River to the eastern beacon of 

Mtuozekwe farm, so as to include Dunnotar, Cowdor, Tantallon, Edinburgh, 

Nyatsime Ranch extension, Swallowfield, Harlech, Melliot and Mtuozekwe 

farms and exclude Chitungwiza district (urban) and Seke Communal Area, 

then, southwards along the, southern boundary of Mtuozekwe farm to its, 

southwestern beacon, so as to include Seke Communal (Guzha Farm), then, 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Guildford farm to the, 

southeastern beacon of Guildford farm coinciding with the Marondera/Seke 

district boundary, so as to include Guildford farm and exclude Seke 

Communal Area, then westwards along the district boundary to the, 

southwestern beacon of Guildford farm, then northwestwards along the 

western boundary of Guildford farm to its northwestern beacon, so as to 

exclude Doune farm, then northwestwards to northwestern beacon of Doune 

farm on Nyambiri river then along the river to its intersection with the 

Nyambiri road, so as to include Dunluce farm and exclude Doune and 

Nyambiri Estate, then northeastwards along, southern boundaries of 

Dunolly and Remainder of Walmer to the, southern beacon of Walmer 1, 

then northwards along Charter road to the northern beacon of the 

Remainder of Walmer farm, so as to include Edinburgh, then generally, 

southwestwards, westwards along northern boundaries of the remainder of 

Walmer, Dunnolly, Gabaza, Thorndale and Jefferston farms to the 

northwestern beacon of Jefferston on Mutsike River, so as to exclude them 

and include Nhuku, Duninne Estate and Harwen farms, then along Mutsike 

river to the western beacon of Imbgwa farm, so as to include Boronia and 

exclude Ellerton and Luthrie farms, then northwards along the Imbgwa and 

Luthrie farms boundaries to the northern beacon of Imbgwa farm, so as to 
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include it and exclude Kimcote farm, then northeastwards along the 

northern boundary of Imbgwa farm to the common beacon of Kimcote, 

Longlands, Braemar and Imbgwa farms, then, southeastwards to its 

junction with Charter road, then eastwards, northeastwards, 

northwestwards, northeastwards along the northern boundary of Nyatsime 

Phase 3 to the northwestern corner of an unnamed Dam, so as to exclude 

Nyatsime Phase2 and include Nyatsime phase 3, then generally eastwards 

and, southwards along the northeastern boundary of Nyatsime phase 3 or 

along the common boundary of Nyatsime Phase 3 and Phase 4 to its 

junction with northern boundary of Dunnotar farm, so as to include stand 

number 7866 -7888 -8176 and exclude 10070 of phase 4, then 

northeastwards along the northern boundary of Dunnotar to its northern 

beacon, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on 

an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

287563, 8006150; 287925, 8005433; 289416, 8006294; 289675, 8006380; 

289775, 8006158; 289925, 8006233; 289973, 8006139; 289878, 8006096; 

290031, 8005222; 291950, 8006253; 303341, 7995792; 304071, 7994263; 

300015, 7992572; 300408, 7991617; 297900, 7991230; 296739, 7993252; 

293269, 7993720; 294898, 7995923; 293525, 7997995; 284302, 7995561; 

283666, 8003598. 

Ward 13  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern beacon of 

Iridor farm, then generally, southwards along the eastern boundary of Iridor 

farm to the common beacon of Nyachidze, Killet and Houmoed farms, then, 

southeastwards along the, southern boundary of Killet to the, southern 

beacon of Killet farm on Mutsike river, so as to exclude it, then along 

Mutsike river to its confluence with Mupfure river, so as to include 

Nyachidze, Houmoed, Albion, Mtsike, Vrede, Tweespruit, Gowerlands, 

Plumstead Estate and New Retreat farm and exclude Auksnest, Bolton, 

Frome, Denmark, Witham farms, then along Mupfure river ,the 

Seke/Mhondoro district boundary, so as to include Rocklands, Sligo, 

Goldlands, Inyondo A and Inyondo B, Glovina, Gemeni, Talana, Silver Oak 

and Gwalia farms, then along Marirangwe river to the northwestern beacon 

of Cupar farm, so as to include Cupar farm and exclude Mhondoro 

Communal Lands, then along the, southern boundaries of farm numbers 

34, 30, 60 of Marirangwe Purchase Area to the beacon of farm number 54, 

Kenombo, Scotsbank and Moreless farms, then northwards along the 

western boundaries of Moreless and Fresnaye farms to the northwestern 

beacon of Fresnaye, so as to include it and exclude Marirangwe Purchase 

Area, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Fresnaye to the 
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common beacon of Canterbury and Fresnaye farms and then along 

Nyachidze river to the common beacon of Ealing, Iridor, Mewston and 

Excelsior farms on Nyachidze river, so as to include Mnaku, Nyachidze and 

Iridor farms and exclude Canterbury, Ealing and Mewstone farms, then 

northeastwards along the northern boundary of Iridor farm to its 

northeastern beacon, so as to exclude Excelsior farm, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

267878, 7995299; 272521, 7993901; 279310, 7998045; 278886, 7995524; 

282355, 7992179; 275441, 7979674; 257121, 7979674; 263485, 7989558; 

267254, 7990357. 

Ward 14 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence 

of Nyamakukwe river with Mupfure river, then along Mupfure river to the 

northeastern beacon of Balcomie Farm (Mupfure Old Resettlement), so as to 

include Gwalia, Silver Oak, Talana, Gemaini, Glovina, Inyondo, Goldlands, 

Nengwa, Welcome, Harleyton and Dunrobin farms and exclude Claire, Kerry, 

Sligo, Rocklands, Beatrice Service Centre, New Retreat, Denby, Alsace farms 

and Muda Small Scale Purchase Area, then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Balcomie to its northwestern beacon, then, southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Taga , Xeken White House farm and Xeken Estate 

to the northern beacon of Carnethy farm, so as to include them and exclude 

Mupfure Resettlement and Nooitgedacht farm,then westwards along the 

northen boundary of Carnethy farm to its northeastern beacon, then, 

southwads along the eastern boundary of Carnethy farm to its, southeasten 

beacon,, so as to exclude Lisbon Extension,then, southwestwards along the, 

southern boundary of Carnethy farm to its, southern beacon, then 

northwestwards along the, southern boundary of Cannethy farm to the 

eastern beacon of Portugal farm, then westwards, generally, southwards 

along the, southeastern boundary of Portugal farm to the eastern beacon of 

Maasplein farm, so as to include Portugal farm and exclude Witdom and 

Huntcroft farms, then, southwestwards along the, southern boundary of 

Maasplein farm to its, southern beacon, then nothwestwards along the, 

southern boundary of Maasplein farm to its western beacon, so as to include 

it and exclude Glens, Sanctuary and Karreboom farms, then northeast along 

northwestern boundary of Maasplein farm to its junction with the 

Harare/Masvingo road, then northwards along Harare/Masvingo road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road, so as to include Beatrice Rehabilitation 

Centre and Enslidale farm and exclude the remainder of Enslidale farm, 

then, southwestwards along the road to the, southern beacon of Eden Estate 

and then westwards along the northern boundaries of Friedential Estate and 

Orangia farm, so as to exclude them and include Enondo A and B and 
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Charleston farms, to the, southwestern beacon of charleston farm on 

Doran‟anga river on the Seke/Mhondoro district boundary, then northwards 

along Doran‟anga river to its confluence with Mupfure river, so as to include 

Vrede, Mandley, Bellymena, Blackstone, Almaine, Geluk and Gwalia farms, 

then eastwards along Mupfure river to its confluence with Nyamakukwe 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on 

an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

275441, 7979674; 257121, 7979674; 286174, 7974008; 281831, 7972510; 

284153, 7968791; 287173, 7968716; 284377, 7965546; 283940, 7965908; 

282680, 7965746; 280908, 7961877; 277875, 7959955; 275354, 7962676; 

276577, 7963549; 275454, 7966407; 274493, 7965309; 264421, 7962688. 

Ward 15  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence 

of Manyame river with an unnamed stream ,also the Seke/Harare district 

boundary then eastwards along Manyame river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream, so as to include Rusirevi, Gombe/Chaitezvi villages and 

exclude Iddesleigh and Harveydales farms, then, southwards along an 

unnamed stream to its junction with a road flanking the western side of a 

playing field, so as to exclude it, then, southwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with the Besa Primary school road then, southwards along 

the road to its junction with Harare/Wedza road, so as to include Zin‟anga 

and Chopera villages, then westwards along the Harare/Wedza road to its 

meeting point with the 33kv Zesa power line, so as to include Chitsvatsva 

and Zin‟anga villages, Murisa phase one residential area and exclude 

Breaking Bondages Church land then generally westwards along the power 

line to its intersection with an unnamed track, so as to exclude Mhundwa 

village and Nzira Apostolic Shrine and include the remainder of Riverside 

suburb then generally northwards along the road to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream then northwards along an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Manyame river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the 

Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

300352, 8009826; 305656, 8008172; 305346, 8005874; 305277, 8005746; 

302575, 8006531; 301547, 8006519; 301343, 8006572; 301370, 8006610; 

300768, 8007267. 

Ward 16 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the common 

beacon of Jefferston, Killet, Ellerton and Harwen farms on Mutsike river, 

then generally eastwards along the northern property boundaries of 

Jefferston, Thorndale, Gabaza, Dunnolly and Walmer farms, so as to include 
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them to the northern beacon of Walmer on Charter road, so as to exclude 

Harwen, Dunnine and Nhuku farms, then, southeastwards along the said 

road to its junction with Nyambiri road and then, southwestwards along the 

said road, so as to exclude Dunluce and Walmer 1 farms and include 

Walmer 2 farm to its intersection with Nyambiri river, then eastwards along 

Nyambiri river to the northwestern beacon of Doune farm, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Doune farm to the northwestern beacon of 

Guildford farm, so as to exclude it and include Doune farm, then generally, 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Nyaringondo, Carrisbrook, 

Alpha and farms 7 and 8 of Muda Purchase Area to the, southeastern 

beacon of Lot 8 of Muda Purchase Area, so as to include them and exclude 

Chihota Communal Area, then, southwestwards along the eastern boundary 

of Muda Purchase Area to its junction with Mupfure River, so as to include 

farms/Plots 31,45,73 and 54 and exclude Chihota communal area, then 

westwards along Mupfure river to its confluence with Mutsike river, so as to 

include Muda Purchase Area, Alsace, Roslin and Denby farms and exclude 

Mupfure Resettlement, Dunrobin, Harleyton, Welcome Home, Nengwa and 

Goldlands farms, then northwards along Mutsike river, so as to include 

Witham, Denmark, Bolton and Shrewsbury farms to the common beacon of 

Jerfferston, Killet, Ellerton and Harwen farms, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

293468, 7997969; 294840, 7995960; 293243, 7993738; 296725, 7993301; 

279910, 7991217; 298522, 7988721; 295664, 7979860; 288550, 7973246; 

275471, 7979735; 282472, 7992091; 284345, 7995510; 289187, 7996034. 

Ward 17  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

an imaginary boundary on the western side of Ziko homestead with the 

Harare- Wedza road then, southwards along the imaginary boundary to its 

junction with the 132kwv ZESA power line, so as to exclude Ziko homestead 

and include Chitsvatsva housing units and then eastwards along the power 

line to its intersection with the Murisa/Gombe road, so as to exclude Murisa 

Business Centre, then, southwestwards,, southeastwards along the road to 

its intersection with Masikandoro River, so as to exclude Jonasi secondary 

School and Jena village and include Jonasi Primary School, Jonasi Clinic 

and Magodhi village, then, southwestwards along Masikandoro river to its 

intersection with the Chitungwiza/Ushewekunze Road on the new bridge, so 

as to include Tapera and Jenami villages and exclude Jena and Mutumbi 

villages, then northwards along the said road to its intersection with 

Nyamafufu River and then northeastwards along Nyamafufu River to its 

intersection with an unnamed road then generally northwards along the 

track to its intersection with Duri River, so as to exclude Masona village and 
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B and P Study Centre and include Kuora and Nechiva Villages. Then 

generally eastwards along Duri River to its intersection with the 

Harare/Wedza road, so as to include Transparency College and ZAOGA 

church then eastwards along the Harare/Wedza road to the point where it 

meets the north most point of Ziko homestead, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

302595, 8006532; 302527, 8005696; 302269, 8005683; 302296, 8004017; 

304055, 8002725; 300130, 8001462; 299453, 8002582; 299307, 8005069; 

301556, 8006526. 

Ward 18  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the 

intersection of a track from the Jambanja Market with Duri river, then 

generally, southwards to its intersection with Nyamafufu river on the 

Chitungwiza/ Ushewokunze road, so as to include Vera village and exclude 

B and P Study Centre, then generally, southwards along 

Chitungwiza/Ushewokunze road to its intersection with Masikandoro river 

on the new bridge,, so as to exclude Jenami and Tapera villages and include 

Jena village, then, south westwards along Masikandoro river to its 

confluence with Nyatsime river, so as to include Jena, Mutumbi, Bhamara 

and Chakanetsa villages and Kudyarawanza Primary school and exclude 

Gombe village, then generally northwards along Nyatsime river to its 

confluence with Duri river, so as to include Madhovi and Dizha villages and 

exclude Swallowfields, Nyatsime Range Extension, Edingburgh and 

Tantallon farms, then north eastwards along Duri river to its intersection 

with the road from Jambanja Market, so as to include Chitanda and Nechiva 

villages and exclude Chitungwiza urban area and B & P Study Centre, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 

1950 datum with coordinates: 

297874, 8005230; 299461, 8002577; 300130, 8001453; 298763, 7999661; 

298454, 7999066; 294388, 800347. 

Ward 19  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the meeting point of 

Duri river and a unnamed road from Jambanja market, then north 

eastwards along Duri river to its intersection with an unnamed road, then, 

southwards along the unnamed track to its intersection with Nyamafufu 

stream, so as to include stand numbers 6327,6328 and 6329 and exclude 

6312, 6314 and 6315 of Murisa high density suburb, then, south westwards 

along Nyamafufu river to its intersection with the unnamed track from 

Jambanja Market then northwards along the track which passes through 
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the western property boundary of B & P Study Centre to its intersection with 

Duri river, so as to include B & P Study Centre and Imba Children‟s Home 

and exclude Jambanja Commercial area, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 

297874, 8005230; 299326, 8005071; 299991, 8003398; 300140, 8003412; 

300145, 8003122; 299468, 8002584.  

Ward 20  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of a 

road with the Harare/Masvingo road on the, southeastern boundary of Eden 

Estate, then, southwards along the Harare/Masvingo road to its intersection 

with a road on the northern boundary of MaasPlein farm, so as to exclude 

Enslidale farm Lot 1 and include a portion of the remainder of Enslidale 

farm, then westwards along the northern boundary of MaasPlein farm to its 

western beacon, then, southeastwards along the western boundary of 

MaasPlein farm to its, south most beacon, so as to exclude it and include 

Georgina and Karreboom farms, then northeastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Santuary and Twa Glens farms to the northern beacon of Twa 

Glens farm, then generally, southwards along the eastern boundary of Twa 

Glens to its, southeastern beacon, so as to include it and exclude Huntcroft 

Estate farm then westwards along the, southern boundaries of Sanctuary 

and TwaGlens farms to the, southwestern beacon of Sanctuary farm and 

then, southeastwards along the eastern boundaries of Mantlavina, Mayfield, 

Quarries and Stilfontein farms to the eastern beacon of Stilfontein farm, so 

as to include them and exclude Huncroft, Wessels, Rust, Progress, Water 

Hout farms and Ringa Resettlement, then, southwestwards along the 

eastern boundary of Stilfontein, Tweefontein, Shinghalin and Lushof farms 

on the Seke/Chikomba district boundary, so as to include them, then to 

the, southeastern beacon of Lushof farm, so as to exclude Chikomba district 

farms, then generally westwards along the northern boundary of Dunkirk to 

the common beacon of Dunkirk, Witpenshoek and Hoekies farms, so as to 

exclude Dunkirk, then, southwestwards,, southeastwards along the western 

boundary of Dunkirk to its, southwestern beacon, then, southwestwards 

along the, southeastern boundary of Dover to the common beacon of 

Christiana and Dover Estate, then northwestwards along the western 

boundary of Dover Estate to its northwestern beacon on Ngezi river, so as to 

include Dover Estate, then along Ngezi river as it meanders to the 

northwestern beacon of Annex Knockholt, so as to include At last and 

Hanerau farms and exclude Kuruman, Rainbow, Annex Knockholt farms, 

then generally, southwards along the western boundary of Annex Knockholt 

farm to the northwestern beacon of Hastings farm, then generally eastwards 

along the northen boundary of Hasting farm to the north eastern beacon of 
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Hastings farm, so as to include it, then, southwards along the western 

boundary of Knockholt farm to its, soutwestern beacon, then eastwards 

along the, southern boundary of knockholt farm to its, south eastern 

beacon, so as to exclude it, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Hastings to its, southeastern beacon,, so as to exclude Basalt farm, then 

westwards along, southern boundary of Hastings to a common beacon of 

Hastings, Ashton, Arbiednis and Ngesi-poort, so as to exclude Furtherstone 

and Ashton farms, then northwestwards along the, southern boundary of 

Ngezi-poort and Verwater to the Western beacon of Verwater, so as to 

include Ngesi-poort and Verwater and exclude Arbiednis, Change, 

Koedoepoort farms, then northeastwards along the western boundary of 

Verwater to its northwestern beacon on Ngezi river, then along Ngezi river to 

the, southwestern beacon of Werewatching farm, then northeastwards, 

northwards along the western boundaries of Werewatching, Wheelerdale, 

Adlams Rest, Brakveld and Garati farms, so as to include them to the 

northern beacon of Gorali farm and exclude Mhondoro Communal Area, 

then eastwards along the northern boundaries of Orangia, Fredential, 

Huguenoot,, so as to include them to the, southeastern beacon of 

Groenfontein, on an unnamed road then northeastwards along the road to 

its junction with Harare/Masvingo road, so as to exclude Charleston, 

Inyondo B, Duiker, Groenfontein farms, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 on an Arc 1950 datum with on coordinates: 

275433, 7966350; 276556, 7963642; 275383, 7962756; 277867, 7960010; 

280949, 7961832; 282846, 7958737; 279414, 7957651; 284781, 7951623; 

280063, 7947043; 276169, 7946656; 275845, 7945932; 277193, 7943886; 

275957, 7942975; 275171, 7943873; 262366, 7937626; 262266, 7935461; 

264950, 7935836; 265237, 7933614; 266996, 7933976; 267258, 7932903; 

261979, 7932529; 257873, 7937184; 258298, 7938157; 257811, 7937958; 

264213, 7945333; 264475, 7962699; 274484, 7965277. 

Ward 21 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the common beacon of 

Dunrobin, Taga and Baloonnie (Mupfure Resettlement) farms, then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Balcomie to the northeastern 

beacon of Balcomie on Mupfure river,, so as to include it and exclude 

Evergreen and Dunrobin farms, then westwards along Mupfure river to the 

nortwestern beacon of farm number 1 of Chimbwanda Purchase Area on 

Seke/Chihota district boundary, so as to include Tsunga Resettlement and 

Shaswa Resettlement and exclude Muda Purchase Area and Chihota 

Communal Area, then generally, southwards along the western boundaries 

of farms number 1, 2, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26 of 
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Chimbwanda Purchase Area, so as to exclude them to the, southwestern 

beacon of farm number 26, then generally eastwards along the, southern 

boundaries of farm numbers 26 and 40 to the, southeastern beacon of farm 

number 40, so as to exclude it and include Clovelly, then, southwards along 

the western boundary of farm 51 to the northwestern beacon of Balcombe, 

then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of Balcombe and 

Rushfontein to the northern beacon of Rushfontein, then, southeastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Rushfontein Estate to its, southern beacon, 

so as to exclude Mooifontein, Bickleigh and Saltash farms, then generally 

westwards along the, southern boundaries of Wheatlane, Goede-hoop and 

Glenae farms, so as to include them and exclude Chihota farms ro the, 

southwestern beacon of Glenae, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Glenae to the, southeastern beacon of Welgetroos farm, then 

northwestwards and westwards along the, southern boundaries of 

Welgetroos, Middelwater and Logan Lea farms, so as to include them to the 

northeaster beacon of Marar farm, then generally, southwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Mara, Nhuta and Reverant farms, so as to include 

them, then generally westwards, northwestwards along the, southern 

boundary of Revelant farm, so as to exclude Morrell, Mexico and Ngezi farms 

to the, southern beacon of Stilfontein, so as to exclude it, then 

northeastwards, northwestwards to the eastern beacon of Stilfontein farm, 

then along the eastern boundaries of Stilfontein, Quarries, Mayfield, 

Mantlavina to the, southwestern beacon of Sanctuary and Twa-Glens to the, 

southeastern beacon of Twa Glens, so as to include Ringa Resettlement and 

exclude Quarries, Mayfield, Mantlavina, Sanctuary and Twa Glens farms, 

then generally northwards along the eastern boundary of Twa Glens to its 

northern beacon, so as to exclude it and include Huncroft Estate, then 

northeastwards to the northwestern beacon of Witdon B farm, so as to 

exclude Portugal farm and include Witdon A farm, then eastwards,, 

southeastwards along the northern boundary of Witdon B farm to the, 

southern beacon of Cannethy farm, then generally northeastwards along 

the, southern boundary of Cannethy farm to its, southeastern beacon, so as 

to exclude it and include Malleny farm, then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Cannethy farm to its northeastern beacon, so as to include 

Lisbon Extension, then westwards to the northwestern beacon of Cannethy 

farm, so as to include Lisbon, Stateland and Mupfure Primary School, then 

northwestwards along the western boundary of Mupfure Resettlement and 

Nooitgedacht farm to the, southwestern beacon of Dunrobin farm, so as to 

include Nooitgedacht farm, Mupfure Resettlement, Joyce mine Primary 

School and exclude Xeken Estate and Xeken white House and Taga 

Resettlement, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on the Modified Clarke 1880 on 

an Arc 1950 datum with coordinates: 
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286203, 7973832; 299070, 7969152; 299595, 7966225; 301598, 7964933; 

302116, 7963735; 303501, 7962818; 307351, 7963735; 307694, 7962818; 

310958, 7963760; 312131, 7962699; 312287, 7960740; 310109, 7958618; 

294509, 7957745; 294933, 7958868; 292899, 7961115; 289567, 7960328; 

291464, 7949208; 286759, 7948709; 283776, 7950531; 284781, 7951623; 

279414, 7957651; 282846, 7958737; 280949, 7961832; 282628, 7965770; 

284001, 7965707; 284313, 7965607; 287146, 7968740; 284088, 7969052; 

281854, 7972496. 
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MARONDERA MUNICIPALITY 

 

Ward 1  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Longlands Road and Marondera Municipal boundary, then generally 

southwards along Longlands Road to its junction with Chikomo Drive, so as 

to exclude Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) industries, then so as to 

include Cold Storage Commission Complex, then generally east, then south-

east along Chikomo Drive to the north-eastern beacon of stand number 

10718 industries, then south-eastwards to the south-western beacon of the 

Municipality Brick Processing Yard so as to exclude it, then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Marondera Municipality Brick 

Processing Yard, then eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Dombotombo Fruit and Vegetable Wholesale Market, then generally south-

eastwards to its junction with Nyaguwe Street, then generally northwards 

along Nyaguwe Street to its junction with Chikomo Drive, then eastwards 

along the latter to its junction with Mukamba Road, then southwards along 

Mukamba Road to its junction with Rugare Street, so as to include Hwata 

Flats, then westwards along Rugare Street to its junction with Saimani 

Street, then southwards along the latter to its junction with Dombotombo 

Road so as to include stand numbers 7735, 7736, 7763, 7764, 7777, 7790, 

7819, 7823 and 7847, then eastwards along the boundary of ZRP residential 

camp to Mutare Road, so as to include ZRP residential camp. Then 

westwards along Harare-Mutare Road, pass its junction with Nyaguwe 

Street, then westwards along Harare-Mutare Road to its junction with Oak 

Street so as to exclude Chicken Inn, TM Pick and Pay, Hopefey (Marondera 

Hotel) and Spar Supermarket, then generally south, then southwards along 

Oak Street to its junction with The Green Road, so as to include 

Municipality of Marondera Head Office, ZESA Pension Fund, (new structure) 

then generally south-west, southwards along The Green Road to its junction 

with Second Street, then south-westwards along Second Street to its 

junction with Morris Avenue so as to include ZESA Offices and Government 

Complex so as to exclude POSB and Agribank. Then generally south along 

Morris Avenue to its junction with First Street, then generally south-west 

along First Street to its junction with John White so as to include stand 

numbers 70-74 of Paradise Park,then north-west along John White, passes 

its intersection with Forth Street to its intersection with Fifth Street, then 

south-eastwards along Marondera Crescent to its junction with Montgomery 

Street. Then generally north along Montgomery Crescent to its junction with 

Harare-Mutare Road so as to include Tel-One Offices and to exclude EMMA 

Offices, then generally north-west along Harare-Mutare Road to the north-

western beacon of Borradaile Trust Hospital so as to exclude Borradaile 

Trust Hospital, then so as to include Com-Oil and Sherpaton Agro 
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residential plots and Then south-westwards to the south-western beacon of 

Lendy Estate Farm so as to include it. Then generally north-eastwards along 

the Municipal boundary to the north-eastern beacon of Lot 2 of Rufaro of 

Longlands (Elimobil Enterprises stands), so as to include it, then eastwards 

along the Municipal boundary, to its junction with Longlands Road, the 

starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinates Zone 36S: 

347309, 7991168; 347203, 7990693; 346883, 7989951; 347245, 7989363; 

347584, 7989312; 347639, 7989560; 348058, 7989434; 347887, 7989124; 

347810, 7989179; 347600, 7988781; 347677, 7988801; 347661, 7988621; 

347509, 7088524,  345992, 7988672; 346140, 7988304; 345808, 7988123; 

345850, 7987988; 345634, 7987868; 345265, 7988427; 345504, 7988705; 

342650, 7989922; 343935, 7991607. 

Ward 2 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Mukamba Road and Chikomo Drive then generally eastwards along 

Chikomo Drive to its junction with North Road, so as to exclude 

Municipality of Marondera Dombotombo Offices, Total Service Station, 

Mbuyanehanda Hall and Red Cross Society, so as to include Ruware Walk-

up Flats. Then generally north-eastwards along North Road to the north-

western beacon of plot number 15A, Rakodzi Plot (Red Roof), so as to 

exclude it. Then southeast, then southwest then westwards along the 

Municipal boundary to its junction with North Road so as to include 

Morning Side Suburbs then generally southwards along North Road to its 

junction with Harare-Mutare Road, then generally westward along Harare-

Mutare Road to the south-western beacon of stand number 5188 so as to 

exclude it. Then generally north-eastwards, to the south-eastern beacon of 

ZRP residential camp then northwards along the eastern boundary of ZRP 

Residential Camp to its junction with Dombotombo Road, so as to exclude 

ZRP Residential Camp then generally westwards along Dombotombo Road to 

its junction with Saimani Road, then generally northwards along Saimani 

Road, then generally northwards along Saimani Road to its junction with 

Rugare Street, so as to exclude stand numbers 7844, 7847, 7823, 7819, 

7777 to 7790, 7764 and 7763, then generally eastwards along Rugare Street 

to its junction with Mukamba Street, so as to exclude Hwata Flats, then 

generally northwards along Mukamba to its junction with Chikomo Drive, 

the starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinates Zone 36S: 

349308, 7989433; 349524, 7989154; 349060, 7988668; 348633, 7988650; 

348608, 7988520; 347499, 7988558; 347652, 7988659; 347669, 7988819; 
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347608, 7988820; 347801, 7989205; 347882, 7989151; 348062, 7989459; 

349062, 7989188. 

Ward 3 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Bute Street and Nungu Street, then generally eastwards to its junction with 

Mugodo Crescent so as to exclude stand numbers 10309, 1518, 7039, 7035, 

7036, 7031 and 1768. Then generally north-eastwards, then south-

eastwards along Mugodo Crescent to its junction with North Road, so as to 

exclude stand numbers 4080 to 4247, in their ascending order, so as to 

include Rusike Phase 1 suburb, then generally southwards along North 

Road to its junction with Chikomo Drive, then generally west along Chikomo 

Drive to its junction with Mzeki Way so as to exclude Ruware Walk-up Flats, 

so as to include Red Cross Society, Mbuyanehanda Hall, Total Service 

Station, Municipality of Marondera Dombotombo Housing Offices and 

UMMA Institute. Then northwards, then north-eastwards to its junction 

with Nungu Road so as to include Chikomo Shopping Mall (Gombo Shops), 

so as to exclude Ida Wekwako Old People‟s Home, then generally northwards 

along Nungu Street to its junction with Bute Street, the starting point. The 

ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 

349627, 7989685; 349063, 7989187; 347990, 7989484; 348067, 7989731; 

348429, 7989789; 348407, 7989928; 348781, 7989839; 348860, 7989931; 

349282, 7990068; 349424, 7990007. 

Ward 4 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

North Road and Municipal boundary, then generally south then south-

westwards along North Road to its junction with Mugodo Crescent so as to 

include stand numbers 8960-9376 and 9500-9574 Rusike Phase 3. Then 

generally north, then north-west ,then south-west along Mugodo Crescent to 

its junction with Bute Avenue so as to include stand numbers 4080-4247 of 

Rusike Phase 1 and Rusike Phase 2 suburb. Then westwards along Bute 

Avenue to its junction with Nungu Road so as to include stand numbers 

1768, 7031, 7036, 7035, 7039, 1518 and 10309. Then generally north along 

Nungu Street to its junction with Rujeko Drive so as to exclude Roman 

Catholic Church. Then north-east then northwards along Nungu Crescent to 

its junction with Mutufu Road so as to include Jehovah‟s Witness Church. 

Then northwards along Nungu Street to its junction with the boundary of 

stand number 6530, then generally westwards along the boundary of 6530 

to the south-eastern beacon of stand number 10887 Masowe Street. Then 

generally north along the eastern boundary of stand 10887-10897 to the 

north-eastern beacon of stand number 10897, then generally westwards to 

the north-western beacon of stand number 10929 Masowe Street so as to 
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exclude stand numbers 10887-10929, then generally north along the 

western boundary of Katsiru Shrine to the Municipal boundary, then 

generally eastwards along the municipal boundary, so as to exclude stand 

numbers 8000-8959, Rusike Phase 3 Suburb (Mukanya),Zimbabwe Prisons 

Correctional Services stand, Tashinga and CBZ stands to its junction with 

North Road, the starting point  The ward boundary is bounded by the 

following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 

350255, 7990768; 350228, 7990412; 349959, 7989923; 349636, 7989709; 

348793, 7989865; 348460, 7989950; 348511, 7990131; 348589, 7990203; 

348617, 79904331; 348712, 7990554; 348663, 7990577; 348719, 

7990713; 348518, 7990806; 348549, 7991008. 

Ward 5  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Rujeko Drive and Nungu Road. Then generally southwards along the latter 

to its junction with Mzeki Way, so as to include Roman Catholic Church and 

Idaewako Old People‟s Home, then south-westwards along Mzeki Way to its 

junction with Chikomo Drive, so as to include Dombotombo Primary School, 

then exclude Chikomo Shopping Mall (Gombo Shops) and UMMA Institute, 

then generally westwards along Chikomo Drive to its intersection with 

Chikwanikwani Stream (Vlei), then generally northwards, downstream 

Chikwanikwani Stream (Vlei) to a point east of Horwe street, westwards into 

Horwe street, so as to exclude Methodist Church in Zimbabwe and the 

Salvation Army Church, then generally westwards along Horwe Street 

passes through its intersection with Pepukai Street, then westwards to its 

junction with Chipinda Road so as to exclude stand numbers 4609, 4599, 

4434, 4436, 4387, 4338 and 4287, then generally north-westwards, then 

northwards along Chipinda Street to its junction with Tapfuma Road, so as 

to exclude Chitanda Shopping Centre and Full Gospel Church. Then 

generally eastwards along Tapfuma Road to its junction with Tapfuma 

School boundary then general southwards along the Tapfuma Primary 

School boundary to its junction with the north-western beacon of Rakodzi 

Secondary School, so as to exclude Tapfuma Primary School. Then generally 

eastwards along Tapfuma Primary School boundary to its junction with the 

north-eastern beacon of Rakodzi Secondary School, then eastwards to its 

junction with Rujeko Drive, so as to include Rakodzi High School. Then 

generally south-east, then eastwards, so as to exclude Chitepo Play Centre 

along Rujeko Drive to its intersection with Nungu Crescent, the starting 

point. The ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM coordinates 

zone 36S: 

348510, 7990111; 348426, 7989797; 348066, 7989730; 347990, 7989490; 

347884, 7989518; 347904, 7989691; 347384, 7989994; 347539, 7990282; 
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347530, 7990512; 347673, 7990523; 347685, 7990366; 347862, 7990368; 

347947, 799041; 348183, 7990256. 

Ward 6 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Longlands Road and the Municipal boundary. Then generally east along 

the Municipal boundary to the north-western beacon of Katsiru Shrine so as 

to exclude Destiny For Africa, then so as to include Chitepo Extension 

Suburb, and then generally southwards along the western boundary of 

Katsiru Shrine to the northern beacon of stand number 10929, then 

generally south-east along the boundary of stand number 10929 to the, 

northern beacon of stand number 10928. Then south-westwards to its 

junction with the western boundary of stand number 6530. Then generally 

south-west along the eastern boundary of stand numbers 10987-10880 in 

that descending order, to its junction with Mutufu Road. Then generally 

eastwards along the latter to its junction with Nungu Road. Then 

southwards, then south-westwards along Nungu Road to its junction with 

Rujeko Drive so as to exclude Jehovah‟s Witness Church, so as to include 

Bethsaida Church. Then generally north-west, then westwards, then north-

westwards along Rujeko Drive to its intersection with Chikwanikwani 

stream (Vlei) so as to include stand numbers 2291, 2295, 2263, 2260 and 

2221 (Chitepo ECD Play Centre). Then generally west to the north-eastern 

beacon of Rakodzi Secondary School, then westwards, then south-

westwards then westwards along Rakodzi Secondary School boundary to the 

north-western beacon of Rakodzi Secondary School so as to exclude it, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Tapfuma Primary School to its 

junction with Tapfuma Road so as to include Tapfuma Primary School and 

to exclude stand numbers 4735-4736 Rusvingo Road. Then generally 

westwards along Tapfuma Road to its junction with Chipinda Road so as to 

exclude stand numbers 4756, 4793 and 4794 and to include ZAOGA 

Church then generally south, then south-west along Chipinda Road to its 

junction with Mukute Avenue so as to include Rujeko Play Centre, Full 

Gospel Church, stand numbers 4973, 4927, 4879 and 84856. Then 

generally westwards along Mukute Avenue to its junction with an unnamed 

Road (347173, 7990290) then northwards along the unnamed Road to its 

junction with the southern boundary of stand number 7918 Small and 

Medium Enterprise (SME) Industries. Then generally westwards along the 

southern boundary of stands 7918, 7917 Small and Medium Enterprise 

(SME) industry to the south-western beacon of stand 7917 so as to include 

them. Then westwards along the boundary to its junction with Longlands 

Road then generally north along Longlands Road to its junction with the 

municipal boundary, the starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by 

the following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 
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348544, 7990932; 348520, 7990799; 348718, 7990703; 348661, 7990569; 

348715, 7990543; 348509, 7990117; 348176, 7990255; 347886, 7990415; 

347862, 7990368; 347681, 7990367; 347670, 7990522; 347533, 7990518; 

347508, 7990233; 347181, 7990270; 347188, 7990320; 347060, 7990374; 

347296, 7991162.  

Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Mukute Street 

and Chipinda Street, then southwards along Chipinda Street to its junction 

with Horwe Avenue then generally south-eastwards along Horwe Avenue to a 

point on Chikwanikwani stream (Vlei) (347896,  7989713), then southwards 

along the latter to its junction with Chikomo Drive,so as to include Salvation 

Army church and Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, then westwards along 

Chikomo Drive to its junction with Nyaguwe Street, then generally 

southwards along Nyaguwe Street to the south-eastern beacon of 

Dombotombo Fruit and Vegetable Wholesale Market, so as to include it. 

Then generally westwards along southern boundary of Dombotombo Fruit 

and Vegetable Market to the south-western beacon of the Municipality of 

Marondera Brick Processing Yard so as to include it. Then north-westwards 

along the Brick Processing Yard to its north west beacon then north 

westwards along an imaginary line to the north eastern beacon of stand 

10718 industry, then north westwards in an imaginary line to its junction 

with Chikomo Drive then generally westwards along the latter to its junction 

with Longlands Road, then generally northwards along Longlands to its 

junction with an unnamed road (347066, 7990397), then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed road (347174, 7990290), so as to exclude 

stand numbers 7913 to 7918 Small and Medium Enterprises (SME), then 

include Small and Medium Enterprises Industrial stand, then southwards 

along an unnamed road to its junction with Mukute Street then generally 

eastwards along Mukute Street its junction with Chipinda Street, the 

starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinates Zone 36S: 

347505, 7990235; 347384, 7989999; 347900, 7989700; 347889, 798951; 

347626, 7989582; 347577, 7989333; 347239, 7989393; 347013, 7989876; 

346882, 7989929; 347067, 7990373; 347190, 7990317; 347176, 7990275. 

Ward 8  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Syringa Groove and Mbuyanehanda Street then generally southwards to the 

north-western beacon of Nyameni Primary School, then eastwards, then 

northwards along Nyameni Primary School boundary wall to its junction 

with the south eastern beacon of Remainder of 166 Chiedza Crescent , then 
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northwards along the eastern boundary of remainder of 166 and stand 2753 

Chiedza Crescent to the north eastern beacon of stand 2753 Chiedza 

Crescent. Then eastwards direction in a straight imaginary line into Tatsika 

Close, then eastwards then south-eastwards along Tatsika close to its 

junction with Tongogara Crescent. Then generally north-east, then 

northwards to its junction with Chimurenga Close so as to exclude stands 

416 and 418, then so as to include stand numbers 419 and 420. Then 

generally eastwards along Chimurenga Crescent to the south-western 

beacon of stand number 375 so as to include stand number 420, 425, so as 

to exclude stand numbers 381, 377 and 375, then eastwards along the 

southern boundary of stand number 375 Chimurenga Crescent to its 

junction with Ruzawi Road. Then generally north along Ruzawi Road and 

passes its intersection with Neru Road and Mbuyanehanda Street so as to 

include Seventh Day Adventist Church and Roshval Infant School. Then 

northwards to the north-western beacon of stand number 2592 (Berthsida 

Church) so as to exclude it. Then generally eastwards along a straight 

imaginary line to the north-western beacon of stand number 1079 Ruzawi 

Park, then eastwards along the northern boundaries of stand numbers 

1079-1070 in their descending order to the north-eastern beacon of stand 

number 1070 Neru Road so as to include the latter properties. Then 

eastwards to its junction with the western boundary of Kingsdown (346990,  

7987033) then southwards to the north-eastern beacon of Cherutombo 

Estate so as to include Ruzawi Suburb. Then generally south-westwards 

along the Municipal boundary to its intersection with Ruzawi Road and 

Parirenyatwa/Chimurenga Road, then generally southwards along Ruzawi 

Road to the south-western beacon of Marondera Clean-up stand. Then 

westwards along a straight imaginary line to the south-eastern beacon of 

stand number 943 Gwinyai Street, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of stand number 943-925 in that descending order so as to 

include them. Then westwards pass its intersection with Mbuyanehanda 

Road to the eastern boundary wall of Cherutombo High School, then 

generally northwards to the north-eastern boundary of the latter school. 

Then generally westwards along the southern boundary of stand numbers 

736-726 in that descending order and stand number 2756 and 2755 to the 

south-western beacon of 2755, so as to include them. Then generally south 

and westwards along the boundary wall of Cherutombo High School to the 

north-western beacon of the latter so as to exclude it, so as to include stand 

numbers 3029, 4503 and 5468 then westwards to its junction with an 

unnamed tributary (345498, 7985801). Then upstream in a north-eastern, 

then north-western direction along the unnamed tributary to its intersection 

with Syringa Groove so as to include Nyameni suburbs, then generally 

eastwards along Syringa Groove to its junction with Mbuyanehanda Street, 

so as to exclude Nyameni Clinic and Nyameni Housing Offices, so as to 
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include stand numbers 4534, 64, 62, 62 Syringe Groove, the starting point. 

The ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 

346990, 7987000; 346841, 7986340; 346458, 7986204; 346532, 7985769; 

345963, 7985795; 345959, 7985781; 345780, 7985829; 345778, 7985809; 

345499, 7985798; 345556, 7985851; 345567, 7985890; 345583, 7985907; 

345601, 7985985; 345640, 7986062; 345630, 7986289; 345642, 7986398; 

345543, 7986680 345668, 7986652; 345846, 7986651; 345853, 7986546; 

345923, 7986543; 346093, 7986646; 346094, 7986680; 346256, 7986679; 

346277, 7986672, 346292, 7986695; 346294, 7986728; 346391, 7986730; 

346405, 7987030. 

Ward 9 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from North western 

beacon of Cherutombo high school, then generally east, then north along 

the latter school boundary wall to the south western beacon of stand 2756, 

then eastwards along the southern boundary of the following properties 

2755,2756 and 726-736 Hurungwe Street, so as to exclude them. Then 

southwards along the Boundary wall of Cherutombo High School to a point 

along the Boundary wall (345963,  7985866) then eastwards to its junction 

with Mbuyanehanda Road, then generally south along Mbuyanehanda Road 

to its junction with Nhuta Road, then south, then south-west along Nhuta 

Road to its junction with Makomo Street then generally southwards along 

the latter to its junction with Boterekwa Crescent, then generally westwards 

along Boterekwa Crescent to its junction with Shava Road, then generally 

south westwards along Shava Road to its junction with Karigamombe Street 

then south-westwards along an imaginary line to the south-western beacon 

of stand number 5568, then generally north-westwards, passes its 

intersection with Feruka Road, then north-westwards to the north-eastern 

beacon of stand number 4438. Then south-westwards to the south-eastern 

beacon of stand number 4453, then generally south-eastwards along the 

southern boundary of stand numbers 4453-4446 in that descending order 

to the south-western beacon of stand number 4446, so as to include the 

latter properties. Then south-westwards along an imaginary line to its 

junction with an unnamed tributary (344396,7983906), then north-

eastwards along the unnamed tributary to a point along the tributary 

(345499,  7985800), then generally north east along an imaginary line to the 

North western beacon of Cherutombo school, the starting point. The ward 

boundary is bounded by the following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 

345961, 7985814; 345913, 7985291; 345657, 7985054; 345663, 7984892; 

345557, 7984796; 345570, 7984566; 345291, 7984622; 344980, 7984242; 
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344805, 7984272; (44396, 7983984; 344669, 7984748; 45008, 7985362; 

345472, 7985668; 345504, 7085788; 345774, 7985799; 345780, 7985829. 

Ward 10 

It is an area of land bounded line drawn starting from the junction of 

Viscount Road and Loquart Road then generally eastwards along Viscount 

Road to its intersection with First Street, then eastwards along Viscount 

Road to its junction with an unnamed tributary (345610, 7987148) so as to 

include stand numbers 994, 998 and 1004. Then northwards along the 

unnamed tributary to a point then eastwards leaving the unnamed 

tributary, (345710, 7987591) then eastwards to the western beacon of 

Nyameni High School, then generally south-east, then south, then 

eastwards then south-eastwards along Nyameni High School boundary to a 

point then eastwards leaving the Nyameni school boundary wall (346307, 

7987054), then eastwards to the western beacon of stand number 2592 

(Bethsaida Church) then eastwards to its junction with Ruzawi Road, then 

southwards along Ruzawi Road to a point then westwards (346390, 

7956731), so as to exclude Roshval School and Seventh Day Church, so as 

to include stand numbers 311, 373 and 375 Nyameni. Then westwards 

along the Southern boundary of stand number 37 into Chimurenga Close 

then westwards along the latter to its junction with Tongogara Crescent. 

Then generally south, then south-westwards along Tongogara Street then 

generally north-west, then westwards along Tatsika Street to its junction 

with the north eastern beacon of stand number 2753, so as to include stand 

numbers 416, 411 and 402. Then generally south along the eastern 

boundary of stand 2753 and remainder of 166 Chiedza Crescent to its 

junction with Nyameni Primary School boundary wall. Then generally south-

west then westwards along the latter school boundary wall to the north-

western beacon of the Nyameni Primary School, so as to exclude it, so as to 

include Nyameni Shopping Centre. Then westwards to its junction with 

Mbuyanehanda Road then northwards along the latter to its junction with 

Syringa Groove so as to exclude stand numbers 81, 72 and 61 

Mbuyanehanda Road. Then generally west then north-westwards along 

Syringa Groove to its intersection with an unnamed tributary (345541, 

7986687) then generally south-east, then south-west, then southwards then 

south-eastwards along the unnamed tributary to its junction with the 

Municipal boundary so as to include AC Paradise, Paradise Extension and 

Lendy view Park Village. Then generally north-westwards along the 

Municipal boundary to its junction with boundary wall of Plot A1 Lendy view 

Park so as to exclude Elmswood. Then generally south-west along the 

Municipal boundary to the southern beacon of Plot A1, then southwards 

along the Municipal boundary to its junction with an unnamed tributary 

(342725, 7979620), then northwards along the unnamed tributary to the 
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south-western beacon of 553A Roughlands then eastwards then generally 

north-eastwards along the Municipal boundary to the south-western beacon 

of 553A of Roughlands then generally north along the Municipal boundary 

to the south-western beacon of stand number 4152, then generally 

northeast to its junction with Marondera High School boundary wall, then 

generally south-east along the latter school boundary wall to its southern 

beacon. Then generally north-east along the latter school boundary to the 

latter‟s south-eastern beacon. Then north-eastwards to the south-western 

beacon of Nagle House School, so as to exclude Marondera High School. 

Then eastwards along the southern boundary of stand 945 (Nagle House 

Mission School)) then pass its intersection with an unnamed tributary, to 

the south eastern beacon of stand 945 (Nagle House Mission School) so as 

to exclude it, then northwards along the boundary wall of stand 945 (Nagle 

House) to its junction with the boundary wall of stand 1440, then eastwards 

along the southern boundary of stand 1440 to the south eastern beacon of 

stand 1440, so as to exclude it. then eastwards to its junction with Lendy 

Road then generally south along Lendy Road to its junction with Loquart 

Groove, so as to exclude stand number 563 (Msipa Nursery), 2391, Seventh 

Day Adventist and Paradise Estate, so as to include stand number 804, 817 

and 818 then generally eastward, then northwards along Loquart Groove so 

as to include stand numbers 373-381 Loquart Groove and stand numbers 

1013-1006 Loquart Groove in that descending order, then generally 

eastwards and northwards along Loquart Groove to its junction with 

Viscount Road, the starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the 

following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 

346401, 7987021; 346404, 7986711; 345853, 7986520; 345851, 7986634; 

345542, 7986655; 345506, 7985777; 344671, 7984730; 344399, 7983978; 

344502, 7983624; 343696, 7983808; 343572, 7983656; 343243, 7981870; 

343536, 7981925; 343874, 7981595; 343591, 7981373; 343148, 7981320; 

342729, 7979619; 342613, 7980626; 342723, 7982431; 342224, 7983557; 

342713, 7985747; 343677, 7986656; 343493, 7987130; 343610, 7987173; 

343743, 7986929; 343914, 7987040; 343976, 7987183; 344420, 7987097; 

344466, 7987351; 344613, 7987332; 344651, 798681; 345057, 7986877; 

345097, 7987190; 345609, 7987114; 345717, 7987566; 346210, 7987338; 

346316, 798702. 

Ward 11 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Montgomery and Harare- Mutare Road, then generally southwards along 

Montgomery to its junction with Marondera Crescent so as to exclude Tel-

One Offices and to include EMMA Offices, then generally south-east along 
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Marondera Crescent to its intersection with Fifth Street and John White 

Avenue, then south-eastwards along John White Avenue passes its 

intersection with Fourth Street to its junction with First Street so as to 

exclude Methodist Church and to include Premier Medical Aid Society 

Clinic, then generally north-eastwards along First Street to its junction with 

Morris Avenue. Then generally north-west along Morris Avenue to its 

intersection with Second Street so as to exclude stand number 70 and 

Morris Plot, then generally north-west along Second Street to its junction 

with the Green Road so as to exclude Government Complex, CBZ Bank and 

ZESA Offices so as to include Agribank and POSB Bank, then generally 

north-west, north-east and north-west along the Green Road to its 

intersection with Fourth Street and Oak Street, so as to include the Green 

Park and so as to exclude Municipal Head Offices. Then generally north-

west, northwards along Oak Street to its junction with Harare –Mutare Road 

so as to include Spar Supermarket. Then generally eastwards Harare- 

Mutare Road passes its junction with Ruzawi Road then eastwards passes 

its junction with Nyaguwe Road, then in an eastern direction to its junction 

with North Road so as to include Marondera Hotel (Hopefay), Topics, TM 

Pick and Pay and Golf Course. Then generally south-east along the 

Municipal boundary to the most northern beacon of Glensommers, then 

generally south, then north-westwards along the Municipal boundary to the 

north-eastern beacon of Lot 1A Ruzawi. Then generally south-west, north-

west and northwards along the boundary of Lot 1A to the north-eastern 

beacon of Marirangwe Estate, so as to exclude Marirangwe Estate, so as to 

include Lot 1A Ruzawi. Then generally north-westwards along Marirangwe 

Easte boundary to the northern beacon of Cherutombo Estate then generally 

north along the western boundary of Kingsdown to a point along the western 

boundary of the latter (346990,7987033), then generally westwards in an 

imaginary line to the north-eastern beacon of stand number 1017 Neru 

Road, then westwards along the northern boundary of stand numbers 1070-

79 Neru Crescent so as to exclude them. Then westwards, along Neru Street, 

pass its intersection with Ruzawi Road to the north-east beacon of stand 

2592 (Bethsaida Church), then generally westwards to its junction with 

Nyameni High School wall, then generally north, westwards, north then 

north-westwards along Nyameni High School boundary to the most north-

western beacon of the latter school so as to exclude Nyameni High School 

but so as to include Ruzawi Low Density Extension, then south-westwards 

along a straight imaginary line to its junction with an unnamed tributary 

(345713, 7987589). Then downstream in a southwards direction to its 

junction with Viscount Way, then generally westwards along Viscount Way 

passes its intersection with First Street to its junction with Loquart Groove 

so as to include stand numbers 1004, 998 and 994 but, so as to exclude 

stand number 1021 (Wise Owl Dormitories), then generally south and 
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westwards along Loquart Groove to its junction with Lendy Road to include 

Gatehouse Gardens and Paradise Estate but so as to exclude stand number 

1006- 373 in that descending order. Then generally north along Lendy Road 

to the south-eastern beacon of stand 1440 so as to include Seventh Day 

Adventist Church and Msipa Play Centre, then generally west along the 

northern boundary of stands number 804-807 Starling Close to the north-

western beacon of stand number 807, so as to exclude the latter properties. 

Then generally south to Nagle House Mission school boundary wall to its 

south eastern beacon, the, generally west along the southern boundary wall 

of 945 (Nagle House Mission School) to the south-western beacon of Nagle 

House School so as to include the latter school. Then generally south-west 

to its junction with Marondera High School boundary wall then south-west 

along the latter school boundary wall to the most southern beacon of the 

school. Then generally north-west along the High School boundary to the 

south-eastern beacon of stand number 4152 then south-westwards to its 

junction with the Municipal boundary. Then south-westwards, then north-

west, northwards along Municipal boundary to the most southern beacon of 

Msipa Estate so as to exclude Roughlands Estate. Then generally west and 

north-westwards along the Municipal boundary to the most north-western 

beacon of Msipa Estate so as to include it, then south-west, along Municipal 

boundary to the south-western beacon of Brezano, so as to include it. Then 

generally north along the Municipal boundary to its junction with Ten Miles 

Road, then generally north-east, then eastwards then north-eastwards along 

Ten Miles Road to its junction with Harare-Mutare Road, so as to exclude 

Government Experimental Farm (Grasslands Research Station) so as to 

include Lendy Estate Span, then generally eastwards, so as to include 

Borradaile Trust, stand numbers 40-46A and Sir James Denham Road, so 

as to exclude Com-Oil Service Station (Petro trade), then south-eastwards, 

then eastwards along Harare-Mutare Road to its junction with Montgomery, 

the starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinates Zone 36S: 

351925, 7986443; 351750, 7983576; 350476, 7983857; 348679, 7983250; 

348489, 7983455; 48876, 7984517; 346858, 7986276; 346987, 7986936; 

346320, 7986989; 46210, 7987346; 345717, 7987535; 345596, 7987107; 

345103, 7987171; 345042, 7986857; 344640, 7986769; 344621, 7987300; 

344477, 7987319; 344397, 7987076; 343973, 7987156; 343730, 7986910; 

343574, 798713; 343351, 7987031; 342706, 7987266; 342543, 7987820; 

342270, 7987839; 341709, 7988521; 340313, 7988180; 340358, 7988499; 

342767, 7989507; 343646, 7989359; 345307, 7988684; 345251, 7988411; 
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345630, 7987850; 345857, 7987979; 345808, 7988112; 346119, 7988309; 

345975, 7988677; 348607, 7988487. 

Ward 12 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Mbuyanehanda 

Road and the southern boundary of stand numbers 925-943 Gwinyai 

Crescent so as to exclude them, then eastwards, in a straight imaginary line 

to its junction with Ruzawi Road, then southwards along Ruzawi Road to its 

intersection with Ruzawi River, then southwards along Ruzawi River to its 

intersection with boundary wall of Plot E Ruzawi, then north-westwards, 

southwards, then south-eastwards along the boundary of Plot E Ruzawi to 

its intersection with Ruzawi River so as to exclude Plot E of Ruzawi, then 

generally southwards along Ruzawi River to its junction with the Municipal 

boundary so as to include Cherutombo Extension, then generally eastwards 

along the Municipal boundary to its intersection with an unnamed tributary 

(344502, 7983641), then generally north-western along the unnamed 

tributary to a certain point along the unnamed tributary (344397, 7983995) 

then north-westwards, then generally north-eastwards along an imaginary 

line to the most southern beacon of stand number 4446, then north-

eastwards along the southern boundary of stand number 4446-4453 to the 

south-eastern beacon, so as to exclude the latter properties., then north-

eastern to the south-eastern beacon of stand number 4438, so as to exclude 

it, then generally south-eastwards to its intersection with Feruka Road to 

the south-western beacon of stand number 5568, then generally north-

eastwards in a straight imaginary line to its junction with Shava Road and 

Karigamombe Street, then north-eastwards along Karigamombe Street to its 

junction with Boterekwa Crescent, so as to include Seventh Day Church, 

then generally south-east, then eastwards along Boterekwa Crescent to its 

junction with Makomo Street, then generally northwards along Makomo 

Street to its junction with Nhuta Street. Then generally north-eastwards 

along Nhuta Street, so as to include AFM Church, then generally 

northwards along Nhuta Street to its junction with Mbuyanehanda Street, 

so as to exclude Roman Catholic Church, so as to include Cherutombo Flea 

Market, then generally north-eastwards, then northwards along 

Mbuyanehanda Road to the southern boundary of stand numbers 925-943 

Gwinyai Crescent, the starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the 

following UTM coordinates Zone 36S: 

346537, 7985781; 346497, 7985211; 346551, 7985076; 346629, 7985023; 

346601, 7984926; 346541, 7984961; 346495, 7984881; 346563, 7984839; 

346541, 7984752; 345987, 7984216; 345961, 7984043; 345906, 7983839; 

345850, 7983827; 345810, 7983845; 345748, 7983806; 345703, 7983768; 

345429, 7983544; 345428, 7983486; 345330, 7983424; 344502, 7983639 ; 
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344400, 7983990; 344807, 7984273; 344991, 7984253; 345288, 7984620; 

345571, 7984566; 345561, 7984795; 345665, 7984893; 345656, 7985055; 

345945, 7985375; 345964, 7985793. 
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MARONDERA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chinyika and Nyagui Rivers , then southwards along Nyagui River, so as to 

include Bothe Rust Estate, then south-eastwards, so as to include Forest 

Range, Rocklands, March and Ulva farms, then south-westwards, so as to 

include Bovey Tracy, Sable Range, Woodlands farms, then generally north-

westwards crossing Murehwa Road, so as to include Stonehaven, Rapid, 

Cotter, Helm, Loquat Groove farms; then generally south-westwards to 

Nyambuya River, so as to include Closeburn and Rastenburg Farms, then, 

north-westwards along Nyambuya River to the district boundary, so as to 

include Chinwiri and Entrerios then north eastwards to Chinyika River, 

then generally eastwards downstream Chinyika River to its confluence with 

Nyagui River, the starting point. The ward boundary is bounded by the 

following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

330728, 7995091; 331163, 7997644; 339062, 8002077; 338529, 8002804; 

339447, 8003762; 341927, 8001740; 346036, 8004987; 345273, 8002321; 

345894, 800865; 351023, 799074; 343926, 7991786; 342318, 799019; 

344011, 798936; 342017, 799000; 340534, 7991995. 

Ward 2  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the boundary 

intersection of Loquat Groove and Grand Chase and Shortlands farms. Then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundaries of Shortlands, Alfa 

Omega Shinaree, and Labour farms, so as to include them, then westwards 

along the Marondera Municipality boundary, so as to include stand 

numbers 8000-8959 Rusike Phase 3 surbub(Mukanya), to a beacon point 

(utm 344015;  7991884), then south-westwards along the Western 

boundary of Lendy Estate, so as to exclude it, to railway line, then 

eastwards to Harare-Mutare Road then, generally north-westwards along 

Harare-Mutare Road to the western boundary of Mukute Farm (district 

boundary), so as to include it, then generally north-eastwards along the 

Western boundaries of Essexdale and Waterford Farms to Nyambuya river, 

so as to include them, then generally north-eastwards along Nyambuya 

River to the northern boundary of Shortlands Farm, then, generally north-

eastwards to the junction of Loquat Groove and Grand Chase Farms, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM coordinates Zone 

36 South: 

351023, 799074; 345273, 8002321; 346036, 8004987; 341927, 8001740; 

339447, 8003762; 338529, 8002804; 337329, 8004440; 339190, 8006627; 

339968, 8009270; 341890, 8007897; 343934, 8010129; 341454, 8010915; 
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341103, 8012044; 347323, 8015051; 348637, 8008424; 352609, 8007537; 

352617, 8007595; 355839, 8000707; 358008, 8001775; 359389, 8001354; 

359584, 7998754; 351091, 7990618.  

Ward 3  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chinyika and Nyagui Rivers, then, northwards along Nyagui River to the 

northern boundary of Inyagui River Farm, then generally north-eastwards so 

as to include Inyagui Valley, Minstead, Kent, Suffolk and Sussex farms and 

excluding Mangwende communal areas, to Nyakambiri River, then 

southwards along the Nyakambiri River to the northern boundary of 

Domervale Estate A, so as to include it, then eastwards, then southwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Argosy, Weir, Inandu, Showers A, Gomwe 

and Castlemaine so as to include them, then generally westwards along the 

southern boundaries of Applegarth, Warwick and Buckingham Farms, so as 

to include them, then north-westwards along the western boundary of 

Dorset farm, then, further north-westwards along the southern boundary of 

Cornwall Farm to Nyagui River then, northwards along Nyagui River to its 

confluence with Chinyika River the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

347368, 8015031; 347131, 8017313; 350351, 801953; 354477, 802029; 

361297, 8016649; 361955, 8010009; 360750, 8000967; 358025, 8001788; 

353030, 8003993; 352600, 8007533; 358619, 8008500. 

Ward 4 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Mukute Farm and Harare-Mutare Road, then eastwards along Harare-

Mutare Road to Marondera Municipal boundary , then, southwards along 

the Marondera Municipal boundary, so as to exclude Brezano plots, so as to 

include Roughlands Estate, Clover Hill, Borrowdale and Lendy Farms, then, 

eastwards along the southern boundaries of Vlei Lendy, Keal, F.G. 

Rhodesdale and Mendamu Farms, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Waddilove Farm, so as to include it, then further northwards so 

as to exclude Stow A, Headon Estate, Amadale Park Mimosa Extension and 

Great Bromley Estate to its junction with Harare-Mutare Road and Mukute 

Farm the starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinate Zone 36S: 

330774, 7994808; 340601, 799194; 342960, 7989440; 343736, 7989401; 

340413, 7988601; 340351, 798821; 341769, 7988554; 343462, 7987105; 

3437705, 7986658; 342749, 7979613; 341965, 7977387; 334505, 

7981478; 324764, 7974057; 323055, 7980247; 332922, 7977215; 325641, 

7982724; 326865, 7983355; 330770, 7983068; 330458, 7984441; 330467, 
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7985543; 331720, 7985592; 330327, 798943; 331442, 7990783; 330045, 

7991574; 330696, 7992799; 329397, 7993495. 

Ward 5 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Poltimore, Sandra Farm and Mendamu Farm, then north eastwards so as to 

exclude Keal and F.G. Rhodesdale farms, so as to include Rhodesdale Estate 

and Sandra Farm;  then, north-eastwards to the junction of Sandra, 

Karimba and Seven Rivers then, north-eastwards to trigonometrical beacon 

334 at Mutoramhande Farm, then, south-eastwards so as to include 

Aquabella Farm and Dudley Estate, then, northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Lendy farm, then, generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Lendy farm then, to Marondera municipal boundary, then 

generally south-eastwards so as to include the whole of Elmswood farm, 

then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Watondale farm so as 

to include it, to Mutoramanzi river, then south eastwards along 

Mutoramanzi river to its confluence with Ruzawi river, then, southeastwards 

to the confluence of Ruzawi and Karimba rivers, then, north westwards 

along the district boundary which is the southern boundaries of Membge, 

Ruware Extension, N. Curruthersville and Lynton farms so as to include 

them, then northwestwards along the western boundary of Exeter farm so as 

to include it, then south westwards, then north westwards along the 

western boundaries of Doune and Sandra Extension farms so as to include 

them, to the common beacon of Poltimore,Sandra Farm and Mendamu farm, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate 

zone 36S: 

342960, 7980190; 345433, 7979515; 344668, 7975192; 342684, 7971822; 

351783, 7960705; 350066, 7956792; 347531, 7957912; 347193, 7961461; 

337261, 7964036; 336934, 7962076; 339220, 7959428; 331310, 7954366; 

326411, 7959609; 328643, 7963528; 324869, 7073996; 332977, 7977135; 

334496, 7981447; 341955, 7977367. 

Ward 6 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyazwita and Waltondale Farms, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Nyazwita and Hopeful farms, to the north-eastern beacon of lot 

C of Alexandra, then northeastwards along the western boundary of 

Zwetzindi farm so as to include it, then northwestwards, so as to exclude 

the whole of Elmswood farm, then to Marondera Municipal boundary going 

northwards so as to include Ruzawi Diocesan School, Autherstone and 

Marirangwe Estate, then southeastwards along the Municipal boundary, so 

as to exclude Glennsomers and plot 1A Ruzawi, then to the eastern 

boundary of Wenimbi Estate farm, then southwards so as to include South 
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Ashling Estate plots and Solitude plots then southeastwards along the 

northern boundary of Albanie farm to trigonometrical beacon 331T/1560 1, 

then southwards past trigonometrical beacon 359T/1540.8 then south 

eastwards to the southern boundary of Tressmenan farm, then south 

westwards into Wenimbi river, then north westwards along the said river to 

its junction with Dindingwe farm so as to exclude it, then north westwards 

along the western boundaries of Mushangwe, Irene, Ultkyk and Sambok 

Farms to the intersection of Nyazwita and Waltondale Farms, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

347139, 7986064; 348888, 7984575; 348504, 7983496; 348660, 7983327; 

350500, 7983944; 351729, 7983658; 351567, 7981025; 357169, 7978247; 

356709, 7972034; 360108, 7964822; 356643, 7962688; 356287, 7965500; 

356411, 7965583; 353020, 7964061; 344662, 7975169; 345444, 7979506; 

342941, 7980194; 343634, 7983867; 346041, 7983317; 346899, 7984444; 

346624, 7985043. 

Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Dindingwe Estate and Wenimbi River, then southwards along Wenimbi River 

to the northern boundary of Tawoomba farm so as to include it, then 

generally south-eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Zenda, Chipesa, 

Tsangadzi and Vuma Farms so as to include them, then south westwards to 

Ruzawi River, then north-westwards along Ruzawi River to the southern 

boundary of Mtemwa Farm so as to exclude it, so as to include Ballinard, 

Idapi, Mari, Igava and Edinburgh farms, then north westwards downstream 

Ruzawi River to its confluence with Mutoramanzi River, then north-

eastwards along Mutoramanzi River, then north eastwards crossing Ruzawi 

River to the intersection of Sambok, Nyazwita and Currurthersville farms, 

then south eastwards along the southern boundaries of Sambok, Utykik, 

Rupanga, and Mushangwe farms so as to exclude them, to the junction of 

Curruthersville and Dindingwe farms so as to include them, then north 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Dindingwe farm to its junction 

with Wenimbi River the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

344660, 7975213; 349494, 7969535; 352990, 7964097; 356415, 7965596; 

356629, 7962730; 360080, 7964840; 360736, 7963682; 365304, 7962562; 

362872, 7961044; 363811, 7957800; 362074, 7954405; 362267, 7951085; 

366088, 7948048; 366938, 7946350; 366384, 7945424; 362421, 7945900; 

353170, 7951831; 355937, 7952655; 354534, 7956206; 350082, 7956811; 

349864, 7964865; 342684, 7971826. 
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Ward 8 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

the northern boundary of Moifontein farm and the southern boundary of 

Chimbwanda Small Scale Farm number 75, then north-eastwards along the 

the southern boundaries of Chimbwanda Small Scale Farms, so as to 

exclude them, then north eastwards along the western boundaries of 

Chudleigh Extension, Endsleigh and Poltimore farms so as to include them, 

then to Harare- Wedza tarred road at Mushandirapamwe B/C, so as to 

exclude it, then south eastwards along the eastern boundary of Kingswear 

and Finevera farms so as to include them, then north east wards along the 

northern boundaries of Devon estate and Newton farms so as to include 

them, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Rhu farm, so as to 

include it, then generally south westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Merryhill, Hull and Lifton farms so as to include them, then generally south 

westwards along the southern boundaries of Mount Arthur, Laurel, 

Budeleigh, Torre, Parr and Corfe farms so as to include them, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Pinhole farm, so as to include it, 

then eastwards along the northern boundary of Balmoral farm so as to 

include it, then north eastwards to the southern boundary of Chimbwanda 

Small Scale Farm number 63, then generally south eastwards to the 

junction of Moifontein Farm and farm number 75 of Chimbwanda Small 

Scale Farms, the starting point.This area is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinate Zone 36S: 

324749, 7974089; 328577, 7963583; 326432, 7959565; 325647, 7960066; 

325473, 7959010; 321097, 7955806; 315773, 7955917; 312213, 7950210; 

302593, 7955196; 302798, 7958961; 305382, 7959455; 309958, 7958497; 

312257, 7960761; 312092, 7962694; 310952, 7963737; 314989, 7962271; 

317987, 7963929; 317194, 79655426; 322251, 769837; 324047, 7973673. 

Ward 9  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Dormervale Estate A, Nyakambiri River and Argosy Farm, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Argosy Farm so as to include it to its 

junction with Second Chapter farm, so as to exclude it, then southwards to 

the trigonometrical beacon 284/5, then south-eastwards, so as to include 

Inandu, Showers, Gomwe and Castlemaine Farms, to the source of 

Shavanhawe River, then south-westwards along Shavanhohwe River so as to 

include Springfontein, Shawanoya and Lowlands Farms. Then south-

westwards along the southern boundaries of Highlands and Gatzi Farms, so 

as to include them, crossing railway line to the trigonometrical beacon 

297/5/1714.0, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Wantage Farm so as to include it, then to Mutare-Marondera highway, then 
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westwards along the Mutare-Marondera highway, so as to include the 

following properties, Theydon estate, Clattering Shaws, Milford and Tarisira 

Siding, Springvale, Mallwatte Estate, Tipperary, Denbar and all Rakodzi 

Plots, to Marondera Municipal boundary, then north-eastwards along the 

Municipal boundary so as to include all Rakodzi plots, then north eastwards 

to North Road ( Murewa Road) then further north-eastwards along North 

Road ( Murewa road )to a point, then generally eastwards to the intersection 

of Labour, Stonehaven and Laggan farms, the boundary of Laggan, then 

north eastwards along the northern boundaries of Springvale Farms, 

Retreat, Mangwendi Mission Estate and Sunny Fountains Farms, so as to 

include them, then south-eastwards to Nyakambiri River, then northwards 

along Nyakambiri River to its intersection with Domervale Estate A and 

Argosy farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinate zone 36S: 

361965, 8009896; 367317, 8009869; 367397, 8007565; 370240, 8003131; 

371169, 8000661; 370233, 7995693; 362416, 7991204 363910, 7990420; 

348602, 7988547; 351093, 7990619; 361998, 8009760; 357996, 7996019. 

Ward 10  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chibidi and Mupfure Rivers, then south eastwards along Mupfure river so 

as to include Chibwanda Small Scale Farm numbers 27-59, to Mhembwe 

stream, then north wards to Mnondo River, then south-eastwards along 

Mnondo River to the western boundary of Mendamu Farm and 

Mushandirapamwe Business Centre so as to exclude them, then south-

westwards along the western boundaries of Poltimore, Endsleigh and 

Chudleigh Extension Farms, then southwards along the eastern boundaries 

of Chimbwanda Small Scale Farm numbers 79, 80, 81 and 82 so as to 

include them, then further westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Chimbwanda Small Scale Farms to farm number 1, then eastwards along 

Mupfure River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then north-

westwards upstream the unnamed tributary to its source, then along an 

imaginary line crossing Nyamapfupfu river so as to include Matsvitsi dip 

tank, then north wards crossing gravel road to Chibedi river bridge, then 

north eastwards upstream Chibedi river so as to include Chakadini, 

Chiowokomhende, Mataranyika, Masesa,Takawira and Shambare villages to 

its confluence with an unnamed tributary then north eastwards downstream 

Chibidi river to its confluence with Mupfure River, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

314158, 7974066; 316747, 7975110; 319467, 7975926; 321175, 7977101; 

324286, 7975741; 324732, 7974022; 322241, 7969943; 317215, 7965374; 

318031, 7963949; 315040, 7962252; 310971, 7963688; 307392, 7963645; 
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303465, 7962851; 298994, 7969171; 304760, 7967147; 312189, 7966560; 

309187, 7969921; 314202, 7974055; 309458,7971490. 

Ward 11 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chivake and Mucheranengombe Rivers, then south-eastwards upstream 

Mucherangombe River to its source, then southwards along an imaginary 

line to a gravel road leading to Chibedi River Bridge, then south westwards 

downstream Chibedi River to a point 309458,7971490, then southwards 

crossing gravel road and crossing Nyamapfupfu River so as to exclude the 

following villages, Shambira, Shambare,Chiwokomhende, Takawira, Masesa, 

Mataranyika, Chiyanike, and Matswitswi dip tank, then south-eastwards 

upstream unnamed tributary to its source, then along imaginary line to the 

source of another unnamed tributary to its confluence with Mupfure river, 

then generally westwards downstream Mupfure River to its confluence with 

Chibedi River, then north-eastwards upstream Chibedi River to an unnamed 

tributary at (utm 307827.12,  7997478.09), then northwards along an 

imaginary line to the confluence of Mucheranengombe and Chivake Rivers, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate 

Zone 36S: 

301551, 7969377; 304760, 7967147; 312200, 7966614; 309296, 7969834; 

312353, 7970454; 313408, 7975904; 306674, 7978700; 307849, 7071401; 

309450, 7971582; 313521,7974177. 

Ward 12 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Chivake River 

Bridge (utm 297835.27,  7978589.66) then eastwards upstream Chivake 

River to its confluence with Mucheranengombe River, then generally 

southwards along an imaginary line so as to include the following villages 

,Guyana, Zambuko and Munemo, to Chibedi River, then south-westwards 

downstream Chibedi River (utm 307758.02,  7971442.20) to its confluence 

with Mupfure River, then north-westwards downstream Mupfure River to its 

junction with Landas- Mudzimurema gravel road, then northwards along the 

said gravel road to Chivake River Bridge the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the UTM coordinate Zone 36S:  

297870, 7978589; 306155, 7979171; 307456, 7975707; 306839, 7973313; 

307854, 7971393; 301499, 7969418; 299017, 7969220; 297660, 7970499.  

Ward 13 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Muda River and Muda Small Scale Farm number 8 (District boundary), then 

northwards along the district boundary, so as to exclude Muda Small Scale 

Purchase area to a point (utm 297021, 7985108), so as to exclude Muhove 

Village, then eastwards along an imaginary line to Mutunduma River, then 
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northwards upstream Mutunduma River up to Landas Business Centre 

tarred road, then eastwards along the tarred road up to Muda River then 

south-westwards downstream Muda River to Mudzimurema Business 

Centre gravel road, then southwards along the gravel road to Mupfure River, 

then westwards downstream Mupfure River to the southern boundary of 

Muda Small Scale Farm number 62, then north-eastwards along the district 

boundary to Muda River at Farm number 8, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the UTM coordinateZone 36S: 

297036, 7985128; 298859, 7985040; 299187, 7986103; 303272, 7984096; 

297952, 7980212; 297874, 7978608; 297674, 7970551; 288611, 7973208; 

295623, 7979899. 

Ward 14 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyaringondo River and Guildford Farm, then eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of Guildford and Guzha farms, so as to exclude them, 

to Nyatsime River, then generally south-eastwards upstream Nyatsime River 

to its confluence with Nyarushashe River, then southwards upstream 

Nyatsime River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, so as to 

exclude Dune dip tank, then south-westwards downstream an unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Muda River, then downstream Muda river to 

tarred road up, so as to include Muda dip tank, Muda Dam and Nyagura 

Village, then north-westwards along the tarred road to Mtunduma River 

bridge, then southwards downstream Mutunduma River to a point (utm 

298833, 7984975), then westwards to the district boundary , so as to 

include Muhove Village, then northwards along Marondera district boundary 

so as to include Landas Business Centre past Marirangwe River to 

Nyaringondo River, the starting point. This area is enclosed by the following 

UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

297880, 7991264; 304834, 7992242; 305983, 7989951; 309037, 7988663; 

309185, 7988151; 303311, 7988663; 309185, 7988151; 303311, 7984070, 

299201, 7986082; 298826, 7984963; 297022, 7985115; 298353, 7988729. 

Ward 15 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on Muda 

River (utm 306864.45,  798673.74),then generally south-eastwards along a 

foot track so as to include the Shekede Village, to gravel road to Sadza 

Business Centre, then south eastwards along a gravel road to the source of 

Chivake river, then westwards, downstream Chivake River to its confluence 

with Mucheranengombe River, so as to include Chivake dip tank, then 

westwards to Mudzimurema Business Centre-Landas gravel road, so as to 

exclude Mudzimurema B/C, then northwards along gravel road to Muda 

River Bridge, then generally north-eastwards upstream Muda River to the 
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starting point (utm 306846.37,  7986684.54). This area is bounded by the 

following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 

29883, 7978586; 297910, 7980149; 303262, 7984084; 306880, 7986555; 

307194, 7986007; 308148, 7984978; 310178, 7984739; 312386, 7981331; 

310199, 7981103; 309227, 7981331; 307564, 7981310; 306136, 7979230; 

301272, 7979370; 301294, 7979392. 

Ward 16 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mucheranengombe and Chivake Rivers, then north eastwards upstream 

Chivake River to its confluence with Mupindi River, so as to include Sadza 

Business Centre, then northwards downstream Mupindi River to its 

confluence with Mnondo River, then south-eastwards upstream Mnondo 

River, to an imaginary point at (utm 319859.84,  7977966.71), then an 

imaginary to the source of Chibide river, then south-westwards downstream 

Chibedi River to its junction with gravel road, so as to include Madamombe 

Clinic and Madamombe Business Centre, then northwards along gravel road 

and an imaginary line to the source of Mucheranengombe River , then 

north-westwards downstream Mucherangombe river to its confluence with 

Chivake River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinate zone 36S: 

306156, 7979212; 307694, 7981279; 312398, 7981248; 313209, 7981310; 

312274, 7985174; 316449, 7981756; 324239, 7975743; 323044, 7980230; 

324301, 7975784; 317664, 7979201; 321196, 7977114; 320001, 7975701; 

316688, 7975140; 314185, 7974081; 313499, 7974247; 313562, 7975649; 

308254, 7977415). 

Ward 17 

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyatsime River and an unnamed stream at Dune dip tank so as include it, 

then westwards upstream Nyatsime River to the Western boundary of BCE 

Rhodesdale Farm so as to exclude it, then south-westwards to include 

Chitangazuva Primary School, then generally south-eastwards to Mnondo 

River junction, then north-westwards to the confluence of Mnondo and 

Nyamagura Rivers then north westwards downstream Mnondo River, then to 

its confluence with Mupindi River,, then generally southwards upstream 

Mupindi River to a point (utm 312897.12, 7981993.06), then south-

westwards along an imaginary line to its junction with the gravel road at 

Sadza Business Centre so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the 

gravel road, to Muda River then north eastwards upstream Muda river to its 

source, then along an imaginary lineto the source of an unnamed stream, 

then downstream the tributary to its confluence with Nyatsime River, the 
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starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate Zone 

36S: 

312505, 7981250; 310103, 7984626; 306948, 7986560; 309155, 7988157; 

311817, 7986872; 318698, 7985898; 324877, 7982016; 322982, 7980250; 

324332, 7975784; 317672, 7979173; 316413, 7981808; 312375, 7985249; 

313245, 7981354. 

Ward 18 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyatsime and Nyarusheshe Rivers, then generally eastwards upstream 

Nyarushesha river to the western boundary of Hedon Estate and Stow A 

farms so as to exclude them, then south westwards along the western 

boundaries of Stow A, Waddilove and part of BCE Rhodesdale farms, to 

Nyatsime River, then generally westwards downstream Nyatsime River to its 

confluence with Nyarushashe River the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following UTM coordinate zone 36S: 

316114, 7991844; 322125, 7988118; 324293, 7985716; 327656, 7986378; 

326890, 7983314; 324929, 7982029; 317607, 7986677; 314193, 7987651; 

311791, 7986872; 309168, 7988118; 309129, 7988702. 

Ward 19 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Peterhouse, Glen Somers, Kingsdown and Nyamagora farms, then south 

eastwards to the intersection of Peterhouse, Nyamagora and Middle Bone, 

then southwards to the junction of Nyamagora, Wenimbi Estate and 

Waterval Farms, then south-eastwards to the junction of Nyamagora, then 

south-eastwards to the junction with Winimbi Estate, Malaba Estate and 

Pinewoods Farm boundary, then southwards to the junction with Wenimbi 

Estate and Pinewoods, then westwards to the junction with Masikana 

Range;  then south-eastwards to an unnamed gravel road on the western 

boundary of Huntley Farm so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along 

the gravel road to Nyanema River, then south-eastwards downstream 

Nyanema River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then 

westwards upstream unnamed stream to its source then westwards along 

an imaginary line crossing Dhirihori road to the source of an unnamed 

stream, then south-westwards downstream the unnamed stream to the 

eastern boundary of Elrene Farm so as to exclude it, then northwards along 

the western boundary of Svoswe communal lands to the southern boundary 

of Wenimbi farm, then northwards to the intersection of Peterhouse, Glen 

Somers, Kingsdown and Nyamagora, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 
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351903, 7986637; 355398, 7985622; 355479, 7983762; 357976, 7981812; 

360202, 7981726; 362863, 7980183; 361603, 7976389; 360234, 7976310; 

363383, 7974358; 365665, 7969934; 360879, 7969981; 358911, 7966848; 

356739, 7972028; 357164, 7978184; 351575, 7980955. 

Ward 20 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Wenimbi Estate and 19A of Wenimbi Estate (utm 362873.75,  

7980226.34) then eastwards past trigonometrical beacon 332/T1604 to a 

point (365851.82,  7979666.11), then southwards to the northern boundary 

of Huntley Farm so as to include it, then generally eastwards to the western 

boundaries of Bopoma Estate and Belmont Estate, then, southwards to the 

southern boundary of Calne Farm so as to exclude it, then generally south-

westwards crossing Nyanema River to Chipesa trigonometrical beacon 

1573.0 then, north-westwards along the eastern boundary of Tawoomba and 

Tessmenan so as to exclude them, to an unnamed stream, then north-

eastwards upstream an unnamed stream to its source, then along an 

imaginary line crossing gravel road at Dhirihori Business Centre, to the 

source of an unnamed stream then eastwards downstream an unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Nyanema River, then north-west downstream 

Nyanema River to its junction with a gravel road, then generally northwards 

along the gravel road to western boundary of Wenimbi Estate, then north-

westwards to Masikana Range, then, eastwards, then northwards to 

intersection of Wenimbi Estate and 19A of Wenimbi Estate, the starting 

point.This area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate zone 36S:  

362871, 7980215; 365845, 7979620; 365031, 7976654; 368670, 7976895; 

368379, 7973794; 368733, 7966261; 360762, 7963649; 358956, 7966941; 

360924, 7970063; 365654, 7970042; 363133, 7973199; 363353, 7974396; 

360231, 7976350; 361647, 7976413; 362935, 7979174. 

Ward 21 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Holton Estate, Nyamakovera Farm and Nyamakovera River, then 

eastwards downstream Nyamakovera River to its confluence with Macheke 

River, then southwards downstream Macheke river to its confluence with 

White Gombola River, then, north-westwards upstream White Gombola 

river, then westwards along the northern boundary of Calne Farm, so as to 

exclude it, then northwards along the western boundaries of Bonn, Bopoma 

Estate, Belmont Estate, so as to include them to the intersection of Holton 

Estate, Nyamakovera Farm on Nyamakovera river, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following UTM coordinate Zone 36S: 
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369804, 7985961; 373103, 7986563; 375983, 7986187; 379663, 7983957; 

379856, 7972761; 377718, 7967356; 374452, 7969407; 368568, 7969547; 

368383, 7973798; 369121, 7982230. 

Ward 22 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection 

of Nyanema River, Calne Farm and Wilton farm then northwards along the 

western boundary of Calne Farm, so as to include it, then eastwards to 

White Gombola River so as to include Bolventor Estate to its confluence with 

Macheke River, then southwards downstream Macheke River, to the 

northern boundary of Dowa Small Scale Farms, so as to exclude them, then 

south-westwards to the junction of the eastern boundary of Elands Laagate 

Farm and Dowa Small Scale Farm number 69, so as to exclude it, then 

southwards to the junction of Elands Laagate Extension southern boundary 

and State land, then south-westwards to Dowa Small Scale Farm number 

96 so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards to Chiyamabona Hill, then 

south-westwards, then south-eastwards to Chizawana River then south 

eastwards downstream to the confluence of Chizawana and Ruzawi Rivers, 

then north-eastwards, then, north-westwards crossing Nyakurwi River to 

the intersection of Mone Cristo, Shaka Hills, Tsangadzi and Nyakurwi 

Estate, so as to include Nyakurwi Estate, then northwards along the 

western boundaries of Elands Laagate, Somers Lust, Risinga Farms so as to 

include them, then north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Rising 

and Delta farms so as to include them, to the intersection of Nyanema River, 

Calne and Wilton farms, the starting point. This is an area of land bounded 

by the following UTM coordinate zone 36S: 

368565, 7969523; 374572, 7969273; 377727, 7967357; 377987, 7966535; 

376453, 7965176; 378016, 7963540; 377943, 7962181; 369148, 7959887; 

367965, 7954190; 365087, 7952685; 308096, 7950056; 367793, 7948963; 

370345, 7946285; 370169, 7945242; 368221, 7942627; 366360, 7945455; 

366863, 7946461; 366021, 7948070; 362249, 7951100; 363884, 7952017; 

363029, 7961207; 360728, 7963558; 360736, 7966223. 

Ward 23 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Peterhouse 

School gate along Marondera -Mutare road, then generally eastwards along 

Mutare road, so as to include Peterhouse, Tarisira, Arizona, NotGrove and 

Tafara farms to the intersection of Wantage and Toplands Farms so as to 

exclude Wantage farm and include Toplands farm, then south-eastwards 

along the northern boundaries of Riverside and Nyamakovera Farms so as to 

include them, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Wenimbi 

Estate through trigonometrical beacon 303/5 1591.1 to the northern 
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boundary of Huntley Farm so as to exclude it, then westwards, then 

northwards, to the southern boundary of Myembi Estate, then, northwards 

along the western boundary of Waterval farm so as to include it, then north-

westwards along the southern boundary of Peterhouse, so as to include it, 

then north-westwards to the junction of Kingsdown and Mutare- Harare 

road, then eastwards along Marondera-Mutare road to Peterhouse School 

gate, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following UTM 

coordinate Zone 36S:  

350066, 7987703; 363880, 7990409; 369990, 7986982; 368642, 7976987; 

365029, 7976655; 365826, 7979617; 355522, 7983721; 355302, 7985599; 

351924, 7986593 
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MUDZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mazowe and Nyahuku Rivers, then Mazowe River along to the Zimbabwean-

Mozambique boundary, then south west along the boundary to Nyamagora 

ridge and Chisutche Mountain so as to include Nyadzundzu Mountain, then 

to the peak of Mtungurgwe Mountain, then along the boundary generally 

west to the apex of Nyamhara Mountain range, so as to include 

Matsamaneropa Mountain range. Then south to Nyamapanda border post so 

as to include customs, ZIMRA, cattle fence, then along the international 

boundary to Mudzi River, so as to include Charambadeya village. Then 

generally west wards along Mudzi River to its confluence with Nyamapanda 

River, then generally westwards along Mudzi River along to its confluence 

with Nyakasanga (Nyamabhodhoro) River, then Nyakasanga 

(Nyamabhodhoro) River generally northwards along to its intersection with 

Harare-Nyamapanda highway. Then the Harare-Nyamapanda highway 

eastwards to Nyahondo bridge, then northwards along Nyahondo River to its 

source close to Rogo hills, then northwards to the peak of Rogo hills. Then 

east wards to the source of Nyahuku River. Then Nyahuku River from its 

source generally east wards along to Manenja Mountain range, so as to 

include Mutoko village, then north eastwards with Nyahuku River along to 

its confluence with Mazowe River, so as to include Nyahuku and 

Nyakadecha Primary schools, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

along universal transverse Mercator (UMT) zone 36 south based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA coordinates: 

494382.21, 815340.10; 498885.34, 8153551.23; 497239.45; 8149554.23; 

496048.23, 8144586.21; 493133.45, 8137779.12; 490549.03, 8131758.09; 

482210.12, 8128936.08; 485351.08, 8124443.07; 490468.06, 8117232.05; 

488420.04, 8118124.03; 482439.02, 8117217.01; 477220.20, 8123771.7; 

478946.21, 8124178.22; 476828.24, 8129483.23; 477276.25, 8130212.06; 

487593.24, 8134263.46; 487530.20, 810564.31;  491464.21, 8149986.01. 

Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyadiri and Mazowe Rivers, which is also the Northern District 

Administrative Boundary, then Mazowe River east wards along to its 

confluence with Nyamudumbu River. Then eastwards to the confluence of 

Vhombozi and Mazowe Rivers. Then southwards Vhombozi River along 

Chirindi Mountain range, so as to include Katungazuva Mountain range and 

to exclude much of Chirindi Mountain range to the confluence of Vhombozi 

River and Nyamatsitswi stream from (Dendera dam), then Nyamatsitswi 
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stream generally southwards Dendera dam to its confluence with 

Nyamudumbu River, so as to include Makaza, Nyabonde and Zhuwau 1 

villages and exclude Semu, Nyamudandara and Ranga Villages as well as 

Dendera Shops and Dendera Clinic, then along Nyamudumbu River to its 

confluence with unnamed stream between Dendera primary and Dendera 

high school, then westwards along the unnamed stream to its intersection 

with Dendera road, so as to include Dendera Primary School and exclude 

Dendera High School, then Dendera road generally North eastwards to an 

unnamed track from Dengwa village, then the track westwards to its 

intersection with road leading to Tseko District Heroes Acre. Then generally 

northwards, along the track leading to Tseko District Heroes Acre, then to 

the track to its intersection with Nyamarombe River, so as to exclude Tseko 

District Heroes acre, then to the track to its intersection with Nyamapadze 

River. Then west wards along the track to Kondo dam, so as to include 

Dzidzi Village and Kondo Primary School and exclude Kondo Secondary 

School. Then westwards along unnamed tributary to Kondo dam to a track 

from Chingamuka road, then southwards along Chingamuka road to its 

intersection with Kudzwe road where an imaginary line is drawn generally 

southwards to Ruwiwa River, then Ruwiwa River north westwards along to 

its confluence with Kudzwe River, then along Kudzwe River generally 

northwards to its intersection with Nyadiri River, so as to include Katena 

and Mbeko villages Chingamuka clinic and exclude Kudzwe dam, Kudzwe 

Primary School and Mandebvu Kawerenga villages, then along Nyadire River 

north eastwards to its confluence with Mazowe River, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the along universal transverse Mercator UTM zone 

36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA coordinates: 

451261.09, 8140686.40; 451660.21, 8136697.43; 453635.23, 8133394.13; 

453993.47, 8129719.12; 456336.14, 8130764.34; 460739.45, 8130852.16; 

464474.20, 8129380.23; 468893.18, 8127623.12; 469782.16, 8123516.17; 

472618.97, 8126615.45; 469944.34, 8129479.43; 468289.12, 8134027.34; 

466004.09, 8137192.56; 467498.21, 8141004.25; 466853.45, 8144166.23; 

465879.23, 8147670.05; 463790.32, 8150811.08; 459467.07, 8149884.74; 

454696.56, 8149435.23; 452272.78, 8150629.01; 452272.43, 8150629.06; 

449771.20, 8146701.09; 448893, 8143255.02. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Kudzwe and Nyadiri Rivers which is also the northern district administrative 

boundary, then the Kudzwe River generally southwards along to its 

confluence of Kudzwe and Mutsungu River, so as to include Kaverenga 

Chikuya and Mandebvu villages and exclude Mbeko and Chingamuka 
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Primary school, then southwards along Kudzwe river to its confluence with 

Ruwiwa River, so as to include Kudzwe BC and Kudzwe primary school and 

exclude Katena and Rupiya villages, then generally southwest wards along 

Kudzwe river to Kudzwe dam to its source at Nyatukonde Mountain range 

near Masarakufa dam, so as to include Moros Pinimbi Taruvinga Madya, 

kamutye, Chiripanyanga villages and exclude Shoniwa Mbudzi Chimunhu 

and Chiwaka villages . Then southwards along an unnamed stream to 

Masarakufa dam to its confluence with Nyamuwanga River, so as to include 

Pengapenga (Ndowamirisi) and exclude Chimugomo and Mapundu villages, 

then Nyamuwanga River generally westwards to its source Rukonde range 

,so as to exclude Masarakufa Primary school and Masarakufa Bussiness 

Centre. Then the range north westwards to the source of Nyagoko River, so 

as to include Muteta Mukiwa village, along the River generally north wards 

,so as to include Nyaruni Mountain, Nyamunga Chikazi Kanjanda Mashoko 

and Mujawu villages and exclude Kamurere Manyonga, Elisha Chirodza and 

Simende villages to its confluence with Nyadire River District Administrative 

Boundary, then along north eastwards Nyadire River, so as to include 

Matenga Kamhunu and Chakuvanda villages and exclude Pfungwe village, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the along universal transverse 

Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid 

SA coordinates. 

448782.23, 8144637.09; 449175.08, 8144454.60; 448892.35, 8143999.08; 

449389.07, 8143838.21; 449119.32, 8143345.14; 449443.45, 8143289.45; 

448781.09, 8142700.97; 450421.46, 8141577.56; 440435.56, 8140957.68; 

450675.24, 8140856.45; 451366.07, 8140346.12; 451458.23, 8139043.08;  

450895.13, 8138451.07; 451902.07, 8135643.12; 453835.14, 8132795.43; 

454230.67, 8130849.45; 454048.67, 8129122.78; 453091.12, 8128157.35; 

452591.45, 8127191.07; 452697.23, 8127052.34; 452526.23, 8126897.45; 

452548.69, 8126303.05; 453099.03, 8125703.56; 452986.36, 8125005.12;  

451164.65, 8123168.05; 454002.01, 8116210.01; 452219.12, 8114933.08; 

449583.07, 8114634.12; 448120.04, 8115958.43; 446626.08, 8116256.23; 

446247.45, 8118633.43; 441951.24, 8124967.01; 443511.20, 8127145.11; 

439493.32, 8132533.12; 438147.45, 8134763.01; 438339.11, 8137846.07.  

Ward 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyadire and Nyagoko River which is also the Northern District 

Administrative Boundary, then Nyagoko River generally southwards along to 

its confluence with Shinga River so as to include Katiyo Simende Chirodza 

and John Villages Manyuchi dam and Karumanza hill and exclude Mujawo 
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Chitura Mukova Kanjanda Herekete and Chikazi villages and Nyarindi hill. 

Then generally southwards along Nyagoko river to its source in the Rukonde 

range, so as to include Musvaire, Toronga, Manyonga and Kamurere villages 

Madzimbawe and Nyamakanda hills exclude Nyamhunga Nyauta 

Chiramwira, Kambudzi and Muteta Villages and Rukonde Primary school, 

then along Rukonde range south eastwards to old Harare-Nyamapanda road 

to Dungundu Mountain. Then westwards along the old Harare-Nyamapanda 

road to a point on an unnamed hill. Then with an imaginary line northwards 

then westwards to Maroro hill so as to exclude Chingwena village and 

Chingwena Primary school. Then southwards to the source of Tembo River 

,then Tembo River generally northwards along to its confluence with 

unnamed stream, so as to include Chikwedze and Nyambewu villages, then 

along unnamed stream up to its source to an unnamed tributary Nyamerere 

River, then to the unnamed tributary west wards along to its confluence 

with Nyamerere River (Nyamarere River) so as to exclude much of Hozwa 

Mountain and Takiya(Pari) village, then Nyamerere River northwards along 

to its intersection with Shinga road, then eastwards with Shinga road to its 

intersection with Tembo Rivers, so as to include Kabasa and Chari villages 

and Mayibaya Business Centre, then along Tembo River generally northwest 

wards along to its confluence with Nyadire so as to include Bhande, Moko 

and Brown village, then exclude Mwenye Hodzi Mutadza villages and Chisvo 

Bussiness Centre, then Nyadire River eastwards along to the confluence of 

Nyagogo and Nyadiri Rivers so as to include Honzwe hill and Katiyo village, 

the starting point. This is bounded by the along universal transverse 

Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid 

SA coordinates:. 

438338.66, 8137846.46; 438781.78, 8135988.94; 438103.22, 8134665.81;  

443426.80, 8126621.04; 446068.23, 8119022.30; 449580.35, 8114641.90;  

450281.33, 8113541.94; 451556.74, 8112779.05; 447961.05, 8111691.01;  

446532.58, 8112730.58; 445133.82, 8112676.87; 442470.53, 8110067.91;  

442111.75, 8108851.35; 438397.55, 8110731.82; 437807.88, 8114923.93;  

436361.45, 8115208.71; 436036.07, 8114749.55; 432302.32, 8113948.24;  

431291.69, 8114446.81; 430549.88, 8116105.44; 433228.79, 8117605.58;  

435780.82, 8118354.88; 434710.72, 8124925.28; 430591.21, 8131572.02;  

433507.17, 8134517.62. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Tembo and Nyadire Rivers which is also the northern District Administrative 

Boundary, then south eastwards along Tembo River to its confluence with 

unnamed tributary, so as to include Mutadza village and to exclude Brown 
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village and Chisamvi dam, then south westwards, Tembo River to its 

confluence with unnamed tributary, so as to include Chisvo and Hodzi 

villages and exclude Moko village, then southwest, southeast along Tembo 

River to its junction with a track linking Mashumba dam so as to exclude 

Mashumba dam, then generally westwards along the previous mentioned 

track to its junction with Nyamerere River, so as to include Zvauya village 

and to exclude Maibaya Bussiness Centre, then generally north along 

Nyamerere River to its confluence with Nyamadhiwiri River then south west, 

to its confluence with unnamed tributary (428204.7,8118147.5), then 

generally south along Nyamadhwiri river, so as to include Mataki Mountain 

Nyapfunde hills And exclude Suruswe Mutoko dam to its source 

(425700,8112664 ), with an existing road, then generally southwest, and 

generally north and westwards to the northern tip of Tambara hills 

(417067,8115702), so as to include Nyakandoro hill and Chindoko School 

and exclude Donzwe hills and Tambara hills, then southwest along the path 

of Mutengagore to the source of unnamed stream (415073, 8113469), so as 

to exclude Mutengagore hills and include Chikona and Kagonda village, then 

generally southwest along an unnamed tributary and to its confluence with 

Chitora River, so as to exclude Spot heights 745 and to include Spot heights 

729, then generally north along Chitora river to its confluence with Nyadire 

River the District Administrative Boundary along Mudzi and UMP districts 

then north east along Nyadire river to its confluence with rivers Nyahondo, 

Nyakasora, Nyagweperi, Nyamereri, Nyakarova and Baraumire, so as to 

include Bangauya dip tank, Bangauya Mountain in Ngarwe communal lands 

and to exclude Pfungwe communal land, then north eastwards along 

Nyadire river to its confluence with Tembo river, the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the along universal transverse Mercator UTM zone 36 south 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA coordinated: 

430590.43, 8131572.01; 431402.97, 8129704.33; 431206.42, 8128518.80, 

434726.03, 8124960.31; 435814.30, 8121188.25; 435841.73, 8118371.00,  

433229.33, 8117604.91; 430550.25, 8116105.76; 429924.05, 8118667.73,  

428801.51, 8118492.50; 428433.36, 8118439.16; 426107.08, 8112879.28,  

425700, 8112664; 421622.23, 8112105.11; 417067, 8115702; 412398.79, 

8114088.26; 411964.82, 8116302.76; 421349.87, 8124886.12. 

Ward 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

unnamed stream and Chitora River, so as to include Mutungagore Mountain 

and exclude Kagonda village and Nyahowa hill, then unnamed stream 

generally north eastwards, track from Nyapfunde school, so as to include 

Makoto village and Nyapfunde School and exclude Chikona and Dungu 

villages. Then along the track northwards to its intersection with track from 
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Fungwe, then generally eastward to Chindoko Primary school, so as include 

Nyaupfundi hill and Kamusisi village and exclude Bangauya Dip tank and 

Chindoko Primary school, then the road southwards to Nyakandoro hill to 

its intersection with Nyagwapere River, then generally eastwards along the 

road to its intersection with Nyamadwiri River, so as to exclude Fudzamhute 

and Chikore Villages and include Sanzari and chitope hills. Then the 

Nyamadhwiriri River along northward to its confluence with Nyamareri 

River, so as to include Suruswe Mountain, Chingwena Musvaire and Makore 

villages and exclude Swinje, Chimba Nyapfunde and Mataki hills. Then 

generally south westwards with Nyamereri River along to unnamed stream 

originating from Honzwa Mountain, so as to exclude Mabasa and Chari 

villages and include hence, then the unnamed stream along to its source at 

Honzwa Mountain, so as to include much of Honzwa Mountain, then 

eastwards with an imaginary line to the source of unnamed tributary of 

Tembo River (433683.59, 8114490.87), so as to exclude Chari village. Hence 

then Tembo River generally southwards along to a road (at Tembo Dam), so 

as to exclude Tembo dam and Chikwedze village, then to the road south 

wards to its intersection with Chititiya River, so as to include Chitsi, Tsuro, 

Rukodzi, Masawu villages‟ villages and Makudube Mountain excluding 

Chititiya dam, then northwest wards with Chititiya River along to its 

confluence with Sherenje River, so as to exclude Chitambazi Mountain. 

Then southwest wards with Sherenje River along to its confluence with 

Nyamereri River, then with Sherenje River (432203.09, 8108962.86) to its 

source at Gato Mountain, so as to exclude Masunzwe mountain and 

Mutiwaura Bussiness Centre and include Nyamukoho Bussiness Centre and 

Mafunda (Mungongoma) village and much of Gato Mountain. Then west, 

then southwards with an unsurveyed line to Masangane Mountain and 

unnamed hill to Nyanyunge River, so as to exclude Karimazondo dam then 

Nyanyunge River north westward then westwards along to its confluence 

with Chitora River, so as to and include Barira, Nyamakona, Chiwanga 

Mountains, then the Chitora River northwards along to its confluence with 

Nyandawu and Nyamakamba Rivers, along Chitora River along to its 

confluence with unnamed stream, so as to include Chowe and Chingoma 

Mountains excluding Rukwenjere Mountain, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the along Universal transverse Mercator UTM zone 36 south 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid SA coordinates:. 

412399.66, 8114088.13; 415080.29, 8113474.17; 415398.35, 8114652.14, 

417094.29, 8115691.78; 421787.18, 8114865.00; 421305.64, 8112235.40;  

424697.04, 8112627.49; 428799.32, 8118492.17; 431285.02, 8114454.48;  

433683.59, 8114490.87; 437808.15, 8114924.28; 438397.61, 8110731.73;  

437655.36, 8108031.66; 432488.82, 8111699.53; 432203.09, 8108962.86, 
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427738.63, 8105354.01; 425889.13, 8104514.97; 424748.67, 8100983.46, 

422966.61, 8103119.95; 416238.96, 8102006.82. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Sherenge and Chititiya River then Chititiya River, south eastwards along to 

its intersection with a track from Tembo dam near Makudube Mountain, so 

as include Chitambazi Mountain and Chititiya dam, then the road generally 

northwards to its intersection with Tembo River, so as to exclude Makudube 

mountain, then along Tembo River, southeast, then along to Maroro hill, so 

as to exclude Chikwedze village and include Mudzi Baraacks and Kuderera 

village. From Maroro hill then, south eastwards then Ranangwe River along 

to its junction with unnamed track, so as to include Kanzara and Masikochi 

(Madzinga) and exclude Nyahuni village. Then south eastwards along track 

to its intersection with Mudzi River, so as to exclude Denda Primary school 

and Marodza village include Gonono village, then generally, south west 

wards with Mudzi River along to its confluence with Nyagukutu and 

Chitikaka to unsurveyed line which is a District Administrative Boundary 

between Mudzi and Mutoko, so as to include Wamwiwa and Chibanda 

villages and to exclude Nyere (Mutswa), Handina , Chawanda and 

Gumborega villages and Kambanje shool, then generally, southwest along 

Mudzi River to its confluence with unnamed stream, so as to include 

Mutsenhu Chibanda Mangwende villages and exclude Chiparara Mountain, 

then with unnamed stream to Harare-Nyamapanda highway to Dema hill, so 

as to include Runyange and Nyamaoti, then north westwards to District 

Administrative Boundary to Karundi, Nyamako, Chiwinda and unnamed hill 

to its intersection with Sherenge River, so as to include Kaitano dam and 

Masunzwe Mountain and exclude Rusunzwe hills and Kanjenje hills, then 

Sherenje River generally north eastwards along to its confluence with 

Chititiya River, so as to include Karimbika, Chisokonya and Nyamuyaruka 

and excluding Nyafunda Mungongoma and Mutambuzi villages which is the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along universal transverse 

Mercator UTM zone, south based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA 

coordinates. 

432512.99, 8111663.89; 437655.14, 810803138; 438397.49, 8110731.74;  

442111.78, 8108851.11; 442471.03, 8110066.83; 447389.08, 8106943.99;  

447389.13, 8106944.11; 452240.38, 8102171.65; 441119.83, 8098119.72;  

437535.83, 8097606.68; 436229.89, 8097118.60; 436088.95, 8096629.70;  

434160.61, 8096598.66; 434911.57, 8098869.46; 433782.06, 8100141.35;  

430891.6, 8104655.00; 429917.74, 827090.58. 
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Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Harare-Nyamapanda highway and Nyamuwanga River (Nyamuwanga 

bridge), then Nyamuwanga River eastwards along to Nyamuwanga dam, so 

as to include Tsuro, Chinzeti Mujayi villages Nyamuwanga Primary school 

and to exclude Thomas(Chimbekeya) Muvhiza (Nyandoro), then along 

Nyamuwanga River, southeast wards along to its confluence with Mudzi 

River, so as to include Dzivaretsanga Primary school excluding Musiyani( 

Mandebvu), Muguwamadzi(Punguzani). Then, south west wards to Mudzi 

River along to the confluence of Mudzi river and along rivers Nyachiwunda, 

Boporo, Ranangwe and Nyakaranga Rivers to its intersection with unnamed 

track, so as to include Chesango(Chitema) Nyahuni and Marodza villages 

and Denda Primary and Denda hills and exclude Horera, Maoma and 

Nyatsawawa Mountains. Then unnamed track generally northwards to its 

intersection with Ranangwe River, so as to include Denda Primary, Marodza 

villege and excluded Gohonono village and Nyagukutu River. Then generally 

north westwards with Ranangwe River along to Maroro hills, so as to include 

Maruza village and exclude Kanzara Kaitano, Kuderera villages, then along 

an imaginary line generally north eastwards to unnamed range, then south 

east wards to old Harare -Nyamapanda highway road, so as to include much 

of Maroro hill, Chingwena school and exclude Chikwedze village, then 

eastwards with old Nyamapanda road to Rukonde ranges. Then north 

westwards with Rukonde range to the, source of Nyamuwanga River then 

along Nyamuwanga River, south eastwards along to its intersection along 

Harare-Nyamapanda highway bridge, so as to include Masarakufa School 

and exclude Mapundu Pengapenga villages, Masarakufa dam and 

Nyamuwanga Business Centre, the starting the point. This is bounded by 

the along Universal Transverse Mercator UTM zone 36, south based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid SA coordinates:. 

457855.91, 8116541.20; 462807.81, 8117343.08; 466273.21, 8119065.22; 

470296.29, 8114266.96; 459890.85, 8109071.88; 452240.32, 8102171.78; 

447389.05, 8106944.09; 442470.48, 8110068.00; 445133.63, 8112676.59; 

446532.64, 8112730.83; 447961.13, 8111691.15; 451556.35, 8112779.52; 

450281.09, 8113541.64; 449579.87, 8114641.96; 452167.81, 8114922.71. 

Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Ruwiwa and Kudzwe Rivers, then Ruwiwa River along to a point where an 

imaginary line is drawn, then north wards to the intersection of Kudzwe and 

Chingamuka road, then northwards with Chingamuka road to track to 

Kondo dam, so as to include Mukono(Masembura) Rupiya and Chokufuna 

village, then generally, south eastwards to a track to Tseko Heroes acre to 
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Nyamapadze River, so as to include Damba and Kushamba Mountain. Then 

generally, south westwards along Nyamapadze River to a point where an 

imaginary line is drawn then generally westwards to an unnamed stream, so 

as to include Zondo village. Then generally, southwards to an unnamed 

stream along to its source, then generally, southwards to an unnamed hill to 

a point along Chinake track at (Chinake tuckshop), then genally, 

southwestwards, along the trach to Kotwa Kondo road, so as to include 

Chinake 1 and 2 and exclude Dengwa village. Then generally, south 

eastwards along Kotwa Kondo track to its intersection with GMB road, then 

generally, southwards to its intersection with Harare-Nyamapanda highway, 

so as to include western part of Kotwa location and Chatima village and 

exclude Cottco, GMB and Pumpkin Hotel, then westwards along Harare-

Nyamapanda highway to a point close to Kasoro and Nyapero Mountain 

ranges, so as to include Kunyima village, Kasoro 1 and 2 Mountains and 

then along Nyapero Mountain ranges, generally, south eastwards to a point 

along Nyamuwanga River. Then generally westwards along to a bridge along 

Harare-Nyamapanda highway to its confluence with unnamed stream, so as 

to include Peni dam Thomas village Nyamuwanga Business Centre and 

exclude Nyamuwanga Primary. Then generally northwards along to 

Masarakufa dam to its, source at Nyatukombe ranges, so as to include 

Mpundu Sajeni(Chimgoti) Chiwaka(Musonza) Chimunhu Mangirazi villages 

and exclude Kamuche, Chiripanyanga, Ndowamirisi villages. Then generally 

northwards to the, source of Kudzwe River then Kudzwe River generally 

eastwards along to Kudzwe dam to its confluence with Ruwiwa and Kudzwe 

River, so as to include Kudzwe Dip tank, Mbudzi(Popoto), Shoriwa 

(Nyarugwa) and exclude Pinimbi and Taruvinga villages and Morris dam, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along Universal transverse 

Mercator UTM zone 36, south based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:. 

454049.56, 8129145.22; 454943.20, 8128470.63; 455093.30, 8129415.08; 

455273.99, 8130180.26; 433306.79, 8127586.44; 462501.38, 8127692.69; 

461772.24, 8127326.23; 462325.80, 8125173.79; 462494.81, 8125070.12; 

462557.75, 8124454.61; 463238.44, 8124037.74; 463314.38, 8123688.20; 

463367.30, 8123681.20; 463392.36, 8123667.52; 463456.99, 8123578.67; 

463484.99, 8123574.56; 46348995, 8123390.75; 463086.70, 8123016.49; 

463495.26, 8122440.02; 462937.45, 8121807.30; 464077.12, 8120085.82; 

461436.91, 8119022.72; 462353.63, 8118367.18; 462823.80, 8117354.66;  

457852.24, 8116533.71; 454010.77, 8116180.57; 453101.45, 8117974.11; 

452467.23, 8119583.45; 451436.58, 8125480.17. 
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Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of a 

track from Tseko Heroes acre and Nyamapadze River, then generally 

eastwards to its intersection with an unnamed stream, so as to include 

Tseko village Maumkomu river, Tseko District heroes acre and exclude 

Dzidzi and Nyabonde Village then westwards along an unnamed stream to 

its intersection with the track from Dendera dam. Then southwards along 

the track to its intersection with unnamed stream, then along an unnamed 

stream generally southwards to its intersection with Dendera Kotwa track, 

then along the track westwards to its intersection with the track from 

Nyamuyakura Business Centre, so as to exclude Chidyaka and 

Katyamakwara village and include Dengwa village along the road to 

Nyamuyaruka Business Centre then eastwards along Nyamuyaruka road to 

its intersection with Dendera road then southwards along Dendera road to 

its intersection with Harare-Nyamapanda highway then generally eastwards 

along Harare-Nyamapanda highway to a point where it intersects with 

Chijoto River, so as to include Hantiseni(Mupinga ) village, then generally 

southwards along with Chijoto River to its confluence with Mudzi River so as 

to exclude Muvhura and Mafuta villages and include Musiyani village 

(Mandebvu), Muguvamadzi (Punguzani) villages, then westwards along 

Mudzi River to the confluence of Nyamuwanga and Mudzi Rivers, then 

generally northwards along Nyamuwanga River to Nyamuwanga dam, so as 

to include Pump house, then along Nyamuwanga River generally westwards 

along Nyamuwanga River to exclude Manyerere(Luck) to a point close to 

Nyapero Mountain ranges then northwest wards, to a point along Harare-

Nyamapanda highway close to Kasoro Mountain, so as to exclude Peni dam 

and Thomas village and include Muvhiza (Nyandoro) village. Then generally 

eastwards along Harare-Nyamapanda highway to its intersection with the 

GMB road. Then along GMB road to its intersection with the Kotwa-Kondo 

road, so as to include Pumpkin Hotel, Grain Marketing Board, CMED stand, 

VTC stand, Golden Key Primary school and Kotwa Zinwa Tank and exclude 

western part of Kotwa location and Chatima village, then generally 

northwest wards along Kotwa-Kondo road to its intersection with a road to 

Chinake village, then generally, northwards to Chinake (at Chinake 

tuckshop) where an imaginary line is drawn generally northwest wards to 

unnamed hill to unnamed stream, so as to include Dengwa villages and 

excluding Chinake 1 and 2 and Murenzvi Villages. Then generally north east 

wards to an unnamed stream to a point where an imaginary line is drawn to 

Nyamapadze River, so as to exclude Zondo Village, then generally 

northwards along Nyamapadze River to its intersection with a track from 

Tseko District Heroes Acre, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

along Universal Transverse Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid SA coordinates.  
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464218.55, 8129043.38; 468872.15, 8127267.26; 468973.40, 8126411.39; 

468388.42, 8126318.73; 467477.38, 8124495.88; 466656.16, 8124295.88; 

467162.93, 8121644.81; 467373.70, 8121588.56; 467589.32, 8121776.27; 

467682.99, 8121684.39; 468835.09, 8121879.48; 472281.34, 8115239.84; 

470296.38, 8114267.23; 466273.16, 8119065.60; 462823.93, 8117354.74; 

462353.51, 8118367.13; 464036.87, 8119022.71; 464077.16, 8120085.45; 

463495.40, 8122443.54; 46886.58, 8123016.63; 463489.39, 8123390.98; 

463484.91, 8123574.49; 463452.12, 8123581.67; 463382.48, 8123676.50; 

463314.38, 8123688.56; 463238.38, 8124038.19; 462557.81, 8124454.68; 

462494.95, 8125070.05; 462321.24, 8125179.81; 461772.14, 8127325.96; 

462500.77, 8127692.43; 463307.21, 8127586.45; 464441.62, 8128227.11. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point at a peak of 

Rogwe hills then southwards to the source of Nyahondo river to its 

intersection with Harare-Nyamapanda highway excluding Mativenga 

Marambindi (Botso) village Magwada dam and include Jeke, Marembe 

villages. Then westwards along Harare-Nyamapanda highway to its 

intersection with Nyakasanga (Nyamabhodhoro) River, then along 

Nyakasanga (Nyamabhodhoro) River generally south eastwards along to its 

confluence with Mudzi River, so as to include Mupatiseni (Dombo), 

Kanobata villages and exclude Kasuso 2 and Tsokohono. Then westwards 

along Mudzi River to Mudzi bridge to its confluence with Chijoto Rivers so as 

to include Tangi village. Then northwards along with Chijoto River to its 

intersection with Harare- Nyamapanda highway road, so as to include 

Mafuta and Mavhura villages and exclude Muguvamadzi (Punguzani) and 

Musiyani (Mandebvu), then generally northwards along Nyamapanda-Harare 

highway to its intersection with Dendera road. Then southwest wards along 

the intersection of with Nyamuyaruka road, to Tseko District heroes acre. 

Then generally northwards to its intersection with Kotwa-Dendera road so 

as to include Chijaka village and exclude Dengwa village. Then generally 

eastwards to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then eastwards, to 

its intersection with track, generally eastwards to its intersection with 

Dendera road, so as to include Chijaka and Katyamakwara villages. Then 

gemerally Southwards along Dendera road to unnamed stream between 

Dendera primary and Dendera high School then unnamed stream eastwards 

along to its confluence with Nyamudumbu River, so as to include Dendera 

high school and exclude Dendera primary school, then southwards along 

Nyamudumbu River to its intersection with Harare-Nyamapanda highway. 

Then Harare-Nyamapanda highway eastwards to Tsuro then off road, then 

generally north eastwards to Vhombozi River so as to include Marembe and 

Tizora villages and excluding Rongani (John Mukota) villages, then 

westwards along Vhombozi River to its intersection with Machenje stream, 

then northeast wards to its source close to Rogo hills. Then north eastwards 
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to the peak of Rogo hills, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

along Universal Transverse Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid SA coordinates: 

475439.04, 8129875.22; 476055.98, 8127582.13; 478946.80, 8124177.57;  

477214.23, 8123775.69; 479401.14, 8121123.83; 482442.59, 8117196.71;  

469761.33, 8117684.90; 468835.25, 8121879.30; 467683.17, 8121634.63;  

467587.238121776.05;  467373.99, 8121588.58; 467163.12, 8121644.89;  

46656.13, 8124295.97;  467477.42, 8124495.95; 468388.20, 8126318.82;  

469836.96, 8126483.07; 469233.99, 8125672.24; 469886.23, 8125754.36;  

470521.88, 8122204.65; 473091.43, 8125770.34; 473274.64, 8126698.15;  

472423.33, 8127508.68; 474835.68, 8129221.44. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from confluence of 

Nyamuwanga and Mudzi Rivers then generally eastwards to Chijoto, 

Nyakasanga (Nyamabhodhoro) and Nyamapanda Rivers to its intersection 

with Zimbabwean Mozambique National Boundary. Then along the 

boundary generally south eastwards to its intersection with Nyamasandzura 

River (Nyamusanzara) River, then generally southwest wards leaving 

Nchenchiri hills to the south to its confluence with the following rivers 

Mutsinga, Nyangwena Nyampisi, Nyamashonga, Maekesa, Nyaboboto Zituvi, 

Rivers then along Nyamusandzura River generally north westwards to 

Nyamusanzara dam, then to its confluence with an unnamed stream, so as 

to include Padhina, Tembo, Masvidza, Mukonachimwe villages and 

Nyamatawa shops and Nyamatawa clinic and exclude Nyamusanzara 

Bussiness Centr, Chiwaka Makwinja village, Kawinjima dam, then 

northwest wards along with unnamed stream so as to include Nyamuzivo 

hill and excluding Chikuye and Durwi hills to its source at Chirambembwa 

Mountain then northwest wards to the source of Nyamaropa River, then 

Nyamaropa River northwestwards along to its confluence with Nyakaranga 

River then generally northwards along to its confluence with Mudzi River, so 

as to include Nyamakunguwo and Nyatawawa hills. Then along Mudzi River 

generally eastwards to Ranangwe, Boporo, Nyachihunda Rivers to the 

confluence of Nyamuwanga and Mudzi Rivers, so as to include Maoma, 

Horera Girahomba and Dzadzaradzipei hills and exclude Marodza Kasika 

Karonga, Nyahuni, Nyamasvinga Chitema Nyagupe villages, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

UTM zone 36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid SA 

coordinates:  

470296.37, 8114267.00; 472281.33, 8115239.89; 490377.25, 8117215.04;  

490678.67, 8116818.07; 478218.71, 8106480.80; 465345.25, 8098629.80;  

461708.47, 8096995.88; 458335.82, 8098697.00; 456666.26, 8099498.99;  

454687.90, 8103476.12; 464937.84, 8110375.14; 470296.20, 8114267.30 
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Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chambwa and Mudzi Rivers at the western District Administrative Boundary 

then generally eastwards along Mudzi River to Sutswu range and Runyange 

range to the confluence of Nyakaranga and Mudzi River so as to include 

Kambanje school and Chawanda Chari, Gumborenga, Kambanje Tashupika 

villages excluding Mangwende Chibanda Mutsenhu Wamwiwa and 

Gohonono villages, then with Nyakaranga River southwards along to the 

confluence along Nyamaropa River so as to exclude Nyatsawawa and 

Nyamakunguwu Mountain then Nyamaropa River southeast wards along to 

its source at Chirambembwa Mountain then south then south eastwards to 

Nyamatawa road to the source of unnamed stream so as to include Dhurwi 

and Chikuye and exclude Marikopo and Solomon, then generally south 

eastwards along unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyamusanzara 

River so as to include Durwi and Chikuye hills excluding Nyamuzivo hill. 

Then south west wards along Nyamusanzara River to a point along 

Nyamusanzara River close to unnamed hill (leaving Djenje Mountain to the 

south so as to include Mandireva and Chando villages excluding Damba and 

Kanofema villages, then south westwards to the peak of unnamed hill to the 

peak of Nyachinonga Mountain range excluding Tambudze Nyakatangure, 

Nhunzvi and Bote villages, then north west wards to the peak of Maturazi 

Mountain including Mutata, Kamutotora villages then westwards to an 

unnamed hill to the peak of Gwenjere Mountain range. Then south 

eastwards along Gwenjere Mountain range to a point where an imaginary 

line is drawn south eastwards to an Nyamusanzara River excluding 

Mangwende and Kotoko village hence, then generally westwards along with 

Nyamusanzara River to its source at Susamoya Mountain ranges so as to 

include Katogo, Mangwende, Nyanguwo, Nyamukondiwa, Kachepa 2, 

Chibisa, Katsande, Karimanyangu, Madya, Kambende and Makosa villages, 

then generally north westwards to the source of Zvinjanja River then 

Zvinjanja River, then generally northwest along Zvinjanja River to the 

confluence of Makosa dam and Chambwa River so as to include Nyabvura 

Mapuno villages and exclude Makossa ruins, Makossa township and 

Makosa clinic, then generally north westwards along Chambwa River to its 

confluence with Mudzi river so as to include Nyakuchena Nowamirisi 

villages and exclude Membai hill, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the along Universal Transverse Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA coordinates:.  

441119.70, 8098119.75; 447248.35, 8100166.22; 454687.53, 8103476.04;  

454591.35, 8101297.26; 457490.56, 8098263.11; 458335.06, 8098696.50;  

461708.59, 8096996.05; 460268.10, 8095783.64; 459138.10, 8094250.87;  

458518.75, 8093531.88; 456727.12, 8092569.34; 452968.79, 8094537.38;  

449473.58, 8092712.94; 452516.21, 8091420.46; 453242.40, 8089414.16;  
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448121.84, 8087706.08; 446368.43, 8087963.48; 443537.43, 8093792.49. 

Ward 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point along 

Nyamusanzara River (Nyamusanzara dam), then generally northeastwards 

to its confluence with unnamed stream, so as to include Nyamusanzara Dip 

tank and exclude Nyamatava clinic and Busienss Centre. Then generally 

south westwards along an unnamed stream to its source close to 

Nyamande- Mapombo road, so as to include Mutedza village and Mapombo 

school and exclude Taona village then generally westwards along Mapombo 

road then to the source of Nyahondo River, then generally south then south 

east along Nyahondo River to its confluence with Nyamsizi River, then along 

Nyamsizi River south eastwards along ( 460274, 8095770) to several River 

meanders, then southwards to its confluence with Ruenya River so as to 

exclude Chirwa and Makate mountain, then along Ruenya River generally 

south westwards along to its intersection with the western District 

Administrative Boundary (close to Mangondo Mountain ), so as to exclude 

Mwanawenzou Nyarugo, Shanje and Mangondo Mountain then north 

westwards along the District Administrative Boundary so as to include 

Nyarukwe Mountain ranges to its intersection with Nyamsizi River, then 

Nyamsizi River eastwards then north eastwards along to Nyamsizi River its 

intersection with Makaha- Banze Makahabanze track to a point where an 

imaginary line is drawn so as to exclude Rwamba Primary school and 

Manyuchi River then north westwards to the peak of Rugamba ranges, then 

generally northwest wards to point along Mtoko Makaha road so as to 

include Chinjere, Chitiyo and Chiweche Village, then generally northeast 

wards, to a point along Nyamusanzura River so as to include Tonge (bote) 

village and exclude Mutondo Business Centre, then generally north 

eastwards to Nyamusanzara dam so as to include Kanofema Ndamba 

Kamubarazinwa and exclude Mandireva and Chando villages, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

UTM zone 36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid SA 

coordinates. 

462171.74, 8097664.61; 465345.42, 8098629.85; 464255.67, 8095763.20;  

464621.43, 8094888.27; 464281.81, 8094774.04; 467366.43, 8089843.09;  

471872.45, 8086096.26; 480924.36, 8084741.85; 476748.54, 8081956.11;  

472957.22, 8075129.23; 464124.09, 8080701.89; 469297.03, 8082100.32;  

428188.00, 8084988.82. 

Ward 15  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Zituvi and Nyamusanzara River, then generally south westwards along 

Zituvi River close to Swaya Mountain so as to exclude Sano Kajawo villages 

and include Zituvi dam Zamvedo and Chikwizo Business Centre, then 

generally southwards along an imaginary line to Chikwizo Gozi road. Then 
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the minor DDF road to its intersection with Nyatugutu River source so as to 

include Chikwizo Primary school and Mupaso villages exclude Nyamira and 

Mujesa hill. Then generally generally southeast wards along Nyatuguto River 

its confluence with Nyamwiro River, then generally southwards along 

Nyamwiro River to its confluence with Nyakono River, then generally 

southwards along Nyakono river so as include Tererantuna village and 

Mutanya river and exclude Nyamfonde, Nyangoroveswe Hills to the 

confluence of Nyakono and Ruenya Rivers, then generally westwards along 

Rwenya river which is also southern Provincial Administrative Boundary 

between Mashonaland East and Manicaland Provinces then generally 

westwards to its confluence with Mutanya and Nyautarezi Rivers then with 

westwards along to its confluence with Nyamusizi River, then generally 

northwestwards along Nyamuzizi river to its confluence with Nyahondo river 

so as to include Makate Chirwa and Nyanzungwe Mountains and exclude 

Phillimoni village, then northwestwards along Nyahondo river to its source 

at Mapombo- Nyamande road so as to include Tera (fish) and Sipanera 

villages and exclude Rwamba Primary school then Mapombo- Nyamande 

road then eastwards to the source of unnamed stream so as to exclude 

Mapombo school and include Mufuti Business Centre, then generally north 

eastwards along to its confluence with Nyamusanzara River so as to include 

Taona and Chiwaka villages and exclude Mutedza (Jack) villages, then 

Nyamusanzara eastwards along to its confluence with Nyamatuzvi and 

Nyamatu Rivers to its confluence with Zituvi River, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator UTM zone 

36South based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA coordinates:  

478218.66, 8106481.08; 476269.69, 8102345.65; 477337.93, 8101569.14;  

478143.61, 8099527.04; 478264.77, 8099065.16; 483740.30, 8094426.41;  

485582.04, 8091819.84; 486476.12, 8089381.95; 483302.55, 8085000.80;  

480924.26, 8084741.92; 479469.23, 8087303.19; 471872.82, 8086096.32;  

469575.27, 8086483.92; 466254.34, 8092318.70; 464281.99, 8094773.70;  

464621.33, 8094888.28; 464255.44, 8095763.15; 464606.55, 8097108.08;  

465354.90, 8098628.20; 470734.67, 8103269.92; 473245.72, 8104518.55. 

Ward 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from confluence of Zituvi 

and Nyamusanzara Rivers, then generally eastwards along Nyamusanzara 

River to its confluence with following rivers, Nyaboboto, Mushonga, 

Nyambisi, Nyangwena and Mutsinga Rivers so as to include Nchenchiri and 

Nyazomba hills and exclude Tembo and Padhina villages then generally 

southwards along Nyamasanzara river to its intersection with the Zimbabwe 

Mozambique boundary then generally south wards along the said boundary 

to the peak of Vhumanika Mountain, then further south westwards to its 

intersection with Ruenya River and Zimbabwe Mozambique boundary so as 

to include Nechiranga hills. Then generally westwards along Ruenya river to 
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its confluence with Nyamtirare, Chamuka Nyamatopwe, Nagoma 

Madekabasa and Mupandakwatika rivers so as to include Ruenya Business 

Centre, St Martins Primary school, Nyandoro village, Nyamasiriri Mountain, 

and exclude Nagunana mountain, then generally northwards along Ruenya 

river to its confluence with Nyakono then generally northwards along 

Nyakono River to its confluence with Nyamiro River so as to include 

Nyangoroweso and Nyamfonde hill and exclude Tererantuna hill. Then 

generally northwards along Nyamiro River to its confluence with Nyatugutu 

River. Then generally northwestwards along Nyatugutu to its intersection 

with DDF minor road so as to include Mujesa and Nyamira hills and exclude 

Mpaso village, then generally northwards along DDF minor road to Mutoko- 

Ruenya road, then generally westwards along the road to Swaya mountain 

so as to include Kajawo, Chikuyeni and Zano villages and exclude Chikwizo 

Business Centre and Zituvi dam, then generally northeastwards along an 

imaginary line to the Peak of Swaya mountain to a point along Zituvi, then 

along generally northeast wards along Zituvi River to its confluence with 

Nyamusanzara River so as to include Kanyoka and Nyamusanzara village, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid 

SA coordinates:  

478218.82, 8106481.30; 480674.42, 8108915.36; 483656.23, 8112011.96;  

488157.16, 8113167.72; 490678.33, 8116817.94; 493404.21, 8112895.28;  

498883.87, 8100074.02; 499383.35, 8092998.35; 492049.67, 8091038.58;  

486476.04, 8089381.88; 484930.90, 8093041.55; 482694.90, 8095223.03;  

478143.57, 8099526.80; 477394.48, 8101460.13; 476269.78, 8102345.14;  

477140.63, 8104901.07. 

Ward 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Vhombozi and Mazowe River to the northern District Administrative 

Boundary then generally eastwards along Mazowe river to its confluence 

with Nyangombe River so as to include Tsabora, Kanyimo and Keri villages, 

then generally eastwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with 

Nyahuku River so as to include Nyadzomba and Nyamatikiti Mountain 

ranges, then generally southwestwards along Nyahuku River to a point 

between Nyamanyeredzi and Nyamaneropa Mountain ranges so as to 

include Nyangwa range Nyagoma Dam Nyahuku Business Centre and 

Nyamanyeredzi Mountain ranges and exclude Chakarira Mutesvakamapwa, 

Nyahuku Primary school Kango, Mukuramimba, Mutengambiri and Mutoko 

villages, then generally south westwards along Nyahuku River to its source 

close to Rogo hills so as to include Situmba Mountain range and Manyama 

Mountain and exclude Goronga, Makawa, Chinyoka Chingwena and 

Chihwaya villages. Then generally southwestwards with an imaginary line to 

the peak of Rogo hills, then westwards to the source of Machenje stream 
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then generally southwards along Machenje stream to its confluence with 

Vhombozi River then generally southwards along Vhombozi River to its 

confluence with unnamed stream, then generally southwestwards along the 

unnamed stream to its intersection with Harare-Nyamapanda road so as to 

include Rongani (John),(Mukota) village and exclude Tizora and Merembe 

Business Centre, then generally westwards along Nyamapanda Harare 

highway to its intersection with Nyamudumbu River, then generally 

northwards along Nyamudumbu river to its confluence with Nyamatsitswi 

river then generally northwards along Nyamatsitswi River to its confluence 

with Vhombozi River so as to exclude Chipindi hill including Dendera shops 

and Dendera clinic, then generally northwards along Vhombozi River to its 

confluence with Mazowe River so as to include Ranja, Nyamudandara Semu, 

Kamburanyanga villages and Chirinde Mountain range excluding Nyabonde, 

Makaza villages, Katungazuva Mountain range, Chirindi Mountain 

Katungazuva Mountain and Chitomba Mountain, starting point. This area is 

bounded by the along universal transverse Mercator UTM zone 36 south 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid SA coordinates. 

466620.71, 8148720.95; 480886.60, 8152890.37; 494373.48, 8153474.58;  

493066.67, 8152172.92; 491440.59, 8149953.43; 488058.80, 8145974.76;  

487504.14, 8133785.08; 480130.24, 8129994.89; 475438.82, 8129874.60;  

475241.80, 8129270.49; 472422.44, 8127509.09; 473273.68, 8126692.16;  

473113.45, 8125580.35; 470523.38, 8122205.51; 469854.78, 8122728.18;  

469886.27, 8125754.36; 469950.37, 8126729.80; 470365.87, 8128504.15;  

468525.96, 8133613.91; 467165.76, 8142288.37; 466620.46, 8148721.25. 

Ward 18  

An area bounded by a line drawn starting from a point being a Mountain 

peak of Maturazi, then generally southeastwards to the peak of Nyachinonga 

Mountain range so as include Bote and Nhunzvi villages excluding Mutata, 

Kamutora and Toko villages, then eastwards to the source of unnamed 

stream then eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyamusanzara River so as to include Tambudze village and exclude Chando 

village, then generally southwestwards along Nyamusanzura river to a point 

along Nyamusandzura River, then generally south to a point along Mutoko -

Makaha road then generally southeastwards to apex of Rugamba range then 

in an eastern direction along Rugamba Mountain range to a point being an 

apex of the same range so as to exclude Tonge village and Makaha school. 

Chiweshe, Chitiyo, Chinjere villages and Manyuchi River and to include 

southern parts of Rugamba Mountain range, then generally southeastwards 

to a point along Banze- Makaha road to its intersection with Inyamsizi River, 

then generally then northwestwards along Nyamusizi River to its 

intersection with western District Administrative boundary so as to exclude 
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Banze Mountain Butau Maibieki villages and include Lawleys concession. . 

Then generally northwestwards along District Administrative Boundary to 

the peak of Susamoya range so as to include Chidyambe Mountain range, 

Midzi Business Centre and Nyarutepo Primary school. Then generally 

northwards along the District Administrative boundary to a point along 

Nyamusanzara River so as to include Nyamukurirwa, Rishoni Chitioyo and 

Jinga villages, then to a hill top generally northwards to the peak of 

Gwenjeri Mountain range so as to include Nyakatangure village excluding 

Katogo and Mangwende village. Then generally west to a peak on the same 

Mountain range so as to exclude Katsande school and to include much of 

the Gwenjeri Mountain then in a northwestern direction to a point on 

Gwenjeri range where an imaginary line is drawn eastwards to an unnamed 

hill to the peak of Maturazi hill, so as to exclude Baramanza Mountain, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along universal transverse 

Mercator UTM zone 36 south based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid 

SA coordinates.  

452914.95, 8094619.43; 456761.93, 8092544.83; 459155.19, 8094239.63; 

460296.19, 8095864.24; 456856.92, 8090201.44; 456818.65, 8089456.85; 

458792.67, 8087496.32; 460673.48, 8087350.86; 461;460912.12, 

8086257.37; 465079.85, 8086837.85; 465670.11, 8086471.70; 468187.78, 

8084988.61; 468972.49, 8081887.28; 464124.36, 8080701.64; 456682.52, 

8083140.11; 452106.37, 8084639.42; 453196.26, 8088920.20; 453240.96, 

8089430.53; 452537.84, 8091469.11; 449131.40, 8092879.69; 451180.75, 

8093699.42. 
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MUREWA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyagui and Muhume rivers, then generally, south eastwards along Muhume 

river, the district boundary to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(356266, 8065242) east of Matenha Business Centre, then generally, south 

westwards along the unnamed stream to its, source (362766, 8069097), 

then, south westwards along an imaginary line crossing Matenha- Matututu 

road to a point (359875, 8067142) on the confluence of Bidi river and an 

unnamed stream,, so as to include Muzambi village and exclude 

Mudzvukuya villages, then, south eastwards along Bidi river to its, source 

(361298, 8065387) north of Matututu – Dandara road, then, southwards 

along an imaginary line crossing Matututu- Dandara road to the, source of 

(361397, 8065212) of an unnamed stream, south of Matututu - Dandara 

road, then, southwards along unnamed tributary to its confluence with 

Mutowa river, so as to include Dandara village, then westwards along 

Mutowa river, so as to exclude Dandara clinic and include Dandara 

business centre and further westwards and north westwards along Mutowa 

river to its confluence with Nyagui river, then generally northwards and 

north westwards along Nyagui river to its confluence with Muhume river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

352393, 8068692; 356266, 8065242; 359875, 8067142; 361298, 8065387, 

352384, 8068720. 

Ward 2 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chitora river and an unnamed tributary (375748, 8052706), then generally, 

south eastwards and, southwards along the unnamed stream to its, source 

(376053, 8051947), so as to include Chiyangwa village and exclude 

Manyange village, then, southwards along an imaginary line to a point on 

Harare – Nyamapanda road north of Murewa dam, so as to include 

Nyamburi village and exclude Ruze village, then generally, south westwards 

along Harare – Nyamapanda road to a point east of Chamakunguwo hill 

(373547, 8048095), then north westwards along an imaginary line to the, 

source (373251, 8048828) of the unnamed stream, so as to exclude 

Chamakunguwo hill and include Nyamburi village, then north westwards, 

westwards and north westwards along an unnamed stream, so as to exclude 

Murewa Mission to its confluence with Chitora river, then, south westwards 

along Chitora river, so as to include Magamba Suburb to its junction with 

an unnamed street north of Murewa vegetable market, so as to exclude it, 

then westwards along the unnamed street to its junction with another 

unnamed street east of Stand numbers 200 and 201, so as to exclude them 
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then northwards along the unnamed street to its junction with another 

unnamed street north of stand number 201 and 216, so as to exclude them 

then westwards along the unnamed street to its junction with Madicheche 

road, then northwards along Madicheche road, so as to include stand 

numbers 213 - 215 to its junction with an unnamed street west of stand 

numbers 212 and 213 then westwards along the unnamed street, so as to 

exclude stand number 1202 and a football pitch and include stand numbers 

358 and 584 to the, south western beacon of stand number 584, then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line, so as to include stand numbers 583 and 

584 and to exclude Rimbi village to the peak of Kanhuruka hill, then north 

westwards along an imaginary line, so as to include Mapako suburb and 

exclude Rimbi village to the western foot of Murewa Caves (366846, 

8051801), then north westwards along an imaginary line, so as to include 

Nazaro Jamu village and exclude Chakanyuka village to the, source 

(367849, 8051365) of an unnamed stream northwest of Murewa Caves , 

then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyamasanga river, then generally northwards and eastwards along 

Nyamasanga river to its junction with a track (369277, 8053085), so as to 

include Nazaro Jamu village, then northwards along the track to its junction 

with Murewa – Dandara road, so as to include Charinga (Mhondiwa) village, 

then generally eastwards along Murewa - Dandara road to its junction with 

Madicheche road, so as to include Mhondiwa village and exclude Muchemwa 

Village, then, southwards along Madicheche road to a point (370583, 

8051387) west of Dengeni mountain, so as to exclude Matongorere village, 

then, south eastwards along an imaginary line crossing Dengeni and 

Chakundambizi mountains into Chitora river, so as to exclude Gandiwa 

village, then generally north eastwards along Chitora river to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary, the starting point, so as to include Chiyangwa 

village and exclude Gandiwa village. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

374585, 8053464; 375748, 8052706; 376361, 8051419; 373547, 8048095; 

371604, 8050097; 370564, 8048958; 369443, 8049000, 366846, 8051801; 

369277, 8053085; 369279, 8053080; 369302, 8053845; 370664, 8053605; 

370583, 8051387; 372116, 8050869. 

Ward 3 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyagui and Mutowa rivers, then, south eastwards along Mutowa river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream north of Mapunga hill, then, south 

westwards along the unnamed stream to its, source (356417, 8064915), 

then along an imaginary line to the apex of Mapunga hill, so as to include 

Matuku village, then, south westwards along the imaginary line to the, 

source of an unnamed stream (355522, 8063055) east of Muraragumi hill, 

so as to include it and to exclude Bere village, then generally, south 
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westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Chambura 

river, so as to include Kamutoriro dip tank, then eastwards along Chambura 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream (358034, 8061406) north of 

Mukaranga hill then, southwards along the unnamed tributary to a point 

(360099, 8056913) on an unnamed stream west of Mutedza mountain and 

north of Rupange Primary School, so as to exclude it, then, south westwards 

along an imaginary line crossing Rupange- Chingwaru road to a point 

(359245, 8055556) west of Rupange Primary School, then, south eastwards 

along an imaginary line to Rupange mountain to a point on the, source 

(362002, 8051758) of an unnamed tributary, south of Rupange mountain 

then westwards along the unnamed stream, so as to exclude Mutowani 

village to its confluence with Chivake river, then generally north westwards 

along Chivake river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary (355595, 

8054523), then, south westwards along the unnamed tributary to its, source 

(355660, 8054537) west of Chemhuru hill, so as to exclude it and to include 

Dambatsoko mountain, then, south westwards along an imaginary line to 

the, source of another unnamed tributary (354251,8052405), then 

westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Venda river 

north of Nyamutumbu Business Centre, so as to exclude it, then generally 

north westwards along Venda river to its confluence with Shavanhowe river,, 

so as to include Gatsi village, then generally north westwards along 

Shavanhowe river to its confluence with Nyagui river, then generally 

northwards along Nyagui river to its confluence with Mutowa river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM,  

352393, 8068693; 355067, 8062328; 358034, 8061406; 360099, 8056913; 

362002, 8051758; 357781, 8051366; 353342, 8051698; 350917, 8054078; 

348705, 8059016. 

Ward 4 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

an unnamed stream and Muhume river (364782,8070257) east of Matenha 

Business Centre then, generally, south eastwards along Muhume river 

crossing Murewa - Madicheche road to its confluence with Nyamakamba 

river, so as to exclude Kanyasa dip tank, then, southwards along 

Nyamakamba river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

(372998,8063540), so as to include Nyamadzawo village and exclude 

Chiroodza village then, generally,, south westwards and westwards along the 

unnamed tributary crossing Murewa - Madicheche road to its, source 

(371745,8061634), south of Humbwe mountain, then generally westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point (370280,8062005), south of Humbwe 

mountain, so as to exclude Zaranyika Schools, and then generally, south 

westwards along the imaginary line crossing Mutowa river, so as to include 

Shambare village and to exclude Goso and Sirewu villages to Chambura 
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river then generally westwards along Chambura river to a point on its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary (367451,8059154), south of 

Muchinjike Business Centre then, southwards along an imaginary line to a 

point (365779,8057575) north of an unnamed hill, so as to include 

Kambuva village and exclude Duku village then generally westwards along 

an imaginary line to the peak of Markwi hill to a point (363480,8058042) 

west of Markwi hill, so as to include Shonhiwa village and exclude Mutawu 

village then, south westwards along an imaginary line to a point on Muda 

river (362831,8057242), so as to include Chidembo dip tank, then 

westwards along an imaginary line to the, source (360021,8056891) of an 

unnamed stream north of Rupange Primary School, so as to exclude it and 

to include Nemukuyu village, then generally northwards along the unnamed 

stream, so as to include Chipori village and exclude Mukaranga hill to its 

confluence with Chambura river then westwards along Chambura river to 

its confluence with an unnamed tributary (355071,8062320), so as to 

exclude Guvamombe village and Kamutoriro dip tank, then northwards 

along the unnamed tributary to its, source (355856,8063186), south of 

Mapunga hill, then northwards along an imaginary line to the peak of 

Mapunga hill to the, source of an unnamed tributary (356273,8064785) 

north of Mapunga hill, then northwards along the unnamed stream crossing 

Dandara - Chingwaru road, so as to include Bere village, to its confluence 

with Mutowa river then eastwards along Mutowa river, so as to exclude 

Dandara Business Centre and to include Dandara Clinic, to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream (361042,8064153) then generally northwards and 

north westwards along the unnamed stream to its, source 

(361384,8065301), south of Matututu–Dandara road then north westwards 

along an imaginary line to the, source of Bidi river then north westwards 

along Bidi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

(360206,8067060) then north eastwards along the unnamed stream to its, 

source (360684,8067263) west of Matenha – Dandara road then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line, so as to include Tanda village and to 

exclude Matenha village to the, source (362988,8068743) of an unnamed 

tributary, south of Matenha Business centre, then north eastwards along 

the unnamed tributary to its confluence with Muhume river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

364782, 8070257; 372189, 8065034; 368242, 8058788; 366102, 8059553; 

365779, 8057575; 363480, 8085042; 362831, 8057242; 355071, 8062320; 

361042, 8064153; 361384, 8065301; 360206, 8067060. 

Ward 5 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamakamba and Muhume rivers, then generally eastwards along Muhume 

river to its junction with the western boundary of the Stateland of Chitowa 
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farming area, then generally northwards along the western boundaries of 

Plot number 122 and 67 of Chitowa small scale farming area to the peak of 

Nyangura hill, then north eastwards along the western farm boundary of 

Plot numbers 3,127,128 and 129 of Chitowa farming area crossing Chidige 

river to the north-most beacon of farm number 129 of Chitowa farming area, 

south of Charangonya hill, so as to exclude it, then, south eastwards along 

the eastern boundary of Chitowa small scale farming area, the District 

boundary crossing Harare – Nyamapanda road into Nyadire river, then then 

north westwards along the, southern boundary of Chitowa farming area, so 

as to include it and exclude Magaya village crossing Harare – Nyamapanda 

to the peak of Zhombwe mountain, then generally westwards along an 

imaginary line to Murovashiri and Mugarakanwa hills to a point (376512, 

8054661) on an unnamed tributary west of Mugarakanwa hill, so as to 

include Muvirimi village and to exclude Manyange village, then generally 

northwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence with Chitora river 

(376047, 8055883), so as to include Gandiwa village and exclude Manyange 

village, then generally, southwards along Chitora river to a point (372115, 

8050875) east of Chakumbambizi hill, then generally westwards and north 

westwards along an imaginary line to Chakumbambizi and Dengani hills to 

a point ( 370582, 8051374 ) on Madicheche road west of Dengani hill, then 

northwards along Madicheche road to its junction with Murewa - Dandara 

road (370660, 8053507), then westwards along Murewa - Dandara road to 

its junction with a track (369273, 8053593), so as to exclude Charinga 

village and include Muchemwa village, then generally northwards along 

Murewa - Dandara road to a point (369198, 8054398) west of Chizinga hill, 

so as to include Muchemwa village and exclude Muneno village, then north 

eastwards along and imaginary line to Chambura river (370349,8055683), 

then generally north westwards along Chambura river to a point 

(368138,8058867) on its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line crossing Mutowa river, so as to include 

Sirewu and Goso villages and exclude Shambare village to the, source 

(370266, 8062045)of an unnamed tributary, south of Humbwe hill, then 

generally northwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence with 

Nyamakamba river, then generally northwards along Nyamakamba river to 

its confluence with Muhumwe river, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 

1950 UTM: 

372307, 8065026; 375648, 8065720; 375180, 8067114; 378111, 8072239; 

388841, 8050921; 379788, 8053910; 377292, 8054179, 374558, 8053470; 

372115, 8050875; 369055, 8052956; 368138, 8058867; 370266, 8062045. 

Ward 6 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Shavanhowe and Nyagui rivers, then generally, south eastwards along 
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Shavanhowe river to its confluence with Venda river, so as to exclude 

Guvheya village and include Chikupo village, then generally, south 

eastwards along Venda river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then north eastwards along the unnamed stream to its, source 

(354225,8052397), south west of Chemhuru hill, so as to include 

Nyamutumbu village, then north eastwards along an imaginary line to the, 

source of another unnamed tributary, south east of Dambatsoko hill 

(355171,8054039), then north eastwards along the unnamed tributary to its 

confluence with Chivake river, so as to include Machakaire and 

Nyamutumbu villages and to exclude Gatsi village, then generally, 

southwards along Chivake river to its confluence with Nyamuzara river, then 

generally, south westwards along Nyamuzara river crossing old Harare road 

to a point (356885,8048008) on its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

east of Gopora hill, then north westwards along an imaginary line crossing 

Gopora, Mienza and Matsori range of mountains to a point west of Matsori 

mountain (353781, 8048904), then, south westwards along an imaginary 

line, so as to exclude Mungate village and to include Kwindima village to a 

point (352356,8048356) on Nyangura river east of Marirangwe hill, so as to 

include it, then generally, southwards along Nyangura river crossing Harare 

– Nyamapanda road to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then 

westwards and westwards along an unnamed tributary to its, source, south 

of Murovashiri hill (353513, 80445300), then westwards and northwards 

along an imaginary line to the, source of an unnamed tributary 

(350382,8044635) west of Dombodzvuku range of mountains, so as to 

include it, then north westwards along the unnamed tributary to its 

confluence with Shavanhowe river, so as to include Maponga village, then 

generally northwards along Shavanhowe river crossing Harare – 

Nyamapanda road and old Harare road to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary north of old Harare road, so as to include Shavanhowe dip tank 

and to exclude Domborembudzi and Mamangwa mountains, then, south 

westwards along the unnamed tributary to its, source east of Chiseko hill, 

so as to include it then westwards along an imaginary line to the, source of 

an unnamed tributary (349717,8050510) east of Mhembere primary school, 

so as to exclude it then generally north westwards along the unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Nyagui river, then generally northwards 

along Nyagui river, the district boundary, so as to include Ngandu and 

Chikupo villages to its confluence with Shavanhowe river, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM,  

348648, 8059161; 350997, 8053960; 353360, 8051734; 354225, 8052397;  

355634, 8054574; 357692, 8051451; 356878, 8048013; 353781, 8048905; 

352402, 8048211; 353715, 8044630; 350382, 8044635; 349359, 8045158; 

355087, 8051249; 349717, 8050510; 345864, 8052351.  
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Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

beacon of Airlie farm on Nyagadzi river, then, southwards along Nyagadzi 

river to its confluence with Mafuri river, so as to include Mangwende farm, 

then generally, south westwards along Mafuri river, the District boundary to 

the, south most beacon of Chabwino farm on Mafuri river, then north 

westwards along the, southern boundaries of Chabwino and Devauden 

farms, so as to include them to its junction with Nyadora river, then north 

eastwards along Nyadora river to the north most beacon of Hazeldene farm, 

so as to include it, , then, south eastwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Hazeldene farm to the, south most beacon of Morning Star 

farm, so as to exclude it, then north eastwards along the north western 

boundary of the Airlie Farm to its north eastern beacon on Nyagadzi river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

409274, 8023343; 409734, 8017850; 391378, 8000685; 385190, 8004778; 

399578, 8015652; 404064, 8022478; 404086, 8022500; 406043, 8020731. 

Ward 8 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chitora river and an unnamed tributary , then, south eastwards along the 

unnamed tributary to a point (376512, 8054661) on the unnamed tributary, 

west of Mugarakanwa hill, then eastwards along an imaginary line crossing 

Mugarakanwa and Murovashiri hills to the peak of Zhombwe mountain,, so 

as to include Manyange village, then, south eastwards along the, south 

western boundary of Chitowa farms crossing Harare – Nyamapanda road to 

Nyadire river, so as to include Magaya village, then generally, south 

westwards along Nyadire river to its confluence with Demahomwe river, then 

generally westwards along Demahomwe river, so as to include Demahomwe 

dip tank to a point (375453, 8043171) west of Demahomwe dip tank, then 

generally north westwards along an imaginary line crossing Murewa- 

Chemapango road, so as to include Maziyanike village and exclude Chinake 

village to a point (372866, 8046407) north of an unnamed hill, then 

generally northwards along an imaginary line, so as to include Sanyama hill 

& Ruze village and to exclude Bute village to a point (373144, 8047865) on 

Harare- Nyamapanda road, south of Chamakunguwo hill, so as to exclude 

it, then generally north eastwards along Harare- Nyamapanda road, so as to 

include Ruze village and exclude Nyamburi village to a point (376369, 

8051454) on Harare -Nyamapanda road north of Murewa dam, then north 

westwards along an imaginary line to a point (376008, 8052034) on an 

unnamed tributary, north of Harare – Nyamapanda road, then further north 

westwards along the unnamed tributary, so as to include Manyange village 

and to exclude Nyamburi and Chiyangwa villages to its confluence with 

Chitora river, then north eastwards along Chitora river, so as to exclude 
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Muvirimi village, to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, the starting 

point.The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM,  

376844, 8054339; 379764, 8053838; 388268, 8051038; 382271, 8044206; 

375453, 8043171; 372866, 8046407; 373144, 8047865; 376755, 8051891. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by line drawn starting from the common beacon of 

Springdale, Faroe Estate, Whispering Hope and Glen Wyvis farms at the 

peak of Kurinda hill, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Glen 

Wyvis farm to its north eastern beacon, so as to include it, then, south 

eastwards along the north eastern boundaries of Glen Wyvis and Kasipiti 

farms crossing Sukandoro river into Nyadora river, then generally and, 

south westwards along Nyadora river to its junction with the northern 

boundary of Howgate farm, so as to include it, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Howgate farm to the north most beacon of Moreson 

farm (386819,8004450), then, south eastwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Moreson and Mon Cheri farms to the peak of Shinga 

mountain and crossing Mafuri river to the common beacon of Mon Cheri 

and Changwe Range No. 1 farm, then, southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Changwe Range farm, the District boundary to the, south 

eastern beacon of Changwe Range farm, then westwards along the, southern 

boundaries of Changwe Range, Timber Mills and Murrayfield farms, the 

District boundary, so as to include them, into Macheke river then 

northwards and generally westwards along Macheke river to its junction 

with the western boundary of the State Land (Train farm), then generally 

northwards along the western boundary of state land (Train farm), so as to 

exclude Mupezeni and Musindo farms to its junction with Macheke - 

Murewa road, then northwards along Macheke-Murewa road to the north 

most beacon of Camdale farm, so as to include it, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Camdale farm to its north east beacon, then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Fault farm, so as to exclude it to 

the common beacon of Howgate extension farm and Fault farm, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Fault farm to the, south western 

beacon of Howgate farm then northwards along the western boundary of 

Howgate extension Farm to the northern beacon of Howgate Extension farm, 

so as to include it, then eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Howgate Extension and Howgate farms to the north eastern beacon of 

Howgate B farm, then generally northwards along the western boundaries of 

Highover, Methven Range and Glen Wyvis farms to the common beacon of 

Glen Wyvis, Springdale, Faroe Estate, and Whispering Hope farms at the 

peak of Kurinda hill, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM,  

385545, 8016834; 388865, 8016653; 394886, 8011043; 385097, 8004780; 
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390761, 8001518; 393542, 7997818; 394242, 7993639; 387282, 7993849; 

377346, 7994314; 379246, 7997404; 378289, 7998868; 379172, 7998909; 

378985, 8003349; 376908, 8003358; 377640, 8006860; 381754, 8006863; 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

intersection of Chambura river and a track (366098,8059655), south of 

Muchinjike Business Centre, then, south eastwards along Chambura river 

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary east of Matendera mountain 

(370364,8055607), so as to include Duku village and exclude Shambahweta 

village, then, south westwards along the unnamed tributary to a track on 

its, source (369952,80553380), so as to include Muneno village and exclude 

Ganya village, then generally, southwards along a track crossing Murewa – 

Dandara road to its junction with Nyamasanga river, so as to include Duku 

village and exclude Charinga village, then generally, south westwards along 

Nyamasanga river crossing Old Harare road to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (364657, 8049028) north of Gukwe hill, so as to include it 

and exclude Chitongo village, then generally, south eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to a point on its confluence with another unnamed stream 

(365845, 8046870), so as to include Mutandwa village and exclude Chitongo 

village, then, south eastwards along an imaginary line crossing Harare – 

Nyamapanda road to the peak of Matura mountain (368044, 8044236), 

then, south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point (368371, 8043523) 

on the confluence of two unnamed streams, then generally, south westwards 

along an unnamed stream to its confluence with Chivake river west of 

Chivake dam, then north westwards along Chivake river crossing Harare – 

Nyamapanda road and Old Harare road to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary (357755, 8051352), so as to include Mutowani Primary School and 

exclude Diza village, then eastwards along the unnamed tributary to a point 

(361904,8051601), south of Rupange hill then north westwards along 

imaginary line to the peak of Rupange hill to a point west of Rupange School 

(359277,8055642), so as to include it and exclude Tarwirei village, then 

north eastwards along an imaginary line to a point (360088,8056866) west 

of Matedza mountain then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on 

Muda river (363049, 8057231) east of Chidemo dip tank, so as to exclude 

and Munawa village, then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point (363492, 8058062) west of Markwi hill, then generally eastwards along 

an imaginary line to the peak of Markwi hill, to a point (365765, 8057616) 

east of Markwi hill, so as to include Mairosi and Duku villages and exclude 

Kambuva village then northwards along an imaginary line to a point on the 

intersection of Chambura river and a track, south of Muchinjike Business 

Centre, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM:. 

366098, 8059655; 370364, 8055607; 369196, 8054427; 369297, 5055860; 
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369271, 8053292; 369328, 8050394; 364657, 8049028; 365845, 8046870; 

368044, 8044326; 368371, 8043523; 266403, 8042641; 361169, 8047836; 

357755, 8051352; 361904, 8051601; 359277, 8055642; 360088, 8056866; 

363049, 8057231; 365768, 8057596; 366169, 8059602. 

Ward 11 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamuzara and Chivake rivers then, south eastwards along Chivake river 

crossing Harare–Nyamapanda road to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream (361380,8047570), south east of Chikunguwe hill then, south 

westwards along the unnamed stream to its, source (360058,8045270), 

south of Marudzi hill, so as to include Diza and Mutize villages, then, 

southwards along an imaginary line to the peak of Maripari hill to a point 

(360190, 8042071) north of Pwanyi mountain (359258,8040574), then, 

south westwards along the imaginary line crossing Shamu-Chanetsa road 

(353019, 8038276) to the, source of an unnamed stream west of 

Ngomamova hill, so as to exclude it then, southwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Shavanhowe river (352913, 8037523), so as to 

include Nyekete village, then generally northwards along Shavanhowe river 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream (3494483, 8045571) west of 

Dombodzvuku hill, so as to exclude it and Maponga village and to include 

Chigaramasimbe village, then, south eastwards along the unnamed stream 

to its, source (350720, 8043815) west of Dombodzvuku hill, so as to exclude 

Seke 1 and Seke 2 villages then, southwards and eastwards along an 

imaginary line to Dombodzvuku mountain to the, source of an unnamed 

stream (353465, 8044442), south of Murovashiri hill, so as to exclude it, 

then north eastwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Nyangura river (353718, 8044857), then north westwards along Nyangura 

river crossing Harare- Nyamapanda road to a point (3522388, 8048211) east 

of Marirangwe hill, then north eastwards along an imaginary line to the peak 

of Matsuri hill (353739, 8048982), further then eastwards passing through 

Maenza and Gopora hills to a point (356889, 8047998) on Nyamuzara river 

east of Gopora hill, so as to exclude Nyamutumbu village and include 

Mateko village, then generally north eastwards along Nyamuzara river to its 

confluence with Chivake river, the starting point.The area is bounded by the 

along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 

UTM: 

357554, 8051583; 361380, 8047570; 360058, 8045270; 359258, 8040574 

352913, 8037523; 349393, 8045046; 353718, 8044875; 352388, 8048211; 

356889, 8047998. 

Ward 12 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

an unnamed tributary and Shavanhowe river east of Chiseko hill, then 

generally, southwards along Shavanhowe river crossing Harare-
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Nyamapanda road, so as to include Manyangadze and Manomano villages 

and exclude Maponga village, to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

south east of Chemhondoro Primary School, then westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its, source (345741,8043677), south of Chemhondoro 

Primary School, then westwards along an imaginary line crossing Musami – 

Marondera road to the, source of an unnamed tributary (346699,8043685), 

southwest of Chemhondoro Primary School, so as to exclude Nzungu and 

Nyanzira villages, then generally north westwards along the unnamed 

tributary crossing Harare - Nyamapanda road to its confluence with Nyagui 

river, so as to include Manomano village and to exclude Mukakanhanga 

village, then generally northwards along Nyagui river crossing Old Harare 

road to its confluence with the unnamed tributary northwest of Zihundi 

Business Centre, then, south eastwards along the unnamed tributary to its, 

source (349699,8050488), south of Chiseko hill, so as to include Mhembere 

village then eastwards along an imaginary line, south of Chiseko hill to the, 

source of an unnamed tributary (350476,8050826), south east of Chiseko 

hill, so as to exclude it and to include Mamangwa hill, then north eastwards 

along an unnamed tributary to its confluence with Shavanhowe river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

350870, 8051231, 348639, 8043653, 345741, 8043677, 346699, 8043685, 

344907, 8046366, 345829, 8052303, 349699, 8050488, 350476, 8050826; 

Ward 13 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyagui river and an unnamed stream (344914,8046371), then generally, 

southwards along the unnamed stream crossing Harare – Nyamapanda road 

to its, source (346699,8043685), southwest of Chemhondoro Primary School 

then eastwards along an imaginary line crossing Musami – Marondera road 

to the, source (347918, 8044017) of an unnamed stream, south east of 

Chemhondoro Primary School, then eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Shavanhowe river, then generally, southwards, along 

Shavanhowe river, so as to include Pfende, Chiguma, Jani and Gonzo 

villages to its confluence with an unnamed tributary north of Musami dip 

tank, then, south westwards along the unnamed tributary to a point 

(351086, 8034470), south of Musami Business Centre, then westwards 

along an imaginary line crossing Marondera - Musami road to the, source of 

an unnamed tributary (350225, 8035457), south west of Musami Business 

Centre, so as to include Gonzo village and exclude Bango village, then 

westwards along the unnamed tributary to a point on its confluence with 

another unnamed tributary (346915,8036026) west of Zorizozo hill, then, 

south westwards along an imaginary line crossing Zorizozo road to the, 

source of an unnamed tributary (345744, 8035293), then, southwards along 

an unnamed tributary, so as to include Mushake and Taderera villages and 
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to exclude Matete village to its confluence with Nyagui river, then generally 

northwest and northwards along Nyagui river, the district boundary, so as 

to include Mushake, Pfende and Mukakanhanga villages, crossing Harare – 

Nyamapanda road to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

344914, 8046371; 348628, 8043629; 352866, 8036040; 351086, 8034470, 

350225, 8035457; 346915, 8036026; 34409, 8033814. 

Ward 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

unnamed stream and Chivake river, then, south eastwards along Chivake 

river to its confluence with Zombe river, so as to include Changa and 

Chiremba villages, then then, south westwards along Zombe river to its, 

source (362555, 8035892) on the foot of an unnamed hill, so as to exclude 

Goto and Chaza villages and to include Mapanga school and Chikwati 

village, then then, south westwards along an imaginary line crossing 

Musami-Rota road to the confluence of Sukandoro river and the unnamed 

stream (362185, 8035081), then, south westwards along Sukandoro river to 

its confluence with Shavanhowe river, so as to include Makuvaza and 

Chimani villages and exclude Mushore and Mushaninga villages, then then 

generally northwards along Shavanhove river to its confluence with the 

unnamed tributary, southwest of Ngomamowa hill, then northwards along 

to the unnamed stream to its, source (353049, 8038350) to west of 

Ngomamowa hill, so as to exclude Nyekete village, then generally north 

eastwards along an imaginary line, so as to include Ngomamowa hill and 

then to Kajanda hill to the peak of Pwanyi hill, so as to include Chidawaya 

and Chitsaga villages excluding Seke one(1), Seke two(2) and Nyekete 

villages, then further eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(359804,8041111) on the eastern foot of Pwanyi hill then generally 

northwards along an imaginary line to the apex of Maripari hill (360284, 

8043050), so as to exclude Seke one(1) village and include Mbundire village, 

then generally northwards along the imaginary line to the confluence of two 

unnamed tributaries, southeast of Murudzi hill (360073, 8045327), then 

north eastwards along an unnamed tributary, so as to exclude Mutize village 

and to include Chihumbiri village to its confluence with Chivake river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

361389, 8047577; 366168, 8042977; 362185, 8035081; 357829, 8030698; 

352914, 8037564; 359804, 8041111; 360284, 8043050, 360064, 8045329. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chivake and Zombe rivers, then, south eastwards along Chivake river to the 

north western beacon of Glen Noe farm, so as to exclude it, then generally, 
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southwards along the western boundaries of Glen Noe and Caskie Ben 

farms, so as to exclude them to a point (371365, 8030176) on the 

confluence of Nyadire river and an unnamed tributary, then westwards 

along the unnamed tributary to its, source north of Masaradzi hill, so as to 

exclude it, then further westwards along an imaginary line to the, source of 

an unnamed tributary (367470, 8031081) then generally westwards along 

the unnamed tributary to its confluence with Chinwamutove river, so as to 

exclude Chiruva and Marimo villages, along generally westwards along 

Chinwamutove river to its confluence with Shavanhowe river, so as to 

include Zhakata school and exclude Marimo village, then north westwards 

along Shavanhowe river to its confluence with Nyakambiri river (358108, 

8030320) then north westwards along Shavanhowe river to its confluence of 

Shavanhowe with Sikandoro river, so as to include, soka and Mushore 

villages, then north eastwards along Sikandoro river to its, source (362415, 

8035629) , then north eastwards along an imaginary line crossing Rota - 

Musami road to the, source of Zombe river (362540,8035850), then 

generally northwards along Zombe river, so as to include Goto and Chaza 

villages and exclude Mapanga school to its confluence with Chivake river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

366169, 8042970; 370518, 8038510; 371365, 8030176; 364963, 8030393; 

361214, 8027492; 358108, 8030320; 357834, 8030694; 362415, 8035629;  

362540, 8035850. 

Ward 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Demahomwe river and Nyadire river, then generally, south westwards along 

Nyadire river to the northern boundary of Alpha farm, so as to include 

Ngwena village, then generally westwards along the northern boundaries of 

Alpha and Glen Noe farms to the north western beacon of Glen Noe farm 

(370523,8038464), on Chivake river, then generally north westwards along 

Chivake river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

(366425,8042615) northwest of Chivake dam, then north eastwards along 

the unnamed tributary to a point (368376,8043511) on its confluence with 

another unnamed tributary, south of Matura hill, then northwards along an 

imaginary line to the peak (368113,8044182) of Matura hill, so as to include 

Hanyanga village and exclude Manga village, then north westwards along 

the imaginary line crossing Harare–Nyamapanda road to a point 

(365787,8047349) west of Wedzura hill then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point (368002,8047947) on an unnamed stream north 

east of Wedzura mountain, then generally eastwards along an unnamed 

stream to a point (369727,8047671) on its confluence with another 

unnamed stream west of Murewa Hospital, so as to include Zihute village 

and exclude Chitongo village, then, south eastwards along an imaginary 
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line, so as to exclude Murewa Hospital and include Zihute village to a point 

(370772, 8046403) on Harare–Nyamapanda road, southwest of Murewa 

Hotel then generally north eastwards along Harare – Nyamapanda road to a 

point (373139,8047854), south of Chemakunguwo hill, so as to exclude 

Ruze village, then generally, south eastwards along an imaginary line to 

Sanyama mountain to a point (373501,8045726) on an unnamed stream 

east of Chehutsi hill, so as to include Chinake village and exclude 

Maziyanike village, then, south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point 

(375459,8043159) on Demahomwe river, so as to include Mutsvairo village 

then generally eastwards along Demahomwe river, so as to include 

Musingwini and Zemura villages to its confluence with Nyadire river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM. 

382331, 8044132, 376393, 8036963, 366425, 8042615, 368376, 8043511, 

368113, 8044182, 368988, 8047853, 365787, 8047349,368002, 8047947, 

369727, 8047671,370771, 8046404,373139, 8047854; 

Ward 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Nyadire river and the, southern boundary of Mwai farm, then generally 

eastwards along the, southern boundary of Mwai and Lionde farms, the 

District boundary to Nyazvikatsi river, then, southwards along Nyazvikatsi 

river to its junction with a track (394702, 8044791), southwest of 

Chirumbombo hill, so as to exclude it, then generally westwards along the 

said track crossing Zhombwe Maryland road (391418, 8043305) to 

Munyukwi river, then generally, southwards along Munyukwi river to its 

junction (384856, 8034180) with the northern boundary of Exeter farm, 

then, south westwards along the northern boundary of Exeter farm to the 

north western beacon of Exeter farm, then north westwards along the north 

eastern boundary of Koodoo Range farm to its north most beacon (381225, 

8036367) on the peak of Urawero hill, then westwards along the northern 

boundaries of Koodoo Range and Alpha Extension farms to Nyadire river, so 

as to include Sakutukwa village and exclude Ngwena village , then generally 

north eastwards along Nyadire river, so as to include Kapasura village and 

exclude Magaya village to its junction with the, southern boundary of Mwai 

farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

389220, 8051174; 395897, 8048421; 394702, 8044791; 389566, 8043760;  

385640, 8033938; 383067, 8033617; 381225, 8036367; 376428, 8036947;  

Ward 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the, south western 

beacon of Arizona farm (387759, 8024670) then generally, south eastwards 

and eastwards along the northern boundaries of Whispering Hope and 

Barrymore farms to the north eastern beacon of Barrymore farm, so as to 
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include it, then generally, south eastwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Barrymore, Twist and Kournine farms, so as to include them and to exclude 

Chikumbakwe and Two Strings farms to a point (400121, 8016711) on 

Nyadora river, then generally, south westwards along Nyadora river to the 

north eastern beacon of Kasipiti farm, so as to exclude it, then generally 

north westwards along the, southern boundary of Chilinda Estates, so as to 

include it to the western beacon of Medler farm at a point on 

Nyadoramuchena river (389721, 8014123), then north westwards along the 

western boundary of Medler farm, so as to include it and exclude Glen Wyvis 

farm to the north eastern beacon of Glen Wyvis farm, then westwards along 

the northern boundary of Glen Wyvis farm to the common beacon of Glen 

Wyvis, Faroe and Springdale farms on Kurinda hill, then northwards along 

the eastern boundary of Springdale farm, so as to exclude it to the, south 

western beacon of Waterloo farm, so as to exclude it, then eastwards along 

the, southern boundary of Waterloo farm to its junction with the western 

boundary of Whispering Hope farm, so as to include it, then north 

westwards and northwards along the western boundary of Whispering Hope 

farm, so as to exclude Nhowe Mission to the, south western beacon of 

Arizona farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

387759, 8024670; 392837, 8021894; 396800, 8022762; 400121, 8016711; 

404107, 8022456; 385504, 8016851; 389721, 8014123; 388866, 8016653; 

385556, 801685; 387005, 8020144; 389582,  8022270. 

Ward 19  

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north most 

beacon of Mt Pleasant farm, then, south eastwards along the, south eastern 

boundaries of Mt Pleasant and Chitsanza farms to the common beacon of 

Chitsanza, Fairview and Maryland farms on Njaro hill, so as to include Mt 

Pleasant and Chitsanza farms and exclude Chigori farm, then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Maryland farm to its north 

eastern beacon, then generally, southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Maryland farm, so as to include it and exclude Faroe and Durlstone farms to 

the common beacon of Graiglea and Warren farms, then, southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Warren farm to its, south eastern beacon, then 

generally westwards along the, southern boundaries of Warren, Nyadema 

and Dawn farms, so as to include them to the common beacon of Dawn and 

Second Chapter farms, then northwards along the western boundary of 

second Chapter farm, the district boundary, so as to include it and exclude 

Argosy farm to the, south eastern beacon of Rapture farm, then westwards 

along the, southern boundary of Rapture farm, the District boundary to its 

junction with Nyakambiri river, then northwards along Nyakambiri river, so 

as to include Rupture farm and exclude Dombi Estate to the north western 

beacon of Rapture farm on Nyakambiri river, then, south eastwards along 
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the northern boundary of Rupture farm to the western beacon of Bimi farm, 

then generally north eastwards along the north western boundaries of Bimi 

and Mignon farms crossing Shavanhowe and Nyahungurubwe rivers to the, 

south western beacon of Mt Pleasant farm, then generally northwards along 

the western boundary of Mt Pleasant farm to the north most beacon of Mt 

Pleasant farm, the starting poin. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

374075, 8024965,383091, 8018343,378425, 8011788,379001, 8006929, 

367485, 8007600,361964, 8010016,361315, 8016641,365869, 8014980, 

372270, 8020174. 

Ward 20 

An area of land bounded by line a drawn starting from the junction of a 

track and Nyazvikatsi river which is, south west of Chirimumbombo hill 

(394702, 8044791), then, southwards along Nyazvikatsi river to the, south 

western beacon of Nyazvikatsi farm, so as to exclude it, then generally 

eastwards along the, southern boundary of Nyazvikatsi farm, the District 

boundary to the north western beacon of Bittersweet farm (407421, 

8040039), then generally, southwards along the district boundary to the 

north most beacon of Paradise farm, so as to exclude Bittersweet farm, then 

generally, southwards along the western boundary of Paradise farm to 

Muresho hill to the, south western beacon of Paradise farm,, so as to 

exclude it, then, south westwards along the western boundary of Journey‟s 

End farm to its junction with Muda river, so as to exclude Journey‟s End 

farm and to include Kusangaya village, then generally north westwards 

along Muda river to its junction with Dombwe - Mukarakate road (396992, 

8034923), southwest of Mukarakate Business Centre, then generally 

westwards along Mukarakate-Dombwe road to its junction with Nyamachisi 

river (395323, 8034044), then generally northwards along Nyamachisi river, 

so as to exclude Nyamachisi Dip tank to its confluence with Nyazvikatsi 

river, then, southwards along Nyazvikatsi river to its confluence (392210, 

8039097) with an unnamed stream east of Mukuva hill, so as to include 

Chirimudombo and Chiwara villages and exclude Huni village, then 

westwards along the unnamed stream to a point on its, source (390443, 

8039316), south of Mukuva hill then north westwards along an imaginary 

line crossing Mukuva hill to the, source (399864, 8039519) of an unnamed 

stream west of Mukuva hill, then generally north westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Munyukwi river, then north 

eastwards along Munyukwi river to its junction with Chipinda- 

Karumazondo road, then eastwards along Chipinda-Karumazondo road 

crossing Zhombwe - Maryland road (391442, 8043437) to a track (391705, 

8043437) west of Chirimumbombo hill, then eastwards along the track to its 

junction with Nyazvikatsi river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 
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the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 

1950 UTM: 

394702, 8044791; 393655, 8042573; 407421, 8040039; 402899, 8030354;  

400969, 8028745; 397000, 8034887; 395325, 8034036; 393065, 8040319;  

392201, 8039097; 387557, 8041925; 389549, 8043792. 

Ward 21  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyazvikatsi and Nyamachisi rivers, then generally, southwards along 

Nyamachisi river to its junction with Mukarakate - Dombwe road, then 

north eastwards along Mukarakate – Dombwe road road to its junction with 

Muda River, then generally, southwards along Muda river to its junction 

with the, south western boundary of Journey‟s End farm, then generally, 

south westwards along the western boundary of Journey‟s End farm to the 

common beacon of River Valley, Bracken Hill and Journey‟s End farms, so 

as to exclude them, then westwards along the northern boundaries of River 

valley, Arizona and Kos farms to the common beacon of Kos, Glen Summer 

Set and Athlon Estate at the peak of Chinga hill, so as to exclude them and 

to include Chetsanga village, then generally north westwards and 

northwards along the eastern boundaries of Athlone and Exeter farms to the 

north easten beacon of Exeter farm, then generally, south westwards along 

the northern boundary of Exeter farm to its junction with Munyukwi river 

and then generally northwards along Munyukwi river to its confluence with 

an unnamed tributary then, south eastwards along an unnamed tributary to 

its, source west of Mukuva hill (389870,8039517) then, south eastwards 

along an imaginary line to Mukuva hill to the, source of another unnamed 

stream east of Mukuva hill then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Nyazvikatsi river then northwards along 

Nyazvikatsi river to its confluence with Nyamachisa river, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

393033, 8040308; 397009, 8034912; 400972, 8028852; 399612, 8027616; 

386164, 8027426; 385842, 8034386; 384877, 8034255; 389551, 8043781; 

Ward 22  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north most 

beacon of Paradise farm, then, south eastwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Paradise farm to the common beacon of Paradise, Bittersweet 

and Cleverland farms, so as to include Paradise farm and exclude 

Bittersweet and Cleverland farms, then, southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Paradise farm to the western beacon of Mont Pellier farm, then 

north eastwards along the north western boundaries of Mont Pellier and 

Heyford farms to the northern beacon of Heyford farm, so as to include it, 

then, south eastwards along the north eastern boundary of Heyford farm to 

its junction with Nyagadzi river, then generally, southwards along Nyagadzi 
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river to, south eastern beacon of Long Ridge farm, so as to include it, then, 

south westwards along the, south eastern boundaries of Long Ridge farm 

and Morning Star farms, so as to include them to the, southern beacon of 

Morning Star farm , then generally north westwards along the, south 

western boundary of Morning Star farm to its junction with Nyadora river 

then generally, southwards along Nyadora river, so as to exclude Hazeldene 

and Two Streams farms to the, southern beacon of  Chikumbakwe farm, so 

as to include it, then north westwards along the western boundary of 

Chikumbakwe farm to the north eastern beacon of Barrymore farm, so as to 

exclude it then westwards along the northern boundary of Barrymore farm 

to its north western beacon on Chongwe hill (392821,8021875), then 

generally westwards along the, southern boundary of Arizona farm to its, 

south western beacon, then north eastwards along the western boundary of 

Arizona farm, so as to include it, to its western beacon on Madziyauswa hill 

then eastwards along the northern boundaries of Arizona and River Valley 

farms to the north most beacon of Bracken hill farm then generally north 

eastwards along the western boundaries of Journeys End and Paradise 

farms crossing Muda river to the north most beacon of Paradise farm, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

405290, 8036525; 408158, 8031586; 411971, 8033788; 416863, 8030465;  

409227, 8023348; 406035, 8020767; 404140, 8022457; 400076, 8016820; 

396799, 8022761; 387753, 8024689; 389126, 8027566; 399746, 8027463. 

Ward 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

beacon of Hanwa farm, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Hanwa farm, so as to include it to its junction with the northern boundary 

of Fault farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Fault farm to 

its north eastern beacon, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Fault farm to its, south eastern beacon, so as to include it and exclude 

Isleham farm, then westwards along the, southern boundary of Fault farm 

to its junction with Murewa- Macheke road, then, southwards along Murewa 

Macheke road to the north most beacon of Train farm, so as to exclude it, 

then, south westwards along the, south western boundary of Musindo farm, 

so as to include it to its junction with the north eastern boundary of 

Mpezeni farm, so as to include it, then and, south eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Mpezeni farm, so as to include Mpezeni A farm to its 

junction with Macheke river, then generally, south westwards along 

Macheke river to the common beacon of Springfield and Malda North farms, 

then generally, south eastwards along the northern boundaries of Malda 

and Percyvale farms crossing the railway line and Harare – Mutare road, so 

as to exclude Dutch Motors, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Percyvale farm to its junction with Macheke river, the District boundary, 
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then generally, southwards along Macheke river to its confluence with 

Nyamakovera river, then generally westwards along Nyamakovera river, the 

District boundary, so as to include Percyvale farm and Holton Estate to the, 

south western beacon of Holton Estate on Nyamakovera river, so as to 

include it, then northwards along the northern boundary of Holton Estate to 

the common beacon of Doctor‟s Gift and Home Park farm, so as to include 

them, then generally north westwards along the, south western boundaries 

of Home Park and Allen farms crossing Harare -Mutare to the western 

beacon of Allen farm, then north eastwards along the north western 

boundaries of Allen, Doctors Gift and Orange Park farms, so as to include 

them and to exclude Lowlands farm to the northern beacon of Orange Park, 

then generally northwards along the western boundaries of Welcome Home, 

Flint and Showers farms, so as to include them to the common beacon of 

Showers and Second Chapter farms, then generally, south eastwards and 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of Showers, Kanzargwe, Elim and 

Hanwa farms, so as to include them, to the north eastern beacon of Hanwa 

farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

377633, 8006848; 376919, 8003353379006, 8003347; 3792914, 7998933;  

378300, 7998829; 377604, 7995692; 377344, 7994332; 377360, 7994306;  

375875, 7993527; 380632, 7992010; 369840, 7986033; 369954, 7986937;  

362424, 7991257; 370245, 7995776; 366748, 8007595. 

Ward 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north western 

beacon of Glen Noe farm on Chivake river, then generally eastwards along 

the northern boundaries of Glen Noe, Alpha and Koodoo Range farms to the 

north eastern beacon of Koodoo Range farm at the peak of Urawero 

mountain, then, south eastwards along the eastern boundary of Koodoo 

Range farm to its, south eastern beacon, then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Exeter farm crossing Munyukwi river to the north eastern 

beacon of Exeter farm, then generally, southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Exeter farm and Athelone Estate, so as to include them to the 

common beacon of Athelone Estate, Glen Summer Set and Kos farms at the 

peak of Chinga hill, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Kos 

farm to its north eastern beacon, then generally, southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Kos farm, so as to include Nhowe Mission to the north 

most beacon of Waterloo farm, then generally, southwards and, south 

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Waterloo Estate to its, south 

eastern beacon, so as to include it and exclude Whispering Hope farm, then 

westwards along the, southern boundary of Waterloo Estate to its, south 

most beacon, then generally, southwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Springdale, Faroe, State Land and Wheatlands to the common beacon of 

Wheatlands and Durlstone farms, then generally westwards along the, 
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southern boundary of Durlstone farm to its, south western beacon, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Durlstone Estate to the north 

eastern beacon of Warren farm, then north eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Maryland farm, so at to exclude it and include Faroe farm to 

the, south western beacon of Springdale farm, then generally north 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Maryland, Chitsanza and Mt 

Pleasant farms to the north most beacon of Mt Pleasant farm, so as to 

exclude them and include Chigori farm, then generally north westwards 

along the western boundaries of Bellevue, Caskie Ben and Glen Noe farms, 

so as to include them to the north western beacon of Glen Noe farm on 

Chivake river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

370533, 8038508; 381225, 8036650; 383090, 8033860; 385698, 8034353; 

386145, 8027430; 389143, 8027589; 387724, 8024688; 389594, 8020111; 

386997, 8020166; 381797, 8006878; 379013, 8006975; 378445, 8011781; 

383071, 8018373; 374091, 8024958. 

Ward 25 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Shavanhowe and Chimwamutowe rivers, then generally north eastwards 

along Chimwamutowe river, so as to include Marimo village and exclude 

Zhakata village to its, source (367469, 8031080) northwest of Rusvingo hill, 

then generally, south eastwards along an imaginary line, so as to include 

Rusvingo and Masaradze hills to a point (371362, 8030180) on the western 

boundary of Caskie Ben farm, then generally, south eastwards along the 

western boundary of Caskie Ben farm, so as to include Rota village to the, 

southern beacon of Caskie Ben farm, then, south eastwards along the 

western boundary of Bellevue farm, so as to include Kadenge village to the, 

southern beacon of Bellevue farm, so as to exclude it, then, south 

westwards along the north western boundary of Mt Pleasant farm to its, 

south western beacon, then, south westwards along the northern boundary 

of Mignon farm, so as to exclude it and to include Sakutukwa village 

crossing Nyahungurubwe river to a point (368345,8016651) on Shavanhowe 

river, then generally northwards along Shavanhowe river, so as to include 

Mawodza village and exclude Chikukwa village, then generally north 

westwards along Shavanhowe river to its confluence with Chimwamutowe 

river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

361209, 8027497; 367469, 8031080; 371362, 8030180; 372889, 8027550; 

374071, 8024964; 372272, 8020145; 368345, 8016651; 366446, 8024810. 

Ward 26 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Shavanhowe and Nyakambiri rivers, then generally, south eastwards along 

Shavanhowe river, so as to include Muzanenhamo and Nhira villages 
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excluding Sakutukwa village to its junction with the northern boundary of 

Bimi farm,, so as to exclude it, then, south westwards along the northern 

boundary of Bimi farm to the western beacon of Bimi farm, then north 

westwards along the northern boundary of Rupture farm, so as to exclude it 

and to include Takawira village to the northern beacon of Rapture farm on 

Nyakambiri river, then then north westwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Sussex farm, so as to exclude it and to include Zuva village, to 

its junction with Nyawerere river, then north eastwards along Nyawerere 

river to its confluence with Nyakambiri river, so as to include Gororo village 

(360001, 8022306), then generally northwards along Nyakambiri river, so as 

to include Matienga village and exclude Zengenene village to its confluence 

with Shavanhowe river, the starting point.The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

358117, 8030318; 368340, 8016648; 365875, 8014998; 361332, 8016618; 

357247, 8019239; 360001, 8022306. 

Ward 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Musami and Shavanhowe rivers, then, south eastwards along Shavanhove 

river to its confluence with Sukandoro river, then, southeastwards, south 

east along Shavanhove river to its confluence with Nyakambiri river, then 

generally, southwards along Nyakambiri river, so as to include Zengenene 

Primary School, Dombodzvuku and Choto villages and to exclude Matienga 

one(1) and two(2) villages to its confluence with Nyawerere river (359998, 

8022302), then, south westwards along Nyawerere river to its junction with 

the northern boundary of Sussex farm, so as to include Madhovi village, 

then north westwards along the northern boundary of Suffolk to the north 

western beacon of Suffolk farm (354488, 8020321) then generally westwards 

along the northern boundary of Kent farm to the peak of Ndyange hill, then, 

south westwards along the northern boundaries of Minstead and Inyagui 

Valley farms, so as to exclude them to its junction with Nyagui river, then 

generally northwards along Nyagui river to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary (346063, 8026582), south east of Mirudzi hill, then generally north 

eastwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence with any unnamed 

stream (348389, 8027831), so as to include Makumana village and to 

exclude Muchemwa village, then north eastwards along an imaginary line to 

a point (349211, 8028041) on Nyagambe river, then then north eastwards 

and, south eastwards along Nyagambe river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary (351531, 8026139), then generally northwards along the 

unnamed tributary to its, source (352356, 8027464), so as to exclude 

Chingara village and include Mushinga village, then northwards along an 

imaginary line crossing Marondera - Musami road to the, source of Musami 

river (352432, 8027853), then north eastwards along Musami river, so as to 

include Zengenene and Chigama villages and to exclude Makombe and 
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Kadzviti villages to its confluence with Shavanhowe river, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

355554, 8032420; 357828, 8030700; 358117, 8030318; 359998, 8022302; 

357212, 8019270; 354488, 8020321; 350363, 8019566; 347144, 8017299; 

346063, 8026532, 349478, 8028269, 351531, 8026139. 

Ward 28 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

an unnamed tributary and Shavanhowe river, then generally, south 

eastwards and, southwards along Shavanhowe river, so as to include 

Chitemerere and Chikoore villages to its confluence with Musami river then, 

south westwards along Musami river, so as to include Kadzviti village and 

exclude Gadzikwa village to its, source (352432, 8027853) north of 

Marondera - Musami road then, south westwards along an imaginary line 

crossing Marondera–Musami road to the, source (352356, 8027464) of an 

unnamed tributary, south of Marondera – Musami road then, southwards 

and, south westwards along an unnamed tributary to its confluence with 

Nyagambe river then generally north westwards along Nyagambe river, so as 

to include Zinhumwe village and exclude Darare village to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary (349211, 8028041) east of Manjonjo village then, 

south westwards along an imaginary line to the, source (348389, 8027831) 

of an unnamed tributary, southeast of Manjonjo village, then generally north 

westwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence with Nyagui river, 

so as to include Muchemwa village, then generally northwards along Nyagui 

river, the District boundary, so as to include Kadyamukume and Gwazvo 

villages to a point on its confluence with an unnamed tributary (344421, 

8033819), then generally north eastwards along the unnamed tributary to 

its, source (345750, 8035288), so as to include Matete village and exclude 

Chigombe village then north eastwards along an imaginary line crossing 

Zorizozo – Musami road to a point on an unnamed stream west of Musami 

Business Centre, then generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to its, 

source (349867, 8035829), southwest of Musami Business Centre, so as to 

exclude Zvarevashe and Chakavarika villages and to include Bango village, 

then, south eastwards along an imaginary line to a point on (351097, 

8034468) on an unnamed tributary, south of Musami Business Centre, so 

as to include Gwenzi village and Musami dip tank and exclude Gonzo 

village, then north eastwards along an unnamed tributary, so as to include 

Chitemerere village to its confluence with Shavanhove river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

352860, 8036034; 355552, 8032405; 346072, 8026530; 344421, 8033819; 

346552, 8036152; 351083, 8034492; 351086, 8034460 
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Ward 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of the 

Railway line and Macheke river, then generally, southwards along Macheke 

river crossing Harare – Mutare road to the north eastern beacon of Percyvale 

Estate (380602,7991972), then generally westwards along the northern 

boundaries of Percyvale Estate and Malda North farm, so as to exclude them 

crossing Harare -Mutare road and the railway line to Macheke river, then 

generally north eastwards and eastwards along Macheke river to its junction 

with the railway line, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on ARC 1950 UTM: 

379962, 7994569; 380602, 7991972; 375840, 7993512. 

Ward 30 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chitora river and an unnamed tributary, south west of Hurungwe mountain, 

then generally eastwards and, southwards along the unnamed tributary, so 

as to exclude Nyamburi village and include Murewa Mission to its, source 

(373251, 8048828) north of Chamakunguwo hill and then, southwards 

along an imaginary line, so as to include Chamakunguwo hill and exclude 

Nyamburi village to a point (373547,8048095) on Harare – Nyamapanda 

road, then, south westwards along Harare – Nyamapanda road, so as to 

exclude Bute village and include Murewa hotel to a point (370942, 8046497) 

on a footpath west of Murewa hotel, then north westwards along an 

imaginary line, so as to include Murewa hospital and exclude Zihute village 

to its junction with an unnamed stream (368998, 8047838) west of Murewa 

hospital, then westwards along the unnamed stream to a point (367711, 

8048156) north east of Wedzura mountain, then westwards along an 

imaginary line, so as to include Chitongo village and exclude Mutandwa 

village to the, source (366675, 8048304) of an unnamed stream west of 

Wedzura mountain, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream, 

so as to exclude Mutandwa village and include Chitongo village to its 

confluence with Nyamasanga river, then generally north eastwards along 

Nyamasanga river crossing Murewa–Kambarami (old) road to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream west of Murewa caves, then generally, south 

eastwards along the unnamed stream, so as to include Chakanyuka village 

and exclude Nazaro Jamu village to its, source (367849, 8051365) west of 

Murewa caves, then, south eastwards along an imaginary line to the western 

foot of Murewa caves (368911, 8050664), then, south eastwards along an 

imaginary line, so as to include Rimbi village and exclude Mapako suburb to 

the peak of Kanhurikwa hill, south east of Murewa caves, then, southwards 

along an imaginary line, so as to include Rimbi village and exclude Murewa 

abattoir to a point (369565, 8049030) on an unnamed street, south of 

Murewa abattoir (stand number 584), so as to exclude it, then eastwards 

along the unnamed street, so as to include Murewa Council ground and 
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stand number 1202 and to exclude 358 to its junction with Murewa - 

Madicheche road, then, southwards along Madicheche road to its junction 

with an unnamed street, so as to exclude stand number 215, then 

eastwards along an unnamed street to its junction with another unnamed 

street north of stand number 347, so as to include it then eastwards along 

the unnamed street to its junction with the, source (370635, 8048953) of 

Chitora river, so as to include Murewa Vegetable Market, then generally 

north eastwards along Chitora river, so as to include Siskdale suburb to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on ARC 1950 UTM: 

371604, 8050097; 373251, 8048828; 373547, 8048095; 370796, 8046386; 

368998, 8047838; 367711, 8048156; 366675, 8048304; 364661, 8049070; 

366839, 8051806; 367849, 8051365; 368911, 8050664; 369804, 8049545; 

369565, 8049030; 370374, 8049068; 370378, 8049066; 370492, 8048997. 
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MUTOKO RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyadire and Chitora rivers, then generally, southwards along Chitora river , 

the district administrative boundary of Mutoko and Mudzi, then generally, 

southwards to its confluence with Marowa river, so as to include 

Rukwenjere and Chirahumba Mountains, then, south west along Marowa 

river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary to a point (413259, 

8096844)so as to include Siwoneka hill and exclude Dangarembizi village, 

then, south westwards along the unknown tributary to its, source, so as to 

include Dorongoma and exclude Makore hills, then west, then north 

westwards along an imaginary line over Chitunzwi range of hills to the base 

of Matau mountain, so as to include Karimbika, Tirihumwe, Kagande School 

and Macheka villages and exclude Chigaba, Zisengwe and Chinake villages, 

then westwards along Nyamanoro river to its confluence with Nyadire river, 

so as to include Jaji, Zihwa and Gondo villages and exclude Baureni village, 

then generally north along Nyadire river, the administrative boundary of 

Mutoko and Murewa to its confluence with an unknown tributary, so as to 

include Dzenga Masunzwa and Marunya mountains and exclude Gurunya 

mountain, then generally east along Nyadire river the administrative 

boundary of Mutoko and UMP to its confluence with Chitora river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

411946, 8116536; 412933, 8112311; 413325, 8111846; 413219, 8111422; 

413414, 8111128; 413219, 8110671; 413561, 8110394; 515816, 8102731; 

415872, 8102370; 415551, 8102131; 414695, 8101862; 414613, 8101605; 

414487, 8101475; 414438, 8101287; 414599, 8101134; 414605, 8100865; 

414273, 8100838; 414069, 8100577; 413949, 8100557; 413816, 8099654; 

413566, 8099469; 412892, 8099421; 413229, 8096772; 410901, 8098110; 

407193, 8101171, 405094, 8100851; 404969, 8101068; 402734, 8101302; 

402408, 8101169; 401880, 8101286; 401918, 8101362; 400369, 8101476; 

400235, 8101384; 399964; 8101688; 398705, 8101889; 401437, 8107161, 

401606,8107528; 401682, 8107737; 401538, 8108009; 402304, 8110092; 

402560, 5110076; 402832, 8110326; 402854, 8110734; 402522, 8111538; 

402555, 8112191; 402848, 8112463; 403256, 8115696; 403460, 8115845; 

405154, 8115957; 406443, 8115598; 406453, 8115880; 407590, 8115473; 

410227, 8115957. 

Ward 2 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyamanoro river and Nyadire, the UMP-Mutoko Administrative boundary, 

then eastwards along Nyamanoro river to its source at the base of Matau 
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mountain, so as to include Chikukutu village, then generally eastward to the 

source of Marowa river, the along Marowa river to point (407316, 8101196), 

then generally south eastwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed 

tributary at the point (413232, 8096856), then generally south westwards 

along an imaginary line to its intersection with Chitora river so as to include 

Chigaba, Nhire villages and to exclude Zisengwe village, then generally 

southwest along an imaginary line to the confluence of Chitora river and 

unnamed tributary (411620, 8093470), so as to include Samatanda village 

and exclude Mutize village, then southwest along Chitora river to its 

confluence with Nyamugano river, then southwest along Nyamuganro river 

to its source at Mapenenga mountain, then along an imaginary line to the 

tributary of Nyandinzwi river at point (405684, 8089740), so as to include 

Nyambudzi village and exclude Nyamukapa village, then northwards along 

Nyandinzwi river to its confluence with an unnamed stream (405696, 

8092169), so as to include Kazuru village and exclude Mubvumbi, then 

generally, southwest , then northwest along the unnamed tributary to a 

point (405536, 8092086), then north westwards along an imaginary line to 

an unnamed tributary to a point (404247,8092813), then northwards along 

an unnamed tributary to its confluence with another unnamed tributary at 

point (403902, 8093304), then generally west, then, south west along the 

unnamed tributary to a point (402922, 8091693), then generally, southwest 

along an imaginary line to an unnamed tributary to a point (402552, 

8090800), so as to exclude Chirindi Primary School, then generally, 

southwest along an imaginary line to the apex of Tsvakari mountain, then 

generally south west to an unnamed hill, then generally westwards along an 

imaginary line to Nyadire river, so as to include Kativhu village, Chijaka 

village and exclude Chirindi village, then generally north along Nyadire river 

to its confluence with Nyamanoro river the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

398705, 8101889; 399964; 8101688; 400235, 8101384; 400369, 8101476; 

401918, 8101362; 401880, 8101286; 402408, 8101169; 402734, 8101302; 

404969, 8101068; 405094, 8100851; 407193, 8101171; 410901, 8098110; 

413229, 8096772; 411575, 8093464; 409661, 809811; 409607, 8091865; 

409378, 8091061; 409057, 8091066; 408873, 8091169; 407595, 8090778; 

407540, 8090653; 406056, 8089718; 405490, 8089625; 405289, 8089853; 

405715, 8092148; 405542, 8092076; 404151, 8092905; 403915, 8093278; 

403399, 8093014; 403141, 8092470; 402788, 8090942; 402516, 8090719; 

400705, 8090116; 397823, 8090577; 397856, 8091583; 397611, 8091800; 

397660, 8093067; 397975, 8093334; 398013, 8093361; 398057, 8094024; 

396698, 8095938; 396700, 8096197; 397451, 8098355; 397418, 8098877; 

397527, 8099258; 397940, 8099595. 
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Ward 3 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the apex of Jonga 

mountain, then, south westwards along the eastern boundary of Kopje farm 

to its junction with Nyandundu river, so as to include village 91 and exclude 

village 12, then, south eastwards along Nyandundu river to its confluence 

with Nyagadzi river the Administrative boundary of Mutoko and Manicaland 

Province, so as to include villages 92 and 103 and to exclude village 11, 

then, southwest along Nyagadzi river to the, southern beacon of Ruvimbo 

farm (Tiger flats west), so as to include Village 101, Ushamba school and 

Ruvimbo Primary School, then generally northwest along the, south western 

boundary of Ruvimbo farm (Tiger flats west) to a track, so as to include 

Tamuka Cooperative, then generally northwest along northern boundaries of 

Ruvimbo farm (Tiger flats west) and Landsdown farms to the apex of 

Muzwimbe mountain, then generally, southeast, north east along Redlands 

farm, southeast boarder to it junction with Marowa river, then generally 

northwest along Marowa river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

at the point (414828,8041106), so as to include village 98 and to exclude 

village 108, then generally northwards along the unnamed tributary to its 

junction with an a track, so as to exclude village 41, then generally 

northwards along the track to its junction with Bhobho- Kwaedza road so as 

to include village 97 and to exclude village 11, then generally northeast 

along the Bhobho-Kwaedza road to its junction with Nyamuzizi road, then 

generally north along Nyamuzizi road to its junction with a track , so as to 

include village 90 and to exclude village 87, then generally south along an 

imaginary line to the north most beacon of Derel farm, then generally south 

west along the Derel farm boundary to the north most beacon of Anker farm, 

then generally southeast along Ankers farm northern boundary to its 

northeast common with Beacon Kopje farm, then generally north eastwards 

along Beacon Kopje farm boundary to its north most beacon, so as to 

include Village 9, then generally southwest along Beacon Kopje eastern farm 

boundary to the apex of Jonga Mountain, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

423455, 8047375; 422728, 8045699; 422899, 8045621; 429148, 8041946; 

427619, 8040110; 426800, 8040353; 426748, 8040315; 424891, 8038867; 

425173, 8038381; 424494, 8037907; 423534, 8037715; 416977, 8030236, 

411972, 8033662; 415323, 8037134; 417134, 8036005; 418917, 8037760; 

416158, 8040677; 416383, 8040246; 416288, 8039840; 417472, 8048632; 

415683, 8046721; 415381, 8046699; 414776, 8046017; 414487, 8046051; 

414100, 8043769; 414819, 8043234; 415053, 8042586; 414569, 8041057; 

415752, 8040444; 416158, 8040677; 417472, 8048632; 417564, 8048998; 

417470, 8049156; 418032, 8051827; 418593, 8050811; 418430, 8049828; 

420147, 8049106; 423613, 8050950; 424563, 8049302: 
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Ward 4 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the apex of Masangani 

mountain, then generally north east along the Mutoko-Mudzi administrative 

boundary to the source of Sherenge river so as to include Madimutsa and 

Katsamudanga villages, then generally south east along the Mutoko-Mudzi 

administrative boundary to Nyamasanga dam, then generally south east to 

the apex of Nyahawa mountain, then generally southeast along the Mutoko-

Mudzi administrative boundary to the apex of Dema mountain, then 

generally southeast along an imaginary line to an unknown tributary to a 

point (434326, 8091341), then generally northwest along an imaginary line 

to its junction with Nyamapamda Highway so as to include Gwanza village, 

then generally east along an imaginary line to its junction with Mudzi river, 

then generally southwest along Mudzi river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary at the point (435497, 8091548), then generally west 

along an unnamed tributary to a point (434336, 8091447), then generally 

northwest along an imaginary line to its junction with Harare-Nyamapanda 

highway so as to include Hunda, Botsanzira villages and exclude Rupakira, 

Donga and Mbudzi villages, then generally west along the unnamed 

tributary to its junction with an a track, then generally north along the a 

track to Manyungwe Dam, then generally northwards along Nyanyungwe 

river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary at point (427663, 

809596), then northwest along Nyanyungwe river to the district 

administrative boundary of Mutoko and Mudzi so as to include Nyabote, 

Ruwisi and Ndemera villages and exclude Matogo, Chagumaira and 

Kadeyadeya villages, then generally north to the apex of Masangani 

mountain the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

425726, 8104528; 427661, 8105376; 428772, 8106248; 428951, 8106141; 

429358, 8106392; 429417, 8106738; 429919, 8107294; 430930, 8104889; 

432538, 8102878; 433856, 8100288; 434949, 8099070; 434178, 8096785; 

434590, 8096373; 435639, 8096444; 436302, 8097045; 436230, 8097390; 

437510, 8097478; 435570, 8091849; 435211, 8092029; 435023, 8093307; 

434280, 8091260; 431072, 8094611; 430105, 8094521; 427658, 8096596; 

427606, 8096580; 426692, 8097145; 424750, 8101296; 425096, 8103087. 

Ward 5 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from confluence of Nyamugano 

and Chitora rivers, then generally south along Chitora river to it confluence 

with Nyadzore river so as to include Nyamukapa, Chiwade Rinomhota, 

Gondo villages and to exclude Chakuimbisa, Katiyo, Mujayi villages, then 

southwest along Nyadzore river to its source, then southwest along an 

imaginary line to a track at the point ,(409884, 8079717), then southwest 

along the unnamed track to a point near Dombotswipa hill, then generally 
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south westwards along the track to Nyakaranga river, then generally east 

along Nyakaranga river to its source, then generally east along an imaginary 

line to a track at the point (410373, 8078267), then generally west along the 

a track to its intersection with an unnamed road, then generally southwards 

along the unnamed road to the north most boundary of farm 74A so as to 

include Katsukunya School and Gwatu village and to exclude Muzunza, 

Katsukunya, Shopo, Karimazondo, Mashumba village, then generally west 

along 74A farm northern farm boundary to its intersection with Nyahowe 

river, then north westwards along Nyahowe river to its confluence with 

Nyadire river, so as to include, Gwatu, Chikuyo, Kagoro, Mazengera and 

Nyamakope villages and to exclude Chapeyama Joe-Kadabge, Masunda, 

Kambarami and Mabvuta villages, then northwest along Nyadire river to a 

point (397835, 8090653) so as to include Chisango and Kamba villages, 

then generally east along an imaginary line to the apex of an unnamed hill, 

then generally east along an imaginary line to the apex of Tsvakari 

mountain, then generally west to the apex of an unnamed hill, then 

northeast, then north along an imaginary line to its junction with an 

unnamed tributary (402563, 8090823), then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line to its junction with an unnamed tributary at the point 

(402933, 8091737), then generally north along the unnamed tributary so as 

to include Chirindi Primary School and to exclude Kazuru Village, then 

southeast along the unnamed tributary to a point (404242, 8092821), then 

generally southeast along an imaginary line to an unnamed tributary so as 

to include Chirindi and Kazuru , Gurure and Nyamukapa villages and to 

exclude kazuru and Nyambudzi villages, then generally south along an 

unnamed tributary to its intersection with Nyandunzwi river, then northeast 

along Nyandunzwi river so as to include Gurure and Nyambudzi village, 

then generally east along an imaginary line to the source of Nyamugano 

river, then generally northeast along Nyamuganhu river to its confluence 

with Chitora river, the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

409378, 8091061; 411419, 8081980; 411027, 8081251; 409896, 8080370; 

409907, 8079554; 408906, 8078043; 410429, 8077151; 410364, 8076781; 

409255, 8076629; 409907, 8075150; 409113, 8074965; 403599, 8082208; 

403251, 8082349; 403230, 8082208; 403251, 8082349; 403230, 8082686; 

402623, 8083426; 400870, 8085993; 397737, 8089647. 

Ward 6 

It is area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chitora 

and Nyandiya rivers, then south eastwards along Nyandiya river to a point 

(416170, 8092746) so as to include Nyamajiwe, Nyaumba and Dororo 

villages and exclude Mwenye and Mutami villages, then generally eastwards 

along an imaginary line to the apex of Chipawa mountain (417509, 
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8092561), then generally south along an imaginary line to its junction with 

a track at the base of Nhonhonyoro mountain so as to include Chimukopa 

Primary, Chimukopa Business Centre and exclude Chinomona, Rinomhota 

villages, then generally south along the a track to its junction with an 

unnamed road, then generally north east along an imaginary line to its 

junction with Nyaburudzi river (420269, 8087842), then generally 

southwards along Nyaburudzi river to its junction with an a track, then 

generally west along a track to Mutoko-Nyamuzuwe road so as to include 

Nyatsine Village and exclude TsikoB/C, Zakaria and Hunhu village, then 

generally north along Mutoko-Nyamuzuwe road to its intersection with a 

tributary from Nyaumidzi at a point (418691, 8086231), then generally 

north westwards along Nyaumidzi river to the point (416826, 8088035), 

then generally westward along an imaginary line to it junction with 

Nyamuzuwe river at a point ( 416026, 8088138), then generally westward 

along an imaginary line to the base of Nyapfumbi mountain, then generally 

north west along an imaginary to the base of Wandudze mountain, then 

generally west along an imaginary line to Nyamuzuwe river, then generally 

southwards along Nyamuzuwe river to a point (413353, 8083779) , then 

generally southwest along an imaginary line to the apex of Rukwiza 

mountain, then generally west along an imaginary line to its junction with 

Chitora river so as to include Kabasa, Chimukopa Primary, then generally 

north along Chitora river to its confluence with Nyamugano river, then 

generally north,then north east along Chitora river so as to include Mujayi, 

Chakuimbisa , Chiutsi and exclude Gondo, Kativhu and Rinomhota villages 

to its confluence with Nyandia river, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

415171, 8094897; 415954, 8092156; 417607, 8092026; 417759, 8090688 

418069, 8090248; 418210, 8088502; 418613, 8088426; 418667, 8088225 

419050, 8087431; 419350, 8087246; 420322, 8087863; 419849, 8086526 

420045, 8085462; 418265, 8082941; 418057, 8082928; 418055, 8082844 

417740, 8082889; 417971, 8084176; 417882, 8084338; 417916, 8084516 

418341, 8084709; 418702, 8086128; 418402, 8086443; 417998, 8086559 

418265, 8082941; 418057, 8082928; 418055, 8082844; 417740, 8082889 

417971, 8084176; 417882, 8084338; 417916, 8084516; 418341, 8084709 

418702, 8086128; 418402, 8086443; 417998, 8086559; 416848, 8087960 

414474, 8088052; 413985, 8087645; 413798, 8087642; 412236, 8088238 

412783, 8082150; 411419, 8081980; 409378, 8091061; 409607, 8091865 

409661, 8091811; 411575, 8093464. 

Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Nyamuzuwe-Benson Mine road and Nyanyunje river coinciding with the 

Mudzi-Mutoko Administrative boundary, then east, south eastwards along 
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Nyanyunje river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary so as to 

include Funganjera, Kawazva villages, then south west along Nyanyunje 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream at the point (427672, 

8096620) so as to include, Chagumaira, Magoto villages and exclude Ruwisi, 

Dakwa villages, then generally southeast along the unnamed tributary to a 

point (426532, 8094474) so as to include Nyakarize village, and exclude 

Masenda village, then generally southeast along an imaginary line to its 

junction with an unnamed tributary at the point (425948, 8090184), then 

generally southeast along the unknown tributary to its source, then 

generally southeast along an imaginary line to its junction with an unnamed 

tributary, then generally east, southwest along the unknown tributary to its 

junction with an a track, then generally north west along an imaginary line 

to its junction with Nyamatine river, then generally north west along 

Nyamatine river to its confluence with Nyamasanga river, then northwards 

along Nyamasanga river to its confluence with Nyaburudzi river, then 

generally southwest along Nyaburudzi river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary at the point (420413, 8087946) so as to include Gowa 

village and exclude Matura Rutsito villages, then generally southwest along 

an imaginary line to its junction with a track, then generally north along the 

a track to point the (418278, 8088491), then northwards along an imaginary 

line to the apex to the eastern base of Chimwa mountain so as to include 

Matiyasi, Chimukopa and Nyamundaya villages and exclude Mutize, 

Dandara and Katsande villages, then generally east along an imaginary at 

the northern base of Chimwa to its junction to Nyandia river, then generally 

north along Nyandia river to Chitora river, then generally southwest along 

Chitora river to its confluence with an unknown tributary at the point 

(411636, 8093423), then generally northeast along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed tributary, then generally north along an imaginary line to the 

source of Marowa river, then generally north along Marowa river to its 

confluence with Chitora river so as to include Makore mountain and exclude 

Charewa business centre, then generally south along Chitora river to its 

confluence with Nyanyunje river, then generally east along Nyanyunje river 

to its junction with Nyamuzuwe-Benson Mine road the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 

422597, 8103234; 422993, 8103392; 424750, 8101296; 426692, 8097145; 

427606, 8096580; 427658, 8096596; 427076, 8095479; 427141, 8094978; 

425793, 8093733; 0425510, 8093092; 424846, 8092309; 423726, 

8091928; 424036, 8091743; 424917, 8091661; 427168, 8088285; 428778, 

8088328; 427777, 8086403; 427886, 8086452; 427777, 8086153; 427060, 

8085044; 426978, 8084924; 426603, 8084614; 426334, 8083755; 423120, 

8086101; 422337, 8089429; 421119, 8089038; 420322, 8087863; 419350, 

8087246; 419050, 8087431; 418667, 8088225; 418613, 8088426; 418210, 
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8088502; 418069, 8090248; 417759, 8090688; 417607, 8092026; 415954, 

8092156; 415171, 8094897; 411575, 8093464; 413229, 8096772; 

412892;809941; 413566, 8099469; 413816, 8099654; 413949, 8100557; 

414069, 8100577; 414273, 8100838; 414605, 8100865; 414599, 8101134; 

414438, 8101287; 414487, 8101475; 414613, 8101605; 414696, 8101862; 

415551, 8102031; 415327, 8102370. 

Ward 8 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyanyunje and Mudzi river, then generally south along Mudzi river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary so as to include Bondamakara 

School, Kativhu Masawa, Katonha, Gambara, Zano villages and to exclude 

Mbudzi, Jonga Kachepa, Kupurira, Chikuya Chakukura, Karimbika villages, 

then southwest along Mudzi river to its confluence with Sikandoro stream so 

as to include Chipfiko, Mavhura, Masiya villages and exclude Tuku and 

Masango villages, then generally west along Sikandoro river to its junction 

with track, then generally north along a track to its junction with an 

unnamed tributary, then northeast along the unamnamed tributary to its 

confluence with Nyanyunje river so as to include Kadiki, Kaisi, Rutsito and 

Danje villages and exclude Chito village and Mudzengerere dam, then 

westwards along unnamed tributary to its source, then generally northwest 

along an imaginary line to unnamed tributary, then generally north along 

the unnamed tributary to it junction with an a track, then generally 

northwest west along an imaginary line to point (423747, 8091958) so as to 

include Masenda village and exlude Chigumbura village, then northeast 

along an imaginary line to its junction with the source of Nyanyunje 

tributary, then along Nyanyunje river in a south western direction to 

Manyunge dam so as to include Zisengwe village and exclude Frank Village, 

then in a south east along an a track to its junction with an unnamed 

tributary, then generally southeast along an imaginary line to its junction 

with an unnamed tributary, then generally east along the Nanyunje to its 

confluence with Mudzi river the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

435504, 8091541; 435268, 8090888; 435873, 8089185; 436242, 8087817; 

436352,8087222; 432792, 8084539; 432243, 8084468; 430030, 8082536; 

426410,8081449; 425982, 8081583; 426334, 8083755; 428778, 8088328; 

427168, 8088285; 424917, 8091661; 424036, 8091743; 423726, 8091928; 

424846, 8092309, 425510, 8093092; 425793, 8093733; 427141, 8094978; 

427076, 8095479; 427658, 8096596.  

Ward 9 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mudzi 

and Chambwa rivers, then south eastwards along Chambwa river to its 

source, so as to include Katavhinya, Katsiga, Jonga-Kachepa, Katesi and 
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Machemedze villages, then generally south along an imaginary line to its 

junction with an a track so as to include Musvota, Chari and Gogo Villages 

and exclude Mangori, Chapanduka and Nyangu villages , then generally 

south along the a track to its intersection with the Mutoko-Makaha road so 

as to include Jakopo and Cahrewa villages and exclude Rutsito, Svowera 

villages, then generally south along the Makaha-Mutoko road to a point 

(440738, 8085980) so as to exclude Nyazuva village and include Charewa 

villages, then generally westwards along an imaginary line to its intersection 

with Nyamukombwe river so as to exclude Shayanewako village, then 

generally northwards along Nyamukombwe river to its confluence with 

Mudzi river, then generally north eastwards along Mudzi river to its 

intersection with Mudzi-Mutoko Administrative Boundary, so as to include 

Chinomona, Karimbika, Kuparira, Jonga, Mupfawa and Chibanga Villages 

and exclude Katonha, Masawi, Bondamakara, Botsanzira villages, then 

north eastwards along Mudzi river, the Mudzi-Mutoko Administrative 

boundary to the confluence of Mudzi and Chambwa rivers, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

441118, 8098405;  441095, 8098001; 441579, 8097768; 443072, 8094282; 

442654, 8092000; 442236, 8091857; 441472, 8091200; 441101, 8090101; 

441089, 8089037; 441614, 8088199; 441128, 8087952; 440900, 8087679; 

440975, 8086921;440951, 8086483; 440758, 8085946; 436632, 8085958; 

436352, 8087222; 436242, 8087817; 435698, 8088182; 435873, 8089185; 

435268, 8090888; 435504, 8091541; 435609, 8091754; 435570, 8091849; 

435211, 8092029; 435023, 8093307; 437510, 8097378; 438351, 8098065; 

438915, 8097623; 439261, 8097814; 439578, 8097712; 439715, 8097754; 

439859, 8098113; 440181, 8097963; 440886, 8098584.  

Ward 10 

It is an area of land bounded by line drawn from the confluence of Nyadire 

and Nyahove river, then generally southward along Nyahove river to Nyadire 

Old road at the northern boundary of farm 74A so as to include Mabuuta, 

Kambarani, Chapeyama villages and exclude Mazengera and Gwatu villages, 

then generally west along thenorthern farm boundary to Nyadire river so as 

to include Nyamutsahuni Dip tank and exclude farms 334, 334, 42, 41, 

329, then generally southwest along Nyadire river to its confluence with 

Nyabopota river, then generally westwards along Nyadire farm southern 

boundary to a track, then northwards along Nyadire farm western boundary 

to it junction with Nyaitenga river, then generally eastwards along Nyaitenga 

river to its confluence with Nyadire river, then generally north along Nyadire 

river to its confluence with Nyahove river the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the along following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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402623, 8083426;  403230, 8082686;  403251, 8082349;  403599, 

8082208; 409113, 8074965; 400228, 8073562; 400206, 8073529;  399075, 

8072474; 398847, 8072725;  398281, 8071702; 393393, 8071498; 393113, 

8071536; 393141, 8074053; 393480, 8074137; 393999, 8074055; 394565, 

8073707; 395141, 8073697; 398534, 8074762; 398752, 8074545; 399904, 

8075197; 399622, 8078047; 398795, 8078525; 398839, 8079569; 400666, 

8081744; 401525, 8081810; 402580, 8082669. 

Ward 11  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyamuzuwe river and an unnamed tributary at the (412259, 8088255), then 

generally eastwards along an imaginary line to the northern base of 

Wandudze mountain, then generally eastwards along an imaginary line to 

the northern base of Pfumbi mountain, then generally east along an 

imaginary line to its junction with Nyambiya river, then generally south 

eastwards along Nyambiya river to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

generally southwards along the unnamed road to its junction with an a 

track so as to include Ganyiwa vollage and to exclude Tsiko and Nyatsine 

villages, then generally west along an a track to its junction with Nyaburudzi 

river so as to include Gurupira village and to exclude Zimora village, then 

generally northeast along Nyaburudzi river to Nyatsine Dip Tank , then 

southeast to the source of an unnamed stream, then generally south along 

an imaginary line to the beacon of Nyamaere mountain, then generally 

southeast along an imaginary line to its intersection with an unnamed road, 

then generally south along the unnamed road to its intersection with 

Nyamapanda Highway so as to include Mutoko Primary School and exclude 

Mutoko Central High School, then generally west along Nyamapanda 

Highway to the junction of Oliver Newton road and Harare Nyamapanda 

Highway so as to include DDC‟s premises and District Civil Registry Offices 

and to exclude Madzeka Night Club and Mutoko Hotel, then generally 

southwards along Oliver Newton road to its intersection with Nyamuzizi 

Road, then generally west along the Mutoko Nyamuzizi road to its junction 

with an unnamed road coming from Mutoko RDC Offices, then northwards 

along the unnamed to its junction with Mutoko Prisons road so as to include 

Edward and Jack Academy, then westwards along the Mutoko Prisons road 

to Mutoko Prison Gate, then along an imaginary boundary northwards to its 

junction with Nyamapanda Highway so as to include Mutoko RDC and ZRP 

Station and exclude Mutoko Prison, then generally southwards along 

Harare-Nyamapanda Highway to its intersection with Budja Small Scale 

Farming Area boundary, then generally north along the eastren farms 

boundary of farms 347, to beacon on the apex of Chikwirawatunda 

mountain so as to include Mutoko Field Artilery Regiment (JOC) and exclude 

Rukanda Business Centre, then southwards along the northern farm 

boundary of 77 and 455 so as to include Shopo and Chidzidzi and exclude 
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farms number 455 and 74A, then generally northwest along a track to its 

intersection with Nyadire and Katsukunya road so as to include Muwanga, 

exclude Katsukunya Primary School and Gwatu village, then generally 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point (410220, 8077105), then 

generally northwards along an a track to the (410403, 8078203), then 

generally west along an imaginary line to the source Nyakaranga river so as 

to include Karimazondo and Mashumba Villages, then generally north along 

an a track to the source of Nyadzore river, then generally north along 

Nyadzore river to its confluence with Chitora river, then generally east along 

an imaginary line to the apex of Rukwaza mountain, then north east along 

an imaginary line to its junction with Nyamuzuwe river, then northwards 

along of Nyamuzuwe river to its confluence with unnamed tributary, the 

starting point (412259, 8088255). This area is bounded by the along 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

412236, 8088238; 413798, 8087642; 413985, 8087645; 414474, 8088052; 

416848, 8087960; 417998, 8086559; 418402, 8086443; 418702, 8086128; 

418341, 8084709; 417916, 8084516; 417882, 8084338; 417971, 808417; 

6417740, 8082889; 418055, 8082844; 418265, 8082941; 418402, 

8086443; 418911, 8082974; 418984, 8082685; 418801, 8082164; 417030, 

8080226; 417030, 8079969; 416544, 8079611; 416782, 8078767; 417177, 

8078327; 417124, 8078258; 417163, 8078129; 417330, 8077815; 417165, 

8076783; 418354, 8076540; 418432, 8076306; 418347, 8076087; 418294, 

8076034; 418069, 8075956; 417710, 8075947; 417645, 8075971; 417419, 

8075941; 417469, 8075800; 417659, 8075641; 417583, 8075491; 417544, 

8075501; 417405, 8075622; 417264, 8075483; 416895, 8075373; 416857, 

8075451; 416860, 8075502; 416775, 8075711; 416216, 8074966; 415707, 

8074681; 414938, 8073261; 413705, 8071844; 412911, 8072513; 412707, 

8072476; 412703, 8072647; 413788, 8072786; 413870, 8076126; 409907, 

8075150; 409255, 8076629; 410364, 8076781; 410125, 8077151; 410364, 

8076781; 410125, 8077368; 410429, 8077956; 408906, 8078043 409907, 

8079554; 409896, 8080370; 411027, 8081251; 411419, 8081980; 412783, 

808250; 413357, 8083655; 412513, 8084820; 412568, 8084793; 412448, 

8085536; 412540, 8084793; 413364, 8083763; 412641, 8084788; 412588, 

8084822; 412548, 8084939; 412599, 8085018; 412450, 8085589; 411670, 

8086232; 411651, 8086691; 412236, 8088238  

Ward 12 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyaburudzi and Nyamasanga rivers, then south along Nyamasanga river to 

its confluence with Nyamateni river, then south east along an imaginary line 

to its junction with an a track, then along the a track to the source of 

Sikandoro river so as to include Sikandoro, Chiwandamidzi villages and 

exclude Chikadzi village, then generally east along Sikandoro river to its 
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confluence with and Mudzi river, then generally southwest along Mudzi river 

into Kawodza river so as to include Chiwandamidzi Business Centre and 

Mutoko Hogh School and exclude Munjoma and Moyosvi villages, then 

generally south east along an imaginary line to the apex of Mutemwa 

mountain, then generally northwest along an imaginary line to Chikondoma 

river, then generally north west along Chikondoma river to a ZETDC power 

line so as to exclude Chikukwa, Chikondoma Township, and exclude 

Mutoko Centre, then morth, then west along an imaginary line to the beacon 

of Nyamaere mountain so as to include Mutoko Central High School, 

Kazingizi, Hunhu villages and exclude Mutoko Primary School, then 

generally north along an imaginary line up to an unnamed tributary 

(417341,8077935), then generally northwards along the unnamed tributary 

to Nyatsine Dip tank, then generally northwards along Nyaburudzi river so 

as to include Chitiwa, Tsiko School and Muramba village, to its confluence 

with Nyamasanga river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

422337, 8089429; 423120, 808610; 426334, 8083755; 425982, 8081583; 

426410, 8081449; 430030, 8082536; 428941, 8080422; 428984, 8080226; 

428961, 8079875; 427625, 8080006; 425243, 8077492; 425200, 8077462; 

425082, 8077501; 424634, 8077286; 424640, 8077207; 424489, 8077099; 

424403, 8076410; 424067, 8076016; 422948, 8075735; 421768, 8074634; 

420830, 8075563; 420352, 8075967; 420226, 8075992; 419911, 8076229; 

419793, 8076284; 419555, 8076327; 418432, 8076306; 418354, 8076540; 

417165, 8076783; 417330, 8077815; 417163, 8078129; 417124, 8078258; 

417177, 8078327; 416782, 8078767; 416544, 8079611; 417030, 8079960; 

417030, 8080226; 418801, 8082164; 418984, 8082685; 418911, 8082974; 

418402, 8086443; 419849, 8086626; 420045, 8085462; 420322, 8087863; 

420389, 8087888; 421119, 8089038 

Ward 13 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Mutoko-

Kwaedza road and the Mutoko Rural District Council road, then generally 

south along the Mutoko-Kwaedza road to its junction with Mudzi river, then 

south eastwards along Mudzi river to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream from Manyati farm, then northwards along the unnamed stream to 

its intersection with Mutoko-Kwaedza road so as to include Youth stands 

and exclude Mukwekwe and Sigauke Plots, then along the western 

boundary of Manyati farm to where it turns southwards, so as to include 

Daniel Academy and Mutoko Government Stands and to exclude Manyati 

farm, then generally southwards along the western boundary of Manyati 

farm to its junction with Mutoko- Kwaedza road, then generally southwest 

along the Manyati farm boundary to the northern farm boundary of farm 

number 112, so as to include village 61 and exclude Small Scale 
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Commercial Farms, then generally westwards along an imaginary boundary 

to Rukanda river, then generally southwards along Rukanda river to a 

bridge along the Mutoko-Kwaedza road, so as to include villages 61 and 62 

and to exclude village 72, then generally north westwards along an 

unnamed road to its junction with another unnamed road, then southwards 

along an imaginary line to an unnamed Dam, so as to include Villages 62 

and to exclude Village 71 and Hari Business Centre, then generally 

westwards along an a track to Rukanda-Jani road at Absent Absent Plot, 

village 65, so as to include Village 63 and to exclude village 64 and 65, then 

generally north eastwards along the Rukanda-Jani road to the northern 

boundary of Mazarura farm (Murray Fields) so as to include village 63 and 

to exclude Muzarura farm, then generally northwest along the Mazarura 

farm (Murray Fields) boundary to its junction with the Mutoko –Harare 

highway so as to include village 58 and to exclude Mazarura farm (Murray 

Fields), then generally eastwards along Harare-Mutoko Highway to Nyadire 

turn-off, so as to include villages 58, Ndiwani secondary School, Rukanda 

Business Centre, Energy Park and to exclude 2 Field Artillery Regiment 

(JOC) Mutoko, Mutoko Luxury Lodges and Nyadire Park , then southwards 

along and imaginary line to Mutoko ZRP gate, so as to include ZPCS, 

Government Houses and to exclude ZRP Camp, then generally east to its 

junction with the Mutoko Rural District Council road, so as to exclude it, 

then eastwards along the Mutoko Rural District Council road to its junction 

with the Mutoko-Kwaedza road, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the along following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

417583, 8075491; 417453, 8073848 417975, 8073311; 417891, 8072075; 

417436, 8073769; 417556, 8073302; 417321, 8072208; 416483, 8072413; 

419058, 8066440; 418005, 8066450; 417048, 8066525; 416806, 8066020; 

416733, 8064385; 415665, 8064392; 415001, 8065359; 414231, 8065201; 

413959, 8064764; 414057, 8064222; 411137, 8064479; 409862, 8065052; 

411123; 8066374; 407302, 8069298; 407310, 8068458; 413794, 8071521; 

413778, 8071824; 413705, 8071844; 414938, 8073261; 415707, 8074681; 

416216, 8074966; 416775, 8075711; 416860, 8075502; 416857, 8075451; 

416895, 8075373; 417264, 8075483; 417405, 8075622; 417544, 8075501.  

Ward 14 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mudzi 

river and a track at point (436630, 8085828), then generally eastwards 

along an imaginary line to its intersection with Mutoko-Makaha road so as 

to include Shayanewako village, Nyakudanga village and Nyamakosi 

business centre and exclude Chinomona and Masango villages, then 

generally northwards along the Mutoko-Makosa road up to an unnamed 

tributary at point (441499, 8088128), then southwards along an imaginary 

line to the source of Kambanje stream so as to include Nyazuwa village and 
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exclude Charasa village, then generally eastwards along Kambanje Stream 

to its confluence with Nyadiwi Stream, then generally southeast along 

Nyadiwi stream to its confluence with Nyahunure river, then generally north 

eastwards along Nyahunure to an unnamed tributary, then generally south 

along the unknown tributary to its confluence with Nyamuzizi river so as to 

include Karonda, Mutize, Jakobo, Kasine villages and exclude Kafuridzo, 

Gibson Business Centre Masarirevhu villages and Kangoza business centre, 

then generally west, then southwards along Nyamuzizi river to point 

(445072, 8064490), then northwest along an imaginary line to the apex of 

Chibeta mountain, then generally north eastwards along an imaginary line 

to Mupakwa mountain, so as to include Mutasa-Karadza villages and 

exclude Gore Musekiwa/Chingwe villages, then westwards along an 

imaginary line up to an unnamed tributary at point (443510,8072509), then 

genrally northwards along an imaginary line to Nyahunure river so as to 

include Kanomanyabga, Masarirevhu, Mazengera villages and to exclude 

Parangeta/Muzika, Homweyetsuro and Madzinga villages, then generally 

northwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed tributary so as to 

include Kapondoro village, then generally westwards along an imaginary line 

to its intersection with Mudzi river, then generally northwards along Mudzi 

river up to its intersection with an unknown track at point 

(436630,8085828), the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

alongfollowing Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

436632, 8085958; 440758, 8085946; 440951, 8086483; 440975, 8086921 

440900, 8087679; 441128, 8087952; 441614, 8088199; 442124, 8087074 

443798, 8086107; 445309, 8084067; 445339, 8083917; 445237, 8083719; 

445386, 8083236; 445539, 8083181; 446034, 8082520; 446022, 8081136; 

446175, 8080605; 446210, 8080598; 446805, 8079815; 448575, 8081108; 

448844, 8081018; 449909, 8081683; 450439, 8081467; 450435, 8081214; 

450879, 8080949;  451679, 8081039; 451772, 8081202; 452339, 8081184;  

452653, 8080937; 452418, 8080874; 452251, 8080715; 452067, 8079137; 

451692, 8078762; 451737, 8077265; 451969, 8077089; 451912, 8075434; 

451235, 8074210; 449147, 8072943;  448217, 8071083; 447924, 8069305; 

449181, 8065968;  448139, 8065903; 445079, 8064343; 443067, 8065776; 

444816, 8067718; 444938, 8068191; 445052, 8071087; 442964, 8072775; 

443030, 8078933; 442035, 8079390; 439653, 8079366; 439457, 8080989; 

439661, 8081388; 437989, 8083191; 436668, 8085548.  

Ward 15 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Chambwa and Zvinjanja rivers, then south east along Zvinjanja river to the 

apex of an unnamed range of mountains, which is the Mutoko-Mudzi 

Administrative Boundary so as to include Mangori, Chingwena and 

Kapikinga villages, then generally eastwards along the Mutoko-Mudzi 
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Administrative boundary to its junction with Nyamasadzura river so as to 

include Bopoto village, Boiwa villages, Chikukwa Business Centre and 

Chikukwa School, then generally southwards along the Mutoko-Mudzi 

Administrative Boundary to the apex of Susamoya range of mountains, then 

generally westwards along the range of unnamed hills to its junction of with 

an unnamed tributary at point (450010, 8085308), then generally 

westwards along the unknown river to a track, then generally westwards 

along the track to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then generally 

westwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence with Nyadiwi and 

Kambnje rivers so as to include, Benias village, Kativhu village and 

Nyamashuka School and exclude Chimaiwache/Nyamhuka village, then 

north westwards along Kambanje river to its source, then north west along 

an imaginary line to its intersection with an a track, then generally north 

along the track to the southern base of Denje mountain so as to include 

Kapikinyu, Dangarembwa, Rutsito and Mucharambei villages and exclude 

Nyazuwa, Charewa and Jakopo villages, then generally northwards along an 

imaginary line to an unnamed stream so as to include Chapanduka and 

Nyangu village and exclude Chari and Musvota villages, then northwards 

along the stream to its confluence with Chambwa and Zvinjanja rivers, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

443072, 8094282; 44430, 8092729; 444924, 8092150;  444829, 8091678; 

444906, 8091224; 445199, 8090202; 445115, 8089760; 445522, 8088757; 

447200, 8087777; 448072, 8087950; 448317, 8087849; 449046, 8088488; 

449321, 8088512; 450438, 8089169; 451035, 8088942; 452242, 8089217; 

452600, 8089611; 453317, 8089635; 453239, 8089175; 452198, 8085364; 

451304, 8085462; 450029, 8085344; 449160, 8085446; 448006, 8085124; 

447737, 8084867; 4445309, 8084067; 443798, 8086107; 442124, 

8087074; 441614, 8088199; 441089, 8089037; 441101, 8090101; 441472, 

8091200; 442236, 8091857; 442654, 8092000 . 

Ward 16 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mudzi 

river and Nyamukombwe rivers, then generally south along Nyamukombwe 

river to the confluence of an unnamed tributary , then generally southwards 

along the unnamed tributary to a point to the north of Bwanya Primary 

School (439657, 8079486), so as to include Mushamba, Kufa, Nyawasha, 

Nyongo, Kasiyemunda, villages and Bwanya Primary School and exclude 

Shayanewako, Nyakudanga, Sasa, Mudiwakure villages, then generally 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point (443039, 8079017), then 

southwards along an imaginary line to its junction with Nyahunure river, 

then south westwards along Nyahunure river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary (439349, 8075064), so as to include Rabvundura village 
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and to exclude Madzinga village, then generally northwards along the 

unnamed tributary (438461, 8077222), then generally north along an 

imaginary line to its junction with Nyamukombwe river, then generally north 

along Nyamukombwe river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, so 

as to include Nyamima, Chabvuta, Katsande/Jembere villages and exclude 

Mapika, Mutize, Nhunzvi villages, then generally southwest along 

Nyamukombwe river to its source, then generally south along an imaginary 

line to its junction with a track, then northeast along an imaginary line to a 

track at the base of Chitima mountain so as to include Jonasi, Mazarura 

and Maja/Kamutondori villages and exclude Chipfiko, Chihwai and 

Kapfunde villages, then generally north, then northwest along an imaginary 

line to Mudzi Dam, so as to include Sakusekwa, Jembere Business Centre 

and exclude Mabvara, Chaku villages, then generally west along Mudzi river 

to a point (425246, 8077461), then north east along an imaginary line to the 

source of Kawodza river, then north eastwards along Kawodza river to its 

confluence with Mudzi river so as to include Moyosvi and Munjoma Villages 

and exclude Mutoko High School, Mudzengerere Village, then north 

eastwards along Mudzi river, to its confluence with Nyamukombwe river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

436352, 8087222; 436632, 8085958; 436668, 8085548; 437989, 8083191;  

439661, 8081388; 439457, 8080989; 439653, 8079366; 442035, 8079390; 

443030, 8078933; 442971, 8076921; 439096, 8074934; 439002, 8076696; 

438468, 8077174; 437916, 8078020; 437391, 8079743; 437178, 8079776; 

436008, 8079362; 435670, 8078962; 435481, 8079027;  433809, 8076119; 

433891, 8075602; 433360, 8074802; 432947, 8074666; 432523, 8074715; 

432186, 8074362; 431555, 8074242; 430707, 8073824; 430435, 8074552; 

429597, 8075248; 428706, 8075314; 426928, 8077625; 426713, 8077763; 

425243, 8077492; 427625, 8080006; 428984, 8080226; 428941, 8080422;  

430030, 8082536; 432243, 8084468; 432792, 8084539. 

Ward 17 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the base of Chikwededza 

mountain on Nyahunure river, then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point (442967,C8072984), then southeast generally 

along an imaginary line to the apex Mupakwa mountain, then southwards to 

the apex of Muyawa mountain, then southwest to the apex of Jeta 

mountain, then generally north westwards along the northern boundaries of 

farm 465 and 452 to the base of Nyapfura mountain, then generally 

northwards along an imaginary line to the apex of Chiteterere mountain, 

then generally northwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed hill 

southwest of Chipfiko School, then generally north westwards along an 

imaginary to Nyamukombwe river, then generally north eastward along 
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Nyamukombwe river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary at a point 

(437378, 8079748) so as to include Mushimbo Businees Centre and 

Mushimbo School, Gumbeze village, Chipfiko Primary School so as to 

exclude Chihwayi Mudowakure, Kazingizi villages, then generally 

southwards along Nyamukombwe river to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary at point (439092, 8074999) so as to include Mapika, Chikati, 

Tomu villages and to exclude Nyakombo/Supu village, then generally 

northwest along Nyahunure river so as to include Kadigo village and to 

exclude Rabvundura village to the base of Chikwededza mountain the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

442971, 8076921; 442964, 8072775; 445052, 8071087; 444938, 8068191; 

444816, 8067718; 443067, 8065776; 434073, 8070216; 433871, 8073560; 

434064, 8075197; 433891, 8075602; 433809, 8076119; 435481, 8079027; 

435670, 8078962; 436008, 8079362; 437178, 8079776; 437391, 8079743; 

437916, 8078020; 438468, 8077174; 439002, 8076696; 439096, 8074934  

Ward 18 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyadiwi 

and Kambanje rivers, then generally eastwards along Nyadiwi river to the 

Mutoko-Mudzi Administrative boundary so as to include Chimaiwache 

village and exclude Nyamashuka, Kativhu, Benias villages, then generally 

south eastwards along the Mutoko-Mudzi administrative boundary to its 

junction with Nyamuzizi river, then south westwards along Nyamuzizi river 

to its confluence with another unnamed tributary at the point 

(449164,8066024) so as to include Mutunhike/Biri, Bwanya, Utonga, 

Tambudze villages and exclude Machipisa, Shambawamedza, Chipuriro, 

Kanomanyanga villages, then north westwards along the unnamed tributary 

to a point (449311,8073274), then generally south along Nyahunyuri river to 

its confluence with Nyahunuri river, then generally west along Nyahunyuri 

river to its confluence with Kambanje at point (446798,8079866), then 

generally north along Kambanje river to its confluence with Nyadiwi river the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

4445309,8084067;   447737, 8084867;  448006, 8085124; 449160, 

8085446;  450029, 8085344; 451304, 8085462; 452198, 8085364; 452112, 

8084879;  464176, 8081002;  462843, 8078774; 462071, 80785680; 

461734, 8077774; 462234, 8077034; 461364, 8076197; 459646, 8075707; 

458775, 8074979; 458558, 8074174; 457710, 8074098; 457644, 8072510; 

454877, 8069454; 454567, 8069329; 454262, 8068328; 453332, 8068274; 

451391, 8066969; 450469, 8066880; 449833, 8065958; 449181, 8065968; 

447924, 8069305 448217, 8071083; 449147, 8072943; 451235, 8074210; 
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451912, 8075434 451969, 8077089; 451737, 8077265; 451692, 8078762; 

452067, 8079137; 452251, 8080715; 452418, 8080874; 452653, 8080937; 

452339, 8081184; 451772, 8081202; 451679, 8081039; 450879, 8080949; 

450435, 8081214; 450439, 8081467; 449909, 8081683; 448844, 8081018; 

448575, 8081108; 446805, 8079815; 446210, 8080598; 446175, 8080605; 

446022, 8081136; 446034, 8082520; 445539, 8083181; 445386, 8083236;  

445237, 8083719; 445339, 8083917.  

Ward 19 

It is an area of land bounded by a line draw from the intersection of 

Nyamuzizi river and the Mudzi-Mutoko district Administrative boundary, 

then generally southeast along the district administrative boundary to its 

junction with Rwenya river, then generally southwest along Rwenya river to 

Njature range of mountains so as to include Murangwa and Funa villages, 

then south westwards along the summit of Njature mountain range to an 

unnamed tributary at point (454437, 8062479), so as to include 

Nyamukapa, Dangaranga villages and to exclude Kadyamusume, Matedza 

and Kafuridzo villages, then generally northwards along the unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Nyamuzizi river so as to include Chipuriro, 

Dangaranga and Muhomba village and to exclude Dandira, Kanyenze, 

Kanomanyanga villages, then north eastwards along Nyamuzizi river to its 

intersection with Mutoko –Mudzi administrative boundary the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

464176, 8081002; 472945, 8075415; 471479, 8072841; 471729, 8072270; 

471517, 8071394; 471990, 8069948; 469087, 8068121; 469027, 8067512; 

468630, 8066930; 468238, 8066772; 468160, 8066419; 468120, 8066427; 

468055, 8066460; 467803, 8067289; 467694, 8067387; 467547, 8067352; 

467376, 8067126;   461678, 8065254; 456380, 8062758; 454435, 

8062428; 454333, 8062570;  454320, 8063615; 452995, 8065642; 452799, 

8065736; 452771,8065858;  453325, 8068305; 454262, 8068328; 454567, 

8069329; 454877, 8069464; 457644, 8072510; 457710, 8074098; 458558, 

8074174; 458775, 8074979;  459646, 8075707; 461364, 8076197; 462234, 

8077034; 461734, 8077774; 462071, 8078568; 462843, 8078774.  

Ward 20 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Oliver 

Newton Road and Chikondoma river, then generally westwards along Oliver 

Newton road to its junction with Mutoko-Matedza road, then generally 

southwards along the Mutoko-Matedza road to its intersection with Mudzi 

river, so as to include Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, Mutoko District 

Hospital, Jama Shops, Old ZINWA water works, and to exclude BSPZ 

Hall,Chinzanga Primary School, Ministry of Transport and Infrastructural 

Development Deport, Zion Christian Church, then north west along Mudzi 

river to its junction with the Mutoko-Mwaedza road so as to include Suskwe 
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Lodges and exclude youth stands, then generally north eastwards along the 

Mutoko-Kwaedza road to its intersection with Oliver Newton road so as to 

include Mutoko Grain Marketing Board depot, New Government complex 

and to exclude Edward and Jack Academy, then northeast along Oliver-

Newton road to its intersection with the Harare-Nyamapanda Highway, then 

eastwards to the source of Chikondoma river, then along Chikondoma river 

to its junction with Oliver-Newton road the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

419911, 8076229; 419549, 8075941; 419560, 8074190; 421011, 8072988; 

420941, 8072920; 420087, 8072711; 419345, 8072085; 418113, 8072760; 

417975, 8073311; 417917, 8071964; 417321, 8072208; 417556, 8073302; 

417436, 8073769; 417583, 8075491; 417659, 8075641; 417469, 8075800; 

417419, 8075941; 417645, 8075971; 417710, 8075947; 418069, 8075956; 

418294, 8076034; 419555, 8076327;  419793, 8076284. 

Ward 21 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the apex of 

Chikwirawatunda mountain, then southwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Mutambwe (Budja) to the south east beacon of farm 347, then 

generally west , south, east, southeast to beacon to its intersection with the 

Harare–Nyamapanda highway so as to include Chitora dam and farms 325, 

347, 346 and exclude JOC premises, then generally south along an 

imaginary line to the north most beacon of Teves farm, then south west 

along the southern farm boundary Mutambwe (Budja) farm to the south 

most beacon of village 57 so as to include farms 68, 62 and 58, then 

generally south along an imaginary line up the most north beacon of 

Mazarura (Murray fields) farm, then southeast along Mazarura (Murray 

fields) farm northeast boundary to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

southwest along an unnamed road to its junction with Mazarura farm 

(Murray fields) south most beacon, then generally north west along 

Mazarura farm (Murray fields) western boundary to its south west beacon so 

as to include Mazarura (Murray fields) farm and exclude Chidowe farm, then 

south west along an imaginary line to Muffkin north most beacon, then 

generally south west along Muffkin northern farm boundary to Chiwori 

mountain, then generally southwest along Stormfield northern farm 

boundary to its intersection with an unnamed tributary, then generally east 

along the unknown tributary to a point (406627, 8061865), then generally 

east along an imaginary line to its junction with Rukanda-Jani road, then 

generally southwest along an Rukanda-Jani road to its junction with an 

unknown tributary at a point (407579, 8059995), then generally southwest 

along the unknown tributary to its confluence with an unnamed tributary at 

a point (402615, 8058393) so as to include village 58 and exclude village 67, 

then generally south along the unnamed tributary to a point (403451, 
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8055553) so as to include village 51 and exclude 67, then generally south 

east along an imaginary line to an unnamed tributary at the point (404701, 

8054340) so as to exclude village 50, then generally southwest along the 

unknown tributary to a point (402748, 8053142), then generally north west 

along an imaginary to the source of Nyamamedze river, then northwest 

along Nyamanyedzi river to its confluence with Nyadire river so as to include 

village 51,53 and exclude 67 and 50, then north east along Nyadire river to 

Chivumbi east most beacon so as to include village 54, Tabubirira 

vocational training centre, Parirenyatwa Primary School and exclude villages 

5 ,6 and 4, then generally west along Nyadire river to its confluence with 

Chitora river so as to include village 20 and Tabudirira Primary School and 

exclude village 14, then generally west along Chitora river to Rochester road 

so as to include village 19 and exclude village 14, then generally north west 

along Rochester road to its intersection with Nyaitenga river so as to include 

village 18,17 and 16 and exclude village 15, 5 and 4, then generally east 

along Nyaitenga river Nyadire Mission farm northeast beacon, then generally 

south along Nyadire Mission western farm boundary to its southeast 

beacon, then eastwards along Nyadire Mission Farm southern farm 

boundary to its intersection with Nyadire river so as to include village 17 

and 18 and exclude Nyadire Mission farm , then generally southeast along 

Nyadire river to its junction with beacon 2, then generally east along the 

northern farm boundary of Gumbure Mutambwe farms (Budja) to 

Chikwirawatunda mountain, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

413870, 8076126; 413788, 8072786; 412703,8072647; 412707, 8072476; 

412911, 8072513; 413705, 8071844; 413778, 8071824; 413794, 8071521; 

407302, 8069298; 411123, 8066374; 410071, 8065224; 409598, 8064278; 

408767, 8063783; 407424, 8067120; 402493, 8063846; 401572, 8062292; 

401714, 8062235; 401812, 8062308; 402171, 8062296; 402742, 8062104; 

403260, 8060587; 404565, 8060456; 405952, 8061917; 408395, 8061937; 

407628, 8059792; 406551,8059204; 406111, 8059514; 404496, 8059262; 

404072, 8058919; 404088, 8058462; 403158, 8058038; 402803, 8058552; 

402614, 8058377; 402634, 8058116; 402744, 8058552; 402614, 8058377; 

402634, 8058116; 402744, 8058144; 403466, 8055302; 404695, 8054331; 

404423, 8054197; 403942, 8053553; 403861, 8053308; 403502, 8053300; 

402694, 8053008; 398151, 8057599; 398999, 8059148; 398461, 8059328; 

398950, 8059931; 399521, 8059801; 399701, 8060143; 399407, 8060192; 

399570, 8061171; 400353, 8062346; 400141, 8063602; 399645, 8064061; 

399496, 8063970; 399196, 8064025; 398884, 8063805; 397863, 8064094; 

397952, 8064249; 397659, 8064453; 397781, 8064788; 397430, 8064959; 

397324, 8065554; 395579, 8064755; 392936, 8066223; 392985, 8067039; 
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391810, 8067887; 391615, 8070171; 391761, 8070823; 391158, 8071590; 

392108, 8073621; 393141, 8074053; 409907, 8075150. 

Ward 22 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Chikondoma river and Oliver-Newton Road, then generally southwards along 

Chikondoma river up the northern boundary of farm 319 (Mudzinganyama 

Farm), then north eastwards along the northern boundary of farm 319, then 

generally northeast along the northern boundary of farm 320 to the apex of 

Mutemwa mountain, so as to include Mudzinganyama farm and to exclude 

Chikukwa village, then along an imaginary to its junction with Mudzi river 

so as to include Mother of Peace and Divine Child School, and Mother of 

Peace Dam, then generally southwest along Mudzi river to its junction with 

the Mutoko-Matedza road so as to include, Mutemwa Clinic and Mutemwa 

Leprosy Centre, then generally northwards along the Mutoko-Matedza road 

to its junction with Oilver-Newton road so as to include Chinzanga Primary 

School, Shaaz Shops and St Timothy Methodist Church, then generally 

north eastwards along Oliver-Newton Road to its intersection with 

Chikondoma River (Bridge), the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

419911, 8076229; 420226, 8075992; 420352, 80859670; 421768, 

8074634; 422938, 8075735; 424067, 8076016; 421011, 8072988 419560, 

8074190; 419549, 8075941.  

Ward 23 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence Mudzi 

dam, then generally south eastwards along an imaginary straight line to its 

junction with Rusungo river, then generally south eastwards along an 

imaginary line to the apex of Chisinga mountain, so as to include 

Mushamba, Gandi, Chaku, Mabvara and Kativhu villages, and to exclude 

Jembere Business Centre, Sakusekwa and Moyosvi villages, then along an 

imaginary line north eastwards to the apex of an unnamed hill at a point 

(434059, 8075285), then generally south eastwards along a straight 

imaginary line to the apex of Chitetere mountain, then generally south along 

an imaginary line to the north most beacon of farm 479 so as to include 

Kazingizi and Mudiwakure Villages and to exclude Mushimbo Business 

Centre and Mushimbo Primary School and Mushimbo Secondary School, 

then generally south along the north most farm boundary of farms 479 and 

452, then generally southeast along the farm boundary to its intersection 

with Nyamuzizi river so as to include farms 452, 465 and 423 and exclude 

Gumbeze, Chikuza, Gowe and Mombeyarara villages, then generally south 

westwards along Nyamuzizi river to its confluence with Rukanda river, then 

generally north eastwards along Rukanda river to the southeast beacon of 

farm 187 so as to include farms 244,208, 191 and 181, then north 
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westwards along the western boundary of farm 187 to the apex of Rukore 

mountain so as to include 187, then north westwards along the farm 

boundary to the apex of Domboshava mountain so as to include farms 112, 

108, 106, 78 and to exclude Old Resettlement Scheme villages, then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of farm 78 to Jerenje 

mountain, then northwards along an imaginary line to its junction with 

Mudzi river, so as to include Sigauke and Mukwekwe plots and to exclude 

Youths stands, then north westwards along Mudzi river to Mudzi Dam the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

425243, 807749; 426713, 8077763; 426928, 8077625; 428706, 8075314; 

429597, 8075248; 430435, 8074552; 430707, 8073824; 431555, 8074242; 

432186, 8074362; 432523, 8074715; 432947, 8074666; 433871, 8073560; 

434073, 8070216; 443067, 8065776; 445079, 8064343; 442050, 8063601; 

441724, 8062720; 430098, 8060219; 429825, 8060471; 427599, 8059391; 

421465, 8061740; 420002, 8064213; 416492, 8072366; 417321, 8072208; 

417917, 8071964; 418113, 8072760; 419345, 8072085; 420087, 8072711; 

420941, 8072920; 421011, 8072988; 424067, 8076016; 424403, 8076410; 

424489, 8077099; 424640, 8077207; 424634, 8077286; 425082, 8077501; 

425200, 8077462. 

Ward 24 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence Nyamuzizi 

river and an unknown tributary at the point (453333, 8068340), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed tributary to the apex of Njatare 

mountain range, so as to include Kanyenze, Kanomanyanga and Dandira, 

and to exclude Chipuriro and Dangaranga villages, then generally eastwards 

along an imaginary line to the top of Njatare mountain range, then in the 

same direction along imaginary line to its intersection with Rwenya river, 

then generally west then southwards along Rwenya river to its confluence 

with Nyagadzi river, then generally west along Nyagadzi river to the south 

east beacon of 287 and village 15 in the Nyamuzizi resettlement area, then 

generally north westwards along the western farm boundaries to the shared 

beacon of farm 300 and 301 so as to include farms 293 and 299 , then 

generally westwards along the southern boundary of Kanoyangwa farm to its 

south western beacon, then generally northwards along the Kanoyangwa 

farm western boundary to its junction with Nyamuzizi river, then generally 

eastwards along Nyamuzizi river to its confluence with the unnamed 

tributary , the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

453332, 8068274; 452771, 8065858; 452799, 8065736; 452995, 8065642; 

454320, 8063615; 454333, 806257; 454435, 8062428;  456380, 8062758; 
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461678, 8065254; 462322, 8062122; 460356, 8057318;  458937, 8058232; 

458032, 805777; 457648, 8056927; 456784, 8056763; 456816, 8056315; 

456449, 8055450; 455748, 8055271; 455438, 8053272; 454802, 8053542; 

454675, 8053444; 454267, 8053717; 454231, 8054219; 453847, 8053900; 

453627, 8054023; 453586, 8054418; 453456, 8054447; 452742, 8053411; 

452351, 8053427; 452298, 8052506; 452395, 8052179; 452147, 8051988; 

451702, 8052053; 451519, 8052355; 451188, 8052320; 450729, 8052404; 

450532, 8052137; 449938, 8052175; 449849, 8052375; 449667, 8052496; 

449365, 8052451; 449192, 8052312; 448254, 8052899; 447230, 8053083; 

446590, 8052088; 446223, 8051819; 446052, 8051125; 445122, 8050987; 

444836, 8051337; 444070, 8051003; 443164, 8048531; 440978, 8047226; 

440901, 8046753; 441170, 8046692; 441001, 8046407; 440440, 8045780; 

434004, 8058120; 430244, 8057264; 429825, 8060471; 430098, 8060219; 

441724, 8062720; 442050, 8063601, 445079, 8064343; 448139, 8065903; 

449181, 8065968; 449833, 8065958; 450469, 8066880; 451391, 8066969; 

453332, 8068274. 

Ward 25 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Nyadire river and Ronchester road, then generally southwards along the 

Ronchester road to Chitora river so as to include village 15 and exclude 

Ganyambadze, then generally eastwards along Chitora river to its confluence 

with Nyadire river, then generally southeast along Nyadire river to the north 

most beacon of Rochester farm, then generally southwest along the northern 

farm boundaries of Rochester, Mnondo, Mgwalaati, Mfuti farms to Murewa-

Mutoko Administrative boundary, so as to include villages, 11, 12, 13,14 

and to exclude villages 1, 2 and 3, then generally northwest along the 

Murewa-Mutoko districts Administrative boundary to the UMP-Murewa 

Administrative boundary commencement boundary so as to include 

Nyahurunguhwe Primary School and Zvidozvozvevanhu school and to 

exclude Chitowa farms, then generally eastwards along the Mutoko-UMP 

administrative boundary to the intersection of Nyadire river and Ronchester 

road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

392108, 8073621; 391158, 8071590; 391761, 8070823; 391615, 8070171; 

391810, 8067887; 392985, 8067039; 392936, 8066223; 395579, 8064755; 

397324, 8065554; 397430, 8064959; 397781, 8064788; 397659, 8064453; 

397952, 8064249; 397863, 8064094; 398884, 8063805; 399196, 8064025; 

399496, 8063970; 399645, 8064061; 385820, 8056532; 399645, 8064061; 

399491, 8063940; 399377, 385820, 8056532; 399645, 8064061; 399491; 

8063940; 399377, 8063939; 399371, 8063916; 390845, 8059933; 385820; 

8056532; 378490, 8071481; 379022, 8071293; 380617, 8071155; 384042; 
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8072656; 386114, 8072460; 386016, 8072855; 387929, 8072484 390270; 

8072329; 390319, 8072011. 

Ward 26 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Nyadire river and Harare–Nyamapanda Highway, then southwest along 

Nyadire river to its confluence with Nyamanyenzi river so as to include 

villages 4, 5 and 6, then generally south eastwards along Nyamanyenzi river 

to a point (401639, 805408), then generally southeast along an imaginary 

line to the source of an unnamed tributary to a point (402436, 8053368), 

then generally north eastwards along the unnamed tributary to its junction 

with a track so as to include village 48, then generally southwards along the 

a track to a point (404621, 8054049), then generally south west along an 

imaginary line to Cornerstore-Jani road, then generally southwest along 

Cornerstore-Jani road to its junction with a track, then generally west along 

the track to its junction with another track at a point (401192, 8050868), 

then generally south along an imaginary line to at point (401757, 8048903) 

so as to include village 23 and exclude village 46, then generally east along 

an imaginary line to to its junction with a farm boundary so as to include 

village 24 and exclude Tongogara primary school, then generally south east 

along the farm boundary to a point (402741, 8047109) so as to include 

village 25 and exclude Nyarushipe Primary School, then generally south 

along an imaginary line to an a track so as to include village 26 and exclude 

village 30, then generally southwards along the a track to its intersection 

with the Murewa-Mutoko Districts Administrative boundary so as to include 

village 29 and exclude village 36, then generally westwards along the 

Murewa-Mutoko Districts boundary to its intersection with Nyazvikatsi river, 

then northwards along Nyazvikatsi river, the district administrative to the 

south most beacon of Kyrenia farm so as to include villages 27, 28 and 

Nyamudeza business centre, then generally north westwards along the 

Murewa-Mutoko administrative boundary to the confluence of Nyadire and 

Munyukwi rivers so as to include village 11 and 16 , then generally 

northwest along the Murewa-Mutoko administrative to the shared beacon of 

farm 35 and Mfuti farm so as to include villages 10, 1, 11, and exclude 

Chitowa 2 Purchse land, then north eastwards along the northern farm 

boundaries of Rochester, Mnondo, Mgwalaati, Mfuti farms boundary to its 

junction with Nyadire river and Harare-Nyamapanda Highway, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

399645, 8064061; 404695, 8054331; 403883, 8052921; 403622, 8052448; 

403312,8052464; 402413, 8051708; 402368; 8051595; 402448, 8051406; 

401387, 8050980; 401766, 8048806; 404307, 8048985; 402804, 8046889; 

400105, 8046975; 399872, 8045894; 399929, 8043610; 3999407, 
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8042860; 398950, 8042428; 397417, 8041726; 393622, 8042466; 393834, 

8042911; 304066, 8043162; 394083, 8043392; 394052, 8043517; 394338, 

8043729; 394052, 8043517; 394338, 8043729; 394500, 8043785; 394512, 

8043989; 394616, 8044176; 394616, 8044262; 394427, 8044837; 394778, 

8045216; 394476, 8045635; 394497, 8045788; 394610, 8045892; 394638, 

8046287; 394947, 8046287; 395136, 8046751; 394965, 8047125; 395271, 

8047571; 393858, 8049235; 389551, 8050838; 388756, 8050826; 388566, 

8050960; 385820, 8056532; 390845, 8059933; 399371, 8063916; 399377, 

8063939; 399491, 8063940; 399645, 8064061. 

Ward 27 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from Chidowe business centre 

along Rukanda-Jani road so as to include the Business Centre, then 

generally eastwards along Rukanda-Hari road to a Dam in Village 64, so as 

to include villages 64, 65 and to exclude Village 63, then generally north to a 

road from Mazarura (Murray Fields) farm to Nyamuzizi road so as to include 

Village 71 and exclude village 63 then eastwards to an unnamed stream at 

the point (414462,8071795), then generally north along the unnamed 

stream to the Small Scale Commercial farms boundary, then southeast 

along the boundary to the apex of Rukore mountain so as to include Village 

72 and to exclude farms beacon 100, 112, 114 and 115, then generally 

southwest along the Rukore northern farm boundary to its junction with an 

unknown tributary at a point, then southeast along the farm boundary to 

the apex of Chipfuti mountain so as to include village 73 and to exclude 

village 1 Nyamuzizi, then southwest along Happy Acres Farm northern 

boundary to its north west beacon, then generally south along an imaginary 

up its junction with a road at a point so as to include Village 74, Nyagore 

Primary School and to exclude Village 3 Nyamuzizi, then generally south 

along the road to its junction with Mutoko-Dhumaira road so as to include 

Village 76, 84 and to exclude village 4, then generally southwest along 

Dhumaira road to its junction with an unnamed road, then south west 

along an imaginary line to an unnamed tributary at the point (417036, 

8048419), then generally northwards along the unnamed tributary to its 

confluence with another unnamed tributary so as to include village 83 and 

exclude village 93, then generally southwest along an unnamed tributary, 

then northwest along an a track to its junction with an unnamed tributary, 

then west along an imaginary line to its junction with Nzira-Kushinga road 

so as to include village79 and exclude village 44, then northwest along the 

Nzira-Kushinga road to its junction with Nyamanyadzi river so as to include 

village47 and exclude village 46 and Tongogara Primary School, then 

generally northeast along a road to Nyakavhuza river, then generally north 

along an imaginary line to its junction with an unnamed tributary, then 

generally eastwards along an unnamed tributary to its junction with 

Rukanda-Jani road so as to include village 50 and 67 and exclude village 53 
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and 55, then northeast along Rukanda-Jani to Chidowe business centre the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

408767, 8063783;409579, 8064455; 409862, 8065052; 411137, 8064479; 

414057, 8064222; 413959, 8064764; 414231, 8065201; 415001, 8065359; 

415665, 8064392;  416733, 8064385; 416806, 8066020; 417048, 8066525; 

418005, 8066450; 419058, 8066440; 419988, 8064331; 417721, 8063663; 

419591, 8060362; 417422, 8059633; 418032, 8051827; 417816, 8051410; 

417507, 8050555; 417402, 8050256; 417187, 8049982; 417431, 8049594; 

417470, 8049156; 417564, 8048998; 417472, 8048632; 417134, 8048376; 

416789, 8048770; 416718, 8048938; 416417, 8049154; 416002, 8049202; 

415805, 8049296; 415461, 8049959; 415186, 8050335; 415845, 8051297; 

415900, 8052237; 415827, 8052363; 415843, 8052850; 415742, 8052945; 

415711, 8052892; 415754, 8052794; 415651, 8052654; 415551, 8052597; 

415754, 8052794; 415651, 8052654; 415551, 8052597; 415505, 8052392; 

414805, 8051357; 414291, 8051063; 413778, 8051137; 413626, 8051357; 

413057, 8050797; 412869, 8050733; 412809, 8049765; 412649, 8049852; 

412062, 8049146; 410281, 8049219; 410226, 8049086; 408345, 8049178; 

408001, 8049508; 407230, 8049591; 406854, 8050352; 406538, 8050449; 

406285, 8050228; 405492, 8050045; 405248, 8050137;  405212, 8050256; 

402748, 8051449; 402448, 8051406; 402368, 8051595; 402413, 8051708; 

403312, 8052464; 403622, 8052448; 403883, 8052921; 404695, 8054331; 

407302, 8069298; 407310, 8068458; 411123, 8066374; 410071, 8065224; 

409598, 8064278; 408767, 8063783; 407424, 8067120; 402493, 8063846; 

401572, 8062292; 401714, 8062235; 401812, 8062308; 402171, 8062296; 

402742, 8062104; 403260, 8060587; 404565, 8060456; 405952, 8061917; 

408395, 8061937; 407628, 8059792; 406551,8059204; 406111, 8059514; 

404496, 8059262; 404072, 8058919; 404088, 8058462; 403158, 8058038; 

402803, 8058552; 402614, 8058377; 402634, 8058116; 402744, 8058552; 

402614, 8058377; 402634, 8058116; 402744, 8058144; 403466, 8055302; 

404695, 8054331. 

Ward 28 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the apex of Rukore 

Mountain, then generally southeast along the western boundary of farm 

number 187 to its junction with Rukanda river, then generally southeast 

along Rukanda river to farm 200 southern boundary so as to include 

villages 1, 192, 2 and exclude farm 199, then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point (430247, 8057249), then generally eastwards along 

an imaginary line to farm 301 western boundary, then generally southeast 

along the western boundaries of farms 300, 296, 289 and 287 to the 

Nyagadzi river, the Manicaland and Mutoko Administrative boundary so as 

to include villages 17, 19, 20 and 15 and exclude farms 426, 472, 291,288 
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and 449, then generally southwest along Nyagadzi river, the Manicaland-

Mutoko Administrative boundary to its confluence with Nyandundu river so 

as to so as to include villages, 15 14, 13 and 11 and exclude Manicaland 

Province, then northwest along Nyandundu river to coordinate the (422886, 

8045591) so as to include villages 11, 12, 9 and exclude and exclude villages 

99 and98, then generally northeast along the eastern boundary of Beacon 

Kopje farm so as to include village 9 and village 10 and exclude village 98 

and exclude Hoyuyu, Lucky-Dip, then generally north along the eastern 

boundary of Beacon Kopje farm to the south boundary of Derel farm so as to 

include village 83, 84, then generally southwest, then northwest, then 

northeast along the boundary of Derel farm to its north western beacon, 

then generally north along an imaginary line to the northwestern beacon of 

Happy Acres farm, then along the north boundary of Happy Acres farm to 

the apex of Chipfuti mountain so as to include village 3 and exclude 76, 

then north east along an imaginary to the southern boundary of Lochich 

farm so as to include village 1, and exclude village 73, then northeast along 

the southern boundary of Lochich farm to the Apex of Rukore mountain, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

420002, 8064213; 421465, 8061740; 427599, 8059391; 429825, 8060471; 

430244, 8057264; 434004, 8058120; 440440, 8045780; 438629, 8046873; 

437748, 8045959; 435489, 8046057; 429461, 8041816; 422675, 8045423; 

422866, 8045555; 422899, 8045621; 422728, 8045699; 424563, 8049302; 

423613, 8050950; 420147, 8049106; 418430, 8049828; 418593, 8050811; 

418032, 8051827; 417422, 8059633; 419591, 8060362; 417721, 8063663. 

Ward 29 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Bhobho - Kwaedza road, and a track (417458,8048648), then generally 

southwest along the Bhobho-Kwaedza road to a track (414462, 8046113) so 

as to include Village 94 and to exclude Village 97, then generally south 

along the track to a point (414103, 8043805), then along an imaginary line 

to an unnamed tributary at the point (414277, 8043691) so as to include 

Village 91, then southwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence 

with Marowa river, then generally southeast along Marowa river to its 

junction with eastern boundary Redlands farm, so as to include Marowa 

Cooperative and exclude Dombodzvipa Secondary School, then southwest 

along the farm boundary to a point (417108,8036122), then northwest to 

the apex of Muzimbwe mountain so as to include Village 108 and to exclude 

Kumhanya Cooperative, then southwest along the northern farm boundary 

of Landsdown and Tiger flats to Mutoko-Manicaland Administrative 

boundary, then southwest along the administrative boundary to Cleveland 

Estate south most beacon, so as to include Village 105, then generally north 
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along the farm boundary, the district administrative boundary to a point 

(408127, 8034346), then generally northwest along farm boundary to a 

point (405287, 8036528), so as to include village 104, then northeast along 

a farm boundary so as to include Dzvete range of mountains, then generally 

west along the southern boarders of farms 2 and 3 to its junction with 

Gangara river, then generally northeast along the farm boundary to an 

unnamed tributary (397370, 8041840), then generally north eastwards 

along an imaginary line to a track at point (397591, 8042003), then 

generally north along the track to a point (399901, 8043825) so as to 

include Villages 35 and 36, then generally north along an imaginary line to 

the source of Nyamashupa river, then generally north east along a farm 

boundary to (402785, 8046987), then generally west along an imaginary line 

to (401745, 8048932) so as to include village 30 and to exclude village 28, 

then north, then north west along an imaginary line to a point (400884, 

8051348), then generally east along an imaginary line to a road (402152, 

8051316), then northeast, then southeast along the road to its junction with 

Jani road, then eastwards along Kushinga-Jani road to its junction with a 

track (406508,8050501) then generally east along the track to a point ( 

407979, 8049564) then southeast along an imaginary line to an unnamed 

stream at point (408298, 8049225) then generally east along  the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with an unnamed tributary(415736, 8052964) so as 

to include Village 31 and 32 and to exclude village 26 then generally south 

along the unnamed tributary to its intersection with an a track (417099, 

8048428) so as to include Villages 31, village 46, village 44, village 32 and 

Tongogara Primary, Kwaedza Primary and to exclude Village 26, village 80 

and village 48, then north eastward along an imaginary line to Bhobho–

Kwaedza road the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36S, based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

417472, 8048632; 415683, 8046721; 415381, 8046699; 414776, 8046017; 

414487, 8046051; 414100, 8043769; 414819, 8043234; 415053, 8042586; 

414569, 8041057; 415752, 8040444; 416158, 8040677; 416383, 8040246; 

416288, 8039840; 418917, 8037760; 417134, 8036005; 415323, 8037134; 

411972, 8033662; 408206, 8031335; 408159, 8034202; 406924, 8034664; 

405300, 8036465; 407424, 8039932; 397417, 8041726; 398950, 8042428; 

3999407, 8042860; 399929, 8043610; 399872, 8045894; 400105, 

8046975; 402804, 8046889; 404307, 8048985; 401766, 8048806;  401387, 

8050980; 402448, 8051406; 402368; 8051595; 402413, 8051708;   

402748, 8051449; 405212, 8050256; 405248, 8050137;  405492, 8050045;  

406285, 8050228; 406538, 8050449; 406854, 8050352; 407230, 8049591; 

408001, 8049508; 408345, 8049178; 410226, 8049086;  410281, 8049219; 

412062, 8049146; 412649, 8049852; 412809, 8049765; 413057, 8050797; 

413626, 8051357; 413778, 8051137;  414291, 8051063; 414805, 8051357; 
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415505, 8052392; 415551, 8052597; 415754, 8052794; 415711, 8052892; 

415924, 8051996; 415609, 8050942; 415168, 8050401; 415984, 8049180; 

416609, 8049007; 417121, 8048304. 
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RUWA LOCAL BOARD 

 

Ward 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

junction of Mutare Road and Chiremba Road co-ordinate 313574, 8021452, 

then generally eastwards along Mutare Road to Setonleigh Road on co-

ordinate 315937, 8020803, then southwards along Setonleigh Road to its 

junction with a railway strip at co-ordinate 315562, 8020280, then generally 

eastwards along the railway strip to a point coordinate 316478, 8019154, so 

as to include subdivision E of Galway Estate, then south eastwards along an 

imaginary line a point on co-ordinate 316059, 8018814, then north 

westwards along the south western boundary of subdivision E of Galloway 

Estate to a point on the junction of Setonleigh Road and an unnamed Road 

on co-ordinate 314811, 8020512, so as to include Muuyu Road, Mutsabvu 

Road and Munzviru Road, then generally south westwards along an 

unnamed road to co-ordinate 314377, 8020394, then north westwards 

along an imaginary line to a point on Basalt Road on co-ordinate 314346, 

8020489, then north westwards along Basalt Road to its junction with 

Mushenje Crescent on co-ordinate 314143;8020577, then generally 

northwards along Mushenje Cresent to its junction with Runyararo Road on 

co-ordinate 314237,802077, then westwards along Runyararo Road to its 

junction with Chiremba Road on coordinate 313375,8021114, then 

generally northwest along Chiremba Road to its junction with Mutare/ 

Harare Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

313574,8021452; 315937,8020803; 315562,8020280; 316478,8019154; 

316059,8018814; 314811,8020512; 314377, 8020394; 314346, 8020489; 

314143;8020577; 314237,802077; 313375,8021114. 

Ward 2 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the 

bridge Harare /Mutare Road and Ruwa River at coordinate 310840, 

8022465, then generally eastwards along Harare/ Mutare Road to a point on 

the junction of Harare-Mutare Road and Chiremba Road at coordinate 

313574, 8021455, then generally southwards along Chiremba Road to a 

point at coordinate 312628, 8019889, then generally westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on coordinate 309892, 8021328, so as to include 

the National Rehabilitation Centre, Ruwa Industrial area,Hacha 487 to 

stand 491, then westwards along an imaginary line to a point coordinate 

309877, 8021727, then north eastwards along Maumkomu River to a point 

coordinate 310505,8021798, then north westwards along the Ruwa 

administrative boundary to a point on Orange Road at coordinate 

309694,8023555, so as to include stands 5775,5611 to 5617, Lobengula 
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road, stands number 5491 to 5559, then westwards along the Ruwa 

administrative boundary to a point coordinate 308782, 8024334, so as to 

exclude Harare-Mutare Road, then north eastwards along the north western 

administration boundary of Ruwa to a point on Zimre Drive at coordinate 

309549, 8024674, then south eastwards along Zimre Drive to a point at 

coordinate 309773, 8024170, then generally eastwards along Zimre Drive to 

its junction with Guava Road at coordinate 310398 ,8023991, then 

generally southwards along Guava Road to its junction with Odzi Road at 

coordinate 310455, 8023532, then eastwards along Odzi Road to its 

junction with Lemon road at coordinate 310812, 8023428, then generally 

southwards along Lemon Road to its junction with Orange Road at 

coordinate 310737, 8023268, then generally eastwards along Orange Road 

to its junction with Maumkomu river at coordinate 311276, 8023116, then 

southwards along Maumkomu River to its junction with Harare Mutare 

Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

313574,8021455; 312628,8019889; 309892,8021328; 309877,8021727; 

310505,8021798; 309694,8023555; 308782,8024334; 309549,8024674; 

309773,8024170; 310398,8023991; 310455,8023532; 310812,8023428; 

310737,8023268; 311276,8023116. 

Ward 3 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chiremba 

Road and Runyararo Road at coordinate 313373, 8021114, then generally 

eastwards along Runyararo Road to its junction with Mushenje Road at 

coordinate 314239;5, 8020767, then generally southwards along Mushenje 

Crescent to its junction with Basalt Road (USAID) to co-ordinate 314141, 

8020572, then generally eastwards along Basalt Road (USAID) to point on 

the eastern boundary of Athelney Farm at co-ordinate 314379, 8020399, 

then south westwards along the eastern boundary of Athelney Farm to a 

point on Atheleney Road at co-ordinate 313809, 8020235, then generally 

westwards along Atheleney Road to its junction with Masocha Ndlovu Road 

at co-ordinate 313545, 8020281, then South Westwards Masocha Ndlovu 

Road to its junction with Benjamin Burombo Road at co-ordinate 313287, 

8019932, then generally westwards along Benjamin Burombo Road to its 

junction with Chiremba Road at co-ordinate 3127751, 8020088, then 

generally northwards along Chiremba Road to its junction with Runyararo 

Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

313373, 8021114; 314239, 8020767; 314141, 8020572; 314379, 8020399; 

313545, 8020281; 313287, 8019932; 3127751, 8020088. 
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Ward 4 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Tarisa 

Road and Orange Road at co-ordinate 313788, 8023796, then southwards 

along Tarisa Road to its junction with Ruwa River at co-ordinate 

313906,8022799 so as to include Chito suburb and to exclude Asbestos and 

Quarts in Damofalls Industrial area, then eastwards along Ruwa River to its 

junction with Fairview Road at co-ordinate 315539, 8022485, then generally 

southwards along Fairview Road to its junction with Harare- Mutare Road at 

co-ordinate 314847, 8021143, so as to include Fairview,Marcus Park 

Surburb, then generally westwards along Harare- Mutare Road to a point on 

the confluence of Maumkomu River and Ruwa River at coordinate 310887, 

8022482, then generally northwards along Maumkomu river to a point at 

coordinate 311837, 8024005 then eastwards along an imaginary line to a 

point on Orange Road at co-ordinate 312856, 8023862, then generally 

eastwards along Orange Roadto its junction with Tarisa Road, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

313788, 8023796; 313906, 8022799; 315539,8022485; 314847,8021143; 

310887,8022482; 311837,8024005; 312856,8023862. 

Ward 5 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chiremba 

Road and Benjamin Burombo Road at coordinate 312746, 8020087, then 

generally eastwards along Benjamin Burombo Road to its junction with 

Masocha Ndlovu Road at co-ordinate 313293, 8019931, then north 

eastwards along Mashocha Ndlovu Road to its junction with Atheleney Road 

at co-ordinate 313547, 8020283, then generally eastwards along Atheleney 

Road to a point on eastern boundary of Athelney Farm on coordinate 

313818, 8020221, so as to exclude Athelney farm, then generally south, 

westwards along the eastern boundary of Athelney Farm a point co-ordinate 

313734, 8018791, then further southwards into a point in Chinwavaroyi 

River at co-ordinate 313427, 8018851, then south westwards along 

Chinwavaroyi River to its junction with Chiremba Road at co-ordinate 

311396, 8017856, then generally northwards along Chiremba Road to its 

junction with Benjamin Burombo Road, so as to include Timire Park 

suburb, and exclude Boulders Estate, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

312746, 8020087; 313293, 8019931; 313547, 8020283; 313818, 8020221; 

313734, 8018791; 313427, 8018851; 311396, 8017856. 

Ward 6 

It is an area bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the northern 

administrative boundary of Ruwa at co-ordinate 314015, 8025315 then 
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generally eastwards along the Ruwa administrative boundary to point on the 

eastern boundary of Tara Farm on co-ordinate 315235, 8025194, then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Tara Farm to its 

junction with northern boundary of Hunters Rest at co-ordinate 315141, 

8024326, then generally eastwards the said boundary to its junction with 

Fairview Road at coordinate 315822, 8024244, so as to include Hunters rest 

and Inverangus suburb, then generally southwards along Fairview road to 

its junction with Ruwa River at co-ordinate 315562, 8022458, then 

generally west along Ruwa River to its junction with Tarisa Road at co-

ordinate 313897, 8022779, then northwards along Tarisa Road to its 

junction with Orange Road at 313797,8023807, so as to exclude Elizabeth 

Park Suburbs, then generally westwards along Orange Road to its junction 

with 63rd Street at co-ordinate 312935, 8023855, then generally northwards 

along 63rd street to a point at co-ordinate 312944, 8024066, then generally 

north eastwards along an imaginary line to point on the northern 

administrative boundary of Ruwa, so as to include Lot 9 and Tara farm, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

314015, 8025315; 315235, 8025194; 315141,8024326; 315822,8024244; 

315562, 8022458; 313897,8022779; 313797,8023807; 312935, 8023855; 

312944, 8024066. 

Ward 7 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point in Ruwa River at 

co-ordinate 309878,8021715, then generally eastwards along an imaginary 

line, forming the southern boundary of Old Windsor suburb, to a point co-

ordinate 310055,8021552, then generally southwards along an imaginary 

line to a point co-ordinate 309896, 8021329, then generally east along an 

imaginary line to a point in an unnamed road co-ordinate 310600,8020753 

so as to include Hofmoor Farm and Boulders Estate, then generally 

eastwards along an unnamed rod to a point on Chiremba Road at co-

ordinate 312630,8018208, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Boulders Farm to a point at co-ordinate 310548,8018660 so as 

to include Boulders Estate, Ruwa Industry and Hofmoor and exclude 

subdivision 1,2 and 3, then generally westwards along an imaginary line to 

a point in Ruwa River at co-ordinate 308310, 8019086, then generally 

northwards up stream Ruwa River to a point coordinate 309878,8021715, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

309878, 8021715, 310055, 8021552, 309896, 8021329, 310600, 8020753, 

312630, 8018208, 310548,8018660, 308310, 8019086. 
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Ward 8 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn strating from a point in 

Maumkomu River at co-ordinate 311388,8025489, then generally 

southwards along Maumkomu River to its junction with Orange Road at co-

ordinate 311276, 8023121, then generally westwards along Orange Road to 

its junction with Lemon Road at co-ordinate 310730, 8023262 ,then 

generally northwards along Lemon Road to its junction with Odzi Road at 

co-ordinate 310804, 8023427, then generally westwards along Odzi Road to 

its junction with Guava Road at co-ordinate 310458, 8023534, then north 

westwards along Guava Road to its junction with Zimre Drive at co-ordinate 

310401, 8023988, then westwards, northwards along Zimre Drive to the 

north west boundary of Dispute at co-ordinate 309541, 8024660, then 

generally north eastwards along the boundary to a point in Maumkomu 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the along, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

311388, 8025489; 311276, 8023121; 310730, 8023262; 310804, 8023427; 

310458, 8023534; 310401, 8023988; 309541, 8024660. 

Ward 9 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from point in 

Maumkomu river, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Damofalls Suburb to a point co-ordinate 314010, 8025307 so as to exclude 

Lot 9 and Tara Farm, then south westwards along an imaginary line to a 

point co-ordinate 312946, 8024041, then generally southwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on Orange Road, then generally westwards Orange 

Road to it junction with Maumkomu river at co-ordinate 311837, 8024005, 

then generally northwards along Maumkomu river to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the along, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

314010; 8025307; 312946, 8024041; 311837, 8024005. 
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WEDZA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

 Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Nyambiti dam in Lushington 

extension (English farm), then, southwards along the north eastern 

boundary of James and Uley (Maikoro) farms, so as to include them to the 

common beacon of Hull ,Leeds and Uley farm, then, southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Uley and Collace farms, so as to include them to the 

common beacon of farms Bolton, Bath , Fair Adventure and Collace, then 

westwards along the, southern boundary of Collace Farm to its intersection 

with Connex river, then south-westwards along Connex river into Connex 

dam to its confluence with Nyambiti river, further, south-westwards along 

Nyambiti river to its confluence with Nyoka river, so as to include Collace 

farm, further, southwards along Nyoka river to its confluence with Save 

River the administrative boundary of Wedza and Chikomba Districts, so as 

to include Chard estate, Leliefontein and Lower Dean, then generally north-

westwards along Save river to the common beacon of Espy, Coldstream and 

Potluck farms, so as to include Lower Dean, Upper Dean, Bow and 

Espy(Driss) farms, then Northwards along the western farm boundary of 

Espy to the common beacon of Cloutsham, Espy, Potluck and Alpha farms 

further north-westwards along the western boundary of Cloutsham, 

Oklahoma, Boisserain, so as to include them to a common beacon of farms 

Boisserain ,Par, Torre and Budleigh farms, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Boisserain and Looe farms to the common beacon of 

Looe, Laurel, Coquetdale and Ballydavid farms, then further north-

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Coquetdale, Still Teviot and 

Lushington Extension, so as include them to the common beacon of Mt 

Arthur, Lushington Extension and Pendeen Estate farms, then, south-

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Lushington Extension to 

Nyambiti dam, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

327444, 7958344; 331233, 7954304; 331295, 7948354; 329401, 7946616; 

326285, 7943234; 326128, 7937128; 310690, 7942999; 315779, 7955744; 

321102, 7955666; 325580, 7959878. 

 Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a common beacon of Inyati 

Outspan, Rhu, Ruware Extension and Lynton farms, then eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Nurenzi ,Imire and Mhakwe farms, so as to 

include them to a common beacon of Membge, Igudu and Mhakwe farms, 

then, southwards along the eastern boundary of Mhakwe and Inoro farms to 

a common beacon of Scorror estate, Inoro and Ifudu Farms on Chineka 

river, then generally, south-westwards along Chinekwa river which is the, 
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southern boundary of Inoro to a common beacon of Inoro, Bristol estate and 

Numwa farms, then westwards along the western boundary of Numwa farm 

to a common beacon of Welton ,Numwa and Bristol Estate farms, so as to 

include them, then, south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Welton 

Farm to a common beacon of Corby, Bristol, Welton, Journey‟s End and 

Wells Farms , then Generally, south-eastwards along the eastern boundary 

of Wells farm to the farm beacon of Fells Estate and Wells Farms(340327, 

7947743), then generally, south-westwards along the, southern boundary of 

Wells and Bath Farms to the common Beacon of Bath, Fair Adventure, 

Grantully and Nyeri farms, so as to include Fair Adventure, then generally, 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Fair Adventure farm to a 

common farm beacon of Fair Adventure and Grantully farms, then, south-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Fair Adventure to the common 

beacon of Fair Adventure, Gawawa and Bendati Farms, then westwards 

along the, southern boundary of Fair Adventure farm into Nyoka river, then 

Northwards along Nyoka river to its confluence with Nyambiti River, so as to 

include Fair adventure, then generally north-eastwards along Connex river 

to the north western Fair Adventure farm beacon, then Eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Fair Adventure farm to a common beacon of Bolton, 

Bath, Fair Adventure and Collace farms, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Bolton and Leeds farms to a common beacon of Hull, Leeds and 

Uley farms, so as to include them, then north-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Leeds and Sheffield farm to a common beacon of Nurenzi, 

Greenbanks and Merryhill farms, so as exclude Marryhill, then generally 

north-westwards along the western boundary of Nurenzi and Inyati 

Outsparn to a common beacon of Rhu, Lynton, Ruware Extension and Inyati 

Outspan farms, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

337316, 7963941; 347154, 7961316; 347491, 7957792; 346691, 7953399; 

344326, 7954836; 340976, 7954349; 338021, 7950339; 340327, 7947743; 

337244, 7945853; 333222, 7945297; 333315, 7943013; 328338, 7938528. 

 Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Mbima hills, then generally 

eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of Scorror Estate, Claydon 

and  Mutemwa farms to a common beacon of Igava, Mari, Mutemwa and 

Edinburg farms, so as exclude Igava and Mare, then generally, south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Mutemwa Farm to a common 

beacon of Mari, Idapi and Mutemwa Farms, so as include Mutemwa farm, 

then Westwards along the, southern boundary of Mutemwa farm into 

Ruzawe river the Administrative boundary of Wedza and Marondera 

Districts,then, south-eastwards along Ruzawi river, so as to include 

Mujange of Scorror, Matupki, Mtokwe, Dendende, Ballynard extension, Mt 
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Ruunze and Wye Valley farms, to its confluence with Kurongonora river, 

then, south-westwards along the, southern boundary of Wye Valley farm to 

Chihova hill , then north-westwards along the western boundary of Wye 

Valley farm to Maringambire hill, then generally westwards along the, 

southern boundary of Ballynard extension, Dendende and Mtokwe farms to 

Chitakanyi hills, so as include them, further westwards along the, southern 

boundary of Zana farm to a common beacon of Rapako and Zana farms, so 

as to include Zana farm, then northwards along the western boundary of 

Zana farm to a common beacon of Mujange of Scorror, Matupki, Zana, 

Rapako and Masasa of Scorror farms, so as to include them, then westwards 

along the, southern boundary of Masasa of Scorror to a common beacon of 

Masasa of scorror, Kangewa and Mukombe farms, then Northwards along 

the western boundary of Masasa of Scorror to a common beacon of Masasa 

of Scorror, Iamba and Ifudu farms, so as to exclude Aimba and Ifudu farms, 

then generally northwards along the western boundary of Scorror Estate 

farm boundary to Mbima hills , the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

347491, 7957792; 354457, 7956030; 355871, 7952530; 353182, 7951707; 

368934, 7940116; 366465, 7937855; 363220, 7940290; 351385, 7942990; 

350597, 7946885; 348476, 7946946; 347409, 7951881; 346691, 7953387. 

 Ward 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern common beacon 

of Grantully, Fair Adventure, Bath and Nyeri farms , then generally, 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Grantully and Kuatora farms to a 

common beacon of Emma, Sengezi heights, Skimpton and Kuatora farms, so 

as to include them, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Sengezi Heights and Mawire farms to a common beacon of Chemhanza, 

Mawire and Sutton Extension farms, so as to exclude Chemhanza, then, 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Mawire, Injina and Mungo farms, 

so as to include them and exclude Ndudzo, Chinyanga, Mapingure,Tienga, 

Chinyama,Mapfumo and Payarira villages respectively to a common beacon 

of Mungo, Rundu and Goto Farms, so as to include them, then, south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Rundu(Magamba) farm to its 

eastern beacon farm beacon, so as to include it, then, south-westwards 

along the eastern boundary of Rundu farm, so as to exclude Sengezi school 

and Mangai Village into Sabi river the Administrative boundary of Wedza 

and Chikomba Districts, then north-westwards along Sabi river including 

Rundu(Magamba), Casperry A and B (Sabi farm), Bita Estate, Bendati farms 

to the confluence of Sabi and Nyoka rivers , then northwards along Nyoka 

river to the common beacon of Fair Adventure, Bendati and Lower Dean 

farm boundaries, so as to include Bendati farm, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Bendati farms to a common beacon of Fair Adventure, 
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Gawawa and Bendati farms, so as to include it, then north-eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Gawawa and Verwood farms to the farm beacon of 

Fair Adventure, Verwood and Grantully, so as to exclude fair Adventure then 

northwards along the, southern boundary of Grantully farm to the common 

beacon of Grantully, Fair Adventure, Bath and Nyeri farms, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

333208, 7945265; 337577, 7938148; 346920, 7939493; 340151, 7929513; 

342585, 7927473; 340417, 7923775; 326149, 7937198; 325407, 7938507; 

333277, 7942993. 

 Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Chitakanyi Hills , then 

eastwards along the, southern boundaries of Mutokwe, Dendende, Ballinard 

Extension into Maringembire hills, then further, south-eastwards along the 

western boundary of Wye Valley farm into Chihova Hill, then north-

eastwards along the, southern boundary of Wye Valley farm into Ruzawe 

river, then generally, south-eastwards along Ruzawe river to Goba Falls, 

further, southwards along an imaginary line across Makwarimba hills to a 

trigonometrical beacon(1207), then, south-westwards along an imaginary 

line to an unnamed tributary of Mare, so as to include Mumbire, 

Tungwarara, Chinyanga, Mwangara villages, and exclude Mugurungi and 

Gideon villages, then north-westwards along unnamed Mare tributary to its, 

source, further westwards along an imaginary line along the, southern 

boundary of Matsine Secondary School, so as to include it, to its with 

junction of Wedza-Murambinda tarred road, then further north-westwards 

along Wedza-Murambinda road to Manyimo bridge, then generally 

westwards along Wedza-Murambinda road to the, source of Jekwa river, so 

as to include Chikumbirike, Matiza 2, Matemba, Nyamadzawo villages and 

Nhekairo Business Centre, then, south-westwards along Jekwa river to its 

intersection with a road , then northwards along a road to a T-junction with 

a road , then, south-westwards along a road to Chematendere road, so as to 

exclude Nyamidzi Diptank, then generally westwards along Chematendere 

road to its intersection with a road , then further westwards along a track 

road to its intersection with an unnamed tributary of Jekwa, then north-

westwards along an unnamed tributary of Jekwa river to its intersection 

with a road, then further westwards along the road into Chamatendere road, 

so as to include Jambwa and Shekede villages, then north-eastwards along 

Chematendere road to its junction with Chamatendere-Chigwedere road, 

then generally northwards along Wedza-Chamatendere road to a point 

(351634, 7938169),, so as to exclude Jera village, then north-westwards 

along an imaginary line to the, source of a tributary of Mazhakatise river 

(351538, 7938236), the further north-westwards along the tributary to its 

confluence with Mazhakatise river, then northwards along Mazhakatise river 
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to its confluence with its other unnamed tributary, then northwardsalong 

the tributary to its, source(350979, 7940092), then generally northwards 

along an imaginary line to the, south-western corner of CMED stand,, so as 

to include Maruza and Buka villages, then eastwards along eastern 

boundary of the CMED stand to Wedza-Murambinda road, then eastwards 

along Wedza-Murambinda road to the eastern corner of GMB premises 

boundary, then generally north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

GMB stand to its north-eastern beacon, then generally north-westwards 

along the northern boundary of GMB stand to its north-western beacon, so 

as to exclude CMED and GMB stands, then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line, so as to include Maruza, Mulemba dam, to Chitakanyi 

trigonometrical beacon, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

353227, 7942998; 363230, 7940308; 366489, 7937828; 368932, 7940100; 

370509, 7938083; 370509, 7935904; 367287, 7934606; 366939, 7935301; 

363253, 7936263; 361340, 7937480; 357674, 7935005; 357755, 7936313; 

356920, 7935250; 354867, 7934415; 354223, 7934424; 351789, 7938238; 

352570, 7938720; 351189, 7939864; 351210, 7940334. 

 Ward 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the eastern 

boundary of Injina farm and an unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise river, 

then, south eastwards along the unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise to its 

confluence with another unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise, so as to exclude 

Tienga, Mapingure and Chinyanga villages, then north eastwards along the 

tributary of Mazhakatise river to its intersection with a trackroad (346263, 

7934626), then generally eastwards along a road to the intersection with 

Wedza-Sadza road, so as to include Togara, Chinyama, and Mangwena 

villages and exclude Motsi village, then generally north eastwards along 

Wedza-Chamatendere road, so as to include Chadoka and Muvhimwa 

villages, and excluding Muchopa village, then, south-eastwards along 

Chematendere road to its intersection with a road, then, south eastwards 

along a road into an unnamed tributary of Nyamidzi river to a junction with 

a road (354200, 7934526), so as to exclude Shekede and Jambwa villages, 

then generally north eastwards along a road into Chamatendere road, 

further eastwards along Chamatendere road to another junction with a road 

(356925, 7935234) then north eastwards along a road to a junction with 

another road (357742, 7936333) then, southwards along a road into Jekwa 

river, so as to include Chematendere and Nyamidzi (Tuli) shops and 

Nyamidzi dip tank, then, southwards along Jekwa river to its confluence 

with Nyamidzi river, so as to exclude Chiwoko village, Dowa Mountains and 

Mufambanhando villages, then further, south westwards along an imaginary 

line to Romorehoto mountain peak, then generally, southwards to 
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Dangamvura mountain trigonometrical beacon (1788,9), then further, south 

westwards to Nyaruzimbiri pool in Save river,, so as to exclude Munzverengi, 

Masenda, Matsveru villages and St; Joseph School, then westwards along 

Save river which is the Administrative boundary of Wedza and Chikomba 

districts to the, south most beacon of Magamba(Rundu) farm, so as to 

include Kurwa, Munenzva, Mandishona and Nheta villages, then generally 

north eastwards along the, southern boundary of Rundu farm across 

Sengezi river to its eastern beacon, then generally north westwards across 

Sengezi river long the eastern boundary of Rundu to a common beacon of 

Mungo, Rundu and Goto farms, so as to exclude them and include Mangai 

village, then generally north eastwards along the, southern boundary of 

Mungo and Injina farm, so as to include Chibwe, Payarira, Chakanyuka, 

Mupezeni, Mapfumo, Musevenzo and Chinyama villages to its intersection 

with an unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise river, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

351794, 7938231; 352103, 7937786; 354200, 7934526; 356762, 7935423; 

356925, 7935234; 357742, 7936333; 355980, 7931965; 352693, 7930339; 

351285, 7927525; 340405, 7923791; 342567, 7927497; 340142, 7929558; 

345391, 7935580; 345863, 7934263; 346263, 7934626; 348924, 7934490. 

Ward 7  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Manyimo bridge on 

Wedza Murambinda road, then generally eastwards along Wedza-

Murambinda tarred road to its junction with a road, further, south 

eastwards along an imaginary line to coincide with the, southern boundary 

of Matsine Secondary School,, so as to exclude it, into the, source of an 

unnamed tributary Mare river, then, south eastwards along the unnamed 

tributary of Mare river to its confluence with another unnamed tributary of 

Mare river, so as to exclude Makwarimba, Gedion, and Nyamutsika villages, 

then generally westwards along the unnamed tributary of Mare river to its, 

source, then westwards along an imaginary line to the northern tip of 

Manyanga mountain, so as to include Maisiri, Chitongo and Hweta villages, 

then generally, southwards along an imaginary line across Sango-Ruswa 

road to the, source of an unnamed tributary of Nyamemba river, further, 

south westwards along the unnamed tributary of Nyamemba to its, source, 

then further, south westwards along an imaginary line across Mutukwana-

Chigondo road and Chitida-Chigondo road to the confluence of Ruchenje 

river and its unnamed tributary, so as to include Chirinda, Gomba-Masawi, 

Mandizvidza, Kache, Ticharwa Choto, Mudekwe villages and Nyamemba dip 

tank, and exclude Chiunze, Mudhungwe, Mugwenhi villages, then generally 

north westwards along Ruchenje river into Save river, so as to include Zenda 

Zinyama, Goto Zisanhi, Chinyamakobvu, Ushe Shereni villages and exclude 

Chiwenga and Gonzo villages , then generally westwards along Save river the 
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Administrative Boundary of Wedza and Chikomba districts to Nyaruzimbiri 

pools, then north eastwards along an imaginary line across Gandamasungo-

Munzverengi road to Dangamvura Mountain trigonometrical beacon (17889), 

so as to include Matsveru, Munzverengi and Masenda villages and excluding 

Mbizi, Mamutsembire villages and Gandamasungo Primary School, then 

generally north eastwards along an imaginary line to Romorehoto Mountain 

peak, further north eastwards along an imaginary line into Jekwa river, then 

northwards along Jekwa river to its, source, so as to include 

Mufambanhando, Chirinda, Matsveru and Nhekairo villages and excluding 

Chihowa, Longone villages and Nyamidzi diptank, further northwards along 

an imaginary line into Wedza-Murambinda tarred road, then generally 

eastwards along Wedza-Murambinda road to Manyimo bridge, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

363255, 7936324; 367006, 7935307; 368913, 7931665; 364436, 7931910; 

362420; 7926116; 361975, 7925626; 359186, 7922792; 354682, 7921503; 

3512276, 7927533; 352666, 7930339; 355980, 7931956; 361312, 

7937496. 

 Ward 8  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Goba falls on Ruzawi 

river, then, southwards along Ruzawi river which is the Administrative 

boundary of Wedza and Makoni districts to its confluence with its unnamed 

tributary, then generally, south westwards along the unnamed tributary of 

Ruzawi to its intersection with a road, then generally westwards along the 

road to Wedza-Murambinda tarred road to its junction with another 

trackroad, then, southwestwards along a road to a junction with Sango-

Ruswa road, so as to include Jojo Rino, Mutsindikwa, Tapfuya Goto and 

Makonza and exclude Mawire Gumbo, Gusha and Gondo villages, then 

generally westwards along Sango-Ruswa road into Mare river(bridge), then 

generally north-westwards along an unnamed tributary of Mare to a its 

confluence with another unnamed tributary, further, south westwards along 

a tributary of Mare to its intersection with a road, further westwards across 

Sango-Ruswa road to its intersection with Nyamemba river, then northwest 

along Nyamemba river to its second rapid, so as to include Mashonganyika, 

Chidewu, Chisvo, Makonza and Matsvai and exclude Toma and Choto 

Chibonore, then generally northwards along an imaginary line across 

Manyanga mountains to its peak , then generally eastwards along an 

imaginary line into the, source of an unnamed tributary of Mare, so as to 

include Mudhungwe and Chiunze villages and exclude Mandizvidza, Kache, 

Chirinda, then north westwards along an unnamed tributary of Mare to a 

point () then generally north eastwards along an imaginary line into 

Makwarimba mountain peak (1207), then northwards along an imaginary 

line to Goba falls in Ruzawi river the starting point. The area is bounded by 
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the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

370500, 7938154; 376660, 7926732; 376097, 7925328; 375223, 7926143; 

374694, 7925463; 372618, 7926446; 370777, 7925891; 370039, 7925189; 

368730, 7927131; 367545, 7926316; 365646, 7926652; 363545, 7928719; 

364473, 7932006; 366911, 7931943; 368903, 7931745; 367117, 7934973; 

370512, 7935935.  

 Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Save and Ruchenje river, then generally eastwards along Ruchenje river to 

its intersection with a road, then generally north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to its intersection with Kurongonora river, so as to include 

Gonzo and Chiwenga villages and exclude Ushe, Shereni and Zenda 

Zinyama, then, south eastwards along Kurongonora river to its confluence 

with Chikuwa river, so as to include Chikove,Magwaza and Jekanyika and 

Exclude Musekanehuku , Mungofa, then generally, south westwards along 

Chikuwa river to its, source into Ruswa-Gangare road, then generally, south 

westwards along Ruswa-Gangare road to its intersection with Chigondo-

Gangare road, then generally, southwards along Gangare road to a junction 

with a road, then generally, southwards along the road to a point (367269, 

7910289), then generally, south westwards along an imaginary line to 

Chigondo-  Madhana road, so as to include Musurudzwa, Gambiza and 

Ruocha villages and exclude Rwizimasendeke , then westwards along a road 

into an unnamed tributary of Save river, then further westwards along Save 

tributary to its confluence with Save river, so as to include Kunonga, 

Makusha, Muchemwa and Musimbe villages and exclude Musara and 

Dhodho Munyari, then generally northwards along Save river which is the 

Administrative boundary of Wedza and Chikomba districts to its confluence 

with Ruchenje river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the along 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

354701, 7921515; 359083, 7922862; 361968, 7925623; 372047, 7915357; 

368391, 7913659; 368177, 7913600; 366840, 7912171; 367563, 7910717; 

367269, 7910289; 363428, 7908809; 362033, 7909024; 359864, 7908200 

 Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Mare Bridge on Goto-

Sango road, then eastwards along Sango-Goto road to its intersection with a 

track , then further eastwards along a track to its intersection with Chibede 

river, so as to include Magumise, Nyahungwa and Dhindi Chiswa, so as to 

exclude Makonza villages, then northeast along a track to its intersection 

with Wedza-Murambinda road, then, south eastwards along Wedza-

Murambinda road to its junction with a track , then generally northwards 

along a track into Ruzawi river which is the administrative boundary of 
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Wedza and Makoni districts, so as to include Mawiregumbo and Gusha 

villages and exclude Mutsindikwa and Jojo Rino villages, then generally 

eastwards along Ruzawi river to its confluence with Handiudzire river, so as 

to include Musekiwa, Makurumure and Mukavi, then generally north along 

Handiudzire river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary of 

Handiudzire river, then generally westwards along unnamed tributary of 

Handiudzire river to its intersection with a track , then further westwards 

along a track to the, source of an unnamed tributary of Mare river, further 

westwards along the unnamed Mare river tributary to its confluence with 

Mare river, so as to include Kambarami, Pfundirwa and Munodawafa and to 

exclude Magadzire and Machingura, then north westwards along Mare river 

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary of Mare river, then, south 

westwards along an unnamed tributary of Mare river to its, source into a 

track , then generally, southwards along a track into an unnamed tributary 

of Kurongonora river to its confluence with Kurongonora river, then 

generally north westwards along Kurongonora river to a point (362113, 

7925363), so as to include Mungofa, Musekanehuku and to exclude 

Chiururu,Mudzimukunze and Magwaza villages, then north eastwards along 

an imaginary line to the, source of an unnamed tributary of Nyamemba 

river, then generally northwards along unnamed tributary of Nyamemba 

river to its confluence with another unnamed tributary of Nyamemba river, 

then north eastwards along an imaginary line to a rapid on Nyamemba river, 

then generally, south eastwards along Nyamemba river to its intersection 

with a track , then generally eastwards along a track across Dendenyore- 

Ruswa road into an unnamed tributary of Mare river, so as to include St 

Pauls Sango Schools, Toma and Choto Chibonore villages and exclude 

Serewu village and Sango dip tank, then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed tributary of Mare river to its confluence with Mare river, then 

generally, southwards along Mare river to its intersection with Goto-Sango 

road the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

370045, 7925197; 372593, 7926544; 374709, 7925522; 375220, 7926216; 

376086, 7925401; 376657, 7926758; 385070, 7916117; 381182, 7917807; 

377905, 7917118; 377418, 7917118; 375090, 7916160; 372382, 7920101; 

371358, 7919143; 371543, 7916336; 362113, 7925363; 336233, 7926394; 

363098, 7928286; 363552, 7928723; 365628, 7926672; 368007, 7926823; 

368696, 7927117. 

Ward 11  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mumburu river and Mare river, then, south eastwards along Mare river to 

its confluence with an unnamed tributary of Mare river, then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed tributary of Mare to its intersection with a 
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road, then generally eastwards along a road to its intersection with an 

unnamed tributary of Handiudzire river, then further eastwards along 

Handiudzire river tributary to its confluence with Handiudzire river, then 

generally, southwards to its, source, so as to include Chidawaya, 

Machingura and Magadzire villages and exclude Chandayengerwa and 

Pfundirwa village, then further, southwards along an imaginary line to the, 

source of an unnamed tributary of Mare, then further, southwards along an 

unnamed tributary of Mare to its confluence with Mare river, further, 

southwards along Mare river to its intersection with farm number 1 of 

Zviyambe farms, so as to include Ndoro,Sandati, Mupunganyi, Ndoro and 

Gukwe villages and exclude Chipenzi, Manyadza, Shana and Mapfinya 

villages, then westwards along the northern boundaries of farms 1, 110, 

119, 117, 46, 146, 147, 148, 177, 178, 181, 182, 193, 184, 201, 202, 203, 

219 and 220, so as to exclude them into Save river, which is the 

Administrative boundary of Wedza-Chikomba, so as to include Magumise, 

Machokoto and Mutanhaurwa, then along Save river to its confluence with 

its tributary, so as to include Gatsi, Dhodho Munyari villages and exclude 

Musimbe, Muchemwa and Makusha villages, the generally eastwards along 

an unnamed tributary of Save River to its intersection with a road, then 

further eastwards along a road to its intersection with Madhana Chigondo 

road, then generally north eastwards along an imaginary line to an 

intersection with a road, then generally northwards along the road to its 

intersection with Gangare Chigondo road, then generally north westwards 

along the road to the road junction with St Mathias Ruswa road, so as to 

include Shoriwa village and exclude Musurudzwa village, then generally 

northwards along Ruswa road to a point (368221, 7913588) then generally 

north eastwards along an imaginary line into Chikuwa river, further north 

eastwards along Chikuwa river to its confluence with Mupurwa river, then 

generally north westwards along Mupurwa river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary of Mupurwa, then northwards along an unnamed 

tributary of Mupurwa to its, source, further northwards along an imaginary 

line to the, source of an unnamed tributary of Mare river, so as to include St 

Mathias School and Chidawaya village and exclude Mungofa, 

Musekanehuku villages, then north eastwards along an unnamed tributary 

of Mare to its confluence with Mare then, south eastwards along Mare river 

to its confluence with Mumburu river, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based 

on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

374137, 7917647; 375137, 7916209; 377397, 7917148; 377973, 7917166; 

368221, 7913588; 368406, 7913714; 372020, 7915361; 371511, 7916370; 

371091, 7918278; 371360, 7919311; 372385, 7920093. 
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 Ward 12  

An area of Land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Ruzawi and Handiudzire rivers, then generally, southwards along Ruzawi 

river which is the Administrative boundary of Wedza-Makoni to its Junction 

with boundary of farm 26, so as to include Chanakira, Dzviti, Machakaire, 

Chikavhanga and Pfumbi villages , then westwards along the northern 

boundaries of farms 25, 24, 23, 7, 6, 5, 4, 2 and 1 into Mare river, so as to 

exclude them, so as to include Machekera and Samuriwo villages, then 

northwards along Mare river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then along a tributary of Mare, so as to include Mapfinya, Shana and 

Manyadza villages and exclude Gukwe, Muzariri, Manyengawana and Ndoro 

villages , then further northwards along a tributary of Mare across 

Murambinda tarred road to its, source, then further northwards along an 

imaginary line to the, source of an unnamed tributary of Handiudzire river, 

so as to include Machokoto, Chipenzi, Mazhangara villages and Maninga 

mountains, so as to exclude Mupunganyi, Sandati, Mwedziwendira villages 

and St Jones Maninga Primary school, then north eastwards along an 

unnamed tributary of Handiudzire river to its confluence with Handiudzire 

river, so as to include Mataramazarure and Hunimazhangara villages and 

Mashau hills and to exclude Kambarami village and St James Schools, then 

generally, south eastwards along Handiudzire river across Nyamupara-

Makanda road to its confluence with Ruzawi river, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

385089, 7915998; 389691, 7907015; 379340, 7905960; 377346, 7909147; 

378177, 7913892; 378395, 7916235; 381174, 7917815. 

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the beacon of farm 

26 on Mucheke river which is the Administrative boundary of Wedza and 

Makoni districts, then, southwards along Mucheke river to its confluence 

with Sabi River, so as to include farms 35, 58, 60, 61, 451, 452, 454, 455, 

456, 457, 458, 459, 441, 440, 439, 438, 437, 436, 432, 429, then generally 

westwards along Sabi river to the northwestern beacon of farm 220, so as to 

include farms 429, 428, 427, 425, 426, 371, 372, 307-314, 363-371, 250-

261, 237, 236, 228-221, 220-210 then eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of farms 220, 219, 203, 184, 182, 181, 178, 177, 148, 147, 146, 

145, 117, 109, 110, 1, 3, 4, 6, 23, 24, 25 and 26 into Mucheke river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

389656, 7907038; 392956, 7885763; 361329, 7904794. 
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 Ward 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the common beacon 

of Numwa, Bristol and Welton farms , then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Bristol estate(Idube ) farm, so as to include Bristol farm, into 

Chinekwa river, then, south eastwards along Chinekwa river across bridge 

road to the common beacon of Inoro, Scorror estate and Ifudu farms, so as 

to exclude Scorrer farm, then generally, southwards along the northern 

boundary of Ifudu and Iamba farms to a common beacon of Masasa of 

Scorror, Iamba and Ifudu Estate farms, so as to exclude Masasa of Scorrer 

farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Iamba farm to a 

common farm beacon of Masasa of Scorror and Iamba, so as to include 

Iamba farm, then generally, southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Iamba and Mukombe farms to a common beacon of Masasa of Scorror, 

Kangewa and Mukombe farms, so as to exclude Masa of Scorrer, then 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Kangewa farm to a common 

beacon of Masasa of Scorror, Mjange of Scorror, Matupki, Zana and 

Kangewa farms, so as to incude Kangewa Farm, then generally, southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Rapako farm to a common beacon of Zana 

and Rapako farms, so as to include Rapako farm, then westwards along the, 

southern boundary of Rapako farm to the common beacon of Rapako and 

Chemhanza farms, so as to exclude Huni and Dzvokora villages, then, 

southwestwards along the eastern boundary of Chemhanza farm to a 

common beacon of Chemhanza, Sutton Extension and Mawire farms, so as 

to exclude Muchabaiwa village, then westwards along the, southern 

boundary of Sutton extension, Nelson and Emma farms to a common 

beacon of Emma, Sengezi Heights, Skimpton and Kuatora farms,, so as to 

include Sutton farm, then generally northwestwards along the western 

boundary of Emma, Hefa, and Nyeri farms to a common beacon of Bath, 

Nyeri, Grantully and Fair Adventure farms, so as to exclude Fair Adventure 

farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Nyeri farm to a 

common beacon of Wells, Bath, Fells Estate farms and Nyeri farms, so as to 

include them, then north eastwards along the western boundary of Fells 

estate farm to a common beacon of Wells and Fells farms, then north-

westwards along the western boundary of Fells Estate and Bristol farms, so 

as to include them to a common beacon of Wells, Journeys End, Corby, 

Welton and Bristol farms, then northeastwards along the northern boundary 

of Bristol estate farm to a common beacon of Welton, Numwa and Bristol 

Estate Farms the starting point. The area is bounded by the along Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

340974, 7954318; 344335, 7954851; 346699, 7953390; 347441, 7951895; 

348658, 7951524; 348508, 7946911; 351405, 7942958; 349203, 7942877; 
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346920, 7939504; 342388, 7939701; 337554, 7938137; 333219, 7945277; 

340382, 7947734; 338029, 7950353. 

Ward 15  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a common beacon of farm 

boundaries of Chemhanza and Rapako, then eastwards along the, southern 

boundary of Rapako and Zana farms, so as to exclude them to Chitakanyi 

beacon(1405), then generally, south westwards along an imaginary line to 

the north-eastern corner of GMB stand boundary, so as to include Huni, 

Dzvokora, Chipiro and Chirimuuta villages, then generally, southwards 

along the GMB eastern boundary to its, south eastern beacon, then 

generally westwards along GMB stand boundary to Wedza-Murambinda  

road, then, south eastwards along Wedza – Murambidza road to its 

intersection with Chigwedere road, then generally, south westwards along 

the Chigwedere road to its intersection with Wedza-Sadza road, so as to 

exclude Muvhimwa and Chadoka villages, then generally westwards along a 

road to its intersection with the unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise river, 

then, south westwards along tributary of Mazhakatise to its confluence with 

Mazhakatise river, so as to include Jera, Muchopa, Mapingure villages and 

exclude Togara Mangwena villages, then northwards along Mazhakatise river 

to its confluence with the unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise, further north 

westwards along and unnamed tributary of Mazhakatise to its intersection 

with the eastern farm boundary of Injina, so as to include Tienga and 

Mapingure villages, then generally north eastwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Mawire and Chemhanza, so as to include Ndudzo, Mapingure 

and Chinyanga villages further northwards across Harare-wedza tarred road 

to a common beacon of Chemhanza and Rapako farms, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the along Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

349192, 7942866; 353260, 7943040; 351220, 7940321; 351378, 7940062; 

351211, 7939972; 352608, 7938893; 348955, 7938574; 346278, 7934672; 

345849, 7934325; 345855, 7935229; 345391, 7935631; 346939, 7939578. 
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ZVATAIDA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kasika and 

Mazoe Rivers north-eastwards Mazoe River to its intersection with Mazoe 

Bridge road, then along the river to its confluence with Nyadire River, then, 

south westwards along Nyadire River to its confluence with Nyakarowa 

River, then westwards along Nyakarowa River to a point (424915, 8130753), 

proceed northwards along an imaginary line to a point (424916, 8135023), 

so as to include Nyanza mountain, then north-westwards in an imaginary 

line to a point(424119, 8135752), so as to include Baraumire dam and 

exclude Chakwenya village, proceed to a track at point (423616.2, 

8136810.3), so as to include Bunda mountain, proceed generally northwest 

along the track to a point (422153.5, 8137655.6) where it meets another 

track, then eastwards along the track to its junction with another track 

(422355, 8137638) then generally north eastwards along the track to 

Nyakaranga dam wall, so as to exclude the dam and Bomba village, then 

north west on the eastern side of the dam to an unnamed tributary 

(422344.7, 8137977.6), proceed along the unnamed tributary to a point 

(423751, 8139235) then along an imaginary line to Murewa-Madicheche 

road (423668, 8139550), so as to include Katsande village, then northwest 

along an imaginary line to Kasiku river ( 423606,8139634), so as to include 

Kasiku village, further proceed Kasiku river to its confluence with Mazoe 

river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36, south(S), based on the modified Arc 

1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates,  

420798, 8146150; 422802, 8148100; 452199, 8150703; 423751, 8139235 

429074, 8130939; 424915, 8130753; 424916, 8135023; 423616, 8136810; 

422153, 8137655; 422355, 8137638; 422221, 8137840; 422344, 8137977; 

423832, 8138977. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the confluence of Mwera 

and Mazoe Rivers,  proceed generally north-eastwards Mazoe River to its 

confluence with Kasiku river, then generally, south-eastwards Kasiku river 

to a point (423600,  8139642), then southeast along an imaginary line to 

Madicheche-Murewa road (423668, 8139550), to unnamed stream (423751, 

8139235), so as to exclude Bomba village, then along the unnamed stream 

to a point (422344.7, 8137977.6) on the eastern side of Nyakaranga dam to 

its dam wall, then westwards along the dam wall to a track (422554, 

8138256), so as to include the dam, then generally, south along the same 

track to its junction with another track (422154, 8137656) then, south 

eastwards along the same track to its junction with another track (423656, 
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8136716), so as to include Chakaipa and Kasiku villages, then, south 

eastwards along an imaginary line to a point (423616.2, 8136810.3),  then 

along an imaginary line to a track (424119, 8135812) so as to include 

Chakwenya village, then south eastwards to a point (424908, 8135074) so 

as to include Kavhukatema, Chikwinye and Mutize villages, then 

southwards along an imaginary line to Nyakarowa river(424915,8130753), 

so as to include Tsvekesu village and exclude Nyanza mountain, then 

westwards upstream Nyakarowa river to its confluence with Chipinda river 

so as to exclude Nyakarowa dam, then generally westwards along Chipinda 

river to its confluence with unnamed stream (415444, 8130723) then 

southwards the unnamed stream to a point (415273.0, 8130404.5), then 

south westwards along an imaginary line to a track (415111, 8130234) so as 

to include Pondoro village, then westwards along the track to an unnamed 

stream, then north westwards along the unnamed stream to a point 

(414043.7, 8130774, 0), then westwards along an imaginary line to the 

source of unnamed stream so as to exclude Nyakasoro DDF rest camp and 

Nyakasoro clinic, then south westwards the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with another unnamed stream, then northward the unnamed 

stream to a track (412705.0, 8131974.1),  then northwest along the track to 

its junction with Murewa-Madicheche road so as to include Mutata school, 

then generally westwards along Madicheche road to its junction with a track 

(411464, 8132749) proceed westwards along the track to Dindi access road, 

then northwest along Dindi access road to its junction with a track, then in 

the same direction along the track to Nyanguruwe stream, then generally 

northwestwards Nyanguruwe stream to its confluence with Dindi river.  then 

northwards Dindi river to its confluence with Mazoe river then generally east 

Mazoe river, which is the district administrative boundary, to its confluence 

with Mwera river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(S), based on the 

modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

414308, 8145953; 420798.4; 8146150.9; 423600, 8139642; 423761, 

8139242; 422554, 8138256; 422154, 8137656; 423656, 8136716; 424119, 

8135812; 424908, 8135074; 415444, 8130723; 415111, 8130234; 414140, 

8129926; 413624.2, 8130286.5; 412889, 8131726; 411464, 8132749; 

408106, 8142390; 408544, 8143522. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Dindi river 

with an unnamed stream then generally southeast the unnamed stream to 

its source (408285, 8136409), then along an imaginary line to a source of 

unnamed stream (408555, 8136482.9)proceed north eastwards the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyanguruwe stream, then 

southwards Nyanguruwe stream to a track(410732.3, 8133666.2),then 

southeast wards along the track to Dindi road, then in the same direction 
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along Dindi access road to a track, then eastwards along the track to its 

junction with Murewa-Madicheche road, then east wards along Murewa-

Madicheche road to its junction with a track (412305, 8132655), then 

southeast along the track to an unnamed stream (412881, 8131722) so as 

to exclude Mutata Primary School, proceed in the same direction along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with another unnamed stream, then 

northeast wards upstream the unnamed stream to its source (413742, 

8130640), proceed in the same direction along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed stream (414041, 8130772), so as to include Nyakasoro dam, 

Nyakasoro Rest camp and Nyakasoro Clinic;  then proceed generally 

eastwards along the track to a point (415161, 8130201), then north 

eastwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed stream (415443.5, 

8130730.5) so as to exclude Pondoro village, proceed northwards a; long the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Chipinda river, then proceed 

generally eastwards along Chipinda river to its confluence with Nyakarowa 

river, then in the same direction along Nyakarowa river along the northern 

side of the dam to its confluence with Nyadire river, then generally south-

westwards upstream Nyadire river, the district administrative boundary, to 

its confluence with unnamed stream, then proceed westwards along the 

unnamed stream to Sowa-Nyadire bridge road (412922, 8118487), proceed 

northeast wards along the Sowa-Nyadire bridge road to the source of 

unnamed stream (412326.1, 8119044.2), proceed generally northwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then 

northwest wards upstream to a point (411626, 8120395) so as to include 

Muzota village, proceed northwest wards along an imaginary line to 

Chitsungo-Mutata road so as to exclude Zunzanyika,Chitsike villages;  then 

southwest along Chitsungo-Mutata road to its junction with a track to 

Dzvekutsveku business centre (406679, 8127340) proceed northwards along 

an imaginary line to the source of Dindi river, then northwards along Dindi 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(S), based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

406371, 8136842; 407894, 8136358; 412301, 8132632; 412889, 8131726; 

413624; 8130286; 415161, 8130201. 415443, 8130730; 419863, 8131518; 

424915, 8130753; 429075, 8130941; 414366, 8118579; 412326, 8119044; 

410021, 8122798; 407953, 8126169; 405210, 8135440.9.  

 Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mazoe and 

Dindi Rivers, then south westwards along Mutya River to its confluence with 

Nyanguruwe stream, then generally southwards along Nyanguruwe river to 

its confluence with unnamed stream;  then westwards along the unnamed 

stream to its source (408291, 8136429), then in the same direction along an 

imaginary line to a source of another unnamed stream(408292, 8136419); 
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so as to exclude Jaji village, then northwest wards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Dindi river, then generally southwards along 

Dindi river to include the Dindi dam to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream;  then west wards to its source (405209, 8130310);  then westwards 

along an imaginary line to the source of unnamed stream (404976, 

8130352) so as to include Chikomba village and exclude Chitsungo village, 

then in the same direction along the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Mutya river, then generally north-westwards along the unnamed stream to 

its source, then southwest along an imaginary line to unnamed stream 

(403508, 8130447) so as to include Matambo village, then north westwards 

along an imaginary line to the confluence of Mutya stream and unnamed 

stream, then generally southwest wards along the unnamed stream to its 

source(399933, 8129091), then westwards along an imaginary line to a 

source of unnamed stream so as to include Chiwapura village, then south 

westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyamurara 

river, then generally north westwards, south westwards along Nyamurara 

river to its confluence with Nyarwenhenge river, then north westwards along 

Nyarwenhenge river to its confluence with Mazowe river;  then generally 

north eastwards along Mazowe river, which is the district administrative 

boundary, to its confluence with Dindi river, the starting point; 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South(S), based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

408544, 8143519; 408104, 8142393; 408575, 8136498; 408292; 6, 

8136431; 407898, 8136347; 406382, 8136855; 405049, 8133783; 405477, 

8130221; 404685, 8130353; 404175, 8130734; 403560, 8130520; 402608, 

8130956; 400311, 8129391; 399199, 8129190; 398593, 8129047; 395622, 

8129332; 393875, 8130416; 394391, 8137588; 398836, 8141875. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mazoe and 

Nyarwenhenge rivers, generally south-eastwards along Nyarwenhenge river 

to its confluence with Nyamurara river, then north eastwards along 

Nyamurara River so as to include Muronga and Chiwapura villages to its 

confluence with unnamed stream (398902, 8129066) then eastwards along 

the said unnamed stream to its source (399190, 8129173) then eastwards 

along an imaginary line to an unnamed stream(399928, 8129084) so as to 

exclude Nemwe hill, Nyandoro villages and include Chiwapura, Chitsungo 

villages, then generally northeast along the said stream to its confluence 

with unnamed river (402689, 8130898);  then southeast along an imaginary 

line to a source of unnamed stream (403404, 8130553), then in the same 

direction along the unnamed stream to a point (403610.2, 8130504.7) so as 

to exclude Chikomba and Chakupa villages, then north eastwards along an 

imaginary line to a point (403942, 8130741), on an unnamed stream so as 
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to include Mupande village, then eastwards along the said stream to its 

confluence with another unnamed stream (404178.8, 8130744;4), then 

generally south east along the unnamed river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (404696, 8103346);  the eastwards along the same stream 

to its source (404979.6, 8130350;7), then along an imaginary line to the 

source of an unnamed stream(405199, 8130325), so as to exclude Chakupa 

village then to its confluence with Dindi river;  then generally south 

eastwards along Dindi river to its source(406576, 8127559);  then in the 

same direction along an imaginary line to Chitsungo-Mutata gravel road 

(406680, 8127357) so as to include Chitsike village then northeast along 

Chitsungo-Mutata gravel road to a point(406919, 8127610) then south 

eastwards along an imaginary line to unnamed stream (411628, 8120375) 

so as to include Chitsike, Zunzanyika and Masendeke villages excluding 

Muzota village, to its confluence with another unnamed stream (412126, 

8119556) then southwards along the said stream to Sowa-Nyadire bridge 

road;  then generally southeast along Sowa-Nyadire gravel road to an 

unnamed stream (412914, 8118464) so as to include Masendeke and 

Dambakushamba villages, then eastwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Nyadire river then generally southwest wards along Nyadire 

river, which is the district administration boundary, to its confluence with 

Nyamanyemba river;  then generally northwest along Nyamanyemba river to 

its confluence with Ngwerengwende river, then generally north westwards to 

its source (397949, 8121113) then westwards along an imaginary line to the 

source of an unnamed stream (396210, 8121263) so as to exclude Chigonda 

mountain, then generally northwest along unnamed stream to its confluence 

with Nyanjiwa river, then generally north westwards along Nyanjiwa river to 

its confluence with Borera river, then northwards along Borera river to its 

confluence with Mazoe river, then northeast along Mazowe river, which is 

the district boundary, to its confluence with Nyarwenhenge river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(S), based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

393875, 8130416; 395622, 8129332; 398902, 8129066; 399190, 8129173; 

399928, 8129084; 405490, 8130245; 398593, 18129047; 399199, 

8129190; 399199, 8129190; 403560, 8130520. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Dewe and 

Murondwe rivers generally eastwards along Murondwe river to its confluence 

with unnamed stream (391587, 8114985) then along an imaginary line in 

the same direction cutting across the apex of Sauche , Zumbanana and 

Pfumbidza range of mountains to a point (398116,  8114167) so as to 

include Mupotaringa village, then north eastwards along imaginary line to a 

point on Humayevasikana mountain (400926, 8115432) , then southeast 
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along an imaginary line cutting across Hurungwe mountain to Nyadire River 

(403010, 8113595), southwards along Nyadire River to its confluence with 

Chidye river, which is the eastern administrative boundary, then generally 

westwards along Chidye River to its confluence with unnamed stream, then 

generally northwards along unnamed stream to its source (392438, 

8100298) then along an imaginary line cutting across the apex of Ruswe, 

Wanoko, Nautsiwi range of mountains to unnamed stream so as to include 

Musora and Gadaga villages, then north westwards along unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Shamba river, then north-eastwards along Shamba 

river to its confluence with Masiyandima river, then generally north 

westwards along Masiyandima river to a point (384152, 8102349) then 

north eastwards along an imaginary line cutting across the apex of Maware, 

Chetsuro and Chinunu range of mountains to a point on Nyangoma river 

(387765, 8105359) so as to include Kagoro village, then northwards along 

Nyangoma river to a point (389087, 8106928) then north east along an 

imaginary line cutting across the apex of Chibvuma mountain to unnamed 

stream (389937, 8107368) so as to include Chidziwa and exclude Chikono 

dam, then  northwest along unnamed stream to Murewa-Madicheche road 

(389790, 810763), then eastwards along the road to a track (389865, 

8107619) then northeast along an imaginary line cutting across Nyamawira 

mountain to Murewa- Madicheche road( 390692, 8110014) so as to include 

Chidziwa village, then generally north eastwards along Murewa-Madicheche 

road to its intersection with Dewe river, then generally northwards along 

Dewe river to its confluence with Murondwe river, which is the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S) ,based on the modified Arc1950 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

390456, 8114851; 391587, 8114985; 391816, 8114167; 400926, 8115432; 

403010, 8113595; 397658, 8099417; 393051, 8099235; 392438, 8100298; 

385304, 8100113; 384480, 8100596; 385233, 8102120; 384152, 8102349; 

387765, 8105359; 389087, 8106928; 389937, 8107368; 389790, 810763; 

389865, 8107619; 390692, 8110014. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the confluence of Mazowe river 

and Nyahondo river then north east along Nyahondo river to its confluence 

with Nyahurungu river ,then generally southeast wards along Nyahurungu 

river to a point (378647, 8102954), then in the same direction along an 

imaginary line cutting across the apex of Nyamunhungu mountain range to 

Murewa-Madicheche road which is the source of Masiyandima river 

(3803392, 8102534) so as to include Kadange and Kanyepi villages, then 

generally eastwards along Masiyandima river to its confluence with Shamba 

river, then generally southwest wards along Shamba river to its confluence 

with unnamed stream (377328, 8096531), proceed southwards along the 
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unnamed stream to a point(377005, 8094934), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to Nyamatanda (Shamba)river(375969, 8094917) so as to 

include Katiyo business centre and Chikuhwa clinic, then generally 

southwest wards along Nyamatanda (Shamba) river to Chinhinya 

dam(374994, 8093188), then westwards along an imaginary line to a point( 

372189, 8093724) so as to include Kazuva village, then northwest along an 

imaginary line to Mukuruanopamaenza mountain range( 370232, 8096400) 

so as to include Muromba village and Mhosva village, then southwest along 

an imaginary line cutting across the apex of Mukuruanopamanza range of 

mountains to Nyagui river ( 366446, 8092841) so as include Muyengwa(1) 

and Kondo villages, then northwest along Nyagui river to its confluence with 

Mazoe river which is the District Administrative Boundary, then generally 

north eastwards along Mazoe river to its confluence with Nyahondo river, 

which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(S), based on the modified Arc 

1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

377373, 8103308; 377796, 8103405; 378647, 8102964; 380392, 8102534; 

384119, 8102413; 377328, 8096531; 377005, 8094934; 375969, 8094917; 

374994, 8093188; 372189, 8083724; 370232, 8096400; 366446, 8092841; 

364174, 8096233. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shamba 

River with unnamed stream, then south eastwards to a point (385304, 

8100113) then eastwards along an imaginary line cutting across the apex 

Nautsiwi, Wanoko and Ruswe range of mountains to a source of unnamed 

stream (392438, 8100298) so as to exclude Musora and Gadaga villages and 

include Chari, Chingawu and Musanhi villages, then south eastwards along 

the unnamed stream its confluence with Chidye River, then eastwards along 

Chidye river to its confluence with Nyadire river, then generally southwards 

along Nyadire river, the district administration boundary, to a point 

(397983, 8093386), then westwards along an imaginary line cutting across 

the apex of Nyamanyora, Mararangavi and Mashayamvura mountains to a 

source of unnamed stream (391795, 8093089;1), so as to include Chiveso 

and Gombera villages and exclude Muburiri village and Chimhodzi 

Secondary School, then southwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Shambavazvere river, then generally westwards along 

Shambavazvere river to its confluence with Mapinga stream, then 

northwards along Mapinga to its confluence with Sukandoro River, then 

generally north eastwards along the latter to its confluence with Chidye 

river, then generally south westwards along Chidye river to its intersection 

with Manyika-Dyora(Join) gravel road, then generally north eastwards along 

Manyika-Dyora (join) gravel road to a track(376975.6, 8090791.1) then 

north eastwards along the track to a point at the foot of Charamba 
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mountain (377178, 809105 then north east along an imaginary line cutting 

across the mountain to unnamed stream(378047,8091834) so as to include 

Ben village, then generally north eastwards along the unnamed stream to a 

point (378746, 8094454) then westwards along an imaginary line to an 

unnamed stream (376958, 8094422) so as to exclude Joe village and include 

Kuendambairi village, then north along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Shamba river so as exclude Katiyo Business Centre and 

include Chidyamudungwe village, then north eastwards along Shamba river 

to its confluence with unnamed stream, which is the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South(S) based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

384480, 8100596; 385304, 8100113; 392438, 8100298; 393051, 8099235; 

397658, 8099417; 397983, 8093386; 391795, 8093089; 391883, 8092795; 

389444, 8092411; 389410, 8093618; 378418, 8087166; 376975, 8090791; 

377178, 8091051; 378047, 8091834; 378746, 8094454; 376958, 8094422; 

377328, 8096531; 381469, 8099017. 

Ward 9 

An area bounded by a line drawn from a point on Nyagui river (366446, 

8092841)south west of Mukuruanopamaenza mountain, then northeast 

along the apex of Mukuruanopamaenza range of mountain to a point 

(370232, 8096400) so as to exclude Kazuva and Mhosva villages ,then 

southeast along an imaginary line to a point (372189, 8093724) so as to 

exclude Muromba village, then eastwards along an imaginary line to 

Chinhinya dam (374994, 8093188) so as to include Chinhinya dam and 

exclude Mhosva village, then northeastwards along Nyamatanda (Shamba) 

river to a point (375969, 8094917), then eastwards along an imaginary line 

to an unnamed stream (377005, 8094934) so as to exclude Katiyo B/C and 

Chikuhwa clinic, then southwards along unnamed stream to a point 

(376970, 8094414) then eastwards along an imaginary line to an unnamed 

stream (378749, 8094502) so as to include Joe village, then generally south 

westwards along unnamed stream to a point (378049, 8091848) then south 

westwards along an imaginary line through the apex of Charamba mountain 

to a track (377159, 8091075) then southwest along the track to Manyika-

Dyora (join) gravel road (376972, 8090776) then generally southwards along 

Manyika-Dyora (join) gravel road to its intersection with Chidye river so as 

to include Dyora village, then generally south westwards along Chidye river 

to its confluence with Morris river;  then generally south westwards along 

Morris river to its confluence with unnamed stream (375217.5, 8084528.5) 

then generally westwards, to a track (372838, 8084734) so as to exclude 

Morris schools, then generally north westwards along the track to its 

junction with another track(369675, 8087641), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to Muda river (367914, 8087575) so as to include Chihwai, 

Chausa and Mhondamapango villages, then generally north westwards 
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along Muda river to its confluence with Nyagui river, then generally 

northwards along Nyagui river which is the District Administrative 

Boundary to a point (366445,8092875), the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(S), based on Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

366446, 8092841; 370232, 8096400; 372189, 8083724; 374994, 8093188; 

375969,  8094917; 377005, 8094934; 376970, 8094414; 378749, 8094502; 

378049, 8091848; 377159, 8091075; 376972, 8090776; 378433, 8087176; 

375849, 8084726; 375271, 8084528; 372838, 8084734; 369676, 8087641; 

367914, 8087575; 367304, 8088337. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chidye river 

and Manyika access road(Join) then in a north easterly direction along 

Chidye river to its confluence with Sukandoro river, then generally 

southwards along Sukandoro river to its source (391366, 8085927)then 

along an imaginary line to a source of unnamed stream so as exclude 

Matuku village, then generally south east along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Nyarunji river (392145, 8085024) then generally southwest 

along Nyarunji river to its intersection with Manyika-Muskwe road (384069, 

8080892), then generally eastwards, southeast along Manyika-Muskwe 

gravel road up to a track (388042, 8078551), then generally south 

westwards along the track to a point (387642, 8077004) so as to include 

Kanotangudza village and exclude Muskwe village, then south westwards 

along an imaginary line to the source of Mutoragadzi river (385306, 

8075654) so as to include Manyika 2 and exclude Nyamhuru villages, then 

north alond the river to its confluence with unnamed stream, then north-

westwards along Mutoragadzi river to its intersection with Manyika-Dyora 

(join) gravel road, then generally south westwards along Manyika-Dyora 

gravel road to its intersection with Chidye river, the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(S), based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

378418, 8087166; 389410, 8093618; 391366, 8085927; 392145, 8085024; 

388237, 8082721; 384069, 8080892; 388042, 8078551; 385306, 8075654; 

384766, 8078879; 382118, 8082638. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sukandoro 

river and (Mapinga) stream southwards along Mapinga stream to its 

confluence with (Shambawazvere) stream then eastwards along 

Shambawazvere stream to its confluence with an uunamed stream (391883, 

8092795) then northwards along the unnamed stream, at the foot of 

Mashayamvura mountain (391795, 8093089) then eastwards along an 

imaginary line cutting across the apex of Mashayamvura, Marangavi, 

Nyamanyora mountains so as to include Muburiri and Karimbika villages to 
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a point (397983, 8093386) in Nyadire River then generally southwards, 

along Nyadire river which is the administrative boundary to its confluence 

with unnamed stream (398938, 8080300) then generally westwards along 

unnamed stream to a point (397587, 8080077) then generally north 

westwards along an unnamed stream so as to include Nyamayaro village 

and Nhakiwa 2 village up to a point (395331, 8080942) then southwest 

direction along an imaginary line cutting across the apex of Dangamvuri 

mountain to Jenya mountain so as to include Chigayo village and exclude 

Chikoto and Musanhi village, then northwest along an imaginary line up to 

the source of an unnamed stream (389907, 8079006) so as to include 

Tsomba and Kachombo villages then north-westwards along to its 

confluence with Nyarunji river then north-eastwards along Nyarunji river to 

its confluence with unnamed stream (392145, 8085024) then generally 

northwest along unnamed stream to its source then along an imaginary line 

to the source of Sukandoro river;  then northwards along Sukandoro river to 

its confluence with Mapinga stream which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(S), based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

389394, 8092517; 389444, 8092411; 391883, 8092795; 391795, 8093089; 

397983, 8093386; 39844, 8087659; 398838, 8080300; 395331, 8080942; 

394070, 8078710; 391420, 8077597; 389907, 8079006; 388227, 8082631; 

392145, 8085024; 391366, 8085927. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyarunji 

river and unnamed stream, (388227, 8082631) then generally southwards 

along the  unnamed stream to its source (389907, 8079006) then southeast 

along an imaginary line to Jenya mountain so as to include Muskwe and 

Musanhi village, then northeast along an imaginary line cutting across the 

apex Dangamvuri mountains to a source of an unnamed stream 

(395331,8080942) so as to include Nhakiwa 2 village, then eastwards to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (397587, 8080077) , then eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyadire river, then 

generally southwards along Nyadire river to its confluence with Nyaitenga 

river , the Eastern District Administrative boundary, then generally 

southwest along Nyaitenga river to its confluence with unnamed stream 

(385029.6, 8073059.6) , Southern District Administrative boundary, then 

northwards along the unnamed stream to its source (385281, 8075303), 

then in the same direction along an imaginary line to unnamed stream 

(385306, 8075654), then northeast along an imaginary line to a track 

(386091, 8075835) so as to include Marongo village and exclude Manyika 2 

village, then northeast, northwards along the track to its junction with 

Manyika-Muskwe gravel road so as to include Muskwe village, then 

generally northwest along Manyika-Muskwe gravel road to its intersection 
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with Nyarunji river, then generally northeast along Nyarunji river to its 

confluence with unnamed stream (388261, 8082834), the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South(S), based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates. 

388227, 8082631; 389907, 8079006; 391420, 8077597; 394070, 8078710; 

395331, 8080942; 398838, 8080300; 399842, 8075461;392096, 8073583; 

385029;8073059; 385281, 8075303; 385306, 8075654; 386091, 8075835; 

388042, 8078551, 384069, 8080892. 

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of  Chidye 

river and Manyika-Dyora (Join) gravel road then generally southwards along 

Manyika-Dyora (Join) gravel road to its intersection with Murongadzi river, 

then generally along Murongadzi river to a point (385306, 8075654) so as to 

exclude Manyika 2 village, then along an imaginary line southwards to the 

source of an unnamed stream (385281, 8075303) so as to include 

Nyamhuru village, then in the same direction along the unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Nyaitenga river, then generally west along Nyaitenga 

river to Chitowa farm boundary, then northward along Chitowa farm 

boundary to Rukariro-Chitowa road, then northwards along Rukariro-

Chitowa road to its junction with Rukariro-Magunje road, then west along 

Rukariro-Magunje gravel road to a track (376814.6, 8072470.1) then 

northwards along the track to a point (377232.2, 8074140.9), then 

northwards along an imaginary line to unnamed stream(377240, 8074536), 

so as to exclude Chakuinga village, then north-westwards along unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Chidye river, then generally northwards along 

Chidye river to its confluence with Morris river, then generally 

northeastwards along Chidye river to its intersection with Manyika-Dyora 

(join) gravel road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(S), based on the 

modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

378418, 8087166; 382118, 8082638; 384766, 8078879; 385306, 8075654; 

385281, 8075303; 385029, 8073059; 378515, 8071443; 378114; 8072198; 

377793, 8071639; 377581, 8072440, 376816, 8072376; 377232, 8074140; 

377240, 8074536; 375049, 8077325; 375019, 8078829; 375849, 8084726. 

Ward 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyagui and 

Muda rivers then eastwards along Muda river to a point (367925.8, 

8087571.0) then eastwards along an imaginary line to a point (369875, 

8087445) so as to include Mashanga and Mutize villages and exclude 

Chihwai village, then southeast along an imaginary line to a track (370051, 

8086923) so as to include Marume and Matema village, then southeast 

along the track to unnamed stream, then generally eastwards along 
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unnamed stream to its confluence with Morris river, then North eastwards 

along Morris river to its confluence with Chidye river, then generally 

southwards along Chidye river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then southeast upstream the an unnamed stream to a point (377242, 

8074536), then southwards along an imaginary line to a track (377232, 

8074140) so as to include Chakuinga, Nhamburo and Zanga villages, then 

in the same direction along the track to its junction with Magunje-Rukariro 

gravel road, then generally westwards along Magunje-Rukariro gravel road 

to a track(374983, 8072618), then southwest along the track to the source 

of unnamed stream, then south-westwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Chidye river, then north-westwards along Chidye river to 

Chidye dam, then around the dam in an anticlockwise direction to an 

unnamed stream so as to exclude the dam, then south-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its intersection with Murewa-Madicheche road 

(371627.8, 8074582.2),  then northwards along an imaginary line to the 

source of unnamed stream (371333,  8075366) so as to include Chidawa 

and Manyawi villages, then generally north-westwards along the unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Muda river, then generally north-westwards 

along Muda river to its confluence with unnamed stream, then generally 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its source (368479.6, 8076243), 

then southwestwards along an imaginary line cutting across Magunje-

Kaseke gravel road to unnamed stream(368247.7, 8075597.7) so as to 

include Gotora Business Centre, then in the same direction along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Chenjera river (365996, 8073855) 

east of Chibvu mountain, then generally north westwards along Chenjera 

river to its confluence with Nyagui river, then north-eastwards along Nyagui 

river to its confluence with Muda river the District Administrative Boundary, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South(S), based on the modified Arc 

1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

367299, 8088319; 363925, 8087571; 369875, 8087445; 370051, 8086923; 

373804, 8085035; 375849, 8084726; 3750019, 8078829; 375049, 

8077325; 377240, 8074536; 377232, 8074140; 376816, 8072376; 374983, 

8072618; 373766, 8072506; 372890, 8074810; 371627, 8074582; 371333, 

8075366; 369792, 8077171; 368422, 8076165; 365996, 8073855; 360684, 

8081009. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyagui river and Chenjera river, generally south-eastwards along Chenjera 

River to its confluence with an unnamed stream (365996,8073855) east of 

Chibvi Mountain, then north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to its 

source (368247;780755977;7), then in the same direction along an 

imaginary line that cuts across Magunje- Kaseke gravel road to the source of 
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unnamed stream (368479,8076243), so as to include Gotora business 

centre, then generally north-eastwards along unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Muda river, then generally south-eastwards along Muda 

River to its confluence with unnamed tributary, so as to include Muda dam, 

then in the same direction along the unnamed tributary to its source 

(371343,8075366), then southwards in an imaginary line to an intersection 

of unnamed stream with Murewa-Madicheche road (371627,8074582), so as 

to include Gotora, Munemo and Mutemaringa villages, then south-

eastwards along the unnamed stream to Chidye dam so as to include Chidye 

Dam, then south westwards along Chidye river to its confluence with 

unnamed stream, then southeast along the unnamed stream to its source 

(374525,8072580) where it meets a track, then generally north eastwards 

along the track to its junction with Magunje –Rukariro gravel road so as to 

include Mbizi Village, then eastwards along Magunje-Rukariro gravel road to 

its junction with Rukariro- Chitowa gravel road, then generally southwards 

along the Rukariro- Chitowa gravel road to Chitowa farm boundary, then 

south-westwards along Chitowa farm boundary to Nhangura hill, then 

southwards along the farm boundary to Muhume River, then generally 

westwards along Muhume River, to its confluence with Nyagui river, which 

is the District Administrative Boundary, then north east wards Nyagui river 

along to its confluence with Chenjera river, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South(S) based on the modified Arc 1950 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

360684, 8081009; 365996, 8073855; 368422, 8076165; 369792, 8077171; 

371333, 8075366; 371627, 8074582; 372890;8074810; 373766, 8072506; 

377581, 8072440; 377793, 8071639; 375182, 8067008; 375657, 8065600; 

372037, 8065037; 367651, 8067627; 358238, 8077742; 358841, 8079040. 
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MASHONALAND EAST PROVINCE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

1. CHIKOMBA EAST  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-

eastern beacon of farm 677 at a point on Save river, then generally south- 

eastwards along Save river so as to include farms 676, 659, 658 to its 

confluence with Taombera river, then generally westwards along Taombera 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, the generally westwards 

along an unnamed stream to where it meets an unnamed road (964926.44, 

7917141.43), then generally southwards along the unmamed road to where 

it crosses the eastern boundary of plot 191, then generally southwards along 

the boundary to the south-eastern beacon of farm 161 on Magangara River, 

so as include the following farms 611, 608, 607, 602, 601, 224, 210, 208, 

207, 192, 191, 178, 177, 162 and 161, then eastwards along Magangara 

River to its junction with an unnamed road at a point coordinate (328875, 

7907446), then north-eastwards along the road to its junction with 

Chipakata river at (331511, 7910535), then north-wards along Chipakata 

river to its source a point coordinate (330935, 7912216), so as to exclude 

Domboremavara primary school, then eastwards along an imaginary line to 

the source of Chikunzvi river, so as to exclude Chikanya village and include 

Mafukidze village, then eastwards along Chikunzvi river to its intersection 

with a footpath at a point coordinate (336078, 7912531), then generally 

south-westwards along the footpath to an unnamed tributary of Chikunzvi 

river at point coordinate (334763, 7910067), then southwards along the 

tributary to its confluence with Chipakata river, then eastwards along an 

imaginary line so as to include Mutoredzanwa and Manyere primary schools 

along the point coordinates (342241,79076836; 339896, 7967731) to a point 

(344178, 7907655), then southwards, then southwards along the unnamed 

stream to point coordinate (345642, 7905670), then southwards along an 

imaginary line to a road at a point coordinate (346020, 7903782.), then 

southwestwards to the confluence of Rwenje river and Dzidze river, then 

eastwards along Rwenje river to a point coordinate (341923, 7888496) then 

along a footpath to a road from Mutengwa primary school, then southwards 

along the said road so as to exclude Mutengwa Primary school to a road 

from Chisaira Primary school to an unnamed tributary, then eastwards 

along an imaginary line to an unnamed tributary at a point (346848, 

789626), then north-eastwards along unnamed to its confluence with 

Ruwenje River, then southwards, then eastwards along Rwenje river to its 

confluence with Runde river on the Mashonaland East-Manicaland 

Provincial Boundary, then generally westwards along Mashonaland East-

Provincial Boundary to the northern beacon of farm 379, then generally 

eastwards along the Lanchashire farms, so as to include them, to the north 
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west beacon of farm 281, then generally northwards on eastern boundaries 

of the following farms Gungubu, Kildon and Ochiltree up to the north most 

beacon of Gnoucchie farm, so as to exclude them, then generally westwards 

along the northen boundary of the same farm up to the most southern 

beacon of Stockdale farm, so as to include it, then northwards, then 

northwestwards, then further northeastwards up to a point coordinate 

(290722, 7898375) on Sebakwe river, then northwards, along Sebakwe river 

up to the northwestern beacon of farm 122, then generally eastwards along 

the boundary of Allandale farm, so as to exclude it and include farms 120, 

121, 118, 114, 22, 23 and 24, to the southwestern boundary of farm 26, 

then northeastwards so as to include 29, 31, 37, 38, 41, 50 and 54 to the 

western beacon of farm 55, then north eastwards, so as to include farms 56, 

57and 58, to the northwestern beacon of farm 59, then generally 

northwards so as to include the Stateland and farm 846 to the northern 

beacon of farm 844, to the north beacon of farm 839, so as to exclude it and 

include farms 843, 841 and 840, then westwards to a point on Munyati 

river, then westwards along Munyati river to the southwestern beacon of 

farm 835, then generally north eastwards, so as to include 835, 891, the 

Stateland, 828, 827 and 824 to the western beacon of the Stateland 821, 

then generally north eastwards, so as to include farms 821, 819, 817, 816, 

784, 783 760, 759, 710, 705, 680, and 678, to the northeastern beacon of 

farm 677 at point on Save river, the starting point. The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

324357.71, 7881661.25; 320984.70, 7880939.95; 320928.90, 7880928.02; 

321779.72, 7873946.39; 321782.39, 7873917.28; 289939.76, 7869901.45; 

289510.47, 7880770.61; 295286.03, 7880329.18; 296488.70, 7888714.74; 

295826.68, 7891500.73; 289567.98, 7889206.86; 289537.98, 7898296.61; 

290775.44, 7898484.11; 293012.26, 7904373.32; 297234.64, 7903495.84; 

298067.12, 7907425.74; 294403.47, 7908171.97; 295656.87, 7910393.79; 

295074.70, 7917320.78; 292682.74, 7920699.90; 294501.29, 7922017.32; 

295836.25, 7927439.67; 295123.77, 7927312.18; 290039.54, 7930609.90; 

290517.65, 7931403.00; 293819.43, 7934704.79; 290798.89, 7936667.86; 

297396.83, 7939097.79; 318291.30, 7940112.01; 338409.34, 7927547.41; 

330170.40, 7916162.97; 326306.69, 7915786.19; 325459.62, 7908867.65; 

331172.46, 7912889.60; 334254.22, 7907820.31; 344103.39, 7907655.46; 

342959.49, 7900306.09; 344486.93, 7895063.97; 348675.48, 7898653.14; 

351784.79, 7897366.37; 344819.03, 7879930.28; 322591.30, 7888695.72; 

324357.71, 7881661.25; 324357.71, 7881661.25. 
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2. CHIKOMBA WEST  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern 

beacon of Carolina farm, then southwards, then eastwards, then northwards 

along the northern boundaries of Carolina, Elladale and Cholo farms to the 

northeastern beacon of Cholo farm on Seke/Harare district boundary, so as 

to include Carolina, Elladale and Cholo farm and exclude Amalinda and 

Longford farms, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of Cholo farm 

to its, southeastern beacon, so as to include it and exclude Unadale farm, 

then westwards along the northern boundary of Suum cuique A farm to its 

northwestern beacon, so as to exclude Bharabhara and Suum cuique A 

farms, then, southwards along eastern boundary of Tollington Park to its, 

southeastern beacon then eastwards, northwards, eastwards and, 

southwards along the northern boundaries of Ardino Estate and Cannock 

farms to the northern beacon of Cannock farm, then, southwards to the, 

southeastern beacon of Cannock farm, then eastwards to the common 

beacon of Luthrie, Gilston, Kimcote and Imbgwa farms, so as to include 

Ardino Estate, Cannock and Luthrie and exclude Gilston, Kimcote and 

Imbgwa farms, then, southwards along the eastern boundary of Luthrie to 

its junction with Mutsike river, then along Mutsike river to its confluence 

with Mupfure river, then south-eastwards along Mupfure river to the 

nortwestern beacon of farm number 1 of Chimbwanda Purchase Area on 

Seke / Chihota district boundary, so as to include Tsunga Resettlement and 

Shaswa Resettlement and exclude Muda Purchase Area and Chihota 

Communal Area, then generally, southwards along the western boundaries 

of farms number 1, 2, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26 of 

Chimbwanda Purchase Area, so as to exclude them to the, southwestern 

beacon of farm number 26, then generally eastwards along the, southern 

boundaries of farm numbers 26 and 40 to the, southeastern beacon of farm 

number 40, so as to exclude it and include Clovelly, then, southwards along 

the western boundary of farm 51 to the northwestern beacon of Balcombe, 

then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of Balcombe and 

Rushfontein to the northern beacon of Rushfontein, then southeastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Rushfontein Estate to its, southern beacon, 

so as to exclude Mooifontein, Bickleigh and Saltash farms, then generally 

westwards along the, southern boundaries of Wheatlanea and Goede-hoop 

to where it meets the northeastern beacon of Buucknall farm so as to 

include Wheatlanea and Goede-hoop farms, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Bucknall farm to where it meets the northern boundary 

of sunnyside, then generally south-eastwards along the northern boundaries 

of sunnyside, Vergenoeg and Alpha farm to where it meets the western 

boundary of Cloutsham, (which is the district. Administrative boundary), so 

as to include the mentioned farms, then south westwards along the western 

boundary of Cloutsham so as to exclude, Cloutsham to where it meets 
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eastern boundary of Potluck, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Potluck farm to where it meets Sabi River, then generally south-

eastwards along Sabi River to were it meets the northern boundary of farm 

677 of Gandami purchase area, then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Gandami purchase area so as to exclude it, then westwards to 

the west beacon of the stateland northwest of Gandami purchase area then 

generally east to a point on Munyati river, then eastwards along Munyati 

River, so as to include farms 901,and 887, up to the eastern beacon of farm 

838 on Munyati river, then generally southwards along the farm boundary 

of the said farm iterecting with Nyamakande river, so as to include farms 

839, 850 and 847 up to the northern corner of farm 56, then 

northwestwards up to the souther beacon of farm 857, then generally 

southwestwards, so as to include Manyene Communal Land, then 

southwards along the boundary of Manyene communal lands to where it 

meets southern boundary of farm 21, then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundary of farm 21, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Allendale farm, so as to exclude farms 94, 96, 97and109 to the 

south western beacon of farm 107, so as to exclude it, then generally 

westwards so as to exclude farms 1216, 118, 120 and 1346 up to the 

northwest beacon of farm 122 at a point on Sebakwe river, then generally 

southwards along Sebakwe river to its intersection with the southern 

boundary of Ulster farm, then westward up to the southern beacon of Ulster 

farm, then eastwards along the southeastern boundary of Girliesdale farm to 

its sourthen beacon, then Southeast wards along the Northeastern 

boundary of Glenroda farm, then southwards, so as to include the following 

farms Glenroda, Roadway and Highway  to where it meets the northen 

boundary of Gnoucchie farm, then eastwards along the Gnoucchie farm 

boundary, then southwards to the northeastern beacon of Ochiltree, then 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of the following farms Kildon and 

Gungubu to the north east beacon of farm 282 so as to exclude it, then 

westwards along the northern boundaries of 282, 283, 284, 381, 380 and 

379 farms into the Mashonaland East-Masvingo Provincial Boundaries 

(289515.4, 7880770.53), then generally south-westwards, then generally 

northwards along Mashonaland East Provincial Boundary to the northern 

beacon of Carolina farm, the starting point. The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

255878.19, 7894308.95; 255223.80, 7895299.82; 259119.27, 7900248.27; 

255329.28, 7901619.60; 256935.88, 7902955.91; 255788.24, 7904675.70; 

251315.08, 7905942.82; 249476.18, 7903198.56; 248471.14, 7903555.85; 

242409.44, 7905667.20; 245206.74, 7907930.47; 242648.23, 7911025.47; 
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242587.45, 7917456.14; 247018.63, 7918786.98; 247250.79, 7924066.66; 

248079.40, 7925547.31; 246707.43, 7930814.45; 247141.27, 7931032.64; 

250109.34, 7928173.24; 251019.46, 7931243.19; 252054.94, 7927209.37; 

253623.39, 7930124.03; 255477.60, 7934010.24; 257896.50, 7937147.53; 

257870.56, 7937177.34; 258297.78, 7938113.94; 257739.11, 7938179.66; 

264204.92, 7945294.52; 264528.26, 7962933.59; 264574.56, 7962953.44; 

265628.48, 7966518.70; 265866.61, 7967111.81; 259860.56, 7972037.47; 

264156.48, 8005982.58; 268861.39, 8010586.16; 267902.88, 8014354.46; 

270230.68, 8017312.14; 271238.48, 8014661.18; 271523.30, 8014710.48; 

271621.89, 8016912.31; 272934.21, 8010587.66; 278890.64, 8005407.62; 

281610.06, 8007564.26; 282739.73, 8003366.00; 283664.00, 8003628.91; 

284716.65, 7999685.34; 284749.51, 7999626.80; 283563.53, 7993858.47; 

282317.68, 7990100.53; 278868.91, 7984400.27; 275439.28, 7979822.61; 

301584.21, 7964923.81; 310958.29, 7963737.92; 312107.29, 7962700.37; 

312180.34, 7950258.49; 310710.20, 7943186.54; 313430.70, 7941634.32; 

315112.06, 7941157.63; 318291.30, 7940112.01; 297396.83, 7939097.79; 

290798.89, 7936667.86; 292002.61, 7936364.12; 294988.77, 7925279.73; 

294501.29, 7922017.32; 292682.74, 7920699.90; 295074.70, 7917320.78; 

295530.31, 7911735.31; 295656.87, 7910393.79; 294403.47, 7908171.97; 

298067.12, 7907425.74; 297234.64, 7903495.84; 293012.26, 7904373.32; 

289537.98, 7898296.61; 288967.99, 7896189.17; 289042.99, 7896099.17; 

288990.49, 7895964.17; 291090.44, 7894389.22; 290977.94, 7892626.77; 

289567.98, 7889206.86; 295826.68, 7891500.73; 296488.70, 7888714.74; 

295286.03, 7880329.18; 289510.47, 7880770.61; 286487.26, 7880781.65; 

283044.76, 7881454.70; 281290.41, 7877979.11; 281466.95, 7876677.14; 

278410.63, 7876599.90; 278094.13, 7876026.38; 280139.13, 7870893.75; 

278592.13, 7870889.51; 267807.31, 7871894.06; 267785.24, 7872114.73; 

267575.60, 7871938.19; 264762.03, 7874365.59; 264850.30, 7874718.67; 

262119.47, 7877763.95; 261843.63, 7877736.37; 260486.49, 7883076.64; 

263240.69, 7883160.77; 255878.19, 7894308.95; 255878.19, 7894308.95.  

3. GOROMONZI NORTH  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from Rusumbi hill, then, 

southeast and then northeast along northern boundary of Balkiza farm to 

the top of Chinanga hill, then, south east along an imaginary line to a point 
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(301136, 805724), then, southwest to the eastern boundary of Elpidha, then 

generally, south along the eastern boundary of Elpidha to include it to the 

north most beacon of Subdivision 1, then generally east along the northern 

boundaries of the following farms, so as to include them, Subdivision 1, Riet 

Poort, Georgic, Sunray, Killaney; Runani, Chibvuti, Munenga Estate and 

Swiswa, then north eastwards to Mudzurungwe hills, then, southeast to 

Mwanga mountain and then northeast along northern boundaries of 

Saratoga, Marsala and Frascati farms, so as to include them to the Rutope 

mountain, then, southeast along an imaginary line to Mubvinzi river, then 

along the said river to its confluence with unnamed tributary, then, south-

eastwards along the said tributary to a point (337705, 8053128), then 

northeast along the same direction along an imaginary line to a point 

(340437, 8053511), then south east along imaginary line to Chomuchenje 

river, and then along the said river to its confluence with Nyagui river, then 

southern direction along Nyagui river to its intersection with Harare 

Nyamapanda road, then westwards along an imaginary line to its 

intersection with Murehwa old road (338962, 8045422), and then 

southwards to its intersection with Harare Nyamapanda road, then 

westwards along the latter to its intersection with the eastern boundary of 

Oribi farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of the following 

farms so as to include them, Oribi, Naptune, Mashona Kopje, Mashona Vlei, 

Vuta and Chinyika A to the latter‟s south eastern beacon on Chinyika river, 

then west and, then, southwards along Chinyika river and the eastern 

boundary of Belmont farm and then westwards along its, southern 

boundary to Musuwo hill, then generally west along the northern boundary 

of Warrendale No1 and then, south and western boundary of Goromonzi 

High School, which is also the eastern boundary of Bains Hope farm as well 

as its northwestern boundary to its intersection with the eastern boundary 

James farm plots and Gardiner farm plots to the, southern boundary of 

Chishawasha B, then generally westwards and then north along the 

boundaries of Chishawasha A and Chishawasha B to exclude Caledonia, 

Manresa, Gleetwyn to the, south-western beacon of Stuhm, then generally 

northwards along the western boundaries Stuhm, Hunters Hilo A, 

Chakoma, southern boundary (Crowhill Township) and then western 

boundaries of Mary Alongand Eureka, so as to include them to the, south 

western beacon of Plot 10 Glenforest Township, then west and then, 

southwest along the northern boundary and western boundary of the state 

land (Hatclief High Density) to exclude it, to the south most beacon of 

Buckland Estate, then generally north along the western boundaries of 

Buckland Estate, The Willesdan, Balkiza, so as to include them, to the 

northwest beacon of Balkiza on Rusimbi hill, the strating point. The area is 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), 
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Arc 1950 Datum Based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

294413, 8059382; 297512, 8056113; 300651, 8057554; 301147, 8057235; 

300545, 8057058; 298867, 8050214; 300239, 8049888; 301432, 8050979; 

310418, 8048585; 314314, 8048720; 316545, 8048231; 320519, 8048565; 

323304, 8052424; 327497, 8050258; 332375, 8053943; 336381, 8053518; 

337448, 8055335; 336733, 8054208; 337700, 8053127; 339992, 8052260; 

340452, 8053873; 342905, 8051749; 345877, 8052535; 344102, 8045482; 

338980, 8045340; 338964, 8044277; 336973, 8044095; 337760, 8031300; 

334767, 8031539; 334701, 8026216; 333203, 8026433; 327138, 8024504; 

325792, 8023239; 323517, 8026110; 321112, 8023972; 319877, 8026615; 

319025, 8030591; 315421, 8028661; 312842, 8031142; 310736, 8029095; 

308385, 8030740; 310410, 8032027; 309373, 8033710; 308651, 8036828; 

309319, 8039076; 310101, 8039353; 309764, 8040965; 309167, 8041035; 

308776, 8040292; 307175, 8042675; 306056, 8042306; 303858, 8043565; 

303595, 8043196; 303315, 8042995; 302788, 8043348; 302588, 8043041; 

300698, 8043182; 300147, 8042939; 300633, 8045880; 297468, 8046434; 

295702, 8043533; 293418, 8048473; 294888, 8049296; 293337, 8051588; 

293984, 8051380. 

4. GOROMONZI SOUTH  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the northmost 

beacon of Caledonia farm, then generally, south east , then east and then 

generally, south along the north eastern boundary of Caledonia, then 

northern and eastern boundary Gardiner Plots, so as to include the said 

properties, then north east and then, south east along the north western 

and north eastern boundary of Bains Hope farm, so as to include it, to the, 

southern boundary of Goromonzi High School to exclude it, then generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Warrendale No 1 to its north 

eastern beacon on Musuwo mountain and to the, south eastern beacon of 

Belmont farm, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Belmont farm 

to Chinyika river and then eastwards that river to its confluence with Nora 

river, then generally, south along Nora river to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Shangure Purchase Land, then generally east along 

the southern boundary of Shangure farms to exclude it to its intersection 

with Chinyika river and then generally west along the said river to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Entrerious B farm, then generally, 

south and then east along the western and, southern boundary of the last 

said farm to Nyambuya river to exclude it, then southwest, then northwest 

and then, southwest along Nyambuya river, then north eastern and western 

boundary of Nyambuya and Waterford farms to exclude them, then 

southeast,then south westwards along the western boundary of Waterford 

and north-western boundary of Essexdale and Mukute farms to its 

intersection with Harare Mutare road, so as to exclude the said properties, 
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then generally northwest along the said national road past Goromonzi turn-

off to its junction with Fairview road, then north along Fairview road to the 

north eastern beacon of Hunters Rest, then westwards, then north along the 

northern boundary of Hunters Rest and eastern boundary of Tara Township, 

to its north eastern beacon, and then westwards along its northern 

boundary to its north-western beacon to exclude Tara Township and include 

Tarisa and Caledonia, then generally, south, and then west along the 

eastern and, southern boundary of Sebastopol to include it (Damafalls) to 

Maumkomu river, then north along the said river to the north-western 

beacon of Sebastopol and then north east to its north most beacon 

intersecting the, southern boundary of Caledonia, then generally north 

along the western boundary of Caledonia and then north east to its north 

most beacon ,the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arc 1950 Datum Based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

312844, 8031141; 315421, 8028636; 319018, 8030634; 319876, 8026179; 

321124, 8032982; 323491, 8026114; 325786, 8023269; 327132, 8024558; 

333219, 8026418; 334685, 8026233; 334750, 8031568; 341626, 8032103; 

338977, 8021138; 336820, 80189880; 311934, 8017971; 346841, 

8014877; 346226, 8013907; 341112, 8012032; 341456, 8010943; 343942, 

8010140; 341919, 8007939; 339929, 8009336; 339205, 8006712; 337297, 

8004505; 339031, 8002131; 335289, 7998374; 333161, 7997687; 331605, 

7994676; 330302, 7995298; 329101, 7997274; 326994, 7998842; 324917, 

8000828; 323191, 8004856; 320115, 8015286; 319101, 8016451; 318197, 

8019534; 317603, 8020258; 314838, 8021178; 315528, 8022194; 315844, 

8024252; 315171, 8024331; 315222, 8025243; 314009, 8025341; 313988, 

80247480; 312963, 8024085; 312953, 8023886; 311852, 8024006; 

311382, 8025515; 311545, 8025591; 310741, 8029116. 

5. GOROMONZI WEST  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Inyauri and Chipopoteke rivers, then generally southwards along Inyauri to 

its confluence with Mukonowenzou river, then in the same direction along 

Mukonowenzou to its source, then along imaginary line southwards to the 

source Chigariro stream, then in the said direction along the said stream to 

its confluence with Munwahuku stream, then to its intersection with the 

northern boundary of Munenga B, then generally westwards along the 

northern boundary of Munenga Estate, Chibvuti, Rumani, Killarney, Sunray 

and Georgic farms so as to exclude them, to the northwestern beacon of Riet 

Poort so as to exclude it, then southwest along the north-western boundary 

of Riet Poort to the north most beacon of Subdivision J, then west to the 

south-western beacon of Domboshava Training Centre and then northwards 

along the western boundary of the said Training centre to include, it to its 

north-western beacon, then north-eastwards to a gravel road (301152, 
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8057228), then northwest to Chinanga hill, then southwest, then northwest 

to Masumbi and Rusumbi hills and then eastwards from the latter hill to 

Pote river (299719, 8059557), to include Pote School, then generally north 

along Pote river to its intersection with un-surveyed boundary which forms 

the District boundary, then general east along the un-surveyed boundary to 

Makowe hill and in the same direction along imaginary line to Chipopoteke 

river then generally east along Chipopoteke river to its confluence with 

Inyauri river, the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arc 1950 Datum Based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

320211, 8065885; 317286, 8054721; 318002, 8050368; 318001, 8049987; 

317607, 8049293; 317522, 8048476; 316530, 8048234; 314301, 8048762; 

310450, 8048596; 303275, 8050487; 301439, 8050988; 300264, 8049894; 

298849, 8050213; 300535, 8057034; 301154, 8057223; 300662, 8057556; 

297506, 8056118; 294426, 8059354; 299748, 8059525; 299277, 8062348; 

299176, 8063752; 300826, 8065301; 300030, 8067226; 302028, 8068240; 

302332, 8070368; 311850, 8067205; 313051, 8067473. 

6. MARAMBA PFUNGWE  

It is an area of land bound by a line starting from the confluence of Mazowe 

and Nyadire rivers which is also the District Administrative boundary, then 

generally, southward and then, southwest along Nyadire river to its 

confluence with Shamba river, then generally west along Shamba river to its 

confluence with Masiyandima River, so as to exclude Ruswe Wanoko and 

Nautsiwi Mountains, then generally west along Masiyandima River to its, 

source, so as to exclude Barawi hills, then generally west along an 

imaginary line crossing Madicheche road and Nyamunhungu hills to the, 

source of an unnamed tributary;  then noth west along the unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with Nyahurungu River, so as to exclude the 

northern corner of Makuruanopamaenza hills, then in a north westerly 

direction along Nyahunguru river to its confluence with Nyahondo river;  

then, south west along Nyahondo river to its confluence with Mazowe river, 

so as exclude Nyagande School, then generally north along Mazowe river to 

its confluence with Mufurudzi, Ruanga, Borera, Gwetera and Mukokwe 

rivers, so as to include Maramba Pfungwe Communal Lands and exclude 

Umfurudzi Safari area, then then eastwards and north east and Provincial 

boundary to its confluence with Dindi, Mwera, Nypmubadura, Murowa, 

Tsvinje, Bopoma and Nyatura rivers, so as to exclude Chesa Farms and 

Chimanda Communal Lands and include Pfungwe Communal Lands then, 

south-eastwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with Nyadiri river, the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecartor (UTM) Zone 36, south(S), Arc 1950 Datum based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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452088, 8150820; 398701, 8101929; 385231, 8102152; 380764, 8102336; 

380330, 8102459; 379052, 8102932; 378743, 8102863; 377795, 8103411; 

377442, 8103340; 378356, 8111499; 382356, 8119807; 391199, 8128943; 

394394, 8137616; 398816, 8148876; 414312, 8145945; 432214, 8151009; 

435455, 8151920; 441469, 8153372; 446431, 8153447; 

7. MARONDERA CENTRAL  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Lot 4 of Longlands on Longlands road, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of the said property to exclude labour farm to its 

intersection with the western boundary of north road (Murehwa road) then 

generally, southwards along the western boundary of north road to the 

north most beacon of Subdivision D of Rakodzi, then, south eastwards, then 

generally, south along the north eastern and eastern boundaries 

Subdivision D of Rakodzi to its, south eastern beacon, so as to include it, 

then along the boundaries of the following, so as to exclude them, Railway 

strip Sub C No1 of Rakodzi ,Subdivision B of Rakodzi to the intersection 

with the north eastern boundary of Kingsdowns, then, south eastwards 

along the north eastern boundary of Kingsdowns, so as to include it, to its 

eastern beacon, then, southwards along the eastern and, southern 

boundary of Glensomers, so as to include it to the eastern beacon of 1A of 

Ruzawi, then, southwest, then generally west and then northwest along the, 

southern boundaries of A1 of Ruzawi to its junction with the, south eastern 

boundary of Marirangwe Estate, so as to exclude it, then north east and 

then north west along the eastern and north eastern boundary of 

Marirangwe Estate to the north most beacon of Subdivision A of 

Cherutombo, so as to include 1A Ruzawi, Glensomers and Kingsdowns and 

exclude Subdivision A of Cherutombo, Atherstone and Marirangwe Estate, 

then generally west along the north western boundary of Subdivision A of 

Cherutombo to Ruzawi road, then generally, southwards along Ruzawi road 

to its junction with Ruzawi river on the bridge, then generally, south-

westwards along Ruzawi river to its intersection with the northern boundary 

of Elmswood Farm, then generally west, then, southwards along the 

northern and western boundaries of Elmswood and Waltondale Farms, so as 

to exclude them, to the latter‟s intersection with Nyunguruwe river, then 

northwards along Nyunguruwe river to its intersection with the, southern 

boundary of Stand 553A, then Eastwards along the, southern boundary of 

the said stand, then north-eastwards and then north along the eastern 

boundaries of stand 553A, so as to exclude it, then west, then northwest 

along the northern and eastern boundary of the latter and Roughlands 

Estate, then generally north along the eastern boundary of Allendale of 

Roughlands Estate then westwards, so as to include Brezano farm, then 

eastwards along the, southern boundary of Lendy Estate Outspan to its 

intersection with its north eastern boundary, so as to exclude it , then 
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eastwards to the north eastern beacon of stand 1 Lendy Township to include 

Borradale Trust and Hospital, then in a north easterly direction across the 

railway strip reservation of Lendy Estate and railway strip reservation of 

Subdivision A of Lendy Estate to the, south western beacon of Shepparton 

Township, then northwest along the Railway strip to a point and then 

northeast to the north western beacon of Rufaro farm, then eastwards to the 

north western beacon of Lot 4 of Longlands, the starting point. The area is 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36, 

south( S), Arc 1950 Datum Based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

347301, 7991197; 350221, 7990796; 349265, 7989492; 349499, 7989183; 

347003, 7988687; 348440, 7988715; 351914, 7986611; 351730, 7983744; 

350457, 7984009; 350324, 7983915; 349400, 7983702; 348618, 7983377; 

348445, 7983547; 348855, 7984645; 346819, 7986388; 346450, 7986268; 

346610, 7985071; 345261, 7983519; 343597;2, 7983876;2; 342937, 

7980209; 342717, 7979630; 342460, 7985778; 342703, 7985800; 342842, 

7986018; 343682, 7986715; 343480, 7987159; 343343, 7987130; 342698, 

7987361; 342557, 7987896; 342308, 7988737; 342247, 7989110; 343625, 

7989440; 343732, 7989404; 344013, 7989417; 344101, 7989908; 344214, 

7989941; 344307, 7989288; 344560, 7989194; 344847, 799033. 

8. MARONDERA EAST  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from north-western 

beacon of Inyangui Valley farm on Nyangui river, then generally eastwards 

along the Wedza-Marondera District boundary so as to include the following 

farms, Inyangui Valley, Minstead, Kent, Suffolk and Sussex to Nyakambiri 

river, then southwards along the District boundary, then eastwards and 

then generally southwards, so as to include the following farms Argosy, 

Showers, Gongwe to Shavanhomwe river, then along the said river to 

include, Springfontein, Lowlands and then westwards off the river to include 

Highlands and Gatzi farms to the north most beacon of Wantage farm, then 

south-eastwards along the District boundary to include the following farms 

Wantage, Riverside, Nyamakovera, to Nyamakovera river, then further 

southeast along the said river to its confluence with Macheke river the 

(District boundary), then generally southwards along Macheke river to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of Dohwa Purchase Land, then 

westwards, then southwards along the northern and western boundary of 

Dohwa Purchase Land as as to exclude it, to its intersection with Chizawana 

river, then generally southwestwards along the said river to its confluence 

with Ruzawi river (District boundary), then northwestwards along Ruzawi 

river to where it meets the eastern boundary of Shaka Hills, then north-

eastwards, then, north-westwards crossing Nyakurwi River to the 

intersection of Mone Cristo, Shaka Hills, Tsangadzi and Nyakurwi Estate, so 

as to include Nyakurwi Estate, then northwards along the western 
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boundaries of Elands Laagate, Somers Lust, Risinga Farms so as to exclude 

them to where it meets the western boundary of Soswe Tribal Trust land, 

the north-westwards along boundary of Soswe Tribal Trust land to where it 

meets the southern boundary of Tressmenan Farm, then south-westwards 

into Wenimbi river, then north westwards along the said river to its junction 

with Dindingwe farm so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the 

western boundaries of Mushangwe, Irene, Ultkyk and Sambok Farms to 

where it meets the eastern boundary of Waltondale Farm, then northwards 

along the eastern boundary of Waltondale and Elmswood farms and then 

generally westwards along the northern boundary of Elmswood farm to its 

intersection with Ruzawi river the Municipal boundary, then follow the 

Municipal boundary along Ruzawi river to its intersection with Ruzawi road 

and then northwards along the said road to its intersection with imaginary 

line and the northern boundary of Subdivision A of Cherutombo Estate so 

as to include it, then generally southwards along the Municipal boundary to 

include Atherstone and Marirangwe Estate, then eastwards along the 

southern boundary of 1A Ruzawi, Glensommers and then north and then 

northwest along eastern boundary of Glensommers the north eastern 

boundary of Kingalong to exclude these properties, to its intersection with 

rail strip servitude, then eastwards, then northeast and then northwest to 

Murewa road to exclude Subdivision D of Rakodzi (Morningside Residential) 

then generally northwards along Murewa road to its intersection with the 

northeastern beacon of Lot 4 of Longlands, then west along the northern 

Municipal boundary and then southwest to its intersection with Wedza road 

and Harare-Mutare road, then north-westwards along Harare-Mutare road 

to its intersection with western boundary of Mukute farm, then generally 

northwards along the western boundaries of the following properties 

Mukuti, Essexdale, Waterford, Rastenburg and Nyambuya so as to include 

them to the up to the north most beacon of Nyambuya Farm and then south 

eastwards to Nyambuya river, then generally north along the said river to 

the south most beacon of Subdivision B of Entrerios of Chinwiri, then north 

west along the western boundary of the last named property to Chinyika 

river, then generally north along Chinyika river to its confluence with Nyagui 

river, and along Nyagui to the north-western beacon of Inyagui Valley, the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

366042.69, 7948070.06; 362204.55, 7951067.89; 363953.28, 7952044.46; 

363567.20, 7955905.32; 363885.15, 7957585.92; 362885.87, 7961083.40; 

365247.81, 7962536.90; 360707.25, 7963625.06; 360152.44, 7964794.48; 

358049.62, 7963560.58; 356638.25, 7962724.97; 356428.17, 7965515.58; 

356408.30, 7965572.35; 352976.11, 7964073.43; 349478.63, 7969546.76; 

347602.82, 7971768.13; 344749.36, 7975147.22; 345489.44, 7979637.05; 
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347215.31, 7980337.41; 348165.79, 7982813.66; 347590.50, 7983038.78; 

347265.34, 7982113.31; 346189.79, 7982613.56; 346064.73, 7983438.98; 

345432.16, 7983551.34; 346448.94, 7986228.83; 346845.10, 7986368.49; 

348876.61, 7984625.29; 348471.28, 7983549.29; 348694.61, 7983351.29; 

349397.28, 7983681.95; 350381.28, 7983905.95; 350495.95, 7983980.62; 

351716.43, 7983703.94; 351754.61, 7983695.29; 351941.82, 7986561.38; 

351943.95, 7986593.95; 350056.51, 7987696.16; 348605.26, 7988543.64; 

348612.37, 7988684.08; 349060.37, 7988691.19; 349524.37, 7989178.30; 

349305.70, 7989455.64; 350245.69, 7990781.81; 348549.18, 7991010.97; 

347301.45, 7991187.50; 343929.79, 7991656.52; 343928.43, 7991656.71; 

342645.09, 7989969.30; 343701.61, 7989392.05; 341959.65, 7990115.87; 

341751.29, 7990649.46; 340714.60, 7991843.69; 340554.52, 7991970.74; 

331612.08, 7994583.15; 333163.13, 7997633.22; 335201.29, 7998262.87; 

339049.56, 8002082.01; 338496.33, 8002840.80; 337325.12, 8004447.17; 

338406.00, 8005689.81; 339200.42, 8006659.30; 339935.78, 8009298.27; 

341915.84, 8007907.00; 343933.90, 8010121.18; 343334.83, 8010486.99; 

343202.86, 8010503.13; 341454.53, 8010908.20; 341106.51, 8012014.66; 

347135.93, 8017353.04; 350333.52, 8019532.78; 354513.77, 8020300.45; 

356855.49, 8019455.37; 357241.52, 8019213.82; 361255.08, 8016702.40; 

361662.30, 8010465.89; 361968.48, 8010006.99; 363825.54, 8010023.97; 

367354.24, 8010174.43; 367489.87, 8007574.83; 367490.51, 8007562.68; 

370238.53, 8003065.92; 371155.48, 8000749.41; 370220.07, 7995946.05; 

370221.49, 7995754.43; 365620.41, 7992623.87; 362406.81, 7991261.22; 

363732.93, 7990437.96; 363826.25, 7990453.56; 370014.97, 7986865.24; 

369849.84, 7985999.39; 376414.55, 7965268.76; 377947.53, 7962234.01; 

374565.03, 7961141.05; 369182.54, 7959891.95; 368001.57, 7954214.22; 

365306.14, 7952804.30; 365049.15, 7952669.88; 367933.44, 7950035.41; 

367751.75, 7948968.00; 369560.60, 7947079.11; 370338.67, 7946250.49; 

368196.74, 7943052.51; 368308.88, 7942884.31; 368224.48, 7942675.35; 

368148.32, 7942823.03; 368022.66, 7943000.29; 367917.20, 7943054.15; 

366564.18, 7944022.91; 366478.92, 7944144.08; 366254.53, 7944728.59; 

366374.28, 7945413.85; 366860.28, 7946321.32; 366042.69, 7948070.06; 

366042.69, 7948070.06. 

9. MARONDERA WEST  

It is is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the 

northwestern beacon of Unadale farm on Manyame river, thus coinciding 

with the Seke/Harare district boundary, then along Manyame river to its 

confluence with Nyatsime river, so as to include Unadale, Chitsanza, 

Dartmor, Gilston, Kimcote and Longlands Lot 2 farms, then along Nyatsime 

river to its confluence with Duri river, so as to include Madhovi and Dizha 

villages and exclude Swallowfields, Nyatsime Range Extension, Edingburgh 

and Tantallon farms, then north-eastwards along Duri river to a point 

(301396.24, 8006548.89) on Harare-Wedza road, then southwards along the 
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imaginary boundary to its junction with the 132kV ZESA power line, so as 

to exclude Ziko homestead and include Chitsvatsva housing units and then 

eastwards along the power line to its intersection with the Murisa / Gombe 

road, so as to exclude Murisa Business Centre, then southwestwards, 

southeastwards along the road to its intersection with Masikandoro River, 

so as to exclude Jonasi secondary School and Jena village and include 

Jonasi Primary School, Jonasi Clinic and Magodhi village, then, 

southwestwards along Masikandoro river to its confluence with Nyatsime 

river, then along Nyatsime River to the eastern beacon of Mtuozekwe farm, 

so as to include Dunnotar, Cowdor, Tantallon, Edinburgh, Nyatsime Ranch 

extension, Swallowfield, Harlech, Melliot and Mtuozekwe farms and exclude 

Chitungwiza district (urban) and Seke Communal Area, then, southwards 

along the, southern boundary of Mtuozekwe farm to its, southwestern 

beacon, so as to include Seke Communal (Guzha Farm), then, southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Guildford farm to the, southeastern beacon of 

Guildford farm, then eastwards along the southern boundaries of Guildford 

and Guzha farms, so as to exclude them, to Nyatsime River, then generally 

south-eastwards upstream Nyatsime River to its confluence with 

Nyarushashe River, then generally eastwards upstream Nyarushesha river 

to the western boundary of Hedon Estate and Stow A farms so as to exclude 

them, then south westwards along the western boundaries of Stow A to 

where it meets the northern boundary of Waddilove Farm, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Waddilove Farm, so as to include it and to 

exclude Stow A, Headon Estate, Amadale Park Mimosa Extension and Great 

Bromley Estate to its junction with Harare-Mutare Road and Mukute Farm, 

then eastwards along Harare-Mutare Road to Marondera Municipal 

boundary, then southwards along the Marondera Municipal boundary, so as 

to exclude Brezano plots, so as to include Roughlands Estate, Clover Hill, 

Borrowdale and Lendy Farms, then, westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Vlei Lendy, Keal, F.G. Rhodesdale and Mendamu Farms, then 

northwards along the western boundary of F.G Rhodesdale Farm to Mnondo 

River junction, then north-westwards along Mnondo River to point 

(319859.84, 7977966.71), then south-westwards along  an imaginary to the 

source of Chibide river, then south-westwards downstream Chibedi River to 

its junction with gravel road, so as to include Madamombe Clinic and 

Madamombe Business Centre, then northwards along gravel road and an 

imaginary line to the source of Mucheranengombe River, then north-

westwards downstream Mucherangombe river to a point (307295.76, 

7978472.57), then generally southwards along an imaginary line so as to 

include the following villages, Guyana, Zambuko and Munemo, to Chibedi 

River, then south-westwards downstream Chibedi River (307758.02, 

7971442.20) to its confluence with Mupfure River, then north-westwards 

downstream Mupfure River to its confluence with Mutsike river, so as to 
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include Muda Purchase Area, Alsace, Roslin and Denby farms and exclude 

Mupfure Resettlement, Dunrobin, Harleyton, Welcome Home, Nengwa and 

Goldlands farms, then northwards along Mutsike river to the western 

beacon of Imbgwa farm, so as to include Boronia and exclude Ellerton and 

Luthrie farms, then northwards along the Imbgwa and Luthrie farms 

boundaries to the southern beacon of Gilstone farm, then southwestwards 

along the southern boundary of Gilstone farm to the, southwestern beacon 

of Gilston farm, then generally northwards along the western boundary of 

Gilston farm to the northern beacon of Cannock farm, so as to exclude it, 

then, southwestwards along, southern boundary of Dartmor farm to the 

common beacon of Suum cique, Chitsanza and Dartmor farms, then 

westwards, northwards, westwards,, southwards and northwestwards along 

the common boundary of Ardino Estate and Suum Cique farm, so as to 

exclude Ardino Estate and include Suum cique farm to the, southwestern 

beacon of Suumcique farm, then north westwards along the western 

boundary of Suum cique farm to its northeastern beacon, so as to exclude 

Tollingtong Park farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Suum Cique A farm to the common beacon of Cholo, Unadale and Suum 

Cique farms, so as to exclude Cholo and Ellerdale farms, then 

northeastwards along the eastern boundary of Cholo farm to the 

northwestern beacon of Unadale farm (277948.03, 8013412.38), the starting 

point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

275439.28, 7979822.61; 284243.22, 8001168.28; 284087.12, 8001110.77; 

283664.00, 8003628.91; 282739.73, 8003366.00; 281610.06, 8007564.26; 

278890.64, 8005407.62; 277074.96, 8005313.14; 277001.01, 8005740.36; 

276590.23, 8005723.93; 276631.31, 8004976.29; 275316.78, 8005206.33; 

272934.21, 8010587.66; 276286.24, 8010636.96; 277948.03, 8013412.38; 

278410.77, 8013758.48; 278511.39, 8013758.48; 278193.99, 8012730.78; 

278218.89, 8012691.43; 282743.66, 8011896.17; 282910.66, 8011289.74; 

284698.45, 8010788.98; 284789.71, 8010772.60; 286636.00, 8010161.85; 

286979.99, 8010573.69; 287155.49, 8010246.09; 288674.18, 8008549.56; 

288602.16, 8007850.39; 289203.02, 8007466.12; 289366.83, 8007686.09; 

292662.02, 8005641.28; 292623.67, 8005615.14; 294423.44, 8004013.37; 

294424.89, 8004011.61; 294727.46, 8003408.13; 294744.44, 8003417.22; 

294779.18, 8003450.47; 294812.75, 8003488.93; 298160.74, 8005361.79; 

301396.24, 8006548.88; 302579.03, 8006527.97; 302493.17, 8006238.55; 

302565.52, 8006242.41; 302558.77, 8006186.45; 302516.32, 8005676.10; 

303261.11, 8005680.93; 302320.48, 8004008.05; 302807.68, 8003805.46; 

303010.27, 8003693.55; 304056.91, 8002711.01; 298752.92, 7999676.37; 

304078.52, 7994264.34; 300012.84, 7992553.85; 300412.24, 7991605.26; 

304831.75, 7992226.07; 327627.57, 7986468.00; 327649.80, 7986468.00; 
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326863.52, 7983363.85; 330759.80, 7983067.83; 331169.32, 7984173.53; 

330440.37, 7984452.00; 330468.55, 7985541.71; 331730.65, 7985596.70; 

330984.94, 7988093.59; 330913.95, 7988162.24; 330348.43, 7989280.81; 

330459.97, 7989725.43; 331461.15, 7990797.58; 330061.75, 7991554.99; 

330709.97, 7992819.10; 329417.18, 7993496.20; 330918.43, 7994913.42; 

342754.95, 7989560.95; 340351.95, 7988560.95; 340323.95, 7988236.95; 

341711.95, 7988588.95; 342271.95, 7987890.29; 342559.95, 7987884.95; 

342698.61, 7987327.62; 343359.95, 7987092.95; 343485.98, 7987150.87; 

343684.93, 7986688.48; 342605.95, 7980652.95; 342725.28, 7979620.95; 

342736.25, 7979650.46; 342037.69, 7977460.95; 334483.86, 7981437.97; 

332933.07, 7977235.84; 324778.94, 7974059.23; 324298.99, 7975810.25; 

320478.80, 7977424.71; 319811.45, 7975904.47; 307295.76, 7978472.57; 

307864.26, 7976829.10; 307035.30, 7976751.14; 275439.28, 7979822.61. 

10. MUREWA NORTH  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Muhume and Yagui rivers, then southeast along Muhume river to its 

confluence with Nyamakamba river, then along Nyamakamba river in the 

same direction to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its source, then westwards along imaginary 

line to the foot of Humbwe mountain, then southwest along an imaginary 

line to Chambura river(368134,8058864), then southeast, then generally 

south along Chambura river to its source, point (369962,8055341), then 

generally south along imaginary line to Muchinjike road and then eastwards 

along the same road to its junction with Mutawatawa road, then southwards 

along Mutawatawa road and then eastwards across Dengeni and 

Chakundambizi mountains to Chitora river, then northeast along Chitora 

river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then along the said 

tributary and across Mgarakanwa, Murovashiri to Zhombwe mountain 

eastwards, then generally east along the southern boundary of Chitowa 2 

Purchase Land so as to exclude it to its junction with Nyadire river, then 

southwest along Nyadire river to its intersection with the northern boundary 

of Alpha farm, then generally west along the northern boundary of Alpha 

and Glen Noe farms so as to exclude them to Chivake river, then northwest 

along Chivake river to its confluence with Nyamazara river, then generally 

southwards along Nyamuzara river to a point (356840,8048164), then west 

along imaginary line crossing Gopora, Mienza and Matsori hills to Nyangura 

river, then southwards along Nyangura river to a point (353726,8044433), 

then westwards along imaginary line crossing Murovashiri and 

Dombodzvuku mountain to Shavanhowe river, then northwards along 

Shavanhowe river to a point (350843,8051224), then generally west along 

an imaginary line and along Old Murehwa Harare road to the source of an 

unnamed tributary, then northwest along the said tributary to its 

confluence with Nyagui river, then northwards along Nyaguwe river to its 
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confluence with Chomuchenje river and then generally west along the latter 

to its confluence with unnamed stream, then along the unnamed stream to 

a point (342864,8051733), then northwest along an imaginary line to the 

source of an unnamed stream (340412,8053504), then southwest with the 

same line to point (339972,8052267), then west along imaginary line to an 

unnamed stream, to include unnamed dip-tank, then in the same direction 

along the stream to its confluence with Mubvinzi river, then generally north 

along Mubvinzi to its confluence with Nyagui river and along Nyagui to its 

confluence with Mukume river, the starting point. The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arc 1950 Datum 

Based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

358875, 8079061; 372802, 8065074; 373003, 8063551; 371774;8061618; 

370215, 8062054; 368155, 8058878; 370333, 8055747; 369270, 8053602; 

370646, 8053610; 370575, 8051369; 370868, 8051063; 372155, 8050917; 

376051, 8055876; 376503, 8054634; 379756, 8053899; 388225, 8051073; 

376461, 8037019; 370529, 8038566; 357686, 8051454; 356827, 8048148; 

352391, 8048344; 353776, 8044425; 349377, 8045159; 350871, 8051237; 

350117, 8050529; 349200, 8050277; 345846, 8052305; 345664, 8052490; 

342893, 8051719; 340397, 8053527; 339974, 8052219; 337688, 8053087; 

336729, 8054211; 344143, 8068117; 352486, 8071158. 

11. MUREHWA SOUTH  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Munyukwi and Nyadire rivers, then generally east along the southern 

boundaries of Lionde, Mwai, Kyrenia farms to Nyazikatse river, the District 

boundary between Murehwa and Mutoko Districts, then southwards along 

the said river and then eastwards to the northwestern beacon of Bittersweet 

farm so as to exclude it, the District boundary , then southwards along the 

western boundaries of Bittersweet and Cleveland Estate farms so as to 

exclude them, and then northeast, then southeast to include MontPellier 

and Heyford farms to Nyagadzi river, then west and then southwards along 

Nyagadzi to its confluence with Mafuri river, the District boundary, then 

southwest along Mafuri river to its intersection with the eastern boundary of 

Mon Cheri farm, then generally south and then westwards along the 

eastern, southern boundary of Changwe Ranch No 1, Timber mills and 

Murray Field farm to Macheke river, the District boundary, then southwards 

and then generally west along Macheke river and along Nyamakovera river 

to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Nyamakovera farm, then 

north, then northwest and then northeast along the District boundary so as 

to include Homepark, Allen, Ferndale, Doctors‟ gift and Orange Park farms 

to the latter‟s north most beacon on Shavanhowe river, then north along the 

last mentioned river to its intersection with the western boundary of Flint 

farm, then generally north, so as to include Flint, Reminder of Showers, 

Second Chapter farms and then west to Nyakambiri river, to exclude Argosy 
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farm, then northwards along Nyakambiri river to the north most beacon of 

Rupture farm, so as to include it, then southeast and then north-eastwards 

so as to include Rupture, Bimi, Mignon and Mount Pleasant farms to its 

north most beacon, then generally north along the western boundaries of 

Bellevue, Caskie Ben and Glen Noe farms to the latter‟s north most beacon 

so as to include them, then generally east along northern boundaries of 

Glen Noe and Alpha farms to its intersection with Nyadire river, then north-

eastwards along Nyadire river to its confluence with Munyukwi river, the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arc 1950 Datum Based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

388856, 8050950; 395785, 8048306; 393629, 8042504; 407394, 8040055; 

405254, 8036583; 408099, 8034366; 408234, 8031453; 411947, 8033841; 

416839, 8030494; 409675, 8037062; 409736, 8017847; 391383, 8000712; 

393472, 7997970; 394168, 7993744; 380274, 7993799; 380989, 7990336; 

379656, 7983997; 369817, 7986023; 369970, 7986905; 362388, 7991287; 

370236, 7995757; 371109, 8000832; 370193, 8003153; 367475, 8007636; 

367362, 8010054; 361932, 8010031; 361303, 8016666; 365813, 8014963; 

372274, 8020280; 374063, 8025013; 372888, 8027569; 371666, 8020280; 

374063, 8025013; 372888, 8027569; 371666, 8028284; 370509, 8038574; 

376412, 8036994. 

12. MUREWA WEST  

It is an area of land bound a line starting from the confluence of an 

unnamed stream and Nyaguwi river, then southeast along the said stream 

to its source, being a point on Old Harare- Murewa road, and then 

eastwards along that road to a point (350203,8050554), then north-

eastwards along an imaginary line to Shavanhowe river at a point 

(350879,8051251), then southwards along the said river to a point 

(349320,8045058), then eastwards along an imaginary line crossing 

Dombodzvuku and Murovashiri hills to Nyangura river, then generally north 

along Nyangura river to a point (352361,8048307), then northeast and then 

generally east along an imaginary line crossing Sori hill , Mienza and Gopora 

mountains to Nyamazara river, then northwards along the named river to its 

confluence with Chivake river, then along Chivake river to its intersection 

with the northern boundary of Glen Noe farm and to its north most beacon, 

then generally southwards along the western boundaries of the following 

farms to exclude them;  Glen Noe, Caskie Ben, Bellevue and Mount Pleasant 

to its west most beacon, the southwest and then northwest along the 

northern boundaries of the following farms to exclude them, Mignon, Bimi, 

Rapture, Sussex, Suffolk, Kent, Minstead and Inyagui valley to Nyagui river, 

then southwards along Nyagui and Nyambuya river to the south most 

beacon of farm 36 Shangure Purchase Land, then north west along the 

southern boundary of Shangure Purchase Area to include it, to its 
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intersection with Nora river, then northwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Chinyika river, then westwards along the said river to the 

south eastern beacon of Chinyika A farm, then northwards along the 

eastern boundary of the following farms to exclude them, Chinyika A, Vuta, 

Mashona Vlei, Mashona Kopje, Naptune, Colga and Oribi to its intersection 

with Harare Nyamapanda road, then eastwards along the said road to a 

point (338963,8044283);, then north along an imaginary line to its 

intersection with Old Harare Murewa road, and then eastwards along an 

imaginary line to its intersection with Nyagui river on the new Harare 

Nyamapanda road, then northwards along Nyagui river to its confluence 

with unnamed tributary, the starting point. The area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arch 1950 

Datum Based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

345847, 8052334; 348757, 8050344; 349422, 8050313; 350244, 8050545; 

350867, 8051269; 351303, 8047931; 349364, 8045162; 353636, 8044215; 

352433, 8048417; 356787, 8048179; 356555, 8050237; 357694, 8051456; 

370555, 8038507; 370512;4, 8038507;9; 369947, 8034983; 370772, 

8033838; 371679, 8023241; 372879, 8027568; 374083, 8025021; 372242, 

8020175; 365820, 8015027; 361286, 8016685; 354512, 8020372; 350334, 

8019612; 347137, 8017326; 347330, 8015013; 346840, 8014848; 341916, 

8017949; 336832, 8018975; 339013, 8021072; 341596, 8032153; 337736, 

8031292; 336997, 8044068; 338967, 8044300; 338976, 8045359; 344117, 

8045445; 345204, 8049628. 

13. MUTOKO EAST  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Zvinjanja and Mudzi river, then south eastwards along Zwinjanja river past 

Makosa dam to its source, then north eastwards along an imaginary line to 

a track, leading to the source of unnamed stream, then along the said 

stream eastwards to its intersection with un-surveyed boundary, the District 

boundary , then southwards, then southeast along the District boundary 

crossing Nyamuzizi river to its intersection with Rwenya river, then south 

west and then westwards along Rwenya river to its confluence with its 

source tributary, then southwest along Rwenya river to the confluence of 

Nyangadzi and Inyangombe rivers, then generally west along Nyangadzi river 

to its confluence with Inyandundu river, then northwest-wards along 

Inyandundu river to the south most beacon of Beacon Kopje farm, then 

northeast, then generally north and then southwest along the eastern and 

northern boundaries of Beacon Kopje, so as to exclude it, to the south most 

beacon of Derel farm, then north west and then generally north along the 

western boundaries of the following properties so as to include them Derel, 

Sandal Estate, Aurera, Happy Acres and Rukore farm and eastwards along 

the latter‟s northern boundary to Rukore mountain, then generally north 

along the western boundary of Budjga Purchase area to a point on 
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Domboshava hill to include the following farms, 78,106-115 in their 

descending order as well as Nyahondo School and Diptank, then generally 

east along the northern boundary of farm 78 to the top of Jerenge mountain, 

then generally north to Mudzi river source, then generally northeast along 

Mudzi river to its intersection with Matedza road at a ZINWA Treatment 

plant south of Chigona mountain, then northwest and then northwards 

along Matedza road to its intersection with Oliver Newton road to include 

Mutemwa Leper Settlement and Chinzanga Primary School, then northeast-

wards along Oliver Newton road to its intersection with Chikondoma river, 

then south eastwads along Chikondoma river to its intersection with north-

western boundary of Farm 320 and then north-eastwards along that 

boundary to the apex of Mutemwa mountain then generally east along 

imaginary line to Mudzi river, then northeast along Mudzi river to a point 

(425240,8077514), north of Pfute mountain, then in the same direction 

along an imaginary line to Kawodza river excluding Ruchera caves, then 

northeast along Kawodza river to its confluence with Mudzi river and along 

Mudzi river in the same direction to its confluence with Zwinjanja river the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), Arc 1950 Datum Based on the modifies 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

441116, 8098436; 444891, 8092238; 445593, 8088691; 448423, 8088047; 

453207, 8089770; 452100, 8084942; 464151, 8081117; 472931, 8075522; 

471776, 8069713; 461670, 8065381; 460356, 8057684; 458967, 8058422; 

455362, 8053547; 440352, 8046083; 429061, 8041979; 422726, 8045730; 

424546, 8050399; 423610, 8051028; 420111, 8049194; 418396, 8050002; 

418596, 8050885; 418025, 8051844; 417406, 8059716; 419591, 8060383; 

417721, 8068722; 419990, 8064335; 416472, 8072455; 417905, 8072099; 

418106, 8072802; 419319, 8072194; 420982, 8073115; 419617, 8073338; 

419547, 8076026; 419910, 8076261; 421758, 8074713; 422906, 8075837; 

424023, 8076039; 424641, 8077333; 425761, 8078134; 428804, 8080084; 

436345, 8087276; 435498, 8091549; 437550, 8097398;438341, 8098096. 

14. MUTOKO NORTH  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chitora and Nyadire river, then generally south along Chitora river to its 

confluence with Nyanyunge river, then eastwards and then south-eastwards 

along Nyanyungwe river and past Munyungwe dam to its source which 

intersect a gravel road, then south east along the gravel road to the source 

of an unnamed waterway, then in the same direction crossing Harare 

Nyamapanda road along the said stream to its confluence with another 

unnamed waterway, then in the latter direction along an imaginary line to 

the source of unnamed stream, then eastwards along the stream to its 

confluence with Mudzi river to include Bondamakara School, then generally 

southwards along Mudzi river to its confluence with Nyamukombwe river, 
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then south-westwards along Mudzi river past the confluence of Sukando 

(Sukandoro) river to its confluence with Kawodza river, then along Kawodza 

river in the latter direction to a point (425734,8078114), then southwest 

along an imaginary line crossing Chitekwe Allsouls gravel link road to Mudzi 

river at point (425238,8077508), then along Mudzi river south-westwards to 

a point (424035,8076044), then westwards along an imaginary line to the 

apex of Mutemwa mountain, then southwest along the north-western 

boundary of Farm 320 Budja Purchase Land to its intersection with 

Chikondama river, then generally northwest along Chikondoma river to its 

source and in the same direction along an imaginary line to a point 

(417640,8075989), on the Harare Nyamapanda road, the westwards along 

the Harare Nyamapanda road to its cross junction with Oliver Newton road 

and Nyamuzuwe road, then generally south along Oliver Newton road so as 

to exclude Mutoko Hotel to its junction with Nyamuzizi road and to the 

latter‟s junction with unnamed road coming from Mutoko RDC Offices, then 

northwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mutoko Prisons 

access road, then westwards along the Prison access road to the Prison gate, 

then north along an imaginary line to its intersection with Harare 

Nyamapanda road to include Council Offices, Police Station, The Post Office, 

then south-westwards along Harare Nyamapanda road to its intersection 

with the eastern boundary of Budja small scale farms to include Mutoko 

Military Barracks to Chikwarawatunda Hill, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Budja small scale to its intersection with Nyadire 

river, then generally south along Nyadire river to the south eastern beacon 

of Nyadire Mission Farm, then west and then northwards along the southern 

and western boundary of Nyadire Mission Farm to its intersection with 

Nyatenga river eastwards along Nyatenga river to its confluence with Naydire 

river to include Nyadire Mission, then generally north and then east along 

Nyadire river to its confluence with Chitora river the starting point. The area 

is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36, 

South(S), and Arc 1950 Datum Based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

411941, 8116626; 416243, 8102330; 423008, 8103393; 435485, 8091571; 

436354, 8087281; 430021, 8082540; 428802, 8080095; 425253, 8077539; 

423542, 8075490; 422915, 8075785; 421682, 8074633; 419903, 8076236; 

418355, 8076116; 417635, 8075997; 417404, 8075913; 417559, 8075682; 

417472, 8075531; 417385, 8075643; 416893, 8075416; 415764, 8075721; 

413705, 8071917; 412917, 8072542; 412720, 8072554; 412711, 8072629; 

413783, 8072778; 413826, 8076222; 409081, 8075300; 400213, 8074145; 

398278, 8071874; 393129, 8071587; 393122, 8074084; 399827, 8075532; 

400420, 8082219; 402694, 8083407; 397900, 8090714; 396661, 8096235; 

403342, 8115863. 
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15. MUTOKO SOUTH  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from Chikwirawatunda 

hill, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Budja small scale farm 

so as to exclude Mutoko Army Barracks to its intersection with Harare 

Nyamapanda road, then north eastwards along Harare Nyamapanda road to 

a point (416784,8075700), then southwards along an imaginary line to the 

entrance gate of Mutoko Prisons, then east, then south along unnamed 

roads to its junction with Nyamuzizi road, then north eastwards along 

Nyamuzizi road to its junction with Oliver Newton road and then northwards 

along the latter to its intersection with Harare Nyamapanda road, then east 

along the said road to a point (417640,8075991), and then in the general 

same direction along imaginary line to the source of Chikondama river, then 

along Chikondoma river to its junction with Oliver Newton road, generally 

west along the said road to its junction with Mutoko Hospital access road, 

then generally south along hospital gravel road to its intersection with 

Mudzi river to exclude Chigona mountain, then westwards along Mudzi river 

past both Jerenje Dams to a point on the western State land boundary, then 

southwards along the state land boundary to the top of Jerenje mountain, 

then northwest along the northern boundary of farm 78 and generally 

southwards along the western boundary of Budja Purchase land to Rukore 

mountain, then westwards along the northern boundary Myron farm, and 

then generally south along an imaginary line to Chefuti hill, then westwards 

along the northern boundary of Happy Acres farm and then southwards 

along imaginary line to a point on gravel road (418027,8051843), then 

generally south along the western boundary of Sandal Estate and Derel farm 

to the south most beacon of the latter then north east, then generally south 

and then southwest along the northern and eastern boundary of Beacon 

Kopje farm to its south most beacon on Inyandundu (Hurumutumbu) river, 

then along Nyagadze river, the District boundary to the southwest beacon of 

Tiger Flats West farm, then northwest along the western boundary of Tiger 

Flats West so as to include it and along the northern boundaries of Heyford 

and Mont Pellier farms so as to exclude them, the District boundary, then 

generally northwards along the western boundary of Cleveland Estate and 

Bittersweet to the latter‟s north most beacon on Nyazikatzi farm on 

Nyazikatzi river, then north along Nyazikatzi river the District boundary to 

the south most beacon of Kyrina, then generally west coinciding with the 

District boundary to Nyadire river, then crossing Nyadire river to the 

southern boundary of Chitowa 2 Purchase Land past Zhombwe, Muravashiri 

and Mugarakanwa mountains to an unnamed stream on the foot of the last 

named mountain, then, north and then generally south along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Chitora river and along the latter river to its 

source, then in a western direction across Chakundambizi and Dengeni 

mountains to its junction with Mutawatawa road, then northwards along 
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Mutawatawa road to its junction with Muchinjike gravel road, then 

westwards along the said gravel road to its junction with a track , then 

northwards along the track to a point (369147,8054470), then along an 

imaginary line to the source of Chambwa river, then along the said river to a 

point (368160,8058849), then generally north along an imaginary line 

across unnamed hill to the foot of Humbwe mountain, then eastwards along 

imaginary line to the source of unnamed stream, then north along the said 

stream to its confluence with Nyamakamba river, then northwards along 

Nyamakamba river to its confluence with Muhume river, then eastwards 

along Muhume river to its intersection with the western boundary of 

Chitowa Purchase Land, then generally north along the western boundary of 

Chitowa farms so as to include them to the north most beacon of farm 129, 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of farm 129 to a point on 

Nyatenga river, then east along Nyatenga river to the north-western beacon 

of Nyadire Mission farm on the same river then south and then eastwards 

along the western boundary and southern boundary of the Mission farm to 

Nyadire river and then north along the river to the north-western beacon of 

farm 2 Budja Purchase Land so as to exclude the Mission farm, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Budja Purchase Area to 

Chikwirawatunda hill the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arch 1950 Datum Based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

413826, 8076222; 413783, 8072778; 412711, 8072641; 412720, 8072604; 

412917, 8072542; 416391, 8071931; 416769, 8075728; 416889, 8075408; 

417363, 8075607; 417581, 8075504; 417617, 8075615; 417402, 8075915; 

417639, 8075997; 417725, 8075968; 419905;8076236; 419553, 8076014; 

419619, 8074457; 420993, 8073055; 419312, 8072212; 418112, 8072853; 

417943, 8072043; 416459, 8072473; 419990, 8064330; 417704, 8063702; 

419610, 8060363; 417416, 8059685; 418030, 8051865; 418588, 8050890; 

418410, 8050079; 420114, 8049195; 423576, 8051036; 424563, 8049362; 

422736, 8045762; 429121, 8041956; 416333, 8030497; 411987, 8033836; 

408158, 8031436; 408096, 8034358; 406919, 8034761; 405275, 8036548; 

407392, 8040047; 393614, 8042527; 395788, 8048285; 388791, 8050928; 

379764, 8053889; 376495, 8054633; 376001, 8055906; 373333, 8051674; 

372133, 8050918; 370850, 8051074; 370572, 8051397; 370622, 8053589; 

369285, 8053614; 369189, 8054443; 370325, 8055712; 369606, 8058171; 

368992, 8060897; 370246, 8062061; 371998, 8061619; 373010, 8063502; 

372085, 8065100; 375634, 8065627; 375158, 8067161; 378131, 8072291; 

378497, 8071500; 390328, 8072137; 393127, 8074111; 393124, 8071569; 

398309, 8071857; 400244, 8074150. 

16. MUDZI NORTH  

It is an areas of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyadire and Mazowe rivers then generally east along Mazoe river to its 
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intersection with the Zimbabwe and Mozambique international boundary, 

then generally southwards along the international boundary to its 

intersection with Mudzi river, then westwards along Mudzi river past 

Nyakasanga and Chijoto confluences to its confluence with Nyamuunga 

river, then north westwards along Nyamuunga river to its confluence with 

an unnamed tributary so as to exclude Peni Dam, then northwest across 

Nyapero hill to a point on Harare Nyamapanda road and then to its junction 

with a gravel road, then generally north along the gravel road and an 

imaginary line to a point (461784,8127623), then generally east along an 

imaginary line to a stream, and then along the unnamed stream to its 

junction with a gravel road, then northwest-wards along the gravel road to 

Tseko Heroes Acres and up to Kondo Dam wall so as to exclude 

Dambakushamba mountain, then westwards along the dam to a track, then 

along the track to a point (455236,8131500), then southwards along an 

imaginary line to an unnamed stream northeast of Kudzwe dam, then 

northwest along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Kudzwe river, 

then generally southwards along Kudzwe river past the middle of Kudzwe 

dam to its source then further south along an imaginary line across an 

unnamed hill to an unnamed stream leading to Masarakufa dam and its 

confluence with Nyamuunga (Nyamuwanga river), then generally westwards 

along Nyamuunga river to its source, then northwest-wards along an 

imaginary line to the source of Nyagoko river, then along Nyagoko river in 

the same direction to its confluence Nyadire river, then north-eastwards 

along Nyadire river past the confluence of Kudzwe river to its confluence 

with Mazoe river, the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), Arch 1950 Datum 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

452092, 8150722; 473980, 8153425; 498799, 8154174; 490554, 8132095; 

482193, 8129278; 490281, 8117731; 482432, 8117569; 472266, 8115539; 

470269, 8114607; 466226, 8119370; 462810, 8117689; 461462, 8119382; 

464092, 8120364; 461751, 8127664; 464243, 8129260; 460115, 8131645; 

455253, 8130530; 454928, 8128771; 454040, 8129443; 452591, 8127769; 

451178, 8123589; 453995, 8116519; 449566, 8114960; 446648, 8116553; 

443472, 8127033; 438326, 8138270; 448732, 8145020. 

17. MUDZI SOUTH  

It is an area of land bound a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyamuunga (Nyamuwanga) and Mudzi river, then generally eastwards along 

Mudzi river to its intersection with the international boundary then 

generally south along he international boundary past Karera, Vumuringa 

hills to Rwenya river, then south-westwards along Rwenya river, the District 

boundary to its intersection with the un-surveyed boundary between 

Mutoko and Mudzi District, then north westwards, then northern direction 

along the District boundary(un-surveyed boundary) to its intersection with 
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an unnamed stream, then southwest along the unnamed stream to its 

source, the District boundary, then along an imaginary line in the same 

direction to the source of Zvinjanja river, then northwest along Zvinjanja 

river past Makosa dam to its confluence with Mudzi river, then generally 

east, then north east along Mudzi river to its confluence with Nyamuwanga 

river, the starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), Arch 1950 Datum Base on 

the Modified Clarke 1880, Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

470278, 8114596; 482427, 8117516; 490317, 8117556; 493371, 8113249; 

498867, 8100440; 499347, 8093348; 486479, 8089762; 483369, 8085344; 

472913, 8075526; 464108, 8081036; 452114, 80844947; 453251, 

8089722; 447667, 80879826; 445916, 8088486; 445099, 8089917; 

441114, 8098440; 441166, 8099430; 442187, 8099414; 441513, 8100489; 

443538, 8101184; 452229, 8102519; 459927, 8109459. 

18. MUDZI WEST  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyagoko and Nyadire rivers, then generally south along Nyagoko river to is 

source and then eastwards along an imaginary line to the source of 

Nyamuwanga river, then generally east along Nyamuwanga river to its 

confluence with unnamed stream, then northwards along the unnamed 

stream past Masarakufa Dam to its confluence with unnamed tributary, and 

then to its source and then northwards along an imaginary line past 

unnamed hills to the source of Kudzwe river, then generally northwards 

along Kudzwe river past Kudzwe dam to its confluence with unnamed 

stream, then south east along the unnamed stream to a 

point(454832,8128765), then northwards along an imaginary line to its 

intersection with a gravel road, then eastwards along the gravel road to 

exclude an unnamed dam, to its junction with unnamed stream 

(464219,8129279), then southwards, then generally west along the 

unnamed stream to a point (4632288,8127898), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to a point on unnamed stream (461734,8127599), then 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to its source and then 

along a series of imaginary lines in the same direction to its intersection 

with a gravel road at point (462986,8123354) (Kondo Kotwa road ), then 

south eastwards along Kotwa Kondo gravel road to is intersection with GMB 

gravel road ,then generally south along G;M;B gravel road to its junction 

with Harare Nyamapanda road, then generally west along Harare 

Nyamapanda road to a point south of Kasoro hill, then south eastwards past 

Nyapero hill along imaginary line to the confluence of unnamed stream and 

Nyamuwanga river so as to include Peni Dam ,then generally east and then 

south east along Nyauwanga river to its confluence with Mudzi river, then 

south westwards ,then south along Mudzi river to its confluence with 

unnamed stream to include Butsanzara Business Centre, then westwards 
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along the unnamed stream to a point (434300,80914668) to exclude 

Bondamakara School ,then northwest wards along an imaginary line 

crossing Harare Nyamapanda Road to a track , then along the track in the 

same direction to the source of Nyanyunge river at Manyungwe dam, then 

northwest and then westwards along Nyanyunge river to its confluence with 

Nyadiri river, then north eastwards along Nyadire river to its confluence with 

Nyagoko river, the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arch 1950 Datum Based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

438324, 8138163; 439463, 8132900; 443295, 8127829; 441963, 8126038; 

445581, 8119155; 449252, 8115113; 449561, 8115001; 452205, 8115489; 

453998, 8116510, 453286, 8117161; 452467, 8119802; 451153, 8123545; 

453010, 8125342; 452744, 8128202; 454047, 8129505; 454943, 8128778; 

455238, 8130501; 459036, 8130938; 460170, 8131655; 462912, 8130363; 

464242, 8129280; 464415, 8128542; 463416, 8128308; 463294, 8127915; 

461769, 8127649; 464043, 8120380; 461487, 8119348; 462795, 8117648; 

466040, 8119320; 470263, 8114581. 

19. RUWA  

It is an area bound by a line drawn from the north eastern beacon of 

Dispute Estate (Zimre Park) on Maumkomu river, then generally southwards 

along the said river to the south eastern beacon of Sebastopol, then east and 

then north east along the southern and eastern boundary of Sebastopol 

(Damafalls Housing Scheme) so as to exclude it, to the north western beacon 

of Tara Township, then eastwards, then generally south along the northern 

boundary of Tara Township and eastern boundaries of the following 

properties to include them, Tara Township, Hunters Rest and Cheringoma of 

Hunters Rest and Fairview farm to its intersection with Harare Mutare road, 

then generally east along Mutare road and then southeast along Setonleigh 

road to include Thorncroft School and Cranbrook to its intersection with the 

railway line then southeast, then southwest and then northwest to the north 

most beacon of Subdivision A of Athelney, so as to include Subdivision E of 

Galway and Sebassa, then northwest, then generally south and then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Athelney A and the Remainder of 

Athelney , western boundary of Subdivision J of Galway so as to exclude 

both properties to Chinwavaroyi river on the southern boundary of Rem of 

Athelney then generally southwards along the said stream to its intersection 

with Chiremba road, then generally north, then west, then south and then 

west along Chiremba road, the northern boundary Subdivision 1-3 of 

Boulders so as to exclude them, and southern boundary of Hofmoor farm to 

its intersection with Ruwa river, then generally north along Ruwa river to 

include Hofmoor and New Inverneil ( Windsor Park);  to the south most 

beacon of Subdivision A south of Ruwa river Bridge, then north westwards 

along the north western boundary of the last said property and Dispute 
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Estate ( Zimre Park) to its north western beacon, then north eastwards to its 

north eastern beacon, the starting point. The area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arch 1950 Datum Based 

on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

311388, 8025519; 311817, 8042037; 312942, 8023885; 312956, 8024073; 

313996, 8024730; 314020, 8253250; 315231, 8025210; 315142, 8024341; 

315820, 8024257; 315504, 8022218; 314841, 8021154; 313926, 8020836; 

315559, 8020302; 316484, 8019154; 316030, 8018806; 314799, 8020534; 

313801, 8020273; 313400, 8018903; 313704, 8018831; 313419, 8018237; 

311890, 8017605; 311374, 8017899; 311591, 8018266; 310534, 8018671; 

310370, 8018406; 308309, 8019149; 309521, 8021813; 310490, 8021851; 

309675, 8023598; 308787, 8024380. 

20. SEKE 

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Setonleigh road and Harare-Mutare road, then generally southeast along the 

said road to the north most beacon of Mimosa farm , then generally south 

along the western boundary of Mimosa and Musi farms to its intersection 

with Hunyani river, then eastwards along the said river to its intersection 

with Mukuti, Mabhauwa link road, then southwards along the link road to 

its junction with Hwedza Chitungwiza road,further south along Wedza 

Chitungwiza road to the junction of Marondera Wedza road, then west, then 

south and then eastwards to its junctions with Wedza roadso as to exclude 

subdivision C of stow, then southwards along Wedza road to its intersection 

with the northern boundary of Waddilove farm and then west along the said 

boundary to its north most beacon, then northwards along the western 

boundary of stow and Hedon estate to its intersection with Nyarusheshe 

river, then generally west along Nyarusheshe river to its confluence with 

Nyatsime river and along Nyatsime to the south eastern beacon of Guzha 

farm, then west, then northwest, then north east along the boundaries of 

Guzha farm to include it back to Nyatsime river ,then north west along 

Nyatsime river to its confluence with Masukandoro river, then generally east 

along the last named river to a point (304058,8002721), then generally west 

along imaginary line to a gravel road and along the gravel road towards 

Jonasi school to exclude it, to a point(302218,8004128), then generally 

north along imaginary to points (303257,8005767) and (302494,8005740), 

then north to its intersection with Chitungwiza Wedza road, then westwards 

along the said road to the source of Duri river, then north west along an 

imaginary line to exclude Seke Police camp and Riverside residential areas 

to its junction with Seke road the Distract boundary to its intersection with 

Manyame river on Seke road river bridge, then east wards along Manyame 

river past Prince Edward dam to its confluence with Ruwa river, then north 

east along Ruwa river and around the boundaries of Little Over farm so as to 

include it and to the intersection of Ruwa river and the western boundary of 
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Lyndhurst, then north west , then east and then north west along the 

western, northern and western boundary of the said property to Ruwa river, 

then north and then eastwards along Ruwa river to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Hofmoor farm (Solomio farm) , then generally east 

along the southern boundary of last named farm, northern boundaries of 

Plot 1, 2 and 3 of Boulders and eastern boundary of the latter to 

Chinwavaroyi river, then generally north along the said river to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of Subdivision J of Calvary Estate 

then generally north along the western boundary of Lot J and northern 

boundary of Athelney farm, then southwest then northeast and then 

northwest along the boundaries of Subdivision E of Galway so as to include 

it, then north along Setonleigh road to its junction with Harare Mutare, the 

starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 (S), Arch 1950 Datum Based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

315931, 8020843; 317866, 8020005; 318664, 8018667; 319150, 8016305; 

320116, 8015241; 323062, 8007395; 325041, 8000498; 329090, 7997198; 

330908, 7994910; 329410, 7993515; 330680, 7992874; 330062, 7991593; 

331446, 7998096; 330377, 7989203; 331709, 7985663; 330462, 7985583; 

330445, 7984525; 331154, 7984227; 330765, 7983095; 326882, 7983455; 

327111, 7985457; 327660, 7986515; 323006, 7986320; 322061, 7988179; 

315593, 7991959; 309028, 7988665; 304836, 7992285; 300387, 7991736; 

300009, 7992640; 304058, 7994378; 303306, 7995822; 298754, 7999723; 

304032, 8002742; 302254, 8004138; 303249, 8005722; 302531, 8005688; 

302577, 8006542; 301365, 8006585; 300755, 8007286; 298748, 8008498; 

296232, 8009093; 294333, 8010963; 294419, 8011478; 299457, 8010408; 

300527, 8012216; 300371, 8012333; 300365, 8012852; 300836, 8012595; 

303465, 8014902; 302573, 8017024; 305349, 8017702; 306230, 8017913; 

306533, 8019334; 308303, 8018637; 308317, 8019123; 310376, 8018333; 

310542, 8018691; 311611, 8018256; 311371, 8017867; 313710, 8018814; 

313419, 8018871; 313819, 8020252; 314820, 8020552; 316052, 8018820; 

316498, 8019160; 315555, 8020312. 

21. UZUMBA  

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mazowe and Nyahondo rivers, then north east, then generally east along 

Nyahondo river to its confluence with Nyahurungu river so as to include 

Nyagande School, then generally south east along Nyahurungu river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary so as to include the northern corner 

of Mukuruanopamaenza hills, then eastwards along the unnamed tributary 

to its source, then further east along an imaginary line crossing the apex of 

Nyamunungu hills and Madichedze road to the source of Masiyandima river, 

then generally east along Masiyandima river to its confluence with Shamba 

river so as to include Barawi hill, then eastwards along Shamba river to its 
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confluence with Nyadire river so as to exclude Ruswe, Nautsiwi and Wanoko 

hills, then generally south along Nyadire river, the District boundary with 

Mutoko District to its confluence with Chidye river, Nyarunge river and 

Nyatenga river so as to include Mamyoro, Runziro, Nziranzara hills and 

exclude Masungwa, Runyanga, Monoraganda, Pfungwe, Chiramba and 

Rusuma hills, then generally west along Nyatenga river so does the District 

boundary to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Farm 129 Chitowa 

so as to include Tamutsa Business Centre, Muswe Diptank, then generally 

north along the eastern boundary of farm 129 Chitowa to its north most 

beacon, then south westwards along the western boundaries of farms 129, 

128, 127 and 3 so as to exclude them, to the apex of Nangura hill, to the 

western beacon of farm 3 Chitowa, then generally south along the western 

boundaries of farms 3 and 122 to the south western beacon of farm 122 so 

as to exclude it, further south to Mahumi (Mahume) river the District 

boundary between UMP and Murehwa District, then then generally west 

along Mahumi (Mahume) river cutting across Madicheche road to its 

confluence with Nyagui river so as to include Kanyasa Dip, Rombwe and 

Musanoya mountains in Uzumba Communal Land, then north east along 

Nyaguwi river the District and Provincial Administrative boundary to its 

confluence Mazowe river and then north eastwards along Mazowe river so as 

to include Mukuruanopamaenza hills to its confluence with Nyahondo river, 

the starting point. The area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), Arch 1950 Datum based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA): 

377413, 8103319; 377805, 8103412; 378739, 8102857; 379103, 8102922; 

380332, 8102454; 380758, 8102335; 385232, 8102163; 398676, 8101932; 

397534, 8099466; 399835, 8087709; 399813, 8075507; 378500, 8071484; 

378133, 8072243; 375159, 8067134; 375665, 8065634; 372108, 8065359; 

358861, 8079052; 360868, 8081000; 364166, 8096333; 

22. WEDZA NORTH 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Poltimore, Sandra Farm and Mendamu Farm, then generally north-

eastwards along the northern boundary of Sandra farm so as to exclude 

Rhodesdale farm to where it meets the western boundary of Dudley farm, 

then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Dudley estate to 

trigonometrical beacon 334 at Mutoramhande Farm, then south-eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Mutoramhande, Vilendy, Lendy farms to the 

western boundary of Watondale farm, then generally north-eastwards along 

the western boundary of Watondale and Elmswood farms to where it meets 

the north most corner of Elmswood farm, then generally eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Elmswood farm, then south-eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Elmswoord farm to where it meets the north-eastern 

beacon of Watondale, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 
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Watondale to where it meets the northern boundary of Curruthersville 

estate, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Curruthersville 

estate so as to exclude the Sambok, Utykik, Rupanga, and Mushangwe 

farms to the junction of Curruthersville and Dindingwe farm boundaries so 

as to include them, then generally north-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Dindingwe farm to where it meets Wenimbi River to the 

northern boundary of Tawoomba farm, then north-eastwards, then south-

eastwards along the Tawoomba farm boundary so as to include it to the 

northern beacon of Zenda farm, then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Zenda, Chipesa, Tsangadzi and Vuma Farms so as to 

include them, to Ruzawi River, then north-eastwards along Ruzawi River to 

Goba Falls (370480,7938271), then southwards along an imaginary line 

across Makwarimba hills to the trigonometrical beacon (1207) 

(370506,7935965), then south-westwards along an imaginary line to where 

it meets an unnamed tributary of Mare river, so as to include Mumbire, 

Tungwarara, Chinyanga, Mwangara villages, and exclude Mugurungi and 

Gideon villages, then north-westwards along the unnamed tributary  ofg 

Mare to its source, then generally westwards along an imaginary line to 

where it meets the southern boundary of Matsine Secondary School, then 

north-westwards along an imaginary line so as to include Matsine 

Secondary School to where it meets the Wedza-Murambinda tarred road, 

then north-westwards, then westwards along the Wedza-Murambinda road 

to its junction with a gravel road (361610,7937371), then south-westwards 

along an imaginary line to where it meets Jekwa river so as to include 

Chikumbirike, Matiza 2, Matemba, Nyamadzawo villages and Nhekairo 

Business Centre, then, south-westwards along Jekwa river to its confluence 

with Nyamidzi river, so as to exclude Chiwoko village, Dowa Mountains and 

Mufambanhando villages to a point (355135,7929636), then south 

westwards along an imaginary line to where it meets the Nyaruzimbiri pools 

in Save river so as to exclude Munzverengi, Masenda, Matsveru villages and 

St; Joseph School, then generally south-westwards along Save river(the 

administrative boundary of the Wedza-Chikomba districts) to where it meets 

the south-western beacon of Espy farm, then northwards along the western 

farm boundary of Espy farm to the common beacon of Cloutsham, Espy, 

Potluck and Alpha farms, then north-eastwards along the western boundary 

of Cloutsham farm to where it meets the south most corner of Par farm, 

then north-westwards along the south-western boundary of Par, Corfe, 

Laasgedink farms so as to include them to the western boundary of 

Laasgedink farm, then generally northwards along the western boundaries 

of Laasgedink , Pinhoe farm boundaries to the north-western corner of 

Pinhoe farm, then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Pinhoe, Balmoral, Saltash farms so as to include them to the south most 

corner of Mooifontein farm, then generally north-westwards along the 
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Mooifontein farm boundary to where it meets the southern boundary of 

Chimbwanda Small Scale Farms (the north most corner of Rushfontein 

estate), then generally westwards along the along the northern boundaries of 

Rushfontein estate, Balcombe farm, Clovelly farm, to the south most corner 

of the Chimbwanda Small Scale Farm number 26, then generally north-

westwards along the western boundary of Chimbwanda Small Scale Farms 

to where it meets Mupfure River, then generally eastwards along Mupfure 

River to its confluence with Chibedi River, then generally north-eastwards 

along Chibedi River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

(307864,7971525), then generally northwards along the tributary to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream (307675,7972990), then northwards 

along an imaginary line to where it meets an unnamed road 

(307058,7976690), then eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with the road from Mahusekwa (307876,7976874), then north-westwards 

along the road from Mahusekwa to where it crosses Mucherarengombe river, 

then generally south-eastwards along Mucherarengombe river to where an 

unnamed road crosses the river(313558,7975556), then southwards along 

an imaginary line to where it meets Chibedi river, then generally eastwards 

along Chibedi river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

(316631,7975271), then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed 

tributary to a point (319856,7975932), then north-eastwards along an 

imaginary line to where it meets Munondo river, then generally south-

eastwards along Munondo river to the western boundary of Rhodesdale 

farm, then generally south-eastwards along the western boundary of 

Rhodesdale farm to where it meets the junction of Poltimore farm, Sandra 

farm and Mendamu farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

310710.20, 7943186.54; 310430.96, 7947166.57; 312180.34, 7950258.49; 

302575.91, 7955194.70; 302858.78, 7958988.09; 309991.37, 7958534.46; 

310958.29, 7963737.92; 303496.07, 7962811.81; 298905.37, 7969241.97; 

307934.42, 7971985.30; 307692.75, 7973461.31; 307035.30, 7976751.14; 

307864.26, 7976829.10; 307600.88, 7977632.59; 307295.76, 7978472.57; 

307451.08, 7978373.97; 310617.48, 7977474.85; 313427.87, 7975779.26; 

313511.11, 7974231.13; 316544.47, 7975039.68; 317290.29, 7976078.34; 

319811.45, 7975904.47; 320478.80, 7977424.71; 324264.58, 7975806.29; 

324298.99, 7975810.25; 324778.94, 7974059.23; 332933.07, 7977235.84; 

334483.86, 7981437.97; 342037.69, 7977460.95; 342736.25, 7979650.46; 

342949.28, 7980223.62; 343145.28, 7981351.62; 343573.57, 7981408.98; 
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343866.36, 7981632.18; 343527.96, 7981963.03; 343237.28, 7981894.29; 

343571.95, 7983683.29; 343701.28, 7983841.29; 344504.61, 7983645.95; 

345330.30, 7983427.37; 345429.97, 7983491.37; 345432.16, 7983551.34; 

346064.73, 7983438.98; 346189.79, 7982613.56; 347265.34, 7982113.31; 

347590.50, 7983038.78; 348165.79, 7982813.66; 347215.31, 7980337.41; 

345489.44, 7979637.05; 344749.36, 7975147.22; 347602.82, 7971768.13; 

349478.63, 7969546.76; 352976.11, 7964073.43; 356408.30, 7965572.35; 

356428.17, 7965515.58; 356578.63, 7965558.16; 356641.08, 7964927.93; 

356638.25, 7962724.97; 358049.62, 7963560.58; 360152.44, 7964794.48; 

360707.25, 7963625.06; 365247.81, 7962536.90; 362885.87, 7961083.40; 

363885.15, 7957585.92; 363567.20, 7955905.32; 363953.28, 7952044.46; 

362204.55, 7951067.89; 366042.69, 7948070.06; 366860.28, 7946321.32; 

366374.28, 7945413.85; 370486.31, 7938322.58; 370506.36, 7935989.77; 

367105.81, 7935024.13; 366936.89, 7935537.31; 364901.32, 7935963.92; 

361623.53, 7937396.69; 355315.10, 7929826.83; 352616.10, 7927556.43; 

348625.10, 7921925.95; 343986.39, 7923862.36; 310710.20, 7943186.54. 

WEDZA SOUTH 
An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from Goba falls in Ruzawi 

river, then generally southwards along Ruzawi river (Administrative 

boundary of Wedza and Makoni districts) to its confluence with Mucheke 

river, then generally southwards along Mucheke river to its confluence with 

Save river, so as to include farms 35, 58, 60, 61, 451, 452, 454, 455, 456, 

457, 458, 459, 441, 440, 439, 438, 437, 436, 432, 429, then generally 

westwards along Save river to its confluence with Rwenje river so as to 

exclude Ziyambe Purchase Lands and include Matove Primary School, 

Mazodza Mountain Range and Mushipe Primary School, then generally 

westwards along Rwenje river so as to exclude the following villages 

Chitsunge, Parwaringa, Nganga, Tazviwana and Makono and to include 

Rwenje Dip tank and St Cecelia Primary School to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream (348690, 7898646), then south-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to a point(346731.7,7895532.7), then westwards along an 

imaginary line to the source of an unnamed tributary into Murove river 

(345182, 7895464), then north-westwards along Murove river so as to 

exclude Chisaira Primary school to the source of Murove river 

(344231.8,7897035.2), then north-westwards along an imaginary line to 

where its meets a road from Mutengwa Primary School, then north-

eastwards along a road from Mutengwa Primary school so as to include it to 

where it meets a footpath (345541.9,7900096.9), then generally westwards 
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along the footpath from Mutengwa Primary school to where it meets Rwenje 

river (345066.7,7900206.9), then westwards along Rwenje river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary (342994.4,7900287.2), then 

generally northwards along the unnamed tributary to where an unnamed 

road crosses the tributary, then generally north-eastwards along the 

unnamed road where it crosses an unnamed stream (344194,7901263), 

then generally north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to where an 

unnamed road crosses the unnamed stream (344872,7902709), then 

generally north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with 

unnamed stream then generally north-eastwards along the road to a point 

(346004 , 7903947), then generally northwards along an imaginary line to 

where it meets an unnamed stream, a tributary of Rundi river (345728, 

79050390, then generally north-westwards along the stream so as to 

include Chinyamungororo hills to a point (345636 , 7905352), then 

northwards along an imaginary line to a foothpath on the source of 

unnamed stream, then westwards along an imaginary line to the confluence 

of Chikunzvi and Chipakata rivers (342241, 7907683; 339896, 7967731; 

334264, 7907842), then north westwards along Chikunzvi river to where a 

footpath crosses the river (334752, 7910087), then generally north-

eastwards along the footpath up to the southern boundary of Gwenda farm 

where it meets a tributary of Chikunzvi river (336073,7912532), then 

generally west-wards along the tributary to the source of the tributary 

(335114,7912786), then generally westwards along an imaginary line to 

where it meets an unnamed road (331239,792856), then generally 

southwards along an imaginary line to where it meets Chipakata river, then 

generally southwards along the river to where an unnamed road crosses the 

river (331471,7910597), the generally south-westwards along the unnamed 

road to where it meets Magangara river, then generally north-westwards 

along Magangara river to where it meets the south-eastern beacon of farm 

161 , then generally northwards along the eastern boundaries of farms 162, 

171, 178, 191 so as to exclude them to where it meets the road from 

Rutanhira Primary School (326322,7915873), then generally north-

eastwards along the road to a point(332221, 7922160), then eastwards 

along an imaginary line to the source of unnamed tributary (337791, 

7922971), then eastwards along the unnamed tributary to its confluence 

with Taombera river, then generally north-eastwards along Taombera river 

to its confluence with Save river, then generally south-eastwards along Save 

river to where it meets Nyamuzingiri pools (348638,7921881), then generally 

north-eastwards along an imaginary line to where it meets the Romorehoto 

Mountain peak, at Nyamidzi river, then generally northwards along 

Nyamidzi river to its confluence with Jekwa river, then generally north-

eastwards along Jekwa river to its source (361394,7937187), so as to 

include Mufambanhando, Chirinda, Matsveru and Nhekairo villages and 
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excluding Chihowa, Longone villages and Nyamidzi diptank, then 

northwards along an imaginary line to where it meets the Wedza-

Murambinda tarred road, then generally eastwards along the Wedza-

Murambinda tarred road to its junction with a road (363607,7936211), then 

south-eastwards along an imaginary line to where it meets the south-

eastern boundary of Matsine Secondary School so as to exclude it, to where 

it meets the source of an unnamed tributary of Mare river, then, south 

eastwards along the unnamed tributary of Mare river to a point 

(367109,7934987), then north-eastwards along an imaginary line to where it 

meets the Makwarimba mountain peak (1207)(370509,7935970), then 

northwards along an imaginary line to where it meets Goba falls in Ruzawi 

river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (36S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

364944.91, 7895359.01; 364604.79, 7894671.62; 363429.80, 7894666.86; 

361812.42, 7894076.99; 360685.01, 7894188.78; 359850.15, 7893898.61; 

359609.92, 7894153.11; 357959.23, 7894488.48; 356860.36, 7894174.51; 

356087.35, 7894500.37; 355428.50, 7894371.93; 355564.08, 7895102.13; 

355511.75, 7895206.78; 354736.36, 7896103.48; 351784.79, 7897366.37; 

349810.03, 7896583.84; 349303.41, 7897461.51; 348675.48, 7898653.14; 

346720.35, 7895577.73; 344486.93, 7895063.97; 344315.68, 7897011.97; 

345229.03, 7899644.98; 345550.13, 7900101.65; 344558.29, 7900387.07; 

343381.09, 7900416.55; 342959.49, 7900306.09; 343323.84, 7900768.82; 

344062.37, 7901011.43; 344947.18, 7902634.76; 344882.96, 7902798.88; 

344968.58, 7902877.37; 346038.91, 7903826.39; 345703.54, 7905078.67; 

345617.91, 7905342.69; 345646.46, 7905685.19; 344226.49, 7907504.75; 

344103.39, 7907655.46; 334254.22, 7907820.31; 334261.00, 7907873.13; 

335184.69, 7908446.04; 334810.88, 7910030.69; 334748.58, 7910071.32; 

335707.49, 7910816.24; 335788.76, 7910897.50; 336097.05, 7912572.67; 

334216.81, 7912910.93; 331172.46, 7912889.60; 330998.76, 7912237.45; 

331510.72, 7910505.01; 330035.78, 7909243.39; 329990.07, 7909206.82; 

330099.78, 7908548.58; 328877.77, 7907503.33; 328875.94, 7907446.78; 

327856.22, 7909072.44; 327405.33, 7909172.32; 325459.62, 7908867.65; 

326306.69, 7915786.19; 330170.40, 7916162.97; 330711.91, 7917117.57; 

331368.83, 7918145.09; 332222.41, 7922161.49; 343986.39, 7923862.36; 

348625.10, 7921925.95; 352616.10, 7927556.43; 355951.16, 7930601.85; 
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356201.72, 7930909.81; 356128.42, 7931001.81; 356219.67, 7931072.12; 

355980.33, 7932072.86; 356122.44, 7932534.15; 356251.09, 7932403.26; 

356295.96, 7932495.26; 356594.39, 7933674.01; 356841.21, 7934482.34; 

357089.53, 7934500.29; 357129.91, 7934501.79; 357251.08, 7934465.89; 

357325.87, 7934928.49; 357644.50, 7935145.76; 358486.67, 7935240.38; 

360150.09, 7935899.31; 361623.53, 7937396.69; 364901.32, 7935963.92; 

366936.89, 7935537.31; 367105.81, 7935024.13; 370506.36, 7935989.77; 

370486.31, 7938322.58; 371299.21, 7937262.28; 371425.44, 7936621.04; 

371980.84, 7936166.63; 371895.00, 7935409.26; 372258.54, 7935378.97; 

372526.14, 7935560.74; 372622.07, 7935515.29; 373404.68, 7934174.76; 

375091.07, 7932389.91; 375000.19, 7932233.39; 375025.43, 7932157.66; 

376641.14, 7926957.11; 376650.99, 7926850.57; 382036.10, 7926873.29; 

382210.30, 7926767.26; 384815.76, 7919505.69; 385607.12, 7915556.27; 

385425.34, 7915158.64; 386413.75, 7909226.78; 387583.93, 7909584.65; 

389816.36, 7907497.07; 389233.80, 7905690.39; 392062.69, 7902641.38; 

392102.45, 7897598.53; 392767.07, 7885632.57; 391892.27, 7885251.98; 

390797.20, 7886296.51; 390795.94, 7886297.19; 389671.20, 7885916.59; 

383911.18, 7886308.55; 380065.49, 7887603.70; 377145.71, 7889324.89; 

374947.36, 7890104.54; 375157.54, 7890843.00; 373470.44, 7892101.23; 

373385.23, 7892135.31; 372305.94, 7893397.80; 370641.55, 7895104.79; 

365989.23, 7896364.44; 365245.08, 7896086.10; 365240.83, 7896089.58; 

364944.91, 7895359.01.  
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CHAPTER 6 

 

MASHONALAND WEST PROVINCE 

 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

CHEGUTU MUNICIPALITY  

 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Hippo Pools and ZESA servitude, then south westwards along ZESA 

servitude to a point (UTM 36K 196526.28;  7994971.97), then generally 

north westwards along a line drawn from a point (UTM 36K 196526.28; 

7994971.97) so as to include stand number 26016 to a gravel road, then 

north westwards along the gravel road so as to include stand number 25199 

to a gravel road from Gatsi to Kaguvi, then north eastwards along the gravel 

road from Gatsi to Kaguvi to a point (UTM 196540.08; 7995346.25) adjacent 

to stand number 25257, then north westwards along the line drawn on the 

eastern boundary of stand numbers 24466-24405 so as to exclude them, 

then north westwards along the straight line to a point on the southern 

boundary of Hippovale farm (Chegutu Municipal Boundary) (UTM 36K 

194694.8;  7997252.3), then north eastwards along the Municipal boundary 

to a point ( UTM 36K195400.1;7997910.6), then south eastwards along a 

straight line to a point (UTM 36K 195400.1; 7997910.6) to Hippo Pools road, 

then generally south-wards along Hippo Pools road to its intersection with 

ZESA servitude, the starting point.   

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

197126.5, 7995140.8; 196861.5, 7995047.6; 196526.60, 7994973.76; 

194718.9, 7997253.4; 194696.0, 7997258.0; 195789.61, 7997602.08; 

196592.28, 7996883.43; 196661.01, 7996874.26; 197010.8, 7995790.2; 

197109.31, 7995267.41. 

Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Mupfure river and Chinhoyi-Chegutu road, then generally eastwards along 

Mupfure river to the western boundary of Lambourne Extensionn farm so as 

to include Dodhill Nurseries, then generally southwards along the western 

boundary of Lambourne Extensionn farm to the northern beacon of De-rus 

farm, then generally south westwards along the northern  boundary of De-

rus farm and Risboro farm  to the southern boundary of Clauden Band 

which is the boundary of Rifle Range Extensionn and Hintonville suburbs, 

then north westwards along the property boundary of Rifle Range 
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Extensionn and Hintonville suburbs to its junction with Cattle trail, then 

south westwards along Cattle trail to its junction with Alexandra Avenue, 

then generally north westwards along Alexandra Avenue to its intersection 

with Kennedy street, then south westwards along Kennedy street to its 

intersection with Concession Hill road, then south eastwards along 

Concession Hill road to its intersection with Sykes street, then south 

westwards along Sykes street to its junction with Cattle Trail Extensionn 

(Pickstone road), then north westwards along Pickstone road to its junction 

with Harare- Bulawayo road, then south westwards along Harare -Bulawayo 

road to the eastern boundary of Lion Vlei farm, then generally north 

westwards along the boundary of Lion Vlei farm to the boundary of Ameva 

Extensionn farm, then north eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Ameva farm to the south eastern boundary of Ameva farm then, north 

westwards along the boundary of Ameva Extensionn farm to Chakari road, 

then generally south eastwards along Chakari road to its intersection with 

railway strip, then north eastwards along the railway line to its intersection 

with Chinhoyi -Chegutu road, then generally northwards along Chinhoyi -

Chegutu road to its intersection with Mupfure river, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

195260.84, 7990657.08; 194122.05, 7992007.59; 194992.95, 7992804.39; 

194052.26, 7993994.60; 194950.17, 7993933.74; 196890.02, 7993203.51; 

197653.25, 7993253.57; 197691.086, 7993261.71; 197714.275, 

7993252.12; 197776.65, 7993195.75; 197927.79, 7993329.46; 197973.31, 

7993286.59; 198913.48, 7994180.85; 198974.81, 7996103.12; 199564.99, 

7996097.32; 199817.48, 7996028.73; 199802.94, 7995703.41; 199597.38, 

7995380.71; 199657.04, 7994565.01; 199541.69, 7991192.66. 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Kennedy 

Street and Alexandra Avenue, then south eastwards along Alexandra Avenue 

so as to include Hartley 1 Primary School to its junction with Cattle Trail 

road, then north eastwards along cattle trail to the property boundary of 

Riffle range Extensionn and Hintonville suburbs, then generally south 

eastwards along property boundary of Riffle range Extensionn and 

Hintonville suburbs to the northern boundary of Clauden Band and Risboro 

A the southern boundary of Chegutu Municipality area, then generally south 

westwards along Risboro farm boundary to the eastern boundary of New 

March farm, then north westwards along the boundary of New March farm 

to its junction with Bulawayo- Harare road, then generally north eastwards 

along Harare Bulawayo road to its junction with Pickstone road, then south 

eastwards along Pickstone road to its junction with Sykes street, then north 

eastwards along Sykes street to its intersection with Concession Hill road, 
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then north westwards along Concession Hill road to its intersection with 

Kennedy street, then north eastwards along Kennedy street to its 

intersection with Alexandra Avenue, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

199021.7, 7990007.7; 195285.6, 7990658.4; 196612.9, 7991883.4; 

197310.9, 7991180.8; 197825.7, 7991669.5; 197593.5, 7991936.8; 

198027.3, 7992349.3; 199083.52, 7991766.54; 199544.8, 7991186.1; 

198996.5, 7989987.1. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chakari road 

and Robert Mugabe Way, north-eastwards along Robert Mugabe Way to its 

junction with Chindiya Avenue, then eastwards along Chindiya Avenue to 

Chegutu road, then north-eastwards along Chindiya Avenue to its junction 

with Mavhudzi road, then north-westwards along Mavhudzi road to its 

junction with a gravel road, then north-eastwards along the gravel road so 

as to exclude Chegutu Primary School to Kamba Street so as to exclude 

stand numbers C282-C289, then northwards along Kamba Street to stand 

number C89, then eastwards along a gravel road to its junction with Hippo 

Pools road so as to include stand numbers C89 and C87 and exclude 

Pfupajena Secondary School, then southwards along Hippo Pools road to its 

junction with 17th street, then generally north eastwads along 17th Street to 

its junction with 8th Street, then eastwards along 8th Street then further 

eastwards along a straight line to a stream, then generally southwards along 

the stream to Hippo Pools road, then generally south eastwards along Hippo 

Pools road its junction with Chakari road, then south westwards along 

Chakari road, to its junction with Robert Mugabe Way, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

196645.7, 7993307.7; 196845.8, 7993633.1; 197343.77, 7993813.29; 

197398.76, 7993933.96; 197455.28, 7993699.50; 197637.04, 7993926.32; 

197770.69, 7993889.66; 197749.31, 7993619.31; 197537.0, 7993445.9; 

197652.32, 7993255.78. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of the 

gravel road to Nyangani shopping centre with another gravel road at stand 

number 23972 so as to include it, then north westwards along the gravel 

road to gravel road from Kaguvi Primary School to Gatsi Business Centre 

then south westwards along the gravel road to stand number 26551 so as to 

exclude it, then north westwards along the property boundaries of stand 

numbers 26545-26537, 26536-26534 so as to exclude them, then south 

westwards along a line drawn to stand number 28452 -28502, then south 
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westwards along the property boundary of stands numbers 31613-31625, 

31636-31649, 31922-31964 to the gravel road to Dear love farm, then north 

eastwards along a straight line from 31964 to a point (195400.1, 

7997910.6), then south eastwards along a line drawn from a point 

(195400.1, 7997910.6) to eastern property boundaries of stand numbers 

24466-24405 so as to include them to a point (194694.8, 7997252) to a 

gravel road from Kaguvi to Gatsi Business Centre, then southwestwards 

along the Kaguvi - Gatsi gravel road to the junction of a gravel road, then 

south eastwards along the gravel road to stand number 26017 so as to 

exclude it, then south eastwards along a straight line to a point (196526.28, 

7994971.97) along the ZESA servitude, then eastwards along the ZESA 

servitude to the north eastern beacon of Kaguvi Primary School then south 

westwards along the Boundary of Kaguvi Primary School to a gravel road to 

Nyangani Shopping centre, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

196278.4, 7994014.1; 195718.59, 7994573.95; 196259.30, 7994524.31; 

196524.31, 7994772.90; 196754.19, 7994617.10; 196796.57, 7994575.10; 

196796.00, 7994576.24; 196788.74, 7994552.57; 196665.79, 7994417.77; 

196353.331, 7994074.102. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Pfupajena Secondary School at Hippo Pools road, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Pfupajena Secondary School to 8th street, 

then southwards along 8th street to its junction with 4th street then 

eastwards along 4th street to a footpath, to a stream, then generally 

southwards along the stream to a point (UTM -ZONE 36K S 

197766.9;7993884.00) then north westwards along a straight line drawn 

from a point (UTM -ZONE 36K S 197766.9;7993884.00) to 17th street, then 

north westwards along 17th street to its junction with 8th street, then 

generally south westwards along 8th street to Hippo pools road, then 

northwards along Hippo pools road to a gravel road at stand number C87, 

then westwards along a gravel road to its intersection with Kamba road so 

as to include C87 and C89, then southwards along Kamba road so as to 

include stand numbers: C299 – C280 to its junction with the gravel road 

then generally south westwards along the gravel road to its junction with 

Mavhudzi road, then south eastwards along Mavhudzi road to Chegutu 

road, then southwards along Chegutu road to its junction with Chindiya 

road, then north westwards along Chindiya road to its junction with Robert 

Mugabe way, then north eastwards along Robert Mugabe way to its junction 

with Hippo pools road, then northwards along Hippo pools road to the north 

western beacon of Pfupajena secondary school, the starting point.  
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The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

196840.20, 7993634.25; 197093.71, 7994010.90; 197331.08, 7994237.20; 

197532.27, 7994357.68; 197543.92, 7994340.40; 197811.02, 7994392.33; 

197770.48, 7993885.46; 197690.62, 7993883.35; 197397.52, 

7993931.245; 197183.20, 7993440.80. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mupfure river with an unnamed stream (UTM 36 197884.3 7995877.7), 

then, then generally southwards along a stream to a point (UTM -ZONE 36 

197766.9;7993884.00), then westwards along a straight line to 4th street, 

then westwards along 4th street to its junction with 8th street, then 

northwards along 8th street to the northern boundary of Pfupajena 

secondary school, then westwards along the northern boundary of 

Pfupajena secondary school to Hippo pools road, then southwards along 

Hippo pools road to Robert Mugabe way, then generally south westwards 

along Robert Mugabe Way to its junction with Pfupajena road, then north 

westwards along Pfupajena road so as to include Westend shopping Centre 

to its junction with a gravel road at stand number 23280 so as to exclude it, 

then generally north eastwards along the gravel to western boundary of 

stand number 23174 then northwards along eastern property P1371 -1345 

so as to include them boundary of stand numbers P1371-1345 so as to 

include them to its junction with Hippo Pools road then northwards along 

Hippo Pools road to a junction with an unnamed road, then north 

westwards along the unnamed road to the southern boundary of Hippovale 

farm then North eastwards along the Southern boundary of Hippovale farm 

to Mupfure river, then generally south eastwards along Mupfure river to its 

confluence with a stream, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

197810.64, 7994393.01; 197315.97, 7994313.127; 197094.154, 

7994009.45; 196804.63, 7994379.99; 197028.713, 7994521.716; 

197261.00, 7994592.48; 196591.03, 7996880.57; 195401.16, 7997915.88; 

196215.95, 7998674.54; 197852.05, 7998996.30; 197812.43, 7996055.69. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Hippo pools road and the ZESA servitude, then south eastwards along 

Hippo pools road to the eastern boundary of stand number P1371 so as to 

include it, then south westwards along the boundary of property numbers 

P1371-1345, so as to include stand numbers 23153-23174 and exclude 
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stand numbers P1371-1345 to its junction with a gravel road, then generally 

south westwards along the gravel road so as to include stand numbers 

23280 to Pfupajena road, then generally south eastwards along Pfupajena 

road so as to exclude Westend shops and include Pfupajena Primary school 

to the south eastern boundary of Pfupajena primary school to its junction 

with a gravel road, then south westwards along the gravel road to the south 

western boundary of Pfupajena primary school to its junction with a gravel 

road, then north westwards along the gravel road to an unnamed tarred 

road so as to exclude stand number P361-P355, then south westwards 

along the tarred road to its junction with Welfare centre road so as to 

exclude stand number P361, then north westwards along Welfare centre 

road to Magamba road so as to include stand number P1435, then north 

eastwards along Magamba road to its junction with a gravel road so as to 

include stand number 23489 and exclude stand numbers 23568 and 

23567, then north westwards along the gravel road into another gravel road 

at stand number 23527 so as to include it, then south westwards, north 

westwards along the gravel road so as to include stand numbers 23526, 

23542 to its junction with another gravel road at 23455 so as to include it, 

then generally north eastwards along the gravel road to the eastern 

boundary of Kaguvi primary school, then north eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Kaguvi primary school so as to exclude it and include stand 

numbers 23333 - 23320 to the ZESA servitude, then north eastwards along 

the ZESA servitude to Hippo pools road, the starting point.   

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

197009.45, 7994060.77; 196842.128, 7993816.103; 196607.67, 

7993856.87; 196353.05, 7994073.893; 196796.711, 7994574.83; 

196858.170, 7995039.78; 197139.230, 7995136.421; 196804.52, 

7994379.83; 196896.72, 7994213.99; 196933.31, 7994121.07. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the junction of Robert Mugabe 

way and Pfupajena road, then south westwards along Robert Mugabe way so 

as to exclude stand number P36 and include stand number P257 to its 

junction with Chakari road, then north westwards along Chakari road so as 

to include Pfupajena Stadium to its junction with gravel road, then north 

eastwards along gravel road so as to exclude Municipal staff houses and 

include stand numbers 1387, 1364, 1316, then north westwards to its 

intersection with another gravel road then north eastwards to its junction 

with Magamba road so as to exclude stand numbers 26104, 26110, then 

north eastwards along Magamba road so as to include 1207, 1200 -1195 to 

its junction with Welfare centre road, then south eastwards along Welfare 

centre road so as to include Hartley 2 Primary School to a tarred road so as 
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to include stand number P361, then north eastwards along the tarred road 

to its junction with a gravel road at stand number 42 so as to include it, 

then south eastwards along the gravel road so as to include stand numbers, 

P13, P1 to its junction with a gravel road at stand number P251 so as to 

include it, then north eastwards along the gravel road to its junction with 

Pfupajena road , then south eastwards along Pfupajena road to its junction 

with Mugabe way, the starting point.   

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

196643.98, 7993300.50; 196024.391, 7993543.55; 196283.96, 

7993820.019; 196191.41, 7993915.39; 196191.30, 7993915.36; 

196352.991, 7994074.01; 196608.072, 7993857.45; 196841.87, 

7993815.90; 97009.411, 7994060.906; 197094.18, 7994009.641. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Mupfure river and Chinhoyi-Chegutu road, then generally southwards along 

Chinhoyi-Chegutu road to its intersection with Harare-Bulawayo railway 

line, then south westwards along the railway line to its intersection with 

Chakari road, then generally south westwards along Chakari road to its 

junction with Hippo pools road, then north westwards along Hippo pools 

road to its junction with a gravel road to Chinengundu then north eastwards 

along the gravel road to a stream, then generally northwards along the 

stream to its confluence with Mupfure river, then generally eastwards along 

Mupfure river to its intersection with Chinhoyi -Chegutu road, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

198913.50, 7994181.10; 197973.35, 7993286.67; 197776.62, 7993195.46; 

197691.05, 7993261.45; 197653.25, 7993253.64; 197535.97, 7993444.30; 

197774.97, 7993579.97; 197751.95, 7995648.96; 197812.53, 7996055.59; 

198974.88, 7996103.03; 198979.17, 7995827.29; 198735.93, 7994834.84. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of a 

gravel road from Nyangani shopping centre with another gravel road at 

stand number 23543, then south eastwards, north eastwards along the 

gravel road to its junction with a gravel road at stand number 23567 so as 

to include stand numbers 23543, 23542, 23563, 23567, then south 

eastwards along the gravel road to its junction with Magamba road, then 

south westwards along Magamba road to the southern most beacon of the 

proposed primary and secondary schools, then north- westwards along the 

boundary of proposed primary and secondary schools to a gravel road from 
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Gatsi to Kaguvi, then north eastwards along the gravel road from Gatsi to 

Kaguvi to its junction with a Gravel road at the northern corner of New Hope 

College, then south eastwards along the gravel road to its junction with a 

gravel road to Nyangani business centre, then north eastwards along the 

gravel road to Nyangani so as to include 24088, 24087 to stand number 

23543, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

196258.72, 7994523.25; 195981.11, 7994811.98; 195632.333, 

7994542.96; 193885.43, 7996503.51; 194694.62, 7997257.75; 196541.54, 

7995346.26; 196347.13, 7995161.15; 196526.09, 7994972.89; 196858.04, 

7995039.88; 196731.134, 7994928.37; 196714.88, 7994887.70; 

196580.88, 7994831.14; 196580.90, 7994830.98. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of a 

gravel road to Dear Love farm and property boundary of stand number 

31964, then south eastwards along property boundary of stand numbers 

31963-31922, stand numbers 31649-31613 and stand numbers 28502-

28452, then further eastwards along a straight line drawn from stand 

number 28452 to 26534, 26537, 26545, 26551 to a gravel road from Gatsi 

business centre to Kaguvi, then north eastwards along a gravel road from 

Gatsi to Kaguvi to another gravel road at the western beacon of New Hope 

college, then south eastwards along the gravel road to the boundary of the 

proposed primary school then further south eastwards along the boundary 

of proposed primary school to its junction with Magamba road so as to 

exclude the proposed primary school, then south westwards along Magamba 

road so as to include 26157 to its junction with a gravel road, then south 

eastwards along a gravel road so as to include 26110 to its junction with 

another gravel road at stand number 26104, then south westwards along 

the gravel road to its junction with Chakari road, then north westwards 

along Chakari road so as to include Council staff house to Bayhorse road, 

then north westwards along Bayhorse road to its junction with a gravel road 

to Dear love farm (Municipal boundary), then north eastwards along a gravel 

road to Dear love farm to property boundary of stand number 31964, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

192724.03, 7995420.11; 193885.55, 7996503.14; 195632.33, 7994542.85; 

195670.65, 7994540.86; 195718.15, 7994572.11; 196280.27, 7994003.26; 

196191.49, 7993915.84; 196284.065, 7993819.97; 196024.45, 

7993543.96; 194950.22, 7993933.46; 194719.14, 7993919.92; 194091.55, 

7994010.53; 194091.56, 7994010.55; 194052.04, 7993994.48. 
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CHEGUTU RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyundo River and its tributary from Showani Village, then generally south 

eastwards along Nyundo River to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

which separates Nyamashesha Primary School and Nyamashesha Secondary 

School, then southwards along the stream to a gravel road to Kadhani 

Business Centre, then south westwards along the gravel road to Kadhani 

Business Centre to the District boundary (Muzvezve river), then generally 

westwards along the District boundary (Muzvezve river) to its confluence 

with its tributary, then generally northwards along the tributary to a point 

where it intersects with the road to Rukuma business centre, then generally 

north eastwards along the gravel road to a point (UTM 36K 250070.0, 

7954472.8), then north eastwards along a line drawn from the 

aforementioned point to its junction with Mvurachena river, then generally 

eastwards along Mvurachena river to its confluence with a stream, then 

south eastwards along the stream to the confluence of Nyundo river and its 

tributary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

881498, 7947033; 881497.7, 7947504.6; 881962.7, 7949627.4; 883762.1, 

7952269.2; 885150.3, 7955443.3; 886033.1, 7956622.7; 887434.9, 

7955793.8; 887407.9, 7955847.7; 887869.6, 7955224.3; 888449.1, 

7955332.1; 889406.1, 7955322.0; 889567.8, 7955335.5; 890545.0, 

7955780.3; 890942.6, 7956339.6; 890952.7, 7956528.3; 890954.4, 

7956545.2; 891151.5, 7956366.6; 891298.1, 7956267.2;  891355.4, 

7956376.7; 891528.9, 7956162.7; 891638.4, 7956317.7;  891739.5, 

7956191.4; 891877.7, 7955782.0; 891972.0, 7955402.9;  891923.2, 

7955164.5; 891975.4, 7955071.8; 892271.9, 7954755.1;  892898.6, 

7953462.9; 893075.5, 7951402.4; 893068.8, 7951422.6;  892974.5, 

7950586.9; 893230.5, 7949346.9; 894443.6, 7947898.0;  895151.2, 

7947109.5; 895671.8, 7946700.1; 895713.92, 7946708.56; 895700.02, 

7946596.10; 895681.07, 7946408.24; 895435.09, 7946012.32; 895028.21, 

7945238.16; 894615.02, 7944454.73; 894481.08, 7944339.75; 894377.04, 

7944284.57; 894198.46, 7944228.55; 894058.62, 7944266.04; 893838.76, 

7944269.41;  893525.39, 7944357.44;  882190.6, 7947299.1. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence Mudzingwa 

dam and Nyamawanga river, then generally southwards, south eastwards so 

as to include Matongo village and exclude Mudarikwa village, then 

southeastwards to include Rutize village and Rukuma primary school 

exclude Mushure village, then north eastwards to Nyangweni river, then 

south eastwards along Nyangweni to include Chisango and Madziva villages 
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to a gravel road to Rukuma business centre, then south westwards along a 

straight line at point (UTM 36K 248387.4; 7951864.2) into a stream, then 

further south westwards along the stream into Muzvezve river ( the District 

boundary), then generally westwards, north eastwards along the district 

boundary to a stream at point (UTM 36K 232322.2; 7956531, 6), then north 

eastwards along the stream so as to include Hunda, Zihwati, Shamhu 

Matongo and Petrose villages and exclude Pariyanga, Mareva and 

Mudarikwa to the confluence of Nyamawanga river and Mudzingwa dam, the 

starting point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

881523.4, 7946941.9; 880590.0, 7946985.7; 880310.3, 7946665.6; 

880010.5, 7946497.1; 879532.0, 7946958.7; 878497.5, 7947073.3; 

878029.1, 7946645.4; 877479.9, 7946857.7; 877112.6, 7946797.0; 

876839.7, 7946109.6; 876964.4, 7945695.2; 876202.8, 7945439.1; 

875131.3, 7945280.7; 875111.1, 7945277.3; 874491.1, 7945658.1; 

873935.1, 7945880.5; 873901.4, 7946288.2; 873412.8, 7946965.5; 

872152.6, 7947403.5; 871724.7, 7947326.0; 870801.4, 7948043.7; 

869608.6, 7948505.4; 868992.0, 7948067.3; 868543.8, 7948710.9; 

868483.2, 7949455.6; 867704.8, 7948913.1; 867078.0, 7948555.9; 

866592.8, 7948916.5; 865848.1, 7949580.3; 864969, 7949779; 864039, 

7950480; 866060, 7954854; 866060, 7954854; 869619, 7955622. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chirundazi and Mupfure rivers, then generally eastwards along Mupfure 

river to its confluence with Nyangweni river, then generally south eastwards 

along Nyangweni river to its confluence with Tumbgwi river, then 

southwards along Tumbgwi river past Muza dam so as to include Muza 

Dam, then southwards along a tributary near Mashayamombe School so as 

to exclude it, then south eastwards along the stream which separate 

Nyamayaro and Goremusandu villages so as to exclude Goremusandu to 

Nyamawanga river, then north westwards along Nyamawanga river to its 

confluence with Chirundazi river, northwards along Chirundazi river to its 

confluence with Mupfure river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

873412.8, 7968985.6; 872186.3, 7968904.8; 872051.5, 7968834.0; 

871074.4, 7967762.5; 870656.5, 7967412.0; 869962.4, 7967277.3; 

869315.4, 7967641.2; 868028.3, 7968173.6; 866950.0, 7970222.3; 

866026.7, 7971799.2; 865352.8, 7975620.3; 864584.6, 7976530.1; 

863607.4, 7979717.7; 862556.1, 7981065.6; 862286.5, 7981227.3; 

865157.4, 7981672.1; 865494.3, 7981550.8; 865757.2, 7980937.5; 

866896.1, 7980411.9; 868196.7, 7979441.4; 869719.8, 7979468.4; 
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871896.5, 7978464.2; 873379.1, 7977824.0; 874080.0, 7977790.3; 

873844.1, 7977298.4; 875293.1, 7975707.9; 876169.1, 7974596.0; 

875367.2, 7973740.1; 875266.1, 7972385.5; 874666.3, 7971698.1; 

873716.1, 7970876.0; 873722.8, 7970872.6. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure 

and Nyangweni rivers, then eastwards along Mupfure River to its confluence 

with Nyundo river, then generally south eastwards along Nyundo River to a 

point (UTM 36K 251211.0; 7967422.9), then westwards along straight line is 

drawn from point (UTM 36K 251211.0; 7967422.9) to Nyangweni River so as 

to include Mutero, Kanengoni and Motsi villages, then generally northwards 

along Nyangweni river to its confluence with a tributary so as to include 

Mubaira township, Paraiwa village, then south westwards along the 

tributary to a point (UTM 36K 242335.0; 7970349.9), then westwards along 

a straight line drawn from the point ( UTM 36K 242335.0; 7970349.9), to a 

gravel road from Mubaira growth point, then south westwards along the 

gravel road from Mubaira growth point to its intersection with Tumbgwi river 

so as to exclude Runyowa and Zhomwa villages and include Paraiwa, Chigiji, 

Chawanda Zibhowa and Musindo villages, then north eastwards along 

Tumbwi river past Muza dam to its confluence with Nyangweni river, then 

further north westwards along Nyangweni river to its confluence with 

Mupfure river, the starting point.The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

879023.17, 7970183.52; 879382.87, 7969884.47; 879553.04, 7969570.26; 

879462.90, 7969274.58; 879462.06, 7969267.84; 879455.32, 7969164.22; 

879901.79, 7968891.29; 880058.47, 7968692.48; 879935.48, 7968631.83; 

879773.74, 7968022.78; 880008.77, 7967568.73; 879888.31, 7967390.99; 

879890.83, 7966892.29; 879603.58, 7966376.75; 879580.83, 7966216.69; 

879670.97, 7966036.42; 879664.2, 7966027.2; 879369.4, 7965368.4, 

879332.3, 7965263.9; 885338.6, 7965191.5; 885807.0, 7966163.6; 

885801.9, 7966172.0; 885434.6, 7966391.1; 885591.3, 7966672.4; 

885769.9, 7967273.9; 885486.9, 7967556.9; 885030.3, 7968269.6; 

885276.3, 7969823.0; 885026.9, 7970993.9; 884610.8, 7972001.4; 

883888.0, 7971755.4; 883249.5, 7972720.8; 881800.5, 7973692.9; 

881323.7, 7974363.5; 880577.4, 7975114.9; 878551, 7976921; 878402, 

7977635. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Nyangweni river and a tributary(near Mubaira growth point), then 

southwards along Nyangweni river so as to exclude Mubaira growth point 

and include Runyowa village to its confluence with Mvurachena river, then 
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eastwards along  a straight line drawn from the confluence of Nyangweni 

and Mvurachena  rivers to Nyundo river at point ( UTM 36K 251231.7, 

7967427.1), then generally south eastwards along Nyundo river to its 

confluence with a tributary ( UTM 36K 257110.4, 7958981.1), then generally 

southwards, then south westwards along the tributary of Nyundo river to its 

confluence with Mvurachena river, so as to include Showani village and 

exclude Madzima village and Matarutse village, then north westwards along 

Mvurachena river to the confluence of Mvurachena with a tributary, then 

generally south westwards, north westwards along the  tributary to its 

confluence with Mvurachena river, then south westwards along Mvurachena 

river so as to include to a point ( UTM 36K 251430.1, 7955417.4), then 

south westwards along a straight line drawn from a point ( UTM 36K 

251430.1, 7955417.4 ) to the gravel road to Rukuma business centre, then 

south westwards along the gravel road to Rukuma business centre so as to 

include Makaure dip tank, Munemo village and Gwata villages to a tributary 

at point (UTM 36K 249354.8, 7953350.4), then north westwards along a 

tributary to its confluence with Nyangweni river, then south westwards 

along a foot path, then further northwest along the said foot path so as to 

include Mushure village and exclude Rutize village to Nyamawanga river 

source, then north westwards along Nyamawanga river so as to include 

Mgambiwa village and Nyabvumo village and exclude Katuruza village, 

Nyatsambo Primary School, Muchechemera Village to its confluence with a 

tributary, the starting point.    

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

879359.3, 7965255.5; 879669.3, 7966012.0; 880060.2, 7967214.9; 

879800.7, 7968016.9; 879460.4, 7969135.6; 879012.2, 7970176.8; 

878368.6, 7969550.0; 877900.3, 7969229.9; 877310.6, 7968967.1; 

877020.8, 7968758.2; 876707.4, 7968498.7; 876677.1, 7968384.2; 

874433.0, 7968492.0; 873489.5, 7968957.0; 873166.0, 7968788.5; 

871777.7, 7968242.6; 870699.5, 7967359.8; 871946.2, 7966557.9; 

872930.1, 7964650.7; 873738.8, 7963329.8; 874278.0, 7961719.2; 

875740.4, 7958443.9; 876050.4, 7957048.9; 876569.3, 7956341.3; 

877216.2, 7956624.4; 878429.3, 7955620.2; 880019.7, 7952783.1; 

881273.2, 7953760.2; 883052.3, 7951078.0; 885181.9, 7953275.0; 

886058.0, 7956590.7; 888059.5, 7955188.9; 890957.4, 7956530.0; 

889589.3, 7959865.9; 888794.1, 7961287.9; 887095.8, 7961894.4; 

886731.9, 7964199.2; 886132.1, 7964798. 

Ward 6 

An area of land  bounded by a line drawn from the junction of southern 

boundary of Blackstone farm and Doranganga river (the District boundary), 

then generally south eastwards to the south westen boundary beacon of 
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Charlesstone, southwards along thewesten farm boundary of Orangea, 

Gorali Brakveld farms so as to exclude them to the north westen boundary 

beacon of Adlams rest farm (Provincial Boundary) to a foot path at point 

(UTM 36K 262158.1; 7949333.6), then north westwards along a footpath to 

a tributary which separates Nyamashesha primary and Nyamashesha 

secondary school into Nyundo river, then generally northwards along 

Nyundo river so as to include Shonhiwa, Dzapata villages to a point (UTM 

36K 252494.6;  7966676.2), then north eastwards along a straight line to 

Nyokandove river, then further north eastwards along a footpath so as to 

include Makuvire and exclude Muderere villages to its intersection with 

Doran‟anga river ( the District boundary ), the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

895705.1, 7946711.1; 896018.4, 7947024.5; 896416.1, 7947385.0; 

897656.1, 7949666.2; 897848.1, 7950454.7; 897817.8, 7951964.2; 

898474.9, 7959933.3; 899728.3, 7960863.3; 900597.7, 7962426.8; 

899701.4, 7963916.1; 898218.8, 7965809.8; 897329.2, 7966928.5; 

896042.0, 7967770.9; 894795.3, 7969031.1; 893562.0, 7968252.8; 

890590.1, 7966419.7; 887510.3, 7964721.4; 886607.2, 7964391.2; 

886378.1, 7962915.4; 887038.5, 7961884.3; 888372.9, 7961095.8;  

889606.2, 7959862.5; 890960.7, 7956499.7; 891523.4, 7956159.4; 

891910.9, 7955226.0; 892874.6, 7953537.8; 893083.6, 7951748.6; 

893238.6, 7949329.2; 894748.1, 7947582.1; 895206.4, 7947100.3; 

895678.1, 7946692.6. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Mupfure river and the south eastern beacon of Fort Martin, then generally 

northeastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Fort Martin so as to 

exclude it to the northern beacon of Fort Martin farm, then generally north 

eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Fort Martin to the north 

eastern beacon of Fort Martin so as to include St Saviour School then 

northwards along a track to Chivero clinic to its intersection with the gravel 

road to Mupfumira business centre to its junction with the road to 

Mavhudzi primary school so as to include Gonza Dip tank and exclude 

Jonhera villages, then north eastwards, eastwards along the road to 

Mavhudzi primary school to its intersection with a footpath, then generally 

northwards along the footpath so as to exclude Chitimbe, Makan‟a and 

Vheremu villages and further northwards along a footpath so as to exclude 

Gan‟a, Kaseke villages and Sweetman business centre to the south eastern 

beacon of Beverly farm, then eastwards the southern boundary of Linden 

park to its intersection with Nyawiye river, then southwards along Nyawiye 

river so as to include Mutimusakwa primary school to its intersection with a 
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stream, then generally north eastwards along the stream to an imaginary 

straight line drawn directly eastwards to Nyadzwore river, then southwards 

along Nyadzwore river to its confluence with Mupfure river, then westwards 

along Mupfure river to its junction with the south eastern beacon of Fort 

Martin farm, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

886570, 7964379; 885307, 7965178; 885802, 7967230; 884842, 7971162; 

881597, 7973932; 879605, 7975418; 878534, 7976227; 878463, 7977662; 

878776.3, 7977889.7; 880171.4, 7977955.4; 881606.8, 7976949.6; 

886165.8, 7975382.8; 887070.5, 7976479.6; 889481.5, 7977308.5; 

891184.8, 7976282.4; 891220.2, 7976272.3; 891200.0, 7974063.6; 

892220.9, 7971895.3; 893696.8, 7970904.6; 894788.6, 7969277.1; 

894773.4, 7969009.2. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the south eastern 

beacon of Beverly farm, then southwards along a foot path so as to include 

Kaseke, Gan‟a villages and Sweetman business centre to a narrow gravel 

road, then westwards south westwards along the gravel road so as to 

include Makan‟a, Vheremu and Chitimbe villages to its junction with 

another gravel road to Gonza, then south westwards along the gravel road 

so as to include Jonhera village and exclude Gonza Dip tank to a footpath 

from Chivero clinic, then generally south westwards along the foot path to 

the northern beacon of Fort Martin farm, then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Fort Martin, eastern boundary of Emojeni, Nugget so as to 

exclude them to the southern western beacon of Malham farm, then 

eastwards along the southern boundaries of Malham and Beverly to the 

south eastern beacon of Beverly farm, the starting point.    

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

877257, 7983318; 876246, 7986782; 876920, 7991594; 880289, 7992335; 

883160, 7992605; 883220.8, 7992530.5; 883578.0, 7991000.7; 885188.6, 

7989241.8; 885741.3, 7988096.2; 885862.6, 7987691.8; 885882.8, 

7986290.1; 885943.4, 7986303.6; 884224.9, 7986276.6; 882513.2, 

7985467.9; 881879.7, 7984355.9; 881798.9, 7984227.9; 880545.4, 

7984194.2; 877283.6, 7983264.2; 876225.6, 7986755.1. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

Chibhero A farm and Nyawiye river, then generally eastwards, along the 

southern boundary of Chibhero A farm and Rock Farm to its intersection 
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with Nyadzwore river, then generally southwards along Nyadzwore river to a 

footpath so as to include Mufuka Primary School, Mufuka village, Mugari 

village Simon Mazorodze, then generally southwestwards along the footpath 

so as to exclude Muzhuzha Business Centre, Chief Nyamweda to Nyawiye 

river generally, then northwards along Nyawiye river to a confluence of 

Nyawiye river and an unammed tributary, then northwestwards along the 

tributary to the southern boundary of Linden Park Farm, then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Linden Park farm into Nyawiye 

river, then northeastwards along Nyawiye river to the southern boundary of 

Chibhero A farm, the starting point.  The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

885131.4, 7979535.8; 884834.8, 7980364.7; 884521.5, 7981058.8; 

885195.4, 7981934.9; 885380.7, 7983282.7; 886014.2, 7985213.5; 

885852.4, 7985611.1; 885936.7, 7986288.4; 885771.6, 7987481.2; 

885390.8, 7988667.3; 884595.6, 7990453.2; 883217.4, 7992545.7; 

883247.8, 7992528.8; 886266.9, 7991737.0; 886600.5, 7991902.1; 

888190.9, 7993637.4; 888292.0, 7994405.7; 889552.2, 7994065.4; 

891270.7, 7993061.2; 892736.5, 7993691.3; 893107.1, 7992609.7; 

893090.3, 7990807.0; 891264, 7985554; 890321, 7981456; 888137, 

7981645; 886304, 7980405; 885334, 7979569. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south eastern beacon of 

Rock farm and Nyadzwore river, then northwards along Nyadzwore river to 

the eastern boundary of Rock farm, to a footpath (UTM 36K 257847.5, 

7997168.6), then eastwards along the foot path so as to include Chigavazira 

and Mabika villages to its intersection with another foot path (UTM 36K 

259949.7, 7995388.9), then southwards along the foot path to a gravel road 

leading to Nyamweda business centre, then generally southwards along a 

gravel road to Nyamweda Business Centre to its intersection with a foot path 

so as to include Monera business centre and exclude Tagarira, Gwanzura 

villages, then eastwards along foot path to a stream, then eastwards along 

the stream to its confluence with Marirangwe river, then southeastwards 

along Marirangwe river to its confluence with Mupfure river, then 

southwestwards along Mupfure river to its confluence with Nyadzwore river, 

then northwards along Nyadzwore river to the south eastern beacon of 

Roack Farm, the starting point The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

890942.19, 7976359.94; 890709.69, 7976215.05; 890268.27, 7976207.89; 

890125.07, 7976330.04; 889887.51, 7977058.71; 889452.84, 7977308.90; 

889100.72, 7976994.69; 888577.59, 7976718.38; 887864.08, 7976948.36; 

888034.25, 7977199.39; 888185.04, 7977565.83; 888046.04, 7977785.69; 
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888195.14, 7977778.96; 888129.44, 7978084.74; 888130.28, 7978275.12; 

887759.63, 7978645.78; 888035.93, 7979015.59; 888221.26, 7979397.19; 

888605.39, 7979647.38; 889328.16, 7979767.00; 890089.69, 7979831.87; 

890709.69, 7980074.48; 890371.0, 7981576.5; 891346.5, 7985641.9; 

892542.7, 7990096.4; 892734.8, 7993695.1; 892967.3, 7994739.7; 

894574.6, 7994433.1; 894574.6, 7994433.1; 894989.0, 7992879.7; 

893594, 7989733; 896559, 7988708; 898419, 7986659; 896856, 7984705; 

891289, 7979664; 891424, 7977225; 890750, 7976187. 

Ward 11  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northwestern beacon of 

Stumps farm and Msengezi small scale farms, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Stumps and Biri River Estate so as to include them to 

the northastern beacon of Biri River Estate, then southwards along the 

estern boundary of Biri River Estate and Railway farm 21 to its junction 

with a railway strip, then eastwards along the railway strip to the 

northeastern beacon of Selous farm so as to include it, then southwards 

along the boundaries of Selous, Lindley, Frenchoek, Paarl Farms so as to 

include them to Saruwe river, then generally northeastwards along Saruwe 

river to the northen beacon of Hopewell Farm so as to include them, then 

southeastwards along the eatern farm boundary of Hopewell farm to the 

northwestern beacon of Curlewood farm, then north eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Curlewood farm so as to include it to the north 

eastern beacon of Curlewood farm, then south eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Curlewood farm and Cotswold farm so as to include Costwold 

farm to the southeastern beacon of Cotswold farm, then southwestwards 

along the boundary of Cotswold farm, Zimbo Drift, Oxford farm, so as to 

include them to the southern boundary beacon of Stocksey farm, then 

generally southwards along the eastrn farm boundaries of Dorothy Hill and 

Maywnard Estate so as to include them to its junction with Mupfure river, 

then generally westwards along Mupfure to its confluence with Chimbo river 

so as to include Kincarrathie farm, then generally westwards along Chimbo 

river to the southeastern beacon of Hillview Estate, then westwards along 

the southern boundary of Hillview Estate so as to include it to mthe 

southwestern boundary beacon of Fairholme farm, then northwards along 

the western farm boundary of Fairholme farm so as to include it to the 

southern farm boundary of Strathmore farm, then eastwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Strathmore farm to its junction with Saruwe 

river, then generally north eastwards along Saruwe river to the southern 

beacon of Virginia farm, then north westwards along the western farm 

boundary of Virginia Farm so as to include it to the Harare Bulawayo road, 

then south westwards along Harare Bulawayo road to the southern beacon 

of Stroomop Farm so as to include it, then generally northwards, along the 

western farm boundary of Stroomop farm to its northwestern boundary 
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beacon, then westwards the southern farm, boundary of Raydon farm so as 

to include it, then generally westwards along southern boundary of Raydon 

farm to the south western boundary beacon, then northwards along the 

western farm boundaries of Raydon and Pilmuir farms so as to include 

Pilmuir farm to its junction with the railway strip, then generally westwards 

along the railway strip to the southwestern beacon of Alpha West farm so as 

to include them to the southwestern boundary beacon of Alpha West farm, 

then generally northwards along the western farm boundaries of Alpha West 

and Stumps farms so as to include Stumps farm to the northwestern 

boundary beacon of Stumps farm, the starting point.   

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

211021.0, 8011087.6; 216866, 8010342; 212044, 8007624; 211414, 

8007276; 210536, 8006563; 210154, 8005569; 212619.5, 8005308.0; 

212354, 8001165; 217906, 8000718; 217260, 7999044; 218585, 7997370; 

219911, 7998049; 222298, 7994172; 223209, 7989051; 228379, 7988371; 

227037, 7986731; 222994, 7985703; 226457, 7982472; 231064, 7987692; 

234345, 7989830; 234478, 7989730; 233799, 7991189; 233782, 7991288; 

237411, 7991620; 235588, 7996111; 234047, 7998712; 231512, 7997519; 

228065, 8000436; 222960, 8000651; 221999, 8005954. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Saruwe 

river and the westen farm boundary of Lucastes farm, to the north western 

beacon of Lucastes farm so as to include Lucastes farm, then generally 

south eastwards along the northen farm boundaries of Lucastes, Franceys, 

so as to include Franceys farm to its junction with Saruwe river then 

generally south eastwards along Saruwe river to the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Halton farm, then southwards along the eastern farm boundaries 

of Halton and Linden Park so as to include them to the eastern farm 

boundary of Linden Park, then south eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of State land so as to include it and exclude Chibhero Agricultural 

College to the north eastern boundary beacon of State land, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of State land to its southern 

boundary beacon at an unnamed dam, then westwards the southern 

boundaries of State and Malham farm so as to include Malham farm to the 

south western boundary beacon of Malham farm, then southwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Nugget, Kelvington, Emojen, so as to include them 

to the south eastern beacon of Emojeni, then north neastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Fort Martin so as to include it to the north 

eastern boundary beacon of Fort Martin then swouth wards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Fort Martin to its south eastern boundary beacon, 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Fort Martin to its junction 
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with an unnamed tributary, then generally southwards along a tributary to 

its confluence with Mupfure river, then westwards along Mupfure river 

including Lothian, Essex farms and Mupfure river to the south western 

boundary of Mupfure farm, then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Mupfure farm so as to include it to the north eastern beacon of 

Maynard Estate, then westwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Maynard Estate so as to exclude it, then to the south eastern boundary of 

Dorothy Hill farm, then generally north eastwards along the western farm 

boundaries of Mupfure, Norwood and Kilvington farms so as to include 

Norwood and Kilvington farms to the eastern boundary beacon of Cotsworld 

farm, then north westwards along the western farm boundary of Masden 

and Breaside Estate so as to include them and exclude Cotsworld, Cuflewod, 

Curlewood farms to the western boundary beacon Braeside Estate, then 

north eastwards along the western boundary of Braeside farm to its junction 

with the southern farm boundary of Glenside A farm, then eastwards along 

the southern farm boundary of Glenside A farm and Little Notts farm so as 

to exclude then and include Shingwiri Extensionn to the north eastern 

boundary beacon of Shingwiri Extensionn, then north eastwards along the 

western farm boundary of Lucastes farm to its junction with Saruwe river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

241630, 8004335; 248985, 8002733; 249519, 7997158; 249816, 7996920; 

252129, 7994488; 248392, 7994904; 247680, 7994726; 242223, 7993955; 

241067, 7988883; 242490, 7984909; 245397, 7985651; 241304, 7982003; 

241082, 7981780; 241111, 7980327; 239117, 7979764; 237070, 7980505; 

235261, 7981484; 231584, 7982462; 231287, 7987504; 234802, 7989728; 

239473, 8002051; 241638, 8005032.  

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Msengezi river 

and north western boundary of Marshal Hartley Estate, then generally 

eastwards along Msengezi river to the north eastern boundary beacon of 

Kutama farm, then south eastwards along Kutama farm boundary so as to 

include it and exclude Rothwell Extensionn, then north eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Rothwell Extensionn so as to include Hunyani Estate 

3A, to the eastern beacon of Hunyani Estate 3, then eastwards along farm 

boundary of Hunyani Estate 3, then southwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Hunyani Estate 3, Stanhope farm, Cromedale Estate and 

Ardmore farm so as to include Stanhope, Cromedale and Ardmore farm to 

the north western beacon of Ardmore farm, then southwards along the 

northern boundary of Ardmore farm to its intersection with Kafufu river, 

then south westwards along Kafufu river to its confluence with Saruwe river, 

then generally south eastwards along Saruwe river to the south west 
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boundary of Littlenotts, then south westwards along boundary of Littlenotts 

farm so as to include it to its intersection with the north eastern boundary 

of Shingwiri Extensionn farm, then westwards along the northern boundary 

of Shingwiri Extensionn farm to its intersection with south eastern 

boundary of Garthnor, then south westwards along north eastern boundary 

of Braeside to its western boundary beacon, then generally south eastwards 

along the southern farm boundary of Chingford farm so as to include it to 

the south western boundary beacon, then generally north westwards along 

the western boundary of Chingiford, Bulfield farm, Duntocher farm so as to 

include Bulfield and Duntocher farms past the railway strip to the north 

western boundary beacon of Moulton Estate so as to include it, then north 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Mouton Estate to its 

northern boundary beacon then, northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Tre Pol Pen, New Woodsgift and South Wood so as to include 

them to the north eastern boundary beacon of farm number 22 of Musengezi 

Small Scale farms, then generally westwards along the northern farm 

boundaries of 22 and 21 Musengezi mall Scale farming farms to the eastern 

farm 20 boundary, then generally north westwards along the eastern farm 

boundary farm number 14 so as to include it and Marshall Hartley Mission 

to its junction with Musengezi river, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

215228, 8022203; 225252, 8026830; 226616, 8024457; 227684, 8026178; 

233378, 8025911; 235187, 8019505; 234890, 8011289; 238954, 8009451; 

238954, 8009451; 238034, 8006455; 241237, 8004824; 239220, 8002214; 

234772, 8001414; 233941, 7998982; 231124, 7998181; 226527, 8003104; 

224332, 8007434; 223680, 8014433; 222850, 8018526; 219231, 8020365. 

Ward 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north western 

beacon of Hunyani Estate 3B, then generally eastwards along the Hunyani 

Estate 3B (District boundary), then southwards along the District boundary 

to the boundary of Selous Kop so as to include John O Groat, Swandale 

Estate, Highfield farm and Selous Kop, then south westwards along the 

boundary of Selous Kop and Highfield, Clifford farm (Norton Town Council 

Boundary) to the southeastern beacon of Railway Farm 30, then 

southwestwards along the southern boundary of Railway Fram 30 to the 

north eastern boundary of Preston Estate further south westwards along the 

boundary of Preston Estate to the southern beacon of Exe farm 

northwestwards along the boundary of Exe farm and Childerley, Makwiro 

Source, Pulham, then to the nort western beacon of Hunyani Estate 3B, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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233823, 8025110; 239161, 8024813; 241237, 8023360; 241267, 8026860; 

246071, 8023716; 246635, 8026741; 249393, 8026504; 252655, 8025258; 

250461, 8023538; 238034, 8006455; 247880, 8019475; 244351, 8016450; 

243639, 8013751; 239843, 8009955; 235602, 8011853; 235662, 8017251. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northen 

boundary of Knockmalloch Estate A and Manyame river, then 

southeastwards along Manyame river (District boundary), then generally 

southwestwards along the District boundary so as to include Knockmalloch, 

Idaho, Maine, Cecil, Blandford, Sherwood to northeastern Serui source, then 

southwestwards along the boundary of Serui source farm to the 

southeastern beacon of Nyadgori farm, then generally northwestwards along 

the boundary of Nyadgori, Balmoral, Kent Estate, Donnington, Bathurst to 

the southern boundary of Exe farm, then southeastwards along the 

boundary of Exe farm so as to exclude it, then north eastwards along the 

boundary of Bryn and Exe farm, Roscommon, then northeastwards along 

the boundary of Eland Fountain farm to the northwestern beacon of Eland 

Fountain farm, then generally northeastwards and southeastwards along 

the boundary of Daisy farm, to the western beacon of Knockmalloch Estate, 

then north eastwards along the boundary of Knockmalloch farm to the 

northen boundary of Knockmalloch Estate A and Manyame river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

244915, 8015382; 249601, 8016924; 256363, 8019297; 261375, 8023123; 

260159, 8018778; 261612, 8016999; 262072, 8016583; 267232, 8014567; 

268967, 8017147; 268611, 8010548; 259491, 8000450; 257252, 8000939; 

254494, 8001488; 251677, 8001992; 249719, 8003786; 240778, 8005491; 

238583, 8006796; 239458, 8009421; 243862, 8013365; 244529, 8015990. 

Ward 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Musengezi 

river and farm number 338A of Musengezi small scale farms, eastwards 

along Musengezi river to its junction with farm number 110, then south 

eastwards along the western farm boundary of Marshal Hartley Estate so as 

to exclude it and include farm numbers 110, 109, 108, 107, 102, 101, 100, 

96, 94 to the southern boundary beacon of farm number 102, then 

southeastwards along the southern farm boundaries nof 101, 10, 96, 94, 2 

to the north west boundary beacon of farm 55, then southwards along the 

western farm boundary of farms number 55 and 50a so as to exclude them 

and include farm 54, stateland and Msengezi Secondary School, farm 

numbers 41, 40, 39 to the farm boundary of farm 32A, then southeastwards 

so as to include farm numbers 32A, 31, 29, 28, 27 to junction with the 

northern boundary of Selous Tobacco Estate and Msengezi small scale 
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farms, then westwards along the boundary of small scale farms so as to 

exclude former commercial farms ( Selous Tobacco farm, Bedale, Biri Estate, 

Mara to farm number 233), then northwestwards so as to include farm 

numbers 233, 243 to 338A to its intersection with Msengezi river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

200414, 8022545; 208303, 8021536; 215064, 8021240; 218445, 8019697; 

216310, 8016020; 218030, 8010563; 210616, 8010978; 200384, 8014774; 

200384, 8022722. 

Ward 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the north west 

beacon of Chikanga farm, eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Chikanga and Kilmorack to the northern east beacon of Kilmorack, then 

generally south eastwards along the property boundary of Paradise, 

Balclutha, Mount Camel, Caskey and Mara farms so as to include them, 

then southwards along the eastern boundaries of Mara and Garamwe farms 

to the southern eastern beacon of Garamwe farm, Mount Camel and 

Balclutha so as to include them, then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Good Hope and Aquarius farms, then generally south 

westwards along southern boundaries of Lowood and Mkarati so as to 

include them to the western boundary of Mkarati farm, then north 

eastwards along Mkarati, Bonnington across Biri river, then northwards 

along Chikanga farm boundary to the northern west beacon of Chikanga 

farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

192851, 8014507; 199761, 8014656; 201481, 8009792; 209756, 8009673; 

210809, 8010652; 211639, 8007716; 209919, 8005818; 206745, 8006500; 

202623, 8004809; 197937, 8005729; 196336, 8007805; 195861, 8006648; 

189722, 8008872. 

Ward 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western corner of 

Chibhero A (UTM 36K 249558;8003914), then generally south eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Chibhero farm so as to include it and 

exclude Franceys farm to the northern west corner of Balmoral, then 

southeastwards along the northern boundary of Nyadgori farm to northern 

beacon of Nyadgori farm, then generally northeastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Serui source to the district boundary so as to include 

Mutyambizi and Mashayamombe villages, then southeast along the 

Provincial boundary to the confluence of Swiswa and Marirangwe rivers, 

then south westwards along Marirangwe river to the stream, then westwards 
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along the stream to a foot path, then further westwards along the footpath, 

then northwards along another footpath so as to include Gwanzura and 

Tagarira Village, then westwards along a footpath from Gwanzura village to 

the gravel road to Nyamweda business centre, then northwards along the 

gravel road to a footpath (UTM 36K 259429:7997097) further northwards 

along the footpath so as to exclude Mutimuri and Chigavazira villages, then 

westwards along a footpath to the eastern boundary of rock farm at (UTM 

36K 257949, 7997252), then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

rock farm, then south westwards, northwest along Rock farm boundary, 

then southern boundary of Chibhero to its South western beacon, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Chibhero farm to the north 

western beacon of Chibhero A farm, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

249577.66, 8003682.86; 250104.88, 7997588.45; 253086.77, 7996585.54; 

253207.96, 7996733.40; 257884.35, 7996261.15; 259327.04, 7997210.36; 

258660.12, 7992257.48; 261286.06, 7991169.66; 262448.63, 7991956.31; 

263249.07, 7996865.66; 267183.81, 7998839.56; 264151.11, 8005927.08; 

259324.68, 7999951.32; 259286.58, 8000740.88; 257761.53, 8000461.85; 

257004.63, 8001396.91; 254969.77, 8001744.52; 254354.38, 8000539.59; 

253857.82, 8001844.13; 253718.67, 8001392.20; 253578.06, 8001634.40; 

253858.37, 8001845.40; 252967.39, 8001876.06; 251971.37, 8002944.65; 

251690.53, 8001627.50. 

Ward 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction two 

gravel roads at farm number 61 of Msengezi small scale farms, then south 

eastwards along the gravel road so as to include farm 61, then southwards 

along the boundary of farm number 61, then eastwards along farm numbers 

7, 6, 5 and 4 so as to include them, then southwards along farm number 4, 

2 and 1 to the south eastern beacon of farm number 1, then south 

westwards so as to include farm numbers 339, 9, 11 and 15 to the northern 

boundary of Spencer farm and Msengezi small scale farms, then southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Spencer farm and the western boundary of 

Moulton Estate to the railway strip, then further south eastwards along 

western boundary of Duntocher farm, Bulfield to Saruwe river, then 

southwestwards along Saruwe river to south western boundary of Paarl 

farm, then north westwards along Paarl farm boundary so as to exclude it 

and include Imphofhoe farm to southern eastern boundary of Lindley farm 

so as to exclude Lindley Farm, then northwards along property boundaries 

of Drumwhern, Silverstone and Mandalay farm so as to include them to the 

railway strip, then generally westward along the railway strip to south 

western beacon of Bedale farm, then northwards along western boundary of 

Bedale farm so as to include it to the boundary of Msengezi small scale 
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farms, then eastwards along Msengezi small scale farms boundary to the 

eastern boundaries of farm numbers 27, 28, 29, 31 then 32A to Biri river so 

as to exclude them, then north eastwards along Biri river to the western 

boundary of farm number 42 so as to include it, then northwards to the 

railway strip, then westwards along the railway strip to the eastern 

boundary of Msengezi secondary school so as to exclude it, then generally 

northwards along farm boundaries of farm numbers 50A and 55 so as to 

include them, then north eastwards along a gravel road to north eastern 

beacon of farm number 61 the junction of two gravel roads the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

226339.31, 7997071.89; 226286.09, 7997316.21; 226296.49, 7997733.00; 

226895.44, 7998291.31; 226777.87, 7998585.94; 226820.20, 7999078.69; 

227968.02, 8000701.59; 228240.58, 8000694.80; 223745.36, 8007846.07; 

21822.87, 8011905.74; 223883.85, 8013335.85; 222933.67, 8018111.91; 

220425.66, 8017664.88; 219907.27, 8018568.13; 216600.75, 8016662.45; 

217097.13, 8015159.77; 217877.74, 8014039.77; 219083.97, 8012546.65; 

217957.32, 8011720.32; 219070.06, 8010700.48; 216985.13, 8010582.19; 

217391.52, 8005765.49; 212247.77, 8001239.07; 217854.03, 8000824.94; 

222027.76, 7994473.64; 219493.14, 7992204.14; 228302.62, 7988431.96; 

225254.81, 7985997.25; 222703.26, 7986048.41; 226116.22, 7982515.72;  

222392.30, 7986329.98. 

Ward 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure, 

Shurushuru, and Msengezi rivers the (District boundary), then generally 

eastwards along Msengezi river to its boundary with Luxor farm, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Luxor farm and Mephis and Eden 

park, then generally westwards so as to include the properties Molweni, 

Molweni Extensionn to Biri river generally westwards along Biri river to its 

confluence with Mupfure river, then further north westwards along Mupfure 

river to its confluence of Mupfure, Msengezi and Shurushuru rivers, the 

starting point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

817965.34, 8022388.41; 817422.59, 8022412.30; 812167.0, 8021858.8; 

807791.6, 8019795.3; 810437.9, 8019260.3; 811980.8, 8016518.5; 

814440.7, 8014588.7; 817469.2, 8015032.9; 182181.67, 8015040.62; 

182603.83, 8015369.33; 182523.50, 8016081.02; 182698.92, 8016272.55; 

182717.53, 8016291.49; 182736.00, 8016300.99; 182802.02, 8016302.14; 

183166.79, 8015942.48; 183666.81, 8015020.32; 183685.53, 8015011.34; 

184015.96, 8015019.28; 184089.03, 8015085.71; 184123.48, 8015221.24; 

184656.98, 8015862.05; 184972.39, 8016555.62; 185056.89, 8016558.56; 
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185548.85, 8015993.27; 185720.52, 8015902.76; 185831.33, 8015189.98; 

186015.24, 8015286.86; 186267.35, 8016366.26; 186605.07, 8016006.72; 

187911.11, 8016534.66; 189783.84, 8016526.83; 192186.05, 8013636.52; 

192715.52, 8014985.93; 199867.70, 8015180.40; 199691.68, 8023747.81; 

199246.03, 8023870.38;  196739.33, 8022077.32; 185362.28, 8022261.94; 

184165.64, 8022334.44; 183309.99, 8022201.42; 182063.17, 8022391.37. 

Ward 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the southwestern 

beacon of Lydia Plot, then north eastwards along the north western 

boundaries of Lydia Plot, Fairview, Violet Vale, Orange Groove, Goodwill 

Extensionn and Arbor Estate so as to include them, then southwards to 

include Railway farm 20, then eastwards and generally south-westwards, 

eastwards southwards so as to include Wakefield, Nyamachecha and 

Cotsdale farms to Saruwe river, then south westwards along Saruwe river, 

then eastwards and southwards along Rosedale farm boundary to south 

eastern beacon of Rosedale farm so as to include it, then eastwards along 

the southern boundary of Hillview estate so as to include it to Chimbo river, 

then south westwards, along Chimbo river to its confluence with Mupfure 

river, then generally north westwards along Mupfure river to the 

southwestern beacon of Bedford South farm generally northwards along the 

boundaries of Bedford South A and B, Bedford 1 and 2 to the southwestern 

beacon of Lydia plot, the starting point.   The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

199798.55, 7995700.20; 203619.59, 7995838.57; 205363.44, 7995489.87; 

206327.29, 7997168.89; 207991.56, 7996739.77; 206304.07, 7994182.89; 

207613.71, 7992320.75; 209119.29, 7992492.50; 211576.02, 7989454.25; 

214186.60, 7989004.80; 217077.78, 7988654.04; 220189.20, 7988363.88; 

222393.99, 7986329.03; 222703.38, 7986045.95; 224782.26, 7986453.79; 

226458.14, 7986318.81; 227259.80, 7987204.04; 228301.66, 7988431.44; 

223086.79, 7988999.66; 223343.21, 7991602.49; 219492.90, 7992203.13; 

222026.19, 7994472.02; 219881.02, 7998122.76; 218488.65, 7997217.09; 

217140.79, 7999118.42; 217853.91, 8000820.91; 212242.82, 8001236.49; 

212593.81, 8005365.22; 209835.68, 8005646.8; 208578.77, 8005427.15; 

205769.35, 8006539.40; 201300.99, 8003685.96; 199317.05, 8003034.28; 

198871.596, 8003142.292; 200614.42, 7997514.87; 199815.55, 

7996037.53. 

Ward 22 

An area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure 

and Biri rivers, then generally eastwards, southwards along Biri river to its 

junction with Morning Star farm boundary so as to include it, then south 

west, south east along property boundaries so as to include Laitre, Krukru, 
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Burton Joyce, Giant estate to the old railway strip, then generally 

southwards along the old railway strip to Mupfure river so as to include 

Gadzema Heights and Stockdale, then generally north westwards along 

Mupfure river to its junction with Hippovale farm boundary, then south west 

along Hippovale farm boundary to the northern boundary of Cigaro east so 

as to exclude it, then westwards, northwards along Ameva and Fopojena 

farm boundaries so as to include them to Mupfure river, then north 

westwards along Mupfure river to its confluence with Biri river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zones 35K and 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: Zone 35K 

816611.1, 8014703.8; 816798.9, 8013668.6; 817087.8, 8010673.8; 

817401.1, 8009268.0; 817360.6, 8009221.3; 817691.4, 8008409.6. 

Zone 36K 

182007.29, 8015072.70;181166.93, 8014712.27; 180929.03, 8014742.27; 

181119.40, 8014094.22; 180939.91, 8013575.71; 181122.79, 8013597.96; 

181504.02, 8012972.41; 181916.22, 8012431.52; 181725.60, 8009912.87; 

182216.17, 8008451.68 187019.44, 7994746.03; 191232.36, 7994036.78; 

196216.45, 7998676.89; 197786.38, 7999019.42; 198043.27, 7997427.24; 

198974.10, 7996105.02; 199815.91, 7996038.26; 200615.15, 7997518.68; 

198558.03, 8003877.24; 199005.31, 8005685.20; 198202.68, 8006611.43; 

198196.88, 8005194.38; 196448.43, 8007940.91; 189409.65, 8009019.78; 

192169.72, 8013657.95; 189767.66, 8016519.62; 187906.00, 8016525.43; 

186599.51, 8016009.21; 186132.10, 8016328.76; 185840.73, 8015190.26; 

185004.36, 8016556.63; 184023.70, 8015026.98; 182745.27, 8016303.97; 

182391.61, 8015004.48; 182189.26, 8015042.46. 

Ward 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mupfure, 

Shurushuru, and Musengezi rivers, then generally southwards along 

Mupfure river to its boundary with Lourie Estate and Fopojena farms near 

the confluence of Mupfure river and its tributary, then generally southwards 

along the property boundaries of Lourie estate and Shangrilla farm so as to 

include them to Chegutu -Chakari road, then generally westwards along 

Chegutu -Chakari road to Mswenzi river (the District boundary), then 

northwards along Mswenzi river to its confluence with Shurushuru river, 

then north westwards along Shurushuru river to its confluence with 

Mupfure and Musengezi rivers, the starting point.   The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zones 35K and 36K 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

Zone 35K 

817497.8, 8012367.5; 814249.7, 8016513.7; 808632.3, 8019312.8; 

806845.8, 8018596.3; 806747.9, 8016138.7; 809164.9, 8007160.9; 

809872, 8000029; 811095, 7996628; 814653.3, 7995878.4; 
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Zone 36K 

182290.02, 8008144.80; 182545.83, 8007760.11; 183273.41, 8006746.56; 

188198.65, 8003126.60; 189953.60, 8001100.16; 188952.14, 7999730.99; 

188237.18, 7996764.05; 187004.73, 7994733.04; 191230.47, 7994042.03; 

196214.27, 7998674.88; 197851.88, 7998997.09; 197813.12, 7996058.56; 

199816.92, 7996030.26; 200614.17, 7997521.57; 198559.00, 8003879.55; 

198823.73, 8004290.58; 198198.03, 8006614.41; 198197.38, 8005193.21; 

196448.52, 8007936.78; 196189.88, 8006436.76; 189413.90, 8009019.67; 

192176.14, 8013654.10; 189784.39, 8016527.86; 186192.18, 8016367.63; 

184973.01, 8016554.86; 184014.66, 8015018.26; 182801.15, 8016303.29; 

182523.40, 8016080.87; 182393.43, 8015005.39; 182187.91, 8015039.79. 

Ward 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mswenzi 

river (the District boundary) and Chakari -Chegutu road generally eastwards 

so as to include Dodington, Drummond Cigaro, Cigaro East and Ameva 

farms, then north eastwards and south eastwards so as to exclude Lion Vlei, 

then south westwards along Lion Vlie boundary so as to exclude New March, 

Headly, Rogate to the south western corner of Rogate Estate, then south 

eastwards along the Rogate Estate boundary to its western boundary with 

Thornby farm, then south eastwards along the Thornby boundary to its 

south western boundary so as to exclude Thornby, then westwards along 

the southern boundary of Bosbury Extensionn, Hallingbury Extensionn and 

Hallingbury to the district boundary at the southern beacon of Hampton 

farm so as to include it, then generally north westwards along the District 

boundary so as to include Hampton, Brunswick Bushpark and Tertbury to 

Mswenzi river, then south westwards along the southern boundary of 

Arbeidseden to Danganyama river, then north westwards along 

Danganyama river to its confluence with Mswenzi river, then northwards 

along Mswenzi river (District boundary) to its intersection with the Chakari -

Chegutu road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zones 35K and 36K South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

Zone 35K 

817505.0, 7995258.6; 814100.4, 7996112.5; 811544.9, 7996344.1; 

811106.02, 7996599.69; 810458.8, 7992384.9; 812413.6, 7988784.4; 

813962.5, 7986686.3; 817311.53, 7987352.32; 

Zone 36K 

182648.23, 7987385.46; 183223.95, 7987609.95; 183434.89, 7986597.36; 

183006.73, 7984459.93; 185613.92, 7981269.77; 186551.52, 7982114.96; 

189659.92, 7978690.16; 191207.60, 7980425.06; 196521.64, 7981003.20; 

196230.39, 7983529.59; 194914.94, 7983624.41; 190384.65, 7988416.92; 

194992.83, 7992935.60; 192724.30, 7995422.08; 191233.96, 7994036.00; 

187017.84, 7994742.98; 182606.14, 7995239.96; 182478.75, 7995275.43. 
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Ward 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Sillery Estate (District boundary), then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Sillery farm and Larforte Estate, then northwards along the 

western boundary of Tyree, then northeastwards along the farm boundary of 

Tyree and Oldham to the north eastern beacon of Tyree (the District 

boundary), then southwards, eastwards, generally south eastwards along 

the District boundary so as to include Tyree farm, Laforte Estate, Fomosa, 

Pickstone North Estate, Concession Hill, Stewartonia, Shepherd farm, 

Masterpiece, Clevedon, Tiverton, Bexhill, Bordeaux, to the north western 

beacon of Sillery Estate, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

192988.49, 7968555.29; 207662.82, 7969444.27; 209819.23, 7970451.90; 

207056.13, 7974211.01; 204007.48, 7980126.90; 203463.02, 7981562.33; 

198781.01, 7981071.0; 198217.68, 7984334.13; 196230.18, 7983529.15; 

196521.36, 7981005.36; 191210.35, 7980428.79; 191986.12, 7975997.68; 

193065.96, 7977188.01; 195677.02, 7974563.16; 196147.27, 7973174.17. 

Ward 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from northern beacon of 

Sivundazi farm and Chirundazi river, then southwards along Chirundazi 

river to its confluence with Nyamawanga river, then generally 

southeastwards along Nyamawanga river to Mudzingwa dam into a footpath, 

then generally westwards along the footpath to a gravel road from Hungwe 

Primary School, then westwards along the gravel road from Hungwe Primary 

School to its junction with a gravel road from Neuso Business Centre, then 

generally westwards along a straight line into a stream (UTM 36K 234507.9 

:7956924.6), then further westwards along the stream to its intersection 

with the boundary of Dawn Fram, then north eastwards  along the boundary 

of Dawn farm so as to exclude it to the northeastern beacon of Dawn farm, 

then generally westwards, north westwards, south westwards. North 

westwards along the boundary of South End, Leny farms, to the 

southwestern beacon of Leny farm, then north eastwards along the 

boundaries of Leny, Teith, Springvale, Guinabor, Sivundazi so as to include 

them to the northern beacon of Sivundazi farm and Chirundazi river, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

230017.39, 7979915.90; 224944.76, 7976488.43; 225016.97, 7973383.54; 

220520.55, 7961751.69; 223305.05, 7961131.22; 228781.89, 7959494.41; 

233392.24, 7959021.26; 238957.25, 7957640.98; 242227.61, 7959080.76; 

240277.66, 7963609.48; 239741.73, 7965209.28; 231706.08, 7973408.57; 

230015.93, 7979914.45. 
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Ward 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mpfure river 

and Nyundo river, then generally eastwards along Mpfure river so as to 

include the following villages Mapira, Paradzai, Kakono and Kaguri to the 

confluence of Mupfure and Doran‟anga rivers, then southwards along 

Doran‟anga river to its junction with foot path to Makuvire village, then 

south westwards along the foot path to its junction with a road to Watyoka 

business centre, then further westwards along a foot path to an unnamed 

stream so as to include Muderere village, then south westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyokandove river, then north 

westwards along Nyokandove river to its intersection with the unnamed 

tributary, then south eastwards, westwards so as to include Mhiripiri village 

and exclude Mushore village to its intersection with Nyundo river, then 

generally northwards, north westwards along Nyundo river to its 

intersection with Mupfure river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

241345.16, 7982055.26; 241237.03, 7980338.99; 246145.29, 7979945.29; 

251829.86, 7977677.49; 253530.53, 7980100.05; 253643.20, 7981742.12; 

255240.64, 7983818.34; 250523.97, 7981769.34; 250561.70, 7985132.94; 

251062.98, 7987863.02; 249656.58, 7992666.41; 248682.69, 7993788.34; 

248221.51, 7994692.56; 248049.95, 7994675.22; 247609.27, 7993370.96; 

247354.55, 7989652.49; 246321.47, 7989963.99; 246692.85, 7988395.21; 

245786.45, 7986237.35; 244546.60, 7981928.89; 241344.46, 7982053.34 

Ward 28 

An area of land drawn from the boundary of New March farm and Risboro 

farm, then eastwards so as to include Risboro, then northeast so as to 

include Lambourne to Mupfure river, then eastwards along Mupfure river so 

as to include the following properties Railway 16, Twyford Estate, Renigal, 

Totnes, Clifton, Rock Ridge to the western boundary of Melbury farm so as 

to exclude it, then southwards to the southern boundary of Umfuli Drift and 

Borden farm, then generally south westwards along the boundary of the 

following properties Borden Extensionn, Corrie Estate, Oldham Estate, 

Oldham Estate A to the boundary of Pickstone north Estate and Oldham A, 

then north westwards, south westwards along Oldham Estate and Tyree 

boundary, then south eastwards along Thornby and Tyree boundary so as to 

exclude it, then south westwards, north westwards along the Thornby 

boundary to the south western boundary of Rogate Estate, then 

northwestwards along Rogate Estate boundary so as to exclude Bosbury 

Estate to the southern corner of Rogate Estate, then north eastwards along 

Rogate Estate and Lions Vlei boundary to Lion Vlei so as to include it, then 

south eastwards along New March and Risboro farm, the starting point. The 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

199880, 7995245; 207383, 7996757; 206464, 7993525; 207680, 7992546; 

211031, 7988720; 216429, 7987890; 216874, 7985250; 216903, 7985280; 

214975, 7982878; 211179, 7982136; 211417, 7979348; 206197, 7977658;  

203439, 7981602; 196113, 7983441; 190686, 7988157; 194156, 7991419; 

199079, 7989551; 200354, 7992931. 

Ward 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northen beacon 

of Melbury farm and Mupfure river, then generally south eastwards along 

Mupfure river to its confluence with Chirundazi river, then south eastwards 

along Chirundazi river to the northern beacon of Sivundazi farm so as to 

exclude Sivundazi, then north westwards along the western border of Monte 

Bello so as to include it, then generally westwards so as to include 

Ardgowan, Naemoor to the eastern boundary of Chicago farm so as to 

include it, then southwards along the eastern border of Chicago farm, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Kintra farm so as to include it, 

then southwards along, then eastern boundary of Kintra farm, then 

southwards, south east, south west, south east along the boundary of Teith, 

Lenny, Faun to the district boundary, then westwards along the District 

boundary so as to include Mopani, Alpha, Priminister Promise Range, 

Larhone Estate, then generally northwestwards along the District boundary 

to the northwestern beacon of La Rhone farm, then generally north 

eastwards so as to include the following properties Shepherd farm, Estania, 

Stonegate, Crown Ranch, Burn Bank and Melbury to the northern beacon of 

Melbury farm and Mupfure river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

206998, 7977035; 210082, 7970095; 207561, 7973654; 207205, 7977035; 

211832, 7981602; 215865, 7982373; 216162, 7984153; 220077, 7987356; 

222212, 7985398; 228262, 7981424; 226483, 7975493; 224881, 7976086; 

224407, 7973120; 220077, 7961494; 213611, 7961850; 209874, 7963867. 
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NORTON TOWN COUNCIL  

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north eastern 

beacon of Galloway farm at Manyame River then, south westwards along the 

western boundary of Knock Malloch Estate Lot 3 so as to exclude it to its 

junction with Railway strip, then westwards along the Railway strip to its 

intersection with Nyashanu River, then generally northwards along 

Nyashanu River to its intersection with Harare-Bulawayo Highway then, 

westwards along Harare-Bulawayo Highway to its junction with Norton 

Drive then, north westwards along Norton Drive to its junction with Mukwa 

road, then generally north east, north west, along Mukwa road up to its 

junction with Poort road, then north westwards along Poort road to its 

junction with Grasmere road, then north east, north westwards along 

Grasmere road to its junction with Tankatara drive then, generally north 

westwards along Tankatara road up to Galloway road, then north eastwards 

along Galloway road to its junction with Power road, then generally north 

westwards along Power road to Manyame river, then generally eastwards 

along Manyame river to the eastern beacon of Galloway farm, the starting 

point. The  area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

893889.7, 8017631.4; 897263.3, 8020813.3; 896981.8, 8021130.4; 

896610.5, 8021864.4; 896368.88, 8021788.20; 896339.99, 8021664.03; 

896285.9, 8021495.0; 896217.0, 8021000.7; 895902.3, 8021303.2; 

895671.2, 8021905.6; 895599.9, 8022168.7;  895202.8, 8022069.1; 

894575.7, 8021927.7; 894420.8, 8021815.9; 893932.7, 8021868.1; 

893863.9, 8020796.0; 893586.0, 8019967.4;  893514.10, 8019725.19; 

893421.28, 8020218.20; 893371.49, 8020479.46; 893342.60, 8020540.31; 

893330.30, 8020850.13; 892938.72, 8021401.54; 892607.4, 8022573.2; 

891168.9, 8022615.0; 890967.3, 8022433.1; 891537.8, 8021897.0; 

891968.1, 8021420.0;  892154.9, 8021142.1; 892022.2, 8020820.0; 

892027.1, 8020116.8; 893020.5, 8018277.5; 893079.5, 8017726.7; 

893888.5, 8017608.7;  893918.0, 8017611.2; 895304.8, 8018980.8; 

897252.2, 8020790.5; 896994.1, 8021115.1. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the eastern boundary 

of Clifford Estate at the south western boundary beacon of Johannesburg 

Lot 1A then, eastwards along Lot 1A of Johannesburg so as to include stand 

18465 and 18466 up to its junction with Koshen drive, then, south-

westwards along Koshen drive to its junction with Shukrani road, then 

south westwards along property boundary of stand numbers 16396, 16397 
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– 16792, 16793, 16834 up to point ( UTM 36K 250322.98; 8020785.53), 

then south westwards along a straight line up to the Bulawayo-Harare 

railway line (UTM 36K 250242.59;8020191.02), then eastwards along the 

Bulawayo-Harare railway line to its intersection with the ZESA servitude 

line, then southwards along the ZESA Servitude line to the southern 

property boundary of stand 1214 so as to exclude it to a gravel road, then 

eastwards along gravel road to eastern property boundary of Plot 1234, then 

southwards along the gravel road so as to include stand 1234 and exclude 

stand 1235 to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then eastwards along 

Robert Mugabe road to the eastern property boundary of Stand Number 

1448, then south westwards along property boundary of stand 1447 so as to 

include it to the north western beacon of stand number 1343, then 

southwards along the western property boundary of stand 1343 to a gravel 

road, then generally south westwards along the eastern boundary of stand 

1447 and western boundary of stand 1343 up to a road so as to include 

Rutwill Medical Centre, then westwards along the gravel road so as to 

exclude stands 1811 to 1809 (in descending order), 1747-1746 to its 

junction with an Unnamed tarred road, then southwards along the 

Unnamed tarred road so as to include the Proposed Secondary School 

(Stand 4404) to its junction with an Unnamed gravel road, then south 

westwards along the road so as to include stand numbers 21817 -21815 ( 

descending order ) to its junction with an Unnamed road, then north 

westwards and westwards along the Unnamed road so as to include the 

Proposed Secondary School and stands 4405-4426 to its junction with 

Mtukudzi way, then southwards along Mtukudzi way to its junction with a 

gravel road at (UTM 36K 251126; 8018880), then westwards along the 

gravel road so as to include property boundary of former Trafalgar farm, 

then southwestwards along former Trafalgar farm boundary so as to include 

stands 18982-18999, 19236-19265 , then North westwards and north 

eastwards along the Norton Municipal boundary so as to include stand 

numbers 19266-19286, 20025-19982 to its intersection with the Bulawayo-

Harare railway line with Clifford farm boundary, then north eastwards along 

Clifford farm boundary to its junction with the south western boundary 

beacon of property former Lot 1A of Johannesburg, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

885280.4, 8019390.5; 884141.9, 8017509.5; 885462.4, 8015689.9; 

886384.4, 8016730.0; 888044.2, 8016462.0; 888094.00, 8017079.49; 

888405.05, 8017398.84; 888183.7, 8017719.1; 888103.8, 8017933.0; 

887770.7, 8017853.1; 886080.2, 8018001.9; 886177.3, 8018583.4; 

886735.5, 8019267.0; 885847.8, 8019370.3; 885289.63, 8019420.05. 
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Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by line drawn starting from the junction of  

Manyame river (Lake Manyame) and Power road, then South eastwards 

along Power road up to Galloway road, then southwest along Galloway road 

to its junction with Tankatara road, then generally southwards along 

Tankatara Road to its junction with Grasmere road, then generally 

southwards along Grasmere to its junction with Poort road then, generally 

south eastwards along Poort road to its junction with Mkwa road then 

generally southwards along Mkwa road to its junction with Norton Drive, 

then south eastwards along Norton Drive to its junction with Bulawayo-

Harare Highway then, north eastwards along Bulawayo -Harare Highway to 

its intersection with Nyashanu river, then generally southwards along a 

Nyashanu river to its intersection with Railway strip, then south westwards 

along Railway strip to its intersection with Harare -Bulawayo Highway then, 

south westwards along Bulawayo-Harare Highway to a point (UTM 36K 

254232.1; 8018251.1), then north westwards along a straight line into an 

Unnamed stream, then generally north westwards along an Unnamed 

stream to Lake Manyame so as to include Norton Industrial area and Norton 

Hospital, then eastwards along Lake Manyame river to its junction with 

Power road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

890010.2, 8015929.6; 889752.0, 8016733.6; 889803.6, 8017759.0; 

889589.7, 8018191.8; 890155.2, 8019143.4; 889788.9, 8019406.5; 

890256.1, 8019635.1; 890300.3, 8020193.3; 890607.7, 8021081.0; 

890718.3, 8021678.5; 890420.8, 8022165.3; 890417.74, 8022169.03; 

890578.18, 8022187.47; 890750.30, 8022250.78; 890926.11, 8022410.61; 

890926.11, 8022410.61; 890954.39, 8022434.59; 891434.5, 8021858.0; 

891670.5, 8021760. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

the Railway line and Unnamed stream, then generally southwards along a 

Unnamed stream to a point (UTM 36K 253966.9; 8019004.7), then 

southwards along a straight line to the western boundary of Knockmalloch 

Estate A, then south westwards along the western boundary of 

Knockmalloch Estate A (Municipal boundary) to the southern boundary 

beacon of Knowe, then north westwards along the Knowe Suburb western 

boundary (Municipal boundary) to stand number 1265, then north 

eastwards along Trafalgar boundary so as to include stand numbers 19236-

19265, 19116-19172 and 18982 to 18999 to its junction with an Unnamed 

road then, eastwards along the Unnamed road to its junction with Mtukudzi 

Way so as to exclude16396, 16397 – 16792, 16793, 16834, then north 

eastwards along Mtukudzi way to its junction with an Unnamed road so as 
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to exclude 4344-4348 to its junction with an Unnamed road then, south 

eastwards along the Unnamed road to the western boundary of the proposed 

school, then eastwards, northwards along the proposed school boundary so 

as to exclude the proposed school to its junction with an Unnamed road, 

then northwards along the Unnamed road so as to stands 4405-1126 to its 

junction with a tarred road to Rutiwell medical centre, then eastwards along 

the road so as to exclude the following stand numbers 1447, 13453 to its 

junction with an Unnamed road, then further north eastwards along the 

property boundary of stand number 1343 so as to exclude it into Robert 

Mugabe road, then westwards along Robert Mugabe road to its junction with 

an Unnamed road, then northwards along the Unnamed road so as to 

include stand number 1235 up to another Unnamed road, then westwards 

along the Unnamed road up to the intersection of ZESA servitude and an 

Unnamed road so as to exclude stand number 1214, then northwards along 

the ZESA servitude up to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Harare railway 

line, then generally eastwards along the Bulawayo-Harare railway line to its 

intersection with an Unnamed stream, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

888096.5, 8017931.1; 888185.7, 8017724.0; 888576.6, 8017517.4; 

888089.8, 8017065.0; 887794.7, 8016701.1; 886934.1, 8016765.0; 

886329.2, 8016769.9; 885458.8, 8015688.0; 886503.8, 8014815.1; 

887711.1, 8013868.4; 889218.4, 8015198.7; 890024.9, 8015946.2; 

889764.3, 8016713.3; 889808.5, 8017736.2; 889754.4, 8017829.7; 

888972.5, 8017928.0;  888375.0, 8018011.6;  888102.1, 8017930.5. 

Ward 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of an 

Unnamed stream and Lake Manyame, then generally southwards along the 

Unnamed stream to Marsh road, then generally westwards along Marsh 

road to its intersection with Dhambiza road, then generally south westwards 

along Dhambiza Road to its junction with John O” Groats road, then 

generally north westwards along John O‟ Groats road up to the eastern 

boundary of Highfield farm, then northeastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Highfield farm to Lake Manyame then, generally eastwards 

along Lake Manyame to its confluence with an Unnamed stream, the 

starting point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

887132.6, 8021914.2; 888804.7, 8023006.0; 888814.5, 8022746.6; 

888685.4, 8022482.2; 888625.2, 8022224.0; 888812.1, 8022302.1; 

889087.5, 8022618.1; 889280.5, 8022824.6; 889441.6, 8022807.4; 

889698.5, 8022542.5; 889757.5, 8022278.1; 889820.2, 8022069.1; 

889998.5, 8022072.8; 890120.21, 8022255.40; 890165.70, 8022252.94; 
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890417.1, 8022168.7; 890500.11, 8022047.62;  890538.84, 8021932.05; 

890685.76, 8021703.37; 890747.23, 8021577.97; 890676.53, 8021347.75; 

890499.49, 8020907.00; 890394.38, 8020733.64; 890486.58, 8020469.31; 

890305.2, 8020194.5; 890328.6, 8020114.6; 889838.0, 8020066.7; 

889754.4, 8019720.0; 889631.5, 8019519.6; 889334.0, 8019711.4; 

888102.1, 8020426.9; 887814.4, 8021508.8; 887133.3, 8021858.0;  

887148.0, 8021858.0;  888817.6, 8023040.7. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Highfield road and an Unnamed road at a point (UTM 36K 25038.7; 

8023561.7), then south eastwards along the Unnamed road so as to include 

stand numbers 9133 (Proposed Primary School) and Stand 910 up to a point 

where a straight line is drawn south westwards to Koshen drive so as to 

include Marshlands Suburb, then generally south westwards along Kosheni 

drive up to the boundary of Maridale and Johansburg suburbs, then south 

eastwards along the boundary up to Shukran road, then generally south 

westwards along Shukran road into Koshen drive, then north eastwards 

along Koshen drive to the boundary of Lot 1A of Johannesburg, then 

generally north westwards along the boundary of Lot 1A of Johannesburg to 

Highfield road, then north eastwards along Highfield road to its junction 

with an Unnamed road, the starting point.   The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

886450.5, 8021319; 885297.9, 8019416.7; 886741.38, 8019287.76; 

886498.2, 8019009.7; 886877.1, 8018738.3; 887231.06, 8018742.99; 

887403.70, 8018790.01; 887572.30, 8019135.95; 886773.62, 8019259.54; 

886764.89, 8019303.21; 887569.6, 8020095.5; 886472.0, 8021340.9. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of John 

O‟ Groats road and Highfield road, then generally southwards along John O‟ 

Groats road to its junction with Shonhiwa drive, then generally south 

westwards along Shonhiwa drive to its junction with Madyira road then 

north westwards along Madyira road so as to exclude Katanga shops to a 

point where a straight line is drawn to north eastern beacon of Clifford Farm 

then, north westwards along the boundary of Johannesburg Suburb so as to 

include stands 20565, 20583, 20774, 20783, 11103, 11087, 9170, 9155 

and 9134 up to Highfield road, then north eastwards along Highfield road to 

its junction with John O‟ Groats road, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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887135.7, 8021846.0; 887796.7, 8021502.1; 888086.8, 8020427.3; 

889341.6, 8019701.9; 889183.1, 8019347.2; 888656.5, 8019108.1; 

888272.2, 8019336.5; 887575.8, 8020087.0; 886476.7, 8021353.4. 

Ward 8 

An area of land  bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Marsh road and an Unnamed stream, then south westwards along an 

Unnamed stream to its intersection with John O‟ Groats roads, then 

westwards along John O‟ Groats Road to its junction with Shonhiwa drive, 

then generally southwards along Shonhiwa drive to its junction with an 

Unnamed gravel road, then north westwards along the Unnamed gravel to 

its junction with Behami street so as to include Roman Catholic Church and 

stand number K946, then westwards along Behami street to junction with 

Chiweshe road, then north eastwards along Chiweshe road to its junction 

with Mujuru crescent, then eastwards and northwards along Mujuru 

cresent to its junction with Nyandoro crescent, then westwards along 

Nyandoro crescent to its junction with an Unnamed gravel road, then north 

eastwards along the Unnamed gravel road to its junction with Shonhiwa 

drive, then generally north eastwards along Shonhiwa drive to its junction 

with John O‟ Groats road, then south westwards along John O‟ Groats Road 

to its junction with Dhambiza road, then generally north eastwards along 

Dhambiza road to its intersection with Marsh road, then eastwards along 

Marsh road to its intersection with an Unnamed stream, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

889068.4, 8019259.5; 889186.4, 8019355.4;  889244.2, 8019627.1; 

889347.5, 8019707.1; 889624.1, 8019526.3; 889758.1, 8019734.1; 

889941.3, 8019912.4; 889823.91, 8020065.44; 890072.26, 8020096.79; 

890326.76, 8020112.77; 890315.08, 8019949.26; 890276.96, 8019803.57; 

889788.26, 8019411.37;889312.5, 8018893.8;889262.1, 8018839.1; 

889150.2, 8018953.4; 889073.9, 8019054.2;889103.5, 8019210.4; 

889065.3, 8019260.8; 889190.7, 8019353.0; 889342.0, 8019704.6. 

Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Shonhiwa 

drive and John O‟ Groats road, then south eastwards along John O‟Groats 

road to an Unnamed stream, then generally south westwards along an 

Unnamed stream up to a point (UTM 36K 253734.9; 8020511.3), then north 

westwards along the property boundary of stand numbers 4116, 4183, 

4348, 4385, 4028, northwards along the property boundary of stand 

number 4028 so as to include it to a gravel road, then northwards along the 

gravel road to its junction with Shonhiwa drive so as to exclude stand 

numbers 2789 and 2859, then south westwards along Shonhiwa drive to its 

junction with Madzima road, then north westwards along Madzima road to 
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its junction with Shonhiwa drive, then generally north eastwards along 

Shonhiwa drive to its junction with a gravel road, then south eastwards 

along the gravel road so as to include stand numbers 679, 639, 762 and 769 

to its junction with Nyandoro Crescent, then south west along Nyandoro 

Crescent to its junction with Majuru Crescent, then south eastwards and 

westwards along Mujuru crescent to its junction with Chiweshe avenue, 

then south westwards along Chiweshe avenue to its junction with Behami 

street, then eastwards along Behami so as to exclude stand number 1019 to 

its junction with a gravel road, then south eastwards along the gravel road 

so as to include stand numbers 1018, 985, 983 and 947 and exclude 

Roman Catholic Church to its junction with Shonhiwa drive, then generally 

north eastwards along Shonhiwa drive to its junction with John O‟ Groats 

road, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

889065.96, 8019261.69; 889106.83, 8019092.02; 889197.81, 8018889.78; 

889416.35, 8018839.68; 889787.03, 8019405.84; 890163.85, 8019142.74; 

890162.93, 8019143.35; 889896.45, 8018843.06; 889577.4, 8018214.5; 

889195.66, 8018492.36; 889165.54, 8018603.01; 888727.86, 8018426.58; 

888555.73, 8019069.28; 888898.14, 8019149.81; 889063.50, 8019259.84. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Shonhiwa drive and Madzima road, then south eastwards along Madzima 

road to its junction with Shonhiwa drive, then generally south westwards 

along Shonhiwa drive to its junction with a gravel road so as to include 

Vocational Training Centre, then south westwards, southwards along the 

gravel road so as to include stand numbers 17377 and17378 to the point 

along the Bulawayo-Harare railway line (UTM 36K 252537.26; 8020287.91) 

then, generally south westwards along the Bulawayo-Harare railway line to 

its intersection with Zvimba link road, then north eastwards along Zvimba 

link road to its junction with Shonhiwa drive, then north eastwards along 

Shonhiwa drive to its junction with Madzima road, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

887368.39, 8017934.80; 887898.29, 8017877.33; 888370.39, 8018020.56; 

888302.77, 8018217.88; 888726.93, 8018425.66; 888608.91, 8018848.59; 

888553.58, 8019069.28; 888305.85, 8019020.10; 888277.57, 8019007.80. 

Ward 11  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Shonhiwa drive and a gravel road at Methodist Church so as to include it, 

then south eastwards along the gravel road up to stand number 2859, then 

south eastwards along the property boundary of stand numbers 2859 and 
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2789 so as to include them, to the gravel road, then south westwards along 

the gravel road up to the junction of a gravel road at Faith Ministries 

Church so as to exclude it, then south eastwards along the gravel road into 

another gravel road so as to include stand numbers 2775, 2774, 2773, 2772 

up to stand number 4028, then south eastwards along the boundary of 

stand number 4028 and 4029 so as to include them to a gravel road at 

stand number 4116, then south eastwards along the boundary of stand 

numbers 4116 and 4115 into a gravel road, then south eastwards to a point 

( UTM 36K 253601.02, 8020510.63), then eastwards along a straight line 

into the Unnamed stream, then south eastwards along the Unnamed stream 

to its intersection with Bulawayo-Harare railway line, then generally 

westwards along the Bulawayo-Harare railway line up to a point (UTM 36K 

252537.26, 8020287.91), then north westwards along a straight line into a 

gravel road at stand number 17393, then north westwards along the gravel 

road so as to include stand number 17393, then north eastwards along the 

gravel road to its junction with Shonhiwa drive at the eastern boundary of 

Vocational Training Centre, then generally north eastwards along Shonhiwa 

drive to its junction with an Unnamed road, the starting point.   The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

889768.6, 8017870.6; 889072.7, 8017896.4; 888371.9, 8018016.9; 

888371.9, 8018016.9; 888311.7, 8018217.3; 888412.5, 8018352.5; 

888742.0, 8018428.7; 889223.9, 8018461.3; 889421.9, 8018207.4; 

889578.0, 8018198.8; 889767.4, 8017874.9. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the south eastern 

beacon of ZAOGA Church (13111) at Shonhiwa Drive so as to exclude it 

then, south westwards along Shonhiwa Drive to its intersection with the 

Bulawayo-Harare Railway line, then westwards along the Bulawayo-Harare 

railway line to a point (UTM 36K 250264.02; 8020191.01), then generally 

northwards along a straight line up to western boundary of stand numbers 

2547-2517 to Shukran road, then generally south eastwards along Shukran 

road up to the intersection of Shukran Road and the ZESA Servitude, then 

eastwards along the ZESA Servitude to the eastern beacon of ZAOGA church 

and Shonhiwa Drive, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

886075.70, 8017998.66; 886111.67, 8018313.09; 886156.39, 8018469.69; 

886175.29, 8018588.02; 886308.68, 8018735.71; 886503.322, 

8019005.884; 886542.280, 8018968.923; 886797.007, 8018801.949; 

886880.686, 8018749.467; 886880.071, 8018749.006; 886983.422, 

8018740.553; 887122.196, 8018739.631; 887405.51, 8018794.42; 

887567.79, 8019099.94; 887835.354, 8019082.87; 888273.3, 8019002.6. 
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Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Koshen drive and the boundary of Damafalls and Johannesburg, then south 

eastwards along the boundary up to Madyira street so as to include stand 

numbers 12929, 12959, 11836, 11791 and 13113, then south eastwards 

along Madyira street into Shonhiwa drive, then south westwards along 

Shonhiwa drive to the south eastern boundary of ZAOGA Church and the 

ZESA Servitude, then generally westwards along ZESA Servitude into 

Shukran road, then north westwards along the boundary of Maridale and 

Johannesburg suburbs to Koshen drive at AFM Church so as to include it, 

then north eastwards along Koshen drive up to the boundary of Damafalls 

and Johannesburg, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36K South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

888655.2, 8019102.2; 888274.1, 8019003.9; 887663.1, 8019101.0; 

887577.0, 8019121.9; 886775.4, 8019262.1; 886770.5, 8019311.2; 

887141.8, 8019709.6; 887359.4, 8019868.2; 887476.2, 8020030.5; 

887569.02, 8020098.10. 
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CHIRUNDU LOCAL BOARD 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of SDA 

and ZAOGA Roads, then South Eastwards along ZAOGA Road to its junction 

with an Unnamed road at Stand Number 189 so as to exclude it, then 

generally Eastwards along the Unnamed road to its junction with ZAOGA 

Road, then South Eastwards along ZAOGA Road to a point where a straight 

line is drawn North Eastwards to the Mountain Foot (Latitude -16.0489678 

Longitude 28.8671573), then generally North Eastwards along the Mountain 

Foot to its junction with the track to Chirundu Sugar estates Extensionn 2, 

then North westwards along the track to Chirundu Sugar estates 2 to its 

intersection with Chirundu-Harare Road, then generally south eastwards 

along Chirundu-Harare Road to its junction with an Unnamed stream, then 

generally South Westwards along the Unnamed stream to its confluence 

with Mkumba River, then generally South Westwards along Mkumba River 

to its confluence with Zambezi River so as to include Nyangombe and 

Bwarambwa Islands to Zambezi River (the district boundary), then generally 

North Westwards along Zambezi River to Hot Springs, then generally North 

Eastwards along the Hot Springs to its junction with SDA road, then 

generally northwards along SDA road to its junction with ZAOGA Road, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid  (S.A) coordinates: 

701166, 8226305; 703216, 8225456; 705910, 8222967; 704709, 8221634; 

702601, 8222820; 700771, 8222425; 698604, 8220961; 697638, 8224285; 

699492, 8224678; 701366, 8225483. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chirundu- 

Zambia Old Road intersects with Zambezi River, then South Eastwards 

along Chirundu-Zambia Old Road to its junction with Chirundu-Harare 

Road, then South Eastwards along Chirundu-Harare Road to its junction 

with True Apostolic Road, then South Westwards along True Apostolic Road 

to its junction with SDA Road, then generally Southwards along SDA Road 

to Hot Springs Beacon (Latitude -16.0638162 and Longitude 28.8602148) at 

Zambezi River, then generally North Westwards along Zambezi River to a 

point where Chirundu-Zambia Old Road intersects with Zambezi River, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
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698115.4, 8226339.8; 698726.7, 8225900.5; 699407.5, 8225871.3; 

699261.1, 8225648.0; 699103.7, 8224689.0; 697687.1, 8224282.7; 

697800.6, 8225959.1. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Western 

beacon of Chirundu Sugar Estate at Zambezi River, then South Eastwards 

along the North eastern boundary of Chirundu Sugar Estates to the South 

eastern boundary beacon of Chirundu Sugar estates then, South Westwards 

along the eastern boundary of Chirundu Sugar estates to the south western 

boundary beacon of Chirundu Sugar estate A then North Westwards along 

the South western boundary of Chirundu Sugar estate A entrance then, 

generally South Westwards along Chirundu Sugar Estates Road to its 

junction with Harare- Chirundu Road, then generally westwards along 

Harare-Chirundu Road to the western Chirundu Mountain Foot, then 

generally South Westwards along the Chirundu Mountain Foot to a point 

where a straight line is drawn North Westwards (Latitude-16.0489678 

Longitude 28.8671573) to ZAOGA Road, then North Westwards along 

ZAOGA Road to its junction with an Unnamed road, then South Westwards 

along the Unnamed road to its junction with ZAOGA Road, then North 

Westwards along ZAOGA Road to its junction with SDA Road, then generally 

North Eastwards along SDA Road to its junction with True Apostolic Road, 

then generally North Eastwards along True Apostolic Road to its junction 

with Harare-Chirundu Road so as to include Stand Number 44 (Chirundu 

Local Board Offices) and exclude Stand Number 1430, then westwards along 

Harare-Chirundu Road to its junction with Chirundu-Zambia Old Road, 

then north westwards along Chirundu-Zambia Old Road to its intersection 

with Zambezi River, then generally North Eastwards along Zambezi River 

(the district boundary) to the North Western beacon of Chirundu Sugar 

Estate, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

704268, 8235395; 704268, 8235395; 705103, 8226640; 703302, 8228045; 

702678, 8227264; 702146, 8225995; 701133, 8226190; 701420, 8225484; 

699487, 8224614; 699149, 8224676; 699269.3, 8225627.1; 699420.2, 

8225859.8; 698371.8, 8226107.8; 698116.1, 8226325.2; 700300, 8227893; 

703471, 8233580. 
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HURUNGWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northernmost 

boundary beacon of Harmonie Farm, then generally South Eastwards along 

the eastern boundaries of Harmonie, Mebo, Kupeta, Wirral Farms and 

Stateland (Chipatapata) so as to include them to Karoe River, then generally 

southwards along Karoe River to a point where it intersects with the eastern 

boundary of Helwyn Farm, then generally south eastwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Helwyn Farm and Cheti Estate to the south western boundary 

beacon of Nyahowa Estate, then generally North Eastwards along the 

boundaries of Nyahowa Estate 2, Miami 3 and Chigangas Farms so as to 

include them to the north eastern boundary beacon of Chigangas Farm, 

then south eastwards and south westwards along the Eastern boundaries of 

Chigangas and Miami 3 Farms to the southernmost boundary beacon of 

Miami 3 Farm at Nyakachichi River, then generally south westwards along 

Nyakachichi River to its confluence with an Unnamed stream, then generally 

North Westwards along the Unnamed stream to where it intersects with the 

road from Miami Farm to Kachichi Estate, then generally south westwards 

along the road from Miami Farm to Kachichi Estate to its junction with the 

eastern boundary of Kachichi Estate, then north eastwards and north 

westwards along the eastern boundary of Kachichi Estate to its 

northernmost boundary beacon, then generally South westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Toro and Strathyre Farms to the southern boundary 

beacon of Strathyre Farm, then south westwards and north westwards along 

the southern boundaries of Strathyre and Momba Farms to the south 

western boundary beacon of Momba Farm, then generally north westwards 

along the northern boundary of Idlewood A Farm so as to exclude it to the 

south western boundary beacon of Songalalo Estate, generally North 

Eastwards along the western boundary of Songalalo Estate to Rukomechi 

River, then generally north westwards along Rukomechi River to the north 

western boundary beacon of Rekomitje Farm, then north eastwards along 

the North western boundaries of Utopia, Torwood, Myrlen and Harmonie 

Farms so as to include them to the northern boundary beacon of Harmonie 

Farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinate: 

774334, 8181439; 777532, 8178240; 782310, 8176044; 781540, 8171304; 

787243, 8169378; 790556, 8162827; 797223, 8163405; 797223, 8163405; 

799265, 8155275; 795296, 8156431; 791096, 8151306; 784931, 8152693; 

785470, 8155930; 780730, 8154234; 778418, 8152269; 774373, 8164291; 

765934, 8174079; 767013, 8177662; 771483, 8179897. 
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Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north western 

boundary beacon of Baobab Farm, then generally South eastwards and 

north eastwards along the northern boundaries of Baobab Farm, Deerwood 

Park, Rhodes and Tulbagh Farms so as to include them to the North 

Western boundary beacon of Woodlands Farm, then generally South 

Westwards and South Eastwards along the Eastern boundaries of Tulbagh, 

Quo Vadis and Chitongo Farms so as to include them to the Southern 

boundary beacon of Richard Farm so as to exclude it, then generally South 

Westwards along the Eastern boundaries of Chitongo Farm and Fomeria 

Estate to the South Eastern boundary beacon of Thurlastorm Farm so as to 

exclude it, then South Eastwards and North Eastwards along the Northern 

boundaries of Mudiki Estate, Datenda, Kupinda and Ndiripo Farms so as to 

include them to the Western boundary of Craigdhu Farm, then generally 

North Eastwards along the Western boundary of Tinhini Farm and Northern 

boundaries of Tinhini, Shargezan, Tengwe 9 and Le Don De Dieu Farms so 

as to include them to the North Eastern beacon of Le Don De Dieu Farm, 

then generally South Eastwards along the Eastern boundaries of Le Don De 

Dieu, Tengwe 30, Tengwe 31, Masikati and Stateland (Mazhaka 2) to Sungwi 

River, then generally South Westwards along Sungwi River to a point where 

a straight line is drawn in a North Westerly direction separating Mazhaka 1 

and Mazhaka 2 to the Southern boundary of Meidon Estate, then generally 

South Westwards along the Southern boundaries of Meidon Estate and 

Tayesa Farm so as to include them to the Southernmost beacon of Tayesa 

Farm, then generally Northwards and North Westwards along the Western 

boundaries of Tayesa Farm and Dendera Estate to Northern most beacon of 

Tara Farm so as to exclude it, then generally North Westwards along the 

Southern boundaries of Rigel and Pollax Estates and Gwiwa Farm to the 

Northern most beacon of Ripponlea Farm, then North Eastwards and 

generally North Westwards along the Western boundaries of Gwiwa, Las 

Vegas, Tengwe 55A, Frisewag, Glen Isle and Baobab Farms so as to include 

them to the North Western beacon of Baobab Farm, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

794327, 8113831;792375, 8108431;792885, 8107957;791937, 

8107045;792594, 8104746;791207, 8103798;793871, 8098945;785078, 

8095698;784093, 8095698;779313, 8099638;776321, 8099055;775190, 

8102995;769973, 8106206;767894, 8117297;777781, 8116604;782779, 

8111861;780517, 8108030;787778, 8109270;787741, 8111934. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mwami and Angwa River, then generally South Eastwards along Angwa 

River to the North Eastern beacon of Mafalo Farm, then generally North 
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Westwards and Westwards along the Northern boundaries of Mafalo and 

Mwala Farms so as to exclude them to the Eastern most beacon of Moyale 

Farm so as to include it, then generally South Westwards, North Westwards, 

South Westwards and North Westwards along the Southern boundaries of 

Moyale, Leconfield, Pangwarati and Zvakanaka Kwaso Farms so as to 

include them to the Northern beacon of Sable Ridge A Farm so as to exclude 

it, then generally South Westwards along the Eastern boundary of 

Springbok Heights B Farm to Karoi River, then generally North Westwards 

along Karoi River to the South Eastern beacon of Karoi Farm, then generally 

North Westwards and South Westwards along the boundaries of Karoi, 

Mshalla and Broadacres Farms to the Southernmost beacon of Broadacres 

Farm, then North Westwards along the Western boundary of Broadacres 

Farm to Nyarumanda River, then generally South Eastwards along 

Nyarumanda River to the South Western beacon of Chiltington Estate, then 

North Westwards and generally South Westwards along the boundary of 

Chiltington Estate to the North Western beacon of Grippos Farm, then North 

Eastwards and North Westwards along the boundaries of Grippos, Halstead 

and San Michele Farms to the Western most beacon of San Michele Farm at 

Mwami River, then generally Eastwards along Mwami River to its confluence 

with a Tributary of Mwami River, then generally North Westwards along the 

Tributary of Mwami River to where it intersects with the Northern boundary 

of Rockwood Estate, then North Eastwards along the Northern boundary of 

Rockwood Estate (Nyama Resettlement) to a point where it intersects with 

with a Tributary of Mwami River, then generally South Eastwards along the 

Tributary of Mwami River to its confluence with Mwami River, then generally 

North Eastwards along Mwami River to its confluence with Angwa River, the 

starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

816947, 8154912; 820522, 8134116; 811511, 8138130; 806585, 8130176; 

802481, 8132821;797939, 8128443; 793624, 8126071; 788206, 8128680; 

785032, 8132183; 787294, 8133022; 786309, 8136634; 787896, 8135521; 

793989, 8140118; 791764, 8141760; 795959, 8142581; 804150, 8146557; 

804551, 8150717; 814877, 8154219. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Eastern 

beacon of Farm 229(155) Vuti Purchase Land, then South Westwards along 

the Eastern boundaries of Farms 229 (155) and 228 (151) to the Northern 

beacon of Nyangau Farm, then generally South Westwards along the 

Eastern boundaries of Farms 228 (151), 150, 149, 102, 101, 98, 90, 53 and 

51 so as to include them to Rukomechi River, then generally South 

Eastwards along along Rukomechi River to the Eastern beacon of Dundazi 
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Farm, then generally South Westwards, North Westwards, South Eastwards, 

Westwards and South Westwards along the Southern boundaries of Dundazi 

and Muchbinding Farms so as to include them to the South Western beacon 

of Muchbinding Farm, then Northwards and North Westwards along the 

Western boundaries of Muchbinding and Templecombe Farms so as to 

include them to the South Eastern beacon of Moy Farm, then North 

Westwards, South Westwards and North Westwards along the Southern and 

Western boundaries of Toranhanga Resettlement so as to include it, then 

along the Western boundary of Toranhanga resettlement to a point where it 

intersects with Chipapa River, then generally South Westwards along 

Chipapa River to its confluence with Nyaodza River, then generally South 

Westwards along Nyaodza River to a point where it intersects with the 

Southern boundary of Farm 142, then North Westwards along the Southern 

boundary of Farm 142 and Western boundaries of Farms 142, 130, 112, 

111, 109, 65 and 34 so as to include them to the Western most beacon of 

Farm 34 at Chatigera Hill, then generally North Eastwards along the North 

Western boundary of Farm 34 to the Western boundary of Farm 86, then 

North Westwards, generally North Eastwards and South Eastwards along 

the boundaries of Farm 83, 82, 77, 75 and 76 so as to include them to the 

North Eastern beacon of Farm 76, then generally Eastwards along the 

Northern boundaries of Farms 241, 48, 54, 55, 91, 97, 154 and 229 (155) so 

as to include them to the North Eastern beacon of Farm 229(155), the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

778418, 8185870; 778457, 8185677; 767167, 8177739; 768708, 8176506; 

765895, 8174040; 770635, 8165486; 777879, 8158165; 759499, 8156315; 

759499, 8156315; 753295, 8155005; 745627, 8165563; 751831, 8170033; 

761541, 8180976; 772561, 8185793. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where the 

boundary separating Hurungwe Communal Land and Tengwe Commercial 

Farming Area crosses Tengwe River, then South Eastwards, generally South 

Westwards and South Eastwards along the boundary between Hurungwe 

Communal Land and Tengwe Commercial Farming Area to where it 

intersects with the Road to Marere, then generally South Westwards along 

the Road to Marere to where it intersects with a tributary of Mhire River, 

then generally North Westwards along the tributary of Mhire River to a point 

where it intersects with Piriwiri Road, then generally North Westwards and 

North Eastwards along Piriwiri Road to its junction with the Road to Badze 

School, then generally South Westwards along the Road to Badze School to 

a point where it intersects with with Tengwe River, then generally North 

Westwards along Tengwe River to a point where it intersects with the 
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boundary separating Hurungwe Tribal Trust Land and Tengwe Commercial 

Farming Area crosses Tengwe River, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

770083.1, 8109044.6;  770732.6, 8107459.2; 765871.6, 8099846.9; 

765856.3, 8099601.4; 764910.2, 8097990.4; 757402.7, 8093500.3; 

758507.3, 8092472.3; 757274.8, 8090227.2; 755745.7, 8090897.2; 

754733.1, 8090457.4; 752779.5, 8088892.4; 749987.2, 8087409.3; 

749787.8, 8087521.9; 749828.7, 8088447.5; 750600.9, 8090119.8; 

750918.0, 8091326.8; 748504.1, 8090851.1; 744961.7, 8088477.6; 

742425.0, 8087600.6; 739112.7, 8086687.4; 737416.8, 8087310.7; 

739337.4, 8087694.9; 738917.0, 8088811.0; 739250.4, 8089695.2; 

739525.9, 8093826.5; 741787.2, 8097718.5; 744766.0, 8099458.0; 

764847.1, 8107318.4; 767966.5, 8108294.3. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Eastern beacon 

of Moyale Farm, then Eastwards and generally South Eastwards along the 

Northern boundaries of Mwala and Mafalo Farms so as to include them to 

Angwa River, then generally South Westwards along Angwa River to its 

confluence with Ngonya River, then generally Westwards along Ngonya River 

to its confluence with Sikati River, then generally North Westwards along 

Sikati River to the South Western beacon of Glenurouhart Farm (Pote 

Resettlement), then generally North Westwards, South Westwards, South 

Eastwards, South Westwards, North Westwards and generally South 

Westwards along the Western and Southern boundaries of Glenurouhart 

Farm and Stateland (Mazhaka 2) to the South Eastern beacon of Stateland 

(Mazhaka 2), then generally North Westwards and North Eastwards along 

the Eastern boundaries of Mazhaka 2, Masikati, Tengwe 31, Tengwe 30 and 

Le Don De Dieu Farms so as to exclude them to the North Eastern beacon 

ofLe Don De Dieu Farm, then generally North Eastwards along the Southern 

boundaries of Quarrie, Donkerhoek, Andrilen, Milverton and Geluksvlei 

Farms to the South Eastern beacon ofGeluskvlei Farm so as to exclude them 

to Mukwe River, then generally North Eastwards along Mukwe River to 

where it intersects with the South Western beacon of Nyamahapi 

Resettlement, then generally North Westwards along the Western boundary 

of Nyamahapi Resettlement to Mureche River, then generally South 

Westwards along Mureche River to its confluence with Kangeira River, then 

generally South Westwards along Kangeire River to where it intersects with 

the Eastern boundary of Litombo Farm, then North Westwards and 

generally North Eastwards along the Eastern boundaries of Litombo, 

Pangwarati, Leconfield and Moyale Farms so as to exclude them to the 

Eastern most beacon of Moyale Farm, the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

812437, 8138141; 813030, 8137078; 818369, 8135707; 819678, 8133702; 

818962, 8132700; 817756, 8132209; 817899, 8127954; 817080, 8124476; 

818615, 8123515; 816344, 8116764; 814687, 8114085; 814339, 8111753; 

813582, 8107682; 809982, 8105902; 806504, 8110546; 801697, 8107191; 

803825, 8104000; 797913, 8098701; 794497, 8100051; 794169, 8099335; 

791264, 8103631; 792615, 8104777; 791960, 8107027; 792553, 8104879; 

792246, 8108357; 794272, 8113634; 800715, 8114350; 803293, 8115946; 

807548, 8116948; 810657, 8116171; 811557, 8120508; 807814, 8126543; 

806504, 8130020; 806791, 813276. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Western 

beacon of Dande Communal Land at Zambezi River generally South 

Eastwards and South Westwards along the Eastern boundary of Chewore 

Safari Area, so as to exclude Dande Communal Land and Dande Safari Area 

to Mukanga River, then generally South Eastwards along Mukanga River to 

its confluence with Angwa River, then generally South Westwards along 

Angwa River to its confluence with Mukwishe River, then generally North 

Westwards along Mukwishe River to its confluence with Sapi River, then 

generally Westwards Sapi River to its confluence with Horonga River, then 

generally North Westwards along Horonga River to a point where it 

intersects with the Game Fence, then generally North Westwards and 

Westwards along the Game Fence so as to include Zambezi Parks and Wild 

Life Land and Manna Pools National Park to its intersection with the North 

Eastern boundary of Stateland, then South Eastwards and South 

Westwards along the Eastern boundary of Stateland so as to exclude 

Mukwichi Communal Land to the Eastern boundary of Farm 229 (155) Vuti, 

then Westwards, then generally South Eastwards along the Northern 

boundary of Vuti Purchase Land so as to exclude it to its intersection with 

the Game Fence, then generally Westwards and North Westwards along the 

Game Fence so as to exclude Nyaodza Communal Land to a point where it 

crosses Nyaodza River, then generally North Westwards along Nyaodza River 

to where it intersects with the district boundary, then North Eastwards and 

North Westwards along the district boundary so as to exclude Charara 

Safari Area to Zambezi River, then generally North Eastwards along Zambezi 

River to the Southern beacon of Chirundu Local Board, then a straight line 

is drawn in a North Easterly direction so as to exclude Bwarambwa and 

Nyangombe Islands to the confluence of Zambezi River and Mkumba River, 

then generally North Eastwards along Mkumba River to its confluence with 

an Unnamed stream, then generally North Eastwards along the Unnamed 

stream to where it intersects with Harare-Chirundu Road, then generally 

North Westwards along Harare-Chirundu Road to its junction with the Road 
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to Chirundu Sugar Estate, then generally North Eastwards along the said 

Road to its intersection with with the South Western boundary of Chirundu 

Sugar Estates, then North Westwards along the Southern boundary of 

Chirundu Sugar Estates so as to exclude it to Zambezi River, then generally 

North Eastwards along Zambezi River so as to include Hurungwe Safari 

Area, Manna Pools National Park, Sapi and Chewore Safari Areas to the 

North Western beacon of Dande Communal Land, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

849131, 8269729; 852597, 8261265; 857194, 8256084; 826839, 8229961; 

832822, 8223832; 835814, 8210770; 825489, 8185012; 817207, 8187566; 

802978, 8185158; 786560, 8200701; 776673, 8201941; 770379, 8198329; 

779227, 8190521; 778260, 8185742; 761112, 8178591; 745278, 8165602; 

733238, 8152030; 729589, 8160932; 729881, 8189244; 696899, 8188515; 

698286, 8220840; 707210.7, 8222864.9; 709080.5, 8231539.1; 704255.4, 

8235506.8; 706526.6, 8236993.5; 715510.9, 8236692.5; 721093.0, 

8243487.8; 759767, 8263937; 818434, 8268680; 839540, 8271088; 

845049, 8265214.  

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where the 

Game Fence crosses the North Eastern boundary of Stateland, then 

generally North Eastwards along the Game Fence to a point it crosses 

Horonga River, then generally South Eastwards along Horonga River to its 

confluence with Sapi River, then generally North Eastwards along Sapi River 

to its confluence with Mukwishe River, then generally South Westwards 

along Mukwishe River to its intersection with with the Northern boundary of 

Stateland (Chipatapata), then generally North Westwards along the Northern 

boundary of Stateland to the Eastern most beacon Wirral Farm, then 

generally North Westwards along the boundaries of Wirral, Kupeta and Nebo 

Farms so as to exclude them to the Northern beacon of Nebo, then generally 

North Eastwards along the Western and Northern boundaries of 

Rhukwedza, Maseru and Nyangau Farms, then North Eastwards and North 

Westwards along the Eastern boundaries of Vuti Purchase Land and 

Stateland to a point where it crosses the Game Fence, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

770288, 8198354; 776184, 8201784; 785855, 8201090; 791982, 8195773; 

800517, 8189453; 807222, 8186178; 811942, 8186718; 802463, 8180899; 

790595, 8173501; 789208, 8165679; 787127, 8169570; 784006, 8168260; 

781694, 8171651; 783466, 8175081; 782310, 8176391; 774450, 8181400; 

778264, 8183635; 774334, 8194540. 
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Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by line drawn starting from the confluence of Sapi 

River and Mukwishe River, then generally North Eastwards along Mukwishe 

River to its confluence with Angwa River, then generally Southwards along 

Angwa River to its confluence with Riquere River, then generally North 

Westwards along Riquere River to its confluence with Chibara River, then 

generally South Westwards along Chibara River to its intersection with with 

a Road to Kapiri Business Center, then generally North Eastwards and 

North Westwards along the Road to Kapiri Business Center to a point where 

it crosses Mpofu River, then generally Westwards along Mpofu River to its 

confluence with Nyandi River, then generally North Westwards along Nyandi 

River to a point it crosses Chitenje-Kazangarare Road, then North Eastwards 

along Chitenje-Kazangarare Road to its junction with Kazangarare- Chikora 

Road, then generally Northwards along the Kazangarare-Chikora Road to its 

junction with Kazangare – Masokoti Road, then generally North Westwards 

along Kazangarare – Masokoti Road to its intersection with the Eastern 

boundary of Stateland, then North Eastwards and North Westwards along 

the Eastern and Northern boundaries of Stateland to a point where it 

intersects with Karoe River, then generally Northwards along Karoe River to 

its confluence with Mukwishe River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Mukwishe River to its confluence with Sapi River, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

813089, 8186700; 816810, 8187137; 818926, 8168530; 807470, 8159482; 

796817, 8171230; 808127, 8183635; 813673, 8186991. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chehanga River and Murereshi River, then generally South Eastwards along 

Murereshi River to its confluence with Ruhove River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Ruhove River to its confluence with Maringohwe River, 

then generally North Eastwards along Maringohwe River to where it 

intersects with with the boundary separating Hurungwe Communal Land 

and Karoi Commercial Farming Area, then generally South Eastwards along 

the boundary separating Hurungwe Communal Land and Karoi Commercial 

Farming Area to a point where it intersects with Kasawa River, then 

generally North Westwards along Kasawa River to its confluence with 

Murereshi River, then generally North Westwards along Murereshi River to 

its confluence with Kayiwa River, then generally South Westwards along 

Kayiwa River to a point it crosses Binga Road, then South Westwards along 

Binga Road to its intersection with a Road from Machona Village, then 

generally North Westwards along the Road from Machona Village to 

Nyahuma Village so as to exclude it, then North Westwards along Mahororo 

Dam tributary to Mjoma Village so as to include it then generally North 
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Eastwards along a Road to Bunda, Muchidzagora and Chambati Villages so 

as to include them to a point it crosses Chehanga River, then generally 

North Eastwards along Chehanga River to its confluence with Murereshi 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

763505, 8140432; 765367, 8133457; 766185, 8127156; 762789, 8126931; 

759138, 8130572; 757072, 8134122; 746480, 8136167; 747677, 8137364; 

749211, 8144063; 751707, 8148502; 751758, 8150384; 753169, 8149975; 

754550, 8153995; 753175, 8154977; 755230, 8155304; 755778, 8156082; 

756442, 8156613; 757782, 8156521; 758887, 8156112. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Kayiwa and Murereshi River, then generally South Eastwards along 

Murereshi River to its confluence with Kasawa River, then generally South 

Eastwards along Kasawa River to a point where it intersects with the 

boundary separating Hurungwe Communal Land and Karoi Commercial 

Farming Area, then South Eastwards along the boundary separating 

Hurungwe Communal Land and Karoi Commercial Farming Area to its 

intersection with with the Road from Baobab Farm to Dororohwe, then 

South Westwards along the Road to Dororohwe to its intersection with the 

Road to Mukonori Business Center, then generally North Westwards along 

the Road to Mukonori Business Center to its junction with Chidamoyo Road, 

then generally South Westwards along Chidamoyo Road to its junction with 

the Road to Menoembwa Primary School at Samuriwo Business Center, then 

generally North Westwards along the Road to Menoembwa Primary School to 

its intersection with Kweche River, then generally South Westwards along 

Kweche River to where it intersects with the Road from Kweche-Nkani Dam 

to Chidzimamoto, then generally North Westwards along the said road to its 

junction with Binga Road, then South Westwards along Binga Road to its 

junction with the road to Jera Village so as to include Chehoko Flygate, 

Kademaunga and Jera Villages to its intersection with the road to Mahororo 

School, then generally North Westwards along the road to Mahororo School 

to its junction with the road to Mashumba Business Center, then South 

Westwards along the road to Mashumba Business Center so as to include 

Mazindori Village to an Unnamed stream, then generally North Westwards 

along the Unnamed stream to its confluence with Tsvakidze River, then 

generally North Eastwards along Tsvakidze River to the road to Sengwe 

School, then South Eastwards along the road to Sengwe School to its 

junction with the road to Dombo School, then South Eastwards along the 

road to Dombo School to a point where it intersects with an Unnamed 

stream, then generally North Eastwards along the Unnamed stream to a 

point where it crosses the road to Chendamora Village, then North 
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Eastwards along the road to Chendamora Village to its junction with the 

road from Dombo School, then South Eastwards along the road from Dombo 

School to a point where it crosses an Unnamed stream, then generally North 

Eastwards along the Unnamed stream to its confluence with an Unnamed 

river, then generally North Eastwards along the Unnamed river to a point 

where it intersects with the road from Dombo to Mahororo School, then 

North Westwards along the said road to where it intersects with an 

Unnamed stream, then generally North Eastwards along the Unnamed 

stream to a point where it intersects with the road from Kebvunde School, 

then South Westwards along the road from Kebvunde to Kanyati Business 

Center to its junction with Binga Road, then generally North Eastwards 

along Binga Road to its intersection with Kayiwa River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Kayiwa River to its confluence with Murereshi River, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

756698, 8134079; 762058, 8127124; 766272, 8127042; 767745, 8117346; 

767417, 8116323; 765985, 8118983; 760953, 8117305; 757066, 8115300; 

753548, 8116119; 750439, 8113296; 751257, 8114809; 747165, 8117632; 

751175, 8122665; 748066, 8125038; 745611, 8128065; 753548, 8131747; 

756698, 8134039; 761158, 8127779. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Musukwi River and its tributary, then generally South Eastwards along 

Musukwi River tributary to its intersection with the Road to Chidzimamoto, 

then South Eastwards along the Road to Chidzimamoto to its intersection 

with Kweche River, then generally South Eastwards along Kweche River to 

its intersection with a Road to Kweche Primary School, then generally 

Southwards along the Road to Kweche Primary School to its junction with 

Chidamoyo Road, then generally North Eastwards along Chidamoyo Road to 

its junction with the Road to Nyikadzino Village, then generally South 

Eastwards, North Eastwards, Northwards and North Eastwards along the 

said Road to its junction with the Road to Kweche, then generally South 

Eastwards and North Eastwards along the Road to Kweche to its junction 

with the Road to Baobab Farm, then generally South Eastwards and North 

Eastwards along the said Road to a point it crosses the boundary seperating 

Hurungwe Communal Land and Tengwe Commercial Farming Area, then 

generally South Eastwards along the boundary separating Hurungwe 

Communal Land and Tengwe Commercial Farming Area to its intersection 

with Tengwe River, then generally Westwards along Tengwe River to its 

confluence with Nyaruchekwa River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Nyaruchekwa River to its intersection with the Road to Mahwada, then 

generally North Eastwards and North Westwards along the Road to 
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Chirovapasi and Chamenyanga Villages so as to include them to a point 

where it crosses Mangoya River, then generally North Westwards along 

Mangoya River to its confluence with Badze River, then generally 

Southwards along Badze River to where it intersects with Mudzimu-

Mahwada Road, then North Westwards along Mudzimu-Mahwada Road to 

its junction with Chidamoyo Road, then generally North Eastwards along 

Chidamoyo Road to a point where it intersects with an Unnamed stream, 

then generally North Westwards along the Unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Kweche River, then generally North Westwards along 

Kweche River to its intersection with the Road from Mudzimu to 

Chidzimamoto, then along the Road from Mudzimu to Chidzimamoto to its 

intersection with Musukwi River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Musukwi River to its confluence with its tributary, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

765976, 8119417; 767938, 8116430; 769812, 8109226; 760763, 8103487; 

754526, 8098948; 752623, 8103604; 752564, 8106591; 749782, 8111276; 

749607, 8114409; 751159, 8114790; 750558, 8113121; 753867, 8116225; 

761012, 8116840. 

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the Road from 

Chidzimamoto crosses Musukwi River, then generally South Eastwards 

along the Road from Chidzimamoto to its junction with the Road to Kweche, 

then North East along the said Road to its junction with the Road to Chitiki, 

then generally South Eastwards along the Road to Chitiki to its intersection 

with Kweche River, then generally North Eastwards along Kweche River to 

its confluence with an Unnamed stream, then generally Southwards along 

the Unnamed stream to where it intersects with Chidamoyo Road, then 

generally South Westwards along Chidamoyo Road to its junction with the 

Road to Mahwada, then generally North Eastwards along the Road to 

Mahwada to a point where it crosses Badze River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Badze River to its confluence with Mangoya River, then 

generally Eastwards along Mangoya River to its intersection with the Road to 

Zvarai, then South Westwards along the Road to Zvarai to its junction with 

the Road to Mudzimu Dip, then South Eastwards along the Road to 

Mudzimu Dip, Southwards, generally South Eastwards and generally 

Southwards to its intersection with Nyaruchekwa River, then generally 

South Westwards along Nyaruchekwa River to its confluence with Tengwe 

River, then generally South Westwards along Tengwe River to a point where 

it crosses the Cattle Fence, then North Westwards along the Cattle Fence to 

a point where it crosses Chipura River, then generally South Westwards 

along Chipura River to its confluence with Badze River, then generally South 

Westwards along Badze River to a point where it crosses Chidamoyo-Batanai 
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Road, then generally Northwards along Chidamoyo-Batanai Road to its 

junction with the Road to Rengwe, then generally North Westwards along 

the Road to Rengwe to its intersection with Musukwi River, then generally 

South Westwards along Musukwi River to a point where it crosses the Road 

from Chidzimamoto, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

746723, 8117634; 747909, 8116284; 749770, 8114424; 748529, 8113530; 

748165, 8111998; 749706, 8109188; 751877, 8107127; 751019, 8101800; 

748995, 8098827; 746897, 8100359; 742235.8, 8105713.1; 740511.9, 

8103350.7; 738560.0, 8102228.8; 736763.1, 8101599.4; 733899.1, 

8099747.8; 730232.4, 8101033.9; 730323.6, 8104472.6; 731463.7, 

8106451.9; 731454.6, 8107108.6; 735458.8, 8109580.4; 738788.0, 

8111468.5; 742108.1, 8116494.2; 742081, 8116588. 

Ward 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where the 

Road to Batanai crosses Tengwe River, then generally North Eastwards 

along the Road to Mainje Primary School so as to exclude it to its junction 

with the Road to Chivende, then generally South Westwards along the Road 

to Chivende so as to include Chivende Secondary School to its junction with 

the Road to Marere, then South Eastwards along the said Road to its 

intersection with a tributary of Mhire River, then generally North Eastwards 

along this tributary to where it intersects with a Road to Hambakwe, then 

North Eastwards along the said Road to a point it crosses the boundary 

between Piriwiri Communal Land and Tengwe Commercial Farming Area, 

then South Eastwards along the boundary separating Tengwe Commercial 

Farming Area and Piriwiri Communal Land to its intersection with Sungwi 

River, then generally South Westwards along Sungwi River to its confluence 

with Piriwiri River, then generally South Westwards along Piriwiri River to its 

confluence with Sanyati River, then generally North Westwards along 

Sanyati River to its confluence with Tengwe River, then generally North East 

up Tengwe River to a point where it crosses the Road to Batanai, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

758478, 8092369; 769355.6, 8079777.8; 769263.6, 8079511.9; 768823.7, 

8078857.3; 767944.1, 8078212.9; 767437.8, 8077860.0; 767064.5, 

8077793.5; 765709.3, 8076576.4; 765660.7, 8076668.4; 765880.6, 

8075635.4; 763875.8, 8074817.1; 761768.8, 8075625.2; 757432.1, 

8077803.8; 756409.2, 8074955.2; 754726.7, 8075522.9; 754552.8, 

8074704.6; 753734.6, 8073625.5; 753177.1, 8071487.8; 750574.0, 

8072311.2; 749643.3, 8071012.27, 8071324.27, 8072945.4; 746349.8, 

8073375.0, 742325.0, 8076847.4; 741803.4, 8078120.8; 742089.7, 
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8079793.2, 741348.2, 8082391.1; 739312.8, 8083971.4; 737481.9, 

8086160.2, 737614.9, 8086871.1; 737590.6, 8086887.7; 737887.2, 

8086811.0, 739106.9, 8086662.7; 740756.2, 8087325.0; 741239.5, 

8087452.8; 741028.6, 8087353; 1744363.0, 8088514.0; 746017.4, 

8088948.7;m748431.2, 8090787.2; 750016.6, 8091262.8; 750934.6, 

8091352.3. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Binga Road 

crosses Chiroti River, then generally Southwards and South Eastwards 

along the Road from Deve to its junction with the Road from Chiedza, then 

generally South Westwards, South Eastwards and generally Southwards 

along the Road from Chiedza-Mutore to its intersection with the Cattle 

Fence, then generally South Westwards along the Cattle Fence to the point 

where it intersects with the Road to Rengwe, then generally South 

Eastwards along the Road to Rengwe to a point where it crosses Musukwi 

River, then generally South Eastwards along Musukwi River to a point 

where it intersects with the Road from Bashungwe, then generally South 

Eastwards along the Road from Bashungwe to its intersection with 

Chidamoyo-Bashungwe Road, then generally Southwards along the said 

Road to its intersection with Badze River, then generally North Eastwards 

along Badze River to its confluence with Chipura River, then generally 

Northwards along Chipura River to its crossway with the Cattle Fence, then 

South Eastwards along the Cattle Fence to its crossway with Tengwe River, 

then generally Westwards along Tengwe River to its confluence with Sanyati 

River, then generally South Westwards along Sanyati River to its confluence 

with Chiroti River, then generally North Eastwards along Chiroti River to its 

intersection with the Binga Road, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

717390, 8113712; 718667, 8108094; 722242, 8100432; 730232, 8101016; 

734246, 8099775; 736508, 8100870; 740001.1, 8102465.9; 740968.0, 

8104545.5; 742080.7, 8105576.2; 746185.3, 8100103.6; 744060, 8097696; 

741543, 8096017; 740630, 8091657; 737529, 8087389; 732203, 8085491; 

725198, 8087644; 719725, 8091785; 710877, 8094667; 707065, 8101216; 

704474, 8107674; 712483, 8110903; 715712, 8112964.  

Ward 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where the 

Cattle Fence (the district boundary) crosses Nyaodza River, then generally 

South Eastwards along Nyaodza River to its confluence with Murereshi 

River, then generally South Westwards along Murereshi River to its 

confluence with Siyandaraya River, then generally South West up 

Siyandaraya River to where it intersects with the Road to Kahonde, then 
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generally South Westwards along the Road to Kahonde to its junction with 

the Road to Karambazungu, then South Westwards along the Road to 

Karambazungu to its junction with the Road to Mahororo, then generally 

Northwards along the Road to Mahororo to its junction with the Road to 

Bunda 2 Village, then generally North Eastwards along the Road to Bunda 2 

Village to its junction with the Road to Kuyenikanya Village to where it 

intersects with an Unnamed stream, then generally South Westwards along 

the Unnamed stream to where it intersects with the Road to Mjoma Village 

so as to include Makuwerere Village and exclude Mjoma Village, then 

generally South Eastwards along the Road to Mjoma Village to its junction 

with the Road from Kebvunde to Dombo, then Southwards along the Road 

from Kebvunde to Dombo to where it intersects with Kayiwa River, then 

generally South Westwards along Kayiwa River to its confluence with an 

Unnamed stream, then down generally South Westwards an Unnamed 

stream to Chendamhora village so as to include it to a point where it 

intersects with the Road to Dombo, then generally Westwards along the 

Road to Sengwe, then generally South Westwards and North Westwards to 

Sengwa River, then generally North Westwards along Sengwa River to its 

confluence with Chitiya River, then generally North Eastwards along Chitiya 

River to a point where it intersects with the Road to Sengwe Business 

Centre, then North Westwards along the Road to Sengwe Business Centre to 

its junction with the Road to Karambazungu Primary School, then North 

Westwards along the Road to Karambazungu Primary School to its junction 

with the Road to Murapa Primary School, then North Westwards along the 

Road to Murapa Primary School to a point where it crosses Murapa River, 

then generally Westwards along Marapa River to its confluence with Nyadara 

River, then generally South Westwards along Nyadara River to its 

intersection with the Cattle Fence( District boundary), then North 

Westwards and generally North Eastwards along the District boundary to its 

intersection with Nyaodza River, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

728764.9, 8161681.1; 729272.5, 8161485.9; 728852.8, 8160861.2; 

730482.9, 8159065.2; 732913.3, 8156166.2; 731712.7, 8154321.4; 

732991.4, 8152798.8; 733225.6, 8152047.2; 732923.1, 8150856.4; 

735968.4, 8150573.3; 739922, 8150378; 742420, 8151725; 745017, 

8149949; 745212, 8146942; 746930, 8144346; 746988, 8144268; 745270, 

8140715; 746881, 8137611; 746159, 8136518; 739883, 8132418; 739629, 

8135210; 734553, 8139856; 732503, 8139095; 729438, 8135756; 726413, 

8130349; 724607, 8130251; 721503, 8139563; 721288.2, 8145234.1; 

727027.5, 8158108.6. 
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Ward 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of the 

Road to Murapa and the Road to Nyamhunga, then generally South 

Westwards along the Road to Nyamhunga to its intersection with Chitiya 

River, then generally South Westwards along Chitiya River to its confluence 

with Sengwa River, then generally South Eastwards along Sengwa River to 

its intersection with a Road to Nyamhunga School, then generally South 

Westwards along the Road to Bururuka Business Centre to its intersection 

with Kanyati River, then generally South Westwards along Kanyati River to a 

point where it crosses the Cattle Fence, then North Westwards along the 

Cattle Fence to a point where it crosses Nyadara River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Nyadara River to its confluence with Murapa River, then 

generally North Westwards along Murapa River to a point where it intersects 

with the Road from Nyamhunga to Karambazungu, then South Eastwards 

along the Road from Nyamhunga to Karambazungu so as to exclude 

Karambazungu Primary School to its junction with the Road to Murapa 

School, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

724587, 8130261; 725583, 8130437; 729614.1, 8135014.6; 731419.9, 

8137728.1; 732405.7, 8139065.3; 734328.6, 8139982.8; 735841.5, 

8137825.7; 739453.0, 8135385.5; 739843.5, 8132359.6; 738974.8, 

8130934.5; 740351.0, 8131149.3; 742206, 8128299; 741190, 8123575; 

731859, 8124200; 728111, 8124239; 726354, 8124473. 

Ward 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Eastern 

beacon of Yawanda Farm at Chipapa River, then South Eastwards along the 

Eastern boundary of Yawanda Farm so as to include it to the South Eastern 

beacon of Mutoranhanga Resettlement, then North Eastwards and South 

Eastwards along the Northern boundaries of Trokiadza and Gainlands 

Farms so as to include them to the North Eastern beacon of Gainlands 

Farm, then South Eastwards and Southwards along the Eastern boundaries 

of Gainlands Farm and Vuka Estate so as to include them to the South 

Western beacon of Muchbinding Farm, then generally North Eastwards 

along the Northern boundaries of Coldomo A and Nduba Farms so as to 

include them to the North Eastern beacon of Nduba Farm at Rukomechi 

River, then generally South Eastwards along Rukomechi River to the North 

Eastern beacon of Nduba Farm, then South Westwards and generally South 

Westwards along the Eastern boundaries of Nduba Farm and Ashuahi 

Valley Estate A and B, Coldomo, Lapieta, Scorpion and Tavoy Farms so as to 

include them to the Southernmost beacon of Tavoy Farm, then North 

Westwards along the Western boundary of Tavoy Farm to a point where it 

crosses Kambeme River, then generally South Westwards along Kambeme 
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River to a point where it crosses the boundary separating Karoi Commercial 

Farming Area and Hurungwe Communal Land, then generally North 

Westwards, North Eastwards and North Westwards along the boundary 

separating Karoi Commercial Farming Area and Hurungwe Communal Land 

to a point where it crosses Nyaodza River at the North Western beacon of 

Laughing Hills Farm, then generally North Eastwards along Nyaodza River 

to its confluence with Chipapa River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Chipapa River to the North Eastern beacon of Yawanda Farm, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

767985, 8161699; 770174, 8156007; 777544, 8157831; 778711, 8152577; 

785862, 8155715; 776449, 8140975; 771779, 8140465; 765431, 8133751; 

760104, 8146521; 761491, 8148272; 759520, 8156445; 763971, 8158926. 

Ward 19  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Northern beacon 

of Ripponlea Farm (Tengwe 54A), then generally South Eastwards along the 

Northern boundaries of Ripponlea Farm, Nevern Plaice Estate, Anker and 

Tara Farms so as to include them to the Southernmost beacon of Tayesa 

Farm, then North Eastwards, South Eastwards, North Eastwards and South 

Eastwards along the Northern boundaries of Elephant‟s Rest Farm and 

State land (Mazhaka 1) to where it intersects with Sungwi River, then 

generally South Westwards along Sungwi River to a point where it intersects 

with Cattle Fence separating Piriwiri Communal Land and Tengwe 

Commercial Farming Area, then North Westwards and generally North 

Eastwards along the boundary separating Piriwiri Communal Land and 

Tengwe Commercial Farming Area so as to include Mazhaka 1 to the 

Northern most beacon of Ripponlea Farm, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

769876, 8106163; 770710, 8105588; 771353, 8102934; 771860, 8103180; 

772106, 8101935; 771818, 8103221; 772202, 8101908; 773214, 8101716; 

774979, 8103139; 776484, 8102236; 776443, 8099021; 779302, 8099609; 

784023, 8095628; 783804, 8094821; 786020, 8091496; 786239, 8089115; 

782408, 8085846; 770396, 8078539; 757398, 8093617; 764882, 8098036; 

765867, 8099815. 

Ward 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Northern most 

beacon of Montesuma Farm, then South Eastwards, North Eastwards, 

South Eastwards and generally North Eastwards along the Northern 

boundaries of Montesuma, Lancaster, Avelon and Hunters Lodge so as to 

include them to the Northern most beacon of Hunters Lodge, then South 
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Eastwards, North Eastwards and generally South Eastwards along the 

boundaries of Hunters Lodge and Bettevent Lot 2 so as to include them to 

Karoi River, then generally South Eastwards along Karoi River to the South 

Eastern beacon of Springbok Heights B Farm, then generallyNorth 

Eastwards along the Eastern boundary of Springbok Heights B to the 

Northern beacon of Sable Ridge A Farm, then generally South Eastwards 

and South Eastwards along the boundaries of Sable Ridge A, Wajetsi and 

Litombo Farms so as to include them to Kangeira River, then generally 

North Eastwards along Kangeira River to its confluence with Mureche River, 

then generally Northwards along Mureche River to the North Eastern beacon 

of Nyamapipi Extension, then South Eastwards and generally Westwards 

along the Eastern boundary of Nyamapipi Extensionn to the North Eastern 

beacon of Geluskvlei Farm, then South Eastwards along the Eastern 

boundary of Geluskvlei Farm to its South Eastern beaconat Mukwe River, 

then generally North Westwards along Mukwe River to the Eastern most 

beacon of Milverton Farm, then generally South Westwards along the 

Southern boundaries of Milverton, Quarrie, Hambagahla, Chirodza and 

Thurlastom Farms so as to include them to the South Eastern beacon of 

Chitongo Farm so as to exclude it, then generally North Eastwards and 

North Westwards along the Western boundaries of Thurlastom, Vuna, 

Richards and Woodlands Farms so as to include them to the South Eastern 

beacon of Longueil Lot 2 Farm, then South Westwards and North Westwards 

along the Southern and Western boundaries of Longueil Farm to Siwa River, 

then generally South Westwards along Siwa River to the South Western 

beacon of Shangrila Farm, then Northwards and North Eastwards along the 

Western boundaries of Shangrila and Montesuma Farms so as to include 

them to the Northern beacon of Montesuma Farm, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

802189, 8132657; 806385, 8129848; 807370, 8126382; 810763, 8126272; 

811711, 8120435; 809449, 8120508; 805564, 8116458; 787796, 8111897; 

787905, 8109453; 780645, 8107774; 782834, 8111788; 780718, 8117625; 

775245, 8118501; 774953, 8124995; 777836, 8126163; 785351, 8131489; 

793378, 8126163; 798887, 8126527; 798960, 8131964. 

Ward 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Northern most 

beacon of Idlewood A Farm, then generally South Eastwards along the 

boundaries of Idlewood A and Haslemere Farm to the North Eastern beacon 

of Haslemere Farm, then generally South Eastwards along the boundaries of 

Haslemere, Maunga, Demavend and Blockley Farms to Mwami River, then 

generally West up Mwami River to its confluence with Twomba River, then 

generally South Eastwards along Twomba River to a point where it crosses 

the South Western boundary of Claudia Township, then North Westwards 
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along the South Western boundary of Claudia Township to its intersection 

with with Katambahoja River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Katambahoja River to its confluence with Chikangwe River, then generally 

North Westwards along Chikangwe River to its confluence with Masowi 

River, then generally South Eastwards along Masowi River to the Western 

most beacon of New Forest Farm, then generally South Eastwards along the 

Western and Southern boundaries of New Forest Farm to the North Eastern 

beacon of Broadacres Farm at Nyarumanda River, then generally South 

Westwards along Nyarumada River to the North Western beacon of 

Broadacres Farm, then generally South Eastwards and South Westwards 

along the Southern boundaries of Naba Estate, Rufaro, Ceres and Coniston 

Farms to the Southernmost beacon of Coniston Farm, then Southwards 

along the Eastern boundary of Renroc Estate to the South Eastern beacon of 

Renroc Estate 3 then South Westwards and North Westwards along the 

Southern boundaries of Renroc Estate 3 and Pumara Lot 1 Farm and 

Western boundaries of Pumara, Sandara and Chisapi Farms to a point 

where it crosses Kambeme River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Kambeme River to a point where it intersects with the North Western 

boundary of Rocklands Estate, then South Eastwards and generally North 

Eastwards along the North Western boundaries of Rocklands Estate, 

Chitiwafeni Farm, Wingate Estate, Enthorpe Farm, Nasau Estate and 

Idlewood A Farm so as to include them to the Northern most beacon of 

Idlewood A Farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

791016, 8151492; 796050, 8142590; 790651, 8140839; 787727, 8139507; 

788147, 8140674; 787308, 8141094; 784991, 8138777; 785110, 8132484; 

782665, 8129018; 777047, 8128324; 774931, 8125114; 768071, 8117561; 

765527, 8134052; 784863, 8152878. 

Ward 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where Karoe 

River intersects with Stateland boundary (Chipatapata), then South 

Eastwards and South Westwards along the Northern boundary of Stateland 

to a point it crosses Masokoti - Kazangarare Road, then generally South 

Eastwards along Masokoti – Kazangarare Road to its junction with 

Kazangarare– Chikova Road, then Southwards along Kazangarare – Chikova 

Road to its junction with Kazangare – Dete Road, then North Eastwards 

along Kazangarare– Dete Road to its junction with Kazangarare – Chitenje 

Road, then generally South Eastwards along Kazangarare – Chitenje Road to 

a point it crosses Nyandi River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Nyandi River to its confluence with Mpofu River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Mpofu River to its confluence with an Unnamed stream, 

then generally Southwards along the Unnamed stream to where it intersects 
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with the Road to Chibara Primary School, then generally Southwards along 

the Road to Chibara Primary School to a point where it crosses Chibara 

River, then generally North East down Chibara River to its confluence with 

Riquere River, then generally North Eastwards along Ruquere River to its 

confluence with Angwa River, then generally South Westwards along Angwa 

River to its confluence with Mwami River, then generally North Westwards 

along Mwami River to its confluence with an Unnamed stream, then 

generally North Westwards along the Unnamed stream to the North Eastern 

beacon of Rockwood Estate (Nyama Resettlement), then South Westwards 

along the North Western boundary of Nyama Resettlement to a point where 

it crosses an Unnamed stream, then generally South Eastwards along the 

Unnamed stream to its confluence with Mwami River, then generally South 

Westwards along Mwami River to the Eastern most beacon of San Michele 

Farm, then generally South Eastwards and South Westwards along the 

Western boundary of Nyama Resettlement and Eureka Farms and Kachichi 

Estate and the North Western boundary of Kachichi Estate to a point where 

it crosses Nyakachichi River, then generally North Eastwards along 

Nyakachichi River to the Southern most beacon of Miami 3 Farm, then 

generally North Westwards along the boundaries of Miami 3, Chigangasi 

Farms, Nyahoa and Cheti Estates and Helywin Farm to a point where it 

crosses Karoe River, then generally North Eastwards along Karoe River to a 

point where it meet the Stateland boundary, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

790687.3, 8173410.1; 796798.4, 8171412.6; 796606.9, 

8171056.9797582.8, 8171522.0; 798941.9, 8170883.5; 800784.4, 

8169624.8; 800665.8, 8168138.1; 803885.5, 8164818.0; 810517, 8161097; 

817175, 8161626;  817822.6, 8159436.5; 816646.0, 8157420.8; 816637, 

8157193; 804798, 8149276; 805874, 8147050; 798376, 8142526; 796269, 

8142672; 795275, 8156445; 797236, 8163587; 790851, 8162820;  790286, 

8167308. 

Ward 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Eastern 

beacon of Doornhoek Ranch, then generally South Eastwards, South 

Westwards and generally South Eastwards along the Western boundaries of 

Laughing Hills, Lanlory and Highdale Farms to a point where it crosses 

Maringohwe River, then generally North Westwards along Maringohwe River 

to its confluence with Ruhove River, then generally South Westwards along 

Ruhove River to its confluence with Murereshi River, then generally North 

Westwards along Murereshi River to its confluence with Chehanga River, 

then generally South Westwards along Chehanga River to where it intersects 

with the Road to Mahororo, then generally South Westwards along the Road 

to Mahororo so as to exclude Chambati, Muchidzagora and Bunda 2 villages 
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to its junction with the Road from Kebvunde, then generally South 

Westwards along the Road from Kebvunde to its junction with a Road from 

Mahororo to Chiware Business Centre, then Westwards and Northwards 

along this Road to its junction with a Road from Karereshe Business Centre, 

then North Eastwards along the said Road to where it intersects with an 

Unnamed Tributary of Karereshe River, then generally North Eastwards 

along this tributary to its confluence with Karereshe River, then generally 

Northwards along Karereshi River to its confluence with Murereshi River, 

then generally Westwards along Murereshi River to its confluence with 

Kechiro River, then generally North Eastwards along Kechiro River to a point 

where it intersects with the Road to Garangwe, then generally North 

Eastwards and Eastwards along the Road to Garangwe to its junction with 

the Road from Maumbe to Magunje, then generally South Eastwards along 

Maumbe-Magunje Road to where it intersects with Kemusangu River, then 

generally North Eastwards along Kemusangu River to its intersection with 

the Western boundary of Doornhoek Ranch, then North Westwards to the 

North Eastern beacon of Doornhoek Ranch, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

759484, 8156402; 761892, 8147810; 759621, 8146606; 763397, 8140668; 

759211, 8139574; 755079, 8136782; 752698, 8138944; 749634, 8133800; 

747445, 8134265; 746596, 8136263; 749907, 8141106; 751659, 8150464; 

754504, 8154131; 752999, 8154952; 756953, 8156429. 

Ward 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Kanyati River crosses the Cattle Fence, then South Eastwards and North 

Eastwards along the Cattle Fence to its intersection with Musukwi River, 

then generally South Eastwards along Musukwi River to its intersection with 

the Road to Rengwe, then generally Westwards along the Road to Rengwe to 

where it intersects with the Cattle fence, then North Eastwards along the 

Cattle fence to its intersection with a Road from Chiedza Primary School, 

then generally North Westwards along this Road to its junction with a Road 

to Deve, then North Westwards, South Westwards and generally North 

Westwards along the Road to Deve to a point where it crosses Chiroti River, 

then generally South Westwards along Chiroti River to its confluence with 

Sanyati River, then generally North Westwards along Sanyati River to its 

confluence with Kanyati River, then generally Eastwards along Kanyati River 

to its intersection with the Cattle Fence, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

698291.7, 8116351.9; 699463.0, 8117035.1; 701610.4, 8117269.4; 

703816.3, 8117220.6; 706100.3, 8120314.8; 707666.9, 8121525.1; 

709833.8, 8122784.2; 712723.0, 8123243.0; 718618.6, 8124941.4; 
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720209.6, 8125868.7; 723420.9, 8125224.5; 726222.3, 8125185.4; 

731161.2, 8107284.1; 731883.5, 8107235.3; 731590.7, 8106386.1; 

731044.1, 8105468.6; 730653.7, 8103409.0; 730390.1, 8101349.5; 

729726.4, 8100500.3; 727398.4, 8099992.7; 725514.6, 8098255.3; 

721337.0, 8099016.7; 722303.3, 8100900.5; 720780.6, 8100959.1; 

720858.7, 8104160.6; 718828.4, 8106005.4; 719404.3, 8108084.5; 

718262.3, 8108025.9; 718272.1, 8109597.4; 718008.5, 8110563.7; 

717276.5, 8113716.5; 715773.3, 8112945.3; 714680.1, 8110427.1; 

713108.6, 8111110.3; 711019.8, 8109782.8; 708896.8, 8108108.9; 

706471.2, 8107601.3; 705343.9, 8106796.0; 705046.2, 8108167.4; 

704484.9, 8107576.9; 702586.4, 8111486.1; 700800.2, 8113262.6; 

697496.2, 8114819.4. 

Ward 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Kanyati River crosses the Cattle fence, then generally South Eastwards 

along Kanyati River to its intersection with the Road from Mashuma to 

Bururuka, then generally North Eastwards along this Road to its junction 

with Sengwe-Magunje Road, then generally North Eastwards along Sengwe-

Magunje Road to a point where it intersects with an Unnamed Tributary of 

Sengwa River, then generally North Eastwards along the Unnamed Tributary 

of Sengwa River to its confluence with Sengwa River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Sengwa River to a point where it crosses the road to 

Chidzimamoto School, then generally South Eastwards along the road to 

Chidzimamoto School to its junction with the road to Chiva School, then 

South Eastwards along the road to Chiva School to its intersection with the 

road to Chehoko Flygate, then generally South Eastwards along the road to 

Chehoko Flygate to its junction with Binga Road, then generally North 

Eastwards along Binga Road to its junction with the road to Menoembwa, 

then generally South Eastwards along the road to Menoembwa to a point 

where it crosses Musukwi River, then generally South Westwards along 

Musukwi River to a point where it crosses the Cattle Fence, then South 

Westwards and North Westwards along the Cattle Fence to a point where it 

crosses Kanyati River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

743941, 8129936; 746649, 8131225; 749036, 8129351; 749416, 8127140; 

749211, 8122191; 751100, 8121210; 745375, 8116423; 742286, 8116467; 

736957, 8110815; 731554, 8108033; 731320, 8107096; 726583, 8124402; 

731956.7, 8123962.9; 733164.6, 8124812.1; 735602.4, 8123091.7; 

739797.1, 8123926.3; 742959.6, 8127022.9; 742410.6, 8128267.4. 
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Ward 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where 

Nyaodza River crosses the Cattle Fence, then generally North Eastwards 

along the Cattle Fence to a point where it intersects with with the Western 

boundary of Vuti Purchase Land, then generally South Eastwards along the 

Western boundary of Vuti Purchase Land to a point where it crosses 

Kemusangu River, then generally South Westwards along Kemusangu River 

to a point where it crosses Magunje-Nyangwizhu Road, then generally North 

Westwards along Magunje-Nyangwizhu Road to its junction with a Road 

from Garangwe, then generally South Westwards along the Road from 

Garangwe to where it intersects with Kechiro River, then generally South 

Westwards along Kechiro River to its confluence with Murereshi River, then 

generally South Eastwards along Murereshi River to its confluence with 

Karereshi River, then generally South Eastwards along Karereshi River to its 

confluence with an Unnamed stream, then generally South Westwards along 

an Unnamed stream to where it intersects with a Road to Karambazungu, 

then South Westwards along the Road to Karambazungu to its junction with 

a Road from Chiware to Kahonde, then North Westwards, generally North 

Eastwards and generally North Westwards along the Road to Kahonde to 

where it intersects with Siyandaraya River, then generally Northwards along 

Siyandaraya River to its confluence with Murereshi River, then generally 

North Westwards along Murereshi River to its confluence with Nyaodza 

River, then generally North Westwards along Nyaodza River to a point where 

it crosses the Cattle Fence, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

748671, 8161170; 754335, 8154080; 753141, 8150227; 749817, 8140739; 

747735, 8137303; 746445.4, 8136218.8; 746334.4, 8136349.3; 746324.7, 

8136492.1; 746590.6, 8136691.0; 746554.0, 8137118.0; 746612.6, 

8137293.7; 747021.3, 8137451.1; 746766.3, 8137786.6; 746427.1, 

8138012.3; 746118.5, 8138429.6; 745906.2, 8138822.5; 745446.2, 

8139147.0; 745285.1, 8139736.3; 745129.0, 8140214.6; 745297.3, 

8140580.7; 745387.6, 8140800.3; 745177.8, 8140929.6; 745096.0, 

8141087.0; 745315.6, 8141421.3; 745366.9, 8141608.0; 745315.6, 

8141942.3; 746280.7, 8143285.6; 746247.8, 8143907.9; 746577.2, 

8144222.7; 744982.5, 8149929.1; 742405.7, 8151744.6; 738218.3, 

8149284.9; 734548.2, 8150914.9; 733191.5, 8152369.3; 734421.3, 

8151978.8; 736344.2, 8154077.4; 739755.6, 8155902.7;  745904.9, 

8159358.0; 759228, 8139388. 
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KAROI TOWN COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Western 

corner of Chikangwe High School at Chikangwe River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Chikangwe River so as to include Chikangwe High School 

to its confluence with Katambahoja River, then generally South Westwards 

along Katambahoja River to the South Eastern most corner of Stand 

Number 7938 so as to include it, then North Westwards along the South 

Eastern boundaries of Stand Number 1462 to 1465 to the North Eastern 

corner of Stand Number 1465 so as to exclude them, then North Westwards 

along the North Eastern boundary of Stand Number 1465 on to Chanetsa 

Crescent, then Northwards along Chanetsa Crescent to its intersection with 

Chikangwe Street, then generally South Westwards along Chikangwe Street 

to its junction with Nematombo Street, then generally North Eastwards 

along Nematombo Street to its junction with Sportsfield Street, then 

generally North Eastwards along Sportsfield Street to the South Eastern 

most corner of Chikangwe Stadium so as to exclude it and include 

Tambawadya Primary School, then generally Northwards, North Westwards 

and South Westwards along the Eastern and Northern boundary of 

Chikangwe Stadium to a point where it its junction with the South Western 

corner of Chikangwe High School, then generally North Eastwards and 

North Westwards along the Western boundary of Chikangwe High School to 

its North Western corner at Chikangwe River, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

787147.8, 8141062.1; 787496.0, 8141110.7; 788143.0, 8140604.5; 

788195.6, 8140242.1; 787991.1, 8139989.0; 787932.4, 8140130.7; 

787956.7, 8140337.2; 787944.5, 8140327.1; 787381.7, 8140112.5; 

787333.1, 8140197.5; 787329.0, 8140616.7; 787246.0, 8140560.0; 

787282.4, 8140713.8. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Industrial 

Road crosses an Unnamed stream, then generally South Eastwards along 

Unnamed stream to the North Western beacon of Claudia Farm, then 

generally South Eastwards along the Western boundary of Claudia Farm to 

a point where the Road to Claudia crosses the Western boundary of Claudia 

Farm so as to include Chiedza-Karoi Primary School, then South Westwards 

along the Road from Claudia to its junction with Industrial Road so as to 

include Stand Number 2976 and exclude Stand Number 2056, then 

generally North Westwards along Industrial Road to its intersection with an 

Unnamed stream, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

788034.6, 8139200.3; 788210.8, 8139095.0; 788688.6, 8138910.8; 

788129.8, 8138459.3; 788028.6, 8138961.4; 788034.6, 8139137.6; 

787352, 8133276; 786246.8, 8133571.5; 784695.8, 8133255.6; 784060.0, 

8135130.6; 784298.9, 8135146.8.  

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Chikangwe Street and Chanetsa Crescent, then South Westwards along 

Chanetsa Crescent to the South Eastern corner of Stand Number 350 so as 

exclude Stand Number 344, then generally South Eastwards along the 

Eastern boundary of Stand Number 1465 so as to include it to Katambahoja 

River, then generally South Westwards along Katambahoja River to its 

confluence with Katombodzi River, then generally North Westwards along 

Katombodzi River to the Southern boundary of Stand Number 1182 so as to 

include it and exclude Stand Number 1183, then North Eastwards along the 

Western boundary of Stand Number 1182 to its junction with the Unnamed 

street at Stand Number 1059 so as to include it and exclude Stand Number 

1050, then Northwards along the said Road to its junction with an Unnamed 

road at Stand Number 1051so as to include it and exclude Stand Number 

1016, then North Westwards along the Unnamed road to its junction with 

Boarder Road so as to include Stand Number 1004 and 965, then North 

Eastwards along Boarder Road to its junction with Red Cross Street, then 

North Westwards along Red Cross Street to its junction with Chikangwe 

Street, then generally North Eastwards along Chikangwe Street to its 

junction with Chanetsa Crescent, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

787976.6, 8140344.3; 787994.8, 8139988.6; 787903.6, 8139616.9; 

787755.4, 8139480.1; 787406.5, 8139603.2; 787415.6, 8139603.2; 

787365.5, 8139794.7; 787413.3, 8139979.4; 787326.7, 8140061.5; 

787652.8, 8140305.5. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Western 

corner of Stand Number 1641 at Chikangwe River, then generally North 

Eastwards along Chikangwe River to the North Western corner of Chikangwe 

High School, then South Eastwards along the Western boundary of 

Chikangwe High School so as to exclude it to its South Western corner at 

Sportsfield Road, then generally South Westwards along Sportsfield Road to 

its junction with Nematombo Street so as to include Chikangwe Stadium 

and Roman Catholic Youth Center, then generally South Eastwards along 

Nematombo Street to its junction with Chikangwe Street, then South 
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Westwards along Chikangwe Street to the South Eastern corner of Stand 

Number 71, then North Westwards along the Eastern boundaries of Stand 

Number 71 and Chikangwe Primary School to where it its junction with 

Mhanzi Street, then generally North Westwards along Mhanzi Street so as to 

include Stand Number 1596 and exclude 1589, then North Westwards along 

the Western boundary of stand number 1641 to its North Western corner at 

Chikangwe River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

787138.7, 8141068.2; 787284.5, 8140711.8; 787246.0, 8140560.0; 

787345.2, 8140608.6; 787482.9, 8140377.7; 787343.2, 8140193.5; 

787341.2, 8140072.0; 787119.4, 8140464.8; 786955.4, 8140918.3; 

786947.3, 8140918.3; 787121.5, 8140474.9; 787407.0, 8139980.9; 

787323.9, 8139908.0; 787485.9, 8139742.0; 787184.2, 8139731.8; 

787121.5, 8139816.9; 786985.8, 8139563.8; 786730.7, 8139806.8; 

786617.3, 8140454.7; 786512.0, 8140705.7; 786638.6, 8140610.6. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the North Eastern 

corner of Stand Number 1593 at Chikangwe River, then Southwards along 

the Western boundaries of Stand Number 1593 and 1592 so as to include 

them to Mhanzi Street, then generally South Westwards along Mhanzi Street 

to a point where it its junction with the Northern boundary of Chikangwe 

Primary School, then North Eastwards along the Northern boundary of 

Chikangwe Primary School to its North Eastern corner, then generally South 

Eastwards along the Eastern boundary of Chikangwe Primary School to the 

South Eastern corner of Stand Number 71 at Chikangwe Street, then 

generally South Westwards along Chikangwe Street to its junction with Red 

Cross Street, then South Eastwards along Red Cross Street to its junction 

with Boarder Road, then South Westwards along Boarder Road to its 

junction with an Unnamed road at Stand Number 1005 so as to include it 

and exclude Stand Number 1004, then generally South Eastwards along the 

Unnamed road to its junction with an Unnamed road at Stand Number 1016 

so as to include it and exclude Stand Number 1051, then South Westwards 

long the Unnamed road to its junction with Boarder Road so as to include 

Stand Number 1183 and 1050 and exclude Stand Number 1182 and 1059 

to Katombodzi River, then generally North Westwards along Katombodzi 

River to a point where Chikangwe Street crosses Katombodzi River, then 

South Westwards along Chikangwe Street to where it its junction with the 

Western boundary of Chikangwe ZRP camp, then North Westwards along 

the North Western boundaries of Chikangwe ZRP and messengers camp to 

where it its junction with Chikangwe River Tributary, then generally North 

Eastwards along Chikangwe River Tributary to its confluence with 

Chikangwe River, then generally North Eastwards along Chikangwe River to 
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the North Western corner of stand 1593 at Chikangwe River, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

786948.2, 8140925.8; 787064.5, 8140693.2; 787347.2, 8140070.7; 

787324.4, 8139908.8; 787397.4, 8139603.2; 787130.6, 8139817.5; 

786968.7, 8139566.7; 786510.4, 8140718.3; 786642.6, 8140590.6. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the junction of 

Industrial Road and the Road to Mouth Bourne Pre-school at SDA Church, 

then South Eastwards along Industrial Road to its junction with the Road to 

Jehovah Nissi at Hwata Shopping Center so as to include it, then generally 

North Eastwards along the Road to Jehovah Nissi to its junction with Peter 

Grout Road at Stand Number 4801 so as to include it, then South 

Westwards along Peter Grout Road to its junction with Maunga Road, then 

South Westwards along Maunga Road to the North Eastern most beacon of 

Grippos Farm, then South Westwards along the Northern boundary of 

Grippos Farm to its junction with the South Western corner of Stand 

Number 4113, then generally North Westwards, North Eastwards and North 

Westwards along an Unnamed road so as to include Stand Number 1413, 

4106, 4125, 4135 and 4271 and exclude Stand Number 4098, 4100, 6282, 

3969 and 3955 to the Road to Mouth Bourne Pre-school, then North 

Eastwards along the Road from Mouth Bourne-Preschool to its junction with 

the Industrial Road at SDA church, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

790064.5, 8138322.6; 790842.0, 8138027.0; 790842.0, 8137674.7; 

789667.6, 8136739.2; 789137.1, 8137334.5; 788740.3, 8137585.6; 

788809.1, 8137828.6; 789457.0, 8137577.5; 790015.9, 8138014.8. 

 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chikangwe River and Chikangwe River Tributary, then generally South 

Westwards along Chikangwe River Tributary to a point where it its junction 

with the Northern most corner of Chikangwe ZRP camp, then South 

Westwards and South Eastwards along the Chikangwe ZRP camp boundary 

to a point where it its junction with Chikangwe Street so as to exclude the 

Chikangwe ZRP camp and include the District President‟s Offices, then 

generally South Westwards along Chikangwe Street to its junction with 

Harare-Chirundu Road, then North Westwards along this road to its 

junction with Chiumburukwe Road, then generally South Westwards along 

Chiumburukwe Road to a point where crosses Masowi River, then generally 
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North Westwards along Masowi River to its confluence with Chikangwe 

River, then generally North Eastwards along Chikangwe River to its 

confluence with Chikangwe River Tributary, the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

786522.1, 8140703.7; 786738.8, 8139853.3; 786977.7, 8139565.8; 

786629.4, 8138978.6; 786390.5, 8138764.0; 786216.4, 8138873.3; 

785843.8, 8138233.5; 785544.2, 8137577.5; 784880.1, 8137354.8; 

784728.2, 8138500.8; 786263.0, 8140792.8. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the point where 

Chikangwe Street crosses Katambodzi River, then generally Southwards 

along Katombodzi River to its confluence with Katambahoja River, then 

generally South Westwards along Katambahoja River to where it its junction 

with with the Western boundary of the Proposed School (Stand Number 

3576), then North Eastwards along the Proposed School (Stand Number 

3576)boundary to where it its junction with the Road to Mouth Bourne Pre-

school, then along this Road to its junction with Maunga Road so as to 

include Stand Number 3955, 4272, 6282, 4100 and 4098 at the North 

Western boundary of Grippos Farm, then South Westwards, generally North 

Westwards, Westwards and South Eastwards along the Northern boundaries 

of Grippos Farm and Chiltington Estate and the Western boundary of 

Chiltington Estate to the South Eastern beacon of New Forest Farm, then 

North Westwards, Westwards, South Westwards and North Westwards along 

the Southern and Western boundary of New Forest Farm to its North 

Western beacon at Masowi River, then generally Eastwards along Masowi 

River to a point where it crosses Chiumburukwe Road, then generally North 

Eastwards along Chiumburukwe Road to its junction with Chirundu-Harare 

Road, then South Eastwards along the said road to its junction with 

Chikangwe Street, then along Chikangwe Street to its intersection with 

Katombodzi River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

787399.7, 8139988.6; 787769.1, 8139445.9; 787969.7, 8139240.6; 

787550.2, 8138720.7; 788617.3, 8137329.7; 788733.6, 8137580.6; 

789125.8, 8137407.3; 789641.2, 8136718.6; 787985.7, 8135405.2; 

787456.7, 8136518.0; 786284.6, 8136654.8; 787374.6, 8133001.8; 

786234.4, 8133626.6; 785304.1, 8133567.3; 784697.5, 8133289.1; 

784054.5, 8135140.7; 784077.3, 8135140.7; 784328.1, 8135168.0; 

785299.5, 8137202.1; 784914.2, 8137334.3; 785830.8, 8138282.9; 

786209.4, 8138871.2; 787121.5, 8139815.3; 787477.2, 8139733.2. 
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Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point where 

Industrial Road crosses Katambahoja River, then South Eastwards along 

Industrial Road to its junction with the Road to Mouth Bourne Pre-school at 

SDA Church and Stand Number 3328 so as to include it, then South 

Westwards along the Road to Mouth Bourne Pre-school to where it its 

junction with the North Western boundary of the Proposed School (Stand 

Number 3576), then South Westwards along the Western boundary of the 

Proposed School (Stand Number 3576) to its junction with Katambahoja 

River, then generally North Westwards along Katambahoja River to a point 

where Industrial Road crosses Katambahoja River, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

787956.1, 8139281.7; 788147.6, 8138460.8; 788813.4, 8137849.7; 

788594.5, 8137338.9; 787636.8, 8138661.4; 787518.2, 8139017.2. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by line drawn starting from the Western most 

beacon of San Michele Farm, then South Eastwards and South Westwards 

along the Eastern boundary of Chiedza Township to its junction with 

Maunga Road, then generally Northwards along Maunga Road to its junction 

with the Road to Peter Groot Township, then North Westwards along the 

Road to Peter Groot Township to its junction with the Road to Jehovah Nissi 

College at Stand Number 4802 so as to include it and exclude Stand 

Number 4801, then generally South Westwards along this Road to its 

junction with Industrial Road at Stand Number 5411 so as to include it and 

exclude Stand Number 5655, then North Westwards along Industrial Road 

to its junction with the Road to Claudia at Stand Number 2056 so as to 

include it and exclude Stand Number 2976, then North Eastwards along the 

Road to Claudia to its intersection with Chiedza and Claudia boundaries, 

then South Eastwards along Chiedza and Claudia boundary to its 

intersection with the boundary on Twomba Stream, then generally North 

Eastwards along Twomba Stream to its confluence with Mwami River, then 

generally North Eastwards along Mwami River to the Western most beacon 

of San Michele Farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

791928.3, 8141718.5; 793981.3, 8140100.1; 790807.4, 8137700.8; 

790838.9, 8138028.3; 790328.8, 8138305.4; 790032.9, 8138318.0; 

789995.1, 8138040.9; 789472.4, 8137574.9; 788137.4, 8138469.1; 

788697.8, 8138909.9; 789308.7, 8138582.5; 791116.0, 8140005.6; 

790524.1, 8140805.4. 
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KARIBA MUNICIPALITY 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Gadzi road 

from Nyamhunga drive then south eastwards along Gadzi road to its 

junction with Kasokora road, then south eastwards along Kasokora road to 

the north western beacon of the corner stand 925, then southwards along 

boundaries of stands numbers 925 to 911, then south eastwards to stand 

912 so as to exclude them and include stands numbers 3244 and 1733, 

then northwards along the boundaries of stand numbers 912 to 926 so as to 

exclude them up to a junction with Kasokora road, then eastwards along 

Kasokora road so as to include Stand number 3479 to its junction with 

Siakaloba road then northwards along Siakaloba to its junction with Gadzi 

road, then westwards along Gadzi road to the junction with Mukute road, 

then Northwards along Mukute road to the corner stand 874, then generally 

eastwards along the boundaries of stands 874 to 865 and 3210 so as to 

include them, then eastwards to a junction with Zvikonyaukwa road then 

generally eastwards to the junction with Mahachi Crescent, then eastwards 

so as to exclude stand 875, Anglican Church to Kasese river, then generally 

southwards along Kasese river to the bridge on Powerline road then 

westwards along the Powerline road to the junction with the gravel road, 

then northwards along the gravel road to include (stand number 1750) 

Methodist Church in Zimbabwe, then northwards to Nyamhunga Drive, then 

northwards to its junction with Gadzi road, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 

1950 datum:  

697333.743, 8173030.452; 697476.11, 8172991.67; 697486.52, 

8172927.34; 697461.7, 8172834.2; 697514.9, 8172823.8; 697538.56, 

8172914.04; 697651.60, 8172884.55; 697662.0, 8172936.0; 697629.6, 

8172951.0; 697662.0, 8173073.6; 697831.42, 8173037.20; 697871.32, 

8173004.24; 697900.2, 8172932.0; 697976.55, 8172964.92; 698032.6, 

8172938.9; 697984.1, 8172777.0; 698037.3, 8172686.8; 697935.5, 

8172617.4; 697849.9, 8172372.3; 697743.5, 8172275.1; 697454.4, 

8172332.9; 697468.3, 8172437.0; 697311.0, 8172841.8; 697333.743, 

8173030.452. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the corner stand 3393 along 

Nyamhunga Drive, then generally Southwards along Nyamhunga Drive to its 

junction with the gravel road excluding Nyamhunga Primary School and 

Methodist Church, then southwards along the gravel road to its junction 

with the Powerline road, then westwards along Powerline road to its junction 

with Nzou road, then northwards along Nzou road so as to exclude stands 1-
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23 then eastwards along Nzou Road to the junction with Nhoro Crescent, 

then northwards along the boundaries of stands numbers 3231, 3252, 

3239, 3238, 3237, 3236 and 3234 so as to exclude the stands, then along 

eastern boundaries of stand 3232 so as to include stand 3481 and 422 to 

Chizunza Crescent, then north westwards along Chizunza to its junction 

with Nyamhunga 3 road, then north westwards to a bridge just before 

Baptist Church, then north eastwards along a stream to the north eastern 

beacon of stand number 1583, then eastwards along the boundaries of 

stand numbers 1583 to 1579, then finally to the corner stand 3393 along 

Nyamhunga Drive, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

697394.01, 8173367.79; 697403.8, 8173246.1; 697332.72, 8173028.09; 

697313.1, 8172920.0; 697343.1, 8172736.1; 697465.7, 8172436.6; 

697442.6, 8172327.9; 696818.1, 8172450.5; 696881.15, 8172640.70; 

696997.94, 8172603.69, 697163.89, 8172535.46, 697219.97, 8172632.02; 

697291.67, 8172670.18, 697265.65, 8172758.94, 697118.50, 8172839.60; 

697115.61, 8172931.53; 696991.3, 8172969.7; 696897.6, 8173059.9; 

697004.0, 8173174.4; 697190.2, 8173280.8; 697209.27, 8173288.86; 

697252.64, 8173350.15; 697394.01, 8173367.79. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where a stream 

intersects the surveyed northern boundary of the Municipality of Kariba 

then, along the latter eastwards to the point where it intersects with Kasese 

River, then generally south eastwards along Kasese river to where its 

junction with Mahachi Crescent, then south westwards along Mahachi 

Crescent to its junction with Zvikonyaukwa road to the north eastern 

beacon of stand 3209 then to the north western beacon of stand 3210, then 

south westwards to stand 865, then westwards along the boundaries of 

stands 865 to 874 so as to exclude them to Mukute road, then southwards 

along Mukute road to its junction with Gadzi road, then eastwards to its 

junction with Siakaloba road and southwards along Siakaloba road to its 

junction with Kasokora road, then westwards along Kasokora road to the 

western boundary of stand number 1734, then south westwards along the 

boundary fence of 1733 – 1734 so as to exclude them, then westwards to the 

boundary of stand number 911 so as to include it, then northwards 

excluding AFM Church stand 2378 to the junction with Kasokora road, then 

north westwards along Kasokora road to the junction with Gadzi road, then 

westwards along Gadzi road to its junction with Nyamhunga Drive, then 

northwards along Nyamhunga Drive to its junction with Nyamhunga 3 road, 

then westwards along Nyamhunga 3 road to the bridge on a stream to the 

western boundary of stand number 1562, then generally Northwards along 

the stream to its intersection with the surveyed northern boundary of the 
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Municipality of Kariba, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

697384.74, 8173731.50; 697830.98, 8173735.71; 697855.2, 8173457.1; 

697935.0, 8173162.8; 697976.83, 8172968.33; 697900.09, 8172939.16; 

697875.13, 8173001.18; 697811.53, 8173049.27; 697801.81, 8173040.08; 

697787.88, 8173052.16; 697774.47, 8173039.03; 697660.42, 8173078.18; 

697664.10, 8173040.86; 697662.00, 8172939.42; 697652.54, 8172884.24; 

697537.69, 8172914.72; 697509.84, 8172827.73; 697461.349, 

8172843.502; 697486.118, 8172928.189; 697476.07, 8172991.39; 

697333.50, 8173026.74; 697392.89, 8173203.87; 697395.52, 8173367.85; 

697381.85, 8173485.59; 697298.28, 8173500.30; 697336.39, 8173631.44; 

697384.74, 8173731.50. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where a stream 

intersects with the surveyed northern boundary of the Municipality of 

Kariba, then southwards along the stream excluding stands 1562 to 1567 to 

its junction with Nyamhunga 3 road, then eastwards along Nyamhunga 3 

road to Nyamhunga Drive to the Southern boundary of stand 3390 (Private 

School) so as to include it, then south westwards along boundaries of stands 

3393, 1578- 1583 so as to exclude them, then south westwards along the 

stream to its confluence with another stream just beneath stands 2191, 

2192 and 2193, then north westwards following the stream to its 

intersection with Batonga Road then north eastwards along Batonga Road to 

its intersection with a stream, then generally northwards along the stream 

to the Western boundary of Nyamhunga High School so as to exclude the 

sports field and include Nyamhunga High then northwards along the stream 

to its intersection with where it meets the surveyed northern boundary of 

the Municipality of Kariba, then eastwards along the surveyed Municipality 

of Kariba boundary to its intersection with a stream, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the 

Arc 1950 datum:  

697383.8943, 8173736.8729; 697334.42, 8173631.13; 697297.75, 

8173501.76; 697382.44, 8173488.87; 697394.55, 8173369.61; 697253.07, 

8173355.05; 697236.40, 8173302.82; 697052.35, 8173224.58; 696677.14, 

8172746.22; 696516.20, 8172981.84; 696677.14, 8173114.32; 696731.37, 

8173499.32; 696691.81, 8173730.04; 697383.8943, 8173736.8729. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on a junction of Lake 

drive and Heights drive generally south eastwards to its junction with Kudu 

Crescent, then south westwards along Kudu crescent to a junction with 
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Charara road, then south westwards along Charara road to its junction with 

Mhembwe close, then southwards along the road to its junction with Buffalo 

road, then westwards along Buffalo road to its junction with the south 

eastern beacon of stand 519, then northwards along the eastern boundaries 

of stands 519-520 so as to exclude them, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of stand 150 so as to exclude it to the south western beacon of 

stand 148 and north westwards along western boundaries of stands 148, 

149, 155 so as to include them, then eastwards along boundary of stand 

155, then north westwards along the boundary of stand 157 along a stream 

to its junction with Lake drive then generally north eastwards along lake 

Drive to its junction with Heights drive, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 

1950 datum:  

689624.10, 8172675.20; 689708.54, 8172651.39; 689904.43, 8172633.26; 

690046.5, 8172498.0; 690053.67, 8172358.59; 690192.70, 8172162.13; 

690492.73, 8172060.64; 690125.05, 8171884.23; 689863.51, 8171976.32; 

689710.20, 8171894.01; 689772.941776, 8171767.59; 689479.58, 

8171665.33; 689092.35, 8171796.041; 688873.913, 8171832.02; 

688886.14, 8171948.02; 688963.01, 8171940.17; 688945.87, 8172007.55; 

688959.93, 8172014.16; 688894.81, 8172154.78; 689008.77, 8172225.90; 

689101.61, 8172411.41; 689272.29, 8172521.54; 689394.23, 8172662.23; 

689624.10, 8172675.20. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the surveyed 

Municipality of Kariba Boundary, then southwards along a straight line to 

Peak road on Aerial Hill, then generally southwards along Peak road to its 

junction with Heights Drive, then south eastwards along Heights drive to its 

junction with a gravel road (Mashumba road) just before the Y junction on 

Heights Drive then Southwards along Mashumba road to its junction with 

Lake Drive excluding council waterworks, then generally north westwards 

along Lake Drive to the junction with a road leading to ZPC power station 

offices, then south eastwards along a stream to the north western beacon of 

stand 157, then south eastwards along the western boundary of stand 157 

to the northern boundary of stand 155, then westwards and south 

eastwards along the boundaries of stand 155 so as to exclude the stand to 

the eastern boundary of stand 150 so as to include the stand, then 

westwards to the north eastern beacon of stand 520, then southwards along 

the eastern boundaries of stands 520-519 so as to include the stands 150 to 

its junction with Buffalo road, then eastwards along Buffalo road to the 

junction with Mhembwe Close, then northwards to the junction with 

Charara road, then north eastwards along Charara road to its junction with 

Kudu crescent, then generally north eastwards along Kudu crescent to its 
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junction with Lake drive, then eastwards along lake drive to the junction 

with Water Front road, then southwards to the northern boundary of stand 

1551 (Water Front Resort), then west and southwards along the northern 

and western boundaries of stand 1551 (Water Front Resort), so as to exclude 

the stand to the lakeshore boundary, then generally south westwards along 

the shoreline to the shores on Mica Point so as to include stands 859 and 

860, then generally north eastwards along the shoreline (Municipal 

boundary), to the boundary of Stand number 21 then north westwards 

along a straight line to the International boundary ( Zambezi River), then 

north eastwards along the International boundary to the surveyed 

Municipality of Kariba boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 

datum:  

691860.68, 8173698.65; 691848.01, 8173543.37; 691879.27, 8173437.11; 

691893.73, 8173364.67; 691812.92, 8173340.44; 691780.19, 8173300.58; 

691702.84, 8173200.55; 691415.65, 8173086.65; 691174.61, 8173059.45; 

691150.4, 8172783.6; 691395.3, 8172384.7; 690858.01, 8172300.80; 

690395.66, 8172088.38; 690081.94, 8172219.76; 690041.04, 8172580.29; 

689623.18, 8172678.52; 689296.75, 8172557.24; 689048.15, 8172370.60; 

689007.35, 8172216.46; 688894.95, 8172154.68; 688959.93, 8172013.57; 

688946.33, 8172006.77; 688962.77, 8171940.28; 688886.26, 8171947.27; 

688874.17, 8171831.84; 689098.4, 8171792.7; 689443.0, 8171658.2; 

689772.41, 8171768.56; 689711.21, 8171893.24; 689862.3, 8171975.6; 

690051.99, 8171880.39; 690496.3, 8172058.0; 690737.72, 8171979.00; 

690900.2, 8171763.7; 690979.52, 8171665.42; 691027.88, 8171549.05; 

690879.78, 8171497.29; 690876.00, 8171409.26; 690675.0, 8171598.9; 

690472.5, 8171354.1; 690425.6, 8171623.1; 690214.1, 8171686.6; 

690164.96, 8171468.20; 689945.1, 8171443.3; 689955.7, 8171614.0; 

689878.6, 8171375.3; 689721.4, 8171234.7; 689376.8, 8171116.8; 

689467.5, 8171429.7; 689379.9, 8171462.9; 689082.2, 8171399.4; 

689115.4, 8171266.5; 689224.2, 8171051.9; 689009.6, 8170770.8; 

688634.8, 8171193.9; 688359.8, 8170798.0; 688359.8, 8170480.6; 

688115.0, 8170244.9; 687558.8, 8169770.3; 687280.8, 8169712.9; 

687301.9, 8170130.0; 687549.8, 8170719.4; 687705.41, 8171369.97; 

687426.59, 8171242.27; 687087.50, 8171504.47; 688033.9, 8172469.2; 

689984.9, 8173714.5; 691026.2, 8173702.4; 691860.66, 8173698.65. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the northern 

surveyed boundary of the Municipality of Kariba adjacent to Peak Road, 

proceeding eastwards along the surveyed Municipality of Kariba boundary to 

a point where it meets a stream separating Batonga and Baobab suburbs, 

then south westwards along the stream to Powerline road so as to exclude 
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Garikayi houses then generally eastwards along Powerline road to the bridge 

on Kasese river, then northwards along Kasese to a point on the surveyed 

northern Municipality of Kariba boundary, then eastwards along the 

surveyed boundary to the north eastern beacon of the surveyed Municipality 

of Kariba boundary, then south and westwards along the Municipality 

boundary to Chawara river, then southwards along Chawara River to the 

lakeshores so as to include Chawara Industries, then generally westwards 

along the lakeshore to the shoreline boundaries of Cutty Sark hotel, Breezes 

area, Caribbea Bay Hotel to Water Front lodges so as to include the lodges, 

then northwards along Water Front road to its junction with Lake drive, 

then westwards to Mahombekombe Municipal Water works road, so as to 

include the Municipal water works, then north eastwards along Mashumba 

road to the Y junction on Heights drive, then northwards along Heights drive 

to its junction with Peak road, then northwards and generally north 

eastwards along Peak road to a point on the northern surveyed boundary of 

the Municipality of Kariba adjacent to Peak Road, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the 

Arc 1950 datum:  

694067.93, 8173704.27; 694256.46, 8173663.09; 694491.83, 8173587.91; 

695016.99, 8173473.43; 695496.43, 8173320.80; 695543.28, 8172900.67; 

695781.30, 8172651.32; 695790.74, 8172276.91; 695978.89, 8172272.37; 

696434.53, 8172323.00; 696723.18, 8172510.39; 697286.12, 8172364.56; 

697735.71, 8172290.13; 697922.35, 8172498.68; 698012.27, 8172723.86; 

697976.00, 8172968.68; 697932.17, 8173187.05; 697858.88, 8173468.90; 

697827.1, 8173587.5; 697830.54, 8173739.79; 698988.9, 8173743.6; 

699982.93, 8173755.66; 700028.27, 8173270.55; 699308.16, 8173120.18; 

699351.2, 8172610.9; 699437.4, 8172218.0; 699475.15, 8171873.40; 

699291.5, 8171328.6; 698535.9, 8170751.3; 698061.4, 8170684.8; 

697994.9, 8171120.1; 697777.3, 8171380.0; 697462.9, 8171591.6; 

697266.5, 8171915.0; 696900.8, 8171597.6; 696734.5, 8172137.1; 

696544.1, 8171788.0; 696361.2, 8171958.8; 696234.3, 8172108.4; 

696202.6, 8171899.9; 696013.7, 8171952.7; 696056.0, 8171630.8; 

695805.1, 8171529.6; 695518.0, 8171692.8; 695155.3, 8171315.0; 

694632.4, 8171617.2; 694018.8, 8171021.8; 693907.0, 8171626.3; 

693093.9, 8170798.2; 692290.0, 8170946.3; 691745.9, 8171176.0; 

691690416.0, 8172091.8; 059.8, 8171393.6; 690948.0, 8171683.7; 

690917.7, 8171735.1; 690769.6, 8171967.9; 691389.3, 8172381.9; 

691153.5, 8172782.4; 691204.9, 8173122.4; 691493.5, 8173113.4; 

691753.46, 8173225.97; 691900.05, 8173375.58; 691847.16, 8173516.12; 

691859.25, 8173624.18; 691860.01, 8173695.96; 692781.1, 8173689.9; 

694067.93, 8173704.27. 
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Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of a strean 

and Nyamhunga 3 road (including Stand 2378) then south eastwards along 

Nyamhunga 3 road to its junction with Chizunza Crescent then, south 

eastwards along Chizunza Crescent to the eastern boundary of stands 3232, 

then South westwards along the eastern boundaries of stands 3234 and 

3236, then along the south western boundaries of stands 3236, 3237, 3238, 

3239, 3252 and 3231 so as to include them, then generally south westwards 

to Nhoro Crescent then south westwards to its junction with Nzou road so 

as to exclude stands 294-287, then north westwards along Nzou road and 

south westwards along Nzou road so as to exclude stands 1-23 to the 

junction with Powerline road, then generally westwards along the Powerline 

road to the junction with a gravel road, then north eastwards wards to the 

junction with UZ road so as to include stands 2287-2300, then North 

Westwards along UZ road to its junction with Batonga road then generally 

north eastwards along Batonga road to its intersection with a stream so as 

to include stand including stand 1916 then South eastwards along the 

stream to its confluence with another stream, then north eastwards along 

the stream to its intersection with Nyamhunga 3 road, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based 

on the Arc 1950 datum:  

696902.19, 8173063.55; 696986.59, 8172977.89; 697114.45, 8172931.05; 

697123.73, 8172834.83; 697268.90, 8172751.28; 697266.58, 8172706.76; 

697282.61, 8172691.36; 697290.63, 8172672.58; 697212.14, 8172640.93; 

697167.41, 8172535.64; 697001.36, 8172600.21; 696885.73, 8172642.83; 

696823.28, 8172504.42; 696810.72, 8172466.12; 696712.93, 8172508.32; 

696445.4, 8172317.2; 695979.51, 8172268.21; 696047.03, 8172465.70; 

696146.62, 8172707.92; 696098.012, 8172776.941; 696203.67, 

8172861.31; 696517.20, 8172987.91; 696541.68, 8172843.17; 696680.94, 

8172744.42; 696902.19, 8173063.55. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

surveyed northern boundary of the Municipality of Kariba and a stream then 

generally southwards along the stream separating Nyamhunga High School 

and Nyamhunga Sports field so as to exclude Nyamhunga High School, to 

its intersection with Batonga road then south westward salong Batonga road 

to its junction with UZ Road then south eastwards along UZ Road to its 

junction with an unnamed road, then south westwards along the the 

unnamed road to its junction with the powerline road so as to exclude 

stands 2300-2287, then westwards along Powerline road to its intersection 

with a stream, then generally north westwards along the stream to the 

intersection with the surveyed northern boundary of the Municipality of 
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Kariba, then eastwards along the Kariba Municipality boundary to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 

1950 datum:  

694065.894, 8173705.765;  695563.3, 8173700.2;  696695.4, 8173724.9; 

696741.53, 8173365.70;  696678.79696148.8, 8172706.0, 8173124.60; 

696457.1, 8172951.3; 696113.9, 8172751.0; 696149.9, 8172700.4; 

696077.9, 8172514.7; 695975.5, 8172269.4; 695790.9, 8172267.1; 

695797.7, 8172500.1, 695778.6, 8172772.4; 695553.5, 8172881.5; 

695493.9, 8173283.3; 695007.7, 8173449.8; 694065.894, 8173705.765. 
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NYAMI-NYAMI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point at Bumi Hills 

Harbour, then southwards along the shoreline boundary to Msampa Fishing 

Camp so as to exclude it, then Southwards along Msampa Fishing Camp 

road to its junction with Ume- Crocodile Farm road, then eastwards along 

the road to Tiger Bay access road, then south eastwards along the access 

road to an earth road (UTM Zone 35s: 652912.5, 8130787.3), then south 

westwards along the road to a stream, then south westwards along the 

stream to Sibwarubwaru river, then westwards along the river to its junction 

with Mangwara road, then north eastwards along Mangwara road to 

Msampa Fishing Camp road, then westwards along the road to Siakobvu – 

Bumi Hills road then South westwards along the road to Siakoloba village so 

as to include it to a straight line (UTM Zone 35s: 637523.54, 8126998.70) 

then westwards along the straight line to where it intersects Sibilobilo river 

(UTM Zone 35s: 634675.7, 8126144.5), then north westwards along 

Sibilobilo river to the lake shore, then northwards along the shoreline to 

Sibilobilo Fishing Camp 1 so as to include it, then eastwards along the Lake 

shore to Chalala Fishing Camp, then generally eastwards to Bumi Hills 

Harbour, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

645658, 8141819; 644062, 8140328; 646204, 8139530; 644398, 8138375; 

646813, 8137388; 645658, 8135940; 647831, 8137241; 650057, 8137556; 

648062, 8133714; 647138, 8130774; 650004, 8131289; 651999, 8131887; 

653206, 8129682; 652272, 8127415; 651233, 8126386; 650025.3, 

8125367.3; 650371.7, 8123944.7; 649143.4, 8123272.7; 647957, 8123110; 

645815.2, 8124154.6; 642991.0, 8123808.2; 640571.1, 8123855.4; 

642828, 8127278; 644949, 8130449; 640330, 8129819; 637526, 8126963; 

634692, 8126176; 631773, 8129609; 630870.1, 8130286.0; 630020, 

8132790; 632098, 8134323; 630440, 8136018; 631133, 8137950; 633484, 

8137404; 635038, 8138475; 636581, 8137110; 636015, 8139220; 639584, 

8139525; 641306, 8139966; 645658, 8141819. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the northern 

District boundary intersects with the Zambezi River, then generally 

southwards along the boundary to a point on Kapfundi mountains, then 

South westwards along a game fence to Gatshegatshe river, then 

Southwards along Gatshegatshe river to a point on a line (UTM Zone 35s: 

706899.6, 8141247.2), then along the straight line to Sanyati river (UTM 

Zone 35s: 692964.8, 8128668.2), then north westwards along Sanyati river 
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to the mouth of Sanyati river (Lakeshore) flowing into lake Kariba, then 

generally North eastwards along the shoreline boundary to Chawara river so 

as to include Gatshegatshe Tsetse Camp, Nyamhunga Fishing Camp, 

Nyaodza Fishing Camp, Charara Point on Masango range, Charara Estates, 

Nyamayarara Camp, Padenga Holdings (Crocodile Farm) Kariba Airport, 

then northwards along Chawara river to a point on the surveyed northern 

boundary of the Municipality of Kariba (UTM Zone 35s: 699323.2, 

8173106.8), then generally westwards along the Municipal boundary to its 

junction with the Zambezi river, then north eastwards along the Zambezi 

river to the intersection of the Zambezi river and the District boundary, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

697182.34, 8188278.76; 712329.8, 8188713.4; 730218.46, 8189397.98; 

736420.101, 8178977.476; 730602.70, 8165898.37; 725757.362, 

8155156.754; 721327.793, 8145222.830; 706786.4053, 8143043.8142; 

706786.0091, 8142940.9813; 707066.236, 8142715.369; 706747.053, 

8141664.503; 706901.00, 8141303.04; 703549.98, 8142168.81; 

693905.91, 8137263.82; 696621.06, 8130238.21; 692957.735, 

8128704.061; 691208.25, 8133587.56; 689326.48, 8136704.55; 

687463.33, 8139957.27; 690878.94, 8140076.00; 697019.56, 8143304.47; 

701137.46, 8145257.57; 701636.90, 8148615.84; 704119.23, 8150133.49; 

707652.6, 8147587.8; 706609.4, 8144190.3; 707792.6, 8145192.4; 

708845.4, 8146984.1; 707768.5, 8149983.2; 705102.6, 8152282.0; 

709272.8, 8151615.5; 711755.2, 8158048.3; 704482.0, 8159226.7; 

705515.5, 8160298.8; 712972.2, 8159584.1; 717222.1, 8161689.7; 

713720.7, 8162689.4; 712238.1, 8163293.1; 704588.3, 8163949.9; 

706114.4, 8165133.1; 708495.3, 8167031.1; 708640.2, 8168335.0; 

709118.3, 8169474.7; 706524.9, 8168223.9; 707239.6, 8169252.6; 

705361.0, 8169523.0; 702530.9, 8168982.1; 702347.4, 8170107.4; 

700454.3, 8169233.3; 701231.8, 8171561.1; 699618.8, 8170030.1; 

699850.6, 8171172.3; 699365.3, 8172551.1; 699321.8, 8173110.1; 

700026.59, 8173268.72; 699983.88, 8173756.04; 693976.22, 8173700.80; 

689990.7, 8173710.5; 693787.9, 8176569.5; 694633.0, 8178462.6; 

694150.1, 8181968.8; 695961.1, 8184501.8; 697182.34, 8188278.76.  

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Msampakaruma Fishing 

Camp on the lakeshore so as to include it, then generally southwards along 

the shoreline to Rhokari Camp (Padenga Holdings), then southwards along 

the shoreline to Ume River, then upstream to its junction where Ume river 

intersects with a Ward boundary (UTM Zone 35s: 648444.41, 8113828.10) 

then westward along the ward boundary to Ndepa Hills (Range) (UTM Zone 

35s: 640556.30, 8113997.72), then south westwards along a stream to 
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Sibilobilo river, then North eastwards along Sibilobilo river to an intersection 

with an unsurveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 634680.1, 8126131.0) in Siakoloba 

village, then eastwards along an unsurveyed line to Siakobvu – Bumi Hills 

road so as to include Mola Primary School, then along Siakobvu – Bumi 

Hills road to its junction with Msampa Fishing Camp road, then southwards 

along Msampa Fishing Camp road to its junction with Mangwara road, then 

south westwards along Mangwara road to its intersection with 

Sibwarubwaru river, then westwards along the river to a stream, then 

northwards along the stream to its junction with an earth road (UTM Zone 

35s: 650080.0, 8125532.3), then north eastwards along the earth road to its 

junction with Tiger Bay access road (UTM Zone 35s: 652911.2, 8130773.0), 

then along the road to Ume-Crocodile Farm road, then westwards along the 

road to Msampa Fishing Camp road, then North eastwards to Msampa 

Fishing Camp, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

650030.52, 8137601.05; 649888.8, 8136839.9; 649777.2, 8136337.3; 

649657.8, 8135943.5; 649806.1, 8135263.7; 649937.3, 8134712.6; 

650050.2, 8134245.4; 649491.1, 8134087.9; 649798.2, 8133959.3; 

649974.1, 8133822.8; 650247.1, 8133539.3; 650614.5, 8133625.9; 

651192.0, 8132681.0; 651323, 8135668; 650331.0, 8137484.3; 650640.8, 

8137657.5; 652546.3, 8136691.6; 653281.2, 8134980.3; 653937.4, 

8132324.1; 654578, 8130749; 653989.9, 8129190.2; 653690.7, 8128607.5; 

652698.5, 8126423.7; 651291.7, 8125190.1; 651533.2, 8124072.0; 

652950.5, 8124355.4; 653698.6, 8124226.8; 653213.0, 8123329.2; 

653885, 8122327; 650063, 8120941; 649255, 8118715; 648205, 8116206; 

648451.8, 8113827.7; 640509, 8113901; 638095, 8112326; 636372.8, 

8113691.2; 637648, 8116988; 638467, 8118710; 636830, 8121859; 

634887, 8124316; 634679.9, 8126132.4; 637504, 8126904; 638412.2, 

8128594.3; 639976.6, 8129738.7; 642953, 8129718; 645026.5, 8130536.6; 

643672.2650302, 8124159;, 8128851.6; 642785, 8127256; 640570, 

8124022; 644906, 8124148; 648811, 8123245; 650029, 8125366; 651268, 

8126353; 652134.2, 8127261.0; 652554.2, 8128499.9; 653199.9, 

8129660.0; 652911.1, 8130736.1; 652026.6, 8131888.4; 651262.8, 

8131132.4; 648984.6, 8131284.7; 648207.7, 8130675.7; 647514.7, 

8130594.4; 647044.9, 8130775.5; 647569.9, 8132195.5; 647945.2, 

8133654.8; 648701.1, 8135423.9; 649275.9, 8136486.9; 650030.52, 

8137601.05. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on Sibilobilo Fishing 

Camp 2 on the lake shore, then southwards along the lake shore to 

Sibilobilo river, then along Sibilobilo river to a point where it intersects with 

a path, then southwards along the path to Deta river then westwards along 
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the river to its junction with a stream, then north westwards along the 

stream to Makuyu road, then northwards to a point on an un-surveyed line 

(UTM Zone 35s: 623844.9, 8120274.0), then westwards along the straight 

line so as to exclude Jeke village to the lake shore, then eastwards along the 

shoreline to Nyakatanda Fishing Camp then generally northwards along the 

shoreline to Sibilobilo Fishing Camp 2, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 

1950 datum:  

629190.4, 8133008.4; 629897.9, 8131025.9; 630813.1, 8129396.0; 

630569.2, 8128236.9; 631127.0, 8129164.2; 630938.6, 8130144.6; 

634679.0, 8126136.1; 635995.1, 8122989.8; 637616.5, 8119828.9; 

637679.93, 8116930.63; 635798.113, 8114153.592; 635798.113, 

8114153.592; 632644.7, 8115177.5; 630571.1, 8115706.4; 627774.8, 

8116372.8; 625927.6, 8118854.0; 623739.8, 8119574.7; 623801.4, 

8120284.7; 620125.00, 8120285.58; 619925.79, 8120772.75; 619647.8, 

8121704.5; 621277.7, 8123674.9; 621045.9, 8124297.9; 618930.6, 

8122957.8; 615841.0, 8121262.6; 611950.9, 8120994.6; 613790.9, 

8122486.9; 615906.2, 8123537.3; 618695, 8127456; 621564, 8130586, 

615537, 8132658; 621788.4, 8137989.4; 620144, 8134085; 625866.9, 

8133693.6; 628576.2, 8133512.5; 629190.4, 8133008.4. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the a point on Bumi – Binga 

road at Siakobvu Growth Point then southwards along the road to its 

intersection with a stream, then north westwards along the stream to its 

intersection with Mawena river on a point on an un-surveyed line (UTM 

Zone 35s: 634296.89, 8100367.50), then north westwards along the straight 

line to Chiwa Hills, then southwards along the line to a Deta river, then 

generally south westwards along Deta river to Sengwa river, then north 

westwards along Sengwa river to the shoreline boundary, then north 

eastwards along the shoreline boundary to an un-surveyed line (UTM Zone 

35s: 620132.4, 8120257.1), then eastwards along the line to Makuyu road 

so as to include Jeke village and Mayovhe Primary School, then southwards 

along the road to a stream, then south eastwards along a stream to Deta 

river, then eastwards along Deta river to an un-surveyed line (Ndepa Hills) 

(UTM Zone 35s: 640522.3, 8113906.8), then South eastwards along the line 

to a point (UTM Zone 35s: 645788.41, 8107590.90) on Bumi - Binga road at 

Siakobvu Growth Point the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

645788.41, 8107590.90; 645251.4, 8106245.3; 644034.4, 8105307.2; 

645150.0, 8102253.8; 646131.6, 8099164.2; 644016.77, 8096791.69; 

641194.3, 8097556.0; 639287.2, 8100785.0; 637062.4, 8101763.4; 
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634222.7, 8100282.0; 629876.2, 8102317.6; 626764.8, 8105820.2; 

625656.5, 8104623.1; 624345.3, 8105521.3; 622822.2, 8105805.7; 

621232.1, 8104351.4; 616537.9, 8103727.3; 614720, 8107925; 612477.6, 

8108794.6; 609804.5, 8109341.5; 612027.07, 8113349.77; 617601.4, 

8115382.7; 618191.8, 8116885.8; 616101.9, 8116581.6; 618995.9, 

8118001.4; 619571.9, 8118762.1; 617550.7, 8118566.5; 615348.5, 

8118856.2; 616924.1, 8119111.6; 618677.2, 8120038.8; 620118.8, 

8120248.9; 623845.9, 8120259.8; 623773.5, 8119557.1; 626334.3, 

8118593.6; 627384.7, 8116550.8; 628543.7, 8115442.4; 632607.7, 

8115109.2; 632477.3, 8112769.3; 635791.5, 8114129.4; 637885.95, 

8112389.92; 640556.33, 8113992.69; 645788.41, 8107590.90. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Bumi – Binga 

Road and a stream, then southwards along Bumi Binga road to the District 

boundary, then westwards along the District boundary (Sengwa River) to 

Deta river, then eastwards along the river to a point on an un-surveyed line 

(UTM Zone 35s: 626822.5, 8105875.0), then south eastwards along the line 

to Chiwa Hills, to a point on an un-surveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 

634296.89, 8100367.50) where Mawena river intersects with a stream, then 

south eastwards along a stream in to Bumi-Binga Road, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based 

on the Arc 1950 datum:  

643990.3, 8096764.2; 642974.2, 8091865.3; 638550.44, 8087117.59; 

639656.0, 8080402.5; 636050.14, 8076314.96; 634352.5, 8075648.3; 

633013.12, 8075542.14; 631828.1, 8077959.5; 627277.5, 8083616.4; 

624736.4, 8084207.8; 622111, 8091078; 622123, 8095931; 621234.1, 

8104326.2; 624228.29, 8105521.95; 626834.4, 8105912.4; 634389.1, 

8100302.9; 637494.2, 8101937.9; 639648.7, 8099476.2; 641261.60, 

8097523.31; 642879.1, 8096628.6; 643990.3, 8096764.2. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from an intersection of a line (ward 

boundary) crosses Ume River (UTM Zone 35s: 648427.1, 8113805.6), then 

generally northwards along the line to its junction with Kasvisva-Siakobvu 

road, then south eastwards along the road to Chifudze river, then north 

eastwards along Chifudze river to a path on the intersection of the ward 

boundaries 7, 8 and 9, then south eastwards along the path to a junction 

with another path, then generally eastwards along the path to Karoi – Bumi 

Road, then westwards along the road to a path leading southwards to 

Kasvisva river, then South westwards along Kasvisva river to its confluence 

with Wadze river, then north westwards along the river to a bridge on Karoi 

–Bumi road, then south westwards along Karoi–Bumi road to a path leading 
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westwards to Ume River, then north westwards along Ume River to a bridge 

on Karoi – Bumi road, then south westwards along Karoi – Bumi Road to a 

junction on Bumi–Binga road at Chibwezulu, then generally northwards 

along Bumi – Binga road to Siakobvu Growth Point, then north westwards to 

an un surveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 645788.41, 8107590.90) then north 

westwards to a point on Ndepa Range (UTM Zone 35s: 640522.3, 

8113906.8), then eastwards along a line to its intersection with Ume river, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

648427.1, 8113805.6; 650450.5, 8113757.8; 651873.4, 8109497.8; 

652822.0, 8109085.5; 652224.8, 8107961.7; 652693.10, 8106409.91; 

652835.6, 8105289.4; 653166.3, 8104567.1; 655634.6, 8102427.3; 

656008.9, 8100921.7; 657993.1, 8099572.8; 658036.6, 8096961.9; 

659044.0, 8097921.4; 659568.3, 8097231.7; 660423.4, 8098028.0; 

660484.3, 8098019.3; 661480.7, 8097738.7; 661894.1, 8097773.5; 

663330.1, 8097756.1; 664148.1, 8097059.8; 663956.7, 8095832.8; 

665018.4, 8096711.7; 666197.7, 8096167.8; 666382.6, 8094792.8; 

665832.1, 8093550.4; 664957.5, 8093733.2; 664135.1, 8093702.7; 

663443.2, 8093111.0; 661846.3, 8091696.8; 660223.2, 8091105.0; 

660521.3, 8091991.6; 659358.3, 8091983.9; 657680.9, 8093032.6; 

656188.4, 8091722.9; 653120.6, 8093537.4; 650688.2, 8092604.0; 

650699.1, 8093763.7; 647975.1, 8095486.8; 645124.9, 8092876.0, 

644341.7, 8091611.9; 642979.7, 8091843.6; 643512.7, 8093743.0; 

644383.0, 8095583.6; 644019.7, 8096786.8; 28.37097, -17.17549; 

644065.4, 8105285.1; 645771.1, 8107565.2; 643117, 8110846; 640569.0, 

8114005.3; 648427.1, 8113805.6. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the District 

boundary at Mamvuramachena Business Centre, then generally south 

westwards along the District boundary to the Siakobvu – Bumi Hills road at 

Chilimba Primary School so as to exclude it, then northwards along 

Siakobvu – Bumi road to its junction with Bumi – Karoi road, then north 

eastwards along the road to Ume River, then South eastwards along Ume 

river to a path, the then north eastwards along the path to a junction Karoi-

Bumi Hills road, then generally westwards along the road to Wadze River 

bridge, then south eastwards along Wadze river to its Confluence with 

Kasvisva river, then North eastwards along Kasvisva river to a path leading 

northwards to Karoi– Bumi Hills road, then westwards along the road to a 

path leading north westwards to another path leading north westwards to 

Chifudze River, then north eastwards along the the river to Gazura village on 

a point on an un-surveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 667608.6, 8102668.6), then 

South eastwards along the line to the District boundary then south 
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westwards along the District boundary to Mamvuramachena Business 

Centre the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

673663, 8087419; 673684.8, 8085889.4; 669615.5, 8082871.5; 668147.1, 

8080790.3; 666135.39, 8078510.40; 664768.5, 8076339.0; 663883.8, 

8074176.8; 660986.6, 8075029.5; 659104.0, 8077101.5; 655782.0, 

8079308.0; 654797.9, 8078959.7; 654981.3, 8078052.0; 652890.9, 

8078788.5; 643276, 8077242; 640110, 8075787; 636063.9, 8076276.4; 

638875.5, 8077841.1; 639688.5, 8080481.6; 638716.6, 8083189.3; 

637940.4, 8085817.6; 642103, 8091050; 642984.5, 8091845.8; 644405.6, 

8091601.3; 647962.9, 8095458.1; 650447.5, 8093865.9; 650407.8, 

8092615.9; 653091.1, 8093569.4; 654606.9, 8091974.2; 656012.7, 

8091705.2; 656990.7, 8092230.9; 657696.67, 8093066.72; 659062.8, 

8092020.8; 660526.6, 8091846.6; 660581.6, 8090789.1; 661956.9, 

8091767.1; 664554.6, 8093790.3; 666431.1, 8094749.9; 666186.6, 

8096143.5; 665049.7, 8096730.2; 664029.0, 8095892.9; 664077.9, 

8097035.9; 664010.6, 8097304.8; 660532.8, 8097971.0; 659554.8, 

8097213.1; 659071.9, 8097909.9; 660428.8, 8098918.4; 663949.5, 

8101005.8; 665844.3, 8102423.8; 667621.4, 8102659.1; 671439, 8097979; 

675778.2, 8092532.7; 673663, 8087419 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Matusadona 

National Park boundary reaches Sanyati River, then south eastwards along 

Sanyati River to its confluence with Karongwe River, then south westwards 

along Karongwe River to an unsurveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 688823.6, 

8110726.7) then along the line to Maroba River so as to include Mangisi 

village, then south eastwards along Maroba river to a path leading to Kariba 

– Siakobvu road, then south eastwards along a stream to a District 

boundary (Mwadze river), then clockwise along the District boundary to an 

un-surveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 675820, 8092401), then north westwards 

along the line to Gazura village (UTM Zone 35s: 667603.5, 8102679.9) 

excluding Chanongova village, then South westwards along Chifudze river to 

Kasvisva-Siakobvu road, then North westwards along the road to a ward 

boundary line (UTM Zone 35s: 651848.4, 8109532.9) then north eastwards 

along the line to Ume River, then downstream along Ume river to the 

shoreline boundary of Lake Kariba then to the south western District 

boundary, then northwards to the international boundary (Zambezi River), 

then north eastwards along the International boundary to its junction with 

the Municipality of Kariba Boundary so as to exclude stand 21, then south 

eastwards to the shoreline, then generally eastwards along the shoreline 

(Southern Boundary of the Municipality of Kariba), south eastwards and 

southwards to Sanyati river, to a point where Matusadonha National Park 
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boundary reaches Sanyati River, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 

datum:  

687369.6, 8139863.9; 691217, 8133379; 692970.8, 8128669.8; 693221.9, 

8126369.9; 693906.0, 8122701.7; 695383.5, 8119714.0; 695840.2, 

8118469.5; 696731.7, 8117879.9; 698287.4, 8116407.9; 697506.85, 

8114801.30; 694050.65, 8113141.88; 693554.83, 8112601.48; 693392.9, 

8112576.0; 694599, 8121363; 696861.4, 8117810.2; 698203.75, 

8116716.82; 698277.80, 8116418.73; 697671.04, 8115794.58; 697504.05, 

8114796.03; 696347.2, 8114439.4; 693835.5, 8113044.5; 691805.91, 

8111579.35; 688838.59, 8110761.77; 683713.2, 8107658.4; 678886.3, 

8104735.7; 681570.3, 8102620.0; 686046.57, 8101274.20; 685588, 

8100148; 682087.8, 8095928.2; 677826, 8097518; 676964.7, 8094613.4; 

675816.2, 8092594.4; 667686, 8102556; 658002, 8096998; 658376, 

8098449; 655825, 8101060; 653347, 8104446; 652271, 8108060; 

651968.8, 8109493.1; 650421.3, 8113797.1; 648453.6, 8113842.5; 

647631.5, 8115332.5; 648925, 8117817; 652709, 8121807; 652637, 

8126691; 653894, 8129145; 653809, 8132458; 652963, 8136677; 651113, 

8133413; 649832, 8137741; 646253, 8140328; 643376, 8141997; 641296, 

8139966; 640649.6, 8139893.2; 637657.3, 8139439.9; 636841.3, 

8137608.2; 635493.2, 8137880.3; 634828.3, 8138738.6; 632072, 8138400; 

630706, 8137518; 630270, 8135535; 631540, 8134205; 630730, 8131509; 

631129, 8129671; 630609, 8128281; 630367, 8131086; 629122, 8132839; 

624878, 8133782; 620175, 8134181; 622617, 8137808; 618579, 8136792; 

615992, 8132561; 621529, 8130119; 613671, 8122018; 612268, 8113314; 

609319, 8123759; 608158, 8134011; 621747, 8140395; 632918, 8149342; 

643243, 8157732; 653048, 8156547; 658222, 8161806; 673298, 8167356; 

686144.0, 8170275.2; 687421.0, 8171242.4; 687569.1, 8171094.3; 

687476.9, 8170569.9; 687253.3, 8169735.7; 688994.2, 8171380.0; 

689248.1, 8171192.6; 687942.4, 8170031.9; 688317.2, 8170352.3; 

688498.5, 8170854.0; 688613.4, 8171204.6; 689072.8, 8170787.5; 

689991.6, 8171452.5; 690426.9, 8171612.7; 690426.9, 8171531.1; 

690883.3, 8171413.2; 691717.5, 8171153.3; 693434.2, 8171020.3; 

694141.5, 8171056.5; 695090.6, 8171286.3; 695964.1, 8171630.8; 

696214.9, 8172075.1; 696828.5, 8171567.3; 697309.1, 8171896.8; 

698022.4, 8171367.9; 698007.3, 8170733.1; 698959.3, 8171135.1; 

699854.0, 8171147.2; 699207.2, 8169980.5; 702066, 8169956; 703106, 

8169013; 706757, 8168360; 709471.5, 8169657.1; 708290, 8167901; 

704639, 8164008; 709160, 8163827; 712860, 8163150; 715943, 8163005; 

718542, 8162920; 713247, 8159752; 703647, 8159680; 711627, 8157770; 

711022, 8153659; 707323, 8151821; 705098, 8152450; 707371, 8149403; 

707975, 8147759; 708169, 8145873; 706549, 8144422; 707492, 8147566; 
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705968, 8149017; 703550, 8149815; 701882, 8149403; 701423, 8146840; 

687369.6, 8139863.9. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on a District 

Boundary on the Confluence of Sanyati River and Karongwe River, then 

westwards along the Boundary (Mwadza river) to a tributary, then north 

westwards along the tributary to a junction of a path and Kariba – Siakobvu 

road, then north westwards along a path to meanders along Maroba river so 

as to include Mapokotera village, then upstream to Mangisi village so as to 

exclude it on an un-surveyed line (UTM Zone 35s: 678904.5, 8104707.6), 

then North east along a the line to Karongwe River, then north eastwards 

along Karongwe River to its confluence with Sanyati river the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 

Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based 

on the Arc 1950 datum:  

697506.24, 8114787.05; 698761.2, 8114136.4; 699180.6, 8113350.8; 

699376.6, 8112845.4; 700841.2, 8113192.6; 702893.8, 8110823.7; 

704025.0, 8109182.0; 704509.7, 8107371.8; 704766.3, 8106488.7; 

704217.1, 8105025.3; 702522.9, 8103782.4; 700480.7, 8102420.9; 

698379.1, 8103012.7; 697006.0, 8102390.0; 695550.4, 8102798.7; 

693938.7, 8103166.1; 692886.7, 8102988.2; 691714.7, 8102597.6; 

691122.9, 8101852.3; 690586.6, 8102264.9; 689016.2, 8101499.1; 

687922.9, 8102159.2; 686298.3, 8101862.7; 686050.8, 8101268.3; 

683220.8, 8102384.8; 680557.1, 8103464.0; 679200.7, 8104057.0; 

678899.0, 8104727.5; 684149, 8107814; 688831.8, 8110762.7; 693537.8, 

8112602.5; 697506.24, 8114787.05. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the confluence of 

Gatshegatshe River and Nyadara river, thening South eastwards along 

Nyadara river to the Kariba – Kanyati Road, then along the Kariba – Kanyati 

Road to its intersection with Kanyati River, then south westwards along 

Kanyati river to a confluence with Sanyati river, then generally north 

eastwards along Sanyati river to the southern and eastern boundaries of 

Gatshegatshe communal lands so as to exclude it to a point on 

Gatchegatshe river, then upstream along the Gatshegatshe river to its 

confluence with Nyadara river, the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 

datum:  

706205.2, 8137777.5; 710116.9, 8138401.5; 711478.4, 8137658.8; 

711625.4, 8135864.1; 713097.8, 8133865.7; 712557.6, 8132268.3; 

712600.1, 8131387.7; 712449.3, 8130710.8; 712461.50, 8129202.95; 
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712820.90, 8127629.68; 713781.4, 8126420.3; 713990.3, 8124579.2; 

713732.4, 8122481.5; 712254.9, 8122606.6; 710594.3, 8122457.0; 

709253.4, 8121621.5; 707551.5, 8121518.4; 706973.9, 8120141.4; 

705741.3, 8119442.6; 704287.0, 8117207.0; 701404.1, 8117155.4; 

698352.3, 8116425.6; 695612.6, 8118635.5; 694573, 8122075; 693113.9, 

8124968.6; 693178.4, 8127065.0; 692958.55, 8128700.44; 696606.0, 

8130228.9; 693926.8, 8137195.0; 703565.6, 8142115.0; 706943.6, 

8141191.8; 707500.6, 8139902.5; 706205.2, 8137777.5. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the District 

boundary, on the Kapfundi mountain (game fence) then south eastwards 

along the District boundary to Kariba–Makande Road, then northwards 

along the Road to Nyadara river then North westwards along Nyadara river 

and north westwards to its confluence with Gatshegatsche river, then 

northwards to the game fence (UTM Zone 35s: 706823, 8142957), then 

eastwards along the game fence to Kapfundi mountain on the District 

Boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates based on the Arc 1950 datum:  

721321.87, 8145213.70; 721585.4, 8139439.7; 723651.2, 8133173.7; 

726271.04, 8125210.61; 724652.3, 8124477.9; 723614.5, 8124340.9; 

723360.77, 8125216.32; 722572.62, 8124935.66; 721871.78, 8125160.84; 

721209.28, 8124644.39; 721187.25, 8125532.89; 720209.00, 8125018.88; 

720240.8, 8125867.4; 718259.8, 8124707.2; 715580.5, 8123392.0; 

713728.4, 8122470.1; 713600, 8126727; 712542.1, 8130806.8; 712891.3, 

8133137.0; 713175.2, 8134169.9; 711685.4, 8135225.6; 711461.9, 

8137581.9; 709265.5, 8138381.5; 706220.6, 8137797.3; 707082.2, 

8138835.1; 707072.4, 8139530.2; 707663.1, 8139993.7; 706981.0, 

8141214.2; 706775.4, 8142979.8; 721321.87, 8145213.70 
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CHINHOYI MUNICIPALITY 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the railway 

line and Magamba Way, then Southwestwards along the railway line to its 

intersection with Robert Mugabe road, then Southwards along Robert 

Mugabe road to its junction with Manchester road, then Westwards along 

Manchester road to its intersection with the railway line, then 

Southwestwards along the railway line to its junction with the old municipal 

boundary, then Northwestwards along the old municipal boundary to its 

intersection with Mzari river, then generally Norteastwards along Mzari river 

to its intersection with Magamba Way, then Eastwards along Magamba Way 

to the intersection of the railway line, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

203215.3863, 8078802.601; 202303.2872, 8078219.96; 201973.4812, 

8077296.297; 201752.3234, 8076927.018; 201101.2668, 8076874.331; 

200819.4087, 8077119.883; 200528.7632, 8076852.806; 199632.2825, 

8077736.762. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Shandore and 

Jongwe roads, then Southwards along Jongwe road to its junction with 

Beperere road, then Southwards along Beperere road to its intersection with 

a stream with its source from Speckly hill, then Southwestwards along the 

stream to its intersection with meets Gadzema road, then Northwards along 

Gadzema road to its junction with Jongwe road, then Westwards along 

Jongwe road to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then Northeastwards 

along Robert Mugabe road to its junction with Shandore road, then 

Southeastwards along Shandore road to its junction with Nyadzonya road, 

then generally Eastwards along Shandore road to its junction with Jongwe 

road, starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

202304.889, 8076722.196; 202326.847, 8076634.601; 202029.186, 

8076425.183; 201987.3487, 8076559.666; 201672.714, 8076649.346; 

201752.323, 8076927.018; 201973.4812, 8077296.297; 202027.039, 

8077227.6; 202152.227, 8077333.60; 202426.419, 8077210.551; 

202826.136, 8077370.09. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Magamba 

way and Mhanyame river, then generally Southwards along Mhanyame river 

to its confluence with an unnamed stream (Blood River) with its source from 
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Spreckley hill, then Westwards along the stream to its intersection with 

Beperere road, then Northwards along Beperere road to its junction with 

Jongwe road, then Northeastwards along Jongwe road to its junction with 

Shandore road, then Northeastwards along Shandore road to its junction 

with Magamba way, then Eastwards along Magamba way to the intersection 

of Magamba way and Mhanyame river, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

204029.7449, 8076740.838; 202326.847, 8076634.601; 202304.8893, 

8076722.196; 202826.136, 8077370.09; 203375.4583, 8078722.728; 

204143.4125, 8079119.637. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Beperere 

road and a stream (Blood river) with its source from Speckly hill, then 

generally Eastwards along the stream to its confluence with Mhanyame 

river, then generally Southwards along Mhanyame river to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream with its source from Speckly hill, then generally 

Westwards along the stream to intersection with Nemakonde way, then 

Northwards along Nemakonde way to its junction with Water works road, 

then Westwards along Chinhoyi Water works road to its junction with 

Gadzema road, then Northwards along Gadzema road to its intersection with 

a stream (Blood river) with its source from Speckly hill, then Eastwards 

along the stream to the intersection of Beperere road and a stream (Blood 

river), the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 204029.7449, 8076740.838;  

203776.2697, 8075998.721;  202866.6087, 8076016.571;  202761.9103, 

8076337.131;  202073.469, 8076300.29;  202029.186, 8076425.183;  

202326.847, 8076634.601. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert 

Mugabe and Tangwena roads, Southwards along Tangwena road to its 

intersection with a stream with its source from St Ives farm, then generally 

Northwestwards along the stream to its junction with Eastern farm 

boundary of St. Ives, then Southwards along St Ives farm boundary 

separating Ruvimbo Suburb phase 1 and White City suburbs to its junction 

with Ruvimbo Drive, then Westwards, then Northwestwards along Ruvimbo 

Drive to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then Eastwards along Robert 

Mugabe road to its junction with Robert Mugabe and Tangwena road, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 201276.6351, 8074858.014; 201277.755, 

8074828.711; 201107.423, 8074918.584; 201119.3919, 8074644.275; 
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200789.355, 8074843.562; 200594.383, 8074988.696; 200392.025, 

8075138.771; 200575.169, 8075549.414; 201048.519, 8075752.987. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert 

Mugabe and Jongwe roads, then Eastwards along Jongwe road to its 

junction with Gadzema road, then generally Southwards along Gadzema 

road to its intersection with a stream with its source from Speckly hill, then 

generally Southeastwards along the stream to its intersection with Chiputi 

road, then Southwestwards along Chiputi road to its junction with 

Nemakonde way, then Southeastwards along Nemakonde way to its junction 

with Chipuriro road, then Southwetwards along Chipuriro road to its 

intersection with a stream to the Southern side of Nemakonde high school 

with its source from Speckly hill, then Southwards along the stream to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream with its source from St Ives farm, then 

generally Westwards along the unnamed stream from St Ives farm to its 

intersection with Tangwena road, then Northwards along Tangwena road to 

its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then Northeastwards along Robert 

Mugabe road to junction of Robert Mugabe and Jongwe roads, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

201987.35, 8076559.67; 202029.19, 8076425.183; 202073.4698, 

8076300.29; 201833.73, 8075789.09; 202247.994, 8075517.611; 

202170.97, 8075413.92; 201981.49, 8075182.937; 202121.758, 

8075068.21; 201991.17, 8074911.71; 201718.05, 8074799.36; 201276.64, 

8074858.01; 201048.52, 8075752.98; 201672.71, 8076649.35. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern boundary 

beacon of Bethsaida church at Chiputi road, then Eastwards, then 

Southwards along the boundary of Bethsaida church and Stand number 

13689 so as to include it and exclude House numbers 15981 and 15980 to 

its junction with Zumbani road, then Eastwards along Zumbani road to its 

junction with Zivabva road, then Southwards along Zivabva road to its 

junction with Nemakonde way, then Eastwards along Nemakonde way to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream with its source from Gunhill, then 

Southeastwards along the unnamed stream with its source from Gunhill to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream from St Ives, then generally 

Westwards along the unnamed stream from St Ives stream so as to exclude 

Rusununguko suburbs and White City suburb to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream from St Ives farm, then Northwards along the unnamed 

stream to its intersection with Chipuriro road, then Eastwards, then 

Northeastwards along Chipuriro road to its junction with Nemakonde way, 

then Northwestwards along Nemakonde way to its junction with Chiputi 
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road, then Northeastwards along Chiputi road to the Northern boundary 

beacon of Bethsaida church, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 202427.924, 

8075323.164; 202406.938, 8075080.674; 202398.780, 8074920.11; 

202594.541, 8074968.397; 202734.940, 8074877.741; 201718.048, 

8074799.359; 201702.735, 8074941.744; 201991.167, 8074911.712; 

202121.758, 8075068.212; 201981.493, 8075182.937; 202170.972, 

8075413.919; 202278.804, 8075434.923. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Magamba 

way and railway line, then Eastwards along Magamba way to its junction 

with Shandore road, then generally Southwestwards along Shandore road to 

its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then Northwards along Robert 

Mugabe road to its intersection with the railway line, then Northeastwards 

along the railway line to the intersection of Magamba way and railway line, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

203375.458, 8078722.728; 202826.136, 8077370.09; 202426.419, 

8077210.551; 202152.227, 8077333.601; 202027.039, 8077227.6; 

201973.481, 8077296.297; 202303.287, 8078219.96; 203215.386, 

8078802.601; 203375.458, 8078722.728.  

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the Old 

Municipal boundary and Mzari river, then Southeastwards along the Old 

Municipal boundary to its intersection with the railway line, then 

Northeastwards along the railway line to its intersection with Manchester 

road, then generally Northeastwards along Manchester road to its junction 

with Robert Mugabe road, then generally Southwestwards along Robert 

Mugabe road to its junction with Ruvimbo Drive, then generally Southwest, 

then Southeastwards along Ruvimbo Drive to its junction with the Eastern 

farm boundary of St Ives farm, then Southwards along St Ives farm 

boundary to its junction with Mugaka road, then Westwards along Mugaka 

road to its intersection with Mufufu road, then Southwards along Mufufu 

road and through a pathway so as to include Stands numbers 9942 and 

9963 in Ruvimbo surbub and exclude 9943 and 9962 Ruvimbo surbub to 

its junction with Tarambia road, then Eastwards along Tarambia road to its 

junction with Tangwena road, then Southwards along Tangwena road to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream with its source from Kubatana 

Secondary School, then Northwestwards along the unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Nzvirimombe road, then Northwards along Nzvirimombe 

road to the Southern boundary beacon of stand number 22814 of Ruvimbo 
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suburb infill to the Southern boundary beacon of stand number 11585 of 

Rujeko suburb so as to exclude them to Mununguru road, then Westwards 

along Mununguru road to its junction with Mukarati road, then Northwards 

along Mukarati road to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then 

Southwestwards along Robert Mugabe road to the Southeastern boundary 

beacon of Olympus farm, then Northwards along the Eastern boundary of 

Olympus to its intersection with Mzari river, then Northeastwards along the 

river to the intersection of the Old Municipal boundary and Mzari river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

200528.7632, 8076852.806; 200819.408, 8077119.883; 201101.2668, 

8076874.331; 201752.3234, 8076927.018; 201672.7148, 8076649.346; 

201048.5195, 8075752.987; 200575.1696, 8075549.414; 200392.0259, 

8075138.771; 200594.3839, 8074988.696; 200789.3552, 8074843.562; 

201119.3919, 8074644.275; 201140.132, 8074525.029; 201093.8316, 

8074520.106; 201078.9304, 8074173.358; 201350.8468, 8074175.06; 

201381.346, 8073917.535; 201177.5693, 8073999.283; 199798.4402, 

8075047.58; 199851.286, 8075095.922; 199812.0655, 8075143.888; 

199356.450, 8074807.277; 198425.0033, 8076387.673; 198130.867, 

8076780.379; 199632.2825, 8077736.762.  

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mhanyame 

river and an unnamed stream with its source from St Ives farm, then 

Southwards along Mhanyame to the southern beacon of state land, then 

Westwards along the Southern boundary of state land to its intersection 

with an unnamed stream with its source from White City cemetery, then 

Northwestwards along an unnamed stream with its source from White City 

cemetery to its intersection with Shirichena road, then Northwards along 

Shirichena road to its junction with Cemetery road, then Eastwards along 

Cemetery road to its junction with Tangwena road, then Northwards along 

Tangwena road to its junction with Tarambia road, then Westwards along 

Tarambia road to its junction with a pathway separating Stands 9962 and 

9963 Ruvimbo, so as to include stands number 9962 and 9943 Ruvimbo 

and exclude stand numbers 9963 and 9942 Ruvimbo, then Northwards 

along the pathway into Mafufu road to its junction with Mugaka road, then 

Eastwards along Mugaka road to its junction with the Eastern farm 

boundary of St Ives farm which separates Ruvimbo and White City suburbs, 

then Northwards along St Ives farm boundary to its intersection with an 

unnamed stream with its source from St Ives farm, then generally 

Eastwards along the stream to the confluence of Mhanyame river and an 

unnamed stream with its source from St Ives farm, the starting point.This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

203266.5208, 8071983.401; 201421.282, 8072160.139; 201133.005, 

8073479.129; 201437.0157, 8073540.617; 201381.346, 8073917.535; 

201350.8468, 8074175.06; 20078.930, 8074173.358; 201093.8316, 

8074520.106; 201140.132, 8074525.029; 201119.391, 8074644.275; 

201107.423, 8074918.584; 201277.755, 8074828.711; 201276.635, 

8074858.014; 201718.0486, 8074799.359; 202734.940, 8074877.741; 

203393.558, 8075152.89. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of Sinoia 

Citrus Estate, the Eastwards along Northeastern boundary of Sinoia Citrus 

Estate to its intersection with Mhanyame river, then generally 

Southwardswestwards along Mhanyame river to its intersection with 

Magamba way, then generally Westwards along Magamba way (Harare-

Chirundu road) to its intersection with Mzari river, then generally 

Southwestwards along Mzari river to its intersection with the old municipal 

boundary, then Northwestwards along the old municipal boundary to its 

junction with Mzari drive, then Southwestwards, Norteastwards along Mzari 

Drive to its junction with Magamba way, then Westwards along Magamba 

way to the Southern beacon of North Umzari farm, then Northwestwards 

along the Western boundary of North Umzari farm so as to include it its 

Northwestern boundary beacon, then generally Northeastwards along the 

Northwestern boundaries of North Umzari and Sinoia Citrus Estate to the 

Western boundary beacon of Sinoia Citrus Estate, then generally 

Northeastwards along the Western boundary of Sinoia Citrus Estate so as to 

include them to the Northern beacon of Sinoia Citrus Estate, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 204143.41, 8079119.64; 203375.46, 8078722.73; 203215.39, 

8078802.60; 199632.28, 8077736.76; 198993.19, 8078357.12; 198736.58, 

8078092.70; 198604.98, 8078402.21; 196791.30, 8078025.39; 196021.97, 

8078668.82; 196966.56, 8080150.32; 197052.75, 8080167.87; 198839.34, 

8082170.86; 199919.73, 8082443.34; 201631.98, 8084428.59; 205940.92, 

8083673.45. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Gadzema road 

and Waterworks road, then Eastwards along Water Works road to its 

junction with Nemakonde way, then generally Southwards along 

Nemakonde way to its intersection with an unnamed stream from Spreckly 

hill, then generally Eastwards along the stream to its confluence with 

Mhanyame river, then generally Southwards along Mhanyame river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream from St Ives, then generally 
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Southwestwards along the stream to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream from Gunhill suburb, then Northwestwards along the stream to its 

junction with Nemakonde way, then Southwestwards along Nemakonde way 

to its junction with Zivabva road, then Northwards along Zivabva road to its 

junction with Zumbani road, then Northwestwards along Zumbani road to 

the Southern beacon of stand 13689 Gunhill suburb, then Northwards 

along boundaries of stand 15981 and 15980 so as to include them, so as to 

exclude stand 13689 and Bethsaida church to the Northern beacon of 

Bethsaida church, then Westwards along Bethsaida church boundary to its 

beacon at Chiputi road, then Northeastwards along Chiputi road to its 

intersection with an unnamed stream with its source from Spreckley hill, 

then generally Northwestwards along the stream to its intersection with 

Gadzema road so as to include stands number16546 Brundish and Family 

of God Church and exclude house number16554 and 16387 Brundish, then 

Northeastwards along Gadzema road to the junction of Gadzema road and 

Waterworks road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

202866.61, 8076016.57; 203776.27, 8075998.72; 203393.56, 8075152.89; 

202734.94, 8074877.74; 202594.54, 8074968.39; 202398.78, 8074920.11; 

202406.94, 8075080.67; 202427.92, 8075323.16; 202278.80, 8075434.92; 

202170.97, 8075413.92; 202247.99, 8075517.61; 201833.72, 

8075789.096; 202073.47, 8076300.29; 202761.91, 8076337.13.  

Ward 13  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Robert 

Mugabe and Mukarati road, then Southeastwards along Mukarati road to its 

junction with Mununguru road, then Northeastwards along Mununguru 

road to the Western boundary beacon of stand number 11585 of Rujeko, 

then Northeastwards along the Northern boundaries of stand number 11585 

and 22814 of Ruvimbo infill to the Northern beacon of stand number 22814 

at Nzvirimombe road so as to include them, then Southwards along 

Nzvirimombe road so as to include stands number 228062 and 22814 of 

Ruvimbo infill and exclude stands number 22803 to 22805 of Ruvimbo 

infill, to its intersection with an unnamed stream. Then generally 

Southwards along the stream to the intersection of Tangwena road, then 

Southwards along Tangwena road to its junction with cemetery road, then 

Westwards along Cemetery road to its junction with Shirichena road, then 

Southwards along Shirichena road to its intersection with an unnamed 

stream with its source from the cemetery to the Southern boundary of State 

land, then Westwards along state land boundary to the Southwestern 

boundary beacon of State land, then Northwards along the Western 

boundary of state land to its Northwestern boundary beacon, then 

Eastwards along the Northern boundary of state land to its junction with 
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Robert Mugabe road, then generally Northeastwards along Robert Mugabe 

road to the intersection of Robert Mugabe and Mukarati road, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

201177.5693, 8073999.283; 201381.346, 8073917.535; 201437.0157, 

8073540.617; 201133.0055, 8073479.129; 201421.2827, 8072160.139; 

197049.7226, 8072142.026; 197149.7434, 8072870.263; 197505.8353, 

8072907.049; 199356.4504, 8074807.277; 199812.0655, 8075143.888; 

199851.2863, 8075095.922; 199798.4402, 8075047.58. 

Ward 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of 

Strathcona farm, then generally Northeastwards, then Southeastwards 

along the Eastern boundary of state land to its junction with the Western 

boundary of Olympus Estate, then Northeastwards along Western boundary 

of Olympus Estate to its Northern beacon, then Southeastwards along the 

farm boundary of Olympus Estate to its junction with Magamba way, then 

Eastwards along Magamba way to its junction with Mzari Drive, then 

Southwestwards, Northeastwards along Mzari Drive to its junction with old 

municipal boundary, then Southeastwards along the municipal boundary to 

its intersection with Mzari river, then Southwestwards along Mzari river to 

its junction with Eastern boundary of Olympus Estate, then Southeastwards 

along the said farm boundary to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then 

Southwestwards along Robert Mugabe road to its junction with the Northern 

boundary of State land, then Westwards along the Southern farm boundary 

of St Ives farm to the Southwestern boundary beacon of St Ives, then 

Northwestwards along the Western boundary of Olympus Estate to its 

junction with the Southern boundary beacon of state land, then 

Southwestwards, then Northwestwards along Strathcona farm boundary to 

its junction with the boundary of Sinoia Drift Estate, then generally 

Southwestwards along Sinoia Drift Estate boundary to its intersection with 

Angwa river, then Northwestwards along Angwa river to the Southern 

beacon of Chaltenham farm, then Northeastwards along the boundary of 

Cheltenham farm so as to include Sinoia Drift Estate to its junction with the 

fence boundary separating Alaska Primary and Alaska High schools, then 

Southwards along the fence boundary of Alaska Primary and Alaska high so 

as to include Alaska High and exclude Alaska primary to its junction with 

an unnamed road which links Alaska High school and Alaska- Shackleton 

mine road, then Northeastwards along the Alaska-Shackleton road so as to 

include Alaska hospital and exclude the stadium and police post to its 

junction with Alaska – Shackleton road, then Northwestwards along Alaska -

Shackleton road to its junction with the fence boundary of Cheltenham 

farm, then Northeastwards along the Eastern boundary of Cheltenham farm 
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to the Northern beacon of Sinoia Drift Estate, then Southeastwards, then 

Northeastwards, then Southwards along the municipal boundary to the 

Northern beacon of Strathcona farm, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

194753.0323, 8078709.816; 195270.0703, 8078025.354; 195524.5654, 

8077726.39; 195701.0877, 8077639.141; 196021.9705, 8078668.818; 

196791.3014, 8078025.392; 198604.9753, 8078402.209; 198736.5798, 

8078092.702; 198993.1935, 8078357.124; 199632.2825, 8077736.762; 

198130.8676, 8076780.379; 198425.0033, 8076387.673; 199356.4504, 

8074807.277; 197505.8353, 8072907.049; 197149.7434, 8072870.263; 

195998.5887, 8074826.133; 194684.9958, 8076216.926; 191067.3717, 

8074487.163; 190064.2663, 8074884.758; 189490.0581, 8073636.427; 

189719.1398, 8073343.746; 189343.618, 8072598.834; 186154.8293, 

8076140.62; 187933.6983, 8076889.073; 187961.5776, 8076827.373; 

187944.2697, 8076805.84; 187992.1297, 8076650.594; 188604.1838, 

8076844.128; 188264.7919, 8077461.078; 188639.0652, 8078235.167; 

190923.718, 8076794.938; 191535.5051, 8078254.461; 194546.3555, 

8078709.72; 194573.873, 8078757.629; 194653.8099, 8078770.29; 

194753.0323, 8078709.816. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of 

Shackleton farm, then Southwards along the Eastern boundaries of 

Shackleton, Sangwe A and Cheltenham farms to the Northern beacon of 

Sinoia Drift Estate, then Southwestwards along the boundary of 

Cheltenham farm to its junction with Shackleton mine – Alaska road, then 

Southeastwards along the Shackleton mine-Alaska road to its junction with 

a road which links Alaska Primary and Shackleton- Alaska mine road, then 

Westwards along the Shackleton-Alaska mine road so as to include the 

stadium and police station and exclude Alaska hospital to its junction with 

the boundary fence separating Alaska Primary and Alaska Secondary 

schools, then Northwards along the boundary fence to the Southern 

boundary of Cheltenham farm, then Southwestwards along the Eastern 

boundary of Cheltenham farm boundary to its intersection with Angwa river, 

then Northwestwards along Angwa river to the Northern boundary of 

Shackleton farm, then Eastwards along the farm boundary to the Northern 

beacon of Shackleton farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 185957.6749, 

8086489.182, 188639.0652, 8078235.167; 188264.7919, 8077461.078; 

188604.1838, 8076844.128; 187992.1297, 8076650.594; 187944.2697, 

8076805.841; 187961.5776, 8076827.373; 187933.6983, 8076889.073; 
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186154.8293, 8076140.62; 181543.243, 8083940.141; 185957.6749, 

8086489.182. 
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MAKONDE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Manongora 

river and the unsurveyed line which forms the provincial boundary between 

Mashonaland West and Mashonaland Central, then along the unsurveyed 

line which follows the summit of an unnamed mountain range in a south 

eastern direction to trigonometrical beacon 1122 at Mutondongwe hill 

summit, then northeastwards along the district boundary which follows the 

unsurveyed line to trigonometrical beacon 988, then south eastwards along 

the un surveyed line past Gwase river and generally southwards along the 

said line to the summit of Mumuwemba Mountain, then southwards along 

Mumuwemba mountain to a point where it intersects a river valley, then 

south eastwards along the valley to a point where it intersects Kadzviti river, 

then up Kadzviti River in a south western direction to its source at an 

unnamed road, then southwestwards along the unnamed road to a point 

where it intersects Rukute river, then generally south-eastwards along 

Rukute river to the southernmost boundary beacon of Chipingabadza Farm, 

then generally north westwards along the western boundary of 

Chipingabadza Farm to the south eastern boundary of Kosana Ranch, then 

generally southwestwards along the southeastern farm boundaries of 

Kosana Ranch and Green Valley Estate so as to include them to the 

southern boundary beacon of Green Valley Estate, then northwestwards 

along the western farm boundary of Green Valley Estate to a point where it 

intersects Whinde river, then up Whinde river to a point where it intersects 

the second southern boundary beacon of Green Valley Estate, then north 

westwards along the southwestern farm boundary of Green Valley Estate so 

as to include it to the south eastern boundary beacon of Chipungu A farm at 

Karoe river, then generally southwestwards along Karoe river to its 

confluence with Angwa river, then northwards along Angwa river to a point 

where it intersects the unsurveyed line marking the boundary of Makonde 

District and Dande communal area, then generally eastwards and 

northwards past Rukute river along the unsurveyed line, eastwards along 

the un surveyed line to a point where it intersects Munongora river, the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

208751.19, 8152751.17; 207755.96, 8152542.64; 205566.3942, 

8154304.18; 202202.12 8150653.54; 198391.12, 8153801.53; 197798.07, 

8152072.27; 194272.37, 8153869.45; 180641.95, 8151163.65; 204253.70, 

8199785.44. 
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Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mhanyame 

river and the un surveyed line which forms the provincial boundary between 

Mashonaland West and Mashonaland Central generally southwards along 

Mhanyame river to the southernmost beacon of Lot 1 of Chisimbi river 

Farm, then north westwards along the south western boundaries of Lot 1 of 

Chisimbi river Farm, Chisimbi river Farm and Muwanga Farm so as to 

include them to a point where it intersects Mubvumi river, then eastwards 

and northwards along Mubvumi river to the southern boundary of 

Smithfield Estate, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of 

Smithfield Estate so as to include it, then southwestwards so as to include 

Southend, Farways and Chiwari Farms to Rukute river, then generally 

northwards along Rukute river to a point where the road to Chenanga 

Village crosses Rukute river, then generally northeastwards along the road 

to Chenanga Village to its intersection with the road to Chenanga game 

park, then south westwards along the Chenanga game park road to the 

source of Kadzviti river, then generally north eastwards along Kadzviti river 

to the valley south east of Mumunkemba mountain, then northeastwards 

along the valley to Mumunkemba mountain to where it intersects the 

unsurveyed district boundary at a mountain summit, then generally 

eastwards along the unsurveyed district boundary to Nyongori Mountain to 

a point where it intersects Mhanyame river and the unsurveyed, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

224195.56, 8191792.25; 227923.56, 8135797.66; 219758.8371, 

8143271.16; 213882.32, 8145478.44; 214301.78, 8143117.03; 211100.67, 

8143256.76; 211162.38, 8139054.215; 205678.87, 8138989.33; 

207755.96, 8152542.64; 208751.1898, 8152751.174. 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Angwa 

river and the northern boundary of Tettigura State Land, [Tateguru] then 

along the northern boundary of Tettigura State Land [Tateguru] to a point 

where it intersects the western boundary of Suwerspruit farm, then 

southwards along the western boundary of Suwerspruit farm and Delarosa 

farm to the south western boundary of Suwerspruit farm so as to include 

Tettigura farm [ Tateguru], then generally westwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Tettigura farm [Tateguru] to a point where it intersects the 

north western boundary beacon of Robbsdale farm, then south eastwards, 

eastwards and southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Gudubu, 

The Glen and Riversdale farms so as to include them to the northern most 

boundary beacon of Deerhurst farm, then south eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Deerhurst farm, then south westwards along the 
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farm boundary of Deerhurst farm so as to include it to its southern most 

boundary beacon, then north westwards along Deerhurst farm boundary to 

a point where it intersects the southernmost boundary beacon of Riversdale 

farm, then south westwards along the southern farm boundary of Rivington 

farm so as to include it to a point where it intersects Mumwa river then 

eastwards along Munwa river to most eastern boundary beacon of Two Tree 

Hill Estate Lot 2 then south westwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

the said farm so as to include it to the southwestern boundary beacon of 

Two Tree Hill Estates Lot 2 then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Two tree Hill estate Lot 2 to the north eastern boundary of 

Finland Estate, then south westwards along the southern boundary of Two 

Tree Hill estate to a point where it intersects Angwa river to the northern 

boundary of Tateguru farm the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 (S), based on the 

Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 814347.62, 8108078.44; 

819055.49, 819055.49; 193097.98, 8131078.71; 192309.3505, 

8127309.301; 188201.8936, 8127518.376; 190716.86, 8123692.001; 

191368.5826, 8123780.907; 191771.2278, 8119952.659; 191808.7091, 

8119254.002; 194112.943, 8117910.473; 193025.1596, 8113597.001; 

189651.1675, 8116838.173; 187276.673, 8115142.242; 188831.4244, 

8113629.576; 182473.0719, 8108064.348; 182399.976, 8108864.54; 

179713.8288, 8132352.48; 187262.3246, 8129302.499; 188696.9974, 

8130426.814;  191620.2784, 8132716.971; 193097.9793, 8131078.71. 

Ward 4  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north eastern 

boundary beacon of Whindale Ranch, then generally southwestwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Whindale Ranch so as to include it then along 

the eastern farm boundaries of Richmond and Ditchwe farms to the north 

western boundary beacon of Kaukwa farm, then generally south eastwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Kaukwa farm to where it intersects the 

farm boundary of Longmead Estate then north eastwards along the western 

farm boundary of Longmead Estate then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Longmead farm to the south western farm boundary of Ringari 

farm, then generally northeastwards along the western farm boundary of the 

Ringari Estate to its north most boundary beacon, then southwards along 

its eastern boundary of Ringari farm to the south western farm boundary 

beacon of Ringari farm and Bronkhorstspruit farms to the northern most 

boundary beacon of Bronkhorstspruit farm then southeastwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Bronkhorstspruit farm so as to include it to the 

eastern boundary beacon of Bronkhorstspruit farm then generally 

southwestwards along the farm boundaries of Bronkhorstspruit farm, 

Gasikani Farm, Ringari Estate to the south eastern boundary beacon of 

Ringari Estate, then westwards along the southern farm boundary of Ringari 
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estate to the eastern boundary beacon of Tchogi farm, then south westwards 

along the eastern farm boundary of Tchogi farm to the south eastern 

boundary beacon of Tchogi farm to the south western boundary beacon of 

Tchogi farm, then northwards along the western farm boundary of Tchogi 

farm to the north eastern boundary beacon of Gandawasika farm [ 

Gandawasvika] so as to exclude it then generally south westwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Gandawasika [Gandawasvika]farm to the 

southwestern boundary beacon of Nyatandi farm, then north eastwards 

along the western farm boundary of Nyatandi farm to the northwestern 

boundary beacon Nyatandi farm, then generally north westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Dedsi farm so as to include it to its western 

boundary beacon, then north eastwards along the Dedsi farm boundary to 

the trigonometrical beacon 449/s then generally eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Dedsi farm to its north eastern boundary 

beacon, then north westwards and northwards along the western farm 

boundaries of Talford and Ditchwe farm, then generally northwestwards 

along the southern farm boundaries of Richmond farm and Piringani 

Estates to a point where it intersects the Lions Den –Mhangura Mine road, 

then south westwards along the Mhangura Mine- Lions Dens road to the 

southwestern farm boundary of Highbury Estate so as to exclude it to the 

south most boundary beacon of Piringani farm and Robbsdale farm so as to 

include them to the north western boundary beacon of Robbsdale farm, then 

generally northeastwards, along the farm boundaries of Robbsdale and 

Plateau farms to the north boundary beacon of Plateau farm then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Plateau farm so as to include Mhangura 

GMB depot and exclude Chebanga Primary School to a point where it 

intersects the Mhangura Mine –Tesse road [Silverside] then south eastwards 

along the Mhangura -Tesse road [Silverside] to its junction with the 

Mhangura Mine-Doma road, then north eastwards along the Mhangura 

Mine -Doma road to the farm boundary of Plateau farm then generally south 

eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of Plateau farm and 

Whindale Ranch to the northeastern boundary of Whindale Ranch, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 36 S: 199965.29, 8115610.24; 199952.94, 8115613.37; 199945.9256, 

8115537.37;.199965.291, 8115610.242; 204080.4754, 8114061.695; 

205253.2348, 8114887.93;  206597.2197, 8111061.416; 208682.2392, 

8114506.14; 212645.85, 8116954.331;  213194.8023, 8115058.839;  

207216.1602, 8102563.296; 205583.7585, 8102906.05; 203401.13, 

8098872.712; 199310.2815, 8098438.9;  199683.3001, 8102920.68; 

196465.0758, 8101991.357; 197705.87, 8106038.75; 194336.75, 

8108029.05; 199491.9325, 8109103.81; 198859.31, 8119230.702;  
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192986.03, 8122028.814; 191771.22, 8119952.65; 191368.58, 

8123780.91; 190716.85, 8123692.00; 188201.89, 8127518.37; 192309.35, 

8127309.30; 201655.52, 8127877.77; 204713.3048, 8126551.91; 

201706.82, 8121967.41; 199965.29, 8115610.24. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northeastern boundary 

beacon boundary of Two Tree Hill Estate Lot 1 on Munwa river, then 

generally southwards along Munwa river to the eastern boundary beacon of 

Long Valley Estate, then southwestwards along the southeastern boundaries 

of Long Valley Estate, Windsock and Mwanga A farms to the eastern 

boundary of Elmly Park Farm, then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Elmly Park and Sheepridge Estate A to the boundary of 

Sheepridge Estate A and Lauretan A farms, then generally westwards along 

the southern boundary beacon of Sheepridge Estate A to Angwa river, then 

southwards along Angwa river to the southernmost boundary of Manengas, 

then generally westwards along the southern boundaries of Manengas, 

Leadhills and Tendera Estate to the eastern boundary of Dumalan Farm, 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of Dumalan Farm to its 

boundary with Maysma Estate, then generally northwestwards along the 

southwestern boundaries of Dumalan and Norman Estate to the eastern 

boundary of the State Land, then northeastwards along the northwestern 

boundaries of Norman Estate and Barrowdale Farm to the southwestern 

boundary of Kuti Estate, then northwestwards along the southwestern 

boundary of Kuti Estate to the southeastern boundary of Tengwe Estate 6, 

then northeastwards along the north western boundary of Kuti Estate to the 

western boundary of Glenurouhart Farm, then generally southeastwards 

along the northeastern boundary of Kuti Estate so as to include it to Sikati 

river, then southeastwards along Sikati river to its confluence with Ngonya 

river, then generally eastwards along Ngonya river to its confluence with 

Angwa river, then generally northwards along Angwa river to the north 

western boundary beacon of Finland Estate  then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Finland Estate to the northeastern boundary beacon 

of Finland farm then southwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Finland Estate so as to include it to the north western boundary beacon of 

Mwanga B, then northeastwards along the farm boundaries of Mwanga B 

and Two Tree Hill Estate Lot 1 to the point where the boundaries intersect 

Munwa river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 814347.6279, 8108078.443; 818523.0132, 8089851.302; 

815334.1462, 8089036.121; 805990.9, 8091474.179; 805919.3093, 

8089310.601; 795078.37, 8096632.243; 797875.3307, 8098702.019; 
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803841.8653, 8104019.669; 801859.802, 8107137.2; 806665.1322, 

8110548.995; 808604.6781, 8106727.517; 814347.6279, 8108078.443. 

Zone 36 S: 182399.976, 8108864.54; 182473.0719, 8108064.348; 

188831.42, 8113629.57; 190180.825, 8109378.79; 184710.2531, 

8104174.49; 185693.50, 8100553.34; 184796.645, 8096148.631; 

180488.9757, 8089835.94. 

Ward 6  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most 

beacon of Glyn-A-Mel farm at Mhanyame river, up Mhanyame river to a 

point where it intersects the north eastern beacon of Sinoia Citrus Estate, 

then north westwards and generally south westwards along Sinoia Citrus 

Estate farm boundary to the northern most beacon of North Umzari farm, 

then westwards along the northern boundary of North Umzari farm to its 

north western beacon then south westwards along the farm boundary of 

North Umzari so as to exclude it and include Hillview farm to the southern 

boundary beacon of Hillview farm, then further southwestwards along the 

boundary of Lime Quarry to a point where it intersects the Chinhoyi- Karoi 

road, then northwestwards along the Chinhoyi- Karoi road to the north 

eastern beacon of Strathcona farm so as to include Lime Quarry and 

Chinhoyi Caves Recreational Park, then generally southwestwards along 

Strathcona farm boundary to the north eastern boundary beacon of Sinoia 

Drift Estate, then north westwards along the northern boundary of Sinoia 

Drift Estate to a point where it intersects the eastern most beacon of 

Chaltenham farm, then north westwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Cheltenham, Sangwe and Shackleton farms to the western most beacon of 

Maningwa farm, then north eastwards and south eastwards along the 

boundary of Maningwa farm to the southern -most beacon of Hillrise farm, 

then generally north eastwards along the eastern boundary of Hillrise to the 

north western boundary of Baruka farm, then south eastwards, generally 

north eastwards and north westwards along the boundaries of Hillandale 

and Highway Estate to the southern boundary beacon of Kapeta Romwe 

farm, then generally north westwards and northwards along the western 

boundaries of Kapeta Romwe and Tchogi farms so as to include them to 

north eastern beacon of Gandowasika farm [Gandawasvika], then north 

eastwards and south eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Tchogi 

farm, then southeastwards along the southern boundary of Ringari farm to 

the northern most boundary beacon of Scafell farm, then generally north 

eastwards along the western farm boundaries of Noitgedag, Skiddaw and 

Glyn-A-Mel farms to the northern most beacon of Glyn-A-Mel farm at 

Mhanyame river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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Zone 36 S: 199310.2815 8098438.9; 203401.1373, 8098872.712; 

205583.7585, 8102906.05;  207216.1602, 8102563.296;  213194.8023, 

8115058.839; 216136.7628, 8116737.689;  205966.7433, 8083992.665; 

201617.9093, 8084693.236;  199901.3053, 8082744.931;  198816.4247, 

8082472.373; 196052.1865, 8079037.458;  195691.4659, 8077944.936; 

191508.3154, 8078599.553;  190928.4787, 8077119.183;  188629.73, 

8078525.306;  186548.8139, 8085025.773; 191783.2516, 8082608.135; 

193685.3677, 8088109.641;  201492.2731, 8089945.25; 199310.2815 

8098438.9. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northernmost boundary 

beacon of Akardia Farm, then south eastwards along the northeastern 

boundary of Akardia Farm to the northern boundary of Chisaki farm, then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Chisaki Farm to its 

easternmost boundary beacon, then southwestwards along the southern 

boundary of Chisaki farm to the northernmost boundary beacon of Ngombe 

Farm, then generally southwards along the eastern boundaries of Ngombe 

and Blaauwvlei farms to the easternmost beacon of Avondale Farm, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Hillrise Farm to the summit of 

Njiri Hill, then generally southwards and southwestwards along the eastern 

boundary of Hillrise farm to the summit of Baruka Hill, then 

northwestwards along the southwestern boundary of Hillrise Farm to the 

southern boundary beacon of Avondale Farm, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of Avondale Farm to the northeastern boundary of 

Shackleton Farm, then northwestwards along the northeastern boundary of 

Shackleton Farm to its northern most boundary beacon to the north eastern 

boundary beacon of Koodvale farm, then southwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Koodvale farm so as to include it, to the south eastern 

boundary beacon of Koodvale farm at the summit of Mount Chimen, then 

southwestwards along the southern farm boundary of Koodvale farm so as 

to include it to the south western boundary beacon of Koodvale farm, then 

northeastwards along the western farm boundary of Koodvale farm to a 

point where it intersects the southern farm boundary of The Ranch Estate, 

then south eastwards along the southern farm boundary of The Ranch 

Estate to the south western boundary beacon of Zhozhi farm, then generally 

northeastwards along the western farm boundaries of Zhozhi and Upper 

Roomsey farms to the north western boundary beacon of Upper Romsey, 

then northeastwards along the farm boundaries of Upper Romsey and 

Romsey farms to a point where the boundaries intersect with Angwa river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream at the northwest boundary beacon 

of Laurentan Farm and north eastwards along the north western farm 

boundary of the said farm to the northern most boundary beacon of 

Laurentan farm then eastwards, southeastwards along Laurentan farm 
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boundary to point where it intersects the western farm boundary of Arkadia, 

then eastwards, northwards along the Arkadia farm boundary to the 

northern most boundary beacon of Arkadia farm, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 and 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 816639.8483, 8083010.134; 816339.66, 8079307.486; 

811016.6509, 8077677.251; 812214.0087, 8082601.221; 813121.5701, 

8081936.979; 815334.1462, 8089036.121; 818523.01, 8089851.302; 

Zone 36 S: 188296.55, 8097061.026; 193027.21, 8096487.218; 189052.78, 

8094623.932; 190698.2177 8087908.082; 193685.37, 8088109.641; 

191783.25, 8082608.135; 186548.81, 8085025.773; 185971.48, 

8086804.039; 18084045.045; 180488.9757, 8089835.943; 184796.6457 

8096148.631; 185693.507, 8100553.348; 188296.5506, 8097061.026. 

Ward 8 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most 

boundary beacon of Fiona Estate, south eastwards along the boundaries of 

Fiona estate, Gambuli estate to the eastern most boundary beacon of the 

Gambuli estate, then south westwards to the north eastern boundary 

beacon of the Poker Range then along the boundary of Poker Range to the 

north western beacon of Puri Extensionn, then north eastwards along the 

boundary of Puri Extensionn to its north most boundary beacon, then 

northwards along the western boundaries of Laighmains and Mawari farms 

to the north western boundary beacon of Mawari farm, then north 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Mawari farm to a point 

where it intersects with Angwa river, then up Angwa river to a point where it 

intersects with Alaska-Copper Queen road, then south westwards along the 

Alaska- Copper Queen road to a point where it intersects with the 

southernmost beacon of the Stonebyres farm, then north westwards along 

the south western boundary of the Stonebyres farm to its western most 

boundary beacon, then south westwards along the southern boundary of the 

Puri farm to its southern most boundary beacon, then southwards, south 

westwards, northwards and westwards along the Goredema farm boundary 

to its western boundary beacon, along the southern boundary of the Poker 

Range to its south western boundary beacon, then along the southern 

boundary of Nyamatsitu Estate to the southernmost boundary beacon of the 

Kanyaga Extensionn, then south westwards and north westwards along the 

boundary of Kanyaga Range to its western most boundary beacon, then 

generally north eastwards along the farm boundary of Fiona Estate to its 

northern most boundary beacon, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South 

(S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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Zone 35 S: 816065.1289, 816065.1289; 797848.304, 8073377.309; 

791149.0537, 8071515.723; 783183.8678, 8086123.575; 787823.0788, 

8087995.463; 791740.3477, 8089762.149; 804805.4443, 8080534.892; 

804247.3192, 8079023.468; 805835.5282, 8079875.233; 811016.6509, 

8077677.251; 816339.66, 8079307.486; 816639.8483, 8083010.134; 

816065.1289, 8074345.173. 

Zone 36 S: 181603.9248 8084045.045; 186481.548 8075139.171. 

Ward 9 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most 

beacon of Alaska farm, south eastwards along the farm boundary of Alaska 

farm to a point where it intersects Alaska-Copper Queen road, then north 

eastwards along the Alaska –Copper Queen road to a point where it interacts 

with Angwa river, then southwards along along Angwa river to the eastern 

boundaries of Goldenvale, Blackwood and Glenside farms to the western 

boundary beacon of Argyle farm, then northwestwards to the northern most 

beacon of Argyle farm, then south eastwards along Argyle farm boundary to 

the western most beacon of Ulster farm, then north eastwards along the 

farm boundary of Ulster farm to its northern most boundary beacon, then 

generally south eastwards along the boundaries of Ulster and Divide farms 

to a point where it intersects with the north eastern boundary beacon of 

State land, then southwards along the western State land boundary to the 

north western boundary beacon of Avalon farm, then eastwards along 

Avalon farm boundary to a point where it intersects with Mhanyame river, 

then up Mhanyame river to the south eastern beacon of Portelet Estate, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Portelet farm to the north 

western boundary beacon of farm number 103 Chitomborwizi then 

southwards along the western farm boundary of farm number 103 so as to 

exclude it and include farm number 104 Chitomborwizi, southern farm 

boundaries of farms, 105 to 108 to the north western boundary beacon of 

farm number 148, then southwards along the eastern farm boundaries of 

138, 142 so as to include them to the south eastern boundary beacon of 

farm number 142, then south westwards along the southern farm boundary 

of farm number 142 to its south western boundary beacon then south 

westwards along the eastern boundary of farm number 133 so as to include 

it to its south eastern boundary beacon then westwards along the southern 

boundaries of farm number 133 and 132 to the south western, boundary 

beacon of farm number 132, then generally northwards, northeastwards 

along the western and northern boundaries of farm numbers 132, 131, 135 

and 137 to the north western boundary beacon of 137, the westwards along 

the southern farm boundaries of 133 to 116 so as to include them to the 

south western boundary beacon of farm number 116, then northwards 

along the eastern farm boundary of farm number 116 to a point where it 

intersects the southern boundary of Nyakarange Estate then south 
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westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Nyakarange and Ounco 

farms to the southwestern boundary beacon of Ounco farm and Clifton 

Estate to the north eastern boundary beacon of Myinga farm, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Clifton Estate to the eastern 

beacon of Bunya farm, then south westwards to the southernmost boundary 

beacon of Bunya farm, then northwestwards and north eastwards along 

Baramanya farm boundary to the southernmost beacon of Listonshields 

farm, then north westwards along Listonshields farm boundary to the south 

eastern beacon of Hillside farm, then southwestwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Hillside farm to the south western boundary beacon of 

Hillside farm then northwards along the western farm boundary of Hillside 

farm to its northwestern boundary beacon, then eastwards along Hillside 

farm boundary to its north eastern boundary beacon then south westwards 

along Hillside farm boundary to the north western boundary beacon of 

Listonshields farm then northeastwards along north western boundary of 

Listonshields farm then northwards and northeastwards along the western 

boundary of Alaska farm, its northern most boundary beacon, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 816750.979, 8066324.011; 816063.2313, 8074343.538. 

Zone 36 S: 186481.548 8075139.171; 194671.6876 8076519.869; 

203120.2598; 8072271.856; 205692.2858 8061033.533; 194845.6213 

8060996.95; 194941.4377: 8059466.425; 192497.8671 8057010.299; 

189837.21268055765.038; 188678.5287: 8060175.454; 183041.0501 

8059011.241. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northernmost boundary 

beacon of Chimanimani Estate, then generally eastwards along the 

northernmost boundaries of Chimanimani Estate and Chimanimani farm to 

Mubvumi river, then generally southwards along Mubvumi river to the 

northernmost beacon of Treelands Farm, then southeastwards along the 

northeastern boundaries of Treelands and Rixton Ranch to Mhanyame river, 

then generally southwestwards along Mhanyame river to the southernmost 

boundary beacon of Silverside Farm, then southwestwards along the 

southeastern boundary of Silverside farm to the south western boundary 

beacon of Silverside farm, then northwestwards along the western farm 

boundary of Silverside farm to the north eastern boundary of Bandarlog 

Extensionn, then generally southwards along the farm of Bandarlog and 

woodlands farm so as to include them to the southernmost boundary 

beacon of Woodlands farm, then northwestwards along the western farm 

boundary of Woodlands farm to the northern most boundary beacon of 

Longmead Estate so as to exclude it then southwestwards along the 
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southern farm of Cotsworld Estate A to its south most boundary beacon 

then northwestwards along the southern farm boundary of Costwold Estate 

to its southwestern boundary beacon, then generally northeastwards along 

the western farm boundary of Cotswold A farm to the most southern 

boundary beacon of Guma farm, then northwestwards along the southern 

boundary of  Guma farm to its southwestern boundary beacon then 

generally then generally north eastwards along the farm boundaries of 

Guma and Glenview farm so as to include them to the summit of Vuvuti hill, 

then north westwards along the southern farm boundary of Sunkist farm so 

as to include it to a point where it intersects with a gap between Bahati hill 

and Nangadza hill, then eastwards along the road from the gap so as to 

include Sunkist farm and exclude Broadlands Estate to a point where it 

intersects with Rukute river, then northwards along Rukute river to the 

north western boundary beacon of Chizasi farm, then eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Chizasi farm so as to include it and exclude 

Chiwari farm to the south western boundary beacon of Tevrede farm, then 

northwards along the western farm boundary of the Tevrede farm, then 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of the said farm to its north 

eastern boundary beacon, then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Chimanimani estate to its northern most boundary beacon, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 36 S: 213882.3223 8145478.447; 219758.8371 8143271.162; 

227923.5627 8135797.663; 216136.7628 8116737.689; 

213194.80238115058.839; 212645.8506 8116954.331; 208682.2392 

8114506.14; 206597.2197, 8111061.416 205253.2348 8114887.936; 

204080.47548114061.695; 199965.291 8115610.242; 201706.828 

8121967.411; 204713.3048, 8126551.916; 201655.5298 8127877.774; 

204053.6976 8133473.03; 202074.0749, 8134069.639; 205850.2246 

8134857.089; 205678.8705, 8138989.334; 211162.3833 8139054.215 

211100.6649 8143256.764 214301.7809, 8143117.027 213882.3223 

8145478.447. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most beacon of 

Victory Estate, generally south eastwards along the boundary of Victory 

farm to the northern most beacon of Brenville farm, then south eastwards 

along the northern farm boundaries of Brenville, Alfa A and Brenville B, 

then south westwards and southwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Brenville B and Estelle A to the southernmost boundary beacon of Estelle A, 

then north westwards along the southern boundary of Estelle A farm to a 

point where it intersects with Chenanga road, then south westwards along 

Chenanga road to its junction with Silverside road, then north westwards 
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along Silverside road to the north eastern boundary beacon of Plateau farm, 

then westwards and south westwards along the boundary of Plateau farm to 

the southernmost boundary beacon of Delarosa farm, then north westwards 

along the southern boundary of Delarosa farm to its south western 

boundary beacon, then north eastwards along the western farm boundaries 

of Delarosa and Suiwerspruit to the south eastern beacon of Ridziwi farm, 

then along the boundary of Ridziwi farm to the south western beacon of 

Victory Estate, then north westwards and north eastwards along the 

western boundary of Victory Estate to the northern most boundary beacon 

of the Victory farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 36 S: 199116.7514 8134848.183; 202074.0749 8134069.639;   

204053.6976 8133473.03; 201655.5298 8127877.774; 192309.3505 

8127309.301; 193097.9793 8131078.711; 191620.2784 8132716.971; 

188696.9974 8130426.814; 187751.7002, 8137321.973; 194147.6118 

8141036.837. 

Ward 12  

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Sungwi river and an unsurveyed line which marks the boundary of Makonde 

and Hurungwe Districts, then south eastwards along the unsurveyed line to 

the northern most beacon of Norman Estate, then south westwards along 

the boundary of Norman Estate to the northern most beacon of Sadoma 

Extensionn, then generally south eastwards along the boundaries of 

Sadoma Extensionn, Sadoma and Maysma Estates to the eastern boundary 

of Maysma estate, then northwards along the boundary of Marnette estate to 

its northern most beacon, then generally south eastwards along the 

boundary of Marnette and West Range farms to the eastern beacon of West 

Ranch farm, then south westwards along the eastern boundary of West 

Range and The Range Estate to the southeastern boundary beacon of The 

Range estate at Zhonzhi Range, then north westwards along the boundary of 

Zhonzhi farm and south westwards along the boundary of Fairy Glen farm 

to its southern boundary beacon, then northwestwards  along the boundary 

of the Fairy Glen and The Range Estate to the south eastern boundary 

beacon of Birkhill farm then southwestwards and northeastwards along the 

southern boundary of Birkhill farm to the southernmost boundary beacon of 

Gambuli Extensionn, then generally north westwards along the boundaries 

of Gambuli Extensionn and Maysma Estate to the northern most beacon of 

Fiona Estate then south westwards along the eastern boundary of State land 

to a point where it intersects Sungwi river, then generally north westwards 

and north eastwards along Sungwi river to a point where it intersects with 

an unsurveyed line, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35S: 797875.3307, 8098702.019; 795078.37, 8096632.243; 

805919.3093, 8089310.601; 805990.9, 8091474.179; 815334.1462, 

8089036.121; 813121.5701, 8081936.979; 812214.0087, 8082601.221; 

811016.6509, 8077677.251; 805835.5282, 8079875.233; 804247.3192, 

8079023.468; 804805.4443, 8080534.892; 791740.3477, 8089762.149; 

787823.0788, 8087995.463; 794500.917, 8099778.082; 797875.3307, 

8098702.019. 

Ward 13  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most boundary 

beacon of Highbury Estate, then south eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Highbury Estate so as to include it then south westwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Highbury farm, then north westwards, 

southwestwards along the Highbury farm boundary to the north eastern 

boundary beacon on Mungwe farm then south eastwards along the northern 

farm boundary of Urume farm so as to include it, then generally south 

westwards along the eastern form boundary of Urume farm to its south 

eastern boundary beacon then generally north eastwards along the northern 

farm boundaries of Gandawasvika farm to its north eastern boundary 

beacon then southwards along the eastern form boundaries of 

Gandawasvika, Mupata and Geluk farms to the south eastern boundary 

beacon of Geluk farm, then southeastwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Highway Estate so as to include it and exclude Kapeta Romwe 

to the eastern boundary beacon of Highway Estate then generally 

southwestwards along the farm boundaries of Highway Estate, Hillandale 

and Njiri A farms to the south western boundary beacon of Njiri A farm then 

north westwards along the western farm boundaries of Njiri A, Njiri 

Extensionn and Makasha farm so as to include them to the western 

boundary beacon of Makasha farm then north eastwards along the farm 

boundary of Makasha farm to the southernmost beacon of Oswa farm, then 

north westwards along the southern boundary of Oswa farm to the eastern 

most boundary beacon of Muni farm, then westwards and north westwards 

along western Muni farm boundary to the south western beacon of 

Temperley farm, then north westwards along the western boundaries of 

Temperley and Chifundi farms to the southernmost beacon of Mwanga A 

farm, then north eastwards along the farm boundary of Highbury Estate to a 

point where it intersects the eastern most beacon of Long Valley Estate at 

Munwa river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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Zone 36 S: 199491.9325, 8109103.816; 194336.7579 8108029.056; 

197705.8753, 8106038.759; 196465.0758, 8101991.357; 199683.3001, 

8102920.684; 199310.2815, 8098438.9; 201492.2731 8089945.25; 

193685.3677, 8088109.641; 190698.2177, 8087908.082; 189052.7798, 

8094623.932; 193027.2065, 8096487.218; 188296.5506 8097061.026; 

185693.507, 8100553.348; 184710.2531, 8104174.49; 190180.8252, 

8109378.793; 187276.673, 8115142.242; 189651.1675 8116838.173; 

193025.1596, 8113597.001; 194112.943, 8117910.473; 191808.7091, 

8119254.002; 191771.2278, 8119952.659; 192986.0397 8122028.814; 

198859.3121 8119230.702. 

Ward 14 

 It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south eastern 

boundary beacon of Portlet estate at Mhanyame river, southwards along 

Mhanyame river to the eastern most beacon of Lot 6 of Chitomborgwizi, then 

south westwards along the boundary of Lot 6 to the eastern most beacon of 

Lot 31, then generally south westwards along south eastern boundaries of 

Lots 31and 30, then generally south westwards along southern farm 

boundaries of 29, 28, 27, 96, 95, 94, 93, 224, 226, 228, 229, 230 – 250 to 

the summit of Mucheka Wakasunga Beta mountain range at the eastern 

boundary of farm 303, then southwards along the eastern boundary of farm 

303 to the eastern most boundary beacon of farm number 459, then 

generally south westwards along Mucheka Wakasunga Beta Range, the 

boundary separating Zvimba Communal Land and Makonde district to a 

point where it interacts Umfuli river, then down Umfui river to its confluence 

with Mapatawachakwana river, then up Mapatawachakwana river to a point 

where it intersects an unnamed road, then northeastwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with a road which links Chiwuyu Store and 

Uriya School, then eastwards along the Chiwuyu Store and Uriya road to its 

intersection with with Nyaidukutu river, then down Nyaidukutu river to its 

confluence with Shupa river, then up Shupa river to its confluence with 

Nyagari river, then up Nyagari river to a point where it intersects with an 

unnamed road at Nyagari store, then north eastwards along the unnamed 

road to a point where it intersects an unnamed road from Hombwe School, 

then generally eastwards along the unnamed road to a point where it 

intersects an unnamed road to Chehamba dip, then along the unnamed 

road to a point where it intersects with Muche river, then down Muche river 

to its confluence with Washanje river, then up Washanje river to a point 

where it intersects the south eastern boundary of Frampton farm, then 

generally north eastwards along the boundary of Frampton farm, Lot 1 farm, 

Kachesi farm, Dora to the southernmost boundary beacon of Rococo farm, 

then south eastwards and north eastwards along the boundary of Myinga 

farm, then north eastwards along the boundaries of Ounco farm to the north 

eastern boundary of farm number 117 then generally south eastwards along 
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the southern farm boundaries of farm numbers 116, 115, 114 and 113 so as 

to exclude them to the northwestern boundary beacon of farm number 137, 

then southwards along the western farm boundary of farm number 137, 

then southwards along the western farm boundary of farm number 137 so 

as to exclude it to the north most boundary beacon of farm number 135 and 

generally southwards along the northern farm boundaries 135, 134, and 

131 so as to exclude them to the northwestern boundary beacon of farm 

number 131, then generally southwestwards and southeastwards along the 

western boundaries of farms 131and132 so as to exclude them to the 

southwestern boundary beacon of farm 132 then northeastwards along the 

southern farm boundaries of farms 132and 133 to the southeastern 

boundary beacon  of farm number 133 so as to exclude it then north 

eastwards along the western farm number 143 boundary to its north 

western boundary beacon so as to include it then north eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary farm 143 farm to its north eastern boundary 

beacon then northwards along the western farm boundaries of farms 

number 144 and 148 to the northwestern boundary beacon of farm number 

148 then eastwards along the northern farm boundaries 148, 147, 146 A 

and 151 so as include them to the southeastern boundary beacon of farm 

number 104 then northwards along the eastern farm boundary of the farm 

number 104 so as to exclude it to a point where it intersects with the 

southern farm boundary of Portlet farm then eastwards along the southern 

farm boundary of the Portlet farm to a point where it intersects with 

Mhanyame river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 801154.2968, 8044929.349; 817020.089, 8057698.449; 

812480.2183, 8033276.445; 803611.5062, 8024405.395; 790025.8136, 

8030001.773; 805108.7123, 8042933.54; 
Zone 36 S: 183041.0501, 8059011.241; 188678.5287, 8060175.454; 

189837.2126, 8055765.038; 192497.8671, 8057010.299; 194941.4377, 

8059466.425; 194845.6213, 8060996.95; 205692.2858, 8061033.533; 

204265.6339, 8052040.536; 182740.0876, 8047490.286.  

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutuhwi 

and Susuji rivers then south eastwards along Mutuhwi river, then up the 

Mutuhwi river to its confluence with Runani river to a point where it 

intersects with the unnamed road to Mapfungwe river to a point where it 

intersects the unnamed road to Mapfungwe then northwestwards along the 

road to Mapfungwe a point where it intersects the confluence of 

Matigwamba and Mapfungwe rivers then generally eastwards along 

Mapfungwe river to a point at which it intersects with the State land, then 

generally to southeastwards along the western boundary of State land, then 
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generally southeastwards along the western boundary of state land so as to 

exclude it to a point where it intersects Washanje river |then along  

Washanje river to its confluence with Mariratsoro river, then along 

Mariratsoro river to a point where it intersects with a road which links 

Hombwe school and Zumbara business centre, then south eastwards 

following the  Hombwe school and Zumbara business centre road to its 

junction with a road from Zumbara business centre at Nyagari store, then 

southwestwards along a road from Zumbara to Nyagari store to a point 

where it intersects Nyagari river, then along Nyagari river to its confluence 

with Shupa river, then along Shupa river to its confluence with Nyadukutu 

river, then southwards along Nyadukutu river to a point where it intersects 

with a road linking Chipfuwamiti school to Uriya school past Chiwuyu store 

to a point where it intersects with a unnamed road leading to a point where 

it intersects Mapatawachakwa river, then along Mapatawachakwa river to its 

confluence with Umfuli river, then along Umfuli river to its confluence with 

Susuji river, then generally northeastwards along Susuji river to its 

confluence with Manungwe river, the starting point.This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South 

(S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 819055.4907, 8132371.197; 

Zone 36 S 194272.3654, 8153869.449; 197798.0723 8152072.271; 

198391.1222 8153801.533; 202202.1219 8150653.535; 205566.3942 

8154304.178; 207755.95928152542.637; 205678.8705 8138989.334; 

205850.2246, 8134857.089; 202074.0749 8134069.639; 199116.7514 

8134848.183; 194147.6118, 8141036.837; 187751.7002 8137321.973; 

188696.9974, 8130426.814; 187262.3246 8129302.499; 179713.8288 

8132352.48; 180641.9485, 8151163.654. 

Ward 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north most boundary 

beacon of Rosetta farm, then south eastwards along the boundary of the 

said farm to a point where it intersects Rukute river, then along Rukute 

river so as to include Broadlands Estate to point where it intersects with a 

road to Bahati mountain, then southwestwards and northwestwards along 

the southern farm boundaries of Broadlands and Nyamanyoko to the south 

western boundary beacon of Nyamanyoko then northwestwards along the 

western farm boundaries of Nyamanyoko and Nyamanyoka A farms to the 

south eastern boundary beacon of Chimusenga farm, then generally 

northwestwards along Chimsenga farm boundary to the south eastern 

boundary of Mpata farm, then south westwards along Mpata farm boundary 

to the eastern boundary of Ponderosa farm, then south eastwards, north 

westwards and westwards along Ponderosa farm boundary, then 

southwards, south westwards and northwestwards along Kanenje farm 

boundary to a point where it intersects Angwa river, then down Angwa river 
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to its confluence with Karoe [Karoi] river then up Karoe [Karoi] river to the 

northern most beacon of Onapatari farm then south eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Onapatari farm so as to include it to a point 

where it intersects with Whinde river then down Whinde river to the 

northern most beacon of Takoma farm, then south eastwards along the 

northeastern farm boundary of the Takoma farm so as to include it to a 

point where it intersects the northwestern boundary of Cecil Mour farm, 

then north eastwards along the farm boundaries of Cecil Mour and Rosetta 

farms so as to include them to the northern most boundary beacon of 

Rosetta farm so as to include them, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South 

(S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 774558.0147, 8053533.224; 784456.7225, 8046121.115; 

789452.4676, 8050155.996; 787588.7908, 8053517.299; 791757.5018, 

8054004.827; 801154.2968, 8044929.349; 805108.7123, 8042933.54; 

790025.8136, 8030001.773; 764406.9922, 8054311.518. 

Ward 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the western most beacon of 

State land at Sungwi river, south eastwards along the western boundaries of 

State land, Kanyaga Extensionn, Mwemba Estate and Murindagomo 

Extensionn to a point where it intersects Susuji river, then generally south 

westwards along Susuji river to its confluence with Umfuli river, then 

generally north westwards along Umfuli river to its confluence with Sanyati 

river, then down Sanyati river to its confluence with Piriviri river, then up 

Piriviri river to its confluence with Sungwi river, then up Sungwi river to the 

western most boundary beacon of State land, the starting point.This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 

36 South (S), based on the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 769317.2963, 8079623.252; 786345.5051, 8059952.917; 

774558.0147, 8053533.224; 764406.9922, 8054311.518; 747786.2, 

8071436.78; 769317.2963, 8079623.252. 

Ward 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most beacon of 

State land at Sungwi river, south eastwards and southwards along the 

boundary of State land to the northern most beacon of Kanyaga Extensionn, 

south eastwards along the north eastern boundary of Kanyaga Extensionn 

to its eastern most beacon, then north eastwards along the north western 

boundaries of Mwemba Estate and Msango farm to the northern most 

beacon of Msango farm, then south eastwards and south westwards along 

the boundary of Msango farm to its southern most boundary beacon, then 

south westwards along Mwemba Estate to the northern most boundary 

beacon of State land, then south eastwards along the north eastern 

boundary of State land to a point where it intersects with Susuji river, then 
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down Susuji river to a point where it intersects the south western boundary 

of Murindagomo Extensionn, then north westwards along the farm 

boundaries of Mrindagomo Extensionn, Kanyaga Extensionn, and State land 

to the northern most boundary beacon of State land, then north eastwards 

along the farm boundary of State land to its northern most boundary 

beacon, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on the Modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 791149.0537, 8071515.723; 797848.304, 8073377.309; 

794156.0232, 8067887.5; 796937.4544, 8065561.476; 787165.9528, 

8059407.998; 786345.5051, 8059952.917; 769317.2963, 8079623.252; 

774199.7835, 8081671.535; 783183.8678, 8086123.575. 

Ward 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most boundary 

beacon of Goredema farm, then southeastwards and southwards along the 

farm boundary of Goredema farm to the northern most boundary beacon of 

Listonshields then southeastwards and south westwards along the 

Listonshields Extensionn farm boundary so as to include it to its southern 

most boundary beacon, then eastwards along the northern farm boundary 

of Bunya farm so as to include it to its northeastern boundary beacon, then 

generally southwestwards along the eastern boundary beacon then 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Myinga, then southwards 

along Myinga farm boundary to its southern farm boundary to its southern 

most boundary beacon, then north westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of the Myinga farm to the western boundary beacon of Myinga 

farm, then south westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Bora farm 

so as to exclude Chitomborwizi farms, then further southwestwards along 

the farm boundaries of Kachesi and Gamanya farms to the most southern 

boundary beacon of Gamanya farm then south westwards along the eastern 

farm boundary of Frampton farm so as to include it to its southern most 

boundary beacon of the summit of an unnamed hill then southwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Journey Ends so as to include it to a point 

where it intersects with  Washanje river then along Washanje river to a point 

where it intersects the boundary of State land and Umfuli Communal lands 

then northwestwards to the State land boundary to a point where it 

intersects with Mapfungwe river, then generally westwards along 

Mapfungwe river up a point where it intersects with an unnamed road at the 

confluence of Mapfungwe river and Mutigwamba river then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with a road which links 

Mapfungwe Dam and Runani river, then southwestwards along the road to 

Runani river to a point at which it intersects the Runani river, then 

southwestwards along Runani river to its confluence with Mutuhwi river 

then northwestwards along Mutuhwi river to its confluence with Susuji 
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river, then northeastwards along Susuji river to a point where it intersects 

Kajalitizira farm boundary then north westwards along the south western 

boundary of Kajalitizira farm to its western boundary beacon, then north 

eastwards along the farm boundaries of Kajalitizira and Nyati A farms to the 

northern most beacon of Nyati A farm then south eastwards along the 

northern said farm boundary so as to include it to the northern most beacon 

of Denfadales farm, then northwards, eastwards and southeastwards along 

the farm boundaries of Chishanga farm up its eastern most boundary 

beacon, then generally northeastwards along the southern boundary of 

Poker Ranch so as to exclude it to the northern most boundary beacon of 

Goredema farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 and 36 South (S), based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

Zone 35 S: 816063.2313, 8074343.538; 816750.9799, 8066324.011; 

817020.089, 8057698.449; 801154.2968 8044929.349; 791757.5018, 

8054004.827; 787588.7908, 8053517.299; 789452.4676, 8050155.996; 

784456.7225, 8046121.115; 774558.0147, 8053533.224; 786345.5051, 

8059952.917; 787165.9528, 8059407.998; 796937.4544, 8065561.476; 

794156.0232, 8067887.5; 797848.304, 8073377.309; 816065.1289, 

8074345.173; 816063.2313, 8074343.538; 

Zone 36 S: 183041.0501, 8059011.241. 
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MHONDORO – NGEZI RURAL DITSICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Dunsinnan 

Farm, Rockbar Farm and Umsweswe River(Muzvezve)intersects, then 

generally eastwards along Umsweswe(Muzvezve) River to Kadoma-Mamina 

road at a bridge, then southwards along Kadoma-Mamina Road to Southern 

eastern boundary beacon of State land so as to include it, then generally 

north-westwards along southern boundary of State land to Zveshumba 

River, then generally westwards along Zveshumba River to confluence of 

Zveshumba River and Gwazana River, then south-westwards along Gwazana 

river to Battlefields road, then generally south-eastwards along Battlefields 

Road to the western boundary of Ngezi Recreational Park, then south-

westwards along the western boundary of Ngezi Ranch to its junction with, 

then westwards long Ngezi Ranch boundary to the intersection of Ngezi 

Ranch boundary, Circle G Extensionn and Susamoyo Farm boundary so as 

to exclude them, then southwards along Circle G Extensionn western 

boundary so as to include it to Umniati River ((Munyati), then generally 

north westwards along Umniati River (Munyati), to Wanganui Ranch 

boundary, then north-east along Wanganui Ranch boundary to the 

intersection of Wanganui Ranch and Turf Estate boundaries, then north-

east along Turf Estate boundary to the intersection of Turf Estate and Nou 

Toe Nou boundaries, so as to exclude Nou Toe Nou, then  south-east along 

the southern boundary of Nou Toe Nou farm to the intersection of Nou Toe 

Nou farm boundary and Mlota Ranch western boundary, then north-

eastwards along Mlota Ranch boundary to the intersection of Mlota Ranch 

boundary and Rockbar farm boundary, then generally westwards along 

Rockbar farm boundary, then northwards along Rockbar farm boundary to 

the intersection of Dunsinnan Farm, Rockbar farm boundary and 

Umsweswe River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

211094.65, 7955182.16; 227359.60, 7952555.41; 226159.6, 7938667.4; 

217586.5, 7941011.6; 212527.0, 7933005.1; 216629.3, 7929497.2; 

213161.35, 7918318.47; 199850.948, 7927109.206; 205743.99, 

7936930.12; 208009.89, 7935857.24; 212509.447, 7945159.761; 

209963.933, 7945513.793. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the point where Selous Road 

intersects Zveshumba River, then southwards along Selous Road to the 

junction of Bhinya road and Selous Road, then westwards along Bhinya 

Road to the junction of Gwazana Road and Bhinya road so as to include 
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stateland, then westwards along Gwazana Road to the junction of Gwazana 

Road and Battlefields road, then north-westwards along Battlefields road to 

a point where Battlefields Road intersects Gwazana River, then generally 

north-eastwards along Gwazana River to the confluence of Gwazana River 

and Zveshumba` River, then northwards along Zveshumba River to the 

intersection of Zveshumba river and Selous road, the starting point.The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

212072.86, 7933461.58; 214391.94, 7935350.89; 216137.06, 7939869.97; 

219512.07, 7941549.98; 219645.44, 7938900.90; 219216.95, 7934820.53; 

217328.46, 7933865.18; 214209.38, 7933166.98; 212526.9824, 

7933002.5317. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chisvino 

River and Umsweswe(Muzvezve) Rivers then east-wards along Umsweswe 

River (Muzvezve) which is the district boundary, then generally north 

eastwards along the district boundary so as to include Mhondoro- Ngezi 

communal land to the intersection of St Michaels Beatrice road and Mubaira 

road, then south-wards following the Provincial boundary to Musinambi 

village to the southwestern boundary beacon of Willadale so as to exclude it 

and include Mhondoro-Ngezi Communal land, then southwest along the 

district boundary to a point where the district boundary intersects Ngezi 

river, then generally westwards along Ngezi river to the confluence with 

Munwahanga river, then north east along Munwahanga river to a point 

where Mamina-Mandedza road intersects Munwahanga river, then 

northwards along Mamina-Mandedza road to a point where it intersects 

Nyamakwava road then eastwards along Nyamakwava road to a point where 

it intersects Chisvino river then northwards along Chisvino river to its 

confluence with Umsweswe(Muzvezve) Rivers, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

264050.946, 7952368.665; 264252.38, 7945203.64; 257761.890, 

7938080.819; 256312.12, 7938976.71; 254423.7, 7934827.2; 252204.81, 

7935178.87; 251504.424, 7938257.021; 248474.490, 7938711.984; 

247369.45, 7941078.66; 254796.14, 7943485.18; 252559.23, 7948243.65; 

261092.60, 7946998.99. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chinove 

River and Umzwezwe River(Muzvezve), then generally eastwards along 

Umzwezwe river (Muzvezve), which is the district boundary to the confluence 

of Chisvino river and Umzwezwe rivers(Muzvezve), then generally 

southeastwards along the Chisvino river to a point where Nyamakwava road 
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intersects Chisvino river, then generally southwestwards along Nyamakwava 

road to a point where Nyamakwava road intersects Mamina-Kadoma road, 

then north-west along Mamina-Kadoma road to its intersection with 

Jondale-Bumbe resettlements, then northwards along Jondale Bumbe 

resettlement farm boundary so as to include Musena School to the southern 

boundary of Mugasa Village, then eastwards along the imaginary boundary 

of Mugasa Village to a point where the imaginary Mugasa Village boundary 

intersects the imaginary boundary of Mujikichera village western boundary 

then eastwards along the imaginary southern boundary of Mujikichera 

village boundary to a point where the imaginary boundary intersects 

Umzwezwe(Muzvezve) river then eastwards along Umzwezwe river(Muzvezve) 

to a point on the confluence of Chinove River and Umzwezwe 

River(Muzvezve), the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

252547.5, 7948237.4; 254799.9, 7943489.5; 250776.3, 7941197.4; 

244358.9, 7941234.6; 240721.67, 7939641.44; 237849.10, 7941526.72; 

231691.09, 7941170.13; 232849.86, 7946940.16; 240625.70, 7947656.44; 

248675.03, 7949495.51. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Kadoma-

Mamina road and eastern boundary of Jondale-Bumbe resettlements farm, 

then eastwards along Kadoma-Mamina road to the junction of Nyamakwava 

road and Kadoma-Mamina road, then eastwards along Nyamakwava road to 

its junction with Mandedza-Mamina road, then southwards along 

Mandedza-Mamina road to its intersection with Munwahanga river, then 

southwards along Munwahanga river to its confluence with Ngezi river, then 

eastwards along Ngezi river to Verwater farm western boundary, then 

southwards along Verwater farm boundary to a point Verwater farm 

boundary intersects with Koedoe Poort farm boundary, then south west 

along Koedoe Poort farm boundary to its intersection with Uithoek farm 

boundary so as to exclude Kooedoe Poort, then south-westwards along 

Uithoek farm boundary to its intersection with Mooi Laagte farm boundary, 

then south-westwards along Mooi Laagte farm boundary to its intersection 

with Manese Poort and Bordeaux Farms boundaries, then north-westwards 

along Manese Poort farm boundary to its intersection with Glen Connor 

farm Boundary then northwestwards along Glen Connor farm boundary to 

its intersection with Mwenezi river then northwest along Mwenezi river to its 

confluence with Ngezi river then generally westwards along Ngezi river to its 

intersection with Ngezi Recreational Park boundary then northwards along 

Ngezi Recreational Park boundary to its intersection with Mambo Ranch 

boundary then northwards along Mambo Ranch boundary to its intersection 

with Jondale-Bumbe resettlements Farm boundary then northwards along 
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Jondale-Bumbe resettlements Farm boundary to the intersection of 

Kadoma-Mamina Road and eastern boundary of Jondale-Bumbe 

resettlements farm boundary, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

257769.80, 7938055.08; 252112.1, 7927085.7; 243401.99, 7934190.26; 

230681.32, 7935140.34; 231704.58, 7941156.49; 241139.0, 7939741.3; 

244378.7, 7941229.7; 247335.6, 7941123.0; 251502.49, 7938254.15; 

253971, 7934723. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the point where the eastern 

boundary of Ngezi National Parks intersects Ngezi river then eastwards along 

Ngezi River to its confluence with Mwenezi river, then southeastwards along 

Mwenezi river to a point where Glen Connor Farm boundary intersects 

Mwenezi river then southwestwards along Glen Connor farm boundary to a 

point where Glen Connor farm boundary intersects Gavhunga communal 

area boundary, then westwards along Gavhunga Communal area boundary 

so as to include Gavunga School to a point where the boundary intersects 

Ngezi Communal land boundary, then southwest along Ngezi Communal 

land boundary to a point where it intersects the eastern boundary of Ngezi 

National Park and Ngezi river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

230692.6, 7935139.2; 243356.87, 7934240.11; 246959.45, 7930885.21; 

247894.57, 7926446.70; 240725.47, 7927176.94; 241670.82, 7924439.25; 

237012.66, 7922477.85; 230708.45, 7935140.23. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Railway line and Railway Farm 5 farm boundary, then east-wards along 

Railway Farm 5 so as to include it, then southwards along eastern boundary 

of Railway 5, then south-westwards along southern boundary of Railway 5 

farm to the north eastern boundary beacon of Tempevale Farm and Bar Tina 

Ranch boundaries, then south-wards along Tempevale Farm boundary to its 

intersection with the Railway Farm 4 northern boundary and Knole Farm 

boundary (Railway line), then west-wards along Knole farm boundary to its 

intersection with Cluny farm boundary, then north-eastwards along Cluny 

farm boundary to the intersection of Cluny farm boundary and Copefierra 

farm boundary, then northwards along Copefierra farm boundary to its 

intersection with Venice Estate boundary, then north-east along Venice 

Estate boundary to its intersection with Empress road, then eastwards 

along the Empress road to its intersection with Railway line, then 

northwards along the Railway line to its intersection with the northern 
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boundary of Railway Farm 5 boundary, the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

168241.6, 7954276.8; 169346.213, 7954693.183; 169963.10, 7949864.14; 

168230.698, 7950338.653; 167024.54, 7946787.09; 160298.91, 

7946046.20; 160210.718, 7943905.524; 158252.841, 7943804.808; 

153539.030, 7947587.977; 154873.34, 7952095.75; 157068.900, 

7953079.151; 159395.7, 7951284.7; 164435.8, 7954190.2. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Innesdale, 

Masterpiece and La Rhone estate boundaries, then southwards along 

Innesdale western farm boundary to its intersection with Sokose river, then 

generally westwards along Sokose river to Sokose and Mombe river 

confluence, then westwards along the Mombe river to the confluence of 

Mombe and Umsweswe rivers, then west-wards along Umsweswe river to its 

intersection with Sonop Farm boundary, then northwestwards along Sonop 

Farm boundary to its intersection with Devon Farm boundary, then 

southwest along Devon Farm boundary to its intersection with Barton Farm 

boundary, then north-westwards along Barton farm boundary to the 

intersection with Lintolin Estate boundary then northwards along Lintolin 

Estate boundary to its intersection with Lincolin farm boundary, then 

northwards along Lincolin Farm boundary to its intersection with Lion Pool 

Estate boundary then westwards along Lion Pool Estate boundary to its 

intersection with Lanteglos East Farm boundary, then north-eastwards 

along Lanteglos East Farm boundary to its intersection with Blagdon 

Extensionn Farm boundary, then north-westwards along Blagdon 

Extensionn Farm boundary to intersection with Lynfield farm boundary, 

then north-west along Lynfield Farm boundary to the intersection with 

Compton farm boundary so as to minclude it, then north westwards along 

Compton Farm boundary to its intersection with Railway farm 12 boundary 

then northwest along Railway farm 12 boundary to its intersection with 

Bulawayo-Harare Road then northeast along the Bulawayo-Harare Road to 

its intersection with Alanvale Farm, then south-eastwards along Alanvale 

Farm boundary to its intersection with Burgundy Farm boundary, then 

north-eastwards along Burgundy Farm boundary to its intersection with 

Varkpan Farm boundary, then north-eastwards along Varkpan farm 

boundary to a point where Varkpan Farm boundary intersects Just Right 

Estate boundary, then eastwards along Just Right Estate boundary to its 

intersection with Maratonga farm boundary, then southwestwards along 

Maratonga farm boundary to its intersection with Innesdale farm boundary, 

then eastwards along Innesdale farm boundary to its intersection with La 

Rhone Estate and Masterpiece farm boundary, the starting point. The area 
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is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

186540, 7982102; 196144.80, 7973170.38; 192987.56, 7968550.53; 

203112.52, 7969340.52; 203205.06, 7964965.63; 190608.1, 7964083.8; 

182434.6, 7957976.1; 177459.90, 7961737.62; 179087.17, 7964310.02; 

181888.2, 7963179.1; 184326.9, 7973954.6; 182711.54, 7978657.12. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Ngezi 

Recreational Park boundary intersects Ngezi River, then south-eastwards 

along Ngezi Communal land boundary to the intersection of Ngezi communal 

land boundary, Glen Connor and Gavhunga communal area farm boundary, 

then southwards along Gavhunga Communal area farm boundary to the 

intersection of Gavhunga Communal area farm boundary and Abercorn 

Ranch boundary, then southwards along Abercorn Ranch boundary to the 

intersection of Abercorn Ranch boundary and Manyoni Estate boundary, 

then south-eastwards along Manyoni Estate boundary to Umniati river, then 

westwards along Umniati river(Munyati) to the boundary of Circle G Ranch 

Extensionn and Susamoyo then northwards along Susamoyo boundary to a 

point where the boundary intersects Ngezi Ranch boundary then 

northwards along Ngezi Ranch to a point where Ngezi Ranch boundary 

intersects Ngezi river then eastwards along Ngezi River to Ngezi Recreational 

Park western boundary, then northwards along Ngezi Recreational Park 

boundary to the intersection of Ngezi Recreational Parks boundary, Ngezi 

Communal land boundary, Ngezi River, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

230707.8, 7935142.9; 237011.781, 7922479.392; 247895.22, 7926446.32; 

247033.78, 7918595.65; 242664.267, 7917368.240; 239827.66, 

7907356.25; 225097, 7914662; 213162.63, 7918318.67; 216312.13, 

7929165.49; 220207.2, 7929488.0; 221824.0, 7935004.7; 225374.8, 

7934027.9; 226673.1, 7935835.5. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Priminister 

Promise Ranch, Alpha, Damvuri and Whalley Range farm boundaries, then 

eastwards along Damvuri farm boundary to its intersection with Solitude 

farm northern boundary, then eastwards along Solitude farm boundary to 

Rods Hope farm western boundary so as to include it, then north-eastwards 

along Rods Hope farm boundary to its intersection with Dawn farm 

boundary, then eastwards, then southwards along eastern boundary of 

Dawn farm boundary to its intersection with Umsweswe river, then generally 

south-eastwards along Umsweswe river to a point where the eastern 

imaginary boundary of Mujikichera Village intersects Umsweswe (Muzvezve) 

river then westwards along Mujikichera Village imaginary boundary to a 
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point where it intersects Mugasa Village imaginary boundary, then further 

westwards along Mugasa Village imaginary boundary to a point where it 

intersects Jondale Bumbe resettlement boundary, then southwards along 

the boundary of Jondale Bumbe resettlement to its intersection with the 

boundary of Ngezi National Parks, then westwards along Ngezi National 

Parks boundary to its intersection with with National Parks road, then 

northwards along the road to the junction of Kadoma-Mamina Road, then 

northwards along Kadoma-Mamina road to a point where Kadoma-Mamina 

road intersects with Umsweswe(Muzvezve) River, then generally westwards 

along Umsweswe River(Muzvezve) to Damvuri Ranch western boundary, 

then northwards along Damvuri Ranch boundary to the intersection of 

Priminister Promise Ranch, Damvuri and Whalley Range farm boundaries, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

240163.88, 7947215.88; 232849.82, 7946938.94; 231076.6, 7936000.9; 

225360.89, 7934022.14; 227636, 7951933; 207994.68, 7956169.80; 

208065.10, 7962658.15; 209758.5201, 7963055.7564; 225121.8, 

7962580.5; 233352, 7958875; 230391, 7952168; 239460.1, 7949267.0. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Ngezi 

Recreational Park eastern boundary intersects with Battlefields road, then 

westwards along the Battlefields road to a point where Gwazana road 

intersects Battlefields road then eastwards along Gwazana road to the 

intersection of Gwazana road and Bhinya road then Northwards along 

Bhinya road to the intersection of Bhinya road and Selous road then 

northwards along Selous road to the point where Selous road intersects 

Zveshumba River then generally eastwards along Zveshumba river to a point 

where Zveshumba river intersects Mambo Ranch boundary then south-

eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Mambo Ranch so as to 

include it, to a point where the Mambo Ranch boundary intersects Ngezi 

National Parks road then southwards along Ngezi National parks road to the 

point where the road intersects the Ngezi National Parks boundary then 

south-west along the Ngezi National Parks boundary to the point where the 

Ngezi National parks boundary intersects Battlefields road, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

219512.26, 7941548.11; 221437.91, 7941850.23; 224582.9, 7940297.5; 

226148.60, 7938595.68; 225361.50, 7934022.95; 221823.8391, 

7935007.5122; 220212.09, 7929549.57; 214044.939, 7930642.761; 

212317.980, 7932208.136; 212526.9640, 7933002.5694; 216004.0, 

7933795.9; 219211.09, 7934824.01; 220082.2, 7938198.3. 
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Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection Umsweswe 

river (Muzvezve), Rock Bar Ranch and Dunsinnan farm boundary, then 

southwards along Dunsinnan farm boundary, to its intersection with Nou 

Toe Nou Farm boundary, then eastwards, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Nou Toe Nou until it intersects with Diamond Aye 

Ranch and Turf Estate Farm boundaries so as to exclude it, then southwest 

along Diamond Aye Ranch boundary to its intersection with Umnati river, 

then westwards along Umnati river (Munyati) to Fairfield‟s (Battlefields 

barracks) then northwards so as to include HQ and 5.3 infantry Battalion 

apartments to Battlefields Road, then the eastwards along Battlefields road 

up the eastern boundary of Bar Tina Ranch, then northwards along Bar 

Tina Range boundary to its intersection with Doreen‟s Pride Ranch 

boundary, then eastwards along Doreen‟s Pride Range boundary to its 

intersect with Twintops-Kadoma road, then eastwards along Twintops-

Kadoma road to Amanziamhlope bridge, then northwest along 

Amanziamhlope river to Amanziamhlope and Umsweswe river (Muzvezve), 

confluence, then eastwards along Umsweswe river to the intersection of 

Umsweswe river, Rock Bar Ranch and Dunsinnan farm boundary, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM Zone 36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

211090.33, 7955182.56; 209966.2, 7945516.1; 212509.605, 7945160.212; 

208010.07, 7935857.81; 205744.534, 7936931.657; 199850.503, 

7927109.148; 185613.5, 7928305.1; 174004.466, 7930127.414; 

177249.00, 7940854.87; 176270.310, 7940903.863; 175917.80, 

7952365.35; 186724.1, 7954045.4; 185320.19, 7958185.22; 204088, 

7957531. 

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Cricket road 

and Harare-Bulawayo road, then westwards along Cricket road to Trafalgar 

farm boundary, then northwards along Trafalgar boundary to the 

intersection of Trafalgar and Darby farm boundaries, then westwards along 

Darby farm boundary to the intersection of Daarby and Traffalgar Farm 

boundary, then westwards along Traffalgar Farm boundary to its 

intersection with the Railway line then northwards along the Railway line to 

its intersection with the northern boundary of Railway Farm 3 boundary, 

then eastwards along Railway Farm 3 boundary to the intersection of Bar 

Tina Ranch and Railway Farm 3 boundary, then north-eastwards along Bar 

Tina Ranch boundary to Battlefields road, then westwards along the 

Battlefields road to its intersection with Barracks turnoff then southwards 

along Barracks road so as to include 5.1 and 5.2 Infantry Battalion 

apartments to Umnati river, then westwards along the Umnati river to 
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Harare-Bulawayo road, then northwards along the road to the junction of 

Cricket and Harare-Bulawayo road, the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

175906, 7952215; 176482, 7940485; 173673, 7930170; 163128, 7932242; 

164832, 7939978; 158293, 7942603; 167088, 7946332; 169989, 7949464; 

175745, 7951628; 175607, 7944951. 

Ward 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Umsweswe 

(Muzvezve), and Amanziamhlope rivers, then southwards along the 

Amanziamhlope river to a point where Twintops-Kadoma road crosses 

Amanziamhlope river, then generally westwards along the Kadoma-Twintops 

road to the intersection of Umsweswe river (Muzvezve)Block and Doreen‟s 

Pride Ranch farm boundaries, then westwards along Umsweswe 

River(Muzvezve) Block to Brompton road, then westwards along Brompton 

road to Bar Tina Ranch boundary, then northwards along Bar Tina Ranch 

boundary to the intersection of Bar Tina Ranch and Umsweswe 

river(Muzvezve), then westwards along the river to Harare-Bulawayo road, 

then northwards along Bulawayo-Harare road to the northern boundary of 

Railway Farm 7, then south-eastwards along the Railway Farm 7 farm 

boundary to the intersection of Riverside, Umsweswe(Muzvezve), and 

Hillside farms, then eastwards along Umsweswe (Muzvezve), farm boundary 

to the intersection of Umsweswe(Muzvezve), and Mayflower Farm 

boundaries, then south-eastwards along Mayflower Farm boundary to its 

intersection with Arcorn Farm boundary, then north-eastwards along Arcorn 

Farm boundary to its intersection with Umsweswe river (Muzvezve), then 

eastwards along Umsweswe river(Muzvezve), to its confluence with Mombe 

river, then north-east along Mombe river to to the confluence of Mombe and 

Sokose rivers, then eastwards along Sokose River to its intersection with 

Whalley Range and Damvuri farm boundary, then westwards along Whalley 

Range boundary to its intersection with Jonniedale eastern boundary then 

southwards along Jonniedale boundary to Umsweswe river (Muzvezve), then 

westwards along the Umsweswe river (Muzvezve), to the confluence of 

Umsweswe (Muzvezve), and Amanziamhlope rivers, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

36s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

209708.3, 7963066.8; 208073.7, 7962648.5; 207966.2, 7956048.4; 

207168.1, 7955918.0; 206699.9, 7956301.7; 206469.7, 7956627.8; 

206281.7, 7956424.5; 206078.3, 7956397.6; 205207.2, 7956808.2; 

204988.5, 7956566.4; 204904.1, 7956305.5; 204470.5, 7956462.8; 

204466.6, 7957188.1; 204033.0, 7957602.5; 203733.7, 7957030.8; 

203257.9, 7957023.1; 202989.3, 7956766.0; 202739.9, 7956792.8; 

201535.0, 7956731.4; 200794.4, 7956531.9; 198419.1, 7956244.1; 
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196938.0, 7957226.5; 193971.8, 7957214.9; 192740.0, 7956762.1; 

184981, 7958155; 170108, 7951885; 165288, 7958485; 166547, 7964103; 

173116, 7960511; 182817, 7957687; 203860, 7964241. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Empress 

road and Umnati river (Munyati), then generally eastwards along the road to 

the boundary of Copiafera Farm so as to include Solitaire ranch to the 

western farm bound of Copiafera farm, then south-eastwards along western 

boundary of Copiafera farm to Thetis farm boundary, then southwards along 

Thetis farms‟ eastern boundary to the boundary of Bowmont Farm to its 

intersection with Koppies Farm boundary then eastwards along Koppies 

farm boundary to its intersection with Cricket road, then eastwards along 

the road to its intersection with Harare-Bulawayo road, then southwards 

along Harare-Bulawayo to Umnati River, then westwards along Umnati river 

(Munyati), to its intersection of Empress road and Umniati river (Munyati), 

to the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 135193, 7955914; 136666, 7954180; 138815, 

7952645; 138708, 7952599; 140611, 7951524; 142852, 7949821; 154272, 

7950404; 153511.8, 7 947587.3; 154425.0, 7947027.0; 154916.2, 

7945968.0; 155008.3, 7946244.2; 158208.6, 7943704.0; 158185.5, 

7942268.8; 161117.2, 7940649.5; 162460.2, 7941179.1; 162437.2, 

7940841.4; 163695.8, 7940150.7; 164893.1, 7940173.7; 164678.2, 

7937702.5; 163066.5, 7932215.2; 162429.5, 7933550.6; 162468, 7934633; 

154947, 7939007; 144049, 7939959; 139659, 7942537; 135669, 7952760. 

Ward 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Umniati 

river (Munyati), and Umsweswe River(Muzvezve), then generally eastwards 

along Umsweswe River to the eastern boundary of Cardigan farm, then 

southwards along Cardigan farm boundary to the boundary of Railway Farm 

5 then westwards along the boundary of Railway Farm 5 so as to nexclude it 

to the intersection of Railway Farm 5 boundary and Empress Road, then 

westwards along Empress road to Venice Estate‟s boundary, then 

northwards along Venice Estate to Empress road, then westwards along 

Empress road to the intersection of Umniati River (Munyati) and Empress 

road, then northwards along Umniati river(Munyati) to the confluence of 

Umniati (Munyati) and Umsweswe river(Muzvezve), the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM Zone 

35s) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

135097, 7955834; 135688, 7956962; 137115, 7958957; 138389, 7965312; 

146632, 7960799; 152955, 7959064; 157913, 7960400; 165020, 7958205; 

167337, 7957576; 167261, 7957606; 169202, 7954452; 169509.3, 

7951858.1; 159923.8, 7951873.5; 157022.8, 7952970. 9154950.7, 
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7952027.0; 154467.2, 7951052.3; 141904.1, 7950392.3; 136977.0, 

7954574.9. 
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KADOMA CITY COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Prison road to its 

junction with Bulawayo Harare highway, then south east along Prison road 

up to where Twiza road intersects with Prison farm road, then south west 

along Twiza road up to where Twiza road intersect with Mhembwe street, 

then south east along Mhembwe street up to where Masaza street (fourth 

street) intersects with Mhembwe street, then south west along Masaza street 

(fourth street) up to where fourth street ( Masaza street) intersects with 

Munhondo street, then south east along Munhondo street up to the south 

western corner of stand number 3793, then south east along a straight line 

drawn from the south western corner of stand number 3793 up to the 

southern corner of stand number 3798 so as to exclude stands 3793 to 

stand 3797, then south east along a straight line drawn from the southern 

corner of stand number 3798 up to a point (803126, 7964598) in the dam, 

then south west along a center line of the dam up to the dam wall, then 

south west along a stream from the dam wall up to its intersection with 

state land farm boundary ( Prison farm), then north west along state land 

farm boundary (Prison farm boundary) up to where it meets the Bulawayo 

Harare highway, then north east along Bulawayo Harare highway up to 

where Prison road meets Bulawayo Harare highway, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

802561, 7966285; 802861, 7965994; 802525, 7965760; 802558, 7965728; 

802303, 7965403; 802467, 7965314; 802529, 7965291; 803126, 7964598; 

802857, 7963912; 802835, 7963658; 802835, 7963658; 800572, 7965241 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Kwerete Street 

intersects Parirenyatwa drive, then south east along Kwerete street up to 

where Chipazi street meets Kwerete street, then south west along Chipazi 

street up to where Chiverenga street meets Chipazi street, then south east 

along Chiverenga street up to where it meets Tembo street, then south east 

along Tembo street up to where Tembo street meets Marandu street, then 

south east along Marandu street up to where Marandu street meets Chitezi 

street, then east along Chitezi road up to where Chitezi road meets Robert 

Mugabe road, then south west along Robert Mugabe up to where Robert 

Mugabe intersects the Harare Bulawayo railway, then west along the Harare 

Bulawayo railway up to a point ( 805745, 7968577 ) where a line is drawn 

north west to the north eastern beacon of stand number Abdhula 

Dzinamara foundation (7340), then north west along stand number 7340 
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(Abdhula Dzinamara Foundation )up to the northern beacon of stand 

number 7340(Abdhula Dzinamara Foundation ), then south west along a 

straight line drawn from the northern beacon of stand number 7340 up to 

the northern beacon of stand number 3870, then south west along a 

straight line drawn from the northern beacon of stand number 3870 up to 

the southern beacon of stand number 6132, so as to exclude stand number 

3870 and 7340, then north west along a straight line drawn from a southern 

beacon of stand number 6132 up to the south eastern beacon of stand 

number 6092, so as to include stand 6132, 6118, 6101 and 6092, then 

north east along Mainge street to its junction with Mupamombe, then 

northwest along Mupamombe road up to southern beacon of stand number 

4908, then northeast along a straight line drawn from the southern beacon 

of stand number 4908 up to the northern eastern bacon of stand number 

4907, then northeast along a straight line drawn from the north eastern 

beacon of stand number 4907 up to southern beacon of stand number 

4909, then northeast along stand number 4909 boundary up to the 

northeast beacon of stand number 4909, so as to exclude stand number 

4907, 4908 and 4909, then north along a straight line from the south 

eastern beacon of stand number 4909 up to the southern beacon of stand 

number 4759, then north east along straight line drawn from southern 

beacon of stand 4759 up to the north eastern beacon of stand 4658 so as to 

exclude stand number 4759 and stand number 4758, then north west along 

Chanatsira street up to where Chanatsira street meets Mafara street, then 

north east along Mafara street up to where Chiverenga street meets Mafara 

street then south east along Chiverenga street up to where Chiverenga street 

intersect Parerenyatwa drive, then north east along Parerenyatwa drive up 

to where Kwerete street intersects Parerenyatwa drive the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

805289, 7969651; 805484, 7969569; 805513, 7969637; 805784, 7969522; 

805755, 7969449; 806104, 7969249; 806110, 7969181; 805289, 7969651; 

806208, 7969101; 807195, 7969228; 807060, 7968891; 805745, 7968577; 

805641, 7968660; 805609, 7968678; 805578, 7968626; 805471, 7968646; 

805601, 7968985; 805547, 7969040; 805557, 7969067; 805357, 7969156; 

805393, 7969242; 805418, 7969244; 805434, 7969284; 805438, 7969352; 

805456, 7969395; 805223, 7969494 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Chanatsira street 

meets Mafara street ( Mafuta street ), then south east along Chanatsira 

street up to the north eastern beacon of stand number 4758, then south 

west along a straight line drawn from the north eastern beacon of stand 

4758 up to the southern beacon of stand number 4759 so as to include 
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stands 4758 and 4759, then south along a straight line from the southern 

beacon of stand number 4759 up to the north eastern beacon of stand 

number 4909 (ZAOGA), then south west along stand number 4909(ZAOGA) 

boundary up to the southern beacon of stand number 4909, then south 

west along a straight line from the southern beacon of stand 4909 up to the 

north eastern beacon of stand number 4907(Methodist) then south west 

along a straight line drawn from the north eastern beacon of stand number 

4907 up to the southern beacon of stand number 4908 (Evangelical Chapel) 

so as to include stads 4907, 4908 and 4909, then south east along 

Mupamombe road up to the northern beacon of stand number 7077 then 

south west, south east, south east along stand 7077 boundary up to the 

southern beacon of stand number 7077, then south east along a straight 

line drawn from the southern beacon of stand number 7077 up to the 

northern beacon of stand number 104, then south west, south east, south 

east along stand number 104 boundary up to the southern beacon of stand 

104, then south west along Mainge street up to the north western beacon of 

stand number 6092, then south east along a straight line drawn from the 

north eastern beacon of stand number 6092 up to the southern beacon of 

stand number 6132, then north east along a straight line drawn from the 

southern beacon of stand number 6132 up to the northern beacon of stand 

number 3870, then north west along a straight line drawn from the 

northern beacon of stand number 3870 up to the northern beacon of stand 

number 7340, then south east along stand 7340 boundary up to the north 

eastern corner of stand 7340 so as to include stand 7340, then south west 

along a straight line from the north eastern corner of stand number 7340 up 

to a point (805745, 7968577) along the Bulawayo Harare railway, then 

south west along Harare Bulawayo railway up to a point (804877, 7967826) 

where a straight line is drawn north west to the southern beacon of stand 

number 2373, then north along stand 2373 boundary up to the north 

western beacon of stand number 2373 so as to include stand number 2373, 

then north along a straight line drawn from the north eastern corner of 

stand 2373 up to where Rugare street meet Huni street, then north east 

along Huni street up to where Huni street meets Pemba street, then north 

west along Pemba road up to where Manjora road meets Pemba road, then 

north east along Manjora road up to the south eastern beacon of stand 

number 53, then north west along a straight line drawn from the south 

eastern beacon of stand number 53 up to the north eastern corner of stand 

number 61, then south east along Leonard street up to where a foot path 

meets Leonard street and Manjora street, then north east along the foot 

path up to where foot path meets Chisanga avenue, then north west along 

Chisanga avenue intersect Braiden street, then north east along Braiden 

street up to where Braiden street meets Mupamombe road, then north west 

along Mupamombe road up to where Mafara (Mafuta street) meets 
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Mupamombe road, then north east along Mafara (Mafuta street) up to where 

Chanatsira street meets Mafara (Mafuta street), the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A)coordinates: 

805223, 7969494; 805456, 7969395; 805438, 7969352; 805434, 7969284; 

805418, 7969244; 805393, 7969242; 805357, 7969156; 805557, 7969067; 

805547, 7969040; 805601, 7968985; 805471, 7968646; 805578, 7968626; 

805609, 7968678; 805641, 7968660; 805745, 7968577; 804877, 7967826; 

804849, 7967878; 804725, 7968150; 804731, 7968242; 804960, 7968393; 

804901, 7968485; 805183, 7968616; 805148, 7968726; 805294, 7968673; 

805318, 7968725; 805161, 7968791; 805321, 7969171; 805121, 7969251 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Zengwe street meets 

Morris street, then south east along Morris street up to where Morris street 

meets Parerenyatwa drive, then south west along Parerenyatwa drive up to 

where Parerenyatwa drive meets Mafara street (Mafuta street), then south 

west along Mafuta street up to where Mafuta street meet Mupamombe road, 

then south east along Mupamombe road up to where Braiden street meets 

Mupamombe road, then south west along Braiden street up to where 

Braiden street intersects Chisanga avenue, then south east along Chisanga 

avenue up to where Chisanga avenue meets a foot path coming from corner 

Leonard street and Manjora street, then south west along the foot path up to 

where the foot path meets Leonard street and Manjora street, then north 

west along Leonard street up to where Leonard street meets Chizuwi street 

and Mutarimanja street then south west along Mutarimanja street up to 

where Njiri street meets Mutarimanja street, then north west along Njiri 

street up to where Manatsa street meets Njiri street, then south west along 

Manatsa street up to the southern beacon of stand 902 Manatsa street, then 

north east along a straight line from the southern beacon of 902( 1 Manatsa 

street) up to the north western beacon of stand 1531 (4 Nyandoro street), so 

as to include stands 902, 901, 876, 875, 856, 855, 836, 835, 816, 815, 

1610, 1571, 1570 and 1531, then north east along Nyandoro street up to 

the north eastern beacon of stand 1888 Nyandoro, then north east along a 

straight line drawn from the north eastern beacon of stand 1888 Nyandoro 

street to the north eastern corner of stand 1979 Nyambo street so as to 

exclude stand 1888, then south west along Nyambo street to the south 

western corner of stand 1977 Nyambo, then south east along a straight line 

from the southern eastern corner of 1997 Nyambo street to the northern 

corner of stand number 268, then south east along a straight line drawn 

from the northern corner of stand number 268 to the northern corner of 

stand number 277, then north east along a straight line drawn from the 

northern corner of stand number 277 up to where Matope street meets 

Mupamombe road, then north east along Matope street up to where Matope 
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street meet Zengwe street, then north east along Zengwe street up to where 

Zengwe street meets Morris street, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

805192, 7970087; 805431, 7969988; 805121, 7969251; 805321, 7969171; 

805161, 7968791; 805318, 7968725; 805294, 7968673; 804951, 7968807; 

804832, 7968700; 804600, 7969068; 804303, 7968873; 804315, 7968894; 

804116, 7969209; 804459, 7969429; 804554, 7969650; 804655, 7969605; 

804578, 7969444; 804772, 7969368; 804803, 7969387; 805003, 7969878. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south western beacon of 

stand 6245, then south east along Rimuka township boundary up to where 

Rimuka township boundary meets 33kv powerline, then south west along 

33kv power line up to where Marandu road intersects the 33kv power line so 

as to exclude all houses in Mazai Infill Rimuka, then north west along 

Marandu road up to where Tembo road meets Marandu road, then north 

east along Tembo road up to where Tembo road meets Chiverenga street, 

then north west along Chiverenga road up to where Chiverenga street meets 

Chipazi street, then north east along Chipazi street up to where Chipazi 

street meets Kwerete street, then north west along Kwerete street up to 

where Kwerete street intersects Parerenyatwa drive, then south west along 

Parerenyatwa drive up to where Parerenyatwa drive intersects chiverenga 

street, then north west along Chiverenga street up to where Chiverenga 

street meets Mafara street (Mafuta street), then north east along Mafara 

street (Mafuta street) up to where Mafuta street (Mafara street) meets 

Parerenyatwa drive, then north east along Parerenyatwa drive up to the 

southern corner of stand 6245, then north east along a straight line drawn 

from the southern beacon of stand 6245 up to the southern eastern beacon 

of stand number 6245, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

805712, 7970364; 806454, 7969584; 806200, 7969124; 806110, 7969181; 

806118, 7969226; 805755, 7969449; 805784, 7969522; 805513, 7969637; 

805484, 7969569; 805289, 7969651; 805475, 7970092; 805682, 7970337. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northwestern beacon of 

stand number 6523 Westview west up to southern beacon of 6511 Westview 

west so as to exclude stand 6511 to 6523, then south east along a straight 

line drawn from the southern corner of stand number 6511 up to the 

northern corner of stand number 6203, then south west along a straight 

line drawn from the northern corner of stand 6203 up to the south eastern 

corner of stand number 6245, then south west along stand number 6245 

stand boundary up to the southern eastern corner of stand number 6244, 
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then south west along Parerenyatwa drive up to where Morris street meets 

Parerenyatwa drive, then north west along Morris street up to where Zengwe 

street meets Morris street, then south west along Zengwe street up to where 

Zengwe street meets Matope street, then south west along Matope street up 

to where Matope street meet Mupamombe road, then south west along a 

straight line drawn from where Matope street meet Mupamombe road up to 

the northern beacon of stand number 277, then north west along a straight 

line drawn from the northern corner of stand number 277 up to the 

northern corner of stand number 268, then north west along a straight line 

drawn from the northern corner of stand number 268 up to the north 

eastern beacon of stand number 1997, then north east along Nyambo street 

up to where Morris street meets Nyambo street, then north west along a 

straight line drawn from where Morris street meets Nyambo street up to the 

south eastern beacon of stand number 3272, then north west, south east 

along stand number 3272 stand boundary so as to exclude stand number 

3272 up to the northern beacon of stand number 3042, then south west 

along a straight line drawn from the northern beacon of stand number 3042 

up to the north western beacon of stand number 2786 then north west 

along a straight line drawn from the north eastern corner of stand number 

2786 up to the northern corner stand number 2797, then north east along a 

straight line drawn from the northern corner of stand number 2797 up to 

the northern eastern corner of stand number 2651, then north west along a 

straight line drawn from the north western corner of 2651 up to the 

northern corner of stand number 2646, then northeast along a straight line 

drawn from the northern corner of stand number 2646 up to the north 

eastern corner of stand number 2645, then north west along a straight line 

drawn from the north eastern corner of stand number 2645 up to the 

northern corner of stand number 2645, then north east along a straight line 

drawn from the northern corner of stand number 2645 up to north western 

corner of stand 6523, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

805150, 7970965; 805712, 7970364; 805682, 7970337; 805475, 7970092; 

805431, 7969988; 805192, 7970087; 805003, 7969878; 804803, 7969387; 

804772, 7969368; 804647, 7969419; 804578, 7969444; 804594, 7969457; 

804921, 7970200; 804761, 7970268; 804674, 7970365; 804453, 7970176; 

804354, 7970290; 804375, 7970310; 804329, 7970370; 804319, 7970386. 

Ward 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern beacon of Pixie 

combie farm, then south east, south west along Pixie combie farm boundary 

up to the southern beacon of Pixie combie farm, then south east along 

Holfmaire farm boundary ( subdivision A of Rail farm 8 Gatooma township) 

up to where Holfmaire farm boundary intersects 33kv power line, then north 
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east along 33kv power line up to where Munda meets the 33kv power line, 

then north east along Munda street up to the northern beacon of stand 

1809 Munda street, then south east along a line drawn from the northern 

beacon of stand number 1809 Munda street up to the south eastern beacon 

of stand 1888 Nyandoro street so as to include stand 1809, 1810, 1846, 

1847, 1887 and 1888, then south west along Nyandoro street up to the 

north western beacon of stand number 1531 Nyandoro street, then south 

east along a line draw from the north western beacon of stand 1531 

Nyandoro street up to the southern beacon of stand 902 (1 Manatsa street), 

then south west along a straight line drawn from the southern corner of 

stand 902 (1 Manatsa street) up to the north western beacon of stand 7116 

up to the northern beacon of stand number 7116 Gudo street, then south 

east along a line drawn from the north western beacon of stand number 

7116 Gudo street up to south eastern beacon of stand number 7079 Gudo 

street so as to exclude all stands in Gudo Infill, then north east along 

Mutarimanja street up to the northern beacon of stand number 6926 

Mutarimanja street, then south east along a line drawn from the northern 

beacon of stand number 6926 up to the south eastern beacon of stand 

number 6943 Chinouya street, then north east along Rugare street up to 

where Rugare street meets Huni street, then south west along a line drawn 

from where Rugare street meets Huni street up to the north western beacon 

of stand number 2373, then south along stand 2373 boundary up to the 

southern beacon of stand 2373 so as to exclude stand number 2373, then 

south east along a straight line drawn from southern beacon of stand 2373 

to a point (804777, 7967826) where it meets the Harare Bulawayo railway, 

then south west along Harare Bulawayo railway up to the south western 

beacon of Pamene farm, then north west along Pamene farm up to where 

Pamene boundary meets White waters river, then east along White waters 

river up to where white waters river intersects Victory farm boundary, then 

north east along Victory park boundary up to the northern beacon of victory 

farm, then north east along Arrundel estate farm boundary up to the 

northern beacon of Arrundel estate, then north east along Holfmmaire farm 

boundary ( subdivision A of Rail farm 8 Gatooma township) up to the 

northern beacon of Holfmaire farm, then north east along Pixie combie farm 

boundary up to the northern beacon of Pixie combie, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

804929, 7973770; 806188, 7972661; 802972, 7970398; 803750, 7969148; 

803993, 7969333; 804330, 7969539; 804410, 7969711; 804554, 7969650; 

804116, 7969209; 804315, 7968894; 804303, 7968873; 804525, 7968519; 

804548, 7968523; 804731, 7968242; 804725, 7968150; 804849, 7967878; 

804877, 7967826; 799559, 7964515; 794389, 7967896. 
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Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Manatsa street meets 

Njiri street, then south east along Njiri street up to where Njiri street meet 

Mutarimanja street, then north west along Mutarimanja street up to where 

Mutarimanja street meets Chizuwi street and Leonard street, then south 

east along Leonard street up to the north eastern corner of stand 61 then 

south east along a straight line to the northern eastern corner of stand 53 

so as to include stand 53 up ton 61, then south west along Manjora road up 

to where Manjora road meets Pemba road, then southeast along Pemba road 

up to where Huni street meets Pemba road then south west along Huni 

street up to where Rugare street meets Huni street, then north west along 

Rugare street up to where Rugare street meet Mutarimanja street, then 

north west along a straight line drawn from where Rugare street meets 

Mutarimanja street up to the southern beacon of stand 7079, then north 

west along a straight line drawn from the southern beacon of stand number 

7079 up to the north western beacon of stand number 7116 so as to include 

all stands in Gudo Infill, then north east along Manatsa street up to where 

Manatsa street meets Njiri street, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

804600, 7969068; 804832, 7968700; 804951, 7968807; 805148, 7968726; 

805183, 7968616; 804901, 7968485; 804960, 7968393; 804731, 7968242; 

804548, 7968523; 804527, 7968521; 804304, 7968874. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Robert Tailor meets 

Kaguvi street, then south east along Kaguvi road up to where Kaguvi road 

intersects Robert Mugabe road, then north east along Robert Mugabe up to 

the southern western beacon of stand 1075 Gatooma township (Kadoma 

Ranch Motel), then north east along boundary of stand 1075 Gatooma 

township up to the north eastern beacon of stand 1075 then south west 

along Harare Bulawayo highway up to where Visser road meets Harare 

Bulawayo highway, then south east along Visser road up to where Visser 

road intersects Mshuma river then north east along Mshuma river up to the 

south western beacon of stand 2050, then south east along a straight line 

drawn from the south western beacon of stand 2050 up to southern beacon 

of stand number 2064 so as to exclude stands 2050up to 2064, then south 

west, south east along Blue ranges farm up to the southern beacon of Blue 

ranges farm, then south west along Batton farm up to the northern beacon 

of Mayflower estate, then south west along Umsweswe farm boundary up to 

river side farm‟s north eastern beacon, then north east along Hill side farm 

boundary up to the southern beacon of Cherry bank farm, then north west 

along Cherry bank farm up to where Cherry bank boundary meets Bulawayo 

Harare railway, then north west along the Bulawayo Harare railway up to 
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where Robert Mugabe road intersects the Bulawayo Harare railway, then 

north west along Robert Mugabe road up to where Chitezi road meets Robert 

Mugabe road, then north west along chitezi road up to where Chitezi road 

meets Marandu road, then north west along Marandu street up to where 

Marandu street intersects 33kv power line, then north west along 33kv 

power line up to where the 33kv powerline intersects Rimuka township 

boundary so as to include all houses in Mazai Infill, then north east along a 

straight line drawn from the intersection of 33kv power line and Rimuka 

township to the starting point of Robert Tailor road, then north east along 

Robert Tailor road up to where Robert Tailor road meets Kaguvi street, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

807518, 7970895; 808146, 7970301; 808716, 7970458; 809292, 7971100; 

807835, 7969048; 809119, 7967925; 809219, 7968164; 810346, 7966970; 

809938, 7966379; 813096, 7964440; 811385, 7961925; 806976, 7961783; 

802560, 7966284; 807060, 7968891; 807195, 7969228; 806208, 7969101; 

806200, 7969124; 806454, 7969584; 806687, 7969600. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern corner of railway 

farm 10A, then south east along railway farm 10A boundary up to where 

railway farm 10A meets Bulawayo Harare highway, then south west along 

Harare Bulawayo highway up to the northern eastern beacon of stand 

number 1075(Kadoma Ranch hotel) Gatooma township, then south west 

along stand 1075 (Kadoma Ranch hotel) Gatooma township boundary up to 

south western beacon of stand 1075 (Kadoma Ranch hotel) Gatooma 

township so as to exclude Kadoma Ranch Hotel, then north west along 

Robert Mugabe road up to where Kaguvi road meets Robert Mugabe, then 

north west along Kaguvi road up to where Robert Tailor meets Kaguvi street, 

then south west along Robert Tailor up to where Robert Tailor ends, then 

south west along a straight line from where Robert Tailor ends up to the 

intersection of the 33kv powerline and Rimuka township boundary, then 

north west along a straight line drawn from where Rimuka township 

boundary meets 33kv power line up to the southern beacon of stand 6511, 

then north west along a straight line drawn from the southern beacon of 

stand 6511 up to the north western beacon of stand 6523 Westview west, 

then north east, north west along cotton research farm boundary so as to 

include all houses in Westview West surbub up to the northern beacon of 

cotton research farm, then north west, north east along railway farm 10A 

boundary up to the northern beacon of railway farm 10A, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 
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808820, 7977891; 812542, 7974679; 809292, 7971100; 808716, 7970458; 

808146, 7970301; 807518, 7970895; 806687, 7969600; 806454, 7969584; 

805150, 7970965; 806782, 7972138; 804929, 7973770. 

Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Chaona road meets 

Robson Manyika, then south east along Robson Manyika up to where 

Robson Manyika meets Mshuma river, then south along Mshuma river up to 

where Visser road intersects Mshuma river, then north west along Visser 

road up to where Visser road intersects with Dumbujena road, then north 

east along Dumbujena road up to where Dumbujena road meets Bonda 

road, then south east along Bonda road up to where Chaona avenue meets 

Bonda road, then north east along Chaona avenue to where Chaona avenue 

meets Robson Manyika, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

808992, 7969117; 809312, 7968852; 809119, 7967925; 808268, 7968670; 

808547, 7968986; 808732, 7968822. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern corner of 

Sabonabona then southeast along Sabonabona eastern boundary up to 

where it meets Eiffel Flats road, then southeast along remainder of Lot 1 of 

Rail Farm 11 up to the north west beacon of stand number 1337 

Chemukute township of Lot 1 of railway farm 11, then southeast along 

stand 1337 Chemukute township of lot 1 of railway farm 11 up to its 

intersection with Eiffel Flats Etina road so as to include all houses in Park 

town, then south east along Eiffel Flats Etina road up to where it meets the 

north corner of Claveshay farm, then north east, south east, south west 

along Claveshay farm boundary up to the south eastern corner of 

Sabonabona estate, then south west, north west along Sabonabona estate to 

where the south boundary of Gatooma town land meets the Sabonabona 

estate boundary, then south west along Gatooma townlands boundary up to 

where it intersects with Kerk street, then east along Kerk street to where 

Buffalo drive meets Kerk street, then north east along Buffalo drive to where 

Lion drive meets Buffalo drive, then north west along Lion drive up to where 

Lion drive meets Nyala drive, then south west along Nyala drive up to where 

Musinde road meets Nyala drive, then north west along Musinde drive to 

where Musinde drive meets Gazelle road, then south west along Gazelle 

drive up to where Gazell drive meets Kerk street, then north west along Kerk 

street up to where Kerk street intersects Mshuma river, then north east 

along Mshuma river up to where Boundary drive meets Mshuma river, then 

north west along Boundary drive to where Boundary drive meets Bulawayo 

Harare highway then north east along Bulawayo Harare highway to the 
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northern beacon of Sabonabona estate, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

811842, 7974055; 813681, 7971906; 813745, 7971922; 813798, 7971870; 

813980, 7971730; 814271, 7971508; 814904, 7971418; 815313, 7970781; 

815884, 7971272; 816128, 7970777; 813251, 7968210; 812004, 7969861; 

811172, 7968876; 810717, 7968878; 810895, 7969135; 810253, 7969490; 

810230, 7969449; 809959, 7969587; 809853, 7969278; 809438, 7969413; 

809512, 7969588; 808817, 7970299. 

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern corner of cotton 

research farm, then south east, south west along cotton research farm up to 

the northern beacon of stand number 2645 then south east, south west 

along stand 2645 boundary up to the northern corner of stand number 

2646, then south east along a straight line drawn from the northern corner 

of stand number 2646 up to the northern eastern corner of stand 2651, 

then south west along a straight line drawn from the north eastern corner of 

stand number 2651 up to the northern corner of stand number 2797, then 

south east along a straight line drawn from the northern corner of stand 

number 2797 up to the north eastern corner of stand number 2786, then 

north east along a straight line drawn from the beacon of stand number 

2786 up to the northern beacon of stand number 3272, then south east 

along stand 3272 boundary up to the northern eastern corner of stand 

number 3273 so as to include stand number 3272 (Munhumutapa Primary 

School), then south east along a straight line from the southern eastern 

beacon of stand number 3272 to where Morris street meets Nyambo street, 

then south west along Nyambo street up to the southern eastern beacon of 

stand number 1979, then north west along a straight line drawn from the 

northern eastern beacon of stand number 1979 up to the northern beacon 

of stand number 1809, then south west along Munda street up to where 

Munda street meet the 33kv power line, then south west along the 33kv 

power line up to where the 33kv power line meets Holfmaire ( subdivision A 

of railway farm 8) boundary, then north west along Holfmaire (subdivision A 

of railway farm 8) boundary up to the northern western corner of cotton 

research farm, then north east along cotton research farm boundary up to 

the northern corner of cotton research, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

806188, 7972661; 806782, 7972138; 804321, 7970388; 804332, 7970372; 

804326, 7970367; 804375, 7970310; 804354, 7970290; 804453, 7970176; 

804674, 7970365; 804789, 7970254; 804921, 7970200; 804651, 7969608; 

804415, 7969713; 803993, 7969333; 803751, 7969149; 802973, 7970400. 
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Ward 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Twiza road meets 

Stateland‟s ( Prison farm) boundary, then move south east, south west, 

north west along stateland (prison farm) boundary up to its intersection with 

a stream at point (  802835, 7963658 ), then north east along a stream up 

to the dam wall, then north east along a straight line drawn from the dam 

wall to a point (803126, 7964598) where a straight line is drawn north west 

up to the southern beacon of stand number 3798, then north west along a 

straight line drawn from the southern beacon of stand number 3798 up to 

the south western beacon of stand number 3793 so as to include stands 

3793 up to 3797, then north west along Munhondo street up to where 

Masaza street (fourth street) meets Munhondo street, then north east along 

Masaza street (fourth street) up to where Masaza street ( fourth street) meets 

Mhembwe street, then north west along Mhembwe street up to where Twiza 

street meets Mhembwe street, then north east along Twiza street up to 

where Twiza street meets state land (prison farm) boundary, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

802861, 7965994; 806976, 7961783; 806800, 7961122; 802835, 7963658; 

802857, 7963912; 803126, 7964598; 802529, 7965291; 802474, 7965318; 

802301, 7965399; 802558, 7965728; 802525, 7965760. 

Ward 15  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern corner of 

Railway farm 11, then south east along Rail farm boundary up to the north 

eastern beacon of stand 1067, (Rio Golf Club) then east along the northern 

boundary of stand 1067 so as to exclude stand number 1067 up to where it 

meets Jongwe drive, then south along Jongwe drive to where it meets Eiffel 

Flats road, then south east along Eiffel Flats road to where it meets the 

south western boundary of Railway farm 11, then north west along Railway 

farm boundary up to where it meets the Bulawayo Harare highway then 

north east along Bulawayo Harare highway to the northern beacon of 

Railway farm 11, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

813631, 7975645; 815465, 7973624; 814840, 7973434; 814969, 7972121; 

813681, 7971906; 811842, 7974055. 

Ward 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the North beacon of Salop 

farm, then move South East along Salop boundary up to where boundary 

meets Harare –Bulawayo highway, then move south west along Bulawayo 

Harare highway up to the Northern beacon of Martin farm, then move South 
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east along Martin‟s south eastern boundary up to Martin‟s south eastern 

beacon, then move south east, south west, along Blagdon‟s farm boundary 

up to where Blagdon Farm boundary meets Railway farm 11 boundary, then 

move south east along Rail farm 11 boundary up to the northern beacon of 

Lanteglos farm, then move south east, south west along Lanteglose farm 

boundary up to Landglos‟s southern beacon, then south west along Hope 

farm‟s boundary up to north west beacon of Gatooma Municipal farm, then 

move eastwards, southwards, westwards along Gatooma Municipal farm up 

to the southern beacon of Hope farm, then move north westwards along 

Hope farm‟s boundary up to the southern beacon of Sabonabona farm, then 

move north east along Sabonabona boundary to the southern beacon of 

Claveshay, then north east, north west, south west, along Claveshay 

boundary to where Claveshay boundary intersects Etina Hillcrest road, then 

move north west along Etina hillcrest road up to the roundabout of 

Parktown road and Etina road, then move north west from the roundabout 

along southern boundary of stand 1337 Chemukute Township of lot 1 of 

Rail farm 11 up to the southern beacon of remainder of lot 1 of Railway farm 

11, then move north west along remainder of Railway farm 11 boundary up 

to where Railway farm 11 boundary meets Eiffel Flats road, then move east 

along Eiffel Flats road up to where Jongwe drive meets Eiffel Flats road, 

then move north along Jongwe drive up to the north western beacon of 

stand 1067 Chemukute, then move eastwards along stand number 1067 

Chemukute‟s northern boundary up to where the northern boundary of 

stand number 1067 (Rio Golf Club) meets the south western boundary of 

Tannach farm, then move north west along Tannach farm‟s boundary up to 

where Tannach farm boundary meets Bulawayo Harare highway, then move 

north east along Bulawayo Harare highway up to the southern beacon of 

Salop farm, then move north west, north east along Salop farm boundary to 

the northern beacon of Salop farm, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

814035, 7982578; 817347, 7978790; 817186, 7978653; 819517, 7975684; 

819587, 7975162; 818635, 7973893; 820000, 7973237; 817827, 7968984; 

817325, 7966710; 818630, 7966605; 818643, 7965205; 817016, 7965314; 

813251, 7968210; 816128, 7970777; 815884, 7971272; 815313, 7970781; 

814904, 7971418; 814271, 7971508; 813980, 7971730; 813798, 7971870; 

814969, 7972121; 814840, 7973434; 815465, 7973624; 813631, 7975645; 

815472, 7977277. 

WARD17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where boundary road meets 

Bulawayo Harare highway, then south east along Boundary road up to 

where it meets Mshuma river, then south west along Mshuma river up to 

where Mshuma river intersects with Kerk street, then south east along Kerk 
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street up to where Gazelle drive meets Kerk street, then north east along 

Gazelle road up to where Musinde road meets Gazelle road, then south east 

along Musinde road up to where Musinde road meets Nyala drive, then 

north west along Nyala drive to where Lion drive meets Nyala drive, then 

south east along Lion drive up to where Lion drive meets Buffalo drive, then 

south west along Buffalo drive up to where Buffalo drive meets Kerk street, 

then south east along Kerk street to where Kerk street intersects Blue 

Ranges boundary, then north east, south east, south east along Blue ranges 

farm boundary up to the northern corner of Conway farm, then south east, 

south west, south west, north west along Conway farm boundary up to the 

southern beacon of Blue ranges, then north west, north east along Blue 

ranges farm boundary up to the southern beacon of Plot number 10 Visser 

farm, then north west along plot 10 Visser farm boundary up to where plot 

10 Visser farm boundary meets Mshuma river, then north west along 

Mshuma river up to where Robson Manyika meets Mshuma river, then 

north west along Robson Manyika up to where Chaona Avenue meets 

Robson Manyika street, then south west along Chaona avenue up to where 

Chaona avenue meets Bonda road, , , then north west along Bonda road up 

to where Dumbujena road meets Bonda road, then south west along 

Dumbujena road up to where Dumbujena road intersects Visser road then 

north west along Visser road up to where Visser road meets Bulawayo 

Harare highway, then north east along Bulawayo Harare highway up to 

where Boundary road meets Bulawayo Harare highway, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

808817, 7970299; 809512, 7969588; 809438, 7969413; 809853, 7969278; 

809959, 7969587; 810230, 7969449; 810253, 7969490; 810895, 7969135; 

810717, 7968878; 811172, 7968876; 812004, 7969861; 813251, 7968210; 

817016, 7965314; 816212, 7964231; 815863, 7963217; 813096, 7964440; 

809938, 7966379; 810346, 7966970; 809165, 7968160; 809318, 7968847; 

808992, 7969117; 808732, 7968822; 808547, 7968986; 808268, 7968670; 

807835, 7969048. 
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SANYATI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

 

 Ward 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north eastern boundary of 

Bishopston farm and Mazoe River then south eastwards along Bishopston 

farm boundary to the intersection of Fluxton Estate and Bluegrass Estate to 

include them, then further south eastwards to the south eastern beacon of 

Bluegrass Estate where it share boundary with Rodini and Vumba Farm, 

then north westwards along Vumba Farm to its northen boundary so as to 

include Vumba farm exclude Kinver farm, then eastwards along Vumba 

farm to its boundaries with Kinver, Clonmoran farm then south-eastwards 

along Vumba farm to south eastern beacon of Vumba farm and south 

western beacon of halfway farm, then south eastwards along the boundaries 

of Vumba farm to where it intersects the boundaries of Nertheburn, 

Pixycombe and Railway farm 8, then south westwards along the boundary of 

Vumba farm to where it intersects Protea southern farm boundary, then 

southwards to white waters river, then south westwards along white waters 

to the Northern beacon of Lidford farm then generally south eastwards to its 

south eastern boundary, to a railway line, then southwards along a railway 

line to south eastern beacon of Coryton farm, then southwards to Harare – 

Bulawayo road, to Muzvezve river then generally south westward along the 

Muzvezve river to the north west boundary of Luwana Extensionn, then 

north westwards along the boundary of LuwanaExtention, to Mazoe river 

back to the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

790664.70, 7978955.79; 792574.09, 7978660.22; 793364.81, 7974875.02; 

796032.13, 7972765.80;  795717.75, 7975205.46; 798073.77, 7975442.40; 

799553.89, 7973784.45; 801112.69, 7973252.06; 802043.29, 7972112.24; 

797997.14, 7969465.83; 797775.68, 7969041.49; 796312.83, 7968621.22; 

794418.02, 7968147.54; 799491.29, 7964631.66; 798813.01, 7958962.27; 

788604.69, 7960090.47; 782994.38, 7961549.28; 779031.48, 7963562.54; 

777586.30, 7966943.73; 779795.00, 7967570.89; 779097.83, 7973830.62; 

781463.31, 7974306.31; 785582.87, 7976644.25; 787099.19, 7978060.17. 

Ward 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Sunnybank farm, then generally south eastward along the northern 

Sunnybank farm and Hillington farm boundary to a point where it intersect, 

the western boundary of Anfield farm, then generally northwards along 

Anfield farm boundary to its intersection with Golden Valley-Chakari road, 

then eastwards along the northern boundary of Anfield farm boundary to its 

north eastern beacon, then generally south westward along Anfield farm 
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boundary, then eastwards along the boundary to little Mazoe river, then 

south westwards along little Mazoe river to where the south western beacon 

of Kingchim farm intersects little Mazoe river, then northwest along the 

boundary of Kingchin farm to the south western beacon of Delamere, then 

North Westwards along Delamere farm‟s boundary, north east along 

Delamere and Sunnybank farm back to the starting point.The area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

786144.7, 7987012.43; 790857.26, 7985091.86; 793177.83, 7983763.76; 

793767.04, 7986518.37; 795646.29, 7986392.20; 794999.31, 7984272.53; 

797283.71, 7983973.93; 797100.77, 7982629.40; 795494.72, 7981453.08; 

793502, 7980339.19; 791261.47, 7980044.73; 790664.70, 7978955.79; 

787099.19, 7978060.17; 785445.16, 7980987.93; 783954.69, 7981671.15. 

Ward 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Chadshunt Mine farm, then generally eastwards to the north eastern 

boundary of Chadshunt Mine farm, then southwards to the south eastern 

beacon of Chadshunt Mine farm, then eastwards to the north eastern 

beacon of Shagari farm, then south westwards along Shagari farm and State 

land boundary to its south eastern beacon, then south westwards along the 

state land to its south eastern beacon and then westwards to the south 

western beacon of state land, then northwards along the western boundary 

of state land to its north western beacon, then generally north eastwards to 

the north western beacon of Chadshunt Mine farm, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

804917.66, 8002950.94; 804889.96, 8000151.46; 805810.76, 8000086.05; 

805530.70, 7999505.49; 805167.67, 7999282.43; 804511.21, 7999320.60; 

803411.25, 7997030.87; 800792.92, 7996515.88; 800249.49, 7995626.63; 

797379.65, 7993135.54; 794238.84, 7991210.34; 794132.92, 7995621.39; 

802291.84, 8002265.30. 

Ward 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Sakugwe River and the north 

western beacon of the state land, then eastwards along the boundary of the 

state land and the south eastern boundary of Hartley Safari area to the 

south western beacon of Hartley 8, then northwards to the north western 

beacon of Rooibult Estate, so as to include it, then eastwards along the 

Northern boundary of Rooibult estate to its north eastern beacon, 

southwards along its eastern boundary to its south eastern beacon, 

westwards along the boundary to the north western beacon of Kutanga 

farm, then south to the southern beacon of Kutanga farm so as to exclude 

Kutanga farm, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Kutanga 
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farm to its south eastern beacon, then southwards to the south western 

beacon of Home farm, so as to exclude it, then north westwards to north 

western beacon of Easterlea farm beacon, then southwards along the 

boundary of Maritzani to its south western beacon so as to exclude it, then 

eastwards to north eastern beacon of Saaiplaas Estate and Victory farm, 

then south eastwards along the boundary of Saaiplaas Estate and Victory 

Farm so as to include them, then south eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Victory, Ardbehg and Glen View farms to north eastwards 

beacon, then move southwards along Victory Farm to south beacon of 

Glenview farm, then north westwards along the southern boundary of 

Glenview and Berkley farms to north western beacon of Sunnybank farm 

boundary, then south west along Sunnybank farm boundary to the south 

eastern beacon of Berkley farm, then generally westwards along Berkley 

farm boundary to where it intersects with Sakugwe river, then move 

generally north westwards along Sakugwe river to the north western beacon 

on state land, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

772501.29, 7996744.61; 774458.17, 7995294.81; 776721.27, 7993015.53; 

774466.53, 7990260.03; 774464.53, 7987166.12; 772968.48, 7985773.87; 

774849.27, 7984350.18; 783954.69, 7981671.15; 785445.16, 7980987.93; 

787099.19, 7978060.17; 785582.87, 7976644.25; 781463.31, 7974306.31; 

779097.84, 7973830.62; 781815.55, 7968935.18; 779783.96, 7967408.29; 

777029.45, 7966810.60; 774675.64, 7967136.17; 770650.51, 7968386.57; 

769245.58, 7968497.44; 772508.32, 7972276.58; 772669.68, 7973368.50;  

768882.37, 7977842.07; 767863.76, 7977873.00; 766128.91, 7976900.52; 

765158.57, 7977441.50; 764626.10, 7985352.08; 757250.20, 7987025.60;  

754523.72, 7992022.10; 760039.61, 7997538.74; 764725.21, 7996044.77, 

764727.73, 7997354.64. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Kadoma- 

Sanyati road and Renji River then south eastwards along Renji River to its 

confluence with Renji tributary, then generally south westwards along the 

Renji tributary to the boundary with state land, then generally eastwards to 

the north eastern beacon of the state land, south eastwards to the south 

eastern beacon of state land, then south westwards along state land 

boundary to where it intersects Munyati river tributary, then south 

westwards to its confluence with Munyati River, then north westwards along 

Munyati River to a point along Munyati River (734849, 8009294) where a 

straight is drawn to Muketiwa village (738271, 8008852) so as to exclude 

Takavinga then generally eastwards and northwards along the straight line, 

then generally North westwards to a point at (738804, 8012983), then north 

eastwards to the intersection of Kadoma-Sanyati road and Renji river, the 
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starting point. The area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 

742412.11, 8014221.03; 743867.68, 8012636.05; 744497.18, 8012015.87; 

745193.43, 8011344.46; 743476.18, 8005471.36; 745709.22, 8005878.45; 

754161.35, 7992153.48; 746458.89, 7988915.28; 744169.05, 7988413.27; 

742684.23, 7987439.83; 738092.76, 7994455.91; 733412.39, 8006776.04; 

733784.71, 8008690.48; 734797.87, 8009464.06; 740314.45, 8013182.54; 

738761.98, 8013050.45; 741692.43, 8011984.37; 741952.94, 8009671.63. 

Ward 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Renji River 

and Renji tributary, then generally south eastwards along Renji River to a 

point where Renji River intersects a boundary of Hartley A Parks and Wild 

Life land, then north eastwards along the boundary to a point where 

Grandour farm beacon intersects Sakugwe River, then generally north 

westwards along Sakugwe River to the south western beacon of Valhalla 

farm, then northwards, south eastwards to the north western beacon of 

Hartley A National Parks and Wild Life, then south eastwards and include 

the following properties: Chipfunde farm, Outpost farm and Chenjiri farm to 

the south eastern beacon of Outpost farm, then north east to the north 

eastern beacon of Hartley 9 farm, then southwards to the south eastern 

beacon of Hartley 6 Safari area, then westwards, north westwards to 

Sakugwe river then generally southwards along Sakugwe river to the south 

eastern beacon of Everglades farm, then westwards along southern 

boundary of Everglades to the south eastern beacon of Lonepalm farm, then 

south west along Lonepalm farm boundary to its south western beacon, 

then north westwards, westwards and north westwards to north western 

beacon of Lonepalm farm, then south westwards to Nyoka –Sanyati road, 

then westwards along Nyoka –Sanyati road to the confluence of a tributary 

and Renji River, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 744497.18, 8012015.87; 

745080.39, 8012282.20; 745814.68, 8011671.38; 746607.83, 8011250.21; 

749512.07, 8009747.25; 750049.37, 8008472.70; 750947.76, 8006754.12; 

764688.42, 8009256.76; 764754.28, 8009159.39; 766948.62, 8009547.43; 

766730.62, 8009980.22; 767202.60, 8010817.32; 767473.22, 8011133.05; 

765814.45, 8012518.80; 773395.50, 8023688.11; 787837.95, 8018442.97; 

794123.27, 8012639.81; 787822.97, 8014228.94; 787551.54, 8000930.98; 

781131.45, 8001021.93; 778151.84, 8002963.44; 771508.04, 8002842.04; 

771445.01, 8001837.29; 771939.29, 8001778.31.; 771652.88, 7997007.98; 

772501.29, 7996744.61; 764727.73, 7997354.64; 764725.21, 7996044.77; 

764577.42, 7996039.08; 764575.53, 7996118.66; 760039.61, 7997538.74; 

754523.73, 7992022.10; 754393.97, 7992251.26; 754161.35, 7992153.48; 
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745709.22, 8005878.45; 743475.31, 8005469.78; 743469.49, 8005765.51; 

744143.62, 8009108.99 

Ward 7 

Ward 7 is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Washanje and Mupfure River then south eastwards along Mupfure river to 

its confluence with Shuru-Shuru river, then generally southwards along 

Shuru-Shuru river to where it intersects the southern boundary of Labera 

and Deweras Extensionn to the south western beacon of Deweras 

Extensionn, then westwards along the boundary to the south western 

beacon of Deweras farm, then North Westwards along the Deweras farm 

boundary to where Savanna farm and Deweras intersects at trigonometrical 

beacon 159/P, then southwestwards along Savanna boundary, then 

generally Southwards along the boundaries of the following farms: 

Rhodesian Plantations 4A, Bailey farm to the south eastern beacon of 

Rhodesian Plantation 4A, then westwards along the southern boundary of 

Rhodesian plantation 4A, Bailey farm to south western beacon of Rhodesian 

Plantation B, then northwards along the Rhodesian Plantation B boundary 

to north western beacon of Rhodesian Plantation B, then south eastwards to 

north eastern beacon of Rhodesian Plantations B, then generally eastwards 

along the boundaries of Deytheur, Dawnways, Lastchance farms to the 

south western beacon of Constantia, then north westwards along the 

boundary of Hartley 7 farm and then north eastwards along the western 

boundary of Hartley 7 to the confluence of Washanje and Mupfure rivers, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

781802.22, 8036083.70; 783279.91, 8033494.82; 785268.77, 8032841.45; 

786125.23, 8033875.78; 788158.06, 8031731.01; 790297.38, 8028635.66; 

791684.80, 8025572.32; 793277.14, 8028130.81; 795808.81, 8027890.83; 

795841.57, 8025293.62; 795922.28, 8023136.67; 798124.07, 8023620.24; 

800190, 8025137.40; 800596.07, 8023866.29; 800439.40, 8022980.76; 

802140.79, 8022136.82; 803605.46, 8020958.37; 807623.67, 8020342.63; 

807826.60, 8019643.17; 806750.89, 8017756.01; 807005.59, 8014275.40; 

807779.72, 8012275.13; 808226.94, 8009443.20; 806908.96, 8007056.63; 

804114.52, 8006137.623; 803699.41, 8007434.33; 802034.47, 

8008253.28; 797215.58, 8007078.84; 795858.75, 8008728.90; 794841.47, 

8007819.07; 787710.28, 8007875.67; 787822.98, 8014228.94; 794123.27, 

8012639.81; 787837.95, 8018442.97; 773395.50, 8023688.112. 

Ward 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Farm number 205 where it intersects Mupfure River, then generally south 

eastwards along Mupfure river, then south westwards to the north eastern 
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boundary of Farm 209, then south westwards so as to include the following 

farms: 206, 210, 204, 211, 212, 213, 214, 188, 187, 183, 182 to Sakugwe 

River then generally southwards along Sakugwe river to the south eastern 

beacon of the Sanyati Communal lands, then generally westwards along 

Southern boundary of Sanyati Communal lands to its intersection with Seke 

river, then generally northwards along Seke river to its confluence with 

Sakugwe river, then generally northwards along Sakugwe river so as to 

include the following farms : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 35, 36, 74, 76, 77, 

78, 79, 80, 84, 85 to the south western beacon of Farm 85, then generally 

northwards along the Farm 86 boundary to include the following farms: 87, 

101, 102, 193, 118 to the north eastern beacon of farm 118, then south 

eastwards, southwards to the south east beacon of Farm 118, then 

eastwards to the south western beacon of Farm 123, then north east to the 

north western beacon of Farm 123, then north eastwards to the north 

eastern beacon of Farm 124, then move south west to the south western 

beacon of Farm 119, then to the north western beacon of Farm 119, then to 

north eastern beacon of Farm 119, then south east to include the following 

Farm;  12, 121, 122, 126, 128, then North West along the boundary of Farm 

134 to its north western beacon, then north eastwards so as to include the 

following property: 133 to the north eastern beacon of 135 then generally 

southwards to south eastern beacon of Farm 135, then north eastwards to 

north western beacon of 136, then westwards along the northern boundary 

of Farm 138 and Farm 139 to the north eastern beacon of Farm 140, then 

southwards along the boundaries of Farm 141, 142 to its south eastern 

beacon then generally south westwards to the south western beacon of Farm 

142, south eastwards to the north eastern beacon of Farm 157. Then north 

eastwards so as to include the following farms: 158, 159, 160, 161, 196, 

197, 200, 201, 202, and 205 to Mupfure river the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

781802.22, 8036083.70; 765823.17, 8012517.91; 765868.27, 8012122.71; 

766584.03, 8011886.22;  766983.52, 8011279.10; 767616.41, 8011336.38; 

766948.62, 8009547.43; 764754.28, 8009159.40; 764688.42, 8009256.76; 

760516.84, 8008478.29; 760309.77, 8010961.51; 760820.86, 8011885.22; 

758786.88, 8015317.82;756033.50, 8019115.75; 751328.18, 8021963.01; 

744890.31, 8023908.01; 744856.61, 8025949.79; 745193.65, 8026736.95; 

764453.35, 8027997.25;  749344.83, 8030011.18; 750347.04, 8029123.84; 

750428.08, 8028023.23; 750519.35, 8028303.46; 750986.10, 8029284.86; 

753962.32, 8029976.45; 753994.38, 8030032.55; 751421.24, 8029782.63; 

750813.94, 8031495.58; 752347.02, 8032751.73; 757751.53, 8029121.91; 

758048.35, 8029442.47; 755288.66, 8031118.70; 756323.82, 8032076.16; 

756879.08, 8032309.46; 759580.41, 8032304.19; 759097.76, 8030777.84; 

759496.03, 8031114.37; 764816.53, 8030919.70; 764852.93, 8028749.74; 
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765833.42, 8027740.39; 764529.60, 8027233.39; 765046.87, 8026914.22; 

766823.75, 8027720.40; 767065.65, 8028469.89; 770898.81, 8030770.21; 

771624.63, 8033722.79; 774748.36, 8034279.78; 775769.86, 8036735.08; 

776719.22, 8036228.61; 777699.34, 8037902.70; 778754.31, 8038914.27; 

780912.52, 8037827.24. 

Ward 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

River and a tributary, then north eastwards along the tributary to the 

junction with the southern boundary of state land to the southern beacon of 

Lonepalm farm, then south east along the boundary of the state land, 

eastwards to north eastern beacon of Kudu River Ranch, then southwards 

to Marimari river, then eastwards along Marimari river to its confluence with 

Marimari river tributary, then south eastwards along Marimari river 

tributary to the eastern boundary of Kudu River ranch, then southwards 

along the boundary of Kudu River ranch to its intersection with Mazoe river, 

then southwards along Mazoe river to its confluence with Munyati River, 

then north westwards along Munyati River to its confluence with a tributary 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 742684.23, 7987439.83; 744169.05, 

7988413.27; 746458.89, 7988915.28; 754161.34, 7992153.48; 754523.72, 

7992022.10; 757250.20, 7987025.60; 7646270, 7985352.08; 765200.56, 

7979375.29; 765158.57, 7977441.50; 766128.91, 7976900.52; 767863.76, 

7977874; 768882.37, 7977842.07; 772669.70, 7973368.50; 772508.32, 

7972276.58; 769245.58, 7968497.44; 768720, 7968946.07; 767722.51, 

7970664.65; 764134.75, 7972637.94; 756462.90, 7976910.31; 750181.20, 

7979204.96; 747824.74, 7984339.25; 743670.98, 7986721.41. 

Ward 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Katsime 

and Sakugwe river then generally south eastwards along Sakugwe river to 

its confluence with Seke river then generally southwards along Seke river to 

where Seke river intersects the northern boundary of Grandeur farm then 

south westwards along Grandeur farm boundary to where it intersects Renji 

river, then north westwards along Renji River to its confluence with Katsime 

River, then generally northwards along Katsime River back to its confluence 

with Sakugwe the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

747677.15, 8023102.11; 754646.52, 8019920.15; 759374.32, 8014078.34; 

760517.11, 8008478.56; 750947.75, 8006754.12; 749672.51, 

8009594.243; 747026.61, 8011366.44; 749273.19, 8014236.39; 

7488152.88, 8020234.69; 747706.11, 8023070.99; 746183.70, 

8024444.60. 
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Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sakugwe 

and Umnyati River then southwards along Sakugwe river to its confluence 

with Katsime River then generally southwards along Katsime River to the 

Arda /Kadoma-Sanyati road then south westwards to an unnamed stream 

then southwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Renji 

River, then north westwards along Renji River to its confluence with 

Munyati River, then northwards along Munyati river to its confluence with 

Sakugwe river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

742127.42, 8126398.54; 742833.72, 8025544.13; 743484.55, 8024705.11; 

744890.31, 8023908.01; 746183.70, 8024444.60; 747706.11, 8023070.99; 

7488152.88, 8020234.69; 749273.19, 8014236.39; 747026.61, 

8011366.44; 745145.77, 8012281.53; 744499.18, 8012015.87; 742414.14, 

8014222.62; 739768.42, 8017978.89; 739958.57, 8019214.55; 740182.87, 

8023276.57; 742127.42, 8026398.54. 

Ward 12 

An area of land bounded by a line draw from the North western beacon of 

Eardiston Estate, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Eardiston 

estate to the eastern boundary of Strathspey then southwards along the 

boundary of Strathspey to its junction with Mswezi River, then southwards 

along Mswezi River to where it intersects the southern boundary of 

Millanwood farm and westwards along Millanwood farm boundary to its 

south western beacon then southwards along the following farm boundaries 

Rondor A, Alabama Extensionn, Eureka to the south eastern beacon of 

Alabama, so as to include them then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Alabama to Massachussates, then south western beacon of 

Mazaretha Estate, northwards to north eastern beacon of Golden valley 

Mine, then westwards along Mazaretha Estate‟s southern boundary to its 

south western beacon, then northwards to the north eastern beacon of 

Anfield farm so as to exclude it, then westwards along the boundary to 

where it intersects the south western beacon of Currandooly then 

northwards to the north western boundary of Currandooly, then eastwards 

to the north eastern beacon of the Currandooly, then generally north 

eastwards so as to include the following properties;  Walescot, Barcombe A, 

Polperro and Lancefield farm to its north western beacon, then generally 

eastwards along the boundaries of the following farms: Lancefield, Eardiston 

Estate back to the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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810247.80, 7999400.70; 810716.29, 7998558.24; 811225.20, 7995676.62; 

810680.42, 7992923.59; 810793.57, 7990899.32; 807546.54, 7990956.26; 

807198.85, 7988520.69; 807121.21, 7986165.74; 806683.96, 7983888.43; 

806699.77, 7982289.28; 803865.13, 7982332.20; 799453.93, 7982855.08; 

797100.77, 7982629.40; 797283.71, 7983973.93; 794999.31, 7984272.53; 

795646.29, 7986392.20; 793767.04, 7986518.37; 793651.08, 7988523.64; 

794196.19, 7990467.18; 794238.84, 7991210.34; 796650.41, 7991056.10; 

797379.65, 7993135.55; 800249.49, 7995626.63; 800792.92, 7996515.88; 

803411.25, 7997030.87; 804511.21, 7999320.60; 805167.67, 7999282.43; 

805530.70, 7999505.49; 805810.65, 8000084.84; 807821.68, 7999948.77. 

Ward 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Sakugwe River 

intersects the north eastern beacon of a state land, then generally south 

eastwards along Sakugwe River to where Sakugwe river intersects the 

western boundary of state land, then generally eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Belfast estate, then generally eastwards to the north eastern 

beacon of Woodstock, then south westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Woodstock generally south eastwards along the boundary of Elgiyo to the 

south eastern beacon of Milverton farm, then south eastwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Milverton farm to its junction with Mazoe River, 

then generally south westwards along Mazoe river so as to include Milverton 

farm, Valhalla farm and Westhood farm, to eastern boundary of State land, 

then south eastwards along the eastern boundary of state land so as to 

include it, to the south eastern boundary beacon of State land, then 

generally south westwards along the southern boundary of state land to its 

junction with Muzvezve river, then generally westwards along Muzvezve river 

to its confluence with Munyati river then gegerally northwards Munyati 

River to the confluence with Mazoe River, then north eastwards along Mazoe 

river so as to exclude Kudu river ranch to the western boundary of State 

land, then north westwards along the western boundary of State land to its 

junction with Marimari River, then generally westwards along Marimari 

River to south western beacon of Belfast Extensionn, then northwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Kudu river ranch to its north eastern 

boundary beacon then generally north westwards along the western 

boundary of state land to the southern boundary of Lonepalm, then north 

eastwards along the south eastern boundary of Lonepalm so as to exclude it, 

to the south western boundary beacon of Everglades farm, then south 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Everglades farm to the south 

eastern boundary beacon of Everglades farm, then northwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Everglades farm, then estwards along the 

southern farm boundary to its junction with Sakugwe river, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) 
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coordinates: 772501.29, 7996744.61; 774458.17, 7995294.81; 776721.27, 

7993015.53; 774466.53, 7990260.03; 774464.53, 7987166.13; 772968.48, 

7985773.87; 774849.27, 7984350.18; 784870.58, 7983952.02; 783954.69, 

7981671.15; 785445.16, 7980987.93; 787099.19, 7978060.17; 785582.88, 

7976644.25; 781463.31, 7974306.31; 779097.84, 7973830.62; 781815.55, 

7968935.18; 779783, 7967408.29; 777029.45, 7966810.60; 774675.64, 

7967136.17, 770650.51, 7968386.666; 769245.58, 7968497.44; 

772508.32, 7972276.58; 772669.70, 7973368.50; 768882.37, 7977842.07; 

767863.76, 7977874.00; 752250.20, 7987025.60; 754523.73, 7992022.10; 

760039.61, 7997538.74; 764725.21, 7996044.77. 

Ward 14  

 An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mazoe and 

Little Mazoe river then generally north eastwards along little Mazoe river to 

the north western beacon of Dicksie A Farm, then eastwards along Dicksie A 

boundary Ardconnell and Glassgow to north Eastern boundary of Glassgow 

to where it intersects Normand North farm‟s western boundary and then 

along northern eastern boundaries of Normand North, Humewood, Kirkwood 

to north western boundary of Kirkwood then eastwards along the boundary 

of Kirkwood and Amberley farm to the north eastern beacon of Amberley and 

Mswenzi river, southeastwards along Mswenzi river to its confluence with 

Danganyama river then south eastwards along Danganyama river to north 

western boundary of Eureka Farm, then north-eastwards along Eureka to 

its north eastern beacon, then south eastwards along Eureka eastern 

boundary to its south eastern beacon, then south-westwards to the north 

eastern beacon of Sable farm, then south eastwards to where the south 

eastern beacon of Sable farm to a junction with a railway line then south 

westwards along a railway line to the south western boundary beacon of 

Railway farm 12, then north westwards along Railway farm 12 to its north 

western boundary beacon then south westwards along the south eastern 

boundaries of the following farms Croc Naragh, Innskilling to north eastern 

boundary beacon of Yale farm, then south eastwards along the boundary of 

Yale farm to its south eastern beacon, then south westwards along the 

boundaries of the following farms;  Hove, Wick and Bude, Deal to the south 

western beacon of Deal farm, then north westwards along the western 

boundry of Deal farm to the north western boundary beacon of Deal farm, 

then South westwards along eastern boundaries of the following farms 

Maidavel farm, Acton Farm, Benga, Itafa and Combe (Jamela) to the 

southwestern boundary beacon of Netherburn, then north westwards along 

the Western boundary of Netherburn to the north western boundary beacon 

of Netherburn, then north westwards along the southern boundary of 

Halfway farm to south western boundary beacon of Halfway, then north 

westwards along the southern boundary of Clonmoran to the south western 

boundary beacon of Clonmoran farm, then westwards along the southern 
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boundary of Kinver farm to the south western boundary beacon of Kinver 

farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Rodin farm to the 

southern boundary beacon of  Rodin farm, then generally northwestwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Bluesgrass estate, Flaxton farm and 

Bishopston farm so as to exclude them to the northeastern boundary 

beacon of Bishopston at Mazoe river, then generally Northwestwards  along 

Mazoe river to its confluence with Little Mazoe river, the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

790664.69; 7978955.78; 791261.47; 7980044.73; 793502.47; 7980339.19; 

795494.73; 7981453.08; 797043.98, 7982753.10; 797100.77, 7982629.40; 

799453.93; 7982855.08; 803865.13; 7982332.20;  806702.70; 7982289.27; 

807198.85; 7988520.69; 807546.54; 7990956.26; 810793.57; 7990899.32; 

81080.21; 7990746.75; 811440.70; 7989810.67; 811873.53; 7988888.90; 

812679.55; 798821.21; 813270.92; 7986822.13; 813955.73; 7986685.75; 

816991.31; 7987331.87; 817309.56; 7987352.84; 817997.26; 7987585.12; 

818167.28; 7986567.63; 817232.86; 7985699.19; 817177.73; 7985675.83; 

816971.96; 7985365.07; 819931.75; 7981489.45; 817083.05; 7979004.61; 

814043.39; 7982833.48; 812229.11; 7981199.61; 815413.84; 7977606.63; 

815413.84; 7977606.63; 812513.71; 7974984.31;  808855.84, 7978147.02; 

802043.29; 7972112.24; 801112.69; 7973252.06; 799553.89; 7973784.45;  

798073.77; 7975442.38; 795718.03; 7972765.80; 793364.81; 7974975.02; 

792574.09; 7978660.22. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Northern 

boundary beacon of Chadshunt Extensionn at Shuru-shuru river, then 

generally southwards along Shuru-shuru river to its confluence with 

Mswenzi river, then generally southwards along Mswenzi river to the 

southeastern boundary beacon of Merchiston farm, then generally 

westwards along the southern boundaries of Merchiston and Handley cross 

farm to the southwestern boundary beacon of Handleycross farm, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Handleycross to its north 

western boundary beacon, then south westwards along the northern 

boundary of Chadshunt mine farm to the northwestern boundary beacon of 

Chadshunt mine farm, then generally southwestwards along the south 

eastern boundaries of Chadshunt, Chevychase, Grantley, euthorbia and 

Glen lyon farms so as to include them to the southwestern boundary beacon 

of Glen Lyon farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Easter 

lea farm so as to include it to the southeastern boundary beacon of Easter 

lea farm, then generally northwestwards along the southern boundaries of 

Easter lea and Maritzani farm to the northeastern boundary beacon of 

simplaas Estate, then westwards along the southern boundary of Maritzani 

farm to the southwestern boundary beacon of Maritzani farm, then 
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northwards along the western boundaries of Maritzani and Easter lea Estate 

to the northwestern boundary beacon of Easter lea Estate, then 

southeastwards along the northern boundary of Easter lea Estate to the 

southeastern boundary beacon of Rooibult Estate A, then northwards along 

the western boundary of Home farm to the north western boundary beacon 

of Home farm, then westwards along the southern boundary of Kutanga 

farm to the southwestern boundary beacon of Kutanga farm, then 

northeastwards along the western boundary of Kutanga farm to the 

northwestern boundary beacon of Kutanga farm, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Kutanga farm to the northeastern boundary beacon of 

Kutanga farm, then northwards along the western boundaries of Thomean 

and Comrie farms to the northwestern boundary beacon of Comrie farm, 

then south eastwards along the eastern boundary of excelsor farm to the 

northeastern boundary beacon of excelsor farm, then Northeastwards along 

the northern boundary of Marchel and Mapani Park (Mopani Park) farms to 

the northern boundary beacon of Mopani Park, then generally 

southeastwards along the eastern boundary of Mopani park farm to the 

southeastern boundary beacon of Mapani park farm, then generally 

northeastwards along the northwestern boundaries of Chadshunt and 

Chadshunt Extensionn farms to the northern boundary beacon of 

Chandshunt Extensionn at Shuru shuru river, the starting point. The area 

is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South, based on modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

808226.94, 8009443.20; 808448.87, 8008913.85; 809158.41, 8008619.85; 

809176.28, 8007164.24; 809953.39, 8006301.55; 809134.28, 8004951.33; 

809544.67, 8001333.313; 810247.80, 7999400.70; 807821.68, 

7999948.77; 804889.96, 8000151.46; 804917.66, 8002950.9; 802291.84, 

8002265.30; 799951.95, 7997962.03; 794132.92, 7995621.39; 794196.19, 

7990467.18; 790426.64, 7991838.21; 789483.44, 7993351.20; 787442.21, 

7993373.09; 787503.51, 7997566.47; 790991.24, 7996617.15; 790990.36, 

7999567.93; 789576.39, 7999486.40; 789790.94, 80011355.12; 

794277.31, 8001186.89; 794107.38, 8007124.57; 795786.75, 8008713.69; 

795858.75, 8008728.90; 797214.62, 8007077.92; 801974.97, 8008230.74; 

802034.45, 8008253.28; 803699.41, 8007434.33; 804114.52, 8006137.62; 

806908.96, 8007056.63.  

Ward 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from confluence of 

Mupfure River (the district boundary) and Munyati river, then generally 

southeastwards along Mupfure River to the northwestern boundary beacon 

of farm 205 so as to exclude it, then generally southwestwards along the 

southeastern boundary of Chenjiri purchase land to the northern boundary 

beacon of 152, then northwestwards along the eastern boundary of farm 

143, then northeastwards along the southeastern boundary of farm 142 to 
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the southeastern boundary beacon of 142 so as to exclude it, then generally 

northwestwards along the eastern boundaries of farm 142, 141, 140 and 

139 to the eastern boundary beacon of farm 139, then westwards along the 

northern boundaries of farm 139, 138 and 136 to the northwester, then 

southwestwards along the western boundary of 136 to the northern 

boundary beacon of farm 131, then generally northwards along Gadza-

Sanyati road to its intersection with Munyati river at the confluence of 

Munyati and Mupfure river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on 

modified Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

775769.86, 8036735.08; 774748.36, 8034279.78; 771624.63, 8033722.79; 

770898.81, 8030770.21; 767065.65, 8028469.89; 766823.75, 8027720.40; 

765046.88, 8026914.22; 764529.60, 8027233.39; 765833.42, 8027740.39; 

764852.93, 8028749.74; 764814.45, 8030922.20; 759496.03, 8031114.37; 

759097.76, 8030777.84; 759656.90, 8032546.59; 759711.01, 8033719.96; 

759848.09, 8033916.81;  756868, 8040429; 753605, 8063015. 

Ward 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Gadza-Sanyati road at the confluence of Munyati and Mupfure rivers, then 

generally southwards along Gadza- Sanyati road to the northern beacon of 

farm 131, then generally westwards along the northern western boundaries 

of farms 135, 133, 134, 130, 128 and 127 so as to exclude them to the 

northern boundary beacon of farm 120, then generally southwestwards 

along the northwestern boundaries of farm 119, 124, 123, 118, 103, 102, 

101, 87, 86 and 85 so as to exclude the southwestern boundary beacon of 

farm 85 at Sakungwe river, then generally northwestwards along Sakungwe 

river to its confluence with Munyati river, then generally northwards along 

Munyati river to its intersection with Gadza-Sanyati road at its confluence 

with Munyati river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

759848.09, 8033916.81; 756868, 8040429; 753605, 8063015; 759580.41, 

8032304.19; 756936.06, 8032315.79; 756323.822, 8032076.16; 

755287.62, 8031118.32; 758048.35; 8029442.47; 757751.53; 8029121.91; 

752347.02, 8032751.73; 750814.64; 8031496.42; 751421.24; 8029782.63; 

753994.38, 8030032.45; 753962.32; 8029976.45; 750986.10; 8029284.86; 

750519.35, 8028030.46; 750428.08; 8028023.23; 750347.04; 8029123.84; 

749344.83, 8030011.18; 746453.35; 8027997.25; 745193.65; 8026736.95; 

744856.61, 8025959.79; 744890.31; 8023908.01; 743484.55; 8024705.11; 

742833.72, 8025544.13; 742127.42; 8126398.54. 
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Ward 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Renji river, then, generally southeastwards along Renji river to Sikiro 

dam, then southwards along an imaginary line to Nyoka –Sanyati road, then 

south westwards along Sanyati road to DDF south eastern beacon, then 

southeastwards along the southern boundary of Mahole village to the 

northern boundary of Muketiwa village, then generally westwards along the 

northern boundary of Muketiwa village to its junction with Munyati river, 

then generally northeastwards along Munyati river to its confluence with 

Renji river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South, based on modified 

Clarke1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

740182.87, 8023276.57; 739958.57, 8019214.55; 739768.42, 8017978.89; 

741360.20, 8015748.50; 742414.14; 8014222.62; 740314.45; 8013182.54; 

738761.98; 8013050.45; 741692.43; 8011984.37; 741952.94; 8009671.63; 

739425.43, 8009598.06; 737380.04, 8008748.25; 734797.87; 

8009464.056; 734461.03; 8011796.08; 736099.67; 8013154.92; 

735140.86; 8014032.25; 737520.39; 8017551.94; 740182.87; 8023276.57. 
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ZVIMBA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

Ward 1  

An area of land drawn starting from the north-western beacon of Rusper, 

then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of Rusper and 

Kilworth Estate so as to include them to the north-eastern beacon of 

Kilworth Estate, then generally southwards along the eastern farm boundary 

of Kilworth Estate Farm to the south-eastern beacon of Kilworth Estate, 

then north-eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of United 1&2 

farms so as to include them to the north-eastern beacon of United 2 farm, 

then south-eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of United 2 to its 

intersection with the Bulawayo - Harare railway line (where it also intersects 

with the north-western beacon of Dover farm so as to exclude it), then 

eastwards along the railway line to its intersection with the Lake Chivero 

Road, then generally south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Spithead Estate so as to include it to the western beacon of Rydale Ridge 

Park so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along the southern boundary 

of Rydale Ridge Park so as to exclude it to the south eastern beacon of 

Tipperary Estate where it intersects with the old railway line (where it also 

intersects with the Administrative boundary), then westwards along the 

Administrative boundary where it intersects with the north-western beacon 

of Ingwe Farm so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along the 

Administrative boundary to its intersection with Marimba River, then further 

south-eastwards along the Administrative boundary to the eastern beacon of 

Amalinda farm, then south-westwards along the Administrative boundary to 

the southern beacon of Amalinda Farm where it intersects with the 

administrative boundary, then generally south-wards along the 

administrative boundary to its intersection with the confluence of Mukuvisi 

and Manyame Rivers, then generally north-westwards along the 

administrative boundary so as to include the game park to the northern 

beacon of Elladale 1 farm so as to exclude it, then generally west-wards 

along the administrative boundary so as to include the game park to the 

north-western beacon of Elladale 1 farm so as to exclude it, then generally 

south-wards along the administrative boundary to its intersection with a 

stream to the Lake, then north- westwards along the administrative 

boundary to the north-eastern beacon of Carolina Extensionn farm, then 

west-wards along the administrative boundary to the north-western beacon 

of Carolina Extensionn so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along the 

administrative boundary to the south-western beacon of Carolina 

Extensionn so as to exclude it, then generally north westwards along the 

administrative boundary so as to include the game park and the state land 

to the western beacon of Robert Mclwaine National Park, then north-

eastwards along the administrative boundary to its intersection with 
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Hunyani/Manyame River, then north-westwards along Hunyani/Manyame 

River to its intersection with the south-western beacon of Lyndhurst Farm, 

then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Lyndhurst, to the 

northern beacon of Lyndhurst farm, then south-eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Lyndhurst to the north-eastern beacon of 

Lyndhurst then north-wards along the western farm boundary of Rusper to 

the north -western beacon of Rusper, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

262456.3, 8029237.8; 267388.4, 8027199.7; 267173, 8025032; 273989, 

8024971; 281070, 8018296; 276551, 8015784; 277043, 8014355; 275959, 

8015513; 274876, 8016166; 273373, 8017102; 271575, 8016892; 268755, 

8017286; 267130, 8014749; 260233, 8018690; 263460, 8021695; 262598, 

8023321; 260603, 8024232 

Ward 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of an 

unnamed stream and Hunyani Rivers, then south –eastwards along 

Hunyani River so as to include Nyachowe Village and exclude Cockington 

Estate to its intersection with a track from Cockington Estate to Mudimu 

Village, then south-westwards along Hunyani River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream at coordinates 211154.5, 8041344.8 then, south-

westwards along the unnamed stream so as to include, Chinyemba, 

Chemusora and Chikowore Villages to its intersection with a track to 

Chirimanyemba Village, then north-westwards along the unnamed stream to 

a point where it intersects with a track from Kahungwa to Chirimanyemba 

Villages, then to a point where it intersects with the intersection with two 

track roads from Kahungwa Village to Chirimanyemba village and with a 

track from Chikaka to Murombedzi growth point, then north westwards 

along the track from Chikaka to Murombedzi growth point so as to include 

Tagara, Chirenda and Murombedzi 2 Villages, then to an intersection with a 

track road from Tigere to Murombedzi then south westwards along the track 

from Murombedzi to Tigere village to a point where it intersects with the 

source of Muche River then generally westwards along Muche River so as to 

include Tigere, Muchenje, Kandengwa and Nyamayaro Villages and exclude 

Chifamba Business Centre and Takundwa Village to a point where it 

intersects with the source of Muche river, then south westwards along 

Muche River to a point where it intersects with an un-surveyed line with the 

following coordinates 201105.4, 8040068.3;  200811.2, 8039335.5 then, 

north-eastwards along the un-surveyed line to a point where it intersects 

with Madze River, then north westwards along Madze river to a point where 

it intersects with a track from Nyandoro village to Chiyangwa village then 

generally north-eastwards along the track to a point where it intersects with 
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the unnamed stream so as to include Chikakai, Goho, Mutongerwa and 

Chitemerere Villages and exclude Chiyangwa and Makore villages, then 

north eastwards along the track to its intersection with the unnamed 

stream, then further north-eastwards along the stream to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream and Hunyani Rivers, the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

210001, 8045820; 212120, 8043578; 209423, 8038061; 207957, 8037433; 

202428, 8039551; 200962, 8039330; 201258, 8039995; 201209, 8040019; 

200113, 8041645; 200667, 8042396; 201221, 8044145; 207662, 8044564 

Ward 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Hunyani River and a stream with coordinates 211661.6, 8042468.6; 

211282.3, 8041685.3, then south-eastwards along Hunyani River to its 

confluence with Munwahuku River, then south-westwards along 

Munwahuku River to its source, then further south-westwards along a 

straight-line with coordinates 218618.8, 8029646.2 : 218346.2, 8029096.7 

to the point where it intersects with Chikambi-Masiyarwa road, then 

generally westwards along the road to a track to Bindu village so as to 

include Manyai Village and exclude Shayanewako Village to where it 

intersects with a stream with coordinates 30.325090, -17.804691, then 

south-westwards along the Munwahuku stream so as to include Chibaya 

Village and exclude Mujongodi Village to where it intersects with a track 

road from Katsvamutima and Gandiwa Villages, then further south-

westwards along a track road from Katsvamutima Village to Matanhire 

Village so as to include Matanhire Village and Matanhire Business Centre 

and exclude Denhere and Zenzere Villages, then generally north-westwards 

along a track from Mudzamiri Village to Karoi River so as to include 

Matanhire Business Centre and exclude Kapita Village then north-

westwards along a track road from Katsvamutima Village to Mhonda Village 

so as to include Mashonganyika Village and exclude Kurwakumire, Dhashu 

and Ngundu Villages to where it intersects with a track road from Masanga 

Village to Masiyarwa Village, then north-eastwards along Masanga- 

Masiyarwa road to where it intersects with a stream, then generally north-

westwards along the stream to its confluence with Mukadzimutsva River 

then generally north-westwards to its confluence with Hunyani River and a 

stream with coordinates 211661.6, 8042468.6; 211282.3, 8041685.3, the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

211726, 8042421; 220198, 8033382; 218376, 8029293; 213671, 8029121; 

210987, 8026387. 
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Ward 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Matorashangu River with the north-western beacon of Windsor farm, then 

eastwards along the administrative boundary to the north-eastern beacon of 

Windsor, then south-eastwards to the northern beacon of Windsor, then 

North eastwards along the administrative boundary to the north-eastern 

beacon of Windsor, then south-eastwards along the Administrative 

boundary to the eastern beacon of Windsor, then north-eastwards along the 

administrative boundary to the north eastern beacon of Umvukwe Ranche 

Estate, then south-westwards along the administrative boundary to south-

eastern beacon of Umvukwe Ranche Estate, then north-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Umvukwe Ranch to a point where it intersects with 

Matorashangu River, then generally north-westwards along Matorashangu 

River to the intersection of Matorashangu River with the north-western 

beacon of Windsor farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

247155, 8104019; 252746, 8102197; 256391, 8100768; 246835, 8078700; 

236244, 8091212; 237919, 8094562; 236072, 8094882; 237168, 8096175; 

240210, 8095965; 243719, 8097763; 245320, 8103256. 

Ward 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

Chirenda –Mudede, Murombedzi 2 and Chirimanyemba Villages (where it 

intersects with a tributary from Hunyani River), then generally south-

eastwards along a tributary from Hunyani River so as to include Kahungwa, 

Chitsinde, Mushambi and Dzapasi Villages to its confluence with another 

stream, then generally south-wards along the tributary to its source, then 

south-wards along an unsurveyed line to where it intersects with Karoi 

River, then generally south-westwards along Karoi river to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream, then north-westwards along the stream to its 

source, then further north-westwards along an unsurveyed line to a point 

where it intersects with a track from Mashonganyika Primary school to a 

point where it intersects with another track from Mhonda village, then 

south-westwards along this track to a point where it intersects with Karoi 

river, then generally south-westwards along Karoi river so as to include 

Dashu and Mugugu villages so as to exclude Mashonganyika village to a 

point where it intersects with a track to Matanhire BC so as to include 

Kapita Village and exclude Matanhire Business Centre then north-eastwards 

along a track from Katsvamutima to Matanhire village so as to include 

Sikimarira, Senzere and Denhere Villages to a point where it intersects with 

a tributary from Musengezi river, then generally north-eastwards along the 

said tributary so as to include Musarurwa, Mupfuwanhara and Mujongondi 

Villages and exclude Gandiwa and Chibaya Villages to a point where it 
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intersects with a track from Bindu and Mujongondi villages then generally 

further north-eastwards along a track from Bindu village to Masiyarwa BC 

so as to include Shayanewako and exclude Man‟ai village to a point where it 

intersects with a road from Masiyarwa to Madzima, then generally 

southwards along a track from Masiyarwa to Musengezi so as to include 

Shayanewako, Mafuwanhara, Musarurwa, Pemhiwa, Mariga, Motsi and 

Chidhakwa villages and exclude Mujongondi, Manomano, Chidovi, Gomera 

villages and Gomera BC to a point where it intersects with Musengezi River, 

then generally westwards along Musengezi River to its confluence with Karoi 

River, then generally north-eastwards along Karoi River to a point where it 

intersects with the road from Murombedzi GP to Chifamba BC then 

southeastwards along Harare- Murombedzi road up its intersection with a 

road from Chifamba BC to Murombedzi Growth Point, then generally 

northwards along the road from Chifamba BC to a point where it intersects 

with a tributary of Munguwe River then generally north eastwards along the 

tributary to a point where it intersects with a track from Murombedzi 

Growth Point then generally south-eastwards along the track from 

Murombedzi Growth Point to a point where it intersects with tributary to 

Hunyani River then generally north-eastwards along the tributary to the 

intersection of Chirenda –Mudede, Murombedzi 2 and Chirimanyemba 

Villages (where it also intersects with a tributary from Hunyani River), the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

202107, 8023825; 203170, 8024357; 204588, 8029850; 203968, 8034635; 

207689, 8036850; 209373, 8037559; 211145, 8033084; 210569, 8030426; 

210026, 8031877; 211555, 8026206; 214656, 8028023; 217492, 8022485. 

Ward 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Munwahuku and Hunyani Rivers, then south-eastwards along Hunyani 

River to the point where it intersects with the north-eastern beacon of 

Rothwell Extensionn, then southwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Rothwell Extensionn to the south-eastern beacon of Rothwell Extensionn 

(where it intersects with the Administrative Boundary, then south-

westwards along the Administrative boundary to the southern beacon of 

Rothwell Extensionn, then north-westwards along the Administrative 

boundary to the northern beacon of Kutama farm so as to exclude it, then 

south-westwards along the northern boundary of Kutama farm so as to 

exclude it to the western beacon of Kutama farm so as to exclude it (where it 

intersects with Musengezi River), then generally south-westwards along 

Musengezi River to where it intersects with the Chikambi–Moleli road, then 

north-westwards along the Chikambi – Moleli road to where it intersects 

with Masiyarwa – Chikambi road, then eastwards along the Masiyarwa -
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Chikambi road to a point where it intersects with Munwahuku River, then 

north- eastwards along Munwahuku River to its confluence with Hunyani 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

220395, 8033369; 222045, 8031719; 226405, 8029700; 227082, 8029515; 

227316, 8026547; 226553, 8024995; 225333, 8027581; 218511, 8022446; 

217716.7, 8022514.0; 214792, 8024454; 214927, 8026510; 214890, 

8027237; 216417, 8029392; 218412, 8029145. 

Ward 7 

An area of land drawn starting from the northern beacon of stand Number 

2842, then south-eastwards along the road servicing the following stand 

numbers; 2848, 2858-2859, 2868-2869, 2876-2877, 3044-3051, 2637, 

2635-2630, 2670, 2939-2520, 2329-2391, 2315, 1328-1327, 1309-1306, 

1288, 1276-1275, 1269 to where the south-eastern beacon of stand number 

1269 intersects with the railway line, then south-eastwards along the 

railway line to where it intersects with the Administrative boundary, then 

westwards along the Administrative Boundary to where it intersects with the 

eastern beacon of Rydale Ridge, then south-westwards along the southern 

boundary of Rydale Ridge to the south-eastern beacon of Rydale Ridge 

Farm, then north-westwards along the southern boundary of Rydale Ridge 

park to the western beacon of Rydale Ridge (where it intersects with the 

Oatlands Road), then generally north-eastwards along the western boundary 

of Rydale Ridge Park to its north-western beacon of Rydale Ridge Park, then 

north-eastwards to the southern beacon of Heany, then north-eastwards 

along the road serving the following stand numbers; 1866, 1871-1872, 

1998-2027, 2028, 2753, 2762-2774, 2786, 2787-2800, 2801-2813, 2815-

2842 back to the northern beacon of stand Number 2842, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

276160, 8025614; 276307, 8023336; 277083, 8023139; 276197, 8021710; 

273352, 8023656; 274118.4, 8025063.1; 274571.0, 8025026.2 

Ward 8  

An area of land drawn starting from the confluence of Hunyani and Karoi 

Rivers, then generally south-eastwards along Hunyani River so as to include 

the following villages: Zoraunye, Pamire, Chinyanganya, Mutandagayi, 

Tirivangani, Zhorizho, Tavengwa and Sharara to the confluence of Hunyani 

and another stream, then south westwards along the stream to a point 

where it intersects with a track from Hunyani River to Chiyangwa village, 

then generally south-westwards along the track to Chiyangwa village so as 

to include Makore and Chiyangwa villages and exclude Chikakai, Goho and 

Mutongerwa and Chitemere villages to its intersection with with Madze river, 
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then north-westwards along Madze River so as to include Chiyangwa and 

Hundere and exclude Mazanhi to its confluence with Karoi River, then 

north-westwards along Karoi River so as to include Hundere and Chakabva 

and exclude Mazanhi, Sirewu, Chagadama and Chitimbe villages to the 

confluence of Karoi and Kasipiti, then south-westwards along Kasipiti River 

to where it intersects with a track road from Chiripanyanga village so as to 

include Mehlomakhulu, Kasipiti BC and Chirau village and exclude 

Chitimbe, Chiripanyanga and Chagadama, then further south-westwards 

along a track from Kasipiti River to where it intersects with Chipiti River so 

as to include Madhuve and exclude Chiripanyanga, then north-westwards 

along Chipiti River to its confluence with Mutasa River so as to include 

Masere and exclude Bvopfo and Juruvenge villages, then further north-

westwards along Chipiti River so as to include Chidarikire village and 

exclude Mukombo village to its confluence with Muche River, then generally 

north-westwards along a track from Muche River so as to include 

Chidarikire, Mudadirwa, Sakatira and Magama and exclude 

Shumbayaonda, Kupara, Gombera and Paunosvisva village to the boundary 

of Chitomborwizi farms in Makonde District, then generally north-eastwards 

along the Administrative boundary so as to include Muzavazi, 

Mashonga/Muchongwe, Gwara, Chirau BC, Zvomuya, Tavanhira/ 

Kadonzvo, Muchidha, Kadyamatimba to where it intersects with Karoi River, 

then further north-eastwards along Karoi River so as to include Zoraunye to 

the confluence of Hunyani and Karoi Rivers, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

205125, 8052959; 209854, 8045792; 207630.9, 8044665.2; 206172, 

8045145; 204484, 8044357; 201184, 8044173; 200642, 8046931; 196049, 

8044517; 189596, 8045453; 190039, 8048557. 

Ward 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-eastern 

beacon of Stand Number 3522, then eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of the following stand numbers: 3532-3568, 4714-4715, 6868 to 

the north-eastern beacon of stand number 6868, then south-eastwards 

along the north-eastern boundaries of the following stand numbers: 3597-

3621, 3622, 3644-3671 to the north-eastern beacon of stand number 3671, 

then south-eastwards along the Administrative boundary to the south-

eastern beacon of stand number 1, then south-westwards along the 

boundary of an open-space (proposed sewer plant) to where it intersects 

with the Harare-Bulawayo railway line, then westwards along the said 

railway line to where it intersects with the 330kv power lines, then north-

westwards along the road servicing the Zesa way Leave to where it intersects 

with the Heany road, then south-westwards along the Heany road to the 

point where it intersects with the Lake Chivero-Whitehouse road, then 
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north-eastwards along the road to Whitehouse to the north-eastern beacon 

of Stand 3522, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

275383.7, 8026771.8; 276024.1, 8026753.3; 276676.8, 8026328.5; 

277360.3, 8023570.0; 277114.0, 8023200.5; 276344.3, 8023360.6; 

276319.7, 8023403.7; 276171.9, 8025638.8; 274564.8, 8025041.6; 

274124.6, 8025072.4 

Ward 10  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Rainham, then eastwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Rainham farm to the northern beacon of Rainham, then south-eastwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Rainham to the north-eastern beacon 

of Rainham (where it intersects with the Administrative boundary, then 

further south-westwards along the Administrative boundary to the point 

where it intersects with the old Bulawayo Road, then generally westwards 

along the Bulawayo road to the road that services the following plots: 261-to 

the south-eastern beacon of plot 254, then south-eastwards along the same 

road servicing the following plots : 253-251 to the eastern beacon of plot 

number 251, then south-westwards along the Administrative boundary to 

the southern beacon of Rainham Farm, then south-eastwards along the 

Administrative boundary to where it intersects with the Bulawayo Road, 

then westwards along the Bulawayo road to where it intersects with the 

south-western beacon of Spitzkop Estate, then south-westwards along the 

eastern farm boundaries of Lot 1 and 2 of 6A Somerby Farm to the southern 

beacon of Lot 2 of Somerby, then generally south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Stonehurst to the south-western beacon of 

Stonehurst, then northwards along the western boundary of Bardwell to the 

north-western beacon of Bardwell (where it intersects with the Bulawayo 

railway line), then north-eastwards along the Harare-Bulawayo railway line 

to the northern beacon of Bardwell (where it intersects with the Harare-

Bulawayo Road), then north-eastwards along the Harare-Bulawayo road to 

the south-western beacon of 6A Somerby, then generally north-westwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties: 6A Somerby, Spitzkop and 

10 A Spitzkop to the north-western beacon of Lot 1 of Spitzkop, then north-

westwards along the western farm boundary of Rainham to north-western 

farm beacon of Rainham, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

276141, 8035669; 278309, 8034709; 276363, 8032861; 276215, 8031064; 

276941.6, 8030564.8; 275710.1, 8029518.0; 275919, 8028594; 267361, 

8025171; 269361.8, 8027541.5; 270014.5, 8027800.1; 272727, 8033074; 

271323, 8035697 
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Ward 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

the northern beacon of Stapleford Estate A and the Chinhoyi/Harare railway 

line, then south-eastwards along the Chinhoyi-Harare railway line to a point 

where it intersects with the north-eastern beacon of Haydon B (which is the 

Administrative boundary), then southwards along the Administrative 

boundary to where it intersects with the south-eastern beacon of Haydon B, 

then south-westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Haydon B, 8D 

Haydon, AC Haydon, Haydon E, Haydon A, Haydon P, and Haydon T to the 

southern beacon of Fairfield T, then north-westwards along the southern 

boundaries of the following properties : Fairfield T, S and R, Lot 6 of 

Northwood to the south-western beacon of Lot 6 of Northwood, then 

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Stapleford Estate A to the 

south-western beacon of Stapleford Estate A, then north-eastwards along 

the western farm boundary of Stapleford Estate A to the north-eastern 

beacon of Glen Lussa so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the 

western boundary of Stapleford Estate A to the north-western beacon of 

Stapleford Estate A, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Stapleford Estate A to the north-eastern beacon of Stapleford Estate A, then 

south-eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Stapleford Estate A to 

the south-western beacon of Arden Estate so as to exclude it, then north-

eastwards along the southern boundary of Arden Estate so as to exclude it 

to the south-eastern beacon of Arden Estate so as to exclude it, then north-

eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Arden Estate so as to exclude 

it to the intersection of the northern beacon of Stapleford Estate A and the 

Chinhoyi/Harare railway line, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

271376, 8035610; 273215, 8040439; 274544, 8039464; 282164, 8036186; 

276183, 8035344; 271309, 8035565. 

Ward 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where a tributary 

from Musundasora river intersects with the southern boundary of 239 

Chitomborwizi so as to exclude it, then southwards along the tributary to its 

confluence with Musundasora River where it intersects with a track from 

Tafira, then generally southwards to a point where it intersects with Chipiti 

River, then generally eastwards along Chipiti River so as to include Bvopfo 

and Juruvenge villages and exclude Chidarikire, Masere and Madhuve 

villages to its intersection with a track at grid 970443, then generally south-

eastwards along a stream to a point where it intersects with a track from 

Mazanhi to Musonza villages, then generally south-westwards along the 

track from Mazanhi to Musonza Villages to its intersection with a road from 

Matenga to Musonza villages so as to include Makope village and exclude 
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Musarurwa village, then south-eastwards along an unsurveyed line to its 

intersection with a road from Matenga to Murindagomo BC, then follow the 

said track to a point where it intersects with a stream so as to include 

Musiiwa and exclude Meda village, then generally south-eastwards along the 

stream to a point where it intersects with a track from Meda Dip Tank to 

Rwodzi Dam to its intersection with a track from Kawondera Dam to 

Murindagomo BC, then generally eastwards along a track from Meda Dip 

Tank to its intersection with an un-surveyed line so as to include Ruzvidzo 

and Bayani villages and exclude Kawondera village, then south-westwards 

along an un-surveyed line to where it intersects with Kemurara River, then 

southwards along an un-surveyed line to a point where it intersects with 

Shambavarungu river, then generally southwards along the 

Shambavarungu river to a point where it intersects with the northern 

boundary of Stateland, then north-westwards along the northern 

boundaries of the following farms 100 and 83 so as exclude them to a point 

where it intersects with Kamasese River, (which is also the north-eastern 

beacon of farm number 83 of Zowa), then along Kamasese river to a point 

where it intersects with a track from Munemo BC to Goredema School to a 

point where it intersects with Dzingwe River, then follows Dzingwe River 

generally northwards to a point where it intersects with a track from 

Goredema School to Murindagomo BC, then north-westwards until it 

intersects with a road from Murindagomo to Marevanani, then generally 

north-westwards along the same road so as to include Muzondiwa Village, 

then generally westwards along the said road to Chinyabowa to a point 

where the road intersects with Mucheka Wakasunga Beta mountain range, 

then north-eastwards along the Mucheka Wakasunga Beta Range to its 

intersection with the south-western farm boundary beacon farm 250 so as 

to exclude it, then generally eastwards along the farm boundaries of the 

following farms, 249, 248, 247, 246, 244, 243, 242, 241 so as to exclude 

them, to the where a tributary from Musundasora river intersects with the 

southern boundary of 239 Chitomborwizi so as to exclude it, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

817988, 8045742; 814535, 8039700; 189645, 8048461; 189497, 8045333; 

195876, 8044422; 199817, 8037279; 199423, 8035678; 194239, 8030950; 

190717, 8032698; 192157, 8033831; 190975, 8039373; 183266, 8041072; 

177872, 8039890; 182742.7, 8047445.2 

Ward 13  

An area of land drawn starting from the confluence of Manyame / Hunyani 

and Musitwe Rivers, then generally  south-eastwards along Musitwe River so 

as to include Royal Bucks farm and exclude Maguti farm in Mashonaland 

Central to its confluence with Mavare River, then generally southwards 
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along Musitwe river so as to include Chiwe Estate and Silater and exclude 

Gremelim Heights and Mesitkwe river estate farm to its confluence with 

Dora river, then generally south westwards along Dora so as to include 

Chininga Extention farm and exclude Nyabonda Farm to the southern 

beacon of Chininga Extensionn farm at grid reference, then north-westwards 

along the western boundaries of Chininga Extensionn and Chininga Estate 

farms so as to include them and exclude Dora stream farm and Conrise 

farm to the Northern beacon of Conrise farm, then south westwards along 

the eastern boundary of Mafuta farm so as to include it and exclude Conrise 

farm to the eastern boundary beacon of Yomba farm, then south-eastwards 

along the eastern part of Yomba Estate farm, then south-westwards along 

the eastern boundary of Yomba farm so as to include it and exclude Manga 

farm to the south- eastern farm boundary beacon of Yomba farm at grid 

reference, then north westwards along the southern boundaries of Yomba so 

as to include it and exclude Allan Grange to its intersection with 

Manyame/Hunyani river, then generally northwards along 

Manyame/Hunyani river, then generally north eastwards along Hunyani 

river so as to include Yomba Extensionn and Yomba farms and exclude 

Gombera Ranch, Mcherengi and Mcherengi East Extensionn in Makonde 

district, then northwards, eastwards and generally north-eastwards along 

Manyame/Hunyani river so as to include Mtuna, Sisi Estate and Royal 

Bucks to the confluence of Manyame / Hunyani and Musitwe Rivers, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

232710, 8140551; 235567, 8127177; 232020.3, 8123365.9; 228714, 

8124924; 224441, 8120195; 220574, 8122658; 220254, 8123865; 223677, 

8131795; 226017, 8135613. 

Ward 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Dora and Musitwe Rivers, then southwards along Musitwe River to its 

confluence with Matorashanga River, then southwards along Matorashanga 

River to the eastern farm boundary beacon of Wellow Estate, then 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Wellow Estate and Kashao to 

the south-eastern beacon of Rarie (where it intersects with the confluence of 

Drai and Susuje Rivers), then westwards along Susuje River to where it 

intersects with the north-western beacon of Kashwao so as to exclude it, 

then southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Munaka Park to the 

south-eastern beacon of Munaka Park, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Munaka Park to the south-eastern boundary beacon of Gomo, 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Gomo Farm to the western 

beacon of Gomo, south-wards along the eastern boundary of Mwonga to the 

south-eastern beacon of Mwonga, then north-westwards along the southern 
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boundary of Mwanga Farm to the western beacon of Mwanga, then north-

eastwards along the western farm boundaries of the following Farms:- 

Mwanga, Nyarupinda Extensionn and Chepstow to the western beacon of 

Mawara, then north-westwards along the southern boundary of Nyarugwe to 

the western beacon of Nyarugwe, then north-eastwards along the western 

farm boundary of Nyarugwe to the southern beacon of Morton, then 

generally north-westwards along the southern boundary of Morton, 

Mwaradza, Mwala Oyera and Bakwe to the western beacon of Bakwe, then 

north-eastwards along the western boundaries of Bakwe and Bakwe Kop to 

the northern beacon of Bakwe Kop, the generally north-eastwards along the 

western boundary of Nyarapinda to a point where it intersects with Dora 

River, then further north-eastwards along Dora River to confluence of Dora 

and Musitwe Rivers, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

236038, 8125012; 239317, 8120493; 238741, 8112562; 245431, 8103303; 

240541, 8097837; 240430, 8098059; 237240, 8102400; 234050, 8102489; 

233386, 8099742; 234050, 8102400; 229620, 8101115; 233961, 8107451; 

234848, 8109755; 228379, 8114628 and 232322, 8123223. 

Ward 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the north-

western beacon of Maplanka Farm intersects with Matorashangu river, then 

generally south-eastwards along Matorashangu river to where it intersects 

with the northern farm boundary of Lonecow Estate A, then eastwards along 

the northern farm boundary of Lonecow Estate A to the north-eastern 

beacon of Lone Cow A( where it intersects with the Administrative 

boundary), then south-westwards along the Administrative Boundary to 

where it intersects with the eastern beacon of Lone Cow Estate A, then 

further south-eastwards to the south-western beacon of Ruoka Estate, then 

south-eastwards along the Administrative boundary to the north-eastern 

beacon of A Kildonan, then south-westwards along the Administrative 

boundary to the south-eastern beacon of Kildonan, then north-westwards 

along the southern farm boundary of Kildonan to the south-western beacon 

of Kildonan, then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of 

Kildonan and Kenmore Extensionn, then generally northwards along the 

western farm boundaries of Lone Cow Estate A, Canon Kopje, and Maplanka 

to where the north-western beacon of Maplanka Farm intersects with 

Matorashangu river, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 

South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

238898, 8112831; 242167.7, 8113366.3; 247993, 8115989; 251207, 

8114881; 259285, 8112209; 242291, 8108416. 
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Ward 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Conrise Farm, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Conrise Farm to a point where it intersects with Dora stream, then generally 

south-westwards along the eastern farm boundaries of Dora Stream, 

Conrise, Umfutwe and Gara to the western beacon of Bakwe Farm so as to 

exclude it, then generally south-eastwards along the boundaries of 

Raffingora town, Chinomwe Extensionn and Mission Vlei so as to include 

them and exclude Mwala Oyera, Maradza, Morton farms and a pump house 

to the eastern beacon of Mission Vlei farm at, then south-westwards along 

the eastern boundary of Mission Vlei so as to include it and exclude 

Nyarugwe farm to the southern beacon of Mission Vlei farm, then north-

westwards, then south-westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Chinomwe farm so as to include it and exclude Katawa Extensionn Farm to 

the southern beacon of Chinomwe Farm, then generally north-westwards 

along the southern boundaries of Chinomwe farm and Glenrosa Estate so as 

to include them and exclude Erewhon and Hovere farms to the north- 

western beacon of Hovere farm so as to exclude it, then south-westwards 

along the eastern boundary of Mvurachena Estate so as to include it and 

exclude Nyarapinda Estate A to the south-eastern beacon of Madziwe Farm, 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Madziwe Farm to the south-

western beacon of Madziwe Farm, then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Madziwe to the north-eastern beacon of Carn Galva farm, then 

westwards along the western farm boundary of SS Ranch up to the northern 

beacon of Can Galva so as to exclude it, then south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of SS Ranch to the south-western beacon of SS 

Ranch (the point where it intersects with Mukwadzi River), then generally 

northwards along Mukwadzi River to its confluence with Hunyani river, then 

generally northwards along Hunyani river to where it intersects with the 

northern beacon of Allan Grange, then south-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Allan Grange to the north-eastern beacon of Allan Grange, then 

north-eastwards along the western boundary of Manga Farm to the north-

western beacon of Manga Farm, then north-westwards along the western 

farm boundary of Conrise Farm to the western farm beacon of Conrise 

Farm, then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Conrise 

Farm to the northern beacon of Conrise farm, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

228720, 8126913; 231848, 8123366; 228166, 8114499; 233831, 8107701; 

231589, 8106913; 227353, 8108711; 226122, 8106224; 222033, 8105731; 

223252, 8108687; 220297, 8110546; 216799, 8105670; 215483.1, 

8107128.8; 217133, 8118889; 224399, 8120096; 225828, 8123544. 
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Ward 17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Manyame and Musengi Rivers, then generally south-eastwards along 

Musengi River to the north-eastern farm beacon of Bickleighvale, then 

generally south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Bickleighvale 

so as to include it and Shankuru Hill to a point where it intersects with 

Dondo River and the south-eastern beacon of Marshlands, then westwards 

along the southern farm boundaries of Marshlands, Mariondale and 

Hillmorton Estate to a point where it intersects with Manyame River, then 

generally north-eastwards along Manyame to the confluence of Manyame 

and Musengi Rivers, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 

South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

208531, 8090040; 210082, 8086362; 212164, 8084767; 214158, 8079761; 

216860, 8070679; 214202, 8067711; 202594, 8067179; 203392, 8070989; 

204500, 8077324; 209107, 8087514; 208841, 8088578. 

Ward 18  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Ayshire Farm A, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Ayshire Farm A to its north-eastern beacon where it intersects with 

Mukwadzi River, then generally south-eastwards along Mukwadzi River to 

the centre of Mazvikadei dam, then generally further south-eastwards along 

Mukwadzi River to the western beacon of Chikomo Chemunga so as to 

include it, then northwards along the western farm boundary of Chikomo 

Chemunga to its north-western beacon, then north-eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Chikomo Chemunga to the northern beacon of 

Chikomo Chemunga, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Chikomo Chemunga to its eastern beacon, then north-eastwards along the 

western boundary of Bury Hill Estate to the northern beacon of Bury Hill 

Estate, then south-eastwards along the south-eastern boundary of Bury Hill 

to the eastern beacon of Burry Hill, then south-westwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Bury Hill and Crocodile Pool Farms to the south-eastern 

beacon of Ghost Acre Farm, then generally westwards along the southern 

farm boundary of Ghost Acre to a point where it intersects with Muneni 

River and the south-western beacon of Ghost Acre Farm, then generally 

northwards along Muneni River to a point where it intersects with the 

south-eastern beacon of Pambili farm, then north-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Pambili so as to include it and exclude Thrums 

to the south-western beacon of Pambili Farm, then northwards along the 

western farm boundary of Pambili to the eastern beacon of Mandara Farm, 

then south-westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Mandara 

Farm and Strathmore Estate to the eastern beacon of Strathmore Estate, 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of Strathmore Estate up to its 
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south-eastern beacon, then south-westwards along the southern boundary 

of Strathmore Estate to its southern beacon, then north-wards along the 

western boundary of Strathmore Estate to its south-western beacon, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Strathmore Estate, then 

generally southwards along the Ayshire Track( Mazvikadei-Banket road) to 

the south-eastern beacon of Gwina Farm, then north-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Gwina to the southern boundary of Gwina Farm, then 

south-westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Gwina, Mowe Flats 

and Dunphale and Dunphale Estate to a point where it intersects with 

Msengi River, then generally north-westwards along Musengi River to the 

western beacon of Holland Park, then north-eastwards along the western 

boundaries of Holland Park and Red Hill Farm to the north-western beacon 

of Red Hill where it intersects with Gwina River, then south-eastwards along 

Gwina River to the northern beacon of Red Hill, then north-eastwards along 

the northern farm boundaries of Kingston and Fenemere to the south-

western beacon of Ayshire A, then generally northwards to the north-

western beacon of Ayshire A, the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM 

Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

222908, 8095996; 222376, 8095464; 230262, 8086958; 231946, 8088641; 

235490, 8085451; 231591, 8079337; 230262, 8079515; 227161, 8085186; 

222730, 8076768; 219984, 8074464; 218300, 8074021; 213781, 8078363; 

218034, 8090413. 

Ward 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern-western 

beacon of Trelawney Tobacco Experimental Station, then south eastwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Trelawney Tobacco Experimental 

Station to the northern beacon of Stratford Farm, then north-eastwards 

along the northern farm boundaries of Strathford to the north-eastern 

beacon of Stratford A farm, then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Stratford A to the north-eastern beacon of 

Stratford A, then southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Strathford 

A to the eastern boundary of Stratford A, then south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Strathford A to the northern-western beacon of 

Idbury so as to exclude it, then south westwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Squartodzi A and Squartodzi to the south-western beacon of 

Westcote farm so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along the northern 

farm boundaries of Mufuti and Msasa farms to the north-eastern beacon of 

Msasa, then south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Msasa 

eastern beacon of Msasa farm, then south-westwards along eastern farm 

boundary of Msasa to a point where it intersects with Squartodzi River and 

the north beacon Mounzi farm, then southwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Mounzi to a point where it intersects with Gaka river, then 
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further southwards along the Gaka river to south-eastern beacon of Mpanda 

farm, then south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Paisley 

farm to north-western beacon of Harefield Estate, then south-eastwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Harefield Estate to a point where it 

intersects with Gaka river and the north-eastern of Harefield Estate, then 

generally southwards along Gaka stream to the south-eastern beacon of 

Harefield Estate A, then westwards along the southern farm boundary of A 

farm to south-western beacon of A farm, then generally north-westwards 

along the southern farm boundaries of F, Kutama and Gungurubi farms to 

the south-western beacon of Gungurubi farm, then northwards along the 

western farm boundary of Gungurubi Farm to where it intersects with a 

tributary of Hunyani river, then north-westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Nyamarewa to a point where it intersects with Nyamarewa 

stream and south-western beacon of Nyamarewa, then south-westwards 

along Nyamarewa stream to its confluence with Hunyani/ Manyame River, 

then north-westwards along -Hunyani/ Manyame river up a point the north-

western beacon of Nidderdale farm, then north-eastwards along the 

northern farm boundaries of Nidderdale A & B farms to north-eastern 

beacon of Nidderdale B farm, then south-eastwards along the eastern farm 

boundaries of Nidderdale B & C farms to the north-eastern beacon of 

Hunyani farm, then north-eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Chirawano farm to south-eastern beacon of Nidderdale farm, then north-

westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Chirawano to a point where it 

intersects with Squartodzi River, then north-eastwards along the western 

farm boundary of Marere farm to northern beacon of Marere farm then, 

north-westwards along the farm fence boundary to the eastern beacon of 

Trelawney Tobacco Experimental, then south-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Trelawney Tobacco Experimental Station to the northern-

western farm boundary of Trelawney Tobacco Experimental Station, the 

starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

213958, 8057363; 213958, 8057363; 227205, 8054616; 225876, 8050274; 

227781, 8039774; 229199, 8035964; 227604, 8034192; 221224, 8035743; 

211920, 8042034; 209218, 8048768; 210591, 8050186; 212541, 8052445; 

214047, 8055546; 213028, 8057363. 

Ward 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-eastern 

beacon of Stocksfield Farm, then generally south-eastwards along the 

eastern farm boundaries of Stockfield and Mgwaco to eastern beacon of 

Mgwaco, then south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Mgwaco 

to a point where it intersects with Muneni River, then generally south-

eastwards along Muneni River to where it intersects with the eastern beacon 
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of Trelawney Estate, then generally eastwards along the  northern farm 

boundary of Colenso Farm to the northern of Pucklehills, then further 

south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Pucklehills to the 

eastern beacon of Pucklehills, then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Little England to its intersects with Harare-Chinhoyi Highway 

then along the farm boundary to the north-western beacon of Little England, 

then generally eastwards along the following farms Little England, Doynton 

and Bitton  to the north-eastern beacon of Bitton Farm, then south-

westwards along the eastern farm boundaries of Bitton and Syston Farms to 

a point where it intersects with Gwebi River, then generally south-westwards 

along the southern farm boundaries of Syston, Doynton and Kingswood 

farm to the southern beacon of Kingswood farm, then southwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Wellesley South farm to -western beacon of 

Newlands farm so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Wellesley South farm to the north-eastern beacon of Wellesley 

South farm, then southwards to a point where it intersects with the 

Harare/Chinhoyi railway line, westwards along the eastern farm boundary 

of the following farms Wellesley South to north-eastern beacon of Wellesley 

South farm, then south-eastwards along the eastern farm boundaries of 

Wellesley farm to the eastern beacon of Wellesley South farm, then generally 

south-westwards along the south-eastern of Wellesley South farm to the 

southern beacon of Wellesley South farm, then southwards along the 

eastern farm boundaries of Rainton and Rockridge to the south-eastern 

beacon of Rockridge, then south-westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Rockridge to the south-western beacon of Rockridge, then 

northwards along the western farm boundary of Barrat farm to the north-

eastern beacon of Audrey End so as to exclude it, then generally south-

westwards along the southern boundary of Califonia a point where it 

intersects with Gwebi river, then generally northwards along Gwebi to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream where it intersects with the south-

eastern beacon of New Burnside farm, then westwards along the stream to 

where it intersects with the with the Harare/Chinhoyi railway line, then 

generally north-westwards along the railway line to south-eastern beacon of 

Virginia farm then south-westwards along the southern farm boundary of 

Virginia farm up south-western beacon of Virginia farm, then north-

westwards along the western from boundary of Virginia farm to the north-

western beacon of Virginia farm, then eastwards along northern boundary of 

Virginia farm to the north-eastern beacon of Virginia farm to a point where it 

intersects with the railway line, then north-westwards along the 

Chinhoyi/Harare railway line to where it intersects with the south-eastern 

beacon of Cowley Estate, then north-westwards along southern farm 

boundary of Cowley Estate to the western beacon of Cowley Estate, then 

generally northwards along the eastern beacon of Cowley Estate to the 
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north-western beacon of Cowley Estate, then eastwards along the northern 

farm boundary of Cowley Estate to a point where it intersects with the 

railway line, then north-westward along the Harare-Chinhoyi Railway Line 

to where it intersects with north-western beacon of Spesbona farm, north-

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Spesbona farm to northern 

beacon of Spesbona, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Spesbona to the south-western beacon of Ilsham farm, then northwards 

along the western farm boundary of Ilsham to the north-eastern beacon of 

Ilsham farm, then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Ilsham to a point where it intersects with the Munene river, then north-

eastwards along Munene river to the southern beacon of Blencathra farm so 

as to exclude it, then generally north-eastwards north-western boundary of 

Stocksfield to north-eastern beacon of Stocksfield Farm, the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

236066, 8064762; 238458, 8062856; 245857, 8054616; 262338, 8052179; 

250332, 8045489; 252281, 8042034; 245547, 8038534; 241294, 8036584; 

241072, 8040970; 231325, 8050894; 232832, 8062901. 

Ward 21  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

the western and northern boundaries of Kasawe and Squartidzi River, then 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Kasawe Farm, then south-

eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Kasawe and Marengoa so as 

to include it to its intersection with a stream at coordinate 30.507697, -

17.674044, then north-eastwards along the southern farm boundary of 

Virginia so as to exclude it to its intercession with the Harare-Chinhoyi 

railway line to its intersection with a stream, then along the stream to its 

confluence with Gwebi River, then southwards along Gwebi River to its 

intersection with the south-western boundary beacon of Eclipse Block, then 

generally north-eastwards along the southern farm boundary of Eclipse 

Block and California Farms so as to include them and exclude Audley End 

to the north-eastern farm boundary beacon of Audley End, the southwards 

along the eastern farm boundary of Audley End, then south-eastwards along 

the northern farm boundary of Mede so as to include it to its intersection 

with Makaranga River, then southwards along Makaranga River to its 

confluence with Muzururu River, then downstream Muzuru river to its 

confluence with Hunyani/Manyame River to its confluence with Nyamariwa 

River, then north-eastwards along Nyamariwa River to the northern farm 

boundary beacon of Lyndhurst, then eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Lyndhurst farm so as to include it and exclude Nyamarewa 

farm to its intersection with a stream, then southwards along the eastern 

farm boundary of Lyndhurst Estate to its intersection with the south-
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western farm boundary beacon of Gungurubi Farm, then eastwards along 

the northern farm boundaries of the following farms so as to include them 

Donnington, Machiloro and Rotomahana and exclude Kutama Farm to the 

north-eastern farm boundary beacon of Rottomahana, then south-eastwards 

along the eastern farm boundary of Rottomahana, then eastwards along the 

northern farm boundary of Lazernby so as to include it to its intersection 

with Gaka River, then northwards alongstream Gaka River to its intersection 

with the south-eastern boundary beacon of Shirleigh Farm, then westwards 

along the southern farm boundary of Shirleigh with a tributary of Gaka 

River, then generally northwards along the tributary to its source, then 

northwards along the western farm boundary of Kasawe so as to include it 

and exclude Mounzi Farm to the intersection of the western and northern 

boundaries of Kasawe and Squartidzi River, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

228091, 8045711; 233718, 8046154; 240851, 8041015; 245591, 8038357; 

245990, 8038534; 252370, 8041857; 243575, 8025730; 242423, 8021831; 

237594, 8021167; 233430, 8025287; 227626, 8026173; 217746, 8036629; 

227139, 8033926. 

Ward 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the intersection of 

the north-eastern farm boundary beacon of Irenedale and the 132kv power 

lines, then southwards, then south-eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Thrums Farm to its intersection with Munene River, then 

generally southwards along Munene River to its intersection with the north-

western farm boundary of Henley Park, then eastwards along the northern 

farm boundary of Henley Park so as to include it and exclude Ghost Acre, 

then southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Henley Park, then 

south-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Henley Park, then 

southwards, then south-eastwards, then south-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Henley Park so as to include it and exclude Lion 

Kop, then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Riverside 

Annexe, then eastwards, then south-westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Riverside Annexe to its intersection with Munene River, then 

generally south-eastwards along the river to its intersection with the 

northern farm boundary beacon of Nzira Farm, then eastwards along the 

northern farm boundaries of Nzira and Ntsinge Pagomo Farms to the 

northern farm boundary beacon of Ntsinge Pagomo Farm, then north-

eastwards along the southern farm boundaries of Lion Kop so as to exclude 

it to its intersection with Mukwadzi River, then generally north-eastwards, 

south-eastwards along the river to its intersection with the north-eastern 

farm boundary of Ntsinge Pagomo Extensionn, then south-westwards along 
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the eastern farm boundary of Ntsinge Pagomo Farm, the southwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Weltevrede Estate so as to include it and 

exclude Mlembwe farm, then north-westwards, south-westwards and 

generally north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Weltevrede 

Estate to its intersection with Munene River, then westwards along the 

southern farm boundaries of Munene Extensionn and Plumstead so as to 

include them to the south-western farm boundary of Plumstead Farm, then 

north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Glen Athol so as to 

include it to the western farm boundary of Glen Athol, then north-eastwards 

along the western farm boundary of Glen Athol Farm to its intersection with 

Musengi River, then westwards along Musengi River, then north-eastwards 

along the northern farm boundary of Shankuru Estate to its intersection 

with the Harare-Chinhoyi railway line then westwards along the railway line, 

then north-eastwards, then north-westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Kia Ora to its intersection with the Harare-Chinhoyi road, then 

north-eastwards, then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary 

of Kiaora so as to include it, then southwards along the western boundaries 

of the following stands in Kuwadzana township so as to exclude stands 381 

to 387 to its intersection with the Raffingora Road, then along the road to 

Raffingora to its intersection with the Mazvikadei Road, then northwards 

along Mazvikadei Road to the intersection of the north-eastern farm 

boundary beacon of Irenedale and the 132kv power lines, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

223373, 8077743; 223594, 8083546; 229664, 8084078; 229664, 8084078; 

232898, 8069015; 232898, 8067110; 220272, 8068173; 220626, 8074996; 

220848, 8078274. 

Ward 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern farm 

beacon of Kia Ora Farm, then south-eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Kia Ora to the north-eastern beacon of Kia Ora farm, then 

southwards along the Mazvikadei Road (Aryshire track) to its intersection 

with the Raffingora/Banket road, then south-westwards along the 

Raffingora/Banket road to the south-eastern beacon of Kia Ora farm, then 

north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Kia Ora farm to the 

eastern beacon of Kia Ora farm, then north-eastwards along the eastern 

farm boundary of Kia Ora farm to the northern farm beacon of Kia Ora 

Farm, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

218804.1, 8077842.2; 223350.7, 8077775.8; 223461.5, 8076978.3; 

220194.1, 8076729.1; 218798.5, 8077825.6. 
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Ward 24  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Gwebi Agricultural College where it intersects with Gwebi river, 

then generally south-eastwards along the northern boundary of Gwebi 

Agricultural College to the north-eastern beacon of Gwebi Agricultural 

College, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Gwebi Agricultural 

College to the north-western beacon of Arden Estate farm, then north-

eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of Arden Estate, St 

Marnocks, Shamwari and Marconi Farms to the eastern farm beacon of 

Marconi farm, then northwards along the western farm boundary of Mt 

Hampden to the north-western beacon of Mt Hampden farm, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Mt Hampden farm to the north-eastern 

beacon of Mt Hampden farm, then southwards along the eastern farm 

boundary of Mt Hampden Farm, Tsikwi Farm to the south-eastern beacon of 

Tsikwi farm, then north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of 

Tsikwi farm to the south-eastern beacon of Peterbrough then southwards 

along the eastern farm boundaries of Haydon farm and State Land to a point 

where it intersects with the Harare/Chinhoyi railway line, then north-

westwards along the Harare/Chinhoyi railway line to where it intersects 

with the eastern beacon of Arden Estate, then south-westwards along the 

eastern farm boundary of Arden Estate to south-eastern beacon of Arden 

Estate, then south-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Arden 

Estate farm to the southern beacon of Arden Estate, then north-westwards 

along the western boundary of Arden Estate farm to western beacon of 

Arden Estate, then north-westwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Stapleford A Estate so as to exclude it to the north-western beacon of 

Stapleford A Estate, then south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary 

of Glenrussa farm to the north-eastern beacon of Glenrussa farm, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Glenrussa farm up to the south-

western beacon of Glenrussa farm, then north-eastwards along the western 

farm boundary of Glenrussa farm to the north-western beacon of Gwebi 

Agricultural College where it intersects with Gwebi river, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

283006, 8046088; 283670, 8040682; 282629, 8040860; 282629, 8040860; 

275147, 8040727; 274571, 8039841; 274018, 8040727; 273154, 8040771; 

271138, 8035831; 269233, 8035720; 271027, 8041015; 271027, 8045800; 

280309, 8041724. 

Ward 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Wild Duck Farm, then south-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Wild Duck farm so as to include it and exclude Lilifordia Farm, 
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then further south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Sunnyside Farm so as to include it and exclude Sunnyside North Farm, 

then south-westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Sunnyside Farm 

so as to include it and exclude Genlussa Farm to the south-western 

boundary beacon of Glenlussa Farm, eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Glenlussa Farm so as to exclude it to the north-eastern farm 

beacon of Sunnyside Farm, then south-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Sunnyside Farm so as to exclude Rainham Farm to the eastern 

boundary beacon of Sunnyside Farm, then generally south-westwards along 

the eastern farm boundary of Doornfontein so as to include it and exclude 

Spitzkop Farm to its intersection with Munwahuku River and Old Harare to 

Bulawayo Road, then south-westwards along Harare- Bulawayo road so as 

to include Somerby 5A and Somerby, and exclude Somerby 6A and 

Stonehurst Farm to the eastern farm boundary beacon of Kilworth Farm, 

then north-westwards along the northern farm boundaries of Kilworth 

Estate and Rusper so as to exclude them and include Suffron Wilden to the 

north-western farm boundary of Rusper, then southwards along the western 

farm boundary of Rusper so as to exclude it to the northern farm boundary 

beacon of Lyndhurst Farm, then south-westwards along the western farm 

boundary of Lyndhurst Farm so as to exclude it to its intersection with 

Manyame/Hunyani River, then generally westwards along 

Manyame/Hunyani River to its confluence with Muzuru River at grid 

reference, then generally north-eastwards alongstream Muzururu River to 

the northern Farm boundary beacon of Chezani Farm, then generally 

eastwards along the farm boundaries of Chezani and Umzururu Farms so as 

to include them and exclude Worlsey and Highlands Farms to the south-

western boundary of Wild Duck Farm, generally north-eastwards along the 

western farm boundary of Wild Duck Farm so as to exclude Highlands and 

Lilifordia to the north-western beacon of Wild Duck Farm, starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

265179, 8040860; 270008, 8038556; 269211, 8035499; 271160, 8035720; 

272711, 8032841; 267571, 8027126; 257647, 8022385; 249318, 8026771; 

245907, 8024113; 243736, 8026018; 250204, 8032664; 260306, 8038334. 

Ward 26  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the northern 

beacon of The Lily farm intersects with Gwebi river, then south-eastwards 

along Gwebi river to where it intersects with the north-eastern beacon of 

Killiemore A, then northwards along the western boundary of Moon Rakers 

farm to the north-western beacon of Moon Rackers, then generally south-

eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of the following farms; Moon 

Rackers, Penrose, Paarl and Derry to the north-eastern beacon of Derry 
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farm, then southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Derry farm to the 

south-eastern beacon of Derry farm, then north-westwards along the 

southern farm boundary of Derry to the south-western beacon of Derry, 

then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Derry to the 

south-eastern beacon of Lot 1 of Subdivision C of Lilfordia (Nyabira Primary 

School), then generally westwards along the southern boundary of Lot 1 of 

Subdivision C of Lilfordia (Nyabira Primary School) to the north-eastern 

beacon of stand number 132, then north-westwards along the north-eastern 

boundary of stand number 132 to the south-eastern beacon of stand 

number 131, then generally westwards along the road servicing the following 

stand numbers 131, 994-974 to the south-western beacon of stand number 

974, then generally northwards along the road servicing the following stand 

numbers; 974-969, 18-1 to the north-western beacon of stand number 1, 

then northwards along an un-surveyed line to a point where it intersects 

with the Harare-Chinhoyi railway line, then generally westwards along the 

Harare-Chinhoyi railway line to the point where it intersects with south-

western beacon of Baldwin farm, then north-westwards along the western 

farm boundary of Baldwin Farm to the western beacon of Baldwin Farm, 

then westwards along the southern farm boundary of Newlands farm to the 

south-western beacon of Newlands, then north-westwards along the western 

farm boundary of Newlands to the south-western beacon of Newlands farm, 

then generally north-eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of the 

following properties; Newlands, Inkomo and The Lily, to the northern beacon 

of The Lily Farm, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

262388, 8051803; 270717, 8045556; 270850, 8041170; 267704, 8044182; 

252419, 8044581; 250426, 8045755; 254003, 8048214; 258434, 8049499. 

Ward 27  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where a road from 

Chinyabowa intersects with the Muchekawakasungabeta mountain range at 

coordinates 814011.9, 8039838.7, then eastwards along the road from 

Chinyabowa so as to include Chitenga, Gwatidzo, Nhariswa, Mandevhana, 

and Jari villages, then further south-eastwards until it intersects with up 

with a road from Murindagomo to Marevanani, then generally south-

eastwards to a point where it intersects with a track from Goredema School 

to Murindagomo BC, then follows the said track to a point where it 

intersects with Dzingwe River, then generally south-eastwards along a track 

from Goredema to Zowa, then generally southwards along Dzingwe river to a 

point where it intersects with the northern-west beacon of farm 83 Zowa, 

then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of the following 

farms 83, 100, stateland, 101 and Marawa so as to include them, to the 
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eastern beacon of Marawa, then further south-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Renardia farm so as to include it and exclude Magonya village 

to the south-eastern beacon of Renardia (where it intersects with Musengezi 

River), then generally westwards along Musengezi River to its confluence 

with Mupfure River, then generally further westwards along Mupfure River 

to where it intersects with Muchekawakasungabeta Mountain Range then 

generally north-eastwards along the said mountain range so as to include 

the State Land, and farms 228-231, 217-214, 8-1 of Zowa, as well as 

Chitenga village to a point where a road from Chinyabowa intersects with 

the Mucheka Wakasunga Beta mountain range at coordinates 814011.9, 

8039838.7, the starting point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 

South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

800195, 8023103; 809821, 8029609; 814070, 8039236; 177934, 8039708; 

187371, 8039841; 190649, 8032486; 199244, 8024024; 195877, 8021809; 

178510, 8022629; 164388, 8022739; 170004, 8027292; 816427, 8021642; 

800361, 8023103 

Ward 28  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the northern 

farm boundary of Killiemore intersects with the Chinhoyi-Harare railway 

line, then generally eastwards along the railway line to where it intersects 

with the un-surveyed line, then southwards to the north-western beacon of 

stand number 1, then further southwards along the road servicing the 

following stand numbers; 554, 515, 514, 495 to the south-western beacon of 

stand 477, then generally eastwards along a road servicing the following 

stands: 299-310, 230-229, 141-133 to the south-eastern beacon of stand 

131, then generally southwards to the north-eastern beacon of an open 

space, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Lot 1 of Subdivision 

C of Lilfordia (Nyabira Primary School) so as to include Nyavira Secondary 

School and exclude Nyabira Primary School to the south-eastern beacon of 

Subdivision C of Lilfordia (Nyabira Primary School), then south-westwards 

along the western far boundary of Derry farm to the north-western beacon of 

Sunnyside North, then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary 

of Sunnyside North Farm boundary to the north-eastern beacon of 

Sunnyside North, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Sunnyside North to the south-eastern beacon of Sunnyside North, then 

north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of Sunnyside North to 

the south-western beacon of Sunnyside North, then generally north-

westwards along the southern boundary of Lilfordia C, then generally south-

westwards along the eastern farm boundaries of the following farms; 

Lilfordia and Highlands to the south-eastern beacon of Highlands, then 

generally westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Highlands and 

Worsley to the north-eastern beacon of Chezani and where it intersects with 
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a stream, then southwards along the stream to its confluence with 

Muzururu river, then generally south-westwards along Muzururu river to its 

confluence with Ramuku river, then generally northwards along Ramuku 

river to where it intersects with the south-western beacon of Easingwold II, 

then generally north-westwards along the western boundaries of the 

Easingwold II and Easingwold to the north-western beacon of Easingwold 

(where it intersects with the Harare-Chinhoyi railway line), then generally 

north-eastwards along the railway line to where the northern farm boundary 

of Killiemore intersects with the Chinhoyi-Harare railway line, the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

258273, 8046292; 261031, 8046209; 267378, 8044332; 267195, 8043003; 

270185, 8038999; 266912, 8041059; 264271, 8038866; 259918, 8036523; 

253771, 8033682; 252491, 8039531; 251262, 8044050. 

Ward 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Karoi and Kasipiti Rivers, then south-eastwards along Karoi River to its 

confluence with Madze River, then south eastwards along Madze river to a 

point where it intersects with the un-surveyed line at coordinates 201105.4, 

8040068.3;  200811.2, 8039335.5 the south west wars along the un-

surveyed line so as to include Chagadama, Sirewo Mazanhi, Nyandoro, 

Matenga, Mubaya and Kawondera villages, to a point where the un-surveyed 

line intersects with Muche River, then generally eastwards along Muche 

River to its source (a point where it intersects with the old Chinhoyi-

Chegutu Road) so as to exclude Nyamayaro village, then generally north-

eastwards along the said road to a point where it intersects with a track 

road from Tirivangani/Mabika village to Dandajena village, then south-

eastwards along a track going to Madzorera Diptank and Madzorera Village 

to a point where it intersects with Karoyi River, then generally south-

westwards along Karoyi River to its confluence with Musengezi River, then 

generally westwards along Musengezi River to the south-eastern beacon of 

Renadia so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Renadia Farm to its northern beacon so as to exclude it, then 

further north-westwards along the northern boundaries of the following 

farms: Marahwa, Farm 101 of Zowa and Stateland to where it meet 

Shambavarungu River, then northwards along the river to a point where it 

intersects with an un-surveyed line, then northwards along the un-surveyed 

line to a point where it intersects with Kemurara River, then north-

eastwards along the un-surveyed line, then generally westwards along a 

track to Meda Dip Tank to where it intersects with another track from 

Murindagomo to Kawondera Dam so as to include Kawondera and exclude 

Bayana and Ruzvidzo, then generally north-eastwards along the track from 
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Rwodzi Dam to Meda Dip Tank to a point where it intersects with a stream, 

then generally north-eastwards along the stream so as to include Meda and 

exclude Musiiwa to a point where it intersects with a track form 

Murindagomo BC to Matenga village, then along a track to a point where it 

intersects with an unsurveyed line, then north-westwards along the un-

surveyed line so as to include Musarurwa and exclude Makope village, then 

north-westwards along the un-surveyed line to where it intersects with 

Chipiti River, then generally north-eastwards along Chipiti River to where it 

intersects with a track from Madhuve village to Kasipiti BC, then further 

north-eastwards along the track to a point where it intersects with the 

source of Kasipiti River, then north-eastwards along Kasipiti River to the 

confluence of Karoi and Kasipiti Rivers, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

200473, 8046691; 201038, 8044033; 207684, 8037321; 204012, 8029612; 

201886, 8024063; 199460, 8023864; 198397, 8028084; 198397, 8028183; 

194476, 8030941; 199593, 8035560; 199958, 8037122; 196453, 8038152; 

196154, 8044266. 

Ward 30  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Carn Galva, then south-eastwards along the northern farm boundary of 

Carn Galva to the north-eastern beacon of Can Galva, then south-westwards 

along the western farm boundary of Carn Galva, then north-eastwards along 

northern boundary of Carn Galva, then south-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Can Galva to the north-western beacon of Perth, generally 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Perth to the north-eastern beacon 

of Perth, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Hovere Farm 

to the north-western boundary of Hovere Farm, then south-eastwards along 

the northern farm boundaries of Hovere and Erewhon Farms to the north-

eastern beacon of Erewhon Farm, then south-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Erewhon farm to the northern beacon of Katawa farm, then 

north-eastwards along the western boundary of Katawa Extensionn Farm to 

northern boundary of Katawa Extensionn, then south-eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Katawa Extensionn to the eastern boundary of Katawa 

Extensionn, then south-westwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include the south-eastern boundaries of Katawa 

Extensionn, Katawa, Nyarapinda Estate and Bassett to the north-eastern 

beacon of Ndare Farm, then south-eastwards along the northern boundaries 

of Ndare and Nkuyu to the north-western boundary of Gomo Estate, then 

north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Malewano to the 

north-western beacon of Malewano, then eastwards along the northern farm 

boundary of Malewano to the north-eastern beacon of Malewano, then 
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generally southwards along the eastern farm boundaries of Malewano and 

Gomo Estate to the north-eastern beacon of Doonside, then south-

eastwards along the northern boundary of Doonside to the western beacon 

of Kashwao, then northwards along the western boundary of Kashwao 

Estate to the north-western beacon of Kashwao Eastate (where it intersects 

with Susunje River, ) then generally eastwards along Susunje River to its 

confluence with Drai River, then generally southwards along the eastern 

farm boundaries of Kashwao Estate, Kenmore, Kildonan Extensionn and 

Kildonan A to the southern beacon of Kildonan A, then north-westwards 

along the southern boundaries of Kildonan A farm to the south-eastern 

boundary of Mutombois Farm, then south-westwards along the southern 

boundary of Mutombois Farm to the southern beacon of Mutombois Farm, 

then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Mutombois to the 

southern beacon of Musonzoa Estate, then south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Ndudza farm, then north-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Ndudza to the south-eastern boundary of Solario 

Farm, then generally south-westwards along the southern boundary of 

Solario to a point where it intersects with Mukwadzi River and the south-

eastern beacon of Solario Farm, then generally north-westwards along 

Mukwadzi River into Mazvikadei Dam, then further north-westwards along 

Mukwadzi to a point where it intersects with the eastern beacon of Can 

Galva, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Can Galva to 

the eastern beacon of Can Galva, then north-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Can Galva to the eastern beacon of Can Galva, then north-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Can Gulva to northern beacon of 

Carn Galva, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

220310, 8110189; 223035, 8108794; 221939, 8105604; 226291, 8106036; 

232970, 8108196; 229481, 8101151; 233568, 8099689; 237323, 8102514; 

236958, 8096201; 235927, 8091183; 239018, 8087395; 235628.4, 

8088857.2; 234291.0, 8087702.5; 232380.4, 8089596.5; 230511, 8087736; 

227745, 8090610; 223210, 8097588; 216871, 8105513; 217935, 8107938. 

Ward 31  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Manyame and Makwadzi Rivers, then generally south-eastwards along 

Mukwadzi River to the north-eastern beacon of Maquadzi, then southwards 

along the eastern beacon of Maquadzi then north-eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Chambadzi to the north-eastern beacon of 

Chambadzi, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Chambadzi to a point where it intersects with Mukwadzi River, then 

generally south-eastwards along Mukwadzi River to the south-eastern 
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beacon of Chambadzi, then north-westwards along the southern farm 

boundary of Chambadzi to the south-western beacon of Chambadzi, then 

south-westwards along the eastern farm boundaries of Panmure Pits and 

Wannock Glen so as to include them and exclude Ayrshire A farm to the 

south-eastern beacon of Wannock Glen, then further south-westwards along 

the eastern boundary of Wannock Glen to a point where it intersects with 

Gwina River, then north-westwards along Gwina River to the southern 

beacon of Riverside, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Msengi Farm to a point where it intersects with Msengi River, then north-

westwards along Msengi River to its confluence with Hunyani River, then 

north-eastwards along Hunyani River to the confluence of Manyame and 

Makwadzi Rivers, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

239200, 8087370; 246776, 8078598; 248272, 8073747; 245846, 8055040; 

236742, 8061054; 238669, 8063048; 236110, 8068563; 232322, 8069726; 

229946, 8075957; 232007, 8082021; 234416, 8087653. 

Ward 32 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Northwood, then south-eastwards along the south-eastern boundary of 

Northwood Farm to the northern beacon of Homefield Farm, then north-

eastwards along the north-western boundary of Manga Farm to the northern 

beacon of Manga, then south-eastwards along the south-eastern boundaries 

of Manga Farm, Templeton Range and Velebit to the eastern beacon of 

Templeton then further south-eastwards along the Administrative boundary 

to the eastern beacon of Kilmacdaugh Estate, then generally southwards to 

a point where it intersects with the Harare-Chinhoyi Highway, then 

generally further southwards along the eastern farm boundary of Brinsham 

Farm to the south eastern beacon of Brinsham, then north-westwards along 

the southern boundary of Brinsham to the western beacon of Brinsham, 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Sutton Estate to a point 

where it intersects with Munene River, then north-westwards along Munene 

River to a point where it intersects with the western beacon of Sutton 

Estate, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of Sutton Estate 

to the southern beacon of Mapinga, then north-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Mapinga and Ushamva to the southern beacon of 

Rukoba Estate, then further north-westwards along the southern boundary 

of Rukoba to the western beacon of Rukoba, then northwards along the 

western farm boundaries of Rukoba Estate and Mlembwe Farm to the 

south-eastern beacon of Wynhill, then north-eastwards along the western 

farm boundary of Wynhill to the north-western beacon (where it intersects 

with Mukwadzi, , then generally north-westwards along the river to where it 
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intersects with the eastern beacon of Lion Kop Extensionn, then south-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Lion Kop to the south-eastern 

beacon of Lion Kop, then westwards along the southern farm boundaries of 

Lion Kop and Gumbu to the south-western beacon of Gumbu (where it 

intersects with the confluence of Munene and Murembwe), then north-

westwards along Munene River to the north-western beacon of Gumbu, then 

eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Gumbu to the south-eastern 

beacon of Riverside Annexe, then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Lion Kop Extensionn to the southern beacon of Lion Kop, then 

north-westwards along the north-western boundary of Lion Kop to the 

north-western beacon of Lion Kop, then north-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Lion Kop to the south-western beacon of Haighton, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Haighton to the western beacon 

of Haighton, then north-eastwards along the north-eastern farm boundary of 

Haighton to a point where it intersects with Mukwadzi River, then further 

north-eastwards along the western boundary of Northwood to the northern 

beacon of Northwood, the starting point.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

239194, 8087304; 247235, 8078000; 248315, 8073531; 245923, 8054857; 

236885, 8060838; 236121, 8068347; 236320, 8068281; 230140, 8075657; 

232366, 8076621; 32034, 8082004; 236087, 8086290; 235613.9, 

8088840.6. 

Ward 33  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the northern beacon 

of Gwarati Farm, then generally south-eastwards along the eastern 

boundaries of the following farms: Gwarati, Preston, Cambria, Riverhead 

Marussino and Molby to south-eastern beacon of Ziroto farm then south-

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Ziroto to the south-eastern 

beacon of Western Ridge, then north-westwards along the southern farm 

boundaries of the following farms; Western Ridge, Thurbar, Munda Wa 

Bwino and Cloverly to the southern beacon of Cloverly farm, then south-

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Cloverly Estate to the 

north-western beacon of Trelawney Tobacco Experimental so as to exclude 

it, then south-eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of Firhill 

Extensionn to the north-eastern beacon of Firhill farm, then south-

westwards along the eastern farm boundary of Firhill farm to a point where 

it intersects with Swatadzi River and eastern beacon of Nidderdale farm, 

then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Nidderdale to the 

eastern beacon of Nidderdale farm, then south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Nidderdale farm to the southern beacon of Nidderdale 

farm along the western farm boundaries of Nidderdale and Nidd Valley farm 
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to the eastern boundary of Nidd Valley to eastern boundary of Nidd Valley, 

then south-westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Grootvlei farm 

to its intersection with with Hunyani, then generally north-westwards along 

Hunyani / Manyame River to where it intersects with the north-western 

beacon of Clydesdale farm, then eastwards along the northern farm 

boundaries of Clydesdyle and Strathdon farms to a point where it intersects 

with Dondo river and the south-western beacon of Gwarati farm, then 

north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Gwarati farm up to the 

northern boundary beacon of Gwarati Farm, the starting point. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

217189, 8070852; 219814, 8068061; 223835, 8056730; 213833, 8058159; 

208849, 8048988; 205210, 8052992; 205725, 8061050; 202635, 8067330; 

214365, 8067629,  

Ward 34  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the north-western 

beacon of Calton Curlieu (where it intersects with the Harare/Chinhoyi 

Highway), then eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Calton 

Curlieu farm to a point where it intersects with Muneni River with the 

north-eastern boundary Calton Curlieu, then south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Calton Curlieu to the north-western beacon of 

Weltrevrede Estate so as to exclude it, then south-eastwards along the 

north-eastern farm boundary of Hartleyton Estate to the north-eastern 

beacon of Hartleyton Estate, then further south-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Hartleyton Estate to the eastern beacon of Nyahondu, then 

north-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Nyahondu farm to the 

north-western beacon of Nyahondu farm, then south-wards along the 

northern boundary of Nyahondu to the north-eastern beacon of Blencathra 

farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Blencathra farm to 

the south-eastern beacon of Blencathra farm, then generally south-

westwards along the southern farm boundary of Bencathra north-western 

beacon of Nyahwa so as to exclude it, then southwards along the eastern 

farm boundary of Trelawney Estate to the southern beacon of Trelawney 

Estate, then north-westwards along the southern farm boundary of 

Trelawney Estate to the north-eastern beacon of Argo farm, then south-

westwards along the southern boundary of Argo farm to a point where it 

intersects with Railway Line to Banket, then south-eastwards along the 

Railway line to Banket to Harare to the northern –eastern beacon Cowley 

Estate, then south-westwards along the northern farm boundary of Cowley 

Estate to the north-western beacon of Cowley Estate so as to exclude it, 

then generally south-eastwards along the western farm boundary of Cowley 

Estate to where it intersects with a Railway Line from Banket to Harare, 
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then south-eastwards along the eastern farm boundaries of the following 

farms, Muacha and Mnondo farms to the south-eastern beacon of Mnondo 

farm, then westwards along the southern farm boundaries of Mnondo and 

Mzanzhi farms to the south-western beacon of Mzanzhi farm, then north 

eastwards along the western farm boundary of Mzanzhi to the south-

western beacon of Muacha farm, then northwards along the western farm 

boundary of Muacha to the south-western beacon of Stow farm, then north-

westwards along the southern boundary of Westcote farm to sout-western of 

Westcote farm, then north eastwards along the eastern farm boundary of 

Westcote farm to southern beacon of Idbury farm, then north-westwards 

along the western farm boundary of Idbury to north-western beacon of 

Idbury farm, then north-eastwards along the northern farm boundary if 

Idbury to the north-western beacon Chilsanga, then northwards along the 

western farm boundary of Stroud to south-eastern beacon of Uitzigt farm, 

then westwards along the southern farm boundary of Uitzigt to the southern 

beacon of Shipton farm, then north-westwards along the western 

boundaries of the following farms Shipton, Dulwich Extensionn, Dunlorne, 

Bonanza, Ponderosa and St Johns to the north-western beacon St Johns 

farm, then eastwards along the northern farm boundaries of St Johns and 

St Andrews north-western beacon of Calton Curlieu (where it intersects with 

the Harare/Chinhoyi Highway), the starting point. The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and 

UTM Zone 36 South (S) based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

230380, 8069224; 231643, 8067396; 233404, 8069024; 236096, 8068493; 

236096, 8065303; 232075, 8063077; 231543, 8057494; 230214, 8057793; 

232208, 8051663; 233861.1, 8046637.2; 227780.4, 8046163.7; 229442, 

8048581; 229043, 8050010; 225820, 8050541; 225305, 8053432; 

227473.0, 8054370.9; 224516, 8055625; 219930, 8068252. 

Ward 35  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where the Harare-

Bulawayo highway intersects with the Lake Chivero road, then south-

eastwards along the Administrative Boundary to the south-eastern beacon 

of Merwede Township, then north-westwards along the southern boundary 

of Merwede Township to the southern beacon of Merwede Township, 

westwards along the southern boundary of Merwede Township to a point 

where it intersects with the road to Lake Chivero, then south-westwards 

along the Lake Chivero road to where it intersects with the Harare-Bulawayo 

Railway, then westwards along the railway line to where it intersects with 

the south-western beacon of White Cliff, then north-westwards along the 

western farm boundary of White Cliff to the north-eastern beacon of United 

2 so as to exclude it, then north-eastwards along the western farm boundary 

of White Cliff to the north-western beacon of White Cliff (where it intersects 
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with the Harare-Bulawayo Road), then generally eastwards along the road to 

where the Harare-Bulawayo highway intersects with the Lake Chivero road, 

the starting point. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) and UTM Zone 36 South (S) 

based on modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

275948.2, 8028465.7; 276322.0, 8028150.1; 276646.0, 8026413.9; 

274095.8, 8025093.1; 272608.8, 8025433.7; 272160.2, 8026189.6; 

273655.5, 8028349.4. 
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

1. CHAKARI 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Northern beacon of Chad 

Shunt Extensionn farm at Shuru Shuru river, then generally Southwards 

along Shuru Shuru river to its confluence with Mswenzi river, then 

Southwards along Mswenzi river to its confluence with Daganyama river, 

then Southeastwards along Daganyama river to the Southwestern boundary 

beacon of Arbeidseden farm, then Northeastwards along the Southern 

boundary of Arbeidseden farm so as to exclude it to the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of Eureka farm, then generally Southwestwards along the 

Eastern boundary of Eureka farm to the Northern boundary beacon of Sable 

farm, then Southeastwards along Southeastern boundary of Sable farm to 

its junction with Bulawayo-Harare railway line, then Southwestwards along 

the railway line to the Southwestern beacon of A of Railway Farm 12 farm, 

then Northwestwards along the Northeastern farm boundaries of Salop A of 

Railway Farm 12 and Salop farms so as to exclude them to the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of Salop farm, then Southwestwards along the 

Northwestern boundary of Salop farm to the Northern boundary beacon of 

Yale farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary of Yale 

farm so as to include it to Bulawayo-Harare railway line, then 

Southwestwards along Harare-Bulawayo railway line to the Northern beacon 

of stand No.1075 (Kadoma ranch motel), then Southwestwards along stand 

No. 1075 (Kadoma ranch motel) boundary to the Southwestern beacon of 

stand No. 1075 ( Kadoma Ranch Motel), then Northwestwards along Robert 

Mugabe road to its junction with Kaguvi road, then Northwestwards along 

Kaguvi road to its junction with Robert tailor, then Southwestwards along 

Robert tailor road to the Southern beacon of stand No. 7627, then 

Southwestwards along a straight line drawn from the Southern beacon of 

stand No. 7627 to its junction with Rimuka Township boundary(33kv 

powerline), then Northwestwards along Rimuka Township boundary to the 

Northern beacon of stand No. 6203, then Northwestwards along a straight 

line drawn from the Northern beacon of stand No. 6203 to the Southern 

beacon of stand No. 6511, then Northwestwards along a straight line drawn 

from the Southern beacon of stand No. 6511 to the Northwestern beacon of 

stand No. 6523, then Northeastwards, then Northwestwards, then 

Southwestwards along Cotton Research farm boundary to the Southern 

beacon of Pixy Combie farm, then Southeastwards along sub division A of 

Railway farm 8 (Holfmaire farm) boundary to where sub division A of 

Railway farm 8 (Holfmaire farm) boundary intersect 33kv power line, then 

Northeastwards along 33kv power line to its intersection with munda street, 

then Northeastwards along Munda street to the Northern beacon of stand 

No. 1809, then Southeastwards along a straight line drawn from the 
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Northern beacon of stand No. 1809 to the northeastern beacon of stand No. 

1888, then Southwestwards along Nyandoro street to the Northwestern 

beacon of stand No. 1531, then southeast-wards along a straight line drawn 

from the Northwestern beacon of stand No. 1531 to the Southern beacon of 

stand No. 902, then Southwestwards along a straight line drawn from the 

Southern beacon of stand No. 902 to the northwestern beacon of stand No. 

7116, then Southeastwards along a straight line drawn from the 

Northwestern beacon of stand No. 7111 to the Southern beacon of stand No. 

7079, then Southeastwards along a straight line drawn from the Southern 

beacon of stand No. 7079 to the Northern beacon of stand No. 6926, then 

Southeastwards along a straight line drawn from the Northern beacon of 

stand No. 6926 to the Southeastern beacon of stand No. 6943, then 

Southeastwards along Rugare street to its junction with Huni street, then 

Southwestwards along a straight line drawn from the junction of Rugare 

street and Huni street to the Northeastern beacon of stand No. 2373, then 

Southeastwards along stand No. 2373 to the Southern beacon of stand No. 

2373, then Southeastwards along a straight line drawn from the Southern 

beacon of stand No, 2373 to its junction with a point (804877, 7967826 on 

the Harare-Bulawayo railway line, then Southwestwards along Harare-

Bulawayo railway line to the Southwestern beacon of Pamene farm, then 

Southwards along the new Harare-Bulawayo road to its intersection with 

Muzvezve river, then generally Westwards along Muzvezve river to its 

confluence with Munyati river, then generally Northwestwards along 

Munyati river to its confluence with Mazoe river, then Northeastwards along 

Mazoe river to its confluence with a tributary which links with the 

Northeastern boundary of Kudu River Ranch farm, then Northwestwards 

along the Northeastern boundary of Kudu River Ranch farm to its junction 

with a tributary to Marimari river, then further Northwestwards along a 

tributary to Marimari to its confluence with Marimari river, then generally 

Westwards along Marimari river to the Southwestern beacon of Lazy Y 

Ranch, then Northwards along the Western boundary of Lazy Y Ranch to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Kudu River Ranch so as to exclude it, then 

generally Northwestwards along the Northern boundary of 1 of Lodestar 

ranch to its Northwestern boundary beacon, then generally Northwards 

along a track to the Southernt beacon of Lone Palm farm, then 

Northeastwards along the Southeastern boundary of Lone Palm farm so as 

to exclude it to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Everglades farm, then 

generally Southeastwards along the Southern boundary of Everglades farm 

so as to exclude it to its junction with Sakungwe river, then generally 

Northwards along Sakungwe river to the Northwestern boundary beacon of 

state land so as to include it, then generally Eastwards along the Northern 

boundary of state land, Rooibult Estate A and Rooibult Estate farms so as to 

include them to the Southeastern beacon of 4A Rhodesian Plantation, then 
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generally Northeastwards along the Eastern boundaries of 4A Rhodesian 

Plantation and Savannah farms so as to exclude them to Madakwe 

mountain (Trigonometrical beacon 159/P), then generally Eastwards along 

the Northern farm boundaries of Excelsor, Marchel farms, Mapani park, 

Chadshunt, Chadshunt Extensionn farms so as to include them to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Chadshunt Extensionn farm at Shuru shuru 

river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

772366, 7967076; 802560, 7966284; 769246, 7968497; 813631, 7975645; 

811104, 7996617; 808705, 8008797; 808227, 8009443; 788803, 7962308; 

7771273, 7968691; 805929, 7971525; 813631, 7982216; 814109, 

7986718; 809355, 8003184; 769940, 7996932; 808360, 8009029; 797243, 

7958829; 780380, 7965454; 810552, 7991412; 812209, 7980938; 815472, 

7977277; 771509, 8002842; 787552, 8000931; 795823, 8008721; 794248, 

8003196; 760040, 7997539; 754161, 7992153; 764627, 7985352; 757250, 

7987026; 769017, 7977679; 765172, 7977442; 772670, 7973368; 802005, 

8008242; 804115, 8006138; 781131, 8001022; 778150, 8002963; 764725, 

7996045; 776126, 7967115; 784063, 7962767; 792977, 7960697; 799822, 

7964768; 804877, 7967826; 804116, 7969209; 804554, 7969650; 803750, 

7969148; 802972, 7970398; 806188, 7972661; 806782, 7972138; 808146, 

7970301; 807565, 7970830; 806687, 7969600; 811842, 7974055; 810294, 

7972252; 810557, 7993693; 811697, 7989078; 816121, 7987147; 764728, 

7997355; 772503, 7996724; 771640, 7998724; 771727, 8000647; 785037, 

8000967; 809938, 8006282; 810016, 7999954; 799306, 7961274; 786188, 

7963149; 778300, 7966428; 771145, 7970361; 767222, 7977658; 771130, 

7975480; 765001, 7981455; 760751, 7986232; 774723, 8002901; 791325, 

8002896; 757265, 7994997; 755563, 7989827. 

2. CHEGUTU EAST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern boundary 

beacon of 1 of Kutama farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern 

boundaries of 1, 2 and 3 of Kutama farms to the Eastern boundary beacon 

of 3 of Kutama farm, then Northeastwards along the Northwestern boundary 

of Rothwell farm to the Northwestern boundary beacon of Hunyani Estate 3 

A farm, then Southeastwards along the Northern farm boundaries of 

Hunyani Estate 3 A and BA Hunyani Estate 3 so as to include them to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of BA Hunyani Estate 3, then generally 

Southwards along the Eastern farm boundaries of BA Hunyani Estate 3, 

Stanhope and Cromdale farms to the Northern boundary beacon of Ardmore 

farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern farm boundary of 

Ardmore farm up to its junction with Kafufu river, then generally 

Southwestwards along Kafufu river to its confluence with Saruwe river, then 

generally Southeastwards along Saruwe river to the Northwestern boundary 
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of Lucastes farm, then Northeastwards along Lucastes boundary to the 

North most boundary beacon of Lucatses farm, then generally Eastwards 

along the Northeastern boundaries of Lucastes and Franceys farms to the 

Eastern boundary beacon of Franceys farm at saruwe river, then generally 

Westwards along Saruwe river to the Northeastern boundary beacon of 

Halton farm, then Southwards along the Eastern boundaries of Halton farm 

up to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Chibero Agricultural College, 

then Southeastwards along the Southwestern boundary of Chibero 

Agricultural College so as to exclude it and include Linden park to its 

junction with Nyawiye river, then generally Southwards along Nyawiye river 

to the Southwestern boundary beacon of state land and Linden Park at 

Nyawiye dam, then generally Westwards along the Southern boundaries of 

Linden Park, Beverly and Malham farms up to the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Nugget farm, then generally Southwards along the Eastern farm 

boundaries of Nugget, Kilvington, and Emojeni farms to the Northwestern 

boundary beacon of 1 of Fort Martin, then Northeastwards along the 

Northeastern boundary of 1 of Fort Martin to its Northeastern boundary 

beacon, then Southwestwards along the farm boundaries of 1 of Fort Martin 

and Fort Martin farms to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Fort Martin, 

then Westwards, then generally Southwards along the boundaries of Fort 

Martin farm to its junction with Mupfure (Umfuli) river, then generally 

Westwards along Mupfure river to its confluence with Nyangweni river, then 

generally Southwards along Nyangweni river to its confluence with Tumbgwi 

river, then Southwestwards along Tumbgwi river past Muza dam along a 

tributary to a track to a tributary to Nyamawanga river, then Southwards 

along the track up to a point where it meets Nyamawanga tributary, then 

Southeastwards along the tributary to Nyamawanga river to its confluence 

with Nyamawanga river, then generally Southwards along Nyamawanga 

river to a track at Mudzingwa dam, then generally Westwards along the 

track to its junction with a road from Hungwe Primary School, then 

Westwards along the road from Hungwe Primary School to its junction with 

a road from Neusu Bussiness Centre, then generally Westwards along a 

straight line (UTM 36K 234507.9:7956924.6) into a stream, then Westwards 

along the stream to its junction with the Eastern boundary of Dawn farm, 

then Northeastwards along Dawn farm boundary so as to exclude it to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Rutala hills, then generally 

Northwestwards along the Southwestern boundaries of Rutala hills, 

Southend, Walden, Leny, 1 of Mopani, Mopani and Alpha farms so as to 

include them to Sokose river, then generally Westwards along Sokose river 

to its the Southeastern boundary beacon of La Rhone Estate, then 

Northwards along the Western farm boundary of La Rhone Estate to its 

junction with the Southern boundary of Masterpiece farm, then Westwards 

along the Southern farm boundaries of Masterpiece, State land and 
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Clevedon farms to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Clevedon farm, 

then Northeastwards along the Western farm boundaries of Clevedon and 

Tiverton farms so as to include them to the Southern boundary beacon of 

Bexhill farm, then generally Northwestwards along the Western boundaries 

of Bexhill, Bordeaux and Sillery farms to the Northwestern boundary beacon 

of Sillery farm, then Northeastwards along the Northern boundary of Sillery 

farm to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Tyree farm, then Northwards, 

then Northeastwards, then Southwards along the farm boundaries of Tyree 

farm so as to include it to the Northern boundary of Laforte Estate, then 

Eastwards along the farm boundaries of Laforte Estate and Formosa farm to 

the Northeastern boundary beacon of Formosa farm, then Southeastwards 

along the Northeastern boundaries of Formosa and Pickstone North Estate 

to the Northwestern boundary beacon of Crown Ranch, then 

Northeastwards, then Northwards, then Eastwards, then Southwards along 

the farm boundaries of Crown Ranch to trigonometrical beacon 160/P at 

Mtirikati hill, then Northeastwards, then Northwestwards, then generally 

Northeastwards along the Northwestern boundary of Burnbank farm to the 

Southernmost boundary beacon of Melbury farm, then Northwestwards, 

then Northeastwards along the Western boundaries of Melbury farm so as to 

include it and exclude Borden and Rock Ridge farms to its junction with 

Mupfure river, then generally Northwards along Mupfure river to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Hippovale farm, then Southwestwards 

along the Northwestern boundaries of Hippovale and Ameva Extensionn 

farms to its junction with Chegutu-Chakari road, then Northwestwards 

along the Chegutu-Chakari road to its intersection with Mswenzi river, then 

generally Northwards along Mswenzi river to its confluence with Shuru 

shuru river, then Northwards along Shuru shuru river to its confluence with 

Mupfure river, then generally Eastwards along Mupfure river to its 

confluence with Musengezi river, then generally Eastwards along Musengezi 

river to the Northwestern boundary beacon of 1 of Kutama farm, then 

Northeastwards along the Northwestern boundary of 1 of Kutama farm to 

the Northern boundary beacon of 1 of Kutama farm, the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

811104, 7996617; 808705, 8008797; 808227, 8009443; 807635, 8020346; 

809355, 8003184; 808360, 8009029; 806955, 8015195; 815980, 8022568; 

812165, 8022238; 809698, 8021525; 814594, 7995909; 809938, 8006282; 

810016, 7999954; 

ZONE  36 

232315, 7956541; 209759, 7963056; 191207, 7980424; 197887, 7998589; 

239328, 8009803; 217733, 8022516; 233487, 8025559; 223411, 7961212; 

198708, 7968999; 216371, 7985142; 188023, 7994573; 245713, 7985989; 
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194915, 8022321; 235594, 8016297; 225644, 8026908; 233379, 7958990; 

228780, 7959492; 249578, 8003681; 250103, 7997586; 253171, 7996424; 

252299, 7994256; 248050, 7994674; 241973, 7993611; 241410, 7988700; 

242557, 7985235; 244549, 7981923; 239724, 7978863; 241566, 7976079; 

236497, 7969165; 239235, 7966129; 240743, 7962413; 242071, 7958850; 

238256, 7957403; 206243, 7977646; 211684, 7979629; 203463, 7981561; 

198225, 7984404; 198780, 7981067; 196014, 7980999; 196146, 7973171; 

193065, 7977185; 192988, 7968552; 216856, 7987986; 211386, 7982335; 

213300, 7988768; 209119, 7992489; 209350, 7990386; 207966, 7996599; 

204833, 7995118; 199797, 7995697; 191234, 7994031; 182782, 7995261; 

193885, 7996503; 214888, 8022336; 211759, 8022103; 208870, 8022121; 

204639, 8023072; 201613, 8023918; 198117, 8023531; 189558, 8021650; 

185898, 8021453; 226529, 8024907; 221755, 8024413; 235044, 8011634; 

235647, 8014067; 235466, 8019541; 234432, 8022503; 241061, 8005304; 

238712, 8006802; 235386, 7957121; 216395, 7961796; 194609, 7971183; 

203114, 7969342; 203495, 7964347; 215215, 7982308; 215062, 7983242; 

217106, 7985491; 215330, 987918; 211575, 7989447; 207798, 7991974; 

206687, 7993744; 206327, 7997166; 202460, 7995776; 197812, 7996056; 

197116, 7997029; 196273, 7998537; 209305, 7978567; 204007, 7980124; 

201032, 7981305; 193649, 7980716; 196295, 7983599.16. 

3. CHEGUTU WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mswenzi 

river and Chakari-Chegutu road, then Southeastwards along Chakari-

Chegutu road to its junction with the Northwestern boundary of 1 of Ameva 

farm, then Northeastwards along the Northwestern boundaries of 1 of 

Ameva and Umvovo farms to its junction with Mupfure river, then generally 

Southeastwards along Mupfure river to its junction with the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of Rockridge farm, then Southwestwards along the 

Western boundary of Rockridge farm so as to include it to the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of Borden farm, then Southeastwards, then 

Southwestwards along the Eastern boundary of Borden farm to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Borden Extensionn, then Southeastwards, 

then Southwestwards along the farm boundaries of Corrie Estate so as to 

include it to the trigonometrical beacon 160/P at Mitirikati hill, then 

Northwards, then Southwestwards along the boundary of Corrie Estate to 

the boundary beacon of Corrie Estate and Oldham Estate A, then 

Southwestwards along the farm boundary of Oldham Estate A to the 

Northwestern boundary beacon of Crown Ranch, then Southwards, then 

Southwestwards, then Northwestwards, then Southwestwards, then 

Northwestwards along the Southern boundaries of Oldham Estate A so as to 

include it and exclude Crown Ranch to the Northeastern boundary beacon 

of Oldham Estate, then Southwestwards along the Northwestern boundary 

of Tyree farm so as to exclude it to the Northeastern boundary of Thornby 
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farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary of Thornby 

farm so as to include it to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Thornby 

farm, then Westwards along the Southern boundaries of Thornby, Bosbury 

Extensionn and Hallingbury Extensionn farms so as to include them to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Hampton farm, then Southwestwards 

along Southeastern boundary of Hapmton farm to its Southwestern 

boundary beacon, then Northwestwards along Southwestern boundaries of 

Hampton and Railway farm 13 farms to its junction with Harare-Bulawayo 

highway, then Southwestwards along the Harare-Bulawayo said road to the 

Southern boundary beacon of Bush Park farm, then Northwestwards, then 

Northeastwards along the boundaries of Bush Park farm to the Southern 

boundary beacon of Chiwere farm, then Northwestwards along the Western 

boundary of Chiwere farm to the Southeastern boundary beacon of 

Arbeidseden farm at Mweri river, then Southwestwards along the Southern 

boundary of Arbeidseden farm to its junction with Daganyama river, then 

generally Northwestwards along Daganyama river to its confluence with 

Mswenzi river, then Northwestwards along Mswenzi river to the intersection 

of Mswenzi river and Chakari-Chegutu road, the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

811104.4597, 7996616.575; 814109.3252, 7986718.459; 810552.331, 

7991411.545; 814593.613, 7995909.174; 810556.899, 7993692.705; 

811696.9405, 7989078.051; 816120.7489, 7987146.636. 

ZONE 36: 191207.0558, 7980423.839; 185613.9183, 7981267.342; 

197887.2738, 7998588.876; 188462.1048, 7980006.019; 216370.8901, 

7985141.932; 188023.0233, 7994572.706; 206242.7886, 7977645.53; 

211684.2903, 7979628.936; 203463.196, 7981560.978; 198225.2926, 

7984403.619; 198780.3542, 7981066.742; 196014.2274, 7980998.833; 

216855.798, 7987985.544; 211386.4213, 7982335.351; 213299.7741, 

7988767.666; 209118.5539, 7992489.352; 209350.1766, 7990386.037; 

207965.7395, 7996599.223; 204832.6233, 7995118.435; 199796.8926, 

7995696.943; 191233.9785, 7994031.272; 182782.216, 7995260.598; 

183224.4409, 7987605.094; 182272.3123, 7985352.697; 186553.0772, 

7982112.135; 193885.3146, 7996502.682; 215214.8306, 7982308.201; 

215062.0681, 7983242.171; 215329.7131, 7987917.91; 211575.397, 

7989446.757; 207797.7148, 7991973.916; 206687.2034, 7993743.667; 

206326.8708, 7997166.154; 202459.5719, 7995776.304; 197812.272, 

7996055.589; 197115.8601, 7997029.386; 196273.3786, 7998537.295; 

209305.0506, 7978566.683; 204006.5537, 7980124.022; 201032.3752, 

7981304.571; 193649.0065, 7980716.08; 183951.7214, 7983299.751; 

189659.2725, 7978684.961; 196295.3727, 7983599.162. 
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4. CHINHOYI 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northewestern boundary 

beacon of Sinoia Citrus Estate where it intersects with Uplands Extensionn 

and Uplands Estate, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary 

of Sinoia Citrus Estate to the intersection with Hunyani river, then generally 

Southwards along Hunyani river to the Southeastern boundary beacon of 

state land, then generally Westwards along the Southern boundary of state 

land to its Southwestern beacon, then Northeastwards, then Eastwards 

along Western boundary of state land to its intersection with Robert Mugabe 

road (Chegutu-Chinhoyi road), then generally Northeastwards along the 

Robert Mugabe road to its intersection with the Southeastern boundary 

beacon of Olympus Estate, then Northwestwards along the Eastern 

boundary of Olympus Estate so as to exclude it to its intersection with 

Muzare river, then generally Northeastwards along Muzare river to its 

intersection with old municipal boundary (Mapako-Mzari boundary), then 

Northwestwards along the old municipal boundary to its junction with Mzari 

drive, then Southwestwards, then Northwestwards along Mzari drive so as to 

include Sunningdale Trust (Machembere) to its junction with Magamba way, 

then generally Westwards along Magamba way to the Western boundary 

beacon of Veradale Estate, then Northwestwards, then Northeastwards 

along the Western boundaries of North Umzari farm to its Northeastern 

boundary beacon, then generally Northeastwards along the Northwestern 

boundary of Sinoia Citrus Estate to its Northwestern boundary beacon, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

203231.2603, 8072330.573; 196029.9105, 8078985.217; 205966.7433, 

8083992.665; 198776.7193, 8074676.654; 204544.985, 8078583.856; 

200391.2264, 8083289.995; 197489.2116, 8072477.424; 199550.8785, 

8077908.608; 198847.3378, 8082487.25; 201617.9093, 8084693.236; 

196974.5221, 8080466.711; 199927.7407, 8082759.722; 203921.7566, 

8084322.218; 204042.7802, 8080655.32; 204427.465, 8081894.452; 

204748.7941, 8082376.658; 205273.7581, 8082690.69; 205677.5426, 

8083599.139; 203919.6984, 8079346.516; 204196.6558, 8080061.532; 

203797.6044, 8079846.878; 204413.4632, 8079290.424; 204726.4047, 

8077545.3; 204134.5786, 8077165.671; 203656.6583, 8075933.327; 

203237.531, 8075095.008; 203502.948, 8074618.348; 203135.1547, 

8073628.99; 199959.5256, 8072543.205; 197518.0673, 8073300.371; 

197147.9371, 8073167.364; 197022.533, 8072464.963; 198148.5283, 

8074175.517; 199364.4295, 8075123.668; 198172.9745, 8077134.807; 

198912.6454, 8077397.947; 199001.1784, 8078673.515; 198776.4805, 

8078432.816; 198554.8143, 8078693.808; 196799.2512, 8078341.789; 
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197912.2056, 8081443.524; 201714.9677, 8072408.305; 198482.2152, 

8072503.903. 

5. HURUNGWE CENTRAL 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of 

Nyawanda farm at Chipapa river, then Southeastwards along the 

Northeastern boundary of Nyawanda farm to the Northwestern boundary 

beacon of Trokiadza farm, then Northeastwards along the Northern farm 

boundary of Trakiadza farm to the Northwestern boundary beacon of 

Gainlands farm, then Eastwards, then Southeastwards, along the farm 

boundaries of Gainlands farm to the Eastern boundary beacon of Gainlands 

farm, then Southwards along the Eastern farm boundaries of Gainlands and 

Vuka farms to the Western boundary beacon of A of Coldoma farm, then 

generally Northeastwards along the Northern boundaries of A of Coldoma 

and Nduba farms to its intersection with Rukomechi river, then 

Southeastwards along the Rukomechi river to the Northern boundary 

beacon of Nduba farm, then generally Southwestwards along the 

Southeastern boundary of Nduba farm to the Northwestern boundary 

beacon of Idlewood A farm, then Eastwards, then Southeastwards along the 

Northeastern boundaries of Idlewood A to the Northwestern boundary 

beacon of Haslemere farm, then Eastwards along the Northern boundary of 

Haslemere farm to its Northeastern boundary beacon, then Southeastwards 

along the Eastern farm boundaries of Haslemere, Maunga and Demavend 

farms so as to include them to its junction with Mwami river, then generally 

Southwestwards along Mwami river to the Northeastern boundary beacon of 

Chedza farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary of 

Chedza farm to its Eastern boundary beacon, then Southwestwards along 

Northwestern boundaries of Halstead and Grippos farms so as to exclude 

them and include Karoi Township to its junction with the Eastern boundary 

of Chiltington Estate, then Northwards, then Northwestwards, then 

Westwards, then Southeastwards along the farm boundaries of Chiltington 

Estate so as to exclude it and include New Forest farm its junction with 

Nyarumanda river, then generally Southwestwards along Nyarumanda river 

to the Northern boundary beacon of Hunters Lodge farm, then 

Southwestwards along the Southeastern farm boundaries of Naba Estate, 

Rufaro, Ceres and Coniston farms so as to include them and exclude 

Hunters Lodge and Montesuma farms to the Northern boundary beacon of 

Renroc Estate, then Southwards along the Eastern boundary of Renroc 

Estate to its Southeastern boundary beacon, then Southwestwards along 

the Southern boundaries of Renroc Estate and Pumara 1 farms so as to 

include them to its Southwestern boundary beacon, then generally 

Northwards along the Western boundaries of Pumara 1, Pumara, Sandara, 

Pompey, Chisapi, Peveril Place, 1 A of Lotia, Rondawyim, Highdale, Lanlory 

and Laughing Hills farms so as to include them to its junction with Nyaodza 
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river, then generally Northeastwards along Nyaodza river to its confluence 

with Chipapa river, then Northeastwards along Chipapa river to the 

Northern beacon of Nyawanda farm at Chipapa river, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

767895.3636, 8117363.181; 59665.3161, 8156613.471; 768401.5264, 

8161809.255; 782772.5628, 8128917.87; 764116.4995, 8138233.765; 

781951.0103; 8154395.282; 764446.2128, 8159168.189; 777816.2829, 

8158248.722; 791231.5881, 8151355.574; 770075.8397, 8156303.272; 

778337.1122, 8152248.462; 761881.0151, 8147763.782; 759798.6264, 

8146654.213; 761642.2399, 8142795.799; 763269.2266, 8140908.46; 

765307.8403, 8133276.611; 766550.2826, 8125654.094; 760597.1447; 

8153658.669; 761172.4057, 8151780.093; 775136.3092, 8118433.168; 

774860.8592, 8124880.904; 776818.5697, 8128615.237; 777711.2858, 

8126002.346, 780075.33; 8129303.481; 787242.1715, 8132849.293; 

786313.5743, 8136605.665; 787926.9878; 8135330.049; 792071.6407, 

8141648.873; 766334.8041, 8160759.426; 774255.7486 8157660.133; 

781048.6134, 8152967.879; 784895.4132, 8152684.443; 786416.2015, 

8152577.907; 787293.9089, 8150910.926, 793513.0183, 8147078.782; 

790841.6211, 8137673.25. 

6. HURUNGWE EAST 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwami 

and Angwa rivers, then generally Southeastwards along Angwa river to its 

confluence with Ngonya river, then generally Westwards along Ngonya river 

to its confluence with Sikati river, then generally Northwestwards along 

Sikati river to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Glenurquhart farm, 

then Northwestwards along the Western boundary of Glenurquhart farm to 

its junction with the Southeastern boundary of Tengwe East 6 farm, then 

Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundary of Tengwe East 6 farm to 

its junction with the Northeastern boundary beacon of state land, then 

Southeastwards, then Southwestwards, then Northwestwards along the 

boundaries of state land so as to include it to its junction with Tengwe-

Sadoma road, then Southwards along the Tengwe-Sadoma road to its 

intersection with Sungwi river, then generally Southwestwards along Sungwi 

river to its junction with the Southwestern boundary of state land, then 

Northwestwards along the state land boundary to the Western boundary 

beacon of state land at Nyamishi river, then generally Southwestwards along 

Nyamishi river to its confluence with Sungwi river, then Southwestwards 

along Sungwi river to its confluence with Piriviri river, then generally 

Northwards along Piriviri river to its confluence with Sanyati river, then 

generally Northwards along Sanyati river to its confluence with Tengwe river, 

then generally Northwards along Tengwe river to its confluence with Siwa 
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river, then Northwards along Siwa river to its junction with the Western 

boundary of Tengwe 55A farm, then Northwestwards along Tengwe 55A farm 

boundary to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Deerwood Park, then 

Northwestwards, then Northeastwards along the boundaries of Deerwood 

Park so as to include it to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Shangri La 

farm, then Northwards, Northeastwards along the Western boundaries of 

Sangri La and Montesuma farms to the Northern boundary beacon of 

Montesuma farm, then Southeastwards along the Northern farm boundary 

of Montesuma to the Southern boundary beacon of Ceres farm, then 

generally Northeastwards along the Northern farm boundaries of Lancaster, 

Avelon and Hunters Lodge farms to the Northern boundary beacon of 

Hunters Lodge at Nyarumanda river, then generally Northeastwards along 

Nyarumanda river to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Chiltington 

Estate, then Northwestwards, then Northeastwards, then Southeastwards 

along the farm boundaries of Chiltington Estate so as to include it to the 

Northwestern boundary beacon of Grippos farm, then Northeastwards along 

the Northwestern boundaries of Grippos and Halstead farms to the 

Southwestern boundary beacon of San Michele farm, then Northwestwards 

along the San Michele farm boundary to its junction with Mwami river, then 

generally Northeastwards along Mwani river to its confluence with a 

tributary to Mwami river, then Northwestwards along the tributary to 

Mwami river to its intersection with the Northwestern boundary of 

Rockwood Estate, then Northeastwards along Rockwood Estate boundary so 

as to include it to its intersection with another tributary to Mwami river, 

then generally Southeastwards along the tributary to its confluence with 

Mwami river, then generally Northeastwards along Mwami river to its 

confluence with Angwa river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates.  

747853.5248; 8071427.501; 737329.615; 8086407.281; 746425.3363, 

8100138.233, 797874.259; 8098701.969; 767895.3636; 8117363.181; 

795920.7616, 8142591.488, 817117.0915, 8155002.416; 816397.9139, 

8155354.639; 741897.0651, 8078786.773; 740074.8968, 8094913.139; 

776430.3048, 8082716.423; 760629.904, 8103521.702; 782772.5628, 

8128917.87; 817709.2797, 8121320.315; 816529.5493, 8154979.241; 

801722.8549, 8149583.382; 810139.4978; 8153663.949; 805775.0548, 

8146886.731; 780373.6234; 8085779.316; 786184.2537, 8086852.508; 

787772.6637, 8088006.403; 783134.6348, 8094976.808; 787993.9675, 

8096862.345; 794582.3487, 8100052.992; 790827.0808, 8098456.347, 

752173.9288, 8071950.361; 754428.6576, 8075630.427; 757698.5487, 

8077859.674; 763060.4137, 8075263.817; 766158.782; 8076133.487; 

769094.9895, 8079259.751; 801859.802, 8107137.2; 806664.9808, 

8110548.887; 810356.9006, 8106383.851; 814988.7287, 8109792.849; 
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815774.4783; 8115388.78; 817960.646, 8128949.756; 768634.1489, 

8112723.134; 770089.5447, 8109067.442; 767301.5446, 8108218.608; 

764707.4611, 8107268.903; 762916.5348, 8105053.56; 759197.6506, 

8100641.905; 755825.1518, 8099117.429; 752062.4936, 8099764.522; 

749066.8316, 8098932.817; 743405.0983; 8097572.761; 740140.2753, 

8090451.524; 775136.3092, 8118433.168; 774860.8592, 8124880.904; 

776818.5697, 8128615.237; 777711.2858, 8126002.346; 780075.33, 

8129303.481; 787242.1715, 8132849.293; 786313.5743, 8136605.665; 

787926.9878, 8135330.049; 793959.669, 8140107.451; 792071.6407, 

8141648.873; 800111.0395, 8142924.759; 804801.2938; 8149355.963, 

807090.7329; 8152376.366, 813663.7255; 8154917.893; 813178.0215, 

8106157.656; 800775.0761, 8101287.376; 790841.6211, 8137673.256; 

785120.7126, 8131930.583.  

ZONE 36: 182942.8295; 8137676.819; 182339.5909, 8145665.521; 

180511.5213, 8151445.668; 183610.5099; 8141580.347; 180521.0926; 

8133147.639. 

7. HURUNGWE NORTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Zambezi and Mwanja rivers, then generally Eastwards along Zambezi river 

to its intersection with Mashonaland West-Mashonaland Central provincial 

boundaries, then generally Southwards along the provincial boundary to 

Membgwe mountain, then Southwestwards along the provincial boundary to 

its junction with Mukanga river, then generally Southwards along Mukanga 

river to its confluence with Angwa river, then Southwards along Angwa river 

to its confluence with Mwami river, then generally Southwestwards along 

Mwami river to its confluence with a tributary with its source from the 

Eastern boundary of Rockwood Estate, then Northwestwards along the 

tributary to Mwami to its junction with the Eastern boundary of Rockwood 

Estate, then Northwestwards along the Rockwood Estate boundary to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Rockwood Estate, then Southwestwards along 

Rockwood Estate (Nyama resettlement) to its junction with a tributary to 

Mwami river, then generally Southeastwards along the tributary to Mwami 

river to its confluence with Mwami river, then generally Southwestwards 

along Mwami river to its junction with the Southwestern boundary of 

Rockwood Estate, then Northwestwards along the Southwestern farm 

boundaries of Rockwood Estate, Eureka and Kachichi farms so as to include 

them to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Momba farm, then generally 

Northwestwards along the boundaries of Momba farm to the Southeastern 

boundary beacon of Sangalalo Estate, then Westwards, then generally 

Northeastwards along the Western boundary of Sangalalo Estate to it 

junction with Rukomechi river, then generally Northwestwards along 

Rukomechi river to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Dundazi farm, 

then generally Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundaries of 
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Dundazi and Muchbinding farms to the Southern boundary beacon of 

Muchbinding farm, then generally Northwards along the Eastern farm 

boundaries of Muchbinding and Templecombe farms to the Southeastern 

boundary beacon of Torananga farm, then Southwestwards, then 

Northwestwards along the boundaries of Torananga farm so as to include it 

to its junction with Chipapa river, then generally Southwestwards along 

Chipapa river to its confluence with Nyaodza river, then Southwestwards 

along Nyaodza river to its junction with the Southern boundary beacon of 

Vuti farm, then Northwestwards along the Southwestern boundaries of 

farms 142 and 130 Vuti to its junction with game fence, then generally 

Southwestwards along the game fence to its junction with Nyaodza river, 

then generally Northwestwards along Nyaodza river to its intersection with 

an unsurveyed line (which runs up to Chidoma mountain), then 

Northwestwards along the unsurveyed line to Chipatani mountain, then 

Westwards along the unsurveyed line to its junction with Zambezi river, 

then generally Northwards along Zambei river to the confluence of Zambezi 

and Mwanja rivers, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

795920.7616, 8142591.488; 752943.8525, 8155135.81; 817117.0915, 

8155002.416; 816397.9139, 8155354.639; 759665.3161, 8156613.471; 

756682.2278, 8156518.114; 728756.7099, 8161798.584; 768401.5264, 

8161809.255; 697052.9488, 8188320.738; 804540.2755, 8272392.425; 

816529.5493, 8154979.241; 801722.8549, 8149583.382; 758033.7521, 

8156122.364; 755573.209, 8155324.352; 738319.832, 8154252.241; 

781951.0103, 8154395.282; 764446.2128, 8159168.189; 818300.3064, 

8172542.259; 728676.33368189382.413; 728817.0494, 8248828.758; 

717144.3672, 8237355.543; 705794.3478, 8236766.459; 698094.7604, 

8226314.925; 697951.412, 8204235.779; 736408.5433, 8178997.159; 

748735.3242, 8161143.512; 731801.618, 8154029.888; 777816.2829, 

8158248.722; 815706.2857, 8270183.143; 797520.6874, 8271362.43; 

781406.8765, 8266723.384; 772775.7233, 8267941.114; 758663.193, 

8263082.006; 745988.032, 8258227.689; 817875.1695, 8162626.782; 

791231.5881, 8151355.574; 810139.4978, 8153663.949; 805775.0548, 

8146886.731; 770075.8397, 8156303.272; 778337.1122, 8152248.462; 

785995.5873, 8155844.023; 713440.6111, 8188876.653; 732009.6574, 

8169106.432; 743839.2635, 8158728.452; 730869.6713, 8158869.048; 

750945.4516, 8157993.505; 800111.0395, 8142924.759; 804801.2938, 

8149355.963; 807090.7329, 8152376.366; 813663.7255, 8154917.893; 

766334.8041, 8160759.426; 774255.7486, 8157660.133; 784895.4132, 

8152684.443; 786416.2015, 8152577.907; 787293.9089, 8150910.926; 

793513.0183, 8147078.782.  
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ZONE 36: 184776.7058, 8185891.483; 198314.5737, 8241243.109; 

194230.4734, 8209774.324; 187474.4408, 8217828.282; 190525.0545, 

8223693.5; 184465.2464, 8229529.628; 192277.1883 8235951.407; 

207077.0924, 8249886.025; 214376.0292, 8256880.602; 209139.5667, 

8262197.573; 208966.8626, 8268519.43; 206085.6794, 8270735.02; 

202017.1623, 8266331.701; 196674.8161, 8271136.428; 185727.4013, 

8270522.535; 189450.6018, 8196377.197; 180401.8514, 8178779.064. 

8. HURUNGWE WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyaodza 

and Kasiga rivers, then Southeastwards along Nyaodza river to its junction 

with Game fence, then Northeastwards along the Game fence to its junction 

with the Southwestern boundary of Vuti Purchase Land, then 

Southeastwards along Vuti Purchase Land boundary so as to exclude the 

following farm Nos. 112, 130, 142 and include Nyaodza Communal Lands 

(Nyaodza Tribal Trust land) to its junction with Kemusangu river, then 

generally Southwestwards along Kumusangu river to its intersection with 

Magunje-Nyangwizhu road, then generally Northwestwards along the 

Magunje-Nyangwizhu road to its junction with Gwarangwe road, then 

generally Southwestwards along Gwarangwe road to its intersection with 

Kechiro river, then Southwards along Kechiro river to its confluence with 

Murereshi river, then Southwards along Murereshi river to its confluence 

with Karareshi river, then generally Southwestwards along Karereshi river to 

its confluence with a tributary, then generally Southwestwards along a 

tributary through Masengu dam to its intersection with Karambazungu 

road, then southwestwards along Karambazungu road to its junction with 

Chiware-Kahonde road (kebvunde road), then generally Southeastwards 

along the Chiware-Kahonde road so as to include Nyamasoka, Mujikachi 

villages and Mahororo School to its intersection with a stream, then 

generally Southwestwards along the stream so as to include Chandemora 

village to its intersection with a road from Chendamora village, then 

Westwards along the road from Chendamora village to its junction with 

Kebvunde road, then generally Southwards along Kebvunde road to its 

intersection with a tributary to Kayiwa river, then Southwestwards along the 

said tributary to Kayiwa river to its intersection with Dombo road, then 

Westwards along Dombo road to its junction with Tsvakidze road, then 

generally Southeastwards along Tsvakidze road to its junction with a 

tributary to Chehoko, then generally Southwestwards along the tributary to 

Chehoko to its intersection with a track to Tsvakidze road, then generally 

Northeastwards along the track to Tsvakidze to its junction with Tsvakidze 

road, then Southeastwards along Tsvakidze road to its intersection with 

Kanyati river, then generally Southwards along Kanyati river so as to 

include Jera village and exclude Mazindora village and Chiva School to its 

confluence with Chehoko river, then Southwards along Chehoko river to its 
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intersection with a road to Chivakanenyama, then Southwards along the 

Chivakanenyama road to its junction with Binga road, then Northeastwards 

along the Binga road to its junction with a road to Menoembwa, then 

generally Southwestwards along Menoembwa road so as to include Madimba 

village and exclude Masanga village to its intersection with Musukwi river, 

then generally Southwestwards along Musukwi river to its intersection with 

a road to Nyamahwe village, then generally Southeastwards along the road 

to Nyamahwe village to its junction with Chidamoyo-Bashungwe road, then 

Southwards along Chidamoyo-Bashungwe road to its intersection with 

Badza river, then generally Northeastwards along Badza river to its 

confluence with Chipura river, then Northeastwards along Chipura river to 

its junction with cattle fence, then Southeastwards along the cattle fence to 

its junction with Tengwe river, then generally Southwards along Tengwe 

river to its confluence with Sanyati river, then generally Northwestwards 

along Sanyati river to its confluence with Kanyati river, then generally 

Northeastwards along Kanyati river to its junction with cattle fence, then 

generally Northwards along the cattle fence so as to exclude Charara Safari 

area to its junction with Nyaodza river, then generally Eastwards along 

Nyaodza river to the confluence of Nyaodza and Kasiga rivers, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

737329.615, 8086407.281; 704746.523, 8106465.358; 752943.8525, 

8155135.81; 728756.7099, 8161798.584; 740074.8968, 8094913.139; 

718398.3342, 8092103.233; 750174.0169, 8120020.451; 738319.832, 

8154252.241; 720240.6163, 8125415.096; 748735.3242, 8161143.512; 

731801.618, 8154029.888; 697857.9567, 8114516.926; 706138.2358, 

8120404.406; 712760.4827, 8123237.78; 721336.9496, 8145245.919; 

721605.7856, 8139411.415; 726323.1125, 8125148.057; 742081.4662, 

8105482.522; 740579.0254, 8102042.911; 737589.5665, 8102080.215; 

734457.087, 8099645.834; 730370.7856, 8101030.695; 730260.1207, 

8104726.111; 732329.5927, 8108300.684; 737867.9514, 8110884.3; 

735240.0858, 8109573.936; 741069.6366, 8114671.224; 742562.7096, 

8116601.085; 747871.2588, 8118353.605; 748885.8398, 8122565.124; 

749183.5692, 8126235.992; 746514.1551, 8127318.644; 747231.4121, 

8129098.253; 745675.0997, 8128144.166; 751442.3463, 8129496.845; 

753488.5557, 8132032.694; 750855.988, 8132709.726; 751880.6039, 

8134369.06; 748988.6079, 8134401.929; 747809.8462, 8133535.992; 

746429.9227, 8136189.381; 749103.0591, 8139532.472; 749318.5016, 

8143374.127; 749778.4351, 8141207.598; 750686.1987, 8145937.652; 

751957.0678, 8149842.245; 753666.084, 8152804.58; 733037.8222, 

8085313.989; 726183.1177, 8087620.245; 712171.9812, 8094531.498; 

708141.57, 8099122.656; 702945.7034, 8110797.944; 701896.7448, 
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8117247.371; 724008.7052, 8132119.277; 724876.2196, 8153184.728; 

743839.2635, 8158728.452; 730869.6713, 8158869.048; 750945.4516, 

8157993.505; 743405.0983, 8097572.761; 740140.2753, 8090451.524. 

9. KADOMA CENTRAL 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of 

Railway Farm 10A, then Southeastwards along railway farm 10A boundary 

so as to include it to the Southeastern beacon of Railway farm 10A at 

Harare-Bulawayo highway, then Southwestwards along Harare-Bulawayo 

highway to the Northern beacon of Sabonabona, then Southeastwards along 

Sabonabona and Sabonabona Estate boundaries to the Northwestern 

beacon of remainder of lot 1 of railway farm 11, then Southeastwards along 

remainder of lot 1 of Railway farm 11 to the Southern beacon of remainder 

of lot 1 of Railway farm 11, then Southeastwards along stand 1037 

Chemukute township boundary to the Southeastern beacon of stand 1337 

Chemukute township, then Southeastwards along Eiffel Flats-Etina road to 

a point where Eiffel Flats - Etina road crosses the Northwestern boundary of 

stand 2073 (Claveshay), then Northeastwards, then Southeastwards, then 

Southwestwards along Claveshay stand boundaries to the Southern beacon 

of Claveshay, then Southwestwards along Southeastern boundary of 

Sabonabona Estate to the Southern beacon of Sabonabona Estate at the 

Northeastern boundary of Blue Ranges farm, then Southeastwards along the 

Northeastern boundaries of Blue Ranges and Cornway farms so as to 

include them to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Cornway farm, then 

Southwestwards, then Northwestwards along Conway Farm boundary to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Hillstops farm, then Southwestwards 

along the Southeastern boundary of Hillstops farm to Southeastern 

boundary of Hillside farm, then Southwestwards, then Northeastwards along 

the farm boundaries of Hillside farm so as to include it to the Southern 

boundary beacon of Cherrybank A farm, then Northwestwards along the 

Western boundary of Cherry bank A farm so as to include it to its junction 

with Bulawayo-Harare railway, then Northeastwards along Bulawayo-Harare 

railway up to a point (804680, 7968042) on the railway line, then 

Northwestwards along a straight line drawn from the point (804680, 

7968042) to the Southern beacon of stand 2373, then Northwestwards along 

stand 2373 to the Northwestern boundary beacon of stand 2373, then 

Northeastwards along a straight line drawn from Northwestern beacon of 

stand 2373 to the junction of Huni street and Rugare street, then 

Northwestwards along Rugare street to the Southeastern beacon of stand 

6943, then Northwestwards along a straight line drawn from Southeastern 

beacon of stand 6943 to the Northern boundary beacon of stand 6926, then 

Northwestwards along a straight line drawn from Northern boundary beacon 

of stand 926 up to the Southern boundary beacon of stand 7079, then 

Northwestwards along a line drawn from Southern boundary beacon of 
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stand 7079 to the Northwestern boundary beacon of stand 7116, then 

Northeastwards along a straight line drawn from the Eastern boundary 

beacon of stand 7116 to the Southern boundary beacon of stand 902, then 

Northwestwards along a straight line drawn from the Southern boundary 

beacon of stand 902 to the Northeastern boundary beacon of stand 531 at 

Nyandoro street, then Northeastwards along Nyandoro street to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of stand 1888, then Southeastwards along a 

straight line drawn from the Northeastern beacon of stand 1888 to the 

Northeastern beacon of stand 1979 at Nyambo road, then Northeastwards 

along Nyambo road to its junction with Morris street, then Northwestwards 

along a straight line drawn from the junction of Morris street and Nyambo 

road up to the Northeastern beacon of stand 3272, then Northwestwards 

along the Eastern boundary of stand 3272 to the Northern beacon of stand 

3272 so as to include it, then Southwestwards along a straight line drawn 

from the Northern beacon of stand 3272 to the Northeastern beacon of 

stand 2786, then Northwestwards along a straight line drawn from the 

Northeastern beacon of stand 2786 to the Northern beacon of stand 2797, 

then Northeastwards along a straight line drawn from the Northern beacon 

of stand 2797 to the Northeastern beacon of stand 2651, then 

Northwestawrds along a straight line drawn from the Northeastern beacon of 

stand 2651 to the Northern beacon of stand 2646, then Northeastwards, 

then Northwestwards along stand 2645 boundary to the Northern beacon of 

stand 2645, then Northeastwards along Cotton Research Farm boundary to 

the Northeastern beacon of Cotton Research farm, then Northwestwards, 

then Northeastwards along Railway farm 10A boundary to the Northern 

beacon of Railway farm 10A, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

802560.042, 7966284.188; 815464.8419, 7973624.344; 813630.5556, 

7975644.768;  809338.7361, 7968729.192; 805929.1673, 7971525.348; 

814547.7479, 7974634.585; 813096.3124, 7964440.23; 811384.5079, 

7961924.679; 806976.3124, 7961783.286; 804755.2944, 7964055.82; 

809938.2049, 7966379.492; 804877.0607, 7967825.707; 804116.3262, 

7969208.695; 804554.1035, 7969649.565; 803749.7942, 7969147.774; 

802971.7246, 7970398.352; 806187.6464, 7972660.899 806781.9627; 

7972138.254, 808145.9745, 7970300.974; 807564.9346; 7970830.095, 

806687.0417, 7969600.364; 808817.4394, 7970299.257, 807835.4984; 

7969047.697, 808268.4806, 7968670.373 808546.7273; 7968985.955, 

808991.8068; 7969116.548, 810717.0052; 7968877.683, 809958.8625; 

7969587.025, 809480.9495; 7969398.226, 812004.4702; 7969860.705, 

813422.7645; 7968362.94, 816135.6416; 7970768.176, 815884.4869; 

7971271.557, 815312.6864; 7970780.846, 814921.4039; 7971395.346, 

814282.1104; 7971503.578, 813744.7621; 7971922.306, 814969.2256; 
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7972120.709, 814849.4076; 7972763.255, 814868.202; 7973460.874, 

811841.7713; 7974054.644, 810293.5807; 7972252.163; 810345.6102; 

7966970.45; 809105.0969; 7961525.202; 806803.5281, 7961123.301. 

10. KARIBA 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the district boundary 

of Kariba-Hurungwe at Zambezi River, then Eastwards along the district 

boundary of Kariba-Hurungwe to a point on Chipatani Hill beacon No. 1209, 

then Southeastwards along the district boundary to Chidoma Hill beacon 

1186, then Southwestwards along the Kariba-Hurungwe district boundary 

to Kapfundi Hill at its junction with an unnamed road, then Southwards 

along an unnamed road to Nyongwicha Hill at its junction with cattle fence, 

then Southeastwards along cattle fence which is the district boundary to a 

point where it meets Kanyati river, then generally Southwestwards along 

Kanyati river so as to include Kanyati Communal land and exclude Rengwe 

communal land up to its confluence with Sanyati river, generally 

Southeastwards along Sanyati river up to a point where it meets 

Musambakaruma road, then generally Southwestwards along 

Musambakaruma road up to a point where it meets Mwadza river, then 

generally Southwestwards along Mwadza river up to a point where it meets 

Wechanga river, the generally Northwestwards along Wechanga river up to a 

point where it meets an unsurveyed line which is the provincial boundary of 

Mashonaland West-Midlands, then generally Southwestwards along the said 

boundary so as to include Omay Communal Land and exclude Gokwe 

Communal Land up to a point where it meets Bumi Hills-Gokwe road, then 

Southeastwards along Bumi Hills-Gokwe road up to a point where it meets 

Guyu/Kakware river, then Northwestwards along the said river up to its 

confluence with Ume river, then Westwards along Mashonaland West-

Midlands provincial boundary up to a point where it meets Sengwa river, 

then generally Northwestwards along Sengwa river so as to exclude Siabuwa 

Communal Land up to it delta with Lake Kariba, then generally 

Northeastwards along the Zimbabwe/Zambia boundary (Centre line of 

Kariba dam) up to the dam wall, then Northwards along Zambezi river up to 

a point where it meets the district boundary of Kariba-Hurungwe at Zambezi 

River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

728756.7099, 8161798.584; 697052.9488, 8188320.738; 720240.6163, 

8125415.096; 620455.1547, 8104707.685; 728676.3336, 8189382.413; 

713440.6111, 8188876.653; 694286.0411, 8180317.778; 690423.5565, 

8173853.886; 674990.3707, 8168189.795, 686175.671, 8170312.189; 

659112.7662, 8162200.127; 653209.8835, 8156630.119; 642812.35, 

8157465.596; 634613.5063, 8153024.062; 621026.0919, 8139584.517; 

608004.2416, 8133820.772; 608626.9228, 8122322.403; 613400.0984; 
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8117604.351; 609747.3728, 8109139.307; 633030.1538, 8075536.946; 

623695.6238, 8086027.467; 622008.902, 8095943.002; 661186.9043, 

8074921.111; 650405.0551; 8078465.944; 673869.8416, 8086104.775; 

677582.4327, 8096241.979; 687366.5784, 8102093.458; 697766.461, 

8102331.119; 697857.9567, 8114516.926; 706138.2358, 8120404.406; 

712760.4827, 8123237.78; 721336.9496, 8145245.919; 721605.7856, 

8139411.415; 627703.9464, 8145273.796; 732009.6574, 8169106.432; 

666829.5167, 8164681.103; 641207.9357, 8075687.24; 615231.2745, 

8107519.887; 702945.7034, 8110797.944; 701896.7448, 8117247.371; 

724008.7052, 8132119.277; 724876.2196, 8153184.728. 

11. MAGUNJE 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of Doornhoek Ranch at Nyaodza river, then 

Southeastwards along the Eastern boundary of Doornhoek Ranch to its 

Southeastern boundary beacon, then Southwestwards along the 

Southeastern boundary of Doornhoek Estate to its Southwestern boundary 

beacon, then generally Southeastwards along the Southwestern boundaries 

of Laughing hills, Lanlory, Highdale, Rondawyim, Chisumba, Peveril Place, 

Chisapi, Pompey, Sandara, Pumara and Tengwe 55A farms so as to exclude 

them and include Makanyaira, Mapfurutsa, Mudema, Mazvimbakupa, 

Chisiri and Mukakatanwa villages to its junction with Siwa river, then 

generally Southwestwards along Siwa river to its confluence with Tengwe 

river, then Southwestwards along Tengwe river to its junction with the cattle 

fence which demarcate Urungwe Tribal Trust land (Hurungwe Communal 

land) and Rengwe Tribal Trust Land (Tengwe Communal land) up to a point 

where it meets Chipura river, then generally Southwards along Chipura 

river to its confluence with Badza river, then generally Southwestwards 

along Badza river to its intersection with Chidamoyo-Batanai road, then 

generally Northwards along the Chidamoyo-Batanai road to its junction with 

a track to Chidamoyo-Rengwe road at Musukwi river, then generally 

Northwards along Musukwi river to its intersection with a road to 

Chidzimamoto School, then generally Northeastwards along the the road to 

Chidzimamoto School to its junction with Binga road, then Westwards along 

Binga road to its junction with a road to Chikavanenyama Business Centre, 

then generally Northwestwards along Chivakanenyama road to its junction 

with Kanyati road, then generally Northwards along Kanyati road so as to 

include Kademaunga and Hodzi villages to its intersection with Kanyati 

river, then generally Northeastwards along Kanyati river to its confluence 

with a tributary to Kanyati river, then generally Northwards along the 

tributary to Kanyati river to its junction with Tsvakidze road, then generally 

Northwestwards along Tsvakidze road so as to include Mazindora village to 

its junction with a track, then generally Westwards along the track to its 

intersection with a tributary to Chehoko river, then generally 
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Northeastwards along the tributary to Chehoko river to its intersection with 

Tsvakidze road, then generally Northwards along Tsvakidze road to its 

junction with Dombo road, then generally Eastwards along Dombo road so 

as to include Chaparaganda village and exclude Chendamora village to its 

intersection with a tributary to Kayiwa river, then generally Northeastwards 

along the tributary to Kayiwa river to its intersection with Kebvunde road, 

then Northwestwards along the Kebvunde road so as to include Bunda II 

and Machidzagore villages and exclude Mujikachi and Mahororo villages up 

to its junction with Karambazunga road, then generally Northwestwards 

along the Karambazunga road to its junction with a track, then 

Northeastwards along the track to its junction with a road to Karereshi 

Business Centre at a tributary to Kara reshi river, then generally 

Northwards along the tributary to Kara reshi river through Masengu dam to 

its confluence with Kara reshi river, then generally Northwards along Kara 

reshi river to its confluence with Murereshi river, then Northwards along 

Murereshi river to its confluence with Kechiro river, then Northwards along 

Kechiro river to its intersection with a road to Garango at its source, then 

Northwards along the Garango road to its junction with Maumbe-Magunje 

road, then generally Southeastwards along Maumbe-Magunje road to its 

intersection with Kemusangu river, then generally Northeastwards along 

Kemusangu river to its intersection with the the Western boundary of 

Doornhoek Ranch, then Northwestwards along the Doornhoek Ranch farm 

boundary to its junction with Nyaodza river, then generally Eastwards along 

Nyaodza river to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Doornhoek Ranch at 

Nyaodza river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

746425.3363, 8100138.233; 767895.3636, 8117363.181; 752943.8525, 

8155135.81; 759665.3161, 8156613.471; 756682.2278, 8156518.114; 

760629.904, 8103521.702; 750174.0169, 8120020.451; 764116.4995, 

8138233.765; 758033.7521, 8156122.364; 755573.209, 8155324.352; 

759798.6264, 8146654.213; 761642.2399, 8142795.799; 763269.2266, 

8140908.46; 765307.8403, 8133276.611; 766550.2826, 8125654.094; 

768634.1489, 8112723.134; 764707.4611, 8107268.903; 762916.5348, 

8105053.56; 759197.6506, 8100641.905; 755825.1518, 8099117.429; 

752062.4936, 8099764.522; 749066.8316, 8098932.817; 740579.0254, 

8102042.911; 737589.5665, 8102080.215; 734457.087, 8099645.834; 

730370.7856, 8101030.695; 730260.1207, 8104726.111; 732329.5927, 

8108300.684; 737867.9514, 8110884.3; 735240.0858, 8109573.936; 

741069.6366, 8114671.224; 742562.7096, 8116601.085; 747871.2588, 

8118353.605; 751453.7553, 8122423.026; 748885.8398, 8122565.124; 

749183.5692, 8126235.992; 746514.1551, 8127318.644; 747231.4121, 

8129098.253; 745675.0997, 8128144.166; 751442.3463, 8129496.845; 
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753488.5557, 8132032.694; 750855.988, 8132709.726; 751880.6039, 

8134369.06; 748988.6079, 8134401.929; 747809.8462, 8133535.992; 

746429.9227, 8136189.381; 749103.0591, 8139532.472; 749318.5016, 

8143374.127; 749778.4351, 8141207.598; 750686.1987, 8145937.652; 

751957.0678, 8149842.245; 753666.084, 8152804.58; 760597.1447, 

8153658.669; 761172.4057, 8151780.093. 

12. MAKONDE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern boundary 

beacon of Akardia farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern 

boundary of Akardia farm to junction with the Northern boundary of Chisaki 

farm, then Eastwards, then Southeastwards along the Northern boundaries 

of Chisaki farm to the Eastern boundary beacon of Chisaki farm, then 

Southwestwards along the Southern boundary of Chisaki farm to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Ngombe farm, then generally Southwards 

along the Eastern boundaries of Ngombe and Blaauwvle farms so as to 

include them to the Northwestern boundary beacon of Hillrise farm, then 

Eastwards along the Northern boundary of Hillrise farm, then generally 

Southwestwards along the Eastern boundary of Hilrise farm to its Southern 

boundary beacon at Baruka hill, then Northwestwards along Eastern 

boundary of Maningwa farm so as to exclude it to the Southeastern 

boundary beacon of Avondale farm, then Westwards along the Southern 

boundary of Avondale farm to the Eastern boundary beacon of Avondale and 

Shackleton farms, then generally Southeastwards along the Eastern 

boundaries of Shackleton, Sangwe A and Cheltenham farms to the Northern 

boundary beacon of Sinoia Drift Estate, then Southeastwards along the 

Northeastern boundary of Sinoia Drift Estate to its junction with the 

Western boundary of Strathcona farm, then Northeastwards along 

Strathcoma farm boundary, then Eastwards along the Northern boundary of 

Strathcona to the Northern boundary beacon of state land, then generally 

Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary of state land to its 

junction with the Western boundary of Olympus Estate, then Northwards, 

then Southeastwards along the Northern boundaries of Olympus Estate to 

the Northwestern boundary beacon of Umzari farm at Magamba way, then 

generally Eastwards along Magamba way to its junction with Mzari drive, 

then Southeastwards, then Northeastwards along Mzari drive to its junction 

with old municipal boundary (Mapako-Mzari boundary), then 

Southeastwards along the old municipal boundary to its junction with 

Muzare river, then Southwestwards along Muzare river to its junction with 

the Northwestern boundary of Olympus Estate, then Southeastwards along 

the Olympus Estate boundary to its junction with Robert Mugabe road, then 

Southwestwards along Robert Mugabe road to its intersection with the 

Northern boundary of state land, then Southwestwards along the state land 

boundary, then Southwards along the Western boundary of state land so as 
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to exclude it to the Southwestern boundary beacon of state land, then 

generally Eastwards along the Northern boundary of Avlon farm to its 

junction with Hunyani river, then generally Southwards along Hunyani river 

to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Portlet Estate, then Eastwards 

along the Southern boundary of Portlet Estate to the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of farm 104, then Southwards along the Eastern boundary of farm 

104 to its Southeastern boundary beacon at a service road, then Westwards 

along the service road so as to include farms 104 – 108 to the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of farm 138, then Southwards along the Eastern 

boundaries of farms 138-142 so as to include them to the Southeastern 

boundary beacon of farm 142, then generally Southwestwards along the 

Southern boundaries of farms 142, 133 and 132 to the Southwestern 

boundary beacon of farm 132, then Northwestwards, then Northeastwards 

along the Western boundaries of farms 132 and 131 to the Northwestern 

boundary beacon of farm 131, then generally Northeastwards, then 

Northwards, then Southwestwards, then Northwestwards along the 

boundaries of state land so as to include farms 131, 134-137, 113-116 to 

the Southwestern boundary beacon of farm 116, then Northwards along the 

Western boundary of farm 116 to its junction with the Southern boundary of 

Nyakaranga Estate, then Southwestwards along the Southern boundaries of 

Nyakaranga Estate and Ouncoi farm to its junction with the Eastern 

boundary of Mainga farm, then Southwestwards, then Northwestwards 

along the boundaries of Mainga farm so as to include it to the Eastern 

boundary beacon of Dora farm, then Southwestwards along the 

Southeastern boundary of Dora, Kachesi and Frampton farms to its junction 

with Washanje river, then generally Southwestwards along Washanje river 

up to its confluence with Mariratsoro river, then generally Southeastwards 

along Mariratsoro river to its intersection with Hombwe-Zumbara road, then 

Southeastwards along Hombwe-Zumbara road to its junction with Zumbara-

Chipfuwamiti road, then generally Southwestwards along Zumbara-

Chipfuwamiti road so as to exclude Nyahonde store and include Shupa 

School to its intersection with Nyagari river, then generally Westwards along 

Nyagari river to its confluence with Shupa river, then Southwestwards along 

Shupa river to its confluence with Nyadukutu river, then generally 

Southwards along Nyadukutu river to its intersection with Chipfuwamiti-

Uriya road, then generally Westwards along Chipfuwamiti-Uriya road to its 

junction with a track to Mapatawachakwa river, then generally 

Southwestwards along the track to its intersection its intersection with 

Mapatawachakwa river, then Southwestwards along Mapatawachakwa river 

to its confluence with Mupfure river, then generally Northwestwards along 

Mupfure river to its confluence with Sanyati river, then Northwestwards 

along Sanyati river to its confluence with Piriviri river, then generally 

Eastwards along Piriviri river to its confluence with Sungwi river, then 
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Eastwards along Sungwi river to its confluence with Nyamishi river, then 

generally Northwards along Nyamishi river to its intersection with the 

district boundary of Makonde - Hurungwe, then Northeastwards along the 

said Makonde - Hurungwe boundary to its junction with Sungwi river, then 

generally Northwards along Sungwi river to its intersection with an 

unsurveyed line, then Southeastwards along the unsurveyed line to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Norman Estate, then Southwestwards, then 

Southeastwards along the farm boundaries of Norman Estate so as to and 

include Sadoma farm to the Southern boundary beacon of Norman Estate 

and Maysma Estate, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary 

of Maysma Estate to its junction with Marnette Estate boundary, then 

Northwards along the Western boundary of Marnette Estate to its Northern 

boundary beacon, then generally Eastwards along the Northern farm 

boundaries of Marnnette Estate, West Ranch, Upper Romsey and Romsey so 

as to include them to its junction with Angwa river, then generally 

Northwards along Angwa river to the Northwestern boundary beacon of 

Lauretan A farm, then generally Northeastwards, then Southeastwards 

along the farm boundaries of Lauretan A so as to include it to its junction 

with the Western boundary of Akardia farm, then generally Northeastwards, 

along the Western boundaries of Akardia farm to the Northern boundary 

beacon of Akardia farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

790025.8136, 8030001.773; 755119.5067, 8060058.945; 753749.7405, 

8063083.733; 747853.5248, 8071427.501; 770041.68, 8042378.51; 

810326.1501, 8050763.299; 754679.1411, 8061504.928; 752935.0316, 

8066632.9; 776430.3048, 8082716.423; 780373.6234, 8085779.316; 

786184.2537, 8086852.508; 787772.6637, 8088006.403; 785285.2948, 

8092886.007; 783134.6348, 8094976.808; 787993.9675, 8096862.345; 

794582.3487, 8100052.992; 790827.0808, 8098456.347; 805919.3093, 

8089310.601; 795078.37, 8096632.243; 798306.3953, 8092974.601; 

805990.9, 8091474.179; 811121.4556, 8089412.013; 818523.0132, 

8089851.302; 818133.3588, 8095572.775; 817020.089, 8057698.449; 

814333.1647, 8053278.339; 807442.6003, 8046615.34; 805249.5534, 

8046872.633; 801220.9299, 8045166.192; 804741.1833, 8042550.089; 

801321.8701, 8038522.865; 798497.0717, 8037002.999; 795465.4187, 

8036838.791; 792399.3861, 8032652.313; 786076.1375, 8033871.561; 

783093.607, 8034048.279; 780936.4132, 8037784.783; 778127.2195, 

8038831.98; 775922.3043, 8036577.909; 773308.2013, 8040253.43; 

766506.3995, 8047839.184; 767430.6316, 8044933.421; 763995.3784, 

8054749.482; 760540.2807, 8056743.519; 755665.1025, 8066905.314; 

752173.9288, 8071950.361; 754428.6576, 8075630.427; 757698.5487, 
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8077859.674; 763060.4137, 8075263.817; 766158.782, 8076133.487; 

769094.9895, 8079259.751; 772594.8143, 8079645.978.  

ZONE 36: 205692.2858, 8061033.533; 202493.2194, 8067588.979; 

203231.2603, 8072330.573; 196029.9105, 8078985.217; 204234.4826, 

8064453.284; 203088.2401, 8069717.775; 198776.7193, 8074676.654; 

187045.4667, 8098739.68; 182897.9177, 8097397.993; 184796.6457, 

8096148.631; 193027.2065, 8096487.218; 185693.507, 8100553.348; 

189052.7798, 8094623.932; 190698.2177, 8087908.082; 193685.3677, 

8088109.641; 191783.2516, 8082608.135; 190278.5861, 8085610.03; 

186548.8139, 8085025.773; 188631.448, 8078524.255; 190928.4787, 

8077119.183; 191508.3154, 8078599.553; 197489.2116, 8072477.424; 

199550.8785, 8077908.608; 194845.6213, 8060996.95; 194941.4377, 

8059466.425; 192634.5027, 8059512.39; 192497.8671, 8057010.299; 

189837.2126, 8055765.038; 190381.9558, 8059174.305; 189414.7322, 

8058294.03; 188678.5287, 8060175.454; 188612.7503, 8058980.068; 

183041.0501, 8059011.241; 182498.4919, 8056628.493; 200224.285, 

8061015.818; 199959.5256, 8072543.205; 197518.0673, 8073300.371; 

197147.9371, 8073167.364; 197022.533, 8072464.963; 198148.5283, 

8074175.517; 199364.4295, 8075123.668; 198172.9745, 8077134.807; 

198912.6454, 8077397.947; 199001.1784, 8078673.515; 198776.4805, 

8078432.816; 198554.8143, 8078693.808; 196799.2512, 8078341.789; 

201714.9677, 8072408.305; 198482.2152, 8072503.903. 

13. MHANGURA 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the trigonometrical beacon 

1122 at Mutondongwe hill, then generally Southeastwards along the district 

boundary of Makonde-Mbire districts which follows an unsurveyed line to its 

junction with Mhanyame river, then generally Southwards along Mhanyame 

river (Hunyani river) to the Southeastern boundary of Baguta Extensionn 

farm, then Northwestwards along Southern boundary of Baguta Extensionn 

farm to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Uplands Extensionn farm, 

then Southwestwards along the Southeastern farm boundaries of Uplands 

Extensionn, Kings Peak, Hill view farms and Lime Quarry so as to include 

them to the Southern boundary beacon of Lime Quarry, then 

Northwestwards along Southwestern boundary of Lime Quarry to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Highlands farm, then Southwestwards 

along the Southern boundary of Highlands farm to trigonometrical beacon 

302/T, then Southwestwards, then Northwestwards along boundaries of 1 of 

Kanami farm to the Southern boundary beacon of 1 of Kanami farm, then 

Northwestwards along the Western farm boundaries of Kanami and 

Maningwa farms so as to include them to the Northwestern boundary 

beacon of Maningwa farm, then Northeastwards, then Southeastwards along 

the boundaries of Maningwa farm to trigonometrical beacon 3/P at Baruka 

hill, then Northeastwards along the Western boundary of Baruka and 
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Baruka 1 farms to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Njiri A farm, then 

Westwards along the Southern farm boundary of Njiri A farm to its 

Southwestern boundary beacon, then Northwestwards along the Western 

farm boundaries of Njiri A, Njiri Extensionn and Makasha farms to the 

Northwestern boundary beacon of Makasha farm, then Northeastwards 

along the Northern boundary of Makasha farm to the Southern boundary 

beacon of Oswa farm, then Westwards along Southern farm boundaries of 

Oswa and Muni farms to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Muni farm, 

then Northwestwards along the Western boundary of Muni farm to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Sheepridge Estate A, then Southwards along 

the Eastern boundary of Sheepridge Estate A to its Southern boundary 

beacon, then generally Northwestwards, then Southwestwards along the 

Southern farm boundary of Sheepridge A farm to its junction with Angwa 

river, then generally Southwards along Angwa river to the Southeastern 

boundary beacon of Manengas farm, then generally Westwards along the 

Southern boundaries of Manengas, Leadhills and Tendera Estate farms so 

as to include them to its junction with the Eastern boundary of Dumalan 

farm, then Southwards along Bumalan farm boundary to the Southeastern 

boundary beacon of Dumalan farm, then Northwestwards along the 

Southwestern farm boundaries of Dumalan and Norman Estate farms to the 

Northwestern boundary beacon of Norman Estate, then Northeastwards 

along the Northwestern boundaries of Norman Estate and Barrowdale farms 

to its junction with Southwestern boundary of Kuti Estate, then 

Northwestwards, then Northeastwards, then Southeastwards along the 

boundaries of Kuti Estate to its junction with Sikati river, then generally 

Eastwards along Sikati river to its confluence with Ngonya river, then 

Eastwards along Ngonya river to its confluence with Angwa river, then 

generally Northwards along Angwa river to its junction with an unsurveyed 

line (Makonde-Mbire districts boundary), then Northeastwards along 

Makonde-Mbire district boundary to the trigonometrical beacon 1122 at 

Mutondongwe hill, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

797874.259, 8098701.969; 817117.0915, 8155002.416; 817709.2797, 

8121320.315; 818300.3064, 8172542.259; 817875.1695, 8162626.782; 

805919.3093, 8089310.601; 795078.37, 8096632.243; 798306.3953, 

8092974.601; 805990.9, 8091474.179; 811121.4556, 8089412.013; 

818133.3588, 8095572.775; 803841.8653, 8104019.669; 801859.802, 

8107137.2; 806664.9808, 8110548.887; 810356.9006, 8106383.851; 

814988.7287, 8109792.849; 815774.4783, 8115388.78; 817960.646, 

8128949.756; 813178.0215, 8106157.656; 800775.0761, 8101287.376. 

ZONE 36: 196029.9105, 8078985.217; 205966.7433, 8083992.665; 

232197.8339, 8140282.235; 184776.7058, 8185891.483; 205927.3939, 
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8199198.106; 200391.2264, 8083289.995; 187045.4667, 8098739.68; 

216350.7708, 8115580.103; 222320.9659, 8172143.956; 197393.3357, 

8189896.369; 182897.9177, 8097397.993; 184796.6457, 8096148.631; 

193027.2065, 8096487.218; 185693.507, 8100553.348; 189052.7798, 

8094623.932; 190698.2177, 8087908.082; 193685.3677, 8088109.641; 

191783.2516, 8082608.135; 190278.5861, 8085610.03; 186548.8139, 

8085025.773; 188631.448, 8078524.255; 190928.4787, 8077119.183; 

191508.3154, 8078599.553; 198847.3378, 8082487.25; 201617.9093, 

8084693.236; 209358.2914, 8087827.809; 208065.0411, 8094064.74; 

209830.6745, 8101041.979; 212464.7007, 8104542.778; 215465.0774, 

8107185.635; 216255.1969, 8111619.095; 217078.6621, 8119007.975; 

217662.7211, 8122300.572; 220487.5987, 8122753.853; 218992.2645, 

8126338.248; 221132.9046, 8129725.613; 225455.7944, 8132703.148; 

225921.9038, 8135927.894; 229635.2772, 8136579.845; 182942.8295, 

8137676.819; 182339.5909, 8145665.521; 180511.5213, 8151445.668; 

180401.8514, 8178779.064; 192366.6944, 8188232.219; 202266.6447, 

8194977.025; 211621.1553, 8195785.018; 217339.8804, 8191674.451; 

223773.5258, 8191926.35; 225953.0609, 8184347.029; 223452.3352, 

8177706.973; 219924.2348, 8162876.288; 227276.4866, 8156348.114; 

234841.3348, 8153854.889; 236236.61, 8148571.599; 234285.0606, 

8144738.952; 183610.5099, 8141580.347; 180521.0926, 8133147.639; 

196974.5221, 8080466.711; 199927.7407, 8082759.722; 203921.7566, 

8084322.218; 197912.2056, 8081443.524. 

14. MHONDORO-MUBAIRA 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern boundary 

beacon of Knockmalloch Estate A at Manyame river, then generally 

Southeastwards along Manyame river to the Southeastern boundary beacon 

of Knockmalloch Estate A, then Southwestwards along Knockmalloch Estate 

A boundary to the Northern boundary beacon of Idaho farm, then 

Southeastwards along the Southeastern boundaries of Idaho, Maine and 

Cecil farms to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Carolina Extensionn 

farm, then generally Northeastwards, then Southwestwards along the 

boundaries of Carolina Extensionn farm so as to include it to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Cecil farm, then Southwards along the 

Eastern boundary of Cecil farm to its Southeastern boundary beacon, then 

Southwestwards along Southeastern farm boundaries of Cecil and 

Greendale farms so as to include them to its junction with Swiswa river, 

then generally Southwards along Swiswa river to its confluence with 

Marirangwe river, then generally Southwestwards along Marirangwe river to 

its confluence with Mupfure (Umfuli) river, then generally Southwards along 

Mupfure river to its confluence with Doronanga river, then generally 

Southeastwards along Doronanga river to the Northwestern boundary 

beacon of Oranga farm, then Southwards along the Western boundaries of 
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Oranga and Brakveld farms so as to exclude them to the Southwestern 

boundary beacon of Brakveld farm (Chegutu-Mhondoro Ngezi district 

boundary), then Southwestwards along the Chegutu-Mhondoro Ngezi 

district boundary to its junction with a road to Kadhani Business Centre, 

then further Southwestwards along the road to Kadhani Business Centre up 

to its intersection with Muzvezve (Umsweswe) river (Chegutu-Mhondoro 

Ngezi district boundary), then generally Westwards along Muzvezve river to 

its confluence with Chisvino river, then Southwards along Chisvino river to 

its intersection with Nyamakwava road, then generally Southwestwards 

along Nyamakwava road up to its junction with Mamina-Kadoma road, then 

Northwestwards along the Mamina-Kadoma road to its junction with 

Jondale–Bumbe resettlements eastern boundary, then Northwards along 

Jondale –Bumbe boundary to the Southern boundary of Magasa village, 

then Eastwards along Magasa village boundary to its junction with Southern 

Boundary of Mujikichera village, then Eastwards along the boundary of 

Mujikichera village to its junction with Muzvezve river, then generally North 

Westwards along Muzvezve river to the Western boundary beacon of 

Mhondoro communal lands, then Northeastwards along the North Western 

boundary of Mhondoro communal lands so as to include it and exclude 

Dawn farm to its junction with a tributary separating Pariyangiwa village 

and Neusu business centre, then generally Northeastwards along the 

tributary that separates Pariyangiwa village and Neusu business centre to 

its junction with Nyamawanga river at Mudzingwa Dam so as to include 

Hunda, Zihwati, Shamu, Matongo and Petros villages and exclude 

Pariyangwa, Mareva and Mudarikwa villages, then generally Northwestwards 

along Nyamawanga river to its confluence with a tributary, then 

Northeastwards along the tributary so as to include Chibgwanda village and 

exclude Nyamayaro village to its junction with the source of Tumbwi river, 

then generally Northwestwards along Tumbwi river to its confluence with 

Nyangweni river, then generally Northwards along Nyangweni river to its 

confluence with Mupfure river, then Eastwards along Mupfure river to the 

Southeasten boundary beacon of Fort Martin Farm A (where there is a 

tributary), then generally Northeastwards, along the Western boundary of 

Fort Martin A so as to include it, to the northern most beacon of 1 of Fort 

Martin farm, then Southwestwards along the northern boundary of 1 of Fort 

Martin so as to exclude it to the South Eastern boundary beacon of Emojeni 

farm, then generally northwards along the Eastern boundaries of Emojeni, 

Kilvington and Nugget farms so as to exclude them and include Makuvatsine 

and Chingwere schools to the Northern boundary beacon of Nugget farm, 

then generally Eastwards along the Southern boundaries of Malham, 

Beverly, Linden Park farms so as to exclude then to a weir along Nyawiye 

river, then generally Northeastwards along Nyawiye river so as to exclude 

state land to Southeastern boundary of Chibero Agricultural College, then 
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Northwestwards along Southern boundary of Chibero Agricultural College to 

its Southwestern boundary beacon, then Northwards along the Western 

boundary beacon of Chibero A to its junction with Saruwe river, then 

generally Northwestwards along the boundaries of Balmoral, Donnington, 

Bathurst farms to the confluence of Saruwe and Kafufu rivers, then 

generally Northeastwards along Kafufu river to the Northern boundary 

beacon of Lancaster Park farm, then Northeastwards along the Western 

boundary of Eland Fountain farm to its Northern boundary beacon, then 

generally Northeastwards along the Northern boundaries of Daisy and 

Knockmalloch farms to the Northern boundary beacon of Knockmalloch 

Estate A at Manyame river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

232315.0717, 7956541.241; 239327.5644, 8009803.184; 270228.4399, 

8017287.534; 261652.8284, 8023161.072; 261322.0253, 8023391.223; 

237925.2285, 7941451.546; 245713.4936, 7985988.781; 260152.8203, 

7984845.066; 262201.9301, 8016777.907; 249842.8459, 8017769.014; 

261514.4921, 8023314.89; 253421.9971, 7948511.749; 249801.0002, 

7941184.224; 240545.6109, 7947420.842; 231687.2205, 7941165.759; 

232408.2177, 7945552.768; 231377.7532, 7951332.578; 264475.1064, 

7959301.64; 266325.0872, 7964684.472; 263137.5839, 7969592.725; 

256339.2968, 7978773.481; 262977.7232, 7988576.038; 263162.3036, 

7994753.36; 266432.046, 7999618.775; 264279.6277, 8005441.586; 

268784.5451, 8010534.506; 249577.648, 8003681.314; 250102.7754, 

7997585.753; 253170.7442, 7996424.395; 252298.6641, 7994256.048; 

248050.2849, 7994673.807; 241972.5088, 7993611.468; 241409.6007, 

7988699.877; 242557.0851, 7985235.442; 244548.941, 7981922.575; 

241604.4654, 7981424.567; 239723.5289, 7978863.026; 241565.7076, 

7976079.16; 239645.8798, 7971814.676; 236496.5466, 7969164.876; 

239235.0378, 7966129.01; 240742.9157, 7962412.696; 242071.4623, 

7958849.778; 238256.2958, 7957403.42; 267176.3149, 8014659.996; 

260306.9871, 8018897.931; 263480.5485, 8021864.522; 262682.3357, 

8023281.024; 258074.9021, 8020065.29; 256252.9883, 8020176.694; 

252022.14, 8016127.913; 247953.8335, 8017341.18; 244593.0857, 

8016381.724; 243951.5408, 8013666.283; 241588.5733, 8011188.369; 

240002.3318, 8009513.335; 253988.6773, 8018010.177; 259627.1116, 

8021655.397; 254695.3154, 7943605.514; 257042.8838, 7947429.542; 

260967.6577, 7946887.487; 262411.0344, 7949639.917; 264289.9602, 

7956397.309; 264528.0064, 7962659.001; 265773.0022, 7966864.645; 

264653.1245, 7968423.478; 256772.3108, 7976478.293; 256561.854, 

7982098.826; 261868.0719, 7986569.823; 258710.9107, 7983133.163; 

261811.8353, 7991036.166; 263768.0156, 7997363.712; 265524.3867, 

8002411.217; 268343.6492, 8012704.847; 266539.627, 8008353.953; 
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241060.5471, 8005304.178; 238711.7457, 8006802.369; 235386.0131, 

7957121.01; 231282.869, 7954211.418; 234962.1289, 7951152.293; 

238146.6689, 7949334.38; 236713.852, 7947089.958; 234447.4353, 

7941904.634; 243350.4609, 7940976.063. 

15. MHONDORO-NGEZI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the boundary beacon of 

Damvuri, Alpha, Priminister Promise Ranch and Whalley Range farms, then 

Eastwards along the Northern boundary of Damvuri farm to its intersection 

with Solitude farm Western boundary, then generally Eastwards along the 

Northern farm boundary of Solitude farm to Rods Hope farm Northwestern 

boundary beacon, then Northeastwards along Rods Hope farm boundary to 

its Northern farm boundary beacon, then Southeastwards along the 

Northeastern boundary of Rods Hope farm to the Northwestern boundary 

beacon of Dawn farm, then Eastwards along the Northeastern boundary of 

Dawn farm to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Dawn farm, then 

Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundary of Dawn farm to its 

junction with Muzvezve (Umsweswe) river, then Southeastwards along 

Muzvezve river to its junction with the Eastern boundary of Mujikichera 

village, then Westwards along Mujikichera village boundary to its junction 

with Mugasa village boundary, then Westwards along Mugasa village 

boundary to its junction with Jondale Bumbe Resettlement boundary, then 

Southwards along the boundary of Jondale Bumbe Resettlement to its 

junction with Kadoma-Mamina road, then Eastwards along Kadoma-

Mamina road to its junction with Nyamakwava road, then Southeastwards 

along Nyamakwava road to its junction with Mandedza-Mamina road 

(Manyewe Business Centre), then Eastwards along Mandedza-Mamina road 

to Mandedza Business Centre, then generally Northwards along Mandedza-

Mamina road to its junction with a tributary from Muzvezve river, then 

Northwestwards along a tributary from Muzvezve so as to include St 

Michaels Mission up to its confluence with Muzvezve river, then generally 

Southeastwards along Muzvezve river to its junction with Northeastern 

boundary of Ngezi communal lands, then Northeastwards along Mhondoro 

communal lands boundary so as to exclude Ngubane villages to the 

Northern boundary beacon of Adlams Rest farm, then Southwards along the 

Western boundaries of Adlams Rest and Wheelerdale farms so as to exclude 

them to a beacon of Wheelerdale, Smalldale and Werwaching farms, then 

Southwestwards along the Northwestern boundary of Werwaching farm so 

as to include Murambwa School to its junction with Ngezi river, then 

generally Southeastwards along Ngezi river to the Northern boundary 

beacon of Verwater farm, then Southwestwards along the Western boundary 

of Verwater farm so as to exclude it to the Northern boundary beacon of 

Koedoe Poort farm, then Southwestwards along the Western farm 

boundaries of Koedoe Poort, Uithoek and Mooi Laangte so as to exclude 
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them to its junction with Eastern boundary of Subdivision A of Manese 

Poort so as to exclude it, then North westwards, then Southwestwards along 

Subdivision A of Manese Poort farm boundary to Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Glen Connor farm, then Northwestwards, then Southwestwards, 

then Southeastwards along Glen Connor farm boundaries to the beacon of 

Manese Poort, Glen Connor, Gavunga and Lelleza farms, then 

Southwestwards along Gavunga farm Southeastern boundary so as to 

include it and exclude Lelleza farm to the Northeastern boundary beacon of 

Abercorn Ranch, then generally Southwards along the Eastern boundary of 

Abercorn Ranch so as to include it and exclude Abercorn Ranch Extensionn 

to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Abercorn Ranch, then generally 

Southwestwards along Abercorn farm boundaries to the Southern boundary 

beacon of Abercorn Ranch, then Southwestwards along the Southeastern 

boundary of Manyoni Estate to its junction with Munyati (Umniati) river, 

then generally Northwestwards along Munyati river to its intersection with 

Harare-Bulawayo road, then generally Northwards along the Harare-

Bulawayo road to its junction with Cricket road, then Westwards along 

Cricket road to its junction with the Western boundary of Trafalgar farm, 

then Northwards along the Western boundary of Trafalgar farm so as to 

include the Northern part of Trafalgar farm to its junction with Southeastern 

boundary beacon of Daarby farm, then Southwestwards, then generally 

Northwestwards, along boundary of Daarby farm so as to include it and 

exclude Bowmont and Thetis farms to its Northwestern boundary beacon, 

then generally Southwestwards along the Northern boundaries of Derby and 

Trafalgar farms so as to exclude Cluny and Knole farms to Bulawayo-Harare 

railway line, then Northwards along the farm boundaries of Constantia and 

Railway farm No. 3 farms so as to include them to the Northwestern 

boundary beacon of Railway farm No. 3, then Eastwards along the Northern 

boundary of Railway farm No. 3 farm to the Southwestern boundary beacon 

of Bar Tina Ranch farm, then Northeastwards along the Northeastern 

boundaries of Bar Tina Ranch farm to the Northwestern boundary of 

Doreens Pride Ranch farm, then Eastwards along the Northern farm 

boundary of Doreens Pride Ranch farm to its junction with Twintops-

Kadoma road, then Eastwards along the Twintop-Kadoma road to its 

intersection with Amanziamhlope river, then Northwestwards along 

Amanziamphlope river to its confluence with Muzvezve river, then generally 

Eastwards along Muzvezve river to the Southwestern boundary beacon of 

Damvuri farm, then Northwards along the Western boundary of Damvuri 

farm to the Northwestern boundary beacon of Damvuri farm, then 

Northeastwards along Damvuri farm boundary to the beacon of Damvuri, 

Alpha, Priminister Promise Ranch and Whalley Range farms, the starting 

point.  
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) 

coordinates: 

796089.0894, 7932848.945; 814572.3471, 7952683.839; 808761.39, 

7952590.573; 803258.5492, 7952287.156; 799990.6506, 7947286.854; 

797010.7503, 7943757.526; 792010.6382, 7944654.955; 797720.821, 

7940765.259; 801676.8868, 7931141.183; 814310.9752, 7931111.868; 

808154.5751, 7929441.442; 805078.0432, 7929535.415; 797238.0656, 

7937337.336; 794352.3923, 7941529.905. 

ZONE 36: 264051.0337, 7952368.967; 232315.0717, 7956541.241; 

209758.5275, 7963055.759; 225341.1321, 7913374.264; 237925.2285, 

7941451.546; 223411.0261, 7961211.573; 238566.0402, 7907257.25; 

247141.4814, 7931014.133; 247034.2583, 7918594.851; 252113.2419, 

7927087.685; 258292.824, 7937786.321; 253421.9971, 7948511.749; 

249801.0002, 7941184.224; 240545.6109, 7947420.842; 231687.2205, 

7941165.759; 232408.2177, 7945552.768; 231377.7532, 7951332.578; 

228779.675, 7959492.076; 206846.2411, 7956349.389; 200647.8029, 

7956536.736; 193928.7978, 7957194.227; 185791.8109, 7957540.229; 

185910.7951, 7953758.49; 200519.4595, 7927172.743; 207482.4477, 

7920999.345; 215536.2261, 7919530.433; 220362.2322, 7915221.631; 

190641.2544, 7928783.061; 254695.3154, 7943605.514; 257042.8838, 

7947429.542; 260967.6577, 7946887.487; 262411.0344, 7949639.917; 

231282.869, 7954211.418; 234962.1289, 7951152.293; 238146.6689, 

7949334.38; 236713.852, 7947089.958; 234447.4353, 7941904.634; 

243350.4609, 7940976.063; 264252.8533, 7945204.936; 251056.3135, 

7931231.287; 250132.131, 7928041.58; 248069.5598, 7925844.971; 

247247.5405, 7924012.138; 242664.2591, 7917368.142; 231167.4816, 

7909113.497; 218279.8677, 7917516.028; 204520.809, 7924979.878; 

195648.2704, 7927571.171; 216395.0076, 7961795.596; 208071.9416, 

7962013.707; 189370.778, 7956639.117; 185500.0716, 7928305.055; 

212711.1382, 7918105.205; 255546.737, 7933993.671; 260945.6996, 

7941571.416; 204146.1228, 7957649.909. 

16. MUZVEZVE 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of Salop 

farm, then Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundaries of Salop and 

Salop A farms so as to include them up to its junction with Bulawayo-

Harare highway, then Northeastwards along the Bulawayo-Harare highway 

to the Northern farm boundary beacon of Alanvale farm, then 

Southeastwards along the Northeastern boundary of Alanvale farm to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Hampton farm so as to exclude it, then 

Northeastwards along the Southeastern boundary of Hapton farm to the 

Northern farm boundary beacon of Burgundy farm, then Southwards along 

the Eastern farm boundary of Burgundy farm to the Southeastern boundary 
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beacon of Burgundy, Champagne and Varkpan farms, then Northeastwards 

along the Northwestern boundary of Varkpan farm to the Northern 

boundary beacon of Varkpan farm, then Southeastwards along the 

Southeastern farm boundary of Varkpan so as to include to its junction with 

the Northeastern boundary of Just Right Estate, then Northeastwards along 

the Northern farm boundary of Just Right Estate up to its Northern 

boundary beacon so as to include it, then Southeastwards along the Eastern 

farm boundary of Just Right Estate to its Northeastern boundary beacon, 

then Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundaries of Just Right 

Estate and Maratonga farms so as to include them to the Southwestern 

beacon of Maratonga at Inezdale Northern farm boundary, then Eastwards 

along the Northern boundary of Inezdale farm so as to include it to its 

Northeastern boundary beacon, then Southwards along the Eastern farm 

boundary of Inzedale farm to its junction with Sokose river, then generally 

Eastwards along Sokose river up to a confluence with its tributary, then 

generally Southwards along the tributary to its intersection with the 

Southeastern boundary of Whaley Range farm, then Southwestwards along 

the Southern boundary of Whaley Range farm to the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Jonniedale farm, then Southwards along the Eastern boundary of 

Jonniedale farm to its junction with Muzvezve (Umsweswe) river, then 

generally Westwards along Muzvezve river to its confluence with 

Amanzamhlope river, then generally Southeastwards along Amanzamhlope 

river to its junction with Kadoma-Twintops road, then generally Westwards 

along Kadoma-Twintops road to its junction with the Northern boundary of 

Doreens Pride Ranch, then Westwards along the Northern boundary of 

Doreens Pride Ranch so as to exclude it to its junction with Makarati river, 

then Southwards along Makarati river to its junction with Brompton road, 

then Westwards along Brompton road up to its junction with the Eastern 

boundary of Railway farm No. 5 farm, then Southwards along Railway farm 

No. 5 boundary to its Southeastern boundary beacon, then Northwestwards 

along the Southern boundary of Railway farm No. 5 farm to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Tembevale farm, then Southwestwards 

along the Southeastern boundary of Tembevale farm to its Southeastern 

boundary beacon, then Westwards along the Southern boundary of 

Tembavale farm to its junction with Harare-Bulawayo railway line, then 

Southwards along the railway line to the Southeastern boundary beacon of 

Knole farm, then generally Westwards along the Southern boundaries of 

Knole and Cluny farms to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Thetis farm, 

then Southwards along the Eastern boundary of Thetis farm so as to include 

it to the Northernwestern boundary beacon of Bowmont farm, then generally 

Southeastwards along the farm boundaries of Bowmont, Battle, and Koppies 

farms to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Koppies farm, then 

Southwards along the Eastern boundary of Koppies so as to include it to its 
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intersection with Cricket road, then generally Eastwards along Cricket road 

to its intersection junction with Harare-Bulawayo highway, then generally 

Southwards along the Harare-Bulawayo highway to its intersection with 

Munyati river, then generally Northwestwards along Munyati river 

(Mashonaland West-Midlands provincial boundary) to its confluence with 

Muzvezve (Umsweswe) river, then generally Southeastwards along Muzvezve 

river to its intersection with Bulawayo-Harare highway, then generally 

Northwards along Bulawayo-Harare highway to the Southwestern boundary 

beacon of Cherry Grove farm, then Southeastwards along the Southwestern 

boundaries of Cherry Grove and Cherry Bank A farms so as to exclude them 

to the Northeastern boundary of state land, then Southwards along the 

Southeastern boundary of state land so as to include it to its Southern 

boundary beacon, then generally Eastwards along the Northern farm 

boundary of Muzvezve (Umsweswe) farm to the Western boundary beacon of 

Barton farm, then Northeastwards along the Northwestern boundary of 

Barton farm so as to include it to its Northern boundary beacon, then 

Southeastwards along Northeastern boundary of Barton farm to the 

Northwestern boundary of Linton Estate, Northeastwards along 

Northwestern boundary of Linton Estate to Southern boundary beacon of 

Hope farm at Southwestern boundary of Lanteglos East farm, then 

Northwestwards along the Southwestern boundary of Lanteglos farm to its 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Claveshy, then Southwestwards along the 

Northwestern boundary of Claveshy farm to its intersection with Etina-

Hillcrest road, then Northwestwards along Etina-Hillcrest road to its 

junction with Parktown-Etina road, then generally Northwestwards along 

Parktown road to its junction with Eiffe-Flats road, the Northwestwards 

along Sabonabona Estate farm boundary to the Northern beacon of 

Sabonabona Estate estate so as to exclude it at the Bulawayo-Harare 

railway line, then Northeastwards along Bulawayo-Harare railway line to the 

Southern beacon of Salop A farm, then Northwestwards along the 

Southwestern boundaries of Salop A and Salop farms to the Northwestern 

boundary beacon of Salop farm, then Northeastwards along the 

Northwestern boundary of Salop farm to the Northern boundary beacon of 

Salop farm, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

796089.0894, 7932848.945; 772365.9442, 7967076.044; 802560.042, 

7966284.188; 815464.8419, 7973624.344; 813630.5556, 7975644.768; 

814572.3471, 7952683.839; 775093.7618, 7942811.883; 788803.3257, 

7962308.347; 809338.7361, 7968729.192; 814547.7479, 7974634.585; 

813631.0919, 7982215.591; 808761.39, 7952590.573; 803258.5492, 

7952287.156; 799990.6506, 7947286.854; 797010.7503, 7943757.526; 

792010.6382, 7944654.955; 797720.821, 7940765.259; 813096.3124, 
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7964440.23; 811384.5079, 7961924.679; 806976.3124, 7961783.286; 

797243.1954, 7958828.622; 780379.8942, 7965453.976; 770325.929, 

7958902.834; 769398.3856, 7952580.651; 769582.1753, 7943756.176; 

783893.955, 7939779.972; 788777.2018, 7936415.19; 812209.4355, 

7980937.963; 815472.3973, 7977276.815; 797238.0656, 7937337.336; 

776126.3282, 7967114.607; 784062.7184, 7962767.099; 792976.9772, 

7960696.643; 799821.7071, 7964768.064; 804755.2944, 7964055.82; 

809938.2049, 7966379.492; 788137.8843, 7940007.633; 792575.6834, 

7937747.077; 781114.0175, 7940833.475; 777953.1417, 7940123.132; 

771249.8845, 7963784.844; 768980.5449, 7956846.134; 768731.8366, 

7948051.761; 772513.2692, 7943944.401; 794352.3923, 7941529.905; 

808817.4394, 7970299.257; 807835.4984, 7969047.697; 808268.4806, 

7968670.373; 808546.7273, 7968985.955; 808991.8068, 7969116.548; 

810717.0052, 7968877.683; 809958.8625, 7969587.025; 809480.9495, 

7969398.226; 812004.4702, 7969860.705; 813422.7645, 7968362.94; 

816135.6416, 7970768.176; 815884.4869, 7971271.557; 815312.6864, 

7970780.846; 814921.4039, 7971395.346; 814282.1104, 7971503.578; 

813744.7621, 7971922.306; 814969.2256, 7972120.709; 814849.4076, 

7972763.255; 814868.202, 7973460.874; 810345.6102, 7966970.45; 

809105.0969, 7961525.202; 806803.5281, 7961123.301; 799306.3069, 

7961274.233; 786187.6331, 7963149.427; 778300.0286, 7966427.995. 

ZONE 36: 191207.0558, 7980423.839; 185613.9183, 7981267.342; 

198707.6917, 7968998.549; 188462.1048, 7980006.019; 206846.2411, 

7956349.389; 200647.8029, 7956536.736; 193928.7978, 7957194.227; 

185791.8109, 7957540.229; 185910.7951, 7953758.49; 193065.0515, 

7977185.147; 192987.5281, 7968551.591; 186553.0772, 7982112.135; 

182862.995, 7978793.059; 208071.9416, 7962013.707; 189370.778, 

7956639.117; 204146 

17. NORTON 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Galloway farm at Manyame river, then Southwestwards along 

Southeastern boundary of Galloway farm to its junction with a railway line, 

then Westwards along the railway line to intersectionwith Harare-Bulawayo 

road, then Southwestwards along the Harare-Bulawayo road to its junction 

with the Southwestern boundary of Knowe farm, then Southwestwards 

along Knowe farm boundary to the Southernt boundary beacon of Knowe 

farm, then Northwestwards along the Southwestern boundary of Knowe 

farm to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Railway Farm No. 30 farm, 

then generally Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundaries of 

Railway farm No. 30, 1 of Preston Estate, Preston Estate, Elston Extensionn 

and Exe farms so as to include them to the Southern boundary beacon of 

Exe farm, then Northwestwards along Southwestern boundaries of Exe and 

Childerley farms to the Southwestern boundary beacon of Childerley farm, 
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then generally Northwards along the Western boundaries of Childerley, 

Makwiro source, Pulham, Hunyani Estate 3B to the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Hunyani Estate 3B, then Southeastwards along the Northern 

boundary of Hunyani Estate 3B to Darwendale dam, then generally 

Northwards along Darwendale dam boundary to the centre line (Zvimba-

Chegutu district boundary) of Darwendale dam at Manyame river, then 

generally Eastwards along the centre line of Darwendale dam to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Galloway farm at Manyame river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

239327.5644, 8009803.184; 261322.0253, 8023391.223; 233487.4354, 

8025558.807; 248536.3785, 8027486.74; 245344.6016, 8027635.708; 

249842.8459, 8017769.014; 235594.2816, 8016296.885; 255437.2024, 

8025441.852; 239432.1248, 8026990.406; 246914.602, 8027779.46; 

257445.9239, 8023652.142; 252828.468, 8025329.305; 258085.1815, 

8024440.867; 259635.2582, 8024745.445; 260720.9191, 8024326.103; 

258074.9021, 8020065.29; 256252.9883, 8020176.694; 252022.14, 

8016127.913; 247953.8335, 8017341.18; 244593.0857, 8016381.724; 

243951.5408, 8013666.283; 241588.5733, 8011188.369; 240002.3318, 

8009513.335; 235044.4052, 8011634.161; 235647.1741, 8014066.757; 

235465.9766, 8019541.277; 234431.6872, 8022503.115; 235190.7998, 

8025984.93; 237888.4147, 8026568.877; 241245.4055, 8027688.033; 

243491.0176, 8027337.79; 251492.1591, 8026828.444; 254147.0711, 

8025656.163; 253988.6773, 8018010.177; 259627.1116, 8021655.397.12, 

7957649.909; 194609.2002, 7971182.568; 203113.7759, 7969341.644; 

203495.2732, 7964347.251; 189659.2725, 7978684.961. 

18. SANYATI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Mupfure rivers, then generally Southeastwards along Mupfure river to 

its confluence with Shuru-shuru river, then generally Southwards along 

Shuru-shuru river to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Blackmorevale A 

farm, then generally Southwestwards along the farm boundaries of 

Blackmorevale A and Labera farm boundaries so as to include them to the 

Southwestern boundary beacon of Labera farm, then generally 

Northwestwards along the farm boundaries of Labera and Deweras 

Extensionn farms to the Western boundary beacon of Deweras Extensionn 

farm, then Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundary of Deweras 

farm to its Southern boundary beacon, then Northwestwards along the 

Southwestern boundary of Deweras farm to Madakwe mountain 

(trigonometrical beacon number 159/P), then generally Southwestwards 

along the boundaries of Savannah and Rhodesian Plantation 4A farms so as 

to include them to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Rooibult Estate, 
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then generally Westwards along the Northern boundary of Rooibult Estate 

so as to exclude it to its junction with Eastern boundary of Hartley Safari 

Area, then generally Southwards along Hartley Safari Area boundaries to its 

junction with Sakungwe river, then generally Southwards along Sakungwe 

river to the Southeastern boundary beacon of Everglades farm, then 

generally Westwards along the Southern boundary of Everglades farm to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Lone Palm farm, then Southwestwards 

along Southeastern boundary of Lone Palm farm to its Southwestern 

boundary beacon at a track, then generally Southeastwards along a track to 

the Northern boundary beacon of Kudu River Ranch farm, then Southwards 

along the Eastern boundary of Kudu River Ranch farm to its junction with 

Marimari river, then generally Eastwards along Marimari river to its 

confluence with a tributary to Marimari river which is part of the Eastern 

boundary of Kudu River Ranch farm, then Southeastwards along the 

Eastern boundary of Kudu River Ranch farm to its junction with a tributary 

to Mazoe river, then Southwards along the a tributary to Mazoe river to its 

confluence with Mazoe river, then generally Southwestwards along Mazoe 

river to its confluence with Munyati River, then generally Northwestwards 

along Munyati river up the confluence of Munyati and Mupfure rivers, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

769245.5829, 7968497.44; 790025.8136, 8030001.773; 755119.5067, 

8060058.945; 753749.7405, 8063083.733; 769940.2438, 7996931.975; 

806955.466, 8015194.587; 795662.3768, 8023200.222; 770041.68, 

8042378.51; 735526.9661, 8013426.435; 754679.1411, 8061504.928; 

786076.1375, 8033871.561; 783093.607, 8034048.279; 780936.4132, 

8037784.783; 778127.2195, 8038831.98; 775922.3043, 8036577.909; 

773308.2013, 8040253.43; 766506.3995, 8047839.184; 767430.6316, 

8044933.421; 763995.3784, 8054749.482; 760540.2807, 8056743.519; 

748908.6581, 8057842.113; 745694.3783, 8054395.964; 748414.2377, 

8049112.812; 748830.5827, 8042612.536; 744308.8383, 8037572.113; 

742802.1374, 8031567.53; 740308.0904, 8024742.174; 737877.3013, 

8018346.323; 738083.4998, 7995691.881; 734681.6494, 8002525.08; 

762318.5691, 7974273.666; 750160.7273, 7979205.007; 742684.675, 

7987439.98; 771509.1705, 8002841.971; 787551.5426, 8000930.988; 

795822.7491, 8008721.291; 794247.8406, 8003195.649; 760039.6097, 

7997538.739; 754161.3405, 7992153.492; 764626.9764, 7985352.083; 

757250.197, 7987025.597; 769017.1995, 7977678.748; 765171.8286, 

7977441.503; 772669.6772, 7973368.495; 803706.8623, 8020899.191; 

800699.2129, 8022633.935; 799863.2813, 8025186.13; 797933.7769, 

8023578.608; 792914.3475, 8027818.029; 791406.6152, 8025728.423; 

802004.7185, 8008242.011; 804114.5218, 8006137.616; 781131.45, 
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8001021.934; 778150.4521, 8002963.232, 764725.2079; 7996044.766, 

748269.4115; 7984200.229, 739058.2315; 7992048.042, 733445.7148, 

8007666.857; 746293.2747, 8033642.126; 764727.7341, 7997354.637; 

772503.0571, 7996723.645; 771639.8045, 7998723.875; 771726.6056, 

8000647.175; 785037.4999, 8000966.853, 771144.8093; 7970360.894, 

767222.2694; 7977658.241, 771129.6399; 7975480.492; 765001.0089, 

7981455.414; 760750.8692, 7986231.822; 774722.8435, 8002900.929; 

791325.2277, 8002895.865; 757265.0416, 7994997.426; 755562.9054, 

7989827.168. 

19. ZVIMBA EAST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern most boundary 

beacon of The Lily farm at Gwebi river, then generally Southeastwards along 

Gwebi river to the Southern boundary beacon of Selby farm, then 

Northwards along the Eastern boundary of Selby farm so as to exclude it to 

its Northeastern boundary beacon, then Eastwards along the Northern farm 

boundary of 1 of Mt Hampden farm to its Northeastern boundary beacon, 

then generally Southwards along the Eastern farm boundaries of 1 of Mt 

Hampden and Tsikwi farms, so as to include them to the Southern 

boundary beacon of Tsikwi farm at Gwebi river, then Northwestwards along 

the Southern boundary of Tsikwi and Peterborough farms to Northeastern 

boundary beacon of state land, then Southwards along the Eastern 

boundaries of state land and Haydon farm to the Southeastern boundary 

beacon of Haydon farm, then Southwestwards along the Northwestern 

boundary of state land (Mashonaland West-Harare provincial boundary) to 

its Northwestern boundary beacon, then Southeastwards along the Western 

farm boundary of state land to its intersection with Kirkman road, then 

generally Westwards along Kirkman road to the road that services Plot 261 

to the Southeastern beacon of Plot 254, then Southeastwards along the 

same road servicing the following Plots 253 – 251 to the Eastern beacon of 

Plot 251, then Southwestwards along the Mashonaland West-Harare 

provincial boundary to the Southern beacon of Rainham farm, then 

generally Southwards along Eastern boundaries of White Cliff farm, 

Merwede Township and Heaney farm to the Southwestern boundary of 

Haeney farm, then Southwestwards along Eastern boundary of Heaney farm 

to its junction with Harare-Bulawayo railway line, then Westwards along the 

Railway line to its junction with Old railway line, then generally 

Southwestwards along the Old railway line so as to include Rydale Ridge 

Park and exclude state land to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Ingwe 

farm, then Westwards, then generally Southeastwards, along the Northern 

boundaries of Ingwe farm so as to exclude it and include Strathmore Estate 

and Amalinda farms to the Eastern boundary beacon of Amalinda farm, 

then Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundary of Amalinda farm to 

its intersection with Lake Chivero boundary, then generally Southeastwards 
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along the Eastern boundary of Lake Chivero to Mukuvisi-Manyame 

confluence, then generally Westwards along the Southern boundary of Lake 

Chivero National Park so as to include the Lake and the National Park to the 

spillway at Manyame river, then Northwestwards along Manyame river to 

Darwendale dam/Lake Manyame centre line, then Westwards along the 

centre line to its confluence with Mazururu (Umzururu) river, then generally 

Northeastwards along Mazururu river to its confluence with Ramkuku river, 

then generally Northwards along Ramkuku river to the Southwestern 

boundary beacon of Easingwold II farm, then Northwards along the Western 

farm boundaries of Easingwold II and Easingwold farms to its junction with 

Harare-Chinhoyi railway line, then Northeastwards along the railway line to 

the Southwestern boundary beacon of Baldwin farm, then Northwestwards 

along the Western boundary of Baldwin farm to the Southeastern boundary 

beacon of Newlands, then Westwards, then Northwestwards, then 

Northeastwards along the farm boundaries of Newlands to the Northwestern 

boundary beacon of Inkomo, then Northeastwards along the Northeastern 

boundaries of Inkomo and The Lily farms so as to include them and exclude 

Syston farm to the Northern most boundary beacon of The Lily farm at 

Gwebi river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

270228.4399, 8017287.534; 261652.8284, 8023161.072; 261322.0253, 

8023391.223; 248536.3785, 8027486.74; 245344.6016, 8027635.708; 

278665.9412, 8043140.467; 262298.198; 8052192.247, 262201.9301, 

8016777.907; 261514.4921, 8023314.89; 255437.2024, 8025441.852, 

246914.602; 8027779.46; 275838.1678, 8029105.505; 252581.9732, 

8041765.308; 269784.8019, 8046472.368; 249193.8729, 8032153.727; 

253583.9966, 8034292.085; 250125.4245, 8045768.242; 258547.8262, 

8049840.487; 283074.0154, 8046236.187; 283807.4959, 8040512.16 

2282401.9065 8035662.419; 279339.6287, 8033048.099, 277139.1096, 

8023212.878; 279336.3848, 8017360.113; 277116.0988, 8014303.86; 

253880.4104; 8048643.167; 252388.7015, 8044585.932; 251326.925, 

8033185.808, 252676.4548, 8036371.14; 252766.7035, 8039099.36; 

252297.8134, 8047431.685; 265473.5829, 8048342.163; 272946.5111, 

8045660.566; 280478.0695, 8046042.03; 278237.4728; 8034778.055; 

276346.6484, 8032853.407; 274078.6613, 8022299.309; 275200.228, 

48019815.599; 273777.6056, 8016846.706; 271598.1381, 8016890.707; 

271485.9424, 8014600.599; 267176.3149; 8014659.996; 260306.9871, 

8018897.931; 263480.5485, 8021864.522; 262682.3357, 8023281.024; 

257445.9239, 8023652.142; 252828.468, 8025329.305; 246373.4382, 

8030195.776, 258085.1815; 8024440.867; 259635.2582, 8024745.445; 

260720.9191, 8024326.103; 251492.1591, 8026828.444; 254147.0711, 

8025656.163. 
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20. ZVIMBA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Hunyani 

and Musitwe rivers, then generally Southwards along Musitwe river to its 

confluence with Matorashangu river, then Southwards along Matorashangu 

river to its junction with Northwestern boundary beacon of Windsor farm, 

then generally Northeastwards along the Northern boundaries of Windsor, 

Crown Land (National Monument), Matimba, Windsor Ranch Extensionn, 

Umvukwe Ranch Extensionn and Umvukwe Ranch Estate farms so as to 

include them to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Umvukwe Ranch 

Estate, then generally Southwards along the Mashonaland West-

Mashonaland Central provincial boundary to the Southernmost boundary 

beacon of Kildonan farm so as to include it, then Northwestwards along the 

Southwestern boundary of Kildonan farm to the Southeastern boundary 

beacon of Mutombois farm, then Southwestwards along the Southern 

boundary of Mutombois farm to its Southern boundary beacon, then 

Northwestwards along the Southwestern boundary of Mutombois to the 

Easternmost boundary beacon of Bury Hill Estate, then generally 

Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundaries of Bury Hill Estate, 

Crocodile Pool and Ghost Acre to its Southern boundary beacon at Ghost 

Acre Dam, then generally Northwards along Munene river to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Pambili farm, then Westwards, then 

Northwards along the boundary of Pambili farm so as to include it to the 

Southeastern boundary beacon of Mandara farm, then generally 

Southwestwards, along the farm boundaries of Mandara and Strathmore 

Estate to its junction with Mazvikadei–Banket road, then Southwards along 

the said road up to its junction with Raffingora-Banket road, then 

Southwestwards along Raffingora-Banket road to the Southern boundary 

beacon of remainder of Kia Ora farm, then generally Northwestwards along 

the boundary of Kia Ora farm to the Southeastern boundary beacon of 

Dunphaile farm, then Southwestwards along the Southeastern boundaries 

of Dunphaile farm and Dunphaile Estate to its junction with Musengi river, 

then generally Southeastwards along Musengi river to the Northeastern 

boundary beacon of Bickleighvale farm, then generally Southwestwards 

along the Southeastern boundary of Bickleighvale farm to its Southwestern 

boundary beacon at Dondo river, then Westwards along the Southern 

boundaries of Mashlands, Mariondale, Ferungwe and Hillmorton Estate 

farms so as to include them its junction with Hunyani river, then generally 

Northwards along Hunyani river to its confluence with Hunyani and 

Musitwe rivers, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

202493.2194, 8067588.979; 203231.2603, 8072330.573; 246860.9865, 

8078775.795; 205966.7433, 8083992.665; 234015.7301, 8138823.436; 
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232197.8339, 8140282.235; 203088.2401, 8069717.775; 204544.985, 

8078583.856; 224374.2734, 8083176.427; 251589.2166, 8113455.613; 

216350.7708, 8115580.103; 233313.7193, 8140032.076; 239207.3492, 

8087695.71; 229202.0236; 8081995.35; 222801.4909, 8076379.938; 

215986.3051, 8076684.727; 214315.9054, 8067883.747; 208376.2821, 

8067923.522; 218050.7121, 8073773.675; 218815.8033, 8077880.952; 

227547.1629, 8086681.518; 229610.2633, 8084874.715; 232144.3094, 

8082343.742; 236896.9522; 8087666.32; 209358.2914, 8087827.809; 

208065.0411, 8094064.74; 209830.6745, 8101041.979; 212464.7007, 

8104542.778; 215465.0774, 8107185.635; 216255.1969, 8111619.095; 

217078.6621, 8119007.975; 217662.7211, 8122300.572; 220487.5987, 

8122753.853; 218992.2645, 8126338.248; 221132.9046, 8129725.613; 

225455.7944, 8132703.148; 225921.9038, 8135927.894; 229635.2772, 

8136579.845; 235618.1197, 8135681.164; 236349.3935, 8131158.179; 

235990.8104, 8127718.188; 236661.8491, 8123967.741; 239183.1621, 

8120526.092; 238564.7655, 8114598.33; 242144.8652, 8113412.283; 

248052.9515, 8116116.686; 238751.4172, 8113017.112; 248819.6416, 

8113699.356; 254342.8187, 8113368.626; 259323.6, 8112270.605; 

257193.7042, 8101789.798; 253453.1573, 8094818.027; 250661.8031, 

8092780.736; 252117.0114, 8091590.111; 249721.0643; 8085244.13; 

8243770.0112, 8082386.269; 204042.7802, 8080655.32; 204427.465, 

8081894.452; 204748.7941, 8082376.658; 205273.7581;8082690.69; 

205677.5426, 8083599.139; 203919.69; 848079346.516; 204196.655, 

88080061.532; 203797.6044, 8079846.87 804413.4632, 8079290.424; 

204726.4047, 8077545.3; 204134.5786; 8077165.671; 203656.6583, 

8075933.327; 203237.531, 8075095.008; 203502.948, 8074618.348; 

203135.1547, 8073628.99. 

21. ZVIMBA SOUTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern boundary 

beacon of Northwood farm, then Southeastwards along Northeastern 

boundary of Northwood farm to the Northern farm boundary beacon of 

Homefield farm, then Northeastwards along the Northwestern boundary of 

Monga farm to its Northern boundary beacon, then Southeastwards along 

Northeastern boundaries of Monga and A of Templeton Ranch farms to 

Northern boundary beacon of Umvukwe Ranch, then generally Southwards 

along the Eastern boundaries of Umvukwe Ranch, Kilmacdaugh Estate, Lot 

A of Sutton Estate and Brinsham farms so as to include them to the 

Northwestern boundary beacon of little England, then generally Eastwards 

along Northern boundaries of little England, Doynton and Bitton farms to 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Bitton farm so as to include them, then 

generally Southwestwards along the Southeastern farm boundaries of 

Bitton, Syston, Dryham and Kingwood farms so as to include them to 

Southern boundary of Kingswood, then Southeastwards along Wellesley 
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South farm to Northwestern beacon of A of Nyamare farm, then generally 

Southeastwards along the farm boundary of Nyamare to its junction with a 

railway line, then Southwestwards along the railway line to its intersection 

with Northeastern boundary of Wellesley South farm, then Southeastwards 

along the Eastern boundaries of Wellesley South and Delamore farms to its 

junction with Ramukuku river, then generally Southwards along Ramukuku 

river to its confluence with Mazururu river, then generally Westwards along 

Mazururu river to a point where it gets into Darwendale dam, then 

Westwards along the centre line (Zvimba-Chegutu district boundary) of 

Darwendale dam to the Northeastern boundary beacon of Lazy river farm at 

the spillway, then Southwards to the Eastern boundary of Lazy river farm to 

its Southeastern boundary beacon, then Northwestwards along the 

Southern boundary of Lazy river so as to include it to a point where it meets 

the Zvimba-Chengutu district boundary, the Northwestwards along the 

district boundary of Zvimba and Chegutu to Musengezi river so as to include 

Hunyani ID and Rothwell Extensionn farms, then Southwestwards along 

Musengezi river to its junction with Chikambi-Moleli road, then 

Northwestwards along Chikambi-Moleli road to its junction with Masiyarwa-

Chikambi road, then Eastwards along Masiyarwa-Chikambi road to its 

intersection with Munwahuku river, then Northeastwards along 

Munwahuku river to its confluence with Hunyani river, then generally 

Northwards along Hunyani river to the Northwestern boundary beacon of 

Clysdale farm, then generally Eastwards along the Northern boundaries of 

Clysdale and Strathdon farms to the Southwestern boundary beacon of 

Gwarati farm (PaMahewu), then generally Northeastwards along the Western 

boundaries of Gwarati and Glenathol farms to Musengi river, then 

Northwestwards along Musengi river to the Northwestern boundary beacon 

of Wigtown farm, then Northeastwards, then Southeastwards along Wigtown 

farm boundary to its junction with Banket-Raffingora road, then 

Northeastwards along Banket-Raffingora road to its junction with 

Mazvikadei road, then generally Northwards along Mazvikadei road to the 

Northwestern boundary beacon of Redlands farm (Banket Research Station), 

then Northeastwards, then Southeastwards along the boundaries of 

Redlands farm so as to include it to the Southern boundary beacon of 

Strathmore Estate, then generally Northeastwards along Western 

boundaries of Bessvile Grange and Irrendale farms so as to include them 

and exclude Strathmore Estate and Mandara farm to the Northern boundary 

beacon of Ireendale farm, then generally Southeastwards along the 

Northeastern farm boundaries of Ireendale and Thrums farms to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Thrums at Munene river, then generally 

Southwards along Munene river to the Southwestern boundary beacon of 

Ghost Acre farm at Ghost Acre Dam, then generally Northeastwards along 

Henley Park, Haighton and Northwood farms so as to include them and 
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exclude Ghost Acre, Crocodile Pool and Bury Hill Estate to the Northern 

boundary beacon of Northwood farm, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

217732.8373, 8022516.256; 233487.4354 8025558.807; 245344.6016, 

8027635.708, 262298.198, 8052192.247; 205692.2858, 8061033.533; 

202493.2194, 8067588.979; 246860.9865, 8078775.795; 239432.1248, 

8026990.406; 225644.1927; 8026907.537; 252581.9732, 8041765.308; 

214728.8597, 8040158.035; 204234.4826, 8064453.284; 248239.0251, 

8057803.439; 224374.2734, 8083176.427; 205107.7965, 8053090.246; 

209929.4218, 8046607.892; 219683.6949; 8034728.729; 218653.6568, 

8029729.65; 214647.0873, 8025781.921249193.8729; 8032153.727, 

253583.9966, 8034292.085; 250125.4245, 8045768.242; 264921.4204, 

8057400.424; 258547.8262, 8049840.487; 247209.8839, 8068591.025; 

239207.3492, 8087695.71; 229202.0236, 8081995.35; 222801.4909, 

8076379.938; 215986.3051, 8076684.727; 214315.9054, 8067883.747; 

208376.2821, 8067923.522; 207940.1901, 8050376.116; 205494.387, 

8057917.244; 211778.9235, 8042631.131; 217341.3712, 8037225.113; 

215624.2638, 8028404.942; 218050.7121, 8073773.675; 218815.8033, 

8077880.952; 227547.1629, 8086681.518; 229610.2633, 8084874.715; 

232144.3094, 8082343.742; 236896.9522, 8087666.32; 248412.5046, 

8073976.674; 255714.8707, 8057217.669; 246497.4618, 8061538.701; 

246441.4526; 8057827.839; 253880.4104, 

8048643.167;226529.26278024907.196;252388.7015,8044585.932;258901

.011; 8057875.167; 221755.0646, 8024412.56; 243770.0112, 

8082386.269; 251326.925, 8033185.808; 252676.4548, 8036371.14; 

252766.7035 8039099.36; 252297.8134, 8047431.685; 246373.4382, 

8030195.776; 235190.7998, 8025984.93; 237888.4147, 8026568.877; 

241245.4055; 8027688.033; 243491.0176, 8027337.79. 

22. ZVIMBA WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northeastern boundary 

beacon of Farm Number 1 of Chitomborwizi at Hunyani River, then generally 

Southwards along Hunyani river to its confluence with Munwahuku River, 

then generally Southwestwards along Munwahuku River to its source, then 

Southwestwards along a straight line with coordinates (UTM: Zone 35S) 

218618.8, 8029646.2; 218346.2, 8029096.7, to its junction with Chikambi-

Masiyarwa road, then generally Westwards along Chikambi-Masiyarwa road 

to its intersection with Masiyarwa-Madzima Road and a track to Musengezi 

River so as to include Shayanewako, Mafuwanhara, Musarurwa, Pemhiwa, 

Mariga, Motsi and Chidhakwa villages and exclude Mujongondi, Manomano, 

Chidovi, Gomera villages and Gomera Business Centre to its junction with 

Musengezi River, then generally westwards along Musengezi River to its 

confluence with Mupfure River, then generally northwestwards along 
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Mupfure rivers to its confluence with Mapatawachakwa river, then 

Northeastwards along Mapatawachakwa rivers to its source at a track, then 

Northeastwards along track to its junction with a road leading to 

Chipfuwamiti school, then Eastwards along the Chipfuwamiti toits junction 

with Nyadukutu river, then generally Northwards along Nyadukutu river so 

as to include Chipfuwamiti School to its confluence with Shupa River, then 

generally Northeastwards along Shupa river to its confluence with Nyagari 

River, then generally Esatwards along Nyagari river to its junction with 

Chipfuwamiti-Zumbara road, then generally Northeastwards along the 

Chipfuwamiti-Zumbara road to its junction with Zumbara-Hombwe road, 

then Northwestwards along Zumbara-Hombwe road to its junction with 

Mariratsoro river, then Northwestwards along Mariratsoro river to its 

confluence with Washanje river, then generally Eastwards along Washanje 

river to the Western boundary beacon of state land, then Northeastwards 

along State land to the Northwestern boundary beacon of state land at 

Kemutedza mountain, then generally Northeastwards along the 

Northwestern boundaries of State land and farms 331, 315, 314 so as to 

include them and exclude Kachesi and Dora farms to the Northern 

boundary beacon of state land, then Southeastwards, then generally 

Northeastwards along the farm boundaries of Mainga and Ouncoi so as to 

include farms 304, 279, 276, 117 and exclude Mainga and Ouncoi farms 

and Nyakarangwe Estate to the Northern boundary beacon of farm 117 

Chitomborwizi, then Southwards along the Eastern boundary of farm 117 to 

its Southwestern boundary beacon, then Southeastwards along the 

Northern boundary of state land up to the Northeastern boundary beacon of 

sate land, then generally Southwestwards along the Eastern boundaries of 

state land, farms 130 and 129 so as to include them to Southeastern 

boundary beacon of farm No. 129, then Eastwards, then generally, 

Northeastwards along the Southern boundaries of farms 132, 133 and 142 

so as to exclude them to the Southeastern boundary beacon of farm 142, 

then generally Northseastwards along the Western boundaries of farms 146 

and 103, so as to include them to the Northwestern boundary beacon of 

farm 103, then Eastwards along the Northern farm boundaries of farms 103, 

37, 38 and 1 so as to include them and exclude Portlet Estate to the 

Northeastern boundary beacon of Farm Number 1 of Chitomborwizi at 

Hunyani river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A.) coordinates: 

807634.963; 8020345.627; 790025.8136, 8030001.773; 795662.3768, 

8023200.222; 810326.1501, 8050763.299; 817020.089, 8057698.449; 

814333.1647, 8053278.339; 807442.6003, 8046615.34, 805249.5534, 

8046872.633, 801220.9299, 8045166.192, 804741.1833, 8042550.089; 

801321.8701; 8038522.865, 798497.0717; 8037002.999; 795465.4187, 
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8036838.791; 797019.4634; 8033822.224; 792399.3861, 8032652.313; 

815980.45 8022568.21; 812164.6815, 8022238.158; 809698.4114, 

8021524.672; 803706.8623, 8020899.191; 800699.2129, 8022633.935; 

799863.2813, 8025186.13; 797933.7769, 8023578.608; 795677.3317, 

8027698.018; 792914.3475, 8027818.029; 791406.6152, 8025728.423. 

ZONE 36: 217732.8373, 8022516.256; 205692.2858, 8061033.533; 

194915.4312; 8022321.08, 214728.8597; 8040158.035; 194845.6213, 

8060996.95; 194941.4377; 8059466.425, 192634.5027; 8059512.39; 

192497.8671, 8057010.299; 189837.2126, 8055765.038; 190381.9558, 

8059174.305; 189414.7322, 8058294.03; 188678.5287, 8060175.454; 

188612.7503; 8058980.068; 183041.0501, 8059011.241; 182498.4919, 

8056628.493; 205107.7965, 8053090.246; 209929.4218, 8046607.892; 

219683.6949 8034728.729; 218653.6568, 8029729.65; 214647.0873, 

8025781.921; 214888.4425, 8022336.388; 211759.3607, 8022103.095; 

208869.5894, 8022120.903; 204638.68, 8023072.406; 201613.0388; 

8023918.248; 198117.0717, 8023531.016; 189558.2042, 8021650.082; 

185897.5469, 8021452.532; 200224.285, 8061015.818; 207940.1901, 

8050376.116; 205494.387, 8057917.244; 211778.9235, 8042631.131; 

217341.3712, 8037225.113; 215624.2638, 8028404.942. 

 

 

 




